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" in Savannah Fall of Elec-

tric-l.ight, I'M;

Trade Guilds. History of. 148, 197
Trade Unions and tlie X. Y. Trade

School, 20.-,

traffic over Broadway, New York.
The. 10

'ravel. Notes of, ir,l, 291

'ravelling Scholarship. The Rotch, 21
'rends. Kiidiiring Stair. 46
.'reaaures of Paris. Value of the Art,
33

L'rees. Big Australian, 186,
Real Estate. When are, 110
and Shrubs. When to Plant,

214
Tubular Boiler. A New French, 266
I'unis. Artesian Wells in, 214
L'unnel. Completion of the Severn, 202

" Straits of Northumberland,
214

Turchi, Venice. The Fondaco dei, 245
Tuscan Cities, 279
rwentificatlon. A, 154

Jnlted States Wood Supply. The, 299
Jniversal Commercial Language. De-
vising. A, 86

Jnremunerated Competitions, 249

Jpsala, Sweden. Cathedral at, 29

Jpsetting Whitewood, 33

Using Published Designs, 238

Value of the Art Treasures of Paris, 33

Valued-Policy Law in Netf Hampshire.
The. 217

Van Schaik's Reading-Room. West-
chester, N. Y., declines to accept Mr.,
110

Vault. A Steel, 188

Vegetable-Market. Edinburgh, 55
Venice. Campanile of St. Mark's, 99

" Excavations at St. Mark's,
286

" Fondaco dei Turchi, 245

Ventilating Sewers by Chimneys, 189
Viiuluct. The Tay, 185
Vibrations of the Flood-Rock Explo-
sion, 238

Vienna Court Theatre, 151
"

Library of the University, 152
Violation of a Pope's Tomb, 22

Voting on the Continuance of a Strike.
170

Volapiik.a Universal Language, 86

Vulgarization of Oxford. Win. Morris
on the, 2!I8

Walls. How to build Warm, 70
" in New York. Thickness of. 25
" thrown down by the Swelling

of Bales of Jute, 157

Waltham, Kng. Restoration of an
Eleanor's Cross, 298

Wards. Circular Hospital, 186

Wartburg, Eisenach. The, 233

Washington Monument. Protecting
from Lightning, 34 58,
238

Pension Bureau Frieze. 142
Wash-houses in the Seine. Threatened
Abolition of the, 186

Water in Brooklyn. Consumption of,
117

" in Building Stones, 134
"

Laying Concrete under, 170
" Removing Microbes from, 106
"

Supply of Ocean Grove and As-
bury Park, N. J., 254

" of Roman Cities, 153
Wells. How a Barrel of Oil polluted

many, 174
" in Tunis. Artesian, 214

Westchester, N. Y., declines to accept
a Reading-Room, 110

Western Association of Architects.
Convention of, 169, 253, 271, 282

Westminster Abbey, 166
White Ant. The, 154
" Lead. Substitutes for, 70

Whitewood. Toughening, 33
Wilhelmsdorf Pauper Colony. The, 176
Willard Museum of Casts in New York.
The, 209

Wind-Pressure. Maximum, 178
\VimlsorOrder. Emlyn's. 262
Winter Palace, St. Petersburg, 118
Wires and Lightning. Telegraph, 98

"
approved in England. Overhead.

13
Wood. The Decay of, 130

"
Petrified, 46

"
Supply. The United States, 296

Wooden Book. An Old Norwegian, 201
" Floors. Impervious Coverings

on, 128

Workingmen's Homes at Schio, Italy, 51

Wyatt. Sir Digby, 67

Yucatan. The Pygmy Races of, 133

Zalinski's Dynamite Gun. Lieut., 302
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ASYLUM.

News-Boys' Lodging-House, New York,
N. Y. K. H. Robertson, Architect, .vi:i

COLLK<iIATE.
Library, of the University, of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich. Van Brunt &
Howe, Architects, 501

DETAILS.

Doorway of the Cathedral, Florence,
Italy, .-i7

44
Corpus Domini Church, t

Bo-

logna, Italy, 504
44 Church of the Holy Spirit, Bo-

logna, Italy, 604
Entrances in and about Boston, Mass.,

Font in the Baptistery, Pisa, Italy, 512

Pulpit in First Roformed Church, Al-

bany, N. Y., 517
44

Outside, Prato, Italy, 500
44 Siena Cathedral, :.1L'

House of C. E. Hasbrook, Kansas City,
Mo. A. Van Brunt, Architect, 506

DWELLINGS
Alterations of the House of J. H. Mc-

Avoy, Chicago, III. Addison &
Fiedler, Architects, 514

Cottage for F. W. Oliver, St. Louis, Mo.
Ramsay & Swasey, Architects,r>os

Double Cottage for Gardener and Coach-
man, Gerinantown. Pa. T. P. Chand-
ler, Jr., Architect, .

r
.20

44A House by the Sea." John Calvin
Stevens, Architect, ."i(i7

House of Louis A. Barbour, Washing-
ton, Conn. Rossiter &
Wright, Architects, 517

44 " James M. Barnard, Milton,
Mass. W. H. Emerson,
Architect, 502

4 * 4l E, T. Burrowes. John Cal-
vin Stevens, Architect, 498

44 4i W. H. BIymyer. Cincinnati,
O. Des Jardins & Hay-
wood. Architects, 520

44 44 C. L. Carrington, Newark,
N. J. Van Campen Taylor,
Architect, :.nl

44 4( G. B. Chase, Marlborough,
N. H. Van Brunt &
Howe, Architects, 622

44 4(
George V. Cressou, Narra-
gansett Pier, R. I. Mo-
Kim, Mead & White, Ar-
chitects, 517

44 44 Mrs. S. E. Guild. Nahant,
Mass . Peabody &
Stearns, Architects, 506

44 4< J. H. Hart, East Orange,
N. J. A. M. Stuckert, Ar-
chitect, 515

44 " Charles E. Hasbrook, Kan-
sas City, Mo. A. Van
Brunt, Architect, 506

44 " Bernard Karz, Patterson,
N. -I. Charles Edwards,
Architect. 500

44 " A. Newbold Morris, Ridge-
field, Conn. Charles A.
Gifford, Architect, 499

14 and Drug Store for I. H. Mack,
Cincinnati, O. Oliver C.
Smith and Walter R. For-
busli, Architects, 519

44 in the Place de la Pucelle, at

Rotten, 614
Houses on St. Nicholas Avenue, New

York, N. Y. T. M. Clark,
Architect, 519

44 for Workingmen, Schio, Italy,
501

An Idle Hour's Suggestion for a Sea-
side Cottage, by If. A. Nisbet, ."..ill

Loredan Palace, Venice, Italy, 499
Old Houses. Halberstadt, Germany, 49K
Palazzo Foscari. Venice, Italy, 503
semi-detached Houses at Ml. Auburn,
Cincinnati, O. Bruce Price, Archi-
tect, 508

Study for a Town-House. H. P. Kirby,
Architect, 513

Thorn Mountain House and Cottagus,
for Gen. M. C. Weutworth. Win. A.
Bates, Architect, 520

ECCLESIASTICAL.

Apostle! Church, Cologne, 520

Cathedral, Bordeaux. Part of East
End. 51 iL

1

44
C'hartres. 514

44
Coutances, France, 521

Kerrara, Italy, 606
44

Florence, Italy. South Door-
way, 507

44
Limoges. Door to South
Transept, 502

44 of S. Martiiin. Lucca, Italy,
611

44
Lyons, France, from North

Aisle, 517

Mexico, Mex. ,508
14 Notre Dame, Paris, France.

After an Etching by Lu-
cien Gautier, 518

Cathedral, Perigueux, France. Tower,

"
Placenza. Italy, 510

Plstoja, Italy, 501

Koueu, France, 600
Worms, Germany, 520

Church of the Cross, Queretaro, Mex-
ico 514

1 the Epiphany, Winchester,
Mass. Rand & Taylor, Ar-
chitects, 508"

Gravllle, 516
" the Holy Crow, St. Lo,

France. Western En-
trance, 517

" the Holy Spirit, Bologna.
Italy. Doorway, 604

"
Oyestreham (West Front),

618
'

St. Francis, Assisl, Italy, 513
" S. Maria della Pieve, Arezzo,

Italy. Marchioune, Ar-
chitect, 607

Cloister of St. John Lateran, Rome, 511
Confessional (restored), Lyons Cathe-

dral, Prance, 517

Doorway, Corpus Domini Church, Bo-
logna, Italy, 504

Font in the Baptistery, Pisa, Italy, 512
Fonts in English Churches. Old, 498
Memorial Rood-Screen, Church of the
Redeemer, Bryu Mawr, Penn. C. M.
Barns, Jr., Architect, 519

Mission Chapel of Trinity Church, New-
ark. N. J. Charles A. Gifford, Archi-
tect, 508

Monumental Church, Richmond, Va.
Built 1811, 319

New Hollis-strcet Church, Boston,
Mass. Geo. F. Meacuam, Architect,
499

Outside Pulpit on the Cathedral, Prato,
Italy, 600

Piazza of St. Mark's, Venice, Italy, 506

Presbyterian Church at Fox Chase, near
Philadelphia, Pa. T. P. Chandler,
Jr. Architect. 511

Pulpit in the Cathedral, Siena, Italy,
612

"
Old, in First Reformed Church,
Albany, N. Y. Built in Hol-
land, 1658, 517

St. Alban's Abbey. New West Front.
Sir Edmund Beckett, Q. C., Architect,
613

St. Crolx, Bordeaux. France, 498
S. Maria Maggiore, Rome. 521

" della Salute, Venice, 522
St. Paul's Church (Episcopal), Ratcliffe-

boro, S. C. Built 1819, 519
S. Stephen's C'uurcu, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Charles M. Burns, Jr., Architect, 511

Temple Emanuel, Fifth Aw., New
York.N. Y. Leopold Eidlitz, Archi-
tect, 514

FOREIGN.
Anhalt Railway Station, Berlin, Ger-
many, .-.(in

Apostles' Church , Cologne, 520

Belfry, Bruges, Belgium, 498

Campanile of St. Mark's, Venice. Meas-
ured and drawn by C. H.
Blackall, 505

"
Pistoja, 521

Canal at the rear of City-Hall, Bruges,
Belgium, 506

Cathedral, Bordeaux. Part of East end,
502

"
Chartres, 514

"
Coutances, France, 521

"
Ferrara, Italy, 505

"
Florence, Italy. South Door-

way, 507
"

Limoges. Door to South
Transept, 502

" of St. Martino, Lucca, Italy,
611

"
Lyons, France. North Aisle

from, 517
"

Mexico, Mex., 508
*' Placenza, Italy. Ap*e of, 510
'* Notre Dame, Rouen, France,

500
44 Worms, Germany, 520

Church Doorway, Corpus Domini, Bo-

logna, Italy, 504
" of the Cross, Queretaro, Mex.,

514
" "

Gravllle, 616
44 *' the Holy Cross (western en-

trance), St. Lo, France,
617

" " the Holy Spirit Doorway,
Bologna, Italy, 504

" "
Oyestreham. West Front.
518

"
St. Francis, Assisi, Italy, 513" " S. Maria della Pleve,
Arezzo, Italy. Marchlonne,
Architect, 507

Citadel at Chapultepcc, Mexico, 503

Cloister of St. John Laterau, Rome, 511

Confessional (restored), Lyons, France,
517

Fondaco Del Tarchi, Venice, Italy, 517

Font In the Baptistery, Pisa, Italy, 512

Giralda Tower, Seville, Spain, 521,522
Hotel de Ville, Beaugency, France, 522

House in the Place de la Pucelle, at

Roueu, 514

Homes for Workingmen, Schlo, Italy,
601

l-oredui Palace, Venice, Italy, 499
Notre Dame, Parii, France. After an
Etching by Luclen Gautier, MX

Old Font* In English churches, 49(1

Houses, HalDerstadt, Germany, 49ft

Outside Pulpit on the Cathedral, Prato,
Italy, 500

Palazzo del Coniune, Plaoensa, Italy,M
"

Comunale, Brescia, Italy, 613
"

Foscari, Venice, Italy, 603
Piazza of St. Mark's, Venice, Italy. 506
Piazza of the Cathedral, Ptsloja, Italy,
612

Pulpit In the Cathedral, Siena, Italy,
SOI

Sketches from Bo'.ogua, Italy. C. H.
Blackall, 504

" France. Win. C. Rich-

ardson, 518
" the Wartburg, Elsen-

ach, Germany, C. H.
Blackall, 516

St. Alban's Abbey. New West front. Sir
Edmund Beckett. Q.C., Architect, 613

St. Croix, Bordeaux, France. 498
S. Maria Maggiore, Konie, 621

" della Salute, Venice, 622
Staircase In the Palazzo del Conti Guldl,
Piacenxa, Italy, 510

Street View, Brunswick, Germany, 522

Tower, Compiegne Town-Hall, 521
41

Perigueux Cathedral, 607

Rioin, Franco, 521
"

Stendal, Germany, 521
44

Tcrmonde, France, 621
Windsor Castle. After au Etching by
Luclen Gautter, 506

GELATINE.

Broad St. Station of the Penn. Railroad,
Philadelphia, Pa. Wilson Bros. & Co.,
Architects, 509

Casino Theatre, New York, N. Y. Kim-
ball & Wlsedell, Architects, 605

(late-Lodge, No. Easton, Mass. H. H.
Richardson, Architect, 522

.Jell ers. in Market (Third District) Court-
House, New York, N. Y. Frederick
C. Withers, Architect, 500

Metropolitan Opera-liouse, New York,
N. V . J. Cleaveland Cady & Co., Ar-
chitects. 618

Store of W. & J. Sloane, New York, N.
Y. W. Wheeler Smith, Architect, 618

Street View, Brunswick, Germany, 522

Temple Emanuel. Fifth Ave.. New
York, N. Y., L. Eidlllz, architect, 514

"Tombs," The, New York, N. Y. John
Haviland, Architect, 605

INTERIORS.

Libraibrary of George E. Lelghton, Ksq., St.

Louis, Mo. Henry C. Isaacs, Archi-
tect, 602

Sketchesof Interior Work at Patterson,
N. J. Charles Edwards, Architect,
515

MERCANTILE.

Boston Terra-Cotta Co.'s Building, Bos-
ton. Win. G. Preston, Architect, 497

House and Drug Store for I. H. Mack,
Cincinnati, O. Oliver C. Smith and
Walter R. Forbush, Architects, 519

Office- Building for Standard Oil Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. W. S. Fraser, Archi-

tect, 602
Store-Front, 204 Middle St., Portland,

Me. John Calvin Stevens, Ar-
chitect, 615

14 of W. & J. Sloane, New York, N.
Y. W. Wheeler Smith, Arch-
itect, 618

MONUMENTAL.

Competitive Designs for "Grant Memo-
rial," 509, 511

Marble Statues,
" Labor" and "Science."

New front of Post - Office, Boston,
Mass. Daniel C. French, Sculptor,
505

Memorial Rood-Screen, Church of the

Redeemer, Bryn Mawr, Pa. C. M.
Burns, Jr., Architect, 5l'.i

Monument, Savannah. Ga. The Gor-
don. Van Brunt & Howe, Architect*,
522

Monumental Church, Richmond, Va.,
519

MISCELLANEOUS.

Bay-Wlndow Parlor-Car, Penna. R. R.
Co. Bruce i'rice, Architect, 503

Campanile of St. Mark's, Venice, Italy.
Measured and drawn by C. H. Black-

all, 605
Canal at the rear of City-Hall, Bruges,

Belgium, 506
Citadel at Chapultepec, Mexico, 503

Design for a Gateway, at East Rook
Park, New Haven, Conn. A. H. Howe.
Jr., Architect, 508

Fondaco Del Turohl, Venice, Italy, 617
Gate Lodge, No. Kaston, Maw. II. II.

Rlcuardton. Architect, 822

Newgate Prison, East G ran by, Conn.
Sketched by M. P. Ilapguod. 618

Secular Towers, Modern Jam half nine-
teenth century), 512

L*t Medieval, 621
Sketches about Wethenfleld, Conn. M.

I', llapgood. 499
at Albany, N. Y., 5IS
44

Cohawel, Maw., 507
44
Hlnaham. Maw., 604

44 from Bologna. Italy. C. H.
Blackall, 504" the Wartburg, Eisenach,
Germany. C. H. Black-
all, 516

41 " Franee. Win. C. Rich-
ardson, i

-

44 In and around Boston, Maw.,
!-, :-'. -."j

Terra-Cotta Ba*-Rellef (The Release of
Barabban). G.
T I n w o r t h,
Sculptor. Ml

(The Sou of
Cydlppe.) G.
Tin worth.
Sculptor, 601

Windsor Castle, after an Etching bv
Luclen Gautier, 606

PUBLIC.

Anhalt Railway Station, Berlin, Ger-
many, 600

Belfry, Bruges. Belgium, 498
B. & L. R. R. New Station, West Mod
ford. Maw. Rand & Taylor, Archi-
tects, 518

Broad St. Station of the Penn. Railroad
Philadelphia, Penn. Wilson Bros. *'

Co., Architects. 509
Casino Theatre, New York, N. Y. Kim-

ball & Wlsedell. Architects, 506
Converse Memorial Library, Maiden
Mass. H. H. Richardson, Architect,
510

Design for chamber of Commerce, Cin-
cinnati, O. Bruce Price
Architect. 497

44 the Chamber of Commerce
Cincinnati. E. M. Wheel-
wright and A. G. Everett,
Architects, 515

14 Music Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.
H. T. Schladerinundt, 506

44 " the Building of the Y. M. C.
A., Richmond, Va. John
Stewardson and Walter
Cope Architects, 516

Jelferson Market (Third DinirictlCourt-
House. New V..rk. N. Y. Frederick
C. Withers, Architect, 500

Metropolitan Opera-House, New York
N. Y. J. Cleaveland Cady & Co., Ar-
chitects, 518

Palazzo Comunale, Brescia, Italy, 613
delCoroune, Piacenza Italy 606

Public School Building. Hanover, 'Pa
J. A. Dempwolf, Architect, 616

Staircase In the Palazzo del Conti Guldl
Placenza, Italy 51(1

Station of the N. Y. C. & H. R. Rail-
road, Schenectady, N. Y. K. II. 1Mb
erson and A. J. Manning, Architect*
614

Tombs," New York. N. Y. John Hav.
Hand. Architect, 605

Town-Hall, Ware, Mass. H. W Hart
well and Win. C. Richardson, Archi-
tects, 499

STABLES.

Design for $1.500 Stable by "Adrem" 502
Design for 91 Jim Stable by "At the ,l,r-

nil, Hour," 502

Design for (J1.500 Stable by 'Feilinn-
Ifnlt, II," 602

Design for f1,500 Stable by "Sun-Jlower,"

Design for 11,500 Stable by
' Tom "

610
Design for 1,500 Stable by

" 7>i An-
glt," 497

Stable for R. Martin. South Orange N
J. T. A. Roberts & Son, Architects
515

Stable for S. J. Meeker, Newark, N. J
John E. Baker, Architect, 510

INITIAL CUTS.

( That fgwrtt rt/cr to Ike fayet.)
Animal Carvings. Nat. History Mu-
seum, Ixindon, 44, 66

Bedstead in the Van Renseelaer House
Albany, 219

Belvedere, Prague. 147
Berlin Churches, 27
Kol< .gut*- Sketchw, 88
Boulle Commode. 223
Bridge, Prague, 124
Bucharest. View In, 303
Capitals, 16, 87, 92, 104, 114, 127, 129, 135

139, 141, 185, 196, 234
' '

Chairs, 31, 32, 40, 43, 111, 174, 1*3, 267
Chateau de Fleurlgny, 268
Church, Schio, Italy, 62
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City Gate, Siena, Italy, 279
" Hall Neuilly-sur-Seine, 295

Confessional, St. Paul's Church, Ant-

werp, 220

Crewe Hall, Eng., 220

" '

of Spiritual Temple, Boston.

Side, 305

Dormers. 291

English Country Churches, 63, la

Entrance Arch, Antwerp Exhibition,

280

Farrn-House, Siena, 280

Fireplaces, 213, 261

Fonts, 10, 151, 153, 164, 175, 184, 189

Fountain of S. Sulpice, Paris, 305
1

Gables, 66, 291, 294

i Gargoyle, 29
Handles. Brass, 255, 303
John of Bologna's Devil, 279
Lion's Head, 8, 31, 42, 81

Lyons Cathedral. Interiors, 246

; Mantel, 297
Nicolai Thor, Eisenach, 233

Oeil de Breuf, 3, 39
Palace of Lucretia Borgia, Venice, 245

Perigueux Domes, 126

Powder Tower, Prague, 123

Priory Church. Christchurch, Eng., 243

Renaissance Carvings, 100, 101,231, 232

School. Village. 292

Settle. Oak, 221

St. Croix, Bordeaux, Interiors, 19

Staircase, 91, 221

Steeples, 67, 186, 197, 270

Statue of Chas. IV, Mexico, 76
"

Schio, Italy, 51

Table, 18

Table-leg, 222
Thein Kirche, Prague, 123

Tomb, 148

Traps. Old, 15;i, >:,

Vegetable Market, Edinburgh, 55
Venice, 99

Wrought-Iroii Work, 33,68,75, 101, 102,

224, 248, 284

INDEX BY LOCATION.

[The figures refer to the number of the journal, and not to the page.']

Albauv, N. Y. Old Pulpit In First Re-

formed Church, 517
" Sketches, 513

Allahabad, India. Tower, Allahabad

Univ W. Emerson, Architect, 512

Ann Arbor, Michigan. Michigan Uni-

versity Library. Van Brunt & Howe,
Architects, 501

Arezzo, I taly. Church of S. Maria della

Piove Marchionne, Architect, 507

Assisi, Italy. Church of St. Francis,

Beauzency, France. Hotel de Ville. 522

Berlin. Germany. Anhalt Railway Sta-

tion, 500

Boogna, Italy. Doorway.
Church^

K " Doorway, Corpus
Domini Church, 51)4

<i " Sketches of Palazzo

Bevilocqua, by C.

H. Blackall,504
11 " Sketch of Palazzo

Fava, by C. H.
Blackall,504

" Sketch of Tower of

San Pietro, by C. H.
Blackall, 504

Bordeaux, France. Cathedral. Part of
East End, 502

" " St. Croix, 498

Boston Mass. Boston Terra-Ootta Com-
pany's New Building.
Wm. G. Preston, Archi-

tect, 497
" " Marble Statues, New

Front of Post-Office.

Daniel C. French,
Sculptor, 505

" New Hollis St. Church.
George F. Meachatn,
Architect, 499

( - Sketches in and around
Boston. 493, 500, 502

" Tower, Boston Offices of

the Vlutual Life Ins.

Co., of New York. Pea-

body & Stearns, Archi-
tects, 512

Brescia. Italy. Palazzo Communale,
513

Bruges, Belgium. Belfry, 49X
ir it Canal at the Rear of

City-Hall, 506

Brunswick, Germany. A Street in,

Brvii Mawr, Pa. Memorial Rood-Screen,
Church of the Redeemer. C. M.
Burns Jr., Architect. 519

Buffalo N. Y. Design submitted for

Muiie-Hall, by H. T. Schladermundt,
Architect, 500

Chapultepec, Mexico. Citadel, 503

Chariest ,
S. C. St. Paul's Church

(Episcopal).
Cliartres, France. Cathedral, after an

etching by Dalauney, 514

Chicago, 111. Alterations of House of

J. H. MeAvoy. Addison & Fiedler,

Architects, 514

Cincinnati, O. Competitive Design for

the Chamber of Com-
merce. Bruce Price,
Architect, 497

" Competitive Design for
Chamber of C o m -

merce. Edmund M.
Wheelwright and Ar-
thur G. Everett, Ar-

chitect, 515
'

Cincinnati, House of W. H. Blyra-
yer. Des Jardius &
Haywood, Architects,
520

" House and Drug-Store
forl.H. Mack. Oliver
C. Smith and Walter
R. Forbush, Archi-
tects. 51S

" Semi-Detached Houses
at Mt. Auburn. Bruce
Price, Architect, 508

Cohasset, Mass. Sketches, 507

Cologoe, Germany. Apostles' Church,
5M

Corapiegne, France. Tower of Hotel de

Ville, 521

Coutances, France. Cathedral, 521

East Granby, Conn. Newgate Prison,
518

East Orange, N. J. House of J. H.
Harte. A. M. Stuckert, Architect,
515

Eisenach, Germany. Sketches from the

Wartburg, by O. H. Blackall, 516

Ferrara, Italy. The Cathedral, 505

Florence, Italy. South Doorway of the

Cathedral, 507
Fox Chase, Pa. Presbyterian Church.
T. P. Chandler, Jr., Architect, 511

Germantown, Pa. Double Cottage for

Gardener and Coachman. T. P.

Chandler, Jr., Architect, 520

Glasgow, Scotland. Tower of the Muni-
cipal Buildings. W. H. Lynn, R. H.

A., Architect, 512

Graville, France. Church, 516

Halberstadt, Germany. Old Houses,
498

Hanover, Pa. Public School Building.
J. A. Dernpwolf, Architect, 516

Hingham, MASS. The First Church, 504
"

Typical Cottages, 504

Jackson, N. H. Thorn Mountain House
and C ittages. Wm. A. Bates, Archi-

tect, 520
Kansas City, Mo. House of Chas. E.
Hasbrook. A. Van Brunt, Architect,
506

Lancashire, Eng. Towers. G.E. Gray-
son, Architect, 512

Limoges. Cathedral. Door to South
Transept, 502

London, Bug. Record Tower. G. E.
Street, R. A., Archi-
tect, 512" " Tower of National Lib-
eral Club. A. Water-
house, A. R. A., Ar-
chitect, 512

Lucca, Italy. Cathedral of S. Martino,
511

Lyons, France. Cathedral. 517

Maiden, Mass. Converse Memorial Li-

brary. H. H. Richardson, Architect,
510

Marlborough, N. H. House of G. B.
Chase. Van Brunt & Howe, Archi-
tects, 521

Mexico, Mex. The Cathedral, 508

Nahant, Mass. House of Mrs. S. E.
Guild. Peabjdy & Stearns, Archi-
tects, 506

Narragansett Pier. R. I. House of Geo.
V. Cresson. McKim, Mead & White,
Architects, 517

Newark, N. J. House for C. L. Car-
rington. Van Cam-
pen Taylor, Archi-
tect, 501

Newark, N. J., Mission Chapel of Trin-

ity Church. Charles
A. Gifford, Archi-
tect, 508

" Stable for S. J. Meeker.
John E. Baker, Ar-
chitect, 510

New Haven, Conn. Suggestion for a

Gateway at East Hock Park. H. A.
Howe, Jr., Architect, 508

New York, N. Y. Casino Theatre.
Kimball & Wise-

dell, Architects, 505
" " Houses on St. Nicho-

las Ave. T. M.
Clark, Architect,
519

" " Jefferson Market
Court-House. F. C.

Withers, Architect,
500

" "
Metropolitan Opera-

Ho'- T Cleave-
laiK. Co.

" "
News-..,..,.. _...-iiig-

House. R. H.Rob-
ertson, Architect.
503

" " Store of W. & J.
Sloane. W. Wheel-
er Smith, Archi-
tect, 518

" " Temple Emanuel.
Leopold Eidlitz,
Architect, 514

" " Tombs. John Havi-
land, Architect, 505

North Easton, Mass. Gate-Lodge. H.
H. Richardson, Architect, 522

Paris, France. Notre Dame. After an
etching by Lucien Gautier, 618

Patersou, N. J. House of Bernard
Karz. Chas. Ed-
wards, Architect,
500

" Sketches of Interior
Work. Chas. Ed-
wards, Architect,
515

Perigueux, France. Cathedral, 507

Philadelphia, Pa. Broad-street Station
of Penna. Railroad. Wilson Bros. &
Co., Architects, 509

Piacenza, Italy. Apse of Cathedral, 510
" Palazzo del Comune,

506
"

Staircase, Palazzo del
Conti Guidi. 510

Pisa, Italy. Font in the Baptistery, 512

Pistoja, Italy. Piazza of the Cathedral,
501, 521

Pittsburgh, Pa. OKce - Building for
Standard Oil Co. W. S. Fraser, Archi-
tect, 502

Portland, Me. House of E. T. Bur-
rowes. John Calvin
Stevens, Architect,
498

" New Store-Front, 204
Middle St. John Cal-
vin Stevens, Archi-
tect, 515

Prato, Italy. Outside Pulpit on the
Cathedral, 500

Queretaro, Mex. Church of the Cross 514

Richmond, Va. Building of th Y. M.
C. A. John Steward-
son and Walter Cope,
Architects, 616

Richmond, Va., Monumental Church
519

Ridgetield, Conn. House of A. New-
bold Morris. Chas. A. Gifford, Archi-
tect, 499

Riom, France. Clock-Tower, 521

Rome, Italy. Cloister of St. John Lat-

eran, 511
" "

S. Maria Maggiore, 521

Rouen, France. Cathedral, oitO
" " House in the Place de la

Pucelle. 514

S.avannab, Ga. Gordon Monument.
Van Brunt & Howe, Architects, .-.22.

St. Alban'B, Eng. New West Front, St.

Alban's Abbey. Sir Edmund Beckett,
Q. C., Architect, 613

St. L6, France. Church of the Holy
Cross. Western Entrance, 517

St. Louis, Mo. Cottage for F. W. Oli-
ver. Ramsay & Swa-
iwy, Architects, 508

" "
Library of George K.

Leighton. Henry G.
Isaacs, Architect, 502

Schenectady, N. Y. Station of the N.
Y.C. & H. K. Railroad. R. " >>-

ertsou and A. J. Manning, .

514

Schio, Italy. Houses for Woritingmen,
501

Seville, Spain. The Giralda Tower, 521,
522

Sheffield,Eng. Tower of New Commer-
cial Exchange. Hadfleld & Sons, Ar-
chitects, 512

Siena, Italy. Pulpit in the Cathedral,
512

South Orange, N. J. Stable for R. Mar-
tin. T. A. Roberts Son, Architects,
515

Stendal, Germany. Inglinger Gate, 521

Stratford-on-Avon, Eug. Shakespeare
Memorial Tower, 512

Suffolk, Eng. Old Fonts, 498

Terraonde, France. Town-Hall Tower,
521

Thetford, Norfolk, Eng. Old Font, St.

Mary's Church, 498

Venice, Italy. Campanile of St. Mark's,
505

" " Fondaco dei Turchi,517" " Loredan Palace, 499
u " Palazzo Foscari, 503
" " Piazza of St. Mark's, 505
" "

S. Maria della Salute, 522
Wakeflelil, Eng. Town-Hall Tower. T.
E. Colcutt, Architect, 512

Ware, Mass. New Public Hall. Hart-
well & Richardson, Architects, 499

Washington, Conn. House of Louis A.
Barbour, Rossiter & Wright, Archi-
tects, 517

West Medford, Mass. B. & L. H. R. Sta-
tion. Rand & Taylor, Architects, 51s

Wetherstteld, Conn. Sketches by M. P.

Hapgood, 499

Wilkesbarre, Pa. S. Stephen's Church.
Charles M. Burns, Jr., Architect, 511

Winchester, Mass. Church of the
Epiphany. Rand & Taylor, Archi-
tects, 508

Windsor, Eng. Windsor Castle, after
an etching by Lucien Gautier, 505

Worms, Germany. Cathedral, 520

York, Eng. Old Font in Bederu Chapel,
498

" " Terra-Cotta Bas - Reliefs.

George Tiiiworth, Sculp-
tor, 501
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R. JOHN R. NIERNSfiE, one of the oldest and most re-

spected
architects in the United States, died in Columbia,

South Carolina, on the 7th of June. Mr. Niernsee was
born and educated in Vienna, but came to this country when a

young man, bringing with him the well-try "'It mind which Ger-
man technical education gives. EnginewA'ipf high theoretical

attainments were not so common here forty years ago as they
are ri("V^, and he soon found employment under the United
States Government in the survey of the coast of Georgia and
Florida, and, later, in the construction of various important
fortifications on the Southern coast. Returning from these
duties, he settled in Baltimore, where he was employed by the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company, and gained at the same
time some note as an architect. A few years before the war,
he was selected as the architect of the new State-House which
the State of Suuth Carolina had determined to erect, and re-

moved to Columbia, to devote himself to the work. The build-

ing was still unfinished when the war broke out, interrupting
building operations completely ; ami he returned to Baltimore,
where he continued to practise his profession quietly, but with

ever-increasing success. In 1873, on the occasion of the great
Industrial Exposition in Vienna, he was chosen as the United
States Commissioner to the- Exposition, and revisited in that

capacity the home of his early years. A few years later, he
was selected by the trustees of the Johns Hopkins bequest as

consulting architect in the construction of their noble hospital

buildings, and continued to act in that capacity until called

South by the Government of South Carolina, which had deter-
mined to resume the construction of its State-House, and re-

quested its former architect to assume again the direction of
the work so unhappily interrupted. Although nearly twenty-
five years had p-issed since he laid down his pencil in Columbia,
Mr. Niernsee gladly accepted the invitation to complete the

most important of his works according to his original intention,

and removed again to Columbia, but he had hardly entered

upon his duties before he was attacked with an illness which
soon proved fatal. In private life Mr. Niernsee was one of

the most amiable and honorable of men, devoted to his profes-
sion and zealous for the interests of its members. He was one
of the earliest members of the American Institute of Archi-

tects, and did much to gain for it the reputation and authority
of which his successors now enjoy the benefit.

'IT PROPOSITION has been made to extend the member-

/i ship of the National Academy of Design so as to include

a certain number of architects, who would be elected to

the two grades of associate and full members, just as architects

of distinction are admitted to the Royal Academy in England,
or the Institute of France. Whether the proposition is likely
to be carried into effect we do not know, but it seems to us that

such a change in the constitution of the Academy might be

productive of good, both to architects and to the painters and

sculptors who now alone enjoy active membership, although
several architects have been elected honorary members. It is

much to be desired that architects and other artists should be

brought more together in this country, and every movement
for bringing about more intimate relations will be warmly pro-
moted by those who best understand the advantages to be ginrd
in this way. Most architects who interest themselves in the
successes of their professional brethren have probably observed
that the highest reputation has almost always come to men who,
either from inclination or through the habits acquired abroad,
have sought the acquaintance and cooperation in their work of

the best artists. Whether the painters and sculptors in these
cases have gained fame by reflection from that of their friend
the architect, or whether he has borrowed plumes from them, is

of less importance than the fact that the joint work of two or
three men of different artistic professions working together has
in several conspicuous instances gained for each a good deal
more reputation than cither could have acquired by the same
amount of labor independent of the other. Something of this

effect may perhaps be due to the novelty of the combination,
but much ought also to be attributed to the influence of each in

criticising and inspiring the other, and to the redoubled power
which two artists, enforcing at once the same sentiments by dif-

ferent modes of expression, can give to the design on which

they work together. It is true that the simple election of a
man as a National Academician would not imbue him with ar-

tistic feeling, or secure to him always the cooperation of his

brother Academicians in his work ; but it would do something
to interest him in other artists, and them in him, while the
admission of architectural drawings to the annual exhibitions

would do still more, and the social intercourse which it is in-

tended to promote in the Academy by regular meetings of the

members would perhaps do most of all ; and the mutual ac-

quaintance of persons of tastes so similar could not fail to be
in some way pleasant and serviceable to all.

llE Society of Architecture of Lyons, as our readers will

remember, holds each year a competition, open to all

architects, upon a given programme, offering as prizes
medals of gold and silver. The programme for the present

year proposes a design for a law-school. The building is sup-

posed to be situated in a lot bounded by four streets, and to

be set back on all sides from the street line; the intervening

space being planted with shrubbery. The plan must include a

large salle deg Pas Perdits, or waiting-room, after the French

manner, from which must open three court-rooms. One of

these court-rooms is to be devoted to public exhibitions and
distributions of prizes, and must be large enough to accommo-
date three hundred spectators, besides all the professors and

dignitaries, who are to have a platform to themselves. The
two other court-rooms must hold one hundred and fifty persons
each, and each is to be provided with a seat for the judge.
Besides these, six lecture-rooms must he provided, each having
an area of about one hundred square metres, and a library, to

contain twenty-five thousand volumes, with one or two general

reading-rooms, to accommodate fifty readers in all, and a 8|>e-

cial reading-room for the professors, and offices for the libra-

rian and his assistant. Each of the twenty professors is also

to have a room to himself ; and a general meeting-room for all

the instructors, with a dressing-room and ante room, must be

provided, besides an office and ante-room for the dean, and a

suite of at least ten rooms for the habitation of the dean and
his family. The secretary must also have a lodging, consisting
of five rooms, and the janitor and his assistant must each have
rooms. Five drawings are required, all at a small scale. The

plans of the first anil second story only are called for, at one
two-hundredth the full size, or about one-sixteenth of an inch

to the foot, with the principal elevation and a longitudinal sec-

tion at double this scale, and a detail, either of the facade or

the section, at one-twentieth the full size. The drawings are

to be delivered to the Secretary of the Society of Architecture,
at the Palace of Fine Arts in Lyons, on or before the sixth

day of December next, and the designs will first be examined

by a committee of seven members of the Society, who will

present a report upon them; and the prizes are finally to be

awarded by the vote of the whole Society. We hardly sup-

pose that any of our readers are likely to enter a contest so

remote, but it will do no harm to suggest to the younger ones,

particularly those who have the necessary leisure, that there is

no more valuable exercise than an occasional effort, carried out

to reasonable success, at solving an extensive, but well-studied
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programme like this. An architect who is not sometimes

called upon to design large and monumental buildings loses the

capacity for thinking architecturally in a monumental way
which he ought to have acquired in his student days, and as

this is one of the most valuable faculties which an architect of

mature years can possess, U is only prudent for those in the

earlier stages of their career to try to keep their knowledge
fresh by setting themselves occasionally imaginary programmes
of a sort more ambitious than those which their business at

that period is likely to bring them.

@UR
readers will remember the case of the enterprising Lon-

don builder, who set up a private cemetery at Bethnal

Green, and after making a good income for many years by
the sale of permits to inter bodies in it, finally completed his

speculation, after the extension of the city had reached the lo-

cality, by cutting up the ground into building lots. A great
deal of comment was m ide on the case by persons interested in

sanitary matters, who remembered, among other things, that the

bodies of many victims of cholera were buried there, and feared

the consequences either of disinterring them or of building
houses over them, and, as it seems, one result of the agitation

was to deter a builder, who had contracted to erect houses on

the land on a building lease, from carrying out his agreement.
After the facts had been made public, an Act of Parliament

was passed, forbidding the construction of any building on a

disused burial-ground, and the contractor was thus cut off en-

tirely from fulfilling his promise. The owner of the land, how-

ever, professing to believe that this did not affect his right to

claim rent for the land, brought suit not long ago to recover

about two years' arrears of the ground-rent specified in the con-

tract. In point of law there would be, perhaps, a question
whether the neglect of the builder for a year and a half to do

what he had promised to do, and might at that time have done,

did not give the owner some claim to be reimbursed for the loss

which he had suffered through the failure of the other party to

the contract to do what lie had agreed, befoie he was prevented
from doing so by the Act ; but the judge, with that airy wisdom

so characteristic of English magistrates, disposed of this argu-
ment in a moment, announcing that in iiis opinion the contract

between the owner and the builder involved a violation of the

rights of those who had paid money on the faith that their

friends and relations should lie in this ground undisturbed ; and

although there was no evidence whatever that anybody had paid

any money on this faith, he proceeded to infer from his suppo-
sition that the contract in question

" amounted to a conspiracy,"
and was, therefore, illegal. On this ground, therefore, he ren-

dered judgment for the defendant. The question as to who
should pay the costs was disposed of by a process of reasoning
about as admirable as the preceding one, his lordship remark-

ing that " there were no merits in the case, and it was an un-

holy proceeding altogether," and ordering accordingly that each

party should pay his own costs.

llfllE Builder quotes from a book by Colonel Parnell, who

JJ has recently made himself conspicuous in discussions on

the effects of lightning, a table compiled from the recorded

observations of the last one hundred and fifty years, showing
the kinds of material most likely to be affected by a lightning

stroke, and indicating in this way the character of the action of

lightning. Colonel Parnell's opinion is that lightning, far from

being a stream of fire descending from the sky, is, as he says,
an electric explosion, resembling that of a torpedo, and acting
in the majority of cases upward, from the ground to the clouds.

The action of the stroke is primarily mechanical, and in most
cases nothing but mechanical effects are observed, although a

part of the force may be converted into heat, just as happens
occasionally with any other sort of motion. The table given in

the book certainly confirms these views. It is found, for instance,
that the material most frequently disturbed by lightning is stone,
in the form of rock or of masonry. We are apt to suppose
that trees are the most common object of the attack of light-

ning, but it appears that rocks or stone walls are affected six

times as frequently as trees, and, in fact, trees suffer one-half

as often as animals or men. AVhen trees are struck, the effect

upon them is in about fourteen cases out of fifteen to split or

tear them, without burning them at all. Ill the fifteenth in-

stance the wood is scorched. When men or animals are struck,
on the contrary, indications of burning are observed in about
three-fifths of the cases. Stone walls or ledges show signs of

burning or melting only once in every two hundred cases.

Metal is melted much more frequently, this effect being pro-

duced almost as often as the purely mechanical effects of break-

ing or bending. Gunpowder is usually exploded when struck,

but this is probably a mechanical rather than a chemical effect,

since any sharp shock, as a blow with a hammer, for instance,

may have the same result. G.is, however, is also ignited by

lightning, either directly, or, more probably as a consequence
of the heating of some imperfectly-conducting substance in con-

tact with the gas. It is singular that the bare ground is dis-

turbed by lightning almost as often as trees. We have heard

of a lightning stroke which ploughed up nearly an acre of

ground in an instant; and it seems that some such mechanical

effect as this upon the soil often accompanies thunder-storms.

T E GENIE CIVIL gives an illustrated account of the new
Parson steam-engine, or "steam-turbine," as it is called.

Strictly speaking, it has no right to this name, since the action

of the steam in it is totally different from that of water upon a

turbine wheel, but the fact that all the working parts revolve

together inside a stationary casing gives its movement a distant

resemblance to that of a horizontal water-wheel. Independent
of its name, however, it is a very interesting machine. Perhaps
the most nccurate way of describing it would be to call it an

oscillating engine with four cylinders, fixed on the inside of a

pivoted drum-like case, and so connected as to cause the drum
which carries them to revolve about the shaft by the move-

ment of the pistons. The transformation of the reciprocal mo-

tion of the pistons into a smooth rotary movement of the cylin-

ders is effected by an ingenious application of the geometrical
theorem that the line described by any point on the circumfer-

ence of a circle rolling on the inside of the circumference of a

circle of a diameter twice as great, is a straight line, coinciding
with a diameter of the larger circle ; and that a second point
on the circumference of the small circle, directly opposite the

first, will in rolling describe a diameter of the large circle at

right angles with that described by the first. Reversing these

conditions, if any number of opposite and alternating forces

are applied at opposite points on the circumference of a disk or

shaft free to turn, but not to move laterally, their combined

action, which, if the absolute direction of the forces were fixed,

would result in nothing but cross strains on the shaft, may, by
allowing the absolute direction of the forces to change in one

plane, that is, by making the cylinders free to revolve.be so

modified as to cause the shaft to move with a rolling motion upon
the inside of a real or imaginary circumference of twice its

own diameter, while the cylinders revolve with a uniform cir-

cular movement around a centre which is also the centre of the

circle within which the shaft rolls. In practice, the pistons of

the four cylinders used are simply applied to a crank, so de-

signed that the diameter of the circumference described by its

outside line is twice its own diameter; and as the small circles

must turn twice in rolling once around the large one, the cyl-

inders in the engine revolve for every two trips of the pis-

tons. Such applications of pure geometry to practical mech-

anism do not always prove so successful as the theory promises,
but in this instance the crank and pistons seem to follow the

courses marked out for them by mathematics with the utmost

docility, and the engine can be run at a speed far surpassing
that of any other now in use ; one now on exhibition in London

giving without difficulty twelve thousand revolutions of the

shaft per minute, or about ten times as many as the swiftest

engines hitherto made have attempted to furnish. This fright-
ful rapidity of movement may be better appreciated by consid-

ering that a locomotive with eight-foot driving wheels, running
with this speed of shaft, would go from New York to San
Francisco in about an hour. Of course, no locomotive could en-

dure such a strain upon it, and the Parson engine has so far

been employed chiefly for driving dynamo-electric machines,
which are attached directly to the shaft, without belts or gear-

ing to multiply the speed. During the construction of the

Suakin-Berber railway, which was built mostly at night to

avoid the heat of the sun, these machines were used for fur-

nishing electric-light. An engine, with its boiler and dynamo-
machine, was set upon a platform car, which carried also

portable tripods, thirty feet high, at the top of each of which
was placed a Brush electric lump. The tripods, which were
made to shut up like a telescope, were set up about a hundred
feet apart, and connected by wires with the dynamo, which
could be shifted to any position desired.
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ARCHITECTURAL TERKA-COTTA. II.

TF you should visit

L
IVrlli Amboy, in

i .;i r New Jersey, you
would find that pleas-
ant old town pictur-

esquely located on the

banks of the Kill-von-

Kull, and by following
a wagon -load of the

buff, or of the rich rc<l

clay, after the material

is mined from the pits,

you would bo carried

into one of the largest
terra - cotta manufac-
tories in the United
States. The buildings

constituting the facto-

ry are very numerous,
their upper

'

stories

being connected by
means of bridges and
the whole terminating
in a dock, where the

finished articles are

finally carried for ship-
ment" to the various

portions of the States.

Piercing the roofs of some of the buildings, and towering for great

distances above them, are the tops of enormous terra-cotta kilns,

which, when you come to examine them within, have the appearance
of tremendous brick bottles, securely bound every few feet in height
with great encircling bands of iron. The loads of clay are thrown

out and spread over large Hoors in order to deprive it of its moisture,

and after being properly dried, the clay is next conveyed by eleva-

tors or otherwise to the pulverizing machine, where it is thoroughly

disintegrated. After being thus treated, the clay is next mixed with

powdered old terra-cotta, or with ground flint, sand or other vitrifia-

ble substances. The clay, after being properly prepared and mixed,

next passes into a machine called a" pug-mill," and into this machine

there passes a stream of water sufficient to "pug" the clay, or in

other words to impart to the material the desired degree of plastic-

ity, and the operation is materially assisted by the arms or knives at-

ta'ched to the shaft of the pug-mill which cut the clay in every direc-

tion and thoroughly mix it, and finally, when the material issues from

the bottom of the pug-mill, it possesses the desired consistency or

"temper." The clay, after being pugged anil slightly dried, is

next cut into masses and conveyed into the workshop of the moulder

or tin; studio of the modeller. When single pieces are ordered, the

modeller produces his design in clay, which is afterward carefully

dried and then fired. If more than one are wanted, as in the case of

friezes, strings, tiles, simple cornices and capitals, or other orna-

ments which run through a large space, or are often repeated upon a

building, moulds of the object are taken in plaster, and one of the

most interesting spectacles to the visitor to the terra-cotta works is

the department where these moulds are made, an operation which re-

quires considerable skill and dexterity. The plaster-of-Paris is usually

mixed in a mill similar to a pug-mill, used for tempering the clay,

and as the plaster rapidly hardens, and at the same time shrinks

so much during the hardening process that a large mould requires to

be made in different sections, and, in cases of intricate design, in a

great many pieces.
Numerous men and boys flit about the department, swiftly perform-

ing the requisite manipulations as they pour the fluid plaster-of-Paris

into forms or into moulds which stiffen while they are smoothing it into

shape. In cases of designs which have under-cut ornaments the

highest skill and experience are requisite, and in such cases, on ac-

count of the rapid deterioration of the moulds, it is possible only to

obtain a few casts, and such designs are usually cast first in gelatine,

which is readily withdrawn from the under-cut portions of the mould,

and upon being released readily resumes its proper form, and in this

way the moulds are reproduced and kept uniform. By means of the

ordinary plaster moulds, the more common ornaments can be indefi-

nitely reproduced, and in cases of continuous moulding it is not an un-

common practice to shape the moulding by passing it, or, rather, ex-

pressing it, from a machine constructed similar to au ordinary express-

ing brick and tile machine. In case the designs are produced by the

latter method, a die of the proper shape is attached to the mouth of

the machine, and as the tempered clay is forced through it the mould-

ing is performed. In this way crown mouldings for cornices, etc., are

cheaply produced of the desired form and thickness, and are after-

ward divided by wires into the necessary lengths. When the plaster

moulds are employed the clay is pressed'with the hand into the mould

and the objects are afterward finished with the lingers, care being

observed to have the object of uniform thickness throughout, other-

wise "warping" or twisting from the heat not reaching nil tile mate-

rials equally ami simultaneously will be the certain result. For ex-

ample, when a mould is employed, the clay is not forced into it en

Continued from page 28, No. 49

maiue.but the plastic material is deftly pressed only against the side*,

the moulder following the varying surface* of the mould and leaving,
us nearly as p.i-sible, a nni'orm thickness of clay in llie various pai I-,

and if (he design is of such a character that it would not, in it- hol-

low form of undried and unbiirned clay, retain its sha|H! unimpaired
until fired, then braces or " struts

"
of clay arc formed in the inte-

rior so as to sustain the design until it paws through the kiln, and
also to add increased strength after being burned. The thickness of

the clay of course varies with the nature and different purposes fur

which the objects of terra-cotta are to be employed ; but the average
thickness is about seven-eighths of an inch; this, however, is exceeded
where strength is a requisite.
A uniform thickness of the material is an imperative necessity in

all classes of terra-cotta, whether it is to be used for ornamental pur-

pose* or simply as .building-block*, this requisite being more readily
attainable in the latter case than in the former, as the blocks are sim-

ply hollow pieces of terra-cotta, having walls of equal thickness.

There is no question of the reliability of the material, even in a hol-

low form, for sustaining great weight; but in some cafes the blocks

are required to be placed in such positions that the hollow |K>rtions

require to be filled with cement or with cement concrete, and in Mich

cases a material should be employed which will not swell in dr\in_:.

In order to prevent the bursting of the filled pieces, fat cement, so

delusive to many, should not be employed, it being much better to use

clean sand and a minimum proportion of cement.

Many of the ornaments reproduced from plaster moulds are very

pleasing, but the real beauty of terra-cotta lies in the ease with which
the plastic material lends itself to the skill of the modeller, who can

impart to it his grandest and broadest conceptions, ami then have

them transformed into a material which is more imperishable than

granite ; but to do this successfully, the modeller must posM'ss dignity
and great sweep of imagination, lie must love his work and ! ali-

sorbed in it, and habituated to executing his ideas in a manner hold

and free, or otherwise his production-, will be a failure, as the design

must necessarily be viewed from a distance, and show a symmetry of

proportion entirely unattainable by one who dissipates his force by
attention chiefly to minute details ;

hut the grace and harmony of

separate proportions should be preserved in that of the finished

whole. Different subjects, of course, require different treatment, but

if the design be a panel in high relief it should show spirited model-

ling ;
and if the subject is foliage, the curves in the leaves should

give good shadow; but whatever maybe the object, the result should

show genuine artistic skill. The importance of sufficient time being

allowed for making moulds, models, and drying the moulded or modelled

pieces cannot be over-estimated, and there should be less of that too

frequent hurrv now so common in the execution of orders. The

pieces should be dried just sufficiently to give them the right texture,

for if they are too damp or "green" they will crack or be crushed

during the firing; should they be too dry, they will crack even during

drying, and should there be a great variation in the different por-

tions of an article in regard to thickness, or in proportion of moisture,

it is extremely liable to be distorted by twisting, owing to unequal

contraction, both during drying and while in the kiln. The objects

after being removed from the plaster moulds are finished by hand, and

should the workman leave portions of the surface unevenly finished,

or one part less smooth than the remainder, which not infrequently

results from some partial tooling arising from an after-thought after

the article is partially dried, the difference in the texture of the sur-

face will prove another source of danger while the article is in the

kiln, as it would be very liable to distortion because of the moisture

contained in the clay being drawn from the smoother portions and

dispelled through the more porous, thereby causing the former to

contract. The system of piece-work, which is generally adopted
in English ami by some American terracotta works, is an unmiti-

gated evil, and is not infrequently the cause of much of the crack-

Tug, distortion, twisting, warping, or the irregularities which have

come to be commonly regarded as inevitable.

There is, of course, good trra-colta, as well as lower grades of the

same material ; but architects often have only themselves to blame

for the inferior quality of this material, which not infrequently finds

its way into buildings, because they allow the control of this branch

of the work oftentimes to pass into the hands of irresponsible con-

tractors, who have no interest in the matter beyond the profit which

they can make by placing the order. If architects would treat

directly with manufacturers of terra-cotta, and give them a reason-

able time in which to execute their designs, there would be less com-

plaint on the scores which have been mentioned, and valuable time

would in many instances be saved. When the execution of the

designs in terra cotta are entrusted to the general contractor, he will

naturally seek to have the work executed as cheaply a< possible, and

as all the better manufacturers of this class of material compete on

almost equal terms, the probabilities are that the execution of the

architect's designs will in the end fall into the hands of manufactu-

rers who do not possess sufficient facilities and are not over particu-

lar in regard to the work which they turn out, or the promises which

thev make.
There are stones of good quality and others of poor quality, anil

there are some which are soft and others which are hard, and with

terra-cotta it is just the same. ;
some being bad in color, bail in tex-

ture, and bail in every other respect, and such material is produced

from clay which is wholly unsuitable for the purpose, as the shrinka-c
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is uneven and excessive, consequently requiring an undue proper
tion of "

grog
"

to be mixed with it during the pugging, and wind
is intended in some degree to obviate the imperfections of the clay
but (he common result is that the color, if it be red, is oftentimes

completely ruined. In order to give the surface the desired red color

the moulded or modelled terra-cotta, after being dried, is washei

over or dipped into a "slip" of clay containing oxide of iron, ant

after being burned, the object thus treated presents for a short time

a good appearance; but after a time, as the wash can never be made
to permanently adhere to the terra-cotta body, owing to alternate

frost and thaw, atmospheric and other changes, it finally falls off ant

discloses an undesirable, mottle-colored surface, which permanent!)
disfigures the structure. It may be said in this connection, by some

persons, that they can not see any additional reason why the archi

tect should control and hold in his own hands the execution of his

designs in terra-cotta, than for any of the other materials which enter

into the construction of a building; but, as the architect will be hek
more rigidly responsible for any failure, artistic or otherwise, in the

terra-cotta than in the ordinary materials, we can see no good reason

why he should allow it to be executed through the general contractor

any more than he would allow the frescoing or other h'ne decorative

features of a building to be performed by that individual.

There are, of course, delays in supplying all materials for a build-

ing which require to be produced upon special order, and this is

especially true in regard to those which have to be subjected to the

action of fire, as there must necessarily result a certain percentage o)

loss, and it is this which oftentimes causes the annoying delays in

supplying terra-cotta. The question naturally arises, how are such

delays to be obviated? Undoubtedly the proper way is for an archi-

tect, when his client and himself have decided that terra-cotta shall

be used in the structure, and the plans and specifications have been

fully agreed upon, is to immediately prepare the working details of

his designs, and forward them to the manufacturer whom he may
select for their execution, and while tenders are being received for

the work of constructing the building, and while the excavation is

being made, the terra-cotta manufacturer can be turning out his

work, so that when the builder is in readiness for the first consign-
ment, it is more than probable that the terra-cotta manufacturer will

have the major portion of the work accomplished, and in such cases

there would ho no procrastination. The delays in receiving terra-

cotta, because of which so many complaints arise, are caused in al-

most every case, by a block usually some very important construc-

tional one in the building being destroyed either in the drying
or burning, and if the manufacturer could obtain a sufficient lead

of the contractor, lie would have an opportunity to replace such a
block by another, before it would be required in the work. It is,

however, not only because of the delays, but also on account of qual
ity, that time is so important to the manufacturer of terra-cotta

;
for

in nine cases out of ten, it is when the work requires to be unduly
hurried through the moulding or modelling and the drying and firing,
in order to keep the building

"
going," that the defects of cracking,

twisting and warping take place. If this material is properly treated,
and allowed sufficient time, it will issue from the kiln as true and as

beautiful as if it were carved from stone with the chisel and the
mallet.

Manufacturers are sometimes delayed in getting out terra-cotta
work by the manner in which the working-drawings are prepared, as

few architectural draughtsmen possess the necessary extensive expe-
rience requisite to properly prepare such drawings. The form of the

pieces, as well as their size, require to be taken into consideration :

the manner in which they are bonded and keyed, the joints, etc.

I have dwelt thus long upon the delays which are liable to occur
in the execution of architectural designs in terra-cotta, and the man-
ner in which they can be avoided, for the reason that such delays or
the apprehension that they will occur often militate seriously against
the employment of the material.

After the pieces have been carefully and thoroughly dried, they are
carried to the kiln, in which they are skilfully set, the smaller pieces
being packed in "

seggars," and in delicate pieces of terra-cotta relief

work, in order to preserve the sharpness and definition of texture,

they are sometimes packed in a less fusible powder, like quartz grain
or canister. The entrances to the kilns, after they are filled, are

finally walled up with brick, and daubed or plastered over with clav,
and fires are then lighted in the furnaces underneath. The kiln
used is an up-draught kiln, so constructed that the fire does not come
into contact with the object to be burned, the flame passing from the

gates, at the base of the kiln, through a pipe set up in the centre. The
objects are placed in the kiln in tiers, separated by fire-brick, the

larger pieces being placed in the topmost portions of the kiln, and
the time and method of burning are about the same as in the case of
fire-brick.

When terra-cotta has been improperly fired, there is constant

danger that it will rapidly disintegrate after a short season of expo-
sure, owing to the fact that it failed to receive sufficient heat to impart
to the perishable clay the chemical change upon which its indestruc-
tible character depends. The simplest tests are usually sufficient lo

distinguish inferior terra cotta from that of good quality, for a wcll-
biirni-d and enduring material will emit a sharp, metallic, ringing,
bell-like sound, when forcibly struck with a piece of steel, which will

cause a spark to be emitted
;
but such a blow will not dent or disfig-

ure the terra-cotta, the only visible mark being such as would be
made, by a black lead-pencil.

The advantages of this material are its superiority and its cheap-
ness, consequently allowing greater ornamentation lo be used in the

construction of a building. These advantages become at once mani-

fest, if we recall what a tiresome and expensive piece of work it is to

carve a long piece of repeated design in stone, and how compara-

tively cheap and easy it is to make an elegant, delicate model almost

as clear-cut as a ciimco, in soft clay or on a plnster-of-Parh slab, take

a mould from it, and reproduce from twenty-five to filty pieces, or as

many as may be required, in fact, by simple mechanical labor. How
much must an artist lose by conveying his ideas through mallet and

chisel, while with a touch of his finger he imparts to the soft, yield-

ing clay the impression of his soul, which, on being properly dried

and burned, will lasl forever. It is an interesting sight to stand in

the studios of a modern terra-cotta factory, and witness the work of

the artists in this material, who, alert with keen intelligence, stand

before large easels supporting masses of clay, carving the bas-reliefs

from sketches hanging above them, and many of them seem to truly
love their work.
While stone and all other natural productions used for building

crumble away by the action of the weather, or crack and twist into

all kinds of conceivable shapes under the influence of fire, terra-colta

never changes, and presents the only lasting triumph of man over

nature
;

the material being absolutely indestructible, excepting

through sheer wantonness.

Architects are now coming to the conclusion that in the construc-

tion of fire-proof buildings there should be employed just as litile iron,

stone, wood and galvanized-iron as possible, substituting terra-cotta

wherever possible, in the place of each of them.

CHARLES T. DAVIS.

TALL CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION. 1 II.

ST. ROLLOX CHEMICAL WORKS CHIMNEY, GLAS-

GOW.

T TESSRS. CHARLES TENANT & CO.'S
lYI chimney, projected by the late W. J. Mac-
J quorn Rankine, C.B., LL.D., designed by L.

D. B. Gordon, and built by the late Mr. Mclntyre,
ranks second in height, being in

ft. in.

Height from foundation to top . . 455 6
" *'

ground surface to top 436 6
Outside diameter at foundation . . 5U

ground surface 40

top 13 6

It has an inner cone of the fol-

lowing dimensions :

ft. in.

Height of inner cone from foundation to top 263

Height of inner cone from ground surface to top 243
Inner cone inside diameter at foundation 12
Inner cone inside diameter at top 13 6

The use of the inner cone is to protect the principal stalk from
various kinds of gases.
No piles were driven in the foundation, it being founded on a bed

of concrete fifteen feet thick on the top of the rock, the upper sur-

face of the concrete, the better to resist any downward pressure,

being finished at right angles to the line of the principal shaft, which
inclines inwards for a considerable height.
The outline of the chimney, it may be said, is taken from the Eddy-

stone Lighthouse, or the natural form which a chain would assume in

being stretched from a height to a point on the ground beyond that

of its upper end.

The late Mr. Peter Wilson, C.E., resident on the Highland Rail-

way, was entrusted by the designer of the chimney to superintend
the erection of this important shaft.

The highest chimney-stack in England is the

LARGE CHIMNEY-STACK OF MESSRS. DOBSON & BARLOW, KAY
STREET MACHINE-WORKS, BOLTOX, LANCASHIRE.

The large chimney-stack connected with seven boilers, ventilating-
Hues, furnaces, etc., at these works was completed in November, 1842,
and was then intended to serve a chemical-works. Shortly after,
;he ground occupied by the chemical-works was included in Messrs.
Dobson & Barlow's works, and consequently the chimney came into

their possession.
The following are some principal particulars :

Total height from ground level, three hundred and sixty-seven feet,
six inches.

Octagonal in plan, fourteen feet on every side, or one hundred and
wolve feet girth at bottom.

Thickness of brickwork at bottom, eight feet.

Thickness of brickwork at top, one foot, six inches.
Five feet, six inches on every side, or forty-four feet girth at top.
Eight hundred thousand bricks and one hundred and twenty tons

of stone-work were consumed in the building. The top witii cor-
nices and mouldings required thirty tons of stone and cement.

1 A paper by R. M. Bancroft and F. J. Bancroft, read before the Civil and
Mechanical Engineers' Society. Continued from No. 4!)3, page 209.
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EDINBURGH GAS-WORKS CIIIMXKY.

ft. in.

This chimney is 34 1 6 from foundation to top.
" 329 "

ground
"

Stono foundation 40 6 square, and 6,}ft. drrp.
"

pc.lr-ial 71 high.
Stone pedestal 30 square at ground line.

" " 27 9 "
top.

Brick shaft 264 high.
" " 26 3 diameter at bottom.
" " 15 "

top.

The main brick shaft is diminished in five steps of the following

successive heights:
ft. In.

1st bottom portion 35 by 35

2d portion 4' " 30

3d 48 " M
4th " 88-20
5th " 84 "

An inner chimney of brickwork ninety feet high by thirteen feet.

The next chimney that I shall notice is the one at Barmen the

interest attaching to this is another example of straightening when

out of perpendicular.

MESSRS. WKSEXFIKLD * CO.*8 CIIIMXKY. CHEMICAL FACTORY,

BARMEN, PRUSSIA.

This chimney is 345 ft. from foundation to top.
" 331 " "

ground
"

The foundation was made of large flat quarry stones with terrace

mortar: One lime, one river sand, one terrace, which latter is a kind

of puzzolana.

Twenty feet square pedestal, by forty feet high by seven bricks

thick.

Octagonal shaft two hundred and ninety-one feet high.

Octagonal shaft, exterior diameter seventeen feet at base by five

bricks thick; this diameter is reduced two-and-one-balf inches every
ten feet, so that at top of shaft it is two bricks thick.

According to the original design, it was intended to only build it

two hundred and sixty feet high, but as the building was proceeding
in a very satisfactory manner, it was considered safe to increase the

height without altering the dimensions of the base; and it has been

calculated that in the lowest part of the shaft the brickwork sus-

tained a pressure of twenty-one thousand three hundred and thirty-

five pounds per square foot, or one hundred and forty-eight pounds

per square inch.

The interest attaching to the chimney is that a few months after

completion it got out of the straight, and had to be put right in a

similar manner to the " Port Dundas "
chimney, described at the be-

ginning of my paper.
The chimney was built with great care, the mortar being prepared

every morning the proportions used for the pedestal being one

lime to two of river sand.

Cement mortar was used on rainy days, mixed in the proportions
of one cement to two of river sand, and the crown of the chimney
of cement exclusively. The joints of the brickwork were (lushed up
with cement.
The three masons who did the whole work daily changed their

positions on the chimney, so as to equalize any unevenness in the ma-

sonry that might be caused by imperceptible differences in the manip-
ulations of the different individuals. At distances of fifty feet, single

layers of brickwork were painted black outside, to afterward facili-

tate an estimate of the height of any point of the chimney above

ground. The chimney was built from the outside without a scaffold,

the materials being hoisted by a steam-engine put up temporarily near

the place of construction. The motion was transmitted by three roll-

ers or drums. The frame which supported the upper drum was moved

higher up after the completion of every three or four layers of brick,

and was, at the same time, turneil horizontally from one side of thu

octagon to the next one, to equalize the effect of the pressure of the

frame on the masonry. The holes made into the masonry to support
the frame were filled up with brick and mortar immediately after the

removal of the frame to a higher level. The construction of the

chimney was thus successfully completed in October, 1867, was per-

fectly vertical, and answered the requirements for which it was erected.

But "in the spring of 1868, remarkable for vehement and long-con-

tinued gales and storms, this chimney suddenly assumed an inclined

position toward the northeast. The injurious action of the south-

west wind was probably favored by the bold proportions of the struc-

ture, by the yet subsisting softness of the mortar, and
by_the large

size and the shape of the ornamented chimney crown. This crown

caught the wind, and thereby caused it to act as on a Ions; lever. The

chimney was thus bent, and the mortar not being perfectly dry the

brickwork did not yet possess the necessary elasticity to return to its

original shape.
The deflection of the chimney was considered at the end of May,

and seemed yet to increase, and threatened an overthrow.

As before mentioned, some layers of bricks in the chimney at dis-

tances of fifty feet from each other were painted black outside. The

height of these black lines above the pedestal being known, these

lines were, by means of a theodolite, projected on a plank situated

on the pedestal of the chimney, to find the deviation from the verti-

'.1 that thecal line at these different heights. It was thus ax

hiiimey, at a height of

251 ft. was out of line 45 in.

210 " " " 30 "

160 " " " 16 "

110 " " " 5 "

The pedestal stood perpendicular. As the deviation was (till in-

creasing, and as it would have dune too serious an injury to the man-
ufacture of the establishment to set the chimney temporarily out of

use, it was necessary that immediate action should be taken in the
matter. The ordinary method of straightening chimney* was at first

resorted to. A hole was made through the whole thickness of the

masonry on that side of the chimney which required lowering, at a
listance of four feet above the top of tlie pedestal. Intn this ln>le n
aw was introduced with which a horizontal cut through one-half the

chimney was attempted. But as the thickness of the wall was con-
siderable and the bricks hard, and as the naw could he manipulated
from one of its extremities only, the effect of sawing after two hours'
work was scarcely perceptible.
A hole through the chimney having been made without trouble,

the difficulty experienced in sawing led to the idea to gradually re-

move a whole layer of bricks, replacing it by a thinner layer, thus to

produce the desired slit. Before, however, this o|>eration was per-
formed, the experiment was made with an old inclined chimney, one
liundred and twenty feet high. When the method had there proved
practicable and successful, it was concluded to treat the new chimney
in the same way.
A layer of bricks was broken out by means of pointed cast-steel

bars from one-and-a-half to five feet in length.

Purposely-made flat shovels, with long handles, were used to lay those
bricks which had to be placed near the inside of the chimney. A
space of five inches was left each time between the newly-laid bricks
and the old ones of the next division, to break out the latter with

greater facility.
The width of each single diviiion was two feet to two-and-a-half

feet. The masonry was sufficiently dry above not to give way when
a layer of that width was removed below it.

The act of settling by oscillations lasted from eighteen to thirty-
six hours, corresponding to the width of the slit, which was different

in the different cuts performed, in a similar way at different heights
of the same chimney. The oscillations were the greater and the

livelier, the higher up the cut was which produced them.
At the highest cut, one hundred feet from the top, the oscillations

were such that the. mason became frightened and left the place ; the
slit became alternately wider and narrower by three-fourths of an
inch. The facts before mentioned seem to prove the elasticity of the

whole structure. Four cuts were made into this chimney ; the
1st 4 feet above the pedestal, greatest width

j)

2d 100 " " " " " H
3d 140 " " " " " U
4th 191 " " " " "

I

After the completion of these operations, the chimney continued

during several weeks to settle slightly in the direction opposite to its

former inclination, the brickwork on that side being now subjected to

a higher pressure than before.

This circumstance had to be carefully considered beforehand, or else

the slits would be made too wide, and produce an inclination of the

chimney in an opposite direction. A severe storm which occurred on
the 6lh and 7th of December, 1868, and which threw over several

chimneys in the neighborhood, did not affect the above. The result

of the straightening operation before described is perfectly satinfac-

torv, and the structure is now stronger and steadier than ever.

I have yet to speak of the means by which the upper parts of the

chimney were made accessible to perform the upper cuts. This was
done on a new and interesting plan. Standing on the lowest plat-

form, the masons made a number of holes all on the same level, four
feet above the platform, into the exterior wail of the chimney. They
stuck iron bars into these holes, and fixed boards to them, so as to

form another platform. Standing then on the latter, they made
another one four feet higher up in the same way, and so forth." Every
second platform was again removed, so that the remaining platforms
were eight feet apart.

They were then joined by ladders to make the ascent possible and

easy. This method is, however, only practicable when the chimney
has a considerable diameter, and when the mortar is sufficiently dry
not to give way under the one-sided pressure of the bars and plat-
forms which would make the arrangement loose and unsafe.

In December, 1868, another chimney at Duishurg was straight-
ened by the method above described. But as the diameter of the

chimney was not as large as that of the Barmen chimney, and as

the mortar was yet soft, a wooden scaffold was erected around the

chimney, to get at the upper points which required cutting. The
breaking out and replacing of the bricks could not be done there
in divisions wider than five to ten inches, otherwise the upper
masonry, not being dry, would have settled down. When the chim-

ney was straight, a further settling towards the side of the cut was

prevented, by driving iron wedges covered with mortar into the slit.

It is needless to add that great care must be used in the method of

straightening chimneys here described, for without precaution it may-
end in a fatal manner, as recorded farther on in a case at Oldham,
where, owing to the reckless manner in which it was done, one man
lost his life.
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Mr. Edwin Nash, in a paper referred to before, cites two other ease

of straightening chimneys. There is one near the canal, betweei
London and New Cross, which leaned over soon after it was built, bu
was brought back to the perpendicular by boring holes in the mortal

joints near the base on the contrary side to the lean, and being don<

with much caution. A large one, in Yorkshire, which had a ven

great lean and was likely to fall, had part of a course of bricks en
out from the bottom, slowly and carefully, and filling in the cavity a:

the operation went on with new lime and earth, and when the cut wa:

complete- the chimney gradually assumed its perpendicular, squeezing
out the lime and earth as it came over.

MKSSRS. EDWARD BROOKS & SONS' CHIMNEY, FIRE-CLAY WORKS
HUDDKRSFIELD.

The shaft is built entirely of fire-clay.
It is 330 feet high from foundation to top.

315 " "
ground

"

Concrete foundation.

Ragstone footings 36 feet square at base.
" " 31 "

ground.
Brick shaft 27 feet outside diameter at ground.

" "15 " inside "
ground.

" "12 " outside "
top." " 9 " inside "
top.

The chimney contains the following weights:
144 cubic yards concrete.

2452 " feet ragstone footings.
3341 " feet ashlar.

2227 "
yards brickwork.

The cap being so large, and overhanging so much, has cost the firm

at least 700. In the first instance the covering blew down; it was
entirely removed and covered flat with lead, which also blew off, and
all had to be taken down. Then the action of the acids emitted from
the chimney decayed the stone ; one of the overlapping stones fell off

;

Messrs. Brooks then removed all down to K, and rebuilt the top to its

original height.
The firm, from their experience, have arrived at the conviction that

chimneys should be built with one regular batter from bottom to top,
and no stone should be used at top, any overlapping to be gradually
formed by hard-burnt radiated fire-bricks fourteen inches by fivfe

inches by three inches.

CHIMNEY AT MESSRS. MITCHELL BROTHERS, MANCHESTER ROAD,
BRADFORD.

This stone chimney is octagonal.

Height from foundation to top 330 feet
" "

ground
" 300 feet

Flue perpendicular 7-0 dia.

The foundation consists of

1 course of concrete 22 ft. by 22 ft. by 1 ft.

1
" " 21 ft. by 21 ft. by 1 ft.

The stack itself measures
20 feet across foundation
9 feet at summit.

The architect who designed the shaft was Mr. Mark Brayshaw,
and the builders, Messrs. John Moulson and Son.

CIRCULAR CHIMNEY STACK, ADAMS'S SOAP WORKS, 8METHWICK,
NEAR BIRMINGHAM.

ft. in.

Height from bottom of foundation to top 326 10

Height from ground surface to top . . 312
Outside diameter at ground surface . . 272
Inside " " "... 15 2
Outside " at top 56
Inside " " 40
Weight of brickwork 2000 tons

Weight of concrete, sand, and lime . . 150 "

This chimney was built in 1835, and at the time of its erection it

was the highest in the kingdom. The builder who began the work
felt alarmed when about half way through his work, and the firm had
to finish it themselves.

It has been five times struck by lightning; once during the build-

ing, and four times since. No very serious damage wag done to it

by the electric fluid, but once, when perhaps, from the same cause,
and the abstraction of the lime by hydrochloric acid from the mor-
tar, the owner was compelled to take' down a portion of the top. A
few years ago, about thirty feet more were removed by a Mr. Fri h,
builder, of Coventry, by means of a kite, without stopping the works!
The total height is now about two hundred and fifty feet.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and
adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.~\

COMPETITIVE DESIGN FOR THE CHAMBER OP COMMERCE, CIN-
CINNATI, O. MR. BRUCE PRICE, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK, N. Y.

TTTIIIS building is designed in the spirit of the French Renaissance

JJ-
of the early sixteenth century, when brick and stone and tile
were the materials employed. The design embodies the same

materials. ihe old municipal buildings of that period were carried
up with great square towers, high, peaked roofs, and lono-, taperinf

dormers like the pinnacles of the ecclesiastical structures that [ire-

ceded them. Upon the walls were sculptured the arms of the guilds
and the triumphs of their champions. These motives entered into

the spirit of all their details. Heavy mullioned stone windows, reach-

ing from floor to roof, lit their great halls, and enormous fireplaces,
with richly-carved canopies, warmed them. In plan and general

requirements these city-halls of Northern France and the Low Coun-
tries were in many respects analogous with the requirements of the

proposed Chamber of Commerce.
The Great Hall, one hundred feet long by seventy-six feet wide,

and fifty feet high, is placed to the rear of the second tier, with great
windows on two sidesof it. On the front is the lesser hall, with bay-
windows commanding the corner at Fourth and Vine Streets. This
room opens into the Great Hall through broad, high portals, and is

virtually a continuation of it. In it are the files of the reports, news-

papers, the tickers and everything pertaining to the contemporary
operations of commerce. Directly oft' both halls is the members'

lobby, with the grand staircase leading down to the Fourth-street
entrance. In this space, broken with columns and the parapet sur-

rounding the stair-well, members can meet for hurried instruction or

hasty conference with their friends and clients, the space being so

planned and designed by its peculiar features as to give that sort of

lobby accommodation always required in such buildings. Apart from
these rooms, on the level of the Great Hall, are others set apart for

the use of the Chamber of Commerce, which are arranged upon the

half-story levels coming in between the floor and ceiling of the Great
Hall. These are: first, a visitor's gallery, arranged over the clerks'

room and lavatories, and also the gallery story of the lobby (see sec-

tions B and C) ; second, the entre-sol story just over the gallery,
which contains two large rooms on Fourth-street front

; third, the

mezzanine floor, which is eight feet in the clear, coming between the

entre-sol and the first office floor of the building. This floor con-
sumes the space in the balance of this level not occupied by the roof
of the Great Hall. The mezzanine floor contains five excellent

rooms.

Above the level of Great Hall roof are two full stories, with thir-

teen fine offices in each, and two additional stories in the tower, with
five offices in each. The illustrations exhibit the remaining features of

the planning.
In elevation the design rises out of this plan in stone and brick,

with tiled roofs. The great entrance on Fourth Street is through
triple portals; the central one, leading directly to the grand staircase,
is arched. The whole of the great entrance, with the lobby above, is

treated under one frontispiece, with carving emblematic ol commerce
and trade, and the name of the building across the lintel. The tower
rises on the corner of Fourth and Vine Streets, girdled at the level

of the eaves with a sculptured procession of figures of heroic size, in

high relief, typifying the arts, sciences, manufactures, commerce and

agriculture. Upon the tower and Fourth-street fronts are arc-lights

designed as features of the elevations.

Whilst a general motif runs through the entire mass, as in the

design of the windows and their enrichment, there are certain dis-

tinctive features that claim for the building a pronounced public
character ; notably the tower and its processional frieze, the treat-

ment of the roofs, the entrances, and the general outline of the whole.
In detail, the leading features are designed for special treatment; the
entrance lobby, grand staircase and members' lobbv are designed for

marble wainscot, steps and columns, with trabeated ceilings in stucco
and tiled floors. The corridors of ground floor and basement to be
the same. The Great Hall to be built of cut-stone to the seat of the

girders, with oak wainscot to the height of the doors. The roof of

Great Hall to have deep panels between the beams, the meeting of

the girders treated like pendant beams, and the walls and ceilings of

the panels heavily enriched to give the effect of a deeply-timbered
roof. The lesser hall to have a high oak wainscot, carved stone

chimney-piece, and a trabeated ceiling.

On the sections of the Great Hall certain designs are shown in

the pediments of the arches. Those over the gallery are designed
for mosaic, and those over the bays for glass-mosaic, but all to be of

subjects bearing upon the arts, commerce, etc. The floors of great
and lesser halls to be of oak parquetry. Throughout the building the
finish to be in quartered antique oak, and the whole structure to be

absolutely fire-proof. As to the cost of such a work, that can only
be arrived at by comparing it with buildings of a like character
erected throughout the country. The design is in nowise an extrav-

agant one, but will compare in finish and detail with such eight and
;en story fire-proof structures as the United Bank Building of New
York, which cost between thirty dollars and thirty-three dollars per
square foot of surface covered. Basing an estimate upon that and a

inowledge of prices in Cincinnati, which are considerably less than

juilding prices in New York, there seems no doubt that the building
an be erected for the sum of five hundred thousand dollars.

BOSTON TERRA-COTTA COMPANY'S PREMISES, FEDERAL STREET,

BOSTON, MASS. MR. W. G. PUESTOX, ARCHITECT, BOSTON,
MASS.

THE extraordinary and well-earned success of the Boston Terra-
Jotta Company has necessitated the enlargement of the premises
ccupied by them on Federal Street. They own a very large and
aluable frontage and will eventually cover the whole with buildings
or their own use. With a view to future developments and growth
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they very wisely anil prudently, before comment-in'.; improvements,
took in the wl.ole situation by having prepared u skcidi of their

ultimate facade, and, adln -ring >ti icily to that, erected their first

instalment as an integral part of the whole. The smaller drawing
will explain the general design of the final block. The whole front

as far as now built is of common brick and terra-cotta. Although it

is to be regretted that the lack of time prevented the adherence to

all the details of the architect's design (there being introduced into

the work many and various samples of past work made from moulds

on hand in the shop), still the result as a whole is broad and charac-

teristic. The building is of mill construction throughout. A large

quantity of manufactured gootls were on the plank roof at the time

of the late fire, and to the mode of construction is due the fact that

the structure remained intact after a fire which would have brought
an ordinarily constructed building to the ground.

COMPKTITIVK DESIGN FOR A STABLE SUBMITTED BY "Try-Angle."

CINCINNATI, O., December 17, 1884.

FROM estimates I have made from the plans and 8|>ecificatious of stable

submitted by
"
Try-Anqle," it can be built for $1,670.00.

J. M. < ; vr.i.r.

COMPETITIVE DESIGN KOR A STABLE SUBMITTED BY "
Stlltjlotaer."

CONSTRUCTION OF THE BROMPTON ORATORY CU-
POLA.i

PAVING

aid all that I consider necessary
on the subject of marble, I think I could

not do better than allude to the material of

which the vaulting and cupola are composed,
namely, concrete. Some ten years ago, when
I first made an attempt to furnish a design for

the Oratory Church, I was an ardent admirer

of the ancient temple of Minerva Medica at

Rome, which is circular, or rather pentagonal,
on plan, and 75 feet in diameter, and sur-

rounded by a concrete cupola, the apex of

which is 85 feet from the ground. Now, with

this example before me, I felt that what was

done in the days of the Romans may be ac-

complished by the people of the nineteenth

centlirV)ami so I suggested the same material

for the ceiling of this church, the nave of which is 51 feet wide antl

the cupola 53 feet in internal diameter; but when the time arrived

which made it necessary to be particular in giving instructions, I ex-

perienced a little anxiety about it, but nevertheless commenced in the

case of the vaulting over the nave by filling up the haunch of one

angle to a specified height, and then allowed it to rest. The opposite

angle was next dealt with, and so on, after the same manner, until

the four were filled up. By this time the first one was sufficiently set

to allow the commencement of the vaulting proper, which was, I think,

14 inches thick, and finishing at the apex with a thickness of only 7

inches. To assist the workman in properly diminishing his thickness,

I had a number of blocks of various heights temporarily tacked on to

the centring by way of a gauge, which were easily removed as his

work reached them, and his progress in one angle woidd be about 2

feet at a time, when ho would leave it for the next angle, and so on

until the completion of the four. It was then allowed to rest one

month, when the centring was removed and transferred to do tluty in

another bay. My first impression was that the concrete could not be

made to retain its shape unless it had some protection on the extra-

dos, but my experience showed otherwise. It is true that the more

perpendicular the curve the less should be the height of the rings.

For instance, in the case of the dome, I first commenced with a fw
inches, and gradually thickened it, and after

arriving
at a certain

thickness, of, say, 18 inches, I continued it by a 6-inch layer in a spi-

ral manner, as one would wind the cord around a boy's top, and if

the concrete is conscientiously made, a night's rest will enable the

work done on the previous day to be sufficiently solidified to com-

mence the next course ;
and the whole process seemed to be of the

most simple description, and was carried out by an ordinary navvy.
The composition of the concrete was originally specified as composed
of six parts, viz., one of cement, two of washed sand, and three of

crushed clinkers, engine slag, and burrs; but I must inform you that

I eventually did not adhere to this arrangement, as I abolished the

use of the slag and the clinkers totally, fearing that such an ingre-
dient would prove detrimental to the surface of the plastering by

unsightly stains, and consequently destroy the frescoes or such other

decorative treatment as may hereafter be indulged in. I therefore

confined myself to the brick burrs, with a slight admixture of crushed

stone, a little ballast, and but a comparatively small quantity of sand.

My reason for lessening the quantity of the latter is that, the brick

burrs and the stone being broken by a steam crusher, it produced a

large amount of dust and fine material, which did the duty of the

sand; in fact, the proportion was continually varied, according to

circmnstances. All that was wanted was to secure a well-mixed com-

position, of the consistency of a puddle, and as free as possible from

any adulteration of clayey gravel, and if I recollect rightly each cu-

1 From a paper read before the Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society,

Wednesday, March 25, 1885, by Herbert A. K. Oribble, A.K.I.B.A.

bic foot weighed just 112 pounds to 1 18 pounds, and, according to

this calculation, each bay in I he nave averaged from 60 to 70 tons in

weight, and the cupola above the arches, including the upright por-
tion of the dado, woidd reach to at least 2,000 tons, of which the

marble columns have to take their pro|H>rtion of the pressure. The
time elapsed since this portion of the work was completed is two

years, and during that period there has been no indication of weak-

ness, or of its having played its part falsely ;
in fact, I look upon it

as having done quite the reverse, and it has proved most satisfactory.
There always exists one enemy to deal with in adopting a concrete

made with Portland cement, antl that enemy is, I am sure, well known
to you all its tendency to expand on the point of setting; and al-

though I demanded that all cement should be well air-slacked under

my own observation for at least three weeks before using, the cupola
did expand, and the result is most vividly seen in the outer octagonal
wall of the cupola, which was started at the angles by tin- pressure

conveyed to the eight buttresses. Notwithstanding the annoyance
caused by this unfortunate propensity, it has many good qualities
which we must all acknowledge, such as its great strength and facil-

ity for setting rapidly. For instance, let us inquire into the time

occupied in forming the .vaulting, and compare it with that which
would be absorbed t>y a bricklayer. First, there were, 1 think, six

men engaged in mixing the concrete ; one assisting at the steam hoist,

one witn a barrow from the lift to the vault, and one navvy whom I

shall call the distributor nine men in all ; and each bay with an arc

of, say, 70 feet, and 30 feet wide, containing about 70 tons of mate-

rial, was finished within a week that is to say, we commenced on

Monday morning and finished on the following Sat unlay evening;
and I feel that if the same were executed in brickwork it would have

occupied at least four times the period, and a proportionate increase

of expense. The cupola, to the best of my recollection, was com-

pleted within three weeks of its commencement, but is not wholly of

concrete, as the upper portion is built of brickwork in cement, anil

the ring upon which the stone lantern will ultimately rest is of Port-

land stone.

I feel it is needless for me to tell you that the present unsightly
exterior of the cupola is only temporary, the design for the perma-
nent structure being at least 1 1 feet more in diameter and 14 feet

higher to the base of the lantern, which latter will add another addi-

tional 22 feet or thereabouts. Nothing has been definitely settled

about the material with which it is to be covered, but at the time this

portion of the work is undertaken, if the funds permit, I shall rec-

ommend its being covered with copper, on account of its lilnness;
but I would not hesitate to-morrow to use five-pound lead. 1 certainly
look upon the circumstance of our not completing this part of the

structure (whilst all the plant and machinery ws at hand) as a great

calamity, for to do so at a future date will probably increase its cost

by about 70 per cent. You will observe the form that 1 have given
to this section of the dome, which is considerably lilted, and at the

point of rupture I have placed wrought-iron bands; not that I think

they will contribute much to the stability of the structure after the

concrete has set, but I thought they would assist in preventing a Haw
while it was green. There can exist not the slightest doubt but that

the cupola is one of the strongest of constructional forms, for al-

though its section is that of an .arch but being circular on plan
it is really composed of an innumerable nuu.ber of rings having a

lateral bond, which must be torn asunder before any fracture can

take place.
I may also inform you that it was my original intention to have

embedded in the middle of the concrete vaulting hoop-iron bond in-

terlacing each other, for the purpose of securing a toughness to the

material ;
but subsequently I felt that the presence of iron in such a

substance would eventually do more harm than good by its oxidation,

and, on the other hand, if the concrete was unable to support it, no

amount of hoop-iron bond would enhance its stability, and to I aban-

doned it altogether. Among the diagrams exhibited to you I have a

drawing giving a bird's-eye view of the drum of the cupola, iliowing

the general features of its construction, and also another giving a ver-

tical section through the pendcntives. In the first }ou will observe

the method 1 adopted in lightening the weight of the drum by re-

OBttM and cavities, and also the expedient adopted to resist the lat-

eral pressure of the ring on the four arches caused by the inward

tendency of the four pendenlives, which are so arranged that the

force is resisted by the vaulting of the nave and transepts. A rough
estimate of the weisht coming on the four internal arches amounts

to about 2,000 tons, less the reduction for the recesses, etc., 100 tons,

or nearly 500 tons on each arch, which are composed of ten 4^-inch
brick rings in Portland cement, bonded into each other and springing
from skewbacks, as shown on the drawings, which I carried up in

horizontal courses to at least one-third the height of the arch. '1 his

arrangement enabled me to get on to the top of the skew back the

maximum of perpendicular weight, instead of throwing it on the ex-

trados of the arch.

THE MISSISSIPPI KIVI.I: HKI> LKAKINC. Minneapolis, which lias

long boasted of having one of the beet, if not the best, of water-powers
in the world, is deeply disturbed over an apparent failure thereof. The
water in the Mississippi has gradually been growing more unreliable

for milling purposes for some time. Lately a discovery was made that

about forty thousand gallons per minute are escaping from above St.

Anthony's Kails in some mysterious manner. '1 lie supposition U that

the water vanishes through a subterranean channel. Milwaukee Even-

ing Witcotuin.
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THE RELATIONS BETWEEN ENGINEERING AND

ARCHITECTURE. 1

HAT are the relations between engi-

neering and architecture ? We may
take them to be, on a reduced scale,

the relations between science and art. In-

deed, it is scarcely an exaggeration to say
that the numerous objects brought together
in the groat museums of science and art are

but illustrations of engineering and archi-

tecture in the widest sense, with their ac-

cessory arts and sciences. These two great

departments of knowledge and skill are

complementary to each other, as the mascu-

line and feminine natures, strength predom-

inating in the one and grace in the other ;

and, although they have many characteris-

tics in common, they have each their special

place and functions. It may be useful, there-

fore, and will at least be interesting, to es-

say a brief consideration of their relative

positions and values as honorable and lucra-

tive professions. In order to get clear ideas on the subject, let us

trv to attach a definite meaning to the expressions employed.

"What is engineering? Koran answer to this question we natu-

rally turn to the great Society which is the recognized embodiment

of all that is foremost in the engineering world. Now, the Charter

of the Institution of Civil Engineers contains a lengthy attempt at a

definition of " that species of knowledge which constitutes the pro-

fession of a Civil Engineer." It is there described as " the art of

directing the great sources of power in Nature for the use and con-

venience of man, as the means of production and of traffic in States,

both for external and internal trade." This is the gist of the defini-

tion, which then goes on to specify five main branches of "the art,"

"as applied (1st) in the construction of roads, bridges, aqueducts,

canals, river navigations and docks, for internal intercourse and ex-

change ;
and (2il) in the construction of ports, harbors, moles, break-

waters and light-houses; and (3d) in the art of navigation by artifi-

cial power for the purpose of commerce ;
and (4th) in the construc-

tion and adaptation of machinery ;
and (5th) in the drainage of

cities and towns." This definition is not very clear, and not quite

comprehensive. There is no mention of railway, mining, hydraulic,

gas, or electric engineering; and it is only with great difficulty that

these important branches of the subject can be brought within the

scope of the definition. The fact that some of them had not been de-

veloped at the date of the Charter is not a sufficient answer to the

objection, and even this explanation does not account for the omission

of mines and water-works. Too much stress is laid on using the

power of Nature " as the means of production and of traffic
"

for

purposes of trade, whilst, at the same time, what has come to be

called "sanitary engineering
"

is distinctly included. These consid-

erations incidentally show the wisdom exercised by the founders of

the Liverpool Engineering Society in adopting so expressive and

practical and comprehensive a title, and in admitting to its member-

ship
"
engineers of a ay branch of the profession." It is engineering

with which we are concerned, not any one branch of it, not even such

an extensive one as that known as cieil engineering. And, without

venturing on any exact definition, it will perhaps be sufficient to say

that engineering is that entire system of knowledge and skill which

comprises all mechanical pursuits so far as they supply the material

wants of men.
What is architecture? " The art of ornamental and ornamented

construction," chiefly as applied to buildings and such-like structures.

Building, considered as a science, is clearly an important branch of

engineering. And, as architecture is chieriy concerned with build-

ing, it follows that engineering is, in one aspect, an essential compo-
nent of architecture, though the science may subsist without the art.

In other words, whilst there can be no architecture without engi-

neering, there may be engineering without architecture. Therefore

we areled to the conclusion that architecture is the development and

refinement of an important branch of engineering. Thus, in a cer-

tain sense, the profession of architecture is in its higher capabilities,

more honorable than that of engineering. For it is disparaging to

any particular architect to say of him 'that he is merely an engineer,

since this is equal to saying that, so far as his artistic abilities are

concerned, he is not an architect but a builder. And on the other

hand it is not regarded as a discredit to an engineer to pronounce
him to be no architect. The sum of these considerations is that en

gineering construction is scientific and utilitarian ;
whilst architectu

ral construction is not only scientific and utilitarian, but is also orna-

mental, and even artistic or beautiful. This distinction is not exact

and cannot be made so. At the same time it is practically conve

nient, and expresses the principal facts.

Having cleared the way thus far, it may be profitable to inquire

(1st) whether the relations between engineering and architecture ar

fixed and unalterable, and (2d) whether, if they are not permanent
it is desirable that they should be modified in practice. Now, when
we endeavor to ascertain whether the relative positions of thesi

pursuits are stable or not, we have to glance at their history. Will

'A papar read before the Liverpool Eugineeriug Society, April 22, 1886, by W
Goldstraw.

egard to engineering, many of the mechanical arts and sciences com-

>rised in it are so modern in their origin and development that they
an hardly be said to have a history. Engineering, as a profession

istinct from architecture, is a thing of to-day. Architecture also, as

"
profession," is comparatively modern. But engineering and ar-

hitectural pursuits have occupied men's talents and energies from the

;arliest times. They were always formerly practised by the same per-

ons. The new feature is that they now diverge into separate channels.

This is, of course, only a phase of the nineteenth-century system of

lie division of labor. And as that principle is constantly operating
n all departments of knowledge and skill, and must go on dividing
ind subdividing every trade ami profession as the knowledge and

kill grow more exact and positive, it appears quite probable that

ngineering and architecture, as now understood, will never again
je practised together to any great extent by the same persons at the

ame time. But, as we have said, it was not always so. And there

s no reason in the essential nature of things why it should be so now.

Jhiefly what may be said is that the requirements of latter-day sci-

nce liave made it inconvenient and difficult for any one man to fol-

ow at once engineering and architecture equally well.

And, secondarily, it must be acknowledged that modern ideas as

o the province of the architect have much to do with the severance

which we are considering. It appears to be taken for granted that

he work of the architect should be confined entirely to buildings.

Jut the modern historian of architecture (Fergusson) maintains that
' there are no objects that are usually delegated to the civil engineer
which may not be brought within the province of the architect. A
>ridge, an aqueduct, the embankment of a lake, or the pier of a har-

>or. are all as legitimate subjects for architectural ornament as a

emple or a palace. They were all so treated by the Romans and in

he Middle Ages, and are so treated up to the present day in the re-

mote parts of India, and wherever true art prevails." Now this is

>ut equal to saying that in many large public works there is room for

he engineer and the architect alike, or, at least, for their special tal-

ents. riie architect should have some advantage, however, in the

act that the scope of his calling is wider, if fairly regarded, as it in-

cludes much that is simply engineering. But if the principle of the

livision of labor is to run to its natural issue, architecture will be

;onsidered as supplementary to engineering, not subordinate, per-

uips, but rather superior, in the sense of its being the application of

embellishment to the naked structure, or the incorporation of orna-

ment into it, or the tasteful disposition of its parts. For, as Fergus-

ind shade, and outline to produce a form that, in itself, shall be per-

manently beautiful." If these considerations are allowed to have due

weight, they tend to show that, although the connection between en-

gineering and architecture has become relaxed, it is quite capable of

aeing drawn tighter, and that the two branches of construction are

by no means firmly settled apart, notwithstanding the force of con-

venience and custom, and the general disregard of art and beauty.
It is, therefore, practically possible that the engineer should be more

of an architect, and that the architect should be more of an engineer.
We may now turn to the second part of our inquiry. For if we

have shown that the relations between engineering and architecture

are not fixed and unalterable, the question naturally follows, whether

it is desirable that those relations should be modified in practice.

Now, the answer to this question will depend upon another, which

has already been touched at some points : How does the present ar-

rangement work? Take, for instance, the specially modern case of

a railway and its appurtenances. The actual railway itself, both as

to the surveys for its course and the planning and construction of its

different parts, is the work of the engineer. The tunnels and bridges

are as properly assigned to him as are the track and the signals.

And, in many instances, the station buildings are regarded as com-

ing equally w'ithin his province to design. If, however, the buildings

are of great extent, and occupy an imposing site in a large town,

they are sometimes put into the hands of an independent architect,

with a view to insuring, amongst other things, a fairly artistic effect.

This is constantly the case when the station buildings are connected

with an hotel placed so as to mask the station itself. And, although
the smaller or country stations are frequently designed by the engi-

neers of the company, there are instances where high-class archi-

tectural firms are employed to take in hand everything in the nature

of buildings connected with these stations, including even the roofs

of iron and glass, which are often of greater extent than the actual

buildings, and attract more readily the notice of the public. So that

in these examples, whilst we see the architect and the engineer each

venturing into the other's domain, or what is usually so considered,

we see also that the architect is the chief aggressor, and gets most

of the spoil. When, however, the engineer reaches the open country,
or even the streets of the town, he works his own will on the bridges,

viaducts, embankments, tunnels, ventilating shafts, el hoc genius omne.

Especially with regard to goods-stations and warehouses, the engi-
neer has it all his own way, and directs the expenditure of vast sums

on these buildings, acting in the capacity of an ordinary architect.

In this respect the architect may consider that his preserves are

being poached by the engineer.

Turning now to another branch of engineering, that connected

with water-works, what do we find? The reservoirs and pipe-lines,

and the works connected therewith : tunnels, bridges and pumping-
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stations, with their buildings nml machinery, all come naturally with-

in the engineer's It gitiimile business. And none of these works are

now even thought, of us belonging to architecture, although there is

miirh scnpc for architectural taste in maiu of the embankments,

aqueducts, towers, engine-houses and such-like structures. At any
rule, since the MM- of engineering as a separate prafwMODi the archi-

tect IIHS had to yield up pMMMkin of these works. When, however,
the, water has been duly conveyed to a large town, and the question
of providing public baths and wash-houses presents itself, the archi-

tect either steps in or is called in, and the buildings at least, are

made to receive the impress of his art, even though the actual pur-

poses of the edifice have to be fulfilled by the special work of me-

chanical and hydraulic engineers. In some cases, it is true, the local

authorities do not employ an independent architect, to design such

buildings, but entrust them to their own town surveyor, borough en-

gineer or water engineer, or whatever his oflicial style happens to be.

This cillircr, from the nature of his duties, IIHS really a dual charac-

ter : with regard to the now more or less distinct vocations of engi-

neering and architecture, be lias to fulfil a double function, which is,

of course, not confined to the erection of the buildings we have men-

tioned, but extends to all the. various engineering and architectural

works of the public authority in whose service he is engaged. And
so with the dock or harbor engineer. Although in his case, un-

doubtedly the bulk of his work is such as must be classified imw-a-

duys as engineering, yet he is called upon to design and construct

manv buildings and other structures which have, or should have a de-

cidedly architectural character, such as piers, light-houses, hydraulic-

machinery buildings, public waiting-rooms and offices, clock-towers,
and other erections. Here, again, the engineer may be said to trench

upon the hereditary domains of his cousin the architect. Even in

connection with the partially lapsed art of canal-making, the engi-
neer is probably destined to renew his acquaintance with the archi-

tectural features of numerous locks, bridges and aqueducts, to be

constructed (even in this iron age) for the most part of stone, which
has always been the pet material of the architect. As to the follow-

ers of the more purely mechanical branches of engineering, so closely
connected with machinery, they are developing a kind of natural af-

finity for architectural work in quarters, where it was least expected.
In times not long past, the projectors of extensive factories and
works to be fitted up with peculiar or costly machinery were accus-

tomed to employ an architect for the erection of the building, and a

special engineer for the supplying and fixing of the machinery. Con-

sidering that an ordinary architect is equally ready to design a church

or a distillery, it is hanily surprising that his Isnmaelite relation, the

engineer, should wrest from him some of the specialities, and appro-

priate them to himself. Accordingly, we find new tribes of the

great engineering family flourishing as gas-works engineers, sugar-
works engineers, brewery engineers, cotton and silk mill engineers,
and so forth, who undertake the designing and constructing of the

great piles of building which are to enshrine the machines and en-

gines required for that particular trade or industry. Occasionally it

happens, nevertheless, that an architect of high standing, elderly con-

cerned with the more artistic siile of his vocation, is employed to plan
and execute buildings which are now by general consent, regarded
as the proper work of the engineer. In such cases as these, whether
it is of their own will, or at the will of the public, the members of

the two professions are playing a friendly game of tit for tat. The

present condition of things, then, appears to be this: The practical
relation between engineering and architecture are not sharply defined

nor carefully observed.

We may now recur to the question whether these relations ought
to be modified. If so, should the two great branches of constructive

skill be drawn closer together, or should they be made more dis-

tinctively separate? Now, can it be maintained that the present
state of affairs is satisfactory? This is not a quasi-philosophical

question, but a very practical one. Two kinds of interests are in-

volved in it the interests of the persons whose occupation or live-

lihood is concerned in it. and the interests of art in its (esthetic as-

pect, whereby intellectual happiness is influenced. Well, in so far

as uncertainty and contusion exist in the relations between engi-

neering and architecture, it seems expedient that their boundaries

should be more exactly laid down. Like two great political states,

these two great professions, as they grow more powerful and ap-

proach more closely, have the greater need of a clear understanding
as to their natural and scientific frontiers. In this age, few profes-
sional men can govern in both provinces. Even the admirable

Crichtons will have enough to do with their talents in either domain.

But as things are, we see one practitioner styling himself " Civil En-

gineer and Architect," whilst another is described as " Architect and
Civil Engineer." These ine.n are no doubt at present performing a

special ami useful function. But the race will die out. A pupil ar-

ticled to such an engineering architect must be greatly perplexed

by his divided allegiance to Kankinu on the one side, and Palladio or

Pugin on the other. It was much easier for Tintoretto to live up to

his motto,
" The dav to Titian: the night to Michael Angelo," than

for a nineteenth-century student to set his affections profitably on

Gothic vaulting or the Ionic capita!, when he is chiefly engaged in a

sewerage, scheme, or a system of tramways. Clearly, it is desirable

that he should understand, as far as possible, the distinction between

engineering and architecture, even if he has to draw an arbitrary
line for his own observance. But in thus making the two professions
more distinctively separate, there is no reason why the natural bond

between them should not be respected or even drawn tighter. If

architecture is the muihcr and engineering the daughter, they should

be on good terms. Nevertheless, a man dues not marry his mother-

in-law, and HS a rule they agree better when living apart. Let the

engineer and ihe architect each stick to his last. \\ hii.-i, however,
he practises his special calling only, he ought to have a considerable

knowledge of the other profession in those points where he necessa-

rily touches it. The architect cannot be well qualified generally if

he is ignorant as to the capabilities of iron columns and girders, and
of concrete Doors, the overturning force of the wind, the pressures of

embankments against walls, and the laws of mechanics. Nor can
the engineer satisfactorily design his bridges and towers if he has no

knowledge whatever of either the Classic order* or Gothic styles.

For, although, as Fergusson remarks, "it in not essential that the

engineer should know anything of architecture, it is certainly desira-

abfe that he should do MI." On the other hand, it is indispensably

necessary that the architect should understand construction. With-
out that knowledge, he cannot design ; but it would be well if, in

most instances, he could delegate the mechanical part of hU task to

the engineer, and so restrict himself entirely to the artistic arrange-
ment and ornamentation of his design. This division of labor is es-

sential to success, and was always practised where art was a reality ;

and no great work should be undertaken without the union of the

two. " Perfect artistic and perfect mechanical skill can hardly be
found combined in one person, but it is only by their joint assistance

that a great work of architecture can be produced." If this be so,

and it will hardly be doubted, the work of the man who styles him-
self architect and engineer is not likely to be of the very highest
merit. In the present relations between the two professions, how-

ever, such a practitioner makes himself respected or feared on both

sides, and deservedly so. But as the distinction between them be-

comes better defined and more generally recognized by the public,
his position will be increasingly dillicult, and in the end untenable,
This need cause no regret, for, as we have seen, it is desirable in the

interests of both professions that they should be as much as possible

jirnriixnl apart, even when a considerable acquaintance with both
confers an advantage on its possessor.
We appear, then, to have been lud, whether we are willing or not,

to the conclusion that engineering and architecture ought to be made
more distinctively separate. But can they not, at the same time, be

in some way more closely united? If an ordinary man is not Colossus

enough to bestride the strait between the two professions, may he
not t.ike his stand on one side, and join hands with his friend on the

other? Now this thought brings us to a practical suggestion, with
which this paper may filly be drawn to a close. Seeing that engi-

neering and architecture are both concerned with building work,
and must always approach each other more or less nearly, it would

probably be a successful working arrangement in many cases if a

well-qualified engineer ami a well-qualified architect were to join in

partnership. Such a style as 'Septimus Jones, F. K.T.I). A., and
Orlando Smith, M. Inst. C.E., Architects and Engineers," if justified

by the quality of the work done by the linn, would carry weight with

tint public, and would secure many commissions which Jones or

Smith by himself would fail to get, or would imperfectly carry out.

Thus we finish with a marriage, ami every one is happy, or ought to

be so. Should the blessing of Providence rest on it, and any good
issue result from it, then the lime spent in considering this subject
will not have been utterly wasted.

SGRAFFITO WORK IN THIS COUNTRY.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., June 23, 1S8S.

To THK EDITORS OF THK AMKRICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, My attention has just been called to the inquiry of

Messrs. Wahrenberger & Beekman, in your issue of June 6, anil in

reply thereto 1 will state that I have made sgraffito work to some
extent during the last four years, for the interior and exterior deco-

ration of buildings in Philadelphia and vicinity, and it h.is proved
substantial and generally satisfactory.

Yours respectfully, J. GIBSON.

FRESH OR STALE PORTLAND CEMENT.
New YORK, Jane 22, 18*6.

To THK EDITORS or THK AMERICAN ARCHITKCT:

Dear Sin, Having noticed a question with an editorial comment
on the above subject in the last number of your valuable paper, and

being somewhat familiar with the subject, I take the liberty of throw-

ing out a few hints which may prove to be of gome interest to you and
to many of your readers.

A good Portland cement, prepared on accurate technical lines,

when kept in the barrels, and if preserved from damp and kept out

of draughts, will retain its power and value for many years; it will

become somewhat more slow-setting, but increases in cohesive power
when set. If there is one quality in Portland cement more valuable

than another, it is the property of retaining its power and value for

an indefinite period of time.

In Germany, where testing is much more general than in any other

country, and where, therefore, a better knowledge of the subject pre-

vails, a manufacturer who would advertise his cement as being

"always fresh," would render himself very ridiculous, because every
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intelligent user of cement there knows very well, and has known it

for years, that a Portland cement which is good only when fresh can-

not be a first-class article. In fact, many German manufacturers of

concrete, when buying first-class Portland cements, always ask for

old cement, becaus'e they know from experience that it is stronger

and more economical, allowing a larger addition of sand than the

fresh cement.

Dr. \V. Michaelis, of Berlin, gives the chemical analysis of a first-

class German Portland cement as follows :

Silica 22,850

Alumina 5,511

Oxide of iron . . . . 2,760

Lime 64,409

Magnesia .... 1,235

Potash of soda . . . 0,923

Sulphate of lime . . . 2,865

and of such always uniform, strictly first-class brands there are only

three in Germany, and none that I know of in England. English

architects and engineers, before using Portland cements, do well there-

fore in having them air-slaked, as described in your paper, a savage

method which should never be applied to strictly tirst-class Portland

cements, which do not contain free lime.

Further and mure ample information can be gathered by the peru-

sal of the best English book on the subject, Henry lljid's "Practical

Treatise on Natural and Artificial Concrete, and its Varieties and

Constructive Adaptations" (E.'& F. N. Spon, 46 Cliaring-Cross, Lon-

don, and 35 Murray Street, New York), showing, also, the danger,

costliness and inadvisability of using inferior brands of Portland cem-

ents. I am, Daar Sirs, Yours obediently,
GUSTAV GRAWITZ,

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

THE PALAZZO RBA'LE, NAPLES. 'Those who know Naples," says

the London World,
"
and, of course, the Palazzo Reale, will be much

interested to learn that tlie King of Italy lias ordered, at his own ex-

Alfomio, of Aragon ; Charles V, Charles III, of Bourbon
;
Joachim

Murat, and Victor Emanuel. The sculptors selected, all Neapolitans,

are Amendola, Belliazzi, Caggiano, Jerace, U'Orsi, Franiiesehi, Gemito,
and Solari."

THE ARC DE TRIOMPHK; PARIS. The number of names of battles,

sieges, and captured towns engraved untm the Are de Triomplie, Paris,

is 153, the first being the battle of Valmy (September 20, 1792), and

the last the eombit of Ligny, which preceded the battle of Waterloo,
and is claimed by the Frcoeh as a victory. The number of marshals,

generals, and other field-officers whose names are also to be read upon
the walls of the areh is 638, of whom 12(3 were killed upon the field of

battle. The first of the 033 names is that of "Chartres," the son of

Piiilippe Egalite, better known to history as Louis Philippe, who, like

his father, distinguished himself at Valmy. Upon the summit of the

arch, facing the suburb of Neuilly, is the inscription, which, translated

into 'English, would read, "This monument, commenced in 1806 in

honor of the Grand Army, for some time left unfinished, was continued

in 18:5(5 by King Louis Philippe I, who has consecrated it to the glory
of the French armies." Tlie Arc de Triomplie is the largest monument
of its kind, being 163 feet high by 150 feet broad and 75 feet thick. It

is rather more than double the height of the Arch of Constantine at.

K'Jine. The total cost of the Arc de Triomphe was 372,140. Ex-

change

THE GREAT PYRAMID. Mr. J. B. Bailey writes to the St. James

Gazette as follows, with reference to the desirability of exploring the

great pyramid : Now that Great Britain is dominant at Cairo, would it

not be a good plan to clear away the sand and rubbish from the base

of the great pyramid right down to its rocky foundation and try to dis-

cover those vast corridors, halls and temples containing priceless curi-

osities and treasures with which tradition in all ages has credited the

great pyramid? The wonderful building, of sueh exquisite workman-

ship, was erected many years before any of the other pyramids, which

are only humble imitations, built by another nation, and also for other

purposes ;
for neither King Cheops nor anybody else was ever interred

beneath this mighty mass of stone. The smaller pyramids also exhibit

neither the nicety of proportion nor the exactness of measurement,
both of which characterize the first pyramid. From internal evidence

it seems to have been built about the year 2170 B. c., a short time be-

fore tlie birth of Abraham, more than four thousand years ago. This

one of the seven wonders of the world in tlie clays of ancient Greece

is the only one of them all still in existence. The base of this

building covers more than thirteen square acres of ground. Its four

sides face exactly north, south, east and west. It is situated in tlie

geographical centre of the land surface of tlie globe. It was originally
485 feet high, and each of its sides measures 702 feet. It is computed
to contain 5,000,000 tons of hewn stone, beautifully fitted together with

a mere film of eem'ent. And these immense blocks of stone must have
been brought from quarries five hundred miles distant from tlie site of

the building. The present well-known king and queen chambers, with

tlie various passages, might also be thoroughly examined by means
of the electric or lime lights. The astronomer royal of Scotland some

years since closely and laboriously examined all that is at present
known of tlie interior of this enormous building. He states that meas-

urements in the chambers, etc., show the exact length of the cubit of

the Bible namely, 25 inches. This cubit was used in the building of

Noah's ark, Solomon's Temple, etc. He also maintains that the pyra-
mid shows the distance of the sun from the earth to be 91,840,000 miles.

THE FAILING CO.VXECTICUT. The Connecticut River, given over to

the timber-drivers, has become a canal. Heefs are blasted out. Bulk-
heads are built to turn the current into the central channels. The
melting snows, no longer held back in the spongy mosses of the forests,
and the spring rains, are hurried swiftly down in freshets which destroy
property in the lower country. The freshets are utilized to bring down
every spring the timber from thousands of acres, where no pine wood
will ever grow again. The summer comes, hot and dry, with low water
in the rivers, which were formerly full all the summer from the slow
drain out of the dark shades in the upper country. The natural reser-

voirs, which thus gave out slowly their reservoirs of water, are gone,
and all the water comes down with a rush after every rain. Manufact-

uring companies everywhere have found it necessary to make artificial

reservoirs to take the place of the lost natural reservoirs. Hills that

were once forest-covered are bleak masses of rock, growing drier year
by year. If there was ever an instance of killing tlie goose that lays

golden eggs, it is in this method of treating our northern forests. In

hundreds of valleys, where water was abundant in former years, the

water line in the ground is now below the reach of ordinary wells. The
tendency is toward that condition which in a century or two will com-

pel a resort to irrigation for ordinary agricultural purposes. Dr. }V. C.

Prime in the New York Journal of Commerce.

THE DAILY TRAFFIC OVER BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Whatever
may be thought of Jacob Sharp's Broadway surface-railroad, he has
been the cause of the gathering of some interesting statistics regarding
the enormous amount of traffic in Broadway. Four men were recently
stationed at Fulton Street and Broadway to count the vehicles passing
through Broadway at that point from 7 A. M. to p. M. The total num-
ber was 22,308 for the period of eleven hours about 2,000 an hour,

thirty-three a minute, or one every two seconds. The largest number
of any one kind of vehicles was of single and double trucks, 7,384; the

smallest number was two; these were ambulances. There were 3,390

single and double express wagons. The 2,310 stages and the 1,022 cabs
were next in order of quantity, pedlers' wagons numbering 93S, produce
wagons 440, rag trucks 375, carriages 351, coal carts 324, and venders'

wagons 300. Then there was a drop to hacks, 288, and butcher wagons
223. The variety of vehicles was striking, there having been eighty
kinds according to the schedule. Every conceivable article of transfer

appears to be poured into Broadway. The private carriages were

completely engulfed in the 150 ash-carts; the two ambulances and
three funerals made a melancholy showing amid tlie seventy-three loads
of dead hogs, the sixty-four garbage and tlie seventy-three dirt carts.

The lager beer wagons and the orange pedlers flourished on an equality ;

the bone and lumber wagons went neek-and-neck ; the pie and the

sugar wagons were half-and half, which should give the pies s.weetness;
the milk were left behind by the swill wagons. The mixture presented
was something appalling. Kerosene, milk, old iron, sawdust, rags,

sugar, ice, beer, bones, oranges, ashes, pie, hogs, tripe, tin, tallow, tea,
tar and undertakers were commingled in a bewildering confusion.

Broadway is certainly a remarkable thoroughfare. New York Tribune.

FIRE-PROOF DOORS. The most efficient fire-proof doors are of wood
covered with tinned iron. The door is made of two thicknesses of

tongued and grooved boards, crossing each other diagonally and thor-

oughly nailed together. The sheets of tin are bent over 'at the edges,

forming locked joints as in a tinned roof; it is important that the

edges, as well as the sides of the door, be covered, as its resistance to

heat lies in the fact that the fire cannot burn the wood thus protected
against exposure to the air, nor can it warp it, as is the case with an
iron fire-door subjected to slight heat. If a fire proof door is hung on

hinges, especial care must be taken to insure their security by fasten-

ing them to the door by means of bolts, rather than screws, and con-

necting them to the wall in an equally secure manner. The latches

should be selected with a view to durability, as such a heavy door is apt
to be destructive of weak latches. Where the position of the doorway
permits sliding doors, it is preferable to have them on tracks, care

being taken that cleats be placed on the floor each side of the door-

way, so as to secure the door at its lower corners when shut. In the

Boston Storage Warehouse, United States, there are a large number of

such doors in the fire-walls, arranged to close an electric circuit when
they are all shut, and the fact is recorded on the paper dial of the

watchman's clock at certain intervals. Fire-proof doors are frequently
arranged to close in advance of a fire by means of the yielding of an

alloy fusible at 160 Fahr. The track upon which such a door is hung
inclines about one foot in eight feet, and the door is kept from closing

by means of a round stick about one inch in diameter, which reaches

from one edge of the door to the opposite side of tlie door-frame. At
the middle, the stick is cut in two diagonally, and a ferrule made of

two pieces of thin copper soldered together longitudinally with the

fusible alloy, covers the joint in the stick. When this ferrule is ex-

posed to a temperature of 100 Fahr., its yielding causes the ferrule to

split open, and the stick separates into pieces and allows the door to

shut. In order that the stick shall not fall in the way of the door, and
that the door may be shut at any time, the stick is connected to the

top of the door-frame by small chains near to each end. This simple
device was designed by Mr. Lewis T. Downes, president of the What
Cheer Mutual Insurance Company. Another method of utilizing this

fusible alloy to close fire-proof doors and shutters, is by means of a

wire extending around the room, and containing in various places links

made of two pieces of brass soldered together. When the solder melts

and allows the two pieces of brass to separate, the wire allows the

shutter or door to close. Mr. Frederick Grinned has improved the

ordinary link by cutting a slot in one of the pieces of brass, and laying
a short bit of wire therein, when they are being soldered together; the

solder flowing around this wire presents a resistance in three planes, in

place of the ordinary j"int, which may be imperfect and lies in a single-

plane, concealed by the sheet brass so as to prevent inspection. For-

merly solid links of fusible alloy were used, but the metal has so little

resilience that it is apt to gradually lengthen, and finally break at

some inopportune time.. Engineering.
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bUILUlNG INTELLIGENCE,
(hrj.Mirtf<l ior Th* American Architect and Bulldinic News.)

{Although a large portion of the built?faff \ntelligmc9
it jtrorttlffl by their regular cnrrexpoi.fients, the editor*

yi'tntiy ttfsire to receive voluntary information, ?Mpc-

guUlyf~om the amattcr and outlying town*.}

BUILDING PATENTS,

\Printeti tpecifcationi of any patents herementionrd
together with full tletail iltuHtratimts, may be i>t>tanifil

if the CbMMMMMT of J'ateitli, at Washington, fat
twenty-Jive centa.l

3I!),*J7I. WATER-CLOSET. Thomas Gunning and
.James Quigley, New Haven, Conn.

:il!i,UK4. MIXED PAINT. Thomas N. Le Row, Roch-
ester. N. Y.

319.81(9. SHUTTER- WORKER. George E. Potter
Palmer, Mass.

32II.INI2. VENTILATOR FOB GAS-MAINS. James J.
Kicketts, nttsburgh. Pa.

320,1122-024. HOISTING DRUM KOB ELEVATOBS.
Peter L. Weimer, Lebanon, Pa.

320,0 4. WI..ATHI-B-STKIP. OrsonE.Woodburyand
Henry W. storck, Madison, Wis.

320.0''6. KI.II..B ANI> SlDKWALK CONSTRUCTION.
Peter H. Jackson, San Francisco. Cal.

320,07*2. FtKE-PimxF LATH KCIK SLATES. William
H. Lane and Louis I^ane, Newark, obio.
32,079. BKAM, JOIST, kTC. Webster W. Martin,

Bos on, Mass.
320,083. AUTOMATIC HATCHWAY-GUABD. Walter

S. Morton, St. Paul, Minn.
:i2i>,<>!'7. AIIOKB. James Swan, Seymour, Conn.
320,120. WEATHKB-SIRIP. Joseph Fisher, Attle-

borough, Mass.
320,155. MOKTISE-LOCK. Frank W. Mix, New Brit-

ain,Tonn.
320.161. WINDOW-BEAD FASTENER. Charles It.

Nelson, New York, N. Y.
;uii n;:;. WIBK- CLOTH LATHING. William Orr,

Trenton. N. J.

32ii,16. SAW-HANDLE. Christopher Richardson,
Newark, N. J.

320,176. S.SH-FASTENER. Jos. R. Rusby, Uloom-
fleld. N. J.

S.'O.lxfl. CISTKBN AND TANK CLEANER. -Raymond
B. S. udder, Nw Orleans, La.

320, IKI. KKIOIIO.N I >iti i.l, BR*rK._ Richard S. Sol-
omon, Cape Town, Cape of Good Hope.

320,1*15. WiNDOW-S.iSH. Henry Vale, Chicago, 111

3211,203. STE .M- RADIATOR. _ Juan U. Arc! and
Jiihn Chapman, Brooklyn, N. Y.

320.224. VISE. George A. Colton, Syracuse, N. Y.
32,'.'3V CONSTRtrrioN OK SKvLIGUTS, ETC.

A!,. In..,-" Friedrick. Brooklyn, N. Y.
:;-n. !. VESTILATOK. Reiuhold E. Hennlnges

Cleveland, O.

320,263. HINGE. David K. Jackman. PoughkeeD-
sie. N. V.

320.2X9. WINDOW-SCREEN. Morris Roberts, Phil-
adelphia, Pa.

3.1*,2!M. SroNij-CuTTtNO MACHINE. William L.
Sauiiders, Jersey City, N. J.

320.323. RATCHET-BRACE. John F. Allen, New
York. N. Y.

320.324. GUTTER -Box OB TROUGH. Frederick
Axt, Franklin, Ind.

320,3.'7. SASH-FASTENER. John W. Beatty, Erie,
Pa.

320.32!). DRIVE-SCREW. Amos Broadnax, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

S-'O.SSS. SASH-FASTENKB. Reinhold E. Hennlnges,
Cleveland, O.

320,a*>7. WttENCH. Jacob Huber, Toledo, O.
:fji>.:i.-i'i. GKAININO WOOD. George H. Hulmes,

Cbartiers, Allegheny County, and William Shone
Millvale, Pa.

320.371. KorK-l)BiLLiNG MACHINE. Martin Mac-
dennoit and WilliHin Glover, London, England.

320 373. DEVICE FOK DRIVING SCBEWS. Frank M.
Maley. Cincinnati, O.

320,374. SAFETY DEVICE FOB ELEVATORS. John
II. Manning. Hartwell.O.

320,3!*. DKVN-E FOB FLCSHINO TANKS, SINKS,
ETC. Andrew Kosewaler, Omaha, Neb.

320,4 . DECORATING WALL- HANGINGS AND OTH-
EB FABBICS. Wiljiam Sochefsky, New Vork, N. Y.

320,411. VAPOII AI'PABATUS FOB HOT-Houi-*,
ETC. Hermann Sleinke, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Max
Limprecht, L nion Hill, N. J.
320.428. RooFixo-GiUGE. Amazon W. Brightwell,

Owen. Ind.
320.435. TBAP FOR SOIL AND OTHER PIPES. Sam-

uel S. Hellyer, London, County of Middlesex, Eng-
land.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
STOKES AND DWELLINGS. Morris Oppenheim, F.sq.,

is lo have built 2 tliree-sf y brick buildings on I'- mi
sylvania Ave., near Bid,lie St., on lot 28' x 120', to
cost J|8,oo<i, from designs by George Archer, archi-
tect; John Hoswell & Son, builders.
George Archer, architect, is preparing plans for

Fdward Ferry, Ksq , for a two-sl'y and attic frame
cottage, 26' ti" x 36', lo cost S2.5UO.

Brii.iM.Mi PKUMITS. since our last report thirty
two permits have been granted, the more important
of which are the following:
John Kruno, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, s s Mul-

berry St., between Pine ami Penn Sts.
G. \V. Dnahuc, 5 two-st'y brick buildings, e s

Duncan Alley, s of .Monument St.
John .Mehagen. l' two sl'y brick buildings, s 8 Bid-

die St., s e cor. Proctor Alley.
Aug. Strunz, 2 two-st'y brick buildings, n e cor.

Ricigely and Bayard Sts.

T. II. Graham, 2 two-st'y brick building*, ws CHI-
mor St.. and 2 iwo M'y brick buildings, e B Vincent
All.-y, between hami-ny Hi.il Mellenry Sts.
U. N. M<M>re, 5 twost'y brick buildings, ws Carl-

ton SI., between Saratoga anil Lexington sti.
J. A. .Mriiregor, la two sfy brick buildings, es

Payson St., l>elween Kamsay and f.'hriMiaii Su.
M. I'aul Church, three-M'y brick building, s e cor.

Cathedral St. and Chapel Alley.
Frederick liurgur, 12 two-st y brick building*, n s

ll.ii i. > si
,
beiwt'eii liyrdsi. and liivcrside Are.

Win'. Collett. i. three-si'y brick buildings, w Bol-
ton St., between Ijiurens and Uobert Sts.

I>:U!>Y Thompson, three-st'y brick building, M -

Chase St , between Charles -St. and Maryland Ave.
L. C. sum li. 3 two-sl'y brick building*, n s Kamey

St.. between Hanover St. and Goodman Alley, and
10 two st y brick buildings, o s Charles St., between
Birk bead and Clement Sts.

.las. W. Llndall. tj three-st'y brick buildings, w s

Valley St., between Chase and Eager Sts.

Aug. Mencker & liro. four-st'y brick warehouse,
n w cor. Paca St. and Cider Alley.

L. K.-it/. & llro., litre csi'y brick building, s Bal-
timore St.. between Popp.eioii St. and Calendar
Alley.
A. Lurman, three-st'y brick building, s w cor. II il

len and Forrest Sts.
111"-. H. Blick, i \v. . sfy brick buildings, w s A'f-

qu ili St., n of Point Lane, and 5 two-st'y brick
buildings, es point Lane, n of Aisqtiitb St.

ALTERATIONS. Messrs. l>eford & Co. are to make
alterations to their warehouse, to nost 44.SOO, from
designs by W. F. Weber, arcLit :ct; Chas. Ogle,
builder.

Boston.

BUILDING PERMITS. Wnod. rriweton St., A'o. 349
dwell., 1'J' x 28'; owner, Wilbur Goodwin; builder
Isaac Pratt.

Gmrge SI., near Shirley St., dwell., 21' x 42'
owner and builder, G. A. Clifford,
Rockwell St., 300' from Milton Ave., dwell., 24' z

30'; owner, W. P. Waterman; builder, R. M. Pit-
man.
Unnamed St., n of Quincy St., near New York

New England K. R., mechanical building, 1.-' x 50r

owner, Thomas Rice; builder. A. C. Klce.
East Sixth St.. fin. 659, dwell.. 24' x 3s'; C. A. Bor

den. owner; Jacob L. Smith, builder.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Drcatur St., s s. 125' w
Ave.. 4 twost'y brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each
$5,000; owner, Gco. W. Spear, 25.H Grand Ave.; archi-
tects, Hall St Newkirk; builder, W. C. Spear.

t'ultnn HI., s s. 3UO'e Howard Ave., 10 three-st'y
brown-stone dwells., gravel roofs; cost, each, sn.imi
owner and builder, Thomas Douohue, 103 Stuyv
sant Ave ; architect, B. T. Hobbln.

liualiwick Aor., A'.). 653, e s, 82' 7" S Adams St.,

three-st'y frame (brick-tilled) store and tenement,
tin roof; cost, 84.000; owner and builder, Anton Kii

sel, 5.")9 Buidiwlrk Ave.; architect, Th. Kngelhardt.
lli-Qtvlway. A'o*. 4111 anil 421. n e s, H8' n w Union

Ave., rear 1 lot, 2 tuo-st'y brick dwells., tin roofs;
cst, S5,iKK>; owner, Caroline iiroistedt, 378 Broad-
way; architect, Th. EngelbarJl; builders, Geo. Leh
man's Sons.

limit/way, AVw. 416 and 421, 2 four-st'y brick stores
and tenements, tin roofs, iron cornices: cost, 816,000;
owner, architect and builder, same as last.

Suuih 1'orilanil /lee., A'o. 1*1, e s, BOH' s Hanson
PI., twost'y brick and brown-*tone dwell., with
stable, tin roof; cost, *8.000; owner. G. B. WlUm,
21 South Portland Ave.; architect, W. A. Mundell;
builder. L. W. seaman, Jr.
Greene Ave.. n w cor. Nostrand Ave.. 5 three-st'y

brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $10,600;
owners, G. H. Benner and L. Zeller, 81 Cedar St.,
New York; architect, A. Munch.

Fourteenth M., Ao. Ul, s s, 77' 10" w Fourth Ave.,
two-st'y and basement brick dwell., tin roof; cost,
$4,500; owner, Alexander Balmanno, 226 Seven-
te nth St.; architect, A. J. Stater.
Delmanico //., .Vo. 31. e s, 51' r" s Hopkins St.,

threest'y frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof;

cost, *4,370; owner. Win. Kolb. Ellery St., cor. Del-
nionico PI ; archilect, Th. Engelhardt; builders,
J. Rueger and J. Fucbs.
Hart at., n s, 133* w Marcy Ave., 6 two-ami a-balf-

st'y brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; c st, each,
$5.000; owner. F. K. lioerum, Nostrand Ave. and
Yernon Ave.; architect, I. J. Reynolds; builder, T.
E. Greenland.

lierketey //., s s, 3.W e Seventh Ave., 3 three-st'y
brown-stone dwells., tin roofs: cost. eacb. Mn.noii;

owner, David N. Ito .<ly. 20K Berkeley PI.; architect
and builder, K. H. sturges.

I'ni-ft HI., s s, K.I' a Kushwick Ave., three-st'y
frame tenement, tin roof; cost, *4,OIK); owner, C.

Becker, I4R Varet St.; architect. F. Holmberg;
builder, J. Rueger.
Fulton St., s s, 100* w Rockaway Ave., 10 three-st'y

brown-stone stores and dwells., gravel roof*; cost,

each, $5.000; owner, George R. Brown, 34 South
Portland Ave.: bu Ider, I.. E. Brown.
Evrryreen Are., A'o. I.i7, e s, thre-st'y frame

dwell., tin roof; cost, $1.200; owner, M. Limiuerothe,
186 Kllery St.; architect, H. Vollweller.

Fairfax St., n s, 206' e Broadway, three-st'y frame
(brick-tilled) hospital, tin roof; cost, $3,200; owner,
German Evangelical Aid Society, on premises:
architect. H. Vollweiler; builders, Mr. Dauken and
D. Kreuder.
nergen St.. n s, 225* e Smith St., four-st'y brick

flat, tin roof; cost. $11,500; owner, John Newman,
Court St. and Bergen St.; architect. R. Dixon.

tiulltran St.. Ao. 29, four st'y brick tenement., tin

roof; cost, $6,80il; owner, Henry Spawer, 30 Wolcott
St.; architect, L. Cook.
AiiithAre.,se cor. Braxfm St., three-Bt'y brick

school, tin roof; cost, *1C,IIOO; owner, Thomas S.

O'Keilly, Mnth Ave., cor. Braxton St.; architects.
Partiit Kros.
Hull .">'/.. n s, 20ii' w Stone Are.. three-Bt'y frame

(brick-filled) tenement, tin roof ; cost. $4,200; owner,
John Gardner, 2084 Broadway; architect, J. Purlng;
builder, M. Horn.

fitrtrnlii[) St., w s, 150' n Putnam Ave., three-st'y
brick dwell., tin rool, COM, S4 ..VKI, ouu, i.,j. it. \\i.
son. 421 Grand Ave.; an-Inirct. A. Hill.

Iterkrlry /'/., n s, 16<l' w Seventh A ve., 3 thrre-sl'y
brick dwells., tin roofs: col, *7,lKHi; owner, .I'.ln.

.Monds, !I2 1'ark PI.; archliect and contractor, J. J.

Gillegan; mason,.). Monas.
C.ay A7.,ss, 125' w Oakland St., three st'y frame

tenement, gravel roof; cost, $3,UOO; owner, I'atrlek

Relley. Clay M.; architects aud builders, Itandall &
Milk-r.

Bt'lftfil Avr.. e s, 67' 3"s Flushing Ave., lhret'y
frame dwell., tin roof; c<*t, $3,M)n; owi.cr, Margarat
Colgan, -III Bedford Ave.; archilect, M. ilarblsou;
builder, C. Colltnp.
Greene Are., 11 w cor. Washington Ave. ,3 four-K'j

brick and brown-none dwells., tin and hlat>- roolr
cost, $52,5 0; owner, Geo. Harvey, 14U Greene A>.-

,

architect, Merceiu Thomas; builders, C. Cameron
and M. C. hush.
Hamburg St., w cor. Magnolia St., three-st'y

fiame slore and tenement; cost, $6,000; own,
r".

Lorenz Debold, 18 Wall St.; architect and maeon, K.
Loerch; contractor, M. Melzen.

ALTHBATIONS.- ricmjinut St., \o. 118, Interior alter-
ations; cost, $4,00(1; owner, D. A. Houghtallng, X'l
Cliiaon Ave.; architects, hastmau & 1/aviB; builder
F. D. Norrls.

Myi tie Art., Xoi. 680 anil 6X2, three-si *T brick ex-
tensl. n, tin roof. Iron cornice; cost, $a,(k.O: owner
etc., J. Clarke, 675 Willougbby Ave.

Chicago.

BUILDIXG PERMITS. W.S. II ink ley, 4 cottages Oak-
let ..\e.; coj-t, $2,600.

S. V\ . Scoville, nve-st'y factory, 94 to 102 West
Washington St.; cost, Ktn.nou; architects, Adlur ft
Sill. i van; builder, A. U. Cook.
Hewitt Manufacturing Co., factory, 213 Ontario

St.; COM, $2,suo.
V. Hulacek, three-Bt'y flats, 719 Loomls St.; cost

$15,000.
F. Knaswlcka, 2 three-st'y stores and dwells. 721

to 723 Eighteenth St.; cost, $12.iM!0.
K. A. Bell, two-sl'y dwell., ,V3 North Oakley Si

cost, *3,2 0.

A. Lowinski & Mlketynskl, four st'y factory, 242
to24U North Green St.; co>t, *.<iuO.
D. Hays, four-m'y store and dwell., 103 Wesl Adams

St.; cost, * 12,000.
J. A. Vale. U three-st'y stores aud dwells., 16H to

184 West Van Buren st.: coat, $GO,o<iO.
M. Harris, addition, 123 Deaplaiues St.; cost $3 -

000.

McKeever Bros., 4 two*t'y dwells.; cost, $16,000:
architects, Thomas & Kogcrs.

J. T. Lund, three si'y dwell., 213 Townsend St.;
cost, $5,<0i); archil ecu, o>ilin< Si Bourgeois.
Mrs. H. Lewis, two-st'y dwell., 31 Wesl Indiana

St.; cost, *2.500.
J. L. Cochrane, B Ihref-st'y dwells., 470 to 478 Klin

St.; c-o-t. jln.tHHi. architect, I.. J. llaluerg.
D. F. Crilly, 12 two st'y dwells., North 1'ark Are.-

cost. 25,nou.
R. L. Martin, 6 three st'y dwells., 92 to 102 Arl-

ington St.; cost, 1 1 J.IHM.

K. L. Martin, two-st'y storehouse rear, 92 to 102
Arlinitt. n St.; cost. *IO.OOu.
J. 11. i ndi, two-sfy Hats, 93 Gay St.: cost. $2.500.
W. H.st. CUir, nve-st'y slore, 171 to 173 West

Madison St.; cost, *50,ouu; architects, Buruham &
Hill.
G. W. Williams, two st'y flats, 62 Evergreen PL;

cost, 3 700.
C. J. Kuril, 2 two-sfy dwells., 207 to 209 Wood St.;

cos:, $4,0i.o.
C. C. House!. 3 two-sfy dwells., 427 to 431 Centre

Ave., cost, #15,000; architect. D. blggot.
W. F. li ickox, 3 two-sl'y dwells., MI, io 899 Monroe

St.; cost, MK.IHHI; archilect, W. Thomas.
H. N. Hanson, iwo-st'y dwell., Mii Monroe St.;

cost, $10,000; arcbilect, W. Thomas.
Mrs. S. Troy, two-sfy dwell., 4;i Maplewood Ave.;

Cost, S2.7IKI.

Chicag . City Railroad Co., additional story, 3062 lo
3000 Archer Ave.; cost, $20,' 00.

J. A. Heatb, 2 tw -fy dwells., 3128 to 3130 Prairie
Ave.; cost, $13,000.
W. Sallevauer, two st'y dwell., 109 Fremont St.;

cost, .>-'. :.IHI.

W. D. Price, additional story, 117 to 123 State St.;
cost, lo.ovo.
A. Stanford, three-st'y dwell., 101 North Centre

Ave.; cost, M..H.HI.

C. U. Hlckok, 2 two-sl'y dwells., 3130 to .11:1.' Ver-
non Ave.; cost. *<l,ouu.

I. P. McAsey. -i iwo-si'y dwells., 480 West Taylor
Si.; cosi, ? :I.M..n.

J. L. Campbell, 7 two-sl'y dwells., Seeley Ave.-
cost, $28,000.

Cincinnati.
BUILDING PILBMITS. Mrs. C. C. Brown, fonr-st'y

brick building, Kigblli and cutler Sts.; cost, *ti,AOu.
E. S. Freeman, three aud-oue-hait-si'y buildli.g

Gest St.; cost, *4.ouo.

Aug. Uoy, iw^-ond-one-balf-st'y building, Fiudlay
aud liallon sis.: cost, j:t, 00.
Jacob Xan Hart, two-sl'y building, Melanclhon

and Central Ave.; cost. $2,2UO.
S. Richards, two-sl'y building, Lincoln and Gilbert

Sts.: cost, s)16,0oo: J. H. Macu, builder.
liiierualional Panorama Co., iwo-t'y Iron-clad

Seventh and Elm Sts.; cost, 8^5,000.
Mrs. BilDcher, Fiudlay and Linn Sts.; cost, $3 000.
Dr. Kaheler, two-sl'y frame building Balliuiure

Pike; cost, $2.100.
H. l.ackinan, two-anil one half-sfy building, Cole-

man Ave.. near Lalayetle; cost, $3,600.
Win. McCamon, Jr., flre-sfy building. Race aud

Elm Sis.; COM, *20,oou.
Henry Bosch & Uro. (Henry Thinly), two-st'y frame

building, Fargus and Wayne sis.; cost, ti,!x*\.
Henry Boscu, lwo-and-.>li-half-fl'y building Vine

and Si. Clair Sts.; cost. $2.500.
St. George s Church, addition to two-st'y brick

bulldlug. i:,-illi.>iin and Mailison Sts.; eosu $.'i.460.
Geo. Kieinescbneider, Highland and Auburn Ave :

cost, $2,200.
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J W. Cotteral, two-st'y building, cost. $3,500.

H. Krucke, addition to two-st'y bail. ling, Fiftli

anil Stoue tils.; Jasper & Erchbusch, builders; cost,

$2 000.

E. Becbman, tbree-st'y bailding, Western Ave.

ami Findlay St.; cost, *4.5;io.

H. Fuchs, two-st'y building, 15 Ravine St.; cost,

$3,000.

Kepairs costing $8,935.
Total ainonut to date, $1,283,710.

Total permits, 587.

Kunxai City, Mo.

CHURCH. The Cavalry Baptist Society will probably
build a $ Kl.liOO church.

THK V. M. C. A. BlULDiNC,. Ihe work of excava-

tion for tbe new structure has been pushed tbe past

week and tbe arcbitect is busily engaged In drawing
tbe plans and specifications for the new building.

BulLDix'* PKRMITH. H. C. Morrison, brick business

block, 142'i Grand Ave.; cost, * 1,500.

E. .1. Gump, brick dwell., 1330 and 1332 Oak St.;

Minos'' Clark, brick dwell., Washington St.; cost,

$7 1)00.

J. A. Swarthout, frame dwell., Troost Ave.; cost,

4 ooo.

Kugene Carlat, brick stable, Walnut St., bet. Thir-

teenth and Fourteenth Sts.: c. st, $5.000.

T. H. Brougham, brick dwell., 615 West Sixteenth

St.;' cost, $3,000.

J. W. Jordan, brick business house, 1422 Kast

Eighteenth St.; cost, $4,000.

H. W. Hatch, brick dwell., 513 and 515 Holmes St.;

cost, $4.000.
W. Small, Jr. A A. W. Bristowe, brick dwells.,

413 and 417 Oak St.; cost, $15,000.

MinneapollB, Minn.

Btui.mxo PKKMITS. Robert Russell, five-st'y brick

store building, n H side fifth St., bet. Heunepin and
Nicollet Aves.; cost, $25,000.

Fletcher. Loring & Co.. improvem-nts on St.

James Hotel, cor. Washington and Second Aves., s;

COS', $7,000.
Fletcher. I/iring & Co.. two st'y brick store and

flat n w s Second Ave., s, bet. Washington Ave. and
Se-ondSt.; c.l, $8.000.

luring & Wlniloin, four-st'y stone business block,
extension of Winduin B ock. 76' front, Second Ave.,

f, belo* Washington Ave : C"8l, $35,000.

L. T. Soule Elevator Company, wooden elevator,

Tenth St. and Twenty-ninth Ave, s e; cost, .$20.0110.

Anna Slmy, double two-st'y wooden dwell.. Mar-

thai Ave ,
bet. Sixth and Seventh Aves., u e; cost,

$2.500.
J. H. Weller, three-st'v brick veneer store, tene-

ment ami ball. cor. Frankliu St. and Sixteenth Ave.,

B; cost, $7,000.
J. H. Towsley, two-st'y wooden dwell, and barn,

Stevens Ave., bet. Lake and Thirty-first Sts., n w
cost, $4,750.
J A. HHglin,lhree-st'y brick dwell., Fourth Ave.

bet. Klglith and Ninth St-.; cost, $6.5iH>.

Minneapolis B ittle Manufacturing Co., one st'y

brick-and-wood factory, e a Thirty-eighth Ave., bet.

Twenty-sixth and Twenty-seventh Sis.; 8 w; cost,

$15,000.
James S. IJUIP, two-st'y wooden dwell.. Seventh

St., bet. Seventh and Eighth Aves., s e; cost. $3,000.

Mew York.

Bim.nixG PERMITS. /iro'tne St.. n w cor. Lewis St.,

four st'y brick tenement wiih stores, tin roofs; cost,

$18,000: owner, John Katt, 314 Monroe St.; archi-

tect. J. Kastner.
West Sen-nty-Jirst St., All. 413, 100' w Ninth Ave.,

three-st'y brick' and brown-stone dwell., tin roof;

cost, $18,000; owner, Mrs. Julia A. Hull, Seventy-
fitlh St , cor. Boulevard: architect, H. .1. Harden-

bergh: bull lers, Jno. Bant-i and H. L. Hamilton.

lloulemnl, cor. Tenth Ave., One Hundred and
Thirteenth and One Hundred and Twentieth Sts.,

two-st'y and mansard brick detached asylum, tin

an I slate roof: cost, about *25.00(); owner, Society of

N. V. Hospital; architect, U. Towuse'id.

Seventy-second SI., 88. 175' e Ninth Ave., 4 four-

st'y brick and brown-Hone dwells., mansard slate

and tin rx>fs; cost, $40,000 and $50,000 each; owner,
C. W. Luyster, 237 West Fifty-third St.; architect,
J. n. Duncan.

One Hundred and Fifth St., n s, 375' w Tenth Ave.,
2 four-st'y Connecticut brown-stone tenements, tin

roofs; cos't, $25,000; owner and contractor, Donald
Mitchel, 176 East Eightieth St.; architect, U. J.

Hardenbergb.
West End Ave (F.leventh Ave.), n w cor. Seventy-

eighth St., 8 three-st'y brick dwells., slate nn.i tin

roofs; cost, each, $9,000; owner. Henry H. Hewett.
411 West Twenty-eighth St.; architect, F. B. While.

Stcth. Ane., u w cor. One Hundred and Twenty-
thir i St., two-st'y Ohio stone church and parsonage,
slate ro<>f; cost, $80,000; owner, Reformed Low
Dutch Church, Harlem. One Hundred and Twenty-
third St. Mint Sixth Ave.; architect, J. K. Thomas;
builders, List & Lennon.
Seventh Ape., w s, extending from One Hundred

and Twentv-fourth St to One Hundred and Twenty-
fifth St., six-sl'y brick family-hotel, tin roof; cost.

$150.000; owner, Alva S. Walker, 43 West One Hun-
dred and Thirtieth St.; architect, T. E. 'I homson.
Sew At'e., n w cor. One Hundred and Forty-fifth

St., 5 three-st'y frame, brick and tiie dwells. ,sliingle,
slate, tile or tin roofs: owner. S. M. Millikeu, 83
Leonard St.; architect, T. M. Clark.

Kait One Hundred and Twenty-ninth St., A'o. 11!?,

four-st'y brick shop, tin roof; cost, $3.000; owner and
b lild'T, Thomas Overington, 501 East Forty-second
St : architect, K. Ixnnas.
Seventh Ave.. w s. between One Hundred and For-

ty-first and One Hundred and Forty-second Sts.,

tivo-st'y ami atiic frame drt'tll., shing.e roof; cost.

$",,000; owner, .M. Hainmurslein, 203 hast One Hun-
dred and Fifteenth St.; architect, Alex. I. Finite!.

Seventh Ave., w s, from One Hundred and Korty-
fo.irth to One Hundred find r'orLy-titth St., oue-st y
br.ck anil timber engine repair sho|>, tin ro >f; cost,
$2i,it(in. owner, etc., Manhattan Railway Jo., 71

Broadway.
Eighth Ave., e s, from One Hundred and Forty-

fourth to One Hundred and Forty-fifth Sts., and east
a distance of 5'-'5' from Eighth Ave., five systems
(three tracks each) of wood trestle storing car* and
engines; cost, $3:"i,0'iO: owner, architect and builder,
Manhattan It. R. Co., 71 Broadway.

I'/l/jress Are.., s e cor. One Hundred and Forty-
ninth St., three-st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost,
$4,xoo; owner. Lina Dahler. on premises; architect,
A. PfeitFer; builder, not selected.

H'ashiifiiton Ave., A'o. 1132, four-st'y frame tene-
ment and extension, tin roof; cost, $10,000; ou ner,
Edward Biker, 341 West Twenty-eighth St.; archi-
tect. W. W. Gardiner; builders, VViswell & Gander.
Church St., w s, ISO's Putnam St., two-st'y frame

dwell., slate and tin roof; cost, 3,000; owner, Mary
A. Norton, Ivingsbridge; builder, S. L. Berrian.
One Hundred and Eighty-fourth St., s 8, about 100 f

w Webster Ave., three-st'y frame dwell., shingle
roof; cost, $3,000; owner, I'eter Handibode, 1432
Franklin Ave.: architect, T. W. Ringrose; builders,
P. Handibode and J. Richardson.

A'orr/i Third Are., w s, 25' 9" n One Hundred and
Fifty-tilth St., fonr-st'y brick store and tenement,
tin root; cost, $8,000; owner, John D. Thees, 2314
Thi'd Ave.: architect, A. Spence.
Dieison St., A'o*. 136 and 138, five-st'y brick tene-

ment, tin roof; cost, $14,000; owner, Fajbush Lib-
man, 18 East Broadway; architect, Win. Graul.
Henry St., A'o. 3ti. five-st'y brick tenement, tin

roof; cos', $18.ooo; owner. Wolf Boroschek, 156

Henry St.; architect, Win. Graul.
Sonth Fifth Ave.. six st'y brick and iron factory,

gravel roof; cost. $65,000; owner, W. B. Marvin, 265
Broadway: architect, Oscar S. Teale.

jtroailwan. n w Howard St., five-st'y brick, iron
and stone warehouse, tin roof; cost, #35,01)0; owner,
John S. Kice, et al., 28 West Forty-ninth St.; archi-
tects, A. Zucker & Co.

West fifteenth St., A'o. 225, five-st'y brick tene-
ment, with extension, tin roof; cost, $17,000; owner.
Win S. Wright, 36 West Twenty-seventh St.

West Seventeenth St.. A'o. 450, five-st'y brick tene-
ment, tin roof; cost. $14,000; owner, Andrew Ward,
816 Ninth Ave.; architect, J. F. Wilson; builder,
Robert Hayes.

West Tivelily-eiah'h St., A'o. 527, two-st'y brick
ptsbl*, tin roof; cost. $6JO; owner, Frank Farrell,
524 West Twenty-ninth St.
Em! Fortieth St., A'o. 326, five-st'y brick tene-

ment, tin ro >f : cost, $12,000; owner, Bridget Golden.
321 East Fortieth St.; architects, A. B. Ogden &
Son.

AI.TKKVTIONS. Liberty St., No. 41, raised eighteen
inches, new brick front, ttre-proi-f stairs, iron beams;
cost. $10,000: owner, Leonard J. Carpenter. 56 East
Twenty-third Si.; architect, H. J. Hardenbergh.
Carmine .SV., A'o. 76, raised one-st'y and four-st'y

brick extension, tin roof; cost, about $6,50i>; owner,
J. J. Campion, 20 East Tenth St.; architect, M. W.
Morris.

K'iKt Fourth St., A'o. 98, repair damage bffire:
cost, $4,500; owner, Joseph Schaeffier, M Second
Ave.; architect, J. Boekell; builders, J Schaeftler &
Son.

East Thirty-ninth St., No. 33, 2 two-st'y brick ex-
tensions, tin roofs; cost, $6,000; owner, J. A. Ham-
ilton. 7 East Thirty-fifth St.; architect, C. C. Haight;
builder, L. H. Williams.
E titt Twenty-ninth St., A'o. 227, five-st'y brick ex-

tension, ro.'f raised, front above first story taken
down and rebuilt, internal alterations; cost. $5,000;
owners. Cbas. Dorn and J. Snitzer, 370 Third Ave.;
architect. F. S. Barus: builder, not selected.

Hleecker St., Aos. 32, 31 and 36. and Mu't St., A'o.

311, repair damage by fire and rebuild entirely fire-

proof: cost, $85,''00; owners, Schumacher & Kttlin-

ger, 33 Bleecker St.; architect, E. E. Raut; builder,
not. selected.

Thirty-seventh St., 8 R, 56' 6" w Lexington Ave.,
four-st'y brick extension, tin roof: cost, $6,000;
owner, Jas. C. Fargo. 56 Park Ave.; architect, J. H.
Duncan; builders, McKenz-ie& McPherson.

West Sixteenth St., A'oa. 310. 312 and 314, raised
three stories, peak roof: cost, $40,000; owner, Thus.
McMullen & Co., 44 Beaver St.; architect, A. Hat-
field.

Madison Ave.. Kos. 91 and 93, additional story on
rear; cost. $4,000; owner, T. A. Emmet, 89 Madison
Av.; architect, T. K. Jackson.

West Tmenlij.fiiu.rth St., A'o. 20, three-st'y brick
extension on front, also two and one-st'y rear ex-

tension, tin roofs; cost, $5,000; owner, Henry Mil <>n.

Ki'Urth Ave. and Ninth St.; architect, E. D. Harris;
builder, F. Lyons.
Madison Ave., s e cor. Twenty-fourth St.. one-st'y

brick extension, tin roof, parts of cellar excavated,
and new brick piers, etc , built; cost, *3 i.IKH); owner.
Madison Square Presbyterian Church, on premises;
architects, .1. C. Cady it Co.; builders, M. Eidlitz &
Son and Jeans & Taylor.
OIK Hundred and Sixty fifth St., s w cor. Twelfth

Ave.. building raised and moved; cost, $9,nOO; own-
er. Institute for Deaf and Dumb. Twelfth Ave.,
near One Hundred and Sixty-tilth St.; architect, O.
P. Hattteld; builders, C. K. Terwillinger and . N.
Bninerd.

Tenth St., n e cor. West Fourth St., raised eigh-
teen inches, one-st'y brick extension, internal, front
and rear alterations, iron columns and beams; cost,
about #5,000; owners, H. A. & M. Harlman, 46 Clark-
son St.; architect, P. H. Gilvarry; builders, G. Derr
and C. Lehmann.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PKKMITS. Smedley St.. s of Venango St.,
U two-st'y dwells., 15' x 42'; J. B. Clarey, contrac-
tor.

d

54'; G. Thompson, contractor.
Kex Jrr., w of Twenty-ninth St., three-st'y dwell.,

22' x 3D'; W. C. Mucker, contractor.

Thirty Jiist St., cor. Springneld Ave., 2 two-st'y
dwells., 18' x 65'; contractor, same as last.

S/irin<iJield Are., e of Thirty-tirst St., 4 three-st'y
dwells., 20' x 4X'; contractor, same as last.

Harrey St., w of Main St., 9 two-st'y dwells., 15' 6"
x 21'; contractor, same as last.

Spruce St., w of Twenty-first St., 2 three-st'y
dwells.. 20' x 77'; C. W. Build, owner.
How'ant St., n of Norris St., 9 two-st'y dwells., 14'

x 37'; W. Teckienburg, contractor.
Adams St., near Commerce" St., 4 two-st'y dwells.,

14' x :)0'; I. L. Kelly, contractor.
J,mker St., cor. Taylor St., two-st'y factory; El-

dredge & Stewart, contractors.
t'lnrl;on Ace., w of Thirteenth St., one-st'y stable;

W. R. Dougherty, contractor.
.l*fimrad St.. w of Main St., 6 two-st'y dwells., 15'

X311'; Win. Grtrvin. contractor.
Fmrtult St.. n of Huntingdon St., addition to fac-

tory; R. J. Whitside & Son, contractors.
Ontario St.. w of Twentieth St., 2 three-st'y

dwells., 16' x 56'; Jiio. Haverstick, contractor.

Spruce St., w of Forty third St., alteration and
tW'>-st y addition, 20' x 20'; J. R. Garver. conlract-r.

/lacolah St., w of Thirty-second St.. 13 two-st'y
dwells.. 16' x 40': W. F. Albright, owner.
Etyhth St., between Free and Daley St., 7 two-st'y

dwells., 15' x 5i'; owner, same as last.

Free St., between Seventh and K-ghth Sts., 18 two-
st'y dwells., 14' x 4 i'; owner, same as last.

.\tica St., w of Forty-fourth St., two-st'y dwell.,
Iti' x 43'; Jno. Aiken, contractor.
Maud St.. w of Twenty-seventh St., 19 two-st'y

dwells., 15' x 39'; J. E. Kiilgwav. contractor.
Ma' statt St., n of Columbia Ave.,3 two-st'y dwells.,

15' x 2"' and 3't'; owner, same as last.

A/utter St ,6 of I.ehigh Ave., 6two-st'y dwells., 12'

x 28'. C. A. Snyder, owner.
H'eber St., Xos. 2110 and 2112, one-st'yaddition, 17'

x B6'; E. H. Flood, contractor.
Diamwifl .S/., w of Twenty-tirst St., two-st'y office,

19' x 2*'; contractor, same as last.

Etyhtli St., s ol l-ebigu Ave., u two-st'y dwells., 15*

z 50'; M. L. Heish, owner.

St. Louis.

BriuuiNO PERMITS. Fifty-nine permits have been is-

sued since our last report, thirteen of which are lor

unimportant frame houses. Of the rest those worth
$2.500 and over ure as follows:
Mrs. C. Wohlfurth, two-st'y brick store and d*ell.;

cost, $3,500; F. J. Capitaiue, architect; F. u.
Brt-hine, coniractor.

Jos. Roser, two-st'y double brick tenement; cost,
$3.400; G. L Guber, contractor.
A. Sehwalbe, two-st'y brick ttore and rooms

above; cost, $3,000; H. Hofmeier, contractor.
J. A. Lynch, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,000; F.

C. McCormack & Son, contractors.
Win. Skramker, three-st'y brick store and dwell.;

cost, $8,000; C. K. Ramsey, architt-ct.J
John Wilderimtth, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,-

50!); J. Wildermulh, contractor.
L. A. Bowlan. two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,300;

C. S. Dunn, architect; Jas. Klamory, conti actor.
James A. Monks, five-st'y brick store-building,

cost, *30,00n; J. G. Cairns, architect; sub let.

J. J. Sylvester, two.st'y brick dwell.; cost, $10,-
000: Jos. W. Givens, contractor.

J. P. Nastime, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $5,600;
E. Mortimer, architect. J. V. Mayors, contractor.
John shankey, two-si'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,900;

J. K. Legg, architect
;
P. Brennan, cont- actor.

Win. Brandt, 3 adj icent two-st'y brick tenements;
cost, $5,00"; P. Kiechors, contractor.

Mrs. Gallagher, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,500;
A. Beinke & Co., architects; P. Riechors, con-
tractor.

Mrs. C. Bradburn. two-st'y double brick tene-

ment; cost, $3,ooo; P. J. Bradburn, contractor.
A. Heburn, two st'y brick dwell.; cos*, $2,800;

John Low, contractor.
S. Hamaiier. to-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,000;

Paulus & Wiedmuller, contractors.
A. Weinrich. 2 double brick two-et'y tenements;

cost, $7,000; A. Dietz, contractor.
Manewal Lange Cracker Co., two-st'y brick ware-

house and office; cost, $8,000; Goesse & Keunuers,
Contractors.
Dr. s. G. Moses, two st'y brick store; cost, $9,000;

F. D. Lee, architect; B. Weber & Co., contractors.
T. S. Noonan, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,500;

O. McGinnis, contractor.
T. S. Noonan, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,500;

O. McGinnis, contractor.
T. S. Noonan, two-sry brick dwell.; cost, $3,500;

O. McGinnis, contractor.
C. E. Fuchs, three-st'y brick s ore and rooms

above: cost, *6,000; O. P. Koeuig, architect; J.

Marlztotf, contractor.
Gen. W. T. Sherman, one-st'y brick dwell.; cost,

52,600; C. Lingennanii, contractor.
F. E. Kspenshied, two st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,-

500; J. H. JJuulap, contractor.

St. Paul.

BUILDING PERMITS. Two-st'y frame double dwell.,
n s of Lincoln Ave., bet. 1'ale ami Oakland MS

,

cost, $3,700: owner, Christopher Kutt".

Two-st'y brick store and dwell., s s of Susan St.,
bet. State and Greenwood Sts.; cont, $8,000; owner,
Peter liothansen.

Two-st'y brick veneer store and dwell., n w side of
Kice St., bet. Iglehart and Tittou Sts.; cost, $3,250;
owner, A. W. Schwake.
Two-st'y frame dwell., s s of Fuller St., bet. Arun-

del and Western Sts.; cost, $2,500; owner, Margaret
Carter.

Two-st'y frame college; cost, $4,000; owner, John
Ireland.

Three-st'y brick business block, s s of East Sev-
enth St., bet. Robert and Minnesota Sts.; cust, $18,-
000; owner, M. L. Potter.

Two-st'y frame dwell., e s of Josette St., bet. Mar-
tin and duller Sts ; cost, $2,nOO; owner, John Liud-
quist.
Three-st'y brick double dwell., s s of Eleventh St.,

bei. Cedar and Minnesota Sts.; cost, $9,000; owner,
James Culleli

Two-st'y double frame dwell
,
e s of Wilkin St.,

bet. Kamsay and Exchange Sts.; cost, $5,000; owner,
David Swank.
Two-st'y frame dwell, and barn, e s of Maple St.,

bet. Sixth and Seventh Sts.; cost, $2,000; owner,
Mrs. E. K. Spindle.
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IN
the midst of the discussion which rages at present in this

country in regard to the placing of telegraph and telephone
wires underground, it is a little startling to learn that a

Government Committee, appointed in England to consider the

best methods of carrying such wires has just reported decidedly
in favor of leading them through the air, instead of under-

ground. It is true that the Committee does not approve of

obstructing streets or sidewalks with telegraph poles, but it be-

lieves that the best of all places for setting up standards and

stringing wires is on the housetops. In reply to the denuncia-

tions of this system which have been so prevalent within the

past few years, the Committee expresses the opinion that the

dangers and inconveniences to be apprehended from it have
been greatly exaggerated, and that there is no good reason why
wires should not be carried in this way in all directions, with

proper care, and under official supervision. Any damage caused

by the wires or frames should, of course, be paid for, and the

Committee advises that all wires should be so distinguished
that the person or corporation responsible for each shall be

readily ascertained ; and that all lines, the ownership of which
is not indicated should be immediately cut down by the inspec-
tors ; but in consideration of this it recommends that telegraph
and telephone companies should be empowered, in case of the

refusal of the owner of a house to allow frames to be placed on
his roof, to apply to the local authority for permission to enter

by force on the premises, and place whatever frames or wires

may be necessary for its purposes, paying to the owner such

compensation as the local government might order.

T E GENIE CIVIL describes at length the new floating
dome designed by M. Gamier and M. Eiffel, and con-

structed by the latter, which the- banker Bischoffsheim has

just presented to the Observatory of Nice. The history of the

building of this dome is interesting. Some ten years ago,
M. Bischoffsheim, who has been a most generous friend to

science, gave to the Observatory of Paris a large meridian

circle, which has been used ever since in making interesting
and delicate observations. Among the incidental observations

which were made with it, however, happened to be some which

showed that the Observatory building was subject to continual

movements of various kinds, tending, however, in the direction

of a gradual settlement of the whole structure. These irregu-
lar motions, which were first disclosed by the great circle, must

obviously affect the accuracy of observations made with instru-

ments, the very principle of which depends upon the absolutely
vertical or horizontal position of some part of them ; and, apart
from matters of this kind, any deviation from a horizontal

plane of the base of the movable dome which usually crowns

observatories, gives rise to difficulties in moving the dome,
which must then roll partly uphill on its cannon-ball supports,
and with much more hindrance from friction than when in its

normal position. For example, the present dome of the Paris

Observatory, although not very large, being only forty feet in

diameter, needs several men to move it, and even then requires

r

orty-live minutes to make one turn. This is far too slow work
for an astronomer, bent upon making as many observation! M
possible in the few nights clear and still enough for using a

arge telescope ; and a gag-engine is now used in Paris, which
drives the dome around in ten minutes. Even this is slow, and
the Government Directors of the Observatory, finding them-
selves likely to be deprived, on this account, of much of the

advantage which they hoped to derive from their fifty-foot

equatorial telescope, invited designs, about four years ago, for
a movable dome on some improved principle. Seven projects
were presented, of which one, placed second in the award of

prizes, on account of the hazardous novelty of the principle on
which it was based, was by M. Eiffel, the distinguished de-

signer of the Douro and Garabit viaducts, and proposed a dome
of sheet-iron, furnished with a circular box at the bottom,
which floated in a tank of corresponding shape, rilled either
with water or some liquid not subject to freezing or evapora-
tion.

NATURALLY,
this startling departure from the ancient

precedents occasioned much discussion, some critics claim-

ing that the floating part of the dome could not be repaired
without great difficulty, and others representing that the lateral

movements caused by the wind would interfere with the accu-

racy of the revolutions. It is hardly necessary to say that M.
Eiffel found no difficulty in replying to these criticisms, and his

plan was warmly favored by Admiral Monchez, a scientific

man of the highest reputation, and by M. Gamier, who inter-

ested himself greatly in the matter, and suggested several mod-
ifications. M. Rischoffsheim was also pleased with the plan,
and as the Government officials still hesitated to adopt it. he

applied to M. Eiffel to carry it into execution at once on a

large scale, with the cooperation of M. Gamier, for the new
observatory which he was building at Nice. The principle
modification, suggested by M. Gamier and afterwards adopted,
consisted in furnishing the dome with rollers, running on circu-

lar tracks outside of the tank in which the cylindrical foot

floated, arranged in such a way that the weight could be either

sustained entirely by floating or lowered in any desired degree
upon the rollers, in order to secure lateral stability, as well as

the means of operating the dome in case of repairs to the tank,
and additional resistance to any displacement by the wind was

provided by arranging horizontal rollers, fixed upon the immov-
able substructure, within which the dome revolved, just touch-

ing them all.

WITH
these improvements the dome was. constructed as

designed, but with dimensions much greater than those

specified for the Paris dome, the diameter of the mov-
able hemisphere being eighty-four feet, and its weight about

sixty-five tons. The skeleton of the dome is formed by two

large semi-circular lattice ribs, placed parallel to each other,
and ten feet apart, and fourteen other ribs, placed radially.
Fourteen smaller ribs subdivide the lower portion of the spaces
between the others, and the whole is tied with horizontal bands
and wind-braces, and covered, with the exception of the trap
for observations, with rolled steel plates riveted together. The
trap for observations, a very necessary part of such a dome,
occupies the space between the two great parallel ribs on one
side of the hemisphere, extending from the base to the summit,
so that every part of the sky is at the command of the

observer. The common mode of closing such traps is by means
of shutters, arranged to slide one over the other

; but for a

dome so large, and with so wide an opening, such slimier.-,

would be so heavy as to be almost unmanageable, and the trap
is provided instead with two long, curved shutters, which roll

laterally on tracks fixed to the exterior surface of the dome, in

such a way that they can be drawn together, either wholly or

partially, over the trap, making a weather-tight covering.
These shutters weigh three and one-half tons each, but can be

opened or closed in three-quarters of a minute, bv means of a

winch placed in a convenient position. The movement of the

dome itself is, in proportion to its weight, still more easily reg-
ulated. By actual test, a pressure of six pounds on the dome
is sufficient to start it from a position of rest, and keep it mov-

ing with constantly accelerating motion. In practice, a wind-
lass on the floor of the observatory is employed to turn the

dome, and the friction of this, and of the endless chain by
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which the effort is transmitted to the dome, add something
the outlay of power necessary ; but a steady pressure of sevei

and one-half pounds on the handle of the windlass will turn th

great dome, only a little smaller than that of the Capitol a

Washington, entirely around in three minutes. The liquid ii

which the dome floats is a solution of chloride of magnesium.

TITHE English Government, as well as the public generally

'X has suffered a serious loss in the destruction by fire of th<

Indian Department of the Inventions Exhibition in Lon
don. The name of Inventions has in this particular exhibitioi

been extended to cover a great variety of objects, and an im

mense number of costly and beautiful articles had been lent t<

the managers by the South Kensington Museum, and were to

tally destroyed. The special collection gathered by the Princi

of Wales in India, although exhibited with the rest, was saved

but most of these things were of comparatively modern work

manship, and possessed much less interest than the master

pieces of barbaric luxury, which had been brought home by th

earlier English colonists or invaders, and were stored at South

Kensington. The fire is said to have caught from an over

heated flue in contact with the wood-work of a cheap restau

rant, and as the articles destroyed, however well insured, can

never be replaced or duplicated, it may be hoped that the oc

currence will serve as a warning to the owners of valuable

property not to trust it in places where such combinations oi

flues and cheap wood-work are possible.

PEOPLE
who have a taste for ghosts and historical associa

tions, and have money enough to gratify that taste, can do
so very effectively at present in England by buying and

occupying one of the ancient castles now offered for sale. The

depression of business, and still more, perhaps, the depression
of agriculture in Great Britain, has, according to the Builder,

brought an unusual number of historical estates into the mar-

ket, and with them all the associations, as well as substantial

privileges, which belong in England, much more than in any
other country, to the possessor of landed property. Among
others, the Castle of Fyvie, in Scotland, where King Edward
the First, of England, spent a night five hundred and eighty

years ago, is offered for sale. This castle has been held suc-

cessively by the Lindsays, Prestons, Setons and Gordons, some
of whom have been nobles and some simple gentlemen, but

nearly all distinguished in some way ; and the place is redolent

of reminiscences. The worst of these reminiscences are sup-

posed to be associated with a mysterious room, known as the
" Chamber of Horrors," which is walled up, and is further de-

fended by a tradition that if it is ever opened, trouble will

come upon the family which holds the estate. In England, the

famous ruins of Guilford Castle are for sale, with the estate to

which it belongs. The purchaser would have some trouble in

making the castle inhabitable, but it is at least defensible, hav-

ing a central tower, or keep, seven hundred years old, and

seventy feet high, with walls ten feet thick. So far as the dig-

nity of its possessors goes, Guilford surpasses the Scotch es-

tate, having been the property of the Crown, and occasionally
the residence of the king, until about two hundred and fifty

years ago, when it was bestowed upon an earl, whose succes-

sors and descendants have kept it until now.

TT RECENT decision in England has added something to the

rj common law in respect to the responsibility of servants,
' which is well worth remembering. According to the

Builder, the Corporation of Liverpool has for some time em-

ployed a certain contractor to furnish men and horses for work-

ing the city watering-carts, paying him for the use of them, but

leaving to him the care of paying the men individually. The
city, however, furnished an inspector, who superintended the

watering of the streets, and directed the drivers where to go.
One day a watering-cart, by some neglect on the part of the

driver, ran into a carriage and injured it, and the owner of the

carriage brought suit against the city for compensation for his

loss. The first court before which the suit was brought decided
the Corporation was liable for the consequences of the driver's

carelessness ; but on appeal to the Queen's Bench Division, the

judges reversed the previous decision, holding that the Corpo-
ration was not liable. The Builder supposes that the principle
on which this judgment was based is the same as that adduced
in a similar case some time ago, which was explained to be that

the person who chooses the servant, and has the power of dis-

missing him is the one who is responsible for his misdeeds ; not

the person who has temporary authority to give him directions.

This is clear enough ; but it would be interesting to know how
far the principle would be modified if the agreement between
the city of Liverpool, for instance, and the contractor, had con-

tained a clause, as such agreements often do, to the effect that

the agents of the Corporation should be at liberty at any time

to discharge men who appeared incompetent or unruly.

HE British Architect mentions a recent auction sale in Lon-
don of pictures, in water-color and oil, which has some in-

terest. Among the water-colors was one by Samuel Prout,
whom architects take a just pride in claiming as the best

sketcher of architectural subjects that ever lived, and whose
works ought to be accessible as models to all draughtsmen.
The subject was a view in Milan, and the price paid for it was
four hundred and eighty guineas, or twenty-five hundred dol-

lars. This is a large price for a water-color drawing, and
would seem larger still if another one, by De Wint, had not
been sold at the same time for the enormous sum of nine hun-

dred and sixty guineas, or a little over five thousand dollars.

A water-color sketch by J. M. W. Turner, was sold for two
hundred and fifty guineas, which seems a .small price, consider-

ing the exaggerated reputation which his works have enjoyed
since Mr. Ruskiu took it into his head to " write up

"
his draw-

ing-master, but it may have been a small, hasty scrawl, like so

many others of his. Among the pictures in oil, were several

by Dante G. Bosetti, who certainly had a happy faculty of

choosing names for his pictures, whatever one may say about
his rendering of the subjects. The highest price among these

was brought by one called " La Bella Mano," which sold for

eight hundred and fifteen guineas, and the next by
" Venus

Verticordia," which brought five hundred and sixty guineas,
or nearly three thousand dollars. Only one picture by the re-

creant member of the Pre-Raphelite Brotherhood, Millais, was
sold with those of his former chief. This was a portrait of

Carlyle, which must have been either a poor picture or a poor
portrait, since it brought only a little over twenty-five hundred
dollars ; while several feebly-named pictures by Burue-Jones,
were sold at prices varying from this to three thousand dollars.

EDOUARD MARIETTA gives, in Le Genie Civil,

, a description of the new post-office in Paris, which,

although not a very large building, is fitted with appli-
ances for carrying on a large amount of business in the most

rapid and convenient way. Every one knows that the Paris-

ians use the mails very freely, and it is said that more than

seven hundred millions of letters, newspapers and other objects
now pass through the Paris office every year. The division of

the matter, and of the different services which occupy the new

building, is much the same as in other post-offices, although, as

the Parisians have been accustomed to depend wholly on local

delivery, the space allotted to boxes, which are introduced for

;he 'first time, is very small compared with that needed in the

New York or London post-offices. The public portion of the

Duilding comprises an open portico, with a janitor's office at

one end, and an information office at the other, connected with

which is a public telephone-office, containing four instruments.

The portico opens into a large hall, around which are thirty

openings for the sale of stamps, the issue and payment of

money-orders, the reception of letters, and so on, together with

several telegraph-offices. Adjoining this is the "paste restante,"

or delivery-room, which has a separate entrance from the out-

side. This completes the public portion. The administration-

rooms comprise the usual sorting and stamping rooms, with

ifts, chutes for letters and packages, and conveniences for

lelivery and reception of mails, among which is to be counted

a stable for one hundred horses, as a supplement to the private
accommodations of the contractors who transport the mails

hrough the city. There is a certain novelty in the shape of

he tubes through which the letters are dropped from the upper
o the lower rooms. It is found that in high buildings the let-

ers and packages dropped through vertical shafts suffer contu-

ions of the corners and abrasions of the surface, which it is

esirable to avoid, and to obviate these inconveniences the

"aris tubes are made in the shape of a corkscrew. Two of

hem, twisting about each other like amiable snakes, ascend in

ach shaft, so that they take much less room than would be

ccupied by inclined planes, and the interior surface being of

ak, well polished, the letters descend smoothly and safely.
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THE SOURCES OP SYMPATHY BETWEEN ARCHI-
TECTURE AND SCULPTURE.

TITIIEKE is an obvious and natural
J I ''

fellowship us among all the fine

arts, so most obviously and natu-

rally between sculpture and architect-

ure. The architect deals to a great
extent with the same solid materials

as the sculptor. The chisel and the

mallet are active in the service of

both, in compelling stublxjrn material

to assume forms expressive in what-

ever different ways of grace and pro-

priety, of dignity and beauty. The

sculptor must be beholden to the archi-

tect if any of his works, except those

which are designed to stand free in the open air, have an opportu-

nity for fair display ;
if all the best refinements of his art are really

to be visible, not shrouded in darkness or obliterated by glare. On
the other hand, the noblest enrichment of even external architecture

is obtained by association with sculptured models of living form,
human or merely animal, or pertaining to the vegetable world, and

treated in whatever style, from the ennobled to the fantastic, from

the simplest adherence to nature to the wildly imaginative or conven-

tional decoration.

If any lesson may be learned by the architect from the practice
and principles of sculpture, it may well lie in the appreciation of the

value of harmonious and graceful outline, of silhouette. The connois-

seur who derives most enjoyment from sculpture is of all others best

aware of the importance of the command of most favorable general

outline, and ever seeks and seizes upon it most infallibly. Freedom
and purity of bounding outline characterize all the finest statues

which we have received from antiquity. In some examples these

qualities become manifest from various points of view, though one

among them is ever incomparably supreme. The group of wrestlers

at Florence, the Lottatori, is a remarkable achievement in this

respect. View it from almost whatever point we will, the compli-
cated action explains itself, and the lines fall into admirable com-

position. Scarcely less can be said of the Medicean Venus; but

there are certain statues which are not the less of the highest class

because they are open, it may be, but to a single favorable aspect.
The Venus of Melos, transcendently beautiful from one point of

view, is little less than intolerable from one or two others, indeed,
from almost any other. This was of the less consequence as the

statue was manifestly set up where it could not easily be seen

obliquely, and not at all from behind. The prototype of the Medi-

cean Venus was, as we learn from Lucian, erected in a building
which purposely admitted of various aspects. Pausanias states that

Phidias himself marked on the pavement of the Olympian temple the

place from which he wished his great masterwork of Olympian Zeus

to be contemplated. But in the absence of such guidance, there are

constantly details of management in the statues themselves which are

helpful to the same effect. The sculpors had stratagems by which a

false aspect was made gratuitously unattractive ;
and so it is that we

fiml ourselves
yielding

even unconsciously to compulsion, till we gain
the intended place. The Venus of Melos supplies an apt illustration

of this calculated adjustment. If we take our stand considerably to

the right of the goddess, a protruding "knob" of her hair breaks,

very unpleasantly, the clear outline of her neck. Even those who do

not distinctly recognize the warning are induced by it to move away
from a position of which it does not constitute the worst disadvantage.
If we care to linger in it, we must do violence to our better judgment
if we are not offended by the apparent unequal lengths of the god-
dess's legs, and also by the not engaging profile of her face. We
move gradually away to our own right until the intrusive " knob "

vanishes behind the outline of the neck, and at that moment all the

lines of the statue seem to fall into harmony, as naturally as when a

landscape seen through a telescope is brought by adjustment into

accurate focus. The same trick, if so unceremonious a word may be

allowed when goddesses are in question, is observable in the Diana of

Versailles. In the case of male statues, the best aspect will always be

found insisted upon from a
position

which allows the eye to travel

down a continuous outline from Hank to thigh, without interruption

by the emergence into sight of the glutseus muscle beyond.
Now as regards architecture, we have a right to expect analogous

gratification in following the general comprising lines of any struc-

ture which has pretensions to importance and character. Here, also,

there should be inducement for the spectator to linger involuntarily
at certain positions of chief interest ;

he will hardly do so unless his

attention is detained by the delight of travelling from part to part
with perfect exemption from a sense of abrupt disconnection or jar.

Discontinuousness of outline is never more unpleasing than in such

an instance as a spire emerging
from behind a portico, whatever the

beauty of the spire in itself, borne rational and easily apprehended
relation of superstructure to ground plan and its leading fines is all-

important. In buildings of pretensions far inferior to the national,

municipal or ecclesiastical, all architectural charm is liable to be

vitiated by a confused or vulgarized sky-line. May the day be near

at hand when a practicable solution shall be found for the problem of

heating dwelling-houses without the necessity of ejecting coal-smoke

into the upper air. Architects will then bo relieved from the task of

contriving how conduits of foulness may be made inconsistently

picturesque, or still more inconsistently dignified, with the conscious-

ness that after all they are only preparing a field for the profanations
of the smoke-doctors.

And the value of beautiful general outline is not the only lesson

which the architect may learn from the sculptor and the sculptor's

special model. The combinations which are involved in the perfect
human organism have been recognized, since the days of the ancienU,
as constituting the noblest type of the same problem, and that admi-

rably solved, which is presented to the skill and genius of the archi-

tect. Organs of marvelous variety of form and function are disposed
unsymmetrically in a manner to promote harmonious cooperation,
and yet consistently with concealment within a symmetrical exterior.

We have here no such parallels to the constructional makeshifts

which too often do violence to our sense of propriety an well as to our

convenience, yet are forced upon us and have to be submitted to, in

dwellings and offices. A window which appears single without is

divided in the interior from
top

to bottom between two apartments ;

or still worse, it is divided horizontally, and the half which lights an

upper floor lights it, so far as it may, from the level of the floor ; or

a cornice, which is necessary for the completion of an external order,
has such projection that it cuts off all the view of a garden below
from a first-class bedroom. If these are architectural necessities, we
groan none the less, and those who impose them will search in vain

In find precedents where Nature has been driven to a compromise so

humiliating. Nature again sets before us an example in the human
limbs as indeed in the limbs of all other animals, though most per-

fectly in the human of that harmonious effect which results from
contrasted yet cooperating energies being provided for by differentia-

tion of identical elements. The functions of the arms and hands are

to pull or grasp, and those of the legs and feet to push and press ; yet

they answer to each other bone for bone, and in respect of magnitude
are controlled by governing limits of

proportion,
each to each.

Here, if anywhere, the architect may con the lesson of penetrating by
study on the one hand to the fundamental analogies of members of

his composition as, for instance, of door and window and the

recognition, on the other, of the special characteristics which claim to

be superinduced, and which it remains for imagination or invention

to gracefully supply.
A triumph indeed it is when art can in any degree vie with Nature

in such a union of economy of primary elements with fertility of re-

source in adaptation. Fine art is bound to be decided, character-

istic, specific, and when a sculptor would evolve the full effect of

expressiveness of the human form, he superinduces upon character-

istic form characteristic action
;
he exhibits character characteristi-

cally swayed by passion or purpose, by emotion or sentiment. This

is technically motive motive justly so named, as it disarranges the

primary plain, symmetrical arrangement of parts and members, with

reference to some particular influence or design. Sublying symme-
try is recognizable still; it continues to be at once a controlling and

directing power, and only acquires concentration under excitement,
as if responsive to the predominance which is given to the right hand
and right side of the organism, relatively to the left, under the influ-

ence of energetic action.

It may seem rather desperate to intimate the possibility of an

analogy as applicable here, among the rigid forms of architecture.

Can we, it may be said, venture to disturb bilateral symmetry in

buildings of any importance, without forfeiting its value? This is

partly a question of degree. To take the simplest illustration, the

symmetry of the garden-front of a mansion need not be vitiated,

though the plain window of a library or billiard-room at one end is

replaced at the other by the bay-window appropriate to the lady's

morning-room or drawing-room. Otherwise, a main symmetry would

not be vitiated by distinctly subordinate adjuncts on one side or the

other ; nay, it may be questioned whether in the case of the cathe-

drals, which are often, and usually indeed, so strictly symmetrical, a

certain advantage is not occasionally apparent from the towers not

being absolutely on a par in elaborate ornament or dignity. At the

same time so important is it in architecture that no irregularity

should be capable of impairing its prime characteristics of solidity,

stability and
repose,

that only the nicest sense of propriety can

decide how far the reins of discipline can be relaxed at what pre-

cise point the advantage is secured of release from rigorous pedantry
in details and security from that lapse into disorder which is fatal to

unity of effect.

It seems to have been a familiar and favorite maxim with the

ancients of certain periods, that the columns of the several Orders of

architecture were even in some manner derived from the projmrtions
of the developed man, the matron, the maiden, and so forth. Such a

comparison is fair enough, so long as it is kept within the bounds of

analogy and not pressed to definite agreement in special details, as

when the closer flutes of the Corinthian or Ionic were supposed to

copy the vertical folds of feminine dress. But a closer and more

instructive comparison may be instituted between the adaptations of

the human form to those circumstances of external environment

which are common to it to the body we live in, with the structures

in which the body has to live. These have their most concentrated

expression in the configuration of the human visage. It is here that

the most delicate organs ministrant to sensation are assembled and

are of necessity exposed to "the skiey influences," to the impact of

weather and glare
of sunlight. There is, in consequence, something

more than mere fantastic analogy between tho profile of the face and
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that of a combination of the essential elements of a structure con-

trived to protect inmates, and to be capable of self-protection against
sun and wind and downfall of rain. Fine draughtsmanship is as

important for the architect as mastery of all the refinements of curv-

ature for the sculptor. It is by appreciation of the forms and of the

propriety and significance of the forms of the human figure and the
human face especially, that refinement and truthfulness of outline will

be most certainly achieved by either artist.

When Socrates, according to the report of Xenophon, was arguing
with a certain Aristodemus, that it was but reasonable to refer the

adaptations of Nature which have reference to intelligible purposes,
to an intelligent cause, he instanced the protection afforded to that
tender organ the eye. Besides the lid which closes over it sponta-
neously in sleep, and the lashes which intercept flying dust, he drew
attention to the service of the eyebrow, which, cornice-like, stays or
diverts the perspiration which comes down from the forehead. This

protection of the inset eye by brow and eyebrow is a repetition of

that afforded to head and brow itself by the hair
; again below, the

orifices of the nose are protected by the covering wings of the nos-
tril

;
below these again the mouth is protected from offence by the

slight upward curve of the lip and its projection, slight as this is,

beyond the under lip. The moustache indeed here performs the
same functious as the eyebrow above, and the downllow of the beard
from cheek and chin protects the throat.

Those who will pass from the study of the delicate curves and

degrees of projection of the several features of the profile of a well-

preserved and fine Greek statue will be best prepared to appreciate the
refinement of the profile of the order of the Parthenon. The minutely
accurate plates of Penrose's "Principles of Athenian Architecture"
enable us to appreciate within what narrow limits of dimension

expression could attain its acme. In an architectural profile we may
theoretically regard all projections beyond a plain face or a vertical
line as mouldings. The attainment of appropriateness and delicacy
in these marks an

epoch
of culmination both in Greek and Gothic

architecture. And in both it is no over-refinement to say that this

achievement was coincident with and mainly dependent on apprecia-
tion of the form and function of the drip-moulding or larmier ; that is

of an edge of a certain projection, and so undercut or throated thai

water cannot draw back along its under side, but must needs fal

clear of the retired surface. Most pronounced examples are given
by hood-mouldings of Gothic windows, and the so-called bird's-beak

moulding of the Greek cornice. The Greek cornice is itself so

boldly undercut as to protect the face of the entablature; the bird's-
beak moulding in turn protects the face of the cornice. We have

only to pass our eyes over any of the historical series of examples ol

Norman mouldings, to observe how very gradually and occasionally
the indispensable function of this moulding was recognized, and then
with what avidity it was seized on by the Early-English architects.
In their hands it proved susceptible of an extraordinary variety of

developments and combinations, and among these, many which a"s in
Greek architecture were adopted for the sake of beauty in situations
where it was without justification on the score of usefulness. It is

applied to the ciipital of an anta of the Parthenon, at the back of a

deep portico, as it reappears and is repeated among the mouldings of
the pier arches of a cathedral. There is something in this empha-
sizing of the principle of shelter which harmonizes with the transi-
tion of society from rude indifference to the inclemencies of weather to
a state of tenderer sensibilities and milder and more careful manners.

It is needless to insist that we are concerned here with analogies,
not parallels. The profile of an order is something very different
to that of a face, but it is dominated by like conditions. A fa9ade
crowned by a bold cornice but with windows destitute of mouldings,
shucks us like a face without the ornament of eyebrows. Equally
offensive is such an exaggeration of the pedimental or segmental
mouldings over windows that they exceed the projection of the main
cornice above. And a cornice which has a projection out of all pro-
portion to that of tha mouldings which it is responsible for protect-
ing is repulsive after a fashion which, if analyzed, will be found to
owe much to associations with human deformity.

W. WATKISS LLOYD.

THE BERLIN COLLECTIONS. 1 II.

BERLIN, 1885.

HE next step from the picture-gal-
leries is, of course, to the print
collection ; and, however time may

press, every visitor to Berlin will make
a point of here seeing at least the last

great acquisition, that which almost

wrung tears from all English amateurs
the manuscripts from the Hamilton

sale. I will not delay over the splen-
did illuminated missals, all, apparently,
in perfect preservation. I will only

, give a word to the pearl of greatest
price the Botticelli D.tnte. A few

of its leaves are displayed under glass. The others, making, I ihiuk,

eighty-four in all, are carefully mounted so tluit both sides show, and

'Continued from No. 4-J6, page 3t.
"

are kept in locked portfolios which, however, are willingly opened
and intrusted to the hands of any enquirer.

When one remembers
for how many years they were all but lost to the world, and notes the

spots and stains of dampness and the perforations which seem to tell

of the undisturbed admiration of non-human book-worms, one re-

joices at their present safety and publicity. And when one puts the
Berlin print-room, with its wide, well-lighted apartments, and its broad
tables and unlimited elbow-room inviting to leisurely enjoyment, in

contrast to the crowded cavern known as the print-room of the
British Museum, one cannot even regret that they were brought across
the Channel. And yet how strange it seems that just in these years
when Mr. Ruskin has been preaching the gospel of Botticelli with
such insistence, when Mr. Burne-Jones has been producing a nine-

teenth-century pseudo-version of its charm, and when the Botticelli
cult seems absolutely to have moulded the cheeks and chins of young
feminine England into a likeness with its own ideals, this unique ex-

ample of the master's art should have been let go forever from Eng-
lish keeping.
The drawings are all executed on folio sheets of parchment, the

long side forming the base; and the text is very simply written in

the same direction and in four columns on the reverse side. When
placed in order, each drawing illustrates the text of the following
sheet that is, of the page opposite to itself. One of the Inferno
series is fully colored in rather heavy tones, the dark brown of the
demons contrasting sharply with the light flesh-tints of the human
souls. All the others are in outline pen-and-ink, with the exception
of a few which are incomplete, in which the first faint intention of
the point has not been gone over with the pen. They are illustrative

drawings in the simplest sense not planned with an eye either to

decorative or to strictly pictorial effect. Certain pages show but a
single incident, but in the majority we have many moments joined
together in the na'ive early way, Dante and his companion being re-

peated over and over again in the successive steps of their wander-
ings, yet the whole forming but a single composition. The figures
vary in size from less than a couple of inches to a span's length, but
the most are perhaps three inches in height. And in the artistic
value of the pages there is also much diversity; it is not hard to see
which subjects interested the artist most over which he passed with

comparative carelessness, and upon which he dwelt with loving care,
elaborating them with a draughtsmanship that is consummately com-
plete and perfect yet extremely free and spirited. Much dramatic
power and imaginative emotion is shown in the Inferno and Purgato-
rio series; but Botticelli as we know him in his paintings Botticelli
with his strangely intense feminine type, his peculiar phase of senti-

ment, and his love of drifting motion shows most clearly in the
Paradiso drawings, and most triumphantly, I think, in those pages
where he gives us the figure of Beatrice on rather a large scale. The
intensity of the effect he sometimes produces as where he shows us
the Circles of Paradise, for instance is not more remarkable than
the beauty of his result, and almost less remarkable than the extreme
simplicity of his artistic method. Fortunately, for all lovers of art,
and especially for the lovers of that which is peculiar, I may say
unique, among the relics of the art of other days, these drawings are
now being reproduced by some photographic process. They will hold
a place by themselves in the collector's cabinet. There is little else
save a few isolated drawings of the same period, with which in ex-
ternal form they have affinity. And there is certainly very little in
the subsequent history of art with which they have any spiritual affin-

ity. They make one think sometimes of Blake (in their spirit only,
I mean, not in their form), but certainly not of any other artist much
later than their own creator.

Turning to the Berlin collections of sculpture one must begin, of

course, with the greatest acquisition they have ever made, the Perga-
mon marbles. Theirs was truly, as the Germans say, an '

epoch-
making" discovery epoch-making for Berlin, as it raised the mu-
seum to the rank of the greatest, giving it a treasure not only splen-
did in quantity and quality, but absolutely new in kind; and (since
this last is true) epoch-making, also, for the world at large. Unfor-
tunately, the^

Museum has no space in which to exhibit them all at
their best. The majority are placed upon the ground in a slightly
inclined position along both sides of a long room where even thelight
is not all that could be wished. But the finest groups of the larger
and the smaller frieze are admirably shown around the great rotunda,
mounted on backgrounds colored into keeping with their own grey
tone, but themselves, of course, undefiled by any so-called restora-
tions. A marvellous amount of patient skill has been used in placing
the smaller dissevered fragments as far as possible in their proper
relations to the larger masses; hut no tinkering has been done even
with frankly-displayed plaster. When restorations are essayed in a

properly-conducted museum, they are essayed in entire casts, not by
the use of original fragments.
The condition and the character of these remains have often

enough been described. I will only record my own experience that
,he mutilation of the great frieze, deplorable though it is, is far less
'atal to the effect of its main groups than I had supposed. And also
"hat no verbal or photographic pictures at all prepare one for the
remendous impression made by the colossal originals take awav at

all from the freshness with which one feels their passionate power
and beauty, or from the exciting sense with which one realizes that
lere is not only something admirahl-, but something absolutely novel,

omething quite unlike all the plastic art we had-ever known, vet

triumphantly vindicative Of its own plastic Tightness* These marbles
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do Mniii'iliini; much more interesting tlian enlarge our catalogues and

deepen a knowledge we bad already had. They enlarge our whole

artistic liori/.on and give us a new knowledge of the sculptor's possi-

bilities, paths, and goals. This heing so, is it treason, is it barbar-

ism, to say that perhaps we owe a greater debt of gratitude to the

German explorers than though they had unearthed for us a new se-

ries t'miii the hand of L'hidias himself? It does not so seem to me,

especially as I cannot but feel that these Pergamon sculptures come
nearer to the modern heart than do the relies of the greatest age of

(! recce, and therefore may possibly have some direct influence on the

sculpture of the future. Nearer to the modern heart, I say. I am
not speaking of the purely aesthetic sense of the judgment of eye
and mind, of the realization of the noblest possible physical, intellect-

ual, or spiritual ideals. I am speaking of the inborn emotional na-

ture of modern men. This we may imaginatively cast off when de-

light or theoretic knowledge is our end, but we cannot cast it off when

production is in question. Or more, truly, we can, but at the sacrifice

of all vitality and of all but a cold, superficial worth in our results.

And the emotional nature of the modern world, I repeat, seems to

me more akin to that which expresses itself at Pergamon then

to that which expresses itself at Athens. Magnificent, awe-inspir-

ing though they are, these passionate creations do not, like the

serene Parthenon creations, seem quite hopelessly out of reach of

mortal rivalry, enthroned on an absolutely unapproachable Olym-
pian height. They are super-human, truly, but they are not quite
divine. It is possible for one to conceive of their spirit being again
incarnated, and in a modern shape. But I do not think it is possible
to conceive this of the spirit of Phidias, not as the world is to-day.
If these things are true, does it not seem as though the Pergamon
relics might indeed be the very best gift which the ancient world

could have yielded up to us ? Does it not seem as though they may
prove a mine of wealth in a very literal sense that from them may
come an inspiration and a lesson which may make the art of the

twentieth century something different from what it would have been

had they slept on in the city of Attalus?

The smaller frieze from the great altar is interesting, as showing a

treatment of the relief which admits landscape and other back-

grounds and figures on a second plane a treatment, used of course,

by the Assyrians and the Romans, but not by the Athenians of the

great age. Fragments of the temple of Athene Polias, which stood

on the extreme height of the Acropolis, above the platform occupied

by the altar, are also to be seen in the museum, among them a Doric

column from the lower and an Ionic column from the upper story of

the exterior, and decorative reliefs bearing tropics of arms and mili-

tary implements, which filled the intercolumniations in the latter,

and which offer valuable evidence as to current military fashions.

Still more interesting, I should say, considering its site and its com-

panions, is a slender column which formed one of the interior supports
of this same temple. It has a deep palm-leaf capital of purely Egyp-
tian type, a type absolutely identical, for instance, with one found at

Sesebi in Nubia, and illustrated by Lepsius and Perrot. Statues of

more or less importance and of different epochs have been brought
to light in and about the temple, among them a standing hermaphro-
dite, and one of the rare representations we know of the Jupiter
A in UK MI. Among the inscriptions is one which, considering its pres-
ent resting-place, cannot but be called a great curiosity. It was set

up by the citizens of Pergamos in honor of that Quintilius Varus
who was a Roman functionary in the East ere he faced Hermann in

the Teutoburger forest. Certainly, the Germans seem destined to

triumph over their enemies in retrospective, as well as in other, ways !

I must not delay over the other newly-won Greek sculptures of the

Berlin Museum, not even overthe beautiful Attic reliefs of the former
Salmroff collection. Nor must I attempt to describe the rooms de-

voted to the minor relics of Greece and Rome bronzes, vases,

glass, terra-cotta; to the remains of Egypt and Assyria these less

rich, of course, than those at Paris and at London
;
to the Central

American and to the North European antiquities. Among the very
latest acquisitions are casts and a few genuine fragments from the re-

cent Syrian explorations.
The mention of casts suggests the fact that of these Berlin pos-

sesses a richer and more representative collection than elsewhere
can be found. But the reflection, also, that in this enviable posses-
sion there is no real occasion for our envy, since it depends only upon
our own apathy how long we shall remain without the like. A really

representative collection of the pictorial art of other days we can
never hope for, though it makes one sick with regret to remember
that we might have begun when London and Berlin began, and per-
chance outbidden both, and that even the gleanings which still remain
in no despicable quantity (as the history of the last fifteen years in

Berlin so clearly shows) are being hourly snatched away from under
our unappreciative eyes. Nor can pictorial art be profitably repro-
duced by any copyist. But plastic art can thus be reproduced, and
in a way which for its most essential qualities those of form, not of

color or of delicate surface treatment equals the original effort.

Indeed, a full museum of casts not only all but supplants the need

for a sight of its originals, but is now recognized as a necessity, even
for students who have seen these originals in their widely-scattered

lioiues, supplying an opportunity for comparison and consecutive

study which is quite essential to accurate knowledge. And the ex-

pense of forming such an one is comparatively very small. Why,
indeed, have we not yet gone about it in earnest? Why has Boston

but a fragmentary beginning, and New York not vu this, when

every large town in America tnijlii and ought to have a collection

completer even than that in Berlin?
If one iiecileil to be converted to a belief in the beauty and utility

of these reproductions, he could not do better than view the Olympia
series in Berlin, which for want of room is not included in the' main
collection, but has Ijeen relegated to the Campo Santo of the cathe-

dral near by. Here, amir_; very many minor relics one sees the
Hermes of Praxiteles, the NikiS of Paionios, and the great pediment
groups, all shown both in their mutilated condition and in tentative
restorations. Again our ideas with regard to ancient sculpture guilt
a distinct enlargement, although we cannot say that a new kind of

perfection is revealed as it is in the Pergamon frieze. A large part
of the fresh knowledge we gain lies rather in the opposite direction

;

proves that what we once deemed Qreek perfection was, in truth,
out Aliiriiiiin perfection of the Periclean age. The exact date of

the pediment sculptures has not been fixed ; but the temple was not
finished until B.C., 450, so at the most they cannot have preceded
Phidias's pediments by more than a dozen years. Yet an infinitude

of distance seems to stretch between them; as compared with the

Athenian, the Olympian works are distinctly undeveloped and tenta-

tive alike in their composition and in their execution. And, further-

more, they do not seem only and merely undeveloped, tentative, when
placed in thin comparison. They seem different in their very essence,

we feel they would have been essentially different even had their

technical perfection been as great. They strike a distinct new note
of their own in that chorus of Greek art which, we are yearly learn-

ing, was an infinitely more diversified art than its worshipers once
believed. Their spirit, their emotional character is quite their own

as distinct from the stony, smiling impassivencss of Egina as from
the animated yet supremely reposeful divinity of Athens, or the su-

perhuman passion of Permon. Perhaps I may use a bad word for

want of a better, and say that it is more realistic than the spirit of

either earlier or later work, holding a stage which often comes be-

tween archaic conventionality and perfected idealism. Not only in

the facial type of some of its actors, which have an almost savage
character it seems strange to associate with their land and time ; but
in composition and action too the western pediment called of Paion-
ios (which is much better preserved than the other), seems almost

crudely human. But its humanity has a primeval, fierce intensity
which is extremely powerful, and has, moreover, a strange fascina-

tion of its own. I do not know just how much credit is now given in

the highest critical circles to the hypothesis that they were executed

by comparatively unskilled workmen after mere designs by a master.

But to the unlearned (at least to myself as one among these), the

fact seems not essentially unlikely ;
their intention seeming so much

greater than their technical expression. I do not think one has just
the same sensation before true transitional work like that of Egina,
for example.
The beautiful Nike

1

is indisputably from the hand of Paionios, and
is again a revelation. One would hardly have expected a classic

sculptor to seek in a statue of this size the very incarnation of that

swift motion which theorists tell us lies without the plastic field ; but

Paionios sought it here, and with astonishing success. And yet the

theorists are not entirely put
to shame. For forcible, and beautiful

and eminently successful in the desired expression though his result

certainly is, it is not perfect in its beauty; and its imperfections are

the direct sequence of the subject chosen this we find what we
once would not have believed both that Greek sculptors did so-

called "
illegitimate

"
tilings, and also that their products were not

always flawless even when the artist was flawless in technical power.
Have not indeed the varying voices of Pergamon, of Olympia, and

Tanagra quite revolutionized the world's traditional ideas with regard
to classic art ? And in each case to hear the new voice as distinctly
as

possible,
we must hear it in Berlin.

The Berlin Museum of Renaissance sculpture has also received

noteworthy additions within the last few years. One of the very
rare bronze busts of the Florentine school of the fifteenth century
lias been added to another, donated some time ago by the King of

Prussia ; and, oddly enough, it is plain that they both represent the

same individual. A colored terra-cotta bust, which tradition and
internal evidence alike pronounce, the work of the painter Francia,
and which represents a singularly beautiful young man, was secured

in 1876, at the recommendation of the Crown Princess, who perceived
its value as it stood neglected on a chimney-piece in the Palazzo

Pepoli in Bologna; its recently-deceased owner having used it as his

wig-block ! An uncolored (or no longer colored) terra-cotta bust from
Venice is anonymous, but most interesting in its simple realism which
differs greatly from the subtilely artistic realism of the Tuscan school.

A fine marble bust of Florentine workmanship is also anonymous, but

shows much analogy with the work of Rossellino. But the greatest
treasurers of recent date came from the Palazzo Strozzi along with

the paintings already noted. They include a colored terra-cotta bust

of Filippo Strozzi, evidently the model for Benedetto da Majano's
marble now in the Louvre; a marble bust of Niccolo Strozzi by Mino
da Fiesole ;

and more beautiful than aught else Desiderio da Set-

tignano's famous marble of Marietta Strozzi. No work of the time

has been more highly praised than this, from the pages of Vasari

down to those of Mr. Perkins who rediscovered lifteenth-century

sculpture, and of his very latest followers. And none better deserves

all that the most delicately sympathetic pen could write. In all the

great gallery of Renaissance portraiture it has no superior in execu-

tion and no equal, save the lovely l\mm* Inconnut of tb<t Louvre, in
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rare and elusive charm. It incarnates the most attractive side of

Italian sculpture as it was in the second half of the fifteenth century ;

that sculpture which is called realistic as compared with the art of

the Periclean age, but which is in truth ideal too, though in a very
different way. The feminine theme of Phidian art was woman in

the broadest, deepest, noblest meaning of the word
;
the abstract,

archetypal, elementary woman raised to a divinely ideal height. The
feminine theme of the later fifteenth-century Florentine sculptors on
the other hand was the actual woman of their own day, the refined

complex sophisticated woman actually produced by centuries of hu-

man life and culture ;
the modern lady if I may be allowed the word.

This theme many artists ideally expressed in their saints, madonnas,
and allegoric figures ; and, still more distinctly, yet still ideally, it

seems to me in portraiture. We never say of these Renaissance
women that they are grand, superb, imposing and divine hot al-

ways even that they are academically beautiful
;
but we always say

that they are incomparably charming, exquisite and refined, inimita-

bly yes, ideally, high-born, well-bred, aristocratic, gentle. Look at

this Marietta Strozzi with her slightly tilted head so haughtily, yet
so graciously poised, with her firmly-carried shoulders, her half-closed

lids and her vanishing smile, and you will see what, for want of a
better word, I must call again the very ideal of ladyhood. And a
similar sort of charm lies in the workmanship too, which seems so

very simple and direct, yet is in reality one of the most sophisticated,

carefully calculated, subtilely finished results that have ever been
seen in art of any kind. Are there no more Strozzis, one wonders,
or have they souls of stone and eyes of clay that they should turn

into money this exquisite piece of their own flesh, which a great ar-

tist had turned for them into exquisite and imperishable art? Cer-

tainly there is no need to-day for the lover of art to join the commu-
nists

;
for are not the nobles of England stripping their homes as fast

as they can
; perhaps I should write as fast as they dare ? Are not the

conservative burghers of Germany, and the aristocrats of Italy alike

ready to part with the most intimate memorials of their former

greatness t And are not all their treasures falling with a steady
stream into the public's lap ? It is curious to see how rapidly the

days of the traditional connoisseur, dilletante and private collector

are passing away. The most authoritative critics now write for the

general public ;
the amateur usually

" realizes
"
on his treasures in

his own lifetime
;
and whether he does or not, his hoard goes not to

another cabinet, but to an open temple where the lowliest may wor-

ship, and the most ignorant may learn. Art is getting again to be,
as of old, a thing for the people ; but in a different way, with the

museum standing instead of the church, the town-hall, and the semi-

public palace.
I may add that besides the busts I have named (which with earlier

acquisitions make the Museum of Berlin the richest in Renaissance

portraiture save only that of Florence), the statuette of David with
the honey-comb, all but universally believed to be by Michael An-

gelo, has lately been purchased; and also a well-known feminine
bust from Scala

;
one of the two works which are illustrated in every

hand-book as the only known relics of Italian portraiture of the thir-

teenth century.

Many minor Berlin collections must go without even a mention. I
have space but to speak of the Museum of Industrial Art which was
founded in 1867 as part of the general Industrial Museum but soon
achieved independent existence and has lately been lodged in an im-
mense new building of its own. Large purchases were made at the
Vienna Exposition, and from private collectors. For the treasures
of Baron Minutoli thirty-seven thousand five hundred dollars were

paid in 1869, and a few years ago one hundred and sixty-five thous-
and dollars were given for the plate of the city of Liineburg ; thirty-
six large pieces of Gothic and Renaissance silversmith's work. In
1875 no less than nine thousand objects were transferred to the

Kunslgewerle Museum from the Royal Kunstkammer, and gifts, be-

quests and purchases are daily increasing the list. The collection

already ranks as one of the very finest on the Continent, and it seems
to me the richest in Germany in works of the Renaissance period,
though inferior to Munich and Nuremberg in Gothic examples. As
an instructive contrast to the way in which the Metropolitan Mu-
seum, for instance, is managed, I will note lhat here the utmost free-

dom and encouragement are given to students, and that the cata-

logue or rather guide is really instructive. (It would be almost

impossible fully to catalogue such a collection and to keep the work
always up to date

;
but additional information is afforded by an in-

telligent labelling of all the principal objects). No one need ask

permission to draw from any exhibited object save such as are loaned
or are of modern make. To reproduce these the consent of the owner
is essential. An excellent library of books, periodicals and photo-
graphs is connected with the Museum and is also most liberally ad-
ministered. In this despotic land the public collections are, in fact
as well as in name, for the use and the good of the public; but there
are certain cities in a free country of which I do not think the same
can be said. M. G. VAN RENSSELAER.

A LARGE BRAZILIAN DAM. An enormous dam, says the American
Enyineer, is to be built in Brazil, under the direction of French engi-
neers. The main portion will be 940 feet long by 58 feet high, and two
smaller ones will close side depressions. It is calculated tliat this work
will back the water over some 1,500 acres, and retain 14,000,000 cubic
metres of water, sufficient, it is claimed, to provide for all tlie cattle of
the region during a period of three years, and for the irrigation of five
thousand acre* of flat bottom-land alongside thy river-bed below.

/rt>m (Hdflirmfurf (WfcJiazt a/Me

THE ABC PROCESS AT AYLESBURY, ENGLAND.

HE directors of the Native
Guano Company have just

published the report of

the experiments recently made
on the ABC process by Dr.

Tidy and Professor Dewar, the

results of which, as recorded in

diagrams and tabulated state-

ments, certainly go far to estab-

lish the fact of its producing a

satisfactory effluent. The ex-

periments were conducted very
carefully, precautions having
been taken to guard against a

possibility of particularly favor-

able or unfavorable conditions

influencing the results, by collecting samples of the raw sewage and
effluent every half-hour, and mixing equal portions of four consecu-

tive half-hour samples for chemical examination. By this means
three series of experiments were obtained, differing in the quantity
as well as in the strength of the raw sewage to be dealt with. The
mode in which the process is carried out appears to be that the B C
mixture is first run evenly into the sewage, and completely and

immediately deodorizes it, no escape of offensive odors into the sur-

rounding air taking place. The alum solution is added afterwards,
as it was found that the addition of the precipitating ingredients

separately afforded better results.

In the first series of experiments, attention was more especially
directed to the matters in suspension and solution, both in sewage
and effluent, and the relation between the organic and inorganic por-
tions respectively, the quantity of organic matter being determined

by the amount of oxygen required to oxidize it, and which was found
to average 1.795 grains per gallon in the sewage, and 0.522 grains in

the effluent, showing that 74.8 per cent of the organic matter had
been removed. Of the suspended matter, 89.3 per cent had been

intercepted, while the ratio of inorganic to organic matter was in

the sewage as 1 to 1.18, and in the effluent as 1 to 6, which showed
that the suspended matter left in the latter was principally organic.
The matters in solution yielded a mean of 46.3 grains per gallon in

the raw sewage, and 57.5 grains in the effluent.

The second series of experiments was devoted to a consideration

or the character of the organic matter, both in the sewage and efflu-

ent, before and after filtration. The results obtained showed that

83.3 per cent of the oxidizable organic matter had been removed by
the treatment in the unfiltered state, and 61.4 per cent from the fil-

tered sewage; also that one-seventh of the organic matter in the

sewage, and one-sixth of that in the effluent, was volatile. The sus-

pended matter removed in this series reached as high as 96.8 per
cent, while a great improvement in the deposition of the sludge over

that observed in the first series was apparent, although the quantity
of precipitating material used was only slightly more than one-third

of the total weight of sludge produced. This series of experiments
was characterized by a very large flow, a greatly increased strength
of sewage, and the improved working of the process.
The third series was taken principally on account of the very dry

weather which had been prevailing, and the consequent unusual

strength of the sewage. The results showed a removal of 86.3 per
cent of oxidizable organic matter, while the removal of the suspended
matters, notwithstanding they reached the abnormally large amount
of 246.3 grains per gallon, was so complete that the effluent was
devoid of turbidity, and contained only 0.98 of a grain. The con-

clusion arrived at is that the ABC process is capable of producing
a uniform effluent under very varying conditions and degrees of con-

centration of the sewage.
After concluding the experiments with the first part of the process,

viz., the purification of sewage, the second process that of the dry-

ing of the sludge and its conversion into a salable manure under the

name of Native Guano was subjected to examination.
The manure is, in fact, only the partially-dried precipitated sludge

mixed with some sulphate of magnesia and ground. One curious

feature of the process is, it is explained, the large amount of heat

developed in the interior of the heaps of the cylinder-dried manure,
both before and after grinding, which continues for many months in

the stacked manure without any apparent diminution, reaching a
maximum temperature of 113 Fahrenheit, at which it remains, with-

out emitting steam or any apparent sign of heating on the surface of

the heap until it is turned over. Instead of any loss of ammonia

resulting from this action, an examination of the gases showed that

they contained only .01 per cent of ammonia, and 5 per cent of car-

bonic acid, suggestive of the action being due to oxidation, and not

to any fermentative process. But direct experiments for determin-

ing the actual loss of ammonia in the preparation and subsequent
heating brought out the fact that a manure was obtained containing
only twenty per cent of moisture without its manurial value being
sensibly affected, so far as the loss of available ammonia was con-

cerned.
It must be admitted that the experiments carried out by Messrs.

Tidy and Dewar prove that the ABC process is unquestionably
very effective, as far as the purification of sewage and the produc-
tion of a sufficiently pure effluent are concerned. Of course the
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commercial aspect of the question is not one into which they were

called upon to enter. How far tin- expense of the process will admit

of its adoption in other localities, or whether any or what proportion
of the outlay is recoverable from tin- sale of the manure, are points
which must be ^determined or explained by the commercial results to

the < pany i'tself. It has been repeatedly asserted by eminent

authorities ami experts that sludge, however treated, is not worth its

carriage for agricultural purposes, except under very exceptional
circumstances. Sewage, however, cannot await the determination of

its commercial value, but must be got rid of from all great centres of

habitation as quickly and effectively as possible, and economically if

practicable. Whether tin- last condition is an accompaniment of the

A 13 C process yet remains to be demonstrated. The Builder.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cott.~]

ST. CROIX, BORDEAUX, FRANCE. 1

HE cburch
of St. Croix,

Bordeaux, is

a highly interest-

ing building of

various epochs,

dating from the

tenth century,
but including
considerable
work of the elev-

enth and twelfth

and lastly (this

being of a differ-

ent nature) of

the nineteenth.

The successive

additions and
alterations are

easily traceable.

Externally, for

example, the

piece of facade

between the

north lower and
the old Roman-

esque nave-end
is clearly Gothic

of a later period
than anything
around it. The
more ancient

doorways are very fine examples of the early architects' success witli

this, their favorite feature. It was no ordinary ability which

designed arches in

these highly-elabor-
ated orders, which
retain their simplic-

ity and force with

such exuberant dec-

oration. The bases

and stylobates are

very effective, too,

though somewhat

complicated. They
were probably not

quite accurately re-

produced in the mod-
e r n restorations,
winch were, howev-

er, apparently very
thorough and care-

ful works. The fa-

9ade above has the

characteristic con-

trasts of carving and
massive plainness,
and, although so cut

up into detail, has a

certain breadth
which is necessary.
The upper parts of

each section, how-

nets! STnxTS;
always the troublesome feature in this style, and is rarely successful.

Internally, less is left of the old edifice". The apse is exceedingly

good ; the proportions and details are excellent. But there is

another valuable hint to the modern architect, who hesitates for so

many reasons to imitate Romanesque round arches in circular walls.

1 See also an Illustration publUhad la the American Architect for Dcembr 6,

UM.

The effect here is that of a circular wall, but the arches are all

straight on plan, the very obtuse angles in the masonry being only
such slight departures from a curve that the half-dome above it not

at all injured in effect. Rather, on the contrary, the walla get an

accession of strength in their rectilinear arrangement. It is the solu-

tion of a problem which many students have despaired of. Perhaps
externally the device will not be so good, because sunlight will define

too sharply the different pla'nes, but for internal effect with practica-
ble details, this Bordeaux apse is a better model than any I know of

in the style.
Tin- vaults of the nave are later than the original. It appears

that there had been a plain barrel or tunnel vault with transverse

arches which were retained ; diagonal ribs supported upon flat clut-

ters of shafts being added on cacti side of the massive column. The
result is not particularly happy, but it is interesting, and is a good
example of how such buildings declare their own history.

K. W. GIBSON.

HOUSE OF B. T. BURROWK8, ESQ., PORTLAND, ME. MR. J. CAL-
VIN STEVENS, ARCHITECT, PORTLAND, Ml -

THIS house is to be built of wood, with broad, overhanging gables.
Finished in a substantial manner, using hard-woods in lower story.

It will cost about $7,500.

THE BELFRY, BRUGES, BELGIUM.

THIS well-known belfry forms the striking feature of the market-

place in which it stands. It was built in the last part of the four-

teenth century although it bears on its front the date 1619 the

date of some probable restoration. The tower is 350 feet high, and

is somewhat out of the vertical to the south-east.

SCENE IN HALBERSTADT, GERMANY.

DWELLING-HOUSE DOORWAYS ABOUT BOSTON.

THE DECAY STONE ON THE GROUND LEVEL.
1 III IK decay of stone on the ground level

J I * of buildings is a subject of great impor-
tance and anxiety to those responsible

for substantial erections in this material
; for

in many instances, before the work can be

got out of hand by the contractors, signs
of disintegration present themselves, and
before many years have passed the evil hag

intensified to such an extent that the lower

parts of the building are in a state of decay
^^<

Jbullinglonjng. bordering u[K>n ruin. The same evil pre-
" sents itself in connection with old buildings,

and it is invariably the case that this dissolution in the lower part of

the building hastens the process of disintegration over the whole

fabric.

This detail of decay in stone is traceable in a primary sense to

absorption of water from the foundations, but in a secondary sense

to a variety of causes. Absence of a damp-course, as in old buildings,

is a prime'cause of this decay of stone on the ground line, and ineffi-

cient damp-course is a secondary cause. These are intensified by
thick walls, lilled-in with rubble and grout, backed by a damp or

humid atmosphere. In some cases it is accelerated by the finished

ground being inadvertently brought above the damit-course, or by
stone paving being brought up to its level, wherein the beating rain

gets access to the superstructure. The character of the stone used

fn the building of a house is an important factor. A porous sand-

stone, like the millstone grit of the Carboniferous system, is ex-

tremely durable; whilst a porous limestone, like the Bath and

Ancaster stones of the Oolitic system, is extremely perishable.

The reason of this is not far to seek, for the cementing medium in

the sandstone is silica, impervious to the action of water travelling

to the face of the stone to evaporate in the rarefied atmosphere ;

while the cementing medium in the limestone is carbonate of lime,

more or less in a state of crystallization, but nevertheless more or less

solvent in water, containing as it does, in important centres, a dan-

gerous amount of carbonic acid. In the former case the stone will

give out its water without ruin being stamped upon its face, whereas

in the latter the mineral matter, unable to pass into the air, will crys-

tallize on the outer face or skin, an operation that will mark the

decay of the stone by disintegration.

In a humid climate like England, stone, independently of its con-

nection with the foundation of a building, will, during half the year,

be conducting the process of absorption. This is an operation so

well known that stone walls have an unenviable character for their

dampness, a character that invariably causes them to be built hollow,

or lined with brick or a framework of wood. The same stone, dur-

ing the summer season, will be giving off its stored-up moisture, an

oileration of no moment on the north side of a building, where the

absorbing power of the sun is not experienced, but one that on the

south side will be carried to a great and a dangerous extent. It is

to the absence of the sun on the north side of a building, and the uni-

form character of the moisture in the stone, that it is always in a

better state of preservation than the south side, and it is to the pres-

ence of the sun on the south side, and the extremes of moisture, heat

and dryness experienced by the stone, that it is invariably found

in a decayed or ruinous state. The moisture present in the north
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and south walls of a building in the winter or humid season is

identical, the reverse being the case in the summer, for the north

wall, if the surroundings are favorable, will be coated with moss
or lichen, whilst the south wall will be dry and arid. It is to this

high or active state of evaporation in the sun that the decay of

stone on the ground line is, if not actually brought about, certainly
accelerated. So much is this the case, that if we examine the north

wall of a building we shall find the line of disintegration on the

ground level scarcely marked, while the line on the south or other

sides exposed to the influence of the sun, illustrates an advanced
state of decay. It naturally follows that special attention should be

brought to bear on all but the north sides of a building ;
the damp-

course should here be most effectual, and the walling upon it placed
above any possible contact with the ground, or the influence of beat-

ing rains. The ashlar work should be constructed in a stone whose

power of absorption is of a low order, for it is to the large measure
of absorption and evaporation, in the absence and presence of the

sun, that dissolution is brought about. In carrying out this policy,
care should be exercised in avoiding all projections, recesses, etc.,

which collect and distribute water, on what is known as the drip

principle, a principle most markedly at variance with the preserva-
tion of stone. If these features are imperative, arrangements should

be made for collecting and removing the water, a thing by no means

impossible where wall pipes are introduced in connection with the

roofs. .If a porous stone is used, more especially if it be limestone

or dolomite, we advise the coating of the same with preservative

composition, a material, on the one hand, that prevents undue

absorption, and, on the other, undue evaporation. In giving this

advice we are not unmindful of the fact that it gives to the stone a

paint-like surface for a time ;
but it has proved so efficient in the

extensive restorations carried out on the south side of York Cathe-

dral, bv the late and lamented G. E. Street, that we have no hesita-

tion in advocating it. W. S., in the Building News.

CRAZY QUILT ARCHITECTURE.

fHE following from the pen of

Bill Nye, in the Chattanooga
Times, contains more truth

than fiction, and is well worth

reading :

It may be premature, perhaps,
but I desire to suggest to any one
who may be contemplating the

erection of a summer residence for

me, as a slight testimonial of his

high regard for my sterling worth
and symmetrical escutcheon a
testimonial more suggestive of ear-

nest admiration and warm perso-
nal friendship than of great intrin-

sic value, etc. that I hope he will

not construct it on the modern plan
of mental hallucination and mor-
bid delirium tremens peculiar to

recent architecture.

Of course a man ought not to

look a gift house in the gable end,
but if my friends don't know me

any better than to build me a sum-

mer-house, and throw in odd win-

dows that nobody else wanted,
and then daub it up with colors

they have bought at auction, and applied to the house after dark with

a shotgun, I think it is time that we had a beUer understanding.
Such a structure does not come within either of the three classes

of Renaissance. It is neither Florentine, Roman nor Venetian. Any
man can originate such a style of architecture if he will drink the

right kind of whiskey long enough, and then describe his feelings to

an amanuensis. Imagine the sensation that one of these modern,
sawed-off cottages would create a hundred years from now, if it

should survive. But that is impossible. The only cheering feature

of the whole matter is that these creatures of a disordered imagination
must soon pass away, and the bright sunlight of hard horse sense

shine in through the shattered dormers and gables of gnawed-off
architecture of the average summer resort. A friend of mine, a few

days ago, showed me his new house with much pride. He asked me
what I thought of it. I told him I liked it first rate. Then I went
home and wept all night. It was my first falsehood.

The house taken as a whole looked to me like a skating-rink that

had started out to make money, and then suddenly changed its mind,
and resolved to become a tannery. Then ten feet higher it had lost

all self respect and blossomed into a full-blown " drunk and disor-

derly," surmounted by the smoke-stack of a foundry, and with the

bright future of thirty days ahead with the chain-gang. That's the

way it looked to me.
The roofs were made of little odds and ends of misfit rafters and

distorted shingles that somebody had purchased at sheriff's sale, and
the rooms and stairs were giddy in the extreme. I went in and rambled

around among the cross-eyed staircases and other nightmares till rea-

son tottered on her throne. Then I came out and stood on the archi-

tectural wart, called the side porch, to get fresh air. This porch was

painted a dull red, and it had wooden rosettes at the corners that
looked like a bran new carbuncle on the nose of a social wreck. Far-
ther up on the demoralized lumber pile I saw now and then places
where the workman's mind had wandered, and he had nailed on his

clapboards wrong side up, and then painted them with the Paris green
that he had intended to use on something else. It was an odd-look-

ing structure, indeed. If my friend got all the material for nothing
from people who had fragments of paint and lumber left over after

they failed, and then if the workmen constructed it nights for men-
tal relaxation, and intellectual repose, without charge, of course the

scheme was a financial success, but architecturally the house is a

gross violation of the statutes in such cases made and provided, and

against the peace and dignity of the State.

There is a look of extreme poverty about the structure which a
man might struggle for years to acquire and then fail. No one could
look upon it without feeling a heartache for the man who built that

house, and probably struggled on year after year, building a little of

it at a time as he could steal the lumber, getting a new workman each

year, building a knob here and a protuberance there, putting in a
three-cornered window at one point, and a yellow tile, or a wad of

broker} glass and other ddbris at another, patiently filling-in around the

ranch with any old rubbish that other people had got through with,
and painting it as he went along, taking what was left in the bottom
of the pot after his neighbors had painted their bob-sleds or their tre

boxes little favors thankfully received and then surmounting the

whole pile with a pot-pourri of roof, a grand farewell incumbus of

bumps, and hollows for the rain to wander through and seek out the
different cells where the lunatics live who inhabit it.

I did tell my friend of one thing that I thought would improve the

looks of his house. He asked me eagerly what it could be. I said

it would take a man of great courage to do it for him. He said he
didn't care for that. He would do it himself. If it only needed one

thing, he would never rest until he had it, whatever that might be.

Then I told him that if he had a friend one that he could trust

who would steal in there some night while the family were away, and
scratch a match on the leg of his breeches, or on the breeches of any
other gentleman who happened to be present, and hold it where it

would ignite the alleged house, and then remain there to see that the
fire department did not meddle with it, he would confer a great favor

on one who would cheerfully retaliate in kind at call.

WHAT CAUSES PAINT TO BLISTER AND PEEL?
HOW TO PREVENT IT.

TTTHIS subject has
* I been treated by

many, but out of

the numerous ideas that

have been brought to

bear upon it, the writ-

ers have failed to eluci-

date the question fully,

probably owing to the

fact that in most parts

they were themselves

dubious as to the real

cause. Last year W.
S. gave a lengthy de-

scription in the Build-

ing News
l in which he

classified blistering and

peeling of paint into

one of blistering only.
He stated in the be-

ginning of his treatise

the following :

" The subject of blis-

tering of paint has from
time to time engrossed
the attention of prac-
tical men ; but so far

as we can follow it in the literature pertaining to the building trade,
its cause has never been clearly laid down, and hence it is a detail

enshrouded in mystery."
W. S. dwells mostly, in his following explanations on blistering

paints, on steam raised in damp wood. Also an English painter,

according to the Painters' Journal, lately reiterates the same theory,
and shows sundry ways in which water will get into wood through

paint, but is oblivious that the channels which lead water into wood
are open to let it out again. He lays great stress on boiled oil hold-

ing water in suspense to cause blistering, which is merely a conject-
ure. Water boils at 212 F., and linseed oil at 600 F., conse-

quently no water can possibly remain after boiling, and a drop of

water put into boiling oil would cause an explosion too dangerous to

be encountered.

It will be shown herein that boiled oil, though in general use, is

unfit for durable painting, that it is the cause of most of the troubles

painters have to contend with, and that raw linseed oil seasoned by
age is the only source to bind pigments for durable painting; but

how to procure it is another trouble to overcome, as all our American

> See tUu American Architett for June 2, U83.
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raw linseed oil lias been heated by tlie manufacturers, to qualify it

for quick drying and an early market, thereby impairing its quality.
After linseed oil lias been boiled it hccniiics a poor varnish; it re

mains soft and pliable when used in paint, giving way to air pressure
from tlie wood in hot weather, forming; blisters. Turpentine causes

no blistering ;
it evaporates upon being exposed, and leaves the

paint in a porous condition for the gas in the wood to escape; but
all painters agree that blistering is caused by gas, and on investiga-
tion we find two main sources from which gas is generated to blister

paint one from the wood, the other from the ingredients of the

paint. The first named source of gas is started in hot weather by
expansion of air confined in painted wood, which presses against
the paint and raises blisters when the paint is too soft to resist.

Tough, well-cemented paint resists the pressure and keeps the air

back. These blisters mostly subside as soon as the air cools and re-

turns to the pores, but they subsequently peel off.

AV. S. and others assert that damp in painted wood turns into

steam when exposed to sun heat, forming blisters, which cannot be

possible when we know that water does not take a gaseous form

(steam) at less than 212 F. They have very likely been deluded

by the known way of distilling
water with the aid of sunshine with-

out concentrating the rays of the sun, based upon the solubility of

water in air, viz.: Air holds more water in solution (or suspension)
in a warmer than in a cooler degree of temperature ; by means of a

simple apparatus sun-heated air is guided over sun-heated water,
when the air saturated with water is conducted into a cooler, to give

up its water again. But water has an influence toward hastening to

blister paint; it holds the unhardened wood-sap in solution, forming
a slight solvent of the oil, thereby loosening the paint from the wood,

favoring blistering and peeling. There is a certain kind of blister

which appears in certain spots or places only, and nowhere else,

puzzling many painters. The explanation of this is the same as

before soft paint at these spots, caused by accident or sluggish
workmen having saturated the wooil with coal oil, wax, tar, grease,
or any other paint-softening material before the wood was painted,
which reacts on the paint to give way to air pressure, forming blis-

ters.

The second cause of paint blistering from the ingredients of the

paint happens between any layer of paint or varnish on wood, iron,

stone, or any other substance. Its origin is the gaseous formation of

volatile oils during the heated season, of which the lighter coal oils

play the most conspicuous part; these, being less valuable than all

other volatile oils, are used in low-priced japan driers and varnishes.

These volatile oils take a gaseous form at different temperatures, lie

partly dormant until the thermometer hovers at 90 F. in the shade,
when they develop into gas, forming blisters in air-tight paint, or

escape unnoticed in porous paint. This is the reason why coal-tar

paint is so liable to blister in hot weather
;
an elastic, soft coal-tar

covering holds part of its volatile oil confined until heated to gener-
ate into gas; a few drops only of such oil is sufficient to spoil the

best painted work, and worse, when it has been applied in priming,
it settles into the pores of the wood, needing often from two to three

repetitions of scraping and repainting before the evil is overcome.

Now, inasmuch as soft-drying paint is unfit to answer the purpose, it

is equally as bad when paint too hard or brittle has been used, that

does not expand and contract in harmony with the painted article,

causing the paint to crack and peel off, which is always the case

when either oil or varnish has -been too sparingly and turpentine too

freely used. Intense cold favors the action, when all paints become

very brittle, a fact much to be seen on low-priced vehicles in winter

time. Damp in wood will also hasten it, as stated in blistering, the

wood-sap undermining the paint.
To avoid peeling and blistering, the paint should be mixed with

raw linseed oil in such proportions that it neither becomes too brittle

nor too soft when dry. Priming paint with nearly all oil and hardly

any pigment is the foundation of many evils in painting ; it leaves

too much free oil in the paint, forming a soft undercoat. For dura-

ble painting, paint should be mixed with as much of a base pigment
as can possibly lie spread with a brush, giving a thin coat and

forming a chemical combination called soap. To avoid an excess of

oil, the following coats need turpentine to insure the same propor-
tion of oil and pigment. As proof of this, prime a piece of wood
and a piece of iron with the same paint; when the wood takes up
part of the oil from the paint and leaves the rest in proportion to

harden well, where at the same time the paint on iron remains soft.

To be more lucid, it need be explained, linseed oil boiled has lost its

oleic acid and glycerine ether, which form with the bases of pigments
the insoluble soap, as well as its albumen, which in boiling is thrown

out. It coagulates at 160 F. heat; each is needed to better with-

stand tlie action of wind and weather, preventing the dust from

attaching itself to a painted surface, a channel for ammonia in damp
weather to dissolve and wash off the paint. In later years linseed

oil has been extracted from linseed meal by the aid of naphtha and

percolation, the product of a very clear, quick-drying oil, but lacking
in iis binding quality, no doubt caused by the naphtha dissolving the

fatty matter only, leaving the glycerine and albumen in the meal.
^

All pigments of paint group according to their affinity to raw lin-

seed oil into three classes. First, those that form chemical combina-

tions, called soap. This kind is the most durable, is used for prim-

ing purposes, and consists of lead, zinc, and iron bases, of which red

lead takes up the most oil; next, white lead, the pure carbonate

Dutch process mode, following with zinc white and iron carbonates,

as iron-ore paint, Turkey uml>er, yellow ochre; also faintly the
eliminates of lead chrome-green and chrome-yellow, finishing with
the poorest of all, modern white lead, made by the wet or vinegar
process. The second class, being neutrals, have no chemical affinity
to linseed oil ; they need a large quantity of drier to harden tho

paint, and include all blacks, vermilion, Prussian, Paris, and Chinese

blues, also terra de Sienna, Vandyke brown, Paris green, verdigris,

ultramarine, genuine carmine, and madder lake. The last seven are,
on account of their transparency, better adapted for varnish mixtures

glazing. The third class of pigments act destructively to linseed

oil; they having an acid base (mostly tin salt, hydrochloride of tin,

and redwood dye) form with the gelatinous matter of the oil a jelly
that will neither work well under the brush nor harden sufficiently,
and can be used in varnish for glazing only ; they are not permanent
in color, and among the most troublesome are the lower grades of

so-called carmines, madder lakes, rose pinks, etc., which contain
more or less acidous dyes, forming a soft paint with linseed oil that

once dry on a job can he twisted or peeled off like the skin of a ripe

peach. All these combinations of paint have to be closely observed

by the painter to insure his success.

Twenty-five years ago a house needed to be painted outside but
once in from five to seven years ; it looked well all the time, as no
dust settled in the paint to make it unsightly. Painters then used
the Dutch-process-made white lead, a base, and raw linseed oil, a fat

acid, which formed the insoluble soap. They also put turpentine in

the following coats, to keep up the proportions of oil and pigment.
All held out well against wind and weather. Now they use the wet-

process-made white lead, neutralized by vinegar, with oil neutralized

by boiling, from the first to the last coat, and fail in making their

work permanent.
W. S., in the Building News, relates an unaccountably mysterious

blistering in a leaky house, where the rain-water came from above
on a painted wood wall, blistering the paint in streaks and filled at

the lower ends with water, which no doubt was caused by the water

soaking the wood at the upper ends where there was no paint, and

following it down through the fibres, pushed and peeled off the soft,

inadhesive paint. Green, sappy and resinous wood is unfit for dura-

ble painting, and to avoid blistering and peeling wood should be well

seasoned and primed with all raw linseed oil, some drier, to insure a

moderately slow drying, and as much of a base pigment as the

painter can possibly spread (much drier takes up too much oil acid,
needed for the pigment base to combine with), which insures a tough

paint that never fails to stand against blistering or peeling, as well

as wind, weather, and ammonia.
The coach, car and house painter can materially improve his

painting where his needs lie by first oiling the wood with raw oil,

then smoothing the surface down with lump pumice-stone, washing it

with a mixture of japan drier or, better yet, gold sizing and turpen-

tine, wiping dry, and following it up with a coat of white lead, oil

and turpentine. The explanation is: the raw oil penetrates the

wood and raises the wood fibres on the surface to be rubbed down
with pumice-stone, insuring the best surface for the following paint-

ing; to harden the oil in the wood it receives a coat of japan drier,

which follows into the pores and there forms a tough, resinous mat-

ter, resisting any air pressure that might arise from within, and at

the same time acts on the first coat of lead as a drier. This mule
insures the smoothest and toughest foundation for the following

painting, anil may be exposed to the hottest July sun without fear of

either blistering or peeling. Louis Malern, in the Scientific Ameri-

THE UOTCII TRAVELLING SCHOLARSHIP.
BRICK CHURCH (Eawi County). N. .!., June 26, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OK TDK AMKRICAN ARCIUTKCT:

Dear Sirs, Can you inform me about the " Kotch Travelling

Scholarship," or where I can get information of the same? Whether
there will be a competition this year? What is required of the com-

petitors to gain admission? And what is the subject for competition,
etc.

;
and kindly oblige

" INQUISITIVE."

[ADDKKSS Mr Arthur Rotch, 85 Devonshire St., Boston. Eos. AMF.ICI-

CAN ARCHITECT.]

THE BEST TEN BUILDINGS.
NKW YORK, Jane 26, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sir*, Having read the results of your canvass, to discover

the ten architecturally best buildings in America, and being very
much interested in the result, will you kindly allow me to a-k you
whether it is impossible, or not, for you to print sketches or draw-

n<*s of them, sav on one sheet, for better comparison. Some of

vhern have alreadV appeared in the American Architect, I know, but

would not the vafue of the result you have obtained be very greatly

.nhanced by an op|wrtunity given your readers to judge of them side

jy side? Hoping that you may see your way clear to this. I remain,

Very truly yours, ONE INTKKKSTKD.

[PUBLICATION in the form sucgerted would be very ansatisfactoi

drawing* at the small scale prescribed In the size of our pa^e would prove
o be mere outline sketches. Sooner or later all the biiildin;;* mentioned

will lie published in our iiaj:es. A juiim- reason (or railing nut the vnu.

was to furnish ourselves with a list of building* which would form desirable

subjects tor illustration. EDS. AMBBJCAS ARCHITECT.]
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EXETKB, N. H., June 29, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, Can you kindly inform me if illustrations of the above

buildings have appeared in the American Architect? If so, in what

issue? "(The dates of same?) If not, will they appear in future

issues ? I am a subscriber to your journal, and possess a complete

file, from Vol. I, No. 1. Very truly yours,
CHARLES MARSEILLES.

[GELATINE prints of Trinity Church, Boston, appeared in the American
Architect for February 3. 1877; of the United States Capitol, December 21,

1878; of the State Oapttol at Hartford, Conn., .January 31, 1885; of the

Town-Hall, North Easton, Mass., May 1!>, 1883. Views of the Albany Cap-
itol (proposed alterations) appeared March 11,1873: and of the Jefferson

Market Court-House, June 15, 1878. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

BALTIMORE, MB., June 27, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, If not too much trouble would like answers to the

following questions : 1. What three languages do you consider the

most important to an architect ? 2. To whom would it be necessary
to apply at Harvard College for information, concerning qualifica-

tions, etc., to enter ? Yours respectfully, F. K. T.

[1. ENGLISH, French, German. 2. Address Mr. C. J. White, Registrar of

Harvard College, Cambridge, Maas. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT?]

A DRIVING PLATFORM.
HUNTINGDON, PA., July 3, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sir, I have a sort of a platform or deck to make some 60'

x 14', which is to be a driving platform, exposed to the weather

above, and to act as a roof to what is below. I propose to put down
a floor on heavy joists and girders of, say, one-inch flooring oak, then

on top of that some water-proof substance, and on top of all four-inch

strips of two-inch oak. Now what would you advise to put between

the upper and lower course? If tin, it will rust. How would two

or three ply tarred roofing-felt, then a coat of hot pitch and nail the

two-inch strips down into that.

Probably you can suggest some other plan, or can supply an article

especially desirable for the centre coating.

Very truly, J. C. BLAIR.

[THE flooring manufactured by W. L. Dolbeare, 522 Atlantic Ave., Bos-

ton, has given excellent satisfaction in stables, where the horses are kept on

the upper floors. The New England Felt Roofing Co.. 22 Milk St., Boston,
make somewhat of a specialty of making floors on much the same plau as

indicated by our correspondent, and we believe that the New York Mastic

Works, 29 Waverley PI., New York, produce a satisfactory floor by using
some of their bituminous preparations. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

EARTHQUAKES. M. Perey, a Dijon astronomer, offers a novel expla-

nation of the frequency of the earthquakes which have produced so

much disturbance on the surface of our planet of late. His theory is

that they are caused, like the tides, by the attraction of the sun and

moon, and he argues that it is only natural to suppose that the sea of

fire in the interior of the globe obeys the same influences as the ocean

on its surface. M. Perey has investigated the particulars of no fewer

than 5400 different shocks of earthquake, and a comparison of their

dates demonstrates that these phenomena are most frequent during the

periods of full and new moon. He has further ascertained that the

shocks have been most violent when the moon has been in the meridian

of the place where they occurred, just as the tide in a seaport over

whose meridian the moon is passing is higher than that in any of the

neighboring ports. Boston Herald.

FOREST PRESERVATION. At the opening of the morning session of

the second day of the Convention of the American Society of Civil

Engineers, Mr. F. Collingwood, of Elizabeth, N. J., read a paper on the

preservation of forests. The paper presented a large number of statis-

tics collected from various sources, its purpose being to show the neces-

sity of exercising economy in the use of forest products and the appar-
ent possibility of a wood famine. The writer concluded tiiat the

supply of white pine in the United States is certain to be exhausted

before the end of this century, and probably in Canada also. Of

Southern pines, at the present rate of consumption there is stated to be

one hundred and fifty years' supply of spruce and hemlock. East of

the Mississippi there is probably twenty-five years' supply of hard

wood. The supply of black walnut and ash is being rapidly exhausted.

The supplies of other kinds of wood are, however, so abundant that a

famine cannot be predicted. In reference to tree planting, the writer

states that intelligently undertaken in regions where timber is scarce,

a fair return is made on the investment. In the discussion that fol-

lowed it was insisted by Messrs. Collingwood, Eggleston and others,

that timber planting can be made as profitable as crop planting. New
York Commercial Advertiser.

VIOLATION OF A POPE'S TOMB. The Stampu, a prominent Italian

Liberal journal, tells the following strange story : On the night between
the 19th and 20th of May the old church of Sta. Maria de Gradi, in the

city of Viterbo, was entered by the Secretary to the Municipality, the

City Engineer, and a band of workmen. They proceeded to the tomb
of Pope Clement IV, whose body had lain in a marble sarcophagus in

the church since his death in 1268. The sarcophagus was opened, and
an inner coffin of wood was found. Upon opening this they found the

remains in a fair state of preservation, and clad in the vestments suita-

ble to the Papal rank. They did not touch anything, but closed both

coffin and sarcophagus. Next morning they returned, accompanied by
the Sindico of the city and the Sub-Prefect of the district. The corpse
was then taken out of the coffin

;
the ring, in which there was a precious

stone, was taken from the finger ;
the richly embroidered silk gloves

and sandals were torn off. The agraffe which fastened the cope on the

breast, and which was richly mounted with precious stones, was cut

out; and those portions of the cope which were of gorgeous workman-
ship and in good preservation were cut away. The remains were then
huddled into a box and sent off to the municipal buildings; the articles

that had been removed were, according to the Sindico, to be placed in

the museum of Viterbo. The Stampa observes that if a poor man's

grave were thus violated, the law would give some months' imprison-
ment to the criminals. Will not the same measure be given to the dis-

turbers of a Pope's tomb, which is one of Italy's historic monuments ?

And it calls on all the newspapers of the peninsula to publish the out-

rage, and bring public opinion to demand the punishment of the princi-

pals, whoever they may be.

A GIGANTIC KITCHEN. Mr. 0. V. Morgan, who recently paid a visit

to Norway, speaks in terms of praise of the great public kitchen, which
is one of the lions of Christiana. Established in 1857, this kitchen had
for several years but a chequered existence

; however, for years past
it has been a highly successful institution. The capital employed in

building, etc., approaches 10,000. Attached to the kitchen and eat-

ing-rooms is a shop, where meat, bread, dairy produce, etc., are on sale

at very moderate prices. Upwards of 3,000 meals are served daily.
The dinners consist of soup or some farinaceous dish (porridge being a

favorite), meat, vegetables, and one sweet, all of good quality, and nicely
served. The cost of such a meal is 47 ore, equal to 6rf. By reducing
the number of plates, a corresponding saving is effected. A somewhat
reduced price is made to those who take the food away, instead of eat-

ing in the spacious halls. The establishment is directed by a Board,
consisting of three members, selected by the shareholders, and act with-

out salary. The Board engages the general manager, who has charge
of all the purchases, and superintends the daily business. There are
also engaged a cashier, a book-keeper, a head cook with three assistants,
a machinist, two ticket-clerks, three ladies in the shop, four waiters,
four under-waiters, an out-door servant, and twenty-nine women, occu-

pied with the distribution of the dinner in plates, its delivery, and other
work. The cooking is performed in double cast-iron boilers of 600

quarts size
; according to the circumstances, direct or indirect steam is

used. There are seven boilers. The roasting is done on a kitchen-

range, heated in the usual way. The steam necessary to the kitchen,
the laundry, the heating of the dining-hall, and the working of the en-

gine for the manufactory of forced meat, is supplied by a steam-engine
of 25-horse power. The annual consumption of the following articles

amounts to : Meat, about 650,000 Ibs.
; bacon, 40,000 Ibs.

; butter, 20,-

000 Ibs.; dried cod, 30,000 Ibs.; peas, 45,000 Ibs.; rice, 11,000 Ibs.;

barley groats, 33,000 Ibs.
;
raw sugar, 22,000 Ibs.

;
refined sugar, 20,000

Ibs.; prunes, 9,500 Ibs.; juices for flavoring, 33,000 quarts; potatoes,
900,000 Ibs.

; different kinds of greens, 80,000 Ibs.
; bread, 130,000 Ibs. ;

milk, 110,000 quarts; beer, 10,000 quarts ;
and spices, 2,200 Ibs. Sani-

tary World.

BOSTON'S ONE-RAIL ELEVATED ROAD. They now have a charter
which allows them to form a company and build one mile of their road
in the city of Cambridge. When that is done, if the Railroad Commis-
sioners approve the new road as practical and safe, the company will be
allowed to build into and upon Boston streets, provided the City Gov-
ernment gives permission. The work they have just begun is the build-

ing of a 2500-foot section of their peculiar new railroad, also an engine
and a car such as they propose to use. The new railroad is somewhat
difficult to describe without a technical knowledge of engineering and
the use of technical terms. Its chief characteristic is a single rail ele-

vated upon a line of posts, at a height of fourteen feet from the ground.
It is called a single, though perhaps a more correct description would
be two rails placed one above the other at a distance of four feet, and
connected by a series of braces. The supports or posts are placed at

distances of forty-five feet, and are almost exactly like those of the
New York elevated railroad, except that the lower end is firmly encased
in concrete and rests upon a solid bed of concrete several feet under-

ground. The truck frame of the cars is placed astride the rail, like a
saddle upon the back of a horse, and each truck frame has six wheels.

Upon either side two of these wheels run upon the lower part of the

rail, inclining upward and outward from the point of contact at an

angle of forty-five degrees. The other two wheels are placed horizon-

tally under the car and level with the top of the rail, along the sides of

which they run, one upon either side. By means of hydraulic pressure,

applied from the engine, they are made to clasp the rail tightly, and by
this power of traction the forward or backward motion is secured.
Each wheel has an independent axis of its own, and, by a most inge-
nious contrivance under the car, the opposing wheels are always kept
at right-angles with the rails, regardless of curves. Some of the curves

may be very sharp ; steep grades may be overcome by means of the
traction power. The truck frames of the locomotive are like those of
the car, with the connecting rods attached to the horizontal wheels

upon either side of the rail. The pressure of the wheels upon the rails

is such as to make it almost impossible for them to leave it, but in case
this should happen the car could not leave the track. It would simply
drop an inch and a half and slide along, resting upon the top of the

rail, the truck frame serving as a substantial brace upon both sides.

The cars are of novel pattern, cylindrical in form, and built of iron. In

carrying out their plans for this unique railroad, the builders have, of

course, to guard against horizontal strain upon the rail, which surface
roads have nothing to do with, but they are confident that the precau-
tions they have taken will make accidents almost impossible. People
are very quick to laugh t the idea of putting an engine and cars four-

teen feet from the ground upon a single rail, but the scheme is certainly
bearing tliu rigid inspection of engineers and other scientific men won-

derfully well, and nobody has yet risen to prove that the principles on
which it is based are not sound. Letter to the Minneapolis Tribune.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE.
(Reported (or The American Architect and Building New*.

h n large portion of the building intclliuetic

u prortried by their regular carresjtoiidtnts, the editor

yi'entiy rfefire to receive voluntary information^ tpe
ttn/ii/ j'-"in thf smaller and outlying townt.}

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printed tpecijlcaliont nf any patentthere men!umnl
together trilli full detail illiutrations, may be obtainri
/ the Commissioner of I'atcnti. at Washington. /
twenty-Jim centt.l

320,472. LATCH AND LOCK COMBINED. Willian
Hill, Mount Vernon, III.

320,474. FiRE-E8<-APE.-Marshall B. Ingersoll, Ke-
glna, Manitoba, Can.

320,480. REGISTERING FAUCET. Louis C. Lane
Cincinnati, O.

320,1x5. LKVKR-LATCH. John J. Maas, Albany
N. Y.

320,506. PLUMH-LKVKL. Charles Schofleld, Min
neapolls, Minn.

3-20,508. ROOFING. Charles H. Starr, Logansport
1ml.

320,518. WOOD ORNAMENTATION. Gardner A
Watkins, Gardner, Maes.

320,521. LOOK. Charles E. Whittlesey, New Haven
Conn.

320,527. DOOB - CHECK. Wllbelm Babre, Berlin
Germany.

320,537. SPIBIT-LEVKL. Bozwell B. Butt, Newark
N. J.

3iv,r>51. SASH-LOCK. Horace E. Gilmore, Spring
Hill, Kuns.

320,555. CHAI.K-LINE REKI,. Henry F. Haslam
New Britain, Conn.

320,567. TILE-SETTING. Andrew H. Lord, Chicago
111.

320,589. APPARATUS FOB HOLDING SHINGLES FOR
PAI.VTINO. William W. Robinson. Ripon, Wi.

320.602. KNOB ATTACHMENT. Garret Van Winkle
North Plainfleld, N. J.

320,008. CHIMNEY TOP AND VENTILATOR. Wil-
liam P. Wilson, Trenton, N. J.

320,616. APPARATUS FOB UNITING WOOD FOE
FLOOR COVERINGS. Henry Beisheira, Rochester,
N. Y.

320,026. CISTERN FOR WATER-CLOSETS. Peter
Carney, New York, N. Y.

320,648. PORTAIILK HEATING APPARATUS. Ch&t
D. P. Gibson, Jersey City, N. J.

320,r>nO. BURGLAR-ALARM. Alexander Jacob!, St
Clalr, Mich.

320,661. GAS-TIGHT EXPANSION-JOINT. Demlng
Jarves, Detroit, Mich.

320,664. FIRE-ESCAPE. Ogden G. Lee, Ponghkeep-
sie, N. Y.

320,667. DRAIN AND DRAIN-TILE. Francis M. Mar-
quis, Zanesfleld, O.

320.074. TRESTLE. George W. Murray, Mount
Crawford, Va.

320,673. SASH-LOCK. Thomas R. Nichols, Lynn,
Mass.

320.685. ELECTRIC BELL. Henry B. Porter, Chi-

cago, 111.

320.686. BUEOLAR-ALARM. Morris Pratt, Milton
Junction, Wis.

320,ti!)6. APPARATUS FOR UNITING WOOD FOR
FLOOR COVERINGS. ETC. Charles F. Rider, Roches-
ter, N. Y.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
r.i n HIM. PERMITS. Since our last report twenty-
two permits have been granted, the more important
of which are the following:
R. Armiger & Son, four-st'y brick factory, 33' x 70',

w s irreenmount Ave., bet. Preston ana Hoffman
Sts., and four-st'y stone building. 50' x 73', in rear.

A. W. Heath, three-st'y brick building, n s Pres-
ton St., bet. Valley and Holland Sts.

Seth A. Marohaut, 26 two-t'y brick buildings, e s

Chester St., bet. Jefferson and McElderry Sts., and
4 two st'y brick buildings, s s McElderry St., bet.

Chester St. and Duncan Alley.
ivter Bremer, 12 two-st'y brick buildings, w s

Payson St., com. s w cor. McHenry St; 7 two-st'y
brick buildings, s s McHenry St., w of Payson St.;

and 7 two-st'y brick buildings, n s Wilhelm St., wof
Payson St.

J. S. Mogarity, 4 three-st'y brick buildings, s s

Preston St., e of Boud St.

Jos. H. Riemar, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, s s

Camel Alloy, e of Linden Ave.
Jas. B. McKee, three-st'y brick building, w s Eu-

taw St., a of Hill Ave.
M.E. Iceman, 2 two-st'y brick buildings,w s Penn-

sylvania Ave., s of Baker St.

John O. Richler, 11 two-st'y brick buildings, w s

Fulton Ave ,
bet. Lorman St. and Fulton Terrace.

John Schonewolf, etc., 4 two-st'y brick buildings,
w s William St., s of Glttings St.

Thos. Hitaffer, 6 three-sfy brick buildings, w s

Fulton Ave., com. s w cor. Lorman St.

Jewish Hospital, three-t'y brick addition to hos-

pital n w cor. Monument and Ann Sts.

A. Strauss & Bro., three-st'y brick building, n w
cor. Canton Ave. and Duncan Alley.

BOHton.
BUILDING PERMITS. Wood. Station St., on Line
Boston & Providence R. R., storage, 25' X 40'; owner,
Boston b Providence It. It.; builder, G. F. Kolsoui.

.S.iriii St., near Warn-n St., dwell., 23' x W;
owner Leonard Wilson; builders, Wilson Bros.

Qibson St., near Adams St., mechanical building.

ir,' x 22'; owner, F. L. Nichols; builder, J. K. A
wood.

/...</ St., near Savin Hill Ave., dwell., 16' x .19

owner, Mrs. S. M. M.-N.-il; builder, -Mm Haw.
t'.lm St., near Ford St., sublo, 21" x W; owne

John Booth; builder, U. W. Adams.
Iteniim i/inn St., near Moore St., stable, 11' x 14

owner and builder, C. K. Randall.
\orth Beacon St., near Kveretl St., shed, 30' x 4"'

owner and builder, <i. W. Wild.
llt,tnir<l ./!., near Dudley St., dwell., 20'x40'

owner, W. Klliott; builder, C. A. Jefferson.
liinlltii St., near Centre St., storage, 18' x 24

owner and builder, John Hill.
Cotlman St., near Hutcblnson St., storage, W

70'; owner, City of Boston; builder, Paving Depar
inent.
Sullivan St., near Florence St., mechanical-bull*

ing, 20' x W and 30'; owner and builder, J. Rlchan
son.
M St., \o. 172, dwell. 2.V x 38'; stable, 33' x 46' S'

owner, Fred Louis; builder, D. A. Berry.
li, nm.-i St., near Moreland St., dwell., 17' x l'>

owner and builder, B. F. Bean.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Monroe St., s, 25> e Marc
Ave., 5 tbree-st'y Connecticut browu-stone dwells
tin roof; cost, 929,000; owner, John Hooper, 63 Cen
tre St., New York; architects, Win. Field & Son
builder, Paul C. (ironing.

Ifr'i'ittirui/, w **, abt. 2.V s Sunnier Ave.. two-st*
frame dwell., tin roof; cost, $1,260; owner, Ellzabet!

Furman, Broadway, cor. Sunnier Ave.; architect an
builder, C. A. Le Quesue.
Java .>'., n s, 25' e West St., 3 three-et'y fram

(brick-rilled) tenements, gravel roofs; cost, $13.400
owner, Mrs. Mary A. Bliss, 207 Washington Park
architect, F. Weber; builders, Post & Walker.

Jlrmuitcay, .\o. 303, n s. bet. Ninth and Tenth Sts.

four-st'y brick store and tenement, tin roof; cost

8,000; owner, Wm. F. Garrison, 96 Bedford Ave.
architect and mason, Jas. Rodwell; contractors, C
L. Johnson's Sons.
Atlantic Ave., n B, 75' w Nostrand Ave., two-st''

brick stable, tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner, John J
Drake, 397 Fulton St.; architect, J. H. Van Winkle
Third St., D w cor. North Eighth St., four-st'y

brick store and tenement, tin roof, iron cornice

cost, $11,000; owner, Kr. Mesloh. 3> Third St.; ar

chitect, A. Herbert; builder, V. Bruchhauper.
Cliniiiicrij St., .Vns. 203-2031, n S, 275' e Patchel

Ave., 2 two-st'y and basement dwells., tin roofs

cost, each, 82,'iCO; owner, John Bryan, 31 Wil
loughby St.; builder, J. Dbu.
Carlton Ave.. w s, 257' 4" n Atlantic Are., four

st'y brick dwell., tin roof; cost, abt. (<2,000; owner
Jas. L. Dougherty, 49:1 Fulton St.; architect, C. E
Hebberd.

(fuini'y St., n s, 100' w Patchen Ave., 5 two-st'y
brick dwells., tin roofs; coat, each, $4,500; H. Bat-

terumn, Reid Ave., cor. Qulncy St.; architect and
builder, Thos. Miller.
Huron St., A'o. 131. being 455' e Franklin St., four-

st'y frame tenement, gravel roof; cost. $5,800; own-
er. H. J. Babin 223 Hewes St.; architect, A. Van
Dien; builders, Post & Walker.
Elm St., A'o. 145, n s, 260' 4" w Central Ave., thrce-

st'y frame dwell., tin roof; cost, $4,iH)0; owner,
Robert I). Miller, 12K Jefferson St.; architect, Thos.

Engelbardt; builder, T. D. Eadic and Casper Wan
ler & Son.
Nineteenth St., s s, 22V w Ninth Ave., one-st'y

brick building, tin roof; cost, 86,000; owner, Wm.
M. Brasher, Eighth Ave.. cor. Eighteenth St.; archi

tect, Griffin; builder, Win. Corrlgan.
Htniii'i'l'li St., e s, from Moore to Varot St., 8

three-st'y frame (brick-filled) stores and tenements,
tin roofs; cost, each, $3,300; owner and builder,
Charles Engert, 182 Montrose Ave.; architect, F. J.

Berlenbach, Jr.
SI. Janet /'(., n w cor. Atlantic Ave., fouMt'y

brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $7,000; owner, Wm.
Moses. 281 St. James PI.; architect, A. Hill; builder,
J. Stafford.

Green/mint Ave., n s, 100' w Manhattan Ave., 5

four-st'y brick stores and tenements, tin or gravel
roofs; cost, each, $6,000: owners, architects and
builders, Randall & Miller, 49;! Fourth St., of 4

houses, and Thomas McHugh, owner of 1 building;
mason, Van Riper.
Fort (freeit I'l., 8 w cor. Lafayette Ave., four-st'y

brick dwell., gravel roof; cost, $8,i>OO; owner, Thos.

Clark, 685 Fulton St.; architect, J. Mumford; build-

ers. T. B. Itutan and W. S. Wright.
Third Ave., n e cor. Carroll St., three-st'y brick

store and dwell., tin roof; cost, $,000; owner, Mi-
chael Maber, 494 Carroll St.; architect, F. Ryan;
builder, J. R. Anderson.
Van Brunt St., e s, 25> Dikeman St., four-st'y brick

store and tenement, tin roof, wooden cornice; cost,

$7.995; owner, J. N. Brandenborg, :I85 Van Brunt
St.; architect, P. H. Gilvarry; builders, J. Kolleand
C. M. Detlefsen.
.LTERATIONS. Fulton St., A'o. 95 and 97, add 3' to

height ; also, three-st'y brick extension, tin roof;

wrought-lron beams, etc.; cost. $5,800; owner, Hel-

ene Klesel, 85 Fulton St.; builder, J. G. Porter.

Sixth St., s 8, 175' w Second Ave., two-st'y frame

extensloD, gravel roof; cost, $4,000; owners, Arndis
& Gecour, foot Sixth St. Gowanus Canal; architect,
C. Arndis; builder, O. Christmaun.
Marshall St., on water front, bet. Hudson Ave.

and Gold St.. one-et'y brick extension, gravel roof;

cost S6.225; owners, Atlantic Whit* Lead Co.; ar-

chitect and contractor, W. N. Hae; mason, P.

Castner.

Chicago.
I'lLiMNi) PERMITS. C. Keeper, 2 two-st'y dwells.,

14 Warren Ave.; cost, $3,500.
J. Freund, two-st'y addition, 14 Warren Ave.;

cost, $3,500.
Mrs. M. Smestb, two-st'y dwell.. 38 Astor St.; cost,

$5 000; architects, Frohman & Jebo.
Mrs. D. Evers, three-st'y 8tore and flats, 298 Sedg-

wick St.; cost, $4,000.
A. Pearson, stores and dwells., Oakley St.; cost,

$8,000.

J. A. McLennen, flve-nl'y stores and Main, Thirty
Ant St.; eo>t, $100,000; architect, ,1. A. McLenneii.
E. Wel*e, three-st'y store and flat". WU Clybuurne

Ave.; 00.1, $4.500.
F. & M. Kelly, twost'y flats. 249 Ixx>mls St.; cost,

$4(100.
H. Wimliordt & (Jo., two-M'y storehouse, 402 t< > Ml

North W.K1 St.; cost. $1,000.
I!. S. 'II,. ..I .1- .... I!,:.- H I latt, I* lOlfcN ', I

ooit, $4,000; architect, B. S. Tbnodoraon.
J. Mergon, three.st'y store and flat*. 1 1.MI Mllwau

kee Ave.; wnt, $8.(KK>; architect, H. Clay.
Cummins A Howard, addition to hotel; Wabash

Ave. and Adams St.; cost, $75,000; architect*, Treat
AFolt*.
H. Sibley, 2 two-tt'y warehouses, 2 to 18 North

Clark St.; cost, $10,000.
K. Snowhook & Co., tureu-st'y (tore and flats,

165 Chicago Ave.; cost, $1,000.
V. P. Smith, two-st'y dwell., X!3X to XM6 Cottaga

Grove Ave.; cost, $V,000.
W. L. Potter, twosfy dwell., 478 Beldeu Are.;

ooet, $10,000.
K. Hudson, two-st'y dwell., 3201 to 3203 Wabash

Ave.; cost, $13,000,
A. K. Janime, three-st'y store and dwell., MM to

208 Milwaukee Ave.; cost, $6,000.
Mrs. U Coleman, three-st'y dwell., Prairie Ave.;

cost, $35,000; architect*, Cobb & Frost.
H. Redlck, two-st'y flats, 63 Slegel St.; cost, $2,500.
II. Poepeke, one-st'y engine-house; cost, $6,000,
W. Muhliiiaiin, two-sfy flats, 246 West Division

St.; cost, $4,000.

Chicago Gas Light & Coke Co., two-st'y purifying
house, 190-20* Hawthorne Ave.; cost, $20,0110; build-

er, R. E. Mass.
G. W. Burchard, 3 two-st'y dwells., 3362 :ti6 Cal-

umet Ave.; coct, $13,500; architect, J. Austin.
H. Kielman, three-st'y flats, 1~>9 Larrabee St.; cost,

$6,(Kio: architect, J. Bruhnf.
E. P. Roberts, three-st'y flats, 119 Lincoln St.;

cost, $4.0(10; architect. W. II. Drake.
L. H. Kames, two-st'y dwell., 531 State St.; oost,

$12,000; architect, L. G. Halberg.
C. L. Jenks, one-st'y addition, cor. Taylor and

Clark Sts.; out. * 1,500; arehltect, Spyer.
S. G. Delxiasy, two-st'y dwell., 2212 Dearborn St.;

cost, $5.300.
J. Morris, 5 two-st'y dwells..Groveland Park Ave.;

cost, $l5,mio; architects, Wheelock & Clay.
H. M. Dicker, twost'y dwell., Groveland Park

Ave.; cost, $3.500.
P. Nelson, 2 two-ft'y stores and dwell*., 293-295

West F.rie St.; cost, $7,000.
E. L. Bonney, two-st'y dwell., 1103 (lenesee St.;

cost, $3,:MO.
J. H. G.iult, two-st'y dwell. ,493 Congress St.; cost,

$5,000; architect. L. B. Dlxon.
J. C. Thor, two-st'y dwell., 178-180 West Ohio St.

;

cost, $4,000.
F. W. Wolf, two-sfy office, 5t>0 North Halsted St.;

cost, $5,000 ; architect, F. W. Wolf.

Cincinnati.
BUILDING PERMITS. Y. A. Sefel, 3 two st'y brick
buildings, Addison and Spring Grove; cost, $6,000.
A. Schindler, three-st'y brick building, Poplar St.

and Western Ave.; cost, $6,000.
Rebecca Driknuin, three st'y brick building, Wade

and Greene St*.: cost, $4,900.
McMara & Conner, three-st'y frame building, Hat-

stead and KlizaSts.; cost, $7,000.

Aug. Kennel, three-st'y brick building, ooet. $5,-
000.

M. S. Glenn, two-and-one-half-t'y brick building,
460 West Third St.; cost, $3,500.

Total, $31,400.
Repairs, $6,610.
Total to date, $1,322,720.
Total permits to date, 599.

Kaunas City, Mo.
BriLDiNG PERMITS. Dr. S. F. Campbell, double
brick house on Grove St.; cost, $5 noo.

W. T. Johnson, brick business block In Perry PI.;
cost, $10.000.
K. (1. Estelle, 7 brick business stores and dwells,

on Fifteenth St., near Charlotte St.; ooel, $23.000.
A. G. Redenbaugh, 4 frame bouses, cor. Seven-

teen th St . and Tracy Are. ; cost, $6,000.

George Slieidley, brick and cut-stone business
block, four-st'y, at 8O8 Walnut St.; cost, $15,500.
Thomas E. Glllespie, double brick house, three-

st'y, on Central St.; cost, 10,000.

Minneapolis, Minn.
JUILDING PERMITS. H. Rusbford, two-st'y brick
veneer dwell., Buchanan St. cor. Twenty-fourth St.,
n e; cost, $3,000.
Swan Peterson, two-st'y brick store-building and

flat, Twentieth St., bet. Fifteenth and Sixteenth
Aves., s; oost, $3,500.
C. K. Gates, boiler-and-engine house, Grant St

bet. Willow St. and Spruce PL; cost, $3,600.

t'arglll ft Itagley, elevator-building, cor. Twenty-
niuih St. anil Eleventh Ave., s; cost, $26,000.
Miner Ball, flve-st'y brick block, n e cor. Third

Si. and Ninth Ave., s: cost, $30,000.

George B. Shepherd, two-st'y frame dwell., e cor.
First Ave. and East St.; cost, $10,000.
Martin Keller, two-st'y frame dwell, and barn,

Western Ave., bet. Fourteenth and Sixteenth Ave.,
n; cost, $5,800.

Mew York.
There is hardly any estimating now being done,

but there continues to be great activity amongst the
speculators.
AC TO'RV. A flve-st'y brick factory, SO> x 100', and
a tenement. 27' x 80', will be built on the e cor.
of Avenue A. and Eightieth St., for Mr. G. P. Lies,
from plans of Messrs. Schwarzmann & Buohman.
iii:KS. Mr. Terence Kiesman will build 4 four-st'y
first-class houses, 18' 9" front, on the nsnf Eighty-
fourth St., 100' w of Kigbth Ave., to cost about $7n,-
000.

On the s w corner of Sixth Ave. and One Hundred
and Sixteenth St., 12 four-et'yand basement dwells.,W front, are to be built for Mr. Jacob D. Butler, at
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a cost of about $240,000, from plans of Messrs. Hu-
bert Pirssou & Co.

On the s s of Seventy-second St., 450'e of Eleventh

Ave., two houses, 20' x K8', are to be built for Mr.
Thos G. Denniston, at a cost of about 860,000, from

plans of Mr. C. H. Gilbert.

On the s s of One Hundred and Twenty-first St..

bet. Sixtn and Seventh Aves ,
Mr. F. Crawford will

builds three and four story houses, 20' x 60', from

plans of Mr. G. A. Schellenger, to cost about $140,-

000
BUILDING PKIIMITS. Bowery, No. 233, one-st'y brick

dwell, and store, tin roof, cost, $3,000 to $4,000;

owner's agents, E. A. Cruikshank & Co., 176 Broad-

way; architect, Henry Dudley.
East Fifty-eighth St., No. 355, four-st'y brick car-

penter-shop, tin roof; cost, $8,000; owners and
builders, George and John Schmeckenbecher, 238

East Fifty-ninth St.; architect, J. G. Michel.
East Twenty-third St., Nos. 418 and 420, two-st'y

brick stable on rear, tin roof; cost, 86,000; owner,
Henry Maurer, 219 Second Ave.; architect, Oswald

Fifty-eighth St., n s, 50' e Madison Ave., four-st'y

brick stab'le and coach-house, tin roof; cost, $20,000;

owner, William McGuire, 154 East Fifty-seventh

St.; architect, F. S. Barus.
East One Hundred and Tenth St., Ar

o.203, four-st'y

brick tenement with store, tin roof; cost, $8,000;

owner, Louis Pieper, 205 East One Hundred and
Tenth St. ; architect, Bart. Walther.
Ave. A, w s, 16' n Seventy-fourth St., two-st'y brick

stable and carpenter-shop, tin roof; cost, $5,000;

owner, Annie E. Kelly, 434 East Seventy-fifth St.;

architect, G. A. Schellenger.
First Ane., s e cor. Seventieth St., six-st'y brick

factory, tin roof; cost, $60.000; owners, Bondy &
Lederer, 56 Bast Sixty-eighth St. and 241 East For-

ty-ninth St.; architects, Schwarzmann & Buchman.
First Ave., s, 46' 5" s Seventieth St., 2 five-st'y

brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, $16,500;

owner, etc., same as last.

Seventieth St., a s, 110' e First Ave., 2 ttve-st'y

brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, $15,000; own-

er, etc., same as last.

Fourth Ave., Nos. 1382 to 1386, w s, between Sev-

enty-eighth and Seventy-ninth Sts., :i four-st'y brick

dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $15,000; owner and

architect, Anson Squires, 100 Kast Seventy-eighth

Sixty-ninth St., n s, 125' w Fourth Ave., 3 flve-st'y

brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, about $16,000;

owner, Union Theological Seminary (M. Kingsley,
Treasurer), Sixty-ninth St. and Fourth Ave.; archi-

tects, Win. A. Potter and J. B. Lord.

Eightieth St., n 8. 106' e First Ave., 7 flve-st'y

brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, $18,500;

owner, H. H. Bowman, 243 Division St., Paterson,
N. J.; architect. George Chew; builders, John As-

key and J. A. O'Connor & Co.
East One Hundred and Sixth St., No. 242, flve-st'y

brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $10,000; owner, Otto

Ebel, on premises; architects, Berger & Baylies.
One Hundred and Second St., 88, 345' e First Ave.,

two-st'y front and one-st'y rear shi>p and tenement,
tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner, Patrick Hogan, 302

Kast One Hundred and Seventh St.; architect, An-
drew Spence.
Madison Ave., No. 781, four-st'y brick dwell., tin,

tiled and slate roof; cost, $21,500; owner, E. Guil-

bert, 787 Madison Ave.; architect R. H. Robertson;

builders, L. N. Crow and Jeans & Taylor.
West Seventy-first St., Nos. 647 to 557, 6 fonr-st'y

brick dwells., tin and tile roofing; cost, each, about

$11,')00; owners, Founer & Lowther, 841 Broadway;
architect, K. L. Angell; builders, Stewart & Devlin
and Lewis Botchaet.

Ninety-fifth St., s s, 23& e Tenth Ave., 6 three-8t'y
brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $10,000; owner,
architect and builder, Wm. J. Merritt, 152 West One
Hundred and Twenty-seventh St.

Ninety-seventh St., n s, 500' w Eighth Ave., 6 three-

st'y brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $12,000;

owner, Franklin E. Robinson, 97 Sixth Ave., Brook-

lyn, E. D.; architect and builder, Wm. J. Merritt,
152 West One Hundred and Twenty-seventh St.

Ninety-ninth St., s s, 100' e Grand Boulevard, flve-

st'y brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $18,000; owner,
J. F. Dunker, One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St. and
Tenth Ave.; architect, Adam Munch.
One Hundred and Twenty-third St., n e cor. St.

Nicholas Ave., 5 three and four st'y brick dwells.,
tin roofs; cost, three $10,000 each and two $12,000

each; owner, H. Josephine Wilson, 325 East Four-
teenth St ; architect, D. T. Atwood; builder, Rob-
ert Wilson.

West One Hundred and Twenty-fourth St., Nos.
226 and 228, 2 flve-st'y brick (stone-front) tenements,
with stores, tin roofs; total cost, about 836,000;

owner, Fernando Yost, 316 East One Hundred and
Twenty-fifth St.; architect, Andrew Spence.
One Hundred and Twenty-ninth St., n s, 160' e

Fifth Ave., 3 three-st'y brick dwells., tin roofs;

cost, each, $5,500; owner, John W. Auken, 873

Broadway; architect, W. B. Tuthill; builders, Rob-
inson & McDowell, Stapleton, N. Y.
Tenth Ave., n w cor. Manhattan St., 3 flve-st'y

brick tenements, tin roofs; total cost, $39,000;

owner, John Becker, Tenth Ave., cor. Manhattan
St.; architects, Babcock & McEvoy.

Tenth Ave.,e s, 49' n One Hundred and Fifty-sixth
St., three-st'y frame dwell., tin roof; cost, $5,200;

owner, Martin Sponlein, One Hundred and Thirty-
seventh St., cor. St. Nicholas Ave.; architect, Wm.
Kusche.
North Third Ave., s w cor. One Hundred and For-

ty-eighth St., four-st'y brick tenement with store,
tin roof; cost, $14,000; owner, Ferdinand Hecht, 50"
North Third Ave.; architect, A. Pfeitfer.

ALTERATIONS. Bmn-rtj No. 233, internal alterations
and repairs; cost, $3,0 ! '0 to $4,000; agents, Cruik-
shank & Co., 176 Broadway; architect, H. Dudley.

First Ave., No. 112, attic raised to full story, one.

st'y brick extension, tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner
Bernnard Westheimer, 91 Ave. C; architect, J. Boe
kell.

Lexington Ave., w s, bet. Forty-first and Forty
second Sts., rooms built of brick for storage pur
posse; cost, $6,000; owners, Manhattan Storage and

Warehouse Co., Forty-second St. and Lexington
Ave.; architect, R. Bliss; builder, R. Deeves.
Madison Ave., Nos. 777 and 779, one-st'y stone ex-

tension, tin and slate roof; cost, $7,000 ; rector, Ed-
win Guilbert, 787 Madison Ave.; architect, H. H.
Robertson

; builders, L. N. Crow and Jeans &
Taylor.
Kast Twenty-third St., No. 418, front of first story

rebuilt; also, internal alterations; cost, $4,000;
owner, Henry Maurer, 219 Second Ave.; architect,
O. Wirz; builder, not selected.
East Forty-fourth St., No. 6, main building and

extension, each raised one-st'y; cost, $6,000 to $7,-
000; owner, John S. White, on premises; architects,
C. Bnek & Co.; builders, W. Cowen & Son and A.
Campbell.

Water St., ^0.229, attic raised to full story; also
five-st'y brick extension, tin roof; cost, $5,000;
owner, Geo. Starrett, 60 Hancock St., Brooklyn;
architect, C. Hartwell; builders, P. Tostevin's Sons
and G. Culgin.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PERMITS. Emerald St., s of Tioga St., 12

two-st'y houses, 16' x 30'; Ed. Develin, owner.
Warnock St., above Germantown Ave., 4 three-

st'y houses, 15' x 40'; Wm. K. Sullen, owner.
Aspen St., w of Thirty-eighth St., 19 two-st'y

dwells., 14' z 28'; N. Shoemaker, contractor.
Highland Ave., w of Twenty-eighth St., three-st'y

dwell., 16* i 41'; Jouirson Bros., contractors.
Twelfth St., n of Lehigh Ave., one-st'y chapel., 50'

x 50' ;
H. M. Martin, contractor.

Germantown Ave., n of Butler St., one-st'y chapel,
36' z 65'; B. Walker, contractor.
Logan St., w of Seybert St., 4 two-st'y dwells., 14'

x 28'; B. Walker, contractor.

Sixty-first St.. sot Pine St., 3 two-st'y dwells., 16'
x 44'; Jno. Pratt, contractor.

Eighteenth St., n of Race St., alteration, 44' x 60'
;

E. F. Durang, architect and builder.
Victoria St., bet. Lambert and Richmond Sts., two-

st'y dwell., 14' x 42'; Cliss Dear, contractor.
front St., n of Alleghany Ave., 2 two-st'y dwells.,

12' x 32'; H. Barraclough, contractor.
Sixth St., n w cor. Vine Hall, three-st'y dwell., 65

9"x 84'; C. C. Carman, contractor.
Alaska St., w of Sixth St., two-st'y bath-house, 16

x 65'; J. G. Ruff, contractor.
Woodland Ave., w of Sixty-seventh St., 2 three-

st'y dwells., 18' 6'' x48'; G. N. Crumbach, contractor,
Sixth St., n of York St., 2 three-st'y dwells., 17' J

45'; 1). B. Wendell, owner.
Morris St., n of Queen St., 4 two-st'y dwells., 12

6" x 28'; J. W. Hewis, owner.
Kensington Ave., near Cambria St., 4 three-st'y

dwells., IV x 52'; S. Brown, contractor.
Jiuth SI., near Cambria St., 5 two-st'y dwells., 12

z 40'; S. Brown, contractor.
Marston St., w of Twenty-first St., 10 two-8t'y

dwells., 16' x 28'; H. Coulomb, owner.
Adams St., e of Terrace St., two-st'y dwell., 18' x

45'; A. Kutter, contractor.
Main SI., near Mechling St., two-fit'y dwell., 20' x

68'; T. Shustis, contractor.

Fifty-third St., n of Girard Ave., 2 two-st'y dwells.
14' x 31'; R. Dobbard, owner.

St. I. nil in.

BUILDING PERMITS. Seventy-six permits have beei
issued since our last report, twenty of which are fo

unimportant frame houses. Of the rest those worth
$2,500 and over are as follows:
Mrs. B. A. Kretzer, 3 adjoining two-8t'y tene

ments, cost, $7,000; Thos. Kelly & Co., contractors
A. D. Fassell, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,000

Thos. Kelly & Co., contractors.
Mt. Calvary Episcopal Church, one-st'y brick ad

dition to church; cost, $10,000; sub-let.
John Dwyer, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells,

cost, $2,500; John Dwyer, contractor.
W. Kealing, two-st'y double brick store and room

above; cost, $6,000; F. Capitain, architect; P. Bren
nah, contractor.

Henry Savers, 3 adjacent three-st'y brick store
and rooms above; cost, $15,000; J. B. McElfatrick &
Son, architects; N. S. Wickwire, contractor.
H. Fritsche. two-et'y brick store and rooms above

cost, $3,000; J. Shulte, contractor.

Judge W. C. Jones, two-st'y brick dwell. ; cost, $7
000; F. J. Capitaiu, architect; W. J. Hegel, con
tractor.
W. J. Seattle, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,000

W. J. Beattie, contractor.
Chas. Hoffman, three-st'y double brick store ane

rooms above; cost, $11,080; Aug. Beinke & Co., ar
chitects; Hermann & Schumacher, contractors.
M. A. Rosenblatt, three-st'y brick store and flats

cost, $50,000; N. S. Wickwire contractor.
A. Voeltz, two-st'y double brick tenement; cost

$5,000; C. F. May. architect; H Drees, contractor
F. Hanse, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,500; F

Hanse, contractor.
John A. Wohlflnger, two-st'y double brick tene

ment; cost, $7,000; Ed. Thomssen, contractor.
M. Sheahan, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,000; F

Mueller, contractor.
Chas. Fuehner, one-and-three-st'y store anddwel

and shop; cost, $4,500; P. F. Meagher & Son, arch
ter.ts; Wm. Popp, contractor.
R. Smith, two-st'y brick dwell.

; cost, $2,560; Tho
Roach, contractor.

Frecl. Hettinger, 2 adjacent two-st'y tenemen _

cost, $8,000; A. Beiuke & Co., architects; Thoma
Roach, contractor.

J. G. Hanausky, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, Sv
600; T. B. Annan, architect; J. G. Hauausky, con-
tractor.
Wm. Gahl, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,000; A.

Whri, contractor.
P. Schumacher, two-st'y brick dwell.

; cost, $2,600;
A. Whri, contractor.
Cha?. Rahing, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,000;

A. Beinke & Co., architects; II. Schulte, contractor.
W. Jos. Gannon, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, s:;.

900; J. G. Cairns, architect; Dr. Cregan. contractor.
H. A. Steiuwander, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost,

$3,500; E. C. Janssen, architect; Rernmers & Thomp-
son, contractors.

St. Paul, Minn.
UILDIXG PEKMrrs. Two-st'y frame dwell., s s of
Bluff St., bet. St. Peter and Kice Sts.; cost, $2,400;
owner, E. L. Makoru.
Two-st'y frame double dwell., n s of Dayton Ave.,

bet. Kent and Dale Sts.; cost, $4,900; owner. Emma
E. Teuny.
Alteration and repair two-st'y brick dwell., w 8

of Farrington Ave., bet. Laurel and Summit Sts.;
cost, 92,700: owner, J. M. Rogers.
Two-st'y brick veneer double store and dwell., us

of West Seventh St., bet. flames and Randolph Sts.;
cost, $4,500; owner, Edward Hammer.
Two-st'y frame dwell., w s of Nina St., bet. Selby

and Laurel Sts.; cost, $5,000; owner, G. Dressel.
Two-st'y frame dwell., ws of Josette St., bet. Nel-

son and Iglehart Sts.; cost, $4,600; owner, C. V.
McKey.
Two-st'y stone electric-light building, ss of Wash-

ington St., bet. Eagle and Ontario Sts.; cost, $7,500;
owner, St. Paul Gas Light Co.

COMPETITION.

BOUNTY JAIL.
J [At Montgomery, Ala.J

OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF REVENUE, )
OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY,

MONTGOMERY, ALA., July 6, 1885. 1

Plans and specifications for the construction of a
ail in the city of Montgomery, Ala., will be received
y the Board of Revenue, of Montgomery County,
mtil Monday, July 37th, 1885, at 18 M.
Said jail to hold at least 100 inmates, and contain

>fflce and 4 rooms for jailor, kitchen, dining-room,
hospital, misdemeanant and solitary cells for both
male and female, whites and blacks separate, heating,
ventilating and water arrangements, all after the
nodern improvements.
Length of building not to exceed 100', and width not

more than 44'. This provides for light on each side of
he building. Size of lot 50' x 160'.

The building to cost not more than $35,000.
The successful architect to receive 2 per cent on the

cost of the building.
The Board of Revenue reserves the right to reject

any and all plans and specifications.
By order of the Board of Revenue.
499 W. H. HUBBARD, Clerk.

PROPOSALS.

FIRE-PROOF
BUILDING FOR ARMY MED-

ICAL. MUSEUM AND LIBRARY.
[At Washington, D. C.]

WASHINGTON, D. C., 612 Seventeenth St., 1

July 9, 1885. \
Sealed proposals for the erection of a fire-proof

building for the Army Medical Museum and Library,
to be three-st'y in height, with basement and attic, to
cover about 23,000 square feet of surface, and to be
located at the s e cor. of the Smithsonian Grounds,
will be received at this office until August 7th,
1885, at 12 M., and opened immediately thereafter
[n the presence of bidders.

Specifications, general instructions to bidders, and
blank forms of proposal will be furnished on applica-
tion to this office. THOS. LINCOLN CASEY.

500 Colonel, Corps of Engineers.

CARPETS. [At Washington, D. C.]
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 1

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 17, 1885. }

Sealed proposals will be received at this department
until o'clock, P.M., Tuesday, July 81, 1885, (or

supplying 10,000 yards of Brussels aud Wilton carpet,
with the necessary border for the same, and 8,000
yards of carpet lining for U. S. public buildings dur-
ing the fiscal year ending June 30, 1886.
No bid will be considered unless made by a manu-

facturer or regular dealer in carpets, and accompa-
nied by a deposit of $1,000.
The department reserve the right to increase or de-

crease the quantity, and to reject any or all bids, or
parts of bids, and to waive defects.
499 DANIEL MANNING, Secretary.

/CEMENT.
\J [At Nat'l Military Home, O.]

June 24 1885.
Sealed proposals, with a copy of this advertisement

attached, will be received at the Treasurer's office un-
til a P.M., July 88, 1885, for supplying and deliver-

ing at this Home, free of freight and all other
charges, the following-named stores, to wit:
450 bbls. (more or less) Louisville cement, best

quality.
1,600 bushels (more or less) nnslacked fresh lime, in

bulk, for purifying gas.
1,100 bushels (more or less) uuslacked lime, in bulk,

for builders' use.

40,000 Ibs. (more or less) sal soda in casks.
16,000 Ibs. (more or less) borax chip soap in barrels.
The cement in car-load lots, and the lime in smaller

lots, as ordered.
The chip soap, one-half In the beginning of August,

1885, and the balance in the early part of January,
1886.
The sal soda, one-half iu October, 1885, and the bal-

ance in February, 1886.
All goods must be first-class in every respect.
The Home reserves the right to reject any or all

proposals, or to divide the contract between two or
more bidders.
A sufficient bond will be required from the success-

ful bidders, and in addition ten per cent of contract
price will be retained from each payment until the
contract shall have been completed.
Blank forms of bids will be furnished on applica-

tion to Treasurer's office.

Envelopes containing proposals should be indorsed
"
Proposals for (name of goods bid upon)," and ad-

dressed to the undersigned. J. B. THOMAS,
Treasurer.

P.O. address, National Military Home, O. 498
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TITHE new building law for the city of New York, which has

A J
u9t t>een published, proves to be in many respects better

and more convenient than that which it supersedes ; and

although we are rather disappointed to find that some of the

improvements which might have been adopted have not been,

the statute, on tfie whole, marks a decided advance in the offi-

cial regulation of construction in this country. Among its

other merits, the text of the new law embodies many regula-

tions and decisions of the Inspector, which have hitherto

formed, so to speak, a part of the common law in regard to

building operations, but, not appearing in the official edition of

the statute, were only to be learned by architects at the ex-

pense of a good deal of trouble and annoyance ; and these, par-

ticularly the younger ones, will be glad to have at least the

greater part of what they are expected to know presented to

them in shape for use. One of the principal points of differ-

ence betweeu the new and the old law relates to the thickness

of brick walls ; stone walls, by the way, being entirely ignored
in both laws. According to the former statute, no authority
could be obtained for building any brick walls less than twelve

inches in thickness. The powers of the law seem to have as-

sumed that no New Yorker, however poor, would condescend

to live in anything less imposing than a four-story house ; and

they obliged the builder of a house ten feet high to make all

the walls exactly as thick as if it were fifty-five feet high. This

provision, by unreasonably increasing the cost of small dwell-

ings, has undoubtedly tended strongly to drive the poorer peo-

ple of the city into the tenement-houses, which form the re-

proach of New York ; and the new law, very wisely, as we
think, modifies the rule so far as to allow houses not more than

twenty feet wide, and thirty feet high, to be built with eight-
inch walls above the basement, and blocks of houses twelve

and one-half feet wide, and not over fifty feet high may be

built with every alternate party-wall eight inches thick. There
is no question that an eight-inch wall, which is, in proportion
to its mass, the strongest wall which can be built with bricks,

possesses ample strength, if properly built, for carrying the

floors and roof of a dwelling house of such modest dimensions ;

and although the brick-makers may regret the change, hun-

dreds of independent and home-loving workingmen will wel-

come it as bestowing upon them the long-desired privilege of

building and owning nouses on terms as favorable as those

which their brethren in Philadelphia and other cities enjoy.

would IK; twenty-eight inches thick to a height of fifteen feet

above the curb, twenty-four inches thick thence to a height of

sixty feet, then twenty inches thick to a height of niin-iy

feet, and sixteen inches thick from this point to the top,
These dimensions actually give a far stronger and more stable

wall than those specified in the old regulations, the advantage
in strength being, roughly speaking, about seventeen per cent,

and in stability at least thirty pur cent, yet the average thick-

ness of the wall above the curb on the new model is exactly

twenty-two inches, in place of the twenty-two and fifty-five
one-hundredths of the old model, and costs, notwithstanding
its great superiority, two and one-half per cent less. Similar

provisions apply to the walls of warehouses, which are, in gen-
eral now only required to be four inches thicker than those of

dwelling-houses of the same height. These modifications alone-

in the old law will save many thousands of dollars every year
to the owners of real estate in New York, with positive advan-

tage to the general character of construction in the city.

I

FOR
dwelling-houses of more ambitious character the new

rules require walls in some cases thicker and in others thin-

ner than those specified in the old law. The gradation of

thicknesses is, however, made with much more discrimination

than under the old law, and the future high dwelling-houses
will have walls at once less expensive, lighter and stronger
than those of similar buildings constructed under the recent

regulations. If we take as an example an apartment-house
with walls one hundred and ten feet high, we find that under

the old law all the walls would be required to be twenty-four
inches thick to a height of seventy feet above the curb, and

twenty inches thick from that point to the top, making the

average thickness above the curb twenty-two and fifty-five one-

hundredths inches; while the same walls under the new law

T is unfortunate that the same care which has been displayed
in amending the sections relating to the thickness of walls

should not have been employed also upon those regulating
the strength of stone, iron and wooden beams ; but these, the

least praiseworthy sections of the old law, have been retained

with nearly all their objectionable features, if not with a few
additional ones. In speaking of stone lintels, for instance, both

the old and the amended statute specify, without regard to the

sort of material employed, that lintels over openings, whether
" of stone or iron," shall be not less than eight inches in height
for an opening not more than four feet in width, and twelve

inches in height for openings not more than six feet in width ;

and so on ; and lintels over openings not more than six feet in

width may be of the same height, but four inches only in

thickness, provided the opening is covered through the remain-

ing thickness of the wall by a flat arch turn'ed over a wooden
lintel. It is needless to point out the absurdity of lumping
stone and iron lintels together in this way, as if the materials

possessed the same transverse strength ; and it is hardly less

absurd to specify the same dimensions for all kinds of stone.

Every one knows that the transverse strength of stones varies

greatly, and while an eight-inch lintel of blue-stone might
safely support a wall over a four-foot opening, a similar lintel

of many of the sandstones used in New York would be in con-

stant danger of collapse. If the lintel extends only partly

through the wall, and is backed by an arch, the danger of

breaking it is, although the law does not recognize any differ-

ence, much greater than when the lintel is the only support ;

since the compression of the joints of the arch throws an inten-

sified strain upon the unyielding lintel ; and blocks of ordinary

building stone of the heights and span specified, would be al-

most sure to give way sooner or later. The provisions for deter-

mining the sizes of wooden floor-beams, though apparently more

scientific, are in reality little better than those governing the

dimensions of lintels ; the new rules, like the old, authorizing in

set terms the use of timbers which would, according to the re-

sults of recent investigations, break under their load ; while

even the air of comedy which characterized the old sections on

the subject has been maintained in the improved statute by the

retention of the ridiculous clause providing that " in all store-

houses the weight that each floor will safely sustain upon each

superficial foot shall be estimated by the owner thereof, and

posted in a conspicuous place on each floor thereof;
"

just as if

any floor would '

safely sustain
"
the same weight upon

" each

superficial foot ;

"
or as if most owners of storehouses were likely

to be able, even if they wished, to " estimate
"

the strength of

their floors by any process more complicated than that of writ-

ing down the three figures which first came into their heads.

LIVELY discussion has been going on in Texas about

the stone to be used for the exterior of the new Capitol.

Although, as we understand, the contractor for the build-

ing is not required by the specification to use local stone, it

seems to have been taken for granted that the opportunity of

displaying the resources of the State in the way of building
stones should be made the most of, and as it was inconceivable

that a State of such enormous size should not contain all

varieties of stone, the natural inference was that the whole of

the materials would be of native origin. Even the contractor

appears to have had the same idea, and it was not until
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investigation had shown that no stone of good and uniform color

was within reach in sufficient quantity to face the walls of the

building that he proposed to use Bedford limestone, from Ind-

iana, for the external portions. The question of the use of a

foreign stone was brought before the Capitol Commissioners,
the majority of whom favored it, but the Governor, who has a

very proper preference for granite as a material for large

buildings, and, as a member of the Commission, has a right to

express his preferences, opposed the conclusion of the majority
in a very earnest public protest, taking the ground that al-

though the granite hitherto obtained had not been found quite

suitable, further search would undoubtedly 'bring to light stone

enough for the building, of quality in every way unobjection-
able. The State, with great liberality, has offered the con-

tractor the labor of a thousand convicts for either one or two

years, at a nominal cost, to be used in opening the granite

ledges of Burnet County, and in working the stone obtained

from them, and has consented to extend the time for the com-

pletion of the building as much as may be necessary for making
the requisite explorations ;

and it is not strange that the Gov-
ernor should believe that everything had been done to insure

the use of Texas stone throughout the building, and should be

disappointed at the reluctance of the contractor to accept the

offers of the State. On the other hand, it is hardly more to be

wondered at that the contractor, who probably knows more
than the Governor about the uncertainties of stone quarries,
and dreads to take any chances in carrying out his agreement,
should prefer the certainty of obtaining an admirable stone, in

any quantity and within the shortest possible time, at a certain,

even if a high price, to the prospect of spending a great deal of

time and money in the granite quarries, with only a chance, in

the end, of securing stone enough for his wants, possessing the

uniformity of color and texture, and the freedom from defects,

which are so rarely found combined in granite.

N Irrigation^Commission was recently deputed by the Gov-
eruments of the various Australian colonies, acting in

concert, to examine the methods of irrigation in use in the

United States, and report the result of their investigations for

the benefit of their own countrymen. Every one knows that

in many parts of the West, particularly in California and Col-

orado, the artificial irrigation of land is carried on in a very
scientific manner, and on a large scale, millions of acres of the

richest agricultural land in the world depending for their pro-
ductiveness entirely upon the moisture brought from rivers

many miles away, but the methods of irrigation differ greatly
in various parts of the country. The system which seems, ac-

cording to the Builder, to have made the greatest impression
on the Commissioners was that which they found in use at

Pasadena, a noted fruit-raising district near Los Angeles, in

Southern California. The distribution of water here is carried

on by a stock company, composed of the proprietors who use

the water, and each share of stock, costing two hundred and

fifty dollars, entitles the owner to a regular supply of water

enough to keep ten acres of land in productive condition. The
indirect profit on the investment is enormous, for, apart from

any dividends which might be earned on the stock by disposing
of surplus water to persons not connected with the company,
the introduction of the water has increased the value of the

land under irrigation more than a hundred-fold, while, even at

present prices, the irrigated land is excellent property, the net

annual return from an acre of it, when planted with orange
trees, being from two hundred and fifty to five hundred dol-

lars, after paying all expenses.

HE supply of water is limited, so that it is necessary to

avoid the waste by evaporation and soakage which would
take place if it were conveyed in open channels, and in

place of these iroii pipes are used as conduits. The construc-

tion of these pipes is, we think, quite novel, and is certainly
well worth remembering. Each separate section is eight feet

long, and is formed of two tubes, one within the other, made
by rolling up plates of sheet-iron and soldering the joints,
which are lapped an inch. The difference in diameter between
the outer and inner tube is sufficient to leave a space between

them, when one is placed inside the other, of one-sixteenth of

an inch, and the two are put together under the surface of a
bath of melted asphalt, which not only coats all the surfaces

with a protecting film, but forms a continuous packing be-

tween the outer and inner tubes, preventing any possibility of

leakage, and appreciably increasing the strength of the pipe.

TLJARPEKS WEEKLT gives an account of a system of

accident insurance recently adopted by the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad Company, which is interesting, not only in itself,

but as being the first to be carried out on a large scale in this

country. The former president of the railroad company, Mr.
John W. Garrett, who was a man of exceptional thoughtfulness
as well as ability, was struck, when travelling abroad, with the

value of the provisions for insuring workmen against accidents

which are so commonly made by railway companies and manu-
facturers there, and on returning to this country he set himself at

work to devise a scheme for extending similar benefits to the per-
sons employed by the great railway company whose affairs he
administered. His son, who entered warmly into his plans, as-

sisted him in the work, and was therefore well prepared, on his

succession, after the death of his father, to the presidency of the

road, for the development of the good work which they had

begun together. In 1880 the corporation set aside one hun-
dred thousand dollars, as the nucleus of a fund for insuring

persons employed in its service against accident, disability or

death. All the employes of the company were invited to avail

themselves of the advantages offered by this provision, by con-

tributing a small monthly sum for keeping up the guarantee
fund, and the subscribers were allowed to share, equally with

the railway company, in the management of the insurance asso-

ciation and its funds, by the election of five out of the ten

directors. The minimum rate of contribution was fixed at one
dollar a month for men receiving thirty-five dollars a month or

less as wages, increasing regularly to five dollars a month for

those receiving a salary of more than one hundred dollars a

month. In case of disabling accident, the men who paid a

dollar a mouth were entitled to draw indemnity at the rate of

fifty cents a day for six months, if their inability to work should

continue so long, and twenty-five cents a day afterwards, until

they were able to return to their tasks, or fifty cents a day for

not more than a year, in case of sickness, or injury from other

than accidental causes. If one in this class should die of inju-
ries received in the company's service, his family received five

hundred dollars ; and in the event of his death while in the

service, from any cause except accident, his family received one
hundred dollars. This series of indemnities was known as a
"
benefit," and the regular payment of any multiple of one dollar

a month entitled the contributor making such payment to a cor-

responding multiple of the indemnity attached to a single benefit.

' it FTER a time, subscription and contribution to the insur-

fjL auce fund, which was at first optional with the employes
' of the company was made compulsory, on all entering
the service, as it is in most cases abroad, and the new workmen
in each class now have their contribution deducted from their

wages. Each man is, however, allowed the privilege of sub-

scribing for extra benefits if he wishes, so that men who have

large families, or a little extra income, may purchase special

security. for them. In four years and five months, to October

1, 1884, more than seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars

had been paid out in indemnities under this system. The

largest single item of disbursements was on account of sickness,

more than two hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars hav-

ing been paid for nineteen thousand cases of natural ailments.

The next item, as would perhaps be expected on a great rail-

road, "was on account of death by accident, two hundred and
one deaths having occurred, involving indemnities amounting
to two hundred and seven thousand dollars, and one hundred
and fifty-five thousand dollars were paid out on account of in-

demnities and expenses of surgical treatment for nine thousand

cases of injury from accidents. Three hundred and eighty-
three deaths from natural causes drew one hundred and thir-

teen thousand dollars out of the fund, showing that the aver-

age number of benefits held by each person is about three. At
first sight, the cost of this insurance to those who enjoys its

benefits seems rather unreasonably large, the premiums on both

life and accident policies for the same sums in companies of the

ordinary sort, for men of the average age of those entering the

service of a railway company, being only about one half of the

contributions required by the Baltimore and Ohio corporation ;

but it must be remembered that these contributions cover in-

demnity against sickness, which none of the ordinary insurance

companies touch, and which, as it appears, absorbs more than

one-third of all the money paid out, and that railroad men, on

account ol the dangers incident to their profession, always have
to pay a much larger premium for insurance than those en-

gaged in other occupations.
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BERLIN AND NEW YORK.
HKUUN.

'fjS I said in a recent letter, a vast

t~\ amount of building, much of it of a
/ very ambitious kind, has lately been
done in Berlin. Of course ita results

li;n i- been discussed from time to time in

German publications; but I think they
have not, attracted much attention abroad,

mi i am almost sure they have"
not been dwelt upon in these

columns. I wish very sin-

cerely that some professional

correspondent of the Ameri-
can Architect were here

to write of them in my
stead ;

no one being bet-

^~ '~? ter aware than I that it

is, to say the least, a

little reckless for a mere

layman to speak of archi-

tecture to a professional
audience, and es-

pecially of con-

temporary archi-

tecture, where he

cannot often fall

back for guidance
and support on

the dicta of print-
ed a u t horities.

But Berlin lies so

Die Dankei Kircht, Berlin. far OUtSlde the

usual track of the travelling student that I hardly imagine any well-

trained observer is likely just now to be looking about him here with

the intent to take notes and "
mayhap to print 'em "

in these col-

umns. And even should such be the case, he certainly will not find

his work forestalled by my remarks, which shall be strictly and con-

scientiously superficial ;
I having no faintest desire to do more than

show how, to a mere interested outsider, the current results of archi-

tecture here seem to compare with its current results at home.

As every one knows, there is nothing in the older architecture of

Berlin that is first-rate
; very little that is even second-rate in quality.

There are two or three rather unimportant mediaeval churches, and
one wing of the palace dates from the sixteenth century, but all else

is baroque or modern. The secular work of the last century is only

pretty good not half so interesting as that in Dresden or Vienna
while the churches are conspicuously ugly. I will only note as a

curiosity that standing free in the Gendarmen Markt, with the

theatre between them, one sees a pair of churches, built by Frederic

the Great, which are absolutely identical, an architectural inspiration
that I do not remember to have seen elsewhere incorporated, and
that certainly does not strike one as felicitous.

The Classic style which everywhere came in with this century
found here a good exponent in Schinkel. His Schauspielhaus (the

Royal Theatre, not the Opera-House) is an excellent example of what

can be done with Greek, or more truly by Grecicizing, forms kept
free from all Roman intermixture. And his Old Museum is effective

and grandiose outside, though within it was as badly planned, both

for monumental beauty and for its special purpose as one could well

imagine. Owing to Schinkel's enormous influence, and still more,

perhaps, to the taste of Frederic William the Fourth, the Classic

fashion persisted in Berlin long after all the rest of Germany had
been swept into the current of the " national-romantic

" movement.
Its hold was finally broken only about fifteen years ago, when the

present period of great activity began. On the whole, contemporary
architects have had almost as good a field here as they have with us.

That is to say, if a field is good in proportion as it is open, free from
those noble relics of a great period which set an uncomfortably high
standard, and to a certain extent mark out the path modern men
must take to reach it.

'

It may be said in general of Berlin, both old and new, that it is a

city without visible roofs, to a degree almost ifnot quite unparalleled
in Northern Europe. Nowhere in secular work that is not strictly
recent do we see the sign of a roof, save only in the oldest wing of

the palace ; and even in the recent work the same state of things

largely prevails. Among the new shops and apartment-houses one
sees, indeed, certain visibly-roofed examples with French mansards
or German dormers. And in the villa quarters steep little roofs are

getting to be somewhat frequent. But the general aspect of the

town is not yet perceptibly modified, and the traditional rule of no
roofs has hardly been broken through, I think, in a single one of the

many great public structures and private palaces of to-day. This

absence of roofs seems doubly strange and doubly unwelcome if one

happens to have come from Dresden, where, though the roof is some-

what subordinated in current work, it forms the chief feature in all

work that antedates this century where the oldest streets are

crowned with a steep, picturesque mass of red-brown tilfcs, and the

baroque buildings offer as charming a series of studies in the use of

hipped roofs, often with curved profiles and overhanging eaves, as

one could wish to see. Indeed, wherever one may come from, the

rooflessness of Berlin strikes one as a disagreeable anomaly in this

degree of latitude.

I may add that until within the last few
years

Berlin wag also

chiefly a city of stucco. Stone was not a local product, and was dis-

pensed with even on occasions where one might think cost would
have been no object, while the example of that beautiful old brick

architecture which is the only glory of the Brandenburg Mark was

utterly ignored and burnt clay was held fit only to be concealed by
plaster. Even now in ordinary structures plaster still rules and
stone is a rather rare alternative ; but with the growth of wealth and
ambition it is winning its way, and stucco has been banished at leant

from monumental work. Here side by side with a constant use of a

pale yellow sandstone, and a more than occasional use of marble and

granite, we find a brick Renaissance well under way, and it consti-

tutes, I think, the most interesting because the most individual local

feature.

Since I have said that roofs are so exceptional, it will be under-

stood that no favor is shown to Gothic or even to the most charac-

teristically northern early Renaissance forms. 'Mediaeval precedents
are consulted only in ecclesiastical work, and in this itself we seldom

find even an approach to a thorough-going medievalism. The gen-
eral superficial effect of a Gothic church seems to be thought desir-

able; but round arches are almost invariably used just now, and are

never treated in a genuine Romanesque way. When the forms and

details are riot Renaissance they are "
Byzantine," after tin: fashion

of Munich in the last generation. The most amiable of tourists

could not say that ecclesiastical work is a strong point with the Ber-

lin school ; the most patriotic of critics acknowledges weakness here,

and even the most self-satisfied of critics tacitly confesses it. For no

one, from the writer of one's guide-book to the driver of one's cab,

lays much stress on the attractions of the newer churches, not even of

that one the Dankes-Kirche which is a monument of popular
gratitude for the Emperor's escape
from assassination. I am told that the

weakness of the local school in this

department is especially marked in the

matter of reconciling interior arrange-
ment with exterior expression. But I

have not been tempted to seek the

inside of any of these churches al-

ways a troublesome and time-consuming
effort in a Protestant land.

It is the Renaissance which rules

Jarusalamer Kircht, Berlin.

unchallenged in Berlin to-day ; chiefly in its later forms and until

very lately only in its Italian varieties. Richard Lucse, who at first

followed Scliinkcl's Classical lead, but was afterwards much influ-

enced by Semper's work in more Southern cities, may be named as

the pioneer in the Renaissance movement generally, and as the

father of its Italianizing branch. To him and to Hitzig are due the

first of a long series of public buildings and sumptuous private
hotels

or "palaces," which are often verv excellent examples of one or

another of the late Italian types. But as we have similar examples
everywhere with us on the Continent, we do not stop to study them
here ;

and still less do we pause over those other palaces which now
occasionally show the influence of modern Paris. In both types the

sculptor often contributes very largely of his art, but rather to the

increase of general sumptuousness than to that of definite artistic

charm. And the same must be said of the vivid color-work in paint
or mosaic which now is sometimes being added, either on the walls of

loggias or in the upper panels of the facades themselves. The Ger-

mans of the North are proverbially not colorists de race, and one

feels theoretically and from the evidence of these essays, which are

sometimes due to their most accomplished painters that only those

who are colorists by nature can succeed in the difficult task of using
external figure-paintings on a conspicuous scale as to size, and on the

most pronounced and varied scale as to color. A Giorgione could

succeed, perhaps a Makart could have succeeded ; but to my eyes
Professor Werner and his fellows fall a good deal below the mark
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that one's imagination is fain to set. And when the same experi-
ment is tried under worse conditions, as sometimes on great public
caravansaries and commercial structures, the result is certainly showy
enough, but artistically the reverse of inspiriting.

The long new streets of ordinary dwelling-houses (apartment-

houses, that is to say, though not in our towering acceptation of the

term) are varied by all sorts of essays, from that utilitarian plainness
which in Germany is dubbed the " barrack style

"
to that self-con-

scious and ponderous elaboration which is so often the result when
an average Teuton in any profession tries to be ornate and playful.
Modern Paris and Vienna are often copied, but hardly so as to

preclude the necessity for studying their ideas at home. The most

interesting and the best examples are those, I should say, which have

a more German-Renaissance accent, and which hold a middle course

between barrenness and ornamental excess
;
and some of these are

very good indeed.

Among the smaller detached dwellings, again the villas around

the Park and in the outlying quarters time-worn Italian and French
modes vie with those o a more " national

"
character. A modified

chalet type is conspicuous, and has brought in the steep roofs of

which I spoke. But here there seems to me very little that is inter-

esting : a dead level of work that is rarely bad or unaccomplished,
but never, I should say, really beautiful or really suggestive ; and,
after all, the domestic problems of Berlin are so very different from

those of American towns that we should not get much practical help

here, even did all examples show the distinctest excellence.

In many streets the shops are of course but a subordinate feature of

the apartment-houses; but in others of a more distinctly commercial

character we see in fullest force that tendency toward loud display,
that desire to be conspicuous at all hazards which we have known
so well at home. The general effect of these streets is certainly
more imposing than the general effect of similar streets with

us. But 1 do not think the difference springs from any great pre-

ponderance here of really better architectural elements. Part of it,

and it is a very great degree of difference, as may be guessed, comes
from the fact that here an important business street is very wide,

beautifully paved, extremely clean, not wholly deformed by rampant
signboards, and not hatched over with telegraph-wires. Then every-

thing is brought up to the same high level of shall I say preten-

tiousness, while with us pretentious is very apt to stand side by side

with humble, shabby and sordid insignificance. But in itself the pre-
tentiousness of Berlin does not seem to me of a quality we need envy.
If we examine it in detail we find that it has, indeed, a more " schol-

arly
"

character than has been the rule with us, in so far that some

recognized style or fashion is the starting-point, or that a mild eclec-

ticism is based upon the elements of such styles. There is none of

the crude originality, none of the aberrant inventiveness, none of the

bold, fantastic wilfulness which we see expressed, I will say, in the

central portion of Broadway, and which were encouraged partly by
the free and independent (and ignorant) nature of the American

soul, and partly, doubtless, by our more general use of iron. But the

result is hardly better, either for true architectural excellence or for

superficial beauty ;
while, even hideous originality has perhaps a cer-

tain sort of interest that is wanting to unbeautiful conventionality.
The general effect is, I repeat, distinctly loud and vulgar. There is

an almost entire lack of fundamental architectural ideas, an almost

entire dependence upon applied decoration, and a very marked

tendency in this decoration to confound profuseness with effective-

ness, and over-emphasis with beauty. Even as we stood ten years

ago I do not think we need have greatly envied the commercial

architecture of Berlin, while as we stand to-day such envy would be

most misplaced ;
for our latest efforts in this branch seem to me far

better than anything Berlin has to show, very often better in the

spirit which has prompted them, and sometimes much better, also, in

their actual concrete presence. The problems here are easier;

there is neither the cramped ground-plan of New York, for instance,

nor the same tendency towards immoderate height to contend

against. And yet, with a greater freedom and freshness of feeling,
we also display unless, indeed, I have no eyes to see a much
more earnest effort to grasp the properly architectural side of the

art, a stronger impulse toward structural composition, and a distincter

desire to subordinate ornamentation to this. There is with us a

rapidly-growing reaction against superficiality of treatment and also

against loudness and ostentation. But I see no signs of either in the

commercial work of Berlin ;
I should be inclined to say, on the con-

trary, that for rampant showiness nothing could ever have been done

anywhere in the world to exceed the great new Kaiser Gallerie, with

its openings on two principal streets, or than a certain structure of

orange-colored brick, with profuse light stone trimmings, that has

recently made itself conspicuous on the Unter den Linden.

Doubtless among all the new buildings in the lower part of New
York there is not one without its imperfections ;

and yet there are

very many which I am sure every impartial judge would find archi-

tecturally better than anything of a similar character here archi-

tecturally better in the motive which has ruled their design, and also

more satisfactory to the eye. And it would be ridiculous even to

attempt a comparison with such an example as, for instance, the

Ames stores in Boston. Of course these of our buildings to which I

now refer are still exceptional ; but they are increasing in numbers
so rapidly that they seem to point to a future rule, and in the com-
mercial work of Berlin we do not find even exceptions of the sort.

The only works that even in aim seem to me really good, really archi-

tectural, are some of the bank buildings, and these more properly

belong to the class I have already named as including the private

palaces, since they usually stand outside the main business thorough-
fares and follow rich palatial forms, have no great height and are

discreetly aristocratic and non-commercial in expression. I have, it

is true, seen one shop-front which is interesting and charming, and

doubly so because of its entire unlikeness to all else about it : a nar-

row front which follows a good old German fashion by having the

openings of all its upper stories grouped into a square central bay,
and its shop-window a real window under a great arch, instead of a

mere screen of glass. But this is the only attractive or instructive

item I have noted in the great business streets of the town.

The recent revival of brick constitutes, as I have said, the most

individual feature in current work. In commercial and domestic

structures either a red or a vividly yellow variety is now often used

as the groundwork for an ornamentation in stone so lavish that its

essential qualities almost disappear, except its quality of color, which
is apt to come into spotty and discordant prominence. Rather oddly,
it is to the series of new public buildings we must look for its simplest
and most straightforward treatment.

Schinkel may be said to have started the brick Renaissance with

his Bau Akademie in 1837, though the building was exceptional as

regarded his own practice (his other brick essays having been rather

unsuccessful Gothic churches), and was without immediate practical
influence upon the profession. But it was long and widely discussed,
and has had a numerous late-coming progeny in our own times. If I

am not mistaken, it is illustrated in Fergusson's
" Modern Architect-

ure;" but it looks better, I find, on paper than in the body. For,

given the necessity, supposed or actual, for a right-lined, four-square

ground plan, its design is attractive and appropriate, while its treat-

ment strikes one as thin and poor; the basement not pronounced
enough, the angles not solid enough, the buttresses too shallow, the

cornice too feeble, the decoration too small in scale and too meagrely
mechanical in finish.

The first conspicuous effort again to bring brick into favor was
made by Waesemann in his Rath Haus, finished in 1870, which even

local patriots acknowledge to be one of the most colossal architectu-

ral failures of an age which is pretty rich in such. Certainly noth-

ing more unscholarly in conception ever arose even on American
soil. The artist seems to have tried to preserve an Italian flavor,

while basing his work on the great mediaeval and Renaissance town-

halls of the North. The enormous length of his main fa9ade is

broken by pavilions at the angles and in the centre, but they are so

small on plan and so shallow in projection that they do not really

mitigate the effect of dreary monotony. Above the basement there

rises an unbroken succession of very tall, round-headed openings,

which, from the evidence of their heavy transoms, seem to light two
stories within. But we find to our surprise that for the most part

they open with their whole height into very large and lofty apart-
ments. There is no visible roof and but a weak cornice, and the square
tower with open angle-turrets, which rises from behind the centre of

the fa9ade, is as ugly and wire-drawn in design as it is utterly uncon-

nected with the mass below. The main portion of the structure is

red brick, harsh in color and unmitigated in tone, and, since the mass
is so devoid of modelling, unrelieved by any effective shadows. The

light granite used for the basement and certain parts of the decora-

tion is in rather glaring contrast, and the dark sandstone which is

employed only and solely to form the transoms and mullions of the

tall windows, having its existence nowhere else suggested, naturally

appears to be wood or iron. Inside, too, the building is a total fail-

ure, only half-lighted, and very badly planned both for grandeur of

effect and for practical convenience. Even the one redeeming point
which local critics note in the Rath Haus would hardly strike a for-

eigner as such the technical treatment of its brickwork and of its

lavishly applied though quite undecorative decoration. This last,

partly in stone and partly in terra-cotta, is everywhere designed with

the utmost care and academic correctness
;
but it is very small and

ineffective in scale, badly disposed, and very mechanical (at least

the terra-cotta) in execution.

The Rath Haus remains an isolated and uncharacteristic example
of local work, if we regard its general aspect, its style or no style.

But it is locally characteristic if we regard its technique, so to say.
The very many recent brick public buildings are all alike in this,

that mechanical exactness seems to have been held equivalent to

artistic beauty, and that terra-cotta ornament is very freely used, but

is very small and ineffective in scale, very flat in relief and very
metallic in execution. A four-square, right-lined ground plan is

almost invariable; indeed, so far as I have seen, quite invariable in

this class of structure. The inspiration as to style comes from north

Italy, not, as one might have predicted, from north Germany or Hol-
land. Round arches are universal and their forms are often boldly
and effectively modelled, showing, in this point at least, an advance
since the days of the Bau Akademie and of the Rath Haus. The

proportions of voids to solids is doubtless, of necessity, greater than

in Italian brick construction of a similar sort
;
but there is no attempt

to restore the broad, open fields of wall so essential to the material,

by any grouping of the windows. Indeed, composition is still the

great thing lacking, both in the treatment of the main masses, and in

the disposition of wall spaces and openings. The general effect is

totally different from that of the loud and showy commercial build-

ings I have noted; but the same neglect of strictly architectural

that is, constructive beauty, underlies them both. And in consequence
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we find, though of course in n very different and infinitely less

offensive fashion, the same tendency to the over-use of ornament.
Such plain wall spaces as are left are in reality not left, are as much
broken up and " enlivened

"
as possible. In the lower story of the

new part of the General Staff Office, for example, there are wide,
solid stretches (the only ones in the building) between the windows;
but they are lined with horizontal rows of tiny, finikin, tin-like

terra-cotta rosettes, until all effect of breadth and strength is lost.

The mouldings of the great round-arched windows above are very
lavishly embroidered wjth very scholarly, very pretty, but quite con-

ventional designs of arabesques and figures, wherein, once more, the

scale is so small, the relief so Hat, and the finish go mechanical that

neither by perceptible Ijeauty of line nor by perceptible contrast of

light and shadow, do they add a note of really decorative charm.

M. G. VAN RENSSELAER.

THE OLDEST CHURCH IN LONDON.

THE
following letter has been ad-

dressed to the editor of the New
York Evening Post :

Sir, the relation between our national-

ities is now so close and so intimate, that

an Englishman especially an English
clergyman feels little or no compunc-
tion in asking help of his cousins across

the Atlantic for any object which is in

any sense of national interest. I there-

fore beg permission to ask through the

medium of your columns for help to re-

store the oldest church in the city of

London, viz. : the Priory Church of St.

Bartholomew the Great, West Smithfield.

This church was founded in the reign of

Henry I., A. r>. 1103, by Rahere, founder
also of the adjacent Hospital of St Bar-
tholomew. Much of the original building
is still standing, and is used for public

worship. But apart from the unique and

l-?u]piijJ3rud<y" C@, impressive character of the architecture

\B-loiutn
a beautiful specimen of early Anglo-

Norman style the church and parish

possess singular historic interest for Americans and Englishmen.
The founder of Emmanuel College, Cambridge the father of Har-
vard University Walter Mildmay, is buried within our walls.

Milton lived for some years in our parish. Hogarth was baptized in

our font. Benjamin Franklin had his printing-press in our close.

Washington Irving lived hard by in Little Britain, and has written

one of his most charming descriptions upon its inhabitants. All

these great men have doubtless many times worshipped within our
walls. The martyrs of Smithfield suffered within twenty yards of

our gates on a spot which was originally within our precincts. These
associations are precious to all of us, and there is many another

page of history upon which our records throw light.

Saint Bartholomew's Church is well-known and keenly appreciated
by many American visitors, and I am persuaded it only requires
that our purpose should be made clear, to call forth a kindly sympa-
thy and a hearty cooperation from America. A committee has been

formed, with the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of Lon-
don at its head, to try and buy back the old consecrated sites from
secular usage, and to restore the fabric in a maner worthy its his-

tory. The ancient lady-chapel is used as a fringe factory, the

north transept as a shoeing-forge, the north triforium as a school,
while in many places the roof is go faulty and insecure as to let in

rain.

A large sum 20,000 is necessary to carry out our object;
but we are most anxious to raise 7,500 at once to purchase the

ancient lady-chapel and the north transept. If this sum is not

raised within the present summer, there is a fear that these ancient
sites may come to the hammer and be lost to the church forever.

Any help toward these objects will be gratefully received and ac-

knowledged by me. Remittances made to Messrs. Brown, Shipley
& Co., Founders Court, Lothbury, or to the Rev. Arthur Lawrence,
the rectory, Stockbridge, Mass., would also be kindly accepted by
them.

Asking your good offices in this matter, I am, sir, your obedient

servant, W. PANCKRIDOE, Rector.

THE VERTRY, ST. BARTHOLOMEW THE GREAT,
WEST SMITHFIELD, June 26.

MARMORIXE, A SUBSTITUTE FOR MARBLE. Mr. Bruce Joy, an Eng-
lish sculptor, has invented a new material for statuary which he calls

marmorine. It is said to be as beautiful as marble, and scarcely dis-

tinguishable from some tints of Carrara marble, yet much cheaper than

marble, and having the advantage of limitless production from an origi-

nal. Though cheaper than marble, it is still costly, which will prevent
its being used in inferior forms of art. Though something like plaster-

of-Paris, it is so hard that it may be worked upon precisely the same as

marble. Exchange.

SOME CATHEDRALS OF SCANDINAVIA.

HE northern-
most and un-

questionably
the finest of Scan-
dinavian rliiirche*

stands at Thrond-

hjiMii, in Norway,
the highest jH.iut
to which a rail-

way att-iins in Eu-

rope. It it a vast
edifice now undergoing restoration, but has hardly yet emerged from
a state of ruin. Here the Norwegian sovereigns art- crowned, ami
here at one time the Assembly used to meet on occasions of national

importance; but scaffolding and sustaining walls still occupy mm-h
of the great Church of St. Ola!', and make it useless at present to in-

vite anybody's company to so remote a region. Let us, then, pause
at Upsxla on the way thither from Stockholm.

Upsala Can be reached by land or by water from the Swedish cap-
ital. 'I he railway journey occupies a little over two hours, and the
steamer is about twice as long in doing the distance ; but the land route
is intolerably wearisome, through endless and dreary pine-woods, while
the water journey its pleasant and picturesque, affording, ag it does,

peep* at the shrunken ruins of Ligtuna and the imposing square cha-
teau at Skokloster. The old University city itgelf stands on both sides
of a narrow, muddy stream, called the Fyrisa, into which the steamer
very glowly and not without considerable difficulty makes itg way
from an inlet of Lake Malaren, and the paddle-wheels churn up the

clayey soil at the bottom as we pass under a very hideous red build-

ing called locally the Slott, or Castle, and bring-to at the quay of

Upsala, beyond which point the winding little river ceases to be nav-

igable at all. The most prominent, building here is the cathedral
a strictly Gothic structure in red brick, with occasional itdaid pat-
terns of white stone, of which the speckled effect is by no means an

improvement. The exterior is in other respects very plain, there

being little in the row of lateral chapels to break the line of the aisles,
indeed the effect produced is rather ag of a double aisle the

transept being shallow, and the two western towers not sufficiently

high to impress the imagination. The architects of the period were
not such masters of their craft as the mediceval builders at Liibeck
and Nuremberg, in whose hands we learn of what brick is capable,
and the only ornament to be discovered at Upsala is on the elaborate
and pleasing portals north and south. Inside, the church is at first

sight very disappointing, owing to the bare condition of itg white-
washed walls and roof, and the absence of all colored glass ; but when
we have somewhat got over this feeling we cannot choose but admire
the proportions, which are really very striking. Twenty-four col-

umns support the nave and choir a total length of nearly four hun-
dred feet and the capitals of these columns, whose quaintly-con-
ceived animal-forms are carved in the highest relief, are most curious.

Some massive candelabra, and the pulpit, a top-heavy wooden erec-

tion, covered with paint and tawdry gilding, complete the decoration
of the nave ;

but a valuable sarcophagus conceals the bones of the
sainted King Erik, and two memorial chapels enclose monuments of
historic and artistic interest which might not improbably be better

appreciated by foreign visitors if the sacristan's knowledge of lan-

guages wag not confined to Swedish. In one of these, under a vaulted
and staring canopy of blue, dotted with golden stars, reposes Ciustavug

Vasa; in the other the fine Italian tomb of John III is placed. More
interesting than either, in a small side chapel acrogg the nave, with no
wretched modern frescoes to grieve the eye, and no false and unseemly
ornament to detract from the dignity of death, rises an obelisk of por-
phyry, on which a medallion exhibits the lineamentg of the greatest
Swede of later days, Linnajns, who is buried beneath the nave. The
treasury contains a large amount of rubbish, and a certain banner
said to have been made by an early queen out of her petticoat, and
sent in derision to a German potentate, who had scoffed at her war-
like propensities of which the natives are very proud : we were un-

fortunately unable to discover it among the mass of old vestments and
relics de|x>Mted there.

At one time three lofty towers, four hundred feet high, gave gran-
deur to Upsala Cathedral ; but the ravages of a fire in 1 702 destroyed
them, and the central tower has never been rebuilt. The two that
now flank the front have only been carried up one hundred and eighty
feet high, just double the height of the choir, and their effect cannot
be compared with those at Lund in South Sweden, which, owing to

the wide extent of the flat plain that encircleg the city, can be geen
from an immense distance, and have scarcely faded out of sight of
the Danish steamboat when it reaches Copenhagen from Malino, a
site well chosen for what was once the metropolitan church of Scan-

dinavia, though Denmark has now itg own archbishopric, and the

primacy of Sweden has been shifted to Upsala.
Lund is a fairly lively little town not far from the southern extrem-

ity of Sweden, and the seat of one of the Universities of the country.
In the sixteenth century its population was nearly twenty times what
it can boast now-a-days, for including students the total is under fif-

teen thousand ;
but the town has shrunk with the population, and we

do not see ruined walls or crumbling buildings around to remind us of
the changes that have befallen it. Its glory is the Cathedral, a small
but very pleasing Romanesque building, nearly one hundred feet
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shorter in length than the Upsala church
; but, owing to the differ-

ence in level between the nave and transepts, and the perspective

through the double row of columns, the impression upon the mind is

as of a much larger edifice. The east end has a circular apse, and

beneath this is a vast crypt, resting on twenty-four pillars, which is

carried for a length of one hundred and twenty feet or so under the

raised portion of the Cathedral
;
and here are quaint old stone

fig-

ures, strange brasses, and forgotten tombstones to be seen when the

sun streams down from the open doorway above, or through some ol

the lateral chinks, which on a dull day can scarcely do more than
make the darkness visible. The vaulting of the Cathedral through-
out is elaborately painted in blue and gold ; and, though the result is

somewhat glaring at present while the color is being renewed, it will

doubtless harmonize in years to come well enough with the walls : am]
at any rate, this coloring is preferable to the depressing whitewash
which appals the visitor to Upsala. There is much to note with

pleasure and surprise in this little Cathedral. In one place we fee

some curious winged lions, supporting on their backs angels in the

act of unfolding their pinions to fly away, and, damaged as the stone-

work is, there is much spirit in the sculpture left. In another we find

great brass candelabra surmounted by saintly figures, which also rest

on small lions, and above there are raised slender columns to support
deeply-cut rounded arches sunk in the thickness of the walls. Again,
the carving of the wooden choir-stalls is delightful. It represents the

chase of a nondescript animal, half bear, half beaver, who is alter-

nately hunter and hunted, and on one stall is being dragged from his

den by the tail, while a little further on a larger specimen of the

beast is satisfactorily munching his human adversary. But the lover

of architecture will probably be most interested in noticing the ex-

treme diversity in form and ornament of the solid pillars that bear
the crypt ;

their capitals, now plain, now richly sculptured ; the little

figures that crawl up one; the very unusual double-rope marking oi

another; and the deep indentation that is carried from base to capi-
tal of a third; and all supply a fitting framework for the strange

medley of tombs, fragments of stone and iron work, to be found gath-
ered together below and around them.

The growing seaport of Malmo is but a few miles from Lund.
This town possesses several large brick churches whose proportions
are good enough, but spoiled as usual, inside, by dreary whitewash

;

yet, in spite of the importance of the place, none of these rises to the

dignity of a cathedral, and the first to be seen worthy of note on the

way southwards after leaving Lund is the royal burial-place of Roes-

kilde in Denmark, for the great Frauenkirche of Copenhagen is only
redeemed though nobly from ugly insignificance by the master-

pieces of Thorwaldsen that adorn it without and within.

Roeskilde is about seventeen miles distant from Copenhagen ;
a

journey that the railway contrives to accomplish in something under
an hour-and-a-half. It is a dreary town enough ;

but the situation is

pretty, as it lies in a grassy plain at the head of the inlet of the North

Sea, and a gradual rise from every side culminates in a plateau on
which the Cathedral stands, so that without being on a height in any
fair sense of the word, its slight elevation makes it visible for a long
distance. The Cathedral is a very small building, first consecrated

in 1084, at a time when the rounded arch had not yet made way for

the pointed variety ; but, as repeated conflagrations destroyed por-
tions of the edifice, the ruins were rebuilt in the newer style. The
transepts do not project at all from the body of the church, and the

aisle on either side the nave is carried around the choir. Hence the

whole building presents a rather monotonous appearance when seen

from the outside, which, moreover, suffers from the presence of a

pigmy pinnacle or so in place of any spire or tower, and from the new

pointing to its old brick surface applied during a recent restoration.

Inside along the southern aisle is a row of chapels containing huge
sarcophagi in black and silver, and tasteless monuments where repose
the past Kings of Denmark. The effect of these is overwhelmingly
dismal. The chapels are scarcely in harmony with the original de-

sign, though hetfe and there a good individual detail is noticeable,
such as the vaulting springing from a central shafted column, or the

cupola that caps a dome elsewhere. In one may be noticed some old

frescoes that might have been interesting had they not been ruined

by successive layers of whitewash or injudicious renovation. The

largest of these chapels contains the tomb of Christian IV with his

wife by his side ; and he, almost alone among the sovereigns of the

little Northern Kingdom, seems to have merited much posthumous
honor by his wisdom in counsel as well as his bravery in war. He
befriended art in all its forms, and most of the best architectural

work in the country dates from his time
;
nor did he, like too many

of those who preceded and succeeded him on the Danish throne,
waste the finances of his kingdom on useless frivolities, or in gratify-

ing the whims of worthless favorites. Yet others may be lying here
whose memory should be rescued from oblivion, as underneath the

upper choir for at Roeskilde there is a division of the choir, and
one portion is raised above the surface of the other lie buried

many of the early kings and magnates of the land, whose names are

at this time little but a myth at home, and are altogether unknown
abroad. The choir is enclosed by a very handsome old brass railing,
and there is some fine carving on the altar itself, and upon the choir-

stalls. But, on the whole, a pilgrimage to Roeskilde cannot be said

to have the same interest, except for the specialist in Danish history,
as the journey up the lovely arm of Lake Miilaren to Upsala, or grop-

ing
in the semi-darkness of the grand old crypt at Lund.

The town is absolutely without interest; it is also without what

hungry visitors would much desire to find in it a good restaurant.
r

lhe railway, too, seems to crawl back to Copenhagen more slowly
than it comes from it, but as soon as one reaches the pleasant Danish

capital equanimity is speedily restored. The Saturday Review.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.~\

SKETCHES IN WETHERSFIELD, CONN. BY MELVJN P. HAPGOOD,

ARCHITECT, HARTFORD, CONN.

TOTETHERSFIELD is a quiet but handsome village four miles

\rJ from Hartford, on the banks of the Connecticut River, and
much of the fertile land is occupied by seed-gardens, whose

products in small parcels have found their way over the whole
world. There is a tradition that the Wethersfield church was

largely paid for by a special sale of onions, and certainly this odor-

ous vegetable has greatly contributed to the wealth of the commu-

nity. In 1838 the floor of the church was lifted to give space for

furnaces in the cellar, and the high pulpit and the box-pews were
removed. The wainscoting of the latter served for more than forty

years as a fence for a neighboring estate, and the long line of bevelled

panels had a very handsome effect. In 1883 a new chancel was
built to contain the organ, and the south gallery, which had formerly
upheld it, was removed. The side galleries were lowered, and all

the wood-work in the lower part of the church was put into quar-
tered oak. The floor was inclined down towards the new pulpit and
the new oak pews arranged semicircularly. A series of long stained-

glass windows took the place of the two stories of short windows,
and as the old sills were near the floor, in consequence of the eleva-

tion of 1838, carved stone panels were inserted on the outside to

raise the new sills to the height of the wainscoting. This, with the

south porch, makes the only external change from its appearance in

1761. The middle cornice of the auditorium, marking the ledge in

the old wall, with the Ionic pilasters above, supporting the ceiling-

beams, are painted ivory color, and the wall spaces between, includ-

ing window splays, are saffron, with fleurs-de-lis in dull copper
bronze. The ceiling panels are in neutral blue, with an ochre bor-

'der, relieved with a Greek fret in ivory. The organ-loft is painted
Indian red, with an anthemion border around the ceiling. The lower

part of the walls is in deep olive, harmonizing admirably with the

oak, and just above the wainscot is a broad band of dull gold. The
vestibules are painted Indian red, with brownish-ochre ceilings;

ivory cornices. The stained-glass, which, as well as the frescoing,
was designed by the architect, has its principal field of blended tones

of amber and yellowish olive, with some bands of deep red. In the

upper sections, Scriptural texts are in yellow enamel on neutral blue

grounds, with the surrounding rays in yellow and brown. The upper
circles are cut-glass

" sun-bursts
"

with a border of amber jewels.
To harmonize with surrounding structures, nearly all of which are

white, with green blinds, the steeple, cornices, and all other salient

features are painted white, with the wall-surface pale sage-green,
and the sashes, both inside and out. dark bronze-green, and the effect

of the whole is very pleasing. Formerly the walls were lead-color,

with chocolate trimmings, but the dark color greatly obscured the

delicate mouldings and carving of the upper surfaces, and the bluish

lead-color clashed with the greensward and the elms.

PALAZZO LOREDAN, OR VENDRAMIN-CALERGI, VENICE.

THIS palace was built for the Doge Andrea Loredano, about the

year 1481, perhaps by one of the Lombard!. Sansovino esteemed it

among the four most magnificent palaces in Venice, being covered

with Greek marbles, and having its large windows decorated with

Corinthian colnmns. Though built by a Loredan, it was more popu-

larly known as "palazzo del non nobis
"

(the palace of the not to us),

because of the inscription :
" Non nobis Domine, non nobis," engraved

along its basement. Another inscription may be read on the small

tablets decorating the jambs of the central water-entrance :
" Domus

pads." This palace, the best that the Venetian architecture of the

Renaissance can boast of, like the glorious sea-front of the Gothic

Ducal Palace, has its origin enveloped in mystery. This un-

necessary uncertainty would seem to show that the world would

rather subject itself to the imputation of forgetfulness than lavish

too much praise on any individual. For this reason it prefers to

attribute many works of arc to the age which produced them. The

conclusion, though it might appear unjust for narrow judges, would
stand the test of philosophical principles. Even those who are

best disposed to believe in a personal Homer must agree that what

places his poems at the head of ancient poetry came from Homer's

surroundings, and that the poet himself was the child of his age.
G. BONI.

TOWN-HALL, WARE, MASS. MESSRS. HARTWELL & RICHARDSON,

ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

THE building is to contain in its principal story, a hall seating 700,

with gallery, ante-rooms and stage, with stage dressing-rooms in the

lalf-story below. In the basement are rooms for town officers with

vault, police department with cells, and a district court-room ;
the

ourt-room and larger offices can be thrown together, and used as a
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supper-room. The walls of the building are to be of brick, with

Longmeadow stone trimming. The main hall is to show an open
timber roof.

HOUSE FOR A. NEWBOLD MORRIS, ESQ., RIDGEFIELD, CONN. MR.

CHARLES A. GIFFORD, ARCHITECT, NEWARK, N. J.

THIS house was built at a cost of about $17,000. The first floor

is finished in hard-woods ; hall and staircase in quartered oak, Eliza-

bethan style ; parlor in white and gold, Colonial style. The foun-

dation is built of cobble and field stones laid in cement, the natural"

surface, moss, vegetation, etc., on the stones being disturbed as little

as possible. It was required to keep the room used as bedroom on

first story quiet, yet ready of access from indoors and out, hence the

arrangement of passages in the plan. The plumbing is first-class,

and is arranged in a vertical line for the different stories. The

shingles are left unpainted in all cases, to color with age. The situ-

ation is on a ridge, about 1,000 feet above tide, commanding views in

every direction.

THE NKW HOLLIS STREET CHURCH, BOSTON, MASS. MR. GEORGE
F. MEACHAM, ARCHITECT, BOSTON, MASS.

As we published in our issue for March 7, last, a view of the ven-

erable edifice, which had been abandoned by its owners for a new
structure and a more fashionable quarter of the city, it seemed

worth while to show what sort of a new lamp had been secured in

place of the old.

SEWAGE FUEL AND THE PROCESS OF MAKING IT.

THE
following paper by Carl H.

von Klein, A. M., M. D., of

Dayton, Ohio, will be found of

interest as suggesting a means for

the disposal of sewage :

Ever since the fact has been rec-

ognized that zymotic, constitutional

and even local diseases are produced
by miasma or offensive effluvia of

obnoxious gases arising from privy-
vaults and other places where ani-

mal and vegetable matters are de-

posited and there undergo decompo-
sition, it has become a study worthy
the intellect of sanitary scientists to

know wherein lies the remedy.
What shall we do with our excre-

ment and garbage, which contami-

nate the water we drink and the air we breathe ? has been the

inquiry of ages. In my mind there arose several years ago the

question,
" Could this decomposed and decomposing matter be meta-

morphosed so as not only to be harmless, but actually advantageous,
to suffering humanity by being converted into fuel?" Here was re-

quired a zeal for scientific and chemical research. I feared, too, that

my knowledge of chemical science was too limited to pursue those

investigations with advantage. In fact, it appeared necessary to

possess
the knowledge of a manufacturing chemist, not of an artificer

like myself. Thinking perhaps I would stumble on some excellent

method by borrowing from writings and teachings of others more

competent for the task, many years have elapsed and numberless

experiments have been made without encouragement. Small is the

number of works on chemistry I have not consulted.

For my object they appeared as a mere barren desert. No one to

whose voice I wanted to listen could give me any information re-

specting it. All these obstacles were very discouraging, but I con-

tinued. I now have the honor to disclose the method by which it

can be accomplished. The substance may be treated anywhere, in

the vault or in an open field, in the following manner : For example,
take a vault containing forty barrels of excrement ; throw in one bar-

rel of chloride of sodium (salt). Twenty-four hours after, throw in

fifteen bushels of unslaked lime. This will form chlorinated lime ; the

fumes may be started with four ounces of nitric acid. Let it remain

for eight days ;
then it will all be dissolved and the contents disin-

fected. Next add seventy-five pounds sal soda. This will solidify

within ten days, unless there is a very great excess of liquid, in

which case the proportion of lime may be increased, thus completely
and entirely disinfecting and deodorizing the mass ;

and it may now
be made into bricks, which will take about thirty days to dry in the

open air and be ready for use as fuel. It is odorless and in every

way cleaner than any other fuel known. It can be seen that all the

ingredients used with the animal and vegetable matter have disin-

fectant qualities. It produces a better flame and retains more heat

than Allegheny coal, the salt and soda both having flame-inducing

qualities, and the lime the heat-retaining quality.
The question now arises as to the expense of producing this fuel.

We will, therefore, estimate on forty barrels of excrement :

1 barrel of salt *'-00

IS bushels of lime at 12 cents per bushel 1.80

75 pounds of soda at 1 cent per pound 78

Labor (one day) 2.00

Total

This will equal three tons of coal at the rate of $3.50 per ton,

making total $10.50, almost within a fraction of one-half the cost of

the cheapest fuel we have in the market. There is another point to

fted

which I desire to call attention, of great importance. The above
mode of preparing the fuel is of that which is collected in vaultn.

If the sewers were provided with receiving-basins at the outfall, into

which all garbage might also IM; placed, the whole mass could there

be treated in the same manner. There is only the question of adop-
tion of this important discovery, the outcome of sanitary science, that

stares us in the face. I cannot see what excuse can be offered to let

it remain idle and jeopardize human life, as the method is cheap,
clean and good The Metal Worker.

PREVENTION OF DRY-ROT IN TIMBER.
'E recently published an article

showing the causes of dry-rot in

timber, and amongst other pro-
cesses of preservation we referred to a

paper by Mr. Boulton on its antiseptic
treatment. As the subject is an impor-
tant one to wood-workers, we now give
the following :

" There can be but two

opinions as to the growing importance
of studying the question of timber pre-
servation, having regard more particu-
larly to the reckless manner in which
our own forests have disappeared, and
the little care that is bestowed on those
of our colonies and the United States

forests as yet of vast area, but, nevertheless, thinning so rapidly as

to be palpable to the most casual observer. It is true that the sub-

stitution of iron and steel for wood in the navies of the world has

largely diminished the call for timber in that direction, but this

diminution is made up for by the enormous extension of the railway
system and the demand for sleepers and telegraph poles, as also for

the piles necessary for the great harbor and reclamation works, that

are so numerous at the
present day." Any information concerning

the practical preservation
of wood is therefore of extreme value,

and Mr. Boulton's pamphlet
l

(the
result of a paper read last

autumn before the Institution of Civil Engineers) is one which
deserves careful study.
The appearance on a large scale of the dry-rot in the ships of th e

British Navy, at a time when they really were the wooden walls of

old England, was naturally a subject of considerable alarm, when we
know that a single seventy-gun ship required for its construction the

oaks of forty acres of forest, and therefore it was not to be won-
dered at, that as early as the beginning of this century, various pro-

posals were made to stem the evil by the use of various salts of

metals. The inquiry assumed more definite proportions, however,
when the railway era was fairly inaugurated, and it was found that

stone sleepers were too rigid to be useful
; and several materials

were experimented upon for timber preservation with more or less

success. The first system of treatment was called Kyanising, after

its inventor, Mr. Kyan, and consisted of the use of corrosive subli-

mate. It answered the purpose very fairly, especially when the

timber was in a dry situation, though it failed when tried under

water, and particularly under sea water. Moreover, corrosive sub-

limate was found to be rather too volatile at ordinary temperatures,
and too injurious to those who had to handle it. Margarising, the

system adopted by Mr. Margary, was the employment of the sul-

phate of copper, which appears to be the most reliable of all the
metallic salts, and is still in use in France. Burnettising (after Sir
William Burnett) was the adoption of chloride of zinc, a good tim-
ber antiseptic, but very soluble in water. It is still in favor in Ger-

many and Holland. Finally came Mr. Betbell's celebrated patent
for creosoting a bad name for the existing process by coal-tar, as
in reality creosote is a product of the destructive distillation of wood,
which has never been used for timber preservation ; and the only
excuse for the name was because somebody discovered carbolic acid
or phenol in both coal-tar and wood distillation, so that it must be
understood that creosote, in its popular application to wood-preserv-
ing, is not creosote, but oil of tar.

The basis of the action of all these remedies was supposed to be
that they coagulated the albumen of the sap, and formed insoluble

compounds that arrested decay ;
but as it has been proved by experi-

ence that the salts of metals are not so efficacious or so penuancnt as
the tar-oils, the so-called creosoting process has now for a consider-
able period outlived it competitors. Even in France, where the sul-

phate
of copper has held its own longer than anywhere else, partly

because there was a difficulty of getting the creosote, partly because
Dr. Boucherie injected the sulphate in a peculiarly ingenious man-
ner, and partly because it was noted that the salts of metals became
washed out in damp situations, even there the creosoting process has
met with great approbation, since M. Forestire observed how thor-

oughly the timber was protected against that most troublesome pest,
the teredo navalis. Hie oil used in creosoting is thus prepared.
When coal is carbonized for gas-making, the products given off are

four, viz. : illuminating gas, ammoniacal or gas-liquor, coal-tar, and
coke all of them, in their several ways, of extraordinary commer-
cial value, though, in the present case, the coal-tar, a black treacly-

looking substance, is all that we have to deal with. It may be men-
tioned, however, incidentally, that the waste or

gas-liquor is the

parent whence the ammonia group is manufactured on a large scale

> Boulton on " The Antacptic Treatment <tf Timber."
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By distilling the coal-tar, three separate groups of products are

obtained : first, the oils which are lighter than water, such as the

naphthas, which are of incalculable importance to the country, as

from them are ultimately procured the aniline dyes ; secondly, the

oils which are heavier than water
; and, thirdly, the pitch, which is

the residuum of the distillation. The lighter oils form a category of

themselves, quite distinct from the heavier ones, and have never been
used for creosoting purposes ; hut they are extremely rich in their

own particular constituents, yielding, amongst other results, the ben-

zoles from which the aniline is obtained, the toluols, the solvent and

burning naphthas, and carbolic acid, whence is derived the picric
acid used for fulminating purposes. The heavy or " dead "

oils form
the creosote of the timber-yard, and they were formerly treated en

masse, though now each constituent can be separately removed

according to its volatility. These dead oils are divided by the trade

into two kinds :
" London " and "

country," the former being the dis-

tillation from the best Newcastle coals, which are usually supplied to

the south of England, and are much richer than other coals in semi-

solid substances, such as anthracite, naphthalene, etc. The country
oils, on the other hand, are distilled from the midland coals, and are

more volatile, besides containing a larger proportion of tar-acids. In

the earlier days of Bethell's patent, the heavy or dead oils were
alone used, it being considered that the crude naphthas were useless

as antiseptics, and that the pitch, from its solidity, would form an

impediment to the injection ;
but the fashion gradually came into

use of mixing a small percentage of country with the London oils, as

dilutents of the more solid material, and, in point of fact, the country
oils became popular and mentioned in specifications.
The inspectors liked them because they were thinner and injected

with less trouble, and also because the timber thus treated looked

cleaner and less muddy. The late Dr. Letheby, too, gave a great

impetus to the growing use of the country oils, as he considered that

the carbolic acid (which had been discovered in coal-tar by llunge, in

1834) was the key of the whole position, and that the efficacy of

the treatment consisted in the percentage of carbolic acid. It was
his object, therefore, to exclude the naphthalene and para-naphtha-
lene as of no value, but to include the lighter portions of the oils,

viz., those which distilled between 360 and 490 Fahrenheit, as con-

taining
the tar-acids in the greatest abundance. Here, again, inci-

dentally, we may mention that this para-naphthalene, useless in

timber preserving, has been found to ultimately yield anthracene, the

parent of alizarine, that beautiful red dye that has so completely

superseded madder in textile operations.
Dr. Letheby, however, did not have it all his own way, for the

investigations of De Gemini and Rottier, in France, and of M.
Coisne, in Belgium, seemed to entirely disprove his conclusions.

The latter gentleman, an engineer in the service of the Belgian Gov-

ernment, placed shavings in a putrefying pit for four years, saturated

with creosote containing respectively fifteeen per cent, eight per
cent and seven per cent of tar-acid, while one sample was of heavy
specific gravity, and held no tar-acid whatever. This last experi-

ment, however, was the most successful of all, and throughout the

whole series it was evident that the results were in favor of the

heavy oils, and that the tar-acids were of no use at all. The Belgian
Government accepted M. Coisne's statement, and does not stipulate
in its railway specifications tor any tar-acids, though it allows thirty

per cent of naphthalene, one of the very substances discarded by Dr.

Letheby. Following an inverse method of examination, M. Coisne

procured and analyzed some creosoted sleepers that had resisted

decay for twenty years, and found no tar-acids, but on the contrary,

plenty
of naphthalene. Similar experiments were undertaken by

Mr. Boulton, in 1882, on sleepers from various railways which had
been in use from sixteen to thirty-two years, and his analysis, says
the Builder, proved four things: 1. That no tar-acids were detected

by the ordinary methods. 2. In the majority of cases the semi-solid

constituents, such as naphthalene, were present. 3. Only small per-

centages remained of oils distilling below 450 Fahrenheit
;

all these

facts proving that it was through the action of the heaviest and most

solid portions of the oils that the preservation was effected. 4. He
detected an alkaloid called acridine, which he thought played an

important part in the action, it being undoubtedly a powerful germi-
cide and solidifying within the pores of the timber, without evaporat-

ing or being washed out. Mr. Greville Williams also came to the

conclusion that the antiseptic results of creosote were due more to

the basis of alkaloids than to the tar-acids, the former remaining
while the latter seem to disappear. It is therefore most probable
that it is this unfortunate quality of evaporation that disqualifies the

tar-acids, seeing that, taken perse, there is no doubt but the acids are

powerful antiseptics, and that the presence arrests decay. Mr. Boul-

ton's experiments show that if tar-acids and napthalene be separately

exposed at the same temperatures, the former will evaporate much
more quickly than the latter ; indeed, by repeated washings with cold

water, both carbolic acid and cresylic acid (its near relation and a
constituent of tar-oil) can be completely disposed of, a most impor-
tant fact in connection with the exposure of timber to sea-water.

Viewing all these facts in their bearings upon specifications, it

would seem as if the London oils, as they come from the still, are not

sufficiently volatile, nor do they comply with the requirements as

regards the percentage of tar acids. A pressure is, therefore, put

upon the manufacturer to meet the case by taking out some of the

heavier portions, by which the bulk is rendered lighter and the pro-

portion of the tar acids to the diminished bulk is increased. But Mr.

Boulton considers that this is a mistake, and would rather relegate
the lighter portions of the tar acids, and especially carbolic acid, to

their proper position as sanitary antiseptics for which they are

unrivalled, and would encourage the use of the heavier portions.
He also agrees with the joint creosoting specification of Sir Freder-
ick Abel and Dr. Tidy, who resolved to exclude no semi-solid bodies

which completely melt at 100 Fahrenheit, and further changed the

standard of volatility from ninety per cent at 600 Fahrenheit to

s.eventy-five per cent.

Without going into the vexed regions as to the exact relations of

putrefaction and the germ theory, the conclusions drawn are, that

the best antiseptics for timber are to be found amongst oils and

bitumens, which fill up the pores of the wood. Of such bodies, those

that contain germicides are to be preferred, and other properties

being equal, those which either solidify in the pores of the wood, or

which require an extremely high temperature to volatilize them, and
which are insoluable in water, are the best of all. With regard to

the creosoting process, Mr. Boulton lays great stress on the hygrome-
tic condition of the timber at the time of injection, neglect of which
has often been the cause of failure. The power of absorbtion of

moisture in woody fibres is so great fir timber being able to take

up as much as from sixty gallons to one hundred and fifty gallons of

water to the load of fifty cubic feet -that it has always proved of

great difficulty in the way of treatment, as the subjecting of the tim-

ber to a dry heat invariably results in injury to it. Mr. Boulton has

however, successfully met the difficulty by a most ingenious combina-

tion of air-pump action with the use of creosote heated up to 212

Fahrenheit. With charges of very wet sleepers, he has withdrawn
water equal in volume to fifty gallons per load of timber, the water

being replaced with an equal volume of creosote by the action of the

air-pump alone. Woods and Forests.

THE "CRINOLINE" CHIMNEYS OF THE CAMBRIA
IRON COMPANY.

T the suggestion of Mr. John

Bogart, secretary of the Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineers,

a number of members of the Society

presented papers on the design and
construction of chimneys containing
features worthy of note. Among them
was one by Mr. George Webb, of the

Cambria Iron Company, on the " crin-

oline
"
chimneys at Johnstown, which

we quote :

These chimneys are connected to

the boiler-house by underground brick

conduits, and are intended as "
up-

takes
"

for the unused gases. The

surplus gases are used for generating
steam, and but little is left after pass-
ing under the boilers. Sometimes the

fireg under the ,,oi]ers must be rein.

forced with raw coal, in which case the chimneys convey some

smoke. The ground is bad, and hence there is a deep foundation of

masonry below the surface. From the entrance of the conduit to

about eight feet above the surface the base of the chimney is hexa-

gonal, of hammered stone, surmounted by a cut-stone coping. Six

three-inch anchor bolts are built into this base, and provided with

suitable nuts to hold down a base-plate four inches thick, and with

an upward projecting rim six inches high around a circle twelve feet

in diameter. From this base-plate it is one hundred and forty feet

to the top of the chimney. At the top is a moulded cast-iron plate

similar to the base-plate, with the rim projecting downward, ten feet

two inches in diameter. The batter is therefore twenty-two inches

in one hundred and forty feet. Between these two plates the " crino-

line
"

is constructed. It consists of sixteen vertical lines of ordinary

wrought-iron railroad rails, four-inch base, with the base outward,

surrounded by forty-five hoops. The rails may be in sections of any

length which will allow of the splice being riveted to a hoop, care

being taken to avoid having more than one rail-splice on the same

hoop. Well-selected old iron rails with good bases, or sound sections

of No. 2 or No. 3 rails, are as good as any.
The hoops are of wrought-iron rolled from iron three-fourths inch

thick. Each hoop is in two pieces, bent cold to a true segment in a

wedge-adjusting bending machine, which allows any desired delicacy
of touch. The piece lies on edge while being bent, the " former

"

being more readily tried in that way. If bent hot the curve cannot

be maintained while cooling. The two halves of each hoop are

spliced on the inside with flat plates, secured with four rivets and one

bolt in each end of each section, care being taken that at least three

hoops shall intervene solid before another hoop-splice is made between

the same verticals. There are forty-five hoops, the bottom one being
near the base-plate projection, and therefore about twelve feet in

diameter. The distance in the clear from this hoop to the next one

above is twenty-two inches. The clear distance between each pair

of hoops gradually increases from the bottom to the top, the distance

in the clear between the top hoop and the next below being fifty-four

inches. Each hoop is riveted to each rail with two rivets one in

the upper flat space of the hoop, and the other on the other flange of

the rail in the lower flat space of the hoop.
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The iron skeleton thus made is so stable that no scaffolding is used
in construction. Two boards across a lower ring will hold a portable

forge. A rail section is hauled up, put in place, adjusted and riveted ;

then others in the same way. The central opening of the chimney is

eight feet, which is preserved throughout. The bricks fill from this

central opening to the inner side of the hoops, special bricks being
moulded to fit around the rail heads, and thus save time and waste of

cutting. To save cutting bricks the masons carried the inside parallel
with the outer batter, and when the inside got to eight feet in the

clear they set back on the inside to an even brick, and then followed

the outer batter until the inner diameter reached eight feet again,
and so on. There are about one thousand bricks, average, to one foot

in height of stack. Five bricklayers and nine laborers lined the first

chimney built in twenty-one days, the next in eighteen and one-half

days. They used no scaffolding but two scantlings and a few boards
on the inside at convenient intervals, thus leaving a well-hole open
the entire height. These were removed from the top downward
after completion. A light iron ladder is riveted to, say, every third

hoop the entire height. The convenience of this for construction,
examination and repairs, if needed, is obvious.

The strength of this chimney is in the "crinoline." The bricks

are merely for inclosure of the gases. Their mass is so small and the

walls are so thin that they are never hot. The "crinoline" of the

first chimney was built the entire height before the brickwork was

begun. Some heavy storms occurred while it stood thus, and it never
wavered.

SHALL WATER-PIPES AND GAS-PIPES BE CONNECTED
WITH LIGHTNING-RODS?

EVERY
man who builds a house be-

come interested in the subject of

lightning-rods, even if the subject of

electricity had failed hitherto to attract

him. In placing lightning-rods upon a

building, the question immediately arises,
" Shall the water-pipes and the gas-pipes
be connected with the exterior lightning-
rod?"

Theoretically, there is no doubt that

this connection should be made. Great

care, however, should be taken that the

connections should be large enough not

to be melted by a discharge of lightning,
an(l ^at there should not be any break
' metallic continuity caused by paint,

varnish, or cement. In the fifth annual

report of the Water Commissioners of the

city of Fitchburg, Mass., this paragraph occurs :

"
During a violent thunder storm on the sixth day of June, two

houses were struck by lightning, one on Burnap Street and one on
Milk Street. The electric fluid in both cases followed the service-

pipes from the buildings to the four and six inch wrought-iron
cement-lined main pipes, and when it reached these mains its path
of ruin was fearful. In some cases a length of pipe would be split
from end to end, others would be perforated with holes, which in

almost every case indicate that the tluid passed from the outside to

the inside of the pipe. Nearly every joint on the two thousand feet

of its course was opened, and one gate and two hydrants were so

badly damaged as to be useless. The pipe was replaced by cast-

iron pipe, and the gate and hydrants by new gate and hydrants, the

total cost of which was nearly $1,700. This loss is added to the

maintenance account of the current year. Three times our main

pipes
have been struck by lightning, and each time is more alarm-

ingly suggestive of what accidents may happen from the same cause.

Cannot some electrician give us a plan of protection?"
On investigation it was found that the cement-lined pipe was made

as follows : The wrought-iron shells were eight feet long, made of

about eighteen-gauge iron, lined on the inside with cement one-half

inch thick, and covered on the outside with cement from one-half

inch to one inch in thickness. In laying, the ends were butted

together, over which is a sleeve filled with cement, about six inches in

length, to make a water-tight joint. In laying, the iron of one length
does not usually come in contact with the iron of the next length, being

separated by from one-eighth inch to one-fourth inch of cement.

In taking up the damaged pipe it was generally found burst from

end to end
; then for three or four lengths no trace of

lightning
could

be discovered on the outside of the cement covering ;
but at each joint

one to ten holes could be found punched from the outside of the

pipe into it, from one-tenth of an inch to three-fourths of an inch in

diameter
;
then a sleeve would be cut as smooth as could be done with

a pair of snips ; then a length burst
;
and then the lightning disap-

peared at a hydrant or gate.
The water-mains of Fitchburg have been damaged seriously by

lightning live times. In every case buildings have been struck, and
the discharge has followed the supply-pipes to the main ;

there it has

divided and followed the main each way until it has reached a valve.

In 1877 about 2,000 feet of mains were destroyed in one shower. In

every case the damage has been confined to the old cement-lined

pipes.
It will be seen that the cement-lined pipe when filled with water

constitutes a Leyden jar, which is quickly ruptured by being heavily

charged. It is manifestly unsafe to cover the iron-mains with any
insulating varnish unless metallic connection is made with each sec-

tion of ill.- main at the joints, and these joints are connected to the

water by a unvarnished piece of iron or other metal. If cement-lined

water-pipes are connected with the lightning-rods, it is necessary to

remove the cement at regular intervals to allow contact between the

water and the iron of the pipes. It would be sufficient to insert

pieces of iron here and there in the cement, one end of such piece*

being soldered to the iron of the pipe and the other end being in free

contact with the water.

If the gas-pipes are not insulated from each other at the joints,
there can be no danger in connecting the lightning-rods with them.
The electrical continuity, however, of the gas-pipes should be care-

fully ascertained. The practice of connecting telephone-wirei with

gas-pipes shows that in most cases this electrical continuity is insured

by the present method of laying the pipes. Scientific American.

THE NEW YORK HIGH-BUILDING LAW.
AN Act to regulate the height of dwelling-houses in the city of

New York. Passed June 9, 1885; three-fifths being present.
The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and At-

sembly, do enact as followt :

SECTION 1. The height of all dwelling-houses and of all houiei used
or intended to be used as dwellings for more than one family, and here-

after to be erected in the city of New York, shall be regulated in pro-

portion to the width of the streets and avenues upon which they front.

SECT. 2. Such height, measured from the sidewalk line, and taken in

all cases through the centre of the facade of the house to be erected,

including attics, cornices and mansards, shall not exceed seventy feet

upon all streets and avenues not exceeding sixty feet in width, and
eighty feet upon all streets and avenues exceding sixty feet in width.

Nothing in this act shall be construed as affecting buildings for which
contracts have been signed prior to the passage of this act, or for which

plans have been filed and approved by the Building Department.
SECT. 3. This act shall take effect immediately.

STATE OF NEW YORK, I

Office of the Secretary of State, f
"

I have compared the preceding with the original law on file in this

office, and do hereby certify that the same is a correct transcript
therefrom, and of the whole of said original law.

JOSBHH B. CAKK, Secretary of State.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

VALUE OF THE ART TREASURES OF PARIS. An inventory has been
made of all the objects of art belonging to the city of Paris. The total

valuation amounts to 12,250,860 francs, of which 8,078,551 francs be-

longs to the sixty-eight churches of Paris, and 4,178,000 to the secular

buildings. The sculptures at the Hotel de Ville are valued at 1,384,000
francs, the tapestries at 2,250,067 francs. Exchange.

TOUGHENING TIMBER. This is a new process by which it is claimed
that whitewood can be made so tough as to require a cold-chisel to

split it. This result is reached by steaming the timber and submitting
it to end pressure, technically

"
upsetting

"
it, thus compressing the

cells and fibres into one compact mass. It is the opinion of those who
have experimented with the process that wood can be compressed 75

per cent, and that some timber which is now considered unfit for use in

such work as carriage building could be made valuable by this means
;

and more especially since the rapid consumption of our best aih and
hickory will sooner or later render some substitute necessary.

APPROACHING EARTHQUAKES. The earthquake shocks which were
felt last week over a wide area in Yorkshire remind us that an authority
on the subject of these phenomena, M. Uelaunay, of Paris, ii of opinion
that next year will see the recurrence of upheavals of the earth's crux
in an intensified form. M. Delaunay is a prophet of evil, but unfortu-

nately all his prophecies have hitherto come true. His specialty is

earthquakes, and he predicts them only too
surely. In 1877 he an-

nounced that the year would not conclude without violent disturbance*
of the earth, and as a matter of fact, two frightful catastrophes on the
coasts of South America followed. In 1883 M. Delaunay again pointed
to approaching earthquakes, and soon after the volcanic eruptions in

the Indian Archipelago occurred, by which thousands of human beings
lost their lives, and hundreds of square miles of terra-firma were en-

gulfed by the sea. Toward the end of last year M. Uelaunay once
more raised his warning voice, and the earthquakes in Spain proved
how well founded were his warnings. Quite recently he has prophe-
sied very severe volcanic disturbances for 1886. Having acquired a
well-merited notoriety in foretelling earthquakes, some weight ought
to be attached to M. Delaunay's utterances. He affirms that next year
these natural phenomena will be of a very intense character, and that

they will show themselves either when the earth is under the direct

influence of a planet of the first rank, such as Jupiter, or under that of

a group of asteroids, or at a time when sun and moon are nearest to

our planet at the same time. Iron.

PROPOSED DRAINAGE REGULATIONS. The following excellent regu-
lations have been proposed for the city of Glasgow, Scotland : 1. The
positions and sizes of all drains, pipes, cesspools, or traps, and all soil

and rain-water pipes and conductors shall be shown distinctly upon the

plans submitted, and the weight! per foot of the lead or iron soil-pipes,
conductors and cesspools be marked on the plans in figure*. 2. Forty-
eight hours' notice must be given to the Master of Worki, at his office,

previous to commencing the laying of any drains. The party giving
the notice will' receive a card of permission to open the street, which
card will be held as proof of the notice having been given. 3. All con-
nection between drains and the public sewer will be made by workmen
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of the statute labor department, and shall be paid for by the proprie-
tor. 4. Every drain-pipe must have a uniform fall of not less than one
inch to every lineal yard, and every pipe must be thoroughly packed
and resting entirely on the solid earth. When the Master of Works
deems it advisable, he shall require concrete foundations to be put under
and around the drain pipes. 5. The joints must be well cemented and
all cement projecting on the inside must be removed. 6. Sufficient

traps and ventilation must be provided for, and fixed to the satisfaction

of the Master of Works. 7. Before covering, all pipes must be inspected

by the Master or his representative, and no junction connecting drain-

pipes and plumber-work to be covered up until examined and passed

by him. 8. The Master of Works to have power to use the smoke-test

011 all drains and plumber-work before the building is occupied, and at

any other time he may consider necessary, all expenses connected with

the test to be paid by the owner of the property. 9. No dwelling shall

be occupied until the Master of Works has given a certificate that the

drains and cesspools with traps, have been properly constructed, and the

house otherwise fit for occupation. 10. Proprietors and contractors

will give every assistance to the master of works, for the purpose of

performing the necessary inspection.

THE PARIS ABATTOIRS. The abattoirs at La Villette, which have

replaced the analogous establishments scattered throughout Paris, cover

an irregular surface of nearly fifty acres, and the buildings cover about

58,000 square metres. The general aspect is rather imposing. The
facade towards the Rue de Flandres shows a grille about 20 metres in-

terrupted by pilasters intended for allegorical groups. From the prin-

cipal front six large avenues radiate, intercepted by smaller cross ones.

All the buildings have Cronij stone dressings with filling of rough-
dressed masonry or of brickwork. The partition-walls are in hard

brick covered with Portland cement. The floors are of iron, covered

with plastes and bitumen, the roofs entirely of tiles. To give some idea

of the importance of the abattoirs and of the service they render, we

may add that the work of the establishment occupies 150 slaughter-
houses contained in eight groups of buildings ;

that the dwellings for

butchers and shepherds, etc., occupy ten blocks of buildings, and that

the stalls can allow space for 2,000 oxen, 7,000 sheep, 2,700 pigs, and

2,000 calves. Each year there is some new improvement in the general

arrangement. Now it is a special railway to be made around the line

of enclosure, communicating with all the other railways radiating from
Paris to the provinces ;

now another suspension railway is constructed

for the quicker circulation of the meat, etc. Farther on, three large

pavilions are occupied in roasting pigs by gas ; not to speak of other

structures for the cleansing of offal, the triperies, the blood store, the

extraction of albumen and animal oil, the preparation of calves' heads

and sheep's feet, etc. For the purpose of having everywhere the

indispensable element of cleansing, water from the Marne and from the

Ourcy is received into sixty iron reservoirs which project into the estab-

lishment at all points. This is not all, for when the buildings are com-

pletely finished they will cover a space of 87,000 metres, and contain 311

slaughter-houses, of which 179 only are at present in work. The works
have cost up to this moment about fc> millions (francs) ; about 7 millions

more will be required to complete them. The cattle market, which
forms the complement to the abattoirs, and opens on the Rue d'Alle-

magne, was commenced in 1867, and has cost about 19 millions. The
Builder.

A REMINDER OF BUTLEK'S RULE AT NEW ORLEANS. Most North-

ern visitors to New Orleans are agreeably surprised and a good deal puz-
zled at reading the highly patriotic and Republican sentiments carved
on the bases of the statues which New Orleans has erected to the mem-

ory of General Jackson and Henry Clay. Beneath General Jackson's

mounted figure is cut in strong, deep letters his famous anti-Calhoun

toast,
" The Union : it must and shall be preserved." Below Henry

Clay's impressive form is carved, with equal distinctness, this sentence,
taken from the public declarations of the great Whig leader: " If I

could be instrumental in eradicating the deep stain of slavery from the

character of our common country, I would not exchange the proud sat-

isfaction which I should enjoy for the honor of all the triumphs ever
decreed to any successful conqueror."
The surprise of the Northern visitor on reading this noble tribute to

freedom and the Union on the streets of New Orleans gives place to a

feeling of satisfaction, not unmixed with amusement, when it is recalled

to his mind that these inscriptions, so alien to the sentiments of the

people of Louisiana at the time the statues were erected, and which are

almost in as little accord with the feelings of the dominant race of to-

day, are a relic of General Butler's rule in New Orleans. That doughty
patriot found these statues unadorned by any text from the writings or

speeches of the distinguished men whose memory they were intended to

commemorate. He straightway supplied the omission by having carved
on them the sentiments given above, and they have ever since served to

point a moral to the people of New Orleans, who, little as they doubt-

less relish them, have not seen fit to dig them out of the solid granite
where Butler made them a premanent public record. Philadelphia.
Press,

THE LIGHTNING-ROD ON THB WASHINGTON MONUMENT. A remark-
able assertion is made in regard to the lightning-rod of the Washington
Monument. It is said that electrical tests with a galvanometer discover

a resistance of two ohms. This indicates clearly a very imperfect ground
connection, and shows that the present [former] apparatus cannot per-
form the work expected of it. The inability to discharge a heavy
stroke of lightning into the ground instantly is obvious under the cir-

cumstances, and offers an explanation of why a stone near the rod was
instantly shattered. The only wonder is that more damage has not

been done. The aluminum tip is reported to be all blackened and bat-

tered with lightning already. The placing of a lump of metal on top
of a slender rod is said to be a mistake and another element of danger.
It takes such a charge of electricity that the rod connection below is

not sufficient to carry all away, and there must consequently be more
or less discharge in other directions. In reference to the imperfect
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(hcported for Th Amcrlctn Architect uid Building Ncwi. >

gh a large portion of the building intelligent*
it provided by their regular correspondents, the editors

greatly desire to receive voluntary information,
nallyfrvm the mailer and outlying totems.}

BUILDING PATENTS.

toget

y-five cents.i

320,097. WOOD FLOORING. Chas. E. Rider, Roch-
ester, N. Y.
;i,i>8. WOOD FLOORING-TILE. Charles E. Rider,

Rochester, N. Y.
320.708. FAUCET. Petr Schofleld, Pomona, N. J.
320.709. AUTOMATIC SEAL-TRAP FOB WASH-BA-

SINS AND WATER-CLOSETS. Wm. D. Schuyler, New
York, N. Y.

820,71s. CARPENTER'S SUI-AUK. William Steers,
Brattleborough, Vt.

320,736. TOOL FOR REMOVING CHIPS FROM MOR-
TIHES. Godfrey Wlnzenreid, Schulenburg, Tex.

320.767. SHEATHING FOB BUILDINGS. Dentson S.
Chesebro, Geddes, N. Y.

320.768. APPARATUS FOR COMBINING HOT-AIR AND
STEAM FOR HEATING PURPOSES AND POWER. Win
T. Kenton, New York and David S. B. Beunet, Brook.
lyn, N. Y.

320,786. INSIDE SHUTTER. Walter A. Holbrook,
Milwaukee, Wis.

320.789. SPRING-HINGE. Daniel W. Housley, Chi-
cago, 111.

320.790. DOOR-LATCH OB CIIKIK. Matthew P. Is-

may, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Knglnnd.
320,794. CHIMNEY CAP AND VENTILATOR. Wm. J.

Kaysor and Charles Kayser, Milwaukee, Wis.
320,7%. FASTENIJiG FOB MEETING - RAILS OF

SASHKS. lllntm T. King, Rochester. N. Y.
320,797. WRENCH. llirani T. King, Rochester,

32o!s08. WINDOW. Martin S. Millard, Kansas City,
and George H. King, Salisbury, Mo.

320,813. RADIATOR-VALVE. W. Balrd Patton Du-
Intli. Minn.
320,815. CHIMNEY-COWL. George W. Powers, Jas.

H. Jones, .hunts M. Powers, Streator, 111.

320,822. TILE. Paul Simons, Darmstadt, Hesse,
Germany.

820,843. GUIDE FOR SAWING STAIR-RAILS. Strong
Buruell. Anacortei, Wash.

820.864. FIRE-ESCAPE AND ELEVATOR. Chas. R.
S. Curtis, Quincy, 111.

320.865. BRICK AND TILE MACHINE Frederick E.
Frey, Bucyrus, O.

320.866. BEVEL.- Charles Frless and John N. Todd,
Minneapolis, Minn.

320,868. BIT-BRACE. Hiram E. Fuller, New York,
N. Y.

320.871. BURGLAR-ALARM. William Goldspohn,
Lodi, Wis.

320.872. PIPE-WRENCH. James F. Guthrle, Jr.,
Cambridge, Mass.

320.8*7. MIXING WHITE LEAD WITH OIL. Wm.
H.Pulslter, St. Louis Mo.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
STORE. Chas. L. Carson, architect, Is preparing plans
for A. S. Alder, Esq., for a I'mir-sfy brick, stone and
terra-cotta building, 22' x 90', to be erected cor.
Eutaw and Clay Sts., and to cost 20,000.

VILLA. Mrs. M. A. Mentz Is to have built a stone
villa on Charles Street, extended, on lot '&' x 200', to
cost (10,000, from designs by W. Claude Frederic,
architect; Geo. A. Foreman, builder.

DWELLINGS. W. Claude Frederic, architect, has pre-
pared plans for Wm. T. Phillips, Esq., for 4 three-
st'y brick and terra-cotta buildings, with basement,
on lot 66' x 160', w s McCulloh St., near Laurens
St., to cost $20.000; Geo. Moke, Jr., builder.
W. R. Llewellyn, Esq., is haviijg built, on lot cor.

Mary St. ami Fulton Ave., 17 two-st'y tenements, of
a novel design, from drawings by W. Claude Fred-
eric, architect.

ADDITION. W. F. Weber, architect, Is preparing
plans for aslx-st'y brick, stone and terra-cotta addi-
tion to the " Hoen Building," 25' x 80', to be erected
on North Street, and to cost 915,000.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report fifteen

permits hare been granted, the more important of
which are the following:
Henry Williams, four-st'y brick warehouse, e s

Charles St., between Caniden and Conway Sts.
J. D. Taylor, 6 two-st'y brick buildings, e s Fre-

mont St., s of Presstman St.
E. W. Havilaud, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, n s

Vine St.. between Pine and Arch Sts.
Chas. Milke, 6 two-st'y brick buildings, e s Chester

St., s of Jefferson St.
Mrs. A. Greeuwald, 2 two-st'y brick buildings,

commencing n e cor. Fairmouiit Ave. and Duncan
Alley.
Richard Henschel, three-et'y brick building, n s

Saratoga St., w of Gay St.
Geo. G. Pedrick, 7 three-st'y brick buildings, w s

John St., commencing n w cor. Mosber St.; and 4

three-st'y brick buildings, n s Moslier St., between
Johu St. and Foster Alley.

Boston.
BUILDING PERMITS. Brick. Tremont St., A'o. 383
anit 3*5, store, 47' x 6U'; owners, Sullivan & McDon-
ald; builders, Sullivan &Tobin.
Xeicbury St., A'oa. 314 and 316, 2 dwells., 18' x 48'

and 25' x 40'; owner and builder, Edwin B. Horn.

Saratoga St., near Byron St., engine-boas*. 9V9*
x 78' 4"; owner. City of Boston.
Pearl St., A'o*. 117-123, mercantile, 40' 6" and 43< x

73' 5"; owner, J. H. Lee; builder, U. W. POM.
Wood. Sagamore St., near Savin Hill Ave.,

dwell., 24' x 30; owner, Chas. Kelley; builder, f. F.
Hanlon.
Magazine St.. Nos. 29 and 31, dwell., 20> x 46;

owners, John Dimmick; builder, Madden & O'Brien.
Faneuil St., near Parsons St., dwell., 20 x 28';

owner, Patrick Kenney; builder, D. M. O'Connell.
Everett St., near Lincoln St., dwell., 22' x 28';

owner and builder, G. W. Mixer.
Skinner St., near South St.. dwell., 30' x 30;

owner, M. J. Towle; builder, C. W. Hlggins.
Fairrine St., near Train St., dwell., 32' 6" x 41'6";

owners, Stephenson & Appletou; builders, Noyes
Bros.
Tremont St., A'o. 1405, storage, 25 x 40'; owner, B.

& P. R. R. Corporation; builder, F. Folsom.
Boston St., near Hamlet St., mechanical-building,

14' x 30'; owners and builders, John Horsdeld & Co.
Sickford Ave., near Heath St., dwell., 21' x 82;

owner, J. Cole; builder, J. J. Benulck.
Aihmont St., dwell., 2ti' x 34'; owner, G. B. Thayer;

builder, D. R. Atwood.
Brooklyn.

BUILDING PERMITS. Twelfth St., n s, 272' w Third
Ave., two-st'y brick factory, tin or gravel roof; cost,
99,000; owner, W. J. Matheson, 20 Cedar St., New
York; builder, A. C. Walbrldge.
Fifty-second St., s s, 260' e Fourth Ave., 2 two-st'y

frame dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, 92,000; owner,
John D. Holsten, 143 Forty-third St.; architect, S.
B. Bogert.
Freeman St.. A'o. 69, three-st'y frame tenement,

felt and gravel roof; cost, 94,400; owner, T. Tapken,
157 Franklin St.: architect, F. Weber; builders,
John Hafford and C. Dunkhase.
Xtwell St., e s, 180* 1" n Van Cott Ave., 3 four-st'y

frame tenements, gravel roofs; cost, each. 95,ooo;
owner, Sarah M. Wentworth, 62 Newell St.; archi-
tect and builder, Edmund Wentworth.

i', Html Ave., e s, 26' u Magnolia St., three-st'y
frame store and dwell., tin roof; cost, 94,000; owner
and builder, Ernest Loerch, 61 Himrod St.; archi-
tect. Frank Holmberg.
Third Ave., n w cor. Forty-fifth St., three-st'y

brick store and flats, tin roof; cost, 94,000; owner,
H. L. Schonberg, s w cor. Third Ave. and Forty-
second St.; architect. W. A. Fries.
Soutk Third St., A'o. 340, three-st'y brick dwell,

and stable, tin roof; oost, 93,000; owner aud mason,
Herman Wild, 340 South Third St.; architect, Th.
Engelhardt; contractor, not selectea.

Oreenpoint Ave., n e cor. Provost St., three-st'y
brick storage, gravel roof; cost, 96,800; owners and
architects, Young & Gerard; mason, Martin Vogel.
Myrtle Ave., s s, 50' e Stanhope St., two-st'y frame

dwell., tin roof; cost, 93,000; owner, Anno Flama,
cor. Park Ave. and Broadway; architect and builder,
Jas. J. Carolan.
Xottrand Ave., e s, between Macon and Halsey

Sts., three-st'y brick and stone school-house, slate
and tin roof; cost, about $100,000; owner. Board of
Education; architect, J. W. Naughton; builders,
F. J. Kelly aud Robert Ferguson.

Waverly Ave., e s, 125' s Greene Ave., three-st'y
brick schoolhouse, tin roof; cost, 925,000; owner aud
architect, same as last; builders, Geo. Philips aud
P. P. O'Brien.
Van Burnt St., n w cor. Reid Ave., three-st'y

brick schoolhouse, tin roof; cost, 945,000, owner and
architect, same as last; builders, John McCJuaid aud
F. D. Norris.
Stockton St., n s, 235' e Marcy Ave., three-st'y

brick schoolhouse, tin roof; cost, 945,000; owner,
architect and builder, same as last.
Jjonmer St., Xo. 668, e s, US' s Norman Ave..

three-st'y frame tenement, felt, cement aud gravel
roof; cost, 94.500; owner, Robert Harrold; architect,
M. D. Randall; builder, Stephen Randall.
Stockholm St., A'o. 133, three-st'y frame tenement,

tin roof; coet, 93,600; owner and builder, M. Jef-
fries, on premises; architect, H. Vollweiler.
Stagg St., Xo. 276. ss, 150' w Waterbury St.. three-

st'y frame (brick-ailed) tenement, tin roof; coet,
94,100; owner, Cbas. R. Baker, 244 Washington Ave.;
architect, Th. Engelhardt; builders, C. Nieber and
J. Auer.
Stagg St., n w cor. Waterbury St., 2 three-st'y

frame (brick-filled tenements, tin roofs; cost, 98,800;
owner, Mrs. Mary S. Baker, 244 Washington Ave.;
architect and builder, same as last.

Power St., Afcg. 9ti and 98, near Leonard St., 2

three-st'y frame brick-filled tenements, tin roofs;
cost, $8,400; owner, George Kern, 31:< West Thirty-
eighth St., New York; architect, H. Vollweiler;
builder. E. Schech.
Butler St., No. 185, s s, 75' e Bond St., three-st'y

frame tenement, tin roof; cost, 93,000; owner, John
Clark, on premises; builder, P. Whelan.
lladde PI., w s, 196' 6" s Herklmer St., two-st'y

brick stable and dwell.; cost, 94,000; owner, A. Stud-
well aud P. Devan. Sumpter St. and Saratoga Ave.;
architect, P. H. Smith; builders, J. Pawell aud T.
H. Smith.

Chicago.
BUILDING PERMITS. Wm. Goldle, three-st'y flats,
2964 Vernon Ave.; cost, 98,000; architect, C. Chap-
man.
F. W. Wolf, two-st'y factory, 326-330 Hawthorne

Ave.; cost, 910,000,
S. M. Parish, two-st'y barn, rear 64 Cottage Grove

Ave.; cost, 93,500.
Mrs. E. C. Hancock,

PI.: cost. 98,000.
Wm. Mertens, three-st'y flats, 238 Sedgwick St.;

cost, $4,000; architects, Forman ft Jebson.
P. Kessler, 2 three-st'y stores and flats., 469-461

State St.; cost, 915,000; architects, Bauer & Hill.

P. Korlege, two-st'y store and fiat, 2UB-300 West
Twelfth St.; coet, $10,OOU; architects, Font ft Ru-
dolph.
C. Schroder, tbree-sl'y store and dwell., 981 Mil-

waukee Ave.; cost, 96,000; architect. Burling.
Fuller & Frost, 3 two-st'y dwells., 3301-3306 Forest

Ave.; cost, 912,000; architects, Cobb & Frost.

, two-st'y dwell., 39 Bellevue

J. Vollmer, two-sfy flat*, 73 Jay St.: cost. tt.B.
Mrs. M. O'Nell, three ify flat*, 119 Flsk St.; oust,

II. Wendt, three-st'y store and dwell., 129 Wl
Chicago Ave.; cost, 94,000.
J. McGrath, two-st'y flats, SBSO Dearborn St.; cost,

TTWolf, three-st'y store aud dwell., 30* Thirty.
seventh St.; cost, 93,000.
M. Klein, Iwo-tt'y dwell., 603 West Congress St.;

oort, 96.000.
J. 3. A Ida M. Dennis, 2 two-st'y dwells., 1227-1236

Washington Boulevard; cost, 916,000.
A. Schumann, three-st'y dwell., 481 HulbertSt.;

cost, 96,000.
A. J. Schnell, 2 three-st'y stores and dwells., 810-

812 Milwaukee Ave.; cost, 916.000.
J. Welsel, two-st'y dwell., 178 Larrabee St.; cost,

E. Lehman, two-st'y store and flats, 18 Francisco
St.; cost, 93,000.
J. C. llowell, 2 two-st'y dwells., 53-55 Grant PI.;

cost, 96,000; architect, H. H. Gage.
J. Mohon, two-st'y store and dwells., 1379 West

Twelfth St.; cost, 93,000.
T. Kelly, three-st'y store and flats, 381 Larrabee

St.; cost, 94,000.
Mrs. W. Johnson, two-st'y dwell., 10 Elizabeth St.:

-,.
.

W. L. Thomas, two-st'y dwell., 588 West Chicago
Av.; cost, 93,20n.
T. J. Hanklns, three-sfy dwell., 230 Warren Ave.:

cost. 96JM.
Mrs. W. How, three-et'y store and dwell., 123

Eighteenth St.; cost, 911,000.
Klkiin & Stern, 2 two-st'y dwells., 500-592 Dear-

born Ave.; cost, 918,000; architect, J. lluber.
H. guetschke, two-st'y dwell., 140 Outre Ave.j

coat, 94,000.
John Cudahy, two-st'y dwell., cor. Thirty-third

St. and Michigan Ave.; cost, 960,000; architects,
Burling Whiiehouse.
E. H. Thompson, two-st'y dwell., 301-303 Beldun

Ave.; cost, 910,000.
W. Jensen, two-st'y store and dwell., 760 West

North Ave.; colt, 92,600.
L. Jensen, two-st'y dwell., 80 Le Moyne St.; cost,

92,700.
K. H. Schau, two-sfy dwell., 82 Le Moyne St.;

cost, 96,000.
W. E. Smith, 3 two-st'y dwells., 321-328 Rhodes

Ave.; cost, 98,000; architects, Wheelock & Clay.
F. Bocka, two-st'y dwell., 473 Twentieth St.; cost,

j. S. Martin, three-st'y dwell., 192 North State
St.; cost, 912,000.
N. Weber, threwt'y dwell., 91 Hurlburt.Sl.; cost,

I. Galles, 2 two-st'y dwells., 233-236 North Market
SI. ; cost, 95,600.
D. Cohen, two-st'y store and dwell., 3340-3342

Michigan Ave.; cost, 927,000; architect, L. B. Dixmi.
E. C. Hartwell, 2 two-st'y dwells., 39-41 Pearson

St.: cost, 912,000.
J. Joerasek, two-st'y dwell., 82 West Division St.;

cost, 94,600.
S. W. Tgrakowskl, two-st'y dwell., S35 North May

St.; cost, *4,000.
C. Corlelt, two-st'y flats, 370 Dayton St.; cost, 93,-

Detrolt.

BUILDING PERMITS. The following permits have
been granted since our last report:
Thomas McGregor, two-st'y brick dwell., 40-42

Fremont St.; cost, 96,250.
G. F. Tinan, two-st'y brick dwell., 70 Abbott St.;

cost, $5,000.
Peter Thirsen, two-st'y double brick dwell., 883-

386 Thirteenth St.; cost, 94,000.
Benjamin Fisher, two-st'y brick dwell., 87 East

Montcalm St.; cost, 93,500.
U. Armstrong, three-st'y brick dwell., 92 Washing-

ton Ave.; cost, 93,800.
Mary E. Glbbs, two-st'y brick dwell., 60 Ersklne

St.; cost, 910,000.
Wm. Scott & Co., flve-st'y addition to Michigan

Stove Works; cost, 914,500.
James Hugau, frame dwell. Seventeenth St.; cost,

93,iO.
James B. McKay, frame dwell. Cass Ave.; cost,

A. Chapoton, Jr., for Wm. Bealls, flve-st'y brick
store, Woodward Ave.; cost, 920,000.
W. B. & J. P. Moran, flve-st'y brick store, Wood-

ward Ave.; cost, 940,000.
N. Flattery, two-st'y brick dwell., 641 Jefferson

Ave.; cost, 915,000.
N. J. Marteli, two-st'y brick dwell., 183-185 East

Montcalm St.; cost, 93,000.
W. C. Lantern, addition to brick dwell., SOS How-

ard St.; cost. 93,000.
W. H. Hollands 'ft Son, brick addition to frame

dwell., 178 East Montcalm St.; cost, 94,600.
Detroit Soap Co., brick storehouse, Dlx Road;

cost, 94,000.
William Cowlr, brick stores, 44-46 Gratiot Ave.;

rat, nun,
A. S. Varney, brick dwell., 22 East Alexandrine

Ave.; cost, 92,900.
S. J. Martin, brick dwell., 443 Third Ave.; cost,

94,000.
H. S. Peoples, block of brick stores, Michigan

Ave., cor. Welch Ave.: cost, 97,600.
C. II. Butler, brick dwell., Woodward Ave.; oost,

915.000.
Herbert Bowen, brick dwell., Forest Ave.; oost,

97,000.
E. U. Bowman, frame dwell., Hancock Ave.; cost,

93.500.
Neil Flattery will erect 2 brick houses on Jeffer-

son Ave.. costing 928,000.
St. Jocbam Church, East Fort St.; cost, 940,000.
W. II. Holland * Son. brick dwell., Uarfleld Ave.;

cost, 96.000.
H. O'Connell & Co., double frame dwell., 91 Led-

yard St.; cost, 94,000.
N. W. Weber, brick dwell., 40 East Forest St.;

rat, te.ooo.
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Kansas City, Mo.
BUILDING PERMITS. R. P. Tribble, 2 brick dwells, at

1402 and 1404 Tracy Ave.; cost, $8,000.

Irving Queal, brick block on Tracy Ave.; cost, $5,-

000.
Mrs. Josephine Shultz, brick dwell, and business

house, cor. Ninth and Troost Aves.
Dr. J. H. Duncan, brick dwell., oor. Thirteenth

and Tracy Aves; cost, $0,500.
Kansas City White Lead Co., brick business block,

cor. Eighth and Mill Sts.; cost, 811,000.

Minneapolis, Minn.

BUILDING PERMITS. John Esslinger, three-st'y brick

store-building, cor. Cedar Ave. and Third St., s;

cost, $5,000.
E. S. Kenney, two-st'y wooden dwell., Park Ave.,

bet. Twentieth and Twenty-second Sts., s; cost, $6,-

E. B. Galusha, two-st'y wooden dwell., cor. Thir-

teenth St. and Yale PI.; cost, $6,000.

E. B. Galusha, two-st'y double wooden dwell.,
Tale PI., bet. Thirteenth and Fourteenth Sts., s;

cost, $6,500.
Mrs. Thomas McClary, two-st'y wooden dwell., Or-

lin Ave. , near Seymour Ave. ; cost, $3,700.

New York.

BUILDING PERMITS. Clinton St., No. 148, flve-st'y

brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $18,000; owner, Ed-
ward Harris, 369 Grand St.; architect, Chas. Uentz.

Lu'llow St., No. 56, five-st'y and basement brick

tenement with stores in basement and first story,

tin roof; cost, $10,000; owner, Joseph L. O'Brien, 92

Bowery; architect, F. Jenth.

Mulberry St., No. 23, five-st'y brick tenements
with stores, tin roofs; cost, $10,000; owner, J. Searle

Barclay, 64 West Thirty-eighth St. ; architect, Julius

Boekell.
Afott St., No. 39, five-st'y brick tenement with

store, tin roof; cost, $9,500; owner, John P. Conlon,
301 West Fifty-fifth St.; architects, Berger & Bay-

Swffolk St., No. 20, in rear, four-st'y brick work-

shop, tin roof; cost, $3,000; owners, Mrs. Theresa

Schappert, 603 East Eighty-eighth St.; architect, J.

C. Burne.
Washington St., No. 659, five-st'y brick tenement,

tin roof; cost, $14,000; owner, Margaret Shaugh-
nessy, on premises; architects, A. B. Ogden & Son;
builder, P. J. Walsh.
Second Ave., s ecor. First St., 3 five-st'y brick ten-

ements, tin roofs; cost, corner $34,000; others, $16,000

each ; owner, Daniel Tier, Westchester, N. Y. ;
archi-

tect, M. Louis Ungrlch.
West Eighteenth St., Nos. 148 and 150, three-st'y

brick stable and dwell., tin roof; cost, $20,000; owner,
H. O'Neill, 149 West Twentieth St.; architect, M. C.

Merritt.

Twenty-first St., s a, 50' 3" w Second Are., five-st'y

brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $12,000; owner, J. C.

Bremer, 76 Oakland St., Brooklyn, E. D.; architect,
F. Weber.
East Twenty-fifth St., No. 330. flve-st'y brick tene-

ment, tin root; cost, $12,000; owner, Emil Klappert,
328 East Twenty-fifth St.; architects, Berger & Bay-
lies; builders, C. W. Klappert's Sons.

Eighth Ave., No. 543, four-st'y brick store and ten-

ement, tin roof; cost, $14,500; owner, Emma Meier,
303 West Thirty-eighth St.; architect, M. Louis Un-

grich; builders, Prodger Brothers and Alexander
Moore.
Third Ave., Nos. 1521 and 1523, 2 flve-st'y brick

tenements and stores, tin roofs; cost, each, $18,000;

owner, Eugene D. Bagen, 532 East Eighty-seventh
St.; architect, Fred. T. Camp.

West Ninety-ninth St., No. 20, flve-st'y brick tene-

ment, tin roof; cost, $25,000; owner, Wm. B. Pettit,

444 West Thirty-fourth St.; architects, A. B. Ogden
&Son.

Kif/hth Ave., w ,
76' s Ninety-fourth St., 2 five-st'y

brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, $20,000; owner
and builder, Abraham E. Benson, 63 North Moore
St.; architect, N. M. Whipple.
Grand Boulevard, e s, 67' 4" s One Hundred and

Fourth St., flve-st'y brick flat, tin roof; cost, $24,000;

owner, Martha A. Lawson, 621 West One Hundred
and Fourth St.; architect, M. Louis Ungrich.

Seventy-second St., n s, 149' 6" e Tenth Ave., 5

four-st'y brick (stone-front) dwells., tin roofs; cost,

each, $25,000; owner, Robert Irwin, 42 West For-

tieth St.; architects, Thoin & Wilson.
One Hundred and Fifth St., e 8. 375' e Tenth Ave.,

five-st'y brick flat, tin roof; cost, $55,000; owners,
Hoefer & Vincent. 446 West Fifty-seventh St.; archi-

tects, Thorn & Wilson.
Tenth Ave.. e s, 75' 11 Ninety-eighth St., 2 five-st'y

brick flats, tin roofs; cost, each, $19,000; owner and
builder, David Christie, 413 West Fifty-seventh St.;

architect, J. F. Wilson.
One Hundred and Tioenty-second St., n s, 75' e

Seventh Ave., 2 three-st'y and basement brick

dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $12,500; owner and
builder, Isaac A. Hopper, 214 West One Hundred
and Twenty-third St.; architect, H. S. Townsend.

Sixth Ave., s w eor. One Hundred and Twenty-
third St., 9 four-st'y and basement brick (stone-
front) dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $20.000; owner,
A. B. Van Dusen, 2039 Sixth Ave.; architect, Chas.
H. Beer.
One Hundred and Forty-first St., n s, 150' e Eighth

Ave., 2 four-st'y brick tenements, gravel roofs;
cost, each, $12,000; owner, Mark S. Karr; Mark S.

Stevens, builder and attorney for owner, 226 East
One Hundred and Twenty-seventh St.; architect, J.
H. Valentine.
One Hundred and Forty-second St., n s, 100'

Eighth Ave., 4 four-st'y brick tenements, gravel
roofs; cost, each, $12,000; owner, etc., same as last.

One Hundred and Forty-sixth St., n s, 175' w
Tenth Ave., tive-st'y brick tenement, tin roof; cost,
$10,000; owner, Murtha Garry, One Hundred and

Forty-third St., w of Eighth Ave.; architect, James
S. Wightman.

West One Hundred and Twenty-sixth St., No. 102,

three-st'y and basement brick (stone-front) dwell.,
flat and mansard roof of tin, slate and copper; cost,

$14,000; owner, Henry O'Neill, 222 Wst Fifty-sev-

enth St.; architect, Wm. Collins; builder, G. H.
Hardy.
Lincoln Ave., n e cor. Southern Boulevard, five-

st'y brick piano-factory, tin and slate roof; cost,
$30,000; owner, John B. Simpson, Jr., 12 West One
Hundred and Twenty-ninth St.; architects, A. B.
Ogden & Son.
One Hundred and Fifty-first St., n s, 275' w Court-

laudt Ave., two-st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost,
$0,000; owner, Christina Ludwig, 677 East One Hun-
dred and Fifty-second St.; architects, Schmidt &
Garwin; builder, not selected.

ALTERATIONS. Fiftieth St. to Fifty-first St., and
Sixth to Seventh Aves., altered for car-house and
stables, iron beams and columns; cost, $20,000;
owner, Broadway & Seventh Ave. R. R. Co., on
premises; architect, S. D. Hatch.

West Thirty-first St., Nos. 223 and 225, raised one
st'y, mansard and flat roof; cost, $4,000; owner,
Hev. Chas. Da Nazzano, 135 West Thirty-first St.;
architect, J. W. Cole; builder, J. Jordan.
East Fifty-third St., No. 1, three-st'y brick exten-

sion, tin roof; cost, $14,000; owner, Jeremiah W.
Curtis, on premises; architect and builder, Richard
V. Breese.

West Forty-fifth St., No. 60, rear altered, iron
beams furnished; cost, $4,000; owner, T. M. Stew-
art, on premises; builder, E. Gridley.
East Fourteenth St., No. 218, fonr-st'y and base-

ment brick extension, tin roof; also internal altera-
tions; cost, $6,000; owner, Chas. J. Goeller, 212 East
Fourteenth St.; architect, W. Graul.
East Eleventh St., No. 528, one-st'y brick exten-

sion, tin roof; cost, $5,000; owner, George Diehl, on
premises; architect, F. Ebeling; builder, not se-
lected.
East Sixty-third St., No. 2, altered to three-st'y

dwell.; cost, $10,500; owner, C. A. Postley, 51 Park
Ave.; architect, R. H. Robertson; builders, L. N.
Crow and Smith & Bell.
One Hundred and Thirtieth St., n s, 100' w Eleventh

Ave., new brick smoke stack; cost, $6,000; owner,
G. H. H. Butler, 126 East Twenty-ninth St.; archi-

tect, G. B. Pelham; builders, Van Dolsen & Arnott.
Grand SL, No. 458, attic raised to full st'y; also,

two-st'y brick extension, tin roofs; cost, $4,000; own-
er, D. Openheimer, on premises; architect, E. W.
Greis.

Philadelphia.
BUILDIMG PERMITS. Point Breeze, one-st'y pump
house. 28' x 33'; Atlantic: Refining Co.. owners.
Point Breeze, one-st'y storehouse, 75' x 80'; Atlan-

tic Refining Co., owners.
Point Breeze, oue-st'y canning shop, 57' x 92'; At-

lantic Refining Co., owners.
Hanover St., n of Thompson St., three-st'y dwell.,

17' x 56'; Jno. S. Boldt & Son, contractors.
Seventeenth St., cor. Christian St., three-st'y

dwell., 18' x 56'; Guilbert & Keefe, contractors.

forty-ninth St., cor. Woodland Ave., it two-st'y
dwells., 16' x 43'; Michael Dehaven, contractor.

West Fetter Lane, No. 10, three-st'y mill, 30' x 80':

J. B. Stanaur, contractor.
Walnut St., w of Forty-second St., 2 three-st'y

dwells., 28' x 59'; Jacob Myers, contractor.

Jefferson St., No. 2623, two-st'y dwell., 17' 6" x 50':

E. Schmidt, contractor.

Long Lane St.. cor. Federal St., 5 two-st'y dwells.
16' x 45'; Thos. S. Marshall, owner.
Cherry St., e of New St., 8 two-st'y dwells., 14' x

44'; W. Steele, contractor.
Hirst St., No. 506, three-st'y dwell., 14' x 27'; F

Fink, owner.
Sixth St., cor. Venango St., two-st'y stable, 15'

30'; John Mander, contractor.
Broad St., s of Barks St., four-st'y dwell., 21'x 85'

Jas. E. Cooper, contractor.
Turner St., above Erie Ave., two-st'y dwell., 16' x

56'; A. Zim, owner.
Grays Ferry Road, cor. Seventy-second St., two-

st'y dwell., 18' x 32'; B. T. Green, owner.
Broad St., n e cor. Washington St., 2 sheds, 42' x

150'; G. B. Newton & Co., owners.
Fairhill St., n of Cumberland St., one-st'y shed

20' x 60'; Geo. Kessler, contractor.
Second St., n e cor. Willow St., flve-st'y factory

30' x 57'; Geo. Kessler, contractor.

Ridge Ave., n e cor. Dauphin St., three-st'y dwell.
17' x 56'; W. Albrecht, owner.

Twelfth St., s of Wolf St., three-st'y dwell., 18' 4
x 44'; W. Albrecht, owner.
Eleventh St., cor. Christian St., addition, 22' x 30

A. Ewing, contractor.

Haverford St., w of Sixty-fifth St., 2 two-st'

.dwells., 16' x 42'; Leger & Bro., contractors.
Armal St., w of Hancock St., two-st'y store, 20' x

32'; A. Jenkinson, owner.
North Sixth St., No. 2131, one-st'y store, 19' x 71

D. C. Schuyler, owner.
Haines St., bet. Chew and Musgrove Sts., 2 two

and-one-half-st'y stores, 16' x 42'; J. Broadbeut
owner.
Ninth St., cor. Mifnin St., 2 two-st'y dwells., 15'

30'; H. Weisner, contractor.
Pine St., w of Sixty-third St., one-st'y mill, 19' 6

x 65'; Wm. Douglass, contractor.

Jefferson St., s e cor. Winchester St., three-st'

store, 17' x 42'; F. Gillett, contractor.

St. Louis.

BUILDING PERMITS. Forty-four permits have bee
issued since our last report, nine of which are fo

unimportant frame houses. Of the rest those wort
$2,500 and over are as follows:
E. Stover, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.; cos

$7,000; A. Beinke & Co., architects; A. J. Riddl
contractor.
Wm. Lesser, 3 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells

cost, $8,000; A. Beinke & Co., architeois; Beckmeie
& Rieckmann, contractors.
John Leicht, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,70C

Wm. Gahl & Co., contractors.

McCreeney Heirs, alterations at the Laclede H
tel; cost, 810,000; J. S. Taylor, architect; Higgin
Bro., contractors.

Schlegel, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,500; F. H
Goss, contractor.
Mrs. E. Meyer, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,80

Henry Ellermann, contractor.

Henry Feldwisch, two-sfy brick dwell.; cost, $2,-
500; Henry Ellermann, contractor.
A. Temme, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, 52,500; S.

T. Simmons, architect; H. Schulte, contractor.
Chas. A. Lee, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, 84,000;

Peabody & Stearns, architects; David Davis, con-
tractor.

Henry Timpken, four-st'y brick carriage factory;
cost, $10,000; McGrath, architect; F. C. Bonsack,
contractor.
Mrs. E. A. Clark, flve-st'y brick business house;

cost, $18,000; I. S. Taylor, architect; B. Weber &
Co., contractors.
Geo. Blackman, two-st'y frame dwell.; cost, $3,-

000; Peabody & Stearns, architects; F. Lane, con-
tractor.

St. Paul. Minn.
UILDING PERMITS. One-st'y brick store-room, s e of
East Third St., bet. Robart and Minnesota Sts.;
cost, $2,000; owner, National German American
Bank.
Two-st'y frame double dwells., n s of Iglehart St.,

bet. Western and Arundel Sts.; cost, 85,000; owner,
C. L. Larpentern.
Two-st'y frame store and dwell., w s of Rice St.,

bet. Wazota and Melford Sts.; cost, $5,000; owner,
P. G. Olson.

Two-st'y frame dwell., s s of Hennlpin St., bet.

St. Albans and Grotto Sts.; cost, $2,000; owners,
Cochran, Rice & Walsh.
Two-st'y brick store and dwell., es of Dakota Ave.,

bet. Colorado and Delos Sts.; cost, $5,000; owner,
Mr. Sheibele.

Two-st'y brick veneer store and dwell., e s of Fort
St., bet. Ninth and Tenth Sts.; cost, $3,000; owner,
John Schreil.

Two-st'y frame dwell., s s of Arch St., bet. Jack-
son and Sylvan Sts.; cost, $2,000; owner, John Lai-

ley.
Four-st'y brick block stores and hotel, n s of Fifth

St.. bet. Wabasha and Cedar Sts.; owner, A. R. Cap-
strain.

Two-st'y brick veneer dwell, and store, n s of
Thirteenth St., bet. Mississippi and Orient Sts.;
cost, $4,800; owner, W. F. Stetson.

Two-st'y frame dwell., e s of Broadway, bet. Tenth
and Eleventh Sts.; cost, $2,400; owner, Andrew Nip-
polt.

Bids and Contracts.

CINCINNATI, O. The following are the bids for furni-
ture for the custom-house:
A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago, $23,510.30; Tom-

linson & Carsley, Chicago, $30,511.25; Edward E.

Swiney, Chicago, $19,827 (accepted): H. J. Fitzpat-
rick & Co., New York, $22,003.10; Middleton Furni-
ture Manufacturing Co., Middleton, Pa., $25,637.83;
Phoenix Furniture Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., $22,-
350.48; the Robert Mitchell Furniture Co., Cincin-
nati, $23.310.
The following are the bids for gas-fixtures for the

custom-house:
Iden & Co.. New York, $9,609.60; Bergman & Co.,

New York, $9,583,50; Mitchell, Vance & Co., New
York, $9,639.45; R. A. Bobbins, New York, $10,951;
R. Hollings & Co.; Boston, $8,772.76; the Horn, Ban-
ner and Borsyth Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia,
$10.129; the Horn, Banner and Forsyth Manufac-
turing Co., Philadelphia, $9,307.50; the Horn, Ban-
ner and Forsyth Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia,
$7,375.25; the Horn, Banner and Forsyth Manufac-
turing Co., Philadelphia, S(i,:i-,r,.L>5; Mcllenry &Co.,
Cincinnati, $9,444.40 (accepted).
IIKCINNATI, O., BUFFALO, N.Y., AND FRANKFORT;
KY. The following are the bids for standard furni-
ture for United States buildings at Cincinnati, O.;
Buffalo, N. Y., and Frankfort, Ky.:
A. H. Davenport, Boston, $15,960; Middleton Fur-

niture Manufacturing Co., Middleton, Pa., $17,862.30;
R. A. Robbins, NewYork. $21,513.80; Hersee & Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y., $15,636; Tomlinsou & Carsley, Chicago,
$19,896.50; A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago, 815,726;
Edward E. Swiney, Chicago, $15,937.90; the Robert
Mitchell Furniture Company, Cincinnati, $13,839.53
(accepted).

PEOBIA, ILL. The followingis an abstract of the bids
tor stone-work and setting, and for brickwork of
the post-office, e.c.:

P. G. Straub & Co., stone-work, $12,990.
E. R. Brainerd & Co., stone-work, $11,486; stone

and brick work, $15,425.
Ballance & Jans, stone-work. $13,700.
F. B. Hasbrock, brickwork, 84,775.
A. J. White.brickwork, $4,520.

WASHINGTON, D. C. The Postmaster-General has
awarded the contract for supplying steel mail-catch-

ers, for the entire service, during the coining year to

Manly & Cooper M'f'g Co., cor. Forty-second St. and
Elm Ave., Philadelphia, on their bid of $3.38 each.
The other bids of which there were 12, varied from

$3.43 to $6.95. They will be used on the mail-cars

throughout the United States.

COMPETITION.

COUNTY
JAIL.

[At Montgomery, Ala.J
OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF REVENUE, I

OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY, j

MONTGOMERY, ALA., July 6, 18S5. 1

Plans and specifications for the construction of a
jail in the city of Montgomery, Ala., will be received

by the Board of Revenue, of Montgomery County,
until Monday, July 37th, 1885, at 12 M.
Said jail to hold at least 100 inmates, and contain

office and 4 rooms for jailor, kitchen, dining-room,
hospital, misdemeanant and solitary cells for both
male and female, whites and blacks separate, heating,
ventilating and water arrangements, all after the
modern improvements.
Length of building not to exceed 100', and width not

more than 44'. This provides for light on each side of
the building. Size of lot 5ci' x 160'.

The building to cost not more than $35,000.
The successful architect to receive 2 per cent on the

cost of the building.
The Board of Revenue reserves the right to reject

any and all plans and specifications.
By order of the Board of Revenue.
499 W. H. HUBBAIID, Clerk.
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WE learn from Building that an exhibition of architectural

drawings is to be held next winter in New York, in con-

nection with the Eighth Annual Exhibition of the Sal-

magundi Club, at the American Art Cilleries, 6 East Twenty-
third Street. The date of opening is fixed at January 11,

1886, and the drawings will be shown until February 1.

Messrs. Cyrus L. W. EidliU, Richard M. Hunt, Robert H.

Robertson, William B. Tuthill, Frederick C. Withers and F.

A. Wright, with Professor William R. Ware, will act as the

Hanging Committee, and will constitute the jury to decide upon
the acceptance or rejection of the drawings. A general invita-

tion is soon to be issued to the architects of the country, speci-

fying the character of the drawings which will be most desira-

ble for showing, and giving particulars of the exhibition. There

is so much excellent material of the kind in this country that a

very interesting and creditable collection of drawings ought to

be easily brought together, and the association of these with

the purely artistic work of the Salmagundi Club will give the

exhibition just the sort of spice which it needs. We hope that

the Hanging Committee will decide to admit photographs of

executed work, as well as drawings. Although this would be

rather an innovation, there is no question that the public takes

much more interest in photographs of buildings than in draw-

ings of them, and we are inclined to think that the public is

not very far wrong in its preference. Great as is the pleasure
which architects take in clever drawings, they know well enough
that the picturesque dash of a drawing often hides the baldness

or ill-studied proportions of a design which loses entirely in ex-

ecution the charm which a brilliant perspective sketch lent to

it, while scores of beautiful buildings, worthy of comparison
with any in the world, obtain but a limited reputation for them-

selves or their designers, simply because the. latter have not

thought it worth while to hire professional draughtsmen to

translate into clever linework for exhibition or publication the

effects which they have succeeded in obtaining in the archi-

tects' true materials of expression, wood, brick and stone. It

is not too much to say that an artist like Prout, or Haig, or

Norman Shaw, using the license which is generally allowed to

perspective draughtsmen, could represent any building, not

spoiled with vulgar ornament, as interesting and attractive,

while a poor perspective would discredit the most beautiful

building'ever designed ; and apart from the question of public

appreciation, the exhibition of architectural work by means ol

photographs would not only afford the fairest means of com-

paring the design of the building represented, but would induce

many architects, particularly those at a distance from the great

cities, who have little use for fancy draughtsmanship, to con-
'

tribute illustrations of their work.

tgo removed, and the rude masonry seems since to have suf-

ered rapid deterioration. The stone-work is a coarse rubble,

aid, apparently, in lime mortar, with very wide joints, if,

ndeed, the masses of mortar between the small stones can be

ignified with the name of joints; and some such defence

against the weather as the ivy leaves afforded seems to have
>een essential to the preservation of the ruin in its present con-

iition. For want of this, or from some other less obvioui

:ause, the walls are now foutid to be badly cracked, and the

mortar-joints disintegrated, and some of the stones have fallen

int. To prevent further mischief, it is now proposed to

eplace the fallen stones and point the whole work, inside and
jutside, with cement, retaining, however, as far as possible, the

>resent rude effect of the masonry. At the top of the circular

wall it is proposed to form a coping of Portland cement, to pre-
ent the penetration of water into the masonry from above.

Although various alterations and repairs have already been
made in the building, they are so ancient as to afford, perhaps,
when understood, important indications in regard to the history
of the structure, and it will, of course, be advisable to avoid

nterfering with or obscuring these indications. Whether a
cement pointing all over the work will hide anything of value
s perhaps doubtful, but so much is to be learned from the form
,n<l material of mortar joints in old masonry that most people
would decidedly prefer to have them left undisturbed

; and if a

simple shed over the ruin, with sparing consolidation of the

cracked masonry, would suffice to preserve it, there would cer-

.aitily be an advantage in adopting that means.

IT
is rather unfortunate that the so-called Old Mill at New

port, the most interesting ruin in the country, should hav

become of late an object of so much attention as to invite

propositions for restoring or otherwise improving it. For some

mysterious reason, the ivy, which had for so many years
covered it with its beautiful protecting mantle, was not long

FI7IIE discussion in the French Congress of Architects upon
J[ the question of establishing finally the Association of Mu-

tual Defence, about which so much interest has been

excited, seems to have been a rather lively one. Something
more than one hundred and fifty architects in all parts of

Prance have already signed the articles of association, and it

was confidently expected that enough more would join, on the

occasion of the Congress, to complete the number of three hun-

dred, which the provisional plan had set as the limit which
ihould be reached before the association should be definitely

organized ; but this expectation was not fulfilled, and on the

day set apart for the discussion of the matter in the Congress
only about sixty members were present. This made it evident

that the full number of adherents could not be obtained without

iurther exertion, and perhaps considerable delay, and the ques-
tion which naturally presented itself first for discussion was
whether the limit of three hundred should be abandoned, and
the Association organized at once, with the membership already
secured. Although, considering the small entrance fees and
assessments levied on the members, there was apparently some
risk in assuming too soon the responsibilities with which the

Association is to be charged, the members present showed
themselves so impatient to avail themselves of the advantages
which it offers that a motion in favor of immediate organiza-
tion was passed by a great majority of votes. This action

seems to have met with the approval of the distinguished

gentlemen who have done most to promote the movement, foi,

although they have forborne to urge anything like hasty or

rash action, one of them very sensibly pointed out to the meet-

ing that no means of attracting new members, and thereby

strengthening the Association, would be so effective as an

example of a case undertaken by it on behalf of one of its

members, and pressed to a conclusion.

'FJNOTHER point which was discussed at length and set-

j\ tied, as we think, in the most judicious way, was the ques-
tion of accepting or

rejecting
that article in the draught

of the constitution of the Association which provides that the

ordinary entrance fee shall be six dollars, and the annual dues

two dollars and a half, but that special assessments may, in

case of need, be levied on the members to pay extraordinary

expenses. Although the fixed dues, as proposed, are evidently

very low, so low, in fact, that the Association is likely to find

its usefulness restricted for lack of funds for its work, the feel-

ing of unwillingness to enter into engagements of uncertain

amount, which is very strong among the prudent French,

proved so strong in the meeting that the clause relating to

extra assessments was, by a majority of one, stricken out. The

promoters of the movement, although they knew better than
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any of the others the disproportion of the fixed dues to the prob-
able expenses of the Association, as well as to the advantages
which it will be in a position to afford, submitted gracefully

enough to the rejection of this part of their plan, feeling, as

they said, that if the Association were once constituted, expe-
rience would soon show how much money could be advan-

tageously spent in its work, and how it would best be raised.

No further change of importance was made in the constitution

and by-laws as proposed by the committee on organization, and

they were then adopted as a whole. Nothing further then

remained except to order the filing of these documents in the

office of the prefect, who, under the French laws, then issues

the certificate of incorporation ; and a vote was passed directing

that this should be done, providing, however, that a final

revision should be made by the judicial sub-committee, with

authority to make such alterations in form or wording as might
seem necessary. The first general meeting of the incorporated
Association is to take place in November next, and until that

time the committee on organization will administer its affairs as

a provisional executive committee.

NEW and rather surprising illustration of the common
law relative to " ancient lights

"
is furnished by a recent

decision in England, in the case of Bullers versus Dickin-

son. It seems that an old building, three stories high, stood

upon a certain street, projecting some feet over the street line.

The building, which was once a toll-house, had been altered into

a shop, and a large window had been put in the front wall of

the first story. The window had been in long enough to have

acquired a right to light under the ordinary rules, when the

city authorities decided to buy and remove the portion of the

building to which it belonged, in order to give the street in

front of it the full width. The old wall was not parallel to the

street line, and it was necessary to cut off a portion of the build-

ing four feet in depth at one end, and seven feet nine inches

at the other ; and the owner, rather than have his property so

, extensively mutilated, pulled the building down, and erected a

one-story structure on the site, with a front on the new line,

and a shop window in it. A large building, which was con-

structed on a neighboring lot, was then found to interfere with

the light of the new window, and the owner of the shop brought
suit to prevent the infringement of what he claimed to be his

ancient right to unobstructed light. The proprietor of the of-

fending edifice maintained that as the window for which his

adversary claimed the protection of the court was in a new

wall, in a different position from the old one, and forming part
of an entirely new building, of different plan and dimensions

from the old one, it could not properly be regarded or entitled

to all the rights which had been enjoyed by the window to

which it succeeded ; but the judge decided that even such mod-

ifications in the circumstances as those which had taken place
did not amount to an abandonment of any original right, and

ordered a decree for the plaintiff.

7T NEW scientific association, comprising a small number of

r^ very distinguished members, has been formed in Paris

under the name of " Scientia." The objects of the asso-

ciation is primarily the promotion of scientific knowledge, but

the members have taken advantage of the present smallness of

their number to give to their meetings something of a social

character, and enliven them with a dinner, at which, as with

many clubs which meet only occasionally, some eminent person
is usually present as a guest. At the last of these meetings,
as we learn from Le Genie Civil, the guest of the evening was

General deNansouty, the originator of the plan for establishing
an observatory on the top of the Pic du Midi, about which we
have already had something to say. This mountain constitutes

a somewhat isolated spur of the Pyrenees, and rises to a height
of more than seven thousand feet above the sea. Although not

high enough to reach the limit of perpetual snow, the top of

the Pic du Midi is exposed to terrible winds, and in winter is

buried in snows which make the ascent to it impracticable.
Nevertheless General de Nansouty, who had been strongly im-

pressed with the value of the mountain, commanding, as it

does, the great southern plain of France, as a site for a mete-

orological station, resolved to attempt a thing that the moun-
taineers said was impossible, and to pass a winter in a hut at

the very summit of the peak. He collected materials, and dur-

ing the summer constructed a little cabin, which he stocked

with provisions and instruments, and pnt in communication

with the outer world by means of a telegraph wire. Before the

winter fairly set in, he established himself in his little hut, and

there, cut off by the snow from either rescue or retreat, he stayed
until spring opened again the way down to the plain. In spite
of cold, hunger and loneliness, he pursued his observations, and

kept his records, fortifying himself under adversity, as M. Tis-

sandier said in intioducing him to the club, by remembering
that he was a soldier, bound by his profession not to yield to

any force which he had not tried his strength against and found

irresistible. Like a soldier, too, the General remembered,

through all his privations, to gain what advantage he could for

the benefit of the poor people about him, and used his telegraph
to send word to the farmers on the plains when the melting of

the snows on the peak showed that an inundation would soon

follow below. After a few winters spent in this manner, a per-
manent and well-equipped station was, as our readers know,
built in place of the little cabin, and a staff of observers estab-

lished there ; and within a short time M. Raphael Bischoffsheim

has promised to build an astronomical observatory by the side

of the meteorological station. If this promise is carried

out, the astronomical observatory of the Pic du Midi will prob-

ably soon become as useful to science in its own way as the

meteorological observatory. The experience of every year
shows more clearly the advantage of placing astronomical ob-

servatories, particularly those equipped with powerful tele-

scopes, on the tops of mountains. The one thing essential to

the use of high powers in the telescope is a clear atmosphere,
and, pure as we think our atmosphere is. in clear nights, its

transparency is so far inferior to that of the air about moun-
tain tops that, seen from the latter, the atmosphere of the

plain always appears filled with haze, which certain conditions

of sunlight show to be due to perpetual clouds of dust, kept by
gravitation in the lower regions of the air.

TTTIIE Schweitxerische Bauzeitung, which takes special pains

A to publish sketch plans and elevations of the best drawings
submitted in public competitions in its own country gives

in the last number the three prize designs for a primary school-

building at St. Gallen. St. Gallen is a considerable city, and
the building is intended to be a large one, accommodating about

eight hundred children ; and the manner in which the Swiss
conduct their schools is so similar to that which prevails here

that, as with most of their school plans, the present designs
have much that is instructive for us. Indeed, except for the

gymnasium, which, as in all Swiss and German schools, occu-

pies a large hall in direct connection with the main floor of the

building, all the plans might readily be supposed to have been

submitted in competition for one of our best city schools. As
usual in Switzerland, boys and girls go to the same school, but

occupy different rooms in the building, and all the plans show

accordingly six rooms on each floor, connected by a wide corri-

dor, which is, however, divided across the middle by a parti-

tion, and is reached from the outside by two separate doors.

Each of the six class-rooms is seated for about forty-five pupils,
one plan showing single desks, after the best American plan,
and the others do.uble desks. All the rooms are lighted from
the left of the pupils as seated, but in some cases windows are

placed also at the back of the pupils in the corner rooms. In

no case, however, is a window shown in front of the pupils, or

on the right-hand side. The teacher's platform, in the two

plans placed highest, is shown near the corner of the room, in-

stead of the middle, an arrangement sometimes, though rarely,
seen here. No preference seems to be shown for one side over

the other, although the designers have generally placed the

desk at the left-hand corner of the room, as the pupils face,

which obviously gives it a better light than it would have in

the opposite corner. The doors are in most instances, though
not always, at the teacher's end of the room, and one of the

plans, curiously enough, shows what appears to be a porcelain
or brick stove, after the Swiss manner, in each room. The

provision for ventilation is, according to our ideas, very inade-

quate, nothing but flues in the brick partition walls being shown
for the purpose, except in one plan, where a shaft, warmed,

apparently, by a smoke flue inside, serves to ventilate the lav-

atories, which certainly need it, being, in all the plans, placed
close to the entrances, and opening out of the main hall. Con-

sidering the tender age of the children to be accommodated,
this is perhaps a good arrangement in itself, but nothing short

of a strong forced ventilation could prevent it from becoming
a source of offence.
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FRENCH ARCHITECTURE OF THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY. I.

'HERE is in the
French mind a no-

table combination
of respect for precedent
and law with love of

personal freedom ; of a

regard for discipline
and subordination with
an inextinguishable in-

dividuality. This shows
itself in art in a keen
sense of organization
and subordination, and
a great fertility and va-

riety in detail; and with

their feeling for ele-

gance of form, and the

liveliness of their in-

vention goes far at any
rate to explain the su-

periority which they
show over other nations

in the fine arts, at least

as far as concerns excel-

lence of form. Their
monarchial and military
habits have some rela-

tion to these character-

istics, perhaps of cause, perhaps of effect. At any rate no one lives

among the French without noting their instincts of command and of

subordination, and no one examines their art without marking its

excellence in technical discipline. Their tendency to disciplined
form in art has of course been greatly steadied by the influence of the

Institute, the Academy and the Ecole des Beaux Arts, which have

preserved an uninterrupted traditional influence from their founda-
tion. No doubt, like every conservative influence, while this has
been a great safeguard against lawlessness, not always against ex-

travagance, as we shall see, it has done something to check the free-

dom of individual and even of general development.
A result of these characteristics in French art is that the French

have not usually been innovators. Any radical change in art, such
as has two or three times come over Christendom, since the inven-

tion of pointed Gothic, which does belong to them, has always begun
outside of France, and the French have followed more or less slowly,
where others have led ; and when after other nations they have taken

up new fashions in art, they have rather interwoven them with their

own previous habits, and modified them till they seem characteristic

of themselves, than surrendered themselves fairly to them.

Thus, when the French court introduced the Renaissance from

Italy, it took in French hands a French dress, and was for a long
time far more meditcval than Classical in feeling. The high roofs

and tall chimneys and pinnacled dormers, and corbelled cornices of

the French chateaux held their place with the Italian orders through
two or three centuries, and it was not till the time of the later Bour-

bons, that what was traditionally Classical architecture wore any
classical look to France.
The beginning of this century however, found all Europe given

over to classicism, and France gone mad for it. The discoveries of

Stuart in Athens had aroused the interest of all French as well as

English artists, and Leroy and other Frenchmen had followed him.
The Revolution had turned everything into Classic as far as possible
in politics, society, art and religion even.

Napoleon himself was full of the Classic mania in art, and his court

painter, David, who was a very dictator in art, pervaded every de-

partment of it with his uncompromising Classic spirit. Two young
Frenchmen, Percicr and Fontaine, pensioners of the French Acad-

emy at Rome, fell to designing first stuffs and furniture, afterwards
monuments and interiors of buildings in the prevailing style. They
built the Arc du Carousel in imitation of the Arch of Septimus Sev-

erus. The Bourse, the Madeleine, the Are de 1'Etoile were begun
in the early days of the Empire ; the Bourse and the Madeleine were
as purely Classical buildings as their respective architects Brogniart
and Vignon knew how to make them. In the Arc de I'Etoile, de-

signed by M. Chalgrin, French individuality again asserted itself,

and though the general form and the style of the details are Classical,

they are not the form and details of any one model, and the whole
is as distinctly French as it is magnificent. The Madeleine was, as

is known, a scheme of Napoleon's, for a temple of glory in honor of

the soldiers of the Grande Armee. When the competition for the

design was in judgment before the Institute he wrote back from his

camp,
" It was a temple that I wanted and not a church. I meant to

have a monument such as was to be found in Athens, and such as was
not to be found in Paris." The Madeleine is such a monument as

never was nor would have been in Athens. It was meant to be

Greek, and is commonly reputed pure Greek, I believe, but it is Ro-
man in its proportions and ordinance, and more Roman than Greek
in its details. It may be said in fact that the French, at least at that

time, were reproducing the Greek in very much the same way that

the Romans did
; that is, they adopted a Greek form and carried it

out, rather an they assumed the Greeks would or should have carried
it out than as they would have found to be Greek, if tliry had stud-

ied their models with Miflicicnt exactness; but with this advuntaj. in

favor of the French, that being much nearer to the Greeks in artistic

feeling, than were the Romans, they produced a result more like tin-

Greek". However, the Madeleine U beautiful and grand, and liki- tin-

Walhalla at Regensburg, valuable as n single very fair example to

our day of what a Classic building was, but with its grandeur -.-n-ii.lv

diminished by its position in a wide open space, surrounded by very
high buildings, and still more by the painful way in which its huge
columns, which should have been monolithic or built of a few cora-

C- drums, but could not, are cut into small sectors of slices. The
rse, as is well known, is simply a rectangular cella, surrounded by

an open peristyle which with its entablature and attic makes its only
significantly visible feature. An incident of its construction is inter-

esting as an example of the difficulties which the unpliabilitv of the
architecture of Vignola brings on architects, and of a luckier chance
than usual in escaping from them. M. Brogniart had adopted for
his building, we read, the Ionic order, as the symbol of " that ele-

gance without luxury, which naturally suits with industrial wealth."

Unhappily, when the foundations had been laid, and so disposed that
the inter-columniations were irrevocably fixed, the purposes of some
of the rooms under the portico were so changed as to require that
their ceiling should be raised. This called for an order of higher
columns, but the Ionic columns could not be lengthened without ruin-

ing the order. There was nothing for it then, but to use instead the
Corinthian column, which with the same inter-columniation, would be
two or three feet higher, being ten diameters instead of nine in

height. This was done, and the practical wants of the building were
so far met ; but M. Brogniart lost the expression he had striven to

give to his " monument."
The Bourse and the Madeleine, the Corps Lcgislatif and the col-

onnade of the Louvre are typical examples of what the French call

Architecture Colossale, that is to say archilecture in which a single order
is made to cover two or more stories, and with or without the help of

an attic, to do duty for a whole faradi*. They are very grand, and I

for one should be sorry not to have them to look at; but they seem
like monuments made and kept for show, not like buildings desirable
or attractive for any use. They have the merit, however, of not try-

ing to reconcile the irreconcilable : the windows which light the two
or three stories are not brought to the front to contradict the single-
ness of impression due to the one controlling order.

With the Empire the time for great undertakings in France ended.
The impulse given by the Republic and by Napoleon spent itself, and
little was done in architecture during the Restoration, but to carry
on some of the work already undertaken. The Chajtelle Expiatoire
in Paris was built to consecrate the spot where Louis XVI and Marie
Antoinette were buried, and commemorates the Swiss Guard, who
gave their lives in their defence. It was designed by Percier and

Fontaine, and is a small chapel, in form a Greek cross with central

dome, of elegant Classic detail, noticeable for the skilful way in which
the apparent size of the dome is increased by somewhat contrasting
the four main arches which support it, a treatment employed on a large
scale by Michael Angelo in St. Peter's, but neglected with lost by
other men who have built domed churches.

The reign of Louis Philippe was at first almost as unproductive as

that of Charles X. The Bourse, the Madeleine, the Arc de 1'Etoile

were finished. The Obelisk of Luxor, a monolith seventy-five feet

high, was brought from Egypt and set up in the Place de la Concorde.
But during this period of non-achievement, while the Classic fervor

liad died away, new interest in archaeology had awakened. The sea-

sons of productive activity are apt not to be those of study and acqui-
sition. Accordingly, this apparently inactive lime was in truth a time
of remarkable growth. The English, who a century before had set on
foot the Greek revival, had now turned their attention to nicditeval

architecture, and a Gothic revival was already in full movement

among them. The new interest spread to France, and was increased

l>y the works of Lenoir, Laborde, Taylor, Nodier, and other*. Victor

Hugo, by the publication just after the accession of Louis Philippe of

"Notre Dame de Pari," gave a powerful impetus to popular interest

in inrdiii'val art and especially architecture, and the whole so-called

romantic movement in literature and art throughout Europe, lent

its influence in the same direction. M. de Caumont, to whose

energy the study of archaeology in France owes as much as to any-

body, founded the Soci&t Archeologique, and by writing and lec-

tures and meetings for discussion encouraged his favorite study. In
1837 was established by the Government the Canute det Aril et

Monuments, for the preservation and restoring of important old

French architectural works. Through their influence most of the

conspicuous remains of mediaeval work in France have been sought
out and put in the charmed list of " Monuments Historiques," which
makes them in a sort pensioners of the Government, secures them

against depredation and decay, and provides in a measure for their

restoration. Two architects whose names are familiar to most of us,

MM. Lassus and Viollet-le-Duc, interested themselves especially in

the critical study of mediieval architecture. Under their care was
undertaken the restoration of the Ste. Chapelle, and of Notre Dame
at Paris ; and one or other of them had charge of the principal res-

torations that were undertaken out of Paris.

Meanwhile the Government was doing its work in analogous ways.

Napoleon's expedition to Egypt, and the voluminous description of

the country and its remains, undertaken by hit order, bad already
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opened a field of study ;
and if the French found Egyptian architec-

ture too solidly rigid to be bent freely to their purposes, they got
some material" and some ideas from it. The Government of Louis

Philippe undertook through M. Charles Texier the examination

and publication of the principal architectural remains of Asia Minor.

The magnificent volumes which he brought out, and still more those

published by Hittorff after his explorations in Sicily, had a great
effect on French art. Architectural travellers from other countries

added their contributions. I take special note of these movements in

the reign of Louis Philippe, because these were the influences which

prepared the changes that gave French architecture the character

we have seen it assume in our day. All the new material that has

been woven into it, and the freedom of treatment it has assumed

under the Second Empire are the outcome of the studies undertaken

under Louis Philippe, stimulated by the social and intellectual activ-

ity and the lavish patronage of the new reign.
One might fancy that architecture had gone to sleep at the Restor-

ation, tired out with the excesses of Classicism, and when it awoke
at the end of Louis Philippe's reign, it was with an entirely new

feeling, and it went about its work in a new spirit. The growing

feeling of romanticism, and the modern tendency to scientific inquiry
and rationalism were equally opposed to the rigidity of Classic forms,

and the active-minded Frenchmen of the day could not surrender

themselves to the straight guidance of precedent. Nevertheless, the

academic prestige was too strong to yield entirely as in England to

the influence of medievalism, and there has not been in France the

same protracted war between the styles as elsewhere. The Ecole des

Beaux-Arts, under the Institute, has never given up its essential con-

trol of the profession : academic precision and symmetry were and

still are insisted on. It is curious to notice how all the practical doc-

trines of design which the medievalists have insisted on, such as su-

bordination of forms to uses, clear expression of purpose, character-

istic and common sense use of material, were one by one acknowledged
and then adopted by the French leaders, and how, notwithstanding,
the academic spirit and classical feeling remain. Toward the end of

Louis Philippe's reign, a number of works were undertaken which

showed an entirely new manner, and made the beginning of what

might almost be called a new style. Some of them, it is true, had

been designed and undertaken in the early part of his reign. Their

leading characteristic was a free and though! ful adaptation of Greek

forms, lines and mouldings to a careful study of modern uses and the

expression of niodern feelings; but the architects were somewhat
eclectic : their materials were drawn not only from Greece itself, but

from Lycia, Syria and Sicily, and even from the freshly-examined

Romanesque of France, especially from that part of it which had
been influenced by Byzantine tradition. In fact there is so miuch

similarity of feeling for line and detail between the Greeks and

French, and French prescriptive training helps this so much, that the

effect of the efforts of medievalists on the body of French architects

has been to turn their attention rather to what was Byzantine or

later Greek in their old architecture than to the distinctively mediae-

val or Gothic period. France may almost be said to have been three

times colonized by the Greeks: of the first colonization by the Greek
sailors before the Roman dominion at Marseilles and other Mediter-

ranean seaports, it is too late to trace the marks perhaps, unless in the

singularly classical physique, maintained distinct to this day, of the

people of Aries and its neighborhood. The second colonization, so

to speak, when in the Dark Ages caravans from the Byzantine Le-

vant landed at the same seaports, and stretched their march across

Toulouse and Aquitaine, had left us the Church of St. Front at Peri-

gueux, and a thousand marks of Greek form on the architecture of

all that neighborhood ;
marks which reappear among the varied de-

tail, recently gathered from Greece herself and all her accessible col-

onies to form the style of the Second Empire, in which we may, if we

will, see, as it were, a third Greek colonization in France. L.

ELECTRIC-LIGHTS FOR LIGHT-HOUSES. Thomas A. Edison was asked

by a New York Tribune reporter whether the report of the English
Committee on Light-houses, to the effect that electric-lights were useless

in a fog, was true.
" The report was half truth, for it only deals with

a half subject," replied Mr. Edison. " The idea that they expressed was
that gas was more valuable in a haze than electric-lights, the latter be-

ing invisible at a short distance. Such a report, if adopted by people
without investigating, would give a tremendous blow Jo my business,
but a little study will show that it applies only to one kind of electric-

light. The reason why the light on which the committee based their

report cannot be seen through a fog is that there are no red or yellow

rays in it. The watery vapor in the air during a fog absorbs the arc-

light, and renders it so useless that there might as well be no light.

Some time ago I was walking through Boston Common in a haze and
came suddenly upon an arc-light that was invisible a hundred feet away.
The arc-light shows its lack of the red and yellow rays in various ways.
For instance, put one on a high pole and while everything for a short

distance around will be brilliant, the light seems to sink into the ground
a short distance away. The black earth absorbs the white rays and

nothing is reflected. A gas-jet in a fog appears to be blood red a short

distance away, and that is the way with an incandescent electric light,

excepting that the line is less pronounced. There are both red and yel-
low rays in the light, and a jet of the same power can be seen no farther,
while all heat and smell are abolished. Then, six incandescent lights

are equal to an arc, and the English Committee, as well as other people,
are bound to find out that all other lights are doomed for Ught-hooJei,

excepting the incandescnt electric light."

I

BERLIN AND NEW YORK.'- II.

my last letter I spoke of the

recent brick structures in this

city, of their general features

and the nature of their decora-

tion ;
but there remains some-

thing to be said regarding their

brickwork specifically so called.

The units resemble in shape our
"
regulation

"
brick at home, but

are, if I mistake not, a little

smaller in size, and I have noted

no disposition to vary from this

one pattern, either when pass-

ing from one structure to another,
or from one to another portion
of the same structure. It is im-

possible, I fear, to express in

words the mechanical perfection

.with which the brickmaker has
'

done his work ; the precision of

edge, the flawless, hard smooth-

ness of surface, the rigid, abso-

lute uniformity of tint he secures.

If to be mathematically invaria-

ble in form and color is the artis-

tic ideal in brickmaking, then

indeed the Berlin artisan leads

his craft. And an equally supreme mathematical exactness is at-

tained by the bricklayer also, for his units are set and pointed off

with a faultless regularity that seems hardly the work of mere human
hands. If a very conscientious machine ever makes and puts up a

brick wall it will look exactly as do the brick walls here. I need

hardly say, however, that such are not the ideals most in favor with

ourselves "to-day. And in this respect at least, I think we are more

"scholarly "than Berlin, if to be scholarly means to follow as closely

as possible the example of the greatest building ages; but to one who
has seen them both it needs no citation of authorities for or against

to prove the superiority of our best recent efforts over those which

are characteristic here. Such examples as Sever Hall at Cambridge,
and the Lexington Avenue Warehouse, the Tiffany Mansion on Mad-
ison Avenue, and the Columbia Bank in New York, not only show a

desirable variety in aim and result that is quite unmatched in Ber-

lin, but each in itself, I think, is far more satisfactory than anything
here, at least from an artistic point of view. From the practical,

mechanical point of view, I cannot speak. I can see of course that

nothing could promise permanence with greater emphasis than does

this German work. The tooth of time the foot of the lichen, the

wash of water or the friction of dust is not likely ever to corrode

these cast-iron surfaces into decay ;
not likely, I sigh to think, ever

to mitigate them into greater beauty. And one is fain to believe

that the methods which have served so well in mediaeval and Roman
work might have served well enough even for the needs of a Prus-

sian bureaucracy. At all events it is a sad offset against the evident

immortality of these structures that they should convince us for the

moment that nothing on earth could be uglier, more repellant, or

more inartistic than the burnt clay which is so indispensable an ally.

scarcely even a wall of red iron marked off into tiny rectangles,

and decorated with reliefs in the same substance : I do not think there

would be a pin to choose between the two. I should explain, how-

ever, in the interests of strict accuracy, that the painful uniformity
in tint at least is not so thoroughly achieved in the light shades of

yellow brick as in the red which is more commonly used. But we
feel sure it has been just as earnestly desired. 2

A pretty fair comparison may be drawn between these recent Ber-

lin buildings and the New York Produce Exchange. I do not thus

select it because we at home consider it a peculiarly triumphant es-

say, but because it comes so near to the German work in general in-

tention. No similar structure here is so grandiose and imposing,
or (with all its minor imperfections) so harmonious and good in de-

sign and proportion. In none are the brick surfaces so pleasantly

treated, and in none are such fine effects of shadow secured. I doubt,

on the other hand, whether a German architect would ever use such
" stvleless

" and reprehensible decorative motives. But even here

we feel the aim has perhaps been better, since there has been some

perceptible effort to produce a decorative as well as a merely orna-

mental result. The tower is better in itself, and not a whit more

disassociated from the main mass than is the tower of the Rath Haus.

And I think that even in the weakest point of the Exchange in

the want of coherence which exists between its interior and its exte-

rior forms it is not a greater sinner than the Rath Haus, which

had in its given problem, moreover, far less excuse for sinning. At
all events the Exchange produces a powerful, agreeable, individual

and lasting "architectural impression ;" and I cannot say as much
for any analogous building Ijere. One of my chief expectations in

coming to Berlin was that I should see many things that would be

suggestive as regards our own current effort to make good use of

brick and of terra-cotta decoration. But no expectation I have ever

' Continued from No. 4;i9, paste '29.

* The hard uniformity of surface in these buildings is not correctly reported of

by photographs: the sun seems to fluil out aud accent diversities and gradation*
which escape tin; human eye.
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cherished has been more utterly disappointed. If there are lessons

to be learned it id not wu who need sit as scholars. 1

A much more ambitious esxay than any of these last is the new
Kunst-Gewerbe Museum, built by Herren Gropius and Schtnieden.

It stands free on all sides, but again we have a four-square right-
lined box, relieved only by a portico which is tacked onto, not com-
bined with, the main mass. The windows of the principal gtorv are

large and square, and divided into three lights by pilaster-mullions,
after the manner dear to German architects in Renaissance times.

These as well as most of the other profusely applied trimmings and
the basement are of a yellowish sandstone; there is also terra-cotta

decoration, and the broad spaces between the small windows of the

third story are filled with pictorial panels of mosaic executed in bril-

liant colors on a gold ground. So the red brick which forms the

body of the structure does not plav a very large part in the scheme.

A vast deal of money, labor and well-trained skill have been expended
on the decoration, and the most complete and brilliant color-effect

has been aimed at; but the result is not very inspiriting. Above the

basement, for example, runs a wide frieze of figures representing the

various technical and industrial processes. It shows, as do the glass
mosaics beneath the cornice, the general German tendency to tell a

symbolic story with child-like directness, but with little power save

of a "literary" illustrative kind; little conception of what is the

real meaning of the words, monumental, decorative, or even plailic.
There is a pettiness of intention, a cominonplaceness, so to say, of

mood, a sentimentality and " sweetness
"

of feeling about the work
which doubtless would not in the least 'distress one in the original

drawings, but which are essentially inadequate to the necessities of

monumental decoration. Again, it was not a very monumental idea

to flank the entrance-steps with seated figures of Holbein and Peter

Vischer, one drawing in a book, the other modelling a detail of the

Sebaldus-Grab. They are correct and scholarly in design, and pleas-

antly naturalistic in general expression and treatment
;
but they

should have been little statuettes, not over-life-size figures put to

architectural, monumental service. The color of the great mosaic

pictures is of the same sort I have iiiii.nl elsewhere; bright and va-

ried, not distinctly inharmonious and yet not harmonious as we mean
the word when speaking of monumental decoration. It has no pro-
nounced key-note upon which all else depends, nor does it blend in a

distant view into any pleasantness of tone. And the same may be

said of the
general

color-effect of the building. There is no domi-

nant note; for the brick has been too much suppressed by the orna-

ment to afford this ; and no rythmical balance of tones. Coloristi-

cally and in design the structure is an aggregate of parts, more or

less interesting in themselves, but bound together by no vital cohe-

sion, and certainly worked out of nothing that could be called an

architectural idea. Such a piece of simple structural design, as I

will say, that side of the- Boston Medical School which faces toward

Trinity Church, liasmore architectural value than all this ambitious

costly overlay which there has been no conception, no architecture

in fact to guide and unify.
When we enter the Museum we find it is composed of four wings

surrounding a great glass-roofed court, which is encircled on the

ground floor, and again above by arcaded galleries giving access to

the exhibition rooms. The construction is not in any way remarka-

ble for beauty. The decoration, a little too pronounced and heavily

rich, interferes a little with the effect of the collections themselves.

And we are as surprised as shocked when, in a structure dedicated

to the growth of good taste in art and industry, we see that the super-
ficial sumptuousness of effect has sometimes been wrought by the aid

of shams; by marble which is paint, and by gilded bronze which is

not metal at all. One element of the interior decoration, however, is

very charming, and charming in the wav that might least have been

predicted. A frif.ze of figures which runs beneath the great glass

roof, strikes me as the best essay in polychromatic sculpture I have

anywhere seen. It is quite effective enough as decoration, yet very

tenderly harmonious in a rather pale scheme of color. I doubt, how-

ever, whether any human being will ever look beyond its general

agreeableness of effect, will ever stop to trace out in detail the myriad

symbolic intentions of its endless groups and figures; intentions the

mere main points of which fill two pages of explanation in the cat-

alogue.
One wonders whether it was the evident and, indeed, generally

acknowledged failure of this building as a whole which led the

powers that be to make a new and near neighbor so very different.

I am sorry I cannot name the architect of this (the still incomplete

Ethnological Museum) for it seems to me one of the three or four

best things in all Berlin. It is of a light gray granite, very delight-
ful in tone, and a very refreshing contrast to the ubiquitous pale

yellow of sandstone and stucco, and the hard red of the new brick, as

well as to such a parti-colored mass as the Kuust-Gewerbe Museum.
The style is a stern Roman Renaissance with an applied Doric order

of majestic proportions below, and a Composite one above, and no

further decoration. Here we do see at last an attempt at structural

composition. The building holds a corner site, and at the angle is a

great semi-circular pavilion which is brought farther forward than

the line of the wings, but at its base retreats somewhat beyond their

face.

Still more successful indeed I think extremely successful and

> I may add that I hare remarked no attempt whatever to use carted brick
in decoration.

extremely interesting is the new Technological Institute in the
suburb of Charloltcnlmrgjust beyond the Thier-Garten, an enormous
structure of stone, the chief front of which measures two hundred
and thirty metres. The side wings project so as to form two great
corner pavilions behind which the main portion of the front is con-

siderably withdrawn, being itself broken by a central pavilion of
much shallower but still effective salience. A rather rapid rise in

the ground has been utilized to form a fine approach to this a wide

flight of steps encircled by a driveway which leads over their plat-
form. Only in the* central pavilion in there any pronounced recourse
to that columnar style which is o generally favored here, and this

seems to me the least successful part of the composition not very
agreeable in its proportions (the attic being unduly heavy) and over-
laden in its rich profusion of shafts and statues. Elsewhere the de-

sign has been suggested by earlier and simpler Italian Renaissance

examples. The main stretches of the facade show, above a lofty,

very solid basement with rectangular openings, two ranges of round-
arched windows, and a third where the windows are of similar shape
but being small and closely set, and having delicate little applied
columns between, produce the effect of a graceful arcade. In the
corner pavilions the treatment of the basement is the same, but the

upper stories arc differently designed, and in a way which gives a
welcome accent of strength and solidity ; their windows being
grouped in the centre, and the broad wall-spaces on either hand being
enlivened but not unduly disturbed by niches with statuary. Add to

this that the proportioning between the stories is very happy (except
as I have said, in the central pavilion), that the cornice is strong,
and is crowned with a light but rich balustrade, and that the string-
courses are well marked, and show clear and charming profiles at

the angles of the structure, and it may be understood that there has
been here a great divergence from the general local level in design.
I am sorry that no photograph of the building can yet be had

;
but

after all, an illustration would not reproduce its chief beauty, its most
individual characteristic its color treatment. This i-, I think, the
most delightful essay in " natural polychromy

"
I have ever seen from

a modern hand. Of course there may be others as good which I

have nut seen, but I doubt whether any of them can be better. The
lofty basement is of a red sandstone, similar in color, if I remember

rightly, to the Longmeadow stone of Boston but lighter in tone. The
story next in order is of a rather pronounced yellow sandstone, the
" value

"
of which is in the best accord with that of the red below.

And the two upper stories with the balustrade are of a gray granite
so pale as to be almost white. The proportioning of these masses of

different color seems to me very happy, and their harmony has been

brought into greater unity by the artistic device of carrying up into

the white a reminiscence of stronger tones. In the spandrels of the

third story, disks of red and green marble have been introduced, and
the little columns of the up|>ermost, arcaded story are red again.
The scale of the building is so great that such a pronounced variety
of color produces no unquietness of effect, and the result is as fine

in its monumental grandeur as it is individual and brilliant. It is a

pity so good a structure does not stand in the centre of the town, in-

stead of amid rather shabby surroundings in a suburb. As we were

provided with no permit we were unable, unfortunately, to see the

interior, which from the evidence of the exterior may well be worthy
of examination. The designs for the work came from the veteran
hands of Lucaj and Hitzig, but I do not know whether the color

treatment should be credited to them or to Professor Raschdorff
who was intrusted with the carrying out of their intentions.

If this building is a genuine and imposing architectural concep-
tion and, therefore, an exception in Berlin so too, though in a

totally different way, is the railway-station for the Anhait line,

erected a few years ago by Herr Schwechten, and widely and de-

servedly known to fame. Though in one way not, of course, the

more beautiful of the two it is perhaps the stronger and more

interesting in its entire independence of time-honored models, and
the more instructive in its excellent resolution of one of the most

frequent and trying problems of to-day.
It is unfortunate, again, that no photograph can be had which

gives any idea of its best qualities ; none, that is, of its interior. The
exterior front shows, above a porch and waiting-rooms of no partic-
ular originality, a group of slender round-headed lights embraced
beneath a great slightly elliptical arch which shows the form of the

glass-and-iron roof of the terminus proper ; but when we have passed
through the waiting-rooms and up a stairway into this terminus, we
see that the externally visible forms serve the laudable purpose of

expression only ; the roof is actually supported by a similar group
of unglazed lights, which is united with the external group over the

roof of the inner waiting-room, by flying-buttresses. And a corre-

sponding design, supported by a huge arch beneath, forms the oppo-
site end where the tracks emerge from under shelter. The scale if

so enormous, the design so happy in its proportions, and so strong,
massive and effective in its treatment, that tlic impression produced
is of the grandest sort; and grand in a way which is perfectly suited

to the utilitarian purposes of the structure and the repose of its ma-
terial, and perfectly expressive in its functions as

supporting the

vast root* above. The main range of large round-arched windows on
the long sides of the terminus show, again, very fine proportions, and
the glass employed is of a pleasant pale-green hue. The only fault

one can find is that the substructure here does not seem solid enough
with its line of close-placed doors and windows. The brick which is

employed, both outside and in, is of a good light yellow color, not so
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uniform in tint or so hard in tone as is the rule in Berlin. But the

ornamental details are still too small and finnikin and too profuseh
used. Such monumental forms might well have been left to play
their part without the aid or, more truly, the hindrance of petty,

pretty little decorations, which in scale and in motive are out ol

character with the nature of the building.
The roof of this terminus, is, I believe, exceeded in span but by

two others in the world. More, I am too ignorant to say of it, save
that to an uninstructed eye it looks unusually light and simple, unu-

sually inohstructive in every way.
As is well known, ten years of discussions, disputes and competi-

tions have finally been ended by the selection of a design for a new
Parliament Building. Ground has been broken for it in an excellent

situation beside the Thier Garten and just beyond the Brandenburg
Gate. But the plans are no longer on exhibition, and I have been
unable to learn their character. I am sorry to say, too, that the

projects for the new Kaiser Wilhelm Strasse have also just been
withdrawn from public inspection. This street is to continue the

Unter den Linden on the other side of the Spree, running through
one of the older quarters of the town where such a thoroughfare is

sadly needed. The Marien Kirche which is one of the very few

really ancient structures in the city will, I hear, be brought into

fuller view than heretofore
;
but such other good results as may be

attained must be left for some future tourist's chronicle.

My own rambling chronicle has indeed been quite as superficial as

I promised. It would take much more time and much better facil-

ities than I have had at command not to speak of much profounder
knowledge to enable one to give a really complete picture, a

really authoritative judgment, of modern architecture in so huge a
town as this. But from what I have endeavored to appraise, that

is, the general aspect of the most frequented quarters, and the gen-
eral character of their most conspicuous and ambitious structures,
the conclusion has forced itself upon me that the usual route of the

travelling American student need by no means yet be altered so as

to embrace Berlin. For, so far as I can guess, that which such a
student chiefly seeks in modern work is the realization of new archi-

tectural ideas
; not, of course, ideas which are new as being composed

of novel elements, but new as adapting whatever elements are chosen
to a thorough satisfaction of the novel requirements of to-day, and to

a distinct expression of contemporary life on its practical and (if it

has any) on its artistic side. And such architectural ideas seem to

me very rare in Berlin
;
rare even as compared with the degree to

which they prevail in other lands. Here, least of anywhere,
where new needs are infinite, where money is lavishly spent, and
where ambition is very lofty, does there seem any strong desire to

wrestle with the fundamental problems of the art, to study a struc-

ture from the inside out, to think first of its plan, and next of how
this may truthfully be expressed in its exterior

;
to make, in a word,

the character and purpose of a building the raison d'etre of its gen-
eral effect, of its every feature, and of its entire decoration. I think
we find a strong proof of this in the mere fact that in such a climate
the roof is so entirely suppressed ;

a strong proof that structural com-

position is not rated at its due value either as the foundation of ex-

pression, or as the foundation of beauty either. Goethe once told

his countrymen that they had "no plastic power," and I think he
would not have reconsidered his dictum in Berlin to-day. The An-
halt Bahnhof is indeed one palpable exception to the rule (except
with regard to its decoration), and I do not question that there may
exist other exceptions in every department. But opposite examples
are so conspicuous in their numbers, and so pronounced in their

character that they indisputably make the rule. Hand in hand with
all this goes what I may call the general uninterestingness of Berlin

building both good and mediocre. This is a difficult quality to ex-

plain in words, though not a difficult one to recognize in fact. Per-

haps I may say that I mean it as the quality which impresses one
with the idea that knowledge, training, conscientious effort and con-
ventional good taste may or may not have been brought in play, but
that whether they have or not (and even though they have to a very
eminent degree), such other factors have been lacking as freshness

and vitality of mood, strength and individuality of feeling, fervor and

genuineness of impulse on the artist's part; spontaneous architectu-

ral imagination, spontaneous artistic instinct. These are big words
to use. 1 know. Spontaneity and vitality are nowhere common to-

day ; certainly not as combined with that scholarly skill and that

sure judgment which alone really bring their results within the pale
of art. But here more than in any other place I can recall where
there has been any approach to so vast, so varied and so ambitious

an activity, they seem to be conspicuously lacking. Here more than

anywhere else does modern architecture seem not an ignorant, a

careless nor an unexperimenting, but yet a cold, a labored and an
unvital art, an art which is uninspired by any touch of imagination,
enthusiasm, creative instinct

; by any touch of that breathing, quick-

ening, human quality which in every art (and whether the result in

question be wholly successful or almost wholly unsuccessful, even)
marks the difference between the interesting and the uninteresting,
the difference, that is to say, between the created and the manufac-

tured, the living and the dead. M. G. VAN RENSSELAER.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and
adequate descriptions uf the buildings, including a statement of cost.]

PULPIT ON THE FRONT OF THE CATHEDRAL, PRATO, ITALY.

PRATO
is a small town eleven miles northwest of Florence. It

formerly belonged to Florence, and during the early Renaissance

period was quile actively engaged in artistic work, attracting to

itself several of the best Florentine masters, who have left a number
of very interesting monuments in the style of the period. The
Cathedral dates from the twelfth century, though finally completed
by Giovanni Pisano two centuries later. It is in much the same

style as the Pisa and Siena cathedrals, though falling far short of

both in design. The facade, decorated in bands of colored marbles,
dates from 1450. On one corner is the pulpit shown in the photo-
print. It was designed conjointly by Miehelozzo and Donalello, the
latter of whom carved (he exquisite bas-reliefs of dancing children.

It is from this pulpit that the highly revered sacra cintola, or girdle
of the Virgin, is exhibited for the comfort of the faithful. This

girdle is said to be the identical band which the Virgin let down
from heaven to convince the doubting Thomas. Over the principal
entrance of the Cathedral is a large group by Andrea della Robbia,
the Madonna with SS. Stephen and Lawrence. Inside there are
some fine mural paintings by Agnolo Gaddi; frescoes by Fra Filippo
Lippi, the finest work of this master; a handsome bronze screen,
and a number of other art works, including a good round pulpit by
Alino da Fiesole.

THE ANHALT RAILROAD STATION, BERLIN, GERMANY.

FOR description see the article on " Berlin and New York "
else-

where in this issue.

HOUSE FOR BERNARD KARZ, ESQ., PATERSON, N. J. MR. CHARLES

EDWARDS, ARCHITECT, PATERSON, N. J.

SOME DOORWAYS IN AND ABOUT BOSTON.

SOUTH PORCH OF THE CATHEDRAL OF NOTRE DAME, ROUEN,
FRANCE. 1

THE JEFFERSON MARKET (THIRD DISTRICT) COURT-HOUSE, NEW
YORK, N. Y. MR. F. C. WITHERS, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK, N. Y.

[Gelatine Print, issued only with the Gelatine Edition.]

A PLAN and description of this, which was voted one of the "best
ten buildings" in this country, may be found in the American Archi-

tect for June 15, 1878.

SOME NEW JOURNALS.

BEFORE
speaking of what we believe

is the latest venture in art journalism,
we have waited for several issues

to appear in order to discover whether
what promised to be a very welcome
visitor seemed likely to fulfil its early

promise. It seems like a hardy enter-

prise iu these days to start a new journal
of any kind when the field appears to be

already crowded, but still they come, and
it is surprising how many succeed in

staying, and in this the monthly journal
seems to have a much greater success

than the weekly ones, or, again, than the

JjisnsHead, Gr^sciaa-^fult daily newspapers, which seem to die as

-a^e.z jfefaponfi. soon as they are born. We believe that

this journal
2 will have little difficulty in maintaining a foothold, but

whether it will do more than this will depend on many circumstances,
some of which are within the control of its editor, and others are not.

At present it is a journal whose interest lies wholly in its illustra-

tions, which are admirably presented and are selected from various

"sources" with much good judgment; and there is good reason to

believe that the editor, as he becomes wonted to his work, will find

it more and more easy to provide acceptable material if he escape
on the one hand the error which brought disaster upon the, in many
ways, attractive publication which Mr. Rinn undertook some years
ago, and which makes the English journal Decoration so wearisome
to those who see it

;
and if on the other hand he can avoid the fate

which he seemingly invites, of becoming the exponent exclusively
of those who disregard the "traditions and rules of their masters

in the art." The efforts of the clever ones of the " new schools
"
are

attractive and entertaining while they are fresh, but after a while

they are as productive of aesthetic indigestion as would be the slight
annual changes that a woman, once pretty, could make in the ex-

travagantly fantastic head-dress that momentarily pleased the fancy
of the lover of her younger days. As most of the illustrations of

;hese early numbers are not the work of this inspired school we are

spared that phantasmagoria of art which the editorial announce-
ment seems to presage for the future.

i From Cotman's "
Antiquities of A'ormandy."

8 Art and Decoration. An illustrated monthlv devoted to Interior and Ex-
terior Ornament under the Art Management of George K. Holm and the Edito-
rial Conduct of Caryl Coleman. New York : 1885.
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Blowing one's own trumpet is sometimes the only way of making
a stir in the world, but this journal could easily have got along wilh-

out so ill-advised a statement as that "our journal is the only art

paper published in America receiving a large support from the young
draughtsmen and architectural students." Such vainglorious boast-

ing sounds, in the slang of the street,
" too fresh."

Another journal
> may have felt that we have been extremely dila-

tory in paying it the usual attention, but the fact is that as the first

issue was issued with the unusual statement that it was a "
pre-

cursory number," and so seemed to be put forth only as a feeler, we
did not feel at all sure that it would have any successors, and their

appearance amongst the mass of unopened
" second class

" matter

on our tables escaped notice.

Here again the unexpected happens a second journal appears
soon after its predecessor has become fairly established, being in-

spired seemingly by the ineradicable human belief that where there

is room for one there is for two. And yet the style and scope of the

two journals are so different they may each successfully satisfy their
" want." There is an indefinable something about this journal
which makes one wonder why its editor does not give it the old-

fashioned form of a
quarterly review, which seems to offer a chance

for playing a role which we believe hag not been undertaken as yet.

But from its evidently having been undertaken to promote in some

degree the interests of the exhibitors at the Permanent Exhibit of

Building Materials we suppose there is as usual a background of

expected money-making through exploiting the wares of advertisers,

who would be but ill-served by a quarterly publication. The dis-

tinctive feature is a plate showing two foreign subjects printed by an

American photo-gravure process which falls far short of those ex-

cellencies which Goupil has educated us to associate with prints

reproduced by this process.

Still another journal, of age too immature at the time to find a

place in the Institute's "Report on American Architectural Journals,"

needs an introduction to our readers, though it will be obviously im-

possible for them to remember more than a fraction of its very com-

prehensive but cumbersome title;
2 but we will make the introduction

before its proprietors add a new joint to it, a step which may be de-

manded by the new department which is to be incorporated in the

journal henceforth a department devoted to the "noteworthy mon-

uments and mausoleums in our neighboring cemeteries." The issue

before us contains two or three small sketches of local buildings, two

or three portraits of local political officials, and a design for an

equestrian monument to General Grant, in which the editors hope to

create sufficient interest to ensure the contribution of the necessary
funds. We trust that the enterprise may be successful and redound

to the credit of our contemporary, but we also entertain the hope
that when the sculptor actually begins work he will carefully deter-

mine the exact amount of " condition powder
"
that will secure the

just amount of equine contortion that public taste demands : it seems

useless to wantonly give too heavy a dose. The balance of the paper
is filled with the usual complement of local notes connected with the

several interests with which it concerns itself.

DECISIONS RELATING TO FIRE INSURANCE.'

PROBABLE AND IMPROBABLE RESULTS OF NEGLIGENCE.

1IE respondents brought this action against
the defendant company to recover the value

of certain personal property and of a dwelling-
house situated in the city of Green Bay, which was

destroyed by fire in September, 1880. The insur-

ance company is a party plaintiff because it had

insured the house and paid the insurance thereon,

and in consideration of such payment Adkins had

to the insurance company his claim

against the defendant company for the value of

the house destroyed. The plaintiffs claim the

right to recover upon facts set out in the com-

plaint, showing that the property was burned by
the carelessness of the persons in charge of one of

the steamboats of the defendant company, whilst

C!d.Eng1i/h.Chic navigating the Fox River in the city of Green

Bay. The negligence consisted in not having a spark-arrester

attached to a steamboat of the company, in consequence of which

sparks set fire to property on the shore, destroying, among others,

the dwelling-house of Adkins. The evidence tended to show that

the sparks emitted from the smoke-stack of said vessel were carrieil

to the shore and kindled a lire in some shavings lying near a planing-

mill, and thence to the mill, which was burned, as well as many other

buildings, and from the sparks and brands of this burning district a

second district was fired, some thirty-five hundred feet distant from

the planing-mill, burning thirty-seven houses, Adkins' house being

among them and the first to burn. On appeal it was

' The Huildinq Budget. A Journal of Architecture and Kindred Art*. Issued

from the office of the Permanent Kxhiblt and Exchange of Building Materials

and Improvements. Chicago: 1886.
' The Buffnla /luildi-r and It-al Estate Owner and Local Weekly Insurance

Recnrd. 55 Chapin Block. Buffalo, N. Y.
3 Prom " The Insurance Year-Boot," 1885-6. Published by the Spectator Co.,

New York and Chicago.

HKI.D That the question of defendant's liability is one of fact for

the jury, and not of law for the court. The question whether a
result may or may not be expected to follow certain acts is material

upon the question of negligence ;
that a person is not required to use

that degree of care against an improbable result which he would be
bound to exercise against a probable one. The defendant had the

right to have submitted to the jury the question whether the retult,
which is the ground of action, might under the circumstances have
been reasonably expected, not by defendant, but by a man of ordi-

nary intelligence and prudence. Judgment reversed and remanded
for a new trial.

Supreme Court of Wisconsin. Adkins and Phccnix Insurance

Company vs. The Goodrich Steamboat Company.

HO LIABILITY WHERE FIRE IS THE RESULT OF AN EXPLOSION.

This was a suit on a policy of insurance for the destruction of an
insured building. The policy sued on contained a clause under
which the insurer was not responsible for losses occasioned by explo-
sion. The defence set up by the company in this case was that the
loss was due to that cause alone, and refused payment. The evi-

dence showed that by the explosion of the sugar-house boilers the

building caught fire, which fire was apparently extinguished, but it

broke out a second and a third time, within forty-eight hours after
the explosion.
HKLD The existence of a fire as an effect of an explosion must

be presumed to have continued as such an effect unless the contrary
be proven. The insurer was released from liability for the destruc-
tion of tin' building.

Supreme Court of Louisiana. Jannerel vs. Insurance Company.

INCREASED RISK VOIDS THE POLICY.

A fire policy provided that if the premises should be occupied or
used so as to increase the risk it should In- void; and in the same
clause the use of naphtha was prohibited, but in another clause it WM
stated that " the assured has permission to use naphtha in his busi-

ness, but fire or lights are not permitted in the building, except a
small stove in the office." In a suit on the policy, it was shown that
some time after the policy was issued an eigliteen-inch cylinder stove
was placed and used in the finishing-room in the building, in which
there was usually or frequently a large quantity of inflammable

naphtha used. On this evidence the company defeated the action,
and the plaintiff carried the case to the Supreme Court, where the

company again prevailed.
HKLD No argument is required to show that this use of the

building increased the risk, and the policy was thereby avoided.

Supreme Court of Connecticut Daniels vs. Equitable Fire Insur-

ance Company.

NON-OCCUPANCY VITIATES THE POLICY.

This was a suit by plaintiff to recover the insurance on a dwelling-
house burned in April, 1881. Among the conditions in the policy
issued by the company on this risk was one that the policy should

become void " if the insured premises shall at any time be occupied
or used so as to increase the risk, or become vacant or unoccupied,
and so remain without notice to and consent of the company in writ-

ing." The house was vacant from January 1, 1881, and it was
shown in evidence that the company had not been notified. At the

trial of the court below, by direction of the court, a verdict for the

defendant was returned, and the plaintiff thereupon alleged excep-
tions and took an appeal.
HKLD That the uncontradicted evidence at the trial showed

that the house was vacant and unoccupied at and before the time of

the fire, and therefore the policy was null and void.

Supreme Court of Massachusetts. Lilch vs. North British, etc.,

Insurance Company.

IN COURSE OF CONSTRUCTION AND OCCUPANCY.

This suit was brought against the defendant company to recover
on a policy of fire insurance placed upon a building in course of erec-

tion. The application was made to I!., an authorized agent of the

company, for insurance upon a building in course of construction as

a hotel; but the application stated that the building was occupied as

a hotel, when in fact it was not occupied at all, but probably would
have been before or soon affer the issue of the policy. The applica-
tion was accepted and a policy issued in accordance with the applica-
tion, and the building was burned before it was completed. In the

policy was a provisional clause stating that any misrepresentations
or erroneous statements of the application which would affect the

risk would render the policy void. On appeal, the court

HELD That the company was bound by the acts of the agent,
and his knowledge that the building was not completed was the

knowledge of the company, and it was liable for the loss. That the

issuing of the policy and receiving the premium by the company was
a waiver of all violations of conditions of the policy, and it is thereby
stopped from setting up such violation as a defense to this action.

Supreme Court of Iowa. Jordan vs. Stale Insurance Company.
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CHANGE IN TITLE OF PROPERTY FORFEITS THE POLICY.

Edward Malley, merchant, of New Haven, insured his property, a

condition of the policy being that if the property was sold or trans-

ferred, or any change took place in title or possession, the policy
should be void. He subsequently admitted William Neely to partner-

ship, and the firm became known as Edward Malley & Co. Neely
was to have furnislied ten thousand dollars capital to the firm within

the first year, which was not done, and the plaintiff held that the

partnership had not been completed in consequence. The store and

property insured were destroyed by fire and defendant refused pay-
ment.
HELD The terms of the agreement entered into between Malley

and Neely constituted the latter a partner, regardless of the payment
of the ten thousand dollars, and the new firm entered into possession
of the partnership property which was destroyed. This constituted

such a change of interest as forfeited the policy.

Supreme Court of Connecticut. Edward Malley vs. A tlantic Fire

and Marine Insurance Company.

WARRANTY. BY DESCRIPTION AND DIAGRAM.

The insurance on a planing-mill was procured by a broker who
used a written application made several years before to another com-

pany, which contained also a diagram showing a ground plan of the

mill and adjacent buildings. The agent made a synopsis of this

application, annexing a copy of the diagram and a description of the

property. This synopsis was used by the agent's companies as a
basis for their policies.
HELD That the diagram purported to show only the location of

the buildings represented on it, and there was no misrepresentation
or breach of warranty in the existence of facts which it failed to

show, when the insured was only required to show the facts so far as

they were material to the risk, although it also covenanted to be a
full and just exposition of all the facts, unless the omitted facts were
material. A representation that there was no planing-machine on
the premises is not falsified by the existence of such a machine in an

adjoining building not included in the policy. When a question in

the application is not answered, a failure to inquire further is a
waiver of answer by the insurer. The original application repre-
sented that there was no mortgage, but a mortgage had subsequently
been given. The misrepresentation voided those policies issued on
the basis of this application, where there had been no waiver. The
knowledge of the agent of certain of the companies concerning the

mortgage was a waiver of the misrepresentation.
U. S. Circuit Court, Northern District of New York. Mulvilte vs.

A dams.

M18DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY VOIDS THE POLICY.

This action by the appellant was defended by the appellee com-

pany on the ground of misdeseription of the building by the appli-
cant in his application for insurance thereon. The facts as shown

by the evidence were that the property to be insured was mentioned
as a "story and a half-story, hard finished

"
boarding-house build-

ing ;

" that the lower story only was hard finished, and the half-story
above was finished by what is known as cloth finish." On appeal it

was
HELD That this was a misrepresentation of a material fact

which voided the insurance.

Court of Appeals, New York. Jackson vs. Fire and Marine In-

surance Company.

NON-OCCUPANCY VOIDS THE POLICY.

This was an action by George Wells against defendant company
on a policy of insurance against loss by fire, to recover five hundred

dollars, the amount of risk taken on a certain dwelling-house of the

plaintiff, which was wholly destroyed by fire, during the period for

which the policy was written. At the time the policy was written

the dwelling therein described was occupied by a tenant, under a
lease for one year beginning on March 1, 1880. On October 5,

1880, said tenant with his family removed from the dwelling-house,

taking away his goods, etc., without any intention of returning, leav-

ing in the house a barrel containing some bran and a coal-oil can.

During the same night the house was burned. The owner was igno-
rant of the fact that the tenant had left the house. The policy
attached to the petition in the case contains a condition that the

{>olicy

shall be void "if the building herein mentioned be vacant or

eft unoccupied." The defendant company alleged that "at the

time said house was burned, and for some time prior thereto, it was

left, and without the knowledge or consent of the defendant com-

pany, wholly vacant and unoccupied." To this answer plaintiff
entered a denial. Among his contentions was one that the presence
of the barrel and can left in the house constituted continued occu-

pancy. The verdict and judgment were rendered for the plaintiff,
which judgment on petition in error was affirmed by the district

court. On appeal to the Supreme Court it was
HELD That an absolute condition in a fire insurance policy on a

dwelling-house, that the policy shall be void "if the building insured
be vacated or left unoccupied," voids the policy, although the vaca-
tion of the house resulted from the permanent removal of the tenant
of the insured during the running of his lease, without the knowl-

edge or consent of the landlord. Also that the building was insured
as an occupied dwelling-house; that the parties to the contract
were competent to make a stipulation that said building was to con-
tinue to be occupied ;

that the leaving behind the barrel of bran and
oil-can did not prevent the avoidance of the policy ;

that the house
had ceased to be occupied as a dwelling, and that the length of time

elapsing after the vacation and before the fire is wholly immaterial.

Judgment reversed and cause dismissed.

Supreme Court of Ohio. Farmers' Insurance Company, Appel-
lant vs. Watts, Appellee.

ATMOSPHERIC HUMIDITY.

1 1 FlIERE is yet another gaseous ele-

| inent of the atmosphere which is

absolutely universal, although the

amount which is present varies im-

mensely under different conditions.

This is watery vapor.

Although this vapor is invisible, we
are constantly being reminded of its

presence. The moisture that condenses
on the cool window-panes of a crowded

room, or that dims the surface of the

tumbler of iced water which one may
be lucky enough to get at some suffo-

cative dinner, are among the everyday
evidences that watery vapor is present
in the air, and ready to condense.

Air is only capable of keeping a cer-

tain definite amount of watery vapor in

an invisible condition. For equal baro-

metric pressures the amount varies with

the temperature. The higher the tem-

perature, the greater is the amount of

SCIMITAR TOOTHCD UON
vapor which the air will hold invisible.

At a freezing temperature each cubic foot of air will hold just over

two grains of watery vapor, while at a temperature of 100 Fahr.

the amount which the air will retain is close upon twenty grains, or

ten times as much. These figures are not precisely accurate, but

they are near enough for our purpose, and are easily remembered.
When the air contains its maximum amount of watery vapor (an
amount which increases with the temperature) it is said to be sat-

urated, and if saturated air be cooled the moisture is deposited in the

form of dew.

Rain, in like manner, is caused by the cooling of air saturated

with moisture.

According as the moisture in the air falls short of saturation, so is

its drying power, and its power of causing the evaporation of fluids.

If complete saturation be spoken of as 100, then the relative hu-

midity of the air may be stated as a percentage of the maximum.
Let us suppose that a cubic foot of air contains 50 per cent of watery

vapor. If the temperature of the air be 32 Fahr., then we shall

know that each cubic foot (containing fifty per cent of its maximum)
holds about one grain of watery vapor, and is capable of drying up
a second grain. If the temperature of the air, however, be 100

Fahr., we shall know that each cubic foot (containing 50 per cent of

its maximum) holds about ten grains, and that the drying power of

each cubic foot is equal to another ten.

Now it is important to bear in mind that although the air in both

these imagined instances has a humidity of 50 per cent, yet the dry-

ing power is ten times greater at the higher temperature.
Since the drying power, i. e., the power of causing evaporation, is

that which exercises most influence on our health and comfort, it

follows that humidity must always be considered in conjunction with

temperature. When the drying power of the air is great, the evap-
oration of fluid from our skins and lungs is great. When the drying

power of the air is small, the evaporation of moisture from the skin

and lungs is small also. It follows from this that dry air is often of

great use to persons suffering from what are known as chronic

catarrhal conditions of the respiratory passages (throat, nose, wind-

pipe, and bronchial tubes). The moist, mucous surfaces of these

parts are, as it were, dried up by the dry air which is drawn over

them, and the sufferings of the invalid are greatly lessened.

As regards the effect of the drying power of the air upon the skin,

it is quite impossible to consider it apart from the question of tem-

perature, because the amount of perspiration to be evaporated

depends mainly upon the temperature (exercise being left out of con-

sideration), and hence it follows that the amount of perspiration to

be evaporated may be ahead of the drying power of the air. Hence
it is not possible to consider the effect of drying power on the skin

apart from the question of temperature, and we must therefore defer

it until we come to talk of temperature.
The moisture in the air is due to the evaporating power of the

sun. The heat of the sun is constantly raising water in the form of

vapor; just as the water in a boiler is changed to vapor by
the glow-

ing fuel. In tropical regions the amount of water which is changed
to invisible vapor is prodigious, but the evaporation in temperate
climates is also very great, for it must be remembered that this

1 From a lecture on "Climate In its Relation to Health," read before the So-

ciety of Arts by G. V. Poore, M. D., and published In the Journal oi the Society.
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evaporation goes on so long as the moisture in the air falls short of

saturation.

The watery vapor in the air is of the greatest importance from a

meteorological, and, therefore, indirectly from a climatic point of

view. Mr. Scott, in his work on the " Element! of Afeleoroloyy,"
thinks that the distribution of moisture in the ail* is very local, and

depends, to a great extent, on the proximity of free water surfaces

to supply the moisture. It is, therefore, great in the air over tropical
seas, slight in the air over extensive tropical deserts. The amount
of moisture is

generally more or less in direct relationship with the

temperature. The dryness of the air during; a Canadian winter is

well known. The water is, to great extent, locked up in solid form,
and the evaporating power of the air is slight, and hence the dry,

crisp atmosphere, of the pleasures of which we hear HO much. The
amount diminishes as we ascend in a degree rather more than pro-

portionate to the fall of temperature. The air of high mountains ia

relatively dry, but the degree of moisture follows no regular law, and
it has been observed by balloonists, as well as mountaineers, that in

ascending to great heights, strata of air of varying degrees of

moisture are passed through.
The watery vapor ever present in the air acts like a garment to

the earth, an invisible robe protecting the surface of the earth, on
the one hand from the scorching influence of direct solar radiations,
and on the other hand preventing, to a great extent, the radiation
from the earth itself, and the too rapid loss of heat when the sun

goes down.
Like our own garments, the invisible watery garment of the earth

moderates the heat and cold, and tends to produce equability of cli-

mate. In situations where the moisture in the air is slight, the

extremes of temperature are excessive, as in flat sandy deserts, and
on mountains

;
the heat of the sun in these situations being in strik-

ing contrast to the bitter cold of the nights.
The watery vapor ever present ill the air may become visible.

Were I to bring a glass of ice-cold water into this room, its surface

would be dewed with moisture, because the air in contact with the

glass being suddenly chilled, its capacity for moisture is lessened,
and a part of it is deposited.
When the surface of the earth is suddenly chilled by radiation,

dew is in like manner deposited from the strata of air in contact
with it. When a clear night succeeds a hot summer day, the deposit
of dew is always (in this climate) very large. Dew, it will be no-

ticed, is always most abundant on grass and herbage, on the leaves

and stems of trees, on wood and metal work, etc., while it is not

present on gravel walks anil in dusty roads. Dew is, in short, de-

posited on those bodies which lose their heat most readily by radia-

tion.

The heaviest fall of dew which it has been my lot to witness was
on a winter's morning in January, on board a yacht off Cagliari, in

tin- Island of Sardinia. I was roused about half-past seven by the

pattering, as I thought, of heavy rain upon the deck, but on going
on deck I found that the shower was exceedingly local, being pro-
duced by the deposit of dew upon the high spars and rigging of the

yacht, and its subsequent descent upon the deck in a heavy shower.
The power of the sun on the previous day had been very great, and
Lad raised much vapor from the sea, and this moisture-laden air

being cooled by contact with the cold spars and rigging, discharged
its moisture in the manner related.

Humboldt has recorded how, in some of the forests of South

America, the traveller on entering a wood finds, apparently, a heavy
shower falling, whilst overhead the sky is perfectly clear. The
formation of dew takes place on the tops of the trees, and so co-

piously, owing to the abundance of vapor in a tropical atmosphere,
that a real shower of rain is the result.

Fogs and mists are due, it is now generally supposed, to the con-

densation of moisture on the infinitely fine particles which are always
suspended in the air. If the air be absolutely free from dust, watery
vapor forms no mist, but the presence of solid impurity determines
a fog. For the formation of fog three things are necessary :

1. The cooling of moisture-laden air.

2.- Calm weather, so that the mist is not blown away as soon as

formed. *

3. Solid matter in the air.

When in winter the south-east wind blows, bringing moisture-

laden air from the German Ocean and the Channel, up the estuary
of the Thames, and when this moist air comes in contact with the

cooler air of London, charged with solid impurity to an enormous

extent, a London fog is the result. The fogs of Newfoundland are

due to the chilling of moist air by coming in contact with a surface

of water cooled by melting ice.

Most of the water evaporated from the surface of the salt and
fresh waters of the globe returns to the surface in the form of rain.

Rain is produced by the chilling of air more or less charged with

moisture. Near the equator the hot air charged with moisture rises

into the cooler regions of the atmosphere, and descends again as

rain, and in torrents of which we have no knowledge in these lati-

tudes. Air which has traversed a large tract of sea, like that which

comes to us from the south and west from off the surface of the

Atlantic, is charged with moisture. As it strikes against the pre-

cipitous hills of our western coasts, it is chilled by the colder land,

and, at the same time, is driven upwards by the conformation of the

hills, and the result is that the moisture is deposited in the form of

rain. Hence it follows that the southwest corner of Ireland and the

western coast of Kngland and Scotland arc the wettest parti of the
British isles, and in great contrast to the eastern const a.

The wettest parts of the globe are those where winds blowing from

tropical seas strike against the chilled tops of high mountain*, and
probably there is no place with greater rainfall than the district
which lies at the eastern extremity of tin- Himalayan mountain*,
where the rainfall is said to amount to as much as four hundred
inches a year.
Winds laden with moisture lose it at the first opportunity. Thus

the southwest winds in this country cause heavy rainfalls on our
western coasts, amounting to as much as one hundred and fifty
inches per annum in some parts of Cumberland. The winds, thus
dried by a fall of rain, can cause but little rainfall elsewhere, so that
on our eastern coasts the rainfall is not more than twenty inches.
The centres of great continents are necessarily dry. The middle

of Australia, Sahara, in the centre of Africa, and parts of Central
Asia, are among the driest regions of the world.
What are the effects of moisture and dryness ?

It i< a well-known fact that when water is evaporated and turned
into invisible vapor, that a certain amount of heat becomes latent, as
it is termed, and cold results. When, on the other hand, watery
vapor is condensed and becomes liquid, the latent heat is given out,
and hence rain has a great power of warming the air. Professor

Haughton has calculated that, on the west coast of Ireland, the heat
derived from the rainfall is equal to half that derived from the sun.
The presence of rain-clouds has, of course, a great influence on

the temperature of a district, as, by obstructing the sun's rays, they
prevent the heating of the surface.

On the other hand, clouds equalize the temperature by preventing
radiations of heat after sunset. Cloudless nights are cold nights,
because of the comparatively unobstructed radiation. These are the

nights when the gardener covers up his tender plants, and looks to
his greenhouse fires. Cloudy nights, on the other hand, are warm.

Rainfall has a very purifying influence on the air, by washing it of
its solid and some gaseous impurities. Who has not watched a
thunder-shower after a spell of dry weather in London, in July or

August? Previous to the shower the air is oppressive, and has a

smoky, ammoniacal smell, and the wooden pavements, kept moistened

by the
watering-carts,

smell like a stable. With the first drops of
the shower,

" blacks
"

as big as blue-bottle flies are driven down-
wards from the upper strata, these diminish as the shower continues,
and soon the air smells fresh and wholesome.
As to the effect of moisture upon health, not very much is known.

Rainfall purifies the air, and if it be not sufficient to prevent exer-
cise it apparently does no harm. When the air is hot and moist, so
that evaporation, with its consequent cooling, cannot ! effected on
the skin, it is very oppressive. Moist air is most grateful to persons
with dry chronic coughs.
There is one way in which moisture affects health, and which ha*

been not much considered hitherto, and that is the effect which it

has on the process of decay and putrefaction. Putrefaction, as is

well known, is favored by warmth and moisture, and is checked by
cold and dryness. Warmth and moisture for the must part favor
the growth of bacteria and other allied micro-organim, gome of
which are definitely known to be directly connected with epidemic
disease, while cold and dryness check them.

Parki's ("Practical Hygiene" page 37) remarks:
" The spread of certain diseases is supposed to be intimately con-

nected with the humidity of the air. Malarious diseases, it is said,
never attain their fullest epidemic spread, unless the huuiiditv ap-
proaches saturation. Plague and small-pox are both checked'by a

very dry atmosphere. The cessation of bubo plague in Upper
K.'vpt alter St. John's day has been considered to be more owing to

the dryness than to the heat of the air.

"In the dry Harmattan wind on the west coast of Africa, small-

pox cannot be inoculated, and it is well known with what
difficulty

cow-pox is kept up in very dry seasons in India."

If infective disease be due to organisms, and if the growth of there

organisms depends upon conditions similar to those that regulate the

activity of putrefaction and fermentation facts in which there is a

daily increasing belief then we must come to the conclusion that

dryness and cold both check one class of diseases, and that the biting

dry east winds in this country, and the much-abused northwent wind
which is known as the mistral in the south of France, are, although

pitiless,
and indeed often deadly to the pick and weakly, among our

best friends from the point of view of health.

From the point of view of exercise and comfort, the absolute
annual rainfall of a district is of less importance than the number of

rainy days per annum. There is no necessary relationship between
the annual rainfall and the number of rainy days; in fact, they often
bear an inverse proportion to each other.

If we propose to visit a particular spot in search of outdoor exei-

eise, pleasure, and health, this point of the number of rainy days to

be expected is one of very great importance. Thus, at Valentia, on
the west coast of Ireland, with a very mild even temperature, some
235 wet days per annum may be expected. According to Hassall,
who is quoted by Weber, there is, at Torquay, an average rainfall

of 36 inches, with 200 rainy days; at Ventnor, 34 inches, with 174

rainy days; at Cannes, 3d inches, with only 70 rainy days; at

Bournemouth, 28 inches, with 156 rainy days; and at San Remo, 28

inches, with only 48 rainy days.

Although I have no -loubt these figures give a fairly correct notion
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of the relative raininess of the places mentioned, we must, neverthe-

less, be careful how we build our hopes upon average numbers. The

average is sometimes calculated upon too small a number of years.

Sometimes the years upon which the average is calculated are, so to

say, picked, and the calculation, actuated by local bias, lias begun
with the year after, and stopped short of a year when some extreme

number has" been reached. Even supposing that the averages are in

every way just, we must still remember that there are extremes as

well as means, and we may have the bad fortune to visit a spot with

a dry reputation and get a daily drenching. Such was my luck at

San Remo, in the month of February, 1883.

TAR STAINS.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, What will take out stains of pitch tar thrown on a

brick wall by careless roofers, so that when the wall is painted it will

not be defaced by the stain coming through? By giving answer in

your next edition of the American Architect you will oblige very

much one of your old subscribers. A. PAULI, Architect.

[We are told that the best way to remove the stains is to scrape off as

much as possible of the tar -dropping* and theu apply coal-tar oil as light-

colored as it is possible to get. A thorough WTUbblttg with the oil will

remove the tar, unless it lias fallen on a painted surface : in this case to

apply coal-tar oil would be simply to iucre.ise the mischief. EDS. AMERI-

CAN AKCHITECT.]

AN ECHOING ROOM.
CLINTON, IOWA.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, I want some information on curing halls and court-

rooms from echoes. Can you refer me to any book kept by you or

others that treats of the laws of sound? I have heard of treating

rooms with wires, with sounding-boards, with panel-work, etc. My
problem now is a circular room 52 feet in diameter and 23 feet high ;

it echoes badly. Awaiting an answer, either by letter or in the

American Architect., I am, yours truly, W. W. SANBOEN.

[" jTAo Acoustics of Public Buildings," by T. Roger Smith, published in

Weale's (Lockwood's) Series, to be obtained through any bookseller for

about $1.50, is the most practical work on the subject. Wires are chiefly

useful for cutting off recesses which give local echoes. We should say that

the way of curia;* the circular room lay in the direction of breaking up the

wall-surfaces with pilasters, of considerable projection, and perhaps hang-

imj cloth in the panels so formed. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.}

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

THE GEOLOGY or NATURAL GAS. Mr. I. C. White, a leading geolo-

gist, after a visit to the great gas wells struck in Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia, found that every one of them was situated either

directly on or near the crown of an anticlinal axis, while wells that had

been bored in the synclines on either side furnished little or no gas, but

in many cases large quantities of salt water. Further observation

showed that the gas wells were confined to a narrow belt, only one-

fourth of a mile wide, along the crests of the anticlinal folds. These

facts, Mr. White says, in science seemed to connect gas territory unmis-

takably with the disturbance in the rocks caused by their upheaval into

arches, but the crucial test was yet to be made in the actual location of

good gas territory on this theory. During the last two years Mr. White
has submitted it to all manner of tests, both in locating and condemning

gas territory, and the general result has been to confirm the anticlinal

theory beyond a reasonable doubt. But while he claims that he can state

with confidence that all great gas wells are found on the anticlinal axes,

the converse of this is not true, viz., that great gas wells may be found

on all anticlinals. In the theory of this kind the limitations become

quite as important as, or even more so than, the theory itself, and hence

he has given considerable thought to this side of the question, having
formulated them into three or four general rules which include, practi-

cally, all the I i mi i at ions known to him up to the present time that

should be placed on the statement that large gas wells may be obtained

on anticlinal folds, as follows: (a) The arch in the rocks must be one

of considerable magnitude. (6) A coarse or porous sandstone of consid-

erable thickness, or, if a fine-grained rock, one that would have exten-

sive fissures, and thus in either case rendered capable of acting as a res-

ervoir for the gas, must underlie the surface at a depth of several hun-

dred feet (600 to 2500 feet), (c) Probably very few or none of the grand
arches along mountain ranges will be found holding gas in large quantity,
since in such cases the disturbance of the stratification lias been so pro-

found that all the natural gas generated in the past would long ago have

escaped into the air through fissures that traverse all the bed. Another
limitation might possibly be added, which would confine the area where

great gas flows may be obtained to those underlaid by a considerable

thickness of bituminous shale. Very fair gas wells may also be ob-

tained for a considerable distance down the slope from the crest of the

anticlinals, provided the dip be sufficiently rapid, and especially if it be

irregular or interrupted with slight crumples. And even in regions
where there are no well-marked anticlinals, if the dip be somewhat rapid
and irregular, rather large gas wells may occasionally be found if all

other conditions are favorable. The reason why natural gas should col-

lect under the arches of the rocks is sufficiently plain from a considera-

tion of its volatile nature. Then, too, the extensive fissuring of the rock,
which appears necessary to form a capacious reservoir for a large gas

well, would take place most readily along the anticlinals. where the ten-

sion in bending would be greatest. The geological horizon that furnishes

the best gas-reservoir in Western Pennsylvania seems to be identical

with the first Venango oil-sand, and hence is one of the Catskill cong-
lomerates. This is the gas rock at Murraysville, Tarentum, Washing-
ton, Wellsburg, and many other points. Some large gas-wells have been
obtained in the subcarboniferous sandstone (Pocono), however, and
others down in the third Venango oil-sand (Chemung). In Ohio, gas-
flows of considerable size have been obtained deep down in the Cincin-

nati limestone, while in West Virginia they have been found in the

Pottsville conglomerate; hence natural gas, like oil, has a wide range
through the geological column, though it is a significant fact that it is

most abundant above the black slates of the Devonian. The Iron Aye.

MILK PAINT. It is said that when old Green Hill Protestant Episco-
pal church, on the Wicomico River, was built, in 1733, the people drove

their cows to the building, milked them, and with the milk mixed the

red ochre with which the pews were painted. The color still remains.

The effort to restore the old church has taken a practical shape, and
will be successful if its friends promptly respond to the appeals made
in its behalf. Baltimore Sun.

PETRIFIED WOOD. The petrified wood found in the Ricky Moun-
tain regions is rapidly becoming utilized. In San Francisco there is now
a factory for cutting and polishing these petrifactions into mantle pieces,

tiles, tablets and other architectural parts for which marble or slab is

commonly used. Petrified wood is said to be susceptible of a finer

polish than marble or even onyx, the latter of which it is driving from
the market. The raw material employed comes mostly from the forest

of petrified wood along the line of the Atlantic & Pacific Railway.
Several other companies have also been formed to obtain concessions

of different portions of these forests. Geologists will regret the destruc-

tion of such interesting primeval remains, and some steps ought to be
taken to preserve certain tracts in their original state. Exchange.

THE DEEPEST BORE-HOLE. The deepest bore-hole in existence, ac-

cording to a paper read by Herr Mobs before the Magdeburg district

association of the Society of German Engineers, is that reached in bor-

ings for coal near the village of Schladebach, on the railway between
Corbetha and Leipzig, which have been made for some time in that lo-

cality at the instance of the Prussian Mining Department. The total

depth of this bore-hole which has been driven with a hollow diamond-

pointed rock-drill and water flushing, is 4559 feet. Its diameter at

the bottom is 1.872 inches, and at the surface 11 inches. Boring opera-
tions have been carried on for three years and a half, and a sum of

6000 has been spent in reaching the depth attained. The tempera-
ture in the lower portion of the bore-hole was found to be 48 C., equal
to 118.4 F. The Iron Age.

ENDURING STAIR TREADS. What will withstand the tread of many
feet and will for long continue to afford a firm foothold 1 The iron

treads of the stairways, leading to the stations of the elevated railways
in New York, became dangerously smooth and wore away rapidly.
After tests with various materials, which were placed on successive

steps of the same stairway, a rubber covering containing rungs of iron

was selected as best suited for the purpose. The hard slate upon the

stairways to the suspension bridge between New York and Brooklyn,
has worn away so rapidly that it has been necessary to cover them
with wood, which can easily be removed as the wear renders a new
tread necessary. A wood mosaic composed of blocks of maple cut

across the grain, is frequently used in vestibules of public buildings and
in passenger elevators in place of ceramic tiles. The wood is rendered
still more durable by boiling in linseed oil under pressure, until the

pores are thoroughly impregnated with the oil which dries after boiling.

Engineering.

Two SIMILAR LEGENDS. St. James' Gazette recalls pleasantly the

oft-told story of the wooden image in Sene". From all the country
round young girls pay a visit to the image for the purpose of sticking
a pin into it. It is pretty well decayed by this time, and how many
thousands of pins have been hopefully and yet fearfully driven into it

no man can tell. If the wooden image had been a living man he would
have died long ago of his many wounds. Those pins mean marriage ;

hence the earnestness with which they are contributed. They must
be driven well into the wood, for if they fall out the betrothal will

prove a failure. If they stay, however, the marriage will take place
within a year. It must also be a strong pin, for if it bends in the

driving the husband will be a hunchback or a cripple. We may laugh
if we will, but if a wooden image of that sort were set up in this coun-

try, it would probably have all the pins it wanted, and some to spare.
It is a foolish superstition, doubtless, but young girls like to be on the

safe side in such matters. New York Herald.

On'the water side of Vera Cruz stands a stone image, whose bruised

countenance tells a queer tale of feminine credulity. From time imme-
morial it has been believed that if a marriageable woman shall hit this

image squarely in the face with a stone, she will immediately obtain a

husband and an advantageous settlement in life. The inventor of the

fable was evidently acquainted with the fact that women are not ex-

pert in throwing stones. Were it not for this lamentable disability the

poor image would have been totally demolished years ago. As it is,

the battered face has lost all semblance of features, and heaps of small

stones, lying all about, attest the industry of the Mexican maidens, as

well as their good sense in desiring matrimonial settlement. The
tumble-down church, behind which it stands, has a remarkable number
of female attendants, especially at vesper services. The homeward
path lies directly past the image, and many a pebble is slyly tossed

under the friendly shadow of the gloaming by women, young and old.

Fannie B. Ward, in New York 6n.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Ktporttd for The American Architect and Building Newt,)

[Although a large portion of the building intelliaena*

if provided by their regular correttpontlentf, the eaitort

greatly deiire to receive voluntary information,
nallyfrom the mailer and outlying latent.}

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printed speHncationt of any patentt herementioned
together with full detail illuttrationt, may be obtained

if the Commissioner of J'atrntt, at H'ajtttinytvn, for
twenty-Jive centt.l

320 905. CLAY-CRUSHING MACHINE. Frank Alslp
and Chester T. Drake, Chicago, 111.

320, ls. SF.WEK-TRAP. Louis Fall, Lima, O.

320,920. SCREW -DKIVEB. Nathaniel W. Farrand,
Westfleld, N. Y.

320,931. BEVEL - SQUARE. Jonathan O. Grover,
Lynn, Maes.

320,942. STONE -DRESSING MACHINE. Jonathan
Mann, Milton, Mans.

320.944. BUICK-MACBINE. Henry Martin, Lancas-

ter, Pa.
320,960. WATER-SUPPLY APPARATUS FOB WATER-

CLO8ET8. Timothy McHugh, Boston, Maw.
320,974. FIRE-PROOF SHUTTEB. Charles C. Schrel-

ber, Cincinnati, O.
320.979. FLEXIBLE ROOFING-TILE. Lexer B. Snow,

Cleveland, O.
320,990. PORCELAIN WATER-CLOSET BOWL. Rich-

ard II. Watson, Philadelphia, Pa.
321,055. SASH-FASTENER. William Robinson, Chi-

cago, 111.

321,081. DOOR-HANGER. Chas. W. Bullard, Chi-

cago, 111.

321,109. CALCIMINE. Karl A. Hohenstein, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.
321.120. ART OF MANUFACTURING PORTLAND CEM-

ENT. Robert W. Lesley and David Griffith, Egypt,
Pa.

321.121. MANUFACTURE OF CEMENT. Robert W.
Lesley and David Griffith, Egypt, Pa.

321,137. COMPOSITION OK MATTER FOR FACING
BROWNSTONE AND FOR MAKING ARTIFICIAL STONE.
Benjamin E. Ralclitfe, New York. N. Y.

321,143. HANDLE FOR SLIDING-DOORS. Obadiah
Seely, Syracuse, N. Y.

321,151. DOOK-HANOER. Edward C. Stearns, Syra-
cuse, N. Y.

321,180. EAVES-TROUGH HANGER. Wilson C. Ber-

ger. Canton, O.
321.184. COMBINED BORGI.AR- ALARM AND SASH-

FASTENER. John Brady, Philadelphia, Pa.

321,198. HAKOING-DOOR. Charles W. Emerson,
Boston, Mass.

321,212. FIRE-ESCAPE. Samuel Hargrave, Sr., and
Arthur M. Lee, Pomona, 111.

321,214. GIMLET POINTED ROLLED WOOD SCREW.
Hayward A. Harvey, Orange, N. J.

321.232. STEAM-RADIATOR. John H. Lounsbury,
Westfleld, Mass.

321.233. COVERING FOB STEAM-BOILERS, ETC. -
Jorgen G. Maardt, Copenhagen, Denmark.
321,246. WINDOW. Juhu S. Pihlstrom, Chicago,

111.

321,268. SHUTTER- WORKER. John N. Worthing-
ton, Springfield, O.

321,24. SASH-BALANCE. Henry E. Dorman, Wor-
cester, Mass.

321,295. GRAINING COMPOSITION. Thomas Head,
Copetowu, Ontario, Can.

321,303. SAFETY DEVICE FOR ELEVATOB- CAGES,
ETC. Petrus F. Laarman, Amsterdam, Holland.

321,306. LOCK. Thotuas W. Markham, Huntsrille,
Tex.

321,336. LUMBER-DRIER. Waller B. Beard, Jack-
son, Miss.

321,380. MORTISE-LOCK. Patrick Murphy, Ames-
bury, Mass.

321,385. FIHE-ESCAPE. William R. Pyne, Port-of-

Spain, Trinidad, West Indies.

321,396. SUUTTKB- WORKER. George W. Stover,
Laurelton, Pa.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report thirty-
three permits have been granted, the more impor-
tant of which are the following:
Patrick Roddy, 3 three-st'y brick buildings, s s

Hlllen St., between Front and High SU.
Albert Mahone, 8 two-t'y brick buildings, w s,

and 8 two-st'y brick buildings, e s, Seventeen-foot

Alley, s of Teuuant St.. wot Mount St. and e of Ful-
ton Ave.
Chas. Gantz, 5 two-st'y brlek buildings, w s Ann

St., n of Eager St.; 9 three-st'y brick buildings, e s

Broadway, commencing s e cor. Preston St.; and 7

three-st'y brick buildings, s s Preston St., between
Holbrook and Aisquith Sis.
Theresa Volk. three-st'y brick building, n w cor.

Castle and Lombard Sts.

Bot-ton Fear, 11 two-at'y brick buildings, e t Car-
rollton Ave.. commencing e e cor. Comity 1-ane; and
12 two-st'y brick buildings, w s Carltou St., of Com-
ity Lane.
M. A. Parka, 7 two-st'y brick buildings, e s Nan-

ticoke St., between Cross and Stockholm Sts.

M. K. Scott, three-st'y brick building (square), w
Fulton Ave., n of Patterson Ave.
John O. Knhler, 10 two-st'y brick buildings, n s

Lafayette Ave., commencing n w cor. Calhouu SU,
and 'j two-st'y brick buildings, w s Calhoun St., n of

Lafayette Ave.
A. Krebs, 6 two-st'y brick buildings, commenc-

ing n w cor. WeM St. and Bnrgunder Alley, and 2

two-st'y brick buildings, w t Burgunder Alley, n of

West St.
John G. Schnb, three-st'y brick building, w t Har-

ford Ave., s of Lanvale St.

stimen & Walker, three-st'y brick building, > I

Button St., between Chester ami Allceanna SU.
8. I >. Price, 4 three-nt'y brick building*, e Bar-

clay St., and 4 thri't-nt'y brick tuildingi, w Con-
stitution St.

R. W. Itorney, tbree-st'y brick building, n w cor.

Lombard and Calhoun SU.
J. F. Foley, three-st'y brick building, w McKlm

St.. between Chase and Blddle SW.
J. M. Cone, 22 three-t'y brick buildings, > s Har-

lem Ave.. between Fremont and Brune SU., and 9

two-st'y brick buildings, w Brune St., between
Harlem and George SU.

MM*
Bt'ii.nixo PERMITS. Wootl. Mrllrillr Arr., near
Dorchester Ave.. dwell., 14' 3" and 20' x 47' 6";
owner, Elbridge Smith; builder, H. P. Oakmitn.
Savin Hill Ave., near Grampian Way, dwell., 27' x

37' 6"; owners, Emily and Mary Rlgby; builder, same

Mercer St.. No. 26, dwell.. 21' and 24' x 36* owner,
James Ferguson; builder, J. A. Allen.

Magazine St., near Clayton PI., dwell., 24' x K';
owner, Patrick O'Connor; builder, Thomas Clune.

Kichjielit St., near Columbia St., dwell., 22' and 29'
x 29'; owner, Samuel B. Pierce; builder, \Vm. J.

Jobllng.
Hichjield St., near Columbia St., dwell., 22' and 2.1'

x 29'; owner, J. Homer Pierce; builder, same as
last.

l:\i-hjif 1,1 St.. near Colombia St., dwell., 24' x 29;
owner and builder, John S. Darcy.

Kichjield St., near Columbia St., dwell., 21' x '2:1';

owner and builder, John Robblns.
Atwood Ave., near Day St., dwell., 31' x 30' 6" and

36' 6"; owner, L. C. Curtis; builder, Wm. Tobln.

Boyltton Ave., near Green St., dwell., 25' x 41';

owner, Dennis Doyle.
Chestnut Ave., near Green St., dwell., :'.',' x 28';

owner, Mary A. Burton; builder, E. Johnson.
Charlei St., Not. 19 and 191, dwell., 19* 6" x 41';

owner, Mrs. M. A. Snow; builder, John Bass.
//.;/.,/, St., near Wentland Ave., dwell.. IV x 23';

owner, Mary J. Simmons; builder, S. R. Simmons.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Fulton St., a w cor. Nostrand
Ave., four-st'y brick tenement, tin roof; owner, Mrs.
Julia IJiefendorf, Bryant Building, New York;
architect*. G. P. Chappell & Co

; builder, S. C.
Whitehead.
Evergreen Ave., Xot. 381-387, 4 two-st'y frame

(brick-filled) dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, 94,500;

owner, architect and builder, J. A. S. Simonson,
389 Evergreen Ave.
Grove St., n s, 82' e Evergreen Ave., 2 two-st'y

frame and brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$3,500; day's work; owner, architect and builder,
same as last.

(imniist.,6cot. Agate St., 2 three-st'y frame
(brick-filled) tenemenU, tin roofs; cost, each, S4,''00;

owner and architect, M. Weisshaar, Greene and
Nostrand Aves.; builders, M. Kuhn & Sou and J.

Rueger.
tfrant St., s s, 47' e Agate St., 2 three-st'y frame

(brick-tilled) tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, 34,330;

owner, etc., same as last.

India St., n s. 37.V w Manhattan Ave., three-et'y
brick store and tenement, tin roof; cost, (5,500;

owner, J. J. Kelly, 406 East Sixtieth St., New York;
architect, M. D. Raudell; builders, Smith & Gately
and M. Bant.

Ualtic St., n s, 246' e Fourth Ave., 3 two-st'y brick

dwells., tin roofs, wooden cornices; cost, $3,500;

owner, J. H. Wooley, Butler Ave. or Orient Ave.;
architect, R. Dixon.
Baltic St., n s, 189' e Fourth Ave., 3 two-st'y brick

tenement!), tin roofs, wooden cornices; cost, (4,OOU;
owner and architect, same as last.

Skillman St., Xn. 70, w s, 2V s Park Ave., three-

st'y frame (brick-ailed) tenement, gravel roof; cost,

96,000; owner, J. H. Kohlman, Park Ave., cor. Skill-

man St.; architect, J. G. Glover; mason. C. Collins.

North Seventh St., n s, 175' e Fourth St.. 2 brick

tenements, one three-st'y and stores and one four-

st'y, tin roofs; cost, each, (9,000; owner, Hugh Clark,
North Seventh St.: architect, E. F. Gaylor; build-

ers, M. Smith and J. Fallon.
Matliton St., n w cor. Throop Ave., 2 four-st'y

brown-stone tenemenU and 7 private dwalls., tin

roofs; cost, each, (9.000; owner and builder, 1'. F.

Ryan, Hewes St.; architect, K. F. Gaylor.
Quinej/ St., n s, 225* e Franklin Ave., four-st'y

brick and stone tenement, gravel roof; cost, (lu,000;
owner and builder, Paul C. Greuiug, 420 Gate* Ave.;
architect, A. Hill.

Livingston St., Not. 189 and 187, nve-st'y brick
store, tin roof; cost, (14,000; owners, Weohsler &
Abraham, 430 Fulton St., architect, G. L. .Morse.

ll.iUey St., n s, 31.V e Nostrand Ave.. 2 three-st'y
brown-stone dwells., tin roofs: cost, (8,500; owner
and builder, Wm. Shlndeu, 216 llerkimer St.; archi-

tect, M. Walsh.
intloughbi/ Ace., n s, 134' 6" e Kent Ave.. two-

st'y brick dwell., tin roof; cost, (4,000; owner and
builder, George Browley, 250 Steuben St.; architect,
H. J. Morrill.
Hmvard Ave., s e cor. Jefferson St., three-st'y

brick store and dwell., tin roof; cost, (6,190; owner,
Owen Mulvey. 67 Howard Ave.; architect, B. O'-

Rourke; builders, J. H. O'liourke and T. S. Priest-

ley.
iixth Ave., n e cor. Sixteenth St., three-st'y brick

store and dwell., tin roof; cot, (7,000; owner, M.

Butty, Sixth Ave., oor. Sixteenth St.; architect and
contractor, T. Corrigun; mason, W. Corrigan.
Orand Ave., w s, 1*)' n Willouguby Ave., 3 four-

st'y brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, (9,000:

owner, John N. Eitel, 2>7 Carlton Ave.; architect,

C. F. Eisenach; builders, T. Donlon and J. T. Han-

.\fonroe St., s ecor. Suruner Ave.,5 two-and-a-half-

st'y brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, (5,>WO;

owner and builder, D. 8. Beasley, 39 PnlaiklSt.;

architect, 1. 1). Reynolds.

rTaverly Ave., e *, 100* s Myrtle Are., fonr-st'y
brick and brown-atone tenement, tin roof: cost,

(12,000; owner, Cornelius Donnellon, 116 1'aclltr M.;
archltecu, O. P. Chappell * Co.

ll'irt .S., n a, 'COV a Marcy Ave., two-st'y brick

dwell., tin roof; cost, (4,000; owner, architect and
builder, P. Dunnon, 110 Tompktn* Ave.

Lafayette Ave., n , 3W w South Oxford St., three-

st'y brick club-house, slate and tin roof; oost, (25,-
000; owner, Oxford Club, South oxford St.. oor.

Lafayette Ave.; architect, J. Mumrord; builders,
J. Ashneld * Son and W. S. Wright.
llcHonougk St., n , Wo* and tt/V w Lewis Are.,

t threejfy brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost,
each, (5,OUO; owner, P. Sheridan, 775 Myrtle Av.j
architect. J. Harbison; builder. P. Sheridan.

Central Ave., w *, lay n Myrtle St., ihree-fy
frame tenement, tin roof; cost, (4,001); owner, M.
Harman, Central Ave., near Myrtle St.; architect,
J. Platte; builders, K. Mahler and T. D. Eadle.
Nineteenth St., * I, 'OV w Sixth Are., 2 three-st'y

frame tenemenU, tin roofs; cost, each, (3,000:
owner, architect and contractor, J. Mahoney, 1007
Third Are.; mason, O. O'Klef.

Miinh'i/liin Ave., ws, 175* s Nassau Ave., fnnr-st'y
frame (brick-filled) store and tenement, gravel roof;
cost. (6,000; owners and masons GaMly & Smith, MV
Lorlmer St.: architect, A. Van Dlen.

Dauglait St., s s, 90' e Fifth Ave., 10 two-st'y brick
dwells, and two-st'y extension, tin or excelsior
roofs; cost, (4,0<XI; owner, W. H. Jackson tt Co.,
Madison Sq., New York; architect, F. L. nine;
builder, H. K. Fickett.,

Hiincjick St., No. 704, s s, about 200' e Reid Ave.,
two-st'y brick factory, tin roof; cost, (9,000; owner.
W. Woerle, on premises; architect, F. Holiuberit:
builder, I). Distler.

llfi/ii'.,ril St., t s, 120' w Lee Ave., 6 three-st'y
brick flats, tin roofs; cost, each, (6,000; owner and
builder, R. Healey; architect, I. D. Reynolds.
Broadway, w s, 57' s Park Ave., 2 four-et'y brick

stores and tenemenU, tin roofs; cost, each, (10,500;
owner, Theresa Adelman, 3 Sheriff St., New York;
architect, F. llolmberg; builder, J. Rueger.
Johnton Ave., No. 121, three-st'y frame (brick-

filled) store and tenement, tin roof; cost, (3J40Q;
owner, M. Joeller, on premises; architect, H. Voll-
weiler.

Twenty-third St., i, 22tX w Fifth Are., tbree-st'y
frame tenement, tin roof; cost, (3,800; owner, A.
Ostergreen, on premises; architect and builder, J.
Soreuson.
North Sixth St.. No. 201, 177' e Fifth St., four-st'y

brick tenement, tin roof; cost, (R.500; owner, Mrs
J. M. Selvage. 269 Hewes St.; architect, Th. Engel-
hardl; builders, G. Lehrlan & Son and Geo. Ross.
Putnam Aae., 11 M, 2.V w Sumner Ave., three-st'y

brown-stone dwells., gravel roofs; cost, each, (H.OOO;
owner and architect, John C. Busbfield; builder, not
selected.
Sontrand Ave., n w cor. Lexington Ave., 5 four-

st'y brick stores and tenemenU, gravel roofs; oost,
each, (9,000; owner, Jos. P. Puels and Wm. J. North-
ridge, on premise)*; architect, P. F. Thomas.

ALTKKATIO.NS. Purman St., Not. ISO to 160, rebuild
river front, iron beams, etc.; cost, (4,000; owner,
John Wauon, 68 Gold Street, New York; builders,
Hazzartl'sSons & Co. and Mr. Soune.

Gattatin n., fire-st'y and basement brick exten-
sion, front and interior alterations; cost, (8,000;
owners, Wechsler & Abraham; architect, G. L.
Morse.

Chicago.
BUILDING PERMITS. Mrs. M. Parrott, 10 two-st'y
dwells., 221-237 Wilmoi Ave.; oost. (20,000.

J. Bonn, 2 two-st'y dwells., 75 and 77 Jay St.; cost
(5.HOO.
M. lilckel, two-st'y BaU, 612 West Nineteenth St.;

oost, (2,500.
B. guirk, two-st'y flats, 124 Walnut St.; cost

(3.500.
J. Halpack, two-st'y dwell., 560 West Twentieth

St.; oost, (2,500.
Mrs. G. Chtsholm, two-st'y dwell

, 552 Jackson
St.: cost, (4,500.

H. Kroloveoe & Bros., three-st'y flau, 578-582
West Twenty-first St.; cost, (8,000.
Mrs. C. Salles, two-st'y dwell., 708 Madison St.;

cost, (4,500; architect, A. Smith.
J. Spelch, two-st'y dwell., 1247 Fulton St.; cost

(3,000.
W. M. Hoyt, four-st'y flau, 45 and 47 Pine St.;

oost, (17,000; architect, L. U. Townsend.
M. Urbanus, two-st'y factory; oost, (2,500.
J. Kraemer, two-st'y flau, 189 Hoyne Ave.: cost

(2,800.
J. Osborn, two-st'y dwell., 509 Oakley St.: oost

(2.600.
C. Schwartx, two-st'y flau, '.'85 and 287 Fulton St.;

cost, (4,000.
C. Schwartx, three-st'y flau, 289 Fulton St.; oost.

(2.500.
W. E. Hale, alterations, s w cor. Washington and

State St.; oost, (10,000; architecu, Ackerinan &
Smith.
W. Stelnmeti. two-st'y dwell., 336 Dayton St.;

oost. (2,500.
C. SelbranU, two-st'y nau, 621 North Lincoln St.;

cost, (4,500.
8. Oleson, three-st'y flau, 92 Sedgwlck St.; coat,

S ..... -

J. Orsna, two-st'y store and dwell., 638 Throop St.;
*, 4.000.
A. Clskowsky, three-st'y dwell., 157 Bissell St.;

oost, (1,000.
J. Nowak, three-st'y store and dwell., 147 Bunker

St.; cost, (3,600.
O. C. Wallace, two-st'y store and tUu, 468 and 470

Taylor St.: cost, (I4.00H.
J. SchiefersMln, three-st'y store and flu. 2S5

Division St.: cost, (18,000; architect, E. Baumann.
C. Manke, two st'y store and dwell., 449 Twouty-

sixth St.; cost, (l.tioo.
B. Hazelqulst, Ibrue-sfy dwell., 23 West Ohio St.;

cost, (.I.IKHI.

A. Simjii. two-sfy dwell., 209 Bissell St.; cost
(3.000.

II. Stutnpe, two-st'y dwell., 632 West Harrison St.;
cost, (5,00 j.
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A. Schackmann, three-st'y dwell., 510 Dearborn
Ave.; cost, $15,000; architect, T. Karls.
The Board of Education, three-st'y school-house,

982-988 Wilcox Ave.; cost, $40,000; architect, J. J.

Flanders.
H. Barnard, two-st'y dwell., 3241 Rhodes Ave.;

cost, $7,000; architect, W. A. Furber.
W. G. Jackson, 2 two-st'y dwells., 935 and 937

Adams St.; cost, $5,500; architect, C. M. Palmer.
F. Tierney, four-st'y store and flats, 221 West

Twelfth St.; cost, $7,000.
P. Johannes, three-st'y store and dwell., 3601 Hal-

stedst.; cost, $10,000.
A. M. Billings, oue-st'y condensing-house, Divi-

sion St.; cost, $5,000.
J. Fitzpatrlck, two-st'y dwell., 3112 Fifth Ave.;

cost, $3,000.
J. Sargent, two-st'y dwell., 744 Warren Ave.; cost,

$2,500.
C. W. & E. Partridge, 2 two-st'y dwells., 3721 and

3723 Lake Ave.; cost, $6,000.
A. P. Johnson, two-st'y dwell., 695 North Robey

St.; cost, $8,500.
R. Berl, two-st'y store and dwell., 1544-1546 Mil-

waukee Ave.; cost, $6,500.
The Abbey Estate, one-st'y addition, 251 and 263

Wabash Ave.; cost, $5,000.
J. Palatreich, three-st'y store and flats, 322 West

Chicago Ave.; cost, $5,000.
J. Pent, two-st'y dwell., 20 Evans Ct.; cost, $2,500.
Mrs. Olson, three-st'y dwell., 360 Twenty-fifth St.;

cost, $5,000.
Mrs. M. Carberry, two-st'y dwell., 80 Union Park

PL; cost, $4,000.
J. L. Coles, three-st'y store and dwell., 633 North

Clark St,; cost, $7,000.

Detroit, Mich.
Board of Education, two-st'y addition, Webster

School; cost, $18,000.
Candler Bros., alterations to dwell., 559 Wood-

ward Ave.; cost. $4,000.
Ferdiuaud Kuhu, block of brick buildings, 192-198

East Adams Ave.; cost, $10,500.
Lane & Deitz, brick dwell., Fremont St.; cost, $3,-

000.

G. W. Buffam, brick dwell., 17 Joy St.; cost, $4,-
500.
D. W. Fales, brick dwell., 692 Cass Ave.; cost, $3,-

600.
Patrick Dee, two-st'y brick and frame dwell.,

Ferry St.; cost, $5,000.
Bradford Smith, 4 brick stores, 888-890 Michigan

Ave. ; cost, $8,000.
Board of Education, two-st'y brick school-house,

Kentucky St.; cost, $20,000.
A. (i Varney, two-st'y brick dwell., Lincoln Ave.;

cost, $4,500.
W. J. Mandy, 3 double frame stores, St. Aubin

Ave.; cost, $5,250.
G. H. Osgood, 3 frame dwells., Campan Road,

cost, $3,600.
Lane & Deitz, double brick dwell., 91-93 Ledyard

St.; cost, $10,000.
Board of Education, addition to Dnffleld School

;

Macomb St., cost, $12,000.
Also add to Jefferson School, cor. Crawford St.

and Selden Ave.; cost, $12,000.
Robert Dunn, three-st'y brick manufactory, 79-81

Brush St.; cost, $3,000.
Thos. Fairbairn, two-st'y brick dwell., 136 Lafay-

ette Ave.; cost, $8,000.

Philip Letourneau, three-st'y brick dwell., 497
Cass Ave.; cost, $6,500.

New York.
IN this excessively hot weather, the only news is

on things problematical. Builders do not seem very
anxious to figure, and are all busy on work started
in the spring.

FLATS. On the s w cor. of Fifty-eighth St. and Sixth

Ave., an apartment-house 82' 10" x 100' of brick,
granite and iron, is to be built for Messrs. Harris
Bros.; from plans of Messrs. A. Zucker & Co.
On the s e cor. of Avenue A and Fifty-fifth St., 8

apartment-houses, 25' x 80' each, are to be built for
Mr. R. Guggenheiraer; from plans of Messrs. A. B.

Ogden & Sou, at an estimated cost of $150,000.
HOUSES. On the n s of Seventy-eighth St., 250' w of
Ninth Ave., 6 three-and-four-st'y basement, high
stoop houses, 16' x 18' fronts, are to be built for Mr.
B. S. Levy; from plans of Mr. R. Guastivino.

INSTITUTIONS are proposing to put some work on the
market:
The St. Vinceat de Paul Orphan Asylum will have

a four-st'y and basement addition, 48' x 48' of brick
and Ohio stone, built at a cost of $60,000; from plans
of Mr. W. H. Hume.
The Home for the Relief of the Destitute Blind,

will have a building erected on the s w cor. of Tenth
Ave. and One Hundred and Fourth St., 100' x 125',

three-st'y and basement, native stone first st'y, and
above brick and brown-stone, to cost about $55,000;
Mr. F. Carlos Merry, architect.
The Children's Aid Society will erect a new build-

ing, 47' x 93', five-st'y and basement, brick and stone,
to be situated on Eighth St. and Avenue B; from
plans of Messrs. Vane & Radford.

BUILDING PERMITS. Hester St
,
No. 25, flve-st'y brick

tenement, metal roof; cost, $15,000; owner, Rache!
Kurzman, 383 Grand St.; architect, John B. Snook.
Maiden Lane, Nos. 138 and 140, five-st'y brick

storehouse and office-building, tin roof, owner John
Carle, Jr., 153 Wat->r St.; architect, W. B. Tubby.
Canal St., No. 112, flve-st'y brick tenement will

stores, metal roof; owuer, Lorillard Spencer, Paris
France, architect, J. B. Snook.
lieekman St., A'os. 146 and 148, four-st'y brick store

and lofts, tin roofs; cost, $12,000; owners, Elizabeth
S. Jones and Harriet D. Potter, 46 West Thirty-ninth
St.; architect, G. B. Post; builders, James B. Smith
and V. J. Hedden & Sous.

Varitk St., s e cor. King St., 5 three-st'y brick
stores and dwells., tin roofs; cost, $40,000; owners
Corporation of Trinity Church, 6 Church St.; archi
tect, Chas. C. Haight; builders, Kobitisou & Wallaci
and David Hepburn.
Wamrley Pi., w e, 60' u Eleventh St., 2 three-st'y

brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, S6,000; owner

Mrs. Hester A. Gregory, 219 West Eleventh St.; ar-

chitect, W. B. Tuthill.

Fifty-ninth St., s s, 250' e Second Ave., 4 flve-st'y
brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each. $18,000; own-
er, James T. Meagher, 325 East One Hundred and
Twenty-third St.; architects, Thorn & Wilson.

East Sixty-ninth St., No. 21, four-st'y brick (stone
front) dwell., tin and slated roof; cost, $26,000; own-
ers, architects and builders, Charles Buek & Co., 500
Madison Ave.
East Sixty-ninth St., No. 23, four-st'y and base-

ment brick dwell., tin and slated roof; cost, $20,000;
owner, etc., same as last.

East Sixty-ninth St., No. 25, four-st'y and basement
brick dwell., tin roof; cost, $40,000; owner, etc.,
same as last.

East Sixty-ninth St., No. 27, four-st'y and base-
ment brick dwell., tin roof; cost, $30,000; owuer,
etc., same as last.

Bast Sixty-ninth St., No. 29, four-st'y and base-
ment brick dwell., tin roof; cost, 926,000; owner,
William Openhym, New Jersey; architects, etc.,
same as last.

Eighty-eighth St., n s, 54' 6" e Third Ave., flve-st'y
brick flat with store, tin roof; cost, $10,000; owner,
John H. Gray, 1664 Park Ave.; architect, J. Moln-
tyre.
Eighty-eighth St., n s, 74' 6" e Third Ave., three-

st'y brick workshop, tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner
and architect, same as last.

One Hundred and Third St., n w cor. First Ave.,
one-st'y bri'-k tenement, tin roof; cost, $3,000; own-
er, John Simon, 136 Chrystie St.; architect, A. Arc-
tander.
Avenue A., s e cor. Eighty-second St., flve-st'y

brick (stone front) tenement with store, tin roof;
cost, $24,000; owner, Stephen Pendergast, 1158 Sec-
ond Ave.; architects, A. B. Ogden & Son; builders,
Walsh Bros.
Second Ave., s w cor. One Hundred and Third St.,

five-st'y brick tenement with store, tin roof, owner,
Margaret A. Murray, 315 East One Hundred and Six-
teenth St.; architect, A. Spence.

Third Ave., s wcor. Ninety-sixth St., flve-st'y brick
tenement with stores, tin roof; cost, $22,000; Leo
Schlessinger, 128 East Seventy-fourth St., and Jos.

Hecht, 44 East Sixty-eighth St.; architects, Schwarz-
iii 1 1 n & Buchman.

Third Ave., w s, 20' s Ninety-sixth St., 3 flve-st'y
brick tenements with stores, tin roofs; cost, each,
$21,000; owner, etc., same as last.

Avenue A, so cor. Eightieth St., five-st'y brick fac-

tory, tin roof; cost, $45,000; owner, Geo. P. Lies,
313 East Seventeenth St.; architects, Schwarzmanu
& Buchman.
Avenue A, e 8,46' 8" s Eightieth St., flve-st'y brick

tenement, tin roof; cost, $18,000; owners and archi-

tects, same as last.

Sixty-third St., n wcor. Ninth Ave., flve-st'y brick

flat, tin roof; cost, $25,0(10; owner, T. Farley, 402
West Seventy-third St.; architects, Thorn & Wilson.

Sixty-third St., n s, 25' w Ninth Ave., 4 three-st'y
brick (stone front) dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$16,000; owners, T. Farley & Son. 402 West Seventy-
third St.; architects, Thorn & Wilson.
Sixtywinth St., s w cor. Ninth Ave., five-st'y brick

flat, tin roof; cost, $45,000; owuer, Hugh Blesson,
1262 Lexington Ave.; architect; Wm. Baker.
Sixty-ninth St., s s, 30' w Ninth Ave., 4 four-st'y

brick (stone front) dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $22,-
000; owner and architect, same as last.

Eighty-second St., n s, 100' w Tenth Ave., 6 three-

st'y brick dwells., tin and slated (fire-proof sheath-

ing) roofs; cost, each, $12,000; owner, Richard W.
Myers, 131 East Sixty-third St.; architect, William
Baker.
Seventh Ave., n w cor. One Hundred and Thirty-

fourth St., 7 three-st'y brick dwells., tin roofs; cost

total, $50,000; owner, Patrick J. O'Brien, One Hun-
dred and Forty-third St., near Eighth Ave.; archi-

tect, A. Spence.
One Hundred and Thirty-fourth St., n s, 65' w

Seventh Ave., 2 three-st'y brick dwells., tin roofs

cost, total, $14,000; owner and architect, same as
last.

Fleetwood Ave., n e cor. One Hundred and Seventy
sixth St., two-st'y brick dwell., slate roof; cost, $9.

900, owner, August Koelsch, 838 Sixth Ave.; archi-

tect, John C. Kerby.
Molt Ave., e s, 152' s One Hundred and Forty-ninth

St., 2 three-st'y brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each
$5,000; owner, G. W. Walker, 367 West Thirty-sixth
St.; architect W. L. Goetchius.
North Third Ave., No. 390. two-st'y brick packing-

house, felt and gravel roof; cost, $7,700; owner,
Francis J. Schnugg, 433 East Eighty-sixth St.; ar-

chitect, Robert Fay; builder, Wm. Somerville.
Third Ave., w s, abt. 100' s One Hundred and Sev-

enty-ninth St., 2 two-st'y frame dwells., tin roofs;
cost, $5,000; owner, Thomas Brown, 126 East Twen-
ty-seventh St.; architect, C. C. Churchill; builders,
Jas. McGarity and Louis Falk.

ALTERATIONS. Fifth. Ave.. No. 411, n e cor. Thirty-
seventh St., area deepened and internal alterations;
cost, $"6,000; owner, Mary Lewis, Tarrytown, N. Y.,
or on premises; architect, H. R. Marshall; builders,
W. & T. Lamb, Jr. and P. Haughey.
Grand St., No. 281, one-st'y brick extension, tin

roof, new store front, internal alterations and con-
nection made with adjacent buildings; cost, $10,000;
owners, J. Lichenstein & Son, 283 Grand St.; archi-

tect, J. Kastner.
Third Ave., No. 136, extension raised one st'y;

cost, abt. $1,500 ; lessee, James Plavano, on prem-
ises; owner, Wm. Bird; architect, E. Gandolfo.
Greenwich St., Nos. 309-313, repair damage by fire;

cost, $4,9X4; owner, Mrs. Mary Stuart, 961 Fifth

Ave.; G. G. Williams, attorney; builder, E. Smith.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PERMITS. Parrish St., e of Forty-second

St., 15 three-st'y dwells., 16' x 42'; Fred Michitelson,
owner.
Meld St., e of Main St., two-st'y dwell , 16' x 42';

Wm. Garvin, contractor. .

Preston St., bet. South and Ogden Sts., three-st'y
dwell., 26' x 35'; S. Smith, contractor.

St. Paul's PI., w of Sixteenth St., 10 three-st'y
dwells., W i 26'; Jas. Williams, superintendent.

Race St., No. 1510, in rear, addition to school-house,
23' x 30'; Richards & Shourds, contractors.

Third St., s w cor. Canal St., ice-house, 16' x 45';
O. Schmidt, contractor.
Marriott St., e of Fifth St., altering stable to

dwells., 14' x 39'; Daniel Kidd, contractor.

Tacony St., three-st'y dwell., 30' x 60'; Thomas
McCarty, contractor.

Eiijhili St., above York St., two-st'y dwell., 16' x
50'; Chas. Schuck, contractor.

Fifth St., cor. Eustace St., two-st'y dwell., 16' x
28'; Thos. Grinnan, contractor.

Twenty-fifth St., s of Poplar St., 25 two-st'y dwells.
,

16' 6'' x 40'; Jno. M. Sharp, owner.
Sttnnysiile St., w of Thirty-ttfth St., 4 two-st'y

dwells., 15' x 32'; J. F. Richards, contractor.
Fishr.r's L'tne, e of Main St., two-st'y brick build-

ing, 16' x 3:i'; S. R. McDowell, contractor.
Howard St., No. 2341, three-st'y store, 14' x 65'; J.

Meauholt, contractor.
Franklin St., bet. Unity and Pine Sts., blacksmith

shop, 23' x 30'; Geo. Swope, owner.
Mascher St., No. 1303, three-st'y factory, 22' x 58';

C. G. McMulliu, contractor.

Manayunlf St., crematory, old Greek style, pilas-
ters, bases, columns anil architraves to be of gran-
ite; walls of brick; roof to be surmounted by a cu-

pola, both covered with copper, 80' x 100'; Wm.
Gelte, architect.
Ellsworth St., Nos. 1337 and 1339, 2 three-st'y

dwells., le' x 58'; Chas. O'Neill, contractor.
Cnristian St., No. 224, three-st'y dwell., 20' x 52';

W. H. Messick, contractor.
Park &t., w of Twenty-second St., 2 two-st'y brick

buildings, 14' x 30'; Jas. E. Thorp, contractor.
Ewlline St., w of Forty-fourth St., two-st'y addi-

tion, 24' x 28'; Stacy Reeverson. contractor.

Rochester N. T.
BUILDING PERMITS. Plans have been prepared for a
new four-st'y business block, cor. of Spring St. and
Plymouth Ave., 100' on Spring St. and 65' on Ply
mouth Ave., for John Mogridge; Warner & Brock-
ett, architects; W. N. Gorshire, contractor.
Otis & Crandall, architects, are preparing draw-

Ings for the following buildings:
Three-st'y brick manufacturing-building on Spring

St., for Thomas Swift & Sous.

Three-st'y brick business block on Smith St., for
Michael Keenan; material to be brick, with cut-
stone trimmings.
Three frame houses on Perkins St., for Paul Luch-

leituer.
House for J. L. Luckey, Lake Ave.
Double frame house on Charlotte St., for the

Misses Dick.

They are also preparing plans for a large livery-
stable for J. W. Graves, to be located in the eastern

part of the city.
Walker & Nolan, architects, are engaged on the

following work:
Stone dwell, on Portsmouth Terrace, for J. R.

Fanning.
Brick dwell, on West Franklin Square, for J. S.

Brown.
Cottage house on Prospect St., for E. A. Medcalf.

St. Paul, Minn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Two-st'y stone and brick ve-
neer stores and dwell., e s of Bates Ave., bet. Hud-
son and Blum Sts.; cost, $3,500; owuer, August
Sctracht.

Two-st'y brick double dwell., s s of Weniford St.,
bet. Greenwood and Clinton Sts.; cost, $2,490; own-
er, H. F. Langelyt.
Three two-st'y frame dwells., s s of Summit Ave.,

bet. Snelling and Macalester Sts.; cost, $3,500; own-
ers. B. F. Wright and R. P. Lewis.
Two-st'y frame dwell., s s of Summit Ave., bet.

Snelling and Macalester Sts.; cost, $7,500; owners,
B. F. Wright and R. P. Lewis.

Two-st'y Irame dwell., s s of Terrace Ave., bet.

Wilder and Moore Park; cost, $2,000; owner, C. D.
Parker.
Two-st'y frame dwell., n s of Holly Ave., bet.

Arundel and Mackubin Sts.; cost, $5,000; owner,
Geo. S. Baxter.
Alteration of front to three-st'y brick stores and

offices, s s of Fourth St., bet. Wabasha and Cedar
Sts.; cost, $4,000; owner, J. L. Merriam.
Two-st'y frame dwell., s s of Portland Ave., bet.

Kent and Dale Sts.; cost, $5,000; owner, E. P.

Wilga.
Two-st'y brick veneered barn, s s of Summit St.,

St., bet. Western and Walnut Sts.; cost, $4,500; own-
er F. Driscol.

Two-st'y frame dwell, and store, s s of Margaret
St., bet. Sunien and Arcade Sts.; cost, $3,500; own-
er, Nicholas Wilmer.
Three-st'y brick store and dwell., e s of West

Seventh St., bet. Chestnut and Eagle Sts.; cost, $5,-

000; owuer. Wm. Fottlke.

Two-st'y frame dwell., n s of Oakly St., bet. Lynd-
hnrst and Westwood Sts.; cost, $2,OtiO; owuer, E. A.
Fitzgerald.
Two-st'y frame dwell., n s of Hancock St., bet.

Howell and Laurel Ave.; cost, $2,000; owner, E. R.
Moore.
One-and-one-half-st'y frame dwell., w s of Dale

St., bet. Holly and Hennepin Sts.; cost, $2,150; own-
er, G. M. Sawyer.
Three-st'y brick block stores and hotel, n s of East

Fifth St.; bet. \Vaba>-ka and Cedar Sts.; cost, $35,-

000; owner, A. R. Carpehart.
General Notes.

ALLENTOWN, PA. The site has been chosen and
arrangements nearly completed for the erection of
a silk mill here, 6u' x 250', with wings of the same
dimension. John Pyle, of Paterson, N. J., is the

original mover of the enterprise.
ANNE (Arundel Co.), MD. St. Paul's parish building;

cost, $17,000.
Additions to Mt. Calvary Church; cost, $7,000.

Repairs and improvements in All Hallow's
Church.
T. B. Ghequier, Baltimore, architect for above.

ANOKA, MINN. The construction of the new city-
ball is iu charge of Aldermen Browning, Page and
Woods. The contract for the foundation has been
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1ITHE death of General Grant has been followed by a dis-

\j cussion upon the subject of the proper disposition of his

remains, which has a certain interest for architects. No
particular town seems to have an unquestioned claim upon the

great general, but it is understood that within the last few

weeks of his life he had expressed a wish that his body might
rest in the beautiful grounds of the Soldiers' Home at Wash-

ington, near the scene of his greatest efforts and his happiest
successes; and, in case there should be any objection to this,

the officers in charge of the West Point Military Academy had

requested that the Academy enclosure might be honored by the

tomb of its most illustrious pupil ; but both these modest sug-

gestions were summarily swept aside by the enterprise of the

great city of New York, which immediately appointed a huge
committee of its most eminent beer-sellers, brokers, politi-

cians and railroad-men to " take charge of
"

a " memorial
"
of

some unexplained sort, and telegraphed the most extravagant
offers of a burial-place in any or all the city parks. It was

hardly possible to decline, or even to evade, such an over-

whelming invitation, and Colonel Frederick Grant, to whom it

was left only to choose a spot among the different parks,
selected the upper end of the Mall in the Central Park, just at

its junction with the Terrace. For the site of an imposing
monument, such as the people of New York seemed deter-

mined to erect, this was an excellent choice ; the centre of the

Terrace, which is designed as the focus of the artistic treat-

ment of the Park, being, in the eyes of New Yorkers, the most

august spot in the New World, but it does not seem to have

suited the ideas of many people, particularly of His Honor the

Mayor, who held a conference with the representatives of the

family, the result of which was a change in their opinions, and

the final selection of a place in the Riverside Park for the inter-

ment of the deceased soldier. This decision seems to have been

received by his Honor with singular joy, and the park, which is

now a neglected and remote strip of unimproved land, adjoining
the Hudson River Railroad tracks, along the western edge of

the upper part of the island is to be immediately put in order

for the funeral ceremonies. Beyond the close proximity of a

large iron foundry to the site selected for the temporary tomb,

there is no particular objection to the Riverside Park as a rest-

ing-place for the bodies of weary mortals, who, as the Mayor
says, do not like to feel themselves "

lying remote from Nature,"

and who are afraid that " in the heart of a great, busy city, in

the rush and hurry of the life of which death and its sacred-

ness may be forgotten, the remains of even the great dead may
be passed in thoughtlessness." But to stow away a costly mon-

ument, to the most distinguished person of the age, in an uncul-

tivated and uninhabitable strip of laud in the rear of the pres-

ent metropolis, for fear that some one may pass it by
" in

thoughtlessness," seems to us to be carrying aesthetic sensitive-

ness too far. A large part of the park slopes so steeply to the

river as to be nearly invisible from the Riverside Drive which

borders it, besides being almost inaccessible, as well as impas-
sible for anything except goats, and those persons who desire

to approach the monument through the park from the lower

part of the city will have to ascend or descend in various sin-

gular ways before they reach it. This circumstance may keep

away
"
thoughtless passers-by," but it is also very likely to give

inconvenience to more worthy persons, and we can see no pros-

pect that any one will be benefltted by the new choice of ground
except the owners of the cheap and neglected lots fronting the

Park, who will probably have reason to be grateful to the de-
ceased general for the advertisement which their property will

derive from the proximity of his remains. We sincerely regret
that it has been thought best to neglect the obvious claims of
the Soldiers' Home at Washington.

WHILE
the major part of the nation professes to be over-

come with grief at the death of General Grant it maj
not be unjust to surmise that there are certain forehanded

designers who, having the inevitable result clearly in mind,
have spent a portion of the last few mouths in preparing to

meet the demand which is already declaring itself for a monu-
ment worthy of his memory. Experience has shown that the

designs which are brought forward soon after the death of a

great man savor too much of the ready-made art of the ceme-

tery stone-yard, and it seems to us that we may do something to

preserve our cities and our art from the desecration of a crop
of Grant memorials similar in general demerit to the average
of the ' soldiers' monuments "

which were erected soon after

the war in so many towns and villages. Apart from the na-

tional memorial which we believe will be promptly provided
the history of the Washington Monument having been so re-

cently rehearsed should prevent the flagging of the energies of

those to whom the matter may be entrusted it is likely that

there will be many other memorials undertaken by large cities

and towns, less costly ones, but perhaps for that very reason

more meritorious. It would probably be a great service to

local monument-committees if their deliberations could be en-

lightened as to what might be accomplished in monumental
art by other than local talent or by those pushing outsiders

who are ever on the lookout for a job. We trust that there

are amongst our readers many who will look on this occasion as

we do, us offering a signal opportunity of accomplishing some-

thing in behalf of monumental art in America, and a way of

giving pause to the misdirected enthusiasm of monument-com-
mittees by affording a means of displaying to them that there

are so many ways of treating such a problem that it would be
most unwise to nastily adopt the first design that might be laid

before them.

TITIIEREFORE we will invite our readers to lay aside their
'

L' prejudices against competitions ; forget that the ideas they
evolve may be pilfered from them, so that they may lose

both glory and profit ; disregard for the moment that a more

legitimate mid authorized competition will probably soon be

announced ; overlook the fact that the reward we may be able

to offer is wholly incommensurate with the task, and stimulated

only by a desire to indirectly prevent the erection of an un-

known number of monumental burlesques, and to show the

world what the American architect can accomplish when such

a theme is placed in his hands, we ask the profession at large
to contribute preliminary sketches for :

" A monument to Gen-
eral Grunt, to be erected by a large city at a cost of not more
than 8100,000." This general proposition, we think, will be

enough to set pencils at work feeling round the subject, and
will prepare the way for a more detailed programme which we
will publish next week.

WE have received extracts from the Denver papers, which
indicate that twenty-one sets of drawings were submitted
in competition for the State Capitol of Colorado. Six of

these are siiid to have been sent in by local architects, and the

rest by persons outside of the State. As no description of them
is given beyond a transcript of the mottoes on them, we can

make no comments on the plans further than to say that the

author of one of them labels his work " Labor Amorit" so we

suppose that he will be quite contented if he does not get any
pay for it. The drawings have been insured for twenty thou-

sand dollars, and it is estimated that the work on them has

cost thirty thousand, so that this seems to represent pretty

fairly the contribution which the architectural profession has

made for the purpose of giving the Capitol Commissioners the

privilege of choosing from among a score of plans without paying
for them. It is true that thirty-three hundred dollars are to be
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divided among the authors of the best three plans, but the

architects who made the others will have to console themselves

with the reflection that their time and skill have been thrown

away, for the amusement of those who would very probably
have been willing and anxious to pay a good price for it if they
knew that they could not have it otherwise. Whether the Cap-
itol Commissioners will secure a great bargain in the plans

they select, remains to be seen. If they are quite ready, like

some other Capitol Commissioners of whom we recently heard,

to order and pay for extra work from time to time as their

building progresses,
" to strengthen walls found too light to

bear the superstructure," or to " excavate for new boiler-rooms,

those built according to the plans having been found inade-

quate," or to patch and bolster in other ways as they go along,
110 doubt a cheap plan by a cheap architect, will suit them and

their constituents as well as any ; but if they wish to procure
for the State of Colorado a public building which shall be thor-

oughly, carefully and beautifully designed, inside and out, and

so executed that it will continue for generations to reflect more

and more honor upon the skill and science of the author, they
must find a man who is capable of doing such work for them,
and must pay him what his time and skill are worth. It would

be hard to say which is the greatest folly, to think that there

is economy in confiding the construction of a great public build-

ing to amateurs and cheap experts, or to imagine that first-class

architectural service can be had, by any sort of dodging or bar-

gaining, at less than the regular price. We are perfectly ready
to concede that even a cheap competition may bring to light an

architect of brilliant genius which had previously remained

hidden ; but to persuade, delude, force or frighten this brilliant

person into devoting, for the wages of a day-laborer, as much
time and skill to the main part of his work as his professional
friends give for pay which secures to them and their families a

comfortable living so long as they are engaged on important
commissions, is beyond human power, as those who attempt it

usually find to their cost.

HE Associated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Companies
have just issued one of their occasional reports, or circu-

lars in which, among other things, they give copies of the

admirable regulations of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
in regard to disinfection. It is not very evident why mutual

insurance companies should trouble themselves to disseminate

rules for preventing the spread of cholera, but, considering the

influence that mill agents are in a position to exercise upon a

particularly careless and dirty class of people, the committee

which prepared the report deserves credit for the thoughtful

public spirit which suggested the incorporation of such useful

matter in a paper which the agents of all mills connected with

the companies will be sure to read. According to the theory
of the Pennsylvania Railroad rules,

" far more than half
"

of

disinfection is simply cleanliness, and consists in collecting and

burning at short intervals all rubbish, garbage, or decaying an-

imal or vegetable matter. If this is done with scrupulous care,

and no water used for drinking which can, by any possibility,

have been contaminated by the drainage from cesspools, sewers,

vaults, stables or garbage, there will be little use for disinfec-

tants, except for the purpose of preventing persons who bring
disease with them into a clean and healthy community from

infecting others. To guard against these cases of imported dis-

ease, the Pennsylvania Railroad Company has had large quan-
tities of disinfecting fluid prepared, containing two and three-

quarters pounds of chloride of zinc, with one and three-quarters
ounces of chloride of copper, dissolved in a gallon of water.

This standard solution is sent from the Altoona shops, on req-

uisition, to any part of the line, and is used, according to printed
directions pasted on the bottles, for washing out the urinals and

water-closets of passenger cars, being mixed for this purpose
with about sixteen times its volume of water ; and, mixed with

eighty parts of water, for washing all portions of passenger
cars. The same liquid, mixed with water, is used for disin-

fecting the discharges of sick persons, and a towel, saturated

with it, is recommended for deodorizing contaminated places.
Where it is not convenient to procure this solution, which costs

only a few cents a gallon, the railroad authorities advise the

use of battery residues from telegraph stations, mixed with

common salt in the proportion of a pound-and-a-half of salt to

each gallon of residues, the liquid so obtained to be diluted

with water for various purposes in the same proportions as the

standard solution. Where iron stains are not objectionable,

copperas, or sulphate of iron, is recommended as one of the

best common disinfectants, and a solution of two pounds in a

gallon of water may be thrown into vaults, cesspools, sinks and

sewers, and upon moist, decaying garbage, with excellent ef-

fect. In cases where it can be economically used, ice is also

spoken of as an excellent disinfectant. Decomposition takes

place very slowly in a liquid cooled by ice, and for this reason

it is directed that a lump of ice shall be carried in the urinal of

every passenger car on the Pennsylvania Railroad while the car

is in service.

NOTHER architect in England has had to sue his client to

get his poor pay with the usual result. In this case, which
is known as Taylor and Locke vs. Greene and Son, the

plaintiffs, composing a firm of architects brought suit to recover

twenty-two hundred and fifty dollars, the balance due them for

services in preparing plans and drawings, with other profes-
sional work, for the rebuilding of a certain business structure.

The defendants in resisting this claim, brought forward the

usual tale of woe, to the effect that among other things, the archi-

tects had not sufficiently considered or warned them about the

claims of neighboring owners in regard to light and air, and

that through this neglect disputes had arisen between the de-

fendants and their neighbors, involving the former in expenses

amounting to eighteen thousand dollars, which, as they claimed,
the architects ought to pay. The reply of the architects to this

was simply that they had been engaged to do the work of archi-

tects, under the instructions of the defendants, and that they
had done this, and nothing more. Although the trial lasted

seven days, and a great deal of evidence was brought forward,
the jury seems to have retained through the whole the view

of the matter that juries usually take, and promptly returned

a verdict for the plaintiffs for nineteen hundred dollars and

costs. So far as we can judge from the brief but clear account

which we find in the Builder, this seems to have been one of

those cases where a man, having engaged a young or over-ami-

able architect to do a certain piece of professional work, imag-
ines that he has a claim upon his time and services to any ex-

tent, and for any purpose, and keeps him trotting about,

investigating, negotiating and inquiring in regard to matters

which do not come at all within an architect's province, how-
ever convenient it may be for the architect's employer to have

him busy himself about them without charge ; and after getting
all the work out of him that he can, avails himself of all the

disappointments that he may have experienced in the results of

the errands which he has persuaded the architect to do for him
to cut down the pay due him for his legitimate services. There
are plenty of such men in the world, and plenty of architects

who suffer from them, but the number of the latter would be

smaller, if the younger members of the profession fully under-

stood how little respect a court accords to any pretext what-

ever for depriving a man of any part of the money which he

has earned by reasonably skilful and faithful services in his own
vocation.

1I7HE Builder gives a brief description of the Krupp cannon

J/ foundry at Essen, in Prussia, which will surprise even

those who know something of the extent to which the

concentration of capital in the hands of individuals is often car-

ried abroad. The whole number of workmen now employed

by Herr Krupp exceeds twenty thousand. Many of these are

attached to the foreign iron mines or smelting-works belonging
to the establishment, but something like one-half live with their

families in Herr Krupp's houses at Essen. In addition to the

great cannon foundry at home, the works include five hundred

and forty-seven different iron mines in various parts of Ger-

many, besides several in the Bilbao district in Spain, the

product of which is converted into iron in eleven smelting

furnaces, and fifteen hundred and forty-two puddling and re-

heating furnaces. Four hundred and thirty-nine boilers, sup-

plying four hundred and fifty steam-engines, furnish one hun-

dred and eighty-five thousand horse-power for moving the

machinery of the establishment, and the product of three coal

mines is consumed at the Essen works alone. For transport-

ing materials and other goods about the works thirty-seven
miles of railway are laid, with an equipment of eighty-eight

locomotives, and eight hundred and ninety-three freight-cars ;

and thirty-five private telegraph stations, with forty miles of

wire, serve to transmit directions between the various portions

of the works.
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AN ITALIAN VVORKINGMEN'S COLONY.

lirO one who has travelled

J|
<

only in the south of Italy,

nothing would seem more

hopeless than to expect from
the people any noteworthy at-

tempts to solve the important

questions of the relations be-

tween laborer and employer,
or to provide suitable homes
for the working classes. But
that in these directions the

nation as a whole is rapidly-

waking up to its grand possi-

bilities, is abundantly proved
by the number of instances

found throughout the north,
of careful, intelligent work of

a nature and quality such as,

1 1
with us, the Italians seldom
receive credit for; and there

are some parts of the land

which afford to the American
student subjects for study

S,g. Ro.,!'. Memorl.1 to hi. Workm.n. Schio. !
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?
f

*
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purely artistic character.
There have been large proprietors in Italy ever since the world be-

gan, almost, but only lately have any systematic attempts been made
to improve the condition of the working classes, especially the mill

operatives, the class which always requires the most serious atten-

tion, and in many countries is apt to be the most neglected. Of
course such attempts have the greatest success when made by the

mill owners, and what has been accomplished through the instru-

mentality of Signor Alessandro Rossi, at Schio, is, it is hoped, an

example which may speedily be followed in other parts of the coun-

try. There is abundant field for such work all through Italy.
Schio can almost be called, on a small scale, the Manchester of

Italy. It is a manufacturing city of some ten thousand inhabitants,
located among the foot-hills of the Alps, about twenty miles north of

Vicenza, near the boundary between Austria and Italy. The indus-

tries of the place are confined chiefly to wool manufactures. The
largest factory was established in 1817, by Francesco Rossi, to whom
succeeded, in 1845, his son, the present owner, the Senator Alessan-

dro Rossi. In 1872 the latter founded a stock company, which
included in its operations the original factory and seven others in

the immediate vicinity. The works now employ about five thousand

hands, the greater portion of whom are inhabitants of Schio. Signor
Rossi appears to have been strongly imbued with a sense of the

necessity for helping his workmen towards a better condition of

living than they could obtain for themselves ; for when the company
was organized, a clause of its charter provided that five per cent of

the net profits should annually be devoted directly to the wants of

the operatives, the disposition of this amount to be at the discretion

of the directors. This was not to be considered as a charity, Signor
Rossi believing that the workmen who helped him earn his money
were themselves entitled to a share in the profits beyond their mere

wages. In this way, during the eleven years ending with 1888, the

workmen's shares have amounted to about five hundred thousand

francs, besides which the company has given a direct endowment of

five hundred thousand francs for the support of the workmen's insti-

tutions founded by it, and Signor Rossi from time to time has added

large gifts in his own name, so that up to the
present

time not far

from one million five hundred thousand francs luivc been expended
in the building and maintenance of the houses, schools, dwellings,
etc., with which the hands of the Laniftcio Rossi are now so well

provided. Hence it will be seen that neither money nor good will

were lacking to make Schio a model manufacturing town.
The workmen's quarter occupies an area of about forty acres, in the

pleasantest and most healthy portion of the town, and is immediately
adjacent to the larger factory. The streets are wide, well paved,
and planted with shade trees, and the houses have a clean, attractive

appearance, which must add considerably to the satisfaction of the

inhabitants. Signor Rossi is a thorough democrat, as he has proved
by building in the centre of the quarter a house which is occupied by
his son, and in which the Queen of Italy was entertained in 1876.

The quarter is kept in thoroughly good order, and with its magnifi-
cent surroundings of mountain scenery is certainly a model settlement

so far as location and appearance can go. At the end of the princi-

pal street is the Asilo di Maternita, or day-nursery, a large, com-

fortable-looking building, one story in height, with a wide, covered

porch across the front, and an inviting-looking garden all around.
The babies are received here as young as fifteen days. The mothers

bring them in the morning, returning two or three times during the

day to nurse them, and take them home at night. The children are

taken care of until they are three years old ; and a healthier, hap-
pier-looking set of babies than the one hundred and twenty who are

daily cared for it would be hard to find. A sister of charity has

charge of the institution. While at the nursery the babies are

neatly clad in little red and blue frocks, and given baths, or allowed
to sleep in the cool, clean dormitory, or trotted about in the shady
garden, and given an abundance of good, wholesome food, when they

Aiilo Infintll*, Schio.

are able to receive it ; and the result of all this care is a rising gen-
eration of young wool-workers which must gratify the heart of bignor
Rossi. Between the ages of three and seven years, the children of

the operatives are received into an Asilo Infantile. The building it

large, covering an area of

twelve hundred square me-

tres, and is two stories

high, with large, well-ar-

ranged clns-room, and an

MMnbly-hall capable of

eating all of the four

hundred and sixty children

who are daily received

here. It has also a large

dining-room, where at noon
the little ones are given a good, substantial meal, such as, doubt-

less, some of their parents never have more than once a week.
The Asilo further has connected with it a bath, a gymnasium, and a
small medical dispensary, all entirely free to the children of the

operatives. This school building and its appointments would be a
credit to any city. Nearly half a million francs have been spent on
this one institution, and for its purpose nothing better could be
desired. The teaching is largely on the Froebel system, besides

which the girls are instructed in needlework and drawing, with
results which are quite surprising, considering the age of the pupils
and the class to which they belong. The health of the children is

carefully looked after, and that the working classes have been physi-

cally benefited by this systematic care of the young lives is abun-

dantly proved by the increase in the proportion of strong, robust

young men during the fifteen years that the schools have been in

operation.
Between the ages of seven and twelve years, the children of the

workmen are received in an elementary school, where they obtain a

good common-school education, sufficiently extended for their needs
as future factory hands ; while of course, if desired, the children can,
after leaving here, go to the Commune school supported by the city.
The running expenses of the Asilo Infantile and the elementary
school together amount to about forty-six thousand francs per year.

Any one visiting these various institutions cannot but be forcibly

impressed with the clean, healthy and contented appearance of the

children, %nd also with their good behavior, for they are apparently
taught manners as well. When a stranger enters the room they all

rise and remain standing until he departs, saluting him with a cheery
"favorisca." Indeed our Boston school children might with profit
learn a few lessons from these little embryo operatives

of Schio. At
the time of our visit to the Asilo Infantile, in one of the rooms a

rosy-cheeked little girl, not over five years old, stepped up to the

blackboard at the teacher's request, and courtesying prettily to ui,

wrote out in a big, round hand the word America; and in the

embroidery class some fine needlework was shown, which would have
done credit to a child ten years older than the little baby who pre-
sented it to us. The education given, while not very extensive, is

quite thorough, and we found that the officers of the mill were glad
to put their children at school with the children of the operatives.
The Laniftcio Rossi receives workers as early as the age of twelve

years, though no children are allowed to work unless they give evi-

dence of possessing a strong, robust constitution. For the benefit of

those who are obliged to work but wish to educate themselves

further, a night school has been established, which is largely
attended. It is worthy of note that since 1871 the proportion of

illiteracy in the commune of Schio has decreased by more than fif-

teen per cent.

Signor Rossi has further done a great deal towards putting his

operatives in the way of becoming owners of comfortable, well-built

homes. He has erected thus far some sixty-seven houses, represent-

ing a total value of three hundred and seventy-four thousand seventy-
six francs, which have been sold to the workmen on terms extending
through ten years or more. Signor Rossi lets out the money at four

per cent, and affords every facility to the workmen to meet the
pay-

ments. A clear title to the property is not given, Signor Rossi, in

the name of the company, retaining a supervisory authority over all,

in order to prevent either unlawful speculation in the houses, to the

detriment of the class for whose benefit they are built, or neglect of

the premises by the owners themselves. Four hundred and eighty
of the operatives are at present owners or part owners of these

houses. Several different types of dwellings have been erected, and

repeated experiments made to discover which is beet suited to the

wants of the workmen, with a final choice in favor of houses in rows,

separated only by party-walls, with small gardens in front and rear.

The plan adopted certainly has the merit of simplicity, as will be
seen by reference to the sketch-plan (see Illustrations), made from

memory, of a house which was visited and inspected by their majes-
ties King Humbert and Queen Margherita, as a prominent tablet

over the front door testifies. The house is about twelve feet wide in

the clear. Under the whole is a high, dry cellar, with access both

from within the house and from the rear garden. The first story
consists of a single large room which serves as a kitchen, dining-room
and parlor. At one corner, enclosed by a light board partition, are

the stairs leading up to the second story, which is divided into a

large sleeping-room at the rear and a small one in front, cut off by
the stairs. There is no hallway, and the front room is reached only

by passing through the rear chamber. There is a third story
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divided into two equal rooms, and a low loft used only for storage.
When sold by Signer Rossi, this house was only two stories high.
The floors are of square larch beams, covered underneath with rush

netting and plastered, and above laid with good pine flooring, an
unusual thing in Italy, most of the floors being of cheap concrete

mosaic, and always cold and disagreeable. The kitchen stove or

fireplace is of masonry, and of the standard type such as is found

among the ruins of Pompeii, and has always been used by the Ital-

ians, everything being cooked by an open fire, with no oven of any
sort. The chambers of the house are not heated. The walls are
built of good, substantial rubblestone work, stuccoed outside and

plastered within. The roof is of tiles. The total cost, including the

land, was a little over three thousand francs. There is no supply ol

water nor drainage works of any description. Water-pipes are,

however, laid in all the streets of the new quarter, and at the corners
are hydrants, from which a full supply of water of a most excellenl

quality is constantly flowing, drawn from the neighboring mountains.
The nouses are all provided with out-of-door privies, built of brick,
over tight cesspools, the emptying of which is attended to by the

Commune.
To meet the requirements of very modest purchasers, some of the

houses are built one story in height only, but with walls, framing oi

floors, etc., arranged so that another story can be added as the

family increases in number or in means. This style of house seems
to be much sought after, the families, even when large, preferring to

begin on a small scale. In some cases two stories have been added
to the original one-story structure. Of course such additions are
made only by permission of Signer Rossi.

The house first described is a model of cleanliness throughout, the
brass pots in the kitchen and the wooden floors being scrubbed and

polished in a manner which would delight the heart of a Dutch

housekeeper. The little garden in front is all abloom with roses and

early spring flowers, and the walks are neatly gravelled. The
owner evidently takes considerable pride in his house. Nor is it an

exceptional instance, for it is one of a block of six or eight houses
similar in plan and dimensions, each of which is as neat and tidy as

the one visited, while in the adjacent blocks in every direction are

groups of equally interesting houses, each group differing somewhat
in external appearance, so that there is no barrack, made-to-order
look about the colony. Most of the houses are painted in light
colors, and all seem to be throughout in good condition. . Nowhere
in the quarter is there any appearance of anything like misery or
even want. Indeed Signor Rossi thinks too much of his workmen to

let them suffer while he is able to help them, and in return the oper-
atives are uniformly faithful to their employers, and strikes or labor

disturbances have never been known at Schio. Most of the work in

the factory is by the piece, only twenty-three per cent of the opera-
tives receiving fixed wages. In case of sickness or accident an
allowance is made to the disabled, and in case of death the family is

taken care of by the company.
Besides the separate dwellings such as those above referred to, the

Lanificio Rossi has built a few houses expressly for the use of the old

operatives, who are pensioned as long as they live, and if able to do

any work at all are provided with material to spin at home, and so

earn a few extra francs. There are also a few houses which are
rented to those who do not care to buy, and at least one comfortable-

looking house divided into separate rooms and rented to single men.
Some of the houses in the new quarter are. quite pretentious, as the

officers of the mill

have not disdained
to avail themselves
of the opportunities
afforded to the

workmen. A few
are built with
pretty, half-tim-

bered Swiss work,
and all of them
show good taste on
the part of the

builder. The archi-

tect of all these
houses was Signor
A. Negrin, of Vi-
cenza.

There are a num-
ber of other institu-

tions which have
been founded or fos-

tered by Signor
Rossi, including a

large swimming-
bath at which the

charge is but five

centimes ; added to
Church of San Antonio, Schio.

which are a number of single bath-rooms, at twenty-five centimes each.
There is also a wash-house supplied with an abundance of hot-water
from the condensers of the factory engine, where wives of the opera-
tives can do their washing; without charge. A Society of Mutual
Help has been founded, with a capital of thirty-eight thousand eight
hundred and twenty-one francs. It has about seven hundred members,
and possesses a library of over a thousand volumes, most of them

given by Signor Rossi
; cooperative stores, which, with the help of the

all-powerful senator, obtain provisions, clothing, etc., at bottom prices,
its operations amounting to two hundred and fifty thousand francs

per year ;
a furniture magazine, on the same principle, for the bene-

fit of the operatives, handling eighty thousand francs' worth of

household effects yearly ;
and a workingmen's club, which is pro-

vided with books, periodicals, etc. All of these enterprises are
located in good, commodious quarters, and the workmen, as far as

possible, are made to feel that they belong to them. There is also a

comfortable little theatre for the use of the employes, and, by oppo-
sition, a handsome stone church built almost entirely by Signor
Rossi and presented by him to the commune.
There are no hospital arrangements of any sort, but the Society of

Mutual Help has established a system of medical service, of which
the expense is divided among the subscribers; ice, medicine and
attendance being furnished as required. Schio is, however, in a very
healthy location, and there are few doctors' bills to pay. No liquors
of any sort are allowed to be sold in the new quarter. Most of the

workmen manufacture their own wine, and the city is little troubled
with intemperance.

In the American Architect of April 4, 1885, an account was given
of the cites ouvrieres at Mulhausen, in Alsace. It is interesting to

compare the work
accomplished

there with what has been done at

Schio. In the first case it is the work of a society which avowedly
aims only to build houses and sell them without losing money. In
the second it is the work of an individual who is doing all in his

power to make his workmen happier and healthier. At Mulhausen
(he houses are for sale to any one who may wish to buy. At Scbio

everything has been done exclusively for the operatives of the Lani-
ficio Rossi, and the other inhabitants of the town profit only indi-

rectly by the improvements. Mulhausen gives a man time and tells

him to help himself. Schio gives a man pleasant homes, the best of

schools, and helps him in everything, caring almost entirely for his

children during the first seven years of their existence. The one is

self-reliant in its effects, the other paternal in its care. The results

at Schio are far more satisfactory in every respect, and yet, should

Signor Rossi die or the Lanificio Rossi go to ruin, which is not an

impossible event, we question if the well-equipped institutions would

long survive, and whether in the long run the narrower, less gener-
ous plan followed at Mulhausen would not be productive of the most

lasting good. C. H. BLACKALL.

ENGLISH ARCHITECTURAL POTTERY.
TILES, TERRA-COTTA AND " DOULTON WARE."

HERE are numerous ex-

tant examples of pottery

produced by the inhabi-

tants of Britain before the

Roman times, which are

usually discovered in the

mounds which the Britons

erected over their dead, and
are accompanied by bronze
and bone implements as well

as by axes, arrow-heads,

knives, etc. It was not, how-

ever, until the thirteenth cen-

tury that decorative tiles

were made in Britain.
Amongst some of the oldest

specimens of glazed tiles em-

ployed in England may be

mentioned the pavement dis-

covered in the Roman Priory
Church at Castle-Acre, Nor-

folk, a portion of which is in

the British Museum. These
tiles are ornamented with

scutcheons of arms, and some bear the name of " Thomas
;

"
the exe-

cution of them is exceedingly coarse, the cavities not being filled with

clay of a different color, and they are greatly inferior to the Norman
tiles of the same period. Glazed decorative tiles were much used in

Mediaeval times for paving sacred edifices, and they are sometimes
called Norman tiles by old writers, from the supposition that they
originated in Normandy. In Northern France there are some speci-
mens of great age, although no tiles have as yet been discovered to

coincide with the features of the Norman style of decoration, the most
ancient being apparently of the thirteenth century. During the

course of the fourteenth century some artistic skill was conspicuously
shown in carved stone-work, metal-work and missal painting in Great
Britain ;

it seems to have extended occasionally to pieces of pottery,
but the records of such fine ceramic work are practically confined to

a single group of this class.

The so-called encaustic tiles used for the floors, and to some extent

'or the walls, of ecclesiastical and domestic buildings since the begin-

ning of the thirteenth century show, for the most part, a much higher
degree of artistic and technical skill than did such other ceramic
works of British craftsmen of the time, as have come down to us.

The artistic execution of these tiles rapidly improved until thev be-

;an to show decided merits of design : it is impossible that they were
made in the great religious houses themselves, and these we know,
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borrowed some of their arts from Continental sources, especially from

Italy ;
but it is probable that the great stimulus to this class of pot-

tery production in Great Britain, was largely imparted by the

Normans.
Stone had supplied all the wants of the Normans until the twelfth

century, but from this time new ideas everywhere appeared at once :

tiles of red-earth of various forms were substituted for stone, their sur-

face being covered with a thin layer of white glaze in which were en-

crusted patterns of darker earth, or vice versa. They were arranged
in a graceful checker-work, rosettes, trefoils and scrolls of notched
leaves were formed, and combined with graceful borders : sections

of divided circles were ornamented with stars or heraldic suns. War-
riors heavily armed and clad in armor, and mounted upon richly ca-

parisoned horses, busts, lions, eagles and all other things that fancy
and heraldry could generally invent, animated the cold pavements.
Most of the ornamental combinations resemble the designs we are ac-

customed to see in the textile fabrics of the East, and we ought to be

the less astonished at this when we remember the visits of the Cru-
saders to Syria, to Byzantium and Palestine, where this character of

ornamentation was so largely employed from the ninth to the twelfth

century.
The manufacture of decorative mediaeval tiles in England, rapidly

developed from the thirteenth until the sixteenth century, and in

some districts even down to a later period. Kilns have been discov-

ered at Malvern and other places in Worcestershire, in Gloucester-

shire, Wiltshire, Shropshire and Staffordshire. The earliest tiles were
of one color, while the designs upon them were either incised, or im-

pressed, or embossed. Inlaid tiles were next produced, these being
in fact first impressed, and then having had the hollows filled with a

differently colored clay ;
this" kind came to be finally distinguished by

rich design and excellent workmanship. Sometimes small tiles of

different shapes and colors were arranged in composite patterns of

geometrical characters.

The use of several colors laid on a single tile indicates a later time.

The tiles of the Chapter House at Westminster, the Abbey Church
of Malmesbury, Lillestall Priory in Shropshire, Malvern Priory
Church, Prior Cuddin's Chapel at Ely, Gloucestershire Cathedral and

Chertsey Abbey may be mentioned as illustrating the several varie-

ties of tiles we have named.
Two examples of these encaustic tiles are given in Figures 1 and

2 ;
the first being from Monmouth Priory, and the second from Great

Malvern.
There are in existence a great many English earthern-ware

vessels, which we generally attribute to a time at least as early
as the Tudor period, 1485-1603, and usually they are of a buff

color, having a fairly hard body, covered nearly all over with

a green enamel. Upon some specimens of similar ware we notice

letters or dates as on the stove tile in the British Museum which is

of Elizabeth's time, but this piece is, however, made from a red clay.
This style is shown in Figure
3, and exhibits an amount of

technical accomplishment
hardly usual at the time in

English native wares of this

class, and it is probable that

it may be of German origin.
The glaze of the English

tiles which we have thus far

mentioned, was produced
either by lead or a glassy
substance, generally by the

former from its being applied
in the form of powdered
galena, the chief ore of lead,
a compound of that metal
with sulphur. The use of

red lead, one of the oxides

of le<od, and of glass contain-

ing as a chief ingredient a
fusible native silicate, such as

felspar, is of later date
;
but

when common salt was intro-

duced as the material for glazing earthenware an entirely new de-

parture in ceramic production was made, and now in the present
time large quantities of architectural pottery are glazed with salt.

The salt glaze can be imparted only at a very high temperature,
and it is therefore necessary that the material to which it is applied
should be capable of withstanding a high degree of heat without

fusing or even softening, or in other words, the clay must possess

refractory properties.
Lambeth has lately come forward as a prominent place in England

for the manufacture of architectural pottery of all kinds. The early

history of Lambeth as a pottery centre is somewhat obscure, but we
learn from English patent reports that in 1671, a patent was granted

by the English Government to John Ariens Van Hamme, a Dutch

potter, who had settled in Lambeth, for " the art of making tiles, por-
celain and other earthern-ware after the way practised

in Holland."

The pottery of Messrs. Stiff & Sons, which is called the " London

Pottery" was established in Lambeth as early as 1751; and the
" Lambeth Pottery," that of Messrs. Doulton & Co. in 1818.

Nottingham stoneware has been famous since about the middle

of the eighteenth century, and the Castle Museum at Nottingham

Fig. 2.

possesses
several good examples of this fine brown stoneware, one tile

in particular impressed with geometrical ornament*, and measuring
five-and-one-quarter inches square, is a rare and unusual

piece,
and

is thought to have been a
part

of a pavement from the house of a
former owner of the pot-works.

Bristol and Liverpool became famous for their delft toward the

latter part of the seventeenth century. Frank's delft works, where

large numbers of tiles for fire-

places and dairies were

painted and otherwise orna-

mented, were founded in

Bristol toward the close of

the seventeenth century, and
the factory continued in op-
eration until about one century
ago, when delft ware had
ceased to be fashionable. An-
other manufacturer of delft

ware in Bristol was Joseph
Flower. It is difficult to dis-

tinguish between the wares

produced by the two manu-
facturers in Bristol, and it is

equally difficult to attach dates

to the uninscribed pieces ; but
a tile picture representing St.

Mary Radcliffe, and bearing
the arms of Bishop Butler,

* 3 ' now in the Museum of

Practical Geology, has been examined by the writer, and as Bishop
Butler's episcopate extended from 1738-1750, its date can be ap-

proximately ascertained.

It is thought that Mr. Willitt's large picture which is composed of

seventy-two tiles, and which depicts
"
Hogarth's March to Finchley,"

was painted in about 1754. Pairs of pictures for the fireplace com-

posed of nine tiles, each representing a dog and a cat as guardians of

the hearth, were at one time not uncommon in Bristol dwellings, and
in one of these tile pictures a dog has the word " Bristol

"
impressed

upon its collar with the date 1 754.

Liverpool excelled all other centres of delft manufacture in trans-

fer-printing on this class of pottery, and the process was developed
there by two separate printers as early as the middle of the eighteenth

century. The process
was a very rapid one,
and the inventors, Sadler

& Green, readily printed
five hundred tiles with

different patterns in six

hours without assistance.

These tiles measured
about five inches square,
and in addition to being

Fig. 4.

better potted were much
harder than the Dutch
tiles imported at the

same period. The print-

ing was in either black

or red, and the tiles

were employed for lining
stoves and walls, and be-

came quite fashionable.

In some of these tiles

theatrical characters were not infrequently represented as shown
in Figure 4, which is taken from a tile in the panel owned by the

South Kensington Museum.

Regarding the influence of Josiah Wedgwood on English ceramic:,
it is hardly necessary to remark that although he has nad many imi-

tators, be has had no equals. It would be impossible in an article of

this character, to fully enlarge upon the merits of the numerous lead-

ing manufacturers of architectural pottery in England ;
but even in a

sketch of this kind it is not possible to omit the name of Mr. Herbert

Miiiton, to whose great energy and practical intelligence, the revived

art of architectural pottery manufacture in England owes so much.
The history of the revival of this line of production in Great Britain,

may be said to commence with about the latter half of the present

century, and through the efforts of Mr. Minton a success was achieved

of which all
English-speaking people should be justly proud.

The branch of architectural pottery, which rightly claims a large
share of attention at the present time is that of terra-cotta. In Eng-
land, the friezes, cornices and other highly-ornamented work in terra-

cotta of the Manor House at Barsham, and the Parsonage House at

Great Snoring, both in Norfolk, erected during the reign of Henry
VIII are worthy of particular notice, and the use of terra-cotta for

decorative panels and bas-reliefs, appears
to have been popular dur-

ing his time. The gateway of York Palace, Whitehall, designed by
Holbein, was decorated by four circular terra-cotta panels which are

still preserved at Hadfield, Peveral, Hants. The gateway of the

rectorv of Hadleigh Church, Suffolk, erected at the close of the fif-

teenth century was very carefully restored about forty years ago ;

the terra-cotta for the purpose being creditably reproduced at the

kilns near Hadleigh. From the latter part of the fifteenth century
until after the reign of Elizabeth, terra-cotta was used only in large
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and expensive buildings, but at tbe beginning of the eighteenth cen-

tury tbe use of terra-cotta was by no means uncommon in Great

Britain, but soon after the reign of Queen Anne its use was discon-

tinued.

The writer a short time since was particularly pleased with the fine

effect produced by the terra-cotta reredos executed by Mr. George
Tinworth, under the direction of the late George Edmund Street,

for York Cathedral. This work represents the Crucifixion at the

moment of the erection of the cross, the soldiers being engaged in

raising it into an upright position. At the foot of the cross is a group
of soldiers casting lots for the vesture of the Lord

;
on the left appear

the Virgin Mary and the Apostle John, and a little lower Mary
Magdalen ;

the Apostle Peter is also introduced standing behind a

tree
;
one of the malefactors is in the act of being fixed upon the cross,

and is receiving the usual stupefying draught. The centurion is

shown on horseback with other officers standing by ; on the right, the

other malefactor is represented upon a cross, and the sentinel is stand-

ing by in an attitude of adoration ; the vessel is placed in front con-

taining vinegar which a boy is tasting. Jews are standing by mock-

ing the Saviour ;
a negro appears in this part of the panel looking up

at Christ, the spectators in the background are in confusion, and the

Roman soldiers are endeavoring to restrain them.

One of the first objects which now meets the visitor's gaze as he

enters the Architectural Court of South Kensington Museum is a large
terra-cotta panel by Mr. Tinworth, which is entitled " The Release

of Barabbas." [See Illustrations.] In this panel, Pilate, who occu-

pies the centre of the piece is pronouncing sentence on our Lord, who
is delivered to be crucified, and is being led away bound by the sol-

diers in attendance; directly behind the Saviour the Virgin Mary
and the Apostle John appear as spectators, together with some of

their friends
;
a Roman officer is speaking to another spectator on the

left of St. John, and on the extreme right the Apostle Peter in an

agony of remorse is restrained from approaching the Lord by another

soldier. On the right and left of Pilate are attendants holding water

and towels that he may wash his hands, and so disown complicity in

the guilt of what he has done
;
while Pilate's wife, with a Roman

companion stands behind. On the left Barabbas is released amid the

congratulations of the bystanders, and the persons of various nation-

alities appear in the background. To the left is a Roman watchman
denoted by the bells upon his dress, and a negro is attempting to

speak to Christ, and is addressing a soldier with a view of obtaining
the desired interview. The place of the trial is set forth by the archi-

tectural embellishments in the background, and a broken vessel and
a fallen capital in front are introduced as symbolizing the decay
of the old dispensation ;

a palm branch is lying on the ground recall-

ing to memory the recent triumphal entry of the Lord into Jerusa-

lem. Allusions are made to the following texts: Acts iv: 27, 28;
Gen. i : 20

;
Matt, xxvii : 24

;
Psalms cxli : 6

;
Cor. ii : 2

; Eccles. viii :

12, 13.

Directly behind the terra-cotta panel which has just been described

there is another of equal size, entitled "
Preparing for the Cross." The

time selected for illustration is that immediately before the crucifix-

ion, the necessary preparations being almost completed. The Saviour

stands in the centre, his eyes are closed as if in prayer, the soldiers

divest him of his clothing ; Simon the Cyrenian is
kneeling

before

the Lord in worship, having assisted in bearing the cross to the place
of crucifixion ;

on the right a soldier holds the writing which is to

surmount the cross, and also the cup containing the draught which is

provided for the Saviour ; further to the right soldiers are binding
one of the thieves

;
the wife of this malefactor with her infant appears

just behind on the left
;
in front, the soldier who has been digging the

hole to receive the cross is resting against a beam, and is regarding
the Lord with sympathetic interest. The centurion in charge of the

crucifixion is speaking to the Apostle John who stands behind accom-

panied by the Virgin, her sister and Mary Magdalen. Still further

to the left are soldiers preparing the second malefactor for execu-

tion, this man having received the draught usually administered ap-

pears to be stupefied from its effects, his parents attend in the back-

ground. In this part of the panel are seen Nicodemus and Joseph
of Arimathea together with mounted Roman soldiers, a woman is rep-
resented extending her lifeless child towards the Lord in the hope
that it may be restored to life ; the Apostle Peter appears in the at-

titude of repentance just behind a soldier who is pushing back the

crowd, and close to a Jew is pointing to the Roman banner in the

spirit of the words,
" We have no king but Caesar ;

"
another Jew is

engaged in conversation with a soldier who holds the inscription ;
the

crowd behind is kept back on all points by soldiers acting under the

direction of the centurion in command.
The examples which we have just described are fine specimens of

terra-cotta in high relief, other specimens of Mr. Tinworth's execu-
tion of terra-cotta, but in low relief were viewed by the writer with
much pleasure at the pottery of Messrs. Doulton & Co., at Lambeth,
and we have selected for illustration one of his works of this charac-
ter [see Illustrations] the subject being suggested by a poem of Mr.
Edmund Gosse.

"Hear me! and grant for these my pious sons
Who saw my tears, and wound their tender arms
Around me, and kissed me calm, and since no steer
Staid in the byre, dragged out the chariot old
And wore themselves the galling yoke, and brought
Their mother to the feast of her desire;
Grant them, O Hera, thy best gift of gifts."

This poem is founded on the legend of Cydippe, the priestess of

Juno at Argos, who, on one occasion wishing to repair to the temple
of the goddess, could not procure oxen to draw her chariot

;
her two

sons Cleobis and Biton consequently put themselves under the yoke
and drew her to the temple, amidst the acclamations of the multitude,
who congratulated the mother on the filial affection of her sons. Cy-

dippe entreated the goddess Juno to reward them for their piety with

the best gift that could be granted to mortals. They immediately fell

asleep and woke no more
;
the goddess thus showed that the gift of

gifts is death.

Mr. Henry Doulton, of Lambeth, about the year 1870 introduced

into his works (previously confined to the manufacture of drain-pipes
and other rough ware, most of it salt-glazed stoneware), an entirely
new class of pottery of high quality, not merely as to fabric but in its

artistic excellence
;

it may be said to have been founded in a meas-

ure upon the German stonewares, but it possesses merits as to color,

form and decoration, which are entirely original. Some of the art-

ists who designed it such as Mr. George Tinworth, whom we have men-

tioned, and Miss Anna B. Barlow, have acquired a high reputation.
The architectural pottery known as " Doulton Ware "

is completed
in one burning, the forms being decorated in a soft state, and the

colors applied as soon as the article is dry. The colors are devel-

oped in the process of firing by means of fumes of salt which are

thrown into various parts of the kiln while the ware is at a white

heat. The fact that the ware is unprotected in the kiln, from the

smoke and sulphur rising from the fuel, and that the material is

brought to the vitrifying point makes the proper application of the

glaze a difficult feat.

The methods of treatment for " Doulton Ware "
include incising,

modelling, applique, carving, etching, pale sur pate, repoussee work,
etc.

The favor with which the various products of the Lambeth Art
Potteries have been received by art critics and the public has given
an important impetus to female employment. Between two and three

hundred lady artists and assistants are now occupied entirely on the

work, all of whom have been specially trained for their respective

branches, and have also graduated in the various classes connected

with the Lambeth School of Art, or other schools connected with the

South Kensington Art Department.
" Doulton Ware "

is employed largely for architectural purposes not

only in London, but also in other portions of Great Britain, the Col-

onies and in India. Glazed terra-cotta and fire clay are also pro-
duced at the Lambeth potteries : these materials which are now ex-

tensively manufactured, are chiefly employed for decorating stoves,

fireplaces, grills, mantel-pieces and other large work, and lend them-

selves admirably to interior architectural treatment.

CHARLES T. DAVIS.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost."]

TERRA-COTTA BAS-RELIEFS, BY MR. GEORGE TINWORTH,
SCULPTOR.

TT DESCRIPTION of these panels may be found in the preced-
F\ ing article on "

English Pottery." As for the sculptor himself,

/ it may be said that two years ago an exhibition was opened in

London of works in terra-cotta by George Tinworth, which at once

revealed to Englishmen a sculptor of marked originality and power.
Mr. Ruskin's praise was not wanting, and it described the genius of

Tinworth as " full of fire and zealous faculty, breaking its way through
all conventionalism to such truth as it can conceive."

The sculptor was previously but little known, although he had oc-

casionally sent some of his panels to the Royal Academy. He was

born in 1844, and was the son of a wheelwright, whose trade he fol-

lowed and who treated his first attempts at modelling very harshly,
and reviled him for "wasting his time

"
on them. But he had a

mother who encouraged his love for art, and fostered in him a strong

predilection for religious themes. Working by day at his trade, at

night he studied at the Lambeth Art Schools under Mr. Sparkes, and

later entered the Schools of the Royal Academy. Here in 1865, he

won the second silver medal, and in 1867 the first in the antique
school. He first appeared at the Royal Academy in 1866, with a

group in plaster, called " Peace and Wrath in Low Life." In the

following year, his father being dead, Mr. Sparkes introduced him to

Henry Doulton, the head of the Lambeth potteries, with whom he

has ever since remained, moulding in clay those scenes from Bible

history which have chiefly given him his fame. Tinworth is, in the

common meaning of the phrase,
" an uneducated man," but there is

one book with which he is thoroughly familiar, and that is the Bible.

Most of his works are inspired by the events narrated therein, and

his best achievements have represented such events. He is sincerely

Eious

without being bigoted, and is an unspoiled, honest workman,

n his sculpture he is strongly realistic, and free from all artificial

Braces, telling the story in a direct and truthful way, and with en-

ergy and passion. He is fond of using many accessories, and intro-

ducing common incidents
;
but never suffers them to obscure his cen-

tral idea.

His most important works are the panels done for the reredos of
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York Minster, under the supervision of the late G. K. Street, and
for the Guards Chapel. These comprise many Scriptural episodes,
the most prominent being

" The Entry into Jerusalem,"
" The Judg-

ment of Pilate,"
"
Preparing for the Crucifixion," and " The Descent

from the Cross." Others are " The Distress of Herod,"
" The Re-

morse of Judas,"
" The City of Refuge,"

" The Last Supper,"
" The

Raising of Lazarus,"
" The Taking of Samson," and " The Denial of

Peter."

The few secular works which he has shown include a large foun-

tain (and every group on this is a Scripture subject having some
reference to water), an illustration of E. W. Gosse's poem,

" The
Sons of Cydippe,"

" A Football Scrimmage," and " The Wheelwright
Shop," the last containing a portrait of himself carving in the shop
when a boy.

TUB PIAZZA DEL DOOMO, PI8TOJA, ITALY.

PISTO.JA is an ancient town of 13,500 inhabitants, situated among
the mountains twenty-one miles northwest of Florence. During
the Middle Ages it was the centre of the fiercest struggles be-

tween the Guelphs and Ghibellines, and in the history of art, the

town which somewhat resembles Florence in miniature held an im-

portant rank, and was foremost among the Tuscan republics in fos-

tering artistic progress. At Pistoja are found some of the earliest

attempts at sculpture in Tuscany. After the fourteenth century, the

town became dependent on Florence, both politically and in the prov-
ince of art.

The Cathedral of San Jacobo was built in the twelfth century, and
remodeled in the thirteenth. The exterior possesses little of interest

except the bas-relief over the door by Andrea della Robbia, and the

ornamentation of the vaulting by Luca della Robbia. The interior

was restored in 1838, and whatever merit it once possessed was to-

tally obliterated. The campanile was originally a fortified tower,
called the Torre del Podesta, and still bears the arms of the Pistojan
governors. The three series of arches at the top were added in imi-

tation of the Pisa cathedral when the tower was adapted to its pres-
ent purpose.

Opposite the cathedral is the Baptistery, an octagonal structure

erected in 1389, after a design by Andrea Pisano. Opposite at the

left of the view shown in the photo-print is the Palazzo dell Com-
mune, erected in 1294-1385.

LIBRARY OF UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. MESSRS. VAN BRUNT
& HOWE, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

THIS building was completed in 1883. It is constructed of brick.

The book-stack is fire-proof, and the rest of the building is protected
from fire by mill flooring and other devices. There is no furring.
The main point in the designing of this plan was to place the deliv-

ery-desk in such position as to have immediate communication by lift

and otherwise with the book-stack, and at the same time to command
all the reading-room floor. The book-stacking differs from that de-

vised by the same architects for the library of Harvard College, in

having the floors of North River slabs, or of glass instead of iron

grating. The stacks are three feet apart instead of two feet ten

inches, as in the Harvard example. The heating and ventilation

have proved successful, and the building in all its parts has given
great satisfaction to the authorities. The upper floor contains a gal-

lery of fine arts.

HOUSE FOR MR. CHARLES L. CARRINGTON, HIGH ST., NEAR
CLINTON AVE., NEWARK, N. J. MR. VAN CAMI'KN TAYLOR,
ARCHITECT, NEWARK, N. J.

THE house is now in course of erection on one of the principal res-

idence streets of the city. The first story will be built of North River

brick, laid in red mortar, with Belleville stone trimmings. The sec-

ond story, etc., will be of frame shingled with cedar shingles. The
roof will be slated. The interior will be finished with painted walls,

tiled fire-places, and hard-wood stairs and mantels. The cost will be
about $12,000.

WORKMEN'S HOUSES, SCHIO, ITALY.

FOR description, see article elsewhere in this issue.

THE EDINBURGH VEGETABLE MARKET.
EVERAL
years ago,
before it

was decided
whether or not

what is now

Copley Square,
Boston, should

become a pub-
lic square or

should be ab-

sorbed as ordi-

nary building

sites, Mr. Ed-
r/cw+mecumauMH HKmeifsumcx war(j Atkinson,

perceiving the desirability of ensuring that if any buildings should

be placed therein they should at least be as low as possible, be-

thought him of the new Vegetable Market at Edinburgh, and the

inquiries he made rexulted in the procurement of the following in-

formation :

EDINBURGH, Noreuiber 28, UTI.
PROFESSOR JENKIN:
Dear Sir, The Lord Provost has handed me your note of yenter-

day, enclosing letter from Mr. Atkinson, of Boiton, asking informa-
tion as to the roof of the Vegetable Market of which I was architect.

In reply to Mr. Atkinson s question at to how to procure plani,
etc., I may state that there are no drawings of this structure but my
working plani. But this building is very peculiarly situated, and I

think it somewhat doubtful how far such plans would be of use to him.
I therefore beg to enclose a general description and rough sketch, to
which Mr. Atkinson is welcome, and if, judging from these, be still

thinks that drawings would be of use to him, I shall be happy to

provide copies.
There are no photographs extant. The enclosed small engraving,

made for the tenant of a portion of the building, may, however, help
to convey an idea. Yours faithfully,

R. MORHAN.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EDINBURGH VEGETABLE MARKET.

This building, which is about four hundred feet long and one hun-
dred and fifty feet wide, adjoins Princes Street, the leading thor-

oughfare of the city, near its eastern extremity. The floor of the

market is twenty-eight feet below the street level, and no
part

of the
structure is higher than the street level. This restriction in the

height is enforced by the rights of proprietors on the opposite side
of the street. The necessity for restricting the elevation of the
structure within this limit, and at the same time (owing to its prox-
imity to so important a thoroughfare) the desirableness of a some-
what more sightly structure than a commonplace roof, suggested to
the architect the form of roof eventually adopted

: namely, a level

platform entering directly from the street, having large glazed open-

11 I'

t
I

I
I

ings at regular intervals for lighting the market below, and orna-
mental railings, pedestals and vases surrounding the general platform
and the said openings, and further decorated with flower borders and
plats. In summer these vases and plats are stocked with a great
variety of plants which are removed in winter, but some parts are

kept
in grass all through the winter without trouble. Though nomi-

nally a garden, the greater portion of the roof consists of promenade
space and of the large openings above mentioned, the floral decora-
tions forming a trimming to these more utilitarian parts. The gen-
eral surface is formed of asphalt, on brick arching and concrete,

resting on iron bearers, which again rest on main girders spanning
the whole width of the market-house, with a rest at the middle on a

row of iron columns running along the centre of the building.
These columns rest on piles, some of which are driven thirty feet into
the ground. From the nature of the situation there is no elevation
towards Princes Street, but on the opposite side, and on a great por-
tion of the ends there is an arcaded facade, in cast-iron and glass,
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affording, with the roof-lights before mentioned, abundant light for

the interior of the market. The floor of the market is paved with

asphalt.
The top of the building is fitted with hydrants and hose for water-

ing the flower-beds, and the interior with fire-plugs and hydrants for

cleansing. The market being a wholesale one, where the market-

gardeners bring their carts with produce, it was desired to have as

few obstructions in the general area as possible ; hence the long span

adopted for the main girders. The interior is fitted up for lighting

by gas, but it is at present in contemplation to introduce the electric

light.

TALL CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION.1 III.

WROUGHT-IRON CHIMNEY. MESSRS.

SCHNEIDER'S CREUSOT WORKS.

ft. in.

Height above ground 279
Diameter at the top 7 6

" " bass 22 1}|
Weight, 80 tons.

Its dimensions, therefore, obviously

precluded its being raised in a single

piece without the employment of ap-

pliances which were considered inad-

missible; under these circumstances,
it was decided to erect the chimney in

parts, without the use of any fixed

scaffolding whatever.
The chimney, of which we have al-

ready given the principal dimensions,
is founded on a mass of masonry rising
about three feet three inches above the

leyel of the groun(1 and weighing about

threc hundred tons; the baseof the

structure which is spread being
fixed to this masonry by a very strong

angle-iron ring riveted to the chimney-

plates, and secured to the foundation by holding-down bolts.

The chimney, properly so called, is composed of rings four feet

one inch in height, the plates varying from 0.552 inches thick at the

base, to 0.275 inches thick at the summit. At the ninth ring the cir-

cumference is made up of eight plates, while at the upper part the

rings are each composed of four plates only. To protect the plates

from the heat arising from the combustion of the gas, and to prevent
the lower rings from being injured, an inner shaft of fire-brick is car-

ried up within the iron casing for the height of eight rings.

CHIMNEY-STACK AT THE WEST CUMBERLAND HEMATITE IRON

WORKS.

Engineer, the late Professor Macquorn Rankine.

This chimney represents nothing new in design or construction,

and is not of any extraordinary size or figure ;
but as it is a success-

ful example of the application of correct principles and good work-

manship to a structure of a useful and ordinary kind, the publication
of an account of it may prove serviceable.

Duty. The duty which this chimney has to perform is to carry
off the gaseous products of combustion from four blast-furnaces, and

from various stoves and boilers that are heated partly by burning the

inflammable gas from the blast-furnaces, and partly by coal. The
total quantity of solid fuel consumed may be estimated at about ten

and one-quarter tons per hour when all the furnaces are at work.

Figure and Dimensions. Above ground the chimney is a frustum

of a cone with a straight batter. Underground there is a plinth or

basement, octagonal outside at the ground line and square at the bot-

tom
; cylindrical inside and pierced with four circular openings for

flues. The reason for adopting a straight batter, notwithstanding
that a curved batter enables certain theoretical conditions to be more

perfectly fulfilled, is that the accuracy of building with a straight
batter can be tested at any moment by a glance of the eye without

the aid of instruments. The principal dimensions are as follows :

Height above the ground line, two hundred and fifty feet
; depth of

foundation below the ground line (including a layer of concrete three

feet deep), seventeen feet; total height from foundation to top, two

1 A paper by K. M. Bancroft and F. 3. Bancroft, read before the Civil and
Meclianical Engineers' Society. Continued from page 6, No. 497.

hundred and sixty-seven feet. Inside diameter at top of cone, thir-

teen feet, inside diameter at two feet above bottom of cone, twenty-
one feet, ten inches

;
inside diameter in basement, eighteen feet, ten

inches
;
inside diameter of archways for flues, seven feet, six inches

;

outside diameter at top of cone, fifteen feet three inches, outside

diameter at two feet above bottom of cone, twenty-five feet, seven

inches
;
outside dimensions of square basement, thirty feet by thirty

feet; outside dimensions of foundation course, thirty-one feet, six

inches by thirty-one feet, six inches ;
outside dimensions of concrete

foundations thirty-four feet six inches by thirty-four feet, six inches.

The change from the square to the octagonal shape in the basement

is made gradually by stepping the brickwork at the corners.

Thickness of Brickwork, Stability and Load. It had previously
been ascertained by observation of the success and failure of actual

chimneys, and especially of those which respectively stood and fell

during the violent storms of 1856, that in order that a round chim-

ney in this country may be sufficiently stable, its weight should be

such that a pressure of wind of about fifty-five pounds per square
foot of a plane surface directly facing the wind, or twenty-seven and
one-half pounds per square foot of the plane projection of a cylindri-
cal surface that is to say, a pressure equivalent to the weight of a

layer of brickwork three inches deep, and of an area equal to the

vertical section of a round chimney shall not cause the resultant

pressure at any bed-joint to deviate from the axis of the chimney by
more than one-quarter of the outside diameter at that joint.

2

By calculating according to that principle, the thickness of brick-

work in the cone was determined to be as follows : Uppermost
eighty feet of height, one and one-half bricks ; next eighty feet of

height, two bricks ;
next eighty-eight feet of height, two and one-half

bricks ; lowest two feet of height, increasing by steps from two and
one-half bricks to four bricks, in order to spread the pressure on the

basement.
The bed-joint of least stability is two feet above the ground line,

and the deviation of the resultant pressure from the axis of the chim-

ney at that joint, which would be produced by such a wind as has

been mentioned is six feet, four inches, being a fraction of an inch

less than one-quarter of the outside diameter. The thickness of the

arching in the openings for flues is three bricks. The following are

the intensities of the mean pressures due to the load on different bed-

joints : At two feet above the ground line eight tons on the square
foot ;

in basement at the springing of the arches three tons on the

square foot
;
on the upper surface of the concrete two tons on the

square foot
;
on the ground below one and six-tenths tons on the

square foot.

Fire-brick Lining. The thickness of brickwork already stated, in-

clude the fire-brick lining, whose thicknesses are as follows : In the

uppermost one hundred and sixty feet of the cone, one-half brick
;
in

the lower part of the cone, the basement and the flue archways, one

brick. The fire-brick lining is bonded with the common brickwork

in the ordinary way, the only difference being that the fire-bricks are

laid in fire-clay, and the common bricks in mortar. The reasons for

adopting this mode of construction in preference to an internal fire-

brick chimney are as follows : First when the fire-bricks are bonded

with the common bricks they contribute along with the common
bricks to the stability of the chimney (Mr. Edwin Nash, F.R.I.B.A.,

says the fire-brick lining must never be considered as part of the

structure), whereas, if an internal fire-brick chimney had been used,

an additional thickness of common brickwork would have been re-

quired in order to give sufficient stability to the outer cone
; secondly,

unless the internal chimney is carried up to the top of the outer cone

there is a risk of damage through the explosion of inflammable gas-

eous mixtures in the space between
;
and thirdly, under the same

circumstances there is also a risk of the cracking of the outer cone

at and near the upper end of the inner cone through unequal heating
at that place. Vertical cracks in a chimney are the more dangerous
the higher the level at which they occur, because the safety of the

higher part of a chimney depends more on cohesion and less on

weight, than that of the lower parts. When such cracks take place

near the ground they are of little or no consequence. The basement

is paved inside with six inches of fire-brick resting on six inches of

common brick which rests on the concrete.

Ordinary Brickwork. The ordinary brickwork is built of white

bricks of very good quality, supplied by the Iron Company. It is

built in English bond. In the basement there is one course of head-

ers to every two courses of stretchers, in the cone one course of

headers to every three courses of stretchers.

Mr. Clegg, in his "Manufacture of Coal-Gas
"

(J. Weale, 1859),

page 176, says: "At the distance of about every fifteen feet, a

wrought-iron hoop two and one-half inches by one-half inch thick

must be built into the brickwork as the chimney rises
;
this is neces-

sary to avoid cracks."

Strips of No. 15 hoop-iron tarred and sanded, are laid in the bed

joints of the cone at intervals of four feet in height, with their ends

turned down into the side-joints. Care was taken to bed the hoop-
iron on the common brickwork, and not on the fire-brick lining. The

length of hoop-iron in each bed joint in which it is laid is twice the

circumference of the chimney.
Mortar. In the concrete foundation, the basement, and a small

part of the cone the mortar was made of hydraulic lime. Owing to

an unexpected difficulty in obtaining such lime on the spot, it had to

' See " Proceedings of the Philosophical Society, of Glasgow
" for 18.16, page 14.
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be brought from a distance at considerable expense, and therefore

the mortar for the rest of the building was made of a very pure lime

from the immediate neighborhood, rendered artificially hydraulic by
a mixture of iron scale from the rolling-mills at the works, it having
been in the first place ascertained that the supply of iron scale could

be furnished to the contractor with sufficient rapidity.
The following are approximately the proportion of the ingredients

of the mortar by measure : Lime, two measures
; scale, one meas-

ure
; sand, five measures

; total, eight measures. It is scarcely nec-

essary to state that the use of. iron scale for hardening mortar and

making it artificially hydraulic is familiar to engineers, architects and

builders in Glasgow and its neighborhood ;
but in many other parts

of the country that process appears to be less known than it deserves.

The principal constituents of the iron scale are probably silica and

protoxide of iron
;
but its action upon lime, and the nature of the

artificial cement which it forms, have not hitherto, so far as I know,
been investigated by chemists. Considering the benefits that have

arisen from the chemical analysis of other cementing materials, it is

much to be wished that some chemists should undertake the exami-

nation of this material also.

Cast-Iron Curb. Lightning Conductor. On the top of the chim-

ney is a pitch-coated cast-iron curb, one inch thick, coming down
three inches on the outside and inside. The lightning conductor is a

copper wire rope three-fourths inch in diameter. It terminates in a

covered drain, in which there is always a sufficient run of water.

Scaffolding. In the construction of the internal scaffolding care

was taken that the needles or horizontal beams should be supported
wholly by the brickwork, and not by the upright posts, for great dan-

ger has been known to arise from the brickwork coming to bear upon
the ends of the needles, and through them, on the posts, owing to the

settlement of the lower part of the chimney.
Precautions against too Rapid Building. In order that the con-

crete foundation might have time to harden before being subjected
to a heavy load, it was made by the Iron Company themselves before

the contract for the chimney was let ;
for it is known that intense

pressure tends to retard the hardening of concrete. The progress
of the building was restricted by the specification to a rate not ex-

ceeding six feet of vertical height per day.
Contract and Execution. Tenders were taken from a limited num-

ber of builders in the North of England and in Scotland, and the

lowest offer was accepted, being that of Messrs. William Wilson and

Son, of Glasgow. The work was executed by that firm in a manner
that left nothing to be desired.

Cost. The following were the amounts of the estimated and ac-

tual cost respectively: Engineer's approximate estimate, 1,672 ;

actual cost including designing and superintendence, 1,560; being
at the rate of almost exactly 4rf. per cubic foot of the whole space oc-

cupied by. the building, which is 94,000 cubic feet nearly.
Present Temperature and Draught. According to the last account,

the temperature inside the chimney when doing about three-fourths

of its full duty is 490 Fahrenheit, and the pressure of the draught
is one and seven-eighths inches of water, which agrees to a very small

fraction with the pressure as deduced theoretically from the temper-
ature and the height of the chimney.

Comparison with some other Chimneys. The dimensions and sta-

bility of the chimney which has just been described are nearly the

same with those of the second highest chimney at St. Rollox Chemi-
cal Works, built about ten years previously, except that in the older

chimney the joint of least stability is one hundred feet above the

ground. In the great St. Rollox chimney, four hundred and fifty-

five and one-half Feet high from foundation to top, the greatest pres-
sure of wind which can safely be borne is almost exactly the same,

viz., fifty-five pounds per square foot of a plane surface, or about

twenty-seven and one-half pounds per square foot of the plane pro-

jection of a cylindrical surface. The bed-joint of least stability is

two hundred and ten feet above ground. In the great Port Dundas

chimney, four hundred and sixty-eight feet high from foundation to

top, the bed-joint of least stability is two hundred feet above the

ground, and the greatest safe pressure or wind is sixty-seven pounds

per square foot of a plane surface, or thirty-three and one-half pounds
per square foot of the plane projection of a cylindrical surface ; so

that here it may be considered that there is an excess of stability.

CHIMNEY-SHAFT AT WOOLWICH ARSENAL.

Concrete foundation. ft. in.

Height from foundation to top 239 9
"

ground
" 228 9

Base above ground line 20 feet square.

The plinth and cornice stand twenty-seven feet high, above which

the octagonal shaft commences.
ft. in. ft. in.

Shaft 16 9 diameter at bottom by 2 7J walls

6 6 "
top

" 9 "

The brickwork is reduced four and one-half inches at every thirty-

one feet, six inches, the topmost length being twenty-six feet.

It is all built in mortar, except the top nine feet, which is bell-

mouthed, and built in cement, and is finished with a Portland stone

cap ami blocking;, weighing about seventeen tons.

Time occupied in building from laying the first brick to the laying
the last stone at top was nineteen weeks.

MESSRS. GOSLING'S NOKTHFI > i i SHAFT.

ft. in.

Height from foundations to top 227
" "

ground
" 220

Outside diameter at base 30
" "

ground line 22
Inside " " 14 6

Outside "
top 11

Inside diameter at top nine feet six inches, diameter reduced at

four feet seven and one-half inches from top to eight feet, nine

inches.

The rate of progress in building was under fifteen feet, or two
feet six inches per working day.

Principal part of the bricks were Rutter's paviors, or best picked
stocks.

The best Dorking gray stone lime, with the best Thames sand,

every few courses being grouted in with Portland cement.
Part of this shaft fell in October, 1873, and was rebuilt and fin-

ished by August, 1874. Special precautions were taken in rebuild-

ing that all bricks should be wetted before being laid.

WROUGHT-IRON CHIMNEY, MESSRS. SCHNEIDER AND COMPANY,
CREUSOT WORKS.

ft. in

Height 197

Diameter at top 43
" " of carved base . 6 7

Diameter ten feet, increased at bottom by a carved base.

Weight, forty tons.

The thickness of the sheet-iron is three thirty-seconds of an inch
at the top, and seven-sixteenths of an inch at the bottom.

It has an inside ladder was riveted together horizontally, and
lifted afterwards with a crane.

WBOUGHT-IRON CHIMNEY, PITTSBURGH.

ft. in.

Height 196

Diameter 67
This was riveted together horizontally and then lifted to the per-

pendicular by a crane.

FIXING THE BLOWING SANDS ON THE LANDES OF
GASCONY.

WHEN
we think of

the aspect of the

Landes of the

south of France, our
mind sways between
two images, one, the

aspect of the Landes a
hundred years ago,
when they were a mere
barren waste of shift-

ing sand, that was daily

invading the cultivated

land in the interior, and
the other, their present
wooded appearance.

It was M. Bremontier, an able.officer of the French Administration
of Forests, who, in 1789, devised the means by which these barren,

shifting sands have been fixed and converted into their present form
of profitable

forest. Their previous condition, as described by him,
and quoted by Loudon, consisted of drifting sands, which covered
three nundred square miles. The surface of this immense tract was
like a sea, which, when agitated to fury by a

tempest,
had been sud-

denly fixed and changed to sand. It offered nothing to the eye but

a monotonous repetition of white wavy mountains, perfectly destitute

of vegetation ;
a multitude of round

tops,
some of them scooped out

so as to resemble craters or semicircular mounds. In times of vio-

lent storms of wind the surface of these downs was entirely changed,
what were hills of sand often becoming valleys, and the contrary. It

was on these occasions that the sand was carried up into the interior

of the country, covering cultivated fields, villages, and even entire

forests. This used to take place so gradually (by the sand sweeping
along the surface and thus raising it, or falling from the air in a
shower of particles, so fine as to be scarcely perceptible), that noth-

ing was destroyed. The sand gradually rose among the crops, as if

they were inundated with water, and the herbage and tops of the

trees appeared quite green and healthy, even to the moment of their

being overwhelmed with the sand, which was so very fine -as to

resemble that often used for hour-glasses. Madame Michelet, in her

work,
" Nature : or the Poetry of the Earth and Sea," incidentally

shows that its character, in this respect, remains unchanged. She
says :

" The sun was already high in the heavens. Feeling some-
what fatigued, I flung myself back upon a sand-hill

; nor could there
be a softer bed. The sand was so fine, so mobile, that though the
wind was light, it fell about me like an impalpable dust. But soon

my dress was full of it, and even my hand was covered. This set

me dreaming. Wherefore, oh charming Nature, do'st thoa wish to
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bury me ? I feel myself already oppressed with the weight of this

sifted sand, which thou throwest at me playfully ; yet, at the same

time, it seems as if it would re-awaken me to life, whether it comes
from the warm sea, still impregnated with marine odors, or whether
it descends from the dune, all balmy with the pollen of flowers." And
she thus graphically describes the Landes from another point of

view :
" The moving rampart of sand, forty leagues in length, not-

withstanding its mobility, seems inexorable. Not the smallest harbor

exists. The great waves coming from America beat against the out-

line of the desolate shores. If they accumulate sand and debris, they
do not mould them in opposition to, or in accordance with the dunes,
like the ocean and the Gironde. The rivers which flow from the

interior have gradually been constrained to yield to the dykes thrown
across their channels. They flow parallel to the sea, in a southerly

direction, so as to pour into it obliquely their dwindling waters."

This is the scene as one sees it now. The river is fenced from
the sea by a long bank of sand, now bearing the trees planted by
Bremontier. It is an old story how he did so. The difficulty of fix-

ing shifting sands is no new problem, and various have been the

means resorted to. But none have succeeded so well as Bremontier's.

He sowed on the surface of the sand, seeds of the common broom,
mixed with those of pinus pinaster, or cluster pine (var. maritima),
one of the few pines that thrive in sandy soil. He commenced on
the side next the sea, or on that from which the prevailing wind

blew, and sowed in narrow strips at right angles to the wind. The
first strip was protected by a line of hurdles

; it, in its turn, pro-
tected the second, the second the third, and so on, until the whole

breadth of the downs in the locality with which he was dealing was
covered with plantation. His success was complete the barren

waste of sand is now clothed with the fragrant pine. Charming
open sandy spots invite the traveller to pause and take shelter from
the rays of the hot sun under the thick foliage of its giant boughs. A
flora of its own has supplanted the previous lifeless desolation - a

flora meagre, but exquisite and rich in pungent and penetrating per-

fumes; vervain, mint, bindweed, marjolaine and broom are scattered

around. A fauna, too, has followed in its train
; crowds of insects

that prey upon the pine have swarmed after it, and their hum adds

to the rural charm of the scene. Everything breathes of solitude

and repose ;
Nature herself seems asleep, but not dead. Before

Bremontier, on such a day and such an hour, she might, indeed,
have seemed dead ;

but now life is all around ; man himself breaks

the charm of apparent lethargy : the sound of the woodman's axe
breaks upon the silence ;

the blue vapor of the charcoal-burner's

heap ascends into the sky, and assails the nostrils. Thanks to Bre-

montier, man has found here, too, something for his hand to do
;
wo-

men and children have followed in his train, and the blowing, shift-

ing, restless sands now yield subsistence to an industrious, though
scanty population. M., in Woods and Forests.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

THE BOWKR-BARFF PROCESS FOR PROTECTING IRON. The Engin-

eering and Mining Journal says that the exact extent of the value of

this process remains to be proved by fuller experience, but that it may
be considered as fully proved that it efficiently protects iron surfaces

against ordinary atmospheric influences and a large number of weak
acids and acid fumes. At a meeting of mechanical engineers in America,
a Mr. Towne stated that the process did not answer on boats where ex-

posed to salt water, which very soon attacked the metal in spite of the

coating ;
and that when once the coating was broken through the cor-

rosion of the metal was more rapid than on iron which had not been

coated. Concerning this, the above-named journal remarks that the

magnetic oxide coating does stand salt water perfectly, and suggests
that the cases observed by Mr. Towne are due to the mechanical abra-

sion of the coating, owing to its being exposed to wearing. The coat-

ing stands better than paint or zinc, but of course can be broken away.
As regards the assertion that once broken through, the presence of the

coating causes increased corrosion, the Journal remarks that it can see

no reason why this should be so. It is generally stated, that such in-

creased corrosion is the case where a zinc coating is broken through,
and that this is due to galvanic action. This may be also the case with

the Bower-Barff coating. But more investigation is needed on this

point.

REVERSE BLUE PRINTS. The French
process, brought forward by

M. Pellet, for the photographic reproduction in blue lines on white

paper of industrial drawings, plans, maps, etc., is thought to have some

special advantages. It is based on the property of perchloride of iron

being reducible to protochloride by light, the latter salt not being

changed by a solution of prussiate of potash, while the former is imme-

diately colored blue. The copying paper is sensitized by immersion in

a bath formed of one hundred of water and ten of perchloride of

iron, and five of oxalic acid, or other vegetable acid. The drawing,
on transparent paper, is placed on a dry sheet of the copying paper,
and exposed to the light under glass, that is, fifteen to thirty seconds

to the sun in summer, forty to seventy seconds in winter, and in the

shade, the exposure varying from two to forty seconds, according to

weather. After exposure, the sheet is placed in a bath of prussiate of

potash, fifteen to eighteen per cent of water, which immediately colors

blue all the parts where the perchloride has remained intact, but does

not affect the parts where the salt has been reduced by the light.

Then the drawing is washed with water, and passed into an eight to

ten per cent bath of hydrochloric acid, which removes the salt of pro-

toxide of iron, when it is washed again and dried. The drawing now

appears in deep blue tints on a very white ground, its appearance being
that of a drawing made by hand with blue ink. Providence Journal.

COPENHAGEN. If any one expects to find the capital of Denmark a

bright, gay city, with white marble palaces, magnificent residences,
dazzling shops, lively streets, grand trees, imposing public buildings,
stately churches, wide boulevards, sparkling with wealth and beauty,
he is doomed to disappointment. Instead, he finds a commonplace city,
with an excellent, though not picturesque harbor, a pleasant artificial

lake in the centre of the town, and a park in the outskirts. Architect-

urally, Copenhagen is unimposing, dreary and dilapidated. The public
buildings, with the exception of Christianborg Palace (recently de-

stroyed by fire) are unattractive. There is an unfinished church, stand-

ing in the centre of the city, with an imposing dome, but it has stood
unfinished so long that a stranger is in doubt whether it is a ruin or a

building in progress of erection. The Thorwaldsen's Museum, remark-
able in its collection of the works of this great modern sculptor, has
the appearance of an old theatre turned inside out. The four wretched
old palaces which now contain the representative of a monarchy that
has celebrated the thousandth anniversary of its foundation, look with
a musty, ancient, vacant stare into the most desolate cobblestone square
that it is possible to picture. The yellowish-gray walls of the old

buildings are peeling away ; not a green leaf or blade of grass has the

courage to grow within range of the front of these so-called palaces ;

nothing but crumbled stone, dirty white shutters, cobblestones, and a
bronze statue of Frederick the something, greet the king's eye should
he gaze from any of the front windows of his apartments upon the
streets below. In the meantime the "good and faithful Parliament"
calmly refuses to appropriate the money necessary to rebuild the

Christianborg Palace. The City Exchange of Copenhagen is of red
brick and sprawls over considerable ground, having the appearance of
a block of Gothic cottages. The hotels and restaurants are uniformly
bad. The Hotel d'Angleterre is considered the best. It is badly kept.
The plaster in the bedrooms is cracked and falling off, the wall-paper
mildewed with dampness and black and greasy with age and use. The
sanitary arrangements are simply abominable and enough to breed
infectious disease. It is difficult if not impossible to obtain a good
dinner in the city. The fare at the best restaurant is poor. Copen-
hagen is badly drained, or rather not drained at all. Philadelphia
Press.

THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT AND THE LIGHTNING STROKE OF JUNE
6. The recent injury to the Washington Monument by lightning has
attracted attention throughout the country to such a degree that a
short statement of the facts in the case will doubtless be of interest to

the readers of Science. On the afternoon of June 5, a thunder-storm of
no unusual character passed over Washington. At about fifteen min-
utes past three there was a single burst of thunder of some violence,
which was about the only notable electrical disturbance of the after-

noon. Although it had successfully passed through disturbances ap-

parently much more violent on one or two previous occasions, this time
the monument was " struck

" and some damage done to one of the stones
near the apex. Two men who were inside of the structure at the base
described the sound produced as resembling the simultaneous discharge
of a great number of cannon, and declared that the

" whole monument
trembled." Two others were in a small wooden building, used as an

office, near by. One of them was looking out of the window, away
from the monument, toward the north. He affirms in the most positive
manner that he saw a ball of fire, which he says was as large as his fist,

coming directly toward the window out of which he was looking. Both
he and his companion (who was not looking out of the window, and
who did not see the ball of fire) seem to have felt something of the
usual effect of a shock. Those who were within the monument say
they felt no unusual sensations except those produced by the noise.

When the monument was examined from the ground with the unaided

eye, no injury could be detected. On applying a good telescope, how-
ever, it was seen that one of the stones just below the capstone was

split from top to bottom, the crack produced being about four feet long,
and it was open to the extent of about two inches. A small corner of

the lower corresponding angle of the capstone had also been carried

away, this doubtless resulting from the opening of the crack in the

stone upon which it rested. Col. T. L. Casey, U. S. A., the engineer in

charge of the construction of the monument, requested Professors Row-
land, of Baltimore, Newcomb, of the United States Navy, and Menden-
hall, of the Signal Service, to examine the monument, and recommend
such additions to the present arrangements for protection from light-

ning as would seem to them necessary and sufficient. It was ascertained
on examination that, with the exception of that referred to above, the
monument showed no evidence whatever of having received the stroke.

A careful examination of the tip of the aluminum apex has not yet
been made ; but it seems likely that it will be found to he somewhat
blunted by fusion, as is often the case even where no other effect of the

stroke is to be seen. The aluminum pyramid is secured to the capstone
by a heavy copper bolt one-and-a-half inches in diameter. From the

end of this four copper rods, each three-quarters of an inch in diameter,
are carried to the extremities of four heavy iron columns extending to

the base of the monument, inside of which the elevator runs. As orig-

inally put in, these rods are bent out towards the four corners of the

pyramid near which they run on their way to these iron columns. Just
where one of these is nearest to the angle of the pyramid, and hence
nearest to the outside of the structure, the rupture occurred

;
and to

this must doubtless be attributed the localization of the stroke. The
damage done to the monument is in reality very small, and can easily be

repaired ;
but the accident is exceeding instructive to those interested

in lightning protection. The conducting power of the interior seems to

be ample for any discharge which could possibly occur, and no evidence

appears of any weakness in this respect ;
but it is evident that the al-

uminum apex alone does not possess sufficient collective or distributing

power, and the improvements suggested by the Committee will doubt-

less be in the direction of increasing that power by the addition of more
metal. Science.
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32I,!I36. G'0.1IIII!>EI> S< REKN AND STORM DOOR.
Charles Anderaon, Downer's Grove, III.

321,939. SELF-SUPPORTINU STRUCTURE. Danle
H.iti'n, Coldwater, Mich.
321,949. DOOR-SPHIKG. Arthur Carrier, Bay City

Mich.
321,964. COMIHXED POOR-CHECK AND BUFFER.

Carrie < 1. Qriffln, Manhattan, Kaiis.
321.973. SEWER-GAS VALVK. Frank (i. Johnsoi

New York, N. Y.
321.974. SKWKK.QAB CUT-OFF FUR BAMINS. Fran

O. Johnson, New York, N. Y.
321,994. SASH-BALANCE. William 8. Michael am

David W. Geib, Lancaster, Pa.
321,998. VISE. Peter Minea. Si. Paul, Minn.
321!,INK>. CONCRETE-MIXING MACHINE, K rneSl I.

RatiBome, San Francisco, Cal.

322,016. VARNISH. Henry T. Smith, Cooke County
Tez.

322,037. DEVICE FOB HANGING DOORS. Francis B
Boalt, Kingbamton, N. Y.

X'l',i>47. TRIMMER-ARCH. William S. Eames St
I ...ins, Mo.
322,049. METHOD OK MANUFACTUHING GIKDF.HS

Albert H. Emery, Stamford, Conn.
.(2X050. MANUFACTURE OK METALLIC COLUMNS.

Albert H. Emery, Stamford, Conn.
322.078. CISTERN AND FLUSHING APPARATUS runWATEU- CLOSETS. William Strong, Indianapolis

I nd.

322,086. THRESHOLD. Daniel Bartholomew Kd
Cloud. Neb.

322,101. WATER-CLOSKT. James L. Howard am
Charles P. Howard, Hartford, Conn.

322.107. HOT-AIR FURNACE. Mlron H Jacobs
Syracuse, N. Y.

322,114. SKLF-CLOSISG FAUCET. Henry B. bench
Boston, Mass.
322,153. FELT ROOFING. Lewis F. Blair and Johi

W. Roche, Oswego, N. Y.
322,168. LAMP FOR ILLUMINATING, HEATIN<; AND

VENTILATING ROOMS. Benjamin F. Enoch. Ilergen
Point, N. J.

322,178. PNEUMATIC DISPATCH AND SPEAKINO-
TUHK SYSTEM. Richard ,). P. Goodwin, MauchesMr,
N. H.

322,182. SASH-HOLDER. William D. Isett, Altoona
Pa.

322,2(16. FIBE-ESCAPE. Isaac S. Smeltzer, Colum-
bus, <J.

322,211. DOOR-BOLT. John F. Taylor, West Park,
N. Y.

322,218. HYDRAULIC DOOR-CHECK. Leo Wadack
and Alois Graffy, Berlin, Germany.

322.222. CLAMP FOR EAVES-TROUGH. George D.
Water*, Cedarvale, Kans.

322,235. APPARATUS FOR THK MANUFACTURE -.

WHITE LKAD.--Wllliam V. Wilson, Ixjntion, Kng
322,239. HINGE. Frank W. Beckwitt, Detroit

Mich.
322,256. WRENCH. Thos. .(.Campbell, Westneld

Mass.
322,280. FlHK-PROOFING COMP UKD. John T.

Greenwood, Jr., Belolt, Wis.
322,304. SPOKKSHAVE AND CHAMFER-CUTTER.

James Mander, Philadelphia, Pa.

322,307. PLASTIC COMPOUND FOR WALLS, ETC. -
Henry W. Merritt, Boston, Mass.
322,328. WINDOW-GRATING. John W. Show-alter

and George W. Mauger, PolUiown.Pa.
322,369. FLOOR-CLAMP. Jacob M. Grooe, lUveni*-

wood, W. Va.
322.377. VKNTILATING-CAP. John A. Hughes ami

Charles S. Mengel, Philadelphia, Pa.

.122,388. WATER-CLOSET SUPPLY-VALVE. Henry
S. Lord, Hartford, Conn.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
HIM. in-.., PERMITS. Since our last report nine-
teen permit* have been granted, the more impor-
tant of which are the following:
Geo. }:. Bay, 20 tbree-st'y brick buildings, e s Ar-

gylt> Aye., bet. Biddle and Greenwlllow SU.
N. WoLfmaii, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, com. A e

cor. Jefferson and Chapel Sts.
M. KautniHii, three-st'y brick building, e s Broad-

way, n of Ma.iis.m St.

Corpus Christ! Church, stone church, s w cor. Mt
!; >y:il Ave. and Towusend St.
M. Holler, 2 two-st'y brick buildings, s w cor. Mon-

ument and Luzerne Sts.
H. W. Keck, 3 two-st'y brick buildings (square),

e s Binney Si., bet. Dillon and Hudson Sts.
F. O. Singer, 8 two-st'y brick buildings, n s Mnsher

St., com. n w cor. Carey St.; and 3 two-st'y brick
buildings, w s Carey St., u of Mother St.
Jacob Siiuin. 9 two-st'y brick buildings, w s Gll-

mor St., s w cor. Cole St.; and 5 two-st'y brick build-

ings, s s Cole St., w of Gilmor St.
M. J. Dorsey. 2 two-st'y brick building!, e s Dex-

ter St.. bet. Stockholm and Croes Sts.

Brooklyn.
Brii.niM, PERMITS. Warren ., river front, slx-

st'y brick warehouse, gravel roof; cost, 935,009; own-
er, Jeremiah I'. Kobluson.
Jrfferion St.. s .w w Throop Ave., two-st'y and

mansard dwell., tin ro"f, wooden cornice; cost,
17.000; own r, Mellride. Ninth St., near South
Second Si.; architect, K. F. Gaylor; builders, 8. J.
Burrows and Marluus & Gill.

t'-rit St.. s w cor. North Eighth St., three-st'y
brick factory, tin roof; cost, sll.inxi; owner, Kugeuo
Doherty, North Ninth St.. cor. Second 81.; archi-
tect, T. F. Houghton; builders, ,1. Kooney and J.
Fallon.
Greene St., .Vol. 243 nnd 24.1, 3 three-sfy frama

tenements, gravel roofs; cost, each, (3,000; owner.
Henry C. Fisher, 119 Norman Ave.; architect and
contractor, C. Dunk ham-; mason, Win. Fischer.
South Ay/A .St., s w cor. Third St., 2 brick build-

ings for stable and shop, tin roof; cost, (2,000 and
S-ViOo; owner and builder Bernard Gallagher, 122
Union Ave.; architect, K. F. Gaylor.
Union Ace., s e cor. Meserole St., four-st'y brick

store and tenement, tin roof; cost, (lo.iioo; owner,
L. Marquardt, on premises; architect, Th. Engel-
hardt; builders, J. Auer and J. Bossert.
Rnmttrau, e s, 25' s Ellery St., 2 three-st'jr frame

store and dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, (6,000; own-
er, Mrs. Sklllmau; builders, J. Kuger and B.
Guenscher.
OrmoHil />/.,es, li*>'s Jeffernou St., three-sl'y brick

dwell., tin roof: cost, (9,1100; owner. W. B. Smith,
107 Schermerborn St.; architect, C. Werner; build-
ers, u. .Nolan and J. Koine.

Hiisliirii-/,- Ace
,

s w cor. Schaetfer St., two-st'y
frame (brick tilled > dwell., tin oof; cost, (1,500;
owner, John W. Crawford, 14.1 Woodbine SI., buil.l-

er, J. E. Sager.
South .Vin/A SI., A'o. 238, ihree-st'y brown-tone

dwell., tin root, iron cornice; cost, *ll,o 0: owner,
Kobert Thomas, 244 South Ninth St.; builder, 'I'.

Gibbons.
Eighth Ace,, w s, 4o' 8 Berkeley PI., 3 three-sfy

and attic brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
(K',000; owner and builder. William Gubblns, 20
Seventh A\e.; architect, C. Werner.
Slurum St., s s, 2 0' w Ralph Ave , three-st'y frame

(brick-ulledi dwell., tin roof: cort, *3.7<>0: owner,
Frederick Goebel; architect, A. Hill; builders,
Weekes & Lauer.
\orlh Xinth HI., n w cor. Sixth St., tbree-st'y

brick factory, gravel roof; cost, (3.200; owners,
Longman & .Martinez, 207 Pearl St., New York; ar-

chitects, J. H. DoreniUH and Chas. Good.
Ataujer SI., s B, 87' e liushwick Ave., three-H'y

Belleville stone dwell., slate roof; cost, MO.OM
owners, Nuns of St. Dominic, Momrose and Gntlmn
Aves.; architect, W. Schickel; builders, W. ft T
Lamb, Jr

I'rosptct Ave., s B, 17.V e Seventh Ave., 2 three-st*
frame tenements, tin roofs; cost, (4.400; owner am
mason, H. B. Lyons; contractor, not selected:
chitect, W. M Coots.

lluller St., B B. 122' w Rogers Ave., two-st'y brkk
dwell., tin roof: cost, (3,500; owner, C. O. Naiilne
305 Hicks St.; architects, King St Koeher; builders
W. .1. I

. H. Hawkins and T. W alley.
Oitrfield PI., n s, 9o> 9" w Kifth Ave., 5 two-st'y

brick dwells., gravel roofs; cost, each, $1,000; Geo
R. Brown, 34 South Portland Ave.. builder, L. K
Brown.
Devoe St.. a s. 212' 10" e Bnshwick Av.-.. tbree-st'y

frame (.brick-nlled) tenement, tin roof; coat, (3,800
owner, Ltopold Fritz, on premises: architect, G
Hillenbrand; builders, A. Annan and ' '. Buchhelt.
Stockton St., A'o. :87, three st'y fianie tenement

tin n.nl: cost, (4,000; owner mid builder, Andrew
Wills, 137 Stockton St.; architect, H. Vollweller.

Itrooklun Ave., w s, 26 n heikimer St.. ihrce st'y
brick stable, tin or gravel roof; com, $12,000; own
era, architects and buildera, Ashneld & Sou, 3I St
Marks Ave.

ALTERATIONS. yantterbilt ,-lrr., n w cor. Park PI.

one-st'y brick extension, tin roof, bay-window; cost

(3,000; owner, John llanscom, Vauderbilt Ave., cor
Park !!.; arcuitect, M. J. Alorrlll; builders, P. Car
lin & Sous and J. S. McKea.
Court St., .\n. 58, Iniir-si'v brick extension, tin

roof; cost, (4.000; owner, Joseph Huhn, l.> Livluff-

stou St.; architect, C. F. Eisenach; builders, J. J,

Bentzen and C. Dietrich.
f'ul inn St., A'o. 425, new cellar, also walls, etc.;

cost, }4,noo; owner, S. B. Duryea, 46 Remsen St.;

architect, M. J. Morrill; builders. J. Stevenson
S'.M and A. Williamson.

Huihirirk Ave., Maujer and Ten Kyck Sta., oue-

st'y brick extension, slaie roof; cost, (A.ixK): owners,
Nuns of St. l>ominic. on premises; archil -ct, Wui.
Schickel, builders, W. & T. I.:. ml.. Jr.

A'urmu/i St., A'o. 147 and 149, add one st'y, rebuild
front and repair party-walls; coot, (1,000; owner,
Gordon I.. Kord, 97 Clark St., and Lorin Palmer, 142

Columbia Heights; architect, C. K. Eisenach; build-

ers, I'. Donlon and W. S. Wright.
Ilickt St., n w cor. Joralemon St., add 3' peak

slate roof, new pediments, new lerra-cotta sills, lin-

tels, etc., stoop shifted to Hicks St. front; cost,

(6,000; owner, Mrs. Packer, Grace Ct.; architect,
Partttt Bros.; builder, J. A. De Camp.

I'mnprcl I'l.. -Vo. 119anrf 121, add one st'y to each
house; cost, (4,oo; owner, James Chambers, archi-

tect and builder, T. K. Scbermerhorn,

Chicago.
UILDING PERMITS. M. Gutrich, three-st'y itore
and dwell., 3232 Wentworth Ave.; cost, (9,000; ar-

chitect, J. Frank.
Mrs. A. R. Blair, two-st'y dwell., 166 Rush St.;

cost,
- 1.',''"<>; architects, Cobb & Frost.

P. A. O'Neill, remodel building, 92 Van Buren St.;

cost, (17,000; architect, Halb rg.
S. Meaney, three-st'y flats, 9!) Sigel St.; cost, (3,-

000.

F. J. Loesch, two-st'y dwell., 4 Lincoln PL; cost,

HJpn,
F. W. Maurer, tbree-st'y store and flats, 7M West

Twelfth St.; cost, (7,000.
J. Gundermau, three-st'y store and dwell., 1(2

North Ave.; cost, (7,000.

C. T. Bullock, three-st'y store and dwell., Van Bu-
ren St.; cost, (8,000.
J. Enghnrg, two-sfr dwell., 563 llultwrt St.; eolt,

(4,600; architect, .1. otter.
C. l.lnke. two-st y dwell., 6 Jay St.; cost, (2,800.
G. Harding, basement, 11 Clarkson St.; cost, (3.-

J. Bnehler ft Co., 5 two-st'y stores and flats, 1103-
1115 Milwaukee Ave.; cost, (18,000; architect, H.
K ley.
J. Bnehler & Co., one-st'y rink, rear 1103-1115 Mil-

waukee Ave.; cost, (10,000.
J. Parker, Jr., three-t'T flaU, 822 Monroe St.;

cost, (9,000; architect, J. Hnber.
C. Junge, three-st'y store and flats, !>26-U2H Mil-

waukee Ave.; cost, (15,000; architect. H. Slerks.
M. C. I'lllon, two-st'y dwell., 750 Warren Ave

cost, (2,500.
Mrs. C. O'Brien, two-st'y dwell., 39 Plerson St.;

cost, (4.000.
A. Blather, two-st'y dwll., 9!! Nineteenth St.;

cost, (4,000.
F. Norman, two-st'y dwell.. 140 Clybourn* Avt,.;

COM, *p4tOOO.
0.0. Ostrom, 8 two^t'y dwells., 296-311 Schiller

St.; cost, (00,000.
StoUenfeld & Schacker, 2 two-st'y flats IVWI-.K

Henry St.; cost, (5,000.
F. A. Nixon, two-st'y dwell., 97 Thirty-seventh St. ;''* '''""

.

C. B. Lott, two-st'y dwell., 465 Congress St.; eost,
(3,500.

C. B. Carter, two-st'y dwell., 3321 Vernon Ave
cost, (8.000.
Mrs. C. Lunden, four-st'y store and flats, 123 Chi-

cost, (5,500.
E. Webber, two-st'y dwell., 164 Ambrose St.; cost,

r-,500.
J. Chirk, slx-st'y office-building, Sherman St.- cost

-I ,<!,<.,,.

J. C. Arinbruster, two-st'y store and dwell "5
Twelfth St.; cost, (4,<KK).
Mrs. M. Richardson, two-st'y dwell., 3015 Lock St

cost, (3,000.
C. Mnehlke, 2 two-st'y dwells., 297-29* stale St

cost, (U.OOO.
H. Ganske, two-st'y store and dwell., 829 Twentv-

flrst St.; cost, (4.500.
C. Kind, two-st'y store and dwell., 1100 LeavlttSt

cost, (4,000.

Cincinnati.

BUILDING PERMITS. H. Brochinan, four-ot'y build-
ing, Elm and Liberty Sts.; cost, (3.000.
Juo. Sperry & Co., three-st'y building, Main and

Ninth Sts.; cost, (7,600.
A. Hample, two-aud-one-lmlf it'y building Rich-

mond and Freeman Sts.: eost, (3,000.
lioeple & Co., two-st y building, McMillan and

Ma.lis.in Sts.; cost, (8,300.
Thus. Owens, two-st'y building, Gilman St cost

(s.800.
C. Doer, four-st'y building, Vine and Canal su

cost, (9,000.
David Sinton, remodel Grand Upera-House; cost.

95,000.
H. Cook, two-st'y building, Harrison Pike' oast

(4,000.
.). II. Koraker, Cross Lane and Elm St.; eost (r -

000.

A. Torreuce, two-st'y building, Blgnall and Car-
mel Sts.; cost, (2,500.
Win. H. Stewart Sons, flve-st'y building, Sixth and

Sycamore SU.; cost, (6,500.
Win. H. Stewart Sons, two-nfy building, Binlow

St.; cost. 6,200.
A. Aukenbaner, two-st'y building, Blue Rock an. I

Cherry Sts.
; cost, (2,000.

Fred. Otte, four-st'y building, Race and Fifteenth
Sts.; cost. (7.000.
Marcus & Wessel, two-st'y building, Colraln Pike

and State St.; cost, (2,500.
U. & A. Stlebel, 3 two-st'y buildings. Spring Grove

Ave. and Uueen City; cost, (6,600.
J. J. Holekamp, three-and-one-half-st'y bulldlnic

Baymiller and Clinton Sts.; cost, (3,000.
Audlebrlnker & Treklng, threa-st'y bulldlnz Klin

and Fludlay SU.; oust, *9,000.
Wm. H. Stewart Sous, tbree-st'y building, Illilow

Ave.; eost, (6.000.
H. Rnminelbanm, tbree-st'y building, Main and

Liberty SU.; cost, (2,100.
C. Grobrecht. three-st'y building. Camp Waslilni-

ton: cost, (5,000.
Mrs. M. L. Dibble, two-st'y building, Pardroine

St.; eost, (2,000.
L. March*, flve-st'y building, Third and Main Sts

cost, (4,000.
J. H. Grossman, two-and-oue-half-st'y building

I'.rown and Marshall sts.; eost, (2,000.
J. M. Glenn, remodel, Broadway and Third St

cost, (2,000.
L. P. Haien, two-and-oue-half-et'y building, Par-

drome and Paralax; cost, *3,oon.
Gambrinus Stock Co., addition Abigail and Broad-

way; cost, (8,000.
Wm. Boch, two-st'y building, Wayne and Kelly

SU.; cost. (2,700.

Henry Rothshop, f.iur-sfy building, Fifteenth mad
Main SU.: cost, (6,000.
Wm. Soelter, three-and-one-half-st'y building,

Dayton and Coleman Su.; eost, (7,00o.
Miss M. Zaone, two-and-oue-half-st'y bnlldlug

Liberty and Spencer Sta.; cost, (6,000.
Aufenbrink A Kriedking, four-sfy building Elm

and Fifth St.; cost, (2,000.
G. T. Nleber, remodeling, Race and Eighth 8U.;

cost, (17,000.
S. Asmess, turee-and-one-lialf-f<i'v building. Adams

St.; eoit, (3,000.
Martin Johnston, tbree-st'y building, Peters St.;

eost. (3,000.
lx>nis Meyer, two-st'y building, Mulberry and

Race SU.; cost, (2,800.
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V. Whetman, 7 two-st'y buildings, Flint and Den-
man Sts.; cost, $7,000.

Jos. Rawson, six-st'y building, Sixth and Race Sts.
;

cost, $35,000.
H. (iroswein & Sons, two-st'y building, State Avc.

and Findlay St.; cost, 54,800.
34 permits; cost, 824,483.
Total cost to date, $1,347,203.
Permits to date, 633.

New York.

BUILDING PERMITS. Hester St., No. 25, five-st'y

brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $18,000; owner, Ra-
chel Kurzman, on premises; architect, Chas. Kentz.

West Seventeenth St., No. 317, flve-st'y brick tene-

ment, tin roof; cost, $15,000; owner, Chas. J. Day,
23 West Twelfth St.; architects, Babcock & Mc-

Rende St., No. Ill, flve-st'y brick warehouse, tin

roof; cost, $17,000; owner, Marie L. Combes, New-
town, N. Y.; architects, Berger & Baylies.
Elizabeth St., Nos. 271 and 273, two-st'y brick

dwell, with stores, tin roof; cost, $5,000; trustee,

Geo. W. Weeks, 128 Hooper St., Brooklyn; archi-

tects, Berger & Baylies; builders, G. Staiger and O.

Stalger.
West Thirtieth St., Nos. 447 and 449, three-st'y brick

factory or storage building, tin roof; cost, $12,000;

owner, Wm. Wilson, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.; builder, J.

J. Kierst.
Eat Forty-second St., Nos. 228 and 230, 2 five-st'y

brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, total, $40,000; Jo-

seph and Kobert Gordon, Second Ave., s w cor. .Thir-

ty-ninth St.; architect, Albert Wagner.
East Fifteenth St., No. 510, four-st'y brick school,

tin roof; cost, $14 000; owner Rev. John Edwards,
603 East Fourteenth St.

; architect, L. J. O'Connor.
West Thirty-seventh St., No. 456, five-st'y brick

tenement with stores, tin roof; cost, $15,000; owner,
James Madden, 500 Eighth Ave.; architect, W. Hoi-

man Smith.
West Thirty-eighth St., Ifo. 331, flve-st'y brick ten-

ement with stores, tin roof; cost, $17,000; owner,
Philip Hofmann, 305 West Thirty-eighth St.; archi-

tect, M. L. Ungrich.
East Twelfth St., No. 533, flve-st'y brick tenement

with stores, tin roof; cost, $12,000; owner, Fritz

Heerlein, 932 Second Ave.; architect, Wm. Graul.
First Ave., No, 960, four-st'y brick tenement, tin

root; cost, $7,000; owner, George Whitefleld, 140

East Fifty-fifth St.; architects, A. B. Ogden & Son.

East Sixtieth St., Nos. 312 and 314, 2 flVe-st'y brick

tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, $17,000; owners,
Jachtenstein Bros. & Co., Thirty-eighth St., cor. Sec-

ond Ave.
; architects, Schwarzmann & Buchman.

One Hundred and Fourth St., s s, 113' e First Ave.,
two-st'y brick sash and blind factory, with 26-foot

extension, tin roof; cost, $15,000; owner, Wilhelmine
Juch, 401 East One Hundred and Sixth St.; builder,
Wm. A. Juch.
One Hundred and Sixth St., s 8, 20' e Lexington

Ave., 3 four-st'y brick tenements, tin roofs; cost,

each, $15,000; owner, Thomas F. Cooke. 351 East

Eighty-seventh St.
; architect, G. A. Scheilenger.

One Hundred and Twent.y-fau.rth St., s w cor.

Fourth Ave., 4 five st'y brick tenements, tin roofs;

cost, total, $100,000; owner, Henry Muhlker, 129

KastOne Hundred and Fourteenth St.; architect, R.

W. Treffenberg.
Third Ave., s w cor. Eighty-fourth St., 4 five-st'y

brick (stone front) tenements with stores, tin roofs;

cost, each, $20,000; owner, Thomas Smith, 1628 Lex-

ington Ave.; architects, Babcock & McAvoy.
Eighty-fourth St., e s, 93' 6'' w Third Ave., 6 flve-

st'y (stone front) tenements, tin roofs; cost, each,
$20,000; owner and architect, same as last.

One Hundred and Eighteenth St., s s, foot of and
H arlem Biver, oue-st'y brick factory, and one-st'y
brick enclosure for gas producers, tin roof; cost,

$10,000; owners, R. H. Wolff & Co. (Limited;, One
Hundred and Eighteenth St. and Harlem River; ar-

chitects, Schwarzmann & Buchman.
Sixty-first St., n s., 100' w First Ave., 3 five-st'y

brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each. $14,000: own-
er, John O'Sullivan, 74 East One Hundred and
Twelfth Sts.; architect, A. B. Ogden & Son.
East One Hundred and Third St., No. 202, two-st'y

brick stable, tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner, Francis

McEntee, 216 East One Hundred and Fifth St.; ar-

chitect, A. Spence.
Eighty-fourth St., n s, 100' w Eighth Ave., 4 four-

st'y and basement brick (stone front) dwells., tin

roofs; cost, each, $18,000; owner, Terence Kiernaii,
317 East Eighty-third St.; architect, F. F. Ward;
builder, not selected.
Sixth Ave., s w cor. One Hundred and Sixteenth

St. 12 four-st'y brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$15,000: owner, Jacob C. Butler, 235 West One Hun-
dred and Twenty-ninth Sts.; architects, Hubert,
Pirssou & Co.
One Hundred and Twenty-second St., n s, 375' w

Sixth Ave., 6 three-st'y and attic brick dwells., flat

roof, tinned; mansard of brick and terra-cotta; own-

er, C. W. Goold, 74 East One Hundred and Twenty-
seve:ith St.; architect, F. H. Kimball; builders, J.

& W. C. Spears and A. N. Gatchell.
One Hundred and Thirty-fourth St., n s, 100' w

Seventh Ave., 6 three st'y brick dwells., tin and
slate roofs; cost, each, $7,000; owner, Margaret
Gessner, 1722 Madison Ave.; architect, R. K. Davis.

One Hundred and Forty-sixth St., s s, 200' e Tenth
Ave., 2 four-st'y brick flats, gravel roofs; cost, each,
$10,000; owner and builder, John UonneUon, One
Hundred and Forty-sixth St., near St. Nicholas Ave.;
architect, B. W. Warner.
Tenth Ave,, w s. One Hundred and Fiftieth to One

Hundred and Fifty-first St., three-st'y brick silk

mill, cemented fire proof peaked roof; owners, Jo-

seph Loth & Co., 333 West Twenty-second St.; archi-

tect, Hugo Kafka; masons, List & Lennou.
One Hundred and Sixty-third St., abt. 100' w Ridge

Road, one-and-one-half-st'y frame stable and coach-

house, tin roof; cost, $3,000; owners. Institution for

the Deaf and Dumb, Station M., New York City;

architect, Henry Interman; builders, C. K. Terwil-

liger and James Pettit.

North Third Ave., No. 114, one-st'y brick car-house,
felt and gravel roof; cost, $3,500; owners, H. B. M.
& F. R. W. Co., Henry Spratley, President, 1033 Bos-
ton Ave.; architect, W. W. Gardiner.

Railroad Ace., e s, 75' u One Hundred and Sixty-
ninth St., three-st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost,
$5,000; owner, Frank Litter, Franklin Ave., cor. One
Hundred and Sixty-ninth St.; architect and builder,
Henry Piering.
Se</ywick Ave., e s, abt. \ mile n e Morris Dock

Station of N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., three-st'y brick
dwell., slate and tin roofs; cost abt. $22,00'); owner,
Herman C. Schwab, Highbridge P. O., New York
City; architect, Carl Pteiffer; builders, Frank Ly-
ons and Grissler & Fausel.

ALTERATIONS. _ Fifty-first St., s s, abt. 400' w Sixth
Ave., four-st'y brick extension, felt and gravel
roof; cost, $40,000; owners, Broadway and Seventh
Avenue R. R. Co., Fiftieth and Fifty-first Sts.,
bet. Sixth and Seventh Aves.; architect, S. D.
Hatch.

West Fourth St., No. 299, three-st'y brick exten-
sion, tin roof; cost, $5,0110; owner, H. B. Meersse, on
premises; architect, J. W. Cole; builder, J. Jordan.
Fifth St., No. 533, one-and-two-st'y brick exten-

sion, tin roof and internal alterations and repairs;
cost, $4,000; lessees, Nat'l Bohemian Soc., Francis
Linke, committee, on premises; architects, Berger
&JBaylies.
East Twentieth St.. No. 27, two-st'y brick exten-

sion, tin roof, bay window on front, piers removed
front and rear, and walls supported on iron girders;
cost, $10,000; owner, James Muir, 104 Kat Sixty-
first St.; builders, J. J. Tucker and A. C. Hoe & Co.
West Fourth St., No. 235, four-st'y brick extension,

tin roof; cost, $8,500; owner, Jane McKeown, 245
West Fourth St.; architect, E. Gruwe.
West Fifty-fourth St., No. 123, five-st'y brick ex-

tension, tin roof; cost, $13,000; owner, Timothy Geo-
hegan, on premises; architect, E. Gruwe.
One Hundred and Seventh St., n s, from Fourth to

Lexington Ave?., internal alterations, new galleries,
etc.; cost, abt. $20,000; owners, New Coliseum Co.,
One Hundred and Seventh St. and Lexington Ave.;
architect, R. N. Anderson.
Lexington Ave., n w cor. One Hundred and Seven-

tieth St., 4 buildings raised two stories; cost, abt.

$10,000; owner and architect, same as last.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PERMITS. Franklin St., n of Jefferson St.,

three-st'y dwell., 16' 6" x 70'; G. R. Stewart, con-
tractor.

'

Rrunner St., e of Wayne St., 10 three-st'y dwells.,
15' x 38'; W. D. Dountou, contractor.
Franklin St., n of Harrison St., 6 two-st'y dwells.,

15' x 48'; Taylor & Roberts, contractors.
Maud St., n of Twenty-seventh St., 7 two-st'y

dwells., 15' x 39'; J. E. Ridgway, owner.
Warnotk St., n of Indiana Ave., 4 two-st'y dwells.,

16' x 42'; B. H. Senderlin, contractor.
Si

x 20'

Edgmont St., 8 of Divition St., 6 two-st'y dwells.,
13' x 34'; L. J. Wolff, owner.

Twenty-first St., n w cor. Market St., market, 99'

x 137'; R. W. Strode, contractor.

Sepoiva St., cor. Gordon St., 2 two-st'y dwells., 15'

20'; J. McNutt, contractor.

Market St., No. 707, one-st'y addition, 20' x 30';
R. W. Strode, contractor.
Beach St., No. 957, two-st'y warehouse, 20' x 45';

Thos. Campbell, owner.
Satisom St., w of Thirty-seventh St., 2 three-st'y

dwells., 16' x 46'; L. W. Goodman, contractor.
Preston St., n of Fairmount Ave., 4 two-st'y

dwells., 13' x 42'; J. F. Winner, owner.
Thirteenth St., a of Market St., four-st'y addition,

60' x 253'; Jno. Wanamaker, owner.
Watt St., 8 of Federal St., two-st'y stable, 16' x

44'; W. Kennedy, contractor.
Gates St., n of Wood St., 2 two-st'y dwells., 20' x

49'; S. Lyster, contractor.
Tenth St., s w cor. Moore St., two-st'y dwell., 16' x

40'; T. C. Nesbitt, contractor.
South Eleventh St., No. 1303, two-st'y dwell., 15' x

43'; C. D. Supple, contractor.
Hanover St., u of Thompson St., three-st'y dwell.,

16' 6" x 69'; C. G. Harris, contractor.
Rose Sl.,n of Commerce St., 4 two-st'y dwells., 14'

x 30'; T. L. Kelly, owner.
Greenway Ave., w of Sixty-sixth St., 2 two-st'y

dwells., 18' 6" x 46'; C. H. Tribitt & Co., contractors.
Callowhill St., w of Second St., three-st'y store-

house, 20' x 57'; S. S. Myers, owner.
Merion St., w of Forty-fifth St., 4 two-st'y dwells.,

15' 4'' x 40'; T. Burroughs, owner.
Union St., w of Front St., 2 three-st'y stores, 18'

x 90' and 24'x 140'; Philip Fitzpatrick, owner.
Somersett St., u of Garuett St., 2 two-st'y dwells

,

14' x 30'; Jno. Patton, owner.
So/tool Lane, n e cor. Wayne St., three-st'y dwell.,

40' x 74'; Geo. Hirst, contractor.
Laurel St., No. 152, smoke-house, 16' x 36'; Wm.

Moland & Sons, owners.
Nicetown Lane, w of Twenty-first St., three-st'y

dwell., 16' 4'' x 44'; McLaughlin & McNamara, con-
tractors.

Clearjield St., w of Amber St., 2 two-st'y dwells.,
15' x 42'; J. P. Pyle, owner.
Sixth St., n of Poplar St., three-st'y brick and

stone dwell., 20' x 60'; Hazelhurst & Huckel, archi-
tects.
Elm Ave,, cor. Forty-ninth St., three-st'y dwell.

and stable and carriage-house to correspond; to be
built of brick and stone; Hazlehurst & Huckel,
architects.

St. Paul, Minn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Two-st'y block of frame dwells.,
w s of Orient St., between Mt. Airy and Thirteenth
St.; cost, $2,400; owner, G. B. Elwell.
Two-st'y frame addition to dwell., n 8 of Summit

Ave., between Alice and St. Peter Sts.; cost, $3,0 0;

owner, T. D. Simouton.
Two-st'y frame dwell., n s of Selby Ave., between

Mackubin and Kent St.; cost, $2,500; owner, F. W.
Forbes.
Two-st'y brick chemical engine-house, n s o]

George St., between Robie and atryker Ave.; cost,

$4,000; owner. City of St. Paul.

Two-st'y brick fire engine-house, s s of Randolph
St., between Bay and View Sts.; cost, $4,000; owner,
City of St. Paul.

Two-st'y brick fire engine-house, s s of Ross St.

between Cypress and Earl Sts.; cost, $4,000; owner,
City of St. Paul.

Two-st'y brick fire engine-house, n s of Edmund
St., between Marion and Kice St*.; cost, $4,000;
owner. City of St. Paul.

Three-st'y brick double dwell., n s of Ramsey St.,
between Forbes and Pleasant Sts.; cost, $14,000;
owners, R. C. Wiley and F. J. Romer.
Four-st'y brick block, stores and offices, n s of

Seventh St., between Minnesota and Cedar Sts.;

cost, $40,000; owner, McQuillan Estate.

Two-&t'y frame dwell., e s of Chatsworth St.,
between Division and Leslie Sts.; cost, $4.500; owner,
J. H. Morong.
Two-st'y brii'k store and dwell., e s of Greenwood

St., between Winnifred and Susan Sts
; cost, $2,400;

owner, Anton Sheidle.

Two-st'y frame dwell., s s of Ashland Ave., be-
tween Mackubin and Kent Sts.; cost, $3,600; owner,
A. D. S. Johnston.

St. Louis.

BUILDING PERMITS. One hundred and forty-two per-
mits have been issued since our last report, thirty-
five of which are for unimportant frame houses. Of
the rest those worth $2,500 and over are as follows:
Northern Presbyterian Church, two-st'y brick

parsonage; cost, $3,500; architect, J. Beattie; con-

tractor, S. H. Shaft'ner.
Cornelius Lynch, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost,

$4,000; architect. J. Johnston,
A. Cooper, 7 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.; cost,

$17,500; contractor, A. Cooper.
A. Cooper, 3 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.; cost,

$7,500; contractor, same as last.

Francis T. Bryan, three-st'y store; cost, $11,500;

contractor, F. W. Loffhagen.
E. F. Wickham, two-st'y dwell.; cost, $10,000;

architects, George I. Baruett & Son; contractor, M.
Kirkwood.
Mrs. B. C. Hayden, two-st'y dwell.; cost, $2,800;

contractor, Wm. Damon.
John E. McFlenney, two-st'y tenement; cost,

$3,800; architect, G. W. Pipe; contract sub-let.
Leverett Bell, two-st'y dwell.; cost, $8,000; archi-

tects, Eames & Young; contractor, Frank Greene.
H. Lampe, two-st'y dwell.; cost, $4,000; contrac-

tor, T. B. Hartmann.
MiasS.Tacey, 2 two-st'y dwells.; cost, each $4,000;

contractor, J. W. Barnes.
Wm. Sharpenburg, two-st'y dwell.; cost, $2,500;

contractor. B. Koetters.
Mrs. M. Readon, 3 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.,

cost, $4,500; contractor, J. W. Kerney.
Penny & Gentles, three-st'y brick business build-

ing; cost, $15,000; architect, J. Beattie; contractor,
S. Hoffmann.
John Andre, two-st'y double brick stere and

rooms above; cost, $6,000; architect, A. Beinke; con-

tractor, Wm. Riewe & Sou.
Mrs. C. Heine, two-st'y double brick dwell.; cost,

84,500; architect, Pipe; contractor, S. H. Shaffner.
E. Engelhardt, three-st'y brick store and rooms

above; cost, $3,250; contractor, B. Eppman.
C. Kern, two-st'y double brick dwell.; cost, $4,000;

contractor, H. Sudhoelter.
E. Link, two-st'y double brick dwell.; cost, $9,000;

architect, Wm. VVhri; contractor, A. Whri.
A. Bevis. 4 adjacent two-st'y dwells.; cost, $12,000;

architect, C. K. Ramsey; contract sub-let.

J. W. Dill, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $7,000;
architect, C. K. Ramsey; contract sub-let.

E. Tonzirk, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,600;
contractor, A. Vosse.
Mrs. Steele, two-st'y brick store and dwell.; cost,

$3.500; contractor, P. Brennan.
P. O'Donnell, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick tenements;

cost, $3,000; contractor, John O'Malley.
Auheuser Busch Brew. Co., four-st'y brick storage

bouse; cost, $30,000; architects, E. Jungenfeld & Co.;
contract sub-let.
Wm. Crouch, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,300;

architect, C. C. Helmers; contractor, Charles Ger-
hardt.

General Notes.

CANTERBURY, N. H. The trustees of the Kezar Sem-
inary broke ground June 15 for the laying of the
foundation of the main building.

CARROLL COUNTY, MD. St. Barnabas Church; T. B.

Ghequier, architect, Baltimore.
CLEVELAND, O. Woodland Ave., carriage repository
and factory, 39' x 40' aud 74' above sidewalk, with
basement under whole; cost, $12,000; Harm & Schus-
ter, owners;. Theo. Rosenberg, architect.

HARFORD COUNTY, MD. St. Mary's Church; T. B.

Ghequier, architect, Baltimore.
LINCOLN, NEB. Frame dwell, for S. H. Buruham;

cost, $5,000; John Calvin Stevens, architect, Port-

land, Me.

PROPOSALS.

\J [Near East New York, I.. I.]
OFFICE NATIONAL CEMETERIES, I

WASHINGTON, D. C., July 2, 1885. (

Sealed proposals, in triplicate, with a copy of this
advertisement attached to each, will be received at
this office until Wednesday, Aueust 5, 1885, for
construction of stone enclosing wall at the Cypress
Hill National Cemetery, near East New York, Long
Island, N. Y.

Specifications for the work and blank forms of pro-
posals can be procured, and plans examined OH appli-
cation to quartermaster's office, Greene and Houston
Sts., New York, at 'he cemetery, and at this office.

Proposals should be endorsed "
Proposals for En-

closing Wall at Cypress Hills," and addressed to the
undersigned. They will be opened at this office at
noon on the date above named, when bidders are
invited to be present.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.

K. N. BATCHELDER,
501 Deputy Q.M. General, U.S. Army

(Continued on page xii.)
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0NE
of those curious ordinances which the envious imagine

to have been devised for the purpose of levying tribute

from those whose interest lies in disobeying tin-in, forbidx

the hoisting of safes into the windows of buildings in the city
of New York. As safes, however, must be used in buildings,
and as the best, if not the only practicable way in many cases

of getting them into buildings is to hoist them from the side-

walk into the windows, the ordinance has never been generally
enforced until the other day, when notice was served on the
Marvin Safe Company, one of the principal manufacturers iii

the city, to refrain from delivering goods in this way. The
Marvin Company, instead of compromising the matter, pre-

pared for open resistance, and applied for an injunction to

restrain the city authorities from enforcing the rule, on the

ground that the prohibition of the ordinary mode of delivering
safes would ruin its business. A preliminary injunction was

granted, .but a subsequent motion to make the injunction per-
manent is still under consideration, with, we should say, the

chances against the Safe Company, which would have shown
itself more prudent, as well as more public-spirited, if it had

opposed the original passage of the ordinance, or had secured
its speedy revocation, in the interest of all the manufacturers
as well as its own.

IIFIIE Fireman's Journal gives some statistics in regard to

^ the causes of fires during the year 1884, compiled from

the annual volume published by the New York Chronicle,

and illustrated by a diagram showing the aggregate number of

fires due to each of the twenty-seven principal causes arranged
as segments of a circle. The largest segment, of course, is oc-

cupied by Incendiarism, which is charged with nearly thirty

per cent of all the fires. The next, taking in an area rather

more than one-third as great as that of incendiarism, is the seg-
ment devoted to Defective Flues, the euphemism, as we con-

sider it, for the natural result of criminal dishonesty or stupid-

ity on the part of bricklayers. The third place in the list

seems to be disputed between Matches and Explosions of Lamps
and Lanterns, but these are closely followed by Lightning and

Sparks. Indeed, sparks from locomotives and other sources

together set more fires than anything else except defective flues

and incendiarism. Hot stoves and stove-pipes cause about as

many fires as spontaneous combustion, and next to these the

carelessness of tramps is the most efficient factor in destroying
combustible property. Fireworks and fire-crackers cause

many conflagrations, although not so many as either tramps or

unprotected gas-jets, and not many more than neglected cigar-

stumps. In regard to the character and value of the buildings

destroyed, we find that dwelling-houses head the list, about one

of these being burned every hour in the United States, with an

average loss of thirteen hundred and ninety-six dollars. Next
in number come the fires in barns and stables, of which fifty

are consumed every week, but the amount of property destroyed
in them is far exceeded by that burned up in country stores,

which disappear at the rate of three a day, carrying off with

them one hundred and ten thousand dollars a week. More than

ten hotels a week vanish into smoke, and with them nearly

forty-four hundred thousand dollars a year; and one flour mill,

with twelve thousand dollars worth of some one's property,
burns up every working day. Lumber yards stand next in

rank, for, although fires in these occur only about once in two

days, the average loss in each is more than twenty thousand

dollars. It is singular that the number of fires, and the aver-

age loss in each case, is almost exactly the same for cotton-fac-

tories, woolen-mills and chemical-works, the number of fires in

the first during the year having been forty-four, in the second

forty-three, and in the third forty-two, while the average losses

were approximately twenty-eight, twenty-five and twenty-seven
thousand dollars in the three classes. In number, boot and shoe

factories approach the others, forty-two having been destroyed,
but the average loss in these is only seventeen thousand five hun-

dred dollars. Five theatres a month have been burned, with

an average loss of about nineteen thousand dollars, and about

half as many court-houses, with nearly the same average loss.

Looking at the statistics with regard to the locality of fires, it

appears, as the Fireman's Journal says, that the losses from this

cause last year amounted in the State of Georgia to more than

the whole cost of carrying on the State Government, including

the interest on the public debt.

WE learn that the competition for the Court-House at Rich-

mond, Va., has been decided by the award of the first

prize to Messrs. Wait & Cutter, architects, of Boston.
We hardly know whether to congratulate either Messrs. Wait
& Cutter or the good people of Richmond on the result of a

competition which we should have been glad to see very dif-

ferently managed ; but we can at least offer to all of them our
sincere good wishes and hope that what we believe to have
been a mistake in the beginning may be so far amended, as the
work goes on, that the capital of the ancient State which all of
us hold in so much regard may, after all, be adorned with a

building worthy of its surroundings, and that the architects may
find themselves encouraged to put forth such patient skill and
effort as shall earn for them the highest praise of all who see
their work.

CORRESPONDENT of the Metal Worker, a chemist,
whose attention had been attracted by the persistent asser-

tions of certain manufacturers of wrought-iron stoves and
furnaces that cast-iron articles of the kind were dangerous to

use, on account of their property, when heated, of allowing
carbonic-oxide gas to "

pass freely
"

through their pores, re-

cently undertook a series of experiments to satisfy himself
whether this gas really did or did not escape through the metal
of cast-iron furnaces and other heating apparatus. Among
the various tests for carbonic oxide, he chose one which would
detect with certainty one part in twenty-five hundred of air,

and proceeded to apply it under as many different conditions

as possible. Inquiry was made for houses in which the air

was supposed to be contaminated by furnaces or stoves, and a
considerable number of buildings were examined, some of

which, as the writer says, contained as bad furnaces as could

be found anywhere. The air in many of the houses wag very
unpleasant, and no doubt unwholesome, but its deleterious qual-

ity was in all cases due to something else than carbonic oxide,
which, although the air at the very mouth of the registers was
tested with great care, was not detected in a single instance.

Whether carbonic oxide might not have been present in smal-
ler proportions than one to twenty-five hundred is uncertain,
no reliable test being known for smaller quantities, hut as this

quantity is regarded by most physiologists as entirely harmless,
and is, at all events, less than the proportion usually present
in rooms where cigars or pipes have been smoked, it seems to

be plain that poisoning by the carbonic oxide exuded from the

pores of cast-iron furnaces must be, at least, a very rare occur-

rence. To try the experiment in a different way, the Metal
Worker's correspondent then had a stove constructed in such a

way that plates of cast-iron of different thicknesses could be
set in it, and a metallic funnel was arranged to draw off the air

in contact with the plates, and convey it, by means of an aspi-
rator, to a convenient place for testing. The stove was then
heated with coal nearly to whiteness, the dampers were closed,
so as to prevent the chimney draught from carrying off any
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carbonic oxide which might be disposed to get out through the

pores of the iron, and the air in contact with the heated upper
surface slowly collected during an hour and a quarter. At the

end of that time, an examination showed no trace of carbonic

oxide in it. The experiment was then three times repeated,
but the air was taken from the side plate of the stove, in con-

tact with the hot coals. In the first case, the plate was three-

eighths of an inch thick, in the second it varied from

one-eighth to one-quarter of an inch, and in the third it was
one-sixteenth of an inch, but in no case, although the plates
were kept at or near white heat, could the smallest indication

of carbonic oxide be found in the air which had passed slowly
over them.

HESE experiments, although recent, and made in such a

way as to seem particularly convincing, are not the first

which have failed to confirm the theory that carbonic

oxide could pass through cast-iron. It seems, from another

letter in the Metal Worker, that the famous experiment of

Deville and Troost was made by placing a closed cast-iron

tube over a row of Bunsen burners, and keeping it at a white

heat for some time. On cooling it, and examining the air

inside it, a trace of carbonic oxide was found. No one else

has, we believe, ever obtained the same result in repeating the

experiment, and it is generally believed by chemists that the

carbonic oxide discovered in the first trial, instead of getting

through the pores from the outside, was formed in the tube,

by the action of the oxygen of the contained air upon the carbon

of the iron, but the publicity given to the supposed discovery

by its announcement in the proceedings of the French Academy
immediately created a demand for wrought-iron heating-

apparatus, which the shrewd manufacturers of such objects
have been only too ready to stimulate and supply, at a profit

of many thousands, if not millions of dollars to themselves, and
to the cost of their customers, whose dread of the purely imag-

inary evils of cast-iron furnaces has kept them for fifteen or

twenty years contented with unscientific, inefficient and waste-

ful wrought-iron apparatus, at prices for which they could have

purchased far better ones of the old kind. It is true that some
of the best plate-iron furnaces provide an extent of radiating
surface which gives them the same advantages that are pos-
sessed by the cast-iron ones, but this is done at great expense,
and the heating part of most wrought furnaces consists simply
of a short closed cylinder turned down over the fire, without

the smallest attempt at economizing the heat of combustion, at

extending the radiating surface to increase the quantity and
reduce the temperature of the air delivered, or at presenting
the radiating surfaces at advantageous angles with the direction

of the currents of hot gas, all of which are regarded as impor-
tant objects, by experienced and scientific manufacturers of

heating apparatus, and are easily and cheaply obtained with

cast-iron.

TITHE Scientific American, an excellent authority on such

A points, makes some comments upon a recent decision in a

telephone suit which are of interest to those who use this

great invention. The suit to which it refers was brought by
the American Bell Telephone Company, in the United States

Court in Pittsburgh, against the Western Telephone Companv,
to restrain the latter by injunction from infringing the patent

rights claimed by the plaintiff. The argument for the defence

would have been that the instrument used by the Western Tel-

ephone Company was substantially the same as that which was
invented and described by Philip Reis, more than twenty years
before the date of the Bell patent, and is now common prop-

erty, but the court, after hearing the plaintiff's argument,
refused to listen to anything whatever from the defence, saying
that as the question at issue had already been passed upon by
two eminent judges, it would not venture, especially upon so

trivial a matter as a preliminarv injunction, to reopen it. As
we understand, the Bell Company has never denied that Reis

thought out and described an electrical talking-machine long
before Professor Bell turned his attention to the subject ; but

it claims that Reis's invention was based upon an erroneous

principle, and that a telephone constructed in accordance with
his theory could not be made to work ; and on what appeared
to be satisfactory proof of this, Professor Bell's patent, for an
instrument that did work, was confirmed to him as giving him
a monopoly for seventeen years of " the electrical transmission

of speech," by any method whatever. The Western Tele-

phone Company claims, however, in the present case, that tele-

phones on the Reis principle will, and do, transmit speech
intelligibly, and if this can be proved, as the Scientific Ameri-
can says,

" the patent of Bell will be reduced to its proper
rank: that of a subordinate improvement." As other tele-

phones have been invented, notably that of Professor Dolbear,
which differ entirely in principle from that of Bell, and are

only kept out of the market by the decree which gives the lat-

ter control over all forms of electrical transmission of speech,
the establishment of the practicability of the Reis telephone,
and the consequent limitation of the Bell monopoly to a partic-
ular device, would naturally be followed by the introduction of

many new, and probably improved forms of telephone, much to

the advantage of the public. It is hardly likely, as the Pitts-

burgh case shows, that the decision of Judges Gray and Wal-
lace will be questioned in the inferior courts, unless some new
and very striking evidence should be brought forward ; but, as

the Scientific American points out, the Supreme Court of the

United States has never yet passed upon the subject, and the

question, if brought before it, would be decided upon its merits,
without regard to the opinions of inferior tribunals. Whether
the Western Telephone Company, or any one else, has confi-

dence enough in the strength of its position to bring its case to

Washington, or whether any controversy with the rich and

powerful Bell Company would reach that stage before being
settled by purchase or compromise, is doubtful, but we imagine
that most disinterested persons would be glad to see the pres-
ent telephone service improved and cheapened under the stimu-
lus of competition.

S

|T RATHER singular trial took place recently in England,
rj which has furnished the text for many commentaries in

the newspapers. It seems that a certain person owned a
" desirable villa residence

"
in that sanitary Paradise, Croydon.

The desirable residence, which went under the attractive name
of Abbottswood, was leased by the* owner to a Mr. Saunders,
at a rental of four hundred dollars a year, with the assurance
that the house was "in perfect sanitary condition," and that

the plumbing had been carried out under the supervision of

the local authorities. Not long after the tenant moved into the

house, his gardener, cook, and stepson were taken ill, and last

of all his wife, a person with an income of five thousand dol-

lars a year for life, was attacked with "
blood-poisoning," and

died. In some way, the details of which are unfortunately
not given, it was discovered that the demise of Mrs. Saunders
and her income, together with the afflictions of the rest of the

family, were " caused by faulty drainage arrangements," and
suit was brought against the owner of the house for damages.
The local health officials testified that they had inspected the

drainage of the house after its completion,
li and had not raised

any objection to it," but the jury, to whom, as to Englishmen
in general, the loss of an income secured by marriage probably
appeared an unbearable calamity, returned a verdict that the

owner of the house had " induced the plaintiff to take it by
false and fraudulent statements," and condemned him to pay to

Mr. Saunders ten thousand dollars as damages, besides eleven

hundred more to the court in the form of costs. There are

several remarkable things in this case, about which we forbear

to say anything, but it is worth while to call attention to the

fact that the implied, if not express certificate of the Croydon
inspectors that the plumbing and drainage was perfect seems
to have availed the owner nothing in his defence against the

enormous claim made upon him. We have often heard it said

that building and plumbing laws relieved architects as well as

owners who built under them from all responsibility; and that

the same power which took away discretion from them, and
vested it in an inspector, virtually guaranteed the competency
of the inspector, and the correctness of his judgment, as well

as the adequacy of the laws ; but this case shows that it is the

owner who must shoulder the consequences not only of his own
acts, but of those of the legislators who make the statutes and
the officers who execute them. In most cases like the present
one he would be perfectly ignorant about the drainage works
of his house, and, relying upon the favorable action of the

official inspectors, would have asserted it to be in proper sani-

tary condition with perfect good faith, and it is rather startling
to find that in spite of all this he would stand in constant risk

of being ruined if a rich female should happen to die in his

louse of any of the numerous diseases which popular fancy
attributes to the effect of

"
sewer-gas."
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PECULIARITIES OF COUNTRY CHURCHES IN ENG
LAND. II. i

0N'K
feature that has given rise

to a great deal of discussion
anil argument is that ut' the

chancels w!iir .-i<le walls do not run
in the same direction as the walls of
the nave or aisles. I think I am cor-

rect in saying that there are more
churches with "crooked" chancels
than with straight. Sometimes the
direction in which the chancel slopes
is to the north, sometimes to the

south, of east, occasionally it is so

tfgfclthat it can hardly be noticed
from the interior, and one has to

mount to the ridge of the nave, and
look along the two ridges together before one can be sure whether
the chancel slopes or not, for when the curiosity is aroused on a sub-

ject like this, it takes every opportunity to endeavor to satisfy itself

as to the fact. Some chancels have so decided a slope that the at-

tention is called to it instantly. vAll sorts of theories have, of course,
been submitted in explanation ; some of them most ingenious, but all

more or less fallacious, as we shall see. The one held by the greatest
number of people is that the deeply-religious masons intended the slop-
ing chancel to represent the bowed head of the dead Saviour on the

cross; but if that were the case, surely they would have decided
towards which side the head would have fallen, and would have made
all the chancels incline the same way. If the chancel represents the
head of the Saviour what is there to show the head of the cross; and

why should only the head be indicated and no other part. It would
have been easy to add little chapels here and there to mark the posi-
tion of the sacred limbs that projected beyond the straight lines of the

cross, and there is no less reason for so doing, than for marking the
inclined head. Again, the chancels of many churches which are not
cruciform on plan, slope, and there is no sense in making a " fallen

head," where the rest of the church has nothing to do with the form
of a cross. Others, dissatisfied with this theory, have suggested that
the chancel always inclined towards the cathedral of the diocese, and
this they thought would get over the difficulty arising from the fact
that the inclinations is sometimes to the one side and sometimes to the

other; but it is only necessary to look at half-a-dozen churches in the
same diocese, when it is seen that they do not agree to point in
the same direction, and no further argument is necessary to prove
the fallacy of that theory. Another idea is that, for the chancel, the
builders were more careful to obtain correct orientation, and this at
first sight may be considered reasonable enough, but unfortunately,
upon examination it is discovered that many churches have thc'ir

naves more nearly due east and west than their chancels. Savants
have exercised themselves upon this as much as they have upon the

question,
" Why did the Romans make their roads straight?" but in

neither case has a satisfactory solution been arrived at. Only three

years ago a learned man, in connection with the London University,
gave out his theory that the Roman roads were straight because the
chariots were difficult to turn, and that consequently to obviate this
the roads were made without curves. There are exceedingly simple
answers, I think, to both these questions. The Romans had common
sense enough to know that if they wanted to reach a particular point
the shortest way there was to go straight ; and as to the question
about the chancels, most probably the builders erected them under the

impression they were continuing in the same lines as the nave
; but

did not trouble themselves to set their work out exactly, and so it is

to chance that we owe this peculiarity, and so there is no symbolism
in it at all.

Let us now turn our attention to the internal arrangements, ami we
shall find some very curious details; the more interesting because
they are less known. In the neat
little church of Burton Joyce in Not-

tinghamshire, the chancel is added
to the body in an unusual manm*r.
The body consists of a nave with
three arches, and an aisle on either

side. The south wall of the chancel
is a continuation of the line of arches
of the south side of the nave, but the

north wall is about five feet to the

north of the nave's other arches; so

that the chancel is five feet wider
than the nave, and the additional

width is all on the north side. The
chancel arch therefore is at one side

of the centre line, and a wall pierced
with a pointed arch separates the
addition of the chancel from the w " Tmfi.w. Yorkshire,

north aisle. This end of the north aisle was once used as a chapel,
there l>eing a piscina in the pier that supports the first, arch. At
West Tan field, Yorkshire, the church contains a large niche with a
small opening at the side like a confessional in the pier supporting
the first arch on the north side of the church. It is a very unusual po-

1 By R. W. Umnbler-Bouufluia, A.R.I.B.A., A. A.I.A. Continued from page 364.
No. 4UO.

sition for a confessional, indeed to have a confcsnional built in a wall
is very uncommon, but no one knows the original imr|K>!e of the fea-
ture. In this church are the tombs of the great Marmion familv, the

subject of the poem of Sir Waller Scott, and they stand near this
"confessional" and I am inclined lo think that it must have been used
as a watch-place by the pious monks who chanted the requiems fur
the repose of the Mannions' souls.

"
Leper squints

"
and " dole windows "

or doors are comparatively
common, but there are very few places now where a wccklv or monthly

dole to the poor inhabitant* is still

distributed by bequest. At Sawlcy,
in Nnttin<:ham>hire, there is a

monthly dole of bread to the vil-

lagers, but it happens that there is

no " dole door
"

in the church, and
on the Saturday before the dole

Sunday loaves of bread are piled
up inside tin- church, ready to lie

given away on the morrow. The
leper windows or rather "

slit
'*
are

of a very early date, anil are wore
common in churches of the eleventh,
twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
than in those of later date. Their
use was for lepers who were forbid-

den to mix with their fellow men,
and were consequently unable to see

anything of the worchip excepting
from outside the buildings. A
"squint" is a narrow slit cut or
built at an an-le through the wall,

large enough for one person at a
time to look through and get a peep
at the altar. They are sometimes
found in out-of-the-way angles of
the chancels, behind buttresses and
sometimes in the plain surface of
the walls, no particular |>osition hav-

ing l>een assigned to them. Leprosy
was rampant in the eleventh cen-

We.t T.nfi.id (Coni...ion.i). Yo.k.hir..
tury consequent upon the great

consumption of pork, the disease gradually dying out as greater at-

tention was given to diet and cooking, and as the practice brought
over by the Normans of eating vegetables as an accompaniment of
meat became general. "Squints "an; sometimes cut in the side of
the chancel arches to enable those sitting in the aisles to obtain a
view of the altar

;
there is an example of this in the church at Hasely,

Oxfordshire, where also "squints" are used for the admission of light
to the roixl-loft steps in the thickness of the wall.

" Easter sepulchres
"
are to be found in many churches. These

are carved representations of the Resurrection of Our Ix>rd, treated
in various ways. One in very perfect preservation is at Hawton
Church, Nottinghamshire, which owes its present jierfection to an
accident : it was completely buried with plaster, by the parishioners
to hide it from the rude soldiery of the Reformation, and has ever
since for more than three hundred years been forgotten, until when
the church was being restored it was accidentally discovered. It
consists of a base three feet high, divided into four panels, in each of
which is carved in bas-relief, the figure of a Roman soldier fully
armed, sleeping as he sits on his heels, or otherwise crouches in a some-
hat constrained |K>sition. Alwve this base is a recess of about eight-

een inches deep, four feet high and five feet wide, in front of which in
a line with the base is an arcade of three arches, the central one

ijeing three times the width of the other two. In the wall at the back

mmediately behind the narrow arch on the left-hand side is a low
archwav like a piscina, representing the entrance to tlie tomb. On
the wall at the back of the other two arches is the representation, alto
in bas-relief, of the meeting of Our Lord and Mary in the Garden.
Above all this is some rich and delicate carving, and still higher is a

group of disciples "gazing up into heaven," which is represented by
,i foliated string-course, in the centre of which are to be seen the feet
of the ascending Saviour as He passes out of sight. This particular
'sepulchre" dates from 1420.

Niches and brackets for figures of the Virgin and of the patron
saints of the churches are placed in every conceivable position, from
a niche over the entrance doorway to brackets on either side of the
illar at the east end. One of the nave pillars in Dorchester Church,
Dxon.,' has a very heavy bracket richly decorated, originally sup-
porting a figure of the Virgin and child. It is in an unusual position,
K>ing only four feet from the floor, and it may bo said to nave its

origin in the arrangement so common on the Continent of Europe
of placing figures of Saints half-way up the nave pillars.

TAKINC DOWN A CHIMNEY. A mill-chimney in the United State*
was recently taken down in the following manner: The proximity of
juildings limited it to falling in one direction. About eight feet from
he ground a recess was cut across the side of the chimney, and heavy
imber shores braced against the chimney. The chimney was cut away
leneath the side supported by this timber. Holes were bured in the
imber midway between the ends, and illuminating coal-oil poured into
hese holes until the timber was thoroughly impregnated with oil. It
was then set on fire, and when too weak tn support the load of half the
chimney, it fell in the desired direction. Engineering.
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GOSSIP ABOUT SALISBURY.

TN a valley at the

I confluence of three

small rivers, the

Upper Avon, the Wily
and the Bourne, sur-

roumled by fertile

meadows, and with a

background of lialf-

cultivated chalk

downs, lies the old

city of Salisbury. It

is said that the reason

forvacatingOld Sarura

was the want of water,
and if this be true,

certainly it accounts

for the choice of the

present site. Before

drainage became the

fashion, there were
innumerable streams

all over the town, as the name of one of the principal streets bears

witness, the " Canal." Indeed, so watery was it that it was absurdly
likened to Venice. There is an epitaph to Mr. Francis Hyde, who
died while Secretary to the British Embassy at Venice, which illus-

trates this :

" Born in the English Venice, thou dost lie,
Dear frieud, in the Italian Salisbury."

Salisbury is a picturesque old town of red-bricked, gable-roofed
houses, which, though fast disappearing, are being replaced by a sim-

ilar style of architecture. The new bank in the market-place is a
fine building, with barged walls and high, pitched roof. The Halle
of John Halle (now a show-room of Mr. Watson's china-shop) is a

banqueting-hall built in 1470 by J. Halle, a wool-stapler in the reigns
of Henry VI and Edward IV. It has an open-timber roof, the com-

partments between being ornamented with fans of white plaster. At
the south end is a large oak screen.

The George Inn has an old covered gallery round the inner court-

yard, which is entered by an arch from the High Street. Here

Pepys wrote in his diary
" that he lay in a silk bed and very good

diet," but be bitterly complained of the exorbitant charges :
"

7s. 6rf.

for bread and beer ;" so " mad " was he thereat, that " he resolved to

trouble the mistress about it and get something for the poor."
("Pepys's Diary," II, 237-238).

St. Nicholas Hospital, founded in 1227 by Ela, widow of William

Longespee, Earl of Salisbury, has been restored by Mr. Butterfield,
and is an example of pure Early English. St. Edmund's is an inter-

esting church of the Perpendicular period, and has traces of fresco

paintings. Some of these have unfortunately been repainted, with
disastrous results. The crude ideas of fifteenth-century painters upon
the " Last Judgment

"
are curious, when they are to be seen in their

primitive condition, as in the Campo Santo at Pisa; but " restored
"

and made new and bright, they become simply ludicrous. Witness,
here, the clean, pink bodies rising from green, grass-grown tombs.

Persons interested in archaeology and prehistoric men, birds and
beasts, should visit the Museum in St. Ann's Street, founded by the
late William Blackmore, and arranged by the late Edward Stevens,
both natives of Salisbury. It contains objects illustrative of the nat-

ural history of the neighborhood : archaeological specimens, etc.,
found during excavations; fossils, arrow-heads, knives, etc.; also

models of the lake-villages of Switzerland, implements in stone and
bronze, and weapons, etc., used by modern savages. An important
part of the collection was formed in various parts of America, includ-

ing Peru, by Mr. Squier and Dr. Davis, and was purchased by Mr.
Blackmore during one of his many visits to the United States.

Americans will see their stars and stripes amongst the armorial bear-

ings of the countries represented in the Museum, which ornament the
walls beneath the mullions of the windows. Visitors who have not
seen the collection of incised drawings or carvings in bas-relief upon
bones in the museum at St. Germain-en-Laye, near Paris, would do
well to study those on view here. They are from the bone caves at

Le Moustier, and about Abbeville, France, and are as perfectly
drawn as the best artists of the day could do them

; yet nothing is

known of these prehistoric sculptors and draughtsmen, and we are

expected to believe that they were savages living in caves ! Perhaps
it is possible for a scientist to credit this; but can an artist, knowing
as he does, that no extant savages have any idea of drawing? And
yet these reindeer, these ibes, even the famous mammoth himself, are
more perfectly formed than they would be by the average student of

an art school !

The " Church House," near Crane Bridge, a building of the fif-

teenth century, is being admirably restored. -Until lately it was used
as a workhouse, but it belonged formerly to Mervin, Lord Audley,
who suffered death on Tower Hill in 1631. The library has an open-
timber roof and barged walls, with a gallery opening from a turreted
staircase. Some stoue fireplaces of the same period have been given
by Lord Radnor and Miss Grove, which add much to the beauty of

the rooms. It is altogether an excellent example of a house of the

period.
But it is the cathedral which is the great object of interest in a

visit to Salisbury. On entering the quiet and peaceful close by one

of its old covered gateways, one gets a fine view of the church, sur-

rounded by the smooth green turf, on which are some magnificent
old elms. Perhaps the best point of view is the northeast corner.

The exterior is one of the finest of the English cathedrals', and the

spire is certainly the most graceful one in the world. The See

of Sarum was founded A. r>. 634 by a Genoese, but the seat

thereof was then at Dorchester. It was divided and subdivided from

time to time, until in 1075 it became settled at Old Sarum, St. Os-

mund, a nephew of the Conqueror, being its second bishop. He
completed the first church which Herman had commenced, and

caused the " Use of Sarum" to be compiled. He died in 1099 and
in 1456 was canonized; his remains having been transported to the

Lady Chapel of the new church in 1226. Bishop Roger, a Lord

Chancellor, Treasurer and Chief Justice, was succeeded by Jocelin

de Bohun, a member of the noble family which supported the Em-

press Matilda in her contests with King Stephen. This bishop
also opposed Thomas-a-Becket, arid adhered to the king's party

(Henry II), having a great deal to do with the drawing up of the
" Constitutions of Clarendon," for which the archbishop excommuni-
cated him. The seventh bishop, Richard Poore, was the founder of

the present church, and before his translation to the See of Durham,
lit; saw the new cathedral sufficiently advanced to be consecrated;
i. e., tbe Lady Chapel, which was finished five years after the laying
of the foundation stone, viz., in 1225. The name Poore, is by some

persons supposed to be equivalent to "
poor," but this must be an error,

as the Bishop's brother Herbert is described as "
dices," rich, and he

himself gave an estate to his new cathedral. The name probably
comes from the Norman equivalent of the Latin puer, a boy. Puer

Anglicus was an old designation of the Prince of Wales, just as

Infante is still used in Spain ;
hence le poer meant a younger son or

thane, the latter being the title of the lesser nobility in Anglo-Saxon
times, did in Anglo-Saxon had the same meaning, and thus we
have, in Dorsetshire, Child-Okeford and Poor-Stock, places held

originally by a "
king's Thane," or one of the lesser nobility.

Tradition gives Elias of Durham as the name of the architect. He
was a canon of the cathedral during Poore's time, and held a pre-

bend, and the "
Marlyrologle Book" of Salisbury speaks of him as

having been "director" of the new church for twenty-five years
this would probably mean " clerk-of-the-works

"
in modern language.

That he was the builder of the original house in the close called
" A ula Plumbed "

or " Leden-halle
"

is certain from the " Souk of Evi-

dences
"
amongst, the bishop's monuments :

"
Scriptura de domibus de

Leden-halle per Eliam de Derham sumpluo.ie construclis." Moreover,
this same Elias accompanied Poore to Durham, where the bishop,

finding a Norman apsidal termination to the cathedral, substituted an

Early English one called the "
Chapel of the Nine Altars." The

resemblance in style between this and the Lady Chapel of Salisbury is

thought to be some proof that both may have been the work of the

same architect.

One of the reasons for considering the exterior the finest of all the

English cathedrals is its peculiar completeness. Few other churches

are entirely of one period ; but here the builders never seem to have

changed the original design, as may be seen by the regularity of the

lines of the masonry, the stones seeming to be of the same size, and
to run in even bands all round the church ; it is impossible to see

where they left off. Another peculiarity is the double transept, the

eastern one being smaller than the western. The tower and spire
are supposed to have been built about 1290-1320, being of the best

Decorated period ;
but whether the original architect meant to add a

spire or not, is doubtful. That he intended the lower story of the

tower to be open to the church is certain, as, above the arches upon
which it rests, and now concealed by later groining, is an arcade

which was formerly a series of detached Purbeck columns round the

whole of the interior. Probably a lantern, as at Ely, was the origi-

nal idea. The spire is four hundred feet high, being the loftiest in

England. St. Paul's, London, is three hundred and sixty-five feet,

while Amiens, France, is four hundred and twenty-two feet (it is a

fieche rather than a spire) and Strasburg is four hundred and sixty-

eight feet. Originally there was a bell-tower detached from the

church, but this was destroyed by the vandal James Wyatt (1 782-90),
who was let loose upon the church to destroy and mutilate it to his

ignorant heart's content.

The west front was probably the last part of the building com-

pleted, and is a mere mask, not being in any way a finish to the nave.

It is a mass of niches with figures of saints, most of them new.

There are three doorways, over the central one of which is an old

group of the Blessed Virgin and child. A great many cavities for

dedication-crosses remain on the external walls ; these were filled

with metal and anointed witli chrism on the hallowing or consecra-

tion of the church. The north porch is exceedingly beautiful; it has

a double arcade of trefoil arches supported by polished Purbeck
marble shafts. The nave is eighty-four feet high and eighty-two feet

wide (Westminster Abbey is one hundred and three feet high and

seventy-five feet wide, which accounts for the superior elegance of

the proportions of that church above all others; York, on the other

hand, is ninety-three feet high and one hundred and six feet wide).
The nave is divided into ten bays, the shafts being a central stone

column with clustered Purbeck marble ones round it. Above runs a
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beautiful triforium, open to the roofing of the aisles, a succession of

Safe-pointed arches subdivided into four smaller ones, ornamented
with trefoils and ijuatrefoils. The clerestory consists of triple lancet

windows.
The fault of the church lies in its illumination, all the aisle windows

being very large double lancets. Yet in this the old builders showed
their wisdom, since, having to construct a church in a foggy, damp cli-

mate, they made the windows as large as |>ossible, in order to get the

greatest amount of sunlight. But in the old days they were doubtless

filled with stained glass, and if this could be done now, and upon
Mime system, with such glass, for instance, as is the glory of the

Sainte Chapelle in Paris, the effect would be gorgeous. As it is, the

windows which have been put in are not of the best character, and
no harmony exists in the designs of the different ones. The church
was restored some few years ago, and unfortunately the color which
is supposed to reproduce the fragments of old painting remaining in

places is very weak suu\ faded. It is indeed remarkable that whereas
a groin of oid paint is scarlet, the modern imitations are pint, and so

on with the other colors. The Sainte Chapelle has been more fortu-

nate in its restorers; the colors there are bright enough to stand for

years ; whereas one or two decades will make those of Salisbury

scarcely perceptible. Then again, the stone having been scraped
and the Purbeck columns polished, the whole church has a new and

clean, a black-and-white appearance, which rich-colored glass would
tone down. While speaking of the windows, it may be well to point
out the one in the south aisle of the choir, put up to the memory of

Lady Radnor. It is of grisaille, with eight distinct figures in color,

but a rich, golden hue ]>ervades the whole, and the harmony is excel-

lent. The designs of the figures, which are exceedingly graceful,
are by Mr. Holliday, and the execution by Mr. Powell. Another
window from drawings by Mr. Burne Jones, is less happy in color,

and the design is confused. In the south transept is a window made

up of old grisaille, and there are a few pieces of the thirteenth and
fifteenth centuries in the great west window.
A curious feature of this cathedral is the stone bench which ex-

tends on each side of the nave, supposed to have been erected to

strengthen the foundations, as all the pillars rest upon it. That the

ground is or was not of the firmest character is proved by the sink-

ing of the shafts under the tower, which causes the spire to be some

twenty-two inches out of the perpendicular. Over the entrance to

each of the transepts, also, extra arches were inserted in the fifteenth

century, to strengthen the tower and roof. The pulpit and the chan-

cel screen are new, the latter, with all the rest of the iron-work, in

the worst possible taste. It is mean in design, and gilt and silvered,

giving it a common and trumpery appearance ; and the same must be

said of the altar standards. A areat deal of the old painting remains

on the roof of the choir, probably dating from the thirteenth century,
and it would seem, from the central subject being "Our Lord in

Glory," that the altar must have been originally under this, on a line

with the centre of the choir transepts, instead of in its present posi-
tion farther east, and close to the entrance of the Lady Chapel ; but

on the other hand, it is known to have been in its present position in

1540. It is unfortunate that the restorers who were scandalized by
the old position of the organ on the top of a heavy wooden screen

should have placed the new one in so prominent a situation as to fill

up an entire bay on each side, and project into the choir, thus com-

pletely spoiling the vista.

On the north side of the choir- is the beautiful chantry of Bishop
Audley, who died in 1524. It has a fan-vaulted roof and has been

colored. On the opposite side is the Hungerford chantry, erected in

1429, and desecrated in 1778 by Lord Radnor, who removed it from

its original position, and converted it into a pew, rarely used, one

would suppose, for the occupants would have to sit up in high chairs

(still there) behind an iron railing. This is by no means an uncom-
mon instance of the use that tombs were put to in the last century.
At Tong Church, near Shiffnal, in Shropshire, an entire chapel is

occupied as a pew. It is separated from the church by an open
arcade and doorway, and, to make it comfortable, the owners have

placed a stove in it, which is poked and raked out during service I

The Lady Chapel is exceedingly beautiful, being composed of

slender black marble columns supporting the groined roof, the largest
of which only measure nine or ten inches in diameter, though they
are thirty feet high. Under the windows is a series of niches, the

canopies of which formed part of the Beauchamp Chapel, destroyed

by Wyatt ; as, indeed, did also the mouldings which go round the

north and south sides of the chapel. On the north side of the altar

is a recess in the wall, divided by a shelf into two parts, with the re-

mains of hinges showing that there was formerly a door. Two simi-

lar niches in the same position are to be seen in the Morning Chapel,
and no doubt they were credences or tabernacles for the reservation

of the Blessed Sacrament.
The monuments were all more or less destroyed, or displaced by

Wyatt, and the placing of one between each bay of the nave upon
the stone bench is entirely his arrangement. Some are interesting,

but there are none to lie compared to those in Winchester Cathedral,

though doubtless the Beauchamp chantry was as fine before it was

demolished. Taking those in the nave in order, and beginning at

the south side of the next door, No. 3 is a slab with the effigy of a

bishop in full canonicals, ami surrounded with a border of birds and

foliage. It is supposed to have been brought from Old Sarum, and

to have covered the tomb of Bishop Joeelin, although competent au-

thorities cannot make up their minds whether this or the next are re-

spectively that of Bishops Roger and Joeelin. The tomb of William

LoOgMpee (No 10), still retains a good deal of the old coloring. The
elli<_'\ of the Knight is in alabaster, nnd rests UIKJII a tomb of cx<pii-
site diaiH'r-wurk painted in tempera erroneously described in "Mur-
ray's lianilbook

' "as painted on linen." LongespeV wag a son of

Henry II and Fair Rosamond. No. 11, that of Sir John Cheyney,
is a U-aiitiiui tomb of the fourteenth century. Sir John visas of extraor-

dinary size and strength, as was proved when Wyatt removed the
tomb ; a thi^h bone being found in it which measured twenty-
one inches [ V 31]. He was standard-bearer to Henry of Richmond,
at the Battle of Bosworth, and was unhorsed by Rieliard III in the

desperate final rush, when the King, killing hir William Brandon,
and aiming a savage blow at Richmond himself, was thrown from his
horse and killed. No. 17, is that of William Longespe'e, the seciunl
Karl of Salisbury, and son of the former earl. He is cros> -li-j-jed,
and in chain armor, after the manner of a Crusader. He went twice
to the Holy Land, in 1242 and in 1249, when he was joined by St.

Louis of France. The next year lie was killed by the Saracen*,* mid
buried at Acre. Beyond this tomb is the one of the no-called Boy-
Bishop; but whether it represents a chorister who died "

in olHcc,"
or is simply a miniature effigy of A real prelate, is doubtful. It it by
no means uncommon to find these diminutive effigies. One still exists
at Winchester Cathedral of about the same date (Bishop Ethelmar,
1260); and others are to be seen at Abbey Dore Church (a bishop
fourteen-and-a-half-inches long); at Homed Keynes, Sussex (acroitg-

legged mail-clad knight) ; and at Haccombe, Devon (a civilian) ; and
it is thought that they were used to cover the burial places of por-
tions of the body, such as the heart. The custom of burying different

parts of the body in different places was very prevalent in the Mid-
dle Ages. Blanche d'Artois, wife of Edmund, Earl of Lancaster,
who died in 1302, and whose body was buried in Paris, and her heart
in the church at Nogent 1'Artault, is commemorated at St. Denis,
near Paris, by a diminutive effigy. Many of these smaller statues
now remaining, have their hands crossed over their breasts holding
a heart, which may also be additional evidence to the supposition
that it is the heart that these little statuettes commemorate. How-
ever, this is all guesswork, and the tomb may really represent one
of the boy-bishops, though why in that case it should not have been
life-size, is difficult to understand. Be this as it may, there is no
doubt about the fact that every St. Nicholas Day (December 6), the
choir lioys elected one of their order to represent a bishop, hence the
term Episcopus Puerorum. From the feast of St. Nicholas to that of
the Holy Innocents (December 28), he bore the name of, and wore
the vestments of a bishop ; while the other acolytes played the part
of prebendaries. On St. Nicholas day a grand procession took place.

Entering the church by the great west door, and passing up the nave
to the altar, the bishop took his seat and the mass began. It must
have been a fascinating sight, these children clothed in diminutive
vestments, mitred, and bearing the crozier, surrounded bv canons and
minor canons bearing lights and incense ; and the idea seems to have
sprung from the words, "out of the mouths of babes and sucklings
hast Thou ordained strength

"
in the collect of the Feast of t lie

Holy Innocents ;
for it is difficult to believe that it was a custom of the

Primitive church, so entirely does it seem to be in accordance with the

spirit of the Middle Ages. A full description of the ceremonies is to be
found in the " Processional of Salisbury Cathedral," where also the
service is printed and get to music. Of course it led to grievous
abuses, processions and begging about the- town after the church cer-

emonies, being the common practice; and in 1542 it was forbidden,
and although partially revived during Mary's reign, it wg

finally
abolished under Elizabeth. This strange custom was by no means
confined to England. There arc accounts of it being in vogue in

many French towns. At Rove in 1527, at Amiens, at Toul in 1500,
at Caen, earlier in 1256, at Aix it survived till 1543, while in tier-

many a similar custom seems to have prevailed. At Bayeux it was
"Ires tolennelle," and in the Inventory of the Treasury in 1476 are
these items :

" 2 mitres dn petit Eveqiie;
Le baton pectoral du petit Kveqiie;
Let mitaines tiu petit Ev'eqve;
4 petites chapes de satin vermeil a fusage des en/am de chatur a la fete

det Innocent.
'

Some bas-reliefs by Flaxman in the northwestern transept, do not
seem to bear evidence to the great reputation of the sculptor ; they
are stiff and graceless, and seem to be

proof
that a man may be a great

artist in minute work, and utterly fail when he attempts the grand.
In the north aisle of the choir is one of those figures of a skeleton,

supposed to be the effigies of pergons who tried to fagt forty davs in
imitation of our Blessed Lord. This, of one Fox, is succeeded oy
that of Dr. Bennet, precentor of the cathedral from 1561-64, of whom
a similar story is told.

The modern tomb of Bishop Hamilton by Sir G. Scott, is hand-
some in its way. But far more beautiful, and perhaps the most
interesting in this church is that of Giles de Bridport, during
whose prelacy the cathedral was finished. It consists of a can-

opy, supported by open arches with quatrefoils in the heads
; under-

neath rests the effigy, at the head of which are gmull figures of

angels censing. Each arch is sub-divided by a central single shaft,
and springs from clustered detached shafts. A triangular hood-

moulding with crockets and leaf fiuials projects above each side. The
sculptures are remarkable, and are supposed to represent events in
the bishop's life. Both sculptures and architecture resemble the

Chapter House.
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The cloisters are among the finest in England, being in thirteenth-

century work, and equal to the Perpendicular ones at Gloucester. The
windows are divided by arches sub-divided by a slender shaft, and have
a six-foiled opening above. In the centre of the quadrangle of turf are

two cedars
;
and all about are simple little square stones, with here and

there a wreath or cross of flowers sole records of the resting-place of

those who die in the close. It is probable that the cloisters were built

between 1260-84, and the Chapter House somewhat later, in the

reign of Edward I
;
for in 1854, during the restorations, many coins

of that reign were found amongst the foundations.

The Chapter House contains eight windows between an equal num-
ber of buttresses, and divided into four lights with quatrefoil tracery.
Below the windows is an arcade in the spandrels of which is a series

of sculptures in high relief, representing events in sacred history from
the Creation to the Declaration of the Law by Moses ; they have
been entirely restored and colored. Here again is a resemblance be-

tween Salisbury and the Sainte Chapelle ;
but the sculptures in the

latter have been only partially restored. The French architects often

leave a portion of the old work as they find it, restoring the rest,
which is an excellent plan as it enables the student to study old work.
Another plan they carry out is to place the old work in a museum
in Paris at the Hotel Cluny or in the adjoining garden, and replace
it in the church by new. This was done at St. Germain des Pros,
and is a far more sensible plan than leaving old work to be restored
and colored. There is a great similarity between many details of

Salisbury and the Sainte Chapelle, as for instance the tracery of the

windows : in fact the two churches are of about the same date, Salis

bury 1220-58, the Sainte Chapelle, 1245-57. Below the arcade runs
a continuous stone seat. The central shaft is clustered, supporting
a fine groined roof. The vestibule contains sonic un-restored sculp-
tures, which fill the voussoirs of the arch of the doorway. They rep-
resent the virtues, trampling upon the vices. The figure in the niche
over the entrance is probably that of the Blessed Virgin. Mr. Burges
says of these figures :

"
They are of the very highest class of art, and

infinitely superior to any of the work in the Chapter House, the only
defect being in the size of the heads. Probably this was intentional

on the part of the artist. The intense life and movement of the

figures are deserving of special study." The height of the building
is fifty-two feet to the vaulting.

Passing out of the close, the visitor should notice the many charm-

ing houses round the cathedral. The Poultry Cross is quaint, but
has been too much restored

;
it is fifteenth-century work, octagonal,

open at its six sides, with a central shaft supporting a canopy and a
finial

;
it is of the same date, but not so fine as the Chichester Mar-

ket Cross. S. BEALE.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.J

A CHAPEL OF BORDEAUX CATHEDRAL, FRANCE.

TIFIIE typical arrangement of the eastern end of a French cathe-
J I dral is made up of five chapels radiating from the central sanc-

tuary at the end of the choir, a polygonal system of planning
which brings out many baauties of Gothic composition never found in

the more severe rectilinear methods of the English Gothic. Each
chapel of the chevet is a kind of bay between the main buttresses of

the clioir vault. The drawing of a chapel of the chevet at Bordeaux
is a fair example of this feature of the middle-pointed or geometric
age (thirteenth century).
The cathedral itself, dedicated to Saint Andre, is a fine structure,

with a great nave without aisles, one of those interiors which in their

adaptability to modern congregations reproach the timid modern
designers of three-aisled churches. Externally the most striking
features are two towers with spires to the north transept (very effec-

tive, although in an unusual position) two others, without spires, to

the south transept, and (after the fine chevet) a well-proportioned
tower, with a modern spire, standing detached at the east end. All
have been well restored, as indeed have nearly all the old French
churches. It is hard to say whether they look better for it, the par-
tial decay is so picturesque ;

but it is a necessity if the old beauties
are to be preserved. There is also some very fine stained glass at
Bordeaux.
The sketch of a door is from Limoges Cathedral, taken as a speci-

men of the style. The edifice is a noble work of the thirteenth cen-

tury, not of any great size, and having only two bays of the nave

originally built. But at the time of the writer's visit the completion
was in progress, and doubtless by this date is accomplished. All the
work is in a hard granite, and the fair amount of elaboration is there-
fore an expensive work. R. W. GIBSON.

COMPETITIVE DESIGN FOR 4 CHEAP STABLE SUBMITTED BY
"At the Eleventh Hour."

SILAS O. SMITH, of South Orange, N. J., says he will build such
a stable as is here presented, with the man's room cased up in wide
pine boards; with plain staircase, and turned chestnut posts to

stalls; stall-partitions, 2" matched spruce; iron gutter leading to

manure-yard, iron mangers; stalls lined with pine boards 5' hicrh
;

harness-room cased in pine, with hooks, etc.; stable flopp pf2"

spruce, carriage-room floor, ditto; carriage-room entirely unfinished,
no side casing or ceiling ; second story floor of matched pine boards

;

central matched-pine partition separating stable from carriage-room,
and hay-loft from stable-loft, grain-bins, grain-chutes, mixing-box,
etc. ; on the exterior, cover roof and walls with shingles (rough
sawed pine) over 1" x 2" strips nailed to studs and rafters; battens

and 1" x 10" vertical boarding below sills
; cornices, mouldings,

finials, etc., as per detail
;
the timbers to be 3" x 12" joists, 4" x 4"

posts, 2" x 4" studs, 2" x 6" rafters, all set 16" on centres, and the

exterior wood-work to have two coats of Cabot's creosote stains
;

all

complete as above, and in many other respects not herein described

specially, but such as are usual for a building of this kind, for the

sum of fourteen hundred dollars, and be glad to get the job.
In regard to the mason-work, "At the Eleventh Hour" has in mind

a client with plenty of field stone on his place, so that the stone

chimney would not be such an unwarrantable affair as might be sup-

posed at first glance. Such a chimney has been laid up for $75.
The trench wall for foundations would also not cost much, say, $80,
but piers could be used at a less cost. The roadway in front is not
included. Total cost, therefore, is reckoned at $1,555.
"At the Eleventh Hour's

"
client likes a harness-room separate from

stable but easily contiguous to carriage-house. He sometimes takes
a cigar in this cozy little haven, and hence the open fire. The man
has access to stable from staircase without disturbing the big doors,
and is able in his room to be aware of any disturbances amonir his

charges below. The rear door allows access to carriage-room from
either side, and enables vehicles to drive right in under cover at

once
;
for even though a carriage and horses (24 feet over all) were

to drive in, the rear would be covered by the hood over front door.

VIEWS IN THE LIBRARY OF GEORGE E. LEIGHTON, ESQ., ST.

LOUIS, MO. MR. HENRY G. ISAACS, ARCHITECT, ST. LOUIS, MO.

GABLES AND GABLE-ENDS IN AND ABOUT BOSTON, MASS.

OFFICES OF THE STANDARD OIL COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA.

MR. W. 8. FRASER, ARCHITECT, PITTSBURGH, PA.

COMPETITIVE DESIGN FOR A CHEAP STABLE SUBMITTED BY
"Ad rem."

A CONTRACTOR of Newark, N. J., places the cost of this building
at $1,490.88.

COMPETITION FOR A DESIGN FOR A MEMORIAL
TO GENERAL GRANT.

HE feeling that prompted us

to suggest a competition for

a design for a memorial to

General Grant was that here
was an opportunity which many
architects and sculptors would
be glad to seize as a means of

showing a generous, public-
spirited willingness to give ex-

'. pression to the general desire to

commemorate the Nation's re-

gard for one of its greatest citi-

zens.

We suggested, not a national

monument, but one which might
be erected by the citizens of a

large city, as it seemed to us

that more effect on the monu-
mental art of the time could be
effected through several praise-

worthy monuments set up in

different parts of the country than by the admiration which a single
national monument would excite, however grand it might be.

It does not seem as if it should be necessary to offer any prizes for

such designs, which might well be offered gratuitously by their au-

thors as a tribute to the dead, an offering to the art of the country, a

token to the thoughtless that the designing of such structures demands
for its satisfactory fulfilment the training of those years of study and
observation which the practical man of the day scoffs at as wasted
time.

Still, as prizes are customary, we offer three equal prizes of $50.00
each to the best three designs. We name three prizes on the suppo-
sition that three classes of design will be submitted, the essentially

architectural, the essentially sculptural, and the third, where the

attributes of architecture and sculpture are combined without either

greatly preponderating over the other.

In order that no one, the busiest, the idlest, the most indifferent,
or he who " never goes into a competition," might find excuse for

withholding his offering in the stringency of the conditions, we sug-

gested only
"
preliminary sketches," and we intend that each one

shall construe the phrase according to his fancy.
The only requirements are : A design for a memorial to General

Grant to be erected by a large town.
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The cost not to exceed $100,000.
Tlie draw ings in pen or pencil no hrushwork or color to be of

such size or at such scale as suits tin- convenience of the designer ;

but the scale must be graphically indicated on the ilrawiii'j.

A brief memorandum of material anil probable cost must be plarrd
tin the drawing itself. Kach design must be represented by a per-

spective (or elevation) with plan and, if necessary, section at a less

scale.

Each design must be signed with a motto and the author's name
forwarded under seal at the same time. In case of publication the

author's name will be announced unless request in made to the

contrary.
The award will be made by a jury of architects and sculptors.

Drawings must be received at the oflice of the American Architect

on or before Saturday, September 19, next.

FORTUNE IN ARCHITECTURE.

<TTBOUT tliis time of year

j\ there is always in England
/ a sort of glorification of

youth and strength. From the

competition for places in a school

up to an inter-university shoot-

ing match we see efforts to bring
forward the fittest. It is not

merely a struggle of individuals,
but of systems, and when there

are so many concerned in the

victories we are not to be sur-

prised at the general prevalence
of the belief that the trials of to-

day are an augury of what is to

happen. People have a kind of

satisfaction when they learn that

a new judge or bishop did good
service in a cricket or rowing
match. Some fruits ripen slowly,
but they are exceptions, and we
wish our prominent character!
in Parliament and the professions
to have held corresponding posi-
tions in school and college. The
story is well known of the readi-

ness with which Macaulay in the

Athenaeum Club seized an oppor-
tunity of narrating the histories

of all the senior wranglers from
the beginning of the century. It

was a feat of memory, but it was
also evidence that the young men
who gained that position did not

exhaust themselves by their ex-

ertions, and drop into obscurity.

Early success is an indication

very often of power that will en-

dure for life.

We are often surprised that

when careers are sought for the

young folks who are supposed to

possess such marvellous capaci-
ties, the profession of architecture

is not more often selected. It may
not be the most honored or the

most profitable, but
undoubtedly

it is the profession beyond all

others in which success awaits the young practitioner. It was an old

saying that fortune favors the bold, but in architecture bold and

young are synonymous. If we look for illustration to the Royal Acad-

emy, it will be found that all the architect academicians had won a

high position in their profession at a much earlier age than any of

the painter academicians, with the exception of Sir J. E. MilUis.

It is hardly wise in considering a subject of this kind to allude to

living artists, and, if we mentioned their names, it was only to show
that our assertion is no less applicable at the present time, and can

be tested in Burlington House. Let us take, therefore, the biogra-

phies of four of the most eminent among modern English architects,

men whose memories still, and we hope may long survive among us.

It will be evident that we are about to write of George Edmund
Street, William Burges, Sir Gilbert Scott and Sir Digby Wyatt. It

will be found that the four attained prominence either before they
reached early manhood, or soon afterwards. Mr. Street was an im-

prover in Scott's olfice when he was twenty. His share in the prep-
aration of the competition drawings for the Hamburg Church brought
him to the fore in Spring Gardens. Three or four years afterwards

we find him established in practice on his own account, and in his

twenty-fourth year he was an exhibitor at the Academy. Before he

was
thirty

he was a man of mark in the Ecclesiological Society, and
that position was gained by his works as much as by his essays and

speeches. Mr. Street was not only a genius, but his whole heart was
in his work, and he sought no other relaxation. Any man with so

much ni'T'jv must push his way to eminence. In his case, it would

|H-rhap> be more true to ay burn hi.- way, for he seemed on fire with

energy.
Si <>tt was of a less intense disposition, and lie was not so fortunate

in bring plarrd early on the right traek for success. His ex|>crieiico
in a city ollice was enough to make a youth with artistic sentiment
rather disgusted with architecture, and when he opened a small ollice

in ( ',n In ,n Chambers, the work that came to him WHS, he acknowl-

edged, more mean than that of his days of pupilage. His father died.

It was necessary that he should forthwith obtain commissions of gome
kind, and a few for workhouses appeared to be nearest his reach.

Scott made a personal canvass of every guardian, and succeeded in

being appointed architect for four unions. He regarded the profes-
sion as no more than a lalxirious means of making a livelihood, and
was content when lie secured an humble class of work. His churches
came under that class. Chance threw an article by Pugin in hig

way, and, after reading it, as he said himself, modernism passed away
from his mind, and all his aspirations became mediaeval. Scott was

twenty-nine or thirty before this transformation was accomplished,
and therefore he may be said to have started rather late in the race.

But the new spirit enabled him to overcome opposition, and when he
was thirty-three the Hamburg competition brought him a prestige
which was sufficient to gain him estimation from the clergy. Scott's

case is therefore peculiar. His ambition at first was to secure com-

monplace work, and in that he succeeded while he was a very young
man. But as soon as something more worthy was presented to his

mind, he was no less fortunate in attaining it within a few years after

he had made the effort. He may accordingly be cited as an example
to show that when Fortune has resolved to be kind to an architect,
she is exprdii inus in Itestowing her favors.

William Burges can hardly be taken as a type of the successful

architect in the common acceptation of the wort), for if commissions
were proportioned to his genius he must have been the busiest archi-

tect of his time. His notion of what was meant by education for prac-
tice was

very
different from Scott's or Street's, and before he opened

an office he had gone through a long Wuntlerjahr and measured much
of the best mediaeval work on the Continent. But the remarkable
fact is that in his first competition, t. ., the Lille Cathedral, Burges,
with all Europe against him, was successful, and in a year or so after-

wards he gained the prize at Constantinople. It was quickly followed

by the commission for the Cork Cathedral, and then if failures in

riimprtiiiims might be considered tests Fortune appeared in have de-

serted him. His works at Cardiff and Studley Royal need not be
taken into account, for as they were to be unique in character, thev
must have been entrusted to him. In his case we see the promise of

a great success given rather
early,

and if a longer life had been

granted to him that promise was likely to have been realized beyond
his expectations. He was justified by his early experience in wait-

ing patiently for a return of his good luck.

In many ways there was a resemblance between Sir Digby Wyatt
and Burges : both never ceased to l>c students, and the gaining of

money was not the first consideration with either of them. It is re-

markable that although Wyatt tempted people to think of him as an
enthusiast for bric-a-brac rather than a practical architect, he gained
a fair share of patronage, and, moreover, it came to him early. His
duties in connection with exhibitions ami Government oftices ab-

sorbed much of his time, and it may have hem supposed that he had
no leisure to Ix'stowon ordinary clients, still his list of executed works
is satisfactory, although it docs not corrcs|K>nd with his great ability.

If the practice of Sir Digby Wyatt is compared with that of hi*

associate, Owen Jones, they may help to suggest the mystery which

apparently is found in professional life. Jones's position as an archi-

tect deserved to be earlier recognized than Wyatt's. In 1861, when
it was supposed that a new era was about to o|>en making a new style

indispensable, Owen Jones might seem to be the master of the situa-

tion, the man for the hour. Classic and Christian architecture he

proclaimed were dead and gone. The new wants, the new materials,
the new sentiments, the new science, could only be expressed in a

style that had been derived from the Alhambra. The public admired
the charming reproduction that was to be seen at Sydenham, but they
were not convinced that stucco so arranged made better residences
then when applied Mat ly as in their houses. One of the cleverest men
of the age was, therefore, compelled to live in the ex|>ectation that

geometric principles must prevail at last, and meanwhile had to gain
a subsistence by designing playing-cards and other things of paper.
The public were as far from believing in his constructive skill at the

close of his career as at the beginning of it. Owen Jones's case is as

representative as could be desired, lie had spared no pains by study
and travel to make himself a master in the profession ; he had given

proofs of original skill and of his readiness to abandon the beaten

tracks; but the English people chose to esteem him as a producer of

colored plates, a reviver of the old art of illumination, and, according
to their wont, they adhered to that opinion. His discourses on " the

present necessity of an architectural education on the part of the pub-
lic

"
were the voice of one crying in the wilderness and unheeded.

There were architects who envied Wyatt and Jones when they
thought of the possibilities of big commissions to which every attache

of the M'-W Art Department might aspire. The lucky man was not,

however, a civilian. For a time Captain Fowke appeared to carry
everything before him, and, if he condescended to seek for work of

an ecclesiastical and unofficial kind, it is not unreasonable to assume
that he must have been no less omnipotent. But all his victories
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were gained in the short term of ten years, and when lie died this

child of Fortune was forty-two. How many among us have failed to

attract one good commission from the blind goddess at that a<te?

If we go back from our own times to one that is earlier a like phe-
nomenon is before us. Take Sir Charles Harry, for example. He
was among those who believed in the advantages of foreign travel,

and did not seek for practice until he was twenty-seven. But then

the prizes came quickly to him, and in little over a dozen years he

possessed the greatest that ever fell to an architect in this country.

Pugin, who was permitted to share in that prize, was another exam-

ple of early success. In our matter-of-fact days it hardly seems pos-
sible that so many events on sea and land could be crowded into forty

years. But even more remarkable is the story of Harvey Lonsdale

Elmes, who in his twenty-third year was selected to be the architect

of St. George's Hall. That it was no transient gleam of prosperity
is seen by the number of the commissions which were offered to him

during his brief existence.

It would possibly become wearisome if we followed the history of

fortunate architects much farther. We may say, however, that what
is seen to-day is but a repetition of what happened a century ago,
and even earlier. The men who have a claim to be called successful

will be found almost invariably to have undergone few tests of their

patience, and it might almost be laid down as a law that, unless an
architect finds commissions are coming easily to him before he is

forty, he may abandon all hope of wealth or eminence. Few men
have had a more toilsome uphill route than Sir John Soane, the

bricklayer's son, and whose very name was borrowed ; but at that

age he was possessed of his Governmental and bank appointments,
and the remainder of his way was easy.

It is a common expedient in fiction to show the triumph of the old

over the young. Everyone who reads novels or has seen many plays
can recall scenes of that kind. In one the old broken-down jockey

jumps on a horse and wins the race from all conspirators ;
in another

the old cudgel-player ascends the platform, and by skill and dexterity
breaks the head of the giant; in a third the old prompter or super-

numerary puts on the garb of Homeo and insures the success of the

Juliet of the night; in a fourth a venerable gentleman passes his ra-

pier through the body of the notorious duellist, who had just slain

his son and grandson. Scenes of the kind may not be found in the

works of the great masters, and Shakespeare, although friendly
towards old age, has nothing of the kind. Othello felt there was
some excuse for wronging him because he was "declined into the

vale of years," and the " first old men "
in the great dramas, although

they may show great vigor occasionally, do not carry everything be-

fore them.
The experience of architectural practice is more corroborative of

the Shakespearian than of the modern fictionist's practice. In all

the competitions which have disturbed the world of late years, how

many instances can be cited in which the prize was borne off by the

seniors of the profession? There was one somewhere in Scotland ;

but, as well as we recollect, nearly all the competitors were first put
out of court for non-compliance with the conditions. Judging by the

history of competitions, it may be assumed that the prize-wiuner will

be among the younger men.
It might be supposed that, with work like architecture, much ex-

perience is necessary, which is only to be acquired by the toil of many
years. But the length of time has not been defined, and as long as

men have been building they have not been afraid to entrust the

responsibility for the works to the hands of youth. England is not

alone in that respect. The practice is so ancient that the world has

come to act upon it almost instinctively. An architect who is ad-

vancing towards middle age is expected to refer to many buildings
of his own, and, should he be unable, his incompetency is not as-

cribed to fortune. In no profession is the maxim of nothing succeed-

ing so well as success, more applicable than in architecture.

It will be asked what is the conclusion that is to be drawn from all

this? The reply, we fear, must be considered harsh and painful.

Believing in the doctrine that history is but philosophy in practice,
and that its use is to afford us examples, we maintain that every
architect, if he will only be guided by the past, can give a good guess
as to his chance of future success. A time must be allowed for train-

ing, and for making one's name known. But before he reaches thirty
a man who expects to be prosperous should have convincing testi-

mony that his circle of clients is gradually increasing. If he has not

had dealings with builders on his own account by that time, it will be

well to forbear raising Chateaux en Epagne. The ten years that

follow offer a crucial test. It is possible to hear of men who have
had a good practice and lost it before they were forty, but, unless we
are mistaken, it would he ditlicult to bring forward cases in which

prosperity dates from that age. Chances are always turning up to

surprise the world, but there are fewer of them in architecture than

in the sister profession.
The effect of thoughts like those we suggest is likely to make peo-

ple desponding. An architect who has a little of the stoic will be
able to bear his lot amidst greater discouragements, and we know of

many who continue to find a pleasure in the study of the art, although
they are no longer sanguine that it will bring them any other reward.
There are others who believe that the profession affords them oppor-
tunity for duty, and are satisfied. Besides, it is possible to lower
one's expectations, and the student who expected nothing less than

to be a Koyal Academician may eventually be happy and contented
when he finds that after years of canvassing he has succeeded in

gaining one of the least profitable district survivorships. Too many,
however, continue to indulge in visions of artistic success, when, on

reflection, they would see how illusory is the contingency. It has
been said that " where no hope is, life's a warning, that only serves

to make us grieve," but the question that should be asked by a great
many is whether that hope might not be found with more confidence
in some other pursuit? The Architect.

ECONOMICAL AND FIRE-PROOF PLASTERING.

TTfO quote from " Notes on
I* Buildiny Construction,"

"
Plastering consists

of applying different com-

positions, resembling mor-

tar, to walls and ceilings in

thin layers, so as to form
smooth surfaces for the sake
of appearance and cleanli-

ness." This woidd be rather

too brief a description with

which to sum up the plas-
terer's trade, but it is sulK-

cient for our purpose, and

may stand as a preface to

the paper we are writing;
not so much with the object
of describing the different

materials and process of

plastering now in use as to

introduce to architects,

builders, plasterers and
others interested in build-

ing operations a new mate-

rial,
" Robinson's cement,"

recently invented, patented,
and brought upon the market by Messrs. Joseph Robinson & Co.,

of the Kuothill Cement and Plaster Works, near Carlisle, Eng. This

cement will, we feel sure, be a welcome addition, not only to the

plasterer, but to his employers. It is so good, so true and uniform in

its manufacture, so economical and efficient in its working, and may
be used for such a variety of purposes, that we believe it only re-

quires to be sufficiently known to come into very general operation.
We are convinced, after a long series of experiments and tests, of

its great utility and elficiency as a substitute for any of the cements

now in use, and from its cheapness, it is likely, when known, to very

generally take the place of the present mode of plastering, entirely

altering for the better the character of the work about our buildings
in this very important respect.

So many improvements have been made in building materials and

appliances of recent years, the artistic knowledge and requirements
of the present time have so much increased on the part of architects,

builders and their clients, that to be contented any longer with the

plastering as it is at present done in the general way is hardly possi-
ble. It is not only tedious and clumsy in its preparation and appli-

cation, but often imperfect in its result. The plasterer's pit taking

up so much room about a building, and for such a length of time,

for the proper slaking of the lime, is a positive nuisance, and a change
in this direction is not only desirable but requisite, particularly

where, as in towns, the space around building operations is limited,

and in these days of rapid progress expedition in carrying out the

works is so essential. These considerations, amongst others, have

led Messrs. Robinson & Co. (or rather the head of the firm) to de-

vote much time and attention to the invention of a cement that should

obviate all this, by being equal in all respects to the Keene's, Parian,
or other cements now used (but in limited quantities, and in the best

class of work only, to which they are confined by reason of their

cost), and at the same time so much cheaper that it might be intro-

duced and used not only as they are, but as a substitute for the ordi

nary plastering, consisting of lime, sand and hair that we have hith-

erto been compelled to put up with. This result they now claim to

have obtained by means of their new invention, and they reasonably

hope that their cement may be given a fair trial, feeling assured that

it will give every satisfaction, either when used in lieu of Keene's or

Parian, or as a substitute for ordinary plastering.
Before more fully describing

" Robinson's cement," it may be as

well briefly to glance at the ordinary methods of plastering in gen-
eral use, as it will enable us to make comparisons that may assist us

in arriving at a fair decision upon this new material. In the ordi-

nary methods of plastering familiar to most of us, the materials used

are lime, hair and sand mixed together, and laid on in successive

coats differing from one another in their preparation in accordance

with the character of the work. Pure, or fat limes, are generally
used for the sake of economy and safety, hydraulic limes requiring

especial attention to prevent them from blowing. The lime should

be most thoroughly slaked, or it will throw out blisters after being

spread ; for this reason the " stuff
"

is made long before it is required,
and left for weeks to cool, i.e., to become thoroughly slaked. The
different preparations made in this way are the " coarse stuff," "fine

stuff," and "
plasterer's putty."

" Coarse stuff
"
consists of one or

one-and-a-half parts of sand to one of slaked lime
;
the sand is heaped
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round in a circle, and the lime, previously mixed with water to a

creamy consistency, is poured into the middle, hair is then added
and well worked in to make the coarse stuff hang together, and the

mixture is left several weeks to cool. " Fine stuff
"

is pure lime

flaked to a paste with a small quantity of water, afterwards more
water is added till it is of the consistence of cream, it is then allowed

to settle and the water run off, that in the mass allowed to evaporate
until the whole has hecome thick enough for use. " Plasterer's

putty
"

is similar to " fine stuff" only prepared more carefully and
run through a sieve. Taking the ordinary three-coat work, usually

specified as "
plaster, float and set," as an example. The first coat

or" pricking-tip
"

for veilings or partitions consists of a layer of the
" coarse stuff

"
spread over the laths, stiff enough to hold together,

but sufficiently soft to pass between the laths and form a key; it is

then scored over with the points of laths to form a key for the sec-

ond coat or floating, which is applied when the pricking-tip is suffi-

ciently dry, and consists of " fine stuff" with the addition of a little

hair, and is laid on with floats, worked upon screeds of plaster to en-

sure the surface being true ;
this is then gone over with a hand-float,

any defects made good, and allowed to become perfectly dry. Then
comes the third or setting coat. If the surface is to be papered it

should be set with "fine stuff," and if whitened, with "putty
"
and

washed, and if painted it should be finished " trowelled stucco,"

composed of two-thirds "fine stuff
"
without hair and one-third fine

clean sand. If it is required to set very quickly, especially in damp
weather, one-sixth to one-third plaster-of-Paris is added to the
"
stuff," and is then termed "

gauged work ;

"
it can only be mixed in

small quantities, and great care must be observed that the other

coats are perfectly dry, or the shrinkage being unequal, the last coat

will be full of cracks.

Rendering is the term when the plastering is applied to walls; it

is done in the same way as before described, but not so much hair is

required in the "coarse stuff "as when used on laths. With the

results, as thus worked out, we are all pretty well acquainted, but are

not all equally satisfied. It has hitherto, for the want of a better,

and not much more costly, material, been considered sufficiently good
in the ordinary wav to meet our requirements ; but how often have
we found by pricking the surface that the under coats run out like

dust, indicating their soft and unsound quality. Then the blistering
that often takes place over the surface, although so much time and
care has been spent in the endeavor to slake every particle of lim >,

and again there is the cracked surface too often seen, rendering it

necessary to apply some other material, such as paper to hide its

defects. We submit that this is no longer sufficiently good, when
the other fittings and finishings of our dwellings are so much im-

proved in design, material and workmanship, if the desired end can

be obtained at a trifling additional cost over ordinary plastering, as

we believe it may be by using
" Robinson's cement." This can be

applied as Keene's or Parian now are, giving equally good, if not

even better, results, and by reason of its cheapness may be substi-

tuted for general plastering, making good work in this respect the

rule, instead of the exception, as at present. The additional cost in

the material itself we think likely to be pretty well counterbalanced

by the saving in space, time, and labor in working
" Robinson's ce-

ment."
The plasterers' pit, and the time occupied in slaking the lime and

waiting for the drying of one coat before another can be applied, will

be no longer required, the carrying of the " stuff
" from where it is

prepared to the spot where it is wanted would be obviated, the ce-

ment being mixed where used with the requisite quantity of sand

applied at once in one coat, and finished off as desired there and

then, forming one homogeneous body, without any delay arising from

the dampness of the weather or any other cause. Messrs. Joseph
Robinson & Co., the patentees and manufacturers of this new cement,
have been established since the year 1828. Their principal plaster
and cement works are situated at Knothill, near Carlisle, where they
have immense deposits of the purest alabaster. They have also ex-

tensive quarries in Westmoreland and in Staffordshire. Their Knot-

hill works are directly connected with the Midland Railway system,
the Midland Company having built the Cotehill Station specially for

their extensive trallic and laid down sidings in connection with the

works. The quarries situated in Inglewood Forest, from which they
obtain their best alabaster, are practically inexhaustible, and are in

first-rate working order. The uncovering, though considerable,

requires no mining, the average depth of the face of the alabaster

when uncovered being from twenty to thirty feet. Very large quan-
tities of the alabaster are now bared, ready for use, the principle here

being to keep well ahead in this respect in case of any unusual de-

mand. The alabaster in these quarries in its original state is almost

pure white, and as compared with alabaster generally, it is peculiarly

hard, which is a great point in its favor, for the harder the nature of

the raw material, the better the quality of the cement and its strength
in setting after manufacture. Coal is cheap in the neighborhood, and

the direct communication with the Midland Railway simplifies the

getting it and sending away of manufactured articles. Messrs. Rob-

inson & Co. make their plasters and cements where the raw material

is produced, thus reducing their working expenses to a minimum, and

enabling them to compete favorably with any other manufacturers,

equally well placed. Hitherto for many years they have confined

their attention principally to the manufacture of plaster-of-Paris, in

its various forms; but having now perfected a cement so likely to

come into extensive use, they are making every preparation needful

to insure their meeting a large demand bv erecting the additional

necessary machinery. The manufacture of this new cement i sim-

ple, uniform and expeditious in the extreme, compared with that of

other eenieiit- of similar character, which are not only complicated,
but so slow and tedious that a long time is required in their manu-
facture. As an example of the expedition with which " Robinson's

"

can be manufactured, we may mention, that by way of a trial they
have on receiving an order by the morning's post taken the alabaster

out of the quarries, converted it into cement, and sent it off by rail

the same afternoon. This meant), of course, a great saving in the

cost of manufacture, and enables them to offer their cement at a price

which, together with its very greatly increased power of carrying
sand, makes it

possible
of introduction for general plastering work.

In perfecting this cement many experiments have been tried, and
the results very carefully tested. These tests have been in operation
over several of the winter months, and are m >-t satisfactory. A
short description of some of these tests may be useful.

TESTS.

A bay of a brick wall, a yard wide by two yards high, was covered
with the ordinary three coats "

render, float, and set
"
work for the

sake of comparison ;
next to this ami subject to exactly the same

influences, and in similar sized pieces, were some five or six slabs of

"Robinson's" cement work done by an ordinary plasterer as fol-

lows :

1. The rendering coat, averaging five-eighths of an inch thick, con-

sisted of two parts sand to one of cement, set directly sufficiently
hard to be finished with a rough surface of equal parts of sand and

cement, and in the space of a few hours was particularly hard and

strong, equal in this respect to Portland.

2. The second slab was in the proportion of three parts of o>ni
to one of cement for the rendering coat, of the same thickness M
before, and was finished directly with pure cement one-eighth of an
inch thick. This in a few hours also set very hard, and its strength
became very considerable.

3. The third slab had four parts of sand to one of cement for the

rendering five-eighths of an inch thick, and finished with pure cement.
This also set very hard and strong, worked easily, and stands admi-

rably.
After an interval of several months there is no sign whatever of

deterioration in any of these examples ; but, on the contrary, they
have hardened with time, which is a conclusive proof of the quality
anil strength of this cement.

4. Several other mixtures of the sand and cement were tried at

the same time for rendering coats, five to one and even six to one.

With this very large proportion of sand the result was considerably

stronger than the ordinary rendering of lime, sand and hair
;
but for

general work the
pro|K>rtion

of " four of sand to one of cement is

recommended." The quantity of sand this cement will carry is

greatly in excess of other similar cements, and proves its natural

strength and economy in use.

On laths for ceilings or partitions it was tried in the first instance

pure, averaging three-quarters of an inch thick ; including the key.
There was very little waste on putting it up; it formed a good key
to the laths, and in the space of a few hours set so strong that it be-

came extremely difficult to break it away even with hard hammering.
5. It was next tried for similar work with two parts of sand to one

of cement,*vith a very little hair added for the first or pricking-up
coat, and then finished with pure cement one-eighth of an inch thick ;

this made excellent work, and in pricking-up there was little or no
waste.

Its resistance to fire was also tried in several different ways. It

stood the tests applied, and proved its excellent fire-proof qualities;
for casing wood and iron work it will be found very valuable, and
also for forming a fire-proof ceiling. For running cornices, skirtings,

mouldings, angle beads, etc., it is particularly well adapted, and is

very good and strong, the labor in working all these being similar,

but somewhat less, than in other cements. Tlie cement was also ex-

perimented upon for external work. A piece of outside wall was
selected in a most exposed position, and rendered with two parts of

sand to one of cement finished with two of cement to one of sand,
the sand being worked up to form a rough surface. This was done
in January last, and has had all kinds of weather upon it since.

After five months there is no sign of any deterioration whatever ;

ndeed, its exposure has hardened it, proving that it might be used

for outside work, especially in timber framing. As an additional

proof of the strength of this cement, compared with other cements,
n inch square briquette, seven days old, bore a strain equal to three

lundred and seventy pounds before breaking, and as three hundred
and fifty pounds is considered a very good and sufficient test for a

1'ortland cement briquette of the same size and age, this is highly

satisfactory.
Its tensile strength being so considerable makes it very valuable

:or setting decorative tiles, glazed bricks or "gauged" brickwork,
where putty is now used; and there is no fear of its salting or ex-

panding. It has already been used with the most perfect results in

me of the large public buildings in London, and is considered so

satisfactory that tiie architects are about to use it on a much larger
scale elsewhere. It has been carefully tested for painting in sev-

eral ways by a well-known London decorator, and with entirely

satisfactory results, showing that it can be applied and painted upon
it once, as with Keene's or Parian, or it may be left to get dry, and
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then painted, as within three weeks of being rendered it is thoroughly
dry and ready for decoration, and will stand line colors perfectly.
With other cements, if left, the period that must elapse before they
can be painted must be measured by months instead of weeks. In

using it no notice need be taken of " the time of year or the state of

the weather;
"

the plasterers can be put into a room with the requi-
site quantity of sand, and cement and work it straight away ; there

is no delay required for drying, for as fast as one coat is done, the

finishing coat can be run and the whole completed. The treatment

of the various cements at present in use varies very slightly ; they
are generally laid on in one thickness of from half to three-quarters
of an inch, and of the proportion of one of cement to one or one-and-

a-half of sand, the surface being finished with a thin coating of neat

cement. The ground-work is often done in Portland finished with

Parian or Keene's ; this, however, is rather doubtful policy, for be-

sides bringing an additional material on to the works, it often (unless
the Portland cement is most thoroughly dry, which of course tkes

time), sets up a chemical action detrimental to the finished face.

Portland need never be resorted to with "
Robinson's," which is suf-

ficiently strong to carry easily four parts of sand and one of cement,

making excellent work with that large quantity of sand, and being
very economical in use on that account. Like some other cements,
it can be brought up to a beautiful polished surface if required.

Hitherto cements of this description have been used for plastering
in first-class work only, their cost being against their general adop-
tion, and we have had to be content with the ordinary style of plas-

tering for large surfaces. However, we now hope to arrive at a bet-

ter state of things, rendered possible by the introduction of " Robin-
son's cement." which, whilst comparing in every way equally with

any of the others, can be manufactured and procured at so much less

cost, bringing it within the reach of all, for general as well as special

purposes. Plasterers who have used it report very favorably upon
it, and that it works easily, very smoothly and well

; it does not dis-

color their tools, nor has it any other objectionable qualities. As its

simplicity and cleanliness in working cannot be too strongly insisted

upon, and its strength and durability are proved beyond a doubt, we
are convinced that it only re juires to be tried to establish its own
claim to the consideration of architects, builders, plasterers and their

clients. It is needless here to specify all its uses. For private dwell-

ings, public buildings, hospitals, schools, workhouses and infirmaries

it is especially well adapted, as its antiseptic qualities are a great

advantage and make it practically impervious to absorption and in-

fection. It possesses the additional advantage of being as easily and

thoroughly washed as an ordinary slab of marble. It has been already

brought under the notice of several architects, who have expressed
their entire satisfaction with it, and are adopting it because of its

high quality, economy in use, and the satisfactory results obtained.

G. H. Hunt, in the Building News.

A REMINDER OF BUTLELl'S RULE IN NEW ORLEANS.
NEW ORLEANS, LA., July 20, 18S5.

To TUB EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN AKCHITKCT :

Dear Sirs, Referring to the above-named item in your number
of July 18, [ may venture the suggestion that "the doughty patriot"

(General Butler) will scarcely care to take the whole credit for the

inscription on the base of the Clay statue, which, instead of being
carved in the solid granite, where dissatisfied citizens would have had
to dig it out, was simply stencilled in black ink, in ten lines, six of

which begin with words cut off just wlien the stencil reached the side

of the panel, so that a fine sentiment is made ludicrous by this school-

boy bungling, and it is quite a satisfaction to see the ink quietly wash-

ing away. J. F.

WARM WALLS.
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, CAN., July 20, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OP THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Deal Sirs, You will greatly oblige a subscriber to your very

practical
and valuable journal by a reply to the following query:

What is the cheapest mode of miking a wooden terrace warm? I

thought of lime and sawdust between studs. Perhaps some one can

suggest a better preventative of cold, less liable to become the harbor

of insects. We have an outside temperature of forty degrees below

zero to contend with. Yours truly,
W. T. DALTON, Architect.

[THE best way of keeping a wooden house warm is by back-plastering
and paper. Two layers of good felt or cane-fibre paper over the ouk-ide

boarding, and shingles not clapboards over that, with a continuous sheet
of back-plastering on laths between the studs, either nailed to fillets on the

sides of the studs or put on other laths which are nailed directly to the
inside of the outside boarding, will, with good interior plastering, brought
down to the fl>or everywhere, give as warm an outside wall us can be
obtained even with brick filling, and a warmer one than is likely to be got
with a tilling of sawdust or any other material which settles by its own
weight. In back-plastering, care should be taken to get a good key to the_
mortar, and to bring it well up on the studs, sills, girts and plates, so that'

no crevices shall be left anywhere, and instead of leaving it off altogether
at the floors, as builders often do, particular pains should be taken to make
the spaces about the ends of the beams absolutely tight. Sjme architects,
in addition to the back-plastering between the studs, make the inner plas-

tering coat double, by nailing fillets over the first plastering, and then lath-

ing and plastering again; but if the back-plastering between the studs is

thoroughly done, the double inside plastering is seldom necessary, and if it

is not well done, the house will bo cold in spite of the double inner coat.

In the way of minor precautions, care should Ije taken to close every crevice
in the exterior skin of the building, through which a breath of the intensely

cold winter winds can penetrate, to circulate thence over the house. Even
with well-protected walls, there are usually vulnerable places around the
window-frame*, particularly under the stools, and these should always be
ploughed on the under side, so that the shingles can be driven up into them
to break the joint, and in addition to this it is well to tuck cotton from the
inside into the open space just under the stool, as well as into other suspi-
cious crevices. If either tarred or ordinary paper is used to put on the
boarding around the window and door f rauies, under the outside casings,
enough wind is likely to get in there, especially after the shrinkage of the
casings and studs has torn the paper, to cause a chilly draught in the rooms
in the vicinity of the windows, and it is better to use strips of zinc under
the casings. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

LOCUST PINS.
LYNCHBtTRH, VA., July 15, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Please inform me of the price of locust pins, the
various kinds and dimensions, and where to be delivered, as well as
whether the purchaser pays the freight or it is paid by the seller.

Your attention to this will much oblige

Respectfully, J. B. NORVILLE.
[INQUIRY discovers that in this market only oak pins are used, which

cost about a cent apiece. Locust has shell good qualities, however, that
they might be easily introduced. Eos. AMERICAN ARCHITKCT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
CUTTING GLASS BY ELECTUICITY. Electricity has now been applied

to cutting glass tubes, an operation of some difficulty when the diam-
eter is large; and iron wire half a millimeter in diameter is wound
round the tube at the place required to be cut, and the ends are con-
nected by means of copper conductors of the same diameter, witli the

poles of a powerful battery or other generator of electricity. This iron
becomes heated when the current flows, and it is only necessary to cool
it suddenly with a few drops of cold water in order to produce a clear
cut. Glass tubes four inches in diameter are now cut in this way.
Journal of the Society of Arts.

LIFTING A MASONRY ARCH. Les Annales des Travaux Publics for

July, 1885, describes the lifting to a more elevated position of a
masonry arch, having a span 32.8 feet and a rise of 4.26 feet. The
arch was fifteen feet wide, and at the key was 2.88 feet deep.
A lining of plank was first put under the arch and then five centres
made of wrought iron, apparently. Under each end of the arch were
then placed two bents of timber, 5.8 feet apart, and well braced in

both directions. Each of these bents rested on two longitudinal
timbers ami between these sticks, midway between the centres, were
located double wedges, and between each set of wedges and di-

rectly under the centres and their posts were lifting screws. This
arrangement having been carried out, the arch was cut at the spring-
ing lines with hammer and chisel, leaving, until all was ready, three

points of support on each side. When the weight of the arch, which
weighed 180 tons, was thrown entirely upon the centres several cracks
made their appearance, and the crown sank about one and one-half
inches. At the first turn of the screws, however, it was found that the
cracks showed no signs of further increase, and the lifting was com-
menced with great uniformity. At each vertical inch of hoist the
screws were stopped and the wedges tightly driven. The total dis-

tance raised was 1.4 feet, and this work was accomplished in fourteen
hours. During the lifting a further sinking of about three-fourths of
an inch took place, and the eight cracks extended from end to end of

the arch. These cracks had a width of three-eighths of an inch, but

they were lost in the interior of the masonry without appearing on the
extrados. These fissures were filled with a thin grout of one part
Portland cement to one part of sand, and eight days were allowed for
the setting of this cement before the centres were removed. When the
arch rested on its new abutments a fresh hair crack appeared, but with-
out doing any further damage.

SUBSTITDTES FOR WHITE LEAD. The attempt to introduce some
other lead compound as a substitute for white lead appears to have a
ceaseless charm for inventors, in spite of the very long list of complete
and more or less costly failures in that direction. One of the most per-

severing laborers in this field appears to be Mr. A. French, who is the

proprietor of several patents for obtaining the much desired substitute

by means of lead " fume " from smelting furnaces. We recently
noticed his proposal to make a black paint from the fume by convert-

ing it into lead sulphide. He had already patented the use of the fume,
caught in a special condenser of which he was joint patentee with Mr.

Wilson, as a white paint. By a still later patent lie proposes to make
use of this fume by acting upon it with hydrochloric acid, and thus

producing an oxychloride of lead, which is to give "an excellent white

pigment requiring very little oil to form white paint, of the consistency
of ordinary white lead." We may take it that the condensed fume of

Mr. French's former patent has not been largely adopted as white

paint, as he now proposes to further act upon it with hydrochloric acid.

It is very curious how the same attempts are made over and over

again, and how little many inventors seem to trouble themselves to find

out what has been done before them in the same direction. The prep-
aration of a white paint from oxychloride of lead was proposed many
years ago by Mr. 1'attiuson, inventor of the process for desilverizing
lead which bears his name. He worked out a very beautiful and suc-

cessful process for preparing the oxychloride direct from galena, and
started a works to carry on the manufacture. The product was very
beautiful, but it did not succeed in displacing the white lead, nor in

even getting used to any extent alongside of it. The fact is, that not-

withstanding the constant assertions of successive inventors that their

particular preparation has the "
consistency

" and all the good qualities
of white lead, it has so far invariably been found by the painters that

such is not the case, aikl finally, after all the generations of experimen-
ters, white lead and the old " Dutch" process for making it, still remain

practically unaffected by their rivals. Engineering.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(hrported for Tli* American Architect and Building New.

[Althmtgh a large portion of the building intelligent*
it prm'itiftl by their regular correspondents, the editor*

yrt'ittfi/ desire to receive voluntary informationt cspe
9ittlly/~om the smaller and outlying towns,\

BUILDING PATENTS.

(Printer! tpeciflcatioHt of emu patents here mentioned,
fether imtli full detail illustrationt, may be obtained
'the Cnmmissinner of 1'atents, at Washington, for

{Printed specifications of any patent! here mentioned,
logel'
/<A
twenty-jtre cents.]

322,426. SASH-FASTENER. Wlnfleld S. Cunning-
ham, Springfield, O.

322,434. BENCH-CLAMP. Hiram C. Fenton, Hart-
ford, Conn.

322,446. REFRIGERATOR - BUILDING. Joseph F.
Hanrahan, Ottawa, Ontario, Can.

322,492. AUTOMATIC SAFETY-GUARD FOB ELEVA-
TORS. Franklin P. Hinds, Boston, Mass.

322,455. MACHINE FOB SANDING BBICK- MOULDS.
Roswell S. Judsou and Cyrus J. Hancock, Matteawan,

322,457. EXPANSION-JOINT. Pbllipp Koch, New
York, N. Y.

322,475. STEAM-BOILEB. Benjamin N. Payne, El-
mlra, N. Y.

322,485. ELEVATOR - HATCH GATE. Charles T.
Schulze, Cincinnati, O.

322,488. DOOB- HANG KB. Samuel Shreffler, Jr.,
Joliet, 111.

322,505. MOUTISE - LOCK. Lewis Tighe, Detroit,
Mich.

322,513. DOOB CHECK. Thomas G. Williamson
Philadelphia, Pa.
322.520. SASH - HOLDER. Frank P. Catlin Clay-

ton, Wis.
322,531. TOOGI.K-JOIKT. Frederick L. Ellis, New

Haven, Conn.
322,849. HEATING-DBCM. Jas. P. Lydon Marys-

ville, Cal.
322,553. SASH-FASTEXEB. Joseph Paillet, Dela-

ware, O.

322,559. BRICKS, BUILDING - BLOCKS, ETC., MADE
OF PURIFIED ASHES AND LIME. Ernest L. Kausome
Oakland, Cal.

32;,563. APPLIANCE FOB LAYING BRICKS. Martin
Raymond, Patercon, N. J.

322,587. CHEJflCAL FlRK-EXTINGUISHBB. Joseph
A. De Mauclero, Parin, France.
322588. SHUTTER-WORKEK. John Dierks, Har-

lan, Iowa.
322,610. STOVE OB FURNACE REOULATINO DEVICE.

Samuel \V. Jackson, Chicago, 111.

322,613. FIRE-ESCAPE. George W. Kern, Chilli-

cothe, O.

322,626. WATER-CLOSET. Frank J. Merz New-
ark, N. J.

322,634. HOT - AIR FIREPLACE. Doyel Pearson,
Memphis, Teun.

322.648. DOOR-CHECK. John H. Shaw, New Haven,
Conn.

322.649. DOOR-SPRING. John H. Shaw, New Ka-
ren, Conn.

322.650. GAS-ENGINE. Cephas Shelburne, Rich-
mond, Va.

322,659. MIXED PAINT. William H. Van Keuren,
Wluona. Minn.

322,881. ELECTRIC DOOR - OPENER. Thomas A.
Casey, New York, N. Y.

322,685. AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER. Frank B. Co-
mins, New Bedford, Mass.

322,707. SASH-CORD FASTEXEB. Geo. W. Graves,
Norwalk, O.

322,732. VENETIAN BLIND. William H. Lang, Bur-
lington, Vt.

322,751. COMPOSITION FOB PLASTERING. John W.
KITS, Uuiontowu, Pa.
322,756. DERRICK. David Sharp, Lemoore. Cal.

322,763. PNEUMATIO DOOB-CHECK. George Vin-
cent, Stockton, Cal.

322,790. MACHINE FOB FOBMING FLANGES UPON
SOFT PIPES. Milton Chase, Haverhill, Mass.

322,813. STONE-LIFTBB. Daniel English, Brook-
vllle, Pa.

322,816. MACHINE FOB PLANING AND FINISHING
THIN PIECKS OF WOOD. Addiaon M. Ford and Jas.
M. Moore, Jericho, Vt.

322,819. WOUD-PBKSKRVINO APPARATUS. Ludrlg
Hansen and Andrew Smith, Wilmington, N. C.

322,873. FIRE-PROOF CKILINO. Peter B. Wight
Hyde Park, 111.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
HOME. George Archer, architect, has prepared draw-

ings for tut; Ifoung Women's Christian Association
for a three-sfy brick building, 25'x85', to be erected
cor. Barret and Liberty Sts., to cost about $12,000;
John Haswell & Sou, builders.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report eighteen
permits have been granted, the more important of
which are the following:

S. li. Carey, three-sfy brick building, w s McCul-
loh St., between Hoffman and Dolphin Sts.
W. F. Stubbs, 5 two sfy brick buildings, w s Shep-

pard Alley, between Columbia Ave. and St. Peter
Street.
Hoeu Building Co., sU-sfy brick building, e s

North St., u of Lexington St.
S. R. Kobiusou, 5 ihrec-st'y brick buildings, e s

Madison Ave., commencing s e cor. North Ave.
Jos. L. Amos, 14 two-st'y brick buildings, e s Ful-

ton Ave., commencing s e cor. Baker St.

H. A. Zetgler, 6 two-sfy brick buildings, e s Val
ley St., n oCPreston St.
Jacob Oster & Son, 4 two-sfy brick buildings

commencing t e cor. MadUon and Constitution Su.
Boston.

BUILDING PERMITS. MUlett St., Ward 24, 3 two-sfy
pitch-roof dwells.; owner, J. I*. Carlton.
Tremonl St.. Ward 25. oue-st'y shed; owner, John

F. Walsh.
Eatiman St., Ward 20, 3 two-st'y pitch - roof

dwells.; owner, John H. Uigie.
CAurcA St., Ward 25, two-st'y flat-roof dwell,

owner, John Brennan.
'*'/ -I' 1

'
1

., Ward 24, three-st'y flat-roof dwell,
owner, Thomas W. Tuttle.
East Eighth St., Ward 14, 2 three-sfy flat-roof

dwells, and store; owners, H. C. & A. H. Menslage.
Fatter St.. Ward 24, 2 three-sfy flat-roof dwells,

owner, E. E. Currier.
I'l'li'lui St., Ward 24, 2 two-st'y pitch-roof dwells

and mechanical office; owner, W. li. Qulgley.
Monlrose Ave., Ward 21, two-st'y pilch-roof dwell,

owner. J. K. Smyth.
Poplar St., Ward 23. two-sfy pitch-roof dwell,

owner, Mrs. II. B. Learitt.

Albany St., Ward 17, two-st'y flat-roof shed; owner
A. F. Leatherbee.
Hand PI., Ward 21, three-st'y flat-roof dwell,

owner, H. J. Bartlett.

Copeland St., Ward 21, 2 two-st'y pitch - roof
dwells.; owner. Carl Eberliard.
Everett St., Ward 2, 2 Ihree-sfy flat^roof dwells,

owner, John McCormfck.
Aihford St., Ward 25, two-sfy pitch-roof dwell,

owner, Mrs. E. E. Rogers.
Washington St., Ward 23, one-st'y flat-roof struct-

ure for mechanical purposes; owner, Thomas J
Tobin.

Enylewood Ave., Ward 25, two-st'y pitch - roof
dwell.; owner, A.G. Weeks.
Stiver St., Ward 15, two-st'y flat-roof stable

owner, H. N. Hatch.
Chelsea St., Ward 1, two-st'y pitch-roof dwell.;

owner, Mrs. Margaret Caddy.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Diamond SI., n e cor. Nassau
Are., three-sfy frame (brick-lilted) tenement, gravel
roof; cost, $4,300; owner, Wui. H. Uasselbrook, 103
Diamond St.; architect. J. J. Randall.

Clinton Ave., w. 312 and 314, 2 three-st'y brick
and Jersey sandstone dwells., tin roofs; cost, $22,00>i;
owner. Henry F. Hutchiusoii, 308 Clinton Are.;
architect, S. F. Ereletb.

Clifton PI.. A'o. 281, n s, 200' w Nostrand Are.,
four st'y brick tenement, gravel roof; cost, $12,000
owner, architect and builder, J. Graham Glover, 211

Montague St.

Reid Ave., s w cor. Greene Ave., 6 four-st'y brick
store and tenemenls, tin roofs; cost, each, $U,50D;
owner, architect and builder, H. Grasmau,
Marcy Are.
Seventeenth St., n s, 80' w Sixth Are., three-st'y

frame tenement (brick-filled), tin roof; cost, $3,383;
owner, Frederick Scbwartje, Atlantic Are., cor.
Third Are.; architect, W. H. Wlrth; builders. Pow-
derly & Murphy.
Stockton St., A'o. 295, u s, 125' e Sumner Ave.,

three-st'y frame (brick-nlled) store and tenement,
tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner, Mary Murphy; archi-

tect, I'h. Engelhardt.
George St., n s. 100' w Knickerbocker Ave., three-

st'y frame (brick-fllled) tenement, tin roof; cost,
$4.000; owner and builder, Alex. Eschenbach, South
Fifth St.; architect, I'h. Engelbardt.

Central Ave., w cor. Elm St., 4 Ihree-sfy frame
(brick-tilled) store and tenements, tin roofs; cost,
each, 15,000; owner and builder, John Kramer,
Bushwlck Ave., near Elm St.; architect, Th. Engel-
hard t.

Berkeley PI., s s, 2807 e Seventh Ave., three-sfy
brick and freestone dwell., tin roof; cost, $12,500;
owner, David A. Boodry, 206 Berkeley PI.; archi-

tects, J. W. Walter and E. B. Sturges.
Venion Ave., n s, 155' e Nostraud Are., two-sfy

and attic brick dwell., slate and tin roof; cost,
$10,000; owner, Mrs. S. Vanderveer, Veruon Ave.,
cor. Nostrand Are.; architects, Parfltt Bros.; build-

er, A. Miller.
Qreene Ave., * s, 120' e Reid Ave., 3 two-sfy and

three-st'y rear brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost,
each. $6,000; owner, B. F. Constable, on premises;
architect and contractor, Jos. T. Miller; mason, W.
P. Osborn.
Greene Ave., s s, 100' e Reid Ave., two-sfy and

basement and three-st'y rear brown-stone dwells.,
tin roofs; cost, $6,000; owner, Geo. 11. Smith, Greene
Ave.. cor. Reid Ave.; architect, J. T. Miller.
Vau Brunt St., s e s, at river front, four-st'y brick

storehouse, gravel roof; cost, $.10,000; owner, Wm.
Beard, 140 Amity St.; builders, P. Kelly St Sou and
H. Turrer.
AtcDonough St., No. 399, between Stnyresant and

Reid Ares., four-st'y brick storage, tin roof; cost,

$3,500; owner, John Loader, 401 McDonough St.;

architect, A. Hill; builder, A. Sutterlin.
Melroie St., s s. 9V w Hamburg Are., three-st'y

frame (brick-filled) school-house, tin roof; cosl,

$7,000; owner, St. Leonbards Congregation, on
premises; architect, G. Hillenbrand; builders, J.

Wagner and W. Bayer.
Hicks St., A'o. 64, w s, 25' n Cranberry St., four-st'y

brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $8,500; owner, Henry
Stump. 64 Hicks St.; architect, M. Thomas; build-

ers, J. Thatcher ami i:. S. Boyd & Sou.
t.'lnson A*e., Xo. 146, e s, between Myrtle and

Park Ares., tbree-sfy frame (brick-tilled) tenement,
tin roof: oost, $5,400; owner, Daniel F. Dwyer; archi-

tect, J.Platte; builders, J. T. Hanlou and C.Collins.
Seventh Ave., n e cor. Twelfth St., 3 two and three

st'y brick store and dwells., tin roofs; cost, $20,000;
owner, T. Brown,381 Eleventh St.; architect, 1. D.

Reynolds; builder, W. Brown.
Pouters St., s s, 142' e Leonard St., two-fy frame

(brick-fllled) church, tin roof; cost, 37,500; owners.
Trustees Methodist Episcopal Church; architect, O.
H. Uoollttle; builders, S. V. Hyers and O. H. Doo-
little.

ttyrtlr Ave., u w cor. Graham St., 4 four-it' y brick
store* and flats, tin roofs, wooden cornices; oost,
Mil. $12,000; owner, Cornelius Uonnellou, 116
Pacific St.; architects. G. P. Chaprmll & i ...

Halsey St., a i. 179' e Reid Are., 4 two-sfy brick
dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $3,000; owners, Fred-
erick and John Dbuy, 8S3 Herklmer St.; bulMer, J.

Dhuy.
ALTERATION*. I'rince St., w s, 120* I Concord St.,
two cross-walls of brick; oost, $4,448; owners, Hlb-
tan A Co., Prince St., cor. Concord St.; architect,
M. J. Morrill; builders, P. Carlln & Sons.
Marry Ave., car. Lynch and Hey ward Sts., two-

sfy brick extension, wings on both sides, tin roof;
con, $35,000; owner, Stale of Mew York; architect,
B. F. Gaylor; builders, W. & T. Lamb, Jr., and
Jen kins A Gillies.

Chicago.
BUILDING PEBNIT*. A. Engle, two-sfy dwell., 55-
658 North State St.; oost, $15,000; architect, Hal

H /Cassard, 11 two-st'y dwells., 37:i-.V7 Thirty-third
St.; oost, $20,000.
G. Bennett, two-sfy dwell., 2629 Halsted St.; oost,

ML
F. S. Mueller, three-sfy factory, 107-169 Indiana

St.; cost, $7,000.
W. M. Hoyt, 2 four-st'y dwells., 240-242 Illinois St.;

cart. $8,000.
W. M. Hoyt, 2 four-st'y dwells., 247-249 Illinois St.;

cost, $8,000.
T. Klrkwood, two-sfy dwell., 852 Washington Bou-

levard; cost, $5,'>00; architect, J. W. Cassell.
F. Hauck. three-sl'y shop, 224-228 Blue Island

Are.; cosl, $6,000.
H. Hill, three-sl'y flats, 346 Twenty.second SI.;

oost. $4,000.
The Board of Education, three-st'y school-house,

840-S60 Twenty-first St.; cost, $58,000; architect, J.
J. Flanders.
The Board of Education, three-st'y storehouse,

155-157 Went Monroe St.; oost, 510,000.
P. Larsen, three-sfy addition, 120 West Huron St.;

cost, $3,5W.
F. Staumer, three-st'y dwell., 212 North State St.;

cost, $4,000.
H. Schnell. three-st'y flats, 223 Lincoln St.; cost,

$20,000; architect. C. A. Gotilg.
C. Cofferta, three-sl'y flats, 65 Illinois St.; cost,

83.000.
J. V. Klober, Iwo-gfy dwell., 1-3 Ritchie St.; oost,

$4,500.
H. Bower, three-sfy store and dwell., 3780 state

St.; cost, 98,000.
K. Sherman, two-st'y dwell.,142 Augusta St.; cost,

$5,000.
C. C. Crowhurst, 4 one-sl'y cottages, 1061-1067 El.

ston Ave.; cost, $4,400.
W. L. Moss, agent, 3 three st'y dwells., 381.1-3817

Viucenues Ave.; cost, $16,000.
D. F. Anderson, two-sl'y flaU, 927 North Hoyue

Ave.; cost, $2,500.
W. B.Phillips, 3 Ihree-sfy dwells., 3319-33.'3 South

Park Ave.
; cost, $2i<,ooo.

P. W. Brownell, Ihree-sfy dwell. ,48 Bryant Ave.;
cost, $4,6oo.
Win. Flynn, two-store and dwell., 79~> Thirty-

seventh St.; cost, $4,oo.
K. Hitchcock, 2 two-sf y dwells., 3251-3253 Rhodes

Are.; cost, $10,000.
G. Weiss, two-sl'y dwell., 3410 Wabash Arc.; cost,

$10,000.
J. Mouohan, two-sfy dwell., 980 Wesl Twelfth St.;

cost, $4,500.
C. Schuelke, two-sfy dwell., 371 West Hur.ni St.;

cost, $2,500.
N. Marsh, two-sfy dwell., :I62 Centre Are.; cost.

$3500.
E. Mark, three-st'y dwell., 185 Burling St.; cost

$5,000.
P. Deke, three-sl'y store and flaw, 411' North Ash-

land Are.; cost, $5,000.
Chicago & North Western Railway Co., engine-

house, Kobe; and Fourteenth sts.; cost, 12 oou.
Wm. Haiumerstroiu, two-sfy dwell., 333 Burling

St.; cost, $4,500.
Anson Kaiser, three-sl'y flats, 25 Lane St.; cost,

$8000.
Chicago City Railway Co., oue-st'y addition, 2HOI-

2009 J>earborn St.; cost, $(i,000.

C. Greenwold, slx-st'y warehouse, 249-254 Klnile
St.; cost, $15,000.
Win. W. Hayes, one-st'y additional, 106-lox North

Sangamon St ; cost, $3,SOO.
C. Jerne, two-fy dwell. ,644 Latalle St.; cot,Ko -

000.

W. P. Fltzpatrick, 3 two-sfy stores and dwells.,
Ogden Are.; cost, $14,000.
M. A. L. Sweeney, three-si'; dwell., 375 Oak St.;

cost, $12.000.
G. Paul, two-st'y flats, 618 Sedgwlck St.; cosl, $8,-

000.
B. Lindauer, two-st'y dwell., 3312 Wabash Ave.;

cost, $10,000.
F. Jensen, three-st'y store and dwell., 23 Clyliourne

Ave. : oost, $8,000.
F. W. Verhueren, two-t'y dwell., 2410 Dearborn

St.; cost, $4,500.
Mrs. A. Halsted, 2 two-st'y dwells., 708-710 North

Park Are.; cost, $8,000.
C. B. Farwell, repair building, 409 Fifth Are.; cost,

$5,000.
B. Howe, three-sfy store and dwell., 277 Noble

St.; cost, $7,000.
Mrs. J. CUre, two-st'y dwell., 3212 Wabash Are.

cost, $6,000.
McKey Estate, 6 three-sfy store and dwells., .1311-

.1321 Stale St.; cost, $30,000.
J. Nolan, iwo-sl'y slore and dwell., 3113 llalsted

St.; cost, $3,000.
G. F. Mueller, two-st'y store and flats, 651 Centre

Are.; cost, $4,000.
D. (iawne, two-st'y dwell., 3133 Portland Are.;

cost, $2,500.
C. O. Gleason, 2 two-st'y dwells., 3720-0722 John-

son PI.; cosl, $3,500.
C. Schweegler, two-sfy dwell., 599 Lincoln St.

cost, $2,500.
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J. C. Smith, 2 four-at'y stores and flats, 1018-1020

Madison St.; cost, $13,000.
C. Lion, store, 1155 Milwaukee Ave.; cost, 83,500.
Illinois Vault Co., one additional st'y and repair-

ing building, 111-117 Dearborn St.; cost, 80,000; ar-

chitects, Burnham & Boot.

i.

Cochran, three- st'y

uildings, Eden

. eam, woan--- building, Whel-
ler and Warner Sts.; cost, $7,000.

Wru. More, three-st'y building, Commerce and
Walnut Sts.; cost, $27,000.

F. Grovetnan, three-st'y building, State Ave.; cost,

$5,000.
'

.
,

-
, ., .

-

eenth St.; cost, $6,000.
Miss Homer, remodel building cor. Third and Kill-

gour Sts.; cost, $0,000.
Six repairs; cost, $6,450.
Total repairs to date, $135,363.
Permits to date, 633.

Kansas City, Mo.

BUILDING PERMITS. J. B. Bott, business block,
1418 Walnut St.; cost, 84,500.

S. C. Fancher, frame business block, cor. Fifth

and Lydia Aves.; cost, $4,000.
Trustees of the Christian Church, Summit St.,

frame church, 40' x 60'; cost, $4,000.
Brockett & Churchill, brick business house, 47

West Ninth St., cost, $3,000.
S. C. Fancher, frame business block, cor. Fifth

and Lydia Aves.; cost, $4,000.
William Gabel, brick dwell. 612 Oak St.; cost,

$4,000.
William Brendel, brick block, cor. Eighth and

Charlotte Sts.: cost, $10,000.
C. H. Hartman, brick business block, cor. Fourth

and Grand Aves.; cost, $4,500.
H. T. Hovelmann, dwell., 809 East Eighteenth

St.; cost, $3,000.
John S. Sutherland, brick block, cor. Tenth and

Cherry Sts.; cost, $6,1100.

John O'Leary, frame dwell., cor. Nineteenth and
Harrison Sts.; cost, $4,000.
B Estil, frame block, Harrison St.; cost, $5,000.

Capt. Weller, brick dwell., 100 Oak St.; cost, $,-
000.

James S. Mathews, brick block, Dundee PI., cor.

Tracy Ave.; cost, $5,000.
T. M. James, brick dwell., Perry PI., cor. Harrison

St.; cost, $10,000.

Minneapolis, Minn
BUILDING PERMITS. J. W. Tousley. two-st'y wooden
tenement and barn, cor. Twenty-sixth St. and Wil-
liams Ave.: cost, $17,200.
C. P. Hazeltine, addition to wooden dwell., Port-

land Ave., bet. Twenty-sixth and Twenty-seventh
Sts., s; cost, $3,000.
Willard B. Pinneo, two-st'y wooden dwell., Nicol-

let Ae., bet. Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth Sts.;

cost, $3,500.
Coe & Forman, four-st'y brick store building v

Third Ave., u, bet. Fourth and Fifth Sts.; cost, $18,-

000.

Joseph Menard, two-st'y brick dwell., Oliver Ave.
cor. Fourteenth Ave., n; cost, $3,900.
John Booth, two-st'y wooden dwell., Pennsylva-

nia Ave. cor. Fourteenth Ave., n; cost, $5,500.

Henry F. Brown, two-st'y wooden dwell, and barn,
Aldrich Ave., bet. Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Aves., n; cost, $5,000.
Minneapolis Gas Light Company, brick retort

bouse, Cedar Ave. cor. Nineteenth Ave., s; cost

$10,000.
New York.

CHUKCH. On Madison Ave., cor. Eighty-eighth St., a
Lutheran church is to be built, from designs of Mr
Arthur Crooks.

FLAT. On the n w cor. of Sixth Ave. and Fitty-secou.

St., a six-st'y flat with stores, 50' x 100', brick, stone
and terra-cotta, is to be built for Mr. Peter Doelger
from plans of Mr. Julius Kastner.

HOUSES. On i he s s of Seventy-second St., between
Ninth Ave. and Boulevard, 5 four-st'y and basemen
dwells., brown-stone fronts, are to be built at a cos

of $90,000, from plans of Messrs. Thorn & Wilson.
On the n s of Seventy-ninth St., 350' e of Tent!

Ave., 6 four-st'y and basement fireproof houses ar

to be built by Messrs. Hubert, Pirsson & Co.
One Hundred and Fiftieth St. and Boulevard, cot-

tage for Mr. J. Pickering; H. G. Knapp, architect.

On the n s of One Hundred and Twenty-fourth
St., 217' e of Sixth Ave., 3 three-st'y and basemen
houses, two 18' 4" and one IK' front, are to be bull

for Mr. A. G. Gabay, from designs of Messrs. Thon
& Wilson.

MONUMENT. There is a good deal of interest in re

gard to the plans for the Grant monument, and it i

hoped that there will be an open competition.
SCHOOL. For St. Anne's Church a brick school is t

be built on Brook Ave., opposite One Hundred an
Fortieth St., from plans of Mr. C. C. Uaight.

BUILDING PEKMIIS. East Thirty-ninth St., A'o. 14'

three-st'y brick stable and coach-house, tin roo:

cost, $18,000; owner, D. W. James, 40 East Thirty
ninth St.; architect, F. Jacobson; builder, Georg
Mulligan.

West Twentieth St., Nos. 124 and 126, three-st'

brick stable, tin roof; cost, $20,000; owner, Hug
O'Neill, 149 West Twentieth St.; architect, M. <

Merritt.
West Thirty-sixth St., No. 67. five-st'y brick fla

tin roof; cost, $30,000; owner, Mrs. Geo. J. McGou
key, on premises; architects, D. & J. Jardiue.

Thirty-ninth tit., s s, 250' e Eleventh Ave., 6 fiv

st'y brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, $16,00
owner and builder, Uavid Christie, 413 West Fift

seventh St.

West Forty-eighth St., No. 350, four-st'y brick te

ement and extension, tin roof; cost, $4,500; owne

Edward D. Bertine, 328 West Forty-seventh St.;
architect, C. F. Kidder, Jr.

Tenth Ave., e s, 75' 6" n Thirtieth St., flve-st'y
brick tenement with stores, tin roof; owner, Robert
Greacen, 427 West Thirtieth St.; architect, J. H.
Valentine.

Eighty-first St., n s, 80' w Ave. A, flve-st'y brick
tenement, tin roof; cost, $12,000; owner, Matnias A.
Schneider, 419 East Kighty-flrst St.; architect, Ju-
lius Kastner.

Eir/hty-firtt St., n s, 106' w Ave. A, 3 flve-st'y brick
tenements, tin roofs; cost, total, $50,000; owner and
architect, same as last.

One Hundred and Sixth St., s w cor. Lexington
Ave., four-st'y brick flat, tin roof; cost, $15,000;
owner, Thos. F. Cooke, 351 East Eighty-seventh St.;
architect, G. A. Schellenger.
Lexington Ave., e s, 80' 11" s One Hundred and

Sixth St., four-st'y brick flat, tin roof; cost, $20,000;
owner and architect, same as last.

East One Hundred and Eleventh St., No. 204, one-
st'y brick stable, tin roof: cost, $4,000; owner, G.
Wallace Bryant, 113 East One Hundred and Eleventh
St.; architect, A. Spence.

Third Ave.,ws, 25' 2" s One Hnndred and Sixth
St., 3 flve-st'y brick (stone-front) tenements, tin

roofs; cost, each, $18,000; owner, John D. Karst,
Jr., 2006 Second Ave.; architect, Richard Berger;
builder. J. D. Karst.
One Hundred and Nineteenth St., n s, 410' w Fifth

Ave., three-st'y brick dwell., tin roof; cost, $10,000;
owner and builder, James C. Miller. 359 West Forty-
seventh St.; architects, McKim, Mead & White;
mason, Joseph Thompson.
Eighty-fourth St., n s, 273' e Ave. A, 5 four-st'y

brick (stone-front) tenements, tin roofs; cost, each,
$13.500; owners, Schmidt & White, 13 Second Ave.;
architect, John Brandt.
East One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St., Nos. 320

and 322, 2 flve-st'y brick (stone-front) tenements, tin

roofs; cost, each, $15,000: owner, Fernando Yost, 316
East One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St.; architect,
A. Spence.
Seventieth St., n e, 225' e Eleventh Ave., 3 three-

st'y and basement brick dwells., tin roofs; cost,
each, $9,000; owner, E. Stanton Riker, Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.; architect, W. H. Youngs; mason, H. A. Don-
nelly.

West Eighty-second St., Nos. 426-434, 5 four-st'y
brick dwells., tin and slate roofs; cost, each. $25,000;
owner and builder, Virgilio Del Geuovese, 268 Bow-
ery; architect, Emanuel Gandolfo.
Eighty-second St.. s s, 362' 6" w Ninth Ave., 2 four-

st'y brick dwells., deck roofs of tin, mansard tire-

proof; cost, each, $16,000; owner, Klchard V. Lewis,
445 West Eighty-second St., and Henry C. Conger,
436 West Forty-third St.; architects and masons, F.
& W. E. Bloodgood.

One Hundred and Nineteenth St., n e, 426' 8" w
Fifth Ave., 3 three-st'y brick (stone-front) dwells.,
tin roofs; cost, each, $8,000; owners and builders,
John Miller, 753 Seventh Ave., Wallace Van Dorn,
304 West Thirtieth St., and Joseph Thompson, 256
West Fifty-second St.; architect, J. E. Terhune;
mason, Joseph Thompson.
One Hundred and Forty-sixth St., t s, 240' e Tenth

Ave., four-st'y brick flat, gravel roof; cost, $10,000;
owner, John Donnellon, One Hundred and Forty-
sixth St,. near S. Nicholas Ave.; architect, B. W
Warner: builders, J. & T. Donuellon.
One Hundred and Sixty-seventh St., s p, 175' e

Tenth Ave., three-st'y brick tenement, tin roof

cost, $4,000; owner and builder, Frank Lober, One
Hundred and Sixty-sixth St., near Tenth Ave.
architect, Wm. Simpson.

St. Nicholas Ave., e s, 152' s One Hundred and
Thirty-third St., 4 five-st'y brick dwells., with ex
tensions, tin roofs; cost, each, $18,000; owner anc

builder, H. J. Beaudet, 1437 Lexington Ave.; archi
tect, J. H. Valentine.

Eighth Aw., s e cor. One Hundred and Thirty
first St., 2 five-st'y brick tenements, tin roofs

owner, O. C. Ferris, 762 Madison Ave.; architect
J. H. Valentine.
One Hundred and Thirty-first St., I s, 76' 6'

Eighth Ave., four-st'y brick store and tenement, ti:

roof; owner and architect, same as last.

One Hundred and Thirty-first St., s s, 227' w Fifth

Ave., 6 three-st'y brick (stone-front) dwells., til

roofs; cost, each, $10,000; owner, Michael Sampler
Fifth Ave.. s w cor. One Hundred and Thirty-firs
St.; architects, Cleverdon & Putzel.
Morris Ave., w s, 53' 3" s One H undred and Forty

ninth St., three-et'y brick tenement, tin roof; cost

$10,000; owner, Henry Fallerman, 448 East On
Hundred and Forty-ninth St.; architects, Schmid
& Garvin.

West Fiftieth St., Nos. 539 and 541, 2 flve-st'y brie

tenements, tin roofs; cost, 811,000 and $13,000
owner, Jacob Schneider, 537 West Fiftieth St., an
James Stroh, 533 West Fiftieth St.; architect, Jame
W. Cole; builder, John Jordan.

Fifth Ave., s e cor. Sixty-ninth St., four-st'y bricL

dwell., slate roof; cost, $90,000; owner, Ogden Mills
35 Wall St.; architect, K. M. Hunt; builder, D. H
King, Jr.

Sixty-eighth St., s s, 120' w Third Ave., three-st'
brick stable, tin roof; cost, $15,000; owner, Josep
J. O'Donohne, 44 West Fifty-fourth St.; architec
J. M. Dunn; builders, Michael Keid and John Mur
phy.
Lexington Ave., No. 1773, three-st'y and basemen

brick (stone front) dwell., tin roof; cost, $s,00l
owner, Hannah M. French, 152 East One Hundre
and Eleventh St.; architect. A. Spence.
Seventy-second St., s s, 300' e Tenth Ave., 5 fou:

st'y and basement brick (stone front) dwells., ti

roofs; cost, each, $25,000; owner, Geo. J. Hamiltoi
2078 Fifth Ave.; architects, Thorn & Wilson, buihie
not selected.
One Hundred and Sixteenth St., n s, 100' w Ne

Ave., 3 three-st'y brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each
$8,0i)0; owner, Howard D. Hamm, 162 Hast One H ui

dred and Twenty-third St.; architects, Cleveruun
Putzel.
One Hundred and Thirty-first St., n s, 75' w Sixt

Ave., 4 three-st'y brick (stone front) dwells., ti

roofs; cost, each, $10,600; owner, Samuel O. Wrigh

West One Hundred and Thirtieth St.; architects,
Cleverdon & Putzel.
One Hundred and Thirty-second St., s s, 375' w

Sixth Ave., 3 three-st'y brick (stone front) dwells.,
tin roofs; cost, each, $9,000; owner, S. J. Wright, 201
West One Hundred and Thirtieth St.; architects,
same as last.

Eighth Ace., w s, 149' 11" s One Hundred and
Thirty-third St , 3 five-st'y brick tenements with
stores, tin roofs; cost, each, $18,000; owner and
builder, Homer J. Beaudet, 1437 Lexington Ave.;
architect. J. H. Valentine.

St. Nicholas Ace., e s, 75' n One Hundred and
Twenty-sixth St., 3 three-st'y brick dwells., tin

roofs; cost, each, $10,000; owner, Nassau Building
Co., 20 Nassau St.; architect, A. I. Finkle.
Grounds of St. John's College. Fordham, 500' n

Pelham Ave., three-st'y stone boiler-house, slated
roof; cost, $35,000; owner, Kev. F. P. Dealy, St.

John's College, Fordham; architect, P. C. Kelly;
builders, McGivney & McLoughliu and J. Rodgers.

Courltandt Ave., s e cor. One Hundred and Fifty-
ninth St., 2 four-st'y brick tenements, tin roofs;
cost, $7,500 and $10,000; owner, Win. Wolfarth, cor.
Courtlandt and One Hnndred and Fifty-eighth St.;

architect, Wm. Kusche.
LTEKATIONS. Third Ave., No. 755, altered for
double tenement above store floor, new show-wiii-

dow; cost, $5,000; owner, M. P. Breslin, 114 East
Seventieth St.; architect, J. B. Franklin; builder,
J. Young.
Sixth Ave., No. 330, two-st'y brick extension, irreg-

ular tin roof; cost. $6,000; owners, Henry IMoffet, et

al., trustees, 328 Sixth Ave.; architect, H. R. Mar-
shall.

West Forty-seventh St., No. 13, two-st'y and base-
ment brick extension, tin roof; cost, $10.000; owner,
Charles F. Southmayd. on premises; architect, W.
Schickel; builders, J. Web* & Son and J. Downey.
East Fourteenth St., No. 20, new iron front; cost,

$3,800; owner, W. J. Fielding, New Britain, Conn.;
architect, A. Craig; builders, Jones, Archer &Co.

West Forty-fifth St., No. 226, raised two stories ;

cost, $6,000; rector, S. M. Brown, on premises;
architect, S. D. Hatch; builders, K. L. Darragh
&Co.
Courtlandt Ave., Nos. 624 and 626, raised one st'y

also three-st'y frame extension, tin roofs; cost,

$3,500; owner, Jacob Santer, 502 East Seventeenth
St.; builder, L. Sauter.

Fifth Ave., No. 483, flve-st'y and one-st'y brick

extension, tin roofs; cost, $10,000; owner, James
McCreery. Inweod; architect, John Sexton; builder,
E. H. Miller.
Fourth Ave., No. 107, attic raised to full story, a'so

internal alterations; cost, 85,000; owners, Wm. T.
Smith and Percival C. Smith, Great Neck, L. I.;

architects. Burger & Baylies.
West Thirty-eighth St., No. 43", one-st'y brick ex-

tension, tin roof; cost. $5,000; owners, T. C. Lyman
& Co., 418 West Thirty-eighth St.; architects, Le-
derle & Co.

Philadelphia.
5UILDING PERMITS. Chew Ave., cor. Chelton Ave.,
2 three-st'y dwells., 18' x 48'; Jas. Morris, con-
tractor.

Fifty-first St., cor. Florence St., two-st'y dwell.,
16' x 3o'; And. Mately, contractor.

Sixty-fourth St., cor. Klmwood Ave., two-st'y
dwell., 32' x 42'; Jno. Wood, contractor.

Forty-ninth St., n e cor. Paschall St., 2 two-
st'y dwells., 14' x 40'; Jno. Wood, contractor.
Second St., s w cor. Moore St ,

3 two-st'y dwells.,
15* x 50'; Dunbar & Myers, contractors.
Germantown Ave., No. 1425, three-st'y dwell., 20' x

64'; E. Schmidt, contractor.
Germantown Ave., No. 1425, brewery, 16' x 39'; E.

Schmidt, contractor.
Germantown Ave., No. 1423, bottling-house and

stable, 16' x 42' and 20' x 60'; E. Schmidt, contractor.
Germantown Ave., No. 1423, three-st'y dwell., 20' x

64'; K Schmidt, contractor.
Malvern St., s of Ciearfield St., 2 two-st'y dwells.,

18' x 42'; J. K. Pyle, owner.
Funk St., cor. Ditman St., two-st'y dwell., 1C' x

45'; Duryea & Childs, contractors.
Funk St., cor. Ditman St., two-st'y dwell., 25' x

30'; Uuryta & Childs, contractor.
North Ninth St., No. 2613, two-st'y store and dwell.,

18' x 55'; F. A. Colamer, contractor.
Fairhill St.,n Lehigh Ave., two-st'y dwell., 17' x

44'; F. A. Colamer, contractor.
Sixteenth St., above Columbia Ave., 5 three-st'y

dwells., 18' x 68'; C. M. Baker, owner.
Coral S'., n Adams St., one-st'y addition 45' x 160';

S. Humphries, contractor.

Memphis St., above Montgomery Ave'., 2 two-st'y
dwells., 16' x 38'; S. Humphries, contractor.

Amboy St., No. 1616, addition to dwell., 16'x38'; J.
F. Hutzell, owner.
Gowen Ave.. two-st'y dwell., 30 x' 45'; W. K. Dough-

ertv, contractor.
Atshmead St., e Morris St., three-st'y dwell., 16' x

30'; W. E. Carr, contractor.
Filbert St., No. 171, flve-st'y store, 20' x 117' C. D.

Supplee, contractor.
Kirkbride St., s w cor. Garden St., three-st'y store

and dwell., le' x 56'; A. W. Linn, contractor.

Fijteenth St., cor. Race St., two-st'y store, 18' x
35'; Geo. Watson, contractor.

Catharine St., No. 1432, three-st'y dwell., 18' x 62';
Jno. Eccles, contractor.
Germantown Ave., s Coulter St., three-st'y brick

building, 20' x 48'; W. Mackey, contractor.
Chelton Ave., near Chew St., two-st'y dwell., 16' x

42'; VV. Mackey, contractor.

St. Louis.

BUILDIXG PERMITS. Thirty-two permits have been
issued since our last report, ten ot which are for un-

important frame houses. Of the rest those worth
$2,500 and over are as follows:
H. A. Abele, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,600;

contractor, Jos. Stander.
J. H. Degenhardt, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost,

$2,500; contractor, A. Lagree.
Boehr & Blogmanu, two-st'y double brick dwell.;

cost, $3,850; contractors, J. & C. Liugemann.
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IIFIIE letter which we publish in another column illustrates

\j admirably several of the weaknesses of the present system
of competitions. So far as we can understand the To-

ronto committee seems to have desired to make its competition

perfectly fair and creditable to all concerned, and the disap-

pointment which has befallen it, as well as the architects

who sent drawings, is due to the lack of experience and techni-

cal knowledge which it shares with the managers of nearly

every important competition. It will be seen that the clause

in the circular on which was based the refusal to award any
premiums expressly stipulated that no prize should be awarded
to any plan, the execution of which would cost more than two
hundred thousand dollars; and while the expert judges un-

doubtedly felt that this precluded them from recommending the

award of the prizes, they say, with reason, that the competitors
who violated a condition so distinctly laid down did so at their

own risk, and cannot complain of their failure to secure the

rewards which were promised only for strict compliance with
all the terms of the circular. At first sight this seems fair

enough, ;ind one wonders why the competitors should have
been dissatisfied with the result ; but the truth is that the real

enforcement of the clause restricting the cost of designs sub-

mitted in competitions is almost unheard of, and as endless ex-

amples have shown architects who engage in such contests

that it is worse than useless to pay any attention to restrictions

of the kind, it is not surprising that the unexpected application
of such a test should excite some resentment. In point of fact,

the net result of this competition only confirms the usual rule,

the young and inexperienced competitors, who were conscien-

tious enough to keep the cost of their designs within the limit,

having been coolly cast aside with the remark that none of their

plans were suitable for execution, which any expert who com-

pared the limit of cost with the accommodation desired might
have predicted at the outset, while seven of those who ignored
the restriction altogether, and set themselves to planning a good
building without regard to cost, were rewarded, or will be, if

the recommendations of the experts are adopted, by selection

as contestants in a second and paid competition, with a new
and adequate limit of expenditure, and the execution of the

building at the usual compensation as the prize. It is needless

to point out how demoralizing this is, and how destructive oi

fair and confidential relations between architects and those who
seek their services by the way of competition. Even where
the restriction of cost is tacitly disregarded by both parties,
and the prizes awarded without reference to it, as was done in

a recent important case, where the limit was about half the

sum which a suitable building of the kind could be constructor

for, injustice is done to these competitors who have made sac

rifices in their design for the sake of economy, and at the best

where contestants, as is commonly the case, have to choose be

tween irreconcilable conditions as to accommodation and cost,

they are placed at the mercy of the judges, who can, and gen

rally do, waive any conditions which would exclude the de-

igns that they take a fancy to.

Y far the best remedy for this i the abolition of any pre-
i cUe limit of expense in preliminary competitions, which is

ttlways perfectly safe. Whatever unpractical committee-
men may think, it is impossible to construct a two hundred
housand dollar building for one hundred thousand dollars, any
tipulations, terms or conditions of competition to the contrary

lotwithstanding ; and the attempt to make it appear otherwise

imply leads to disappointment, bad feeling and increased

ixpense ; while everything- that can possibly be secured by
estricting competing architects to a limited expenditure can be

much better obtained, without accusations of bad faith, by
making it known that economy of space and material in plan-

ling, and sobriety in elevation*, will be regarded as an itnpor-
ant element in determining the result of the competition.
Hie advice of real experts, not of ordinary builders, checked,

>erhaps by comparison of the cost, which U easily ascertained,
of buildings erected by the Treasury Department, and offering
about the same amount of accommodation, will always save

committees from making themselves ridiculous by the dispro-
>ortion between their wants and their means which is now so

conspicuous in most public competitions, and with a well-

considered programme, drawn up in accordance with the infor-

nation so obtained, the proportion of cost to the accommoda-
tion secured can safely, and with great advantage, be determined
A the skill of the designer, in the manner most profitable
to all concerned.

kNE of the oldest and most distinguished architects in

f Europe, Professor Thomas Levertou Donaldson, died last

week in his ninetieth year. Professor Donaldson was the

son of .-Hi architect, and gained under his father's instruction

the principles of professional knowledge which were, at the

Beginning of the present century, little taught elsewhere than

n architects' offices. IIu was an enthusiastic student, foliow-

ng his favorite pursuit with untiring zeal among the ruins,

then almost inaccessible, of the Peloponnesus, as well as in

Italy and other portions of Europe, and he soon became dis-

tinguished by his writings on professional subjects. Devoted

equally to the prosaic and the artistic sides of his profession,
some of his books are as useful to the young architect in need

of practical suggestions as the others are to those who wish for

examples of correct Classical detail. His most important

archaeologial task was probably the study of the temple of

Apollo at Bassae, which he described at length, together with

other antiquities of the Morea, in a book which is perhaps the

standard work on the subject; but he published also an illus-

trated description of Pompeii, a collection of drawings of

Classical doorways, and many other books and papers of value.

Of his practical works the best is perhaps hU well-known

'Hand-book of Specifications." Among the structures executed

under his charge during his long professional career the most

important are the Trinity Church and Brompton Church in

London, and the great buildings of the London University

College, in which he held for many years the professorship
of architecture. He was one of the best and most popular
of the Presidents of the Royal Institute of British Architects,

and manifested the warmest interest in its proceedings long
after he had become too feeble to take part in them. For

his distinguished services to his profession he was made by
the King of the Belgians a Chevalier of the Order of

Leopold, and was for a long time a member of the Institute of

France, as well as of many other foreign scientific and artistic

societies, including our own American Institute of Architects.

Learned and faithful as he was in his Art, he was perhaps
even more esteemed among English architects for his amiable

disposition, and the whole profession will mourn one whose

kindness and wisdom have been repaid b'y the younger archi-

tects with an almost filial affection.

0UR
paragraph of two weeks ago, on the subject of the

appropriateness of Riverside Park in New York as the

place of interment of General Grant, failed, unfortunately,
to meet with the approval of the New York Evening Post,
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which calls it "the most astonishing of all the manifestations o

the curious jealousy excited by General Grant's desire that hi

body should lie among the people of New York," as well as a

"grotesque attack upon the Riverside Park," and suggest
further that we " know not well the subtle ways of reaching
the noblest urban drive in the world, or apparently anything
else about it." Connected with these remarks is a joke, twen

ty-two lines long, about a misspelled word in our paragraph
which we have laid aside to intimidate our proof-reader with, ii

case he is caught again in similar carelessness, reserving to our

selves on the present occasion only the task- of repelling tin

various charges of jealousy and ignorance which the Evening
Post brings against us. The most specific of these, that of no

knowing the ways, subtle or otherwise, of getting to the River

side Drive, we can perhaps best meet by reminding our readers

that we have for years on various occasions referred to this

street as being precisely what the Evening Post calls it,
" the

noblest urban drive in the world," with the single exception

perhaps, of the famous quay at Geneva. To our taste the

New York promenade is superior, the snow mountains at

Geneva being too distant to give much character to the view

while the lake and river, although most beautiful, are too srnal

in scale, and seen too close at hand, to afford the majestic

impression which is produced by the Hudson panorama as

viewed from the Riverside Drive toward the end of a summer
afternoon.

IT
is the misfortune, however, of the latter that its beauty

seems lost on those who have the best opportunities for en-

joying it. We spoke of the park in the paragraph which so

offendtd the Evening Post as being
"
neglected and remote,'

and at the risk of being told again that we know nothing about

it, we can only say that the description is literally true. To make
sure that some sudden change had not taken place since we
last saw it, to justify the Evening Post's unfavorable opinioi
of our veracity, we made a visit to the Riverside Park a few

days ago, only to find our previous idea confirmed. The noble

and impressive landscape, crossed by the shadows of a summer

shower, was, if possible, more enchanting than ever, but of

human interest and appreciation there was only the barest sign.

For perhaps a mile and a halt, along the upper and most beau-

tiful portion of the drive, there are at present two houses. One
of these is new ; the other is apparently forty or titty years

old, and must have stood in the same spot long before the Riv-

erside Park was thought of, so that the new house represents
the total amount of appreciation which the "noblest urban

drive in the world
" has received from the people of the city

which owns it within the last five or six years, during which the

corresponding eastern portion of the island, uninviting as it is,

has been built up with street after street of handsome houses.

WE}
do not care to upbraid the people of New York about

their taste in the choice of building sites; but we must con-

fess that we can see no " curious jealousy
"

in our original

suggestion that if General Grant wished to be buried "among
the people of New York," as the Evening Post, no doubt with

truth, says he did, it is singular that a burial place should have
been chosen for him in the very region where he would, if he
were in the flesh, be least likely to see any of them. It is true

that a lofty monument, even in the deserted region of Riverside

Park, will be visible through telescopes for a great distance up
and down the river, and may even be viewed near at hand by
those who take the trouble to find their way to it, but this sort

of lonely grandeur would be, we believe, as distasteful to the
"
plain man "

for whom it is intended as it is repugnant to the

best ideas of the artistic commemoration of the dead, which
would place the memorial of one whom we wish to have often

brought to our minds in a place where we shall see it most fre-

quently, not where it will be conspicuous to our neighbors but

well out of our own way. The worst result, however, to be

anticipated from this choice of a burial-place is that it will

suggest the erection, by way of monument, of one of those

"simple shafts
"

or stately cylinders, to which the site

lends itself only too well. Already we find in the newspapers
references to the "

majesty
"

or "
simple grandeur

"
of the

Washington Monument, a structure which hag not in the

whole of it the amount of artistic thought that goes to the

design of a bed-room chair, and which offers just us much

interest to the admirers of Washington's character as a pier
of the Brooklyn bridge, and no more. If we would prop-

erly commemorate the man whom Providence sent to bring
the civil war forever to an end, let us, for once, employ brains

as well as money in the task. Let the monument which we
raise to him not try to compete with the High Bridge stand-

pipe, but let it be said of it ages hence that those who come to

look at it go away inspired with something of the patience,

honesty and kindness of him who gained by these great virtues

the reverence and affection of fifty millions of people. It is

within the power of art to accomplish this, and we predict
with confidence that the artist and the people by whom and
for whom it is done will gain for themselves and the hero whom
they wish to honor a fame which will still be bright when that

of the builders of Yankee " obelisks
" and other unmeaning

lumps of stone has long passed away.

WE have received the prospectus of a Permanent Exhibi-

tion of American manufactured goods and raw materials,
which is to be opened next November at Rome, under

the auspices of the American Consul-General, as well as of

various Italian officials. The scheme of the Exhibition is rather

novel. Instead of sending his goods out at random, with the

prospect of continual annoyance and expense before him, the

exhibitor simply secures what space he needs, under a contract

for not less than three years, paying for it in advance each

year at the rate of fifteen dollars for the first space of ten

square feet during the first year, and ten dollars afterward, and
ten dollars annually for each additional space of the same ex-

tent. Besides this, he is required to pay the cost of transpor-
tation to Rome, at a reduction of thirty per cent from the reg-
ular rates, and his outlay is then complete. On receiving the

goods the managers of the Exhibition become responsible for

them, and will at their own expense pay the cost of unpacking
and setting them up, together with all custom-house fees or

duties, and will see to their proper display and sale, paying for

them in advance, if sold, and charging a commission of five per
cent on sales. Machinery, if the managers think best, will be
shown in motion without expense to the exhibitor. For a fee

of fifteen dollars in each case goods may, at the option of the

exhibitor, be shown at the local exhibitions, under the manage-
ment of Government, which are held in forty-one of the princi-

pal cities of Italy and Sicily. Besides the financial advantages

resulting from the sale of his goods, the exhibitor or his repre-
sentative is entitled to a reduction of thirty per cent in the cost

of his passage to and from New York to Rome, if he wishes to

attend the exhibition in person. At the end of three years,
the managers will return articles which have been shown dur-

ing that timS, and have proved unsaleable, but efforts will be

made, at the discretion, as well as at the expense of the man-

agers, to secure a market for the goods entrusted to them, not

only in Italy, but in other countries bordering on the Mediter-

ranean, by means of travelling salesmen and canvassers. The
seven groups into which the Exhibition is divided include chem-
ical and pharmaceutical products and processes, with leather

and methods of leather manufacture, furniture and upholster-
r's work, carpets, paper-hangings, shades, blinds, glass, pot-

tery, cutlery, clocks, watches and jewelry, artistic metal-work,

apparatus for heating, cooking and lighting, textile fabrics,

arms, travelling apparatus and toys, musical, hygienic, mathe-

matical and photographic goods, food products, mechanical

and industrial processes, products and tools of all kinds,
electric apparatus, and so on. The managers very sensibly call

attention to the fact that Italy, unlike the other countries in

which industrial exhibitions are held, is not a manufacturing

country, and that goods are desired there for purchase, not for

copying ; while, as the expense of transportation to Rome or

Naples from New York is less than that from France or Aus-

ria, our manufacturers are so far placed at least on an equality
with those of Europe. We do not pretend to know much about

manufacturing business, and therefore forbear to mention the

umerous articles of American workmanship which we think

might be sold in Italy to great advantage under so favorable

n arrangement as the managers of the Exhibition propose ;

>ut if any of our readers take a more personal interest in the

ubject, we advise them to write at once to Adolfo Passano,
General Director of the Permanent Exhibition, Rome, Italy,

cho will send them a copy of one of the clearest and most

usiness-likft circulars that we ever came across.
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PECULIARITIES OF COUNTRY CHURCHES IX ENG
LAND. III.

T) APTISTERIES are rare in England, indeed I only know of one

J J of the kind I am about to describe. At the parish church of

Luton is an octagonal baptistery about twelve feet high, finished

witli a spire ;
it is an exceedingly graceful feature, the sides being

open arches with a stone railing between them. In the centre of the

octagon, on the Moor which is raised two feet from the floor of the

church, is the font
;
this dates from the fifteenth century. Many fonts

in out-of-the-way churches have very beautifully carved oak cano-

pies, suspended from the roof, or from iron brackets balanced with

weights, so that they are raised or lowered with ease. These for the

greater part are carved out of solid blocks of oak, and are usually oc-

tagunal, and about two feet wide at the base, tapering to one-inch di-

ameter below the finial. The balance-weight is sometimes a circular

Luton.

brass box, sometimes in the form of a grotesque figure, at others, it is

intended to represent a dove. They are not uncommon, but the font

cover is often the only good piece of work in an old church, and the
visitor is surprised to find it there at all.

Stoops for holy water are uncommon, the general form for this

purpose being the piscina. One illustrated some years ago in the

Building News is of very peculiar form. It is at Lewanick in Corn-
wall, standing about twenty inches high, and being eighteen inches
in diameter at the top. On the top are sunk seven holes aliout four
inches deep by two-and-one-half inches wide, one in the centre, and the
others ranged round at equal distances apart. It is believed lo be

unique, and is of polished granite ; its workmanship is very rude, and
it dates from 1080. Piscinas and credences hardly come under the

intentions of this paper. They are to be found in every chapel, in

every church, and are more common therefore than the churches
themselves. Scdiliae, the scats used by the celebrant and his two
assistant priests, during the sermon or homily are also found in al-

most every church, so we will pass on to details of less notoriety.
A custom amoni; the Roman Catholics is a "

night vigil," and in

some churches a chamber was provided where the priest could sit

and tell his beads, chanting his psalms, and keeping his watch
through the dreary hours of the night. There was no settled posi-
tion for these chambers, and if space permitted it would be worth
while to describe nearly all of them. We will give a few examples.
In Grantham, which possesses the finest parish church in the coun-

try, the priests' chamber is over the south entrance door, opening
into the church with an arch and low parapet wall. At Dorches-

ter, Oxon., it is over the chancel ceiling of the south chapel, directly
under the roof, a wood railing being the only protection from a fall

of twenty-five feet into the church. This chamber is reached by a
staircase at the foot of which is a curious corner doorway at an angle

>By U. W. Gambler-Bouifleld, A.K.I.B.A., A.A.l.A. Continued from page 63,
No. 502.

of the eh;ipe], the surrounding stone ornamentation including a

large credence and armory. At Compton-.Mai tin in Surrey is an-

other, and tliis occupies a still more prominent |Njsilion. The
chancel pro|ier in only nine
feet high, with a Norman,
groined ceiling. The rest

of (he space up to the rid^e
is occupied by the chainlxir,
which is twelve feet high.

Rood-lofts and screens

probably existed in every
church, but very great
many have been destroyed,
although their |K>sitions can
be clearly seen from marks
in the walls, though in

some instances there is no
trace left at all. They are
of all dates and styles, some

very elaborately treated,
others quite plain.

Grotesque carvings are
to be found everywhere.
Animals are represented
listening to sermons
preached by foxes. Hid*
eons faces and horribly con-

torted figures alniiind, and
sometimes either on capi-
tals or poppy heads short

stories are ill istrated so

well that they can be read
without the aid of letter-press description. At Lincoln in the ca-

thedral, on a poppy-head termination to a stall, is the history of

three monkeys, and a pat
of butter. Two large

monkeys are shown mak-

ing butter with a churn,
and a small monkey is

greedily eyeing the pro-

cess, half-hidden by a leaf

in the carving. The

monkeys turn their backs,
and the small one stretches

out a long skinny arm, and

seizing the production
makes off with it with all

speed. The next scene

sliows the vengeance of the

butler-makers, who with a

rope hanj; the poor lld.-f to

a part of the surrounding

foliage, and finally they are

seen carrving on a bier for burial, the stiff and lifeless form of the

culprit who fell a victim to the promptings of an empty stomach.

Chained Bibles, hour-glasses and alms-boxes are deserving of a few

remarks. They are relics of the past, for the first two of which there

is no use now. Chained Bibles are not so uncommon as hour-glasses,

but they are seldom met with. In St. Giles Church, Northampton,

Granthim.

JJotlli P

Alnwick, Northampton.

there is a chained Bible, supported by
a plain wooden lectern, and secured to

it with a chain of links, alternately
round and long. But at Alnwick, the

bracket which supports the book is as

curious as the book itself ; it consists of

two iron supports projecting from the

wall, connected by an iron grate or or-

namented shelf, upon which the chained

Bible is laid. Alms-boxes, of course,
are used still, but the particular form
useil three, four and five centuries asjo s>- .==-"" '' ~ u
is now rare. In the parish church

tA/y/O//JiJ, XL/^/vf^^ &
Newark, the finest hut one in the coun-

try (the exception Grantham Church already mentioned) is an alms-

box, the top of which is two feet six inches from the floor, the box itself

is bound with iron, the lid is fastened down, and locked with three im-

mense padlocks, the box stands on a post, sunk some three feet into

the ground, to prevent its removal by sacreligious hands ; but the
size of the padlocks would enable any one with strong wrists to wrench

fr ^*
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them from the staples, and to possess himself of the contents of the

box. At HincrHm-Ferrers an alms-box is placed upon the capping
of a pew in place of a poppy-head,
while at St. Peter's -in -the- East,

Oxford, the box is hung against the

wall from an ornamental iron

bracket, to which it is secured with

a padlock. The churches at Dray-

Meare Church,

Somersetshire.

Newark. Hingham-Ferrerf Church.

ton, Berkshire, and Meare, Somersetshire, have boxes somewhat
like the one described as being in Newark Church; though the

designs are different, the principle is the same.

Hour-glasses were used instead of clocks, and were attached to the

pulpits and held by iron brackets. There are a few of the old stands
existir"- -' Wolvercot and Beckley, in Oxfordshire and at Eding-

thorpe, Norfolk. The one at Leigh in Kent,
is a good example. The bracket consists of

an iron bar about eighteen inches long upon
the end of which is a circular basket of open
iron-work rather rude and simple, into which
the glass was put. These generally date
from the middle of the sixteenth century.

There is one other piece of church furni-

ture that it will be interesting to notice, and
that is the " herse." This word, spelt in a

variety of ways, is used for "
portcullises,"

but it also signi6es
" a frame set over the

coffin of a deceased person, and covered with
a pall." It was very often made of light

wood-work, and perhaps that is the reason
that, there are so few to be found now, the

construction being too light to last all these

centuries. In the Beauchaiup Chapel, at War-
wick, there is a brass herse. over the effigy of Richard, Earl of War-
wick, the form of which is five long bars of the length of the tomb,
finished with knobs at the ends, the bars v^'inT on six brass arches,

placed at equal distances apart along
the top of the tomb and let into the

stone ; its height is two feet. There is

an iron one over a tomb in Bedell

Church, Yorkshire, and another over

the tomb of one of the Marmions in

West Tanfield Church, Yorkshire, to

which church I have had occasion to

refer before. The contract for the

erection of the tomb of Richard, Earl

of Warwick, who died in the reign of

Henry VI is extant, and contains this

sentence,
" Also they shall make in like

wise, and like latten, a hearse to be
dressed and set upon the same stone,
over the image to beare a covering to be Hour-Giass. Edinethorpe Church,

ordeyned." A very great many inter-

esting discoveries have been made in churches and cathedrals in the

last few years during restorations and repairs, and it is in many in-

stances to mere acci-

dent that we owe the

discovery of some ex-

quisite carving and
fresco painting, and

many things that are

now of priceless val-
1

ue to the antiqua-
'

rian. The late Sir

Gilbert Scott in his

autobiography re-

lates a discovery
made by himself at

St. Alban's Abbey,
Hertfordshire. He says :

" We found under tlie south-east pier (of
the great central tower) the evidence of a marvellous fact. Its

foundations had been excavated into a sort of cave, some five or six

Herse over Tomb of Earl Warwick, Beauchamp Chapel,
Warwick.

feet in diameter, which had been filled in with rubbish, mere dust

with some timber struts among it. I can only conceive that this

had been done with the intention of destroying the building by

setting fire to the struts, but that the process had been suspended."
In a foot-note, the editor, a son of the author, adds,

" It ap-

pears that when the work of destruction was countermanded, no

pains were taken to make pood the mischief already done, and
the tower has remained propped-up on short oaken struts from
the Reformation until the recent repairs." The Abbey was saved
from destruction by the Lord of the Manor, who purchased it for

the sum of 400 sterling, and kept it as his private property until

the excitement had died down, when he presented it to the city, so

that this glorious pile has been left intact for us to admire, and
has lately given an opportunity for the exercise of great ingenuity
and skill, in the raising of the south wall of the nave, that had fallen

several degrees from the perpendicular to its original and proper po-
sition. Several churches of less importance were saved in the same

way. Cartmel Church, Lancashire, illustrated in the Architect (Lon-
don) some time ago, was the parochial as well as a conventual

Cartmel Church, Lancashire.

church, and the parishioners were allowed to save it by purchase at

an exorbitant price. Frescoes and carvings were covered with plas-

ter, and have remained concealed, forgotten, until the present time.

In the church at Hawton, in Newark, already mentioned, besides the

Easter sepulchre that was buried in plaster, there is also a very finely
carved sedilia in excellent preservation. Frescoes were discovered
in Winchester Cathedral and in Lincoln ; when the supposed pillars
of limestone were being cleaned down, it was found that they were
of Purbeck marble, purple in color, buried in plaster an inch thick

;

these have now been repolished, and the effect produced by the

marble and sandstone is lovely. We can value these things more
than could the people of a hundred years ago, so we may be thankful

that they have been left undiscovered to this date. As long as there

are churches to be restored, so long will there be discoveries made,
and while there are students to look into these details, there will be

always plenty to furnish them with interest and instruction. Al-

though the island is comparatively so small, it contains hundreds of

thousands of architectural gems, and this cursory glance at a few of

them may show that many almost unheard of places are worthy of a
visit by the architectural student. People walk so much more in the

old country than they do here, that a long holiday may be spent in

good weather for a very small sum, and certainly there is no better

way of seeing a country than to walk. Ladies, even, take walking
tours now with their light knapsacks on their shoulders, and their

sketching utensils put upon them, and together with their fathers and
brothers who have a taste for the same work cover some twenty miles

a day, making their sketches when anything of particular interest

comes in view. It is by no means necessary to go abroad to find

objects to make an interesting holiday, as I hope this paper will

have clearly demonstrated.

STROLLS ABOUT MEXICO. VI.

FROM THE PLAZA TO CHAPULTEPKC.

HE favorite route for a

morning constitutional in,

Mexico is along the busy
main thoroughfare, which runs
from the great central plaza
to the circle whence radiate

three great avenues leading out
of town, and along the chief

of these, the grand Paseo de la

Reforma, out to, or towards

Chapultepec. This main

thoroughfare, the Broadway of

Mexico, is a narrow street
Statue of Carlos iv., city of Mexico. which has a different name

for each of its sections, which are respectively the first and second

Plateros, the Profesa, the first, second, third and bridge of San Fran-

cisco, and the Avenida de Juarez. This custom of giving a different

name to each section of a street prevails in the capital, and in the

greater number of Mexican cities, though in some places I have found
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that the sensible modern pi m of consecutive names ami house-num-
IHTS lias been adopted. This confusing system is probably an old

Spanish, and perhaps, generally European custom. Old-time Boston,
it will be remembered, had something of the sort to a certain extent,
whiit is now Washington Street, having been originally Cornhill,

Murlborough, Newbiiry and Orange Streets. Historical associations

will generally be found in these various names. And those parts
known as the Plateros, for instance, are said to have been the houses

of the dealers in silver, upon which precious metal the wealth of

Mexico was founded. Upon the section known as the Profesa is the

great church of that name, one of the most fashionable in the city.
Tin' great convent of San Francisco, which covered an enormous
tract, gave its name to four sections, the last of which, the bridge, or

Puente de San Francisco, preserves the memory of the time when the

entire city was intersected by canals, making Mexico the Venice of

the western world. Most of the buildings bordering the streets are old,

some of them two hundred and fifty years or more. While the ground
floors are devoted to business, the upper stories are dwellings, where

they are not hotels. One great and massive block was built by Borda,
who made several fortunes in silver-mining, in which his career was

strikingly romantic. We pass the great Hotel Iturbide, once the

palace of the unfortunate emperor whose name it bears, and whose

grandson receives a magnificent income from its profits. It is one of

the tallest buildings in Mexico, and with the adjacent Hotel San
Carlos, which forms part of the same property, it covers more terri-

tory than most of our great American city hotels. Just beyond we
come upon the district formerly occupied by the great convent of San
Francisco. Its present condition might induce the old monks to turn

in their graves. Of all this once magnificent estate, the mother
Church retains no parcel, although upon one bit she has a feeble but

negative clutch. "
Though mine no longer, no other than the Church

shall use it," she says. Strange faiths worship here now, and here-

sies are preached where once beneath the vaulted arches echoed the

litanies of the faithful. Surrounded by the homes of trade, a blank,
buttressed wall, tremendously massive, rises from the street. This

wall supports a barrel-arched roof. Beyond is a handsome gateway,

facing which stands the richly-sculptured fa9ade of a church, ap-

proached through a garden with the accustomed Mexican brilliancy
of bloom brightening the luminous shadows of trees, and old walls

robed with trailing vines. It is a charming bit of quiet, off the busy
street. The building of which the blank wall forms a part, also has

an ornate facade upon this garden. The church, once the principal

sanctuary of the old convent, is now the cathedral for the Anglican
communion in Mexico. The chapel to which the blank wall belongs
is gradually tumbling to pieces. The reason why this valuable prop-

erty stands unutilized is that it was sold by the Government to a

Mexicanized Englishman, one of the wealthiest men in the city. On
his death it went to his widow, who, in her will made provision that

it should be used for no other purpose than that of the Church, and
as the Government forbids the Church from acquiring property, it

cannot be use.d. The great wall formerly had a certain picturesque

quality, its sternness making just the right contrast for the beauty of

the garden beyond. In the interest of sentiment I was therefore

quite resigned to see utility sacrificed ;
bcrt it could not escape the

mercenary spirit. The advertising fever descended upon Mexico, as

it has upon almost every other part of the world. The great blank

space offered tempting opportunities. Some enterprising person hired

the wall, and laid it off into rectangles, which, after the manner of

the drop-curtains in Mexican theatres, were leased by advertisers,

and covered with a hideous patchwork of most ill-assorted colors. I

am now anxious to see that will broken, and the old chapel speedily
demolished to make way for a business structure.

Across the way are the houses of the Barron-Forbes and the Iturbe

families, two of the richest in Mexico, and through the great door-

ways we catch inviting glimpses of noble court-yards surrounded by
handsome gallery corridors, with fountains, statuary, and blooming

plants in large vases. The Iturbe house, which is upon the corner

of a little square, the Plazuela de Guardiola, is one of the most nota-

ble-looking houses in Mexico, being covered with blue-and-white dec-

orated tiles. In the court or patio, these tiles have a highly luxurious

effect. One of the most imposing buildings in the city faces the

street from this square. It is the Escandoh house or palace, as it

might be called. It has a broad noble facade, with a grand portico
of beautiful columns ;

a chaste Renaissance with Classic motives

dominant.
A few steps more bring us to the Alameda, which is to Mexico what

the Common is to Boston. It is a long rectangle of something like

fifteen acres, I

should say. Its

Elan

is admira-

1 e , combining
the formality
which is essen-

tial to the conve-

nience of n s e

for a pleasure

ground in the

heart of a great

city, with the

grace which a

garden needs to give the sense of quiet and seclusion that may be had
in a much frequented place. Wide paths intersect the ground at

Ger,rl Schem of the Alamedi.

right angles from side to side, and diagonally from corner* to corner*,
not only of the garden, but of the four minor rectangles into which
it is thus cut. These

paths
form beautiful avenues beneath the dense

shade of the ash and cotton-woods, interspersed with eucalyptus,
which form a grove-like growth over much of the place. At their

intersection are rondels with finely-designed carved stone seats around
basins with fountains and aquatic plants. Small curving paths lead

through the spaces lying between the larger ways, with turf, flowers
and shrubbery, ami here and there, perhaps in the neighborhood of
a pint-, a date-palm which does not bear fruit at this altitude. We
have here abutilons with beautifully varied blossoms growing twenty
and twenty-five feet high, like young maples. Something akin to our
humble doorway weed, the common mallow, also grows here, a tree-

like shrub, with handsome large blossoms. But one of tii" grandest
flowers is a great bell-shaped blossom, several inches long, creamy
white, and at night saturating the air with its delicious perfume.
Here the students come with their books, and walk up and down in

the pleasant shade, studying their lesions aloud, just a< they proba-
bly learned them in their childhood, for the Mexican children, like

the Chinese, study their lessons aloud in school, so that, as we pass a
school-house a Babel of sound floats out of the open windows, and a

stranger thinks a grand disturbance is in progress, until experience
teaches him that the same rumpus is always going on there. The
beauty of the Alameda is appreciated, for it is always full of romp-
ing children, nurses with babies, and people of all conditions out for

an airing,
We pass along down the wide Avenida de Juarez, to the great cir-

cle already mentioned. Here stands the great statue of King Carlos
IV of Spain, made by a Mexican sculptor, and called one of the few

great equestrian statues in the world. It has a simple, most impres-
sive dignity, with the largeness of conception which can afford to

dispense with minuteness of detail. The sturdy steed plods steadily

along, and the pose of the monarch as he reaches out his hand in

greeting to the people is admirable. It is to the credit of Mexico,

ential contempt of the monarch. Mexico at this point has all the

grandeur of a great capital ;
it seems something like a combination

of Washington and some European centre. Five thoroughfares ra-

diate from this point. The chief of these, the Paseo de la Reforina,
makes an angle considerably to the left, in the line by which we have
come from the main plaza, and runs straight out to the Castle of Cha-

pnltcpec. A continuation of the line out of the heart of the city runs
out to the Colonia de los Arquiteclos, a new section of the city where
some detached houses pleasantly situated, but nightmareishly fantas-

tic in design and decoration, do little honor to the name of the place,
which would indicate that Mexican architects had sadly degenerated
of late. To the left, the Paseo de Bucarelli, named in honor of one
of the viceroys, has a majestic background in the lofty mountain of

Ajusco, the third in height in the titanic wall which guards the val-

ley. This avenue formerly approached Chapultepec by .a rounda-
bout way, intersecting the road that runs along the southern of the

two great aqueducts supplying the city, tor ornamentation it

has two picturesquely dilapidated fountains of a Rococo character.

Since the opening of the new Paseo, the former has fallen into disuse

as a pleasure drive, although it has the making of a beautiful avenue.
The Paseo de la Reforina was laid out by Maximilian, who did

much to embellish the capital. It has been called the grandest pleas-
ure-drive in the world. Taking it all in all, including its environment
of mountain scenery, I have never seen its equal. . It is nearly two
miles long, and very broad, bordered with four rows of trees. At in-

tervals it broadens into six circles which are designed to be occupied
with monuments to men eminent in Spanish-American history. The
first of these is to Columbus, a splendidly-designed work, presented
to the city by Mr. Kscandon, one of the

projectors
of the Vera

Cruz Railway, and which it was originally intended to pUce in the

Plaza de Buena Vista, in front of the railway station. The next
circle has just been filled with a monument to Guautcmoctzin,
the last of the Aztec emperors. This is the work of Norefla, a highly
talented Mexican sculptor. The pedestal is in the Aztec style, ami
the statue which occupies it portrays an heroic, youthful figure of the

Aztec ti
|K- . to make the studies for which Norena went to a part of

the country occupied by a race of splendid physical development,
which has never yet recognized the authority of the Church or State,
but still maintains its Pagan cult us. The next circle, it is said, will

be occupied by a monument to Cortez, the first to be erected in mem-

ory of the great conqueror. The remaining three circles are, as yet,

unprovided for. Probably Maximilian, when he laid out this grand
avenue as the Paseo de la Imperadora (Paseo of the Empress),
dreamed of seeing his own effigy occupying some day a place by no
means the least among the monuments of the magnificent empire he

hoped to dominate. It seems not unlikely that two of the future mon-
uments will be dedicated respectively to Hidalgo, the father of Mex-
ican independence, and to Juarez, the leader of the war of reform,
and of the struggle which overthrew Maximilian, giving Mexico its

'CABL08 IV STATUE, BY TOLSA. Of this statue Humboldt wrote rniliu*luii-

cjilly, calling It
" a work which, with the exception of the Marcus Aureitu* at

Koine, eur|>aase* In beauty au<t purity of style everything hii'h remains in tbli

way in Kurope." Tolaa, who was director of the Academy of Fine Aru, ami pro-
fewor of sculpture there, ali*<> made a buet of Cortex, which adorned the* epulchral
monument coiueorated to the hero In a chapel of the Hospital de Naturales.
erected by the Duke de Monieleone, a descendant of Cortex.
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present truly Republican constitution and restoring it to Republican
rule.

In the morning hours the Paseo is frequented by horseback riders.

The graceful steeds of Andalusiiin-Arabian descent, with handsome, in-

telligent heads, thick and (lowing manes and tails, their riders generally
in becoming charro costume of short jacket, broad sombrero with heavy
silver braid, and rows of silver buttons down the seams of their tiglit-

fitting pantaloons ;
these features give to the scene an element of pie-

turesqueness such as is found nowhere else west of Hungary. All

through the morning there is also much walking, and many stroll out

to the delightful swimming-baths near the Columbus Monument.
Late in the afternoon is the hour for driving, and all the fashionable

world is out, making a sight as animated as Rotten Row, or the Bois.

What a glorious tonic are these mornings on the Paseo ! Nature,

always serenely joyous and noble of aspect, gladdens the eye and

rejoices the heart. The air has the bracing, vigorous quality given

by an altitude of nearly a inile-and-a-half above the sea-level. We
are beyond the taint of ihe city's breath. The aromatic scent of the

tall eucalyptus trees bordering our way is wafted gently down to us,

mingled with the odor of the level meadows which stretch on either

side, with two ancient aqueducts peeping under the trees not far

away, and gradually converging as we approach Cbapultepec. All

around rise the mountain walls, lofty towering, and ever changing
with the atmospheric mood of the day and hour.

At the end of the Paseo we pass through the Garita, or municipal
custom-house gate, which marks the boundary of the city, and cross-

ing a road, enter the Park of Chapultepec. Above us is the castle,

standing on the summit of a rocky hill completely isolated, rising ab-

ruptly on this side, and more gently beyond. Around the hill lies a

grove of some of the grandest trees in the world, the ahuahuete, or

taxus. They were sylvan giants when the conquerors come, three-

and-a-half centuries ago, and are of unknown antiquity. Streamers

of long gray moss are pendant from their branches, and give them a

venerable aspect as they stand in solemn aisles. [See Illustrations].

The castle itself would be more impressive were it built in a ine-

diasval, or more appropriately Aztec fashion, hut a site like this is

enough to give dignity to any structure not absolutely discordant with

its surroundings. Its fault is a lack of emphasis. There is too great

uniformity of horizontal lines
;
a single round tower, rising from an

interior court, being the only prominent feature of relief, when viewed

from a distance. Near at hand the structure gains in interest.

The light arcades of the loggias in front give an aerial grace. A road

curves around the hill in easy ascending grades. The buildings of

the national military school, the West Point of Mexico, adjoin the

castle. The cadets, who are mostly handsome lads, entering the

school at an earlier age than do our West Pointers, certainly have a

rare opportunity for educating their sense of landscape beauty. A
young lieutenant, who had graduated at the school and was detailed

as an instructor, told me that never had the scene palled upon him ;

each day it seemed as wonderfully beautiful as ever. The glory of

this lordly panorama unrolled from the terrace of Chapultepec has

been often described, but no pen can do it justice, no painter can re-

produce its spirit. Before us the historic city crouches low amidst

its garden-like setting, as if humbled by its insignificance in the pres-

ence of the dazzling snowy peaks piercing the eternal blue of heaven.

But I will not attempt to describe the indescribable.

The castle had been unoccupied since it was the Imperial Palace

for Maximilian and Carlotta, who here found peaceful, joyous relief

amidst the tragedy of their reign, as they looked out over the land

which they deemed theirs "
by the grace of God," as munarchs say.

At my last visit it was undergoing repairs in preparation for its use

as the official Presidential residence, and it was to be adorned and

furnished in befitting style by a New York firm of decorators. How
cheap appeared the tawdry wall-papers which had been upon the

\valls of the rooms since they were placed there under Maximilian,

their crude effect heightened by the shabbiness of nearly two decades

of neglect ! Such paper would be hardly tolerated to-day in a third-

rate New York boarding-house. Was it possible that the Imperial

pair had such wretched taste? I stepped from the ugliness of in-

doors into the charming hanging-garden which occupied the roof of

a large part of the castle. What a paradise it was I

SYLVESTER BAXTER.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions oj the buildings, including a statement of cos/.]

PALAZZO FOSCARI, VENICE.

0NE
of the later specimens of the Venetian Gothic, built about

1452, by Doge Francesco Foscari, who having bought from the

Government the old one, named Delle due Torri (of the two

towers), raised the new one higher than the Giustiniani Palace close

by, in order that it should not appear like a continuation of it.

Sansovino, the historian, though a Renaissance man, places the

Palazzo Foscari above the best palaces of his own time, so far as the

situation is concerned, dominating as it does two large reaches of the

Grand Canal, and describes it as d'usotedesco (built according to the

German fashion). The facade is certainly the noblest of this period ;

its traceries are imitations of those of the Ducal Palace, and the upper
ones correspond with those of the Co" d'Oro. The capitals have all

the decorative richness and technical dexterity of intaglio as those of

the later portion of the Ducal Palace towards the Pia/.zetta.

The two shields held by genii on the frieze above the second floor

are the arms of the Foscari, and two similar ones decorate the Porla
delta C'arta, built by the same Doge. The shields on the lacaile of

the palace have been partly defaced in order to destroy the small

lion which occupied one quarter. We know, however, that very few

sculptured lions remain upou the public buildings in Venice, having
nearly all been blown to pieces when the Republic fell, which makes
it more interesting to find the lion left on the shield decorating the

street entrance of this same Palazzo Foscari : in order to conceal it

it is said to have been plastered over in the year 1797, and uncovered

again when the storm of the Revolution was passed, and so it has

come down to us uninjured.
Owing to its beautitul situation, the Palazzo Foscari has been as-

signed by the Republic as residence of many notable personages who
visited Venice; the Emperor Frederic the 111

;
in the year 1574 to

Henry III of France; and in 1709 to King Ferdinand of Denmark:
since then it has been devoted to several purposes, and it now con-

tains the School of Commerce.

DESIGN FOR A NKWSBOYS' LODGING-HOUSE. MR. R. H. ROBERT-

BON, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK, N. Y.

THE drawings published in this issue are those submitted in com-

petition for a newsboys' lodging-house, which is to be erected in New
York city by the Children's Aid Society, and were returned to the

architect, with thanks, by the Building Committee.
It was proposed to treat the exterior as follows : Basement up to

the sills of first-story windows faced with rock-faced Belleville brown-
stone. From this level to the cornice just over the first-story win-

dows the body and trimmings of two shades and texture of red brick,
the body beini; a rough, light-red Collabaugh brick ;

the quoins, jambs,
etc., of a dark browni.-h pressed brick. Above the level of the sec-

ond-story Hoor, the body of the walls it was proposed to face with a
russet brick (about the color of dark toast), and trim throughout with
the dark-red brick used below, except in the case of moulded and
modelled work, which would have been terra-cotta. It was suggested
to cover the exposed roof with blackish vetrified roofing-tiles, with

cresting finials, etc., of same material. The floor plans explain them-

selves, and present nothing of special importance except the effort

to meet the conditions of the building, which is to l>e used as a com-
bination school and lodging-house with a limited amount of space and

money at the architect's disposal.

THE CASTLE, CHAPULTEPEC, MEXICO.

FOR description, see the preceding article. We recommend any one
who has a taste for beautiful -photographs, as such, to procure a copy
of the original view by W. H. Jackson & Co., Denver, Col., to which
our reproduction does scant justice.

BAY-WINDOW PARLOR-CAR FOR THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

MR. BRUCE PRICE, ARCHITECT, NKW YORK N. Y.

IT is only fair to the designer and the railroad company to say that

this design has been patented.

FRENCH ARCHITECTURE IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY.' II.

HE French style of this

century has been differ-

ently called the Roman-
tic and the Neo-Grec. The
first name, though natural to

the time when it was given, is

hardly in keeping with the

classic feeling and finish of

the. work, and suggests a par-
allel with the naturalistic feel-

ing of the Romantic schools

in painting and literature

which does not hold
; the

other name, though better fit-

ting, is hardly characteristic.

Although the details are

Greek, the style is not Greek. In fact, 1 suppose that the modern
works which look -most as if they might have been built by Greeks
are to be found in Scotland, in the buildings, say, of Hamilton and

Thompson, and in Germany in those, say, of Klenze, simply because

those artists have made a thorough surrender of their individual

ways in the effort to enter into sympathy with the Greeks, and to do
what they thought the Greeks themselves might have done in

Greece; but the French hold too fast to their own habits for this,

and they have done with their Greek material much as the Greeks
themselves did with the Egyptian and Oriental material which they
collected, and what their early Renaissance architects did with the

Roman Orders and details which they imported from Italy ;
that is,

they have bent them freely to their own ways, and the resulting
architecture is not Greek but French, as it ought to be.

About 1826 there were together in the French Academy at Rome

1 Continued from page 40, No. 5W.
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four young men, "
pensioners

"
the French call them that is, stu-

dents who, having won the Grand Prize, were to be purported as

students at the Academy in Koine who were, to become the leaders

in the new architectural movement. They were Dublin, Due, Vau-

doyer, and Henri Labrouste, who was presently followed by his

brother Theodore. At this time the revivud study of Greek archi-

tecture was in full course. Hittorff wan in the midst of those stud-

ies of the Greek temples in Sicily which more than anything else

gave stimulus and direction to the Neo-Grec movement. These four

returned to France to become the evangelists of its gospel.
The earliest, conspicuous instance of their work is the column of

July, built on the site of the old Bastille, by M. Due. It is a quasi-
Corintliian column of bronze, more Greek than Koman in tlie char-

acter of its detail, but differing widely from any received or tradi-

tional form, being less than eight diameters high, with a banded
shaft, anil raised on a tall pedestal. Mr. Fergusson says of it that

"of all modern columnar monuments, it is certainly the most suc-

cessful," and he adds the criticism that "
tlie abacus of the capital

ought to have been circular." " The angular forms of the Corin-
thian capital," he says,

"
inevitably suggest an entablature, and of

all things such a suggestion is the last wanted here." Nevertheless
the i holus and the winged figure which surmount it are an agreeable
termination, and it is exactly the horns of the Corinthian abacus
that here relieve the junction of the shaft with its superstructure
from lameness lameness that amounts to insipidity in most monu-
ments where a single round shaft is crowned with a round abacus.
The bands that surround it are worth noting as a reminiscence of an
invention of 1'hilibert de POrme, who invented them for his work on
the Tuilerie!!, as a reasonable treatment of a column too large to l>e

monolithic, from whom they were copied till they were very charac-
teristic of the architecture of his time, and who gave them the name
of colonnes Franfaiset.
The typical examples of the so-called Neo-Grec style are the pub-

lic buildings or palais, built during the latter part of the reign of

Louis Phillippe and the first days of the Kmpire. The Palais des

Beaux-Arts, built by Duban, is a well-known example, and has a
facade noticeable for its elegant repose and the quiet refinement of

its detail. The Library of Ste. Genevieve, built by Henri Labrouste,
between 1843 and 1849, is a more masterly adaptation of classical

detail in a straightforward way to a distinct and visible modern use.

It is a simple rectangle of two hundred and sixty-three by seventy-
five feet, unbroken except by a projection for a staircase in the rear.

It consists of a
simple

basement divided into the rooms needed for

the purposes of the library, and a second story. which is one continu-

ous hall. It was a great step in advance, being perhaps the first

building of mark in which modern invention boldly expressed its

processes with a masterly control of classical detail. The exterior

simply expresses the character of the interior. The basement it

vigorously plain, with round-arched windows bare of decoration,
divided by a strongly-marked belt from the secoml story. The char-
acteristic feature of this story is a series of bays or windows, divided

only by pilasters or piers, and reaching with their archivolts to the

tsenia at the bottom of the frieze. The flat archivolts rest on an
enriched impost or cap, which extends into a string-course where it

crosses the wide piers at tlie angles, and on each corner above the

impost a small pilaster or flat colonnette continues to the frieze the

slight support which this seems to receive from touching tlie top of

the archivolts. This feature is clearly borrowed from the eleventh
and twelfth century architecture of the middle and south of France.
It is an early instance of the cleverness with which the more classi-

cal French architects appropriated whatever suited them from the

spoils of the medievalists and of their preference for the Roman-

esque rather than the Gothic contributions. Only the upper third of

the windows or bays are glazed ;
the lower part being filled with

screens, which are divided by decorated bands and vertical mould-

ings into panels filled with inscriptions. This, I believe, is the first

introduction of a feature that has since found many uses. The upper
glazed parts of the windows give abundant light for the interior, and
the screens below give as high wall-space as is desirable for book-
cases. The whole arrangement is as admirable and expressive as it

is ingenious. It appears from the drawing that I have at hand that

the lighter string-course which marks the window-sills is broken
around the pilasters so as to form bases, but unsupported by any
block or die extending to the belt below. Under this bell-course is

hung a continuous series of the heavy, classical garlands which seem
to commend themselves to the French as monumental. The frieze

above the upper windows is enriched with Greek motives, and car-

ries a cornice elegantly profiled, and treated with classic feeling but
with great freedom

; the hollow bed-mould being so expanded as to

give at a distance the impression of a concave corona, and the cor-

nice, instead of a cymatium, carries a vertical cheneau or gutter
enriched in very free imitation of the upright gutters found among
Grecian ruins, not so much in Greece itself as in thu Grecian remains
in Sicily and the colonies. The plain roof is framed in iron, the

truss-work boldly shown on the inside, and decoratively treated :

another instance of the stimulus to independence and invention
which the activity of the time furnished.
The Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers, by MM. Vaudoyer, father

and son, is another conspicuous example of the new style, of which I

will not undertake a detailed description. The additions to the

Palais de Justice made by M. Due are perhaps the most highly

praised examples of the style ;
the famous Salic des Pas perdus. which

is the long waiting-gallery or continuous vestibule connecting the

rooms of the various courts, and the western tjr.ule which won for

M. Due the Prix Extraordinaire of one hundred thousand francs,

given by the Em[>eror for the greatest achievement in architecture.
Of this work of Due's his noted mudiaevalist contemporary, Violict-

le-Ducsays:
" We may cite, among others, one of the most remark-

able [worki of architecture at Paris], the new part of the Palaia de
Justice, wherein the decoration belongs to the structure, sustains it

even, and by virtue of this fails neither in grandeur nor in original-

it/. Tlie Salle des Pas Perdus, without and within, in oue of the
monuments which will do honor to our time. In it everything holds

together, is made one by clearness of idea. The execution, as

always happens, answers to the composition; it is fine and pure.We feel the artist a rare thing in our day who respect* big art
and thu public."
But the lavish expenditure of the second empire, the enormous

reconstructions undertaken in Paris and the other principal towns of

France, gave such an impulse to building, and called for such an
amount of designing, that it would have been impossible to keep it

in the hands ol the small class of trained men,
"
pensioners

"
from

Kome, who had done the principal work at the end of the preceding
reign. A great many more architects were called into activity, and
the taste of the day tempted them to greater freedom and exuber-
ance of treatment The influence of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts wai
slill a restraint, and academic symmetry and balance of ensemble
have never been generally thrown off. But while the men educated
at Koine by the Government have furnished an official class of archi-
tects to whom most of the important works are due, and who have
been distinctly marked off from the rest of their profession, a few
others have by merit or favor been brought to the front, have
done conspicuous work, and left their mark upon French style.

Among these are all or nearly all the medievalists. One of the most
conspicuous and influential undertakings of the Emperor was the
extension of the Louvre toward the Tuileries, and the uniting of the
two. This is so well known, and has been so often and so clearly
described, that a slight mention of it is enough.

It should be noted that Visconti, the architect to whom it was first

intrusted, was Italian born, and at least as much Italian as French in
education and feeling. He had been known beforehand by the tomb
of Napoleon in the Invalides, by the fountains of St. Sulpiee and
Moliere, and a variety of other monuments, none of which show any
sympathy with the new movement in France. He was a man of

ready ideas, of many imposing and fairly original conceptions, whose
means of architectural expression were Koman rather than Greek,
and whose sympathies were rather with the Italian and earlier
French Kenaissance than with the modern movement. He cared
nothing for the secrets of construction, and accommodated his design
to them as little as was practicable. Though he did not live to carry
his buildings much above the ground, and though his deM"ns
were afterwards somewhat modified in detail by his successor, Le-

fuel, yet they unquestionably look their character chiefly from him.
Whether it were out of deference to the designs of Visconti, or from
his own similar feeling, Lefuel does not seem in the buildings of
the Place Napoleon 111 to have been much influenced by the Greek
tendencies of his fellows. The wings and pavilions up to tlie cor-
nices are almost as much Italian as French

; the characteristic roofs
of the pavilions are those of the Tuileries to all intents and purposes,
and in the dormer windows that spring from them the work of the
decorator is often more visible than that of the architect. The orna-

mentation, nevertheless, has an elegance and refinement which is not
like any equally exuberant Italian work. The latest of his work,
however, especially the new Pavilion de Flore, which is perhaps the
most elegant, bears somewhat more trace of Neo-Grec influence, and
although there is not much that is Greek in its detail, has a refine-

ment and in most places a moderation in ornament, as well its certain

peculiar dispositions of the subordinate forms, which show that the
influence of his contemporaries was not lost on Lefuel. These
facades have appeared to the world as the chief representatives of
modern French architecture, and have been the types of most of the
imitations of it outside of France, notably in the public buildings of
our own country, and to a great degree in the provincial towns of
France. Hence the characteristics of French architecture have
been taken to be the Koman Orders, designed with an affectation of
refinement in profile, straight and pedimenlal window-caps, with
consoles of a somewhat Greek severity in line, frets and flowers, and
above all steep roofs with hollow cornices at the top, nnd heavv, but-
tressed dormer windows at the bottom. Of the buildings which imi-

tated the new Louvre, more or less, the Hotel de Ville at Marseilles,
the new Bourse at Lyons, and the I Intel de Ville at Havre are good
examples. The roofs of the old French chateaux, with their sharp
pyramids and wedges, and their truncated masses, have given the
salient character to the outlines of buildings in this style, and the

JKche or belfry of the Hotel de Ville has been the prototype of a
thousand others more or less successful.

Of the private houses built in Paris during the empire there is not
much occasion to speak. Most architects have seen them, and we
are all familiar with many imitations of them. It is enough to .-;i\

that the French architects had been quietly developing their forui

during all the last generation, and that in spile of the excessive and
somewhat lawless elaboration of the second empire, they offer the
most distinctive and reasonable type which has been invented of late

for the houses of a large city. L.
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SCHEDULE HATING THE SUREST MEANS OF CHECK-
ING FIRES.

[T gives us unusual pleasure to reprint
from the Spectator the following outspok-

'

en opinion on the duty of the underwriter

in helping! to correct the present building
methods which forms the substance of an

interesting paper on bureau inspection,
read before the recent annual meeting of

the South-eastern Tariff Association :

The signs of the times seem clearly to in-

^dicate that in the near future we must in-

stitute some radical reforms in the matter

of conducting our business. Passing by
even such grave questions as the mode of

compensating agents, the manner of making

adjustments, and other serious matters which

are fruitful of evils in our business, because

they are more difficult to handle, anil there

first must come a more general agreement

among the companies as to what can be

done before they can be dealt with, we come
to a matter lying close at hand, which will

ere long press itself upon our attention,

and the sooner we deal with it the larger
will be the benefit we can reap from it.

The day must already have been passed
when a thinking underwriter can hold that

it is our business merely to take risks as we
find them, and have no part in securing a

betterment of their various features. This

idea has directly been the cause of render-

ing nugatory some of our best endeavors. All must now have come

to^see that our highest interests are best subserved by cultivating a

sense of mutual interest or partnership with the public in lessening

the fire-waste, which can only be done by improving the character

of risks. The grave mistake which we make as an association has

been in being blinded by the question of rates to other considerations

almost as essential for securing profit from our business. When we

organized, certainly the first thing to do was to lift our rates from

the slough of despond into which they had fallen. But our error

has beenin not taking into consideration earlier other elements af-

fecting the result of our business. We have lifted the rates, tenta-

tively at first and then more boldly as we felt our power grow, but

with what result? The loss ratio has increased more rapidly than

our rates, and we actually find that we get worse results from our

business with high rates than we did at the time when they had sunk

so low that we could not excuse ourselves for accepting them, other

than by admitting (hat our business had fallen into utter demoraliza-

tion ; and we have now gotten the rates to the highest limit that it

would seem we can afford to charge. This seems clearly to show

that we must look to other means than rates to remedy our trouble.

One of the wisest things this association could do would be to estab-

lish schedule rating as the surest means of bettering our risks and

checking the heavy fire-waste. But though we may not be prepared
to take this step at present, we can do the thing now proposed if we

are but willing to incur an expense which will make a hundred-fold

return, and do much to lessen fires without disturbing rates in any
considerable degree, or provoking hostile criticism from the public.

It behooves us to take heed of the lesson which the mutual com-

panies are teaching us, and in a measurable way demand improve-
ment of risks, or at least the abatement of serious dangers. We
cannot shut our eyes to the fact that the mutual principle is gaining

ground in this country, and threatens to make serious inroads into

our business because we neglect to do in a thorough way what many
of us undertake individually, but cannot compass alone. We will

make a great mistake if we belittle the competition
1 from mutual com-

panies. In some parts of the country they have already grown

strong because the stock insurance companies sought to ignore them,

and they now threaten to extend their operations into fields which

we have believed would be left entirely to us. It should be remem-

bered that they take the very best risks, and therefore make it al'

the more difficult for us to obtain paying rates for those which are

left to us. The characteristic feature of these companies, of whicl

we could readily avail ourselves, is the thoroughness of their inspec

tions, and our bonds are sufficiently cemented to enable us to adopt

their methods in a considerable way. The inspections of individua

companies must necessarily be inadequate, however thoroughly am

conscientiously the work may be done by the representative of one

company. The knowledge that even a reasonable demand will incur

ill will for his company, both on the part of the public and agents

deters many an inspector from requiring a removal of defects whicl

the other company (that terror which frightens the backbone out o

so many) has passed unchallenged. Then, next door to "our risk'

may lurk a danger which may carry down our risk in a common

ruin, but has not been seen by our inspector, because lie did not have

an inspection slip for it. Then, too, when the inspector of an individ

ual company finds a defect in a risk he cannot have it remedit(

because the assured can so readily go to another office and procure
insurance without making the change insisted upon, and the policy

of the company represented by such inspector is cancelled, and the

isk is at once placed in another company. The defect remains to

jring its doom, a fire results, and just so much property is destroyed.

Vhereas, if the inspector had represented all the companies on the

isk, his demand would have been met, loss averted, waste of wealth

irevented, and the community just so far benefited.

But we will not dwell upon the many reasons why inspections by
ndividual companies must necessarily be inadequate, for they are

oo well known to you all. But when an inspector comes to a risk

luthorized to investigate it thoroughly by every company writing on

t, and to require in their name the removal of defects or making of

mprovements, such recommendations cannot be disregarded.
It is therefore suggested that we organize within our association a

ureau of inspection, to be operated on the following plan :

Let a competent jud<;e of risks, who is also possessed of energy and

iarnestness of purpose, be appointed to take up systematically the in-

pection of every risk in the town or city he may visit. Let. him be

jrovided with credentials showing his authority to inspect for every
jne of our members, so that when he enters upon a premises the

jwner may know that every company whose policy he holds is repre-

iented by the inspector. Let a suitable blank be prepared, designed
o exhibit the different features of a risk, and then let such inspector
enter upon his work, which shall be to examine systematically every
risk from cellar to top of roof, noting all the features, pointing out

defects, and making suggestions.
To avoid the objection which a company may feel of having its

>usiness known by any save one who is in its employ exclusively,

such inspector shall not know what companies are on the risk, nor

shall he come in contact with the local agent so far as the discharge
of his duties may be concerned. When his inspection of any place

shall have been completed, he shall submit all of his reports to the

secretary of the association, who shall duplicate them either by hec-

ograph process or printing, as may be deemed best, and send one to

each company represented in the place inspected. A company will

,hen have before it a report on every risk in a town, and by consult-

ng its maps, or other records, will ascertain what risks it is interested

n*or what hazard it may be effected by outside its particular risks.

It is plain to be seen how much more valuable such inspection will

je than can possibly be the work of an inspector for a single com-

pany. As the inspector has represented no particular company, no

Dne company can incur the ill will of the owner of the risk, who may
have to be dealt with by demanding improvements in his risks, or

cancellation of his policies. The individual judgment and discretion

of a company will in nowise be affected, or its perfect freedom of

action in any means be curtailed by this plan. The information re-

garding its risks will merely be placed before it, and it will remain

to each one to act upon that information as it may deem best. In

those cases where concurrence of action on the part of all companies
on the risk may be desired, a request to the secretary would secure a

bulletin to each company, who may act with the others at a time

fixed if it so desires. How much can be accomplished by this plan

in improving risks, avoiding losses on the part of our members, and

saving the fire-waste to the public, suggests itself at once.

This much has been said concerning the physical hazard of risks,

but I feel quite certain that an inspector operating in the manner

proposed can do what would be impossible for a single company in

developing the moral hazard of risks. This may at first appear to

be chimerical, but I beg you to consider the matter before dismissing

it as impracticable.
Consider, for instance, the effect of this course : An inspector act-

ing for all companies could make such minute examination of risks

as^if attempted by the representative of one company, would be

denied by the owner, ami merely result in the cancellation of such

company's policy. But the association inspector could examine a

risk from cellar to garret, look under counters, into drawers, boxes,

etc., and readily arrive at a fairly accurate estimation of the value

of the stock. Then, he could interrogate the assured, and find out

how nearly his representations conform to ascertained facts by mak-

ing him declare his estimation of the amount of stock on hand, make

him exhibit his last two inventories, and examine such to satisfy

himself as to the points naturally arising in regard to them. Then,

too, the inspector could procure from the tax-books the returns of

the assured, and consult Dunn and Bradstreet and other commercial

agencies as to the standing and condition of the assured. Then,

wlien all this information is summed up and exhibited to a company
in a blank, separate from that already alluded to, I believe in many
instances a lurking moral hazard would be discovered which would

otherwise never be known or even suspected till after a fire.

Considerable time would be required to do this work in the man-

ner proposed, but the expense would be light when divided among
all the companies, and those of us who keep statistics showing the

results of inspections must be prepared to believe that the return for

such expense would be very great, and probably made up by the

saving of a single loss in the State. The expense could be appor-

tioned among the companies doing business in the different towns or

cities according to the amount of business done, which information

can be obtained from the local boards'.

It would be well, no doubt, to start the plan with only one in-

spector; and if results are satisfactory, others could be appointed,

and the plan extended as the members might deem advisable.
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BITUMINOUS COAL.

BURTON MAM F>I rriiKits' MUTUAL FIHE INSURANCE COMPANY, |

HOMOS, MAHH., May ill, 1(0*5. I

F'
fl

) II many years till* Company has
asfiit<-d to the guarded use and

storage of bituminous coal from
the George's Creek Valley in Mary-
land, in buildings insured by this

Companv, and as yet no loss has
occurred from this kind of coal taking
fire spontaneously.
During the progress of the recent

investigation of the subject of spon-
taneous combustion in bituminous coal,

a fire happened to occur from this

-cause in a pile of coal which was not

insured, but which was in the yard
of one of our members, in coal which
was supposed by the agents who tiold

it to the corporation to have been

mined in the George's Creek Valley.

We, however, ascertained that the shippers of this coal also dealt

largely in coal from other sections, some of {>oor repute as to the risk

of fire; and we are fairly satisfied that the coal which ignited was
not from the George's Creek Valley.
At the request of some of our members, our Inspector Woodbury

has been instructed to visit the Cumberland coal region, and to re-

port upon the coals of the George's Creek Valley. His report is as

follows:
BOSTON, Ma; 7, 1888.

EDWARD ATKINSON, Esq.., President :

Kir, In regard to the matter of the George's Creek coal, I would report,
that the valley of the George's Creek lies to tbe west of Cumberland. Mary-
land, and contains several veins of coal, only one of which is mined at

present, which lie in nearly a horizontal direction, and the outcrop occurs
on the slopes of the hills enclosing the valley. The "

big vein
"

has a total

thickness of fourteen feet, the upper and lower portions being mixed with
strata of slate, leaving eight to nine feet of pure coal in the middle. All

the companies except oue (the Consolidation ) confine their mining to this

central portion of the vein.
I went into portions of a mine which had not been worked for about

twenty years, and could not find any evidence of crumbling or decrepita-
tion o'f the coal, as would be the case if there had been any appreciable
deposit of iron pyrites in the coal to cause chemical action by its dissocia-

tion.

In one place I saw a railroad embankment made of coal which had been
struck in a cutting and piled up for about three years. The fact that coal
fires are unknown among consumers in this vicinity is no evidence in itself,

because the coal is so near to the consumers that it is never necessary to

store it in large quantities for a long time. At Pittsburgh I was unable to

learn of the spontaneous ignition of any coal, although the same varieties

of coal frequently ignite after being stored in the Eastern Suites.

I did not find any lumps of iron pyrites in the mines vixitcd, although I

made especial search both in the mines and around tbe entrances. I asked
one of the miners where 1 could get a specimen, and he replied that he had
never seen any in the middle stratum of the vein, but bad ieeu some wbicb
bad been taken from the lower portion of the vein, which was not worked
in that mine.
The following companies are raining the "big vein" in the George's

Creek Valley : Borden Mining Co., Consolidation Coal Co., Blaen Avon
Coal Co., National Coal Co., George's Creek Coal and Iron Co., New Cen-
tral Coal Co., S union Mining Co., Potomac Coal Co., Maryland Coal Co.,

Maryland Union Coal Co., American Coal Co.
There are other mines which are practically exhausted, and it has been

alleged to me that coals from other districts are sold under the names of
such mines, which are controlled by the same parties. Also it is known
that mines and shipping points in different mining districts have names
which are either identical, or with a different spelling have a similar pro-
nunciation.

It is not possible to identify a coal, except so far as reliable evidence can
be furnished by the shipper. There have been two instances of spontaneous
ignition of coal alleged to be George's Creek ; but in each case it was sold

by a firm also acting as agent for West Virginia coals. I cannot learn of

any instance of George's Creek coal igniting spontaneously.
I believe that more coal is sold under tbe name of George's Creek than

the production of the mines will warrant, but there are no means of Iden-

tifying the product of any mine. All bituminous coal contains sulphur,
and, although the proportion shown by the analysis of Grorge's Creek coal

is very small, there does not seem to be enough difference in the amount
as compared with that from other regions to account for the admitted dif-

ference in matters of spontaneous ignition, and the appearance of the coal

mines at George's Creek confirms my hypothesis that in this coal tbe trace

of sulphur in the form of iron pyrites is so uniformly disseminated that

there is no concentrated chemical action increasing the temperature to a

dangerous extent.

I have recently learned that one of the members of this Company is now
using Maryland" Company's George's Creek coal which has been stored in

the mill-yard in a pile over twelve feet deep for four years.

Respectfully submitted,

C. J. H. WOODBUBY.

Since there is no way in which the coal itself, from this section,

can be identified, it will be apparent that the security of our mem-
bers and our own immunity from the danger of loss will rest mainly
on the character of tlie agents or dealers from whom they make
their purchases. It must also be remembered that this Company
does not assure members that even George's Creek coal will not take

fire
;

all that we can do is to take the risk upon it with greater con-

fidence than upon some oilier varieties.

There is a great difference in the reputation of other bituminous

coals, and it is not intended to create an absolute preference in this

case. If any members are desirous to have us continue this investi-

gation by an inspection of other mines or other sections, their wishes
will be met to the bent of our ability.

Respectfully submitted,

EDWARD ATKINSON, Preiulent.

COPPER vt. GALVANIZED-IRON.
.IA< K-II.NM i.i.i

, ILL.

To THE EDITORS or THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sir, Will you be kind enough to state which material, cop-
per or galvanized-iron, is the better for use in a position constantly ex-

posed to the action of steam and the gases contained in coal imoke?
The only question is the liability of rust or corrosion.

Your truly, DANIEL E. PIKRSON.

[Cornm la very much to be preferred. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

THE TORONTO COURT-HOUSE COMPETITION.
To THH EDITORS OF THE AMKRICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sin, It may be interesting to the profession at large, and

instructive to its younger members, to learn the apparent outcome
of the competition for the Toronto City Courts; a competition whose

requirements and conditions were of the most unobjectionable nature,
which promised a committee of experts as judges, which divided

$1,000 in premiums, which promised most fair and equable treat-

ment, but which, alas ! has sadly fallen from the gracefulness of its

promise.
By the terms of its conditions, drawings were to be received not

later than April 23. The enclosed clipping from a Toronto paper
under date May 22, shows what has been done since that time.

till COURT-HOUSE PLANS.

" The court-house committee met yesterday afternoon, Chairman
Hastings, Aid. Crocker, Carlyle, Jones, Gormley, Pepler, and John
Woods being present. The reports of the experts, Mayor Manning,
Matthew Shread and Tims. Fuller (Ottawa) was read':

'In pursuance with your request of the 14th inst., accompanied with

printed copies of the instructions issued for the guidance of architects, and
also of a circular addressed to architects dated March 4, 1885, from tbe city
clerk's office, we at once commenced the inspection of the various set of
anil plans specifications, fifty in number, submitted for our consideration

audadjudication.
'Clause No. 3 of the circular March 4 is "that no prize be awarded to any

plan, the carrying out of which will exceed $200,000." Afti-r several very
careful examinations of the designs we have to report that the greater pro-
portion were found to be so defective in general arrangement and deficient
in light, etc., and so unsuitable in exterior and interior designs as not to be
worthy of further consideration. Of the balance, though many exhibited
much thought and skill in the arrangement of the various courts and olttcec,
and as regards the exterior, were evidences of considerable artistic skill, \ et
there were serious objections to the grouping of someof the department* for
the transaction of business and for obtaining light and air, two very important
features. As there was not one suitable design, the carrying out of which
would not greatly exceed 8200,000, we are prevented by clause No. 3 from
making any award of the premiums; and we further found that under any
circumstances there was not one design which we could recommend for

adoption in its entirety.
' The competitors have no doubt expended a vast amount of time and money

in the preparation of their plans, but with such a definite condition as that
of clause No. 3 in the circular, they have done so at their own risk. It may
be said that some plans have been accompanied by detailed estimates, and
even in one case by a tender (not asked for), but the prices on which these
estimates were made vary so greatly that it is evident that no reliance can
be placed on them, and they are, in our opinion, prices at which work could
not be properly and honestly performed. For the above reason we are not
able to recommend any design for erection or to award tbe premiums to auv.

'

It is evident to us that the sum named as the limit of expenditure is not
sufficient to provide a building of the character and finish appropriate for a
public building of this class and therefore if the requirements, as called for
in the printed instructions, are to be strictly adhered to, it will be necessary,
judging from tbe plans submitted, to largely increase the appropriation, or
otherwise the required accommodation must be modified.

4 As we cannot advise the adoption of any design in lUi entirety, and as by
clause 3 we are unable to award any premiums, we consider that all plans
and specifications should at once be returned to the various authors without
being made public, and as the authors of tbe following (tbe expert* here
gave the names of seven mottoes, but tbe committee deemed it advisable
not to make them public at present) have irrespective of cost, as regard*
the arrangements most closely adhered to the requirement*, and whose
elevations are of tbe most

appropriate character, recommend they be
invited to prepare amended designs to be submitted, say four week* Irani
date of Invite, on the following conditions;

' Plans drawn to a scale of an eighth of an inch to a foot, to consist of the

following: Four elevations : two sections; plans of each floor; plan of roof:

perspective at option of competitor; also a brief description of tbe varioiu
materials proposed for the construction. The system to be adopted for

heating and ventilation should be subject to future consideration; therefore
it is only necessary that competitors should allow in their estimates tbe sum
of $10,000 for that purpose. Each architect to be paid $250 for bis design,
provided the plaus submitted are appropriate for such a public building,
and that the cost of erection will not exceed the amount stipulated.

' That tbe author of the plan approved for erection shall be employed at
the usual professional remuneiatiou of five per cent.

'

If this recommendation in adopted it would be manifestly unfair to the

competitors that the present plans should be made public; hence the recom-
mendation that they be at once returned to their respective authors.'

" The feeling among the members was that a large additional grant
would have to be made in order to meet the expense of a building
alike suitable and creditable to the dignity of the city. They
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recommended the adoption of the report. When the report came
before the executive half an hour later, Aid. Walker thought the

court-house committee had passed it too hastily, and moved that it

be referred back, whieh was carried."

The committee of experts meet upon the 16th of May and report

upon the 21st, a Sunday intervening.
In this short time they assure themselves that no design can be

executed for the amount of their appropriation, all other estimates

and even tenders to the contrary, notwithstanding, and throw every-

thing over.

From that time to this absolutely no steps have been taken, as the

accompanying letters set forth. In effect, for the space of nearly
three and one-half months nothing has been done, nor does it seem

likely, from such brilliant beginning, that anything will follow except
an overpowering desire upon the part of the competitors to consider

themselves most unfairly and unjustly treated. This is perhaps
putting it mildly. The profession has another experience, and the

committee fifty sets of drawings.
These, if useful in no other way, may, with their accompanying

specifications, be sold as old paper. The receipts from this source,

together with the saving incidental to the use of the stretchers as

kindling-wood, almost reimburse the State for the expense of adver

tising, printing, stationery and postage. I am sure the competitors
would subscribe to make up any deficit.

I have the misfortune to be,
" A COMPETITOR."

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

ARTIFICIAL EARTHQUAKES. Professor Milne, of Japan, has been

making further and very original experiments in that country, in order
to study the effects of earthquake wave-movement in different soils.

As he could nut command earthquakes to come at his bidding, even in

that earthquake-favored land, he endeavored to produce them artifi-

cially. This he did by subterranean explosions of dynamite, and by
causing heavy weights to fall from a great height. The results re-

corded are most interesting, but far too complex in their nature to be
detailed here. It is illustrative of the enlightenment of the Japanese
administration that such startling experiments were not only permitted
but encouraged. Chambers's Journal.

RED OAK FOR INSIDE FINISH. A singular feature of the hard-wood
trade is the prejudice that exists in certain localities against red oak
as a finishing wood. This prejudice seems to be strongest in New Eng-
land, and the reason assigned for it by the dealers is that it will not
admit of a first-class finish because the pores of the wood absorb the

filling to such an extent that a rough surface is left, which cannot be

polished down. If this is the only objection which can be urged
against this beautiful wood the parties who condemn it must be igno-
rant of the practical facts in the case. Throughout the West red oak
is in favor for interior finishing and furniture uses. Western cabinet-
makers and hard-wood finishers have no trouble whatever in giving it

as fine a surface as can be found upon the majority of woods used for

such purposes. If properly sawed it develops a beautiful, diversified

grain, the appearance of which is fully as striking and effective as any
of the other light-colored woods. It is next to impossible, however, to

sell a car-load of it in New England, and particularly in Boston. It is

more than probable that prejudice and ignorance have more to do with

keeping it out of those localities than any inherent defect in the wood
itself. Northwestern Lumberman.

WAREHOUSES FOUND AT ROME. An interesting discovery illustrat-

ing the commerce and the luxury of ancient Rome has been made
close to Monte Testaccio and the English cemetery. The whole of
that district to the west of the Aventine outside the Porta Tregetnina
was occupied by granaries and warehouses for the storage of imports
of all kinds. Between the northern side of Monte Testaccio and the
Tiber there still exist colossal remains of the great emporium built by
Marcus Emillius L/epidus and Emillius Paulus nearly 200 years before
the Christian era. In the year 1868 a considerable portion of the

quays was discovered together with some six hundred blocks, many of
them of large size, of rare, variegated marbles of all kinds, lying just
where they were landed from the galleys which had brought them from
Nuinidia, the Grecian Islands, and Asia Minor fifteen centuries ago.
Now, in the course of the building operations in this locality, two ware-
houses have been discovered, one filled with elephants' tusks and the
other with lentils. It is curious to find such products stored side by
side, but as bags of lentils were sometimes shipped as ballast they may
have served that purpose. The discovery would have been a very val-

uable one if, unfortunately, the ivory had not been much decayed.
The Popolo Romano states that it is the intention of the Syndic to

remove the bronze equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius from the

piazza of the Capitol to a museum, and to erect a bronze reproduction
in its place. The reason for this change is scarcely apparent. The
statute certainly does not occupy its original position, but, to employ
Michael Angelo's opinion of it, it is a "

living monument of ancient
Rome." It has stood in the sight of the people one might almost say
of the world for more than 1,700 years; and although the gilding
has nearly disappeared it has in other respects suffered no injury during
this lapse of years. It endured much rough handling in the course of

removal, and when wine was made to flow from the nostrils of the
horse in the time of Rienzi. Standing where it does it forms an inte-

gral part of the ancient magnificence of the city, and affords a vivid
illustration of its splendor; but removed to a museum it will simply be

part of a collection of works of art. London Times.

MR. HUSKIN'S SUCCESSOH. Mr. Herkomer has been elected Slade
Professor of Fine Arts at Oxford University. He succeeds Mr. Huskin.

FATE OF ONE OF THE MAKEKS OF NEW PARIS. Stories sometimes
come to light which are even stranger than the disclosures of our own
police courts. A man has just died of starvation at Montrouge, after a
strange reverse of fortune. He was known in the humble society

among which he ended his days as Le Pere Fallals, but under the

Empire, less than twenty years ago, he lived in great luxury. He was
the contractor who undertook the work for opening the Boulevard St.

Michel, and in which millions passed through his hands. He afterward
became utterly ruined in unfortunate speculations and lived for a time
on the charity of an old beggar woman whom he had promised to
remunerate when he came into a fortune he expected, but as the for-
tune did not come she lost patience and turned him on the streets. He
was found lying on a heap of rubbish one night last week, insensible
from exhaustion, and was removed to a hospital, but died the next
morning. He had eaten no food for three days. Pall Mall Gazette.

THE DUTCH NATIONAL MUSEUM. The splendid new National Museum
of Fine Arts, in which many of the most precious art treasures of the
Netherlands have found a permanent and worthy home, was inaugu-
rated to-day with a very imposing ceremony. The building, a magnifi-
cent structure in Dutch Renaissance, erected by the celebrated architect,
M. P. J. H. Cuypers, was commenced in 1876, and has cost, from first

to last, no less than two million guilders. At the time of the Interna-
tional Colonial Exhibition in 1883, the chief entrance to which was
through the principal front of the new Museum, the latter was so far
advanced that the collections lent by the Prince of Wales and the
South Kensington Museum were placed in one of its principal saloons.

Much, however, still remained to be done, and now the whole is com-
plete it may safely be said that the Dutch National Museum, with its

precious contents, is one of the finest and most valuable institutions of
the kind in Europe.
Within the walls of the new Museum are united many fine collections,

hitherto scattered in various spots. Among them are included the re-
nowned galleries of the Hotel de Ville of Amsterdam, the Museum Van
der Hoop, the Haarlem Pavillion, the Netherlands Museum at The
Hague, and the Royal Cabinet of Drawing. Many of the masterpieces
of Rembrandt and the Flemish school are among the collection. The
Museum, however, is not intended simply as a gallery of paintings and
sculpture. It is to embrace a school of the industrial arts and of draw-
ing, these latter departments being under the management of the
talented Director, M. Obreen. In short, the National Museum will be
at once the National Gallery and the South Kensington of the Nether-
lands. Correspondent of the London Standard.

THE PANTHEON, PARIS. The Pantheon was begun in 1758, under
the direction of the architect Sufflot. The edifice was destined in the

beginning to replace the old Church of Ste. Genevieve, which threat-
ened to fall from decay. In 1764 Louis XV laid the first stone of the

dome, a bold creation to which Sufflot owes his celebrity. The work
dragged, however, owing to repeated obstacles, and when the Revolu-
tion broke out in 1789 it was still unfinished. The edifice, therefore,
was not consecrated to Catholic worship whn the Constituent Assem-
bly devoted it to the burial of illustrious dead, placing on it the follow-

ing inscription: "Aux grands hommes la Patrie reconnoissante." Besides
Mirabeau and Marat, Voltaire and Rousseau, the honors of the Pan-
the'on were accorded during the Revolution to Lepelletier of St. Far-

geau, and Barra and Viala. In place of the shining cross, cut by
Conston, Moitte represented on the fronton the figure of La Patrie or

Country distributing her rewards, a design that inspired David in the

group of illustrious men who adorn the tympanum. Other sculptured
groups were placed beneath the vestibule. A statue of Fame was to

surmount the cupola. For that it was necessary to change the summit
of the lantern. The traces of the work, begun for this purpose, but
never finished, are yet seen. Napoleon, after having the body of Mar-
shal Lannes placed in the Pantheon, again become the Church of Ste.

Genevieve, ordered this church to be used for the burial of senators and
other dignitaries. After the Restoration the remains of Voltaire and
Rousseau were removed by night from the edifice and thrown into a
hole near the Bievre. Moitte's fronton and the group of republican
bas-reliefs were also removed, and lay for a long time in a shed in a
yard of the College of Henri IV. These acts of iconoclasm were palli-
ated by the representation of the apotheosis of Ste. Genevieve by the

|>ainter Gros, under the vault of the second cupola. The resolution of

July reviving the law of 1791 restored the Pantheon to the destination
intended by the Constituent Assembly, and replaced on it the original
dedication. But no great men were buried within it. The magnificent
fronton of David alone recalls the memory of that restoration, for the
bronze tablets whereon the names of the citizens killed during the Days
of July, 1830, were engraved have disappeared. The Government of

King Louis Philippe caused the group and bas-reliefs of the Revolution
to be replaced, and added thereto a group representing Ste. Genevieve
arresting Attila, by Maindron, The Republic of 184S made no change
n the Pantheon. The celebrated physician, M. Foucaux, arranged in

the middle of the edifice an apparatus that visibly demonstrated the
movement of the earth's rotation. In December, 1851, a decree, signed
jy Fortoul, reaffirmed the royal order of 1830, that is, took away the
Pantheon from the great men and restored it a second time to Catholic

worship. A community of chaplains with a dean was shortly after-
wards appointed for service therein. It is this decree of 1851, which
was still in vigor, that President Gre'vy has abolished to return to the
condition of things existing under Louis Philippe. The Panthe'on as
t is popularly known is built in the form of a Greek cross and is 369
'eet.long and 276 feet broad. The dome is 272 feet high and is crowned
>y a lantern. The summit of the lantern is 39U feet above the level of
,he Seine and about 470 feet above the level of the sea. Boston Trail-

crifit.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Krported for The American Architect and Building Nw.t

a large portton ofthf buildfaff in
it jtrovitferf by their regular corregpottdrntit, the etittor*

^realty derire to receive voluntary iv/urmtitum, etpe'i the amaller and outlying (t>irtts.\

BUILDING PATENTS,

\Prinltri tpecitlcationt of my patent! herementiaxed
together with full detail il/ustmtirmi, may lir uhlaintA
tf the Commimioner of J'alenti, at H'tuUmiitan. fo-
ttcenty-Jire ccnts.l

322,908. BKVEL AND MITER. Samuel S. Colt, Or-
ange, N. J.

a,ni. KOOFING-TILF.. John K. Uonaldeon, Mon-
tezuma, In.l.

322,935. FLANING-MACHINE. Henry A. Holt, Wil-
ton, N. H.

322,944. DOOR-BOLT. Ralph O. Leininger, Phlla-
del|,l,i:.. I';,.

322,967. HVDRAPLIC-RAM ELEVATOR. .1. .-.],],

Moore, San Francisco, Cal.
322 961. SEWEK-GAH CHECK KOR SINK-. James

Neale, Bridgeport, Conn.
322,790. Asl'IIALTlC TILING AND PAVINO MATK-

RIAL. Judson Rico .-mil Andrew Stciger, San Joe*1

,

iiinl Isaac 1,. Thurber, Santa Cruz, Cal
322,100. ROOFING-PLATE. Josef Sporny and Ian

Zarski, Warsaw, Kn->in.

323,00)1. BEVEI,- PROTRACTOR. Thnni:is B. Wil-
liams, Orange, Mass.

323,017. PIPE AND MONKEY WRKNCH. Goorge S.

Armstrong, Denver, Col.
X'3,"!.-. HiNGE.-Sullivaii H. Atkins, I. vim, Maiw.
323,020. SASU-FAT.NER. John Y. Bessell, Cin-

cinnati, ii.

321,030. PORTABLE HOUSE. William Elford, Oak-
laud, Cal.

323,063. LATCH. Milton C. Nile*. Oak Park, 111.

323,077. BEVEL. George W. Rice, Manistiqne,M it-li.

323,083. BRICK-MACHINE. William H. Stewart,
Boonville, Mo.
323,092. FIRE-ESCAPE. Leopold Werner, Newark,

N. J.
..J.:.llll. CORNICE AND Cllll.lM) DECORATIONS.

August Carlewhz, Newark, N. J.

323,128. MEI-HOD OK AND COMPOUND FOR PRE-
SF.HVI.VU STONE. Thomas Kglestou, New York, N.Y.

323,140. FIKE- ESCAPE. Henry Gollings, Bellz-
hoover, Pa.

323,152. PAINTERS' SCAFFOLD. William T. Howes,
White Hcalh, 111.

323,l(iO. AUTOMATIC FIRF.-EXTINGUIBHEB AND
ALAKM. <ieo. W. Landon, Baltimore, .Md.

323,165. DEVICE FOR OPENING l>ouK8.- Samuel 11.

l,aw, Brooklyn. N. Y.
323,191. \ViNDow-Mnt

ohn, Milwaukee, Wis.

323,198. BIT-STOCK. George H. Packwood, Tampa,
Fla.

323,209. COMBINED KADIATOR AND HEATING-
OVEN. Ix>uis C. Hddier, Detroit, Mich.

323,218. PLOTTINU-SCALE. Frederick E. Shaw,
Valley Falls, H. I.

323.229. MACHINE FOR SAWINO SPOUTS. Charles
M. Slrobrldge and William llouglilon, Merrill, Wis.

323,232. SHUTTER-FAHTENEK. George J. Thomas
Newton, Mass.

323,235. HOT-WATER OR STEAM-RADIATOR. Sam-
uel D. Tompklns, Jersey City, N. J., and John N.
Mailock, Brooklyn, N. Y.

323,288. KiKK-iHCAPE. Mary A. Arrowsmith. Free-
hold, N. J.

323,300. VENTILATOR. Vesper Dorneck, Indianap-
olis, inii.

323,308. DOOR-OPENER. Julius Flnck, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

323.338. WINDOW-AWNING. William Jolliffe, Bal-
timore, Md.

323,o48. BRICK-PKESB. Hiram Lupber, Tullahoma,
Tenn.

323,365. PROCKSS OP MAKING WHOUGHT-IRON.
William Price, McKeesport, Pa.

i: in IK. Siegfried L. F. Mel-

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
BUILDING PERMITS. since our last report twenty
permits Lave been granted, the more important of
which are the following:
Henry Hudson, three-st'y brick building, 8 w cor.

Chesapeake aud l>illon Sw., and 2 two-st'y brick

buildings, e s Harris Alley, rear of above.
A. L. Gorter, 3 thre-st'y brick buildings, e s

Maryland Ave., u of Preston St.
J. A. Pixie, 4 two-st'y brick buildings, s s West

St., commencing s w cor. China Alley.
Henry Uoth & Co., 2 tbree-sl'y brick buildings, n s

Lombard St., w of Castle St.
A. Hauueman, 5 two-st'y brick buildings, w s

\\ ..tile si
. commencing s w cor. llanneinan Are.

Jobn E. Toule, 2 three-st'y brick building*, n e
Druid Hill Ave., between Eutaw and St. Mary's Sts.
John F. Stone, 6 three st'y brick buildings, e s

liattery Ave.. n of Clement St.
F. W. Ulalders, 5 three-sfy brick buildings and

two-st'y brick stable, commencing s w uor. Calhouu
aud Lexington sis.

Boston.
BUILDING PERMITS. Wood. Cashing Are., near
Sawyer Ave., dwell., 27' x 30'; builder. Win. (iwynn.

Quincy St., near Cherry St., dwell., 22' x 30';

owner, Dennis Higgius; builder, A. Nobble.

I), ,.IM M., ,-,.r. Ashnmnl St., dwell 26 X 30*;
owner. Josephine (Jerry; builder, .Mm Bass.

\ ..111,11, >'/., cor. Wentworth St., stores and halls'
40' i 4', owner, G. W. Cbluman, builder, Benjamin
Rockwell.

I'urit St., near Marlon St., shed, 17' x 40'; locker,
IS' x 30'; owner, City of Boston, Sewor Department.

Brooklyn.
Brii.iuNi) PERMITS. Cooper Pt., tit, IOC's Herkiiner

St., 6 two-sfy brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$3,000; owner, J. Pickering, New York City; archi-
tect, J. Platte; builder, J. Peters.
Xoitrand Are., n e cor. Qulncy St., 6 fonr-st'y

brown-stone stores and flats, tin roofs: cost, $7,000
and $8,500 each: owner and builder, Win. Johnson,
224 Si. John's PI.; architect, 1. I). Reynolds.
ilcl>oHou<jh St. u s, I1.V w Lewis Ave., tbree-efy

brown-stone dwell., tin roof; cost, $7,000; owner, \V.
A. Welch. WiDvcatur St.; arcbitect, I. D. Reynolds.
Klfrenth St., s s, 217' 10" w Seventh Ave., 3 three-

st'y brick flats, tin roofs; cost, total, sni,iniO; owner
J. Jack, 454 Ninth St.; architect, G. W. Bush; build-
ers, J. Crouch and W. Brown.
Gncupoint Are., Xoi. 241 and 243, n s, 1BO w Pro-

vost St., 2 four-st'y frame (brick-fllled) tenements,
tin roofs; total cost, $12,000; owner, Eugene Pilou,
201 Hewes St.; arcbitect, Th. Englehardt; builders,
M. Metzen and J. Reed.
Seventeenth St., s s, 100' e Fourth Ave., 5 Iwo-sfy

brick and brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$4,6HO; owner and architect, Geo. Ingram, 752 Fifth
Ave.; builder, not selected.

//alley St., s s, 100' e Lewis Ave., 7 two-st'y brick
and brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, $4,HOO
owners and builders, J^ambcrt & Mason, 148 Putnai
Ave.: arcbitect, I. D. Reynolds.
Manhattan Ace., w s, 21*' n Fourth St., four-sf

brown stone tenement, gravel roof; cost, $fl,0(Kl

owner, C. N. Gerard, Baldwins, L. L; architect. K. B
Ackerly.
Jrffrrton St., n s, '2W w Marcy Ave., 4 three-sf

brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $9,000
owner and builder, Geo. P. Phillips, 177 Hancock St
I'ulnnm Are., n s, 496' e Tompklns Ave., 6 two-st'J

brown-stone dwells., tin roofs, wooden cornices"
cost, each, $4.500; owner and builder, Arthur Tay
lor, 409 Herkiiner St.
Manhattan Ace., Ko. 505, w s, 75' n Freeman St.

four-st'y brick store and tenement, gravel roof
cost, $8,000; owner, Alonzo De Witt. 76 Green SI.

ar.-hilect, F. Weber; builders, J. Hallord & Son an
J. Fallon.

MelroteSt., n s, 200' w Knickerbocker Ave. thret
st'y frame (brick-fllled) tenement, tin roof; cost
$4,000; owner and contractor, Caspar Gcssmann, 13,

Kllery St.; architect, G. Hillenbrand; mason, O
Wahle.
Eceryrten Avr., \v s, 25' u Van Voorhees St., two-

st'y frame (brick-filled) dwell., tin roof; cost, $3,ono
owner aud builder, Fred. H. Shlld, 241 Lynch St.

architect, Th. Engelhardt.
I'ur southwest of Harrifon St., one-t'y frame

shed, gravel roof; coot, $5,000: owner, Estate o
Chas. Kelsey, 156 Columbia St.; architect, S. C. Hal
stead; builder, J. Bulck.

George St., s s. 250' w Knickerbocker Ave., 3 three
sfy frame (brick-tilled) tenements, tin roofs; cost
each, $2,900; owner and contractor. A. Ann m &
Co.. 269 Devoe St.; architect, G. Hillenbrand; ma
son, J. Aii,-r.

i!<oi-fje St., s s, 225' w Knickerbocker Ave., three
sfy trame (brick-filled) store and tenement, tin roof
cost, * 4,000; owner, etc., same as last.
Ann St., n w cor. Commercial St., ihree-sfy brick

office, gravel roof; coat, $3,00n; owner and architect
llaveineyer Sui;ar Rctlning Co.; builders, J. B
Woodruff and D. Whet-don.
Coot St., No. 11, n s, e Ewen St., tbree-st'y frame

tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner, Mrs. Anna
Fraas, on premises; architect, Th. Engelhard!
builder, J. Rauth.
Troutman St.. s s. 27f/ w Hamburg Ave., three-sl'y

frame (brick-fllled) tenement; cost, $4,5011; owner
and builder, Fritz Salmon, 172 Jefferson St.; archi-
tect, 'ih. Engelhardt.
Hamilton Ave., Not. 191-197, e s, 3S> s Cole St.,

4 two-st'y brick stores and dwells., gravel roofs;
cost, each. $3,000; owner, architect and builder, J.
F. Nelson, 26 Manhagsett PL

ALTERATION)). Henry St., Xoi. 94 nmt 98, add one
st'y, cost, $3,50"; owner. Jobn S. Sharpe, Main St.;
builders, J. Gllfoyle and W. S. Wright.Grand St., A'oi. 22 ami 2, cor. First St., nve-st'y
brick extensions, tin roof, new front on (iraiul si',
and interior alterations, iron-work; cost, $12,000;
owner, 1>. Alters, on premises; architect, E. F. Gay-
lor; builders, M. Smith aud Jenkins & Gillies.

flutter St., n s, 300 e Court St.. three-sfy hrick
extension, tin roof; cost, $6,000; owner, St. Krancis
College, on premises; builders, J. J. Gallagher and
M. Freeman's Sons.
Manhattan Ave., An. 668, raised twelve feet, frame

story beneath; also two-sfy frame extension, tin

root, cost, $3,300; owner, Joseph Beaver, on prem-
ises; architect, M. D. Randall; builder, S. W. Ran-
dall.

South Portland Ave , s e cor. Hanson PL. tw>fy
brick extension, tin roof, new rear wall and interior

alterations; cost, $11,000; owner, Hanson PI. Bap-
tist Church; architect aud contractor, J. N. Smith;
mason, J. De Molt.

Chicago.
CHURCH. Adler & Sullivan, architects, planned Zion
Temple on ngdeu Ave., near Washington Boule-
vard, 65' x 110', brick, stone and terra-cotia front;
cost, $35,000.

DwKi,i.txu8. Plans are Just completed by Adler &
Sullivan, architects, for two-st'y basement, mausard
and tower roof dwell., at 3312 Wabash Ave., for B.
Limlauer; cost, $25,000.
The same architects have plans completed for

dwell, cor. Prairie Ave. and (iano St., 26 x 76', two-
st'y and maneard, Anderson pressed - brick and
brown-stone; cost, $13,000.
Same architects planned the dwell. 2915 Prairie

Ave. for Henry Stern, 25' x 80', two-st'y aud man-

sard, Anderson brick and brown-stone; cost
OMI.

uiLUiNii PKHMITR. J. V. Clark, 6 stores, 7

Halsuxl St.; cost, $5,000.
J. L. Gregaree, two-st'y dwell., 1076-1078 Q<

St.; cost. $5.200.
K. R. Cable, two-st'y dwell.. 110-114 Cass St.

$40,000; architects, Cobb & Frost.
Sawyer & Loin hard, 2 iwo-st'y dwells., 87-8

yer Ave.; cost, $c,ooo.
Sawyer A Ixmibard, 2 two^l'y dwells., MI-M

xieAve.; cost, $6,000.
F. Woodruff, two-st'y flats, 1047 Taylor St.;
n JM,
H. C. Jaeobs, 2 two-sfy dwells., 156-181 Thl

St.; cost, $7.000.
Mrs. A. lllantz, 2 two-st'y dwells., 934-931

Buren St.; cost, $*,000.
A. Beck, additional st'y, HMN Clark St.

$4,600.
Mrs. E. Wells, two-st'y dwell.. 34 Union Pa

0*4, 93,500.
J. L. Lombard, 2 two-st'y dwells., HK1-883 i

Ave.; cost, $6,000.
C. B. Sawyer, 4 two-st'y dwells., fJMsm

cost, 12,000.
G. F. Beck, 2 two-st'y stores and dwells., 2

Cr|MMiler St.; cost, $8,000.
F. Volradt, two-st'y store and dwell., 962 T

first M ; cost, >:i,:i.
I. Penshorn, two-st'y dwell., 188 Elghteentl

cost, #3,300.
M. Mojewskl, three-st'y store and dwell., 77

waukee Ave.; cost, $7,000.
Mrs. A. Honkauip, two-st'y dwell., 3747 P

Ave.; cost, $3,01x1.
Mrs. i rr.,i,,,e|], two-st'y dwell., 428 Tayloi

cost, $3,?OJ.
Dr. (iurnea, three-st'y store and dwell. ,3268'

worth Ave.; coot, $5,500.
H. L. Parmelee, 2 two-st'y dwells., 903-971 C

Park Ave.; cost, $3,200.
H. Schwaegermau, two-st'y store and dwell

West Lake St.; cost, $4,000.
S. H. Wheeler, H two-sfy dwells., 826-832 W

Ave.; cost, $40,0110.

O. M. Hall, two-st'y dwell., 998 West Adam
cost, $5,000.

J. Schweger. two st'y addition, 613 West Flffc

St.; cost, $2,500.
F. Konpasek, three-st'y dwell., 166 Bunke:

cost, $4,300.
A. C. King, three-st'y flats, 231 Michigan

cost, $12,1100.
Mrs. M. Patrick, two-st'y flats, 33t Waliash

cost, $2,500.
Mrs. 11. E. Simpson, two-sfy flats, 3833 Wi

Ave.: cost, $2,500.
J. Jensou, two-sfy dwell., 602-664 ShoberSt.;

$3,500.
J. Hoffmann, two-sfy store and dwell., 3668

sted St.
; coxt, $5,000.

M. Dougherty. 2 three-sfy stores aud flats, :<

West Indiana St.; cost, $10,000.
P. Regan, two st'y dwell., 353 West Flfleentl

cost, $J,8'1).
B. Cunlin. two-st'y store and dwell., HIM 1

Western Ave.; cost, $3,800.
A. Schroeder. two-sfy dwell., 9SM01 Kendall

cost, $."i,500.

R. Walts, three sfy store and dwell., 694 Vai
ren St.; ciwt, $6.000.
H. Heinm-lgarn, two-st'y dwell., 719 Fnlli

Ave.; cost, *15,000.
H. B. Satford, two-st'y flats, 912 Thirty-slxlli

cost, (2,800.
C. B. Sawyer, 2 two-st'y dwells., 869-861 Sa

Ave.; cost, $6,000.
Km.'iiiuel M. K. Church, oue-st'y church, 26

Mamhtleld Ave.; eost, $14,000.
Erie St. M. K. Church, oue-sfy church, 60

West Erie St.; cost, $7,000.
ii H. Helm basement, Melton Ave.; cost, S:
M. Karzyaskl, two-sfy dwell., 730 Noble St.;

$3,700.
Mrs. Goodnow, 2 two-sfy dwells., 743-747 Fall

Ave.; cost, $4/100.
P. Rice, two-st'y store and dwell., 161-153 N

Western Ave.: cost, $4,oon.
Geo. Morris, 4 three-sf y dwells., 19U1-11I09 <

St.; cost, $16,o<.
Geo. Morris. 3 three-sl'y store aud dwells., IK

Twentieth St.; cost, $10,000.
W. II. Maple, a two-sfy dwells., 41-46 Cam]

Park Ave.; cosi, $7,600
Chas. Forester, 2 two-st'y dwells., 610-612 Ac

Ave.; cost, <M.OUO,
U. P. I >eey, two-sfy dwell., G34-U38 Ijike 1

Ave.; cost, $ 0,000.
J. M. Love, two-st'y dwell., 3132 Calumet /

COSt, *27.IKXI.

I >. A. Tltcomb, two-st'y store and dwell., 126N
West Ave.; cost, $4,000.

J. Mclleury, two-st'y store and dwell., 119 Fu
ton Ave.; cost, $3,000.
W. B. Barber, tbree-st'y store and dwell., 47 S

St.: enst, $10.OOO; architects, Thomas & Rogers.
I!. Hxgaman, two-sfy dwell., 3133 Calumet A

cost, >Hi,imo
J. llergsteln, three-st'y dwell., 263 Fremont

cost, $6,000.
Mrs. S. E. Hale, 2 two-sfy dwells., 3208-3210 C

met Ave.; cost, $10,000; architect, A. Smith.
F. G. Seivert, tbree-st'y flaw, 678 North Market

cost, $7,000; architect, H. Kley.
C. Venn, lwo-t'y dwell., 78 Cornell St.; cost,

OJ.

Thos. Kavanaugh, two-st'y flats, 926 West Two
St.; cost, $4,600.
H. Kaepeke, one-sfy factory, 356-362 North i

gamon St.; cost, $10.000.
C. H. Adams, two-st'y store and dwell., 424

North Halsted St.; cost. $7,000.
C. Seipp, 3 two-sfy dwells., 3000-3004 Grovel

Park Ave.; cost, $21,000.
K. II. Peters, three-st'y dwell., 267 Lasalle A'

cost, $2,600.
K. Ledger, 3 two-sfy dwells., 3228-3230 South P

Ave.; coat, $10,000; architect, C. Palmer.
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R. E. Shinimin, two-st'y dwell., 533 West Jackson
St.; cost, $4,000.

Kansas CHy, Mo.
BUILDING PERMITS. H. Cree, brick house, cor.
Twenty-first and McGee Sts.; cost, $3,000.
H. Tobener, block cor. Fifteenth and Oak Sts.;

cost. $5,500.
L. Huth, block, 705 and 707 Penn St.; cost, $7,500.
W. H. Allen, block on Tracy Ave.; cost, $4,500.
Mrs. M. B. Keardon, brick house, 565 Graud Ave

cost, $3,000.
Deardorit' Estate, four-st'y brick business block

1101 Main St.; cost, $05.000.
Isaac Gordon, brick business building. 812 Main

St.; cost, $3,000.
New York.

CHURCHES. The Trustees of the old Epiphany
House are to have a brick church, 80' x 9s' oil Stan-
ton St., between Norfolk and Kssex Sts., to cost
$50,000, from designs of Mr. C. C. Haight.A Presbyterian Church is to be erected on East
Seventy-second St. aud Second Ave., on a lot 100' x
102'.

HOUSES. For Mr. L. Weissman a four-st'y stone
house, 25' x 87', is to be built at No. 1 Host Eightieth
St., at a cost of $50,000, from plans of Messrs. A.
Zucker& Co.
On the 8 8 of Seventy-eighth St., 175' e of Fifth

Ave., six houses- are to be built by Messrs. C. Graham
& Sons.

BUILDING PERMITS. Baxter St., No. 145, flve-st'y
brick tenement, gravel roof; cost, $]8,500; owner
Thomas H. Wilcox, 327 West Ninety-second St.; ar-
chitect and mason, Geo. W. Hughes; builders, Breeu
& Nason.
Grand St., n e cor. Wooster St., tive-st'y brick and

iron front store, tin roof; cost, $40.000; owner, Win.
W. Winans, 3 East Forty-seventh St.; architect, G.
W. J)a Cunha.
Sullivan tit., e s, 95' s Houston St., granite base-

ment of proposed church; cost, $30,1100; owners,
Church of St. Anthony of Padua, Kev. Father Ana-
cletus, 106 Sullivan St.; architect, Arthur Crooks;
builders, James r>. Murphy and James Thompson.

Tlurty-Hinth St., n s, 600' w Eleventh Ave., one-
. st'y brick building, tin roof; cost, abt. $5,000; own-

ers, Stern & Metzger, Fonieth St., w of Eleventh
Ave.; architect, John Mclntyre.
Sixteenth St., a s, 46' w First Ave., four-st'y brick

flat, tin roof; cost, $9,010; owner, Nicholas Duffy,
346 East sixteenth St.
East Forty-second St., A'o. 514, three-st'y brick ten-

ement, tin roof; cost. $4,000; owner, John Kyan, 512
East Eighty-second St., architect, J. Brandt.
East One Hundred and Twentieth St., A'o. 325, two-

st'y brick dwell., felt and gravel roof; cost, $5,000;
owner, William Keichert, ;(27 East One Hundred and
Twentieth St.; architect, Chas. Baxter; builder, A.
B. Edwards.
Second Ave., e 8, One Hundred and Tenth to One

Hundred and Eleventh St., 8 five-st'y brick tene-
ments with stores, tin roofs; cost, cor. buildings,
each, $19.0, 0, others, each, $17,000; owners, Kiley &
Cunningham, 41ti East One Hundred and Fifteenth
St.; architect, .John Brandt.

Seventy-jirst St., n s, 338' e First Ave., flve-st'f
brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $10,000; owner, Mary
Brosemer, 2225 First Ave.; architect. F. S. Barus.
One Hundred and Seventh St., s a, 94' o Third Ave.

Bix-st'y brick storehouse, tin roof; cost, $16,000,
owner and builder. Thomas McManus, 709 Lexing-
ton Ave.; architect, J. H. Valentine.
East One Hundred and Twenty-third St., A'o. 367,

one-st'y brick dwell., and one-fet'y brick store, tin
roofs; cost, total, $7,000; owner, tdward lioberts,
1777 Third Av.; architect, Andrew Spence.

Sixtieth St., n s, 32"' e Ninth Ave., 3 three-st'y
brick (stone-front) dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $8,-
000; owner, Gideon E. Fountain, 50 East Seventy-
ninth St.; architects, A. B. Ogdeu & Son.
Sixtieth St., 11 s, 175' e Ninth Ave., 8 three-st'y

brick (stone-front) dwells., tin root's; cost, each, $H,-
000; owner, John Davidson, 116 East Fifty-sixth St.;
architects, A. B. Ogden & Son.

West One Hundred and First St., No. Oil, three-
st'y and basement brick dwell., tin roof: cost, $13,-
000; owner, Harriet L. Pond, I'enaBy, Bergen Co.,
N. J.; architect, W. Hohnan Smith;" builders, Nor-
man Audruss and Outwatf r & Felter.

ISa/hgiUe Aae., No. 1878, two-and-one-half st'y
frame store and tenement; cost, $3,000: owner, Car-
oline Haas, 1872 Batbgate Ave.; architect, J. C.
Kerby.

liyder Are., s w cor. One Hundred and Forty-
fourth St., three-st'y brick tenement, felt aud gravel
roof; cost, $4,000; owner, Michael O'Neil. 484 East
One Hundred and Forty-second St.; architect, Geo.
La Cosie.

Washington Ave., e . 86' n One Hundred and Sev-
enty-sixth St., three-st'y brick dwell., deck roof
tinned, mansard slated; oust, $10,1)00; owner, C. A.
Becker, Tremont, New York City; architect, Geo.
K. Thompson; builder, James E. Dolan.

ALTERATIONS. Thirty-ninth St., ns, 225' e First Ave.,
one-st'y brick extension, iron and slate roof; cost,
$13,000; owners, Equitable Gas Light Co., Fortieth
St. and First Ave.; architect, A. W. P. Cramer;
builder, U. Deeve*.

Clinton PI., A'o. 91, attic raised to full st'y; cost,
$5,000; H. W. Poor, 43 Wall St.; builders, A. G. Bo-
gert & Bro.
Monroe St., No. 200, internal alterations in school-

house; cost, $14,000; owners, the mayor, aldermen,
etc.; architect, D. J. Stagg; builder, F. Mitcbell.

Wall St.. A'oi, 78 and 80, anil 158 Pearl HI. raised
8'; cost, $3.1,000; owner, M. H. Levin, Brevoort
House; architect, H. J. Hardeubergh; builder, not
selected.
Nassau St., Nos. 168 and 170, basement floor

strengthened, iron girders aud partition furnished;
cost, $3,000 to $4,000; owners, Sun Printing and Pub-
lishing Assoc., on premises; builders, Henry An-
drews and A. C. Hoe & Co.

ftroadway, s w cur. Twenty-ninth St., brick wall
supported by iron columns and girders, bet. stage
and auditorium; cost, $S,OOi>; owner, estate of Pe-
ter Gilsey, 1193 Broadway; architect, S. D. Hatch;
builder, not selected.

West Forty-second St., A'ns. 331, 333 and 335. one-
st y brick extension, slate and tin roof; cost, $25 -

000; owuer, Charles McCready, 329 West Forty-sec-ond St.; architect, L. W. O'Connor; builder C
Callaghau.

Twenty-eighth St., n s, abt. 150' e Second Ave.
iron mansard built; cost, $4,000; owners, W. H.
Jackson & Co., 17 Union Sq. ; architect, A. Zucker &
Co.

West One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St., No. 256
raised one st'y, also cellar excavated and built, brick
extension, tin roof; cost, $8,000; owner, Margaret
J. Paddock, Seventh Ave., cor. One Hundred and
Twenty-fourth St.; architect, J. F. Miller; builder
W. B. Birdsall.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PERMITS. Drown St., near Ash St., 2 two-
st'y dwells. ,16' x 42': A. 14. Crosta, owner.

Shar/i St., above Hermit St., three-st'y dwell., 17'
x 42'; Jas. Boone, contractor.
Nineteenth St., e of Dickinson St., two-st'y dwell.

16' x 46'; C. Newman, contractor.
Snt/'ler Ave., w of Eleventh St., 5 two-st'v dwell*

16' x 65'; J. Stickney, owner.
Thomas St., nuar Green St., two-st'y dwell., 17' x

x 46'; M. C. Bailey, contractor.
Mutter St., u of York St., 3 two-st'y dwells. 12' x

28'; Thos. Henderson.
Hancock St., n of York St., 3 three-st'y dwells.,

12' x 2*'; Tbos. Henderson.
Queen St., u of Pulaski St., two-st'y dwell., 17' x

42'; Chas. Neiman, contractor.
Front St., cor. Norris St., warehouse, 24' x 119';

Eldredge & Stewart, contractors.
Wayne St., cor. Greene St., 2 three-st'y dwells.,

29' x 3!'; Geo. Hearst, contractor.
mttenhmue St., n of Greene St., 4 three-st'y

dwells., 2o' x 48'; contractor, same as last.
Elm St., No. mi), two-st'y dwell., 17' x 37'; Jas.

McCaulley, contractor.
Walnut St., No. 1128, addition, 23' x 42'; Thos. A.

Lynch, contractor.
A'orth fifteenth St., No. 328, two-st'y building, 14'

x 96'; Andy Moore, contractor.

Philipp St., A'o. 2501, alterations, 14' x 65'; R.
Berneger, contractor.

J'ite St., cor. liising Sun Lane, two-st'y dwell., 20'
x 66'; P. Blunn, contractor.
Adrian St., 11 of Gerard Ave., 3 three-st'y dwells.,

12' x 16'; A. Filemyer, owner.
Twewy -eighth St., e s, s of Fletcher St., 3 three-

st'y stores and dwells.; C. Lanahan, contractor.
Second St., s of Venango St., three-st'y store and

dwell.; A. Wunder, contractor.
Paul St., s of Meadow St., 2 three-st'y dwells.; E.

A. Swope, owner.
Seventh St., w s, 8 of Venaugo St., 6 two-st'y

dwells.; W. W. Scargle.
Ttbaily-fourtli St., s of Berks St., 11 three-st'y

dwells.; C. C. Moore, contractor.
Montgomery Are., cor. Thompson St., three-st'y

dwell.; Jos. McCaulley, contractor.
Mervine St., w s, s of Somereett St., 2 two-st'y

dwells.; J. G. Tomlinson, owner.
Howard St., n of Huntingdon St., alterations and

additions to factory; Jas. McCartney, contractor.

St. 1...MT-.

BUILDING PRIIMITS. Forty-eight permits have been
issued since our last report, tan of which are for un-
important frame houses. Of the rest, those worth
$2.500 ami over are as follows:

F. C. Kiddle, two-st'y frame dwell.; cost, $5,000;
contractor, Aug. Kohlmeyer.

P. Tioman, 3 adjacent two st'y brick stores and
tenements; cost, $6,200; contractor, P. Tieman.

J. G. Joice, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $5,250;
architect, W. C. Slicer; contractor, T. Murphy.
H. F. Kaiser, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,650;

contract sub-let.
A. Joch, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,000; con-

tractor, J. C. Hacker.
William Ostermann, tworsl'y brick dwell.; cost,

$4,400; contractors, Sbettman & Gross.
J. H. Boederer, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,000;

architect, H. E. Peiper; contractors, T. H. Tranel &
Co.
T. F. Bracklon, two-st'y brick store aud dwell.;

cost, $4,500; contractor, Geo. L. Gerton.
Fred. Fassler, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,500;

architect, O. Koenig; contractors, Wm. Herkonott'&
Bro.
Miss E. Harris, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,000;

architect, J. B. Legg; contractor, A. J. Creamer.
Chas. Heil, two-st'y double brick dwell.; cost,

$4,000; architect, O. P. Koeuig; contractors, Frank
& liarmann.
T. Smith, two-st'y double brick dwell.; cost, $4,000;

architect, Thomas J. Furlong; contractor, M. B.
Scaulon.
Jos. Zaonne. two-st'y brick store and dwell.; cost,

812,000; architect, G. B. McEll'atrick; contractor,
S. H. Hoffmann.
U. W. Hashagen, two st'y brick store and dwell.;

cost, $3,200; contractor, A. McAllister.

St. Paul, Minn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Three-st'y brick double dwell.,
w s of Washington St., between Third aud Eagle
Sts.; cost, $10, ' 00; owner, A. Foos.
Oue-st'y frame church, u s of Winnifred St., be-

tween Clinton and Greenwood Sts.; cost, $4,000;
owners, Trustees of the Westminster.
Two-st'y frame store aud dwell., n s of Front St.,

between Chatswortu and Lexington Sts.; cost, $2,000;
owners, J. Arnold & Co.

Two-st'y frame double dwell., s 8 of Feronia St.,
between Westwood and Albion Sts.; cost, $4,500;
owner, II. W. Carter.

Two-st'y frame dwell., e s of Parker St., between
Wilder St. aud Union Ave.; cost, S3.300; owuer, C.
W. South wick.
Two two-st'y brick dwells., n s of Eleventh St.,

between Jacks m and Robert Sts.; cost, $4,O
p

jO;

owner, Paul llaupt.
Two-st'y frame double dwell., n s of Grant St.,

between ViolaanJ Bianca Sts.; cost, $4,000; owner,
Win. Stockton.

Toledo.
FACTOKV. Superior St., cor. Oak St., four-st'y and
basement brick manufacturing building, for Wool-
son Spice Co., owned by l>. K. Locke ("Nasby")'
cost, about $33,000; N. B. Bacou, architect; A. Loin-
bard, builder.

STAIILK. Jefferson St., cor. Twenty-third St., two-
st y brick stable, for S. C. Schenck; cost, about
$3,000; N. B. Bacon, architect; A. Bentley, builder.

STORKS. Adams St., cor. St. Clair Street, two-st'y
brick business building, for M. A. Scott; cost, about
$9,000; N. B. Bacon, architect; C. F. Hall builder

TU.VINI.XU-SCHOOL. Adams St., ear. Tenth St., man-
ual training-school, brick, three-st'y and basement-
cost, about $',0,000; E. O. Fallis & Co., architects;A. Bentley, carpenter-work; Henahau Bros, brick-
work.

WAREHOUSE. - Erie St., cor. Lucas St., flve-st'y brick
warehouse, for Jno. A. Moore; cost, about $11,000;A. Lombard, builder; N. B. Bacon, architect.

HOUSKS. Jefferson St.. near Twentieth St., double
brick dwell., two st'y and basement; cost, about
$9,000; T. J. McDonnell, owner; A. Liebold, archi-
tect; Carl Schmuhl, builder.
Summit Ave., 4 frame cottages, two stories and

cellar, for Estate of late David Smith; cost, $10,000;
N. B. Bacon, architect; U. Hattersley, builder.
Locust St., brick double dwell, for Mrs. Coldham;

cost, about $5,000; architect aud builder same as
last.

Twelfth St., two-st'y and basement frame dwell.,forW. W. Tryoii; cost, about $3,500; N. B. Bacon,
architect; A. Lombard, builder.

Cvllini/ivoorl Ave., two-st'y frame dwell., for- O.
Newman; cost, $3,0 '0; O. W. Vallette, architect
ParkKood Ave., two-st'y frame dwell, for J. W.

Dowd; cost, about $3,000; D. W. Gibbsi Co., archi-
tects,
Monroe St., three-st'y frame dwell., for W. H.

Scott; cost, about $3,500; N. B. Bacon, architect;
Jno. Arnsman, builder.

Parkutood Ave., two-st'y frame dwell.; cost, about
$2,500; J. A. Barber, Esq., owuer; N. B. Bacon,
architect; C. F. Hall, builder.
Parkwood Ave., two-st'y frame dwell., for H. W.

Compton; cost, about $2,500; N. B. Bacon archi-
tect; W. H. Keyser, builder.

Woodruff Ave., two-st'y frame dwell., for G. M.
Jaquet; cost, about $2,500; N. B. Bacon, architect.

General Notes.

ALLIANCE, O. Dwell, for E. W. Feelers; J. T.
Weybrecht, contractor; Guy Tilden, architect; being
built on Market St., Alliance, O., and which will
cost $7,000, is about ready for the plasterers.

BUCYRUS, O. Thre-8t'y and basement business
building and opera-hall, for Vollrath Bros.; cost,
about $18,000; N. B. Bacou, architect, Toledo, O.;
Vollrath Bros., builders.

CANTON, O. Guy Tildeu, architect, of Alliance, O.,
is preparing the drawings and specifications for an
infirmary for Stark Co., to be built near this town,
and wnjch will cost $100,000.

J. H. Wilhelni, of Canton, has been awarded the
contract for building the addition to the County In-
nrniary, which is to be used as an Insane Depart-
ment; Mr. Guy Tilden, architect; cost, $10,000.
Guy Tilden, architect, is preparing the drawings

for the uew Trinity Lutheran church, to be built
on West Tuscaroras St., Canton, O. It is to be 70'
x 126', will seat about 600, and is to be built of
stone, at a cost of about $30,000.

Bids and Contracts.

DALLAS, TKX. The following is asynopsis of bids for
iron beams, etc., for the flrst-st'y floor of the court-
house, etc. :

Dearborn Foundry Company, 1525 Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111., $980 (accepted).
Snead & Co., Louisville, Ken., $1,046.
T. H. Brooks & Co., Cleveland O., $1,132.

WASHINGTON, D. C. List of proposals received and
opened at 2 p. M., August 7, 1885, for laying roofing-
paper or felt aud terne plates on central roofs of
new Pension Building:
W. H. Kapley, price per 100 sq. ft., $.98}; contract

awarded.
W. B. March, $1.74.
J. W. Barker, $1.63.

Tennyson & Talbot, $2.00.
J.Greer, $1.20.
James Steele, $1.30
C. A. Hainan, $1.25.
John McMahon, $1.23.
Wm. J. Ferguson, $1.23.
Geo. E. Gartrell, $1.00.
Fisher & Johnson, $2.05.
Thos. Ivilligan, $1.25.
S. G. Bovis, Agent, $1.45.
List of proposals received and opened at 2 p. M.

,

August?, 1885, for furnishing roofing-paper or felt,
terne plates and tinned nails for Ore-proof building
for Pension Office:

C. W. Thorn & Co., felt or paper (per 100 sq. yds.),

Phelps, Dodge & Co., New York, terue plates, per
box, $6.5.'; contract awarded.
Warren Chemical Manufacturing Co., New York,

felt or paper, delivered in New York $6.00, $4.00,
$3.40, 2.0U, 2.45 and 2.90; delivered in Washington,
$6.35, $4.25, $3.85, $2.30, $2.80, $3.25.
Mica Hoofing Co., New York, felt or paper, deliv-

ered at Washington, S6.45, $2.70, $2.36, $2.19.
New York Coal Tar Chemical Co., New York, felt

or paper, delivered in Washington, $2.10
Shultz & Co., Baltimore, terue plates per box,

$ti.55.

American Hoofing Co.. New York, for metal
shingle patent metal roof-plates, kalom, per 100 Ibs.,
$5.00, $4.25 and $5.25.
A. Dunlap Gordon, Philadelphia, felt or paper,

No. 1, Ijc. persq. ft.; No. 4, 3 c.

Merchant & Co., Philadelphia, terne plates, per
box, $6.75; nails, $5.45 per 100 Ibs.; contnct awarded.
Tennyson & Talbot, felt or paper, 2 c. per lb.;

terue plates, per box, $6.90; nails, 6} c. per lb.; felt,
$89.25 per 00,000 square feet; contract awarded.
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WE took occasion last week to speak with disrespect of the

stoue chimneys which occasionally do duty for monu-
ments in this country, and which, inoffensive as they

would be in themselves, are rendered odious by the protesta-
tions of those who are responsible for them that they

"
exactly

resemble" Egyptian obelisks, the inference being that as Egyp-
tian obelisks are interesting, if not beautiful, the structures

which profess to imitate them must also be things to be proud
of. We even see occasionally such arguments used to invite

applause for the Washington Monument, a building which

might perhaps resemble an Egyptian obelisk if it were not

destitute of every quality of line, proportion and decoration
which distinguishes a real obelisk from a pier of a railway

bridge ; and it would sometimes be difficult to avoid a little

resentment at what seems to an educated man an attempt to

impose on his presumed ignorance, if it were not for the reflec-

tion that just such assertions were once made about buildings
with battlements four inches square, or with porticos set with
columns sixteen diameters high, which were put forth as exact
imitations of inediasval castles and Grecian teJKjles. As, how-

ever, we have outgrown the gingerbread GotKcM the atten-

uated Doric of our grandfathers, we may yet\ TOW the

slab-sided obelisks of the generation just now pak 1^ away;
and we are inspired with a special hope of this by rne perusal
of a description of the design just adopted for the monument to

be erected on the field of the battle of Beunington, from the

design of Mr. J. Philip Rinn of Boston. According to this

description, the monument is to be three hundred feet high, as

is perhaps appropriate for a structure intended as an aesthetic

light-house, to mark from afar the spot which it commemorates ;

but instead of being started at the bottom with a battering
rule, carried up until the money gives out, and then roofed over,
it is actually to have a definite and predetermined shape.
More than this, there is intended to be a fixed and agreeable

proportion between the height, the size at the base, and the

size at the top of the monument, to be determined by careful

study on the part of the designer, and carried into execution,
we hope, without the ruthless amputations or elongations whicU
the artist's work in such cases is apt to suffer at the hands of

committees. But more than all these, the profiles of the shaft,
instead of soulless straight lines, are, like those of real Egyp-
tian obelisks, as well as of all Greek buildings and of all verti-

cal shafts whatever in classical times, to be composed of curves,

upon which the artist can lavish all the feeling of which he is

capable. In other respects than this the monument will be

comparatively plain, some bas-reliefs apparently forming a mere
surface decoration near the base ; but if the idea of making the

work a study in pure lines is carried out, the less it is disturbed

by rich accessories the better. We shall hope to see later in

the completed structure what Mr. Rinn is capable of ; but
meanwhile we can at least commend his choice of a treatment

which, though difficult, presents an opportunity for the display
of the highest artistic gifts ; and we hope we shall not only
encourage him, but engage for him the utmost consideration on
the part of his committee, by saying that the powers of the

greatest artist might be fully employed for a lifetime in perfect-

ing the entasis aud modelling of such a shaft ; and, dull as our

modern eyes are to intellectual beauty, we believe that every
hour of a lifetime so spent would, even among us, meet with

its reward in public appreciation.

REPORT has recently been made to the Italian Govern-
ment by a Commission, presided over by the Marquis No-

bile-Vitilleschi, which has spent several years in investi-

gating the condition of the rural districts of the kingdom. The
report is in eleven volumes, aud seems to have been prepared
with great care, but the evidences of thorough investigation and

precision in statement which it contains only make the picture
of Italian life presented by it more gloomy. As might, per-

haps, be expected, the Commissioners find that malaria is the

most potent physical factor in depressing the condition of agri-
culture. To say nothing of the Campagna and the Maremma,
whose pestiferous atmosphere has been renowned for a thou-

sand years, many other parts of the peninsula, naturally the

most fertile, are desolated by the same evil influence, which the

peasants and poor farmers, burdened as they are with taxes,

debts, rents and mortgages, have not the heart to try to resist.

The Roman Campagna once a prosperous aud beautiful subur-

ban district, crowded with thriving villager, now, according to

the Report, which devotes a whole volume to it,
"
presents

more evils to be cured than any other part of the entire king-
dom." The efforts which have been made in the way of drain-

ing the marshes, and planting sunflowers and eucalyptus trees,

seem to have been quite fruitless, and at present the country is

inhabited, in the proportion of one family to every four square
miles, by a population which for eight months in the year keeps

up a feeble show of cultivation and pasturage, but on the ap-

proach of midsummer abandons its work aud fiees to the hills.

Under these circumstances the condition of the district grows
worse rather than better. Farms are by degrees abandoned,
and the cultivated tracts, falling into neglect aud decay, add to

the area of poisonous marsh. It is well known that thorough
cultivation, and especially the planting of trees, would soon ex-

terpate malaria, but the rate of taxation on improved property
is so high that the great nobles aud ecclesiastical corporations,
who own five-sixths of the Campagna, are unwilling to add to

their investment the cost of the planting and drainage works
which they alone could carry out with substantial results ; and
the small farmers who occupy the remaining one-sixth of the

country, find, like the monks of Tre Fontane, that their utmost

efforts in trying to reclaim to salubrity small tracts surrounded

by neglected and pestilential ones are simply thrown away.
What can be done, either by the Government or private indi-

viduals, to mitigate this great evil, it is hard to say. All writers

seem to be agreed that the system pursued by the great pro-

prietors, of letting farms to middlemen for what they will bring,
or carrying them on by means of overseers, is the main source

of the neglect, aud consequent unhealthfuluess into which the

whole district has fallen, aud that a sub-division of the land,

which is naturally very fertile, into small, highly-cultivated
farms or market-gardens, would result in its complete resto-

ration ; but there seems to be no way, either of instilling new

principles into the princely and reverend landlords, or of taking

away their estates, to give them to more practical aud indus-
,;.. rugous. Perhaps the solution of the problem may come

ummately from the growth of Rome itself. Even now the de-

mand for provisions for the city is far greater than the immedi-

ate neighborhood can supply, aud the markets are supplied
from the environs of Naples, a hundred aud eighteen miles

away ; and if the tenure of the Roman plain could be so changed
as to unite its division into such " truck farms

"
as those which

excite the admiration of the scientific agriculturist in the neigh-
borhood of our owu cities, there can be no doubt that malaria

would disappear from these portions, while enforced planting
with forest trees would probably cure the remainder.

XITHE Government engineers at Hell Gate, in New York har-

\j bor, are preparing for an explosion which will dwarf that

of three or four years ago into insignificance. Every one

knows that the vast operations going on beneath the surface

of the narrow aud dangerous northern entrance to the har-

bor are intended to clear away so effectually the rocks which

now beset the channel that steamships of the deepest draught
will be able to pass through safely. In fact, so important a
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change will be made by the excavation, that it is said that th<

foreign steamships, instead of sailing thirty miles southward to

Sandy Hook, and waiting for high tide to float them over the

bar, before they can get out of the harbor, will, when the Hel

Gate obstructions are removed, take their regular course through
it, and through Long Island Sound, of which it forms the

entrance, saving thus many miles of distance and abou
half a day's time on each voyage. Whether this modificatior

of the regular transatlantic course, with the consequent trans

fers of the great docks from Jersey City and the neighborhooc
of the Battery to Harlem, will really take place, we canno

say, but this does not affect the interest of the great submarine

work which is to be completed on the first day of next October

by the firing of a mine which will throw the last of the Hel
Gate obstructions into the air. Although the series of rocks

and shoals which beset the strait was originally very extensive

their removal has been effected by what is really the mos:

economical means, enormous blasts of dynamite. It is wel

known that the high explosives act to much better advantage
when many charges are fired at once, and so far is this princi-

ple carried in the Hell Gate work, that on the appointed day
nearly sixty thousand dynamite cartridges, containing two hun-

dred and seventy-five thousand pounds of the material, are to

be set off in an instant by a single electric spark. These car-

tridges are now in process of being deposited in cavities exca-

vated for them in the rock, by means of tunnels and galleries

extending from the shore, and ramifying in all directions, but

preserving everywhere the necessary distance from the exterior

of the work to secure the calculated resistance which the dyna-
mite is intended to overcome. In order to place the cartridges
where they will just do the work required of them, it has been

necessary to excavate one hundred and sixty thousand tons of

hard rock, all of which has been thrown into a deep hole in the

channel, just north of Blackwell's Island. This work, all of

which has been carried on beneath the surface of the river, has

occupied six or seven years, and has cost more than a million

dollars, and the closing operation, which will leave nothing
more to be done but to dredge out the fragments of stone from
the channel, will be anticipated with considerable anxiety.

TTTHE subject of fire-losses seem to attract more and more at-

\j tention throughout the country, and it is much to be hoped
that some good may come of the discussion which is taking

place. The Detroit Free Press seems to deserve the credit of

first looking at the subject from a new and very interesting point
of view ; and calls the attention of its readers to the various us&
ful and valuable things that the people of the country might
buy with the two million dollars a week which they could

have, if they wished, in place of the excitement of fires, by
simply making it obligatory, or advantageous, for those who
build to do so in such a way that their houses will not burn.

The fact cannot be too often insisted upon that every father of

a family in the United States pays out, on an average, ten dol-

lars a year, or about the sum which would keep his children

supplied with school-books, for the simple purpose of enabling
his neighbors to enjoy the sport of burning their houses down.
To take a particular case, the folly, to call it by no worse name,
of the officers of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad,
who have contrived to build an enormous hotel in such a way
as to have it burned down twice within a few months, has lit-

erally been the means of extorting somewhere about forty cents

from the pocket of every American who has a family to sup-

port. This is not a very large sum, it is true, but it is an ap-

preciable one to those who have hard work to make both ends

meet, and, small as it is, most of these would rather spend it

in some other way than in contributing to make good the losses

which a few rich old gentlemen in Boston brought upon them-
selves and the stockholders whose property they managed by a

recklessness which is only too characteristic of such persons.
The case of the Montezuma Hotel seems, indeed, to have been
a particularly discreditable one. Everything in the climate of

the territory where it was situated, the character which it was
desirable for the interests of the railroad company, to give to

the new watering-place of which it formed the most important
feature, as well as to the building which thousands of guests were
to be invited to occupy, pointed to the expediency of construct-

ing the hotel in such a way that it would not be likely to de-

stroy at any moment nine-tenths of the people who happened
to be entrapped in it; and the failure to do so, especially after

the warning given by the fire which swept away the miserable

shell first erected, deserves the punishment which will proba-

bly follow it, in the avoidance by the public for the future of

all hotels and pleasure resorts with which the name of the

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad is connected.

OME of our readers have probably heard of the clever and

learned, but eccentric, Stephen Pearl Andrews, a Transcen-
dentalist of the Concord school, and, we believe, a mem-

ber of the celebrated Brook Farm community, who, after a

youth spent in successful literary work, was led by an indis-

creet enthusiasm to dissipate the force of his maturer years in

continuing the pursuit of those lofty chimeras which his more

prudent comrades had stopped chasing long before. Among
the labors which, some fifteen years ago, occupied the mind of

Mr. Andrews, or Andrusius, as he then preferred to be called,

was the construction of a universal language which every one
would understand as soon as he heard it spoken, and all would
be able to speak without learning it. We must confess that

our own efforts to understand some specimens of this language,
which was named Alwato by its inventor, proved abortive, but

this may have indicated simply that our mind was not in a

receptive condition, and the theory on which it was based, that

there is a relation between given sounds and the feelings

expressed or excited by them which may, with attention, be

perceived, has certainly an air of plausibility, if nothing more.

WITHIN
a few years the Alwato language of Andrusius

has found a rival in a universal commercial language,
devised by Herr Schleyer, of Constance in Switzerland,

and known as the Volapiik. There is a story told of Hannibal,
which relates that, being forced to address a public assembly of

the Carthaginians upon a subject very distasteful to them, he

began his speech by saying that he could tell the thoughts of

every person in the audience. Being challenged by several to

do so, he replied that every man was thinking how he could

buy something cheap and sell it dear. The Carthaginians were
a nation of traders, and not one could deny that his mind had
been upon some such topic ; so that there was a general laugh,
and Hannibal, having put the people in good humor, was able

to pursue his subject with safety. The moral of this tale, as

applied to the present subject, is that the range of the commer-
cial sentiments is not, perhaps, so large as to require a very
copious language for their expression ; but commerce certainly
deals with a great variety of material objects, and it cannot be
denied that a method of designating such objects which should
be intelligible in all trading nations, would be of great use.

Herr Schleyer has sought this object, not by looking in his own
heart for the significance of sounds, but by the more prosaic

process of collecting words, or rather roots of words, from the

principal European languages, and associating them by a con-

struction simple enough to be comprehended even by the half-

civilized African and Asiatic tribes. It is said that the Eng-
lish, or rather, perhaps, the Anglo-Saxon language, has been

especially drawn upon for rudimentary words, although the

name given to the new language suggests anything but an

Anglo-Saxon origin. According to Le Genie Civil, Herr

Schleyer's invention has already met with great success in the

commercial world. Although his first work on the subject was

only published in 1881, thousands of persons in various parts
of Europe already speak Volapiik with facility ; fifty-three

societies, scattered over England, Germany, Austria, Sweden,
Holland, Asia Minor and the United States, are engaged in

disseminating a knowledge of it ; four editions of the first Vol-

apuk-Germau dictionary and grammar have already appeared ;

and Volapiik grammars for the use of Hottentots and Chinese,
besides all the European nations, are either in the market or in

course of preparation ; while two reviews, one entirely in Vol-

apiik, and named the VolapiikaMubs, and the other, known as

the Volapiikabled, with a translation on the alternate pages, are

regularly published. An experiment with the new language
was made at the school for higher commercial studies in Paris,
and it was found that after eight lessons the students in the

class could correspond easily and correctly with other students

of the language in foreign countries. Such a result as this cer-

ainly indicates that the new invention possesses great practical

'alue; and it is not surprising that the enthusiastic advocates

)f the system have already arranged for free public lectures

ind lessons in the language, which will begin in various places
icxt autumn.
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BOLOGNA.
BOLOGNA is always

vaguely associated in

our minds with enor-

mous sausages, a huge,
/unfinished church, and a

'heavenly St. Cecilia, as-

sociations of a somewhat

heterogeneous character,
in which architecture,
whether practical or ass-

thetic has but a small

share. Indeed I almost

question whether after

visiting the city our most
vivid remembrances of it

do not pertain more to

the saint and the sausage.
The first impression of

Bologna is not altogether

agreeable. Leaving tbe

railway station one passes

IK'"" ^1 through long, noisy
\e\T\ UCfohQ ff 1 streets, and under inter-

J J.f^rini't IN.
' minable arcades which

shut out not only the sun,
but the fresh air as well

;

and it is a good half

hour's walk before any-

thing architecturally interesting appears, if indeed such a term can
be applied to the overgrown, barren church of San Petronio. The

people of Bologna have always been very ambitious, and -ever since

the days when their ancestors, the Boii, came pouring out of the

German forests, and appropriated the richest farm lands of all Italy,
the citizens have striven for the best of everything. San Petronio
was to be the largest church in the country, larger even than Santa
Maria del Fiore at Florence. It was completed, however, only as

far as the transept, and is now included in the long category of Ital-

ian churches whose builders possessed more imagination than length
of purse. It is almost a pity the scheme was not carried out. The
contemplated plan is

interesting and highly
suggestive of opportu-
nities which might
have led to something
better than was devel-

oped at Florence. The
entire length was to be

nearly six hundred

feet, and with the wide,
double-aisled transepts
and high octagonal
dome over the inter-

section, the effect
San Petronio, Bologna.

would, have been very imposing, for mere largeness often goes a long
ways towards producing architectural success. Still the ideas of the

Bolognese of that day may have been as obscured as their estimate

of church finances ; certainly the existing interior is exceedingly
bare and uninviting. The church now is three hundred and eighty-
four feet long, and about one hundred and fifty feet wide.

Bologna is quite rich in well-preserved types of palace architecture

of the late Gothic and early Renaissance periods, and though no-

where does one find the studied simplicity and careful attention to

proportions which were so pleasingly considered in the Florentine

work of the corresponding times, the northern city shows a freer

treatment and at times almost a Venetian feeling, especially in the

manner in which a few half-Gothic details are worked into a Re-

naissance grouping. Indeed the Bolognese palaces form almost a

type by themselves. One of the most interesting of them, though
very modest in proportion and ornamentation, is that known as the

Palazzo Isotani, one bay of the furadi- of which is shown on the sheet

of sketches. The open arcade of the first-story is a feature common
to nearly every street front in the city. The palace is built of brick

of a medium tone, the ornamental portions being of light stone. The

slight hood-moulding over the window heads terminating in sharply-
cut rosettes outside at top and bottom, is quite a marked feature of

the work of this description found in Bologna, though not without

Florentine precedent. The cornice is very delicately proportioned,
with a few well-chosen lines of ornament. The figures in the niches

are rather curiously chosen, consisting alternately of a vase, the head
of a child, and that of an old man. And, finally, the sky-line is pleas-

ingly fringed by the wavy line of the overhanging roof tiles.

There is another palace in much the same spirit as this, called, I

know not why, the House of the Carracci. In this instance brick

and terra-cotta only are used. The lower arcade is dispensed with.

In its place is a plain basement, ten feet high and slightly battered,
above which the entire building is carried out over the sidewalk,

being borne by strong brick corbels and archings projecting about

thirty inches. The windows of the main story are in detail like those

of the Palazzo Isotani, while the cornice is somewhat higher, and
has modillons in place of the row of niches. A scheme of color has

been attempted here, which, while doubtless of quite modern origin,

is pleasing in effect and accords well with the style of design. The
basement, which is stuccoed smoothly, and presents almost an un-

broken surface, is of a light ochre tone; the brick is painted adoejp
Indian red, dulled somewhat to prevent its being too staring, anil all

of the mouldings and ornamental details are a deep, ricli chocolate

color; the little wood-work showing at the windows is painted in

black and dark red. Such a combination might not seem as happy
in America as it does under the hot sunlight of Italy. Red is not

usually called a soothing tone
;
but after one s eyes have been dazzled

by the glare from the long rows of pale-yellow and dead-white stucco

houses, it is a pleasant relief to come upon this bit of strong, dark

color, for the light basement but makes tho upper tones more pro-
nounced and restful. The palace occupies a corner, and, like the Is-

otani, has but two stories, though a modern addition has been built

up on one side. Few of the Bolognese private dwellings are over
two stories in height.
A more ambitious structure is the palace owned and occupied by

the Bevilacqua family, a prominent name in the annals of North

Italy. The design of this building is ascribed to Bramantino. It

was erected somewhere about the latter half of the fifteenth century,
and affords a very perfect example of the type of building which in

arrangement of i ;i
i;:i>

!< has proved such a source of inspiration to some
of the best French architects of tbe present century. ID scheme it

is not unlike Duban's famous hotel of the rue Tronchet, Paris, so dear
to all good academicians. The Palazzo Bevilacqua is built entirely
of stone. The base-course takes the form of a wide seat extended
across the entire front. The porte cockere is at one side, with a
smaller entrance correspondingly placed on the left. Between these

are the windows of the lower floor, which arc quite small and set up
eleven feet from the ground, with plain square Deads. The windows
of the main story are of the same type as those of the Palazzo Iso-

tani, but larger and much richer in detail. Over the entrance is a
bold little balcony with fine, lace-like wrought-iron railing very deli-

cately designed. A heavy cornice not unlike that of the Riccardi
Palace in ! lorence, extends unbroken across the facade. The street

front is eighty feet or more long, and not over forty-five feet high.
The long,low effect is increased by marked horizontal bands, one
below the lower windows, and a broad string-course at line of the

main floor, while there are no continuous vertical lines. The stone-

work is arranged differently in each of the three horizontal divisions.

The courses are about twelve inches high throughout. In the lowest

division the blocks are nearly square with widely-channeled joints,
rounded edges and faces projecting one inch, but left flat, with diag-
onal lines cut across them. ID the next division the stones are ob-

long, with wide, sunk joints and faces sharply bevelled all around.

The blocks of the upper story are square, with flatly-bevelled faces

and wide, square-cut joints. Doubtless much of this heavy jointing
is mere cut work and the actual stones are larger than the channel-

ing would indicate, but the effect is none the less honest and stone-

like. Indeed, notwithstanding the richness of the details and the

multiplicity of small parts, the appearance of the whole is by no means

fussy or overloaded, while there is a simple directness in the way one
or two difficulties have been met and overcome, and a sense of fit-

ness about the decorative members which make the building weU

worthy of most careful study.
The court-yard of this palace is also quite noticeable. It is as-

cribed to Gasparo Nadi, whoever he may have been, and is enclosed

by a double arcade, not managed, perhaps, with the niceity of feel-

ing for proportion which marks the facade. The arcades are very
good, each by itself, but it hardly seems best to put over one series

of columns and arches a second row which is almost exactly half its

size, member for member, and then to crown the whole by a cornice

which is proportioned neither to the upper division nor to the total

height. Still, criticism aside, the effect of the double arcade is very
pleasing, however irrational it may be in design. It is one of those

cases where the whole is far more satisfactory than any of its parts,
and after all, good general ideas are usually the most successful, even
if they do not bear criticism. The Palazzo Fava, in another part of

the city, has a court-yard, in which the same mod/has been utilized,

though in a more satisfactory manner, the smaller arcade in this in-

stance seeming more like an open portion of the upper wall, and not

like a crowning division. Here, too, tbe arcade does not extend en-

tirely around the court, but unites with the boldly-constructed bal-

cony to form the picturesque corner shown in the sketch. This bal-

cony with its long, richly-carved brackets looks as though it might
have given an inspiration to the designer of the west front of the

South Kensington Museum at London, where there is a long, exter-

nal gallery of much the same description, though executed, I believe,
in terra-cotta.

San Petronio is not the only example of the aspiring tendency of

the Bolognese, nor indeed of their failure to properly plan from the

beginning. Near the centre of the city is a tall, ungainly brick

tower, resembling the ugliest type of factory chimney, but which was
the pride and delight of the local artists of the sixteenth century, if

we may judge thereof by the number of times it is found represented
in their paintings. It was erected in 1109, and bears the name of

Torre Asinelli from the name of its builders, though malicious ene-

mies of Bologna have said the name referred to the long-eared ten-

dency which the people have at times manifested. It is three hun-
dred and twenty feet high, and leans four feet out of the perpendicu-
lar, but being very slender in proportions and diminished towards the

top, it seems much higher than it really is. Immediately adjoining
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it is a second tower, probably the only one of the many Italian

structures of its kind whose obliquity was intentional, for though only
one hundred and sixty-three feet high, it is ten feet out of perpendic-
ular

;
less than the tower of Pisa, but more dangerous looking, as it

is a plain, square brick stump, -with neither base nor anything to fin-

ish the top. It is a pity the tower was not carried to completion, as

it would have afforded an excellent opportunity of knowing just how
far a tower can settle out of plumb and still be secure, for the Bo-

lognese would undoubtedly have kept at it until it tumbled down about

their heads.

There are quite a number of interesting churches in Bologna.
Of San Pietro, the Cathedral, I heard such discouraging reports, I

never went inside, though
while passing on the way
to the railway station I

caught a glimpse of a

showy, theatrical inte-

rior, quite Jesuitical" in

character, which satisfied

without further investiga-
tion. The cathedral has,

however, a good campa-
nile dating probably from
before 1500

;
a simple,

straight-forward piece of

brick construction.

Among the small

churches one finds occa-

sionally some good things
not mentioned in the

guide-book, which will

repay the trouble of hunt-

ing them up. The Church
of the Corpus Domini,
for instance, has a richly-
carved eastern portal in

the Lombard Roman-

esque style. It has been

pretty badly used by
time, but has happily es-

caped the hand of the

ruthless restorer, being
in an obscure, out-of-the-way street. It is in sufficiently good order

to show the fanciful, exuberant carvings of the door posts, and the

rich, effective mouldings of the cornice. It is rather interesting in

this connection to note that the finish of the arched door-head here

is much the same as that about the windows of the two palaces first

described ; that is, there is the same slight hood-mould, and the

sharply-cut outside rosettes at top and bottom. Near this church is

a little gem of the very early Renaissance, the fa9ade of the sup-

pressed chapel of the Frati di S. Spirito, an effect in terra-cotta, and
a few bright bits of colored stucco and bold relief which must have
been charming before desertion and neglect made it the ruin it now
is. The design is

very simple ;
a cen-

tral doorway, a
blank window on
each side filled

with strong-col-
ored frescoes,
above a row of

short pilasters, al-

ternated with me-
dallion figures inj,

high relief on col-

ored grounds, and
a rich cornice and
low gable over all.

A spirited restor-

ation of this front

was made by one
of the Grand Prix
de Rome men a few

years since.

San Domenico
is externally a Ro-

manesque church,

though the interior

was completely re-

modelled during
the last century,
and all antiquity
driven out. It is

notable principally
as containing the

tomb of St. Domi-
nic, richly embellished with reliefs by Niccolo Pisano or some of his

immediate pupils ; a very spirited, artistic work. Two of the figures

crowning it were by Michael Angelo. In the left transept is a mon-
ument by Francesco c]i Simope, dating from 1477, erected to a certain

AJessandro Tartagpi. The sheet of sketches shows a bit of detail

from the casket.

In the eastern part of the city is a church, or more properly an as-

semblage of seven distinct churches, all connected and bearing the

common name of San Stefano. It is an interesting pile, and if one
can only give the snuffy old sacristan the slip, and get started alone,
it is very entertaining to wander about among the different edifices.

First there is a barn-like structure dating from 1637. Opening from
it is the old baptistery erected some nine hundred years ago, now
known as San Sepolero, and containing an old tomb imitated from
the Holy Sepulchre of Jerusalem, an ambon with some curious ninth-

century carvings, and a few interesting bits of Romanesque work.
Then follows a half-modern atrium and a ninth-century basilica

;
and

after rambling about through dim crypts, and past crumbling monu-
ments of decayed sanctity, one finally comes into a quiet, secluded

little cloister of the thirteenth century, with broad arches and stumpy
columns around on the ground level, and a light arcade above borne

by coupled shafts. In the centre of the cloister is a patch of green
grass, and a picturesque stone well, curb and canopy. It is just the

place to go to on a warm sunny afternoon, and sit comfortably in the

shade, sketching from the old Romanesque capitals, and wondering
why in the world any one should say that architecture is a hard pro-
fession. As a whole San Stefano is hopelessly mixed and confused,

but it has a great many interesting and valuable bits of detail, if one
will but search for them

;
and there is such a delightful air of mellow

antiquity about the church and its many edifices that time spent there

is sure to pass quickly and pleasantly.
This is not all of which Bologna can boast. She has her Univer-

sity nearly eight hundred years old, which during the thirteenth cen-

tury numbered as many as ten thousand pupils, though now there are

barely four hundred. And her Academia delle Belle Arti with the

St. Cecilia, Raphael's heavenly musician, and other paintings, less

famous, by Guide Reni, Domenichino, Carracci, and the school of ar-

tists who did so much to keep art alive after it had died out in Rome.

Bologna is a city which grows on one, and there is hardly a quarter
which does not prove possessor of some piece of art work worthy of

notice, or some little out-of-the-way palace or convent church which

repays study. C. H. BLACKALL.

HOW TO CARE FOR OUR POOR FELLOW-CITIZENS.i

R those persons who like

to trace the development of

the moral impulses which

belong to successive periods of

history, there could hardly be a

pleasanter study than that of the

growth, during the last two or

three decades, of the sentiment

of sympathy for the trials and pri-
vations of the very poor which
shows itself in earnest and

thoughtful efforts to ameliorate

them in the most judicious way.
Although an infinite amount of

work for this end remains to be

done, a great step has been gained
in diffusing a knowledge of the

spirit in which that work should

jSii ke carried on, to avoid injury to

those for whose benefit it is in-

tended
;
and all those intelligent

persons who sincerely wish to make the lives of a few of their fellow
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men happier than they would have been without their aid, have now
a general idea of the mode in which their benevolent impulses should

be carried into effect. Unfortunately, in most case!) it is only a gen-
eral idea, the particulars derived from the study of the results of

previous experiments of the kind being rarely known outside of the

limited circle of persons immediately concerned; and for want of

these particulars a great deal of charitable work is done to little or

no purpose, which might have been far better directed if the means
had been at hand for studying the experience of others in similar

work. Nearly every one who has interested himself in any philan-

thropic movement has felt the need of such information, and several

efforts have been recently made to supply it by means of a class of

books among which the one before us stands preeminent, both for the

extent of the ground which it covers and the thoroughness with

which examples of as many different kinds as possible are collated

and described.

The author of the work is a professional man of considerable dis-

tinction, who, as we learn incidentally from the text, came into pos-
session of a property, much of which was invested in tenements for

poor people. With characteristic energy and good feeling, he under-
took to make himself acquainted with his tenants and their homes,
and, so far as possible, to use his superior knowledge in promoting
their health and comfort ; and later, through his study of their lives,

he was led to consider seriously the whole problem of the ameliora-

tion of the condition of the class to which they belonged. As a pre-

liminary to an attempt at the partial resolution of this problem he

gathered together all the information within his reach in regard to

what had been done in France and other countries in the way of con-

structing improved dwellings for working people, of forming build-

ing and other cooperative associations among them, of establishing
clubs for amusement and instruction, and of building and managing
hospitals, schools, and asylums of all kinds.

This theoretical study was followed by practical essays at con-

structing improved dwellings, and at forming cooperative associa-

tions, and the history of these attempts is combined with a clear and
concise presentation of the information on the subject collected from
the most diverse sources, to form a book of the greatest interest and

value, not only to the students and practitioners of benevolence on a

large scale, but to architects and sanitarians, who are often called

upon to provide designs for such establishments as those of which
M. Cacheux treats, but find it difficult to collect examples upon
which their studies may be based.

The writer begins his work with an introduction so forcible and

intelligent that we are tempted to translate it in full, but it would be
fairer to him to leave that pleasure to his own readers, and we will

content ourselves with quoting his encouraging expression of his

belief that although the number of the wretchedly poor does not

sensibly diminish in most civilized countries, and although ninety
thousand people die every year in France of want, nevertheless, the

enlightened efforts of the past twenty years have begun to show
some fruit, and while in England, or at least in London, the number
of registered paupers is now materially lessening, in France, mainly
through the influence of M. Godin and various other chiefs of great
industrial establishments, the lot of poor working people has been
ameliorated in a different way, and those who are willing to live

industriously and virtuously may now in that country in many cases

look forward to a future of comfort and security such as they could

not have hoped for a few years ago.
Of course the whole science of modern philanthropy is now in the

experimental stage, and it is fortunate that circumstances or individ-

ual inclination have led to great variety in the experiments which
have been tried, so that, although no one of them has completely
solved the problem to which it was applied, each has been the means
of establishing principles and furnishing precedents to guide future

efforts. The two extremes of philanthropic sentiment, as exhibited

in practical effort, are perhaps best represented in the experiments
at Guise and at Mulhouse. In the former town, M. Godin, a maker
of stove castings, of a mildly socialistic turn of mind, but much real

ability, undertook to gather his workmen around him in a vast coop-
erative housekeeping establishment, which he called a familistere,

probably in imitation of Fourier's celebrated communistic Phalan-
st'ere. Living among his men, and exercising on them and their fam-

ilies, by his own force of mind rather than his position, an almost

unlimited influence, M. Godin was soon led, as the size of l\\s fami-
listere increased with the extension of his business, to establish a set

of rules for the government of his great household, which have

proved extremely successful in securing industry and morality among
the families which compose it, in providing for the care and educa-

tion of children, and in promoting happiness and contentment.
More recently he has added to the good influences by which he has

surrounded his people an element of hope and legitimate ambition,

by providing for the participation of his workmen in the profits of

the business which they help to carry on. Like the most judicious of

the other French manufacturers who have adopted this principle, he

encourages the men to invest their savings as capital in the establish-

ment, and so generally is this done, and so rapidly do small savings

aggregate into considerable sums, that the business will, it is said,

before many years virtually belong to the persons who, if they are

willing to exercise a little more forethought and discretion than most
workmen show, are best fitted by their knowledge of its details to

carry it on successfully.

Although M. Godin's scheme has worked successfully at Guise,

there is a certain flavor of sentimentalism about the idea which per-
haps adapts it better to Frenchmen than to workingmen of Saxon de-

scent, whose tastes seem to have been better suited by the more pro-
saic, though equally admirable provisions by which the manufacturers
of the Alsatian town of Mulhouse have brought so much happiness
and contentment to their poorer fellows. At Guise all is vast; inter-

ests, amusements and occupations are all in common, and on a great
scale; while at Mulhouse the individual becomes prominent, and the
science of securing happiness with sixpences is the one which \i

taught there, perhaps better than anywhere else in the world. At
the verv birth of the younz Alsatian workingman, his comfort ii pro-
vided for by a sort of baby-insurance system, under which all the

young married women employed in the mills are encouraged to pay
a small regular sum into a fund, out of which, when a baby is born, a

salary of eight dollars a month, as a substitute for the wages she
would lose, is paid to the mother for three months, on condition that
she stays at home during that time and nurses and cares for her
child. When the baby is old enough, excellent schools are ready for
him

;
and even after he has begun work in the factory, evening schools

and industrial museums give him technical instruction, from the rudi-
ments to the highest grade. In later years, domestic life is made
as easy and comfortable as possible. Pleasant and well-planned
houses are to be hired at a reasonable rent, and the tenant who pays
his rent regularly for fourteen years then becomes the absolute pro-
prietor of his house. This provision tends strongly to fix families in
their homes, and makes it possible to establish in various localities

those cooperative stores, bakeries and restaurants which prosper to
well in communities where all the members are known to each other,
and usually fail so miserably where they have to depend upon a

shifting population. To encourage hope and zeal in the operatives,
the system of participation in profits is carried out very generally, in

ways differing according to circumstances or the fancy of those who
have established it in each case; and insurance of all sorts, against
accidents, fire, strikes, sickness, old age, infirmity and death, can be
had at low rates, while well-organized charitable societies, dividing
the city into districts, after the fashion of our best associations of the

kind, find out and help those whom unavoidable calamity has made
dependent upon the good offices of their fellow men. So thoroughly
is this work done, and so generally is the habit of modest thrift dif-

fused in the community, that even the terrible war of 1870, which
raged about the city, and ended in the conquest of the province in
which it is situated, caused no permanent injury to the manufactur-

ing interests of the place, and not even temporary suffering from
actual want to any of the forty thousand operatives employed there.
It is impossible to read of this without lamenting, as M. Cacheux
does, that the principles of practical benevolence followed at Mul-
house should not be adopted in larger cities. In Paris particularly,
as he says, although those who have money are generous in giving it

for what they call charity, they trouble themselves very little about
the way in which it is distributed ; and the result is, as has been
established by investigations made with the lists of persons receiving
aid from benevolent societies in the hand of the inspector, that

ninety-eight per cent of the names on the lists are those of able-
bodied drones, thieves and swindlers, and that only two out 'of every
hundred, on an average, are those of persons who really need assist-

ance. Of course there are always, in every large city, sick and help-
less people enough to employ with advantage all the resources that
the most profuse benevolence can furnish, but these people are
almost always too young, too modest, or too proud to apply for help,
and as the benevolent societies are not energetic enough to hunt
them out, the charity intended for them is appropriated by the gam-
blers and tramps who besiege such societies with their impudent fic-

tions.

We have delayed a little over these introductory remarks of our
author, partly to show how thoroughly he understands what is the

object to be aimed at in spending money for the good of the poor,
and partly for the sake of suggesting concisely the lesson which the
author constantly teaches in his book, in ways which we shall not
here be able to follow

;
and can only briefly notice the most interest-

ing of the practical chapters, in which the author narrates his own
experiences in building workingmen's houses in Paris.

His visits to the five hundred families occupying the build-

ings which he had acquired, just before his studies in social science

began, having shown him the unwholesomeness of the conditions
under which they lived, he began his efforts to ameliorate these con-
ditions by visiting, as he says, several thousand workingmen's dwell-

ings in Paris, and found that in nearly all, as in his own, their occu-

pants were lodged in a manner "quite incompatible with the laws of

morality or hygiene." Not one tenement out of ten comprised three
rooms besides the kitchen, and thousands of them consisted of one
room for all purposes; while, as the statistician of the Government
informed him, half the workingmen's families in Paris included more
than four persons. The consequence of crowding families into such
insufficient space he found to be serious. In the first place the father
of the family, annoyed by the confusion about him at home, was
driven to spend his evenings outside, usually at the wine-shop, where
he squandered both his earnings and his health, while the women
and children, who remained in the house, suffered not only from the
closeness and confusion, but still more from the smells of the cook-

ing, washing, and drying of dirty clothes before the fire, which, as
some of them must, in such narrow quarters, sleep in the kitchen,
they could not avoid. In the second place, with all but the smallest
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families, it was necessary for several persons, often of different sexes

to sleep in the same room, at the risk of their morals in any case, anc

at the risk of their lives, also, if a serious epidemic should break out

in the neighborhood.
Convinced that overcrowding was the evil to be first attacked,

M. Cacheux betook himself to the study of plans and modes of con-

struction by which poor people could be furnished with proper
accommodation, at the same price that they had been paying for

insufficient room. In this investigation he spent three years, aided

by experts of high reputation, and after publishing the results of his

study in a book on Workingmen's Dwellings in All Countries, which

gained immediately the highest commendation from officials am]
benevolent societies, he proceeded to apply the knowledge he had

gained to his Parisian problem. There have been several competi-
tions in Paris, on various occasions, for plans for workingmen's
houses, and, not venturing to be his own architect, he requested
three of the authors of plans which had received prizes to construct

houses for him in different places. Only one responded to his invita-

tion, and agreed with him to build a house, intended to cost six hun-
dred dollars, for a commission of twenty per cent on the sum

expended. The house cost twelve hundred dollars in place of six

hundred, and was sold, including the land, for eighteen hundred dol-

lars, paid in fifteen annual instalments, of one hundred and twenty
dollars each. This, although not entirely unprofitable, was a less

successful financial operation than the construction of some other

houses, from plans given in the book, which cost eight hun-
dred and eighty dollars each, without the land, or twelve hundred

including land, fences and wells complete, and sold readily for

eighteen hundred dollars, payable in fifteen instalments, as in the

first case.

By these and other experiments the author was led to the conclu-

sion that twelve hundred dollars was the least sum for which a
detached house, containing three rooms besides the kitchen and out-

buildings, could be had within the limits of Paris, including the price
of the land. Something might, however, be saved both in land and
in cost of construction by building houses contiguous, with party-
walls between, and another essay was made by contracting for a
block of ten houses, each of one story, comprising three rooms and
kitchen, with a cellar, at seventy-two hundred dollars for the entire

block. These houses, which were certainly cheap enough, were after-

wards transferred at the cost price to a philanthropic building

society, which sold them, including the land, the value of which
would naturally have been considerably less than in the previous
instances, at seventeen hundred and fifty-two dollars each, payable
in twenty annual instalments. Other ventures of different kinds fol-

lowed these, with the same general result, so that, as M. Cacheux

says, out of about twenty different types of houses, containing from
three to ten rooms, and costing from six hundred to three thousand
dollars each, but all intended to be occupied by one family, there was
not one that could not be sold on annual instalments at a price which
would return five per cent interest on the investment, while the

amount of each annual instalment was little greater than the bare
rent which would have to be paid for the same accommodation in a
tenemehtrhouse.

Unfortunately it is not always easy to find cheap land within the
boundaries of a great city, and those who wish to improve the condi-
tion of their poorer fellows are always brought, sooner or later, to

the problem of housing them decently in large buildings, a problem
which is rendered more difficult by the fact that clean and whole-
some tenement-houses have to compete in rent with vile old rookeries,
for which any price is a profit ;

and it is found in practice that more
than three per cent interest can rarely he obtained from such prop-
erty, carried on by the owner in any decent manner. One who is

satisfied with this can, however, generally be sure of keeping his

bouses full of respectable and honest tenants, and is in a position, by
making their tenure depend upon their conduct, to exercise a most

salutary influence over them. Curiously enough, the worst enemy to

be encountered in carrying on such efforts to do good appears to be

public charity of the ordinary kind. M. Cacheux illustrates this in

part by citing the case of two of his own tenants. One of these
hired expensive rooms in the front of the building, with a view down
the street. The family went often to the theatre, and the head of it

always stayed away from his work on Mondays, to recover from the
effects of his Sunday recreation. The rooms were always dirty and

ill-kept, and the children neglected. A part of this tenant's rent was

paid for him by a charitable society. The other tenant hired cheap
rooms in the rear of the building, looking out on a court, but paid
the rent himself. He and his wife worked hard, but they found
time to keep their rooms clean and to bring up their children with
tender and judicious care; while their neighbors in the front rooms
were being encouraged in idleness and vice by the most effective

means, under the name of charity. It is not wonderful that the poor,
with such examples before them, have but a mean opinion of the jus-
tice of society, and learn to hate and despise that charity which
seems to them to choose for its objects the persons who deserve it

least. This feeling perhaps does something to strengthen the senti-

ment of independence, which is so
strong,

even among the poorest,
that, as M. Cacheux says, it is difficult to find good tenants in Paris
for the improved houses built professedly for a charitable purpose ;

the decent and self-respecting families preferring to pay the same
rent in a common tenement-house, rather than put themselves, even
in imagination, under obligation to philanthropists.

Beyond the promotion of a personal acquaintance and mutual good
feeling between landlords and tenants, little progress has yet been
made anywhere toward improving the condition of the very poor
inhabitants of city tenements. A proper surveillance may prevent
them from fleecing each other, as some of them, particularly the

Irish, do most unmercifully; one house, of which M. Cacheux speaks,
having been rented by the owner for one hundred and twenty-five
dollars a year, to a tenant who sub-let it for two hundred and ninety
dollars, in small tenements, to families who again rented single rooms
and parts of rooms at rates which brought in six hundred dollars a

year ;
but no one has yet shown how to build great tenement-houses

which will, unless under exceptional circumstances, afford the poorest
class of laborers and their families, at a rent which they can afford

to pay, the comforts of a clean and respectable home, and at the
same time pay a continuous interest of six per cent on the invest-

ment. M. Cacheux himself does not appear to see much promise in

efforts to this end, but prefers, like most other experts, to encourage
the construction of small, single houses, either through the medium
of building societies, which, when managed as they are in England,
he commends most warmly, or by the safer method of leaving the
care of the first operations of purchasing land and constructing
houses to prudent business men, who make sales on instalments at

reasonable rates of interest, and thus, without losing anything them-

selves, teach and encourage their customers to take their affairs

gradually into their own hands. This plan has actually been carried
out with success by M. Cacheux and some of his friends, and the

complete presentation of their scheme, with drawings of the houses

built, and copies of their by-laws, leases, regulations for tenants and
contracts, which are given in the book, is full of interest and instruc-

tion.

This, with some explanatory and illustrative matter, completes the
first part of the book. The second part is devoted to methods and
means of lightening the burdens of the poor in other ways than by
improving their habitations, and includes the most practical and use-

ful information possible about workingmen's restaurants and lodging-
houses, nurseries, schools, public baths, laundries, hospitals of various

kinds, clubs and banks for workingmen, tramps' lodging-houses, and
so on. It would take too long even to indicate in the briefest man-
ner the variety of documents, specifications, models of reports, regu-
lations, statutes and statistics which are here collected, after a choice

made with admirable judgment. It is true that they serve to give
the pages of the book a dry, matter-of-fact look, which will probably
repel the sentimental amateur of benevolence, who likes to feel him-
self gushing with sympathy over tales of woe, without the inconven-

ience of bringing his emotions to any practical result
;
but for people

of action, who propose to do something for their fellow men, and wish
to set about it to the best advantage, nothing could be more valuable

than these detailed descriptions of the actual administration of

charities similar to those which they desire to help in establishing.
On the subject of day-nurseries alone, for instance, we find a hundred

pages of information collected from France, England, Germany and
Holland ; while a still larger space is devoted to cooperative socie-

ties, savings-banks and insurance associations, including an abstract

of the attempts which have been made in France to enable workmen
to participate in the profits of the business which they help to carry
on. It will be seen that although we have quoted pretty liberally

although not so liberally as we should have liked from certain por-
tions of this admirable book, there is plenty of matter left, to which
we have not been able even to refer ; and we quiet without difficulty
the conscience which always reproaches us when we use the work of

other people to give interest to our own, by the reflection that a more

meagre account of the book would have given a very inadequate
idea of what is a veritable encyclopaedia for the benevolent.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of coit.~\

SKETCHES AT HINGHAM, MASS.

SKETCHES AT BOLOGNA, ITALY, BY MB. C. H. BLACKALL,
ARCHITECT.

DRAWINGS OF THE CHURCH OF THE HOLY SPIRIT, AND OF THE

CHURCH OF CORPUS DOMINI, BOLOGNA, ITALY.

FOR description of these three plates, see the article on Bologna
elsewhere in this issue.

THE NEW QUAYS AT ANTWERP. The completion of the new quays at

Antwerp form an epoch in the commercial history of that port. They
are situated on the right bank of the Scheldt, and are over two miles in

ength. They were constructed at the expense partly of the State,

partly of the Government, and cost over 4,000,000. This gigantic
ivork has been entirely carried out by the well-known Paris contractors

who constructed the Suez Canal, and are cutting the canal of Panama.
The chief engineer is M. Loisseau. These enormous and costly works
lave been rendered necessary by the unprecedented increase of the

commerce of Antwerp, which is now the first port of Continental Eu-

rope. The total tonnage of the sea-going shipping entering this port
ast year was nearly 4,000,000. The Iron Age.
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FRENCH ARCHITECTURE IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY." III.

J --.

'

;

D'
CURING the sec-

ond empire, the

medieval move-

ment, though confined

to a comparatively
small number of arch-

itects and archaeolo-

gists, continued to

gain strength. Res-

torations of Notre

Dame of Paris, of the

Cathedrals of Amiens
and 1 .a. in. i if the Abbey
of Saint Denis, of the

church and fortifica-

tions of Carcassonne
and many other im-

nimi ^-t IB. ',,\, . -r-ga^ ---^v portant monuments

1:10 OOllII^l^r -re undertaken
under the charge of

M.Viollet-le-Duc ; and
the general interest in

the subject led to the

appointment of innu-

merable diocesan arch-

itects who, with more
or less success, have

restored the most of

the important old

churches of the coun-

try. Fortunately, dur-

ing the last genera-
tions these monuments

had been, in general,
rather neglected than revised, and it was not

until mediaeval art began to be intelligently studied that restorations

were taken in hand ;
so that France has been spared most of the rav-

a<*es which England suffered at the hands of Wyatt and other later

and perhaps less pardonable restorers. What the religious wars and

the war of the Revolution against all religion had spared to France

has remained for the most part without serious harm to our day, and

the late restorations have generally been carried on with skill and

with a fair appreciation of the style of the buildings. Yet the

traveller who wishes to trace out historical points with accuracy, or

to yield himself to the naive charm of the early work, is often a good

deal disconcerted at the natty spruceness with which some venerable

old monuments have been polished up, and most disagreeably of all

perhaps at the hard net-work of black mortar with which the fair

white stone has been pitilessly marked over, as if it were ruled off

with a gigantic carpenter's lead-pencil. It is worth mentioning, that,

led by M. Viollet-le-Duc, who was in great favor with the Emperor at

that time, the medievalists, opposing the academic influence of the In-

stitute, made a vigorous attack upon the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, and

succeeded in obtaining in 1863 a decree, remodelling the constitu-

tions of the school, and appointing among others M. Viollet-le-Duc

himself to a prominent chair. But the traditions of the place were

too strong ;
the students utterly refused to submit to the new order

of things, or even to listen to a word of the lectures of M. Viollet-le-

Duc, so that the Emperor, after a short and half-hearted trial, gave up
the effort, and restored the school to its old basis. M. Viollet-le-Duc and

those who were interested with him then established the Ecole Cen-

trale d'Architecture, where the course of instruction was in method

radically different from that at the older school, giving great promi-

nence to the study of construction, and in general giving to construc-

tional and practical adaptation the determining influence in the

course of design, rather than, as in the Beaux-Arts, teaching first

a monumental habit of composition and afterwards adapting it to

the necessary problems. The influence of this school, or of the

men who are working with it and its instructors, has at least

been wholesome as a counterpoise to the formal tendency of the

established system, and if it accomplished nothing more conspicuous,

it perhaps did something analogous to what Dr. Holmes shrewdly

ascribes to the homoeopathic physicians, when he says that thev have

scourged the regular practice into reason. But the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts and its traditions were too well grounded in public favor to be

displaced. The Ecole Centrale, after struggling for a few years m
ineffectual rivalry, settled down into subordination and became little

more than a preparatory department to the older school.

The public buildings built under mediaeval inspiration in France

are not many nor very noteworthy. The Hdtel de Ville of Angou-

18me, by M. Abadie, is as characteristic as any, perhaps, a good

example of the French tendency to eclecticism at this day, and of

their fundamental desire after all to do things their own way.

noticeable that not only is it through the Byzantinized Romanesque
in France that the Neo-Grec and quasi-Classical party show them-

selves most affected by the mediaevalists, but it is in their Roman-

esque, and especially in their Byzantine reproductions, that the

medievalists themselves are most successful.

The French have not, except momentarily and at rare intervals, for-

1 Continued from page TO, No. 803.

gotten, as other nations have, the radical difference between Christian

and Pagan forms, the appropriateness of the one both in expression
and use to their Romish worship, and the unsuitablcness of the

other. Here on the whole, the medisevalists have had the best of it
;

and though modern church-building has not been very successful in

France, yet unquestionably the most successful attempts are those

which more carefully follow out the mediieval styles. The most con-

spicuous
whole example of a

pointed
Gothic church is perhaps St.

Glothilde of Paris, which, Gothic in form and reasonably near it in

detail, is cold in feeling and formally symmetrical to a degree that

kills the Gothicism out of it. M. Viollet-le-Duc's work in restora-

tion and in building the new sacristy at Notre Dame, of Paris, is

more successful : his works, the buildings from his original designs,
of which wu have not many, are less happy than his restorations.

The little church of Notre Dame de la Garde, which stands pict-

uresquely on the summit of a steep hill overlooking Marseilles, is a

charming instance of what the French have done under the Byzan-
tine influence. Below, on the seashore, MM. Due and Vaudoyer
have been building a great cathedral, for which, moved apparently by
the traditions of the region, their sense of the inapplicability of Classi-

cal forms, and their abiding preference for the Greek elements in arch-

itecture, they have also chosen a Byzantine style, more or less pure.
I have said that the French realize the special fitness of ihe forms

of churches invented by the Church for the use of the Church, and it

is very rare to see a church designed by a Frenchman in these days,
which is not based on these forms. Whatever the details, Classical,

Renaissance or modern Italian, Greek or Saracenic, which they lay
under contribution, the typical arrangement of nave, aisles, clere-

story and transepts are preserved or at least suggested. The pub-
lished projects for churches are many, but very few incline one to

wish them built. Of the French adherence to Christian forms

already mentioned, the two most notable new churches in Paris, St.

Augustine and the Trinite', are good examples. Both are mediaeval

in plan and arrangement; both are cleverly composed, with some

elegance of detail; and neither seems church-like. The Trinite' is to

me in spirit especially secular and distasteful. I can find in it no
trace of religious feeling, of reverence, or even of solemnity.

In funeral monuments, on the other hand, the French have done
some of their most characteristic and successful work. It is a work
to which their Classic and especially their Greek sympathies lend

themselves well. Of two of their large monuments, the Arc de
1'Etoile and the Colonne de Juillet, I have spoken. Their small cem-

etery monuments and tombs are full of invention and fancy, and gen-

erally show an agreeable sentiment, if no very deep feeling. They
have furnished the type for many foreigners. The famous Lycian
tomb in the British Museum, which attracted so much attention in

its first discovery, suggested the model for many of them. I have a

drawing of another tomb described in Texier's " Aiie Atineure,"
which is so like a modern French monument, such as you may find in

Pe're Lachaise, that it is worth notice. It will be found to be com-

posed of many details which are in use all through French archi-

tecture.

None of the works of the modern French show the vigor and
freedom of their invention when untrammelled better than their

markets. Of these the most notable are the Halles Centrales, or

great general markets of Paris, built by Baltard. They cover four

blocks, being pierced by two streets at right-angles, through which
the public traffic goes on undisturbed. The whole exterior consists

of a frame of iron columns supporting an iron roof. The lower part
of this frame is walled-in solidly in brick, high enough to give a firm

back to the stalls, above which the upper two-thirds of the wall are
in iron panels and blind-work. The roof is of iron and glass, framed
and supported in the most straightforward manner, and the wholu
form is simply developed from the natural uses of the building and
the character of its material, with a little of the appropriate orna-

ment which the French can
apply

so well when they have something
well-defined to apply

it to. 1 he success of this building and the
admiration it excited led to the building of others like it in form.

In a similar spirit are designed their railway stations, straightfor-
ward structures of masonry and iron, whose decided and often grand
forms, simply determined by the uses to which thev are to be put, are

among the most characteristic of modern French work. Both the

Strasburg Station and the St. Lazare or Havre Station in Paris, are

examples of the troubles into which the French are often led by their

inveterate habit of fixing all their designs by geometrical elevations,
to the neglect of perspective studies. They both offer in front a
recessed centre between advancing wings ; that in the Strasburg sta-

tion crowned by a grand gable with an immense semicircular win-
dow. In both the designs undoubtedly were effective; in both the

recession of the centre throws the wings high above it in perspective,
and the effect is that of two equal and divided masses of building,
connected by an inferior centre. A perspective study would at once
have taught the architects to give such preponderance in height to

the central mass as to secure them against this disaster.

The French have succeeded well in their theatres, as was to be

expected.
The theatres of Schinkel and Semper in Germany, built

before the second empire, had prepared the way for a more rational

design by seizing upon and making to tell in the exterior the salient

points in the interior arrangement. The French have not been slow
to see the value of this treatment, and their recent theatres designed
and erected show the use of it. The Theatre Lyrique anil the Chat-

elftt, on the Place du Chatelet in Paris, are characteristic examples
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of the more refined style of the empire, and show distinct traces of

Neo-Grec influence. The new Opera, however, is their crowning
work in this department, and is on the whole a favorable specimen of

the exuberance of imperial architecture. It is an enormous building,

very carefully and skilfully planned for its purpose, and with the

exterior modelled very naturally upon its interior arrangement.
The stage, the auditorium, the entrance pavilions, the lobbies and

drawing-room, and the apartments behind the stage are all simply
and faithfully indicated in the exterior arrangement. The exterior

is sumptuous in adornment, with a freedom and brilliancy of detail,

a certain classically-regulated caprice in ornament, which has its

fascination and suits with the purpose of the building. The enor-

mous proportion which the stage, and more especially the drawing-
rooms, corridors and entrances bear to the auditorium is one of its

noticeable peculiarities. Unfortunately it, too, suffers perspectively
in the near view. In its most conspicuous aspect only its vestibule

and loggia are visible. Just as the dome of St. Peter's is hidden

from the front by the enormous projection of the nave, so here the

throwing forward of the lower member of the building containing the

huge staircases, drawing-rooms, etc., effectually hides from the neigh-

boring boulevard the higher and predominating masses which cover

the stage and the auditorium. Fortunately the opera is visible on

all sides and surrounded by important thoroughfares, and this defect

in the front view is made up for by many picturesque aspects in

other directions. The front is marred in effect by a very heavy
attic, which indeed is a characteristic of the whole exterior, carried

on apparently inadequate supports. The screens and colonnettes

which occupy the wide intercolumniations, being very different in

color from the mass of the fa9ade, do not add to its appearance
of support in the execution as they doubtless did in the design.
When it comes to the expression produced by detail, we can per-

haps allow that a theatre be theatrical, that is, showy and covered

with ornament to a degree tliat would overload any other building.

Yet the profusion with which the ornament is showered on the Paris

Opera-house, its exaggerated vivacity, and the obtrusiveness with

which it is displayed, seem to more than half justify the caricaturist

who placarded his pictures of it with " Gare les lyres,"
" Gare les

busies,"
" Gare les pointes."

" Gare les Apollon," etc. With all the

elegance that M. Gamier, himself a " Grand Prix de Rome," has

known how to give his detail, its odor is of the elegance of the par-

fumeur, and is more suggestive of the Parisian demi-monde than of

the honester habitats of the Opera.
In conclusion it may be said that the French, of all modern

nations, have come nearest to the invention, or development rather,

of a stylo; for the so-called Victorian style was a style revived and

modified, not here now produced for the first time. But in French

architecture we see distinct forms which have not been used in the

world before, which yet are sufficiently individual to be recognized
wherever we see them. Their detail, it is true, is gathered from all

lands under the sun, and hard as it might have seemed to fuse all the

mass and unite it well into a consistent whole, their power of assimi-

lating and harmonizing is such that they have succeeded fairly well

in making everything keep its place. The greatest difficulty which

they have taken in hand is the difficulty of all nations addicted to

Classical forms, from the Romans down the old problem of uniting
the Classical orders with the arch. The Romans held the arch and

the order together by main strength. The Romanesque builders

gradually abandoned the order. The Renaissance architects simply
followed the Romans. The French have essayed the problem in

their own way ; they have emancipated themselves from the interpo-
sition of the entablature between the column and the arch, and the

examples of twelfth-century work have taught them some good les-

sons in the feasibility of using arches of greater size in proportion
to the order than the Roman or pure styles admitted. The introduc-

tion of grand arches filling the whole height of a column or a story is

one of the distinctive features of modern French work. The en-

trance of the Palais de 1'Industrie is a good example. The amalga-
mation may not yet be complete. In fact the license of to-day seems

to be leading their architects astray from the defined path in which

a few years ago they seemed to be moving. Their architecture

to-day is eclectic, uncertain, variable; but it is recognizable wherever

it is seen. Wlien the architecture of this century is far enough in

the past to be viewed comprehensively from a distance, and withou

contemporary prejudices, if a style is to be found in it, it will prob

ably be that of France in the generation of Louis Phillipe and Napo
Icon III. L.

OVERCROWDING IN THE CAMPAGNA. The Campagna of Rome, whicl

suggests enormous space and few inhabitants, presents one of the mos
remarkable examples of overcrowding in Europe. In the suburbs o

Rome it has been calculated that there are 1,048 houses for 9,748 occu

pants ;
but in the Campagna, with 12,734 inhabitants, there are onlj

656 [1] houses. The greater number of the laborers in the Campagn
are strangers, who for the eight months dwell in huts or wigwams, ii

caves and grottoes, or in the ruins of ancient buildings and tombs
whilst many have no rnof but the heavens and no bed but the grass
The scarcity of houses in proportion to the number of laborers is wel

nigh incredible. In one commune there are 456 houses to 3,127 persons
in another 316 to 1,604 inhabitants, and in a third 704 peasants without

single dwelling! To render the anomaly more striking, there are place
which contain many uninhabited houses. The entire province of Rom
has 15,000 houset scattered over the country, with 110,000 occupants
and Grosseto has 3,265 houses for 25.202 persons. The Architect.

A YEAR'S ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH BY THE
GERMANS. I.
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rich have been the

yields of recent excava-
tions in ancient soil that

the Imperial Archaeological
Institute of Germany has

been able to fill three stately
volumes from the results of

a single year's research. l

Beautiful illustrations in fine

outline engraving, life-like

heliogravure, and delicately-
colored chromo -

lithograph

brighten the pages of these

works and continue to round

out pleasantly archaeological
science which literary tradi-

tion, unaided by these monu-

ments, conjures before us a

mere skeleton. In Rome the

excavations carried on by the

... -; ~~W ~L- Italian Government, in adapt-

CajV.laL.j-rorn.J-la.rmOn.tLe]:'. ing the Eternal City to the
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/Trance.
more ambitious
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role she is

play, have

hrown much light on buildings of her earlier day, when Augustus
ransformed the city of brick into one of marble. Well-trained ar-

haeologists have everywhere superintended these excavations. In

eading Lanciani's vivid and thorough reports concerning the portlci,

here comes the conviction that nothing has escaped him on the earth,

ir under the earth, or even in the archives, which bears upon these

>rominent architectural features of ancient Rome, but which in mod-

srn Italian cities as Bologna and Padua, have dwindled into mere

arcades over the sidewalks.

In the days of the Roman Republic portici, with their beautifully

repeated columns and protected aisles were scarcely known, and the

ew that existed served the strictly practical purposes of business,

jeing the centres for trade and collection of taxes. Rome was, in-

deed, early well supplied with delightful gardens and cool retreats for

recreation in the Summer months, the whole of the Esquiline being

sumptuous park, interrupted only by tasteful villas. The slopes of

the Janiculum and the region about the Pincio were also covered

with shady walks and gardens. But during the winter months there

was little protection offered for a people most prone to outdoor life.

No doubt to the stern old Roman of the republican age massive ar-

hitectural shelters from winter's chill would have seemed a luxury
to be craved only by the effeminate. Besides, he looked with no

Favor upon the multiplication of works of art pouring in from Greece,

all of which required asylum such as could best be offered by these

spacious colonnades.

But with imperial Rome things had changed, and it was, as might
be expected, the regal Augustus who first multiplied these hospitable

structures, and that out of his own private means, persuading his

friends and partisans at the same time to follow his example. That

this new fashion soon became exceedingly popular appears from the

fact that in the short space of twenty years these sheltering marble

colonnades, embracing now sacred temples, and now rich collections

of sculptures, covered with their stately complex the vast Campus
Martius, that the pedestrian might pass from one end to the other,

from north to south and from east to west beneath the aisles of the

different portici. The poets, pre-eminently Martial, delight to dwell

upon the delicious luxury of napping in midwinter under the shelter

of these colonnades, the walls being built so that none of the sparse

rays of the feeble sinking sun were ever lost. The portions was, as a

general rule, ten times as long as wide, and extending in straight

lines for a long distance, required, by its very nature, an ample level

for its development. It is therefore interesting to see how true the

old architects were to the laws of style, for all the portici of Rome,
with but two exceptions, occupied the only level surface in the city,

viz., the plain lying between the hills and the great bend of the river,

after it sweeps past Hadrian's Mausoleum, and circling around the

Campus Martius, reaches the Island of St. Bartolomeo, just off the

Ghetto.

On this Cistibertine plain, the porlici, as recent excavations show,

succeeded one another almost without interruption. They filled up
all the space not occupied by theatres and race-courses, and num-

bered fully twenty, of which fourteen were in the IX Region of Au-

gustan Rome. From these latter alone appears how regal was the

extent of these porticos. There one could wander for a distance of

4,500 metres under shelter. They covered a surface of 100,000 square

metres, and at least 2,000 columns supported the hospitable ceiling.

These were of marble, often having gilded capitals, while the pave-
ments were no less rich, being composed of variegated marble. In

connection with two of these portici very remarkable discoveries

have been made. The Portico of the Argonauts, with the temple of

Neptune in its midst, has been revealed near the Pantheon. From
the new discoveries it appears that the temple faced the east, and

1 " Annali de/l Institute," Vol. LV, with accompanying Monumeuts, In Vol. XL
" Bullettino dell [nslitu/o tli Correspondenza Archseologica."
" MMheiltmgm dtt Deutschen Archijologisc'ien Institute in Alhen." Achtu

Jabrgang.
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that very famous reliefs, which it has hitherto been impossible to

place, decorated its stylobate directly under the outer columns. Full

thirty-six metres of this sculptural decoration have been preserved,
and represent subjects of which the Romans were very fond symbol-
ical figures of conquered provinces and trophies of war, consisting of

the armor of the Koman and barbarian soldier artistically grouped.
Three of these twelve figures of provinces preserved, but now widely
scattered, were discovered in the days of Pope Paul III, and were
taken to Naples ; two came to light under Innocence X, and are in

the museum of the Capitol ;
two others, excavated under Alexander

VII, are now in the Palazzo Chigi Odescalchi, while five, discovered

in 1876 and 1883, remain near the site they decorated of old. When
the unearthing of these sculptures, as well as of the fragments of

architecture, is completed, we may hope for the careful study of the

whole, and thus ultimately for a vivid picture of the old Portico of

the Argonauts and its Temple of Neptune.
Extensive parts of the other and more superb structures, the Por-

tici Pompeianic, with their characteristic niches and circular tem-

ples, were, no doubt, marked features in Rome, even as late as the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, as their beautiful remains are de-

scribed both by Flaminio Vacca and Antonio San Gallo. The plan,

moreover, that San Gallo makes of the ruins corresponds so exactly
with a small ancient Roman one in marble, now in the Capitol, that

Lanciani shows it to represent these very Portici Pompeiante, the

round tempi.- on the plan being now a part of the cloisters of St. Ni-

colo a Cesarini. The ruins of this little temple will soon become one of

the prominent features of modern Rome, for by the completion of the

Via Nazionale it will be isolated from its present incuinbering sur-

roundings. The open spaces surrounded by the colonnades of an-

cient Rome, when not occupied for temples, often enclosed gardens
in which fountains played, and where there were avenues of box-

myrtle and plantain. Each portico had, besides, some individual at-

traction. In one were extensive maps in marble of the Roman em-

pire : here the youth came to study geography. Another contained

a vast museum of bric-a-brac from the Orient, and in still another

were exhibited even the varying fashions of wearing the hair among
the Roman ladies a strange substitute for a hairdresser's window.

But, no doubt, a far higher and more general use of the stately por-
tici was to serve as museums of sculpture, while in a few pictures
were kept. We know from ancient writers that by far the greater

part of the masterpieces of Greek art, transported to Rome, found
shelter in these portici, while the number of statues discovered in the

ruins of the Portico of Octavia alone go to confirm their statement.

Excavations made in removing the carriage road, which, since the

days of Gregory XXI, has swept across the Roman Forum in front

of the Arch of Septimus Severus have brought much information con-

cerning the famous rostrum built and dedicated by Augustus. Not

only has the general construction of this massive platform for the

ancient orator been made clear, but there have been found the very

points where were attached the ships' prows which decorated

it and gave it a name. The main part, it seems, consisted of an im-

mense podium eighty-three and one-third Roman feet long, forty-five

wide, and about twelve high. On this platform there was abundant
room for higher officials, while below, on a semi-circular space, the

less privileged
could assemble. Space not permitting a detailed

statement of these most interesting discoveries the student can only
be pointed to Jordan's valuable account of them in the "

Annali,"
Vol. LV.
One of the questions of Roman topography, termed even by the

astute Mommsen vexatissimum, has always been as to the site of the

Curia Hastilia, or place of assembling of the Roman Senate. This

moot point Lanciani, aided by the study of mediaeval documents, has

at last been able to settle, showing that, while the Curia was remod-
elled successively by Scylla, Augustus, Domitian and Diocletian, it

never changed its place, but was adapted by Onorio I in 603 A. D. to

Christian worship, and is now preserved to us in the Church of St.

Adriano, standing on the confines of the Forum and still sacred to

the memory of the first martyr, who was brought to Rome to be

buried.

Single statues of importance have also come to light on Roman
soil. In the library of Hadrian's villa in Tivoli, a life-size figure in

marble of Dionysius or Bacchus was discovered in a wonderful state

of preservation, only the right hand being gone. It gives a new type
of this god of easy flowing form, and may, most instructively be com-

pared with the repetitions of the so-called Doryphoros, the Idolino of

Florence, the superb bronze boy of the Saburon collection now in the

Berlin Museum, and with Stephano's mannered archaistic athlete in

the Villa Ludovisi. From such comparison it becomes evident that

in all these works some one great original artistic type was followed

to represent widely different subjects, and that each reproduction
varies greatly from its fellow in treatment and excellence. The New
Bacchus is evidently by a master who belonged to the "eclectic"

school, known to have flourished in Rome during the first century of

the empire, and prone to combine the archaic outline of early models

with the freer execution of detail practiced in its own day. An ad-

ditional testimony to the activity of this school has been discovered

in a figure of the Torlonia collection ignorantly restored as Hygeia,
but even under such rude disguise, recognized to be the same as

Memlaa's "Electra" in the Villa Ludovisi. But while the Ludovisi
" Electra

"
is peculiarly grouped with a male figure, the new statue,

judging from points of juncture, could not have been grouped in the

same way, and hence we are safe in the conclusion that this type also

was used to represent not only different persons, but was grouped
with various figures, according to the caprice or necessity of the

sculptor. Torlonia's restorer, not noticing the great diversity In

marble and style, imagined that because the statue was found with

an Esculapius it must be Hygcia and restored it accordingly. A still

further calamity seems to await the statue, for now that the Prince
has heard of its artistic identity with the "

Electra," he intends, by
giving it a mate, to make it an exact counterpart of the full Ludovisi

group; thus will
disappear entirely the indications of its true origi-

nal character, by which the difference from the Ludovisi group is

clear, making it valuable for the history of art.

With these sculptured monuments, interesting because of their il-

lustration of the " eclectic
"
school and its affectations of the archaic,

may be mentioned a widely different work from the Via Appia. It

shows a gladiatorial combat in relief, and illustrates the more purely
national, realistic school of art which flourished in Rome alongside of

its affected sister. The art of this relief, while realistic, is exceed-

ingly crude, but inscriptions characterizing the individual figure as

felicem, victorinum, etc., lend a human interest to the scenes, making
us look leniently upon the shortcomings of the art. It was originallv,
no doubt, the tombstone of some gladiator whose happy moods as vic-

tor are here recorded. From a gem described by Dressel we learn

how the old Romans imagined the soul of the departed to appear,
and doubtless also the original, whence came our modern images of

the ghost. On this gem appears a spectral figure, closely wrapped
in a long veil falling over head and lace. This form is frequently
met with in sarcophagi and other Roman monuments, but has never
been fully understood. On this precious gem, however, the solemn

figure is accompanied by the meaning inscription,
" Soul of Magna,

my mother." In passing we may notice that in Greece there is

nothing of this weird and spectral art to be seen in connection with

representations of the dead, for in Greek works the soul appears as a

tiny winged image flying from the mouth of the outstretched dead ;

far more frequently the deceased appears still in the habiliments of

life, generally holding sweet converse with family and friends.

From Pompeii the Bullettino brings reports of much that is new.
To the representation of the Trojan horse, found mostly on gems,
we have now added a large picture with very peculiar light effects.

It represents the drawing of the horse within the precincts of Troy.
In the background are the turreted walls of the city, with a temple
in the midst, all lighted by the moon, while beyond appears the sum-
mit of Ida. At the point nearest the spectator the wall is broken
down and piles of stone from the beach lie around. Toward this

beach is being drawn the horse, pregnant with Greek soldiery, and

appearing as a huge white animal on wheels. Five men in front pull
with cords to the sound of music, and one pushes behind. Others
are dancing, ecstatic with joy ; women are carrying torches, and one

seemingly supernatural figure, much larger than the rest, floats in the
air above. Possibly this is Athena calling the Greeks. From the
horse's head there seems to radiate a strong light upon the groups in

the immediate neighborhood, while those in the distance are lighted

by paler moonlight only. That the story of the Trojan horse should
have interested the Pompeians seems most natural, but it is less easy
to understand how the "Judgment of Solomon

"
came to be used as

a decoration upon their walls. And yet this scene from Jewish his-

tory is unmistakably represented in one picture, where the child is

ahout to be slain in the presence of the king and the two mothers.
All the figures, however, are small and deformed, a.* though carica-

tures, and the fact that pigmies caught by hippopotami adorned the
same bouse seems to indicate that this scene from Jewish history, as
well as others of exploits of fabulous races on the Nile, must have
come to Italy by way of Alexandria, well known to have been
addicted to caricature and fun, and to have been familiar with Jew-
ish as well as Egyptian lore.

Italian soil has also yielded many works of less pretentious art.

Through painting on terra-cotta vases and through reliefs stamped
on crude clay saucers, we are coming constantly nearer to the indi-

viduality of many humble craftsmen, as well as learning more and
more of the intimate intercourse there must have been between
ancient Italy and Greece through the peaceful medium of trade.
Beautiful vases, painted by Greek artists in Athens during the age
of Pericles, and thence exported to Elruria, are continually coming
to light. On many of these the painter's name is found, so that in

some cases there exist from one master alone as many as fifteen or

twenty vases, and the number is not small of such Athenian masters
thus known to us through vases once called Etruscan, because dis-

covered on Etruscan soil, but now proved to be of Greek manufac-
ture, imported by Etruscans to furnish their tombs. How great was
the influence of trade in art objects in other parts as well appears
from a study of Sardinian antiquities by Ebers, who compares them
carefully with Egyptian monuments. From this it seems etiilent
that the Phoenicians exported from the Nile Valley a few genuine
imall works of Egyptian art But far more they imitated thr.se

Egyptian wo<-ks, and, making variations upon them, exported their
own wares to foreign shores, so that the larger part of the antiqui-
ties found in Sardinia seem to be these Phoenician reproduction?. In
some cases these appear to have acted upon native art until the
nobler Greek influence remoulded the whole bv its stronger creative
force. It seems probable that by the close of the fourth century B. c.
Phoenician forms ceased to be copied in Sardinia, and Greek forms
prevailed. But, as in other parts of the Phoenician world, so here,
as Ebers most strenuously affirms, it is well-nigh impossible to settK:
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the chronology of the cruder monuments. While Greek art, through
commerce, early fructified lower forms along the Mediterranean,

products of later days seem to have wielded a great influence in the

North. This influence of trade with classic lands is proved, not only

by a collection of inscriptions made by Undset from vessels found in

Denmark and Northern Germany, but also by the identity of art

forms in these vessels. Thus to three samples of a bronze vessel

found in Denmark a mate was discovered in Herculaneum. Lucy
M. Mitchell in the New York Times.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE GRANT MONUMENT.
August 12, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, I am glad to see that the two other leading architects

besides myself have written to the papers giving their sugges-
tions in regard to the Grant Monument

;
their ideas are good, but, of

course, mine are better.

The public will readily recall what difficulty one of the leading
citizens of Kalamazoo had to keep off the grass when going into his

back-yard. I was called-in for consultation by his cook, and sug-

gested a plank walk, thus solving this difficult problem.
You will readily appreciate how practical was this solution, while

at the same time the walk, when kept clean, was pleasing to the eye,
and therefore in the highest sense artistic

;
this will prove to you at

once how well founded are my claims to do the Grant Monument.

My suggestion would be but my office boy just rushes in to in-

form me that the fund has not as yet been raised, and perhaps it will

be quite as well and dignitied for the leading member of the profes-
sion to keep out of the scramble until it is raised.

Yours truly, BUMSTEAD VALSE.

THE ANNUAL CONVENTION, A. I. A.

NEWPORT, E. I., August 17, 1886.

To THE EDITORS OP THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Permit me through the medium of your journal to call

the attention of architects to the importance of the approaching con-

vention of the American Institute of Architects, to be held in the city
of Nashville, Tenn., on the 21st and 22d of October, next.

At the Eighteenth Convention of the Institute, held at Albany, N.

Y., on the 22d and 23d of October, 1884, much interest was mani-
fested in the work, and in the steady development of our Institute

Union. The attendance was larger than ever before, and the bonds
of fellowship and common interest greatly strengthened. At this

meeting a most courteous and cordial invitation was received from
the Art Club of Nashville, requesting that the next meeting be held

in that city. Mr. W. C. Smith, F. A. I. A., in extending the invita-

tion on behalf of the Art Club, spoke as follows :

Mr. President : If there is nothing else, I have a matter which I wish
to present. Since my departure from Nashville, Tennessee, the Art
Association of that city has held its annual meeting, and at that meet-

ing adopted a resolution extending to the American Institute of Archi-
tects a cordial invitation to hold its next Annual Convention in our

city. I hope that if it is possible to hold the Nineteenth Convention of

the Institute in Nashville, the Board of Trustees will arrange to do so.

There are certain reasons why I would like to see this done. In the
first place the Convention has never been held in a Southern city. In

the second place, I would like to have the influence of the American
Institute of Architects extended farther south; I think it would do

g'vat good, not only in Nashville but in the South at large. True, we
have very little there in the way of buildings that would be of interest

to those of you who live farther north, but we have a few, however,
th,it would be of interest to you all. Among them I would name one

designed by the preceptor of our President, and another by Mr. W. A.

Potter, which I think stands unsurpassed by any building in the United
States the United States Custom-House and Post-Office.

I hope, sir, that the Board of Trustees and the Institute will accept
this invitation which is cordially extended by the Art Association of

Nashville. The Association is seconded in this by several prominent
citizens of Nashville, who desire that you hold your next meeting in

our city, and I can assure you that you will be received with a warm
welcome. We will extend to you some good old Tennessee hospitality.
I hope, sir, the invitation will be accepted. I will read the formal reso-

lution adopted at the last meeting of the Association, which has been
transmitted by Mr. I). H. Rains. "It is with pleasure that I convey to

you a resolution adopted to-night by the Nashville Art Association by
its vote. The resolution was offered' by Mr. Robert Shea. Resolved,
That the Nashville Art Association, of Nashville, extend an invitation

to the American Institute of Architects to hold its next Annual Con-
vention in the city of Nashville."

At the June meeting of the Board of Trustees it was voted, in view
of the expressed desire of many members of the Institute, to hold the

Nineteenth Convention in Nashville, and Messrs. W. C. Smith, of

Nashville; W. L. B. Jenney, of Chicago; Georgo C. Mason, Jr., of

Newport, and A. J. Bloor, of New York were appointed a Commit-
tee of Arrangements.
The Committee thus constituted has entered into the work with

spirit, and have reported to the Board a preliminary programme,
which is believed to be admirably calculated to interest and instruct

the visiting members. This Convention will be the first of the kind
ever held in a Southern city. Much good is expected from the bring-

ing together of such a representative body of American architects

from all points of our common country. All members of the A. I. A.

who may be able to do so, are urgently requested to be present, and
to take part in the discussion of the many important topics, which
will be laid before them.
A preliminary circular, giving the general arrangements proposed

for the meeting, will be issued within a few days, to be followed by a
detailed order of proceedings, with cost of transportation, hotel ac-

commodation, price of board, etc.

It is the desire of the Committee and the Board of Trustees, that

this, the Nineteenth Convention of our Institute, shall be marked by
a large attendance and a broad and intelligent discussion of all mat-
ters connected with the art of architecture which may come before
it. The following words of our first President, Richard Upjohn,
spoken at the Convention of 1867, are ever pertinent and encourag-
ing. After sketching the early struggles and history of the Insti-

tute, Mr. Upjohn thus spoke of the future.
"
It is the duty of every one of its members to throw the full force of

his ability and influence, so far as the demands of his first duties towards
himself and his dependants will permit, into the combined effort to

make the Institute attain its object, and realize its noble ideal. If we
do so, if we show that we respect our work, and ourselves as its doers

;

that we know what we mean, and mean to do it, so far as our providen-
tial opportunities will permit; if we make what we have done appar-
ent, and show that we have well laid out our plans for the future, and
have the men, the intellect and the culture to carry them out well, we
shall find that Providence will not fail us, but will, through the medium
of outside cooperators, supply us, according to our needs and our pro-
gress with the material means requisite to make our mental capital
available."

Eighteen years have passed since these words were spoken. The In-

stitute has developed and grown strong under its federal system of

united chapters. A bright and useful future seems to be open before

us, the art of architecture is more appreciated, and the practical sci-

ence of building is more generally and better understood. To be
members of the American Institute of Architects should be our pride,
and an attendance upon its Annual Convention a journey of pleasure
and of profit to all its Fellows and Associates.

Respectfully, GEORGE C. MASON, JR., Secretary A. I. A.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

THE PERCUSSIVE EFFECT OF FALLING BODIES. As illustrating the
force of a small object falling from a distance, a shot dropped from the
dome of the State capitol at Des Moines, made a clean, neat hole through
the inch glass floor in the rotunda. The Blade says that last winter a

lady accidentally dropped a heavy muff from the same distance, and
when it struck the floor below the noise waa heard all over the build-

ing, and some supposed a gun had been fired off.

LIABILITY OF INNKEEPER IN CASE OF INFECTIOUS DISEASE. G. went
to the hotel of H., and there contracted small-pox, that disease, being
in the house, and concealed from G. and other guests coming there.

She sued for $5,000, having been taken to the "
pest house," seriously

ill, and becoming greatly disfigured by the marks of the malady. She
recovered a judgment, and the innkeeper carried the case Gilbert vs.

Hoffman to the Supreme Court of Iowa, where the judgment was af-

firmed. Judge Reid, in the opinion, said: " When the plaintiff went to
the hotel one of the guests was lying ill in the house, and the disease
turned out to be small-pox. It appears that the defendant was told the

day before plaintiff came to his house that the complaint was small-pox,
as it was shown to be, and yet he took no precaution to protect those

coming as his guests. Indeed, there is evidence showing that the de-
fendant assured the plaintiff that the disease was not in his house. That
the defendant is liable there can be no doubt, lie is bound to protect
guests coming to his house from any danger whatever. By keeping his

hotel open for business, he, in effect, represented to all travellers that it

was a reasonably safe place at which to stop, and he is hardly in a po-
sition now to insist that one wlio accepted and acted on his representa-
tion, and was injured because of its untruth, shall be precluded from
recovering against him for the injury, on the ground that she might,
by further inquiry, have learned of its falsity." Iron Age.

MARTELLO TOWERS. " Before the martello towers all disappear
from the Irish seaboard," writes a correspondent, "the purpose and
story of them are worth a passing notice. They were built at the end
of the past century to protect the coast from an anticipated French
attack. There are many of them along the English shore (visitors to

Quebec will remember the one pointed out there), but Ireland was the

expected scene of invasion, and was at the time the least protected part
of the three kingdoms. As a matter of fact the French fleet did ride
in Bantry Bay, and an invasion was always dreaded. Lord Cornwallis
was Viceroy, and he ordered a series of forts to be built wherever
there might be fear of the French landing. It was necessary to select

some plan of construction, and it was thought desirable that the same
model should be adopted in all cases. It happened that the Duke of
Richmond had just returned from the Mediterranean, where he had
witnessed the bombardment of a little town on the shores of Corsica by
a well-equipped fleet. The cannon were of heavy calibre, but the pro-
jectiles could make no impression on a little circular fort built of stone,
which stood triumphantly a constant fire. These were not the days of

rifled cannon. The Duke made a note of the circumstance, and when
a model had to be adopted suggested the fort which had done such ser-

vice in the siege of Martella. The town seems now to be forgotten, but
the name of it in a corrupted form has at least got a foothold in the

English language, and may puzzle an etymologist of the future, as in-

deed the towers themselves if a few should survive the lapse of cen-

turies may confound the Pickwicks of a coming day." Pall Mall
Gazette.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Keported for The American Architect aud Buililin* Newt)

a large pftrtion of the building \ntcllinenet
u provided by their reyular corretpondentf, the editor*

yi"ttl >i desire to receive voluntary inf<>rmtttwn t ef-
tmliy/~vm the smaller and outlying tovm*.}

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printer! tpecificationt of any patentt here mentioned
toaether with full detail illustrationt, may bt obtcunei
f the ONMMMfSMr of J'atentt. at Watlunato*. far
twenty-Jive centt.l

323,387. VENTILATOR FOB SHOW-WINDOWS. John
N . Baer and Jesse s. Edwards, Philadelphia, Pa.
323,393. KNOB-ATTACHMENT. Oha. W. Bullard

Chicago, 111.

323,420. PAINT-POT. Caroline M. Hills, Chicago

323.422. SCREW-NUT. Edward C. IbboUon, Bos
ton, Mass.

323.424. METHOD OF CUTTING AND EMPLOYING
WOODEN ItKAMIt AND UlICIiKKS. Peter H. Jacks HI
San Francisco, Cal.

323,431. AI-I-AR.VTI s FOR PURIFICATION OF
WATKK. Albert R. Leeds, Hoboken, N. J.

323,437. STATIONARY WASH - STAND. Clarence
Morflt, New York, N. Y.

323,464. A i i . i i: I : i r. Ftsk Shailer, Chester, Conn
323,464. DIE-STOCK. John W. StronK. Briditeuort

Conn.
323.473. WATEB - CLOSET BOWL. Henry C. Wee-

den, Hi 'M' .11. Mass.
323,492. CONTINUOUS BBICK-KILN. Max. A. Th

Boebncke and Heury Kohwer, Umaha, Neb.
323,508. SAW-HANDLE. James Hilton, Newark,

N. J.

323.617. PLANE-HOLDER. Frank F. Mattoon, Bos-
ton, Mass.

323.618. PROTECTING BUILDINGS FROM FIBS.
Jonathan Q. Merrill, (julncy, Mass.

323,632. GREASE-TRAP FOR SINKS. John Held
Yonkers, N. Y.

323,549. WATER-CLOSET BOWL. Henry C. Wee-
den, Boston, Mass.

323,562. FAUCKT FOB WASH-BOWLS. Thomas C
Clark, Cohoes, N. Y.

323,664. MUKTISB-LOCK. George B. Cowles, New
Britain, Conn.

323,576. PROTECTING SCREEN FOR AIR AND LIGHT
SHAFTS. Augustus A. Hagen, New York, N. Y.

323,578. AUTOMATIC KIKK-EXTINGUISHKR. Wil-
liam Harkness, New York, N. Y.

323,5X7. HOUSE-VENTILATION. Lewis Merrlmau,
Belott. Wis.

323,805. PLANE-GUIDE. William W. Preston, Cold
water, Mich.

323,603. SASH-HOLDER. Henry Staib, Jefferson
Tllle, N. Y.

323,656. VISE. Ole Flagstad, Hamar, Norway.
323,668. DOOR. Jeuleos Gambllee, Cresskill, N. J.
323,697. FLOORING. Samuel C. Little, Mount Ver-

non, hiil.

323,707. WATER-CLOSET VENTILATOR. John H.
McGovern and Jas. H. Wilson, Detroit, Mich.

323,741. SASH - FASTENER. Anton Schmackers,
Birmingham, A In.

223,748. LOCKING DEVICE FOB JAILS. Charles S.
Snead and Udolpho Snead. Louisville, Ky.

323,757. PRKBS FOR PLASTIC MATERIAL FOB
BUILUINO-BLIX KS. C. Irvine Walker and Frank J.
Jervey, Charleston, S. C.

323,776. AUTOMATIC SELF-SETTING WRENCH.
Benjamin F. Bennett, lockport, N. Y.

3-3,778. COMBINED WATKR-GAUGE AND FAUCET.
.John G. L. Boettcher, Brooklyn, N. Y.
323,804. BENCH-PLANE. John P. Gage, Vineland.

N. J.

323,833. SAW-HANDLE. William K. Towse, Colum-
bus, O.

323.866. PBISON.DOOB BOLT. William Corry, Cin-
cinnati, O.

323,863. FASTENING FOR BLIND-SLATS. Geo. F.

Evans, Corpus Christ), Tex.
323.867. WINDOW SASH. Lucinda Fuller and Har-

riet Fuller, Detroit, Mich.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
STORE AMI DWELLINGS. s. R. Robison, Esq., is to
have built a three-st'y brick, stone and terra-cotta
store and dwell., lot 32' x 46' and 60', s e cor. Madi-
son and North Ave., and 4 three-st'y dwells, adjoin-
ing on Madison Ave., of brick and stone, on lot 56' x
lou', from designs liy W. Claude Frederic, architect.

TERRACE. Win. J. Taylor, Jr., Is to have 14 Queen
Anne dwells, built around Baker Circle, Fulton
Ave., to cost $30,000, from plans by W. Claude Fred-
eric, architect.

DWELLINGS. Frank E. Davis, architect, is preparing
drawings for E. K. Boyd, Ksq., for 9 two-st'y brick
buildings, 12' x 46', to be erected cor. Baker and
Calboun Sts., and to cost $13,000.

BUILDING PERMITS. since our last report nineteen
permits have been granted, the more important of
which are tbe following:
Caleb Kelly, 2 three-Bt'y brick buildings, in rear

j s McHenry St., between Fremont and Sterrett
Sts.
Graham & Schmitt, four-st'y brick building, s s

Baltimore St., between Harrison St. and Jones
Falls.
N. C. R. W. Co., three-st'y brick building, e s

Charles St., n of Jones Falls.
-Jos. Flynn, three-st'y brick building, s e cor. Sar-

atoga St. and Watchhouse Alley.

s.-iiiiiK-l Illack, 2 tbree-st'y brick buildings, e s

Maryland Ave., commencing n ecor. Townsfiid St.

A. Goltscualk, three-st'y brick building, u w cor.

Monument St. and Duncan Alley.
Gill & Lee, 6 three-st'y brick buildings, o s North

St., > of Chase St.

Bo*ton.
HOTBL. A new hotel, to be called the Victoria, is to
be erected at the cor. of Dartmouth and Newbury
Street*, for Barne* & Donklee of Hotel Brunswick.
It Is pro|H>sed to have about two hundred and fifty

apartuieuts, and to have a public cafe on the first

floor.

Brooklyn.
SIM Hints' AND SAILORS' MONUMENT. The model
of the new soldiers' and sailors' monument In Brook,
lyn will be ready in the course of the fall. J. Q. A.
Ward, sculptor, Is working up the detail designs
from the general plan furnished by Richard M.
Hunt, the architect. The plaza at the entrance of

Prospect Park has been decided upon as the loca-

tion for the monument, which It is estimated will

MtVZBO.Ooo.
BUILDING PKKMITS. Stuyretant Avr., e s, 100' n
Gates Ave., 2 four-st'y brick tenements, tin roofs;
cost, each, 86,500; ewner, John Weigel, 83S Gates
Ave.; architect, J. Krickson.
Seventh Ave., n w cor. Fourteenth St., four-st'y

brick store and dwell., tin roof; cost, $12,000; owner,
John Gallagher; architect, F. Ryan; builders, As-

sip & Buckley and Daniel Ryan.
//'/// fit., s w cor. Stone Ave., three-st'y brick

store and dwell., gravel roof; cost, $4,.VKI; owner,
Henry C. Baker, 1108 Fulton St.; architect, A. Hill.

I/nil St.. s s, 20' w Stone Ave., 8 three-st'y brick

dwells., gravel roofs, wooden cornices; owner am
architect, same as last.

Kliler HI., s s, 369' 6" e Broadway. 6 two-st'y brick
dwells., tin roofs, wooden cornices; cost, each
$3,600; owner, H. C. Bauer; architect. T. J. Bier.

Conner Ave., n s, 225' e Bush wick Ave., and Van
Voorhu St., B s, 225> e Bushwick Ave., 28 two-st'y
frame (brick-tilled) dwells.; cost, each, $2.400; owner
architect and builder, Walter E. Maryatt, 52."

Quiucy St.

Leonard St., e s, 112' 11' n Van Colt Ave., 3 tbree-

Bt'y frame (brick filled) tenements, gravel roofs

cost, each, $3,500; owners, Mary F. Bradley ant
Tbos. E. sut tun. 623 Leonard St.; architect, W. Fen
wick; builders, T. E. Stilton and Gately & Smith.
Second St., n s, 15H' e Seventh Ave., Ihree-st'i

brown-stone dwell., tin roof; cost, $16,000; owner
H. F. A. Smith, 426 Third St.; architect, J. Kastner
builder, day's work.
Greene Ave., s s, 290' w Reid Ave., 5 three-st'j

brown-stone dwells., gravel roofs; cost, each, (7,000
owner and architect, J. Doherty, 2*6 Flatbusu Ave,
Hold St., w s, 43' n Wllloughby St., three-st'y

brick store and dwell., tin roof; cost, $3,000; owner
Henry Llchefett, 136 Willoughby St.; builders, F
Metzler and C. Lohrentz.
Fulton fit., n s, 75< e Reid Ave., 3 three-ft'y brick

stores and tenements, tin roofs; cost, each. $3,600
owner, Jeffrey Van Wyck, Flaibush, L. 1.: arc
tect, A. Hill; builders, C. Bawe and J. Stout & B
Rockaicay Ave.. w s, 80' s Fulton St., 2 three-st'y

brown-stone stores and dwells., gravel roofs; cost

each, $5,000; owner, Ueo. R. Brown, 34 South Port-
land Ave.; builder, L. E. Brown.

l/'trnl'uri] St., n w cor. George St., three-st'y frame
(brick-filled) store and tenement, tin roof; cost,
$8.500; owner, Joseph Klein; architect, J. Platte;
builders, J. Bossertand J. Aner.
Oreene Ave., u s, 260' e Seaman Ave., two-st'y

frame mansard, brick and terra-cotta dwells., tin
and slate roof; cost, $10,000; owner, Isaac C. De Be-
voise, 104 1 if Bevoise Ave.; builders, S. J. Burrows
and Marinus & GDI.

Cltfton PI., A'o. 281, 200' w Nostrand Ave., four-

st'y brick tenement, mansard gravel roof; cost,

$13,000; owner and architect, J. Graham Glover, 219

Montague St.; builder, A. Rutan; contractor, not
selected.
Fourth Ave., w s, 40' 2" s Fifty-second St., two-st'y

frame store and dwell., tin roof; cost, $4,500; owner,
Mrs. Jennie Roy, Fifty-second St., cor. Fourth Ave.;
architect, A. F. W. Leslie; builder, day's work.
Frantltn Ave., w s, 7V s Flushing Ave., three-t'y

frame store and dwell., tin roof; coet, $4,HOO; owner,
George Malcolm; architect, I. D. Reynolds; builder,
R. Payne.

Chicago.
BUILDING PERMITS. - S. E. Gross & Co., 8 two-et'y
stores and fiats, Madison St.; cost, $2R,000.

J. Maitland, four-st'y store and flats, 234-236 Hal-
sted St.; cost, $18,000; architect, W. Strlppelman.

J. Sweetman, 4 two-st'y dwells., 1016-1022 Wash-
ington St.; cost, $12,000.
N. E. Nelson, two-st'y dwell., 463 I Jayton St. ; cost,

$6,000.
W. Nelson, two st'y dwell., 78 Le Moyne St.; cost,

$3.000.
P. L. Bradln, two-st'y flats, 696 Harrison St.; cost,

$3.500; architect, C. R. Adams.
H. 11 in-small, two st'y dwell., 47 Johnson St.; cost,

13,500.
M. Heinemann, two-st'y dwell., 211 Webster Are.;

cost, *3,noo.
C. Wagner, two-st'y dwell., 134 Superior St.; cost,

$4,000.
H. Buels, two-st'y dwell., 1076 Blue Island Ave.;

cost, $3,400.
M. K. Mann, two-st'y dwells., 132-134 Thirty-fourth

St.: cost. $7,000.
J. H. Leidig, two-st'y dwell., 3S3 Ashland Ave.;

cost, $12.000.
O. Dougherty, two-st'y dwell., 472 Paulina St.;

eort. $2,000.
J. Sheahan, two-st'y dwell., 3363 Prairie Ave.;

cost, $5,000.
L. Lull, three-st'y store and flats, 240 North Ave ;

cost, *6,ooo.
F. Stauber, two-st'y flats 116 Jay St.; cost, $2.800.
G. CarUon, two-st'y dwell., 36 Moore St.; cost, $2,-

500.

J. Larson, turee-efy flats, 149 Oak St.; cost, $6,-
000.

J. Dopp, two-st'y dwell., 42S North Ashland Ave.;
00t, $2,fllKI.

C. Manske, three-st'y flats, 845 West Harrison St.;

art, K.ooo.
II. K li.tr, cottage, w-!i Illiinmn St.; eost, $2,fino.
II. .laeger, cottage, Kill Hliiman St.; cost, $2,500.
P. lletneiiiHiiit, luree-st'y sioroaud flats, 620 Wells

St.; cost. $7,800.
C. K. Kremer, two-sfy dwell., 322 Ashland Ave.;

eost $9,000.
K. A. Barclay, 5 two-sfy dwells., 3651-36M Grand

Boulevard: owl, $;,OOO: architect, W. A. Furber.
H. Byrne, tbree-st'y dwell., 3919 Wabash Are.;

cost, $6,000.
C. Stern, three st'y dwell., 2963 Prairie Ave.; cost,
12.000; architect*. Adler & Sullivan.
C. Tarnow, two*t'y dwell., 470 West Fourteenth

St.; eost, J3.800.
D. J. Wren, 6 cottages, 235-219 Harvey St.; eost,

$4,800.
P. Juergens, three-st'y store and dwell., 827 Mil-

waukee Ave.; cost, $10,1100; architect, u. Mali.
P. J. Ryan, three-sl'y store and dwell., 6e7 and 689

Van Bnren St.; cost, $K,000.
Keddenger & Hofer, two-el'y Ice-house, IB Clark

St.; c<t, $3,000.
D. T. Cobrs, three-st'y store and flat*, 2701 Hal-

sted St.; cost, $8,OUO.
J. Upp, two-st'y store and dwell., 746 Chicago

Ave.; cost, $3,000; architect, J. Blattner.
N. J. Enk, two-si'y flats, 37a> Calumet Ave.; eost,

$4,000.
J. G. Dietrich, two-st'y flats, 251 Uirsch St.; cost,

$2,KOO.
C. Z'pt, 2 three-st'y stores and dwells., 120 and 122

West Lake St.; cost, $20,000; architects, Htldlngerft
Ohlbaber.
Barnard & Calkins, 4 two-st'y dwells., 296 Marsh-

fleld Ave.; cost, $12,000.
1 1. -Nelson, two-st'y dwell., 38 Keith St.; oost,

$3/,00; architect, T. Tnonon.
F. I'ieiel, two-st'y factory, 703 and 706 North Hal-

sted; cost, $6,000.
R. A. Kcyes, three-st'y dwell., 1227 Michigan Ave.;

cost, $9,1100.
J. T. Hale, seven-st'y factory, 298 Dearborn St.;

cost, $20,000; architect, ,1. M. van tindel.
W. Horace le, two-st'y store and dwell., 640 Twen-

tieth St.; cost, (4,000.
Mrs. S. Allerlon, 2 two-st'y dwells., 48 and 47

Bryan PI.; cost, $8,000; architect, W. H. Drake.
V. Kuehl, two-sl'y dwell., 333 Dayton St.; oost,

$3,000.
C. J. Rode, three-st'y store and dwell., 502 Wells

St.; cost, $7,000.
E. Karnshaw, two-st'y dwell., 364 Ontario St.;

cost, $6,000.
M. M. Warner, tbroe-st'y store and flats, 975 West

J,ake St.; cost, $x,ooo.
Win. Oakley, three-st'y flats, 349 Centre Ave.;

cost, $6,500.
Mrs. D. O. MrKlnley, three-st'y flats, 219 Aber-

deen St.; cost, $4.000.
J. Nleinczcwrkl, -' three-st'y stores and dwells.,

605 and 60; Nubia St.; com, XI2.000; architect, H.
Kley.
J. McCoulbe, 2 two-st'y dwells.. 1106 and 11*7

Washington St.; cost, $10,000; architect, J. M. Van
Osdel.

C. R. Dix, three-st'y Bats, 2226 Indiana Ave.; cost,
$4,000.
W. F. Behrens, three-st'y dwell., 774 Sedgwlck

St.; cost, $6,000.
Tollen & Madden, 4 two-st'y dwells., 3721-3727

Prairie Ave.; cost, $12,000.
L. Pomrehn, two-st'y dwell., 249 West Division

St.; cost, $4,000; architect, Weber.
J. Mint, two-st'y dwell.. 661 Holt St.; cost. $3,000.
M. Kochanskl tbree-st'y store and dwell., 444

Noble St.; cost, $6,000; architect. Kunde.
J. Dounellan, two-st'y dwell., 39U Maxwell St.;

cost, $3,200.
J. L. Lombard, 2 two-st'y dwells., 901 and 9(13 Ked-

zie Ave.; cost, $6,000; architects, Ostllng & Bour-
geois.

J. L. Lombard, 2 two-st'y dwells., 886 and 890
Kedzie Ave.; cost, $5,000; architects, same as last.
J. K. Otis, two-st'y additional, 278 and 2*0 State

St.; cost, $6,000; architect, W. H. Drake.
J. Brady, two-st'y dwell., 221 North Leavltt St.;

cost, $2,500.
M. Velth, three-st'y store and dwell., 3109 Want-

worth Ave.; oost, $7,noO; architect, J. Frank.
L. Matthel, 2 four-st'y stores and dwells., 138

Canalport Ave.; cost, $10,000; architect, H. Sierks.
W. shortall, two-sl'y store and dwell., 2725 Dash-

lei St.; cost, $2,900.
J. Wokonn, three-st'y dwell., 116 Nineteenth St

cost, $3,500.
J. R. Low, four-st'y store and flats, 48 West Madi-

son St.; cost, $8,000.
Turner & Bond, 4 cottages, Hanover St.; cost

$4000.
Turner & Bond, two-st'y store, 2860 Butler St

MM, 98,000.
L. Dietrich, three-ofy store and flats, 389 Division

St.; cost, $11,000; architect, A. Baumann.
M. Holub, two-st'y store and dwell., 3523 Halsted

St.; cost, $3,600.
G. Edwards, 6 two-sl'y dwells., 745-755 Taylor St.-

cost, $20,000: architect, F. Keltemch.
T. It P. Sullivan, three-ufy store and dwell., 302

Wells St.; cost, $5,000; architect, U. Spohr.
J. Anderson, tbree-sl'y store and dwell., 265 West

Indiana St.; cost, $7,000; architect, G. Isaacson.
T. Thruu, two-sl'y dwell., 153 Ramsey St.; cost,

$3,000.
P. Wlohert, three-st'y flats, 293 North Franklin

St.; cost, $6,000; architect, G. Bloedner.

Kansas City, Mo.
Conrad Swissler, 1020 Union Ave., three-st'y brick

business house; cost, $8,000.
Dr. J. K. Stark, brick block, cor. Broadway and

Eleventh Sts., cost, $9,000.
J G. Mlnnear, frame dwell, on Vine St.- cost

$3,800.
Board of F^lucation, school bonne, cor. Seven-

teenth and Wyandotte Streets; cost, 1,OUO.
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James Hughes, brick business block, cor. Seventh
St. and Broadway; cost, $9,000.
M. W. St. Clair, block, cor. Eleventh aad Wash-

ington Sts.; cost, S12.000.
M. S. Tyler, brick and cut-stone dwell., on East

Fifteenth St.; cost, $10,000.
D. P. Thomson, brick dwell., cor. Fifteenth and

PennSts.; cost, gl.ooi).

K. H. Smith, dwell, on Tracy Ave.; cost, $6,500.
Malcolm Bliss, brick block on Campbell St.; cost,

$15,000.

Jerry Quinn, brick dwall., 407 Holmes St.; cost,

$3,500.
J. M. Hallett, brick dwell., 726 Holmes St.; cost,

$4,000.
Memorial Lutheran Church, brick and cut-stone

cburch, 33' x 5'J', cor. Sixth and Tracy Sts.; cost,

$5,000.

Eugene Carlat, brick business block, East Third
St.; cost, $8,000.
Mary E. Gridley, brick business block, East Eight-

eenth St.; cost, $3,500.
C. A. (Canyon, block, Missouri Ave.; cost, $5,000;

and brick block, Locust St.; cost, $10,000.
J. O. Day to build a brick block, 1723, 1725 and

1727 Locust St.; cost, $6,000.
B. Schoen, business block, 114-116 West Fifth St.,

56' x llo', live-st'y of brick and cut-stone, to be com-

pleted January 1, 1S86; cost, $60,000.
L. T. Moore, addition to dwell., cor. Twelfth and

Washington Sts.; cost, $4,000.
Albert Marty, 3 brick dwells., 702, 704 and 703 East

Fourteenth St., cost, $5,200 each; and one brick

dwell., cor. Garfleld and Independence Aves., cost,

$7,000.
K. S.Owen, 2 brick dwells., 214 West Third St.;

cost, $4,000.
S. F. Scott, brick dwell., cor. Eleventh and Eliott

Sts.; cost, $9.000. .
J. S. Ohaae, brick dwell., 1721 Locust St.; cost,

$3,000.
John S. Sutherland, brick dwell., cor. Thirteenth

and Wyaudotte Sts.; cost, $12,000.

Minneapolis, Minn.
BUILDING PERMITS. City of Minneapolis, Holden

St., bet. Highland and Border Aves.; cost, $6,800.

Mrs. Esther Curtis, four-st'y brick store and office

building, 106 Washington Ave., s: cost, $18,000.
A. Hatheway, two-st'y wood dwell., Hawthorne

Ave. cor. Seventeenth St., n; cost, $10,000.
Fred. D. Noerenberg, Twenty-first Ave., s, near

Twentieth, eight-st'y stone malt-house; cost, $3 i.ouO.

Louis A. Egolf, one-and-one-half-st'y wood dwell.,
\r s East Twenty-first St. cor. Ninth Ave.; cost, $3,-

600.

Anthony Suchaneck, two-st'y wood dwell., n e cor.

First Ave. and Twenty-sixth St., cost, $6,000
H. W. Smith, 2 two-st'y wood dwells., w s Twelfth

Ave. bet. East Twenty-eighth and East Twenty-
ninth Sts.; cost, $3,600.

Mary J. Kyckman, 3 two-st'y wood dwells., w s

Blaisdell Ave., bet. West Thirtieth and West Thirty-
ttrst Sts.; cost. $5,400.
Charles Johnson, two-st'y wood dwell., n e cor.

South Freeman St., and Twenty-fourth St.; cost,

$5,000.
D. H. Murray, two-st'y wood dwell., w s Stevens*

Ave., bet. East Fourteenth and East Fifteenth Sts.;

cost, $5,000.
W. L. Stevens, two-t'y wood dwell., w s Lyndale

Ave., bet. Twenty-fourth cor. Twenty-fifth Sts.; cost,

$3,500.
St. Joseph Society (Catholic), one-st'y stone

church, w s Fourth St., bet. Eleventh and Twelfth
Ave.. n; cost, $40,000.
Home for Aged Women and Children, two-st'y

brick dwell., s e cor. Thirty-second St. and Stevens

Ave.; cost, $39,000.
James F. Johnson, two-st'y wood dwell., s w cor.

Harriet Ave. and West Lake St.; cost, $3,500.
Northern Mill Company, one-st'y brick planing

mill, u e cor. Thirty-second Ave. and One-aud-oue-
half St., n; cost, $15,000.
Jackson & Cooper, four-st'y brick warehouse, w a

Third Ave., bet. First and Second Sts., n; cost, $20,-

00<>.

Campbell Bros., two-st'y wood dwell., w s Garfield

Ave., bet. West Twenty-fifth and West Twenty-sixth
Sts.; cost, $4,000.
W. G. Bebb, two-st'y wood dwell., e s Thirteenth

Ave., bet. Carew and Talmage Aves., s; cost, $3,500.
Charles Brewster, one-and-one-half-st'y wood

dwell., w s Stevens Ave., bet. East Twenty-fourth
and East Twenty-fifth Sts.; cost, $4.500.

C. U. Havere, alterations wood dwell., w B Twelfth

Ave., bet. Third and Fourth Sts.. s; cost, $3,500.
Louis Laramee, two-st'y wood dwell., e s Highland

Ave.; cost, $5,000.
Frank N. Barons, two-st'y wood dwell, and barn,

e s South Aldrich Ave., bet. West Twenty-fifth and
West Twenty-sixth Sts.; cost, $3,000.
A. F. Riebeth, 4 two-st'y wood stores, s s Sixth

Ave., bet. Dupont and Emerson Aves.; cost, $6,000.

August Wordell, two-st'y brick veneer dwell., s s

Tweuty-eighth St., bet. Eleventh and Twelfth Aves.,

s; cost, $3,000.
Lorenzo D. Parker, two-st'y brick wareroom, s w s

Fourth St., bet. Nicollet and Hennepin Aves., s;

cost, $4,000.
J. A. &. F. W. Robinson, four-st'y brick store, s

ws Fifth St., bet. Nicollet and Hennepiu Aves.;
cost, $18,000.
Frank N. Barons, two-st'y wooden dwell, and

barn, South Aldrich Ave., bet. West Twenty-fifth
and West Twenty-sixth Sts.; cost, $3,000.
A. R. Riebeih, two-sty'y wooden store-building

and dwell., Sixth Ave., bet. Dupout and Emerson
Aves.; cost, $6,000.
Charles E. Brewster, oue-and-one-half-st'y wooden

dwell., Stevens Ave., bet. East Twenty-fourth and
East Twentieth Sts.; cost, $4,500.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PERMITS. Edmnnd St., cor. Margaretta

St., two-st'y dwell., 12' x4'; Chas. Strickler, owner.
Cresson St., n s, w Pena St., alteration, 40' x 60';

L. Loughrey, contractor.
Fourth til., above York St., 3 two-st'y dwells., 12'

6" x 26'; A. M. Hoffman, contractor.

Cumberland St., e Twenty-sixth St., 26 two-st'y
dwells., 15' x 30'; C. W. llause, owner.

Cuthbert St., s s, w Eighteenth St., stable, 116' x

233'; W. F. Reehm, contractor.
South Eujhth HI., No. 214, two-st'y brick building,

17' x 33'; E. Douglass, contractor.
Hancock St., n Lehigh Ave., four-st'y addition;

Chas. Boori, contractor.
Master St., w Twenty-fifth St., 12 two-st'y dwells.;

John G. Run, contractor.

Forty -first St., n s, n Haverford St., 3 two-st'y
dwells.; Geo. Heiser, contractor.
Brown St., w Thirty-sixth St., 3 two-st'y dwells.,

Louis Smith, owner.
Thirty-seventh St., n Aspen St., 6two-st'y dwells.;

Louis Smith, owner.
/'ut-aski Ai>e., e Germantown Ave., three-st'y

dwell.; B. Walker, contractor.

Taylor St., n Parrish St., 47 two-st'y dwells.; Jno.
M. SUarp, owner.
Grays Lane, w Woodland Ave., 2 three-st'y dwells. ;

Robert Parker, owner.
Wallace St., No. 2211, three-st'y dwell., J. Eng-

land & Bro., owners.
Gordon St., e of Sepovia St., 2 three-st'y dwells.,

J. H. Buchanan, contractor.
Westminster Ave., w Forty-first St., 2 three-st'y

dwells.; J. H. Bronley, owner.
Gordon St., e Tulip St., 3 two-st'y dwells.; Jno.

Bradford, owner.
Dickinson St., w Twentieth St., 6 two-st'y dwells.;

Jno. Simpson, owner.
Lambert St., s Dickinson St., 13 two-st'y dwells.;

Jno. Simpson, owner.
Fifteenth St., s Kater St., 4 two-st'y dwells.; A. A.

Catanachj contractor.

Forty-sixth St., u Aspen St.; three-st'y dwell.;
Robert Beatty.

New York.

BUILDING PERMITS. Division St., No. 139, five-st'y
brick tenement, with stores in first story, tin roof;
cost, $i,000; owner, Mrs. Elizabeth I. in/, on prem-
ises; architect, F. Jenth.

/lattery I3l. and North River, Pier A, two-st'y iron-
front building, tin roof; cost, about $44,000; owner,
Department of Docks, 119 Duane St.

Slanton St., u s, 47' 6" w Norfolk St., two-st'y and
basement brick church; cost, $50,000; owners, Trus-
tees of Old Hpiphany House; architect, C. C. Haight,
builder, D. H. King, Jr.

E'ist Seventeenth St., No. 143, oue-st'y brick and
stone restaurant, tin roof; cost, $9,000; owner, Carl

Goerwitz, lio Kast Fifty-eighth St.; architects,
Schwarzmann & Buchman.

Furly-fii-st St., n s, 67' w First Ave., flve-st'y brick
tenement, tin roof; cost, $22,000; owners, architects
and builders, Dawson & Archer, 4 Prospect PI.

Forty-first St., n s, 87' w First Ave., 2 flve-st'y
brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, $20,000; own-
ers, etc., same as last.

West Fifty-fourth St., No. 152, three-st'y stone

Srivate
stable, tin roof; cost, $10,000; owner, Win.

. Baldwin, 123 West Fifty-fourth St.; architect, G.
B. Pelham; builders, David Kennedy and Chas. Sut-
ton.
first Ave., a e cor. Forty-second St., ftve-st'y brick

tenement, tin roof; cost, $22,000; owner, Mrs. Mul-
bolland, 324 East Eighty-first St.; architect, J. C.
Burne.

First Ave., e s, 25' n Forty second St., five-st'y
brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $18,000; owner and
architect, same as last.

Forty-second St., 11 s, 75' e First Ave., five-st'y
brick tenement, tin roof; coat, $14,000; owner and
architect, same as last.

Sixth Ave.,iw cor. Fifty-eighth St., flve-st'y brick

aparlmeut-house, slate roof tinned, mansard slated;

cost, $250,000; owners, Harris Bros., 877 Broadway;
architects, A. Zucker & Co.; builder, not selected.
East One Hundred and Sixth St., Nos. IK and 118,

two-st'y brick school-house, tin roof; cost, $3,000;
owner, The Corporation of St. Cecilia's Church, 123
East One Hundred and Fitth St.; architect, A.
Spence.
Seventy-ninth St., n s, 250' e Tenth Ave., 6 flve-st'y

brick dwells., deck roof tinned, mansard slated;

cost, each, $15,000; owners and architects, Hubert,
Pirsson & Co., 19 East Twenty-eighth St.

Eighty-third St., s s, 255' e Tenth Ave., 6 three-st'y
brick (stone-front) dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$16,000; owner, Mary J. Coar, 156 West Fifty-eighth
St.; architects, Thorn & Wilson.

Ninety-fifth St., s a, 259' e Tenth Ave., 6 three-st'y
brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $12,000; owner,
architect and builder, Wm. J. Merritt, 152 West One
Hundred and Twenty-seventh St.

Seventieth St., n w cor. Ninth Ave., flve-st'y brick
flat, tin roof; cost, 425,000; owner, T. Farley, 402
West Seventy-third St.; architects, Thorn & Wilson;
built by day's work.

Seventieth St., n s, 26' w Ninth Ave., 4 four-st'y
brick (stone-front) d#ells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$19,000; owners, T. Farley & Son, 402 West Seventy-
third St.

; architects, Thorn & Wilson; built by day's
work.
Ninetieth St., n s, 100' e Ninth Ave., 2 three-st'y

brick (stone-front) dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$14,000; owner, Geo. A. Thomas, 1237 Franklin Ave.;
architect, Win. F. Burroughs.
Ninetieth St., n s, 137' 6" e Ninth Are., 2 three-st'y

brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $14,000; owner
and architect, same as last.

Ninetieth St., n s, 175' e Ninth Ave., 2 four-st'y
and basement brick dwells., slated mansard and flat

tin roofs; cost, each, $20,000; owner and architect,
same as last.

Ninetieth St., n s, 216' 6" e Ninth Ave., 2 four-st'y
brick (stone-front) dwells, with extensions, slated

mansard and flat tin roofs; cost, each, $20,000;
owner and architect, same as last.

Tenth Aoe., e s, 50' n One Hundred and Fifty-sixth
St., four-st'y brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $8,600;

owner, Martin S. Spoulein, One Hundred and Thir-

ty-seventh St. and St. Nicholas Ave.; architect,
Win. Kusche.

Klerenth Are., e ?, 75' s One Hundred and Seven-

ty-third St., three-st'y brick tenement, tin roof;

cost, $5,500; owner and architect, J. Henry Bor-

chers, 217 Seventh St.; builders, Patrick Connelly
and Louis llaeinan.
North Third Ane., n w cor. One Hundred and Fif-

ty-sixth St., four-st'y brick tenement with store, tin

roof; cost, $14.00u; owner, Mary A. Kich, 753 North
Third Ave.

; architect, Adolph Pfeiffer.

Vyse Ave., w s, 225' s Tremont Ave., one-st'y frame
church; cost, $6,0011; owner, the rector, wardens,
etc.. of Grace Church, West Farms; architect, Win.
A. Potter; builder, J. K. Doleii.

Brook Aoe., e s, 50' n One Hundred and Forty-
seventh St., two-st'y brick dwell., tin roof; cost,

$4,000; owner, Joun Diehl. 100.5 East One Hundred
and Forty-ninth St.; architect, Charles Volz; build-

er, not selected.

St. Louis.

BUILDING PERMITS. Forty-four p <rmits have been
issued since our last report, nine of wuich are for

unimportant frame houses. Of the rest, those worth
$2,500 and over are as follows:

H. Sayers, 3 adjacent two-st'y store and dwells.;
cost, $9^0110; H. Sayers, contractor.
Wm. Kilmer, two-st'y brick dwells., cost, $3,000;

H. W. Rocklage, contractor.

Five-st'y alteration; cost, $16,000; Francis D. Lee,
architect; B. Weber & Co., contractors.

J. G. lirauer, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,500;
Wanhoff & Kennel, contractors.

St. Louis Public School Board, three-st'y brick ad-
dition to school ; cost, $15,500; Wilhelmi, architect;
H. K. Becker, contractor.

Mrs. Jos. Von der Au, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost,

$5,000; Wm. Whri, architect; A. Whri, contractor.
Mrs. E. H. Kingsland, two-st'y brick store; cost,

$5,000; I. Baker, contractor.
Geo. Weber, two-st'y brick store and dwell.; cost,

$2,550; C. C. Helmers, architect; Volk & Tacke, con-
tractor.
W. T. Mixon, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,000;

W. T. Mixon, contractor.

St. Paul, Minn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Two-st'y frame dwell., s s of
Parker St.; bet. Wilder and Union Aves.; cost, $3,-
300; owner, C. W. Southwick.
Two-st'y frame dwell., w sof Grant St., bet. Viola

and Bianca Sts.; cost, $4,000; owner, William
Stockton.
Four-st'y brick stores and offices, s s of East

Fourth St., bet. Uobart and Jackson Sts.; cost, $19,-

000; owners. McAllister, Pearson & Smith.
Two-sfy frame dwell., n s of Laurel Ave., bet.

Dale and Kent Sts.
; cost, $2,700; owner, A. H. Wiui-

kist.

Four-st'y brick block stores and dwells., s s of East
Sevenlh St., bet. Jickson and Sibley Sts.; cost, $10,-
000- owner, Wm. F. Davidson.

Two-st'y brick church, n w cor. of Eleventh and
Pine Sts.; cost, $10,000; owners, Trustees Evangel*
leal.

Two-st'y brick dwell., n s of Delos St., bet. Win-
slow and Stryker Sts.; cost, $4,500; owner, E. Hein-
bach.

Five-st'y brick store, w s of Jackson St., bet. Fifth
and Sixth Sts.; cost, $25,000; owners, Decoster and
Clark.

Two-st'y brick dwell., w s of Pine St., bet.

Eleventh and Spruce Sts.; cost, $2,000; owners,
Trustees Evangelical.
Two-st'y frame double dwell., w s of Bates Ave.,

bet. Sixth and Seventh Sts.; cost, $4,000; owner,
August Hiedel.

Two-st'y brick store and dwell., s s of Concord
St., bet. Susan and Eaton Sts.; cost, $2,100; owner,
Charles Franz.

Two-st'y frame double dwell., 8 s of East Ninth
St., bet. Neill and Willius Sts.; cost, $6,000; owner,
Julius Austrian.

General Notes.

LEIPSIO, O. Addition to high-school building; cost,
about $3.500; N. B. Bacon, architect, Toledo, O.

NKW HAVEN, CONN. Permits for 6 unimportant
frame dwells., aggregating in cost about $15,000;

also, George St., No. 178, brick building, oue-st'y,
20' x 60'; owner, Isaac Hulse.

Brick building, Henry St., cor. Dixwell Ave.,
tbree-st'y French roof, 40' x 40'; frame barn, two-

st'y, IS' x 20'; owner, Casper Kipp; cost, $8,000.

SALEM, O. Guy Tilden has prepared plans and speci-
fications for the steam-heating and plumbing of the
house of Judge J. A. Ambler, to cost about $2,000.

Bids and Contracts.

WASHINGTON, D. C. The Snead Iron Works of Louis-

ville, Ky., will probably be awarded the contract for

the iron work for the library room in the west wing
of the State, War and Navy building, their bid being
$26,840, about $16,000 less than tbat of any other.
The War Department has awarded the contract

for supplying settees for the publi'
1
. grounds in

Washington to the Manly & Cooper Manufacturing
Co., of Philadelphia, and has adopted tbe special

design of the company, submitted by them, in pref-
erence to its own.

COMPETITION.

TlTEMOiilAL TO GENERAL GRANT.

We offer three prizes of $50 each for the best three

"preliminary sketches" of a design for a Memorial
to General (irant, to be erected in a large town at a
cost not exceeding SUM),000.

Conditions: Drawings to be received at this office

on or before Saturday, September 19, 1885.
Drawings to be at any scale in pencil or ink no
brush-work or color the scale to be Indicated on
the drawing. A brief memorandum of material and
probable cost to appear on the drawing itself.
Each design to be represented by perspective (or ele-

vation) with plan, and, if necessary, section at smaller
scale.
Each design to be signed by a motto, and the au-

thor's name forwarded under seal. In case of publi-
cation, the author's name will be announced, unless

request is made to the contrary. The award will be
made by a jury of architects and
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TA SEMAINE DBS CONSTR UCTEURS quotes from
M. Durand-Claye a brief account of the present condition

of the system in use at Berlin for disposing of sewage. As is

well known, Berlin had until within a fewyears no real sewers,
and its entire system of drainage is the result of very recent

study and experiment. The site of the city is nearly level, and
it lies in the midst of a fiat, sandy plain, far from the sea, so

that no natural facilities existed either for collecting or dispos-

ing of the sewage, and it was necessary to weigh the advan-

tages of all known methods with the greatest care in order to

choose the one which would be most effectual and economical.
Almost from the first it was decided to dispose of the waste liq-

uids of the city by irrigation, and, although the temptation to

reduce the amount of liquid to be dealt with by allowing sur-

face waters to run into the river must have been great, the

sewers were finally planned to take all the street washings, as

well as house and manufacturing wastes. The natural fall ob-

tainable being very small, it was necessary, in order to secure

proper flushing, to divide the area of the city into twelve sec-

tions, each having its own net-work of sewers, discharging into

separate receiving reservoirs, from which the liquid is pumped
into the conduits through which it flows to the purifying fields.

The main sewers are constructed of brick, with branches of vitri-

fied pipe, and all portions are ventilated by numerous openings.

11TIIE planning of the irrigation fields seems to have been

A quite as difficult a matter as that of the sewers. Unlike
the purifying tracts of Paris or Edinburgh, the district

which the Berlin engineers were obliged to use was not only
low and flat, but presented a sandy upper soil about three feet

deep, overlying a bed of impermeable clay, which kept the
water which fell on the plain close to the surface, making the

ground marshy during the greater part of the year. Such

ground as this was very unfit for purifying large quantities of

sewage, and it was foreseen from the first that unless a large
area were used, saturation with foul liquids would soon take

place, and the land would become pestilential. After careful

investigation and experiment, it was decided that four thousand
cubic metres ought to be about the maximum amount of sewage
delivered annually on each acre of land. This is a much
smaller dose than is usually allotted to sewage farms, and the

city authorities were in consequence obliged to secure a consid-

erable territory for its operations. They were prudent enough
to do so at the outset, and the irrigation farms now include

thirteen thousand acres, or about an acre for every eighty-four
inhabitants of the sewered part of the town. Only about half

of this is, however, at present under irrigation, the rest being
kept in reserve for future use, or as fallow ground to be

employed in alternation with the fields now irrigated. As fast

as the irrigation pipes are laid, subsoil drains are put in, to

maintain the filtration through the soil, and the subsequent
aeration, which experience has shown to be essential to success

in sewage farming. The outfall from the subsoil drains is into

the natural water-courses, which flow sluggishly into the North

Sea, and it was found at first that the movement was so slow
that the ground became clogged with sewage ; but a thorough
clearing of the streams, and the removal of the weeds which
choked them, soon freed the passage, and the soil is now easily

kept in proper condition. We have no details of the mode of

cultivation in use on the irrigated land, but it appears that dur-

ing the last year the cost of caryring on the operations, which

lias hitherto been done by the city officials, was about three

liundred and eighty thousand dollars, and the receipts from

sales of produce about three hundred and forty thousand, the

deficit of forty thousand dollars representing the cost of dispo-
sal of the wastes of nearly eleven hundred thousand people,
besides the rainfall and street-washings of a large city.

Now, however, the efficiency of the system having been estab-

lished, negotiations are in progress with farmers for the lease

of portions of the irrigated fields, and much of the territory
has already been taken up, at prices which will bring to the

city an annual profit instead of a deficit.

IT
seems probable that the German engineers, using the rec-

ord of the experience of others with the care and thorough-
ness characteristic of their race, have succeeded to an unu-

sual degree in securing the benefits usually sought in the

introduction of sewerage systems, but one is hardly prepared
for such surprising results as those which M. Durand-Claye de-

scribes. According to him, the recent health statistics of the

city show that in the portions not yet connected with the sew-

ers there has been within a given time, we suppose a year, one

case of typhoid fever to nine and three-tenths houses, and one

death from the disease in every forty-third house ; while in the

sewered districts there was in the same time only one case of

the fever to forty-nine and three-tenths houses, and one death

from it to one hundred and thirty-seven and five-tenths houses.

It must be remembered that Berlin is above all others a city of

great apartment-houses, the average number of persons to a

house being fifty-eight, so that these figures do not in either

case show an extraordinary mortality from typhoid fever, but

it is remarkable that the simple connection of the buildings with

the sewers, without any change in the character of the drinking-
water used in them should at once diminish by four-fifths the li-

ability of their inhabitants to the disease. In fact, as the interior

portions of the city, which are at once the most crowded and

the least wholesome, have been the first to be provided with

sewers, while the houses iu the suburban circle, where the system
is not yet complete, would naturally have fewer occupants, and

those of a cleaner and better nourished class, it seems quite pos-

sible that a comparison of the numbers of individuals attacked,

instead of that of houses, would show a still greater difference

iu healthfuluess between the sewered and uusewered districts.

HE advance of European civilization into Central Asia,

with the rapidly growing commercial activity of the region
about the Caspian Sea, seems likely to lead before many

years to the opening of the interesting country between the Cas-

pian and the Persian Gulf to the labors of archaeologists. Some-

.thing has already been done here, at Nineveh by Layard, and
"at Persepolis by Victor Place, but the greater part of the field

has not even been touched, and hundreds of questions of the

greatest importance in ancient history remain to be solved by
examination of the ruins which almost cover the ground of

Eastern Turkey and Western Persia. An American expedi-
tion is, we believe, about to commence operations iu Mesopo-
tamia, but it is too early yet to expect results from its labors ;

and the most recent successful investigations seem to have

been those made by a very modest little expedition, consisting
of three gentlemen and a lady, which was sent by the French

Government to study the ruins of Susa, the rich "
City of the

Lilies," which, as the capital, first of the Elyniacan country,
and later, of the Persian province of Susiaua, ws one of the

most renowned Asiatic towns of antiquity. M. Dieulafoy,
who directed the work of the expedition, had visited the place
three vears before, and was impressed with the idea that much

lay beneath the uneven surface to reward judicious excavation,

and the director of the national museum, M. Ronchaud, agree-

ing with him in this opinion, availed himself of a favorable

opportunity to send him back there, accompanied by his wife,

and with a civil engineer and a naturalist to assist him. As

usually happens in that fanatical region, the labors of the

party were seriously obstructed by the hostility of the people
and the officials, who endeavored to prevent any one from

working for them ; but this gradually diminished, and before

the two months of the favorable season were over, the excava-

tions were considerably advanced. The middle of the site of the

old city was, as it seems, occupied, after the manner of the ancient

Persians, by an artificial hill, about a hundred and fifteen feet

high, on which still remain the ruins of the palace of Artaxerxes
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Memnon. The top of the mound is covered with earth anc

debris to the depth of ten or twelve feet, arid this mass still

retains many fragments, not only of the palace, but of more
ancient buildings which stood upon or near its site. The mosl

important discovery made by the party was perhaps that of a

portion of the frieze which once encircled the palace. This frieze

was of enamelled porcelain, thirteen feet in height, and the

portion recovered measured, when put together by the carefu

hands of the lady, about thirty-three feet in length. Besides

this, portions of several bas-reliefs were found, all in enamellec

brick, representing personages with black skins, dressed in em-

broidered garments, and holding the long staff so often seen in

Assyrian and Persian sculpture. These black dignitaries

seem, according to M. Dieulafoy, to have been of Ethiopian

race, and he considers it quite probable that some such family

may once have ruled Susiana. Among the smaller objects
found were seals, many of which, showing work of very differ-

ent periods, were thrown up by the shovels of the laborers.

One of these, cut on an opal, appeared to have belonged either to

Xerxes or to his son Artaxerxes. Nothing of gold or silver

was found, Alexander the Great, who is known to have plun-
dered the city, having probably done so with the systematic

thoroughness which experience might well have taught him,

but a large collection of objects in ivory, bronze, glass and

terra-cotta was made ; and an enormous bracket capital in stone,

similar in shape to those of Persepolis, but about thirteen feet

long, was discovered. This was too heavy to be moved with-

out machinery, but suitable apparatus has already been sent

out from France, and when operations are resumed, as they
will probably be as soon as possible, this, with such other

large objects as may be found, will be transported to Paris.

IIE Mutual Defence Association, which was definitely

formed two months ago among the French architects, has

already entered upon its work, and is now pursuing, for

the benefit of one of its members, a claim against an official

body. The number of members has increased, and the con-

viction that the work of the Association will be of the greatest

service to the profession seems to be steadily growing, one of

the local societies of architects having recently been moved to

show its appreciation in a sensible way by voting to send ten

dollars to be added to the funds of the Association for the

present year, "as an encouragement" to an enterprise "of

such extreme utility."

HERE is a singular discrepancy between the French and

the American accounts of the progress of the Panama

Canal, the former usually representing that the work is in

active progress, and that everything indicates the speedy and

successful completion of the great undertaking, while the latter

assure us that only a small amount of actual excavation has

been accomplished, and that the canal will soon be abandoned..

At this distance it will be impossible to decide which story

most nearly accords with the facts, but, recollecting that a

good many of the unfavorable predictions which have been

made in the New York journals about the canal have been

already falsified, we are sometimes inclined to lean rather to

the French view of the case. According to this, about half of

the labor incident to severing the two continents has already
been completed. Much of this, of course, was expended upon
the construction of workmen's villages, hospitals, docks and

other necessary preliminary works, but these are finished, the

surveys have been completed, the line of the canal cleared, and

about one-fourth of the material already removed, while con-

tracts have been made for nearly all the rest of the excavation.

The plans for the dam which is to turn the course of the

Chagres River are completed, and an enormous mass of earth

and rock from the summit cuttings at Culebra and Emperador
is now in process of transference to the river-channel at Gam-
boa. The Culebra cutting is under contract to a firm which

agrees to remove the material to a depth of two hundred and

thirty feet below the summit level. This is about one-sixth of

the entire excavation of the canal, but the trench will not even

then be deep enough, and it must be dug fifty feet deeper
still before it reaches the required grade. It seems from all

the accounts that the story once published here, to the effect

that the plan of carrying the canal through at the sea-level

had been abandoned, and that a number of locks were to be

introduced, is without foundation, and except a lock at the

entrance, on the Pacific side, to check the rush of the tide

through the canal, there will be no obstruction to the course of

vessels from sea to sea.

BELGIUM,
as is well known, is distinguished for the science

of its meteorologists, particularly of the electricians, who
have done much to advance the art of protection against

lightning, as well as other branches of electrical engineering,
by their accurate observations. According to Le Mouvement

Industriel, some curious effects of lightning upon telegraph-
wires have recently been noticed by the Belgian telegraph offi-

cials, the account of which is interesting to all who have to do
with such matters. Early in June a thunder-shower passed
over the province of Antwerp, during which eight posts of a
short private telegraph line were struck by lightning, which

totally consumed two of them. It was late in the evening, and
the instruments in the offices at each end of the line had been

grounded, in preparation for closing the day's business, but so

slight was the effect upon them that the operators, who were
still close at hand, did not notice it at all, and were quite sur-

prised at learning the next day what had happened. That the

absence of serious effect in this instance was due to the perfect
earth-connection of the wires is indicated by comparison with
another instance, occurring on the same day, in which the wire

of an electric signal bell was struck, and, although the line was
connected with a railway embankment made of cinders, the

battery which supplied the current was entirely destroyed.
Two weeks later another storm occurred, during which the line

between Ghent and Bruges was struck, and several poles

destroyed, one of which had been set two years before in the

plnce of another destroyed by lightning in the same way. The
discharge passed through the telegraph instrument in the sta-

tion near by, melting the copper plates on the switch-board,
and strangely enough, melting some of the plates connected
with wires which ran in the direction opposite to that which
led to the scene of the discharge. All the wires coming to the

station were, however, gathered into a cable about twenty feet

long before entering the building, and as the atmospheric cur-

rents would naturally have passed to the ground through the

wires which it first reached, without breaking through a layer
of insulating material to seek the same destination over another

wire, the inference is that their transmission through one wire

must have developed an induced current in the neighboring
ones of sufficient intensity to melt the copper plates with which

they were connected. These occurrences suggested to certain

telegraph engineers the propriety of placing lightning-rods on
their poles, as well as the usual lightning-arresters on the wires

leading into the offices. It was necessary to use the simplest

possible means for this purpose, and they made their lightning-
rods out of two pieces of telegraph-wire, one on each side of

the post, held by hooks driven into the wood, and twisted

together into a point above the top of the post. Bits of gal-
vanized wire connected the insulators with the rods, and the

lower end of the latter were wound spirally three or four times

around the base of the post, for an earth connection.

many of our readers are, as we know, addicted to ama-
teur painting in oil, that we need not apologize for quoting
from the Painter an account of a method for cleaning

bristle, camel's-hair or sable brushes upon which color has

dried. According to the Painter, all that is necessary in such

cases is to set the unfortunate brush soaking in kerosene oil

for a day or two. At the end of that time the bristles will be

found softened and flexible, and, by working on a palette or

board, the skin of hardened pain ton them can be cleared away,

leaving them in good condition for use. Even large house-

painters' brushes can be cleaned in the same way, by a some-

what longer soaking in the oil and perhaps a little scraping.
The action seems to be due partly to the solvent action of the

lighter portions of the kerosene on the gum of the hardened

paint, and partly to the softening of the bristles, but both are

important, and while we should by no means advise an artist

to be so careless as to leave his brushes dirty, with the expec-
tation of cleaning them subsequently, we are willing to extend

to the hard-worked and frequently interrupted amateurs of our

profession the comfort of thinking that a favorite hog-tool,

nicely worn, and of just the right shape and spring, is by no

means irrecoverably lost if left a few days with hard paint on

t ; but that a judicious course of kerosene soaking and subse-

quent manipulation may restore it to prolonged usefulness,

resides imparting to it, if we may believe the Painter, a soft

elasticity which brushes cleaned in turpentine, however good

laturally, do not recover until they have been used for some

ittle time.
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THE CAMPANILE OF ST. MARK'S, VENICE.

1IF1IERE seems to be consid-

I arable uncertainty as to the

exact date at which this

venerable edifice was begun. It

is onu of the many buildings
whose foundations were laid

with very little definite planning
fur the ii|ij)LT [lortions, and of

which tin: execution was pro-

longed through so many centu-

ries that all records or data of

buildings

Venice.

were forgotten

long before the

superstructures
were half fin-

ished. In the

fifteenth c e n -

tury we know
that the tower
was in essen-

tially the same
condition as it

remains to-day.
Francesco San-

sovino, son of

the great Re-
naissance art-

ist, has left us

a large volume
in which the

various build-

ings of Venice
are described

and illustrated

as they existed

during his life-

time ; and as-

suming his information to be exact, which however, is not a perfectly
sale, assumption, the foundations of the campanile were laid under
Pietro Tribuno, the sixteenth Doge of the republic, in the year 888.
Two hundred and fifty years passed, however, before the building rose

above the level of the ground ; but the upper portions must have ad-
vanced with much greater celerity, for we read that in 1329 the archi-

tect Montagnana was commissioned to restore the top. There is a

rough wood-cut preserved in the library of the Doge's palace, attrib-

uted to Albert Diirer which shows the tower as it appeared after Mon-

tagnana's restoration. The only way in which it then differed from
the present design was in the top, which consisted of an open loggia
of wood, surmounted by a low pyramidal roof. This wooden upper
story appears to have been several times destroyed. In 1400 while
the Venetians were celebrating the election of the Doge Michele

Steno, the fireworks started a conflagration which destroyed every-
thing inflammable about the tower. Twice during the fifteenth cen-

tury the campanile was badly damaged by lightning. On both occa-
sions the wooden top was burned off, and once the thunderbolt tore

away the whole north-east angle of the masonry clear to the ground.
The extent of the damage done to the campanile at this time can still

be traced by the difference in the style of brickwork where the

destruction occurred. The only corner of the tower which has not
been disturbed by lightning is that towards the south-west, away
from the church. It finally occurred to the Venetians that stone
would not burn quite so readily as wood, and consequently the pres-
ent crowning loggia, attic and pyramid were added about 1550.

Since then the tower seems to have been little disturbed by thunder-

bolts, although there are no lightning-rods of any sort upon it.

From its inception, the campanile appears always to have belonged
more to the State than to the Church. The foundations were laid

one hundred and fifty feet or more away from the Church of St.

Mark, as it existed then ; and when, during the twelfth century, the

superstructure was begun, a ducal decree declared that the tower
should belong both to the Doge's palace and to the Church. St.

Mark's was then only a parish church, not having risen to the dig-

nity of a cathedral. This joint ownership has always existed ;
in-

deed at present there can almost be said to be four owners, as the

Prefect, the Archbishop, the Sindaco of Venice and the Chamber of

Commerce all have some right in it, and claim a certain jurisdiction.

During the Middle Ages the Piazza of St. Mark was considerably
smaller than it is now, as is shown by a large painting by Bellini at

the Academy, dating from the close of the sixteenth century. The
campanile was then built-about on three sides by a number of low

buildings, which reduced the width of the piazza about seventy-five
feet, and much interfered with the noble effect. Against the east

face of the tower Sansovino had built an open balcony or logetta,
similar in

purpose
to the Loggia dei Lanzi at Florence, but much

smaller anil more graceful in design, though having no part or con-
nection with the huge old tower overhanging it. A few years ago
the Logetta was in serious danger at the hands of the too zealous

Commission for the Preservation of Ancient Monuments, which be-

gan to scrape all the beauty off of the delicately-proportioned mem-
bers. Fortunately this scraping process was stopped before it was

too late, and the restorations at present in progress hid fair to be very
satisfactory. The buildings cluttered about the other sides of the

campanile wore in part removed under the Napoleonic regime, when
the piazza was widened, though those at the north side did not finally

disappear until about ten years ago.
Tlie present appearance of the campanile is imposing in the ex-

treme, especially when viewed from tinder the arcades at the farther

end of the long piazza. The light work of the Logetta is then com-

pletely hidden, and the tower rises in all its dimple, lonely grandeur,
seeming to dwarf everything about it, and bringing the elaborate

front of St. Mark's down to the scale of a child's toy. The tower

appears to spring directly from the ground, the few low base-courses

being too small to be noticed. The plain brickwork shoots up un-

broken for more than one hundred and sixty feet, the sides drawing
in slightly towards the top, giving the tower an appearance of being
so securely planted that one does not feel the need of the buitress-

ing which would so naturally suggest itself in a Gothic design. It

seems like some great, strong giant, standing firmly upright under
its load, and ready to face the storms and lightnings of another thou-

sand years. Each side of the tower is marked by the long vertical

lines of slightly projected pilasters, ending above with simple stone

capitals connected by archings, in each of which is an inverted shell

ornament of a type which shows that the uppermos^portions of the

tower cannot be more than five centuries old. The color of the brick-

work is now a dull brownish red. At some period of its history it

was covered with stucco, a great deal of which still adheres to the

masonry in places. What its color formerly wag is only a matter of

conjecture, though by comparison with other Venetian work of the

same character it seems reasonably probable that the tower was in-

tended to be one bright, dazzling mass of white or light yellow. Cer-

tainly it never was red in any shade. We read in the old chronicles

of the prisoner of state who was kept for many years in the dungeons of

the Doge's palace, and then, when suddenly brought into the mid-day
glare of the piazza, was struck blind by the dazzling brilliancy of the

surrounding buildings. Had the campanile been a white tower, the

piazza must indeed have been dazzling, with the dull white marble
and gorgeous mosaics of the church to intensify the glare, for no-

where does the sun shine brighter than in Venice, and even with its

present dull tones, the tower is sometimes a trying object to the sight.
Above the brickwork begins the fifteenth-century loggia, open on

all sides, built of white and pale colored marbles. Inside are hung
the four great bells which strike the hours, and are rung on public

holidays. The view from this loggia out over Venice is exceedingly
beautiful : there are no high buildings to obstruct the prospect, and
the city lies spread out like a map, the long, low island of Lido

stretching between us and the sea off to the east, and awav to the

north and west the line of the mainland, backed by the purple moun-
tains of the Tyrol. From this loggia, too, one can examine closely
the details of the campanile, though even in the upper Renaissance

portions the details are few and simple, as they should be to chime
with the grand simplicity of the general idea.

'
It is noticeable how

nicely the parts of the tower harmonize. There is no abrupt termi-

nation of the rough brickwork, nor sharp contrast with the white

stone above
;
but the inconspicuous brick pilasters end naturally in

the slightly-marked capitals, connecting the brownish lower tones

with the plain frieze and boldly projected cornice, so that the fif-

teenth-century loggia seems to grow out of the twelfth-century sub-

structure. After all, there is nothing quite so effective as good, plain

masonry and plenty of it, with a few decisive mouldings. Probably
the simplicity of the campanile which seems so admirably balanced

now, arose more from barrenness of ideas on the part of the builders

than from any studied scheme, but the result is none the less suc-

cessful. Many of the noblest ideas in art have been evolved by ac-

cidental combinations. Surely none of the numerous carefully de-

signed Renaissance towers scattered through Italy can in any way
compare with this grand old

piece
of patchwork. It is almost a

wonder that when the bare brick walls of St. Mark's were covered
with rare marbles and rich-hued mosaics, the Venetians did not case

the campanile in like manner. It would be interesting to know
whether such a method of decoration could not be carried out more
successfully than it was on Giotto's tower at Florence. Still, one
would prefer the plain brickwork.

The best part of the campanile ends with the cornice of the Log-
gia. The balustrade above with its slender bronze shafts, the high
attic with Venice and the lion planted on each face ; the steep, green,

copper-covered pyramid forming the roof, and the flaming golden
angel crowning the summit, are all interesting in a certain way, but
seem a little weak as compared with the rest of the building, and

hardly serve as a fitting superstructure for so simple a base. Better
to have stopped the tower square above the loggia cornice, as was
done in the i lorcnec campanile. But then, the Italians never have

produced a perfected type of tower termination. This is perhaps the

best attempt which has been made, and long acquaintance makes it

seem right, even though sober criticism does not wholly approve.
The platform of the loggia is reached inside the tower by an easy

ramp, making the ascent in thirty-six turns. The plans and section

illustrate the internal arrangement of the campanile, and the manner
in which the ramp is built up. The outer walls average five feet in

thickness, exclusive of the outer pilasters, and are plumb on their

inner faces. Inside the tower are eight great piers about forty-two
inches square, extending the whole height. It is interesting to note
the manner in which the difficulties of properly supporting the rauip
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are overcome. A continuous, inclined barrel-vault would have been

impracticable. The plan followed disposes of any thrusts naturally
and simply, and has besides the merit of ease of construction. The
plate shows a plan and section of the tower which will illustrate this

arrangement. There are no ties or anchors in any part of the ma-

sonry. A few heavy cross timbers are found built into the outer
walls and the inner piers, but these were probably used only during
construction, and have generally been cut off so as to form no tie

The only bonding is in the loggia, where the builders did not quit
dare to trust the arches to themselves, and as in nearly every piece
of Renaissance construction, put two heavy ties in each aroh.

The attic is constructed entirely of brick, with facings of white am
light-colored marbles. The walls are 70 cm., thick, rather heavy
construction for such a height. The balustrade encircling the tower
at this level is open all around, the attic setting back 60 centimetres
from the face of the loggia. The bells of the tower, weighing in tin

aggregate 35,000 pounds, are hung from heavy wooden trusses rest

ing on the inner columns of the loggia. The pyramid is also of brick
the outer moulding! being of white marble, w'>ile the copper cover

ing is laid over boarding secured to the masonry. The figure of the

angel at the top of the pyramid is of wood covered with copper. J

is 3.25 metres high, and forms i me of the large- t single weather-vanes
in the world, afrit *nrns on the rod which supports it so as always to

face the wind. Tl is vane has been in operation for more than three

hundred years, and is still considered very reliable by the Venetians
The rod extends down about seven metres, and is stayed by an arcl:

turned across the interior of the pyramid.
The total height of the brickwork forming the main shaft of the

tower is 53.66 metres
;
and to the top of the cornice of the loggia the

height is 62.66 metres. The attic is 9.45 metres high ;
and the en-

tire height of the campanile from the upper base-course to the auri-

ole around the angel's head is 97.61 metres, as measured by the

writer, or 98.31 metres from the present level of the piazza. The
building is not perfectly plumb, inclining slightly towards the north-

east, in the direction of St. Mark's. It is not an exact square in

plan, the dimensions being, at the top of the base course, 12.90 metres

by 13.25 metres, and at the loggia, 11.56 metres by 11.724 metres,

The attic is 10.320 metres by 10.356 metres.

The most interesting constructional part of the campanile is under

ground. Indeed when one considers how heavily the tower is built

and bears in mind the treacherous nature of the soil upon which it

rests, the question is naturally suggested, What foundations could be
sufficient to properly sustain the enormous load? For its area the

campanile is one of the heaviest isolated structures in the world, and
at the same time the location is about as poor as could be chosen for

so weighty a building. The islands on which Venice is built are

composed principally of a mucky, alluvial clay, the upper layers of

which leok like black mud. Deeper down the clay becomes quite

firm, though never as stiff as our blue clay. The stratum is of vary
ing thickness, from a few inches to a hundred feet, and lies immedi-

ately over a bed of sand which practically has no hard bottom, while

it is so full of water as to give little support to piling which may be

driven into it. The tide rises freely in the ground everywhere to

within a few feet of the surface. On such soil as this is the campa-
nile built. The writer searched in vain through the Venetian libra-

ries for any exact documents relative to the foundations of this build-

ing, and was finally obliged to investigate the tower itself, in order to

ascertain the conditions under which stability is ensured to the heavy
mass. A recommendation from the Archaeological Society, an en-

dorsement from the engineer of St. Mark's, a street license from the

Sindaco, an approval from the Commission for the Preservation of

Ancient Monuments, and a permit from the Prefect had to be ob-

tained before a hole could be started at the northwest corner of the

campanile. But Italians are more lenient to strangers than they are

to each other, and a little of the red tape was waived, so that the ex-

cavation was more than two metres deep before the last permit was
made out. After the work was begun, it was ascertained that ten

years ago when the last building was removed from the base of the

campanile, an excavation was made to determine the nature of the

foundations ;
but all of the masonry was not uncovered, and the ob-

servations must have been very carelessly taken, as the results do
not in the least agree with what was found by me. A great deal of

local interest was taken in the investigations, and some curious ideas

were brought forward by a few individuals who could not quite un-

derstand why the tower should be enclosed by a high board fence

and the piazza half flooded with dirty water. In the course of the

excavations a few old cattle bones were unearthed, and one of the

papers made it a pretext for statements which drew some interested

spectators to the town to see the " betes
"
which were said to form a

portion of the foundations.

It was also found that several self-styled authorities had evolved
from the inner consciousness of their own minds exact data as to the

construction and arrangement of the foundations
;
and one pamphlet

which an officious individual persisted in bringing to my notice, had

hypothesized a section of the substructure, showing it spreading out

in a wide pyramidal form, totally different in every respect from
what was really found to exist. The excavation was attended with

considerable difficulty, the water working through the loose upper
soil, and causing this to wash down so fast that sheet-piling was nec-

essary. Every morning the pit was found full of water, and at least

two men were kept at the pumps all day. Believing that this is the

first time the campanile foundations have been thoroughly investi-

gated, it seems worth while to describe them in detail, as such con-

struction cannot but be of interest to many architects in America who
have to build under exactly similar condition of soil, etc.

The width of foundation uncovered was about one metre. The
ground where the excavations were made had been covered by low

buildings up to within ten years since, as previously stated, but these

had been so effectually removed, that in digging no traces were found
of them, though it is doubtful if their foundations could have extended

very far. At a depth of 86 centimetres below the level of the pres-
ent piazza an old pavement was uncovered, which from its position
and the appearance of the bricks with which it was laid, was prob-

ably a portion of that which was put in place during the fifteenth

century. We know that the piazza and all the surrounding build-

ings have been sinking into the earth ever since there have been any
historical records. Indeed the movement is not confined to Venice

alone, for a considerable portion of the lower valley of the J'o and

adjacent streams have been slowly changing level, as is pr red at

such places as ^adua and Ravenna, where old Roman pavements have
been unearther at a depth in some cases of as much as twenty-five feet

below the present surface levels. The causes of these set ements
I would not undertake to explain, but there can be no doubt that St.

Mark's and th campanile once stood much higher than they do now.
In the painting by Bellini previously referred to, both of these struc-

tures are shown a full metre higher than they are now. This move-
ment has been so even and gradual that only in the course of centu-

ries can it be detected, but when a city is built as low in the water
as is Venice, any settlement of this kind may have a serious effect

upon the buildings. It must be remembered that the tide rises to

within nearly a foot of the present level of the piazza, while during
the high tides of spring time the square is not infrequently so flooded

with water that the gondolas can come up to the very door of St.

Mark's.
The accompanying figures [see Illustrations] show the actual ar-

rangement of the foundations of the campanile. The brickwork of

the superstructure, it will be seen, rests directly upon five nearly

equal courses of roughly-dressed stone, most of which is hard lime-

stone. Three of these courses show above the present level of the

piazza, and constitute all of the visible base. Immediately below
these courses is a band of red Verona marble, 12 centimetres of which
are above the level of the fifteenth-century pavement. The writer is

inclined to believe that at one time the upper limestone courses were
faced with marble on a line with the lower marble course, thus mak-

ing a solid base for the campanile 1.46 metres high, and 64 centime-
tres wide on top, as shown by the figures here given. This is entirely

conjecture, however, as there are no indications of ties or anchors
which might have secured such a facing ;

still a base of this descrip-
tion would add greatly to the appearance of the building, and would
be by no means without precedent among just such structures of the

same period.
Below the Verona marble were found three courses of Istrian lime-

stone, followed by two courses of a brownish trachite with whicli were
used a few blocks of yellow sandstone and yellow trachite. Some of

the limestone bore marks which seemed to indicate that the blocks

had been taken from some previously existing structure. Indeed the

irregularity of the courses and the diversity of materials employed
would lead one to believe that the builders simply utilized whatever
material was at hand, without much uniformity of constructive plan-

ning. The Istrian stone used is exactly .the same in quality as that

which the Venetians still employ for foundations : a firm, close-

grained material, rather hard to work, and possessing great strength.
The masonry of the foundations is all laid in lime mortar of a rather

poor quality. The tide-water rises in the ground nearly to the level

of the old pavement, hence the work is constantly subjected to the

action of salt water. The mortar was found to be much disintegrated,

possessing little consistency and crumbling in the hand like hardened
mud. The lime for the mortar was apparently made from Istrian

limestone of the same
quality

as that used in the building.
The lowest course of masonry is of green porphyry. The stone

uncovered was a fine specimen, being shot through with small white

crystals of feldspar and bits of black mica. Why the builders ever

selected porphyry for such a place we do not know : perhaps it was

cheaper to rob some old building than to send to the main land for

large blocks. The course measures 90 centimetres in height, and
the individual stones must be very wide, as there was no vertical

joint uncovered in the width of the excavation.

No attempt was made to ascertain the nature of the foundations

under the inner portions of the tower, but it is fair to assume that the

masonry is one solid mass. The work uncovered is in well defined

:ourses of different heights, and the blocks are all more or less care-
?

ully dressed to a surface.

The masonry of the foundations was found to rest directly on a

platform composed of a double thickness of wooden beams, each 12

centimetres through, placed crosswise over each other. These in

turn were borne by the piles, which, so far as could be determined,
were driven side by side in continuous rows under the whole of the

milding. It was of course impossible to find out how long the piles

were, but the diameters being on an average 24 centimetres, they

robably extended a considerable distance into the heavy black clay

Composing the soil. The piles seemed to be of oak, and the platform
icaiiis of larch, a wood similar to our yellow or hard pine, though all

if the. woodwork was so thoroughly soaked in water, and blackened

with age that it was difficult to determine very much about it. The
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platform teams seemed the least well preserved. The wood could be

broken off the outside with the hands, though the inside of the pieces
\v.i> quite firm. The piles did not seem to have deteriorated in the

least, but were as sound and tough as sap-wood. Large samples were

cut from both piles and platform, but at this writing the water has

not sufficiently dried out to say how free they are from rot. It is sur-

prising
that the wood has lasted as it has for nearly a thousand years.

The water circulates very freely among the timbers, and during the

time of making the last metre in depth of excavation, seven men had

all they could do to keep the pit clear. The water flowed into the

trcnch'only through the timbers of the platform, and was quite clear

and salt, showing it came directly from the sea. No wonder under

such conditions that the wood should be stained and softened.

An extra row of piles was found driven just outside of the plat-

form, and entirely free from any direct bearing. That the settlement

of the campanile'has been relative rather than absolute is proved by
the fact that the tops of this outer row of piles are exactly on a level

with the tops of those which bear the platform. This also shows that

the slight obliquity of the tower is due not to any failure of the foun-

dations, but rather to the general movement of the earth, for the tip

is towards the side at which the excavation was made, and any de-

rangement of the piles could easily have been noted. The weight

coming upon this foundation is something tremendous. The bricks

of which the superstructure is laid are very large. One of them

which was measured was 44 centimetres by 30 centimetres by 7.5

centimetres, about ten times the size of our common bricks. The

masonry laid up with them will average about 105 pounds per
cubic foot. These bricks are so large that they are made with two

holes in the centre, by which the workmen can lift them about. Most
of the bricks bear a

stamp of some sort,

and those who have
studied the mutter

are able to tell pretty

closely the date of a

building by the
stamps on the liricks.

It was said above
Stamp on . Brick of th. Campanil.. thft th(, campan jle

is one of the heaviest buildings in Europe for its si- :. The average
area m" masonry in cross section of the main shaft is 873.74 square
feet, or nearly fifty-two per cent of the total area of t' e tower. Count-

ing t J brickwork at 105 pounds per cubic foot, and the stone-work

at 15'.) pounds per cubic foot, and allowing for bells, trusses, etc., the

total weight of the tower is in round numbers 13,000 tons, whence the

distributed load on the piling is somewhat over six tons per square
foot, a load which would cause modern engineers to hesitate a long
time l>efore putting upon piles which are simply driven into the clay.

The foundations have, however, stood the test of several centuries

without yielding an inch ; and one of the most valuable results of the

investigation has been to fix a maximum of load which can safely be

borne under such conditions. It is an interesting question how
much the piles really support, for as previously explained, they have

no solid bearing, and according to the manner in which piles are

usually driven in Venice, could not be relied upon for such a load as

six tons per square foot. It is more than probable that their func-

tion is simply to hold the clay in one compact mass, the clay itself

really bearing the load. Possibly such an hypothesis would explain

why the builders added a row of piles entirely outside of the face of the

foundations and affording no direct support, with the idea of binding
the clay more tightly about the base of the tower. Very similar con-

ditions have existed in our own country. Those who are familiar

with St. Louis will remember that under the main portion of the city

is a thick bed of blue clay, beneath which is a deep stratum of very
soft earth or mud. When the post-office was built, the Government
architect decided that the foundations should be sunk very deep,

thinking perhaps to gain additional firmness
;
but the bed of clay

was so nearly cut through that when it was attempted to pile for the

foundations, the piles penetrated entirely through the clay, and were

of hardly any more value for support than the surrounding soil would

have been without them. Captain Eads in his report on the condition

of the building, expressed as his belief that the only thing which held

the foundations was the lateral friction of the piles against the clay

through which they were driven, a rather uncertain factor to
depend

upon for so important a building. In the case of the Campanile of

St. Mark, the conditions are exactly the same, except that the

builders probably did not drive the piles through the clay. The Ve-

netians have always been aware of the danger of sinking the piles

too deep, and in works of which we have definite record, great care

lias been taken to ascertain the thickness of the stratum before tegin-

ning operations; and in some cases where the clay has very little

depth the piles are even omitted entirely, for Venice is not alto-

gether built on piles, as is sometimes stated, and the stiff, black clay
has been found capable of bearing a pretty heavy load without seri-

ous displacements.
In this connection it may be interesting to note the construction

of the foundations under the Doge's palace, the data for which were

given me by Signor Boni, the architect in charge of the restorations

of the palace. The accompanying figure [see Illustrations] shows a

section of the foundations under the row of columns facing the sea.

The work dates from 1309. Here the layer of clay was probably
found to be too thin for piling, consequently the work was begun on

what we would term a mud-raft, composed of two layers of heavy
larch beams twenty centimetres thick, laid crosswise over each other.

This receives directly the six foundation courses of Intrian lime-

stonc. This construction is continuous the wholu length of the build-

ing. A piece of the wood taken from thu raft was as sound and firm

as a piece compared with it which li.nl been cut only a few weeks.
For more modern Venetian buildings the work of preparing for

the foundations is not done as carefully as that which is found under
the campanile or the Doge's palace. Piling in Venice is not a scien-

tific operation. Half-a-dozen men supply the power ; the drop of the

hammer is not more than an arm's length ; the piles are driven as

closely together as the soil will permit, the interstices filled with frag-
ments of broken stone, and a double layer of planks laid over thu

whole, on which the masonry is begun. Generally the bases stand

pretty well ; indeed the results are in appearance more satisfactory
than they are in Amsterdam where more care is expended on similar

operations.
One does not usually expect to find much of a practical nature in

Venice. The climate is so soft, and the surroundings so inviting to

idleness; and it hardly seems as though the mild-tempered people
who go singing across the piazza could be in any way related to the

master-minds who centuries ago built the wonderful St. Mark's, and
laid deep the foundations of the campanile. But we find there are

practical problems which even Venetian builders are called upon to

solve, and a study of Venetian methods may not be without value to

sterner New England. C. II. BLACK ALL.

A YEAR'S ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH BY THE
GERMANS.1 II.

PASSING
from the barbarous

north to Greece itself, we rind

that recently much light has
come from its ruins to profane, as

well as to .-aen , architecture. The
treasuries, built by different Greek
cities to hold tl ir gifts at the shrines

of Olympia, known to us only through
Pausanius's naive account, were

brought to light liy the German exca-
vations from 18 <"5-80. But only
very recently has Dorpfeld been able

to prove that as the Sicilians sent

over by ship the terra-cotta decora-
tion and tiles necessary for the treas-

ury at Olympia, so also the people of

Sicyon sent thither from their city

rareZ blocks of stone, already hewn into

shape and marked with their pecu-
liar alphabets, preparatory to build-

ing into their treasury. The same

keen-eyed architect has happily been
able to prove that Seopas's great tem-

ple at Tegea was surrounded by thirty-
six Doric columns, but had fiorid de-

tails in the .ti'ma. And it is most painful to hear his report of the

destruction going on of the few architectural fragments that remain.

What was to be seen in 1880 has now, for the most part, disappeared,
the peasants having used it for building purposes. Dorpfeld's study
of Pinion's recently discovered inscription throws invaluable light not

only upon the forms of a great projected naval arsenal, but also upon
many details of roofing in Greek architecture hitherto entirely
obscure. From the accurate accounts of the mode of construction

given in the inscription it seems that the roofing of Pinion's arsenal

was to be of wood. Over this covering of wood came a coaling of

clay, which formed a firm bed for the terra-cotta tiles fixed in it,

thus making a most complete protection to the perishable wooden
teams underneath. It is interesting to learn that the woodwork waa
not Hat, but in order to hold the clay in place, the sloping surface

was full of elevations, much as the brickwork of our day intended for

a stucco facing. Still, one other fact of great interest for Greek
architecture in general is that the rows of pillars of this arsenal did

not stand on one united stylobate, but each pillar had its own indi-

vidual foundation, and this more economical mode of building appears
to have been employed even for the interior columns of the Parthe-

non.

Students of history will hail with delight the discovery of the

exact site of the shrine of Artemis, which gave name to one of the

greatest naval conflicts of the Persian wars. Few remains have

been found of the small Doric temple there, it having been early
transformed into a sanctuary of St. George, where, until within a few

years, liturgies were sung on the day of that saint. But although
little of the ancient Greek structure remain*, a knowledge of its exact

site i of greatest importance in making more clear our view of the

difficulties which the Greeks had to contend against in gaining their

glorious victory at the battle of Artemesium.

In the Mitheilungen
1 our attention is turned by Kohler to a

i Continued from No. 604, page 94.

"JAHMtwifM det Dtuttclic* ArchiioloyiicneH InttUuli in Athen." Achtu
Jahrgang.
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somewhat striking discovery in Athens of the fragments of an old gram-
mar engraved on marble. It has always been supposed that before

Alexander's time the Greek mind was still so pristine in its creative

power that no commencement had been made in the production of

works of an introspective and reflective character. It has conse-

quently been said that grammar and kindred sciences, in spite of

Plato's mention of a grammarian, must have been the growth of a

later day, when, the original creative source running low, men began
to ponder on themselves and their speech. But this marble monu-

ment, found very recently in the Acropolis, and, by reason of style

and shape of letters, dated with great certainty from the pre-Alexan-
drine age, throws a most welcome ray of light into the midst of these

conjectures. Here is preserved to us a fragmentary page of an

ancient grammar engraved on a marble tablet. Although it has

been made to do some menial service (possibly as a door-sill), and

thereby has become much worn, still enough remains to make clear

that here the vowels and the division of words into syllables are dis-

cussed. This marble was found in the Acropolis, and it may seem

strange to us that in the shrine sacred to the goddess it should have

been brought to light. As, however, in those olden days in order to

introduce a work to the public there was not the now indispensable

publisher with elaborate paraphernalia of trade, the writer has led

himself to advertise his work in the most public places, and these

were the precincts devoted to the gods. Here the public continually

congregated, and every new object must have received attention.

An additional motive for setting up his work in marble or bronze

was doubtless the author's desire to dedicate a portion of his bust as

a votive offering to deity in his shrine. Thus did the astronomer

Oinopides form Chios, for after completing his important reckonings
with regard to the intercalary period, we are told that he had them

engraved on a bronze tablet and consecrated to the gods on Olympia.
So it seems most probable that some Athenian grammarian put up
in Athena's shrine this marble tablet.

Here is another proof of how the ancient Greek life drew vivify-

ing force from the ideals and impulses of its beautiful religion, but

of this there have come to us still other speaking testimonials from

tombs in the Crimea of the colonists there who drew upon Athens

for their art necessities. In one have been found the hangings of an

exquisite diadem. But although these are in gold and opaque blue

and green enamel, and thus of greatest interest technically, their im-

portance does not rest here. The subject on the superb medallions

represents not anything obscure or local, but the head of the great

tutelary diety of Athens, the Athena Parthenos by Phidias. In

addition, from the richly elaborated gold treasures we learn many
details about the master's great chryselephantine colossus, of which

it has been impossible hitherto to form a clear conception from the

marble repetitions, or from small and much worn coins. In these

Crimean medallions not only the beautiful finish given to every part
in the golden original seems reflected, but we see also that Athena's

owl had a striking place. It is not simply decoration, as hitherto

supposed ;
rather as the goddess's little companion, the bird was

perched upon the cheek-piece of the hemlet. From the ancient char-

acter of the architecture of the tomb where these beautiful medal-

lions were found Kieseritzky adjudges it to date back as early as the

first part of the fourth century before Christ. Thus it is most pro-
bable that some goldsmith in Athens copied, even in the age of

Phidias himself, the master's great work, then a wonder and delight
to all. Copies such as these are doubtless before us in the superb
medallions exported to the Crimea, (ancient Panticapaeum), where

they were laid away in the tomb with some Greek lady, in death as

richly decked as in life.

From these full publications of the Archaeological Institution light

is shown not only upon the intricacies of ancient trade, that medium
in the spread of religious symbols and thought, but also on much
more at which we can only hint, such as the history of the Greek al-

phabet, the development of custom, the variety of artistic gifts

among different nationalities, etc. But, even though space be lim-

ited, we must not omit to refer to the skill of Mommsen and his coad-

jutors in ferreting out modern falsifications of inscriptions. A cer-

tain Dr. Gay published as long ago as 1861 an inscription which he

reports having found in Northern Africa near Ben Kedour. He
even mentions the dimensions and guarantees the reading he gives.
Taken in good faith, this was introduced among other inscriptions
from Africa into the great Corpus, and so passed out as genuine

among scholars. While, however Mommsen and Hector Pais were

recently working at the inscriptions in the Turin Museum they sud-

denly recognized the original Latin inscription which could have

been no other than the one that Dr. Gay had copied and taken to

Africa, only altering the word Alpina to Mauritania to suit the in-

scription to the new land in which he chose to find it. Suspicion
rested on still another scholar, one Edmond Blanc, Librarian at Nice,
and Hector Pais was sent by the Accademia del Lincei to compare
the inscriptions published by Blanc with the stone originals, in how-

ever inaccessible sites they might be hiding. This he did with great

fidelity and no little hardship, proving that Blanc was guilty of hav-

ing not only modified and interpolated inscriptions, but also of hav-

ing created some out of his own brain. By this untruth on Blanc's

part suspicion is now cast upon all that he has published, and his

contributions take an unenviable place alongside of those of Ligorio,

Pittakis, and their fellows, but science gains by being freed from its

most dangerous enemy, an incubus of falsehood. Lucy M.Mitchell
in the New York Times.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.']

THE CASINO THEATRE, NEW YORK, N. Y. MESSRS. KIMBALL &
WISEDELL, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

[Gelatine Print, issued only with the Gelatine Edition.]

WE regret that it has not been placed within our power to pub-
lish either plans or other drawings, or even a description of

this building which we have been given to understand pos-
sesses many points of interest. As we have never seen the building

except for the few moments required for making the negative for

the view published to-day, we can only say that in its construction an
unusual amount of terra-cotta has been used, which has enabled the

architects to secure a richness of effect that could have been obtained

in no other way so inexpensively.
We cannot forbear once more remarking, in face of the fact that

this print falls far short of its proper importance and value to the

profession through our being obliged to put it forth unexplained by
plan or description, how much the editors are handicapped in their

efforts to do their full duty to the subscribers through the inexplica-
ble lack of spontaneous co-operation on the part of the profession.

THE TOMBS OR MUNICIPAL JAIL, NEW YORK, N. Y. MR. JOHN
HAVILAND, ARCHITECT.

[Gelatine Print, issued only with the Gelatine Edition.]

HAD we discovered earlier that certain alterations are now mak-

ing in this building, under the charge of Mr. Le Brun, we might
have obtained other illustrations and information to lend interest to

the bald fact that this prison was built about 1834-37. Mr. Havi-
land was born in England in 1792, and died at Philadelphia in 1852,

having emigrated to this country in 1816. He is said to have been,

perhaps, the first to use the radiating system in the planning of pris-

ons, of which he built many of the earlier in this country, as, for

example, the Stale penitentiaries for New Jersey, Missouri, Rhode
Island, and those at Pittsburgh and Cherry Hill, Pa.

WINDSOR CASTLE, AFTER AN ETCHING BY LUCIEN GAUTIER.

LUCIEN MARCELLIN GAUTIER was born at Aix (Bouches du

Rhone), and was a pupil of Gaucherel. He has contributed several

etchings to L'Art. Among his plates are several views in Marseilles,
" The Forum," " Lake Lomond,"

" The Apse of Notre Dame," " The

Cottage,"
" Windsor Castle

" and " The Canal "
(after Corot). M.

Gautier is a -young man, we believe, but has produced some etchings
of great merit, and bids fair to win much fame, more especially as

an etcher of architectural subjects.

THE CATHEDRAL, FERRARA, ITALY.

THE Cathedral of St. Paul, of whose f9ade Fergusson says that

it
" stands preeminent for sober propriety of design and the good

proportion of all its parts," was begun about the middle of the

twelfth and was completed during the following century, though the

central portal and some of the sculptures are of still later date. The
Renaissance campanile was built in the time of Ercole II.

THE CAMPANILE OF 8T. MARK'S, VENICE, ITALY. MEASURED
DRAWINGS BY MR. C. H. BLACKALL.

FOR description, see article elsewhere in this issue.

THE PIAZZA OF ST. MARK'S, VENICE, ITALY.

MARBLE STATUARY ON THE EAST FRONT OF THE POST-OFFICE,
BOSTON, MASS. MR. DANIEL C. FRENCH, SCULPTOR, CONCORD,
MASS.

GOSSIP ABOUT SALISBURY. 1 II.

THE ENVIRONS.

wITHIN easy access from the town,

many interesting excursions may
be made. The archaeologist can

visit Old Sarum, Stonehenge and Ave-

bury ;
the artist, Wilton House and Long-

ford Castle ;
while the general public can

walk upon the sites of many events in

early British, Anglo-Saxon and English

history. Stonehenge should be visited on
a dull autumnal day towards sunset, when
the mists encircling the stones lend grand-
eur and mystery to them. On a bright

day, when one sees the enormous stretch

of country all around them, one is not im-

pressed by their magnitude. Many are

the theories held about them. The first

author who mentions them is Henry of

Huntingdon, who wrote at the beginning of the twelfth century. In

his "Chronicle," he speaks of them as the "second wonder ot Eng-
land," and calls it

"
Stanenges." Geoffrey of Monmouth, who wrote

1 Continued from page 66, No. 602.
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about the same time, declares them to have been a monument erected
in l hu reign of Aurflius Ambrosius, king of I.ntaiii, to commemorate
the slaughter of Britons by Hengist ; hence the name sometimes given
them,

"
Hengist's stones," but the true etymological explanation of

the name seems to be Anglo-Saxon, slan and /tenge from Anglo-
Saxon, hurt stone-hanging places. This seems to prove that the
stones were not set n[> by the Anglo-Saxons. Giraldus Cambrensis
(1187) says that they were brought from Africa to Ireland bv giants,
and that Aurclius Ambrosius caused Merlin to transport them from
Ireland to Britain. Inigo Jones broached the theory that it was a
Koinitn temple dedicated to Coelus, but without the slightest reason,
and Mr. Fergusson maintains that they were />os/-Roman, possibly of
the fifth or sixth century. Early Christian writers and councils con-
demned these stone circles, which is probably the reason so few
exist ; but that they were held in great veneration is proved by the
laws of Edgar and Canute in the tenth and eleventh centuries, when
they were even looked upon as places of sanctuary. Perhaps the
best period to assign to them is the age of Norma, of Lohengrin, of

Siegfried and of Tannhatiser. Some of the stones are twenty-five
feet high, and the horizontal ones have mortise holes hewn in 'them
which fit onto tenons upon the upright ones.

Old Sarum was a Roman stronghold, and the scene of many a

fight between Saxon and Dane, and it was the birthplace of Canute.
Of the old cathedral nothing remains, most of the materials having
been employed in parts of the new church and other buildings of the

neighborhood ;
but as late as 1608 the walls were still standing.

Amesbury derives its name from Aurelius Ambrosius, a king of the
British in the sixth century.

" The choir or sanctuary of Ambrosius
was probably the monastery of Britain, the centre from which Mowed
the blessings of Christianity and civilization." Guest.

Amesbury, is of interest in legendary history, as being the place of

Queen Guinevere's retirement :

" but she to Almesbury
Fled all night long by glimmering waste and weald,
And heard the spirits of the waste and weald
Moan as she fled, or thought she heard them mono;
Aud in herself she moan 'd

' too late, too late !

'

they took her to themselves; and she
Still hoping, fearing, 'Is it yet too late?'
Dwelt with them, till in lime their abbess died.
Then she. for her good deeds and her pure life,
And for the power of ministration in her,
And likewise for the high rank file had home,
Was chosen abbess, there, an abbes.", lived
For three brief years, and there, an abbess, past
To where beyond these voices there is peace." Tennyson.

A Benedictine monastery was founded here in 980, by Queen El-

frida, to expiate the murder of her step-son, Edward, at Corle Castle,
but the discipline of the house having degenerated in 1177, Henry II

expelled the nuns and made over the convent to the Abbey of Fonte-

vrault, in Anjou (France) whence it received a prioress and twenty-
four nuns. It then became a favorite resort of titled ladies. At the
dissolution it passed into the hands of the Protector Somerset, and
subsequently it belonged to the families of Ailcsbury, Boyle, and

Queeusbury old Matthew Pryor's

"Kitty, beautiful and young,
And'wild as colt uuta'm'd '

lived here, and here Gay wrote his "
Beggar's Opera." In his cor-

respondence with Swift, many allusions to it occur. The house was
built from Inigo Jones's, or his son-in-law Webb's, designs.
On the road to Wilton, the tourist should stop at Bemerton,

George Herbert's home, described by Isaac Walton as the "good
and more pleasant than healthful parsonage." Herbert came to live

here, upon his marriage, which was arranged and carried out in

rather an odd manner. The poet had become acquainted with a cer-

tain Charles Danvers who had nine daughters, and a great intimacy
growing up between them, Danvers became very anxious that Her-
bert should marry bis daughter Jane. Not having met, they seem
t<> have grown into fast friends and lovers by proxy and through
Jane's father, and finally, three days after the first persona] introduc-

tion, they were married ! Herbert then gave up his public orator-

ship at Cambridge, took priest's orders, and settled at Bemerton.

Although to us nineteenth-century Christians, Herbert's sanctity and
holiness sounds somewhat overstrained, it must be remembered that
his was a time when various religious emotions were influencing men
of thought. That the story is true of his being found prostrated on
the ground, before the altar in his empty church, vowing to himself
" how he would in future manage his life," there is no reason to

doubt ; nor are we surprised at it when we remember the enthusiasm
which kindled the hearts of the Farrar family of Litlle Giddings,
so charmingly related in "John Inglesant." Nicholas Farrar was a
friend of Herbert's, and was with him about a month before his

death. At Little Gidding the family life was one perpetual prayer,
day and night, and the holiness of their lives was so great that they
became noted for it. George Herbert seems to have had similar

ideas about fasts and feasts, ideas which in those lax times were
remarkable, but which in our days, since the Oxford revival, have
become the common practice of most church people who think and
are consistent. Herbert's lines

prove this.

"Religion stands a-tip-toc in our land,

Ready to pass to the American strand."

The old church contains a fourteenth-century bell, some Decorated
windows, and an Early English font. The ne'w church is handsome
and was erected to the memory of the poet But it is the parsonage
and gardens which are the interesting witnesses of the poet's resi-

dence.

Some two miles beyond Bemerton lies Wilton, a quaint little town,
hardly more than a village in size, surrounded by fertile meadow*,
through which flow endless streams. It is of great antiquity, and as

capital of the Anglo-Saxon kingdom of Wessex, gave Us "name to
Wiltshire. It is now only celebrated for its carpet factory, where
the best Axminsters are made. The new church erected by Sidney
Herbert is an object of interest as being the only building of its style
in England. It is Lombardic, having a deeply-recessed, three-

porched front, and a separate campanile which is connected with the
church by a sort of cloistered passage. It stands upon raised ground
and is approached by a flight of steps. The iron-work enclosing the

church-yard is copied from the Scaligcr tombs at Verona
; indeed,

all the details are taken from one or another celebrated Italian
church. Thus, the columns of the central doorway are twisted, and
supported upon the backs of lions, after the manner of those of the
Veronese churches. The interior is composed of a nave and two
aisles, die former terminating in an apse, with seats for the clergy
behind the altar, which stands away from the wall, basilica fashion.
The chancel shafts are black marble from Porto Venere, near
Spezia, and some of the twisted columns of mosaic-work (ojius
G'r&canicum) were formerly in the church of Sta. Maria Maggiore in
Home. The shafts of the nave are stone, and the plain walls above
are absurdly ornamented with a sort of sham triforiuin. Were these
niches filled up and the walls covered with frescoes, the effect would
be good ;

as it is, it is bald and poor in the extreme. The pulpit is

exceedingly handsome ; it is of stone, supported upon sixteen black
marble columns with alabaster capitals, the upper part being orna-
mented with twisted mosaic columns and panels of inlaid marbles.
The church contains some good old glass of the thirteenth century,
and the two tombs of Sidney Herbert and of his mother, the Countess
of Pembroke, are very good specimens of modern work of its kind

;

but placed as they are on each side of the chancel, they occupy the
space which ought to be filled by stalls for the clergy and choir. The
whole arrangement of the chancel end of the church is wrong.
But at Wilton it is the house which claims the visitor's attention

the most. Jt occupies the site of the great monastery, founded, it is

said, by Alfred the Great, but really by Wulstan, Earl of the Wil-
seetas; it seems to have been in early times a favorite resort for

pseudo-royalties. There is a curious letter extant from Henry VIII
to Cardinal Wolsey and Anne Bullen, who had a favorite of proven
low manner of life, whom she wished to make abbess. "

I wolde
not," writes the king,

" for all the gold in the world clog your con-
science nor mine, to make her a ruler of a house which is of so

ungodly a demeanor, nor I trust you would not that neither for
brother or sister I should so distain mine honour or conscience."
Poor king's conscience, it was not so tender in later years !

The abbesses of Wilton were baronesses of England, an honor
shared only by those of Shaftesbury, Barking, and St. Mary's, Win-
ton. Henry V III gave the land and house to Sir William Herbert,
first Earl of Pembroke. It abounds in associations. "Charles I."

says Aubrey,
" did love Wilton above all places, and came here every

summer. By his advice the garden front of the house was built in
the Italian style." Shakespeare and his troop are said to have
played here in 1603, before King James I, Ben Jonson, Inigo Jones,
and Vandyke. Here Sir Philip Sydney wrote part of his "Arcadia,"
and surely never was place nearer resembling that classic land.
Round the house are lovely gardens filled with every kind of flower,
and with a background of wooded park, full of deer

; every sort of
tree is to be seen, from the splendid cedars on the lawn, to the lir

beeches and elms of the upper park. The Italian garden, the Palla-
dian bridge, the statues dotted about, the arched arcades, and the
distant view of the cathedral, make up, with the exquisite flowers
and the clear running stream, as earthly a paradise of its kind as can
be seen anywhere. The house contains some handsome rooms and
fine pictures, amongst others some justly-celebrated Vandykes. The
largest of these is a family portrait, skilfully arranged and glowinv
with color. The elegance of the costumes is truly Vandyke, as is
the rich color and the beauty of the hands. One is tempted to ask" did all the people in those days have beautifully formed hands, or
did the painter systematically idealize them?" This picture con-
tains ten figures, and occupies one end of a very large drawing-room.
There is also a portrait of Charles I in armor, one of the many
replicas of the king, and a very good one

; also a portrait (less good)
of Henrietta Marie, his wife and another of the three children,
besides others of the same painter. There are some pictures bv t lie-

great Italians, of inferior quality, and a few very fair ones of the
Dutch and Flemish schools. But the glory of Wilton House are the
numerous first-rate Vandykes. The principal gateway of the house
should be noticed ; it is Italian in style, or rather Roman, resemb-
ling the Arch of Titus, and has a copy in stone of the bronze eques-
trian statue of Marcus Aurclius on the'

Capitol at Rome. Round the
inner courtyard of the house runs a cloister filled with antique
sculptures brought from time to time from Italy : statues, bas-reliefs
busts, etc.

A longer excursion, some fifteen miles, may be made to Wardour
Castle, the seat of Lord Arundel, which lies in" the midst of splendid
woods. Spring is the best time to visit it, as there are multitudes of
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rhododendrons, which when in flower add charm to the park. The
old castle, which is now but a picturesque ruin, was built by Lord

Lovel in 1393, but through taking the Lancaster side during the Wars
of the Roses, it passed away from that family, and ultimately came

into the possession of Sir J. Arundel in 1547. During the civil wars

of Charles 1's reign it was the scene of a romantic episode of history.

It was besieged by Sir Edward Hungerford, and Lord Arundel being

absent, his wife, with some fifty persons, men and women, withstood

the onslaught of fifteen hundred men and a bombardment, during six

days. The Lady Blanche was, however, obliged to capitulate, but

upon honorable terms, one condition being that " the women should

keep all their wearing apparel." But alas for the credit of the sol-

diers of the commonwealth ! no sooner were they in possession than

they plundered the house, cut down the trees, and, not satisfied with

getting 4</. and 6d. apiece for them, they tore up the leaden piping
which conveyed water to the house, and sold it also. In 1643 the

castle sustained another siege, by young Lord Arundel, after his

father's death, and Ludlow, who held it for Cromwell, was compelled
to surrender. Little remains of the old building but some Perpendic-
ular tracery ;

and that is much overgrown with ivy. The entrance

doorway and one which leads up a staircase are Renaissance. Close

to the ruins is a very large and fine tree of the iron oak variety.

The original plant was brought from America more than two hun-

dred years ago by Cecil Calvert, Lord Baltimore, whose wife, was

Ann, daughter of the first Lord Arundel of Wardour. Lord Balti-

more was the owner of the colony of Maryland, granted to his

father, George, by charter, and it became a settlement of Roman
Catholics in 1634. The house contains a few good pictures and a

great deal of old Chelsea and other china, ivory carvings, and the

celebrated Glastonbury cup, which dates from about 1600, and was

made out of the Holy Thorn planted by St. Joseph of Arimathea,

hence its name. The body of the cup, which rests upon crouching

lions, is carved in relief with medallions representing the twelve

Apostles ;
on the lid is the Crucifixion. It contains two quarts, and

originally there were eight pegs on the inside, which divided the ale

into equal quantities of half a pint each. The ornamentation of the

rotunda staircase, a peristyle of fluted Corinthian columns supporting

a cupola, is very refined and elegant. The chapel is in the same

style, and is only remarkable for the richness of its altar and silver

lamps. It is composed of a verd-antique sarcophagus, surmounted by
a slab of porphyry and agate ; the columns of the tabernacle are of

jasper, and the crucifix is solid silver. In the vestry are some fine

vestments, notably the Westminster chasuble, of rich red velvet

embroidered with the Tudor rose, the .fteur-de-lys, and the portcullis

and pomegranate ; it was made for the coronation of Henry VII.

On the road to Longford Castle the visitor may visit Clarendon,

the seat of the famous " Constitutions of Clarendon," by which King

Henry II, in 1164, alarmed by the assumptions of Becket and the

ecclesiastics, sought to settle tlie disputes, and
" to establish thus, with

the consent of the whole nation, an English Constitution in Church

and State." (Milman). Clarendon was the favorite resort of mon-

archy from the reign of Henry I to that of Edward III. At a later

period, in 1356, Philip of Navarre did homage there to Edward III,

as King of France and Duke of Normandy; and in 1357, after the

battle of Poictiers, the woods were enlivened by much hunting, in

which the captive kings of France and Scotland, John and David,

rode side by side with Edward to the chase. It was later on mort-

gaged by Charles I to Chancellor Hyde, who took his title from it
;

but Charles II unexpectedly paying it off, it was bestowed upon

George Monk, Duke of Albemarle.

Longford Castle was built as early as 1591, by Sir Thomas Gorges,

whose lomb we noticed in Salisbury Cathedral. The expense was so

great driving piles for a foundation into the marshy ground, that he

was well-nigh ruined ;
but being appointed governor of Hurst Castle,

he had the luck to see a galleon of the Spanish armada wrecked close

to the castle, and to possess himself of some of the treasure, with

which he completed his castle. During the civil wars it surrendered

to Cromwell, and since then it has been almost entirely rebuilt. Its

chief interest is its picture-gallery, which contains some undoubted

Holbeins and Velasquez, besides works of other old masters. The

portrait of Admiral Adrian Pulido Pare
j
a is alone worth a pilgrim-

age to Wiltshire, and is one of the finest of Velasquez's works in

En"land. By Holbein are the portraits of Erasmus and jEgidius;

by "Claude Lorraine, two fine landscapes typifying
"
Morning

" and
"
Evening," by the landing of yEneas in the Bay of Naples, and the

ruins of the Arch of Titus and the Coliseum ; by Rubens, a fine land-

scape of the barren country around the Escurial, but said to be a

replica of the one at Petworth. Holbein's " Ambassadors "
is curious

for the wonderful realism of the painting of the accessories : astro-

nomical and musical instruments, books, and a wondrous foreshort-

ened stuffed fish.

Stratford, near Salisbury in the opposite direction, was the birth-

place of William Pitt, Earl of Chatham, probably the real founder,

indirectly, of American independence. S. BEAI.E.

FUNERAL ARCHITECTURE IN PARIS. The most remarkable demand,
if it be not a guy, is tliat made by I'Eetaement, of Paris, for a reform in

the architecture 'of the morgue, which it now declares is ridiculous and

gloomy, and it goes on: It has nothing Parisian about it, it wants

gayety/and is generally unworthy of a city where cemeteries are gar-

dens, funerals festivals, criminal courts places of public entertainment

executions spectacles, and a siege an excuse for a carnival.

itctl.

BOOKS.

HE publishing of books of the "Family
Doctor" type and the manufacture of

patent cure-all medicines do not seem

to be very seriously prejudicial to the growth
and welfare of the medical profession, so

there is probably no reason why architects

should regard with other than a languid
interest the publication of books whose osten-

sible object is to enable the public to build

its own houses, and save to itself that pre-
cious five per cent whose salvation is so

clearly desirable in the eyes of a great pro-

portion of those who think of building. We
look on such works as beneficial, rather than

hurtful to the welfare of the profession, as,
"

though they do often enable a man to " build

his own house," they more often serve as

educators, stimulating inquiry and suggest-
1"Z ^r1 CeJKu ing doubts and possibilities for whose solu-

tion trained assistance is needed, which may
sought at the hand of him who compiled the book, and so bring

'ruition to the purpose of its publication, or at the hand of some

practitioner nearer at hand.
More and more of these books of designs for the less costly kind

of dwellings are published every year, each succeeding one improv-

ing on its predecessors in some particular, either in merit of design,

presentation of the subject or freshness of fashion. In this last par-
ticular they are rather interesting, as they show how the latest craze

in architectural fashion can be adapted to buildings of various sizes

and prices by a designer of some individuality and force, for it takes

both of these qualities to conceive and carry into execution such a

publication.
Not the least meritorious of these collections is contained in the

portfolio before J
us, which holds a score or so of designs, most of

them conceived in what is spoken "f by the unprofessional American

as the " Queen Anne style," that i, designs which depart from the

vernacular in that they are emphasized by scroll-work panels, pedi-

mented window-heads, small-lighted windows, barge-boards, false half-

timber work, overhanging gables, marvellously-shaped brackets and

piazza posts, and windows of all sorts, shapes and sizes, in ordinary and

untoward positions, most of these things wrought in wood and all sug-

gesting to those knowing in such matters the question of repairs.

This collection lacks the interest belonging to some others in that it

is the work of one hand, albeit a hand sufficiently skilled and well-

trained both in design and in draughtsmanship. Still it is very

worthy of attention and worth having done as a contribution to the

bettering of the homes of our American middle classes, monetarily

speaking, for most of the cottages are intended for those who have

only a few thousands to spend on a home.

The plates show only the perspective and two floor plans, and for

description a simple statement of the supposed cost in round numbers,
which in the case of the cheaper houses should certainly be increased

by a third or a half. In fact, of these smaller cottages that shown

in Plate III seems the only one that could by any possibility be built

for the price named, $1,500, and in point of design the fulfillment of

the designer's purpose it is one of the best. In almost all the

others the initial fault lies in the plan, whose eccentric contour

each room insisting on poking an elbow or an eye out beyond its

neighbor is the cause of consequent gambols of the roofs, which

play leap-frog with one another while the vertical angles are playing
hide-and-seek for the amusement of an overhanging audience of bal-

conies, bay-windows, gables and dormers. This irregularity of out-

line, which may be taken as typical of the plan of an American

house, often results in a more enjoyable and convenient interior than

those more formal ones adopted in other countries, but it more cer-

tainly leads to a very large increase in the cost,, not in the item of

material only, but in that of labor. What architect has not impa-

tiently watched the time spent by a careful workman in finishing

around some unusual feature which he had introduced to give inter-

est or character, or to distinguish the building from its neighbors, and

has not asked himself with sudden misgiving whether after all this

particular game was worth the candle? If this collection of designs

is put forward to show the author's prowess in designing houses of

differing prices, a species of advertisement as it were, or an invita-

tion to him who intends to build to bring his job to the author to

carry out, it is arranged with good judgment; but if, as such collec-

tions sometimes are, it is intended as a simple book publication, in

which the author's only interest lies in the profit from its sale, and if

it is intended to supply the wants of those who wish to build without

the aid of an architect, the author has, we think, blundered in

making his designs so complicated in both plan and elevation. With

few exceptions the designs could be vastly improved, and the actual

cost of construction be made to more nearly approximate the prices

given if they were rigidly simplified.

IT is quite useless for any young man to think he can ever become

an architect in the fullest sense of the term, if he be a victim of that

peculiar mental deficiency which compels him to confess, in spite of

every effort, that the science of numbers is to him a sealed book.

i " The. Portfolio of Cottages. By J. H. Kirby, Architect, Syracuse, N. Y.
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The natural inaptitude for mathematics is, we believe, almost impos-
sible to overcome, quite impossible if the victim approaches his

tedious task with the slightest doubt of his ultimate success. Still it

is necessary that all architects, even those who propose to associate

themselves with or employ competent mathematicians, should have

an elementary knowledge of the science as it is applicable to the

mechanics of building, and any book that can present this informa-

tion in simple and comprehensible form is a welcome contribution

from the expert to the inexpert. Such a book appears to be the one
"

before us, which, though it is avowedly a text-book prepared for

school and college use, is one which can be considered as a work on

mechanics of direct bearing on practical affairs quite as much as

a text-book dealing with theoretical problems. It is a pleasant book,

too; admirably manufactured, so that it invites rather than repels
the inquirer, while the explanations are given without unnecessary
waste of words and yet are happily wanting in that forbidding dry-
ness common to books of its class; in short, we will venture to give
the rather ambiguous description of it that i* is perhaps the most
unmathematical mathematical book we have ever seen. As to its use

to the profession, it seems to be an admirable preparation for the

study of the larger and more comprehensive works of Professor

Thurston on the " Materials of Engineering," or of Professor Lanza
on the "

Applied Mechanics aii i Resistance of Materials," issued by
the same publishers.

As we have a somewhat strong personal belief that one learns more
from his failures than from his successes, our feeling that the editor

of the Sanitary Engineer had an unusually "happy thought" when
he conceived of publishing in book-form the answers that have been

given in his journal since its foundation, to questions of theory and

practice submitted to him, may be more emphatic than the perform-
ance really justifies. In this case, however, it is by the failures of

others that we are to be enlightened, and we are at liberty to hug
ourselves in pharasaical delusion that under the same circumstances

we would not have been such fools as the questioners.
The Sanitary Engineer has always made a good deal of this de-

partment of question and answer, and as it had the good fortune to

deal with a science which was just beginning to obtain public notice,

it has had an unusual number of questions put to it which cover a
wide range of practical matters, and we feel certain that a greater
number of readers have followed the exposition of the difficulty, and
the solution suggested than usually study the corresponding depart-
ments of other journals. They had, too, the satisfaction of knowing
that the answers given were not necessarily prepared by the editor

himself, but that the questions had been submitted to one or more

experts, who either wrote the replies, or gave the editor the necessary

points.

Taking the book 2 as it stands, without comparing it with the files

of the journal, we should say that the editing had been confined en-

tirely to the selection and arrangement of the material: The answers
do not appear to have been rewritten or amplified as they might

very well have been, since most of them bear the mark of the concise-

ness which is compelled by the limited space available in a journal ;

this is particularly noticeable in some cases where several questions
are asked, while only one is answered. Of course many answers
which appeared ingenious and satisfactory at the time have been
omitted as the advance made in the knowledge of sanitary laws has
shown that they were founded on false premises, so that what is

given may be accepted as the replies which the editor would give to

the same questions if they should be propounded to-day.
The book is excellently got up and printed, and the cuts, of which

there are one hundred and forty-six, appear to better advantage than
in the journal, while its contents are made readily accessible by a

fairly good index. It would be a great improvement, however, if the

titles of the several questions had been more judiciously worded : for

example,
" To prevent Rust in a Suction-Pipe" states neither the point

which the questioner raises nor is it considered in the answer. In run-

ning over the index we are surprised to find that the working of pumps,
concerning which many questions must have been asked, is almost

wholly neglected. In like manner we find no notice taken of the

perhaps most common question of all : How far from a leaching

cesspool must a well be put to ensure safety Y But where it is a

mutter of doubt concerning the connection of pipes and traps, the

management of drains, the circulation of hot-water, and many of the

inexplicable difficulties which the householder encounters this book

may be consulted with a fair chance that some other unfortunate has

had a similar ailment cured. The value of the book to the architect

is considerably enhanced by the publication in an appendix of the

plumbing laws of New York, Brooklyn and Boston.

FOR another useful publication, architects will have to thank another

editor, this time the editor of Carpentry and Building, who in collabo-

ration with an architect has done his best to prevent, the perpetuation
of those extraordinary differences in the amounts of the tenders made
bv equally honest and efficient builders for the same work. The

vagaries of the skin-builder and the men of straw it is not worth
while to consider, as their bids are generally thrown out, or when ac-

1 " A Text-Book on the Mechanics of Materials and of Jtetuiut, Columns anil

Sft'i/Ytf." By ManstieUl Merriam, Professor of Civil Engineering at lehigh Uni-
versity. Now York: John Wiley & Sons, 1W.

* "
f'ttimbiittf Problems:" or Questions, Answers and Descriptions relating to

HooM-Drataage and Plumbing, from the Sanitary Knyinecr, with 116 Illustra-

tions. New York: The Sanitary Engineer, 1883.

cepted it is with eyes open by an architect or owner who pits his

shrewdness against theirs, or by a board dealing with public lnn<l- :

in the first case no one cares which party gets bitten, and in the sec-

oud it is every one's business, and therefore no one attends to it.

The particular way in which these gentlemen pro|x>se to remove or

palliate the evil in through the use by the bidders of printed blank

schedules,* which they can fill up as they figure-out their quantities and
make their computations on the separate items of the work they pro-

pose to execute, and by so making use of them they make reasonably
sure that no portion of the work that architect and lawyer can prove
was to be part of the work contracted for by them has been over-

looked. These blanks, of course, are kept by the bidder, and are
not sent in as the tender itself : they are a superior kind of aide me-
moire which have a value apart from the assistance they give on the

job in hand
; for, preserved by the bidder, they will form a most val-

uable reference list which will be found of great service, even if, after

having used them for a reasonable time, the builder prefers to return
to the old guess-work method of preparing his bid, since instead of

saying to himself :
"
Well, I built just such a house for So-and-so, and

it cost so much, my profit was satisfactory, but as prices have gone
up ten per cent, I must add ten per cent to the bid I made then," he
can refer to the schedule he prepared on that job, and make sure
that he is not mixing it up with some other one.

It seems to us that these blanks are likely to be so serviceable that

we do not hesitate to suggest that instead of waiting for the builders
to learn that there are such labor-saving appliances, and slowly edu-
cate themselves into the habit of using them, the architects should
take up the matter, and keep a supply of the blanks on hand to be

given to every builder who wishes to prepare a bid. In such case
it would be possible for the architect to fill up one of the schedules,
and so be better able to check-off the bids made, and select the most
satisfactory : or he might fill up one in the gross particulars, and use
it as a bill-of-quantitics which the bidders could copy, and thus be
saved considerable time. The specially good points about the blanks
are (1) a memorandum of the "data upon which this estimate is

based," which includes a list of the drawings, the specifications and
the verbal explanations; (2) a copy of the proposal made; (3) a
record of the bids of all the competitors ; (4) a duplicate, schedule of

timber which can l>e torn out and sent to the lumber yard as an or-

der : this will certainly help make sure that each piece of timber is

received as ordered, and that no piece shall be used for any other part
of the work than that for which it was specially required. The bulk of
the space is apportioned under the several appropriate headings :

excavation, foundation, framing, lloors, roofs, doors, windows, etc., so

arranged that the cost of each step or feature can be footed-up by
itself, a line for " allowance and profit

"
Insing assigned to each, and

enough blank lines for use in case anything has been overlooked by
the compiler or the building have unusual features.

As yet only blanks for an ordinary house have been prepared, but
we believe that if they meet with acceptance, blanks adapted toother
classes of buildings will be issued. Besides the blanks is a little

hand-book giving the necessary explanations and lists of all the work
and materials required in building, which if it servo no other use
will prevent an architect from forgetting to mention them in prepar-
ing a specification.
Of course certain imperfections are to be expected and easily dis-

covered, but it is surprising to find that under "
plumbing," the only

pipe mentioned is the "
soil-pipe," and it is almost as surprising to

find that no one is expected to heat his house by steam or hot-water.
Still the blanks seem good enough to use, and we think that archi-
tects who like thorough work will give them a trial.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
A PAUPER BULWARK FOB GREAT BRITAIN. The world lias changed

since Swift's day, and a certain class of humor in which he excelled is

not appreciated now. Mr. Pratt, of Covent Garden, has not kept up
with the times. All survivals of a past epoch arc interesting to the

philosopher, and a "long printed document," which this gentleman
addressed to the Strand Board of Guardians should be peculiarly attrac-
tive to them; but less contemplative souls will not see the jest, prob-
ably. Mr. Pratt urges that all deceased paupers should be sent to
I Icrnc Bay for interment. A railroad might be built for the purpose.
The body, enclosed in a cheap coffin, should be buried in the soft sand
of the beach, at a considerable depth, and round it should be neatly
laid a bedding of concrete. This material would harden, of course,
and other corpses, similarly treated, ought to be placed upon the top,
80 that in no long time a solid wall of dead paupers, each protected by
his covering of concrete, would effectually stop any further encroach-
ments of the sea. Thus in death certain classes of the population
might be turned to account, who have, unhappily, failed to do the State
service in their lifetime. The Strand Board of Guardians \ composed,
as it should be, of robust and practical men. They declined, amidst
(Mrs of laughter, to debate this proposal, but it may be feared that

lliey did not eatcl- the spirit of it as our ancestors would have done.
They made merry, not so much with the fun of the idea as with Mr.
Prut. He will not win fame as a humorist. His suggestion for dis-

posing of dead paupers will not be quoted in all future time as a master
itroke of drollery. He was born an age too late. London Standard.

"* Handy Estimate Blankg," and the " Practical Estimator,'* being a conipan-
on and key to the "

Hawly Ultimate Blankt;
"

containing directions for preiuir-
[ g batlders' estimates, together with numerons tables und rules useful in such
work. Also a list of all the items ordinarily entering Into a building, so nr-
angod as to be a convenient and systematic reminder of the items to be listed.
Uy .1. D. Sibley, archiU'Ct and builder, and A. O. Kittredge, e lltor of t'ar/wifrv
HI! Ouildiny. New York: David Williams, X3 lUadu St., 18*3.
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THE FLOOR AREA OF THE PHILADELPHIA POST-OFFICE. The Phil-

adelphia Call gives the following measurements of the New Post-Office

floor-space :

Basement, PosK)fflce 6T.OOO sq. feet

First floor 67,000 sq. feet

Second floor, Assistant Treasurer 5X.OOO sq. feet

Third floor, U. S. Courts . 58,000 sq. feet

Fourth floor, various offices 51,500 sq. feet

Attic, storage 58,000 sq. feet

Total, 8J acres 35S>,500 sq. feet

MAKING LEAD SHEETS BY HYDRAULIC PRESSURE. By a German

patent, dated May 24, 1884, we see that J. Brandt, of Berlin, proposes
to make sheet-lead by hydraulic pressure, in a manner similar to that

in use for making lead pipe ,
instead of by the present method of work-

ing down a large block of lead to the required thickness by means of

rolls. The receiver for the lead is made of such a length as may be re-

quired for the greatest width of sheet which it is proposed to make.
The bottom of the receiver is connected to the pistons of several hy-
draulic rams, and slides up and down in the receiver. A part of the top
of the receiver consists of movable jaws, whose distance apart can be

nicely regulated by rack-and-pinion arrangement. These jaws being

opened sufficiently wide, a charge of molten lead is run into the re-

ceiver, and then the jaws are closed to an opening corresponding to the

thickness of sheet required. When the lead has cooled to the point
which experience shows to be most suitable, the hydraulic pressure

commences, and the lead is slowly squeezed out in the form of a sheet.

Engineering.

EXCAVATIONS AT OLYMPIA. The excavations at Olympia are to be
recommenced immediately under the auspices of the Archaeological So^

ciety of Athens. On these excavations the German Government has

expended so far a million marks, 20,000 more than is generally sup-

posed, the sums voted by the Reichstag and granted by the Emperor
having been supplemented at a later date by a large bequest from an

unknown quarter in Berlin. It is declared by those best qualified to

judge, that two-thirds of the site of Olympia still remain to be excavated.

The Germans themselves, however, seem to be glad to have done with

the work, as they have cleared out the principal parts where the rich-

est harvest of trouvailles was expected, while nationally they have de-

rived very little profit from the undertaking. They think they made a

great mistake in stipulating only for duplicates of what they found, as

of course no important objects existed in, duplicate. They fancy that

nothing of any great artistic value can now be found in the vast area

of the Stadium or in the other outlying structures; but the Greek soci-

ety has determined to clear away the vast mass of superincumbent
earth, and to bring back the whole site to the original level, so that the

lines of ancient Olympia may be clearly discerned. The local museum,
the gift of a patriotic Greek gentleman, is a large building now roofed

over, and is being plastered. In a few months it will be ready for the

reception of the statues and bronzes already found. Athenceum.

MODNT KEARSARGE RAILROAD. Mount Kearsarge, one of the lesser

of the White Mountain range in the State of New Hampshire, U. S.,

has for many years been a noted resort for lovers of mountains on ac-

count of the diversified beauty of the scenery viewed from the summit.

Although only 3251 feet in altitude, many travellers prefer it to other

of the White Mountains reaching to twice the height; in its outline from
some positions it reminds one of Mount Vesuvius. Hitherto it has been
scaled by a bridle-path somewhat too steep and slippery on the ledges
for horses to be used with perfect safety, reaching nearly to the sum-

mit. The construction of a mountain railroad has been commenced.
Instead of using the rack-and-pinion system adopted on Mount Washing-
ton Railway and elsewhere, or an inclined railway where cars are drawn

by ropes pulled by stationary engines, they are to use an ordinary trac-

tion railroad of two feet gauge, and by laying it out in the form of a

volute, the maximum grade is 265 feet to the mile, and the length of

the road will be eleven and one-half miles, or about five times that of

the bridle-path. By continually encircling the mountain, a variety of

landscape views will be obtained from the trains. Some of the curves
are necessarily sharp, the highest curvature being thirty degrees.

Engineering.

REMOVING MICROBES FROM WATER. Professor Frankland has re-

cently made a series of experiments on the relative efficiency of filter-

ation, agitation with solid particles, and precipitation as a means of

removing micro-organisms from water. His method was to determine
the number of organisms present in a given volume of the water, before

and after filtration. The filtrating materials were green-sand, silver-

sand, powdered glass, brick-dust, coke, animal charcoal and spongy-iron.
These materials were all used in the same state of division, being made
to pass through a seive of forty meshes to the inch. Columns six inches

in height were used. It was found that only green-sand, coke, animal

charcoal, and spongy-iron, wholly removed the micro-organisms from
the water filtered through them, and that this power was lost in every
case, after the filters had been in operation a month. With the excep-
tion of the animal charcoal, however, all these substances even after

being in operation for a month, continued to remove a very considerable

proportion of the organisms present in the unfiltered water; and in

this respect coke and spongy-iron occupied the first place. Water con-

taining micro-organisms was also agitated with various substances in

the same state of division as above mentioned, and after subsidence of

the suspended particles the number of organisms remaining was deter-

mined. A gramme of substance was in general agitated with fifty c.c.

of water for a period of about fifteen minutes. It was found that a

great reduction in the number of organisms could be produced in this

way ;
and the complete removal of all organisms by agitation with

coke is especially to be remarked. Precipitation by
" Clark's 'pro-

cess" also showed that it affords a means of greatly reducing the num-
ber of these organisms in water. Dr. Frankland concludes from his

experiments that although the production in large quantities of steril-

ized potable water is a matter of great difficulty, involving the contin-
ual renewal of filtering materials, there are numerous and simple meth-
ods of treatment which secure a large reduction in the number of orga-
nisms present in water. Exchange.

THE LONDON TOWER. In the future, it would seem, the Tower is

to be, even more than in the past, one of " the sights o' London." It is

to be divested entirely of its utilitarian chapter. The rifles in the Arm-
ory are to remain, but the whole of the large store of arms is to be re-

moved to the central depot at Weedon. This, we are told, is in fulfil-

ment of a desire that the Prince Consort had very much at heart a

desire that the Tower should be preserved wholly and simply as a build-

ing remarkable for its architecture and for its historical associations.

In accordance with this view, the barrack and hospital stores were re-

moved in 1869, and the accoutrements a few years after. The work-

men, of course, went also, and now the building will be deserted, so far

as permanent tenants are concerned, by all save the small garrison
which has always been maintained there. The arrangement will prob-
ably meet witli general approval. It is, perhaps, as well to separate in

this case the practical and the sentimental elements. The maintenance
of the useful functions of the Tower means, of necessity, wear and tear,
to which it is, no doubt, desirable that the building should no longer be

subjected. There is very much to be said for keeping such famous old

places as the Tower in as perfect a state of preservation as possible.
We can find plenty of localities for the storage of arms, but we cannot

adequately repair any damage which may be done to our ancient his-

torical landmarks. We can "
restore

" them in one sense, but not in

another. London Globe.

THE FIRST RAILROAD IN AMERICA. In the course of a paper read
before the Franklin Institute, bearing the title

"
Transportation Fa-

cilities of the Past and Present," Mr. Barnet Le Van corrects the com-

monly received statement that the Granite Railroad, built at Quincy,
Mass., in 1827, by Gridley Byrant, for transporting stone for the Bunker
Hill Monument from the granite quarries of Quincy, was the first rail-

road built in the United States. On this point he presents interesting

testimony to prove that, far from being the first, the Granite Railroad
was really only the fourth in order of precedence in the United States.

We quote from that portion of the paper relating to the subject, with
the simple comment that the statements made by the author are of con-

siderable importance from the standpoint of historic accuracy :

"
Rail-

roads were also first introduced in Pennsylvania. In September, 1809, the

first experimental track in the United States was laid out by John
Thompson (the father of John Edgar Thomson, who was afterward the

president of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company), civil engineer, of

Delaware County, Pa., and constructed under his direction, by Somer-
ville, a Scotch millwright for Thomas Leiper, of Philadelphia. It was

sixty yards (one hundred and eighty feet) in length, and graded one-

and-one-half inches to the yard. The guage was four feet and the sleep-
ers eight feet apart. The experiment with a loaded car was so success-

ful that Leiper in the same year caused the first practical railroad in

the United States to be constructed for the transportation of stone from
his quarries on Crum Creek to his landing on Ridley Creek, in Dela-
ware County, Pa., a distance of about one mile. It continued in use for

nineteen years. Some of the original foundations, consisting of rock in

which holes were drilled, and afterward plugged with wood to receive

the spikes for holding the sleepers in place may be seen to this day."

THE PURIFICATION OP THE THAMES. Our readers will remember
that from time to time we have published accounts of the evidence re-

ceived and the conclusions arrived at, by the Royal Commission, which
was appointed to inquire into the state of the Thames. It was found
that last summer the condition of the water reached a pitch of foul-

ness at which the nuisance became unbearable, and the whole riverside

population from Greenwich to Erith was more or less inconvenienced

by the stink. Those who had to gain their living on the water suf-

fered actual sickness, while the Commissioners themselves were attacked

by diarrhoea and vomiting after one of their visits. The state of affairs

grew so bad that the Metropolitan Board of Works were obliged to con-

fess that their crowning work was a failure, and sought to whitewash
its filth by a plentiful admixture of chloride of lime, which was used to

the extent of very many tons a day. All that time the advent of

cholera in this country was expected almost day by day, and the calm
assurance with which the danger would have been met, owing to the

otherwise capital sanitary arrangement of the metropolis, was a good
deal shaken by the uncertainty as to what effect the floating mass of

filth, regurgitating daily between Blackwall and Erith, might have on
the question. It was too late to do anything last summer, but every
one felt that at length the time had come when this crying disgrace
would be attacked. But we are again at the end of July and the

authorities have made no sign, and to all appearance have forgotten
that the Commission ever sat. But while officialism has been dozing
or sulking, private enterprise has been at work. Mr. Bailey Denton
and Lieutenant-Colonel Alfred S.Jones have acquired more than three-

fourths of Canvey Island, a large area of 4000 acres reclaimed from the

Thames, and separated from the Essex Marshes by Hole Haven and
East Haven Creeks. Here they propose to erect purification works,

using the solid matter to raise the ground up to high-water mark or

higher, and turning out a pure efHuent clarified by filteration through
the land. They estimate that there is space to bestow the solid sewage
matter for 100 years, and much additional ground could be obtained by
reclamation if needed. Added to the scheme is an offer to take the

sewage from the Metropolitan Board, and deal with it satisfactorily for

an annual subsidy of 110,000, or one penny in the pound of the metro-

politan rates. At the end of forty years the whole plant and land is

to be handed over to the authorities without further payment. This

proposal has been submitted to the Homo Secretary, and bears on its

face the stamp of earnestness and good faith, which should secure it a
fair consideration. Engineering.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE.
(luporteri fur The American Architect and Buildiutf New*.)

\Althtnigh a large portion of Ike building Melligenet
it proi'itled by their regular corretpondenti, the eaitort

yi tatty ileiire to receive voluntary information, eipe-

nally/rom the mailer and outlying tenant.]

BUILDING PATENTS,

tPrinted tpeci/tcatiani of anypatenttherementioned.
together tpitn full detail illHstrtitions, may be obtained

If the Cotnminioner of 1'atenti, at tfathinytun, for
tmuty-Jice nnti.i

323,808. WINI OW-SCBEEN. William O. Anderson,
Boston, Mass.

:ij::.iii>. BHICK-MACIHNE. Walfrid Burkmau,C'hl
cago. 111.

:i2.'i,ll. WASH-BASIN, ETC. William J. Gahlll,
Lenox, Mass.

323,919. KLEVATOB. Levl Daso, Montpelier, O.

323,1121. ANM'N< IATOK. Charles K. Dcy, Denver,
Col.

323,924. FIBE-ESOAPE. Wilhelm A. Evers, Edge-
wood, Ga.

32.1,930. CONSTRUCTION OF FIRE-PROOF ltrll.Ii-

INGB. Rafael Gnastavino, New York, V Y.
323.1H5. CHIMNEY-TOP. Davis L. McCaban, Balti-

more, Md.
323,9X9. BIT-STOCK. William S. Washburn, East

Bridgewater, Mast*.

323,991. DEVICK FOB HANGING WALL-PAPER.
Albert Wilcox and Eliza is. Wilcox, Maple Itnpids,
Mich.

323,998. SASH-FASTENER. John I. Barluger, Wa-
terford, N. Y.

324,oil. CLAPBOABD-GCAGE. Jebiel W. Dunly,
Attica, N. Y.

324,ul9. ELECTBIOAL ALARM FOB WINDOW-
SCKHENS. Henry Garrett, Dallas, Tex.

. 324.043. APPARATUS FOB MOISTENING THE AlB
IN COTTON MILLS. ETC. Mortimer Sherman, Lowell,
Mars.

324,074. HEATING-STOVE. Marlnus Jan Schuur-
beque Boeye, Zwolle, Overyssel, Netherlands.

:!24,077. WINDOW-SCREEN AND VESTILATOB.
John (>. Bronson, Chicago, 111.

324,07s. MECHANIC-AL BOARD-MKASUBE CALCU-
LATOR. Robert H. Bulloch, Savannah, Ua.

324,100. BOBINO-MACHINE. Johu Erust, Bay City.
Mich.

324,106. HEATING AND VENTILATING APPABATUS.
John L. Hamilton, St. Joseph, Mo.
321,121. SCBEW-DBIVEB. George F. Kolb, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
324.144. SAFETY-BRAKE FOB ELEVATOBS. John

W. Metz, Manchester, O.

324,147. WATKB-CULOB. Charles F. Nicholson,
Rochester, N. Y.

324,149. SHUTTEB-WORKEB. Harden Palmer, Ev-
erett, Mass.

324,170. TRANSOM-LIFTER. George H. Sargent,
New York, N. Y.

324,17*. WATEB-CLOSET. Rockwell Sayer, Chi-

cago, 111.

324,200. MANUFACTURE OF WHITE LEAD. Wm.
H. Wetherell, Philadelphia, Pa.

324,213. EAVKS-TBOUUH HAKGEB. William H.
Berger, Philadelphia, Pa.

324,230. MIXED PAINT. George T. Clare, Jersey
City, N. J.

324,236. MIXED PAINT. Robert W. Davis, Elrntra,
N. Y.

324,239. HOT-AIB FI.RNACE. Hosea B. Dewey,
Milwaukee, Wls.

324,252. SASU-HOLDEK. Abel Haskius, Chicopee,
Mass.

324.271. VENTILATOB. William H. Payne, Cam-
den, N. J,

324,278. REFBIOERATING APPARATUS FOB
HoiiNES. Johaun and Jacob Stuber. Syracuse, N. Y.

324,293. BATH. George Booth, Toronto, Ontario,
Can.

324,323. COMBINED TBY-SQUABE AND BEVEL.
Leonard D. Howard, St. Johnsbury, Vt.

324,331. HoT-ALtt FIREPLACE. James Philips,
Nashville, Tunn.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
LABORATOBT. E. F. Baldwin, architect, has pre-

pared plaits for the Trustees of the Johns Hopkins
University, for a fonr-st'y and basement brick and
brown-ume trimming building, 71' x 117', with
tower ..' high, to be erected uor. Monument and
Garden Sts.; Messrs. William Ferguson & Bro.,
builders.

BUILDING PEKMITS. Since our last report twenty-
three permits have been granted, the more Import-
ant of which are the following:

J. D. Taylor, B three-st'y brick buildings, w s

Pennsylvania Ave., s of Presstman St.

A. S. Adler, four-st'y brick building, n e cor. En-
taw ami Clay Sts.

Wyatt & Owens, 24 two-st'y brick buildings, e s

Newington PI., com. s e cor. Baker St.

F. W. Maldeis, 5 three sfy brick buildings, s s

Lexington St., w Calhouu St., and two-st'y brick
stable.
W. W. Watts. 14 two-st'y brick buildings, e s Gar-

rett Ave., bet. Beasor and Clement Sts.

Boston.

BUILDING PERMITS. Wood. Katt Sixth St., Knt.
45a-4i9, 6 dwells., la> x IS'; owner and builder, Jas.

V. Deviue.

I'aiitirliury HI., near Aurtln St., wood-shed, 14' x
20'; owner, Peter Donald; builder, F. B. MoLaugh
lln.

, St., dwell., 19' 11' x 4V; owner, Dr. H. Call
luiil.l. r, J. i'hilbrlck.

. nt., .\... 3. dwell., 24' x 34'; owner, (has
I . Kogers; builder. F. H. Perbam.
lluylttun St., near Centre St., greenhouse, W X

50'; owner, (i. F. T. Reed; builder, J. D. Wester.
Unnaint't M.. from Norfolk St., dwell., 22' and 26'

x i>'; owner. J. Green; builder, K. A. Carti-r.
Clement Ave,, near Farrlugton Ave., dwell., 21' x

3V; owner, Win. Mullen; builder, W. S. Mitchell.
n.-/,- at., near Harvard St.,dwi-ll.. 2l'and -_'x

x41'6": owner, Cheever Newhall; builder, Thomas
llurd.

.ijiriuff Park Ave., opposite Bnrr St., dwell., 28' x
34'; owner, Henry Breluuit; builder, J. K. Hell.

L'olden St., .Vo. 2*, storage, 22' x 22' and 3V: owner
and builder, W. B. yulgley.

Brooklyn.
HOUSE. On Willonghby Ave., a handsome house

4i" x K,', Is to be built for Mr. J. Napoleon l^mglii
of brick, stone and terra-oolta; from plans of Mr.
C. H. Gilbert of New York.

Ci.i it MOUSE. A large extension Is to be built to the
Oxford Club; from plans of Mr. John Mumford.

BUILDING pEBMiTs. AfriioMoujA St.,t s, 300* 1'

Lewis Ave., 3 three-st'y brown-stone dwells., tin

roofs, wooden cornices, cost, each, 6,000; owner
architect and builder, Geo. Rose, 241 Bedford Ave.
yan Mnren St., u s, 110' w Stuyvesant Ave., two-

st'y shoe factory, gravel roof; cost. 95,600; owner
William Nagle, 309 Hart St.; architect and con-
tractor, W. 11. Doughty; mason, M. J. J. Reynolds.

Ureene Ace.. .s>,7..' wPatchen Ave., two-st'y brick
and brown-stone dwell., tin roof; cost, $5,000; owner
Lucy Herron, 435 Pulaskl St.; architect and con-

tractor, Wm. Dawson; mason, W. M. Gibson.
/'c/i/'ir St., s s. abt. MI' w Henry St., three-st'y

brick tenement, gravel roof; cost, 4,000; owner, D.
S. Qulinby, Henry St., cor. Poplar St.; architect, J
G. Glover; builder, not selected.
Sixteenth St., n s, 100' w Sixth Ave., 2 three-st'y

brick tints, tin roots; cost, total, $13,000; owner,
James Beith, 274 Fifteenth St.; architect and build-

er, W. J. Couway.
Greene Ave., n s, 260'eSumner Ave., two-st'y frame

mansard, brick and terra-cotta dwell., tin and slate

roof; cost, $10,000; owner, Isaac C. l)e Bevoise, lot
De Bevoise Ave.; builders, S. J. Burrows and Marl-
rnus & GUI.
Scholf* St., A'o. 202, s s, 200' e Humboldt St., three-

st'y frame (brick-dlled) store and tenement, tin

roof; cost, 94,000; owner. Math. Keoune, 212 John-
sou Ave.; architect, G. Hillenbrand; builders, D.
Kreuder and Aug. Wurst.
fun t'oorhit Af., n s, 1UO' e Bushwick Ave., 2 two-

st'y frame dwells., tin and shingle roofs; cost, each,
$2,400; owner, Wm. H. C. Levorich, 253 Keid Ave.;
architect, H. Smith; builder, O. Dennis.
Moore St., A'o. 56, s s, 17.V e Ewen St., three st'y

frame (brick-filled) store and tenement, tin roof;
cost, $4,000: owner, Eva Hess, 90 Selgel St.; archi-

tect, E. Schreiupf; builders, J. Schneider and V.
Amiuon.
Morth Sixth St., s s, 100' w Fifth St., three-st'y

brick school-house tin roof; cost, $07,000; owner,
Kev. Martin Carroll, North Sixth St., near Fifth St.,

architect, Thos. F. Hough ton; builders, J. Uoouey
and F. G. Turner.

h'nltmt at., s s, 100' e Saratoga Ave., 15 three-st'y
brick (stone front) stores and dwells., gravel roofs;
cost, each, $7,500; owner, architect and builder, J.
H. Herbert. 141} Monroe St.

Twenty-third St., s, IBS' w Fourth Ave., two-st'y
frame (brick-fllled) dwell., tin roof; cost, $3,600;
owner, John Feltner, Twenty-fourth St. ; architect,
W. Wirth; builders, J. Sorenson & Kolle.

KroattuMy, s s, 7' 6'' w Tenth St., 2 four-st'y brick
stores and tenements, tin roofs; cost, $lii,000; own-
er, Johu Harper, 211 South Ninth St.; architect, K.
F. Gaylor.
Van Cott Ave., A'o. 151, n s, 25' w Klngsland Ave.,

three-st'y frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof;
cost, $3,800: owner and builder, Peter Smith, Van
Cott Ave., cor. Kingslaud Ave.; architect, Th. En-
gelhardt.

/in, rum St., A'o. 248, s s, 499' e Bnshwick Ave.,
three-st'y frame (brick-fllled) tenement, tin roof;
cost, $3,800; owner, Franz Freibig, 246 Boerum St.;

architect, Th. Kngelhardt; builder, P. Kunzweiler.
Palmetto St., Xot. 103 antl 105, n s, 40V w Central

Ave., 3 two-Bt'y frame (brick-fllled) dwells., tin roofs;
cost, each, $2,200; owner and builder, Mrs. Leah V.
C. Naul, 71 Palmetto St.; architect, Th. Engelhardt.
Melrose St., A'os. 164 and 106, s 100' w Knicker-

bocker Are., 2 three st'y frame (brick-fllled) tene-
ments, tin roofs; cost, each, $4,300; owner and
builder, Henry Eppig, Central Ave., cor. Jefferson
St.; architect, 111. Engelbardt.

Hici-i St., e s, 70' u Harrison St., four-st'y and cel-
lar brick tenement, tin roof, wooden cornice; cost,
$5,000; owner and architect, Johu Reilley, 292 Bal-
tic St.
JJecaiur St., n s, 14V w Snmner Ave., 5 two-Bt'y

front and three-st'y rear brick dwells., tin roofs;
cost, $26,000; owner Mrs. Lucy E. Edwards, 12 Ve-
rona PI.; architect, K. H. Hoile; builders, W. Bulk-
ley and Miller & Howe.

Tenth St., s, say e Sixth Ave., 12 two-st'y brown-
stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $4,500; owners,
architects and builders, Coxseus & Barton, 177 Stuy-
vesant Ave.

Ili.-ks St., e s, 44' n Harrison St., three st'y and
cellar brick dwell., tin roof, wooden cornice; cost,

$3,000; owner and architect, John Ueilly, 292 Baltic
St.

Tenth St., s 8, lay e Sixth Ave., 12 two-st'y brown-
stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $4,500; owner,
architect and builder, C. B. Sheldon, 208 Ninth St.

Duryea St., n s, 250' e Broadway, 7 two-st'y frame
(brick-Ulled) dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $3.000:
owner. Wen. H. H. Glover, 665 Kast One Hundred
and Thirty-sixth St., New York; architect. John
Fletcher; mason, J. Hennessey; contractor, J.

Fletcher, Jr.
aertimer St., B s, abt. 80' e Nostrand Are., two-

three-sl'y brick dwells., tin roofs; oot. each, $12,-
000; owner and builder, Anderson Miller, 1027 Pa-
cific .St.; architect, A. Hill.

forretl St., s s, 72 w Evergreen Ave. .six-it'; brick
machine-room aud storage bins, tin roofs; eost, $15,-
000; owners, 8. LU-bnuuiu's Sous, Forrest St., cor.
Bremen at.; architect, Th. Eugnluardt, builders, A.
Hofgesanc & Son.
Urmr >'., A... -.!, s t, 174' 2" e Broadway, three-

st'y frame dwell., tin roof; cost, $4.600; owners and
builders, Win. Klrklaud & Sons, 14 Grove St.; archi-
tect, F. Holuiberg.
Johiuon Ave., .'<>. 121, n s, 100' w Kwen St., tbree-

st'y frame store and tenement, tin roof; cost, $3,500;
owner. Fred. Zoeller, Leonard St., cor. Johnson
Ave.; builders, F. Stamuiler and F. Koche.
Isxmytan Ace., u w cor. Marcr Ave., three st'y

brick flat, lln roof, wooden aud Irou cornice; ant,
$5,000; owner, E. E. Nelson, 207 Hancock SI; archi-
tect, J. T. Miller.
Putnam Are., n s, nvi' w Stunner Ave., 9 three-st'y

brown-stone dwells., gravel roofs; cost each, $H,-
000; owner, architect and contractor, J. C. Bash-
field; mason, not selected.

// rlcimer St., n H, 41XX e Rochester Ave., three-st'y
brown-stone dwell., tin roof, wooden cornice; cost,
$5,000; owner, J. Fisher, 811 llerkimer St.; archi-
tect, A. Hill.

J'retidenl St., s s, 7.V w Henry St., four-st'jr brick
tenement, tin roof; cost, $17,000; owner, H. W.
Steams, 286 Court St.; architect, T. F. Hough ton;
builders, J. H. O'Rourke and H. J. Smith.
Jfulton SL.Xo. 1906, n s, 275 w Howard Av., two-

st'y frame (brick-filled) store aud dwell., tin roof;
eost, $3,500; owner, Louis Sturken, Fulton St.; ar-
chitect and builder, S. Hertleln.

Clay St. to Uox St.. at point KCC w Manhattan Ave.,
one-st'y frame stable on Clay St., gravel roof; cost
3,000; owner, Brooklyn Cross Town R. R., ,>5 Man-

hattan Ave.; architect and contractor, O. L. Chase;
mason, G. Stripes.

ALTERATIONS. Wiuhington Ave., So. 381, three-st'y
and basement brick extension, Interior alterations,
etc.; cost, $fi,000; owner, James P. Barnet, 270 Ry-
erson St.; architect, H. Kafka; builders, W. H.
Wbyte aud A. Beluhauer.

St. John's PI., u s, 10V w Seventh Ave., one-st'y
brick and stone foundation, slate roof, iron cornice;
cost, $10,000; owner, St. John's Episcopal Church;
architect. J. R. Thomas.
Seventh St., s s, 22ii'e Fourth Ave., raised 8', brick

wall beneath, area In front; cost, $4,500; owueis,
Trustees of Lutheran Church, by U. H. Schmllt
Fourth Ave. cor. Eighteenth St.; architect, H. L!
Spicer; builder, T. Bennett.

Chicago.
BUILDING PEBUITH. Mrs. K. liourke, two-st'y flats
318 Van Buren St.; cost, $2,000.

J. W. (jehrlg, three-st'y store and flats, 31s West
Madison St.: cost, $9,000.

J. Schneider, two-sfy dwell., 2440 Lasall St cost
$3,000.
A. Doolau, 2 two-st'y dwells., 3144-3U6 Rhodes

Ave.; cost, $7,000.
M. Papsobilskl, two-st'y store and dwell.. 3201

Wall St.; cost, $2,800.
Welsh Presbyterian Church, basement; cost, $3,-

S. O. Bodeuschatz, two-sfy dwell., 628 Taylor St
cost, $4,000.
H. I-ampke, two-sfy dwell., 163 Blssell St.; cost,''

C. Gray, 2 two-st'y dwells, and stores, 289-291 Wet
Chicago Ave.; cost, $7,000; architect, Palmer.
Wm. Bayue, four-si'y building, 1UJ-169 Locust St
0t, $26.I>00.
T. Ognen. two-st'y dwell., 1057 Jackson St.- cost

$3,000; architect, W. Thomas.
Mrs. L. MItcnell, two-st'y store and dwell 79

Eleventh St.; cost, $3,500; architect, Ruebl.
A. T. Ewlng. 2 three-st'y dwoll*., 374.W74S Ellis

Ave.; cost. $5,000; architects, Cobb & Frost.
M. Kratx, three-st'y store and dwell., iH Went-

worth Ave.: cost, $8,560; architect, J Frank
S. E. Tilllughurst, two-st'y dwell., 31 Pratt PI

cost, $3,0(10.

Klv.-y Bros., 2 three-st'y store and dwells 918-920
West Madison St.; cost, $10,000.
R. L. Murtin, 6 two-sfy dwells., 96-103 Slblcy St.;

J/Law'ler, two-sfy store and dwell., 566 Harrison

A. Lchmann, two-st'y dwell., 119 Wilcox Avo
cost, $4,tHN); architect, Thompson.
M. Born, two-t'y dwell., 3431 Michigan Ava

cost, $8.000; architect, L. B. Dlxon.
C. C. Helsen,six-sfy office-building, Dearborn St.-

cost, $do 00 1; architect, J. M. Van osctel
Tbos. Bird, two-sfy dwell., 117 Ohio St cost t4

000; architect, U G. yuackenboss.
' W>

<.
M. Kyan, three-sfy store and dwell. ,651 Fifteenth

St.; cost, $6,000; architect, J. Killeen.
S. Downey, two-sfy dwell., 367 Marshfleld Ave -

cost, $3.500; archlteot, Kiltanlcb.
''

H. Glesecke, 3 thre-fy stores mi I fUu 759-763
North Paulina St.; cost, $24.000; architect, T Karls
J. Sinclair, two-sfy dwell., 119 Laflin St.; cost

$5,ooo; architect, C.Thomas. '

S. Manning, two-sf.v dwell., 3315 Forest Ave.; cost,

tore - Are.;

Studebaker Bros. MTg Co., elgbt-sfy earrlaee re-
pository, 103-107 Michigan Are!; oost, $lSLooTa
chitt-ct, S. S. Beman.
E. W. Partridge, 7 three-stores and flats, 378-3*0-th St.; eost, 2,000; architect, C.O.

Av.; cost,..
Hjjjn*^'

Bros., two^fy flats, 8-10 Cass St.; cost,

J. C. Smith, 3 two-sfy dwells., McCalliiter PI
cost, 15,000j architect, j. (}. Cochraue

'

en<"
.

H. 8. Weeks, two-st'y car barns, Flonrnov St.-
cost, 20,000; architect, J. J. Fhinders'
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G. Goherz, two-st'y dwell., 91 Kendall St ; cost,

$2,500; architect, A. Schoof.
J. Uber, three-st'y stores and flats, 940 Milwaukee

Ave. ; cost, $8,000.

Josephat Association Church, two-st'y dwell., 228

Southport Ave.; architect, H. Wessner.
J. L. Campbell, 3 two-st'y dwells., 036-910 Park

St.; cost, SO,000; architect, J. L. Campbell.
A. W. Fischer, three-st'y store and dwell., 691 Chi-

cago Ave.; cost, $4,000; architect, D. Bloednor.
J. C. Anderson, two-st'y dwell., 33 Erviug PI.;

cost, S3.00 I; architect, C. O. Hansen.
D. Cameron, two st'y dwell., 304 Monroe St.; cost,

$5,000; architect, W. Thomas.
J. Clark, additional stories, 249-231 State St, ; cost,

$25,000; architect, J. J. Flanders.

Cincinnati.

BUILDING PERMITS. L. Denning, two-st'y building,
Pine St.; cost, $2,700.
Mrs. C. Little, two-st'y building, Kinuey and

Hackbery Sts.; cost, $6,000.
F. W. Brockman, three-st'y building. Mulberry

and Rice Sts.; cost, $4,500.
C. Kassan, three-st'y building, Molton St. and

Euclid Ave.; cost, *4,000.
P. Bradley, two-st'y building, Eastern Ave. and

Vance St.; cost, 43,400.
J. Graven, three st'y building, Dayton and Cole-

man Sts.; cost, 6.000.

Mrs. K. Gaff, four-st'y building, Perry and Plum
Sts.; cost, $7,000.

George Beyer, two-sfy frame building, Belvue
St.; cost, $2,000.
H. Werdman, two-and-one-half-st'y building, War-

saw Pike; cost, $6,500.
Brockmau & Co , two-and-one-half-st'y building,

Ohio Ave. and Parker St.; cost, $7,123.
A. Weiseuberger, Wheller & Emery; cost, $3,000.
R. Reimbold, two-st'y building, Corveiu St. and

McMillan St.: cost, $2,000.
S. F. Denton, two-and-one-half-st'y frame build-

ing, Locust and Gilbert Sts.; cost, $2,500.

Henry Rudmeyer, two -and one-half-st'y frame

building, New Baltimore Pike and Wayne St.; cost,

$2,188.
A. Schnieder, three-st'y building, Wheeler and

Clifton Sis.; cost, $2.500.
B. Dannehold, three-and-one-balf-st'y building;

Brown and Freeman Sts.; cost, $8,000.
Wm. Aseforth, three-st'y building, Race and Green

Sts.; cost, $7,000.
L.C. Black, threc-st'y building, Alpine PI.; cost,

$6,000.
J. P. Schar, two-st'y building, Westwood Ave.;

cost, $2,200.
Jacob Bauer, two-st'y building, Marshal Ave.;

cost, $2,500.
F. Ludke, two-and-one-balf-st'y building, York

and Western Sts.; cost, $2,000.

J. H. Gray, two-and-one-half-st'y frame building,
Eastern and Tusculum Aves.; cost, $6,000.
Mrs. E. Euphrat, two-and-one-half-st'y building,

Clifton and Warner; cost, $3,000.
F. Otte, four-st'y building, Central Ave. and Lib-

erty St.; cost, $7,000.
H. Werdman, Hopkins St., three-st'y building;

cost, $3,600.
Twenty repairs; cost, $13,020.

Repairing permits to date, 653.

Total cost to date, $1,366,673.

Minneapolis, Minn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Campbell Brothers, two -

st'y
wooden dwell., n e cor. East Twenty-sixth St. and
Gartteld Ave.; cost, $8,000.
A. Hathaway, two-st'y wooden dwell., 8 e cor.

Hawthorne Ave. and Seventeenth St.; cost, $10.000.

City of Minneapolis, two-st'y brick engine-house,
8 a Holden St., between Highland Ave. and Borden
Ave., n ; cost, $6,800.
Fred. D. Noerenberg, eight-st'y stone malt-house,

n e s Twenty-first Ave., near Twentieth Ave., s; cost,

$30,000.
T. Z. Curtiss, two-st'y wooden dwell., s WB First

Ave., between East Thirty-first and East Thirty-
second Sts., s; cost, $3,000.
Wm. N. Holway, 3 two-and-ona-half-st'y stone

dwells., s w a West Third St., between Morrison
and Twenty-sixth Ave., u; cost, $7,500.

J. M. Griffith, three-st'y brick veneer store and
flats n w s Fifth Ave., between Washington Ave.
and Third St.; cost, $4,000.
E. E, & T. A. Whitman, two-st'y wooden dwell.,

s w s North Irving St., between Superior and Laurel

Aves., n; cost, $5,000.
Jonas McCarty. two-st'y double wooden dwell.,

s w 8 Third St., berween Fourth and Fifth Aves., n e;

cost, $3,000.
Mrs. Esther Curtis, four-st'y brick store and office,

No. 106 Washington Ave., s; cost, $18,000,

N. Saunders, two-st'y wooden dwell., s w s Henne-

pin Ave., between West Twentieth and West Twen-
ty-second Sts.; cost, $5,000.

New York.

APARTMENT-HOUSE. At Nos, 1424 and 1426 Broad-

way, Mr. D. S. MoEtroy, proposes to build from de-

signs of Mr. F. T. Camp a flre-proof building to con-
tain fiats, bachelor suites and studios; coat about

$110,000.
AS.SOCIATIOX BUILDING. For the Young Woman's

Christian Association a building 75' x 101' 3", is to

be erected on East Fifteenth St.; from designs of
Mr. R. H. Robertson.

DEPOT. On thess Forty-second St., w Lexington Aye.,
the Forty-second St. and Manhattanville & St. Nich-
olas Ave. R. R. proposes to build a depot, 100' x 150'.

FLATH. On the w s Second Ave., running from the n
w cor. Eighty-sixth St., to the s w cor. Eighty-
seventh St., 8 five-st'y flats and stores are to be built

at a cost of about $170,000 for the Misses J. & S.

Rhinelander and Mrs. Mary A. Stewart.
On the s s Seventeenth St., 100' e Tenth Ave., 2

five-st'y flats, 25' x 75' each, are to be erected at a
cost of about $32,000, by Mr. Jno. W. Decker.

INSTITUTIONS. "The Laura Franklin Free Hospital
for Children," is to be built on the n s One Hundred
anil Eleventh St., bet. Madison and Fifth Aves.;
from designs of Mr. Wm. Shickel; the building will

have a frontage of 55', and is to be three-st'y, with
basement and mansard roof; Mr. Terence Kieruan
has been awarded the contract.
The St. Francis Xavier College on the n s Fif-

teenth St., bet. Fifth and Sixth Aves., is to have an
HO' front extension, two-st'y; built from plans of
Mr. W. H. Poole.

lliirsi-.s. For the Rev. J. J. Dmghty, a four-st'y
brown -stone house, 25' x 60', is to be built on the n
s Seventy-ninth St., 200' e First Ave.; from plans
of Messrs. Babcock & McAvoy.
On the n s One Hundred and Fourth St,, and the

8 s One Hundred and Fifth St., 140' e of New Ave.,
6 three-st'y and basement dwells., 10' x 50' each, are
to be built at a cost of about $7.),oo), by Messrs. Au-
son C. Squier and N. M. Whipple.

STORES At 62 College PI., 2 live-st'y stores, 25' x 100'

each, running through to 72 Warren St., are to be
built by Philip B. Parker, at a cost of $55,000; from
plans of Messrs. Babcock & McAvoy.

BUILDING PERMITS. Jersey St., a e cor. Crosby St.,
flve-st'y brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $12,000;
owner, Seigmund T. Meyer. 67 Broadway; architect,
A. L. Meyer; builder, W. F. Leunoii.

Varick St., Nos. 140 and 142, oue-st'y brick store,
tin roof; cost, abt. $3,000; owner, Trinity Corpora-
tion, 61 Church St.; architect and builder, L. H.
Williams.
West Thirty-fifth St., Nos. 520 to 524, three-st'y

brick factory, tin roof; cost, $16.000; owner, John
Graham, 354 West Thirty third St.; architect, An-
drew Spence.

Thirty-ninth St., n 8, abt. 140' w Second Ave., flve-

Bt'y brick tenement, tin roof; cost, about $16,000;
owner, Michiel Kane, 126 East Seventieth St.; ar-

chitect, John Mclutyre.
Eleventh Ace., Nos. 500 to 506, 4 flve-st'y brick ten-

ements with stores, tin roofs; cost, each, $13,800;
owner and builder, John Totten. 210 West Forty-
ninth St.; architect, M. L. Ungrich.
East Seventy-seventh tit., No. 429, two-st'y brick

church and school, tin roof; owner, The German
Evangelical Church, on premises; architect, U. C.
Me Lane.

Seventy-seventh St., a s, 73' w Third Ave., 2 flve-

st'y brick tenements with stores, tin root's; cost,
each, $13,000; owner, Siegmund T. Meyer. 57 Broad-
way; architect. A. L. Meyer; builder, W. F. Lennon.
One Hundred and Eleventh St., n s, 150' e Fifth

Ave., three-st'y and mansard brick hospital, tin and
slate roof; cost, $85,000; owner, K. H. Delano, Red
Hook, Dutchess Co., New York; architect, William
Schickel.

ALTERATIONS. ^-The Astor Library was closed this
week for important alterations to be made.
Seventh St., A'o. 288, new flrst-st'y front and inter-

nal repairs; cost, $3,000; owner, Gerald Fitzgibbou,
258 Seventh St.; builders, Grissler & Fausel.

West Thirteenth at., Nos. 5'I7 and 509, threa-st'y
brick extension, tin roof; cost, $3,500; owner, C. H.
Delamater, 424 West Twentieth St.; architect and
builder, J. Farrell; mason, J. Buckley.
East Thirty-sixth St., No. 11, new stone stoop;

cost, $3.000; owner, Robert Hoe, on premises; archi-

tect, H.'O. Avery; builder, D. Campbell.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PERMITS. liollon at., w of Ridge Ave.
two-st'y dwell., 19' x 36'; And. Slinkle, contractor.

Eighth St., n of Huntingdon St., 5 three-st'y
dwells., 15' x 52'; Jno. Loughran, owner.

Kit/hth St., n of Huntingdon St., 4 two-st'y dwells,,
15' x'.W; Jno. Loughran, owner.
Mitchell tit., e of Martin St., 2 two-st'y dwells., 15

x 44'; C. F. Hardeck, contractor.

Let/hffow St., n of Huntingdon St., 9 two-st'i

dwells., 12' x40'; F. E. Hoerech, contractor.
Richmond St., s of Bockius St., two-st'y dwell., 16

x 42'; A. M. Crosta, owner.
South Sixteenth St., A

r
o. 1016, two-st'y dwell., 16' x

60'; Isaac Smith, owner.
Ridge Ace., No. 916, three-st'y hotel, 18' x 70'; A

A. Harmer, owner.
Tioga St., w of Waterloo St., 10 two st'y dwells.

14' x 42'; Theo. Holly, owner.
Giranl Ave., w of Fifty-first St., 16 two-st'y dwells.

14' x 37'; Jno. Bateson, owner,
Coulter St., cor. Morris St., 4 two-st'y dwells., 15

x 40'; F. C. Biirr, owner.
Nineteenth St., n of Dickinson St., 2 two-st')

dwells., 16' x 415'; M. B. Stackhouse, owner.
Filbert St., No. 1203, four-sfy factory, 16' x 10'

T. Murfrees, contractor.

Bridge St., cor. Walker St., two-st'y dwell., 44' x
65'; stable, 42' x 46'; Jas. C. Doyle, contractor.

Olive St., e of Nineteenth St., three-st'y dwell.
16' 6" x 24'; Samuel Rea, contractor.

Twelfth St., n of Jefferson St., three-st'y dwell.
15' x 70'; J. H. Billington, contractor.

Eighth St., n of Green St., addition to church, 11

x 80'; contractor, same as last.

Clymer St.. Nos. 627 and 629, stable, 26' x 41'; C. J
Kelly, contractor.
Cumberland St., e of Broad St., 4 three-st'y dwells

17' x 48', Jos. Stuckey, contractor.
Sharswood St., w of Twenty-fifth St., 3 two-st'

dwells., 16' x 28': H. Thornton, owner.
Wright St., w of Twenty-fifth St., 3 two-8t'

dwells., 15' x 40'; H. Thornton, owner.
Carpenter St., w of Seventeenth St., three-st'

dwell., 16' x 48'; Geo. Barbtere, contractor.

Rulye Ave., s e cor. Montgomery Ave., three-st'y
store, 18' x 50'; A. R. Schoch, owner.
Lehigh Ave., near Germantowu Ave., three-st'y

dwell.; Chas. Bassett, contractor.
Somerville St., near Germantown Ave., 3 two-st'y

dwells.; contractor, same as last.

Nicetown Lane, e of Twenty-second St., 12 three-

st'y dwells.; Geo. W. Beabon, owner.
Twenty-seven/ It St., n of Columbia Ave., 9 two-st'y

dwells.; Jacob E. Ridgway, owner.
Nineteenth St., cor. Hamilton St., factory; John

Manderson, contractor.
Lambert St., s of Tasker St., 7 two-st'y dwells.;

Wm. Ellsus, owner.
Oakford St., w of Twenty-first St., 10 two-st'y

dwells.; H. R. Coulomb, owner.
tieiwl at., u of Arch St., four-st'y store; Benj.

Leech, owner.

St. Louis.

un.Dixr. PERMITS. One hundred and one p -rmits
have been issued since our last report, thirteen of
which are for unimportant frame houses. Of the
rest, those worth 2,500 and ovei1 are as follows:
A. Worthage, three-st'y frame dwell.; cost, 43,300;

J. W. Havens, contractor.
(!. S. Bulkley, three-st'y frame dwell.; cost,

$3,50J; G. S. Bulkloy, contractor.
J. B. Woestman, 2 two-st'y stone dwells.; cost,

each, 84,500; H. C. I5rinkmeyer, contractor.
John Hiues, two-st'y brick store and dwell.; cost,

$2.50 l; P. Tolck. contractor.
W. Wahlers, two-st'y brick store and dwell.; cost,

$7,000; H. Kllerman, contractor.
H. Rohlnng, two-st'y brick dwell.: cost, $2,500;

contractor, same as last.

J. Loesch, 3 adjacent two-st'y brick tenements;
cost, $4,500, Dorr, contractor.

P. Eunis, two st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,000; P. J.

Meagher & Sons, architects; contract sub-let.
H. Almstean, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.;

cost, 4,700; Ix>uis Weber, contractor.
Fred W. Podmore 4 adjacent two-st'y brick tene-

ments; cost, etch, $3,000; Fred W. Podmore, con-
tractor.
John Schultz, three-st'y brick tenement; cost,

88,500; Bothe & Rotmann, contractors.
Win. Keane, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,000;

contract sub-let.
J. L. Etzkarn, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,800;

Taylor, architect; P. Richers, contractor.
Joe C. Prichard, two-st'y brick dwell.: cost, $5,500;

Aug. Beinke, architect; J. H. Keefe, contractor.
W. B. Morgan, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.;

cost, $3,800; W. B. Morgan, contractor.
J. Mahou, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.; cost,

each, $11,000; J. Mahon, contractor.
John Ferrara, 3 adjacent two-st'y brick tene-

ments; cost, $4,700; II. W. Rocklage, architect; S.

Walter, contractor.
Wm. Graham, two-st'y brick store and dwell.;

cost, $3,000; Wm. Graham, contractor.
M. Barklage, 4 adjacent two-st'y tenements; cost,

$6,500; Henry Snedhoelter, contractor.
J. C. Morrison, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $5,000;

J. C. Morrison, contractor.
John Herl, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.; cost,

$3,400; Thos. Knittel, contractor.
A. Ausman, two-st'y brick fUt; cost, $4,450; F.

Bonny, contractor.
William Whittinger, two-st'y brick dwell; cost,

$4,300; Wm. Whittinger. contractor.
Mrs. Kennel, two-st'y double brick tenement;

cost, $3,25"; contractor, same as last.

C. Kainper, two-st'y dwell.; cost, $3,250; Wm.
Whittinger, contractor. .

M. Obrecht, two-st'y brick dwell
; cost, $3,250;

contractor, same as last.

Mrs. Kennel, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,300;
contractor, same as last.

W. J. Gerritgen, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,500;
Kluthe & Boeke, contractors.
C. Valleroy, two-st'y double brick tenement; cost,

$2,700; Thomson & Valleroy, contractors.
Future City Oil Works, two and three st'y brick

oil refinery; cost, $7,000; J. F. Rivers, contractor.
R. B. Lyle, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $6.5(10; J.

B. McElfatrick & Son, architects; S. II. Hoffmann,
contractors.

St. Paul.
BUILDING PERMITS. Two st'y frame double dwell.,
e s of St. Paul Street, between Somerset and Olm-
stead St.; cost, $5,000; owner, Wm. Richardson.
Two-st'y frame block of dwells., s s of Fifteenth

St., between Canada and Broadway; cost, $4,000;
owner, Harvey Hill.

Two-st'y brick dwell., cor. Minnesota and Ninth
St.: cost, $5,850; owner, Lilly M. l)es Meuil.
Two-st'y frame dwell., w s of Albion St., between

Waltham and Serouia Sts.; cost, $3,250; owner, O. L.
Rheaume.
Two-st'y brick block of dwells., w s of John St.,

between Grove and East Tenth St.; cost, $16,000;
owner, Catherine Darragh.
Two-st'y frame dwell., e s of Albion St., between

Feronia and St. Anthony; cost, $3,000; owner, Miss
Anna B. Osborn.
Two-st'y frame dwell., e 8 of Albion St., between

Ferouia and St. Anthony; cost, 2,800; owner, Chas.
Long.

COMPETITION.

SCHOOL-HOUSE.] [At Nashville, Tenn.]
The Board of Public Works and Affairs of Nash-

ville, Tenn., solicit designs for a school-building, to
be erected in the western part of the city, and will
furnish to any one applying therefor a printed slip
containing all information desired. Designs must be
delivered by September 1, 1885.

BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS AND AFFAIRS.
505

M KAIOi;iAL TO GENERAL GKANT.

We offer three prizes of $50 each for the best three
'

preliminary sketches " of a design for a Memorial
to General Grant, to be erected iu a large town at a
cost not exceeding $11)0,000.

Conditions: Drawings to be received at this office
on or before Saturday. September 19, 1885.
Drawings to be at any scale in pencil or ink no
brush-work or color the scale to be indicated on
the drawing. A brief memorandum of material and
probable cost to appear OH the. drawiny itself.
Each design to be represented by perspective (or ele-

vation) wilh plan, and, if necessary, section at smaller
scale.
Each design to be signed by a motto, and the au-

thor's name forwarded under seal. In case of publi-
cation, the author's name will be announced, unless
request is made to the contrary. The award will be
mtwie by a jury of architects and sculptors.
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IT
is quite enough to give enthusiasm a chill, this reputed in-

tention of the New York Grant Memorial Association to

raise one million dollars for the monument it hopes to erect,

and certainly enough to make one recall how rare is the man or

body of men that can be safely entrusted with one million dol-

lars which are to be converted into a monument that in more
than mere brute expcnsiveness shall justify the outlay. The
structures in this country that have been designed with the fore-

knowledge that there was a million of dollars to spend on the

work could be easily counted if indeed there are any and

not one of them is a monumental structure. Few can picture
to themselves what or how large a structure can be built for

such a sum, and the few who can do so can probably keenly

appreciate the gravity of the possibility of erecting a mere dis-

cordant mass, overloaded with frittering details, to the use of

which the designer was invited by the necessity of expending
one million dollars, instead of a monument which in true art

value shall fairly represent the money, and which there are so

few capable of designing. As a unit of measurement showing
how much in actual mass and how much in architectural and

decorative treatment could be accomplished with this magnifi-
cent .-'ini, we suggest that the committee and others consider

the pedestal of the Statue of Liberty, which will probably cost

less than one-third of the sum it is now proposed to raise. To
be sure it is safe to reckon that ten per cent of the sum will be

wasted, as usually happens where committees undertake such

work, and that another ten per cent or more will be absorbed

by salaries, experiments or what not, so that there will only be

three-quarters of a million to spend on the monument itself,

and by so much will the city be saved from the possibility of

perpetuating a too overwhelming failure. By the time this is

read perhaps one tenth of the desired sum will have been raised,

and if the appeals which the Association is now making to the

country at large which assert that their endeavors are of "true

National character and importance" are heeded, the other nine-

tenths may in time be raised. But we advise all people outside

of New York who desire to contribute to the Nation's monument
to General Grant to wait until Congress meets, for it is only

probable that steps will be taken at once to erect a national

monument at the Nation's capital.

WE have seen it stated that funds are being raised at nine

different places to erect as many memorials, but we have

noticed only the subscriptions at New York, Philadel-

phia, Chicago and Fort Leavenworth. Still it seems likely

that those who take part in our own competition, which closes

in another fortnight, will find that their endeavors may be ap-

preciated in one or another of these places. Meanwhile editors

and correspondents are busy making suggestions as to what

character these monuments should have, suggestions which

to the instructed have their amusing side. For instance, the

Springfield Republican advocates the arch because it is
" the

most permanent of all structures raised," and in support of this

says that there were " over twenty arches in Rome," and set-

;Ies the question of the permanency of arches by ingenuously

recording that " two have stood to this day
"

! while a Kansas
ml y recommends that the pedestal be " a triangular temple of

iron, paper and stone," which she thinks would be "
entirely

modern." For our part we have only two suggestions to

make, one that when the moment comes to raise money for the

Nation's monument the united assistance of the fourth estate

je secured, the editor of every newspaper in the country being
made ex officio a member of the soliciting committee, who on
one and the same day shall urge their readers to make each

contribution before night closes. If Congress will enact
t the sum so raised shall be doubled out of the National

Treasury there would probably then be in baud quite enough
to do honor to the memory which all desire to perpetuate. The
second suggestion we offer to the New York Association. If

it be their intention to accomplish something worthy, unique
and lasting, let them abandon thought of mortar, stone and

bronze, and consider that they have quite within reach an un-

paralleled opportunity of taking advantage of the handiwork
jf Nature. Hewn out of the living rock on the face of the

Palisades a unique and creditable monument could be created,

whether, after the manner of the rock-temples of India, a

structure of architectural lines and forms, or like the Lion of

Lucerne a sculptor's creation only, or a work where sculptor
and architect could combine their skill in fashioning a colossal

sculptured frieze perhaps five hundred or one thousand feet

long, just below the crest of the cliff, with architectural ter-

minals and supports. One million dollars could accomplish
more here than at any other spot to which materials must be

transported and when there hoisted into place, thus consuming
no inconsiderable portion of the fund in ineffective freight

charges and wages. We trust that it is not yet too late for

some competitor to give expression to these crude suggestions.

TJTIIE State Architectural Association of Iowa, as we learn

JJ" from the Des Moines Register, held its semi-annual meet-

ing at Colfax a few days ago. The attendance was large,
and the proceedings seem to have been very interesting.

Among the topics discussed were the Stockslager bill, relating
to the design and supervision of Government buildings, in

which certain modifications were decided to be advisable ; the

best form of building contracts ; the advantages of association

to the professions ; rules of practice and rates of compensation ;

the relation of architect and client; and the State building
laws. The Association voted to recommend certain changes
in the latter ; and showed its wise zeal for technical education

by ordering memorials to be presented to Congress in favor of

the public encouragement of architectural students, by methods
similar to those employed abroad ; and to the State Govern-
ment of Iowa, praying for the establishment of a chair of

architecture at the State University. Mr. Illsley of St. Louis,

President of the Western Association of Architects, took part
in the deliberations, which seem to have afforded an admirable

demonstration of the value of State organizations as a most effi-

cient means for advancing the interests of the profession. To
refer to a single point only, the recommendations of the meeting
which are most likely to be acted upon, and will, if followed, as

is very likely to be the case, perhaps result in more good than

any others, are those addressed to the State Government on

the subjects of architectural education and the building laws ;

yet such recommendations would be quite out of the province
either of local societies or of such comprehensive bodies as the

Western Association or the American Institute, and if made

by any of these would certainly be disregarded or resented by
the State Legislature. There is so much work to be done in

the way of correcting and reforming the current habits of

building that architects, particularly in their capacity of mem-
bers of associations, who will have that work to do, should

keep constantly in mind the fact that nearly all the conditions

under which people in this country live are established by
State legislation, as distinguished from local regulations or the

enactments of the Federal Congress ; and that if they wish to

effect any improvement in those conditions they can in most
cases do so only by application to the State Government. To
secure attention to such applications it is usually necessary to

show that the people of the State, not of a particular town or
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city, desire the legislation asked for ; and if this can be shown

there is no further difficulty. By their very constitution the

State associations are assumed to represent the technical inter-

ests of all the people of the State : there is no danger, as there

might be in acting on the recommendation of local societies,

that enactments desired in one town might be furiously re-

sisted in another; and whatever they advise seems, to the

average legislature, not only worthy of attention, as proceed-

ing from a body whose jurisdiction extends to the same terri-

torial limits as its own, but particularly suited for speedy em-

bodiment in a statute, on account of the probability that no

one will appear to oppose it.

0NE
of those singular miscarriages of generosity which

occur rather too frequently in this country to cast much
credit on our discrimination is described in the recent

New York papers. It seems that a certain Mr. Van Schaick,

a rich citizen of the town of Westchester, died there five years

ago, leaving by will a bequest of fifteen thousand dollars, to be

expended in the erection of a free reading-room, as a gift to

the town. The executors built a handsome reading-room, at

an expense of ten thousand dollars, which was completed in

1882, and prepared to turn it over to the town authorities, with

the remaining five thousand dollars of the bequest as a fund

for stocking the building with books and furniture. The au-

thorities, however, refused to have anything to do with the

structure, and it has remained since its completion in the hands

of the executors. Not long ago, the rest of the estate being

settled, the executors found it necessary to have the reading-

room definitely disposed of, and insisted that the town should

take some action in regard to it. A town-meeting was called,

and it was explained to the citizens that it would cost about

twelve hundred dollars a year to pay the necessary expense of

maintaining the reading room, whereupon they voted unani-

mously to reject the building and the money, which still re-

main in the executors' possession. We suppose that there

must have been some condition in the deed of gift, requiring
the town to maintain the reading-room in a certain way, but

there are so many modes of evading the intentions of persons
who are no longer capable of seeing whether their wishes are

carried out that we are rather surprised at the rejection by the

Westchester people of a building which could probably have

been converted later with impunity into an engine-house or
'

stable. When a few more of these examples have accumu-

lated, it will be worth while, we think, for some one to write a

book on the abortive charities of this country. Something of

the kind has been done for England, or rather for London,
where many curious stories have been collected ; and the

American instances would furnish a good deal of interesting
matter. To say nothing of the Touro charities at Newport,
founded for the benefit of the needy Jews of a town which no

Hebrew has inhabited for many years, there are in another

New England town two churches, both built by private mu-

nificence, and dedicated to the Christian religion upon condi-

tions which no one is willing to fulfil, so that they stand from

year to year empty. The condition imposed upon one of these

is, if we remember rightly, that a certain service-book, com-

posed by the builder of the church, shall be used in it, but this

single stipulation is sufficient to keep everybody out of the

church precincts.

'If CASE came up in England the other day, upon which the

F\ intellects of the judges seem to have been greatly exer-

cised. It appears from the Builder that a certain gentle-
man who owned estates in Cumberland had kept parts of them
as forest, many of the trees being larches. A year ago the

district was visited by severe storms, and twenty thousand
larch trees, valued at about as many dollars, were blown down.
The owner of the estate was taken sick about the same time,
and died before giving any directions as to the disposal of the

prostrate trees. In England, as with us, real estate, after the

death of its owner, is divided among his heirs in a different way
from the personal estate, and the executors, as trustees for those
heirs who inherited the personal estate, took it into their heads
that the broken larch-trees lying on the ground were personal
property, and laid claim to them for their principals ; arguing
that although trees growing naturally undoubtedly belonged to

the real estate, trees lying broken on the ground were no longer
real trees, but something else, and as miscellaneous or nonde-

script articles scattered about the premises would be personal

property, these broken trunks ought to be regarded as coming
under the same category.

HE heirs of the real estate, in contesting this claim, took

the ground that trees should be regarded in the same light

as buildings in their relations to the land on which they
stood. It is a well-defined rule in England that buildings at-

tached in any way to the earth form a part of the real estate,

and cannot be removed by a tenant, even though he may have

built them at his own expense, so that tenants who wish to

erect conservatories or other structures which they can enjoy

during the term of their lease, and carry away with them when
it expires, are obliged to make them completely portable. Ac-

cording to this principle the larch-trees, which, although over-

turned and uprooted, were connected by a few fibres with the

earth, still constituted a portion of the real estate of their de-

ceased relative, actual separation of the trunks from the roots

being necessary to convert them into personal property. This

singular dispute was tried twice before the highest court in

England. On the first trial the justice held, with the execu-

tors, that broken trees were no longer trees, but something
else, and ordered judgment for the plaintiffs ; but an appeal
was taken to the full bench, and the Lord Chancellor himself

pronounced the decree which reversed the former decision, and

awarded the property to the owners of the real estate, saying
that if any trees had been severed, even though some of their

broken fibres were covered with earth, they would belong to

the executors, but so long as a tree remained attached to the

ground by ever so slender a fibre it was real estate, and went

with the land to which it was attached.

HE British Architect has lately contained an excellent little

series of articles on Hospital Planning, in which we find

some points which are new to us, and will be, we imagine,
to many of our readers. All architects understand the main

principles of hospital construction, and know that isolation of

patients, and ventilation and sunshine in the wards, are the re-

quirements to be satisfied before all others, but every one may
not be aware of the thoroughness with which these require-
ments are now fulfilled in the best work. According to the

writer in the British Architect, twenty-five patients to the acre

of ground is considered a reasonable allowance in the most mod-
ern Continental hospitals, and the wards are so spaced over the

site devoted to the hospital as to secure about this proportion.
Unless the area is very limited, all hospital wards of the best

class are now built in one story, but in case of absolute neces-

sity the medical wards are made two stories high or more,

surgical and infectious wards remaining in all cases of one story

only. The wards are also, in the most modern examples, com-

pletely detached from each other and from the administration

buildings, even the open corridors which were once thought

necessary being suppressed. This, of course, occasions a cer-

tain amount of inconvenience in bringing supplies from the

kitchens and administration block to the wards, but the cooked

articles from the kitchens are kept warm during transportation

by being placed in covered iron trucks with hot-water jackets,
and the annoyance to the physicians and attendants incident to

going out of doors whenever they pass from one building to

another is considered to be more than compensated by the

greater security of the patients from infectious or communica-
ble diseases. The principle of isolating the wards from the

ground, by raising them upon a low basement open to the air, is

now universally adopted, the height of the basement being usually
restricted to three or four feet, so that there may be no temp-
tation to use it for storage, to the detriment of the healthful-

ness of the ward over it. Within a short time an innovation,

undoubtedly suggested by the experience of military surgeons,
has been introduced in the best civil hospitals, and will probably
become an important feature in the planning of future build-

ings of the kind. This novelty is the addition of large open
balconies, closed only at the ends, to the wards, into which the

beds of the patients are moved during the summer months, re-

maining there night and day except in stormy weather. At
Halle and Dresden, neither of which have a particularly mild

climate, this arrangement has been adopted with great success,
and the Bethauien Hospital at Berlin has been altered to con-

form to the new idea.
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CAKVING AND FUKNITUKU. 1

I
begin witli the general consideration of a

certain branch or development of the art of

sculpture, i propose to treat it mainly as

one of the sumptuary arts, concerned with the

furniture of buildings and houses of everyday
use.

French critics speak of wood-carving as

sculpture in wood cor-

rectly as regards the

word. It is sculpture if

we produce a figure, a

flower, or a leaf out of

solid wood or any other

material. But the proc-
's of what we call

sculpture are different

from those of carving

k
\vitli mallet and chisel,

with which we are now
concerned. I shall ap-

ply the word sculpture

only to wood-work in

very hard materials, in

which the surfaces have

to be bored and scraped,
and where the character

of the design is suited rather to the gallery or the shelves of a col-

lector, than to the decoration of walls or furniture.

Now when any one not a wood-carver or furniture maker by pro-
fession ventures to assume the master's chair, a serious question is

forced on his attention at least on mine and it is this: How
comes it that any one should be lecturing on one of the arts con-

nected with daily life, except a professor or a master to his own
class? And it must be answered that wood-carving, as a sort of

necessary accompaniment to the architecture of the day, seems to

have fallen into desuetude. Sumptuous and well-made furniture is

produced in London and other large cities; but carved cornices,
carved panel-mouldings, carved fireplaces, doorways and so on are so

very rare that we have to rouse attention to the carvers' art as if it

were a revival. Nevertheless, the value in which carved work is

held may be measured by the prices at which the fragments of Old
London are being bought up, and the place which many of these

fragments occupy in our national museums.
This disuse of* carving in modern houses being our excuse, I hope

we do not waste time in devoting an occasional evening to a subject
in which I am myself so deeply interested.

Before going further, let us dismiss with a word or two what has
been called sculpture in wood. Box is the wood most commonly used
in wood-sculpture ;

it is of slow growth, hard, close-grained, with nar-

rower alternations of hard and soft in consequence, and less liability
to shrink or split than is the case with oak or pine. It will retain

sharp-edged lines of relief, incredibly fine, as we see in some modern

wood-carving. It is in use for figure sculpture and other subjects

requiring knowledge and skill of the highest kind. There is, how-
ever, a good deal of bold carving in box and pear, cut out in bold
curves and sweeps, as if the wood were no harder than pine. The
Kensington collections contain curious examples, the work of Ital-

ians of the sixteenth century. I should call all such work carving
rather than sculpture, because of the character of the work.

2. I think it may be maintained, looking at Old London, that wood
in our climate is the due complement of stone and brick. It is the

inside lining of which the hard material is the outer coat. Wood
panels are not freezing to the touch. They make interiors warm and
comfortable, as well as rich and dignified. From the ease with
which the materials can be cut, we get effectual decoration in actual
relief of light and shade; and, once done, it is found to be as durable
as the walls of the house, and in no danger of those dismal chips and

peelings to wiiich the plasterer's work is so subject.
I was struck with the CMitrast between the present system and the

older one, by what I saw in a beautiful country house not long since.

The house itself is old, the exterior finely carved in stone. The inte-

rior has been refitted and arranged at a great cost. The woodwork
of shutters, and dados in two woods, is admirably fitted. All that the
steam plane and modelling irons can do is finished to perfection. On
the other hand, when I looked for carvings, I found lines of mould-

ing, key-frets, and so forth, not carved in wood, but in lengths of

stamped putty or other compositions glued on. In no long time I

observed much of this applied composition curling up and coining off.

The builder had to renew it. It struck me with astonishment that
where so many thousand pounds were spent on joiner's work, one or
two hundreds could not have been devoted to carving.

I do not know what convulsions of society or phase of manners has
made so important a change, and eliminated from our houses decora-
tion so necessary for their completion. It may be that the wars
with which this century opened were a turning-point in history with

regard to the plastic arts. Perhaps when large London estates were

rapidly covered with houses, that scourge of London arose, the
modern s|>eculattve builder. Calculating on a rapid fortune, he

1 A lecture by J. Hnngerford Pollen, delivered before the Society of Arts, anil
printed in Ihe Journal of the Society.

invented one, house. That one house has been repeated ail injinitum
a forlorn design it is, and the example so profitable to the builder

has covered modern London with the dreariest streets to be seen any-
where ill Kunipe.

It seems useless to discharge these thunders when the work is done,
and so it would be were better prospects hoixrless; but, in my opin-
ion, this is far from being the case. The work of Air. Norman Shaw
and some other architects gives me some solid grounds of hope.

They have grappled with a dilliculty obvious to reflecting minds. All

men are not agreed in their likes and dislikes, occupations or habits

of life. Why should they all be compelled to live in houses of on
and the same type ami shape? The gentlemen I havn named have
tried to fit the house to the man or family that are to live in it, not to

force the inhabitants into houses that do not suit them. I do not

profess to admire all I see in Queen Anne houses. I do not cnre for

mere eccentricities, nor for details designed merely as qtmi illnesses,

and put where they are without any corresponding convenience or

advantage. But in general I think the inventors o? our present red
brick houses have done an essential service to London.

I refer to architecture because it is absolutely necessary to do so.

Furniture, whatever we include in the term, is intimately connected
with the house it furnishes. To treat of walls is to consider how the

architect has built them, and how they ought to look inside when his

house was finished. I do not reckon the house in the modern street

in Cubittopolis for instance, or the streets abutting on the New
Koad I do not reckon them as worthy the name of architecture.

They are bricklayers' and carpenters' work, and nothing more. No
mind whatever has left its stamp upon them. If carving finds its

way into such houses it has been purchased by the occupier, who
wants to make the one he lives in as unlike its neighbors as possible.
Not so in the case of Old London ; the narrow streets and lanes

that were built after the fire contained houses of which many noble

examples yet linger in the city. Consider, on the othe- hand, the

vast and imposing public buildings that have risen belw n I'alace-

Yard and Cromwell Koad. It is worth while to ask what pan. .-.idi

beautiful and effective decoration as wood-carving plays in the inte-

rior of thoe buildings, if we except the Parliament Houses of Barry
and Pugin? So far, then, as to the connection that there ought to

be between architecture ami carved wood
; architecture in general,

and that revived brick architecture in particular, of which I have
had occasion to speak.

3. Now let us consider more particularly what the opportunities of

the carver are, and what different methods of treatment he has at his

command. I say he, but I ought to add or she, for we have many
excellent lady carvers. What are the carvers' opportunities ? There
are the beams of which parts of all houses are constructed, and
which, being of wood, are to be carved, when the style of the architect-

ure exposes them to view, as in church and hall roofs, rooms in which
the joints of the floor above are exposed, etc. As beams and timbers
are concentrations of strength, they often have to bear walls that
exceed their thickness, and project beyond their edges, such as door

lintels, architraves, and the like. In these cases it is the angular
edge, or so much of the edge as will not impair the strength of joists,
or rafters, that can be carved effectively. In the case of a post, such
as a stair newell, the king-post of a Gothic roof, both edge* and sides

can be carved, extra length of wood being allowed for the purpose
above the stair newells, or below the king-posts, without interfering
with the actual purpose of these posts, either in reality or apparently,
apparent strength being necessary to due effectiveness.

As to running mouldings worked on edi;es, whether of beams,
joists, rafters, or rails of any kind; or again, on the angles of door
and window jambs and lintels, or on the framework of panels, the
distinct rolls and hollows of which they consist must be limited in

number. There should never be less than three, that a due propor-
tion between the members may be maintained, nor should they be too
numerous. Brackets have so many distinct ends projecting over the
other. Cornices are made up of rows of brackets, or are one contin-
uous running bracket. In this way cornices represent thickness of
wood projecting from the wall one above another, and should repre-
sent, say, an upper, a middle and a lower projection. We ought to

preserve this idea in complicated cornices, and give emphasis to the
middle feature; then there will be a group of lines above it and a

group of lines below. These groups break the angle between roof
and wall, or anything that represents roof, such as the top of a chim-

neypiece, of a doorway, and so forth. When you see an unmeaning
succession of repeated mouldings, as you often do in builder's decora-

tion, you will feel that the real idea of their relation to each other
has never been grasped.

4. Wall Surfaces. If from solid timbers we pass to wall-surfaces,
it is obvious that large wall-spaces can only be covered by framed

panelling. The framework must be of sufficient thickness to be

grooved to take the panels, and this extra thickness has to be ro-

lieved from the heavy appearance of a mere thick edge. We have to
ease down the edge by mouldings or lines in relief, some bolder,
others finer, as the edges of the frame decrease till they meet tb

panel.
In a large room cut up into panelling, the general effect will depend

on the size and proportions of the panels, to height and width of the

room, and of the rows of panels to each other. Panelling requires to
have some rows taller than others, and to have upper and lower rown
of less height than the general order. Upon the size of the panel*
will depend the boldness and size of the mouldings. We meet with
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large panelling in which the mouldings ai-e planted into the junction
of frame and panel, and exceed the thickness of both. I do not

think it a good feature, and it is often a vulgarism. In carving
mouldings there are two rules to observe one, that the general
form and outline of the original lines, or bars, or hollows moulded by
the plane have to be preserved ; another rule is that no work put
upon these features ought to be allowed to quarrel with the direction of

their lines. Foliage or plaited ornaments should run at right angles
with that direction, and he delicate enough to lose themselves at a

distance, at which the original moulding only can be distinguished.
But in all large surfaces of panelling the greater quantity of mould-

ing will be worked mechanically by a plane-iron filed to the curvature

required. If you examine the small panelling of the fifteenth century,
much of it will be found to have been executed by a tool worked by
the fingers, after the wood has been framed together. The mouldings
die down without meeting in the angles, but these mouldings are nec-

essarily small and shallow. On furniture, chests, and other more im-

portant joinery, mouldings seem to have been cut throughout with
the carver's gouge.

Here, then, we have the treatment of edges of panels. How ef-

fective they can be made I need not say. Panels are sometimes made
of wood, so thick as to be brought up to the level of the rails that

frame them, and reduced by wide bevellings to meet the grooves of

stiles and rails. The thick parts are left with a defined edge, as

though a thin extra plank were added to the thickness. I consider
that the proper purpose of this thickness is to allow of carving.

Carving in these parts has to be in very low relief historical sub-

jects or leaf-work compositions. Figure-carving in such places is

sometimes of extraordinary merit. Examples can be seen among
the cabinets of the Soulages collection in the Kensington Museum.
There are, of course, parts or features of all interiors in which the

carver has to put forth all hia powers, those in which bold relief can
be employed door-heads, fire-places, and other prominent features.

Here will come figure-work, bold foliage, heraldry, and the like.

5. Piercing and Turning. A different class of carved work con-
sists in pierced carving; screens, fittings, of openings of various
kinds in which light has to be seen through, and not thrown on
to wood-work. And again, another in the work of the turning-lathe.
No combined wood-work, on a large scale, can be carried on without
the help of the lathe. We have but to look at old houses in our own
country, and, indeed, may refer to the paintings and sculptures of

antiquity in which furniture is represented, to see how large a part
was played in its construction by the lathe.

In the sixteenth century, German turners showed astonishing in-

genuity in the eccentric motions contrived in the turning-lathe. But
here I am only thinking of the commonest operations of that engine,
and we can hardly appreciate how effective its action can be made.
I will show, in a later lecture, some examples of Arab turned work.

In these various operations there is room for infinite variety of

treatment, and judgment as to the best way of disposing one's powers
with due economy of labor and cost. Employers have certainly to be

encouraged to employ the carver
;
but to make his work effective it

is indispensable that he should be able to show it in all varieties,
whether abundant in quantity or not.

6. Generally and broadly sneaking, what is it that makes carving
effective? Not extreme skill in cutting, nor absolute imitations of

nature, however good. It is a knowledge of, or rather, an habitual

recognition of, laws that govern all composed design, which becomes
what we know by the word feeling. We have spoken of mould-
ings on the edges of wood-work, and of compositions of foliage
and figures, heraldry, and other ornamental composition. What
is the law that governs the due prominence and arrangement of lines
and masses? I consider mouldings as bars or borders of light, sep-
arated just so much from the surface to which they form an edge as
to show their outline. This first edging is the largest and widest, as
it is on the thick portion of the wood

;
on its shaded side it dies grad-

ually till it ends in a smaller roll, and then, perhaps, a sharp arris.
Here is a group of lines carefully adapted to each other. If we draw
a doorway or an opening, an agreeable effect is produced by the mere
use of a few lines of pencilling to indicate the gradual introduction
from the light to the shadow. Mouldings produce a similar effect in
wood-work. Mouldings may vary indefinitely in the proportions of
the light and shadow that run along them, and the way these ele-
ments are contrasted. If you watch the growth and decay of styles
of architecture, it is in the multiplication, or breaking up, or loss of

meaning of mouldings that these stages of decay and corruption are
most obvious. Mouldings form three-fourths of the carver's work.

7. Compositions in Full or very High Relief. Carry this principle
farther into the composition of carved groups, such as fill sunk pan-
els or pediments. One may be able to carve the figure of a man, a
lion, or a piece of foliage, but so to combine a number of such figures
as to make each of them evident, to give the grace or the force

5

that
belongs to each of them respectively, and when combined to form an
agreeable and well balanced composition of masses and line of li<*ht
here is the difficulty.
A picture is a little passage of history real or supposed, a piece of

dramatic action or it is a view of nature. Composition, a graceful
arrangement of line, is of importance in either case. But toput to-

gether things that differ in nature and structure from each other, a
man, an animal, a scroll of foliage, in the way required for the deco-
ration of a pilaster, a pediment or a piece of wall, we have no such
guide as the painter has for his picture. There is no story to tell, no

connection as in the elements of a landscape. They must be brought

up to the light, be combined or separated, or be partly concealed by
scrolls or leaves in such ways as will look well even before the carver

has entirely satisfied us what he intends his prominent masses to be,

while still unfinished. The greater the
dignity

of the group, as, for

instance, one composed of men only, as in a Greek pediment, the

more distinct must be their shapes, and the fewer decorative addi-

tions near them. The Greeks colored their pediment compositions
to make them more distinct than they could have been in mere white
marble. As in mouldings there are larger and smaller lines, so in

carvings in the round or in high relief, we have to compose the deco-

ration in such ways as not only to give prominence to the most impor-
tant portions, but generally to balance one side of it with its opposite,
to have also a subordination of small to larger masses. Sometimes a
balance is maintained by a repetition of detail on opposite sides of a

central stem or figure. Sometimes in a more subtile manner, not by
a repetition, but by an equivalent, in different parts, perhaps, of the

space to be filled.

8. Relief. -Regarding the amount of detachment or absolute relief

that good carving in such cases ought to have, it will depend on the
character of lightness and of movement the carver wishes to give his

work. Generally, carving of this kind should never lose touch in ap-
pearance from the mass to which it belongs, and should die gradu-
ally into the shadow. Much excellent carved work loses value from
too much under-cutting, even in the work of so great an artist as

Grinling Gibbons. Further, if carving is not to appear as if it

floated in a disproportioncd sea of shadow, neither should it be so

crowded up as to become indistinct. I have seen sideboards in

some of our great exhibitions in which much careful and laborious
work was spoiled by ill-arranged crowding of figures and other de-
tails. Nor can decorative carving be carried, except to a limited

degree, to the direct imitation of nature. As nature would not join
animal and vegetable life together, so we are to represent natural
life and living objects not as if we were making definite pictures of

them, but such features of their nature as will gracefully express the

arrangements of light and lines as are required for our immediate

purpose, and no further.

The value of light and its concentration on masses of relief is of
the first consequence to the carver, grace of line is second. Not that
the two are separable, but the composition of masses seems to me the
more difficult of the two.

9. I have alluded to pierced work
;

it is either made in scrolls of

foliage or plaiting, such as we see in the furniture of the last cen-

tury. Tables, chairs, rows of corner shelves, and so on. The legs
and backs of chairs and tables are pierced, and the edges of tables
and shelves, surrounded by tiny galleries of pierced mahogany.
These objects require no great amount of knowledge to design, and
scarcely deserve to be called carving, but they are not devoid of a
certain elegance and agreeableness ; generally, the material and
workmanship aro admirable. Oriental wood-carving presents us
with frequent screens and large even spaces broken only by pierc-
ings, and the piercings less in extent than the solid portions. They
are, if rightly placed, full of value in general arrangements of wood-
work

;
broad even spaces expressive of repose, having the character

of minute workmanship and richness, though mere repetitions of
some simple pattern.

Here I leave off this short review of what seem to me the more
important divisions of the carver's field of work. I say little as to
what he may attain to as a sculptor, or a carver of images, statuettes,
and other fine examples of his skill. I want to confine your atten-
tion to subordinate and decorative work. A carver's first duty, no
doubt, is to carve, to have a light and subtile hand, and a perfect com-
mand of the gouge and chisel. But the most dexterous of carvers
runs the risk of faults which may spoil his efforts. He may be un-
certain of his aim, not knowing clearly what he wants. He may be
weak, wiry and dry, or ostentatious and redundant; feeble, in short,
or vulgar, or both. He ought to know what he wants, why he wants
it, what the style of his walls requires for its due completion in each
instance. If the work proposed is new to him, he has to master the

spirit of it to the best of his abilities. He has to decide how to keep
his carving light without loss of strength ;

full and sufficient, without

crowding and redundancy; orderly and balanced with a judicious
distribution of the work he can afford to bestow on his wall, or room,
or house, or cabinet, or whatever he takes in hand

;
to secure unity

of design throughout the whole, whatever variety of detail he may
employ in different parts.

THE RAVENNA MOSAICS. The mosaics in most of the churches at
Ravenna are undergoing renovation : in fact St. Apollinare Nuova and
the Baptistery are tlie only ones in which a scaffolding is not erected
for the purpose. And the latter of these two is threatened. The mo-
saics in it are not in a good condition, and appear to have been picked
off as relics by visitors at their will. There is, and has been for
some time (judging from the fact that it is reported in most guide-
books) an idea of raising the whole building by machinery. At present
it is what might be called an open sepulchre, only surpassed bv the cat-
acombs of St. Sebastian at Rome. Ravenna should not be visited by
English travellers during the hot weather, as in most of the churches,
in which places all of the interest is centered, notably St. Vitale and
St. Apollinare in Classe, there is stagnant water, which lias a horribly
putrid smell, within eighteen inclies of the surface. The drinking
water, which is much the same, is also very bad, and if taken, even
with wine, produces uncomfortable results. The Builder.
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THE CAUSE AND PREVENTION OF DECAY IN BUILD-

ING-STONES. 1

HE origin of

the investi-

gations as to

the cause of the

decay of build-

ing-stones was
the observation

by the corpora-
tion of the Tito-

, ity Church, New
York City, of

1

signs of decay in

the stone of some
of the structures

under its charge.
The investiga-
tion was intrust-

ed by that corpo-
ration to Profes-

sor Egleston, and

authority has
been given to

publish the re-

sults. The build-

ing-stones mostly used in the United States may be classified as gran-

ites, sandstones and limestones. The decomposition of the granites

is slow, and has been carefully studied. An example is the Egyptian

obelisk, now in Central Park, New York, which has stood for two

thousand years in a dry climate. A crumbling decomposition had

occurred to some extent before it was brought to America. Since its

arrival in New York the disintegration has been very rapid. Pieces

can be picked up after every storm. If it be not in some way placed

under cover, the injury will in fifteen or sixteen years be probably

bevond repair.
It is usually supposed that the sandstones that are used for build-

ings are homogeneous and composed of very few substances. The

examination of the stone of Trinity Church, however, shows that it

contains twenty-six different minerals, none of which were recogniz-

able without the aid of a microscope. The sandstones may be

divided according to their binding material, as those containing an

organic, a ferruginous, a calcareous, or a silicious binding material.

Those containing the organic material decompose and go rapidly to

sand. Those containing
the ferruginous binding material are very

uncertain, the amount of iron frequently being just sufficient to hold

the sand together, and sometimes after a slight exposure the material

decomposes entirely. Those containing a calcareous binding mate-

rial are affected by the weather, and after a certain time in large

cities this calcareous cement is entirely removed and the stone goes

to pieces. The silicious binding material is not affected.

As an instance of the way in which these stones decompose : the

Cathedral at Kodez, in the department of Aveyron, France, was com-

menced in the eighth century ; the lower part of the building was

finished three or four centuries later, but the upper part was finished

towards the close of the last century. All the mouldings of the lower

part are as sharp to-day as the day they were cut, while the upper

part is a ruin. The stones of the lower part were selected while

building was done by a religious fraternity with great care. The

upper part was done with less care, and stones liable to decomposi-

tion were used.

The limestones may be divided into those which are essentially

composed of carbonate of lime; the dolomites, which are carbon-

ate of lime and magnesia ;
and a mixture of the two. Limestones

themselves, or dolomites themselves are not very easily affected;

but when there is a mixture of the two, the limestone is very apt

to be dissolved out, leaving the dolomite behind. If, as in the case

of the quarries in Lee, Berkshire County, Mass., the two are about

equally divided, the limestone is frequently dissolved out, leaving

the small dolomite crystals as sand.

The investigations made of the stones used by Trinity Church, on

the building itself, showed that the decomposition is at a maximum
at or near the foundations, and continues as such to the height of

about ten feet or fifteen feet, but it shows itself mostly at or about

the water-table ;
that it then gradually diminishes, until, at about sixty

feet or seventy' feet the action is very much diminished, and above

one hundred feet no decomposition whatever has taken place, and

the stone is harder than it originally was. The explanation of this

decomposition is at first sight not very clear, but it is noticed that

wherever there are projecting surfaces which are flat, on which the

water will stand and through which it will sometimes pass the decom-

position is always prominent. Wherever these projecting pieces are

not undercut, so that the water will run back upon the under sur-

face, or wherever they do not project sufficiently to prevent their

pouring or dropping upon the stones below, there the decomposition
is the greatest. Wherever the stone is thin, so that the water will

filter through it, the stone has crumbled entirely. This action is

owing to the fact tliRt city gases contain a very much larger amount

1 By Prof. Thomas Egleston, M. Am. Soc. C. E. Abntract of a paper read

before the American Society of Civil Engineers at their annuil meeting, June 24,

1881!.

of acids, notably carlxnic and some sulphuric acid, than ordinary

country air, which are dissolved in the water and attack the stone.

As these gases are more confined in cities than they are in the coun-

try, the lower part of buildings is most attacked; but where they

have the opportunity (as higher up) to be diluted in an excess of air,

there the action is only very slight. Carbonate of lime is very sol-

uble in water containing carbonic acid in solution, and as this is by
far the largest ingredient of the impurities of city gases, in the long

run it will dissolve out the cement. The way to prevent it is to in

some way waterproof the stones, so as to prevent the action of the

air. This should be done at the foundations, by preventing the

creeping of the water from the ground through the stone by putting

a layer of asphalt above the foundation stones, and then by protecting
the stone itself by some means.

The experience in the Houses of Parliament in England has been

that, unless the stone is protected upon all its sides, most of the mate-

rials which have been used are of little or no use. A careful exam-

ination showed that the decomposition went on upon the outside, and

that the flaking continued with every application made, except in the

single case where sulphur in solution was applied to the stone, and

this, after a lapse of over twenty years, has just commenced to flake.

In the case of the limestones, a noticeable decomposition is that of

a marble tombstone beside the Lawrence Monument, on the south side

of Trinity church-yard, the upper slab of which was originally highly

polished. The carbonate of lime has been dissolved out so as to leave

the upper face entirely rough, dolomite crystals being quite promi-
nent, so that no one would suspect that the stone had been polished.

Those stones which include minerals liable to decomposition in the

air, of course, furnish the disintegrating material for the attack u|>on

the stone.

There is another cause of decay to which little attention is paid,

and that is the abrasion of stones from the outside, caused by the

action of the wind carrying the dust against them. The destruction

caused by this effect is much greater than it would at first sight

appear, and, in order to ascertain how far it might act, I made a

number of experiments, hurling a sand blast against stones of differ-

ent textures at a high velocity. The result was that no stone would

stand for any length of time against the blast, and even an appre-
ciable weight of diamond was worn away by it in less than ten min-

utes. Th examination of the city dust shows it to be made up of a

large number of materials, including sharp quartz sand, a consider-

able amount of iron, and other materials which are softer, but which

have a very considerable abrasive power. In many of the church-

yards this abrasive power can be seen where the inscriptions on the

stones are placed in the direction of the prevailing wind, in which

case many of them are worn very nearly smooth from this cause

alone, there being no other cause for deterioration.

Slate is a material which is rarely used for buildings, but which

answers for certain purposes very well when placed on its quarry
bed. When placed in a vertical position it is very apt to laminate,

but it also frequently undergoes a decomposition by which it is

reduced almost to a clay. This kind of destruction cannot be pre-

vented, but its maximum effect is confined to a very short distance

above "round. Experiments made upon the decomposition of stones

since the year 1861 have shown, however, that other varieties of

stone may be entirely protected by some kind of waterproofing,

which, after a building is constructed, can only be applied to the

external surface.

There is no necessity for the decomposition of brown stone if the

material is carefully selected. Every building that I have ever exam-
ined contains some stones that would last indefinitely, and if from the

quarry only those were selected which had a silicious cement, there

would be no necessity for waterproofing, and we should not have the

rapid destruction in beautiful structures which is so common in coun-

tries where sandstones are used. The same kind of external water-

proofing must also be done upon dolomite and stone ; but efforts in

this direction have been less successful than upon sandstones. Many
methods for the prevention of disintegration have been tried wiih

little success. To secure the waterproofing of the stone, parallin
would be a good material; but it cannot be made to enter the stone

without the use of a greater heat than would be possible without

injury to the stone. The best material for the purpose is boiled lin-

seed oil. If stones could be dipped in boiled linseed oil, they would

not decay, because water could then attack them from no direction.

THE SARATOGA MONUMENT. The Saratoga Monument Association

has commissioned O'Donovan, Doyle and Bissell as sculptors of tl.e

heroic statues of Generals Schuyler, Morgan and Gate*, to he placed in

the niches of the monument, and J. 8. Hartley and James Kelty to do
the tablet work for the interior; the designs of the architect, Mr. Mark-

ham, in which the historic personages are to be portraits, for these tub-

lets are: first, women of the Revolution; second, ladies of the British

court; third, the town meeting; fourth, the rally ; fifth, George III in

council; sixth, Burgoyne addressing the Indians; seventh, transport of

the wives of the English officers in their calashes through the wilder-

ness; eighth, Schuyler felling trees to obstruct the enemy; ninth. Mrs.

Schuyler firing her wheat fields; tenth, the murder of Jane McCrea;
eleventh, Burgoyne reprimanding the Indians for their barbarities;

twelfth, Schuyler turning over the command to Gates, surrounded by a

group of American generals (all likenesses) ; thirteenth, the passage in

a boat of Lady Acland under a flag of truce to the American camp to

visit her husband; fourteenth, the wounding of Arnold at the Bruns-
wick redoubt; fifteenth, the burial of General Frazer; sixteenth, Bur-

goyne surrendering his sword to Gates. Exchange.
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THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cos/.]

HOUSE OF MR. CHARLES K. HASBROOK, KANSAS CITY, MO. MH.

A. VAN BRUNT, ARCHITECT, KANSAS CITY, MO.

TTT1IIS house is finished in hard-wood; first story brick, second

I" story frame, and presents in a modified form the modern feat-
'

ures of the Colonial style of architecture. It has thirteen

rooms, exclusive of pantries, bath-room and closets.

HOUSE OF S. E. GUILD, ESQ., NAHANT, MASS. MESSRS. PEA-

BODY & STEARNS, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

COMPETITIVE DESIGN FOR THE MUSIC HALL, BUFFALO, N. Y.,

SUBMITTED BY MR. H. T. 8CHLAUKKMUNUT, BUFFALO, N. Y.

VIEW ON THE CANAL AT REAR OF THE HOTEL DE VILLE, BRU-

GES, BELGIUM.

PALAZZO DEL COMUNE, PIACENZA, ITALY.

THIS building was built in the thirteenth century.

au-X

\UCLinGS'Jrantet.

TALL CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION.' IV.

THE GEORGS-MARIEN IRON-WORKS, NEAR OSNABRICK.

pHE first chimney, erected in 1857, has a

height of 180 feet.

ft. in.

Clear width at the bottom ... 10
" "

top .... 7

Height of square basement built in

sandstone 30

Octagonal shaft of bricks ;
the walls of

which are made of six different thicknesses,

consisting of one and one-half bricks at the

top, and of four bricks at the bottom. (The
lengths of the bricks used at Georgs-Marien-
hutte is ten inches).
Two other chimneys, one hundred and two

feet high, have also a square basement of sandstone, and an octago-

nal shaft of bricks, with a clear width of four feet at the top, and

of six feet three inches at the bottom ;
the walls of these shafts are

each twenty inches thick at the top, and thirty inches thick at the

bottom.
A fourth chimney erected in 1868 has a height of one hundred and

two feet, a clear width of seven feet at the top, and nine feet at the

bottom ;
the shaft is built in four thicknesses of one, one and one-

half, two, two and one-half bricks, whilst the base, eighteen feet in

height, and made of sandstone, is three feet six inches thick. The
shaft of this chimney is built from the base to the top in such a man-

ner that it forms in the circumference four separate parts, which are

simply brought in contact with each other without being jointed by
mortar.

This construction has been found to answer exceedingly well, and

is recommended for chimneys exposed to various temperatures, as,

for example, in the case of chimneys connected with coke-ovens ; the

gases of which are either applied to the firing of boilers, or are al-

lowed to escape directly into the chimney, in the event of the boilers

being laid off for cleaning or repairs. The latter arrangements have,

however, been altered so far that, with the hot gases, cold air is

simultaneously admitted into the chimney.
The most recently erected chimney, built in 1870, is sufficient for

twenty of the Cornish boilers, and has a height of one hundred and

twenty feet, and a circular shaft of a clear diameter of ten feet at the

top, and ten feet ten inches at the bottom. This chimney has no

base, and the thickness of the walls decreases in seven steps from

four bricks to one brick (ten in each). The circular form has been

chosen in order to save the expensive base, and the many-shaped
bricks necessary for octagonal chimneys. All the chimneys have

been erected without scaffolds, and by conveying the materials through
the inner space of the chimney ; and neither at the erection, nor dur-

ing their use has any fault been found.

GROSVENOR-ROAD, PIMLICO, PUMPING-STATION (WESTERN DIS-
TRICT MAIN-DRAINAGE WORKS).

This chimney-shaft of gault bricks and Portland stone dressings,
is two hundred feet high, and has quite a campanile-like appearance,
with its recessed and arcaded sides. It is a model shaft in its style.

The foundations of the shaft rest upon a mass of concrete thirty-five

feet square, carried down to the clay.
The shaft is constructed double.

The circular central shaft is seven feet diameter, serves for the

smoke, while the outer square casing encloses a staircase consisting
of two hundred and twenty stone steps, reaching to the top, which is

terminated by a heavy iron capping and stone cornice. It will be

thus seen there is some aesthetic reason for the Italian tower-like cas-

ing. This square tower measures twenty-one feet at the base, and

fifteen feet at the summit.

1 A paper by R. M. Bancroft and F. J. Bancroft, read before the Civil and
Mechanical Engineers' Society. Continued from page 57, No. 501.

Sir J. Bazalgette, C. 13., engineer-in-chief ;
Mr. Lovick, resident

engineer.
The bricks were purposely-made, and gradually tapered from eight-

een inches to fourteen inches.

The lightning conductor is of copper tube.

CHIMNEYS AT DEN*8 WORKS, DUNDEE. No. 1.

This chimney is

193 feet from bottom of foundation to point at top.

174 ' "
ground level

" " "

9J sq. ft. inside at base= 90.25 sq. ft. area.

6 " " " "
top = 36 " " "

Contracted at outlet to 25 " " "

It carries away the smoke from

Fifteen boilers sixty-three feet below base of chimneys =
two hundred and twenty-five feet from firing level

to point at top. The smoke is conveyed from both

of these ranges of boilers to the chimney by a long

sloping brick flue or tunnel. Cases sometimes occur

where it is necessary to have the chimneys some
distance from the fires. Mr. Clegg, in his treatise

on the "
Manufacture of Coal Gas," page 177, says :

At Dolphinholme, in Lancashire, where a large
worsted mill was lighted with gas, it was necessary
to remove the chimney a quarter of a mile

;
the flue

to same being carried along a field arising about
one in twenty.

Four boilers eighty-six feet below base of chimney = two
hundred and forty-eight feet from firing level to

point at top.

Total, nineteen.

The range of four boilers (each having two flues), consume eleven

tons each, or about forty-five tons of coal per week of sixty hours

work, or fifteen hundred-weight per hour, and the opening at the

bridges of these boilers is one hundred and twenty-three inches .-. four

boilers by two flues= 8 x 123 inches= nine hundred and eighty-four

square inches at opening.

I- i* * * <wt. P- I-"

Mr. Carmichael records having made ninety observations on the

draught at the bottom of the chimney.
The highest recorded 88
"

average
" 8

" lowest " 55

In taking the observations, the height of the barometer was noted

and the direction of the wind. The changes of the barometer do not

show (Mr. Carmichael says) much effect on the force of the draught ;

it seems most affected by wind, being lowest in a south or south-west

wind.
No. 2.

This chimney is

135 ft. from ground level to point at top.
7 "

sq. inside at base= 49 sq. ft. area = 7 sq. ft. for each boiler.

4^ sq. ft.
" "

top = 18.06 " "

Contracted at outlet to 13.78" "=190" " " " "

It carries away the smoke from seven boilers, the furnaces being
about level with base of stack. They consume about seventy-five tons

of coal per week of sixty hours' work, or twenty-five hundred-weight

per hour from getting up steam on Monday until stopping on Satur-

day. The opening at the bridges is one hundred and twenty-three

square inches seven boilers by two flues= 14 x 123= 1,722 square
inches at openings.

- * * cwt per hour.

When Mr. Carmichael wrote of this chimney, he had made ninety-
four observations on its draught.

The highest recorded . . . .875
"

average
"

. . . .75
" lowest " ... .6

This chimney was built for four boilers, and while so working it

collected soot inside to a considerable extent
;
and occasionally the

soot caught fire, and burned out in sparks and showers of smut.

When working with the seven, as above stated, it became free from

soot, and the surface of the bricks perfectly clean.

No. 3.

This stack being intended to supply only a few boilers, it was made
as small and light as

possible.
102 ft. 8 in. from ground level to point at top.
4.25 sq. ft. inside at base= 18.06 sq. ft. area.

1.6 " " " top= 2.25 " "

Contracted at outlet to 1.75 " "

When first built, one boiler only, was connected to this chimney
the consumption of coal being about ten tons per week.

Of the thirty-one observations recorded
The highest was 537
"

average
"

. . . . .5
" lowest " 45

Some pigeon-holes, sloping acutely upwards, were made in each
side at the top, thinking, the wind blowing into these, the current be-

ing thus directed, it would assist the rising smoke. The effect
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produced was, that tlic smoke issuing from them blackened the top
a greater distance down ihe chimney.

Mr. Carmic-li.iel gay* the chimney appears to l>e too large for one
boiler. A coating of soot formed on the inside from three-fourths to

one-and-one-half inches thick, and hi- draws this, inference; that when
a i-himney is too wide, the heated air is expanded and cooled down,
so as to have a sluggish motion favorable to the dnporfttoB of soot.

There was a violent storm of wind at Dundee, on Saturday, the

13th of February, 1864, which is taken notice of here, because it

gave an opportunity of making some observations on the chimney-.
At the height of the gale, which fortunately was between two and
three o'clock ill the afternoon, when most of the workpeople had gone
home, the tops of both the chimneys, Nos. 1 and 2, were blown down
at the same instant, making almost a simultaneous crash in falling, all

the taper-top being carried away in both cases, without injury to

the square shafts of the chimneys.
The gale was more violent than had been experienced for at least

twenty years, as was evident from its blowing down the top of No. 2,

which bad stood from 1844, and also by the destruction of other

chimneys and buildings in the district. Being present at the time, I

was anxious so see how the chimneys behaved in such a violent storm,
and this was seen to some extent by looking at No. 1 in line with
the corner of a high mill, keeping the head steady. The movement
was plainly visible

; not a swaying motion like a tree bent by a blast,

and recovering itself during the hill, but a steady rocking motion like

the swing of a pendulum. The oscillation did not appear to exceed
twelve inches, and the observations gave a feeling of security as to

the stability of the chimney.
The tops of these chimneys were not rebuilt for some months, hav-

ing to wait until the fires were out for a few days at the annual holi-

days. In rebuilding, the bricks were made to models in much heavier

pieces than before and dovetailed together.
While the tops were off there was not much difference in the draught,

the cross wall at top not being injured ;
but there was more dark

smoke than before or after, and it did not rise so freely, but in a
breeze of wind, fell down the leeward side, and clung more to the

chimney.
When the tackle was up for getting to the top of No. 2 chimney,

the opportunity was taken to make some observations on the heat of

the escaping products, and also to see how much the outlet at the top
could be contracted without injuring the draught.

With a view to this, the draught was tested for several days with
the water-guage, and it showed fully .8, and at the same time the

heat of flues was tested
;
at bottom of chimney 500 melted in one

minute, 600 melted in longer or shorter time, depending upon the

state of the fires.

Expecting that the temperature would be much lower at the top of

the chimney, the operator was supplied with- the alloys melting at

212, 286 and 367. These melted very quickly. Then 440 and
500 were tried, when both melted in a little more than two minutes;
600 would not melt, thus showing the tempera! ure of the escaping
products at the top of the chimney to be between ouo and 600.
A sheet of iron was then put on the top of the chimney contracting

the outlet two-and-three-fourths square feet. This was tried for two

days, and did not affect sensibly either the draught or the tempera-
ture.

The outlet was then contracted still further by a larger sheet cov-

ering 5.48 square feet. This had a perceptible effect on the draught.
The experiments were not carried farther, there being considera-

ble difficulty and some danger in following them up. By contracting
the outlet with a proper taper instead of merely laying on a flat plate,
the contraction might have been carried still farther.

DANGEROUS STRUCTURES.1

IN
the consideration

of this subject, it

will be well, for its

more thorough inves-

tigation, to divide it

into four headings
viz. : natural decay,
defective foundations,

faulty construction of

super-structure, and
such buildings as are

erected for temporary
purposes. The causes

affecting the stability
of buildings may be

taken under chemical

agencies, removal of

the subsoil water,
mining and under-

ground works, un-

equally yielding foun-

dations, removal of

lateral support, struct-

ura! alterations, over-

loading, wind, fire, lightning, etc. Natural decay is that most com-

1 By Sydney 11. Uamble, Asso. M. lust. C. K., Borough Surveyor, Urantham.
A paper read before Ihe Municipal and Sanitary Engineers ami Surveyors' .disso-

ciation, and published ill the liuiUliny A'cwt.

mon, as the continual action of the carbonic anhydride in the atmos-

phere, and the alternate contraction and expansion by frost and thaw,
gradually but surely (though in differing degrees according to the
nature or quality of the material), cause that continual waste which
is going on over the whole surface of the land. Against this action
the only remedy is renewal. Defective foundations bring many
otherwise noble buildings into the dangerous class, and also the uo
of timber below ground, removal of the subsoil water in the construc-
tion of sewers, removal of props in mining, building upon the site of
ancient and long-forgotten excavations, or upon an equally unyielding
foundation, such as rock stepped out. In a rock foundation, unless

extraordinary precautions are used in the selection of the materials,
and in the elimination of all unequal settlement from a greater numlier
of mortar joints in any one portion of the walling than in another on
the same level, any great weight in the building would crush the wall
between the two unyielding forces, which would not be the case if

the foundation was of a partially yielding nature, such as stiff clav
or gravel. Nothing leads to more disastrous results than 'the use of
bad bricks and odd stones in the work below ground, for it should be
remembered that the lower the portion of the wall the greater is the

weight to be carried. In instances of defective foundations the su-

perstructure must be supported by raking, flying, or needle shores,
while the underpinning is carefully carried out. Chimneys, from
their exposed position and height, compared with the size of the base,
are constantly coming under (he surveyor's wing; in dealing with
this class of structures, including towers and spires, the vibration
caused by the wind and ringing of bells must not be taken as a sign
of weakness. Mr. Cowper has said he has known a large square
chimney to move one-eighth inch at sixteen feet from the ground,
and some chimneys would rock as much as four inches and yet he
safe. Many successful attempts have been made to straighten chim-
neys the foundations of which had partly given way, and by the re-
moval near the bottom of wedge-shaped port inn- from the side where
no settlement had taken place, and by allowing the gravity of the
mass in a lever-like fashion to null over the opposite half to the per-
pendicular. At Bingly, near Bradford, a chimney over one hundred
and fifty feet high was brought back four feet six inches to its ordi-
nal state by the above-mentioned means. Faulty construction "is

frequently met with, being the offspring of the excessive desire of

society to obtain that which is impossible at the price, and thus fos-
ter the jerry-builder and the money-lender. In buildings of this kind
walls are often composed of badly-burnt bricks containing much or-

ganic matter, and held together by little more than their own grav-
ity, the mortar generally used as the adhesive material being poor
in quality and scarce in substance

;
the timber used in the construc-

tion is often of a flimsy kind and insecurely fixed. Such buildings as
these are continually coming under the official examination of the

surveyor, through the action of most of the causes already mentioned
but more particularly thro-igh the removal of lateral support ami
fire. Buildings of greater importance than those above alluded to

may be considered to come under this beading, more particularly
erections with ashlar casing and rubble backing. The fall of the
tower and spire of Chichester Cathedral, in February, 1871, and that
of the chimney-shaft, two hundred and forty feet high, at the New-
land Mills, Bradford, on December 28, 1882, may be cited as ex-

amples of disasters of this kind, while the judicious restoration of
the Cathedrals of Hereford, Salisbury, and Peterborough, and the
parish churches of Grosmont in Monmouthshire, St. Marv, Stafford
and many others, demonstrate to us the value of timely repair* jn

'

protecting these ancient monuments from impending ruin. Many of
these works owe their security to the judicious use of iron bands and
flying-buttresses.

In all this class of work not more than from four to five feet of-
wall should be removed at one time. Good, clean cement-concrete
should be used if possible, carefully and quietly deposited in the
trench and well rammed. The new and old work should be well

pinned with slates and grouted with liquid cement. Cement pos-
sesses the invaluable property of expanding as it sets, consequently
causing the new work to press against the underside of the old.
The best ground lime concrete, mixed in the proportion of one to six'
will expand as much as three-eighths of an inch to every foot in

height, and will permanently retain the size. In the underpining
of a large storehouse at Chatham Dockyard, in 1834, the upper por-
tion of the concrete was forced into the vacant space and up to the
bottom of the wall by the use of a framework fitted with screws.

Shores should be near the top of the wall to obtain as much leverage
as possible. Fir is the best wood for shores, on account of the grain
being generally straight, and it is usually kept in stock in long leni'ihs
The length of flying-shores is limited to about thirty-three feet, as fir
above that length cannot easily be obtained. The timber should be
sound, and as square in section as possible, truly fitted at the joints
and the shore well made, as there is always some defection in the
timber and the possibility of unforeseen defects. The action of
the wind or the removal of some support may cause an excessive
cross strain, which, unless especially provided for, may cause a seri-
ous derangement of the work. A special foundation should alwavs
be provided for shoring, and the angle at which the sole-piece 'is

placed carefully adjusted, sufficient room being left for the work of
rebuilding to be carried on. Care should be taken, in arrn<rin<r
the position of the shores, to well support the chimney-breasts, p?ers

>

corbels, and any portion of a structure having extra weight.

'

Tem-
porary structures require especial care in the construction, particularly
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those used for the reception of large numbers of people, such as

stands, hustings, shows, etc. The general tendency is to make this

class of structures of the flimsiest kind, on account of the short time

they are used, whereas nothing is more trying to the stability of an
erection than a moving load of excited people, beating time with their

feet or crushing forward.
The consideration of the opposing forces necessitates great care,

in order that in all cases a sufficient resisting power may be obtained

to counteract any pressure likely to be brought into play. The de-

structive effects of lightning have of late years been much reduced

by the use of copper conductors
;
nevertheless instances have oc-

curred within the last twelve months in the spires of Grantham and
Sleaford churches. In the case of Grantham the actual damage done

by the electric current was small
;
the spire being fitted with a small

copper cord, but with a bad termination. It was decided to fix a
solid tape conductor, and ladders were fixed for that purpose. Upon
close examination, however, the top sixteen feet (two hundred and

eighty-four feet from the ground) was found to be in a very danger-
ous state, not only by the shock it had sustained, but by reason of

the decay of the mortar. Through the dilatoriness of the authorities

it fell to the unfortunate lot of the author of this paper to serve a

notice to remove the dangerous portion, which was attended to forth-

with. At Sleaford the damage done was of a serious nature, a por-
tion of the spire falling during Divine service

; happily, no one was

injured : the tower was damaged to such an extent that rebuilding
of the tower and spire became necessary. Had a conductor been

fixed, and the suggestions made in the report by Mr. Kirk, the arch-

itect, in 1852, been carried out, doubtless the tower would at the

present moment have been standing in its original condition. The
action of fire upon walls is usually of a very serious nature, causing
many a fine stone building to come tumbling about the fireman's ears,

and those having charge of the fire-brigades well know the effect of

fire upon the igneous and limestone rocks, and the danger incurred

by throwing water upon red-hot substances. The fumes from fur-

naces in which only coke is burnt have a great disintegrating effect

upon brickwork, the author having in his possession a brick, taken
from the top of a chimney, eaten away two and one-half inches out
of the four and one-half inches in thickness.

DECORATION AND FURNISHING.1

WOULD advise you,

especially as I sup-

pose I am expected
to speak on this ques-
tion from an artist's

point of view, to select

the most cheerful, light-

giving colors, and com-
bine them in perfect
harmonies. Be sure
that few things are more

injurious to health

especially the health of

the mind and the eye-

sight than dark, heavy,
inharmonious colors and combinations of strong opposites. The
presence in your rooms of masses of black and white in juxtaposi-
tion, and such crude arrangements, are calculated to affect injuriously
both the mental and physical eyesight.

Doctors will tell you how much people of weakened intellect are
influenced by their surroundings of color; how the madness of a

wildly excited lunatic is increased when left in a room with a red

paper or red blinds, and how, if taken to a room the colors of which
are blue, he will sink into comparative quiet. Another melancholy
lunatic can be cheered and helped into a sounder frame of mind by
living in red and yellow rooms.

Now, as we are told that we are all insane on some one point or

another, it behooves us carefully to examine ourselves and discover if

our madness be rampant, quiescent, or melancholy, and so arrange
our immediate surroundings as best to meet our several cases.
The difficulty we must face and master is to discover just what

those colors are which, while suiting our various temperaments, will

keep their color, resisting outside influences. Now, taking it as a
fact that in this climate we do suffer more from melancholy madness
than from an exuberantly high-spirited one, because we are so short
of pure, direct sunlight, we must do all in our power to supply that
which is wanting. Our colors must simulate as nearly as possible the

light and warmth we lack. That is to say, reds and yellows must
form the staple colors for our walls, ceilings and floors. I do not

argue that we, must exclude blues and greens from our palette; no
harmony is complete without its fair admixture of all the colors that
Nature gives to us. You would lose the power of detecting reds and
yellows if you used no other colors to compare them with.

In the decoration of a cornice the color scheme of which is red, I
have employed several shades of green and of blue. You will
observe the effect these light lines of green and blue have; they
divide the reds and yellows, giving power and value to each in the

composition. If I had employed one of the colors the brown,
1 Kxtracts published in the Art'st from the lecture delivered by Mr u F Ar-

mytage, at Maucb.es er, England.

green or red of the paper, and tinted my cornice merely in shades
of it, I should have formed a distinctive band of one overpowering
color, too powerful and massive to harmonize with the well-balanced

scheme of colors as shown in the paper. It would have become in

the room the one obiect of striking importance, and would so have

destroyed its harmony or restful repose, and would have been as

much out of place with this many-colored paper as the rich cornice

would have been in a whitewashed cellar.

In the decoration of a room great care should be taken that no
color or object forces itself on the attention, except it be the one

worthy object round which all interest centres. Even it must be

modest. But the actual decoration, i. e,, the painting and papering,
with which we are now dealing, being, as it were, the mantle cover-

ing the skeleton of the room, must form only the background against
which all other objects stand, and it must be placed there with the

kindest consideration for these objects.

Being, therefore, anxious that our walls shall not force themselves

upon the attention, reminding us of the narrow boundary of our

rooms, we must treat them in color, together with the ceiling, cor-

nice and wood-work, just as Nature out of doors treats* her land-

scapes. Her colors are pure, not half-tints, and so some people tell

us ours ought not to be for indoor work, but they forget the impor-
tant item, not present indoors, of atmosphere, the kind veil Nature
draws over crudities

;
and they forget also this, that every color in a

landscape is softened to the eye of an observer by its next-door

neighbor; that from every inch of the mile of landscape he is exam-

ining, some different ray of color is darting to the retina of his eye,
and so producing on his senses the effect of color we endeavor to

imitate in these so-called half-tints. Fashion has done a great deal
for us lately, and we see all the shops full of lovely colors. I only
fear their mixing them to such an extent that we shall require some
delicate instrument to detect one from another.

For a moment I will return to the colored cornice. When I

painted this I put on my palette some white paint; three kinds of

yellow, raw sienna, yellow ochre, and chrome yellow ;
two blues, indi-

go and Prussian; three reds, burnt sienna, Venetian red, and mvone
positive color, vermilion

;
three browns, raw umber, burnt umber,

and Vandyke brown
;
and in each one of the tints shown in the

arrangement there is some particle of every color on my palette, so

having the effect of various rays of light upon each other.

This theory you should formulate into a rule, to guide you in the

selection of the various items of furniture and decorative carpets,
curtains, wall-papers and covering materials. It might be said with
truth that a beautiful arrangement of color, calculated to give every
satisfaction to the eye, and so pleasure to the mind, is as injurious to

the constitution, if it be made of poisonous pigments not secured to

the wall, but removable by friction or every draught of air, as if the

color were a bad one. Just as it is said from the point of the color-

ist that, however wholesome the materials may be, and however well
fastened on to their various surfaces so that they have no injurious
effect upon the physical frame, they still, being of unsuitable ami
inharmonious color, have a prejudicial effect upon the health, acting
through the eye and mind. It is necessary, therefore, to understand
and give practical effect to both requirements.

In selecting papers, you must above all things assure yourself that

they are free from arsenic or other poisonous substances
;
that the

colors are not loaded-on so that they are readily removed by fric-

tion ; or, if you elect rather to paint your walls, or even simply to

distemper them, see that the colors are well mixed with a proper
amount of glue size, new and sweet. Be particular to have the paint
well mixed, so that it may be applied in thin coats, and not loaded in

such a manner that the slightest friction will remove it. This injunc-
tion applies also to cornice and ceiling.
The wood-work must of necessity be painted in oil-colors, if it has

not from the first been simply stained and varnished. I could wish

very much that this practice were more common, if it were done with
care and thought. Even amongst the commonest deals that are
used in the construction of ordinary houses there is much room for

choice. The door-panels, being picked from the most nicely pen-
cilled and marked grain, will, when carefully stained to a good rich

brown, reveal a delicate pattern, more beautiful than any stencil

design you will be able to apply. I would avoid studiouslv those

ugly yellows and imitations of mahogany one so often sees, and clinj'
to good harmonious self-colors, trusting to the natural grain of the
wood for relief.

Good hard-oak varnish on this stain, carefully and thinly applied
in two or three coats, allowing ample time for setting between each,
is, while more costly in point of labor, very little more so in mate-
rial than if it be loaded on in thick, treacly masses, and, for service,

infinitely more lasting. But if you must have the wood-work painted
because it has been so before, put on the colors with the same care I

advise for the varnishing. Two coats of properly-mixed color are
better than six of badly incorporated oil, turpentine, dryers, and
half- pulverized powder. When the paint is ready, or you think it is,

for applying, test it by placing a little on the thumb-nail, and if you
perceive, when rubbing the other nail over it, a gritty sensation, be
sure the paint is not fit for use, and reject it. I do not sav this

simply because it will make you a bad and unpleasant surface, like

sandpaper, when dry, but for this important reason, that all those
bits of grit are so many particles of matter injurious to health, and
in some cases actually poisonous. They are easily removed bv fric-

tion, and so are liable to fly and lie about, to get on to the luiV's or
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into tlie pores of the skin. The paint, if properly mixed, should
form a surface like the lacquer (he Japanese cover their goods with.

Hear carefully in mind what I have said about choice of color.

I?y preference, cover your ceilings with a slightly-patterned paper
with a machine-glazed" surface; it looks clean longer and keeps clean

longer, the smooth surface rejecting particles of soot or dut.
Select a very quiet, small, geometrical pattern, and let the tint of

it he in two shades of vellum. It is of course an excellent thing to

paint the ceiling witli four or five coats of paint in oil-color, as then
ii can l>c regularly washed; but this is an expensive piece of work.
l

: aint the cornices, as I liave shown yon, in oil or distemper, and if

you can manage it, and intend to remain in your house for ci'.'ht or

nine years, ^ive your walls three or four good coats of oil paint, and
stencil them all over in some neat, good pattern. This will provide
you with many an evening's pleasant work when you have settled

down, and when well done will he a lasting joy to you. Of course,
if you must paper for 1 do not much advise distempering the

walls, being all one plain surface it shows at once every spot and
mark, and it is not worth the labor of stencilling there are now-a-

days ample sources from which to select cheap papers good in

design and color. Reinemt>er always to keep a harmony of color
and design. Color is perhaps the first thing for you to grasp
when thinking of the decoration of your houses ; design must natu-

rally follow on this, not precede it.

Now it is just possible some one may be inclined to laugh at all I

have said, and attempt to point out that although there may be some
sense in it, it is an absurd thing to press the desirability of such pre-
cautions beingr taken by workingmen, for I suppose by the title of
this scries of lectures that I have the pleasure of addressing such.
I can understand as well as any that in the present condition of

things, and the relation of landlord and tenant, there mav be consid-
erable difficulties to be overcome that may appear at first sight abso-

lutely insurmountable. But all the difficulties and impossibilities

you can arraign against me do not in the least affect the necessities

of the case. If you would be healthy in your houses, and would
have your children healthy, you must take these precautions.
We will suppose for an instant that you aru in a comfortable posi-

tion, and as sure as one can be of anything here below of good and
regular work

; you are naturally anxious to possess a place of your
own, or to get one on a decent lease. Having done this, your duty
is plain. Have you a greater respect for the doctor and the fever

hospital than for your fellow artisans V To which do you prefer to

pay the money? For it must be to one or the other. And which, I

would ask you, is the better investment V In the one case you pay
and have in exchange anxiety, pain, and very possibly the" loss of
some of your little ones to deplore, and no stock-in-trade left. In
the other you pay, and for your money you have a bright, cheerful

home, all freedom from anxiety of sickness from that cause at any
rate, and a stock of paint and paper that will last you with ordinary
care for four or five years. Just once a year, at cleaning time, you
must spend a few shillings to scrape down and color-wash your ceil-

ings and any parts of the work that are at all calculated to retain

anything noxious.

And now respecting the furniture and other items necessary to

make the house a home. For general principles : Do not overcrowd
;

do not have large, bulky things that are hard to move, that are too

high to reach to the top of and dust, that take up too many cubic
feet and inches of the precious air which in small rooms is a matter
of great consideration.

Do not add to the day's toil a night of hard labor with a heavy
cotton quilt or one of those heavy, old-fashioned bed-rugs. The
clothes should be just eight inches or ten inches on each side of the
bed wider than it is, but not more.
For the remainder of the furniture, if you will follow the rules I

have already suggested as to its size and the wood it should be made
from, I do not think there is anything further to suggest from the

healthy point of view.

About the curtains and carpets there is a good deal of difference
of opinion. Their presence in a room adils so infinitely to its com-
fort and pleasant appearance that one would be tempted to use
them on the ground that what produces pleasure is as good for body
as the mind.
Do not, of course, admit thick, clumsy materials in heavy folds

that are difficult to push away from the windows and exclude light
and air, or that hang on to the floor, and allow in their folds the
secretion of dust and dirt.

You know the old-fashioned manner of draping windows; it had
its uses long ago, before they knew how to hang windows, when it

was necessary to provide an effectual screen from the draughts that
would force their way through; they then hung over the upper part
of the window, from a closely-fitted wooden cornice, a valance,
behind which the curtain ran on a pole, but this valance was a

tightly-fitted kind of apron and had its purpose to serve; not so the
ridiculous substitute men put up now-a-days merely to imitate what
had a meaning. The modern base imitation has no meaning or rea-

son for its being. Let us therefore drape our windows with only so
much material as will make them pretty and give a comfortable

appearance when drawn at night, and for this it is not necessary
that two or three feet should drabble on the floor. Many people tell

us that on no account must we entirely cover floors with carpet. A
margin must be stained two or three feet all round the room, and the

carpet laid in a square in the centre, the margin being varnished.

The idea of course is that the carpet, not being held down by heavy
pieces of furniture, usually placed against the wall, can lie more
r.i-ilv taken up and shaken, and the smooth varnished floor all round
in so much more easily dusted or wiped over with a wet cloth ; and
all this is indisputable. Hut if these precautions are not taken (and
my experience tells me that in the majority of cases they arc not)
this manner of covering the floor is no whit more wholesome than
the all-over carpet. The times and seasons for the taking up of car-

pets and the scouring of floors are indelibly fixed in the minds of

mortals, and new-fangled notions, if we can call them so, cannot
overcome such prejudice. I am almost prepared to maintain that
with the varnished margin there is the greater risk, unless it bo
cleaned oftener than the carpet. We are told that the germs of dis-

ease, Hying in infinitely small particles in the dust, are taken on to

the lungs and so fulfil their mission in us. You have noticed how
quickly a cloud of dust is set in motion from a smooth surface,
whereas a rough, porous material, as a carpet, will hold the particles.
These particles of dust and germs of disease ought not to remain in

the carpet, but if they must be somewhere, they are better there
than on your lungs. Rather than say to you :

" Cover your floors all

over with carpet," I would say,
" Whether you cover them all over

or lay your carpets in squares in the centre of the floors, you must
use the same precautions and prevent the accumulation of du8t."
These remarks concerning carpets and curtains will of course apply
throughout houses. But I do not know what more to say than I

have done concerning other articles of furniture, unless you will per-
mit me to use again the argument I used when speaking of color,
that those combinations which are subtle and true in their harmonies
have a more healthy effect upon the mind than the heavy, unsuitable
ones. So, I can conceive, the beautiful form that brings the imagina-
tion into play, and gives room for thought, must affect the physical
health through the mental. Certainly couches and chairs that are
comfortable and restful, so being really artistic by rightly fulfilling
their destiny, are more conductive to good health than others

designed without this consideration. Designers should think more of
this and be less haunted with the desire to produce something novel,
and remember that "

Construction should be decorated, decoration
should never be purposely constructed," and also "That which is

beautiful is true
;
that which is true must be beautiful." And then

our shop windows and houses will cease the display of tawdry, com-
fortless and useless rubbish with which they are filled to-day.

WHO SHOULD PUT UP THE CRESTING?
Ossi AN, IOWA, August 29, 1885.

To THB EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sin, A difference of opinion has arisen between the owner
and the contracting carpenter of a building with a French roof,
deck of roof covered with tin, sides of roof covered with shingles.
The owner has purchased a cast-iron cresting for enclosing the
boundaries of deck roof, and thinks the carpenter should put it in

place. The contract engages the carpenter to perform faithfully,
etc., all work embraced in his department of work on the building.
Now the dispute hinges on the question, whether it is the carpenter's
part to put up the cresting, or whether it does not belong to the
sheet-metal worker and tin-roofer? All hardware and sheet-metal
and all tin-roofing work for the building is furnished and paid for by
the owner. An answer, by letter or through the columns of the
American Architect, will be thankfully received.

ELIAS G. ACKAND.

[WE incline to the opinion that putting up a cresting should be consid-
ered a part of the contract of the metal-worker on any job, as the metal-
worker aud not the carpenter is to be held res|ious!ble for the tightness of
the roof, aud it is for Ms iuterest to see the work properly dune by compe-
tent carpenters in his employ. Moreover, in this case as certain work is

especially reserved by the owner for his own attention, the Inference is that
the carpenter can be held only for work specifically required by Ills con-
tract aud specification. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

CONSCMITION OP WATER IN BROOKLYN, X. Y. The daily consump-
tion of water in Brooklyn is 45,000,000 gallons, an increase of from ?,-

000,000 to 10,000,000 gallons as compared with the same time last year,
and some alarm is felt by the officials in view of the recent drought.

MINNESOTA'S LDMBEK TRADE. There wa an increased output of
lumber from Minneapolis during the last week, amounting to eighty
cars, and a reduction of the output from St. Paul of forty-three care.
Trade is gradually creeping back to fall activity. It is expected that
the proposed advance of $1 per 1,000 feet on several of the common
grades, which goes into effect September 1, will result in many dealers
making purchases this week. The dealers are not as confident of their
ability to maintain the rise as they were after the May meeting, though
it is fully warranted by the conditions of the stocks and prospective
demand. The seven mills are being run steadily, but there is every
indication that stocks of sawed lumber will not be in excess of stocks a
year ago at the end of the season. Dimension is still scarce in this
market and the advance will be more easily maintained on that than
other classes. The local lumber market is especially good, and it is

estimated that about 32.5,000,000 feet of lumber will be consumed this

year in St. Paul and Minneapolis. This is more than will be umde by
the Minneapolis mills. V York Tribune.
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CROWS AND CHOLERA AT RATISBON. In the ancient town of Ratis-

bon, Bavaria, there was much excitement during the early part of last

month because the crows which abounded in the spires of the venerable

cathedral disappeared as if by magic. A similar occurrence was noted

in 1873, just before the appearance of the cholera, and hence the ex-

citement.

TESTS OF THE SIEMENS GAS-BUHNER. The Journal of Gns-Liykting

gives a description, by Mr. Frederick Siemens, of a new gas-lamp in

which the main object has been to light only by means of indirect rays
or diffused light. The following tests of this lamp have been made :

The burners or jets removed from the domes were tested with the rays
horizontal. The consumption of gas was 20 cubic feet per hour, and
the illuminating power 57.5 candles, or 2.875 candles per cubic foot.

They were then placed at an elevation of one foot six inches perpendic-

ularly over a plane glass mirror placed at an angle of 45", and in a line

with the disk of the photometer. The distance from the standard light
to the glass reflector was eighteen feet six inches, which, added to the

one foot six inches that the burners were placed above the reflector,

made together twenty feet, the distance at which the light to be tested

has to be fixed from the standard light in the photometer employed.
In this case the consumption was again twenty cubic feet per hour, and
the illuminating power was found to be 55 candles, or 2.75 candles per
cubic foot, so that it would appear that there was an absorption by the

glass in reflection of 4.35 per cent.

The burners having been fixed in the dome reflector, the lamp thus

arranged was again tested, as in the last experiment. The consumption
of gas was 20.5 cubic feet per hour, and the illuminating power 62.5

candles, or an average of 3.048 candles per cubic foot of gas, or 3.180

candles per cubic foot if the 4.35 per cent found to be absorbed by the

glass are added. The difference between 2.875 and 3.180 candles, or

0.305 candle per foot, gives the increase of light due to the use of the

reflecting cone. After burning for some time the lamp was again
tested. The consumption of gas was found to be reduced to 15.5 cubic

feet per hour, and the illuminating power to be increased to 115 can-

dles, being an average of 7.42 candles per cubic foot, or, allowing for

loss by absorption, 7.74 candles per cubic foot. The difference between
this and 3.180 candles, or 4.560 candles, gives the gain in light per cubic

foot of gas due to the regenerative arrangement, the gas burning within

a highly-heated atmosphere.

TUB LESSONS OP NAUCRATIS. The historical interest of Naucratis
is very great; but its archaeological interest, especially in all that

relates to the ceramic arts, is greater still. Favored by its charter and
constitution above other commercial cities of the Delta, Naucratis was
not only the meeting-place and mart of all the seafaring traders of

the Mediterranean basin, but it was also the headquarters of a local

trade of the highest importance. Naucratis was a city of potters, and
her wares, according to the testimony of Athenasus and others, enjoyed
a great reputation. This being so. we are not surprised to learn that

the mound of Neblreh is one vast Monte Testaccio a hill of potsherds,

deposited in strata as well defined and as strictly capable of chronologi-
cal classification as the strata in a geological diagram. Mr. Petrie has
trenched through and cleared away these strata, going sometimes to a

depth of six feet below the hard mud at the bottom. Each layer has
thus in turn rendered up its story, and the story of each layer proves to

be a chapter in the history of Greek art. Now, for the first time, every
link in the chain which connects the pottery of Greece with the pottery
of Egypt is brought to light. That connection is not one of partner-
ship, but of descent. We have long known that the early Greek, when
gradually emerging from prehistoric barbarism, must have gone to

school to the Delta and Valley of the Nile. The excavation of Nau-
cratis not only confirms this view, but shows us the actual process of

teaching on the part of the elder nation, and of learning on the part of

the younger. To be convinced of this initial fact in the chronicle of

Hellenic art, it is only necessary to visit the small collection of repre-
sentative objects lately forwarded from Nebireh by Mr. Petrie, and still

on exhibition in the First Bronze Room at the British Museum. We
here see grouped together, much as they might elsewhere have been
seen grouped together for sale or barter in the market-place of Naucra-
tis, such wares as found purchasers among the people of both nationali-

ties thereabouts scarabs, amulets, and fantastic gods in colored and
glazed pottery for Egyptians from the neighboring villages; figured
and painted cups, bowls and vases, terra-cotta statuettes and the like,
for Greek folk of the city, and for exportation to the trading ports of
Asia Minor and the islands of the ^Cgean. These alabaster deities of
old Nile, this quaint dwarf god in green faience, whose native name
was Bes these pectoral ornaments and sacred emblems of the eyes of

Horns, might have been sold by dealers from Tema-en-Hor, the "
City

of Horus "
(modern Damanhur),and paid for with yonder archaic silver

tetradrachmas, then fresh from the Athenian mint. Among those figured
wares designed by local Milesian potters, we find the earliest example
yet discovered of the pattern commonly known as " Greek honey-
suckle." But, curious to relate, this ornament, as shown in its most
archaic stage, turns out to be no honeysuckle at all, but a new and
fanciful rendering of the time-honored Egyptian lotus-pattern, remod-
elled and transformed by the light hand and inventive genius of the
alien artist. London Times, August 5.

THE EL FAYOUM MANUSCRIPTS. It is said that the El Fayoutn man-
uscripts belonging to the Archduke Renier of Vienna, when fully de-
ciphered, will probably revolutionize ancient history. There are alto-

gether 30,000 fragments in eleven different languages. Some of them
date back 3,000 years, and the most modern bear the date 953 A. D. They
are believed to have formed part of a great library. It is now possible
to write the narrative of a thousand years of Egyptian history about
which very little has heretofore been known, and of Roman history be-
ginning 93 A. D., through the consecutive reigns of thirty-five Emperors,
closing with Constantino the Great, from contemporary documents of

every year of their reigns. They are destined to shed light upon some
of the darkest periods of history, especially the time when the power of
the Byzantine Emperors gradually lapsed into the hands of the Moslem
conquerors, the reigns of the Ptolemies still farther back, and the period
during which Egypt was under the sway of Persia.

FACTS ABOUT THE WINTER PALACE. The Winter Palace, although
constructed by the Empress Elizabeth, was not completed until Peter
III ascended the throne, and the square in front of it was still covered
with the shops and huts of the workmen. Heaps of stone, bricks, and
rubbish obstructed the approaches to the palace. In order to clear the

place Baron Korff, who then filled the post of Chief of Police at St.

Petersburg, proposed to the Emperor to give permission to the poorer
inhabitants to carry away these unused materials. The plan pleased
the Emperor and orders were immediately given to carry it out. The
Emperor witnessed from his windows the operation which was com-
pleted by the evening. The Emperor on installing himself in his new
palace occupied the part looking onto the square and the corner of the
Millionnafa. This portion of the palace bore the name of the King of
Prussia's apartments. The occupation of the palace was accompanied
by no extraordinary ceremony. The rooms occupied by Peter had
been decorated by the architect Tchevakinsky, a pupil of Bastrelli, and
the flooring and gilded cornices were brought from Italy. Peter's bed-
room was in the extreme wing, and beside it was his library. Above
the entrance door he caused a gallery to be constructed which he turned
into his working cabinet and furnished at a cost of more than 3,500
rubles. The Empress Catherine occupied the rooms afterward known
by the name of tlie Empress Marie Feodorovna. The day the Court
occupied the Winter Palace (7th of April, 1762), was marked by the
consecration of the palace church under the name of the Resurrection.
Later on, in 1763, on the occasion of an ancient image of Christ being
removed to the church, it was consecrated afreh by order of Catharine
II as that of the Saviour. The embellishment of the interior and the

furnishing of the palace were continued under Peter and only completed
by Catherine. The total outlay up to, the year 1768 was estimated at

2,622,020 rubles, or about .400,000. The principal director of the works
in the interior was the celebrated amateur, Jean Betzky. In 1767 the
annex of the palace destined to be the Hermitage was commenced, the
architect Delamotte being entrusted with its execution. This building,
oblong in shape, extended from the Millionnafa to the Quay. Four
years later a second building was erected on a plan of the architect
Felton. In 1780 several fresh wings were added, and the Empress or-

dered the architect Guaranghi to build a theatre which was at the
latest to be completed by August, 1784. The same architect erected
the arch connecting the Hermitage with the theatre and with the part
of the palace containing the Raphael galleries. In 1786 the marble
gallery (containing the Hall of St. George and the Throne room) was
commenced, and in 1794 a superb throne was placed in the former.
This throne was the masterpiece of the architect Starow. Exchange.

MR. PETRIE ox THE GREAT PYRAMID. Mr. Petrie is minute in his
observations of the injury that the King's Chamber, the chamber con-

taining the sarcophagus in the Great Pyramid, has sustained, appar-
ently by an earthquake. The joints of the stones have been loosened
on every side, and the great beams of the ceiling, weighing about fifty-
four tons each, have been broken right through on the south side, and
the chamber actually holds together only by the force of sticking and
thrusting; its eventual downfall is, as Mr. Petrie says,

" a mere ques-
tion of time and earthquakes." As one of these cracks and many of
the joints have been daubed up with mortar, it seems that the injury
must have occurred before the Pyramid was finished. The sarcopha-
gus, in which great interest was centred by Professor Piazzi Smyth's
theory, as it was supposed to exhibit a standard for all the Pyramid
dimensions, is found by Mr. Petrie to be rather a careless piece of
work. Marks of the saw which still remain show that the masons have
more than once cut deeper than they intended, and have then tried to

polish away their mistakes, but without wholly succeeding. The cof-
fer was raised to see if there were any marks underneath it to indicate
that it stood in its original place ; but no such marks were found. Mr.
Petrie gives some interesting details relative to the change that took

place in the workmanship of the Pyramid in the course of building-
The site was levelled with great care, and the base laid out with won.
derf ul exactitude. The basalt pavement on the east side of the Pyra-
mid and the limestone pavement on the other sides are splendid pieces
of work, the blocks of basalt being all sawn and fitted together with
the greatest accuracy. The lower part of the casing, of which Mr.
Petrie for the first time uncovered some blocks in situ, is exquisitely
wrought, and so is the Entrance Passage ;

" the means employed for cas-

ing and cementing the blocks of soft limestone, weighing a dozen to

twenty tons each, with such hair-like joints, are almost inconceivable
at present, and the accuracy of the levelling is marvellous." But the
same excellence is not shown in the upper parts of the building; the

upper part of the Great Gallery is much askew
;
in the ante-chamber,

bad stone has been employed, and its defects rudely plastered over;
and in the King's Chamber, though it is composed entirely of magnifi-
cent granite blocks of admirable workmanship, there is an error in the

levelling, causing a difference of two and a quarter inches between the
courses on the north-east and the south-west, an error which, if not due
to natural causes, is surprising in such a piece of work as the Great
Pyramid. In many places the stone has been left in the rough, to be
dressed down when it was put in position, but which has been left un-
dressed. Mr. Petrie suggests that the architect of the first period of
the building died in the midst of his work, and was succeeded by one
who exercised less careful supervision, and that thus the building was
somewhat hastily finished. As the roofing-beams for the King's Cham-
ber are all numbered, and marked for the north or south sides, Mr.
Petrie thinks it probable that they were all hewn in the lifetime of the
first architect, and fitted into position outside the Pyramid, but were
built into tlvir place by the second and. less careful architect. Cham-
lers's Journal.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Kwported for The American Architect And Building N'ewt.)

[Although a large portion of tin- building intelligence
it provided by their regular correspondents, the editors

greatly detirc to receive voluntary information, etpe
ttdllyf-om the tmaller and nutlying townt.}

BUILDING PATENTS.

(Printed specifications of any patenttherementioned
together with full detail illustrations, may be obtamet
tfthe Commissioner of Patents, at Washington, foi
ticenty-Jire cents.l

324,357. SAW. Matthew Brown, Bridgeport, Conn
324.36*. HINGE FOB SCUTTLES, SKYLIGHTS, ETC.

Patrick Curley. Boston, Mass.
3-'4,:!78. PIPE-WBENCH. James T. Hayden, Bos

ton. Mass.
32l,3S4-38S. SLIDING BLIND. Nathan Jewett, To

ledo, O.
324,395. ELLIPSOGRAPH. Arthur Marichal, Phlla

delphla. Pa.
324.444. LOCK-HINGE. Josef Wolf, Hoboken, N. J,

324.452. DOOR-CHECK. Nathan O. Bond, Fairfax
Court-House, Va.

324,4.56. PORTADLE BUILDING. Thomas H. Carska-
don. Keyser, W. Va.

324.460. SHUTTER -FASTENER. William Delano,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

324.492. GAS-TRAP COVER FOR WASH-BAHINS.
Nathan Schwab, New York, N. Y.

324.493. ELEVATOR -CAGE AND SAFETY APPLI-
ANCE. Alouzo B. See, Brooklyn, N. Y.

324.499. GLA/.ING. Thomas W. Taylor, Worcester,
Mass.
324.500. PNEUMATIC ANNUNCIATOR. William

Thomas, Jersey City, N. J.

324,508. COMBINED AQUARIUM AND MARITIME
THEATRE. Jerome Wenmaekers, Antwerp, Belgium.

324,515. WATKB-BACK. Frank Armstrong, Bridge-
port, Conn.

324.525. BARN-DOOR FASTENING. Wm. L. Bliss,
and George F. Kopp, South Egremont, Mass.

324,527. COMPOSITE METAL BAB. Edwin S. Brain-
ard, Manchester, Conn.

324,542. OVERFLOW AND DISCHARGE VALVE FOR
BATHS. John Demarest, New York, N. Y.

324,544. SAFETY-GATE FOR ELEVATORS. George
T. Fallis, St. Joseph, Mo.

324,555. BENCH-CLAMP.-Franklin P. Hish, Shelby-
ville, 111.

324,634. CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS James C.
Anderson, Highland Park, 111.

321,640. KNOB ATTACHMENT John Bellamy, Bos-
ton, Mass.

324,645. SEWER-TRAP. Buckland P. Bower, Cleve-
land, O.

324,670. FIBB-ESCAPE. William B. Doolittle, Chi-
cago, 111.

324,693. BLIND-SLAT HOLDER. David Hininan,
Sontnington, Conn.

324,695. CBANE. Jos. Hollingsworth, Kilbourno,
La.

324,710. FIREPLACE NICHE. James N. Long, Phil-
adelphia, Pa.

324,716. FIRE -PROOF CEILING. Henry Maurer.
New York, N. Y.

324,732. METALLIC DoOR-SiLL. Charles C. Sohrei-
ber, Cincinnati, O.

324,751. SAFETY DEVICE FOR ELEVATORS. Rob-
ert M. Curtiss, Brooklyn, N. Y.

324,763. BORING-PIT OR AUOER. Lncian M. Fos-
ter, Troy, N. Y.

324,768. TUBULAR SCREW. Frederick R. Hunt,
Leavenworth, Ivans.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report twenty-
three permits have been granted, the more import-
ant of which are the following:
J. M. Shackleford, three st'y brick building, n e

cor, Eden St. and Union Alley.
Henry Hartinan, 2 three-st y brick buildings, w s

Pennsylvania Ave.; and 6 two-st'y brick buildings,
e and w s Wilmer Alley, bet. Blddle and Greenwil-
low Sts.
C. A. Gambrill M'f'g Co., two-st'y brick buildings,

36' x 38', e s Commerce St., s of Pratt St.

Johns Hopkins University, four-st'y brick build-

ing, n s Monument St., bet. Eutaw and Garden Sts.
Swindell Bros., three-sfy brick building, 25' x 120',

n e cor. Bayard and Warner Sts.

J. J. Gordon, three-st'y brick building, s e cor. Ats-

quith and Lanvale Sts.
E. T. Kirkley, greenhouse, s s Myers St., bet. Web-

ster St. and Fourth Lane.
H. A. Zeigler. 3 two-st'y brick buildings, e s Val-

ley St., s of Hoffman St.
Win. Collett, 6 two-st'y brick buildings, w s Penn-

sylvania Ave., com. cor. Gold St.
Otto Qoldback, 5 three-st'y brick buildings, e s

Wolfe St., com. cor. McElderry St.

Chas. Callts, 10 two-st'y brick buildings (sq.) e s

Broadway, bet. Preston St. and Carlisle PI.
P. Fitzpatrick, 4 three-st'y brick buildings, e s

Charles St., s of Jones Falls.
F. W. Koeuig, three-st'y brick building, e s Han-

over St., bet. Clement St. and Fort Ave.
Adam Wendell, 2 threo-st'y brick buildings, n s

Eager St., bet. Greenmonnt Ave. and McKim St.
i 'lias. Buck, three-st'y brick building, e s Pennsyl-

vania Ave., bet. HolTman and Dolphin Sts.

Boston.
BUILDING PERMITS. Wood. Congress St., opp. A

St., storage, 50' x 100'; owner. Boston Wharf Co.;
builder, N. S. Wilbur.

Milton St.. near Byron St., dwell., 21' x 30'; own
er, Nathan Ersklne; builder, C. W. Nlckerson.

Oarjleld St., near Corey St., dwell., 31' 2" x :i2

2"; owner, J. W. Bailey; builder, George A. Spear
liorcheiter Ave., A'o. 317, wagon-shed, 22' 6" X 74'

owner and builder, William I'eard.
Savin St., near Blue Hill Ave., dwell., 20' x 6V 6"

owner, J. K. Murphy; builder, John Hayes.
Everett St., carriage-shed, 30' x 40'; owner, G. C

Fltzpatriok; builder, Isaac <>. Caiwell.

Itutherfard Ave., stable, .12' x 34'; owner, D. Whit
Ing & Son; builder, J. B. Wilson.
lledford St., opp. Walnut St., storage, 24' x 90'

owners and builders, Holmes & Adams.
Harvard Ave., near Brighton Ave., stable, 24' x

34'; owner, G. P. Brown; builders, Watson tt

Bowers.
Magnolia St., cor. Myrtle PI., dwell., 24' 6" x 29<

M", owner, William T. Leggett; builder, Burke Bros
Kugglet St., Ho. 32, storage, 2s' x W; owner, W

J. Bradlee; builder, A. J. Strout.
Batt Sixth St., Xo. 458, dwell., W x 21'; owne

and builder, James V. Devine.
liuillfu St., near Dennis St., dwell., 22' x 50'; own

er, Charles Barton; builder, James Portmore.
Pleasant St., near South St., storage, K' x 50'

owner and builder, Boston Gas Light Co.

Vaughan .I/-.-., near Geneva Ave.. dwell., 17' x _''

owner, John Watson; builder, B. A. Noble.
// St., near East Fourth St., dwell., 21' 6" x 42'

owner, Dennis Keardou; builder, Lymau Locke.
HSt., Ar

o. 102. dwell., 21' x 36>; owner, Mrs. E. A
Johnston; builder, B. A. Noble.
Colden St., Jfot. 24-26, dwell., 31' 6>' x 58' 8"; own

er and builder, W. B. Quigley.

Brooklyn.

BUILDING PERMITS. Magnolia St., a s, 250' e Irving
Ave., three-st'y frame store and dwell., lined with
hemlock boards, tin roof; cost, 13,500; owner. Win
Carpenter; architect, Mr. Taylor; builder, W. H
Nlcliols.

Broome St., Not. 31-37, 4 three-st'y and basement
frame (brick-tilled) tenements, gravel roof; cost,
(14,0110; owner, F. E. Mather, 213 East Eighteenth
St.. New York: architect, J. Doig, Jr.; builders
Doig & Post and P. Newman.
McKibben St., u s, ."!' e Bushwlck Ave., one-st'y

frame glass-house, gravel and shingle roof; cost, $8,-
600; owner, N.Dauneuhoffer, Gerry St., cor. Throop
Ave.; architect, Th. Engelhardt; builders, J. Wag-
ner and E. Loerch.
Sixteenth St., s s, TV 10" e Seventh Ave., 14 two-

st'y frame (brick-nlled) dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$2,800; owner, architect and builder, R. Kirkman,
415} Eighteenth St.

llality St., s s, 95' e Sumner Ave., two-st'y brick
dwell., tin roof; cost, 85,000; owner, G. R. Waldron,
529 Halsey St.; architect, A. Hill.

Jiussell PI., w s, S5< U" s llerkiiner St., 6 two-st'y
brick dwells., gravel roofs, wooden cornices; cost,
3,500; owners, Felix Gallagher and John Taafe, 13t

Court St.; architect and contractor, Jno. Taaffe;
mason, L. A. Brown.
Putnam Ave., n e cor. Tompklns Ave., four-st'y

brick store and dwell., gravel roof; cost, 919,000;
owner, Paul C. Grening, 420 Gates Ave.
Putnam Ave., n s, 24' e Tompkius Ave., 9 two-and

a-half-st'y brown-stone dwells., e s, 81' 6" u Putnam
Ave., two-aud-a-half-st'y brown-stone dwells., all tin

roofs; cost, each, $6,OJO; Puul C. Grening, 4211 Gates
Ave.
Fulton St., 8 s. 150' e Rochester Ave., 5 three-st'y

brick stores and flats, tin roofs; cost, each, $7.000;
owner aud contractor, J. W. Stewart, 373 Quincy
St.; architect, I. D. Reynolds.

George St., s s, 100' e Hamburg St., three-st'y
frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,200;
owner and architect, A. Dillman, 87 Melrose St.;

builder, H. LoetUer.
Boerum St., n s, 75' w Lorlmer St., three-st'y frame

(brick-nlled) tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,500; owner,
J. Hillenbrand, on premises; architect, J. Platte;
builders, J. Auer ana J. Krisse.

Jlutledge St., s s, 180' w Harrison Ave., 2 three-st'y
brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, $6.000; own-
er and mason, John Auer; architect, J. Plalte; con-
tractor, J. Bossert.

Central Ave., s e cor. Harman St., 2 three-st'y
frame (brick-mled) stores aud dwells., tin roofs;
cost, each, SI, .">"; owners, architects aud builders,
Cozlne & Gascoine, 109 Harman St.
Manhattan Ave., No. 142. e s. 270' 8 Norman Ave.,

four-st'y brick store and dwell., tin roof; cost, SH,-
10U; owner, George H. Kldd, 108 Franklin St.; archi-
tect, Th. Engelhardt; builders, J. Kooney and J.
Fallon.
Adams St., e s, 75' n Concord St., 3 five-st'y brick

apartment-houses and stable, tin roofs; cost, $33,-
000; owner, E. D. Puelps, 55 Pineapple St.; archi-
tect, M. J. Morrill; builders, P. Carlin & Sons and
Morris & Selover.

Quincy St., Not. 285 anrf 287, n s, 400' e Nostrand
Ave., nve-st'y brick aud brown-stone tenement; cost,
$45,000; owner, Mary Johnson, 289 Quincy St. ; ar-

chitect, A. Hill; builders, C. Vlny and P. F. O'Brien.
Van Brunt St., w s, on river front, 2 ttve-st'y brick

warehouses, gravel roofs; cost, $67,000; owners, New
York Warehousing Co., 57 Broadway; architect and
builder, Thomas stone.

Bedford Ace., A'o. 370, w s, 225 n Myrtle Ave., four-
st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost, $5,000; owner,
architect and builder, A. McKnigut.
Patchen Ave., n w cor. Madison St., three-st'y brick

store and dwell., gravel roof; cost, $4,000; owner
and contractor, J. P. Miller; architect, J. G. Glover;
mason, not selected.

Jefferson St., s s, 20' w Throop Ave., 4 two-and-a-
hall-st'y brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each; $5,000;
owners, architects and builders, Phillips & Welld,
573 Greene Ave.
LLTERAT1ON8. Fifth Ave., No. 214, one-st'y brick
extension, tin roof, iron cornice; cost, abt. J3.000;
owner, John Devlin; architect, R. Boeklen.
South Fifth St., u e cor. Third St., altered for

store .'mil flats; cost, $4.2<io; owner, Thomas Husson,
Jamaica; architect, E.F. Gaylor; builders, M. Smith
and R. B. Ferguson.

Chicago.
BUILDING PERMITS. A. Kuess, two-st'y dwell., 3815
Johnson PI.; cost, $3,000.
A. Mclutosh, 2 two-st'y dwells., 3112-3114 South

Park Ave.; cost, $10,000; architects, Wheelock &
Clay.
C. H. Kaufman, two-st'y flats, 752 California Ave.;

cost, $2.500; architect, C. W. Boynton.
Mrs. M. Hlnsdale, two-st'y dwell., 283 Learitt St.

cost, $3,500.
H. Hulvle, two-st'y flat*, 381 Thirty-sixth St.

; cost,

W. S. Edbrooke, two-sfy livery stable, 966-968 Ro-
bey St.; cost, $5,000; architect, W. S. Edbrooke.
Geo. S|>ohr, two-st'y store aud dwell., 799 Kllnton

Koad; oost, $3,500; architect, K. Relchert.
C. P. Peterson, three-st'y dwell., 17 Wendell St.;

oost, $4,600.
A. G. Sears, 2 two-st'y dwells., 33-37 Artesian Ave.;

oost, $6,000; architects, Scott & Gage.
J. Cllian, three-st'y dwell., 198 Twentieth St.;

cost, $3,800; architect, L. Novlg.
T. Michelecky, three-st'y dwell., 447 Twentieth

St.; cost, $4,600; architect, L. Novlg.
J. Palt, three-st'y store and dwell., 3201 Laurel St.-

cost, $6,4"0; architect, L. Novlg.
W. Sheaf, three-st'y flats, 103U West Harrison St

cost, $4,800; architect, A. Bessler.
F. Albrecht, three-st'y dwell., 494 Jefferson St

cost, $6,000; architect, J. Waska.
A. L. Crocker, four-st'y Hats, 282 Indiana St.; oost,

J. Welmand, two-st'y flats, 87 Jay St.; oost, $2-
500; architect, E. Devine.

J. Voltz, fonr-st'y store and flats; oost, SIMM:
architect, C. H. Gottig.

S. Anderson, two-it y dwell., 615 Lasalle St.: oost
$10,000; architect, A. Cudell.
J. Long, two-st'y store and dwell., 877 Thirty-first

St.; cost, $6,000; architect, P. Rnehl.
Mrs. J. Schuler, three-st'y dwell., 447 Sedgwlck

St.; cost, $4,500; architect, G. S. Spohr.
Mrs. Baumgarteu, two-st'y dwell., 481 Congress

St.; cost. 3,<>00.

G. L. Brown, three-st'y store and dwell., 124-126
Tulrty-flfth St.; cost, $11,000; architect, L. B. Dlxon
D. J. Wren, 10 cottages, Coblentz St.; cost, $10,-

000.

D. J. Wren, 5 cottages, Coblentz St.; oost, $5 000
M. Gallagher, 2 two-st'y flats, 2493-2496 Cottage

Grove Ave.; cost, $7,000.
E. L. Thaln, 2 two-st'y dwells.. 3152-3154 Prairie

Ave.; cost, $10,000; architect, E. L. Thaln.
G. L. Lombard, 2 two-st'y dwells., 911-913 Kedzle

Ave.; cost, $5,500.
S. J. Wakeman, three-st'y dwell., 1050 West Wash-

ington St.; cost, $4,000; architect, J. Speyer.
J. H. Bentz, two-st'y flats, 352 Congress St.; cost,

tXHagel, two-st'y dwell., 117 Seminary Ave.; cost
$4 008; architect, J. Schnoor.
B. Quigley, three-st'y store and flats, 444 West

Twelfth St.; cost, $6,000; architect, C. McAfee
A. Williams, 2 two-st'y dwells., 292-294 Idaho St

cost, $6,000; architect, A. Williams.
J. Waldhauser, four-st'y stores and flats, 186 North

Clark St.; cost, $9,000: architect, E. Uaumann.
H. Reymer, two-st'y store and dwell., 653 North

Paulina St.; cost, $3,500.
S. W. Rawson, 5 cottages; cost, $4,500.
W. L. Buruham, two-st'j dwell.. 456 Orchard St.-

oost, $3,000; architects. Buruham & Root.
D. T. Jack, two-Bt'y flats, 294 Park Ave.; cost, $2,-

W. Fallows, 3 three-st'y flats, 347-351 Washington
Boulevard; cost, $30,000; architect, E. E. Siiidor
Mrs. Williams, two-st'y flats, 1056 West Park St

cost, $2,800.
J. Scannell, two-st'y flats, 722 Hinman St cost

$2,800.
H. S. Fitch, two-st'y barn, Michigan Ave.; cost,

53,600.
B. F. Nourse, two-st'y dwell.. 3649 Grand Boule-

vard; cost, $6,0X1; architects, Wheelock & Clay
C. Nelson, three-st'y flats, 390 Erie St.; cost, $4,-

W. Bussell, two-st'y flats, 972-974 Walnut St.; cost
$3,000; architect, G. Isaacson.

Kansas City, Mo.
MILL. Plans have been completed for the construc-
tion of a linseed oil mill in the east bottoms The
building will be a story brick. It is being built by
Mr. James Johnson, a St. Louis capitalist

SHOT-TOWER. Mr. F. C. Ripley.of Dubuque, la. and
Mr. Hugh Merril of Cincinnati are preparing to es
tablish a shot-tower In this city.

BUILDING PERMITS. Behney & Everett, brick busi-
ness block, 13-23 East Eleventh St.; oost, $15.000.
Philip Smith, brick block, cor. Fourth amlCberrv

Sts.; cost, $15,000.
S. Z. Shutte, brick business house, 1207 and 1204

Grand Ave.; cost, $35.000.
W. A. Halbert, brick house on Broadway; cost

Mrs. C. E. Bramwell, block, 720Troost Ave cost
$9.000.

'

L. A. Wlllard, business block, 901 Broadway; cost,

V*. Hansnuld, frame block, Terrace St.; con $4 -

son.

J. T. Eagers, brick house, cor. Fourteenth and
Tracy Sts.; cost, #3,UOO.
Ernest stoltze, business block, 1415 Grand Ave

cost, J5.000.
D. S. Long, brick business block, 1413 Grand Ave -

cost, $5,<JOO.
W. C. Tabb, briek boose, Charlotte St.; cost, $4,-

W. H. Chick, brick house, cor. Eleventh aud
Brooklyn Aves.; cost, $10,000.

Minneapolis, Minn.

3UILDINO PEBMITS. E. D. Jackson, two-st'y wood
dwells., s t Linden Ave., bet. Mxteenth and Seven
ternth Sts., n; cost, ?3,000.
C. W. Lasher alteration store-building u e oor

Tenth Ave. and East Third St., s; cost, $3400,
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C H. Smith, two-st'y wood dwell., s s East Nine-

teeAth St b et Park and Portland Aves. ; cost,$3,000.

TaSlStt, three-st'y*&* n $"'
n e cor. Western Ave. and Ninth St.; cost, *8,000.

Swedish Mission Church Society, add. brick ve-

neer church, n w cor. Twelfth Aye. and East Seventh

St; '

bet!

C Gregory,' two-st'y wood dwell., Second Ave.,

st Twenty-eighth and East Twenty-ninth Sts.;

enyc Best, six-st'y brick store-building, 604

Nicollet Ave.; coat, $75,000.

New Haven.

BUILDING PERMITS. -Following are the permits for

new buildings issued since last report:

Conaress Ave., near Kossuth St., two-st'y frame

dwell 33' x 53'; cost, $3,000 ; owner, John Hegel.

CMeqeSt cor. Wail St., three-st'y stone society

bui?d ng, 88' x 44'; cost, $20,000; owners, Chatheld

fcOnni architect, Harrison W. Lmdsley.

PMnamSt near Howard Ave., three-st'y frame

d/el. 2 tenements, IV x 44'; cost, $3,000; owner,

TR V Lvon- architect, 0. H. Stilson.

Railfoad'Ave, near 'Grand St., three-st'y packmg-

houst 73' *l2f
; cost, $5,000; owners, S. E. Merwm&

S
0live St near Green St., two-st'y brick dwell., 27'

x iS'* cost,' $5?000; owner, John R. Buff; architect,

^Me'adowft'., !fo,. 188-198, four-st'y brick and stone

building, 4 stores and 12 flats, tin roof, 60' J; 80':
i cost,

$30,000; owner, J. B. Flagg; architect, David B.

* -

A Ave., two-st'y frame dwell., 26'x 37<; owner,

teHurr: Wallace St., two-8t'y brick

bnuS? tin roof, 22' x 40'; cost, $4,000; owner, haw-

reSosty
4twc-St'y frame dwells, 22' 6 * 38';

cost, $6,000; owner, E. L. Goodale.

New York.

Business in the building interests is very quiet,

th!mo th'ly meeting of toe Mechanics and traders

Exchange was not convened this week owing to the

o?/" ADD^T-^he" Buckingham" on the n e

cor Fifth Ave. and Forty-ninth St., is to have an ad-

dition built at a cost of $200,000; Messrs. C. Graham

~-0he8
w s of New Ave., running from One

Hundred and Twenty-second to One Hundred and

Twenty-third Sts., 20 dwells, on ground,Wx 201' 10"

are to be built by Messrs. J. W. & A. Teets.

On the s e corf One Hundred and Fourth St. and

Manhattan Ave., 3 houses are to be built by Mr.

?1 Roux, ala'cost of $45,000; from plans of Mr.

BUM--**** Ave., e s, 70' s One Hun-

dred ami Eighth St., four-st'y brick storage build-

ing ttn roof
; cost, $6 000; owner, Edward Mornssey,

236 East Twenty-seventh St.; architects, Cleverdon

*f2riftM Hundred and Twelfth St No. 332, four-

st'y brick tenement, tin roof, cost $7,600; owner

Ratje Bunke, 319 East One Hundred and Eleventh

Une uunana. am* , ,..-, St., n ., 375' w Sixth

Ave, 3 three-st'y brick (stone front) dwells, tin

roote: cost, each, $9,000; owner S. J. Wright, 201

West' One Hundred and Thirty-nrst St.; architects,

C1
On

r<

ffdred
t

and Thirty-fourth St., n s, 75' w
viohth AVB 3 four-st'y brick tenements, tin roofs;

cofi each S'l5 000; owner, Walter S. Price. 232 West

One Sred and Thirty-second St.; architect, G.

Ridge Ave., cor. Johnson St., 4 two-st'y dwells,

12' 6" x 30'; J. C. Hains, contractor.

Vienna St., s e cor. Memphis St., stone basement

to church, 60' x 113'; Thos. McCarty.

Twenty-seventh St., n Columbia Ave, two-st y

brick stable; O. McKenna, owner.

Viola St., n Fairmouut Ave, 2 two-st'y dwells,

!'>' 6" x 26'' J. F. Wimser, contractor.

Mascher St., n Norris St., two-st'y dwell, 16' x 30';

B. Jacobs, owner.
Tucker St., n Memphis St., two-st'y stable, 16' x

34'; F. R. Clark, owner.

Queen St., n Township Line, two-st'y stable, 18' x

30'; C. E. Bartle, contractor.

Arch St., No. 1303, two-st'y back building, 14' x

36'; Kester & Oram, contractors.

Vankirk St., n Jackson St, two-st'y dwell, 16' x

33'; T. B. Long, owner.
Twenty-seventh St., n Dauphin St., three-st y

dwell, 19' x 30'; Aug. Schriber, contractor.

Frankford Ave., cor. Emerald St., two-st'y dwell,

16' x 48'' C. H. Maisland, contractor.

Otsego St., No. 1814, two-st'y stable, 16' x 35'; Peter

Stuebling, contractor.

Forty-ninth St., s Chestnut St., 7 two-st'y dwells,
14' x 28'; W. Bunch, contractor.

Fifteenth St., s Dauphin St., 2 two-st'y dwells, 17'

x 55'; C. C. Moore, contractor.

Eleventh Ave.. n e cor. Lehigh Ave, addition, 16'

x 36'; Chas. Stirling, Jr., contractor.

Warren St., w Fortieth St., 3 two-st'y dwells, 11'

x 40'; Geo. Heiser, contractor.

Garibaldi St., w Tenth St., two-st'y stable, 20' 6"

x 73' 4''' F. Shillinger, contractor.

Bainbridge St.. w Eighteenth St., 6 two-sty

dwells.; Jos. Bird, contractor .

South Second St., No. 1517,3 two-st'y dwells.; Dun-
bar & Myers, contractors.

Second St., n Diamond St, 6 three-st'y dwells.

Alexander J. Richards, contractor.

Lamhert St., n Diamond St, two-st'y dwell, 15' x

45'; J. Richtly, contractor.

North Third St., No. 1128, two-st'y dwell, 18' x 69'

Jno. Klebe, contractor.

St. Louis.

BUILDING PERMITS. Eighty permits have been

issued since our last report, twelve of which are

for unimportant frame houses. Of the rest, thos

worth $2,500 and over are as follows:

A Mausur, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $25,000

Peabody & Stearns, architects; J. D. Fitzgibbons
contractor.

C. H. Blankmnster, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost

S3.000; Chas. May, architect; L. Yaeger, contractor

H. Woeltge, two-st'y brick tenement; cost, $5,000

L. Yaeger, contractor.
Chas. Schroeder, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3

300; Whri, architect; Wm. Riewe, contractor.

E O Standard, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $7,000

A. Beinke & Co, architects; sub -let.

John Padberg, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,000

J. R. Bolfes, contractor.
J. B. Powell, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells

cost, $5,800; Fred. Hoffermann, contractor.

F. Heimenz. one-atid-one-half-st'y brick dwell.;

cost, $2,750; Jos. Handen, contractor.

F. W. Meier, two-st'y brick dwell, and stable; cost,

$2 900; Henry W. Rocklage, contractor.

Robert Kreplin, two-st'y brick store and dwell.;

cost, $2,600; A. Beinke & Co, architect*; L. Yaeger,
contractor.

St. Louis Illuminating Co, one-st'y Electric

Works; cost, $5,000; Taylor, architect; Kirgin &
Bro, contractors.
D. C. O'Shea, 2 adjacent twc-st'y brick tenements;

>it, $3,000; T. Murphy, contractor.

St., bet. Second and Third Sts.; cost, $10,000; own-

er, U. S. Government.
Three-st'y brick stores and dwells, s s Dakota

Ave, bet. Chicago and Indiana Aves.; cost, $14,000;

owner, C. F. Meyer.
Brick church, s w s Sixth St, bet. Franklin and

Exchange Sts.; cost, $35,000; address, Rev. A. J. D.

Two-st'y frame dwell, w s Wilkin St., bet. Mc-
Boal and Mississippi River; cost, $4,000; owner, C.

E. D. Olmstead.
Two st'y brick veneer dwell, n w s Summit Ave,

bet. Selby and Nina Aves.; cost, $10,000; owner, J.

S. Robertson.
Two-st'y frame dwell, n s Pleasant Ave, bet.

Third and Ramsey Sts.; cost, $4,000; owner, Mrs. E.

S. Hall.

Bids and Contracts.

)OVER N. H. The Dover Improvement Association

have awarded the contract for building the new
shoe factory to Hiram F. Snow, for $21,800.

VASHINGTON, D. C. The following is an abstract of

the bids for iron-work of library of State, War and

Builders' Iron Foundry, Providence, R. I, $43,250.

Snead & Co. Iron Works, Louisville, Ky. (accepted),

$26 840
Jackson Architectural Iron Works, New York

Ph'oanix Iron Company, Trenton, N. J, $49,000.

Hecla Bronze & Iron Company, Brooklyn, N. Y,

Manly & Cooper Manufacturing Company, Phila-

delphia, Pa, $54,321.
Bids were opened at Colonel Casey s omce tor

the erection of a fire-proof building for the Army
Medical Museum. The following were the bidders

and total amounts bid, including those for heating

apparatus:
D. C. Weeks & Son, New York, 233,637.

Frank Baldwin, Washington, $185,490.

Bright & Humphrey. Washington, $179,987.

August Getz & Co, Washington, $194,000.

M. A. McGowan, Washington, 8182,540.17.

C. A. Schneider & Sons, Washington, $198,405.33.

D. J. McCartney & Co, Washington, $200,595.

J. F! McDermott, Washington, $191,600.

COMPETITION.

TVTEMORIAL, TO GENERAL GRANT.

We offer three prizes of $50 each for the best three
" preliminary sketches " of a design for a Memorial
to General Grant, to be erected in a large town at a

cost not exceeding $100,000.
Conditions: Drawings to be received at this office

on or before Saturday, September 19, 1885.

Drawings to be at any scale in pencil or ink no

brush-work or color the scale to be indicated on

the drawing. A brief memorandum of material and

probable cost to appear on the. drawing itself.

Each design to be represented by perspective (or ele-

vation) with plan, and, if necessary, section at smaller

Each design to be signed by a motto, and the au-

thor's name forwarded under seal. In case of publi-

cation the author's name will be announced, unless

request is made to the contrary. The award will be

made by a jury of architects and sculptors.
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aSft'^,., e s, 24' 11' s One Hundred and Thir-

ty-fifth St., 3 three-st'y brick (stone front dwells.,

tin roofs; cost, $27,000; owner, A. M. Tompkms, 2376

Second Ave.; architect, Andrew Spence.

Wnht^gtm Ave., e s, 217' s One Hundred and

Sixtv-eiThth St., two-st'y frame and brick dwell.,

!ost
y
$3^0; owner, G. W. Bashford, 79 Cedar St.,

att'y tot Wm. Rhiiielauder; architect, W. W. Gar-

diner; builder, John Knox.
ALTERATIONS. - Washington Alley, n s, abt 50' w
University PI., on rear of Nos. 46 and 48 Clinton PI.,

raised 18'; also one-st'y brick extension tin roofs;

also front and internal alterations; cost, Sb,ooo, les-

tee? Edward Cooper, 12 North Washington Sq.; ar-

Third Ave JVo'2360, three-st'y brick extension,

tin roof; cost! $4,000; owner, J. Q. Bourne, on prem-

ises; architect, J. Munekwitz.

Tompkins St.. No. 43, four-st'y brick extension, tin

roof etc.; cost, $3,800; owner, Richard Hodge, 343

Rivington St.; architect, J. Munekwitz; builders,

W Nolan and W. McDevitt.

Fiftieth St., n s, abt. 197' e Seventh Ave, raised

one-st'y; cost, $5,000;
owners Broadway & Seventh

Ave R R. Co.; architect, S. D. Hatch; builders, B
L. Darragh & Co. and J. Elgar.
East Thirty-sixth St., No. 13, two-st'y brick exten

sion- cost, $5,000; owner, Henry C. Valentine, on

premises; architect, E.E. Raht; builders, D. Camp
bell and Germond & Co.

Fifth Ave., n e cor. Forty-third St, internal alter

atiou; cost, $3,000; owner, Temple Emauuel; archi

tect, W. H. Hume; builders, I. A. Hopper and J

E1
fres< Thirty-ninth St., No. 205, flve-st'y brick ex

tension; cost, $60,000; owner, St. Vincent de Pau

Orphan Asylum, on premises; architect, W. M
K

*West Forty third St., Nos. 542 arid 544, three-st'

brick extension forstable; cost, $3,100; owner, Tho

J King on piemises; architect, W. F. Simonds.

'fifth Ace. Xo. 421, two-st'y brick extension, ti

roof; cost, abt. $8,000; owner, Catherine M. Va
Auken. ou premises; architect, G. B. Post.

Philadelphia.

BUILDING PERMITS. Dupont St., e Ridge Ave, tw

st'y dwell, 16' x 42'; H. Lovering, owner.

Cost, spo,uuu; -L. iTiuiyuj, vuiiK<*v>w.

St. Peters Episcopal Church, one-st'y brick addi-

tion; cost, $6,800; Gravel & Co, architects; R. P.

McClure, contractors.
Wm C. Lange two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,600;

A. C. Jaussen, architect; C. Linnen Kohl & Co, con-

tractors.
Oliver Von Schrader, four-st'y brick store; cost,

$8,000; I. Taylor, architect; F. C. Bousack, con-

Wm.' Brenneke, 3 adjacent two-st'y brick tene-

ments- cost, $4,000; O. Doemer & Bro, contractors.

Mr. De Jeannette, 3 adjacent two-st'y brick tene-

ments; cost, $3,700; C. C. Heliners, architect; John
R. Davis, contractor.

Mary J. Switzer, four-st'y [brick store; cost, !<,-

000; E. Mortimer, architect; D. Evans, contractor.

Henry Bodicaker, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick tene-

ments; cost, $3,500; J. Goesse, architect; Bothe &
Batemann, contractors.
Frost & Clemence, two-st'y brick stable; cost, *4,-

000; J. Johnson, architect; J. A. Stanton, con-

r

w.L. C. Bray, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,600;

Thos. J. Furlong, architect; James H. Keefe, con-

1

Mrs. 'Nora Murphy, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost,

$2,700; J. B. Lindsley & Son, contractors.

John Dorrer, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,500;

Thomas Roach, contractor.
Z. Berry, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,700; E. D.

Ogden, contractor.
Patrick Shea, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,300;

J. J. Wharton, contractor.

G H. Timmermanu, four-st'y brick store; cost,

$15,000; Klute & Hildebrandt, contractors.

John Callaghan, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.;

cost, $3,000; F. H. Goss, contractor.

F. Mueller, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.; cost,

$4 300; F. Mueller, contractor.

J. J. Ledns, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $6,500,

Grable & Co, architects; B. F. Stotlemeyer, con-

tractor.

St. I'M II I .

BUILDING PERMITS. Four-st'y brick business block,
w s Robert St, bet. Sixth and Seventh Sts.; cost,

$19,000; owners, St. Paul Real Estate and Improve-
ment Co.
Two-st'y brick veneer dwell, s s Grant St., bet.

University and Aurora Ave.; cost, $6,000; owner,
Lewis L. May.
Alteration flve-st'y brick army offices, e s Robert

PROPOSALS.

SCHOOL-HOUSE
ADDITION.

[At Corryvllle, O.]

Sealed proposals will be received at the office of the

Board of Education, Public Library Building, until

12 o'clock, noon, Monday, September 14th,
1885 for labor and material required for building a

(3) room addition to the Twenty-third District School,

Corryville, according to plans and specifications on file

at the office Superintendent School Building, No. 287

West Ninth St., Cincinnati, O.

Bids must be upon blank forms, to be obtained at

either office.

Each bid must contain the name of every person in-

terested therein, and must be accompanied by a sum-

cienl guarantee of some disinterested person in a pen-

ally equal to the amount of the bid; that if the bid is

accepted, a contract will be entered into, and the per-

formance of it properly secured.

All bids must be addressed to George O. Deckebach,
Chairman Building Committee, and plainly marked
bid for Twenty-third District Improvement.
The right is reserved by the Board to reject any or

all bids.

By order of the Board of Education.

606 ROBT. G. STEVKNSON, Clerk.

STEAM-HEATING. [At Leavenworth, Kans.]
THE NATIONAL HOME FOR )

DISABLED VOLUNTEEK SOLDIERS,
[

LEAVENWOHTH, KANS, August 26, 1885.)

Sealed proposals will be received at the Planters

House in this city, until 13 o'clock, noon, Satur-

day, September 30, 1885, for furnishing all mate-

rial (except the boilers, which are 10 be furnished and

delivered at the boiler-house), and setting the boilers

in place complete the steam-fitting, the steam-heat-

ing the gas-fitting, the plumbing, and the sewer-pipes

and connections required in the buildings, now being

erected at the Home.
The bids must be made separately for each branch

of the work, in a lump sum for each, but may be bid

for also in a lump sum tor the entire work.

Plans and specifications may be seen at the office of

Carr & Grodaveut, architects, Leavenworth, Kans.

The risrht is reserved to reject any or all bids.

GEN. W. 15. FRANKLIN, President.

E. F, BROWN, Inspector-General.
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HE Royal Institute of British Architects, the largest and

most influential body in the profession, has now under

consideration a change in its charter, by which it is to be

made possible for members who cannot attend the meetings in

London to vote on questions in which they may be interested

"by means of voting papers transmissible by post." The

Royal Institute has often been accused of excessive conserva-

tism, but, although it moves slowly, it is certainly managed
with great ability, and nearly every year brings with it some

change in the by-laws, or some movement among the members,
sanctioned and encouraged by the government of the Institute,

which is destined to exert a great and lasting influence over

the future of architects in all parts of the world. It is only
about two years, for instance, since the rule requiring all can-

didates for admission as Associates of the Institute to pass an

examination was, after many mouths of discussion, finally

adopted, but the effect of the strict enforcement of the rule is,

we think, already visible in a somewhat more considerate

treatment of the profession by those outside of it, as shown in

many instances, and still more in the calmer and more rational

tone in which topics of professional importance are discussed

in the technical journals. There is no surer sign of conscious

weakness than intemperate language or action, and the disap-

pearanf"
fl>r>m the English papers of those complaints and re-

cri''-' particularly in regard to competitions, which

^ common, gives evidence of the improved standing
of the profession in Great Britain, and the more secure pros-

perity of its members, which have resulted, partly from the

elevation of the principal professional association to the rank

of a learned body, requiring definite qualifications for admission ;

and partly from' the movement of resistance to the abuses of

public competition which was one of the first tasks to which

the reinvigorated Institute put its new-found strength. The

improvements in methods of management at present contem-

plated follow naturally from those already accomplished. The
Institute now deals with matters of greater professional inter-

est, and acts upon them with greater authority, than ever

before, and the desire of the provincial members to be enabled

to take part in the proceedings is, we venture to say, no

stronger than the wish of their leaders to secure, in just this

way, that widespread sympathy with their plans, and support
of their policy, which will enable them to advance still more

rapidly and certainly in the elevation of the profession for

which they have already done so much.

1ITHE Builder gives some interesting particulars of the life

''X f the late Professor Donaldson, a man whose enthusiastic

activity in his profession won for him well-deserved hon-

ors in nearly every part of Europe. His father, an architect,

and district surveyor in London, was of rather distinguished

descent, and seems to have been a clever and judicious man.

He seut his son to one of the public schools, at St. Albans,
where he remained until he was fourteen years old, and was

then sent out to the Cape of Good Hope, to begin a mercantile

ife in the house of Mr. Robert Stuart, one of the principal
merchants of South Africa. Soon after his arrival there, an

expedition was fitted out to attack the French colony of Mau-
ritius, and young Donaldson volunteered to accompany it.

After effecting a landing, the expedition made ready for an

assault upon the fort, and Donaldson, although hardly more
than a child, was selected as one of the " forlorn hope

"
to

make the first attack. Fortunately for the profession of archi-

;ecture, the French, seeing the preparations, concluded not to

wait for the assault, but made terms for surrendering, and
Donaldson returned to the Cape unhurt. He had hoped to

obtain a commission in the regiment in which he had volun-

teered, but his youth was probably against him, and he re-

turned, disappointed, to England, where, at the age of sixteen,
lie began the study of architecture with his father. He was

encouraged, as all young architects should be, to practise him-
self in purely artistic work, and carried off in 1817 the silver

medal of the Antique School at the Royal Academy, a signal
Mnr for a student who expected to be neither a painter nor

a sculptor. After this, as our readers know, he spent several

years in travelling, sketching and writing, and, while in Rome,
living with the French students at the Villa Medici, amused
bimself by designing a temple of Victory, which was shown to

Canova, and won for its author an election to membership in

the Academy of St. Luke, of which Canova was then Presi-

dent. His subsequent life was not extremely eventful, but his

energetic character showed itself in nearly everything that he

did, and his death at the age of ninety, although he had many
years before given up active work, was felt as an irreparable
loss to the profession.

IT
would be hard to find anywhere a pleasanter little city

than Havre, the principal port on the Norman coast of

France, and it seems, from an account given in La Nature,
that this pretty town is also fortunate in the possession of a

public-spirited set of men, who have recently carried out with

great success a plan for the amelioration of the dwellings of

their poorer fellow-citizens. The Mayor of the city, M. Sieg-
fried, with M. Mallet, the President of the Chamber of Com-
merce, and Dr. Gibert, who seem to have been most active in

the matter, observing, as others have done, that the poorest

people pay a higher rent for their tenements, in proportion to

the accommodation which they get, than those of a more afflu-

ent class, inquired into the reasons for this apparent injustice,
and learned, what any tenement-house agent might have told

them, that, owing partly to the lack, among many of those who

occupy the cheapest rooms, of any personal property which
can be attached as security for the payment of the rent, and

partly to the disproportionate cost of the legal proceedings
necessary to get rid of a dilatory tenant, many losses occur in

the management of this class of property which are avoided in

the case of better rooms, rented to people who have something
to lose, and would rather pay their rent honestly than have
their goods seized by the sheriff ; so that it is necessary to add
to the normal rental of the smallest tenements a percentage

large enough to make up for the inevitable losses by the small

frauds of irresponsible persons.

HERE is no legal maxim more frequently confirmed in the

courts than the proposition that all the terrors of the law
cannot make a man pay his debts if he hag nothing to pay

them with ; and the good citizens of Havre, finding the inev-

itable corollary of this to be that if a man does not pay his

debts himself, some one else, whether willingly or unwillingly,
has to pay them for him, applied themselves to the prepara-
tion of a scheme by which the poorest tenant, not absolutely a

pauper, should be encouraged to obtain, in as brief a time as

possible, a small property, the possession of which would afford

security for the payment of his debts, and would thus enable
him to enjoy those reductions in rates of rent and household

expenses that constitute one of the privileges of honesty and
financial solvency. It is needless to say that their solution of

the problem was essentially the same that has already been
discovered in England and elsewhere, consisting in the sale of

dwellings to poor tenants by instalments extending over a long
series of years ; but the details of the Havre scheme differ a
little from the usual plan. The first step was to form an in-

corporated company, with a capital of forty thousand dollars,
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to which the city added five thousand as a gift. A rule was

adopted to the effect that four per cent interest on the invest-

ments of the company should be the maximum demanded or

expected, and the directors proceeded to begin building opera-
tions on this basis. A quantity of land was procured, and

divided into lots varying in area from one thousand to thirteen

hundred square feet; and houses were built, each being about

sixteen by twenty feet in plan, outside the walls, and two

stories high. The entrance story was divided into two rooms,

one fourteen and one-half feet by eleven feet, and the other

seven feet by eight and one-half feet, the stairs and hall-

way occupying the remaining space. The second story was

divided in the same way. A garden was left behind each

house containing five or six hundred square feet of ground,
and a yard in front of about half this size. This was not, it is

true, a very extensive establishment, but it was large enough
to shelter a good-sized family comfortably and decently, and to

accommodate an immense amount of domestic virtue and hap-

piness ; and the whole affair, ready for occupancy, cost less
|

than six hundred dollars, including the price of the land. The
houses were built in pairs, for the sake of economy, and were

rented for sixty dollars a year, with the agreement that the

tenant who paid his rent regularly for fifteen years should be-

come the absolute owner of his house. The rent was nomi-

nally divided into two portions, forty-two dollars being regarded
as rent simply, and the remaining eighteen as a sinking-fund

payment, and it was provided that in case any tenant should

wish to give up his house, or should fail to pay his rent, the

amount of his contributions to the sinking-fund should be re-

turned to him, with interest at three per cent, after deducting
the expenses incident to the change of tenants. In this way
the company was sure of its money, since each tenant always
had a sum on deposit sufficient to cover any loss likely to occur

under good management, and it could afford to give its tenants

the advantage of the lowest rates of interest. In case a ten-

ant wished to anticipate his payments he was encouraged to do

so by an allowance of five per cent interest on all sums paid
before they were due. When matters of this kind are clearly

explained to them, workingmen, even of the poorest class, are

often as intelligent in trying to save a few cents of interest as

any millionaire bank-president could be, and at Havre the

amount of anticipated payments has been so great that although
the company was only incorporated in 1871, fifty-six, out of

one hundred and seventeen houses which it has built, have al-

ready become the property of their tenants, and about twenty
more will very soon be finally transferred.

STT NOVEL scheme is proposed in a supplementary sheet

AJ sent out with the last number of Le Genie Civil, for rais-
'

ing the money needed for the great Paris Exposition of

1889, without calling either upon the Government, the city of

Paris, or the hotel proprietors and railway companies. This

scheme, which is put forward by M. Berger, consists mainly of

the issuing of invitations to all persons to become stockholders

in the exhibition, and the division of the capital necessary,
which is calculated at ten million dollars, into ten million

shares, of the value of one dollar each. Payment for the shares

might be made either at once, or by five annual instalments, of

twenty cents each ; and the possession of a certificate of stock

would entitle the holder to a discount of ten cents from the

price of admission whenever he went to the exhibition, as well

as to such discount from the regular rates of fare as the railway

companies would probably find it for their advantage to allow

to stockholders at a distance ; and at the end of the exhibition

the whole amount received from entrance fees and other

sources would be divided by lot, in prizes of varying amount,

among the stockholders. Although the number of subscribers

necessary, according to this plan, would be equal to one-fourth

of the population of France, M. Berger believes that the

money could be raised. The large manufacturers, merchants
and other persons, who have usually been called upon to make

large subscriptions to the guarantee fund for such occasions,

would, he thinks, be much more disposed to subscribe at once
for five hundred or a thousand shares, at a dollar each, which

they could please their workmen by distributing among them,
than to send their certified checks for five or six thousand dol-

lars to the treasurer of the guarantee fund, to lie idle in his

custody for two or three years, losing interest, even if the fund
should not, after all, be called upon ; while the finances of the

Exhibition would gain, not only by the direct contribution of

a sum quite as large, probably, as the same subscriber would in

any case be held to pay under his guarantee, but by the distri-

bution of so many certificates among persons who would not

otherwise have been interested in the affair. As M. Berger
remarks, it is well known that people who have complimentary
tickets to the theatre given them often spend more than the

cost of an ordinary ticket to avail themselves of their privi-

lege ; and he thinks that the ten million stockholders will make
exertions to get to the Exhibition, and enjoy the benefit of

their discounts, which they would not have thought of under

ordinary circumstances. It is proposed further, as an offset to

the enormous number of free admissions which are necessarily

granted to exhibitors and their agents or salesmen, that all ex-

hibitors shall be required to subscribe to the capital, to the
amount of one share for themselves, and for each of their

representatives and agents in the Exhibition. As the posses-
sion of stock, although it offers them no privileges in regard to

admission which they would not enjoy under the ordinary man-

agement, carries with it the right to participate in the final dis-

tribution of profits, few exhibitors would object to subscribing
the small sums required, and the gain to the resources of the

enterprise would be very important. The final lottery for the

benefit of the shareholders is, as M. Berger says, the most ob-

jectionable part of the plan, but he considers that a fair equiv-
alent is, without it, given to those who buy shares, so that the
worst element of gambling is removed

; and as it is necessary,
not only to secure money enough beforehand to pay the cost

of the Exhibition, but to return the profits to those who have
furnished the capital, it is, he thinks, most judicious to choose
a mode of doing so which will attract some persons who would
be too selfish to contribute otherwise, while those who are sat-

isfied with what they have already received for their subscrip-
tion, can, if a prize should fall to them, use it for some benevo-
lent purpose.

H7HE number of professional associations is increasing so

A rapidly in this country, that there must be among our read-

ers a considerable number of society officials and committee-
men who will be glad of such suggestions for conducting gen-
eral reunions as can be obtained from descriptions of those held
in other places. The last one of which we have received the

programme is that of the Swiss Society of Engineers and

Architects, which holds its annual meeting this year, by invita-

tion of the local association, at Lausanne, on the border of the

Lake of Geneva. Lausanne, it will remembered, was the

favorite resort of Viollet-le-Duc, who spent his summers there
for many years, and offers many attractions in the way of

modern as well as ancient architecture, most of which seem to

have been considered in the programme of the meeting. The
first event on the list is the assembling of the delegates at the

Hotel de Ville, at four o'clock in the afternoon of Thursday,
September 10. Here tickets are distributed for the fetes of the

succeeding days, and the delegates then disperse to their rooms
and their dinner, to meet again at seven o'clock at a reception
in the club-house of the Beau-Sejour. The next morning, at

eight o'clock, a business meeting is held at the Casino Theatre
near the Club-house, and papers are read and discussed ; and at

half past twelve lunch is served in the theatre. The afternoon

is devoted to drives about the city, with visits to the Cathedral,

hospitals, schools, railroad stations and so on ; and at eight in eve-

ning is an out-door concert and reception. The next morning,
at a quarter past eight, a steamboat leaves the port, a mile and
a half from the town, for Evian, on the other side of the lake,
where an interesting mountain railway is inspected, and the

company then proceeds to the upper end of the lake, where a

curious pneumatic railroad has just been built, and the boat

reaches home at last, after touching at various interesting

points on the way, at half-past seven in the evening. Half an
hour later comes the dinner which closes the festivities of the

meeting, and at midnight a special train is ready to take pas-

sengers to Berne, the central point of the Swiss railway system,
from which all parts of the country are soon reached.

WE hope to find during the coming week that the draft

which we made on the profession, when we suggested de-

signs for Memorials to General Grant should be sent to

us, has been honored in the spirit in which it was made ; and
we trust that the general result will be as satisfactory as the

the designs already received leads us to believe it will be.
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PRAGUE. I.

TjLEXANDER HUMBOLDT, first

r\ and greatest of "
globe-trotters," is

/ often quoted as having called Prague
the most beautiful inland city he had ever

seen. If the quotation is not authentic it

is certainly ben trovato. Without rivalling

Ilumbuldt, I have seen many cities in

many lands, yet but very few whether
inland or sea-girt which are worthy even
to be compared with Prague for beauty.
Its charm is half natural, half architectu-

ral ; and the two factors harmonize and
enhance one another so admirably that it

seems as though Nature had worked with

a prophetic eye upon the artist, and the

artist always with a grateful care for her.

The city lies on both sides of the Mol-
dau a wide and vigorous stream dotted

Powder Tower. Prague. witn woo,i ed islets where it makes a

right-angled turn, and flows east for awhile after having flowed due
north. On the, right bank, in the elbow of the stream, and set about

with an amphitheatre of hills, lie the Alt-Stadt and the Neu-Stadt,
once separate quarters divided by a wall, but now blending together
and appearing of quite equal antiquity. At the extremity of the

Neu-Stadt that is, at the upstream extremity of the town rises

the hill called Wyscherad, where the first founders of the town es-

tablished themselves at least as early as the ninth century. Here in

874 was built Prague's first Christian church,

the second in all Bohemia.
The left bank of the river called the "Klein-

Seile
"

offers but little level ground, but none

the less a wide-spreading quarter
exists here

as well, and all the more is it picturesquely

delightful. A mass of narrow winding streets

and irregular open squares fills in the space
between the steep hills, and stretches val-

iantly up the most northerly and steepest,

the Hradschin, which is the crown and pin-

nacle of Prague. It is a long, narrow prom-

onotory rather than a hill, as we see when
we reach the top and find how widely to the

westward stretch its streets and palaces and

gardens ;
but the sides fronting the river

are very abrupt, and on the bold extremity
stands "the royal burg; an immense aggre-

gate of fortifications, palaces and churches,

with the broken, unfinished but most effective

mass of the cathedral towering over all. Here,
at the down-stream extremity, wag the sec-

ond settlement made in

Prague, the city, as we

might guess, having crept
downwards to the low
grounds from beneath the

protecting shelter of its two

early castles. There are

111:111 v magnificent points
of o'utlook in Prague, but

the finest of all is from the

Hradschin. Immediately be-

neath our feet the steep hill-

side is dotted with palaces
and covered with gardens.
The middle distance far be-

low is a long reach of the

most diverse and effectively

grouped towers, and spires,

and domes and turrets, with

the river curling through

them, spanned by its many
bridges. And the back-

ground everywhere on both

tides of the stream is formed

by forest-covered heights of the mosl enchanting outlines'. As far

as the eye can reach up-stream the city extends, the Wyscherad hill

being barely visible in the distance. And as far as it can reach

in the opposite direction is a beautiful rolling country sprinkled
with spires and villages. It is more than a beautiful view ; it is a

vast and magnificent panorama, as varied as it is harmonious. To
see it in winter would still be a privilege; but in winter one would

not really see Prague ; for I say, Nature's handiwork is at least as

important a factor in her peculiar charm as is the handiwork of

man.
As for this last, it is very interesting in many individual monu-

ments, but still more interesting considered as a whole ; looked at

simply as an ever-changing picture where the elements of many ages

mingle together in a curiously felicitous manner. There is no archi-

tectural lion of the first class to be noted, but all the specimens in

the brilliant show do but roar the more effectively in consequence.

The Thein Kirche, Prague.

No one thing kills another, and no one period seems so especially

characteristic, that we are inclined to depreciate others in its favor.

The greater part of the many Romanesque buildings which once
existed have naturally disappeared, but some small and simple yet

interesting monuments remain. There is a great deal of Gothic of

many kinds and periods and qualities; there is at least one early
Renaissance structure, which for purity and true Italianism of accent
has few rivals north of the Alps; and there is later Renaissance in

abundance, and Baroque without end. Often the Baroque work is

very good of its kind, and even when it is not so good it does not

distress us as it does in most other places. For the truth is that

Prague does not put us in a very serious architectural mood. It is

so supremely entertaining that we are content simply to be enter-

tained ; do not ask to be instructed or inspired. We are perpetually
delighted, hut we do not so much admire upon our conscience as cast

critical responsibility to the wind and light-mindedly applaud. If for

a moment we are touched to greater seriousness, at the turning of

the first street-corner we relapse into our careless optical pleasure-

seeking. Picturesqueness is the order of the day, motley is the only
wear in the Bohemian capital. If an object is pfcturesque ; brings
an unexpected or a "

telling
"
note into the harmonious medley, we

forget to ask for more. And the mass of Baroque which mingles
with more thoroughly respectable factors in the brilliant pageant,

plays its role to the entire satisfaction of our superficial mood. All

of which is to say that not the architect so much as the painter
and the water-color painter at that finds his ideal in Prague. Such
an one might work there for months nay, years without exhaust-

ing its fascinations, to which the colored plaster of the last two cen-

turies certainly contributes in a noteworthy way. I remember in

especial one pale green Rococo building in the

Neu-Stadt as being weak enough architectu-

rally, but quite enchanting from an aquarel-
list's point of view. (With the usual na'ive

anachronism of the popular mouth one is told

that it was formerly the abode of Doctor Faus-

tus. Now it is a deaf-and-dumb asylum).
And I remember also, up on the hills behind
the Hradschin, the Strahow Convent where
we were taken to see many things we did not

want to see, but where we were repaid for

our disappointment by a glimpse of the clois-

ters; a double quadrangle enclosed not by
arcades, but by low solid walls pierced with
small square Baroque openings. Architectu-

rally, once more, it was naught; but pictori-

ally the deep, yellow of its stucco, and the

wild-growing shrubbery, and the strong shad-

ows beyond the openings ; yes, and even the

scrolling lintels and jambs themselves and
the jolly monk in the foreground with his

round face like the sun on the dial-plate of a
colonial clock

pictorially,
I say, it was worthy of some
"
Spanish-Roman" painter'*

art.

One can only see Prague
by spending all one's money
on cab-drivers. For the

points of view which must
be taken to appreciate the
vast panorama in its en-

tirety, and also the chief ob-

jects of interest, are widely
scattered

; and the distances
are enormous to say noth-

ing of their bein chiefly up-
and-down hill. But, one of

the many proofs that in go-

ing from Saxony into Bohe-
mia one goes from the north
to the south, the drivers are
of the race of Jehu, and the
local entertainment gains an
added touch of exhilaration
for which one gladly pays.

The historic interest of Prague is as great, and alto as varied and
as picturesque, as its architectural interest. It is a serious story
enough if understandingly pondered. But to the average ignorance
of the casual tourist it does not seem serious so much as brilliant,
and again, entertaining in quality. It is very dim and misty in its

earlier
portions ; and the barbaric Bohemian names which mark the

chronicle sound as fantastic and unreal as the nomenclature of some
remote mythology. Even when we get down to firmer foundations,
and think of the great religious wars which here had their centre for
hundreds of years, even then, I fear, our knowledge is likely to be
but

superficial.
Who Ziska was ami Huss and Jerome of Prague

and Wallenstein we know, and what were Protestants and Catho-
lics. But this is by no means enough of a clue to make plain the

mazy tales of local leaders and of endless warring sects and quarrel-
ing congregations and brotherhoods (ironic term) which form the

staple of Prague's wild record. But at the moment one hardly
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regrets his ignorance ; the whole thing seems like a legend invented

for pure picturesqueness, and gains in " tone
" what it lacks in defi-

niteness of contour. One does not care to pry into details each ol

which has its bloody and revolting, if often, too, its heroic side ; or to

be asked to pronounce in retrospect between parties each and all oJ

which upon nearer acquaintance seem ferocious and detestable. Al

home in one's prosaic study, I should say, is the place to bend one's

mind upon the history of the Reformation with its Hussite preface,
and its ultra-Catholic sequel. Then one will surely rejoice to have

Prague's picture in the background of one's memory. But on the

spot^ well, he must be a serious-minded man indeed who during a briel

stay can find time to do aught else than use his eyes for their sensu-

ous delighting. I will but add that the merest smattering of local his-

tory (which will include, of course, the familiar tale of the great
Frederic and his terrible bombardment), causes us to wonder, not

that desecration and destruction, fire and sword and iconoclastic

rage, should have left their myriad traces, but that one stone of me-

diaeval Prague should to-day remain upon another. And, too, when
we remember that Prague was the earliest stronghold of Protestant-

ism in Germany, was the great centre of would-be reform a century
before Luther's birth and carried on the struggle with unrivalled

energy for a century beyond his death
;
and when we then note that

its mo'dern character is so pronouncedly Catholic as to seem quite
exotic north of the Alps, we learn that the blood of the martyrs is

not always, locally speaking, the seed of the church. At the battle

of the White Mountain in 1621 Wallenstein so wiped out the valiant

Protestantism of Bohemia that there are to-day but three thousand

Protestants among the two hundred and fifty thousand residents

of Prague. Looking back from an impartially architectural stand-

point, however, one cannot persuade one's self to sympathize very

strongly with the reformers. For they were even more destructive

to art 'in fact than they were to Romish doctrines in intent
; and

the worst of their ravages were wrought when, the common enemy
having been banished for a season, they found leisure to war among
themselves.

Our inn (called by the mediaeval-sounding name of the " Blue

Star," but hopelessly modern in all besides), looked out directly on

the " Powder Tower." Built in the middle of the fifteenth century,
it is now the only relic of the former AltrStadt wall. When I saw it

first, some years ago, it was but a relic of itself, as our illustration

shows; but it was more attractive in that condition than to-day, when
it has just been " restored

"
into a very different shape as well as

surface. All the sculptures of the fronts have been renewed it is

but fair to say with scrupulous care for every tiniest item of ancient

handiwork ;
but these items were so few that the general effect is very

spick-and-span, and while the decorative detail is fairly well done, the

figure sculpture is quite down to the restorer's average. But one

might possibly forgive this if the little inappropriate but quaint and

undisturbing eighteenth-century cap of red tiles had not been replaced

by a heavy panelled balustrade, and an immensely tall slated roof of

the saddle-back pattern. A roof of similar kind may have crowned

the tower in its original estate, but doubtless it was not of similar

outlines and proportions.
Passing under the tower a narrow street leads us ere long to the

Grosser Ring or market-place of the Alt-Stadt. One side is shared

between a Baroque palace and the Gothic Thein (or Teyn) Kirche

which rises to an immense apparent height over the low arcaded

houses which conceal its base. Opposite the church on a corner

stands the Rath-Haus, which is now chiefly pseudo-Gothic of about

forty years' antiquity, but which still retains the body of its ancient

tower, with a curious sixteenth-century clock of dramatic performance ;

a very late and fantastic Gothic doorway with a couple of neighboring
windows; and an exquisite polygonal oriel with a lofty tapering
roof. This oriel dates from the middle of the fourteenth century,
and has special interest apart from its matchless grace and lightness
of design, for it was and still is or rather, now is again not a mere
window but the apse of a small chapel in the second story of the

building. Of the interior of the old Rath-Haus little survives save

this chapel and a great council-chamber, I believe the latter is very
well preserved, with a great deal of carved and painted panelling
and a fine wooden ceiling, the great beams of which are curiously

supported to the eye by gilded chains ;
but the sight of it was the

sacrifice I made to the goddess of lost opportunities. (One never
leaves any place, I find, without making some such sacrifice and usu-

ally at the prompting of the same silent priest forgetfulness).
With the Rath-Haus and the Grosser Ring we are in the very

heart of Prague as the great religious struggles knew it. To name
but a couple of characteristic items : below the oriel-apse was built

out the scaffold where a batch of noble rebels were beheaded by order

of Ferdinand II in 1621
;
and in the market-place fell the heads of

those officers whom Wallenstein branded as cowards after the battle

of Liitzen in 1633.

Continuing our stroll we pass under the walls of a great aggregate
of late Renaissance, of Baroque and Barocicised buildings known as

the Clementinum, once a very famous and still a less famous Jesuit

seminary. Then we come to the open Plalz which forms the vesti-

bule, so to say, of the chief and oldest bridge. This is named the

Carls-Briicke after its creator Charles the Fourth, who in the four-

teenth century founded the famous University of Prague, and be-

stirred himself in a mighty manner for the profit and adornment of

the town. As he is the great local lay saint we cannot but wish that

a fine station near the bridge was occupied by a better statue in his

honor than the one set up a few years ago by the Dresden sculptor,
Hanel. (I may say in parenthesis that the modern statues of Prague
are rather worse, while decidedly more ambitious than those in most
other trans-Rhenish towns. I have rarely seen the equal, for in-

stance, of the Radetszy Monument with its enormous bronze figure
of the great marshal posturing on top of something, which, we are

told, is a shield and which is upheld, as we also know from hearsay
only, by eight soldiers who posture on the ground).
The Alt-Stadt end of the bridge is defended by a huge tower,

similar in design to the " Powder Tower," but earlier in date. At
the farther, Klein-

Seite end is another
of analogous design,
and a second which
is still earlier, is

smaller, and unlike
its fellows has not

yet been "restored."

But it would have
been a very vandal
of a restorer who
could much have

injured the general
effect of these great

portals with the
beautiful wide

sweep of the long
bridge between.
The finishing touch
of picturesqueness
was given by the

art of the last cen-

tury in the shape of

the colossal statues

of saints which
range themselves on

A.t-Stad, End of Bridge, Prague. ^ balustrade .

a most vivacious, entertaining and decorative, if sculpturally repre-
hensible Rococo company. Yet even sculpturally they do not seem
so reprehensible after all when compared with the one or two mod-
erns who intrude among them. They are at least alive and full of

character in their affectation and exaggeration, alive and .most amus-

ing ; while the moderns are dead in their dull decency ; depressing
and doleful beyond the power of words.
On the bridge we may pause if we will and of course we will if

we have any soul for local color to note the slab which marks the

spot whence the great saint of Bohemia, St. John Nepomuc, was
cast into the river in 1383 because he refused to tell the Emperor
Wenzel all the Empress's private secrets as revealed in the confes-
sional. His body Heated in the Moldau for many days with five

bright stars hovering above it, and he is now pictured and carven,
stars and all, in every corner of the town. In one place above the

bridge-balustrade he is carven in stone while the stars stand out
about him in the guise of five great red gas-lamps ; a bit of color
which we may call widely modern rather than narrowly local. We
are better pleased with a neighboring crucifix of enormous size that
was paid for by fines exacted from Jews who had reviled the cross.
It convinces us that the ancient Prague-ites had a feeling for the

morally as well as for the materially picturesque.
We can note such details as these, however, only after we have

sated our eyes with the superb view the bridge affords. The river
whirls under the wide well-planted arches amid its green islands and
at the feet of quaint time-worn houses. Both its banks, with the

great bridge-towers as foreground features, offer a marvellous med-
ley of conspicuous forms, the green copper domes of sundry Baroque
churches giving the strongest note of color. And on the Klein-Seile
bank which we are approaching rise in the near background the

lofty Lorenz-Berg clothed to its top with forest, and the still loftier

Hradschin clothed with man's handiwork, and surmounted by its

fourteenth-century cathedral. So huge does the bulk of this appear,
that we hardly realize at first what a fragment it is merely a great
choir with a polygonal end, a great square tower (capped with an
odd Rococo finish of several diminishing stages), and a bit of tran-

sept end between, with its naked window arch showing like a bridge
against the sky ; but it is superb as a fragment, and the grouping
changes into new effectiveness with every step we take. We cannot
but regret that the body of the church is now being built and that,
therefore, Prague's cathedral will ere long lose its individuality, and
be but one among others. It seems almost too much to hope that it

not lose all its beauty too, that the general effect of the Hrad-
schin will not suffer with it, and with this the general effect of

Prague's matchless panorama. M. G. VAN RENSSKLAKK.

A POWERFUL PULLET. A pulley thirty-four feet in diameter and

weighing eighty-three tons has just been made in England. It has

grooves for thirty-two ropes, which, together, will transmit 1280-horse-

)ower, and the rim will have a velocity of more than a mile in a min-

ute. Philadelphia Press.
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CLOCKS IN RELATION TO ARCHITECTURE.'

TJLTIIOUGII turret-clocks cannot be said

r\ to belong to architecture, yet their asso-

/ ciation therewith is so intimate, that

some jottings on the subject from a prac-
tical standpoint may not In- out of place in a

journal devoted to architectural interests.

No tower, whether of

church, town-hall, or

other public building,
can be considered com-

plete without a suitable

clock, for
passers-by

al-

most instinctively look

up to see the time, and

are naturally disap-

pointed if. there is no

clock to show it. In-

deed, the raison d'etre

of a church tower is to

contain the bells, and

the clock follows as a

matter of course.

This primary pur-

pose of the existence of

a tower we find in many
modern buildings en-

tirely ignored ;
no pro-

vision, or at best a most

inadequate one, being made for a clock of due proportions, suited to

the size and importance of the structure.

Take a few instances at random. The important parish church of

Kensington has, indeed, a clock, but it is invisible, and time is given

by sound only, the architect having allotted no space for dials. In a

busy thoroughfare like this, a clock with face and hands would be of

the greatest public convenience, especially as it is by one of the first

makers, an exact time-keeper, and cost 1,000. The better half of

the usefulness of the clock lies barren and idle, and its value is to a

large extent sacrificed.

At St. John's, Hammersmith, there has recently been erected a

new tower of fair proportions, and a bell-chamber and an opening
for a clock are provided, but the circular space is far too small. The

elevation being sixty feet the minimum size of dial should be six feet

in diameter. The space actually allotted does not exceed three feet,

which will make the clock out of proportion with the building, and

too small to be of much service.

Lower down on the same road, the conspicuous church on Turn-

ham Green presents the ludicrous spectacle of a dial stuck half-way

down, and in front of an unglazed window-space at the base of the

spire, as if to form a sort of shutter, the bell-chamber being below,

the cart before the horse. In this case, the architect had never con-

templated the necessity for a clock, and the present awkward, inef-

fective arrangement the dials being far too small for their elevation,

is evidently a make-shift and an afterthought.
Wren's treatment of church towers was very different to that

adopted in the cases quoted,
for we find that in his plans adequate

provision is made for the clock which is part of the design, blending
with it, and forming with the building one harmonious whole. Surely
it does not require the genius of Wren to do this in modern struct-

ures. Examples may be seen in St. Paul's Cathedral (south-west

tower), Bow Church, Cheapside (two dials nine feet in diameter, at

an elevation of seventy feet, one of the most effective clocks in Lon

don) ; St. Bride's, Fleet Street ; and many others.

In these cases the clock and bell-chamber, so far from detracting

from the symmetry of the architecture an excuse sometimes made
when the former have been neglected or forgotten, rather improve

it, as will be evident on the most cursory inspection of the churches

last mentioned.

Turret-clocks, like other things, have not escaped the influence ol

the modern spirit, which demands a perfection hitherto unexpected.

Formerly allowance was made for the difficult conditions under which

the clock worked. The disturbance of the hands by wind or snow,
1

the exposure of the movement (popularly known as " the works ") to

damp, dust, and grit, the effect of the weather on the oil and the

metals, the action on the pendulum of extremes of temperature, anc

other adverse influences were taken into consideration, and the clock

was excused if its time-keeping were irregular, as was generally the

case. The variation of a few minutes was, from the absence of true

time in the neighborhood, perhaps, never detected, or else condone<

as the best to be expected, and of no practical consequence,
as the

mistake would be rectified at the next periodical winding. Indeed

allusion is made by old writers to the custom of allowing a quarter o

an hour for the " difference of clocks."

There is no doubt that railways and the electric telegraph have in

directly done much to raise the standard of time-keeping ; for the

1 Reprinted from the Builder.
1 Thiii U not a fanciful supposition. The snowstorm which occurred early on

Sunday morning, March 22, of the present year, stopped the great clock at Wesl
minuter and more than half the public clocks in Umil.m, the accumulation <

now on the bands overpowering the clock. Even in cases where the clock wi
not stopped, the hands would be retarded in the!.- progress and thereby cause
loss of time.

rvice of trains is regulated by Greenwich time, received daily by
Icuraph at the terminus, and thence transmitted to the various

tat ions.

Exact time being now required, turret-clocks as the public stand-

rds are expected, no matter how exposed their situation or how

arge their dials, to keep an accurate rate, and not vary as many sec-

nds per week as their predecessors varied minutes. This necessary
imdition ought to be stipulated for in all orders for new clocks, and

makers of repute are prepared to comply with such a requirement.
Turret-clocks are not simply house-clocks on an enlarged scale, dif-

ring from them merely in size and weight, but the extra strength of

lie mechanism involves greater weight of material and increased

weight implies increase of friction. It is of the first necessity to pro-
ide ample space for the fall of the weights and the swing of the

lendulum, in order to make the clock thoroughly efficient and a good
ime-keeper.
The movement which has to be placed at some distance from the

ials must be more powerful than one in close proximity, and fore-

hought on the part of the architect will save expense both in the

>riginal cost of the clock and its subsequent repair. Unless sufficient

pace be provided, it is, indeed, impossible to have a first-class clock

hat will give satisfaction to its owners and be a credit to its makers.

The |>opular idea is that a clock is too complicated a piece of mech-
anism to be understood by any but those engaged in its manufacture,

hereas, in reality, its design is extremely simple, consisting of four

wheels and three pinions, i.e., very small wheels the teeth of which

re called " leaves."

A " silent
"
turret-clock, of the most simple construction, has the

ollowing train of wheels :

ESCAPE WHEEL,
T U 1 1: 1 1 WHEEL, which drives the pendulum,

turns once turns once a minute,
in 7i minute*, and has teeth

and has 30
teeth

|

60 gears Into ... Pinion of 8 leave*.

MAIN WHEEL, CENTRE WHEEL,
turns once turns once
In 4 hours,
and has
teeth

an hoar,
carries the

minute hand,
and has
teeth
Ct gears Into.. .Pinion of 8 leaves.

80 gears Into.. Pinion of 20 leaves.

The action will be readily understood from the diagram of the
' train of wheels

"
given above.

Each wheel, excepting the main-wheel, has a pinion (small wheel)
on its arbor or axle. To the main wheel is attached a drum, which
carries a weight to supply the motive power. The pendulum, we will

suppose, oscillates once a second, it will, therefore, take a double os-

cillation for each tooth to pass the pallet, consequently the escape-
wheel, with thirty teeth, will revolve once a minute.

There is no arbitrary rule for the numbers for the teeth, which
can be varied so long as the due proportions are retained. As the

:scape-wheel turns sixty times to one turn of the centre wheel, the

method for determining the numbers will be as follows : Multiply
:hc teeth of the intervening wheels (viz., the centre and third) and
divide the product by that of the leaves of the pinions similarly mul-

tiplied, and the result, if the train is true, must always be sixty.
This we shall find to be the case in the present instance :

Centre Wheel
64

Third Wheel

Third Wheel Pinion Escape Wheel Pinion
= 8,840 divided by 64 = 80.

In like manner, the rate of motion of the arbor or axle which car-

ries the minute-hand has to be reduced for the hour-hand, which is

set on a pipe through which the centre arbor passes. This is done

by two pinions and two wheels, the pinions in this case driving the

wheels, and not vice versa as in the movement. The leaves of the

pinions when multiplied must be one-twelfth of the product of the

teeth of the wheels, because the minute-hand turns twelve times to

one turn of the hour-hand.

The best clocks are usually made with wheels of gun-metal or

hardened brass, the teeth being divided, cut, and polished by steam

machinery, and finished without the aid of the file, emery-paper, or

other polishing materials, so that the most minute difference is pre-
vented and accuracy insured to the one-thousandth part of an inch.

The pinions should be of hardened steel, cut from the solid, and
made in the same manner as the wheels.

In cheap clocks constructed chiefly for public companies who give
their contracts to the lowest tender irrespective of quality, iron is fre-

quently used instead of steel, both for the pinions and arbors (axles),

and cast-iron takes the place of gun-metal or brass in the wheels and
bushes. These clocks are generally the production of firms who
combine engineering with clock-making, and are naturally anxious to

make one plant serve two purposes, notwitstanding the dissimilarity
of the two pieces of mechanism under manufacture.

The result is that clocks thus made are faulty time-keepers, and

that, owing to friction, rust, and brittleness for iron wheels, how-
ever well made, are very liable to chip or break, or to oxidize and

decay, such clocks have, in a comparatively short space of time,
become worn out and useless.

This opinion as to the unsuitability of cast-iron has been, I am
aware, controverted, although no amount of argument can alter the

facts, which are as stated.

It lias, however, been said that " as soon as you cut off the friction

of the train from affecting the escapement, it is obvious that cast-iron
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wheels are just as good as brass or gun-metal." But it is not so.

You never can prevent the friction of the train from affecting the es-

capement, i.e, that part of the clock which regulates the discharge

of the power imparted by the main-wheel. The celebrated Ferdinand

Berthoud lias proved in the case of watches, that " no escapement can

have any influence over the main-spring, and consequently that it can-

not correct the inequalities of the motive power from being trans-

mitted to the balance, whose velocity is retarded or accelerated in

conformity with the irregularities of the main-spring." And the

same is true as regards clocks, any variation in the uniformity of the

motion of the train communicates itself to the escapement and

thence to the pendulum.
Moreover, the action of the escapement is to regulate the time, and

not to correct defects in the mechanism, and to require from the for-

mer results it was not designed to give, can only end in disappoint-

ment.
A further argument is that cast-iron wheels, with smaller teeth

than any used in turret-clocks, are successfully employed in spinning-

machinery ;
but it is evident that the cases are altogether different,

for the motive power in the latter instance is steam, the great force

of which will drive the machinery even when the wheels are some-

what defective ; besides, the evenness of the rate of motion is unim-

portant, provided the machine does the work assigned to it.

But in clock-work, none of these conditions obtain; the motive

power, derived from the descent of a weight, is, compared with

steam, very weak and consequently altogether inadequate to resist

the inertia of defective wheels, whilst an even rate of motion is of

the highest importance, and its absence would render the whole

machine useles.

The most experienced person will see that wheels cut from the

solid metal, hard and close in texture as gun-metal or brass, must be

more efficient and reliable than cast-iron, the roughness and other de-

fects of which are well known.

So far from brass corroding, as is sometimes asserted, in town at-

mospheres, old clocks may be seen with brass wheels that have been

in action for more than 100 years and are still perfectly sound and

good.
It must be borne in mind that the efficiency of a clock depends no

less upon the materials and workmanship than upon the plan of con-

struction ;
for if the metals used are liable to wear away by friction

or corrode by damp, the most perfect design in theory will fail in

practice.
The same is true as regards workmanship ;

unless the various parts

are made with the greatest accuracy, all roughness removed from the

edges of the teeth, and the surface of the acting parts made smooth

and clean, friction is inevitable, and the clock soon cuts itself to

pieces.
Too much care, therefore, cannot be given to details of manufac-

ture, as an apparently slight defect in execution will be sufficient to

spoil the uniformity of the rate of time, and thus detract from the

efficiency and value of the clock.

The introduction of steam machinery has added to the accuracy of

clock-work, and at the same time considerably diminished its cost. A
turret-clock can now be produced for the sum of 150, which will ex-

cel in superior construction and accurate time-keeping one that a half

a century ago would have cost 800, and the practical result is seen

in the largely-increased number of public timepieces.
As the purchaser of a clock is not usually in a position to judge of

its merits, he must rely upon the reputation of the maker, who, if he

is an actual bond fide manufacturer (their number is very limited),

and not a mere clock-seller, will be able to refer to public clocks

erected by him in different parts of the country, so that independent

inquiry can be made as to the efficiency of his instruments.

The winding of the clock seems a simple affair, and yet special

precautions have to be taken not to derange the working of the

machine.
If the drum which carries the weight were part and parcel of the

great wheel, the winding would reverse the action, put back the

hands, and utterly disorder the instrument. To prevent this, the

drum has a ratchet or saw-toothed edge, into which fits a stop falling

from the inner edge of the great wheel, and kept in its place by a

spring: so that, turning in one direction the drum will drive the

wheel ; turning in the other it is free, the stop slipping over the teeth

in a somewhat similar manner as the pawl in a windlass or capstan.

By this means the revolution of the great wheel during winding is

left undisturbed.

A second point to provide for is the continuation of the motion. As
the act of winding takes the motive power off the great wheel, it is

obvious the clock would stop, and the action of the pallets (for the

swing of the pendulum would go on for some time after the stoppage
of the train) upon the finely-cut teeth of the motionless escape
wheel, would probably injure them, unless some means were found

to continue the action until the motive power is restored. This sub-

stitute, technically known as the "maintaining power," is of the

greatest importance in large clocks, the winding of which takes some
minutes.

The mechanism employed by the best makers is of a simple char-

acter, yet thoroughly effective and reliable. Its action is as follows :

To gain access to the winding square on which the key tits, the at-

tendant must first raise a lever, one end of which being wedge

shaped, gears, on being thus raised, into the teeth of the great wheel,
aud the other, being sufficiently weighted, supplies the motion. The

winding completed, the lever gradually drops, with the revolution of

the wheel, into its old position.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.'}

PERIGUEUX CATHEDRAL, FRANCE.

HE Cathedral of St. Front at Periguex is one of the most curious

m Western Europe, not only on account of its architectural

merit but because of its, strange dissimilarity with the styles of

architecture native to the locality. Fer;usson mentions this (" His-

tory of Architecture" Book II, Chapter II) but does not give a very
lucid explanation of it, although the ethnological phase of archi-

tectural history is prominently treated in this work. James F. Hun-
newell ("Historical Monument of France ") explains how the edifice

was made a reproduction, as far as their means allowed, of Venetian

San Marco by a Venetian colony of merchants who commenced it in

A. D. 984. This is possible, as St. Mark's was commenced 977 and
finished structurally 1071, but not probable. The leading archaeolo-

gists agree that the beginning of the eleventh century is the date of

St. Front and that the earlier work (which may well date from 984)
is an ante-church at the west end of the present one and comparatively
small. Be this as it may, Perigueux Cathedral is a structure in the

Byzantine style of the East rather than the Romanesque of Western

Europe.
It is in ground plan a Greek cross covered by five domes (see

plan) supported however upon pointed arches. The main piers are

very severe and massive. They were originally too weak and were

strengthened by outer casings of stone which exaggerate the ponder-
ousness of effect. The whole of the edifice has been restored, almost

reconstructed so thorough has been the work, and much has been

done apparently without sufficient data or proper regard for it, for

certain features have an air decidedly modern French. But in the

main the restoration is gratifying, and it is certified in many places by

fragments of the ancient work itself, left in place to attest the correct

re-production of the design. Of course the interior is very bare and

cold. It is a style which requires lavish adornment in paint and

gold and mosaics to reach its greatest force.

Externally the Oriental character of the building is very marked.

The domes are surmounted by cupolas upon closely-set shafts, and

similar cupolas stand upon the intersection of the great arches. The
view of the central and eastern domes, taken from the top of the

southern one, will explain much that is very interesting in the build-

ing. The surfaces of all the domes and cupolas are cut into up-
ward pointing scales, giving an effect a little like that of some fir-

cones. It is a very handsome enrichment for its situation, but of

course utterly inappropriate in a severe climate. All the external

oofs are of stone vaults above those visible from within, with a

few feet between. This is without doubt the most monumental method

which has been contrived by man of closing in a building, and it is a

subject of repeated regrets that the destructive effects of cold debar

us in the north from its use. It would succumb to the winters of New
England or New York in a few years, yet in more temperate climates

it endures for ages.
The tower of St. Front is an interesting piece of Romanesque

work, weather-worn and bursting into vegetation apparently, the

grasses and plants finding roothold in its crumbling masonry at every

projecting ledge. The upper part only, a domed cupola upon closely-

set shafts shows close rehitionshi p with the church. When the sketch

was made this tower was the only part of the cathedral which resto-

ration had not yet disturbed. R. W. GIBSON.

FACADE OF THE CHURCH OF 8. MARIA BELLA PIEVE, AREZZO,
ITALY. MARCHIONNE, ARCHITECT.

THIS building which stands on the site of an ancient temple of
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Bacchus was begun in the ninth century. The facade here shown is,

however, attributed to Marchionne, a local architect, and dates alxmt

1216. The columns of its three arcades form either a very marked
instance of the way in which architects pillaged older buildings in the

interest of their economical clients, or a still more extraordinary

striving after originality on the part of the architect.

A SKETCH FOR A 8EABIDK HOUSE. MR. JOHN CALVIN STEVENS,

ARCHITECT, PORTLAND, MK.

THE sketch was one made last year in the course of business, but

was abandoned for a smaller house. The estimated cost finished in

pine was $10,000.

THE SOUTH DOORWAY OF THE CATHEDRAL, FLORENCE, ITALY.

8KETCHK8 AT COHAS8ET, MASS.

do Chvrtih cfjan Jre-

diano. JPi<Sd.- Jialyr

BOOKS.

0XK
does not, as a rule, ex-

pect to find aesthetic, as dis-

tinguished from intellectual

pleasure, in the study of a book
on applied mathematics, but an

exception would certainly be
made in favor of Professor Lan-
za's book, 1 which possesses in a

singular degree the charm which
clear and forcible expression al-

ways gives, whatever may be the

subject treated of. It is to be

expected that definitions and
axioms in mathematics would
be stated with all practicable

conciseness, but those in this

book are so condensed, so brim-

ful of concentrated thought, that

one reads them over and over
with increasing enjoyment. The
definition of force, for instance,
which Professor Lanza calls " a

tendency to change the relative

motion of the two bodies be-

tween which that tendency ex-

ists," is, to our mind, a master-

piece of scientific English.

Starting from this point, the author proceeds to show the proportion
of forces to velocities and momenta ;

and leads us to the consideration

of the path which a body would take if acted upon simultaneously

by two forces acting in different directions, which he shows to be

represented, for a unit of time, by the long side of a triangle of which

the other two sides represent the paths' which the body would pur-
sue if acted upon by the two forces successively, each during a unit

of time. This is, to us, a new method of reaching the subject of the
"
parallelogram

of forces," or as he calls it, more exactly, the "
par-

allelogram of motions," and it seems to us as much superior to the

common mode of treatment in brevity and intelligibility as it is in

scientific accuracy, and in the skill with which it is made to lead

directly to the subsequent propositions of the polygon of motions, and

the triangle and polygon of forces.

A few every-day problems, solved both graphically and algebrai-

cally, serve to indicate the application of these principles in the way
best suited for fixing them in the minds of students, and form an ex-

cellent introduction to the analysis of trusses and frames, which, after

the theory of dynamics has been discussed, introduces the practical

part of the book. This subject Professor Lanza, unlike other writers,

divides by a sharp line between roof-trusses and bridge-trusses, treat-

ing the former, among which he includes polygonal frames and fu-

nicular polygons, by the usual graphical methods, or rather, by an

improvement on these methods, which consists in drawing the stress

diagrams, and calculating the lengths of the lines in them by trigo-

nometical processes, instead of trusting to the scale; but considering

bridge-trusses only analytically, by the method of sections, which he

considers to be more convenient in practice for such work than either

the graphical or the graphical-trigonometrical processes. Many ex-

amples are given, both of roof and bridge trusses, the effects of wind-

pressure are discussed, and constants given for the weights of differ-

ent sorts of roofing materials, the whole chapter forming as clear and
concise a treatise on the subject of the calculation of strains in roofs

as architects or students could easily find. The only thing we can

think of to increase its usefulness to them would be the addition of

some illustrations of the common joints in wood and iron trusses,

with, suggestions as to the estimation of the strains in pins and straps,
and perhaps, the suppression of Hutton's wind-pressure formula and

table, which, being based on erroneous premises as to the maximum
force of wind, are worse than misleading, and the correction of the

engraver's mistakes in some of the illustrations of strain diagrams,

particularly Figures 85a and 86.

1 "
Applieii Mechanic*," by Gaetano I.ani, S. B., C. & M. K., Professor of The-

oretical and Applied Mechanics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. New
York: John Wiley & Son, 15 Astor Place, 1885. Pric $5.00.

The subject of the transverse strength of beams follows that

of stresses in frames, instead of preceding it as in the common
text-books, and with it we find an immense amount of information as

to the constants to be used, not only for resistance to transverse

strain, but for tensile strength and power of resisting compression,
in iron, steel, and various kinds of timber. Professor Lanza's tests

of full-size beams and posts of wood have already been described in

this journal, and most architects and engineers, as well as many
builders, know that they have entirely upset the old rules on the sub-

ject, but the compilers of building-laws, and others who have not yet
nad their attention called to the matter, may, perhaj.i, be interested

some time to find in this book not only an account of the tests, but
a comparison of the results with the ancient standards, which is very
instructive.

The latter portion of the book treats of arches in iron and stone.

The usual method is given for passing lines of resistance through the
voussoirs of a stone arch, and some sensible practical remarks are

made, among these being the observation, which we think we never
saw before in a theoretical work, that the actual vertical load on
each voussoir of an arch in a wall is not, as is usually assumed, the

weight of the slice of masonry, loaded or otherwise, over it, extending
to the top of the wall, but is an unknown fraction of this, determined

by the bonding of the brick or stone-work of the wall, the quality of
the mortar, and the other circumstances which enable walls to sup-
port themselves, by the corbelling, as we say, over an opening, leav-

ing only a certain remainder either to bear upon an arch, spanning
the opening, or to fall down if the arch is removed. In regard to

this corbelling action, which vitiates all our calculations in regard to

arches in high walls, Professor Lanza well says that " we need ex-

periments ;

"
and until these are made and recorded with something

of the accuracy and care which he has shown in his own tests of

beams, we must be contented to leave the subject in its present un-

satisfactory condition.

ANY one who has been in the habit of noticing in the English ar-
chitectural journals the representations of buildings erected in India
after the designs of English architects, must have felt that a sacri-

lege was being done to the canons of Indian art that Vishnu, Shiva
and all the rest might be justified in avenging, if perchance the

days of miracles had not passed away, as one is sometimes tempted
to believe they have not when he reads of the magical performances
of Indian jugglers. It is somewhat of a relief that the worst of the
barbarisms oi design are not committed by architects, but by civil

or military engineer officials in the employ of Government, the East
Indian Company, or the railroads. An unusually atrocious structure,
a clock-tower at Delhi, is shown in a recent issue of the Manufac-
turer's! Gazette, in which bastard Victorian Gothic runs riot.

It is a relief to turn from this to a book 2 of heliotype illustra-

tions of bits of domestic Indian architecture, collected by Mr. De
Forest during a protracted residence in India. In turning over
these plates one gets a glimpse of what Mr. Fergusson means when he

suggests that the coming architecture may be a revival of Indian forms
and decorations adapted to European uses. It is possible that a mod-
ified Hindoo architecture may be the next " fad

"
the English archi-

tects, tired of coquetting with Queen Anne, will take up, but one
can't help but

pity in remote perspective the tribulation of the care-
ful housewife if she is to be compelled to keep in immaculate freedom
from dust all the crevices of this wonderful fret-work of carving and
inlay.
The illustrations are unexplained by text, and though there are

titles given, the dates and epochs are not, so that one cannot trace
what are the determining causes of many features in which are dis-

coverable traces of Chinese, Moorish and Arabic art
; while in some

cases, for instance, the doorway of a house at Multan, there is a very
marked Renaissance feeling in the sculptured detail. In most cases
one is free to imagine that the carvings are executed in stone, stucco,
wood, metal or iron, according to his fancy or his knowledge of In-
dian art, feeling that because of the cheapness of labor in India it is

quite as possible that one material should be used as the other.
To utilize this cheapness of skilled labor, is we believe, largely the

aim Mr. De Forest had in putting forth this book which purports to
show the kind of work which the skilled artificers he has got together
in Ahmedabad can even at this day perform We suppose there is a
commercial side to the matter, but as it does not appear in this pub-
lication, we can blink it in considering the book, and only regard the
other claim that is advanced that it is an outward indication of an
attempt to prevent the entire extinction of native skill and art in-
stinct by the advance of Brumageni and its vandal hordes. Just
what use to-day can find for Indian art in its grosser constructional
forms it is hard to say : they would probably look as out of place in
New York or London as the English architecture of the day does
look like an architectural tramp at Delhi or Singapore. But for the
smaller features, the surface ornamentation particularly, we believe
there can be found many uses which will suggest themselves to any
designer who sees these, or similar plates. There is nothing here to
show that the Hindoo of to-day can work as deftly as the men who
wrought these delicate and graceful geometrical screens, these fretted

panels that make one forget that the designers were very paladins of

plane geometry, so easily do they seem to fit into their alloted place

" Indian Domeitic Architecture." New York: Lockwood De Forest, 1886.
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in the sketch ; but we do know that Major Keith caused to be de-

signed and carved for the Calcutta Exhibition an elaborate gateway
of considerable size, for the purpose of showing that the native of

to-day is still able, given the opportunity, to do the work on as airy
and refined a structure as the Taj Mahal, if there can be found the

master-hand to design it. These efforts to preserve from entire ex-

tinction the native art of India is deserving of all praise, and we
trust that similar but more organized attempts will be made to pre-
serve the art of the Japanese and Persian artists from being over-

whelmed by the advance of the London and Parisian upholsterer.

Two little hand-books of very dissimilar interest and value by the

same author are issued by different publishers. The contents of one *

of them appeared in our own columns a couple of years ago, and
such value as it has is rather of an archaeological and encyclopedic
than practical nature. Still any one who has a desire to study up the

history and development of that most unpleasant article, the water-

closet, will find that Mr. Brown has brought the facts together in

their proper sequence, though he has contributed little to the develop-
ment of the still-to-be-attained perfect closet by comment or discus-

sion, the greater part of the book being essentially mere abstracts of

the patent specifications describing the several closets, many of which
were presumably never put on the market. The most interesting por-
tion of this book is that describing the methods of disposing of ex-

creta practised at Rome in the Middle Ages.
The other little hand-book2 much more attractive in make-up, better

illustrated and more valuable from the practical stand-point, deals

with foundations, and is a reprint of a series of articles which we
should have said we first saw in the Sanitary News but which are here

credited to the Sanitary Engineer. The subject is an important one
;

too much care cannot be taken in securing the proper drainage of the

cellar and foundation trenches, as we had unpleasant proof of not

long ago when building a house on the very top of a hill, the highest
level within a considerable area. The soil was a very stiff hard-pan
and was found to be almost bone-dry at the level of the cellar floor, a

little water only standing in the trenches, so, as it was very severe

digging, the drain was only carried a short distance and ended in a

dry-well. Still, as there was a possibility of trouble, the floor was not

concreted. All went well till the middle of February, the floor re-

maining dusty, then dampness appeared, and at length in consequence
of thaws and rains several springs declared themselves in different

places. Bailing was at first tried, then a pump was rigged through
the parlor floor, discharging through a window, and a gang of men
tried for days to pump out the cellar as if they were trying to keep a

ship afloat. All was in vain and finally, though mid-winter, a drain

three hundred feet long had to be dug from the bottom of the trenches

to the brow of the hill before the eighteen inches of water could be

drawn off. Any one who does not desire such an experience as this

will do well not to trust to appearances but make thorough work of

his foundation drainage after some of the many methods described

by Mr. Brown.

AMONG the little books which accumulate on our table much more

rapidly than those of greater bulk and cost, the one of greatest every-

day value is a very ingenious set of tables 8 for determining at a glance
the number of treads that can be worked into a given run and the

number of risers needed to reach from one floor to the next. The
mode of using the tables is clearly explained and readily understood,
and they are of such practical benefit that every office should have
three or four copies, not only because several draughtsmen might
wish to use them at the same time, but because being quite small they
would easily get mislaid under drawing-boards or papers.

ANOTHER little book,
4 an amusing little book because it is written

by a sensible man who has a penchant for getting up little books
about things which many people would think were too common to

write about, contains, quite unarranged, the desultory bits of advice
that the writer, a layman, would give to any one intending to build a
house. We ran through its thirty pages first with the expectation
that we should come upon a number of the half-witless suggestions
that even a usually sensible man may make when attempting to give
instructions on subjects outside of his usual occupation. But though
we found some things that are not quite

"
according to Gunter,"

there is really little to find fault with. We then turned over the

pages again in the hope of finding a hint or two that even the trained
architect might welcome, but found only this :

" The flues should
have large man-holes in them in the attic, so that large openings can
be made in them to draw off hot-air in summer. These holes may
be covered with sheet-iron in winter. I made my attic cool and com-
fortable by this means, after a servant had given me warning that
the upper room was too hot to live in, and it cooled the whole house

;

"

a manner of phrasing which leaves one in doubt whether the servant's
"
warning," or the chimney-opening was the efficient cause, and hence

i" Water-Clotett." An Historical, Mechanical, and Sanitary Treatise. By
Glenn Brown, Architect, A.A.I.A. New York: The Industrial Publication Com-
pany, 18*4.

"
Healthy Foundationsfor Houses," with 51 Illustrations. By Glenn Brown,

Architect, A.A.I.A. Keprinted from the Sanitary Engineer. New York' D. Van
Nostrand, 1885.

" Treads and Risers." Architects' and Stair-Builders' Table of Treads and
Risers. By John A. Hamilton, Architect. New York: W. T. Comstoak 6 Astor
PI., 1885.

" Hints on House Building." Some desultory notes in popular form re-
printed from the Mechanical News. By Robert Griiusaaw. New York' F
Tread well, 78 Nassau St., 1885.

the subject of the recommendation. The idea is ingenious, but should

only be carried into effect under competent advice, and even then
should be only used in the house of a careful man who will surely see

the sheet-iron door properly closed before the autumn fire is lighted.
To most of the pithy recommendations we can say amen.

THE smallest book 6 of all is in the form of a note-book for the vest-

pocket, bound in pliable Russia leather, with rounded edges, and rel-

atively to its bulk is as valuable as any, far more valuable than one
would suppose on first turning over its pages, since it has the appear-
ance of being a money-getting undertaking, advertisements appearing
with unpleasant prominence on every page, and seriously inconven-

iencing any one who seeks to make use of the data, tables, laws, etc.,

which are supposed to form the subject-matter of the book. The ad-

vertisements which all relate to building affairs are useful too, but

they would have been quite as useful if set in uniform and less obtru-

sive type. The compiler has had the good sense to do what other

compilers have generally neglected, that is, he has, as a rule, named
the authorities from whom he has drawn his statements, so that one

may feel reasonably safe in putting this booklet into his pocket, and

really making use of it
" on the job" when the rest of his library is

not accessible. But the difficulty of finding what one wants, not-

withstanding that there is an index, because of the confusion caused

by the advertisements makes us feel that it would be more judicious
to spend one's dollar in another way.

Two other marvellous little hand-books have also come to hand,
one * of which begins with the "

pithy fact
"
that the aggregate circula-

tion of the daily newspapers in this country, is 4,800,000, and ends
with the statement much more pithy, by the way, that the poorest
of twelve millionaires named, Baron Rothschild, is worth $15,000,000 ;

while the other,
7
beginning with a table showing how logs may be re-

duced to board measure, ends with a collection of album selections,
the last one running :

For something original
I've been puzzling my brain
At last I've concluded
To just sign my name.

These useful or useless little books contain a most varied col-

lection of information : tables of board measure, weights, population,
interest, rainfall, temperature, presidents, fastest one-mile time, dis-

tances, mortality, lengths of rivers, heights of mountains; lists of lit-

erary pseudonyms, meanings of personal names, notable bridges, tall-

est towers
;
the popular names of states and cities ; facts concerning

government, business, history, and much else which one simply looks

over and wonders whether it is all true.

THE USE OF IMPERVIOUS COVERINGS ON FLOOR-
ING OF WOOD.

TTT the
rj present
/ moment
considerable
attention i s

being given
to the sub-

ject of im-

pervious cov-

erings on
flooring o f

wood, and
the admitted

hasty decay
of the same
has raised

the question
whether it is

traceable to

want of ven-

tilation o n
the under-
side or to the

covering o n
the upper
face.

The use of

wood as a

ground-floor material is matter of recent history, flooring of brick or

stone being general in former times. During the last quarter of a

century wood, from the abolition of the duty, and the introduction of

machinery, has been cheapened to such an extent that it is no longer
a luxury for ilooring, but the cheapest material that falls to the hands
of the builder.

It is an undoubted fact that free ventilation on the underside of

'" Useful to Architects," and all interested in Building. Practical informa-
tion upon special matters relative to exterior and interior work, with a directory
of builders, masons and contractors. Valuable tables, memoranda and formulae.
Price St. New York: B. G. McKay, 1168 Broadway, 18X5.

'"Look Within" for 5,000 facts that every one wants to know. The pith of

many bonks, compiled by W. B. Adams. Chicago: A. H. Andrews & Co., 18*6.
7 " Gaskelt's Hand-Ilook of Useful Information." for Merchants, Professional

Men, Mechanics, Farmers, etc. Compiled by E. A. Gaskell. Price 25 cents.

Chicago: George W. Ogilvie, 230 Lake St., ISSt.
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wood flooring ia beneficial to its preservation ;
but whether the (lour-

ing is sealed down on the upper side or not with floor-cloth, kamplii-

licon, etc., it is subject to decay in the warm or summer season, for

there is invariably sufficient moisture and heat to propagate fungi,

of which family the destroying agent of wood is a member.

In the last century the belief was general that ground-floors in

wood could be preserved by the spaces between the joists being lev-

elled up with dry or quick' lime. We have seen flooring so laid on

oak joists in use 'for over a century, and when removed found to be in

fair condition, but only in the instance of their being laid over brick

arches covering basements. If this system were followed in floors

immediately over the soil, the result would not be satisfactory. Nev-

ertheless, lime in proximity to wood, if kept fairly dry, is a preserva-

tive of no mean order, proof of which is afforded by plasterer's laths,

timlicrs built in walls, and vessels used in the lime trade.

With regard to the free ventilation of the spaces beneath wood

flooring, this is rarely necessary in floors above the ground level, as

moisture is not present in these cases in sufficient volume to propa-

gate the dry-rot fungus. In the instances of ground-floors, free ven-

tilation often becomes an evil to the inmates of the houses, in the air

passing through the flooring, skirting and other wood-work to the in-

terior of the rooms, and rendering them so cold in the winter season

that the fires have little power in warming the apartments. This

evil may be remedied by the ventilators being closed in the winter,

for there is no fear of the wood decaying at this cold season.

Free ventilation, as we call it, is not always insured by air-grates

below the level of ground-floors, for the air may become so charged
with moisture in these confined spaces that it will not, owing to its

weight, move in the manner intended by the builder. There is a ten-

dency in cold, humid air to occupy a low level, and it is not a safe

rule to rely upon side ventilators to deal with such strata. An ex-

cellent plan for dealing with the air beneath basement floors is to

build up, along with the chimneys, flues for its extraction.

The use of impervious covering on the face of ground-floors is to

be condemned. Wood is a porous substance, and the air beneath is

constantly passed through the boards, being drawn by the more rar-

ified character of the air in the apartments above. The same action

obtains with upper floors, and ceilings beneath the roof, lath-and-

plaster offering no impediment, so long as it is not painted. In proof
of this you will find in ceilings not regularly whitened, the spaces to

be dark, owing to the soot-laden air being filtered as it passes through
the plaster, whilst the plaster covered by the joists above is light,

and hence the white marks across old ceilings indicating the lines of

the joists.
That moisture does pass through such floors we can give proof in

the case of a first floor of some property which had been erected over

fifty years. The ground-floor was used as a cooking and work
kitchen. This floor was covered with oil-cloth, by which the air was

prevented from freely passing through the ceiling and the floor

boards. The boards themselves became damp on their undersides

and swelled, which caused the lines of the joints to rise on the upper
face, and the floorcloth to present a series of ridges and furrows,

every joint of the flooring being clearly marked.

We had our attention called to the wood floors of an exchange

building, where the basement was used as a restaurant. Between
the joists, at certain points, steam-pipes were fixed under grating for

warming purposes, the face of the board being covered with kamp-
tulicon ; there, in the winter season, during which, under ordinary

circumstances, the flooring would be safe, dry-rot fungus was engen-
dered, and to such an extent did it propagate that in four years, ow-

ing lo the presence of heat and moisture, the floor was destroyed. A
new floor was laid, and the system of impervious covering was aban-

doned, since which no sign of dissolution has presented itself. The rea-

son of this is to be found in the fact that with the impervious covering
removed, the heat, in the absence of confined moisture, was unable

to propagate wood-fungus or dry-rot. In the instance of ground-
floors, dry-rot will present itself if the boards are sealed down with

impervious covering; the natural tendency of the moisture of the

ground to rise through the boards is here retarded, and the side ven-

tilation is not sufficiently effective to prevent the growth of dry-rot

fungus.
The life of such a floor will vary with circumstances. Its dissolu-

tion will not be so rapid as when associated with artificial heat in the

form of steam-pipes ; but if the sub-soil be clay, and the space be-

tween the soil and the board is not great, the floor would require to

be renewed every six or seven years. If the subsoil were dry in its

character, and the space between the soil and the board ample, a
double lease of such life might be given, but ultimate dissolution

could not be unlocked for.

We have an instance before us of a new floor in a new building,
such floors being covered with kamptulicon being destroyed by dry-
rot in six or seven years. A second floor has been put down, ami

the covering discarded. The floor of an adjoining room which has

not been covered with kamptulicon shows no signs of decay. The
dissolution is thus clearly traceable to the use of impervious cover-

ing. The investigation of this subject brings to light the fact that

impervious coverings for wood floors are to be condemned, and it af-

fords a clue to the unhealthfiil character of certain dwellings, for

plaster ceilings and wood floors offer no guarantee against bad or

impure air from bad ground, decomposed wood, faulty drainage, etc.

rising; into the apartments and polluting the atmosphere breathec

by the inmates.

As a reform in the building trade connected with the immediate

'iiture we may look for great attention being given to the subject

of dain|>-conrsei, damp-layers, ami block-paving
in wood, by which the

lamp of the ground is prevented from rmin into the interior of the

wilding, and air-spaces beneath floorings of woods are rendered un-

necessary. Building Newi.

THE OLD ROMAN FORUM.

I
T has frequently been stated that

the existing pavement of the cen-

tral area of the Forum is higher
than it was in the first century, and
that its present level only dates from

the third or fourth century A. 0.

This, however, is not the case : the

marble plinth of the existing Rostra,

part of which is still in titu, thows

clearly that the existing paving of

great blocks of travertine is exactly at

the same level that it was in the time

of Julius Caesar, and probably very
much earlier. The removal of the

road which crossed the western end

/y /2^ fizt.
' 'k* F ruln ty the Arch of Severus

tr has at last fully exposed to view the

Rostra of Julius Csesar. Its remains show it to be very much larger

and quite different in form from what had always been anticipated.
In the first place it is a rectangular structure, not curved on plan, as

earlier antiquaries had been led to expect from a doubtful reverse of

a denarius of the gens Lollia with the legend Palikanvs. It is, how-

ever, almost certain that this coin does not show the Rostra of the

Roman Forum, but has a conventional representation of some harbor

with a row of ships at anchor, only the beaks of which appear. The

existing remains show distinctly that the Rostra was a large plat-

form, with no curve in its front wall, about seventy-eight feet long,

and eleven feet high above the level of the Forum paving. Its end

and side walls are built of carefully worked blocks of tufa, two Ro-

man feet thick, two wide, and of various lengths ;
each block was

neatly clamped to the next by dovetail wooden dowels. This tufa

wall stands on a foundation formed of massive blocks of travertine.

A great part of this wall has been removed for building material, but

at the south angle it is nearly perfect, and a great deal of it remains

along the whole of the front. One of the chief points of interest

about this front wall is the existence of the holes by which the

bronze beaks of the Latin ship (rostra) were fixed. Each beak was
secured by two metal bolts two and one-half inches in diameter pass-

ing through the whole thickness of the wall, and they were arranged
in two tiers at intervals of about four Roman feet from centre to

centre ;
there were nineteen Rostra in the lower tier, and twenty in

the upper one. These were the original beaks taken from the older

Rostra by Julius Caesar and refixed to the new tribunal. The ros-

tra of the upper tier were set in the centre of the spaces between

those of the lower tier. The discovery of these holes agrees with

what is shown on the sculptured plutei which were discovered a few

years ago on the north side of the Forum. A relief on one of these,

representing the Emperor Trajan standing on the Rostra and ad-

dressing a crowd in the Forum, shows distinctly the beaks arranged
in two tiers exactly as is indicated by the existing holes.

The whole of the tufa wall which forms the front and sides of the

Rostra was lined with slabs of white Athenian marble, with a richly-
moulded cornice and plinth at the top and bottom. Part of the

moulded plinth still exists in titu at the end close by the Arch of

Severus, though at that point the tufa wall, which the marble cov-

ered, has been removed. Each length of the marble plinth was very
carefully fixed to the adjacent blocks of marble and also to the tufa

wall behind it by strong clamps, some of iron and some of bronze,
with their ends turned down and run with melted lead ; and the

whole marble casing of the wall was fixed in a similar way. None
of the marble cornice remains in its place, but a number of pieces of

it have been found scattered round the Rostra.

It is a very well-designed and carefully-worked cornice, and along
its top bed a deep groove is cut, into which was fitted a low marble

screen or cancellum, only one fragment of which exists, intended to

keep people on the Rostra from falling off it. On one of the blocks

this groove stops short, showing that there was a break in the screen,
and this again proves the accuracy of another ancient relief, which
shows a front view of the Rostra. This valuable representation
occurs in one of Constantino's reliefs on his triumphal arch, in the

band over one of the side archways. On this is shown the Emperor
Constanline addressing the people from the Rostra, with other

buildings and monuments of the Forum represented in th back-

ground, all of which can easily be identified. On this relief the low

screen is shown along the greater part of the front, but in the mid-

dle there is a break, so that the figure of the imperial orator is visi-

ble at full length. Without this interesting relief it would have been

difficult to explain why the groove for the cancellum stops short on
one of the existing pieces of cornice. On one occasion this opening
in the screen must have been of special use namely, when Mark
Antony exhibited to the vast crowd in the Forum the bleeding body
of the murdered Julius Ceesar, who had completed the Rostra but a
few mon'hs before his death. It was probably to some part of this
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screen that Antony, in the following year, fixed the head and hands

of his enemy, the aged Cicero, in revenge for speeches which he had

delivered from this very place. London Saturday Review.

THE NINETEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION, A. I. A.

SECBKTABY'S OKFICB, 10 CATHARINE ST.,

NEWPOBT, R. I., August 31, 1885.

To :

Dear Sir, The Nineteenth Annual Convention of the American

Institute of Architects will convene on Wednesday, the 21st of Oc-

tober next, in the Senate Chamber of the State Capitol at Nashville,

Tenn. The sessions of the Convention to continue through both

Wednesday and Thursday, October 21st and 22d.

The Committee of Arrangements appointed by the Board of Trus-

tees, has made every effort to perfect a complete and attractive pro-

gramme for both the business and social meetings. They have been

greatly aided in this connection by the courteous offers of hospitality

received from the citizens of Nashville.

The complete programme of exercises has not yet been perfected
in all its details; but it is deemed advisable to issue at once a gen-
eral circular, giving to members of the A. I.A. an idea of the scope
and aims of the approaching Convention.

This outline sketch of programme is in brief, as follows :

1. An exhibit of architectural drawings ami building materials in

the rooms of the Art Association of Nashville. To the. exhibition of

drawings it is hoped that contributions will be sent by many mem-
bers of the Institute.

The building materials exhibited will be such as are known to

Tennessee.
2. First Day, Forenoon Meeting of the A.I. A. Afternoon

Visit-to some of the principal buildings in and around Nashville.

Evening Public Reception and Concert complimentary to the A. [.A.

by the Art Association of Nashville.

3. Second Day, Forenoon Meeting of the A. I. A. Afternoon

Visit to " Belle Meade," the famous stock-farm of General Harding.

Evening Banquet complimentary to the A.I.A. by the Art Asso-

sociation of Nashville.

It will also be tlie en leavor of the Committee to present several

papers upon technical and artistic topics, to be followed by short

discussions.

The second circular, to be issued about the 1st of October, will

give the whole programme for the Convention in detail, with routes

of travel, cost of transportation, and reduced rates for hotel accom-

modation at Nashville.

Appended to this circular will be found a letter from the Secre-

tary of the A.I.A. to the American Architect and Building Netos of

August 22d, setting forth the, importance of the approaching con-

vention to the interests of American architecture, together with the

earnest desire of the Committee of Arrangements, and the Board of

Trustees, to make it a success in every particular. The Committee
trusts that you may be able to be present at the Convention, and that

you will also endeavor to induce other members of the Institute to

join you in visiting this, our first Southern meeting,

llespectfully submitted,
WILLIAM C. SMITH,
W. L. B. JKNNBY,
GK.ORGK C. MASOX, JR.,
A. J. BLOOR,

Committee of Arrangements.

All letters an 1 communications relating to the Convention will be

received by William C. Smith, Chairman of the Committee, 1 Berry
Block, Nashville, Tenn., or

GEORGE C. MASOX, JR., Secretary, A.I.A.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
THE DECAY OF WOOD. In some tests made with small squares of

various woods buried one inch in the ground, the following results, says
the Garden, were noted: Birch and aspen decayed in three years; wil-

low and horse chestnut in four years ; maple and red beech in five years ;

elm, ash, hornbeam, and Lombardy popular in seven years; oak, scotch

fir, Weymouth pine, and silver fir decayed to a depth of one-half inch

in seven years; larch, juniper and arbor-vitse were uninjured at the ex-

piration of the seven years.

MEMBERS FOB A BRITISH ACADEMY. Rather more than a year ago
the American journal, tlie Critic, asked for the opinions of its subscrib-

ers as to the forty Americans who, in tlie event of the establishment of

an American Academy after the model of the Academic Francaise,
would be first entitled to become members of it. This summer an

imaginary British Academy has been formed by a similar process. The
forty chosen ones are: Lord Tennyson, Prof. Huxley, W.E.Gladstone,
Prof. Tymlall, G. A. Sala, Mr. Kuskin, Herbert Spencer, Matthew Ar-

nold, Sir H. Thompson, W. Black, Sir J. Lubbock, Duke of Argyll,
Leslie Stephen, George Meredith, Sir Richard Owen, Cardinal Newman,
Mr. Browning, R. A. Proctor, Mr. Froude, John Morely, Lord Dunra-
ven, Henry Irving, A C. Swinburne, E. A. Freeman, Walter Besant,
Edward Arnold, G. Macdonald, Justin McCarthy, James Payn, Mr.
Wills, W. Morris, Prof. Blackie, Archdeacon Farrar, Baring Gould,
Wilkie Collins, Lord Lytton, Prof. Skeat, Andrew Lang, Prof. Gardiner,
and Austin Dobson. Some great names are conspicuous by their absence
from this list, but the selection is not upon the whole an unrepresenta-
tive one, and it is particularly interesting as showing the extent to

which, thanks no doubt to the cheapness of the reprints supplied to

them, our American cousins pursue the study of our most modern liter-

ature. It would be well if the transatlantic appreciation of the labors

of these and other living Englishmen meant proportionate remuneration

to our unfortunate authors. It may be satisfactory to a writer to know
that his books are read by thousands of sympathetic men and women
who live between New York and San Francisco; but at present he is

sadly conscious that his American popularity profits him little or nothing.

Tlie publisher who sells a reprint of " The Data of Ethics
"
for 10 cents

does not, we imagine, contribute very largely to Mr. Herbert Spencer's

income; and he must be indeed a philosopher who can find consolation

for having been robbed in the fact that he has been elected a member
of an academy in Utopia. London Daily News.

THE AUGUST FiRE-Loss. The New York Daily Commercial Bulletin,

of September 4, estimates the fire-losses in the United States and Can-

ada, during August, at 5,500,000. This is a decided improvement upon
former records, the average aggregate of fire-loss in August or ten

years past being $7,000,000. In August, 1884, the fire-loss was about

$10,000,000. The Bulletin thinks there is ground for encouragement in

so favorable an exhibit. Nevertheless the fire-losses of the year, to the

end of August, foot up $65,500,000, with four months yet to hear from.

How THE FIKST HOUSE IN SAN FRANCISCO WAS ROOFED. I will add
a short account of the building of the first house in what is now the

great city of San Francisco, for I never have seen any correct relation

of it. The house was built by William Richardson, an Englishman, in

1836. It was of adobes squares of sun-baked clay, about four inches

thick, and some twenty inches, or so, square on the surface. The
house was put up on a hill or rising ground, 300 yards, more or less,

from the beach used as a landing. Richardson had, some years
before, married into the Sanchez family. His wife was a most ex-

cellent woman, far too good for her husband, who was an idle, dil-

atory man, not without intelligence, but without force or decision

of character. After the walls were up, rafters for a steep roof were

put in place and secured with strips of raw-hide. It was Richard-

son's intention to cover over with tiles taken from some of the old

abandoned houses at the Mission. But without doing so at once, feel-

ing too confident of a continuance of dry weather, he put his wife,
four or five children, and all his household belongings into it and

began housekeeping. Unhappily, he had delayed too long with his roof
;

it came on squally one afternoon with rain, and the edge of night was

drawing near. Richardson rushed to the beach like one frantic, and

signalled for a boat. I guessed the trouble. Before he got over the

gangway he called out: " Oh you see my distress! Indeed, indeed,
we are all in a sad plight, for all I care for or have is exposed to the

weather. Sell me or loan me some old sails to shelter us as quickly as

possible."
" Not another word, Richardson," I said. " You shall in-

stantly have all the help this ship can give you." All hands were turned

up, away went the men aloft, the fore and maintopsails were unbent
and lowered into the launch two boats, with the second officer and
their crews, pulled with quick and strong strokes to the beach ; active

and willing hands, well used to handling canvas promptly covered over

house and household. This was the first roof to the first house built in

San Francisco; and that house stood long enough to have a history, for

in after years it was used as a post-office and as a custom-house ;
and

the first man executed by the "
Vigilance Committee " was hanged

from it. Correspondence of the New York Evening Post.

THE NORTH SEA SHIP-CANAL. News comes from Berlin that the

long contemplated ship-canal from the Baltic, through Holstein, to the

North Sea, is at last likely to be made. The cost of the undertaking is

estimated at nearly $40,000,000, of which one-third is to be borne by
Prussia, the remainder being distributed over the other parts of the

German Empire. The Government is now engaged upon the'details of

a measure for the furtherance of the whole project, which is spoken of

as a work of peace proper to be undertaken in a time of peace. The
German scheme is not the first plan of the kind for facilitating commu-
nication between the Baltic and North Seas. It is now just a century
since the so-called Eider Canal wat opened for traffic by the Danish
Government. This waterway traverses the peninsula between the port
of Kiel on the east and the mouth of the River Eider on the west coast

of Schleswig-Holstein between which provinces it forms the frontier

the "canal" being, in fact, constituted for half its length of the

deepened bed of the river. Projected on such an insufficient footing,
the passage of the Sound, Cattegat and Skager Rack is still enforced

upon all ships of more than nine feet draught sailing from or return-

ing to the Baltic ports. It was obvious that the construction of a canal

on some more commensurate scale could be only a question of time.

The revenue that must accrue from tlie diversion of the traffic from
the circuitous northern route to a short cut through the neck of the

peninsula; the saving to shipping of time, risk and wear-and-tear

these considerations have been weighed by the German Government,
with the result which is now shortly to be made apparent. The new

waterway will make Kiel one of its termini, from which port it will

run in a south-westerly direction until it debouches in the estuary of the

Elbe. The distance to be traversed is about sixty miles, and the canal

is designed to afford easy passage to vessels of the heaviest tonnage.

Thirty years ago some 20,000 ships used to pass through the Sound

annually, the dues upon which were worth 750,000 per annum to Den-
mark

;
but at a convention of fifteen of the chief maritime States, held

in 1857, these dues were commuted by the payment of a lump sum of

16,500,000 to the Danish Government. The hostility with which the

new undertaking appears to be regarded in Denmark is not, therefore,

quite reasonable. Such a canal has been looked forward to by the

mercantile marine of all nations almost as a commercial necessity ;
and

since the absorption of Schleswig-Holstein by Germany its construction

by that power has been regarded as an inevitable consequence of the

political event. At the same time Denmark can hardly, perhaps, be

expected to view the project with indifference
;
and the withdrawal of

so many vessels from her much reduced coast line must be allowed to

have an appreciable bearing upon her future prosperity. Iron Age.
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BUILDING PATENTS.

few

Printed specifications of any patents herementioned.
"t'tlirr tritri full detail illustrations, may be obtained

ffthe CnmmiMioner of 1'atentt, at Washington, for
twenty-Jive cents.l

324,803. CLAMP. Fredrick J. Bancroft, Pawtncket,

324,818. LOCK. George B. Cowle*, New Britain,
Conn.

:;.:i.l!>. SASH-BALANCB. Lev! M. Devore, Free-

port, 111.

324,830. SASH-FASTBNKR Lee S.Qarrett, Fulton,
Ky.

324,841. APPARATUS FOB UTILIZING TIIK WASTE
HEAT FBOM RANGES. William T. Holland, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.
:;! 1,842. SCROLL -SAWING MACHINE. Henry L.

Hopkins, Caro, Mich.
324,847. WOOD-TURNING LATHE. William A. Ket-

tenrlng, Defiance, O.

321,M,->5. DRAWING-BOARD. Charles N. Leonard,
Indianapolis, Ind.

324,880. PROCESS OF DECORATING PAPER AND
OTHKR MATERIALS WITH OIL-COLORS. Mary B. Mar-
tin, New York, N. Y.

324.874. SWING-JOINT FOR STKAM. Horace J. Mor-
ton, Chicago, 111.

324,883. SAU-FATENEB. Edward T. Prindle, Au-
rora, 111.

324,885. SASH-HOLDER. Frank L. Roaentreter,
Cleveland, O.

324.914. FIRE -ESCAPE. Edward H. Bergmann,
Clmarron, N. Mex.

324.915. GONO DOOR-BELL. Rudolph E. Buehler,
Philadelphia, Pa.

324,929. SUPPORT FOB STKAM-PIPES John Finne-

gan, Philadelphia, Pa.
324,941. FABRIC FOR WALL DECORATION. John

Klee, New York, N. Y.
324,943. TRANSOM - LIFTER. Albert Langstrom,

Council Bluffs, la.

324,971. FIBK - ESCAPE. Richard Woolliscroft,
Streator, 111.

324,977. AUTOMATIC FIRE-EXTINGUISHER. ChaS.

Barnes, Dayton, Ky.
324,989. SHUTTER- WORKER. Jehiel C. Driggs,

Newark, N. J.
324,994. METALLIC ROOFING. Frank A. Guthrie,

Galllpolis, O.

325,001. WRENCH. John McLean, Camdeu, Ala.

325,010. WRENCH. Daniel R. Porter, Revere, Mass.

325,028. LOCK. Charles F. Veit, London, Eng.
325,032. CHIMNEY-CAP. Jerome W. Wetmore,

Erie, Pa.
325,030. COMBINED CALIPER PROTRACTOR, AND

BEVEL. Frederick W. Woodhull, Lincoln University,
Pa.

325,090. WALL-COVERING. George Jordan, New
York, N. Y.

325,142. FIRE-ESCAPE. John H. Wilson, Camden,
N. J.

326,163. OVKBFLOW-FIXTUBE TRAP. Frederic L.

Brown, Scranton, Pa.

325,157. HANDSAW. George N. Clemson, Middle-

town, N. Y.
325,160. PAINT COMPOSITION. Platt C. Conuell,

Chicago, 111.

325,172. SHEET-IRON LOCK-JOINT SPILE. Hirom
C. Herron, Cleveland, O.

325,180. FIRE-ESCAPE. Franz Kogoschek, Hobo-
ken, N. J.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.

HOTEL AND STORES. W. F. Weber, architect, has

prepared plans for P. Fitzpatrick for a three-st'y
brick and brown-stone building to be used as a hotel,
62' 6" x 64', and 3 three-st'y brick and brown-stone

buildings, 18' x 62' each, adjoining, to be erected on
Charles St., near the Falls, and to cost $25,000; Au-
gust Dagenhart, builder.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report twenty-
four permits have been granted, the more import-
ant of which are the following:

S. Richmond, three-st'y brick building, s e cor.

Harford Ave. and Hoffman St.

Fredk. Cook, three-st'y brick building (so..), n s

Sarah Ann St., bet. Pearl and Pine Sts.

Church of Our Saviour, three-st'y brick parsonage,
s w cor. Broadway and McElderry St.

Colin Stewart, three-st'y brick stable, s e cor.

North and Mt. Royal Aves.
Bernhard Link, 2 two-st'y brick buildings, e s Port

Alley, bet. Lancaster and Aliceanna Sts.

W. A. Moale, G two-st'y brick buildings, 8 s Os-

teud St., e Light St.; and 2 twonst'y brick buildings,
n s Gittings St., in rear.

Jas. P. ficGovern, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, w
s Aisquith St., u Preston St.

E. Berkley, four-st'y brick building, 25' x 64', s s

Franklin St.. w Howard St.

J. W.Stewart, 21 two-st'y brick buildings, com.
n w cor. Hanover and Barney Sts.; and three-st'y
brick building, n s Barney St., w Hanover St.

F. Wilkerson,3 two-st'y brick buildings, w B Stock-
ton Alley, bet. Edmonson and Harleui Avee.

Morgan Bros., 3 two-st'y brick buildings, n s Stock-
holm St., ln-t. Pinkney Alley and Waahlngton Road,
Chai. F. Naiuuth, three-st'y brick building, w 8

Washington St., n Jeffersun St.

Boston.

Cuuiu-HoisK. Mr. John McArthur, Jr., architect

of Philadelphia, will serve with the court-house com-
mission as expert to decide upon the merit* of the

liri'liiiiinary plans to be submitted September 16 for

the new court-house.
i:i n. HIM; PKHMIIS. Wootl. Steett St., near N. Y. &
N. K. K. H.. mechanical, 25' x 40': owner, Bradley
Fertilizer Co.; builder, C. Tllden, Jr.
Condor SI., new Putnam St., dwell.. 20* x 28';

owner, William Davis: builder, Vincent McUaacs.
Atlston St.. near Melville Ave., dwell., IW'x 32' 6";

owner, Arthur H. Vinal; builder, K. Shapleigh.
Allston St., near Melville Ave., dwell., 25' x 31';

owner, Arthur H. Viual; builder, E. Shaplelgk.
Adams Kt., cor. Slalvern St., stable, 25' x 30'; own

er, Mrs. W. fileston: builder, F. M. Severance.
Cotlaae St., near Clifton St., dwell., 24' x 31'; own

er and builder, W. W. Dromney.
Washington St., No. 2478, storage, 66' x 100'; own-

er, P. B. Smith; builder. Peter Hutchlnson.

Wiiiihroji St.. near Blue Hill Ave., dwell., 22' x

28'; owner and builder, W. H. Handy.
Amandine St., near Milton Ave., dwell., 25' x 28';

owner and builder, Ephralm Moulton.
Washington St., near Melville Ave., dwell., 40' x

40', owner, S. J. Capen; builder, A. B. Sherman.
Barnard />/., near Barnard St., dwell., l.V x 26';

owner, Mrs. C. Jackson; builder, A. B. Sherman.
Slue IRll Ave., cor. Private Way, dwell, and store,

24' x 33'; owner, Thomas Mulhern; builder, W. V.
Tent.
Jland St., s, dwell, and store, 24' x 33'; owner,

Thomas Mulhern: builder, W. V. Tent.
rn.nl, Way, from Blue Hill Ave., dwell, and

store,W x 331; owner, Thomas Mulhern; builder,
W. V. Tent.

Itunil St., s, 2 dwells, and stores, IV x 33'; owner,
Thos. Mulhern; builder, W. V. Tent.
Tnrnont St., No. 1159, storage, 10' x 21'; owner,

and builde.-s. Hayward & Co.

Ashley Ave., near Ford Ave., dwell., 24' x 30';

owner, Thomas Murray; builder, Thomas Yermans.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Fourteenth St., s s. 97' 10" w
Sixth Ave., 9 two-st'y frame (brick-tilled) dwells., tin

roofs; cost, each, $2,500; owners and builders, John
Walters & Son, 375 Pacific St.

Suydam St., s s, 319' 11" e Myrtle Ave., 2 three-

st'y frame tenements (brick-Oiled) tin roofs; cost,

each, 94,000; owner and builder, George str.-iub, ll

Lewis Ave.; architect, Th. Engelhardt.
Monroe St., a 8, 300' w Ralph Ave., 3 two-st'y brick

dwells., tin roofs; cost, total, $9,975; owner, B. A.

Demill, Sutnpter St., cor. Stone Ave. ; architect, F.

Holmberg; builder, F. Stemler.
Atlantic Ave.. n s, 50' w Nostrand Ave., 4 two st'y

brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, total, $8,1)00; owner, J.

J. Drake, 397 Fulton St.; architect and builder, J.

N. Smith.
Betgen St., B s, 80' e Franklin Ave., two-st'y brick

stable, gravel roof, iron cornice; cost, $2,500; owner,
O. B. McAveney, 992 Bergen St.; architect, W. H.
Hazzard'e Sons.

Sumpter St., n w cor. Howard Ave., two-st'y frame

(brick-filled) store and dwell., tin roof; cost, (3,000;

owner, J. V. Hasseln, Marion St.; architects and
contractors, Ames & Watdron; mason, E. Sutterlin.

Seventeenth St., n s. 225' e Fourth Ave., three-st'y
brown-stone dwell., tin roof; cost, 88,700; owner, W.
H. Williams, 607 Third Ave.; builder, Geo. Ingram.
Fulton St., s s, 280' e Howard Ave., three-st'y

brown-stone store and dwell., gravel roof; cost, f6,-
000; owner, Th. Donohue; architect, B. T. Robbins.
Fulton St., s s, 40' e Howard Ave., 9 brown-stone

dwells., 8 three-st'y and 1 two-st'y, gravel roofs; cost,

each, $6,000 and (4,500 for 1; owner and architect,
Benj. T. liobbins, Northport, L. I.; builder, E. K.
Robbins.
Moffat St., 8 s, 150' e Knickerbocker Ave., two-st'y

frame (brick-filled) dwell., tin roof; cost, (2,600;
owner, John Morrow, 1279 De Kalb Ave.; architect,
H. Vollweller.

FayMe St., tfo. 19, n s, near Broadway; three-st'y
frame store and tenement, tin roof; cost, (4,200;
owner, Jacob Kraus, 19 Fayette St.; architect, H.
Vollweiler.
Kim St., i s, 120' Broadway, three-st'y frame

(brick-filled) flat, tin roof; cost, (4,000; owner, ar-

chitect and builder, H. Vollweiler, 788 Broadway.
Debevoiie St.. 8 s, 44' w Morrell St., three-st'y

frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof
; cost, $4,000;

owner, John Wegeman, 100 Debevoise St.; archi

toct, H. Vollweiler.
Park Are., s B, 90' e Nostrand Ave., three-st'y

frame factory, tin roof; cost, $11,500; owner, Thos.
W. Hynes, Klatbush; architect, T. F. Hough ton

;

builders, S. H. O'Rourke and D. Ryan.
WMoughby Ave., 8 w cor. Hall St., 5 three-st'y

brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, #4,500;
owner and builder, Henry L. Coe. 535 Washington
Ave.; architect, A. Hill.

Vanderbilt Ave , No. 32, three-st'y brick tenement,
tin roof; cost, 85,500; owner, Mrs. Newton, 32 Van-
derbilt Ave.; architect, W. M. Coots; masons, Assip
ft Buckley.
Hart St., s s, 100' w Marcy Ave., 4 two-and-a-half-

et'y brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, each (5,-

000; owner aud builder, Thomas E. Greenland, 256

Kosciusko St.; architect. I. D. Reynolds.
Concord St., s e cor. Liberty bt., four-st'y brick

laundry, tin roof; cost, $30,000; owner, J. P. Traffe,
202 Fulton St.; architect, C. F. Eisenach; builders,
T. B. Rutan aud W. Zang.

Union Ave., w 8, 50' 8 Grand St., four-st'y brick
store aud tenement, tin roof; cost, (10,000; owner,
L. Wintgen; builders, J. Rodwell and S. Hough.
Dean St., a a, 200' w Vanderbilt Ave., two-st'y brick

factory, tin roof; cost, (3,000; owners, H. Humbert
& Co.; architect, R. Dixon; builder, J. Gordon.

Water St., near Fulton St., on Bridge property,
two-st'y brick station, slate roof; cost, (7,000; own-
er, Brooklyn Elevated Railroad, 49 Fulton St.; ar-

chitect, J. Mumford; builders, T. B. Rutan aud E.
Snedeker.
Gates Ave., n 8, 25' Marcy Ave., ihnw-el'y brick

store, tin roof; cost, $6,700; owner, John Cauabez,
Marcy and Gate* Ave8.[ architect, I. D. Reynolds;
bvlkten, .). Rlckard and T. Donnelly.
Dtcatur St., a B, 40' e Sumner Ave., 2 tbree-st'y

brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, (14,000; owner,
J. M. Brown, 627 Qulncy St.; architect, A. Hill.

Marion St., a a, liVe Howard Ave., two-Bt'y frtime

(brick-filled) dwell., tin roof; cost, (6.000; owner,
Charles Schmitt, IKK Marlon St.; builders, J. Pir-

rung and C. Horn.
/v.ur/A Ave., e s, 28 s Twelfth St., two-st'y brick

stable, gravel roof; COM, (3,500; owners aud matous,
Asslp & Buckley; architect, W. M. Coots.
Seventh Ave., n e cor. Tenth St., 2 three-st'y

brown-stone store* aud dwells., tin roof*; cost, to-

tal, (12,000; owner, J. Nickvnlg; architect, R.

Dlxon; builder, L. Bonnard.
Union St., * 8, 150' w Bond St., three-st'y brick

dwell., tin roof; cost, (6,000; owner and architect,
William Clemens, 438 Union St.
Hicks St., -Vo. 475, e *, Z76> s Harrison St., four-

efy brick tenement, tin roof; COM, (10,000; owner,
N. H. Frost, 41 Kemseu St.; architect*, W. H. Haz-
zard's Sons.

Bedford Ave., w B, 62' n Lexington Ave., 2 flve-st'y
brick tenement* and stores, tin roofs; cost, abt.

(25,000; owner, J. M. Horton Ice Cream Co., 463 Ful-
ton St.; architect, F. E. Lockwood.

ALTERATION. Bedford Ave., -Vo. 599, new plastering
and repair damage by tire; cost, (7,000; owner, ar-
chitect and builder, Thomas H. Brush, 128 Flatbash
Ave.

Chicago.

BUILDING PERMITS. M. McGinnls, 3 two-st'y dwells.,
997-1001 West Harrison St.; cost, (6,000; Strlpple-
nian, architect.
N. Lutz, two-st'y dwell., 857 Thirty-fourth St.,

cost, (2,700.
J. Tobison, three-at'y store* and flat*, 2837-2839

Cottage Grove Ave.; cost, (12,000; architect, J. M.
Vanosdel.
G. F. Fricke, two-st'y dwell., 3747 Walnut St.;

cost, $4,500; architect, F. Ahlschlager.
J. D. Vorak, three-st'y flats, 484 Jefferson St.; co*t,

16,000.
F. Suva, three st'y flats, 32 O'Brien St.; cost, 84,-

300.

A. Mnllnke, two-st'y dwell., 432 Lincoln Ave.;
cost, $2,700.
H. M. Fox, two-st'y dwell., 3763 Ellis Ave.; cost,

$3,OOU; architect, L. B. Dlxon.
W. G. Jackson, two-st'y dwell., 937 West Adams

St.; cost. (8,000.
A. D. Coleman, two-st'y addition, 2738 Portland

Ave.; cost, (3,700.
L. Schutt, two-st'y flats, 119 Seminary Ave.; cost,

$3,000.
O. H. Nledner, cottage, 388 West Division St.;

cost, 83,400.
C. Sheer, 2 three-*t'y dwells., 3406-3408 State St.;

cost, $7,000; architects, Thomas & Rodger.
A. K iih, two-st'y dwell., 3142 Michigan Ave.; cost,

$10,000; architects, Adler ti Sullivan.
J. Long, two-st'y flats, 351 Lincoln Ave.; cost, He

500.
Wm. Sims, two-st'y flats, 1142 Taylor St.; cost, (2,-

800.

O. C. Walcott, three-st'y dwell., 3831 Vlncennes
Ave.; cost, $3,000.
H. Sweet, 3 two-st'y stores and flat*, 1464-1456 Mil-

waukee Ave.; cost, (6,000; architect, C. Hulke.
P. Powers, two-st'y flats, 346 Polk St.; cost, (3,-

500; architect, N. Provost.
M. W. Carter, two-st'y barn and milk depot, 444-

446 Adams St.; coet, $3,000.
G. A. Webb, two-*t'y dwell., 978 Wllcox Ave.;

cost, 83,000; architect, G. A. Webb.
J. Plamondon, thrce-sfy flats, 461 Wood St.

; cost,
MOO: architect, J. L. Leban.
T. Brennan, two-et'y dwell., 634 Ashland Ave.;

cost, (3,500; architect, J. J. Flanders.
W. C. Selpp, two-at'y dwell., 2958 Groveland Ave.;

cost, $6,000, architect, C. Cudell.
M. Lanx, three-st'y flats, 39 Delaware PI.; cost,

(5,000; architect, J. Huber.
T. W. Wolff, shop, 302-306 Hawthorne Ave.; cost.

$3,000.
F. Greenwald, two-st'y store and dwell., 183 West

North Ave.; cost, $2.900.
H. Schell, three sty store and flute, Wentworth

Ave.; cost, (8,000.
J. E. Taylor, two-st'y dwell., 2954 Calumet Ave.;

cost, (18,000.
M. C. Dobbin, one-st'y addition, 267-273 Twentieth

St.; cost, $3.000.

Chicago City Railroad Co., Thirty-ninth and Cot-
tage Grove Ave.; cost, $6,noo.
N. Buech, elevator. Cherry St.; cost, (12,000.
F. Furlong, two-st'y store aud flat*, 602 Austin

Ave.; cost, (2,800.
J. H. Blair, two-st'y flats. 470 Carroll Are.; co*t,

(3,500; architect, J. H. Blair.
Mr*. A. Miller, dwell., 582 Sedgwlck St.; cost (6 -

000; architect, F. Berlin.
A. J. Doyle, two-st'ydwell., 600 West Jackson St.;

cost, S5.500.
J. Llndahl, two-st'y flat*, 451 Dayton St.; cost $7 -

000: architect, Strlppleman.
Mrs. M. G. Clancy, two-st'y dwell., 3244 Vemon

Ave.; cost, (4,000; architect, K. Ray.
Mrs. R. Corlett, two-st'y flats, 1008 Halsted St

cost, $3,000.
P. O'Donnell, remodel church; cost, $10 000
R. Herbert, two-st'y dwell., 183 Fremont St.; cost,

(2,700.
Phoenix Distillery Co., four-st'y distillery Cly-

bonrne Ave.; cost, 418,000; architect, P. J. Killeii
Dr. M. W. Cortley, 2 two-st'y dwells., 296-297 Cen-

tre Ave.; cost, $6,000.
J. Tloffman, three st'y stores and dwells., 464-470

Ogden Ave.; cost. (17,000; architect, A. Smith.
C. L. Jenks, 8 three-st'y dwells., Clark St.- cost

(37,000; architect, J. Spyer.
T. Raymond, 3 three-st'y dwell*., 303 and 305

Indiana St.; coet, (11,000; architect, K. U. Branch.
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Cincinnati.

BUILDING PERMITS. William Schubert, Jr., brick

building, Sunnier and Gest Sts.; cost, $4,000.

Mr. Toharke, three-and-a-half-st'y brick building,

Flint and Daltou Sts.; cost, 89,000.

Q. H. Plump, two-st'y brick building. Vine and

Mulberry Sts.; cost, $2,750.
Win H. Stewart Sous, three-st'y stone building,

Seventh, and Walnut Sts.; cost, $4,186.50.

G. W. Vaughan, three-st'y brick building, Mc-
Millan and Kemper Lane; cost, $7,000.

B Barr, two-st'y frame building, Hibby and Wayne
Sts.; cost, $2,500.

S. Frey Sons, two-st'y brick building, Colrain

Pike and Queen City Sts.; cost, $4,000.

Henry Weiman, tour-st'y brick warehouse, Pearl

and Plum Sts.; cost, $3,000.

D Fischer, two-st'y brick building, Colram Pike

and Straight St.; cost, $3,000.
Steinman & Meyer, four-st'y brick building, Sixth

and Linn Sts.; cost, $5,500.
H. Kobinson & Co., two-st'y frame buildings, State

and Liberty Sts.; cost, $3,000.
Jno. H. Meyer, two-st'y frame buildings, Glenway

Ave. and Gest St.; cost, $3,000.
Permits to date, 6S4.

Total coat of repairs, $137,201.50.

Kansas City, Mo.

BUILDING PBBMITS. William Long, three-st'y busi-

ness block, 10, 12 and 14 Missouri Ave. ; cost, $20,000.

Norton & Beatty, block of 6 cut-stone fpenthouses,

1301, 1303, 1305, 1307, 1309 and 1311 East Fifteenth St.;

cost, $25,000.
Almira Hayes, brick business house and dwell.,

cor. Forest and Independence Aves.; cost, 88,000.

James L. Withrow, brick block, East Fourteenth

St.; cost, $16,000.
Edward Duffy, brick block, cor. of Fifth and

Tracy Sts.; cost, $3,500.
Alice Robinson, brick house, cor. Sixth and Har-

rison Sts.; cost, $5,000.
A L Mason, five-st'y brick and cut-stone business

block, 50' x 112', 1207, 1209 and 1211 Main St.; cost,

$77,000.

Minneapolis, Minn.

BUILDING PERMITS. Wm. Buchlen, two-st'y wood
dwell., n s Irving Ave., bet. Third Ave. and Sixth

Ave., 11 ; cost, $8,000.
Island Power Company, alteration stone factory,

Nicollet Island; cost, $9,000.

J. H. Kowell & Co., two-st'y wood dwell., w s Gar-

tteld Ave., bet. Lake St. and East Thirty-first St.;

cost, $4,800.
Frank Holmes, two-st'y stone veneer dwell., n e s

Thirteenth St., bet. Hennepin and Hawthorne Aves. ;

cost, $15,000.

City of Minneapolis, two-st'y brick engine-house,
s cor. Seventh Ave. and Eighth St.; cost, $9,000.

New York.

CITY WORK. Comptroller Loew has returned about
100 contracts to the Commissioner of Public Works
without his approval of sureties, as by the late

amendment of the constitution no money can be ap-

propriated for payment of work for city improve-
ment during the present fiscal year.

HOUSES. For the Manhattan Construction Co., 14

three-aud-four-st'y houses, brick, stone and terra-

cotta fronts, are to be built on the n s Sixty-third
St bet. Ninth and Tenth Aves.; from plans of Mr.
Wm. B. Tuthill.
On the s e cor. One Hundred and Twenty-sixth St.

and Eighth Ave., 6 three-st'y and basement dwells.,
of brick, stone and terra-eotta, are to be erected for

the Nassau Building Co., at a cost of about $60,000;
from designs of Mr. A. 1. Finkle.

On One Hundred St. and Riverside Ave., a house
56' x 100', is to be built for Mr. Peter Doelger ; from
plans of Mr. Wm. Shiokel.
Herter Bros, have filed plans for 9 four-st'y brick

houses and stores on Avenue A, bet. Seventy-ninth
and Eightieth Sts., for Francis T. Schnugg; cost,

$150,000.
BUILDING PERMITS. Clinton St., a*. 13!, flve-st'y

brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $18,000; owner, To-
bias Krakower & Co., 86 Attorney St.; architect,
Chas. Hentz.

Fifteenth St., s s, 56' e Avenue A, ttve-st'y brick
tenement with store, tin roof; cost, $6,000; owner,
Ph. Deffaa, 539 Sixth St.; architect, Wm. Graul.

West Fifty-first St., No. 542, flve-st'y brick (stone
front) tenement, tin roof; cost, 820,000; owners,
Huston Bros, on premises; architect, C. A. French.
Sixth Ave., n w cor. Fifty-second St., 3 five-st'y

and attic brick flats with stores, tin roofs; cost, to-

tal, 50,000; owner, Peter Doelger, 405 East Fifty-
fifth St.; architect, J. Kastner.
East Eightieth St., No, 2, four-st'y brick dwell.,

mansard roof of slate, iron and tin; cost, 50,000;

owner, Mrs. Sarah Weissman, 670 Broadway; archi-

tects, A. Zucker & Co.

Eighty-fifth St., n s, 98' e Avenue A, flve-st'y brick

tenement, tin roof; cost, SIS,000; owner, M. Schnei-

der, 419 least Eighty-first St.; architect, J. Kastner.
E iffhty-eighth St., s w cor. Lexington Ave., stone

front church, peak roof slated; cost, #78,000; own-
ers, Trustees of the German Evangelical Lutheran
Immanuel Congregation, present church Eighty-
seventh St., bet. Third and Lexington Aves.; archi-

tect, Arthur Crooks; builders, J. D. Murphy and
James Thompson.
One Hundred and fifth St., n s, 145' e Lexington

Ave., 3 flve-st'y brick tenements, tin roofs; cost,
each, $14,000; owner, M. II. Schneider, 419 East

Eighty-first St.; architect, J. Kastner.
One Hundred and Fifth St., n s, 182' Lexington

Ave., two-st'y brick stable, tin roof; cost, $5,000
owner and architect, same as last.

One Hundred and Fifteenth St., s 8, 80' w Seconc
Ave., four-st'y brick (stone front) flat, tin roof; cost

$12,000; owner and builder, John Walker,33 Eas'
One Hundred and Thirteenth St.; architect, J. H
Valentine.
East Eighty-fourth St., No. 5, flve-st'y br'ck flat,

tin roof; cost, $25,000; owner, Augustin Walsh, 3
East Eighty-fourth St.; architect, Wm. Schickel.
first Ave., 1708 and 1710, 2 flve-st'y brick tene-

ments with stores, tin roofs; cost, each, $13,006;

owner, Peter J. Uihlein, 855 East Eighty-seventh
St.; architect, John Brandt.

Seventy-eighth St., n s, 250' w Ninth Ave., 2 four-

st'y brick dwells.; and 4 three-st'y brick dwells., tin

and iron roofs; cost, 2 each, $18,000, and 4 each, $14,-

000; owner, B. S. Levy, 110 East Seventy-fourth St.;

architect, R. Guastivino.
One Hundred and Fourth St., 8 w cor. Tenth Ave.,

three-st'y brick home, slate and tin roof; cost, $57,-

000; owner, Home for the Relief of the Destitute

Blind, C. H. Leland, President; architect, F. Carles

Merry; builder, J. J, Burchell.
One Hundred and Twenty-third St., n s, 100' e

Morningside Ave., 10 three-st'y brick dwells., deck
roof tinned, mansard slated; cost, total, $95,000;
owners, Keller & Tilford, 123 West Forty-seventh
St.; architect, M. Louis Ungrich; builder, not se-

lected.

Sixty-eiyhth St., so cor. Ninth Ave., flve-st'y brick

tenement, tin roof; cost, $20,000; owner, David B.

Algie, 432 West Fifty-seventh St.; architects, Thorn
& Wilson.
Sixty-eighth St., s s, 25' e Ninth Ave., 6 four-st'y

and basement brick (stone front) dwells., tin roofs;

cost, each, $18,000; owner, etc., same as last.

One Hmi'ired and Sixty-first St., n s, 78' w Tenth
Ave., two-st'y brick dwell., tin roof; cost, $4,000 ;

owner, Thomas Feuton, Tenth Ave., cor. One Hun-
dred and Sixty-first St.

One Hundred and Fifty-first St., n s, 275' w Court-
landt Ave., two-st'y frame dwell, with brick base-

meat, tin roofs, Schmidt & Garvin, builders; cost,

$4,000; owner, Christina Ludwig, 677' e One Hun-
dred and Fifty-second St.; architects, Kramer Bros.

Washington Aoe., e s, abt. 200' s One Hundred and
Seventy-sixth St., 2 two-st'y and attic frame dwells.,

cost, $3,500; owner, Annie H. O'Brien, 1839 Bath-

gate Ave,; architect, J. E. Kerby.
Washington Ace., w s, 135' n One Hundred and

Seventy-seventh St., three-st'y frame dwell., tin

roof; cost, $3,000; owner, E. H. Flink, 1931 Wash-
ington Ave.; architect, C. S. Clark.

Tenth Ave., w s, 76' n One Hundred and Fourth
St., 2 ttve-st'y brick tenements, flat tin roof; cost,

each, $20,000; owner, Franklin Thurstou, 62 East
One Hundred and Thirty-third St.; architect, Theo.
Thomson, n e cor. Eighth Ave. and One Hundred
and Twenty-fifth St.

Broadway, Nos. 1424 and 1426, seven-st'y brick flat,

brick and stone front, flat tin roof; cost, $110,000;

owner, Daniel S. McElroy, 2)6 Lexington Ave.; ar-

chitect, F. T. Camp, 60 Liberty St.

West Fortieth St., Nos. 623 to 627, three-st'y brick

building, flat roof covered with gravel to be used as
a slaughter-house; cost, $22,000; owner, Jerome F.

Sadler, Sturtevant House, N. Y.
; architects, Arford

& Cramer, 333 Paroma, Jersey City, N. J.
Sixth Ave.,D w cor. Fiftv-second St., 3 flve-st'y brick

tenements, flat tin roof; total cost, $50,000; owner,
Peter Doelger, 405 East Fifty-fifth St.; architect, J.

Kastner, 744 Broadway.
Barclay St., No. 71, brick store building, flat tin

roof; cost, $7,000; owner, Estate Geo. W. Welch,
cor. Greenwich St. and Park PI.; architect, James
E. Ware, 239 Broadway.
One Hundred and Twentieth St., n s, 95' e Second

Ave., 2 three-st'y and basement brick dwells., flat

tin roof, brown-stone front; cost, each, $6,000; own-
er, John W. McSorly, 305 East One Hundred and
Twentieth St.; architects, Cleverdon & Putzell, 110

East One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St.

Twelfth Ave., n e cor. One Hundred and Thirty-
second St., two-st'y, store-house and refrigerator
brick building, peak tin roof; owner, Thomas H.
Wheeler, 448 West Thirty-fourth St.; architect, Jo-
seph W. Norton, 403 West One Hundred and Twen-
ty-sixth St.
East Thirteenth St., Nos. 515 and 517, 2 flve-st'y

brick tenements, flat tin roofs; cost, each, $15,000;

owner, John A. Fay, 115 Second Ave.; architect, J.

Kastner, 744 Broadway.
East One Hundred and Thirty-fifth St., No. 528,

four-st'y brick tenement house, flat tin roof; cost,

$10,000; owner, Goitleib Frick, 168 Lincoln Ave.,
architect, W. Thomas Beers, 429 East One Hundred
and Twenty-second St.

East One Hundred and Forty-third St., No. 634,

three-st'y and basement brick dwell., flat tin or

?
ravel roof; cost, $10,000; owner, Samuel F. Pease,
10 East One Hundred and Forty-third St.; archi-

tect, John Anderson, 718 East ()im Hundred and
Forty-third St.

One Hundred and Twenty-third St., s s, 100' e
Ninth Ave., 11 three-st'y and basement brick dwells.,
brown-stone front, flat tin roof; cost, each, $14,000;
owners, J. W. & A. A. Ticts, 208 West One Hundred
and Twenty-fifth St.; architect, J. H. Valentine, 108
East One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St.
Grand St., No. 225, flve-st'y brick building, brick

and stone front, flat roof covered with gravel; cost,
$16,500; owner, Thomas S. Olleve, 107 East Sixtieth
St.; architect, E. Sniffeu, 317 Broadway.
Uighbridge Road, 450' e Jerome Ave. (Fordham),

three-st'y wood dwell., slate roof; cost, $6,000; own-
er, Mrs. Aurelia Murray, Fordham; architects, C.
V. Folin & Son, Fordham.
Jerome Ace., n e cor. Kingsbridge Road, two-st'y

frame and brick dwell., wojd front, peak tin roof;
cost, $5,250; owner, John D. Armstrong, Fordham;
architects, C. V. Folin & Son, Fordham.
East One Hundred and Fifty-sixth St., No. 663,

two-st'y and basement brick and frame building;
flat tin roof; cost, $3,200; owner, Theodore Housman,
659 East One Hundred and Fifty-sixth St.; architect,
Edward Stichler, 551 East One Hundred and Fifty-
fourth St.
Ninth Ave., n w cor. Twentieth St., four-st'y brick

dwell., peak and flat roof covered with slate and tin;
cost. $30,000; owner, General Theological Seminary,
409 West Twentieth St.; architect, Chas. C. Haight,
111 Broadway.
East Fifteenth St., No. 7, flve-st'y brick building,

brown-stone front, peak and flat roof, terra-cotta

plates and tin roofs; cost, $100,000; owners, Young
Men's Christian Association, 6 East Twelfth St.; ar-

chitect, R. H. Robertson, 121 East Twenty-third St
ALTERATIONS. first Aoe., Nos. 1641 and 1643, store

front, iron columns, etc.; cost, $4,000; owner, So-

phia Roberts, 206 Second Ave.; architects, Schwarz-
mann & Buchman.
Avenue A, No. 242, four-st'y brick extension, tin

roof, also new store front; cost, 3,500; owner, Philip
Deflaa, 539 Sixth St.; architect, W. Graul.
Greenwich St., Nos. 170 to 174, chimney built upon

or raised; cost, S5,000; owner and builder, New York
Steam Co., 22 Lourtland St.: architect, C. E. Emery.
Seventh Ave., s e cor. Fifty-first St., four-st'y brick

extension, felt and gravel roof; cost, 85,000; owners,
Broadway & Seventh Ave. R.R. Co.; architect, S. D.
Hatch.

Fiftieth St., n s, 197' e Seventh Ave., new st'y to

be added to two-st'y brick building, flat roof making
same three-st'y, used as a blacksmith shop; cost,

$5,000; owner, Broadway and Seventh Ave. R. R.,
Fiftieth St., cor. Sixth and Seventh Aves.; archi-

tect, Stephen D. Hatch, 115 Broadway.
Kingsbridtje lload, 308' w Webster Are., an ex-

tension to two-st'y wood dwell., peak roof, slate and
tin; cost, $2,500; owner, P. J. Keary, 78 East Eighty-
first St.; architect, Geo. H. Budlauy, White Plains.

West Fifty-third St., general internal alterations
to four-st'y brick dwell., flat roof; cost, $3,000; own-
er, Sidney Dillon. 5 West Fifty-seventh St.; archi-

tect, Manley N. Cutter, 160 Broadway.
St. Marks PI., No. 17, general internal alteration

to four-st'y brick and marble building, peak roof;

cost, $3,000; owner, Rev. Jacob Freshman, 25 West
Seventh St.; mason, G. H. Williams, 2 West Four-
teenth St.

Hroadway, s w cor. Twenty-ninth St., internal al-

terations to galleries of theatre peak tin roof; cost,

$5,000; lessee, Geo. C. Brotherton, Philadelphia; ar-

chitect, Henry J. Dudley, 1300 Broadway.
East Broadway, No. 58, extension and new st'y on

two-st'y brick building, flat tin roof; cost, $4,000;
lessee, David Cohen, 56 East Broadway; architect,
Wm. Graul, 12 Stanton St.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PKRMITS. f'arrish St., cor. Holly St., 2

three-st'y dwells.; Louis C. Smith, owner.
Firth St., w Eighth St., 2 three-st'y dwells.; Thos.

Battely, owner.
Firth St., w Eighth St., 2 two-st'y stables; Thos.

Battely, owner.
Richmond St., cor. Vienna St., two-st'y dwell.;

Thos. McCaulley, contractor.
Chester Ave., cor. Springfield St., 2 three-st'y

dwells.; Thos. D. Antrim, owner.
Denmark St., w Front St., 2 two-st'y dwells.; Jno.

M. Creane, contractor.
Fernon St., e Nineteenth St., 1(1 two-st'y dwells.;

Thos. Grimman, owner.
South Fifteenth St., No. 730, three-st'y dwell., 16'

x 85'; Robt. Lamona, owner.
Delaware Ave., n South St., ferry-house, 77' x 86';

Kaignspoint Ferry Co.

Hope St., Nos. 2131 and 2133, 2 two-st'y dwells., 17'

x 30'; Wm. Bartholomew, contractor.
Kohl St., w Trenton Ave., two-st'y dwell., 21' x 28';

Wm. Bartholomew, contractor.
Hartwell St., w Kensington St

,
3 two-st'y dwells.,

16' x 45'; Jos. Hamilton owner.
Wishart St., n s, w Frankford Road, 2 two-st'y

dwells., 15' x 30'; Jos. McNutt, contractor.

Snyder Ave., e Thirteenth St., 2 two-st'y dwells.,
16' x 40'; M. Whelan, contractor.
South Eighth St., No. 754, three-st'y dwell., 17' x

45'; A. Lagomarsine, owner.
Ann St., No. 153, two-st'y dwell., 11' x 30'; S. Hem,

owner.
Catharine St., e Front St., two-st'y dwell., 15'x40';

J. P. McGougal, owner.
Alaska St., w Fifth St., 3 two-st'y dwells., 14' x

30'; H. Sherlock, contractor.

Jefferson St., near Mercer St., 5 two-st'y dwells.,
15' x 35'; J. D. Caldwell, contractor.
Ludlow St., w Thirty-seventh St., stable and car-

riage-house; C. W. Budd, contractor.

St. I .mi is.

BUILDING PERMITS. Seventy-five permits have been
issued since our last report, nineteen of wbich are
for unimportant frame houses. Of the rest, those
worth $2,500 and over are as follows:

S. A. Sharp, two-st'y frame dwell.; cost, $3,000;
Alex. M. Kechnise, contractor.

Henry Waushaffe, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,-
500; Henry Waushalt'e, contractor.
Mrs. Yellitch. two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,200;

J. B. Legg, architect; S. L. Jones, contractor.
J. Pichar, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,500; Wm.

Ihlo, contractor.
Chas. F. May 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.;

cost, $5,000; C. F. May, architect; sub-let.
P. B. Feuske, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,300;

E. Janssen, architect; Wm. C. Popp, contractor.

Shattinger, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $5,000; E.
Jansseu, architect; Wm. C. Popp. contractor.
F. Coester, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,350; E.

Janssen, architect; Wm, C. Popp, contractor.
C. Supp, three-and-a-half-st'y store and tenement;

cost, $3,000; R. Doerste, contractor.
Alex. Duncan, oue-st'y brick addition; cost, 85,-

000; J. B. Fitzgibbons, contractor.
Mrs. J.D.Edwards, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost,

$6,000; J. W. Hertel, architect; Francisco & Farnum,
contractors.

H. Niehaus, two-st'y brick store and tenement;
cost, $5,000; H. Stauder, contractor.
M. Obermeyer, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick tene-

ments; cost, 4,000; F. Giser, contractor.
G. Wollbrink, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick tenements;

cost, $3,200; F. Giser, contractor.
J. Dummeyer, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,300;

J. Dummeyer, contractor.
M. Slattery, 3 adjacent two-st'y brick tenements;

cost, 90,000; Sanith, contractor.
Henry Miller, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick tenements;

cost, $4,000; P. Riechers, contractor.
Henry Miller, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick tenements;

cost, 4,000; P. Riechers, contractor.

George W. Monroe, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick
dwells.; cost, 86,000; J. W. Hertel, architect; G.
Kunch, contractor.
E. P. Dicksou, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.;

cost, S2,500; Dickson, contractor.
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HE competition for the State Capitol of Colorado has re-

suited in the choice of a design by Mr. E. E. Myers of

Detroit, the architect of the Texas State Capitol, now in

process of construction, and of the Capitol of Idaho, at Boise

City. The designs placed next in order were by Messrs. F. E.

Edbrooke of Denver, and Mr. Herman B. Seeley. Bids are

to be invited at once for the execution of Mr. Myers's design,

and if the cost is found to exceed one million dollars his plans

will be laid aside, and Mr. Edbrooke's will then be put to the

same test. Mr. Myers's estimates have, however, been care-

fully made, and it is not probable that his design will be super-

seded. His description of the building, as contained in the

book of specifications submitted with the plans, is reproduced
in full in the Denver Tribune-Republican, and although we dis-

approved the terms of competition, and felt that the architects

who accepted those terms were doing an injury to themselves

and their profession, we acknowledge without hesitation that

the careful study of this document has increased the respect

with which Mr. Myers's Texas design had already taught us to

regard him. All through the paper we find evidences of cor-

rect taste, appreciation of the requirements of such a structure

as a State Capitol, and skill in providing for them, which merit

high praise ; and as we read we are more and more astonished

that a man of so much ability should hold his talents so cheap as

to lavish them on such ill-paid and thankless work as the construc-

tion of the Colorado Capitol upon the terms proposed. We im-

agine that Mr. Myers, whom we suppose to be an ambitious and

comparatively young man, is now too much elated over his vic-

tory to care much about the character or consequences of the

struggle ; but we believe that before many years he will find

himself reflecting with regret upon the part which he has taken

in it. Not only will he feel, we think, that he has wasted a

considerable part of the best period of his life in work which he

could not afford to bring to a perfection worthy of his capacity
or advantageous to his reputation, but he will also realize,

unless we are much mistaken, that he might, if he had chosen

to demand it, have obtained the same remuneration, as well as

the same opportunities for studying his work, and the conse-

quent reputation and extended connection, which the best archi-

tects of other countries enjoy ; and that his hesitation in doing
so has not only served to deprive him of rewards which may
never again be within his reach, but has, by associating his

name with those of the ignorant and unscrupulous horde of
"
cheap architects," inevitably, although unjustly, deprived him

of much of that fair fame which, we may assume, he has tried

so hard to deserve.

cal discoveries in various parts of the world have related to

dwarf tribes, and Mrs. Le Plongeon, before describing the

Lilliputian towns of Yucatan, reminds us that a number of

stone tombs were found a few years ago on the banks of what
the printed account calls the River Merrimac, containing adult

human skeletons only three feet long, and it is probable-thai the

colonization of Central Africa will show the existence of many
tribes of little men. In Mexico, particularly in the south, the

dwarfs play a large part in the traditions of the natives, who
attribute to them the construction of the ruined buildings
found there, and sometimes profess to have seen them, or to

have been disturbed by the sound of their hammering at night.
The place most frequented by the dwarfs seems to have been
Cozumel Island, a low, fiat reef, about twenty-four miles in

length, off the east coast of Yucatan. On this island still

exist the ruins of pygmy cities of considerable importance,
with temples built of carefully-hewn stone, the largest of which
is fourteen feet long and nine feet high, and has a doorway
three feet high and eighteen inches wide ; and near by are

well-constructed triumphal arches nine feet high*. On the

neighboring coast are still to be seen the remains of villages,
all the houses in which are of stone, but so small that no one

larger than an ordinary child of two years could comfortably get
into them. There is some reason to suppose that the little race

still survives. According to the Indian guide who led Dr. and
Mrs. Le Plongeon to the ruing, and who professed to have seen

the dwarfs frequently, they are very small and quite shy, appear-

ing only at night, with large hats on their heads, and never

speaking to those whom they meet. Many of our readers are

old enough to have seen the "Aztec children," the diminutive

specimens of a race supposed to be extinct, which were exhi-

bited about the country twenty-five years ago ; and it is not

impossible that the remnant of tribes which occupied the

country long before the Toltec conquest may be found in the

valleys of the Cordilleras, just as representatives of nearly all

the ancient European races are found still existing in the

remoter Alpine valleys.

MRS.
ALICE LE PLONGEON writes a curious account,

published in the Scientific American, of some villages of

pygmies discovered by her husband and herself on the

eastern coast of Yucatan. It is singular that recent ethnologi-

VERY suggestion relating to the deposition of metals in

veins in the rocks has a certain importance as tending to

give greater certainty to the efforts of miners to find these

veins. At present, the science of mining, particularly for the

precious metals, is almost a lottery. If gold or silver is sus-

pected to exist in a given place, shafts are sunk there, and if

veins of metal are cut by the shaft, they are followed up by
lateral excavation, until they either become so slender that the

metal obtained from them does not pay for the labor of extract-

ing it, or are cut off entirely by a fault in the strata. In many
cases the shaft fails to intercept a vein, and laterals must then

be run at random until ore is reached, or the attempt is aban-

doned. The common theories of the formation of metallic

veins give the miner little help in searching for them. It is

evident enough that they come in some way from the infiltra-

tion of liquid or dissolved minerals or metals into fissures in the

matrix rock, but the art of finding fissures so occupied, or the

sources from which come the precious substances which fill

them, is as yet very little developed. In fact, geologists are

far from agreed as to whether metallic veins are filled from

above, by slow deposition from solutions, or from below, by
volcanic action, which forces metallic ores, either melted or dis-

solved in water or gas, into the available crevices, and leaves

them there to solidify. The fact that the interior substance of

the earth is far heavier than the solid crust, and must, appar-

ently, consist almost entirely of melted metal, gives some sup-

port to the latter theory, but many other circumstances oppose
it, and as sea-water is found to contain all the metals in small

quantities, the theory that most metallic veins have originated
in some way from the separation of the metals from water is

perhaps the most popular.

0F
late, however, a new theory has been put forward, which
seems to combine the plausible features of the other two.

This theory, which appears to be due to Professor Sand-

berger of Wurzburg, and is described in La Genie Civil by M.
Ernest Chabrand, is known as the Theory of Lateral Secretion,
and regards the deposit of metallic ores in veins as the result
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of a gradual percolation of water through the matrix rock,

which in his opinion, always originally contained the metallic

particles, although the process of lixiviation may have been so

complete as to wash all trace of them out of the rock itself into

the fissures. In certain cases, where the rock, after the for-

mation of the veins, has been subjected to the violent action of

water, the whole mass has been ground up and carried away,
to be deposited as alluvium somewhere else, but even in such

cases the proportion of metallic particles in the alluvium, in-

creasing in particular directions, usually shows the original

position of the rock from which it was derived. "With the

object of ascertaining whether primary rocks carrying metallic

veins retained in their substance any trace of the metals form-

ing the veins, Professor Sandberger made careful analyses of

different crystalline rocks, and found iu them, in small propor-

tion, nearly all the elements concentrated in their veins. The

analysis of sedimentary rocks containing metallic veins, which

was carried on at the same time with the investigations of Profes-

sor Sandberger by M. Dieulafait, Professor of Geology at Mar-

seilles, confirmed this theory, although it introduced some

curious observations. In most cases the stratified metal-bearing
rocks showed plainly enough the sources from which all their

components were derived, but in some instances the metals con-

tained in them must have been dissolved out of the primary

veins, and precipitated from the solution by a new agent. The
most striking example of this was found in a copper ore from

Mansfeld, which occurs disseminated irregularly in a bitumi-

nous schist. The schist is full of fossil fishes, and is overlaid

by a deposit of limestone, and this by gypsum which is saturated

with rock salt. M. Dieulafait considers that in the formation

of this deposit the copper was originally dissolved by sea-

water out of veins in the primary rocks still existing in the

neighborhood. Afterwards, perhaps by the retreat of the sea,

leaving an isolated lagoon exposed to the sun, the water in which

the copper was dissolved began to evaporate, the mixed solu-

tion of copper and other minerals becoming more and more
concentrated as the water escaped. By and by the fish began
to die, and the reaction of their decomposing bodies on the gyp-
sum dissolved in the water set free sulphuretted hydrogen, or

some similar compound, which precipitated the copper in the

state of sulphide, in which it still remains. The deposits of

copper vary in thickness with the proportion of fossil bones

under and about them, so that M. Dieulafait's explanation of

their formation is apparently the correct one, and the bitumi-

nous infiltration of the schist perhaps represents that portion of

the decomposed flesh of the fishes which remained after the

volatile elements had escaped. Although the paragraph does

not continue the description, it is easy to account for the subse-

quent changes in the salt-water lake. After the water had be-

come so concentrated as to kill the fish, and precipitate the

dissolved copper in an insoluble condition, to mix with the or-

ganic matter which covered the sandy or clayey bottom of the

pool, the other substances dissolved in the water began to crys-
tallize out, as evaporation proceeded, in the order of their

solubility. First came the lime, which settled in fine crystals
over the sediment at the bottom until it had all separated ; then

the gypsum, which is far more soluble than carbonate of lime,

crystallized out ; and when the last vestige of water disap-

peared from the lake, the salt remained behind.

usually yields ; and it is well known that the foot of an ex-

posed trap dyke, like the Hudson River Palisades, is often rich

in precious stones, perhaps formed in the same way from mate-
rial dissolved out of the rock above. The whole subject is full

of interest. To take a single example, the city of Philadel-

phia is built on a clay so rich in gold that the value of the
metal contained in the stratum, within the city limits, is esti-

mated to exceed the whole valuation of the city which stands

upon it ; and as, according to the new theory, all this gold must
have been washed from the primary rocks of some place not
far distant, it would be worth while, perhaps, to look for that

place, and see if any of the precious dross still remains.

\I7HE theory that the water existing iu the pores of the rocks

'X possesses sufficient activity to dissolve out metals and carry
them into the fissures is so reasonable that it is strange

that no one should have thought of it before. As architects

well know, all stones in a natural condition contain a greater
or smaller amount of "

quarry sap," which is always saturated
with dissolved minerals. Even the hardest granite contains
about a pint of water to the cubic foot of stone, and most rocks
contain much more, and it is natural that the moisture should

acquire, by the combined effect of gravitation and capillary at-

traction, a movement which in course of time might produce
great results. In some granite quarries, where the stone lies

in "
sheets," as if by imperfect stratification, it is observed that

the spaces between the sheets are usually filled with enormous
crystals of quartz and felspar, as if the water, soaking through
the upper layer of granite, had dissolved the components of the

stone, and carried them down to the vacancies between the su-

perimposed masses, to build them up there, by slow evaporation,
into the large crystals which such a prolonged and quiet process

will be seen by the letter published elsewhere, a number
of the best-known architects in New York and other cities

have done the public a service by addressing a letter to

the committee for the erection of a monument to General
Grant, pointing out the best method of securing the most satis-

factory design for the costly memorial which it is proposed to

erect. Jt is needless to say that in this matter the wishes of
the committee, the public, and all professional architects and
artists are entirely in accord. Each of them wishes to see the

great American honored by the most beautiful and noble mon-
ument that it is within the power of American art to produce ;

and as architects know better than any one else how good de-

signs for such structures can be, and are procured in other

countries, and know also the fatal effect of the mistakes which
committees, inexperienced in the ways of professional artists,
and ignorant of the necessary conditions of good artistic work,
generally make in this country, it is in every way befitting that
the representatives of the profession should endeavor to fore-
stall the possibility of another of those grotesque failures
which have so conspicuously marked the history of art in this

country. That the warning should have come in season is not
the least of its merits. As all architects know, lay committees
with matters of art in charge are apt to be rather proud of
their unaccustomed burden, and to resent auy advice as an un-
warranted interference with an affair which they feel them-
selves perfectly competent to manage. The attempt to devise,
out of the plenitude of their own wisdom, methods for obtain-

ing designs, generally results in suggesting to such commit-
tees, for the first time, vague doubts of their own omniscience ;

but, rather than humiliate themselves by admitting that any
one else knows more of the subject than they do, they pro-
mulgate such terms of competition as they have been able to

concoct, condoning their rashness with the thought that if ev-

erything should not go right they will take pains to rectify any
mistakes later. Unfortunately, however, as any architect could
tell them, the last opportunity for rectifying mistakes is past
when the programme of terms is printed and sent out. These
terms form a valid contract between the committee and every
person who accepts them by doing any work in accordance
with them ; and the committee cannot vary, amend or depart
from them thenceforth in the smallest degree without making
its members individually, as well as the committee in its offi-

cial capacity, liable to be called upon to pay every person who
had taken any trouble in accordance with the original terms a
fair price for the time and skill so occupied, as well as compen-
sation for any damage or inconvenience which the change in

the stipulations might have caused him. As no committee can
face the possibility of this, all thought of improving the terms

affecting the designs is, as soon as the risk is explained, at
once abandoned, and the only safe course, that of the rigorous
fulfilment of the conditions, is necessarily pursued to its final

result of ridicule, disgust and disappointment. How many
scores of times this familiar drama is enacted every year, only
architects know, and, reluctant as all of them are to interfere
with other people's duties, it was a wise and patriotic spirit
which prompted the professional signers of the letter to en-

deavor, for once, to prevent its repetition on a conspicuous
scale.

IIFIIE judgments on the designs for the Prize of Rome have
JL just been published in Paris. M. Francois Andre, pupil

of M. Andre, has carried off the grand prize, by means of
the best design for a building intended for a medical college.
The second prize is awarded to M. Devienne, pupil of Messrs.

Coquart and Gerhardt, and the third to M. Louvet, pupil of
Messrs. Ginain and Louvet,
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THE GRAND PLAZA AND THE CATHEDRAL.

'I IK great central plaza of Mexico, the

focus of the life of the capital, is named
the Plaza de la Constitucion. It is also

called tlic I'la/a de Armas, military plaza,
or parade-ground. The national palace, which
with its broad and low facade, occupies one
entire side of the square, has in front a large

open space, paved with flattish cobble-stones.

Here every morning at nine o'clock a roll of

drums and blare of bugles is heard as a battal-

ion of the regular army is inspected. For-

merly the whole plaza was open, and it must
have presented a vacant, and barren aspect.
The charming garden called the Gdcolo, which
now occupies the centre, was one of the few

good results of Maximilian's reign. The exam-

ple here set has been followed throughout Mex-
ico ;

a notable instance of public spirit and love

of the beautiful which prevades the people,
and of how quickly good seed, once sown,

will bear fruit. I have been in no town in the republic not adorned
with these pretty plaza gardens, with flowers, shrubbery and foun-

tains, and often some monument or piece of sculpture given by a

generous citizen. The contagiousness of the example is the more
remarkable from the isolation in which nearly all Mexican centres

of population have stood until the recent building of thousands of

miles of railway, and even now some of the chief cities have scores

of leagues of wilderness between them and kindred civilization.

The interest of the plaza is historic, monumental, picturesque and

spectacular. Let one stand here and ponder on the past, and the

most romantic associations of the continent will throng the brain.

Pictures of a gorgeous aboriginal civilization that, but for its arrest,

might have developed in one of the most favored of earth's fair

places, a peculiar bloom of its own perfection ; of adventure, con-

quest and heroism
;
of the building of a powful kingdom under the

sway of the viceroys ; of stately fortunes, stately titles, and stately

palaces founded upon the treasure-fertile mountains of New Spain ;

of a more than half-century struggle against tyranny, first of mon-

archy, and then of the church ; of the last endeavor to raise the

standard of royalty in the new world, and finally, of the powerful
wave, bearing the spirit of the nineteenth century, sweeping over the
land. From this small spot diverges a grand perspective.
The great architectural feature of the Plaza is the Cathedral, the

most prominent building in the city and the largest church edifice on
the continent. It is a building which grows upon one, and improves with

familiarity. The first impression which it gives is apt to be more
of breadth than loftiness ; it seems too wide-spreading, and it is not
until one passes inside that its truly impressive height is realized.

The towers are, indeed, very far apart ;
a fact which one notes in

even a distant view of the city from the southern or northern sub-
urbs. The sense of this defect wears away under the influence of

more positive qualities of excellence. That which it has in abund-
ance compensates for that which it lacks. This afore-mentioned

fault, which is its greatest, proceeds from its ultra sturdiness. Its

proportions are gigantic, with its strikingly broad base it has the

expression of a firm, inflexible intent; it has grown up in the spirit
of its beginning, and has an indomitable, immovable quality, inherit-

ing, I fancy, something of the personality of its predecessor, the

great sacred pyramid temple, the Teocali of the Aztecs. But with
all its attributes of permanency it has something in its air, its deport-
ment, so to speak, that suggests adaptability rather than the stern-
ness which might be looked for in keeping with these qualities.
And this strikes me as a reflection of the adaptability of the church,
which domesticates and moulds itself to the conditions of the locality
where it may be.

The concentration of adornment in the facade and about the side

portals, and the carrying it up with increasing richness with the tow-

ers, a characteristic which, as I have observed in previous articles, con-
tributes largely to the effectiveness of most ecclesiastical architecture
in Mexico, lend themselves in this case with even more than ordinary
felicity. The great facade is exceptionally broad, offering a wide
field for enrichment. This is utilized to the best advantage, and,
the plain bases of the towers being almost cubes, their blank surfaces
not carried so high as is customary, opportunity is given for the cen-
tral ornamentation to diffuse itself as it rises, with a lateral sweep,
in the broad series of six double, buttressing scrolls. The adorn-
ment, though rich, has a wise self-restraint, and in no part, has it the

vagueness or confusion so difficult to avoid under such circum-
stances. The arrangement of details is such as to give each part its

proper emphasis and accord it a harmonious place in the scale. The
balance, the adjustment of parts to the whole, is admirable. The
towers have a

simple
richness which could hardly be better in its

way, as manifested in the lower belfry with the symmetrical group of
arched openings in each face, four minor flanking one major; and in
the upper belfry with its octagon enclosed in a square. The enor-
mous bell-shaped caps are faulty features. They are oppressive, and
they terminate the towers too abruptly. Had their dwarfed circular

1 Continued from page 78, No. 503.

bases been carried up into third belfries, proportional in height to

the two lower, and then allowed to terminate more lightly, it would
have added vastly to the beauty of the structure, giving it a grace
and aerial character which it now lacks, and atoning, with its in-

creased height, for the too ample breadth.
The sculptured details, the reliefs and the statues, are, like most

sculpture in similar positions, difficult to examine closely. It is, how-
ever, the best work of the kind in Mexico. Much of it has an indi-

vidual delicacy and beauty. The group of Faith, Hope, and Charity
surmounting the clock has the flowing, symmetrical curves of the
best Renaissance.

The Sagrario, or Sacristy, which adjoins the Cathedral on the

east, is a type of the worst Rococo, and, with its confused mans
of broken, meaningless lines, contrasts, in its unrest, with the chaste

dignity of the cathedral. Its good proportions and excellent dome
redeem it, however, from badness.
The cathedral was begun in 1573, a church which succeeded the

Aztec Teocali in 1530 having been demolished to give place to it.

The Aztec temple was dedicated to the war god Mexitili, or Huitzil-

opdchtli, and was about one hundred and fifty feet high. It was, ac-

cording to the descriptions of the conquerors, a truncate pyramidal
structure, built in successive stories, each of which was reached by a

flight of steps whose ascent was gained only by passing around the
entire pyramid. There were one hundred and fourteen of these

steps. The cathedral was finished in 1667, at a total cost of some-
thing like $2,000,000. It is four hundred and twenty-six feet long,
two hundred feet wide, and its towers are about two hundred feet

high. Like the National Palace, it occupies an entire side of the
Plaza. Pictures almost innumerable have been made of it, but I have
never seen anything which gives so complete an idea of the ma<*ni-
tude and dignity of the structure as does the photograph which Fur-
nished the original for our illustration.

The interior is magnificent and imposing in its proportions. No
other church in North America so nearly approaches the vast and
spacious effect of the great European cathedrals. Unfortunately, as
in several other Mexican cathedrals which I have seen, there is no
view of the whole length of the nave, the great organ with an enclos-

ing choir standing in the body of the church near the entrance. The
whole length can only be seen in the aisles, and these lack the height
of the nave. Another feature, peculiar to Mexican cathedrals, is the
lane which leads from the high altar down the centre of the church
to the central altar and the choir. This is for the processions,
giving them freedom of movement which would be prevented by the
crowds which throng the place on great occasions. This lane is

bounded by a bronze balustrade so rich in gold and silver that it

is said that an offer to replace it with one of equal weight in silver
was refused. Its weight is stated to be twenty-six tons. Though
the cathedral was despoiled of its most costly treasures at the time
of the war of the Reformation, some of its valuables were retained,
including this railing. These treasures are said to have amounted to
millions, and the high altar was called the richest in the world. A
golden statue of the Assumption, ornamented with diamonds, cost
$1,090,000, it is averred. A beautiful Murillo, once in the cathe-
dral, is now in possession of the Archbishop. The elaborate carvin<*
and heavy gilding of the altars and the choir represent enormous ou
lay. The gilding is apparently unalloyed gold, intensely yellow, and
correspondingly gorgeous in effect.

The cathedral seems like an old friend which I have summered and
wintered if the expression may be used concerning that around
which the seasons vary so slightly. I have seen it under so many con-
ditions that I feel on intimate terms with it. It was seldom that my
daily walks did not take me past its portals. An effective approach
is that through the great avenue of the Cinco de Mayo, the Fifth of

May, named in honor of the battle of Puebla, in which the Mexicans
defeated the French. This is a new street, planned by Maximilian
but only completed in 1883. In character it resembles the Avenue
de 1'OpeYa in Paris, the columned facade of the great Teatro Na-
cional closing the western vista, and the west tower of the cathedral
rising at the other end. I remember one magnificent spectacle when
standing about midway of the avenue one evening at the time of the
famous red sunsets. Above the theatre roof there rose in the west
the dark mass of the mountains of La Cruz in sharpest silhouette
against a carmine glow like that of a conflagration. Opposite, the
great tower reflected the radiance, its whitish mass steeped in the
tenderest roseate tint against the purplish blue of the eastern sky
when night had fully come.
Another memorable spectacle was that of September 16, when the

avenue was dedicated, as a feature of the celebration of the national
independence day. The avenue was garlanded with evergreen, fes-
tooned from poles set along the curbs, and at night these garlandswere thickly hung with paper lanterns. Rows of tapers glittered
along the ledges of the cathedral front, sides and towers, and within
the cavernous recesses of the belfries green and red Bengal lights al-

ternated, thus in combination with the steady white Iightthat bathed
the exterior forming the national colors. These lights changed
rapidly from tower to tower and belfry to belfry in varied succession
and against them the great bells that "occupied" the opening stood in
dusky outlines. It was a night like those which we frequently also
have at the North in mid-September, when it seems as if, over the
world, there prevailed a truce between summer and winter. The
rainy season was nearly over and the night was soft and mild as sel-
dom it is at the altitude of Mexico. The air was absolutely still
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The plaza was filled with a sea of thousands and thousands of people
There was no disorder, no jostling, no unseemliness. Here and then

in this sea were little islands of vacancy, occupied by pitch-pine fires

over which Indians were cooking savory concoctions and selling then

to hungry peasants, or where little mountains of peanuts the favor

ite edible of the Mexican holiday crowd were for sale. At the four

corners of the garden bouquets of fireworks were incessantly corrus

eating and flocks of rockets were taking their flight aloft. Arount
the paths of the Zdcolo, listening to the music, promenaded throngs
of the gentry, to whom the peasantry tacitly yielded precedence, nor

ventured to assert their democratic privileges, the natural feeling o

deference to social superiors preventing them more than would the

strictest rule. Above, the smoke huug motionless in the still air

ruddy with the reflected glow of the fires and diffusing the brilliance

of the myriad lights in an atmosphere of enchantment.
On moonlight nights the cathedral gained a new beauty, the lines

being softened and the heavy masses lifted into a spirituality which
the edifice lacks under the prosaic daylight. Under such conditions

the Sagrario is all beautiful ;
its charm of proportion speaking for its

full value, while the unmeaning lines and confused shapes of its orna-

mentation are transmuted to an indefinite frostwork of silver, deli-

ciously stippled with irregular shadows. I remember a picturesque

sight one New Year's eve when crowds of Indians were sitting

around in the cathedral yard waiting for the stroke of midnight and

chanting their monotonous songs in low tones while the full moon

poured its light from directly overhead.

A pleasant garden occupies what is called the dtrio of the cathe-

dral, in front and on the west side. The turf is perpetually soft anc

green and flowers are always blooming. Among the plants are a greal
number of the striking cactus-forms peculiar to Mexico. Here, too,

is an engine-house where the water is pumped for the hose with which
the garden is sprinkled during the dry season, the old-fashioned aque-
duct system preventing the distribution of water over the city under

pressure as yet, although there is a project for a new supply which

may advantageously be brought from the surrounding mountains.
This engine-house is concealed beneath a pile of lava, over which are
trained vines and cactus : when the engine is running the smoke from
the cone completes the resemblance to a miniature volcano. The
flower-market, occupying a large iron pavilion near the west entrance
of the cathedral is one of the morning sights of the city, with

bouquets of great beauty and cheapness sold by Indians from the

neighboring villages. At the corner of the garden is a striking
group of Aztec relics, fragments of the Teocali, excavated on the

spot. An architect would note with some interest the accuracy with
which the stone of these relics is hewn, the trueness of the lines, the

grace of the curves, and the form of the capitals in these fragments,
among which are some grotesque images, including a toad with a hu-
man head in its mouth, and a huge coiled serpent. Near by, at the
base of the west tower, is the famous Aztec " calendar stone," the sub-

ject of many learned dissertations, in the presence of which one may
ponder whence was derived the accurate astronomical knowledge
which enabled the Aztecs to calculate their calendar with the same
exactness which we possess today, and which made the conquerors
marvel how it was that in that respect the despised barbarians were
far ahead of contemporary Europe. The stone was placed in its

present position in 1790 by request of the commission of the cathe-
dral. It is eleven feet eight inches in diameter, and is said to weigh
twenty-six tons. It was quarried in the suburb of Coyoacan whence
it was brought to the city in 1479 with great festivities, in the reign
of Axayacatl. The stone is basalt.

A tasteless feature of the dtrio garden, almost vieing with the

Cogswell fountains of Boston and elsewhere in badness is a fountain

presented to the city by the proprietors of the American circus,
which is one of the permanent features of the amusements of the

capital, and whose ugly structure disfigures the neighborhood of the
east side of the cathedral, to the especial prejudice of the beautiful
monument to the eminent cosmographer, Enrico Martinez, the work
of the sculptor Norefia.

The cathedral leans perceptibly to the westward. There are few
buildings of great size in Mexico which are not out of plumb, notably
so being the Church of La Profesa, the National Librarv, which was
formerly the Church of San Augustin, and the Miner/a,' or school of
mines. This is owing to the nature of the foundation. Mexico has
sometimes erroneously been said to be built upon piles, like Venice.

Although the soil is seemingly marshy, and so porous as to admit
the waters of the adjacent Lake Tdxcoco, which underlie the city, it

nevertheless supports some of the heaviest buildings in Mexico,
which would sink out of sight in a really boggy ground.
Above the clock, between the towers, there rises a tall staff, from

which on holidays there floats the standard of the Republic, green,
white and red, with the Aztec coat of arms, emblem of the dominance
of the government over that which formerly dominated it. The gov-
ernment now owns the cathedral and allows the Church to use it.

This reminds me of an incident of the period when the Liberals had
gained the ascendency in the government, and the Church had not
learned its place under the new order of things. I was at the theatre
one evening with a Mexican friend, when a young man in one of the

" You are right," said my friend. " Just after the Reform his father
was governor of the Federal district. It was the custom, on Ash

Wednesday, for the governor to go to the cathedral and receive the

key to the place where were kept the vessels for the holy sacrament,
the bishop hanging it around his neck by a golden chain, and the

governor keeping it until the end of the week. In accordance with
this custom Governor Baz went to the cathedral at the regular time,
but the bishop refused to give him the key, saying that he would not

get it back again if he gave it to him. The Governor went away,
saying that he would see about that. He shortly returned at the

head of a body of troops, before whom he rode on horseback into the

cathedral door, through the multitude which thronged the place, di-

rectly up to the high altar where he seized the bishop and all the

priests in the midst of their sacred functions, packed them into the

diligences which he had had drawn up in waiting at the door, and
sent them down to Vera Cruz where orders were given that they
should be sent to Europe by the first steamer that left the port."
That was a subject for an operatic scene worthy of Meyerbeer !

SYLVESTER BAXTER.

PRAGUE.' II.

0N
the left bank of the Moldau,

scarce a trace of mediaeval

Prague remains save the bridge
towers and various structures on top
of the Hradschin. The whole Klein-
Seite has been more than once swept
away and rebuilt, and now its aspect
is entirely Renaissance and Baroque.
What chiefly strikes us is the im-
mense number of huge private pal-
aces. They tell a true tale of the

pomp and wealth of Prague and its

nobility during the later seventeenth
and the earlier eighteenth centuries

;

that is, between the close of the relig-
ious wars and the opening of the

great struggle between Austria and
Prussia. But the Bohemian nobility

Plan of the Cadshof Church, Pr.gu.. nQW makeg
j^

ch ;ef hom(J ;n Vienna,
and almost all the palaces are shut up and disused, though not as yet
very often turned to other purposes. Yet Prague must by no means
be conceived of as one of those towns, too frequent in Germany, for

instance, which are mere half-dead survivals of an earlier epoch ;
on

the contrary it strikes us as being quite peculiarly alive. It is one of
the busiest and most cheerful looking of cities in its modern burgher
phase ; and one of the richest, too, according to the evidence of its

recent buildings. We see very plainly that it is still the capital of a

prosperous nation, though no longer the home of court and aris-

tocracy.
The many palaces give the Klein-Seite an especially strong southern

accent which is enhanced, furthermore, by the frequency in other
structures of arcaded lower stories. The great deep arches round
themselves, the massive piers stretch out their toes and brace their
burden on the sloping streets and squares, and the shadows and the

loungers lie under and around them in a truly Italian fashion. Even
the swarming soldiery look southern

;
are slip-shod and unworkman-

like in appearance as compared with their northern rivals, but much
more graceful and picturesque and, apparently, much more at leisure

to display their qualities.
We may make a short cut to the top of the Hradschin if we will.

But as it must be made on foot and by steps two hundred and three.
It is as well perhaps to choose the more circuitous route and approach
the Burg from behind, through westward spreading streets and
squares. We find it to be an immense agglomeration of palaces, run-

ning out into a medley of narrow streets and churches and fortifi-

cations, everywhere built up to the very verge of the cliff, and on the
side remote from the town, looking over into the wide tree-planted
hollow which was once the moat.

The outermost western wings of the palace, enclosing three sides
of a great court-yard, were built by Scamozzi in a Doric-Renaissance
fashion in 1614. There are two other large court-yards and endless
other wings, some earlier, some later

;
the latest dating from the time

of Maria Theresa. Two immense state apartments were re-decorated

by Ferstel in 1868 in a pompous, white-and-gold, orthodoxly regal,
late-Renaissance way ; and we may at least say of them that they
are well fitted for their purpose. But we are more interested in the
mutilated wing that was built about 1550; that is, just at the mo-
ment when Gothic and Renaissance modes were struggling together
in this part of the world. Nor could the struggle be more apparent
to the eye. The greatly defaced and partly concealed exterior is

thoroughly Renaissance in character with large square windows di-

vided by pilaster-mullions and some still lingering traces of delicate
ornamentation

;
but the interior of the chief apartment (where, we

ire told, not only festivities of pedestrians but also tournaments on
lorseback were accommodated) is Gothic in all save these windows,
laving a fine vaulted ceiling ribbed with the bough-like or "

stump
"

;racery characteristic of the expiring phase of German pointed-work.
[ have never seen anything so hideous as its present

" decoration."
Vot even the crudest colors in the most finikin modern patterns, or
he most glaring pictures of the current restorer could equal this ef-

*ort (which was made, I should guess, some fifty years ago) with.its
1 Continued from pae 124, No. 607.
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design of simulated tracery executed on an enormous scale in gray
and black upon a whitewash background.

From this piece of ruined

stateliness we seek the staircase which leads up to the famous Kanz-

lei-Zimmer, a square, large but low room which still fortunately pre-
serves much the same look it must have had when the imperial gov-
ernors were pitched from one of its windows in 1618, and the signal
then and there and thereby given for the Thirty Years' War. Not

only to the historic mind but to the tourist eye as well is this the most

satisfactory corner of the Burg : long may the hand of the restorer

be averted from it ! And the outlodk it affords from the very verge
and corner of the Hradschin is so bewilderingly lovely that we can-

not but sigh to think of the three gentlemen who lost their sense of it

in their (not fatal) tumble into the ditch some fifty feet below. This

practical and positive, yet picturesque and symbolic way of disposing
of one's enemies seems to have been a local fashion ;

there is more
than one other window in Prague of which a similar tale is told.

The oldest of several towers which survive from the Hradschin
fortifications is the former dungeon, called the " Black Tower," a

plain, square construction of the thirteenth century. Near it we are

shown the spot which was the official slaughtering-place for crimi-

nals of noble birth a phrase which condenses into portable shape a

great deal of characteristic local history. The other towers are now
divided into dwellings for the poorer classes. There are also con-

vents and private palaces and all sorts and kinds of other structures

crammed together on the Hradschin. Among its churches the most

important after the cathedral is St. George's. It is a much mutilated

but still unrestored and therefore still decipherable small Romanesque
basilica partly of the eleventh, they say, but chiefly of the twelfth cen-

tury. Its towers, which stand near the east end and form the tran-

septs, are simple enough and look time-worn enough to deserve their

date. Inside we find a nave now vaulted but once Hat-roofed, and gal-
leried aisles, the vaulting of which is original. The supports are alter-

nately piers and columns, with the simplest cube capitals. The choir is

raised so that one ascends as many steps to reach it as one descends to

reach the crypt, where the workmanship is of a still simpler and ruder

sort. There are several very early tombs in the church but they have
been restored out of all knowledge, and the entire church is threat-

ened with a similar fate.

The cathedral, as I have said, is but a fragment. The choir is fin-

ished westwards by a temporary wall, and forms in itself so spacious
a church that one imagines there can be no actual, devotional need
for the completing processes now under way beyond it. The designer
of the church was a Frenchman, Matthew of Arras, whom Charles

the Fourth brought home with him from Avignon. But most of the

work was done under his successor, a Suabian, Peter von Gmiind,
called Peter Parler a name pleasantly suggestive of a familiar

friend of our trans-Atlantic infancy. And the architecture plainly
corroborates what history says : the design of the choir with its beau-

tiful polygonal apse, and with aisles and chapels following the cir-

cuit, could not be called aught else but French
;
but German taste

and a later period are clearly shown in the outline of the supports, in

the absence of capitals and in the rather Hat vaulting with its net-like

design. The interior has been partially restored, but not very badly,
and is full of interesting monuments. The most conspicuous is the

enormous sarcophagus of solid silver, with life-size angels and end-
less massive accessories which was a Rococo tribute to St. John Nep-
omuc. More delightful, however, is the Chapel of St. Wenzel, an

early local ruler, which is curiously lined with semi-precious stones,
set in a rough non-mechanical way. Their bright, yet mellow tints

purple, and green, and red, and yellow form a rather barbaric
but still delightfully decorative effect. Higher up on the wall are

the remains of early frescoes, with figures of more than half life-size,

that once must have been most exquisite, and are even now enjoya-
ble. They are given a Bohemian authorship, but look as though an
Italian hand had wrought them. Altogether the interior of this chapel
which is more properly an isolated room, is an admirable subject for

the water-color painter, whom I have already advised to bend his

steps towards Prague.
The new work on the cathedral the work of building the great

five-aisled nave is pretty well advanced though it will be some time

yet ere the choir wall can be removed, and new and old be joined

together. The tower also is to be finished and matched with another.

Peter Parler's fame rests on much wider and firmer grounds than
his partial execution of the Frenchman's design for this cathedral.

Hi- hand is to be traced in many of Bohemia's finest structures, and
where not the hand itself then at all events its influence. To him
must largely be attributed the very French character of much Bohe-
mian work, and to him also constant eccentricities or audacities of

structure which
prove

him to have had a very marked architectural

individuality. We can see as much without leaving the circuit of

the capital where he was especially active. For his is the magnificent
bridge sixteen arches, with a total length of sixteen hundred and

twenty feet still in a singularly unmodified condition; his are sev-

eral interesting churches, now mostly desecrated or restored
;
and his

above all is the Carlshof Church, which I should call the most inter-

esting thing in Prague.
The Carlshof is an ancient convent, away off up the river in the

Neu-Stadt, not far from the Wyscherad hill. From the parapet of

its garden we see the town from the
opposite point of view to that

which we held on the Hradschin, and from such a distant point that

the great Burg with its cathedral seems but a spot against the sky.

Immediately below us are steeply sloping vineyards, and in the near

middle distance a long succession of mutilated Gothic churches which
we may be content to see from here as most of them are now disused
and access to their interiors is very difficult. The Carlshof is now
an almshouse, and one registers a vow that if ever brought to pau-

perism
one will at. least earn money enough to come to Prague and

be a pauper here. It is not only the garden and the view, but the

paupers' actual quarters which make us envious; long, wide low-

studded rooms built for monastic uses in the last century, and to-day
as clean and pure and comfortable looking and as prodigal of their

shadowy spaciousness as even the most querulous of ancient invalidi

could ask.

But all architectural interest centres in Peter Parler's church. One
wonders a little how he ever thought of building it, and wonders
more how he ever put his thought into stone. For it is not a church of

any ordinary pattern, but a great octagon, rather more than twenty-
five metres in diameter, and vaulted in a clear sweep, and in the most
beautiful star-like design, to almost

exactly the same height above
the floor. The boldness of the dome is all the more astonishing when
one notes how slight is the buttressing, and how far from massive are
the walls themselves. A section of the church would show the
vault to be somewhat flat, as we might expect from the date of its

completion 1377. But it does not strike the eye as being in the
least too flat, differing in this respect from most German structures
of the time, including Peter's own cathedral, which was finished some
eight years later. Unless I am greatly mistaken there is no dome of
the kind in Europe so wide as this. It is certainly a masterpiece of

construction, and no less a masterpiece of beauty. And it would be
such even without the splendid color which adds a final charm. Here
for once we may actually see and not imagine how superb a great
polychromatic pointed vault may be. The decoration dates, I believe

(though I cannot just now make sure on indisputable grounds) from
about 1500, and seems to have been but little touched by later van-
dalism. 1 The general effect is of red and gold in sombre yet brilliant

richness. The red has been the background for figure-subjects, dig-,
tinct yet broken traces of which may still be followed ; and the gold
comes in the shape of broad repousse leaves of metal which are laid

along the vaulting ribs as though branching from them on either
band. One wonders whether the effect in its original freshness could
have been at all too loud and bright ; decides most probably not, and
yet is quite content to see the dome as it is to-day. For it does not
look time-worn, only time-mellowed; not faded, or scarred, only
subdued. It still glows and gleams and vibrates, and is altogether
the most enchanting thing of the kind that one need hope to see.

Unfortunately the walls are not in so good a condition as is the
vault. The long, narrow single lights which are set far above the floor
have lost almost all their glass ; under them rises a row of great tawdry
Baroque altars

;
and the wall-spaces that these leave visible were dis-

figured at some uncertain date with very dreadful nondescript pat-
ternings. But the hand of time has worked valiantly here while

working tenderly above, and the gaudiness and tawdriness have been
faded into a comparatively inoffensive condition. I should note, of

course, that a polygonal apse opens from one side of the octagon
else even bold Peter Parler could hardly have made a church of it

;

indeed is something more than an apse : it is two parallel bays of
a choir with a four-sided polyglon beyond ;

an arrangement which
brings a pier and not a window in the centre, and gives still another

proof that Peter was nothing if not unconventional. Yet the design
is very lovely, its delicate slenderness

contrasting effectively with tue

wide, stately sweep of the great octagon itself. But in the choir and
apse, alas ! the restorer has lately been at work

;
has covered the

walls and vaulting with a little diaper of crudest tints
; has set up a

great light-wood reredos of that hard, dry elaboration which even
among moderns only a German seems able to produce; and has
framed in this the loudest and most garish of paintings. We turn
with an. almost affectionate eye to the softened Baroque intrusions in
the body of the church, and hear with consternation that they are
soon to disappear. For within a few months the restorer is to com-
plete his work ;

is to purge the structure of all incongruous additions,
and then to add his own. All, the custodian says, is to be very thor-

oughly done, and the result will be eminently
"
styleoll ;

"
which be-

ing interpreted, means : will be just like the choir. " But the ceil-

ing of course will not be restored ?
" " Oh no, of course not

; we know
how beautiful it is ; it will only be freshened up a bit, and retouched
where necessary." And, in short, he who would see one of the finest
and most individual things in Europe had better make no long delay.
The Baroque trappings and the general forlornness of the lower walls
will not greatly afflict him, I say, for the structure is intact, and the

great graceful vault sheds glory enough to cover all inharmonious
details of a time-softened kind, and to blend the whole interior into
a general effect of gorgeous gloom. But modern discords are not so

easily obscured
;

and does not danger threaten even the dome itself?

1 1 cannot eren make sure of the eiact dimensions or the cburcti. The cunto-
dlan says the diameter of the vault la 25 metres, or a fraction over HI Eijulish
feet; a local handbook (which I found to be untrustworthy on other point*)
aye 23.7 metres, or 72.2 English feet; and LUbke says 78 feet, which mean*more than the same measure in Knglish, whether we Interpret him to reckon
with the Leyden foot, commonly used In North Germany, or with the local
Prague foot. In any case the vault Is considerably wider than the oftnlecnl>d
one of similar derlgu on the octagonal chapel at Bathala in Portugal which
Is buttressed, furthermore, by it* encircling chapels. And the famous octaeo
In Ely Cathedral measure* but 65} feet in the clear. This last fact I note o!
courre, not a* comparing structures essentially dissimilar, but merely to i/ire
ail Idea of the tlie of the Carlshof construction. The Ely octagon is vaulted
with wood. There is, I am told, an excellent monograph on the Carlshor
church, but alas! In the Bohemian language.
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Fame is unjust at times. When so many far inferior tilings are gi

loudly trumpeted, why does the world not know more about this pear

among structures, this jewel bit of decoration? Of course to the ar

chitectural world it is not unknown ;
but it deserves a popular fann

as well.

Whether the exterior of the church is to be rejuvenated or not,

do not know, nor what was its original state. It was ruined long ago
and the present low dome which seems to follow very closely th

curve of the vault within, was added late in the last century. Other
external feature there is none save the plain outline of the apse, anc

the building might well be passed unnoted amid the myriad monu
ments of Prague. The interior was carefully measured and drawr
last year by some English architects officially sent out for the pur
pose ; but by whom or with what exact object I could not learn. Our
cicerone averred that they came at the express personal command o

Queen Victoria. The act would certainly have been fitting, for it is

a royal piece of beauty.
A recent illustration in these pages having shown a Flemish church

which contains a copy of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem, I will adc

that such reproductions or attempts at reproduction are not uncom-
mon in Europe ;

and that there is one connected with this very church

We enter it through a low pressure in total darkness, and by the light
of flickering kerosene are shown a tiny, mouldy dismal cavern, its

various niches adorned with the most infantile frescoed histories, anc

filled with wax-work representations of sacred incidents. How gooc
a claim it has to structural accuracy I cannot say.

M. G. VAN RENSSELAER.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cos/.]

"CHURCH OF THE EPIPHANY, WINCHESTER, MASS. MESSRS. RAND
& TAYLOR, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

TTTHIS is a small parish church recently completed at a cost oi

J| about $4,500. The exterior is shingled, and stained with

Cabot's oil of creosote in harmony with the rustic stone chim-

ney and the picturesque surroundings. The interior is finished in

cypress. The roof is supported by semicircular trusses built up of

several thicknesses of boards bent into position, a mode of treat-

ment which gives the interior a singularly broad and airy effect.

The seating capacity is about 200, easily increased to 300 by throwing
up the large doors into the guild-room.

COTTAGE FOR F. W. OLIVER, ESQ., ST. LOUIS, MO. MESSRS. RAM-
SEY & SWASEY, ARCHITECTS, ST. LOUIS, MO.

THE first story will be of St. Louis pressed-brick, the second story
of red slate and the roofs of black. The house is thirty-four feet

by forty feet, and will cost about $6,000.

THE CATHEDRAL OF MEXICO.

FOR description of this building which is reproduced from a pho-
tograph by W. H. Jackson & Co., of Denver, Colo., see the article
" Strolls about Mexico" elsewhere in this issue.

DESIGN FOR A GATEWAY TO EAST ROCK PARK, NEW HAVEN,
CONN., BY MR. A. H. HOWE, JR., NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MISSION CHAPEL OF TRINITY CHURCH, NEWARK, N. J, MR. C.

A. GIFFOUD, ARCHITECT, NEWARK, N. J.

THIS chapel was built about two years ago at a cost of $2,500.

SEMI-DETACHED HOUSE, MT. AUBURN, CINCINNATI, O. MR.
BRUCE PRICE, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK, N. Y.

SUGGESTIONS AS TO A COMPETITION FOR A MON-
UMENT TO GENERAL GRANT.

NEW YOBK, September 10, 1886.

To THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE FOR THE ERECTION OF
A MONUMENT TO GENERAL GRANT :

Sir, It being manifest that the design for the monument to the
late illustrious General, Ulysses S. Grant, should represent the best
architectural talent the country can produce, we the undersigned
architects do respectfully suggest :

1. That there should be a competition for the same.
2. That the American Institute of Architects be invited by the Chair-

man of the Committee to send to him the names of ten members of the
profession in this country, whom it considers best qualified to make an
appropriate design for the monument.

3. That the ten architects, so selected, be invited to enter into a com-
petition for the monument with the understanding that the programme
for the competition shall be prepared by a Committee of not less than
three of their number, and that each of the ten be paid a certain sum
of money, say, $1,000.

4. That the competition shall be open to every architect desirous of
sending in a study.

5. That the order of merit of the whole number of designs submitted
be voted on by each member of a Committee of twenty, composed of ten
to be nominated by the Monument Committee, and of the ten selected
architects, and that the design receiving the largest number of votes,

shall be accounted first, and its author employed to carry out the
work.

6. That prizes of the value of say $1,000 and 500 be awarded to the
best designs prepared by architects not specially invited to compete.

Albany, N. Y.
ROBEBT W. GIBSON.

Boston, Mass.
VAN BRUNT & HOWE,
ARTHUR H. DODD,
PEABOUY & STEARNS.

Chicago, 111.

W. W. BOYINGTON,
BCRNHAM & ROOT,
W. L. B. JENNEY.

Hartford, Conn.
GEORGE KELLER.

New York.
CHARLBS W. CLINTON,
JAMES M. FARNSWOKTH,
H. EDWARDS-FICKEN,
H. J. HARDENBERGH,
GEORGE E. HABNEY,

New York,
FliAN'CIS H. KlMBALL,
CARL PFEIFFER,
WILLIAM A. POTTER,
R. H. ROBKRTSON,
ROSSITER & WRIGHT,
W. WHEELER SMITH,
RICHARD M. UPJOHN,
VAUX & RADFORD,
JAMES E. WAKE,
WKSTON & TUCKERMAN,
FREDERICK C. WITHERS.

Philadelphia, Pa.
CHARLES M. BURNS,
T. P. CHANDLER, JR.

Providence, R. I.

STONE & CARPENTER.
Washington, D. C.
WILLIAM M. POINDEXTEK.

DONATELLO.

HIS life of Donatello is the first of a se-

ries of "Lives of Celebrated Artists,"
of all periods and countries, published un-

der the direction of the learned author, M.
Miintz. It comprises one hundred and four-

teen pages, and is illustrated by forty-eight

engravings of rather unequal merit
;

the

paper is good, the printing clear, the cover,

limp parchment, decorated with a border of

Renaissance design in the best possible taste,
the whole, large octavo, costing five francs
a marvel of cheapness. Such a book on such
a subject, must always be welcome; but
when the author is so able a writer as M.
Miintz, it is naturally more so.

M. Miintz justly points out in

his preface, that whereas the
fame of Michael Angelo has
been acknowledged for the last

three hundred years, it remained
for this generation to recognize
and to appreciate fully the

genius of Donatello. The au-

thor is as enthusiastic an ad-

mirer of the man as of the art-

ist. He calls him the "most
modest, the most disinterested,
the most devoted of men ;

"
and

cites the words of Benvenuto
Cellini in his praise

" the great
Donatello and the marvellous

Michael Angelo are the two greatest men who have existed from an-

cient times up to our own days."
Donato, or Donatello, was born at Florence between the years

1382-87. His father Niccolo di Belto Bardi, was, besides being a

wool-stapler, a politician, and like all the Italians of that day, he
threw all his native enthusiasm into the cause he advocated

; exiled

from his native city after the revolt of the "
Ciompi," he fled to Pisa.

There he could not rest, and quarreling with a compatriot of the op-

posite side, he had the misfortune to kill him, and was obliged to take

refuge at Lucca. Soon after, accused of being an accomplice of the

Conte de Durazzo, he was sentenced to be attached to an ass's tail

and beheaded. All his goods were confiscated, and his children

treated as rebels; but in the November of the same year (1380), he
was declared innocent and re-instated in his rights. The young
Donatello had no taste for politics, but his spirit was revolutionary,
and he inherited the excitable nature of his father. Like most of his

compatriots, he began life in the workshop of a silver-smith. Vasari
alludes to a work executed by him under the painter Lorenzo di Bicci

(1350-1427), and as he was enrolled in the guild of St. Luke, it is

quite possible that he may have studied painting. But Vasari must
be in error when he stated that Donatello was one of the competitors
for the doors of the Baptistery, for he was only fifteen years old at the

time, and it is not probable that a youth of that age would have been
allowed to enter the lists with such men as Quercia, Brunellesco and
Ghiberti. But the result of the competition affected Donatello indi-

rectly ;
for when Brunellesco, unsuccessful and dissatisfied with his

work, determined to go to Rome to complete his studies, Donatello
resolved to accompany him. This was the turning point in the life

of Donatello, and the commencement of the Renaissance movement
;

he rigidity of the Middle Ages was thrown off (and with it, it must
)e confessed, a certain amount of religious sentiment) and the study
of Nature and of the antique revived. Such a realist was Donatello at

,his period, that his friend Brunellesco accused him of making the
Christ which he carved for the Church of Santa Croce,

" a mere peas-
ant." Donatello replied, that it was easy to criticise, but not so easy

1 "Donatella," by Eugene Mttr
aris. I. Rouam, 20 cite d'Autin.

Mttntz, coaservateur de 1'Ecole des Beaux-Arts,
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to do the work. " Take the wood, and carve one thyself," said In'.

Brunellesco took him at his word, and spent many months over the

crucifix, sparing neither time nor trouble, and when it was finished,

he invited his friend to see it. Donatello
entering

the house with his

apron full of eggs, cheese, vegetables and other things for their break-

fast, was so astonished at its beauty that he threw up his hands, and

dropped all the contents of his apron on the ground. The two cru-

cifixes are still to be seen in the churches of Santa Croce and Santa

Maria Novella. If Donatello's fault at this period of his life was
excessive realism, he could not have done better than go to Rome.
The eternal city was at that time a virgin forest of antiquities; stat-

ues were discovered only to be mutilated ; buildings were ruined
;

treasures abounded on every side for the few who knew their value.

So assiduous were the two friends in their search for artistic re-

mains, that they were known as "
Quelli del tesoro." Donatello's

enthusiasm was for sculptures, Brunellesco's for the architectural

fragments; a difference of tastes which cemented their friendship,
and enabled them later on to work together with such success in the

cathedral, in the Chapel of the Pazzi and the Church of San Lorenzo.

About 1405, Donatc-lln returned to Florence, and was working with

Ghiberti, with Michelozzo and Paolo Uccello. The "
Annunciation,"

executed in 1406 for the Cavalcanti Chapel at Santa Croce, is one
of the most beautiful of Donatello's bas-reliefs. The attitude of the

angel is graceful in the extreme and full of religious sentiment ; but the

figure of the Blessed Virgin is marred by a twist in the lower part of

the body. Above the entablature which is supported by two columns,
are little child-genii holding festoons, the first example of what after-

wards became a common conceit of the Renaissance sculptures; but

it was the revival of the statue which was Donatello's chief work. In

the Middle Ages, sculpture was used for the same purpose as the

book in later times. When the people were unable to read, the plac-

ing of scenes from the Gospel or ideal subjects such as the Last

Judgment as bas-reliefs over portals and on farudcs, was necessary for

their education. But when learning became common, men could

dispense with pictures in stone and wood, and turn their attention to

work, the merit of which consisted in beauty of form, as Victor

Hugo says
" Ceci luera cela." Hence the revival of single figures

and groups in ronde bosse such as Davids, Judiths, Saints and the

like, which took the place of the Aphrodites, Athenes and Dionysi of

old. Donatello worked in all materials ; marble, stone, stucco, bronze,
terra-cotta and "stiacciato," which is a kind of relief so impercepti-
ble that it seems rather to be drawn or incised upon the stone, than

chiselled.

M. Miintz is of opinion that Michael Angelo's
" Moses " was in-

spired by Donatello's " St. John the Evangelist
"

in the Florence

cathedral
;
and certainly a comparison between the two gives force

to the assertion. The arms arc in different position, and the heads
are turned differently, and yet there is a similarity in the general
effect that cannot be a mere coincidence. " Now ne pousserons pas
I'irreverence jusqu'a prononcer le mot de plagiat. Mais la critique man-

querait a tous ses devoirs en ne revendiquant pas les droits de Dona-
tella et en ne proclamant pas en safaveur la priorite de I'invention."

There are M. Muntz's words, and it is pleasant to find so great an

authority giving utterance to an idea which has probably troubled

many lesser minds.

The St. George of the Church of Or'San Michele is known to

every one
;
but the bas-relief which was formerly underneath it, and

is now on the other side of the church is often passed by unnoticed
;

and yet so beautiful is it, so harmonious in its lines, so exquisitely

modelled, that even Raphael in his picture in the Hermitage did

not disdain to copy it. In these works Donatello soared above the

mere realist, which some of his earlier work, such as the " David "

(II Zuccone) proved him to be.

From 1425-33, Donatello associated himself with the architect Mi-

chelozzo, and to their united efforts we owe the tombs of Pope John
XXII I in the Baptistery at Florence, of Cardinal Braucacci in the

Church of Sant' Angelo a Nilo, Naples, and of Giovanni de Medici
in San Lorenzo, and the exterior pulpit

l
(pulpito delta cintola) of

the Cathedral of Prato. In the latter work we find the first of those

compositions of dancing children for which Donatello became so fa-

mous. During the Middle Ages children had been represented as

pigmy men, or ill-formed, attenuated, stiff and boneless creatures
;

but Donatello re-introduced the natural, round, fat children of the

antique sculptors ; dancing, playing tambourines, singing, laughing,
with wings it is true, but none the less more like Bacchantes or Genii

than angels. Those now in the Bargello, which were designed for

the organ-tribune of the cathedral, cannot be judged properly in their

present position. Intended to be seen from below and at a distance,

they are now, through the wisdom of the authorities, placed upon
the ground, and thus looked down upon by the spectator.

In 1432-33 Donatello paid another visit to Rome, and to the inspir-
ation of the antique, we owe the bronze statues of "

Cupid
" and

" David
"

in the Bargello. The latter is one of his first entirely nude

figures, and no doubt the easy pose and exquisite modelling of the

limbs were the outcome of classic studies, added to his innate love of

Nature. There is a pertness in this little David placing his foot

upon Goliath's head, which is the very essence of boyhood ;
a self-sat-

isfied expression which is only seen upon the faces of the extremely

young when they feel that they have done an exceptionally clever

deed. It was also about this time that the gates for San Lorenzo

1 Se American Architect for July 25, 1886.

were executed. They consist of twenty panels, and although each
division contains but two figures, they are all in different attitudes.

From 1443-53 Donatello was engaged upon the famous equestrian
statue of Gattamelata at Padua, a work only second to the Colleone

by Verrochio at Venice, and it is probable that the fine bronze horse's

head in the Naples Museum is of the same period ;
if not a study for

the statue itself! In the bas-relief of the life of St. Anthony, Dona-
tello escaped the errors of Ghiberti, in treating sculpture as paint-

ing with effects of perspective, and of putting several subjects into

one panel. Donatello was never married, and his life seems to have
been devoted to his mother and his sister, with whom he lived, and
his art. Earning little, he was always poor, often in debt ; but he
seems to have invariably made provision for paying his creditors.

Simple in his dress as in his living, he is recorded to have returned a

magnificent suit to bis patron Cosmo de Medici, as being
" too (ine :

"

"
gli pareva essere delicato." And yet he had the true artistic pride,

for upon one occasion, rather than receive what he considered inad-

equate payment for a bronze bust ordered by a Genoese tradesman,
he threw it into the street where it was broken to pieces. He died
in 1466, aged eighty-four, and was buried in San Lorenzo, near the

tomb of his friend Cosmo de Medici.

That Donatello influenced to an enormous degree the sculptors of

the Renaissance there is no doubt. Vasari relates that Michael Angelo
studied his work with such success that one of his bas-reliefs of the

Madonna was taken for a work of Donatello. Amongst his pupils
were Nanni di Banco, le Rossa, Giovanni di Pisa, Agostino di Duc-

cio, Bertoldo, Vellano and Andrea Riccio. Verrochio expressed such
admiration for him, that when dying, he requested to have & crucifix

carved by Donatello placed in his hands. That Donatello studied

the antique, there is no doubt; but he seems to have infused life into

his marble, and warmed it by the breath of humanity. His work

may not be so classically correct, but it is more human. And vet, on
the other hand it possesses the sentiment that later work has lost : it

unites as it were the feeling of the Middle Ages with the knowledge
of the Greeks. His saints are essentially Christian men and women,
glorified by martyrdom. The agonized features that the early sculp-
tors delighted in, have given place to a beautified expression. Their

figures are those of flesh and blood, but have not yet degenerated
into muscularity. Powerful they are, but of a power all his own. In

M. Muntz's words,
<; Le propre de ce genie c'est la toute puissance de

I'artiste vis-a-vis de son art, c'est I'idee formee de toutes pieces dans le

cerveau avant que la main ne saisase I'ebauchoir, et la volonte fixant
cette idee dans le marbre ou le bronze avec une liberte et une audace in-

comparable."
At the end of the volume M. Miintz gives a list of all the books

that have been written upon Donatello and his works.

S. BKALE.

THE PURIFICATION OF WATER BY MEANS OF IRON
ON A LARGE SCALE.*

CURING the session of 1882-83, in a

Paper on " The Antwerp Water
Works," 8 the author had the honor

of bringing under the notice of the Insti-

tution an adaptation of Professor Bischof 's

method of purifying water on a large scale

by filtering it through a mixture of spongy
iron and gravel. The operation of the

process, as far as the effect upon the water
was concerned, left nothing to be desired

;

uninterrupted work for nearly four years
did not appear to have materially enfee-

bled the power of the filtering medium,
nor to have sensibly diminished its quan-
tity. Two defects, however, very soon

became apparent. First, the filters, dealing with the exceptionally

impure waters of the Nethe, proved incompetent to purify more than
half the quantity of water expected ; and, secondly, the upper layer
of the mixture of gravel and spongy iron gradually hardened into a

crust, and became clogged with slimy matter to such an extent as to

render it necessary periodically to uncover the purifying medium,
loosen its upper surface, and wash away the deposits which had ac-

cumulated. But the very circumstance that these operations became

necessary, affords the strongest evidence of the potent action of iron.

The purifying beds were in the first instance, covered with a layer
two feet deep of fine filter sand ; the water was allowed to subside
for at least twelve hours before it was admitted to them, and there-

fore must have reached the iron in as pure a state as ordinary subsi-

dence and sand filtration could bring it to ; and yet, the moment the
surface of the iron mixture was reached, action took place so ener-

getically, that not only was the mixture itself affected in the manner
described, but the influence of the iron seemed to extend even up-
wards, as was evidenced by the discoloration, of the sand for two or
three inches above the iron.

These facts, the author considers, are a conclusive answer to those

who, in the discussion on the Paper referred to, alleged that simple sand
filtration would attain the same results as those which had been reached

by the iron method. The deposit which caused so much trouble was a

D

> From Selected Papers of the Institution of Clrtl Engineers. By William An-
derson, M. Inst. C. E.

> Uinutet o/ Proftedingi, lot. C. E., Vol. lil, p. Z4.
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mixture of salts of lime, and magnesia, derived from the softening of

the water, and of organic impurities partly rendered insoluble by the

action of the iron, and partly curdled up into a condition too gross to

pass through the filter bed.

It is hardly necessary to remark that no deposit of impurities is

ever found between the sand and gravel of ordinary filter beds,
hence the impurities deposited at Antwerp must have been separated

by the action of the iron. The steady increase in the demand for

water rendered it evident that, at no distant date, the filters would

prove incompetent to supply the engines, therefore the author, in

conjunction with Mr. G. H. Ogston, Assoc. Inst. C. E., set to work
to devise means by which the extraordinary powers of iron might be

taken advantage of at a less sacrifice of capital and space than had
hitherto been found practicable. The great difficulty lay in the

rooted idea that, in practice, a contact of at least three-quarters of an
hour was necessary to produce the required effect. The late Pro-

fessor Way and Mr. Ogston had, indeed, shown that with very finely-

divided iron, unmixed with gravel, a much shorter contact would
suffice ;

but it was known also that a filter constructed of iron only
in such a condition would very soon become clogged, so that no ad-

vantage would ultimately be gained. Mr. Ogston in conjunction
with the author made numerous experiments with various forms of

apparatus devised so as to ensure a rapid passage of water through
a mass of material kept open by means of agitation, but the success

was not commensurate with the cost of working, so that plan after

plan had to be abandoned.
It was at last determined to try a method which had, at the very

first, bean suggested to the author by Sir Frederick Abel, C. B., F.

R. S., Hon. M. Inst. C. E., who in Medlock's time had already had
considerable experience in the use of iron for purifying purposes,

namely, that of abandoning all attempts at filtration, or the passage
of water through large masses of iron in favor of simple agitation of

a comparatively small quantity of iron with the water to be treated.

A wrought-iron cylinder four feet six inches in diameter by six feet

long was accordingly arranged so as to revolve on hollow trunnions,
and was fitted up internally with six shelves or ledges, whose office

would be to scoop up the charge of iron placed inside, and shower it

down continuously amidst the water flowing slowly through. The in-

lets were at first two inches in diameter, the intention being to purify
at the rate of twelve gallons per minute, which would give the supposed
necessary contact of water with the iron of forty-five minutes. The
cylinder was charged with nine hundred-weight of iron, and set re-

volving at the rate of one-third turn per minute. The trial showed
that vastly too much metal was being taken up by the water

;
the rate

of flow was therefore increased to twenty gallons per minute, when
1.2 grain of iron per gallon was dissolved

; and then to sixty gallons,
when 0.9 grain was taken up, a quantity still far in excess of what
experience at Antwerp showed to be sufficient, namely 0.1 grain per
gallon. These experiments were so encouraging, that new trunnions
with four-inch pipes were fitted to the cylinder, and the apparatus
was sent to Antwerp, where it was finally put to regular work on the
13th of March, 1884, at the rate of 166 gallons per minute, giving a
contact of three-and-a-half minutes only, which .proved to be amply
sufficient to purify the water. The quantity of spongy iron used

during a run in which 6,854,400 gallons were passed through was
0.176 grain per gallon, including coke and other impurities, which
form about thirty percent of the material, so that in reality about 0.1

grain of pure iron per gallon only wac taken up by the water.
The great advantage of using iron in the manner described arises

from the circumstances, that the surfaces of the material are always

kept clean and in an active condition by rubbing against each other
and against the inner surfaces of the cylinder which contains them,
as well as by continually falling through the mass of water. It is

found that iron in almost any divided form is suitable for the process.
The most active agents are cast-iron borings and turnings, on ac-

count, no doubt, of the way in which each particle is cracked and
fissured ; next, probably, comes so-called spongy iron

;
then cast-iron

granulated by being poured into water
; and lastly, wrought-iron and

steel turnings.
The unexpected discovery that the time of contact between the

iron and the water could, in practice, be reduced to about one-twelfth
of what had always been held necessary, completely changed the

aspect of affairs. The author was able to convince the Directors of
the Antwerp Water-Works Company, by means of the steady and
perfect action of the experimental revolver for many months, that
the proper course to pursue would be to adopt the system for the
whole of the supply, and convert the spongy-iron filters into sand
beds. This recommendation was accordingly adopted, and imme-
diately carried out.

The apparatus consists of three revolving purifiers, together capa-
ble of dealing with 1,500 gallons per minute (2,160,000 gallons per
day), a small wall engine and line of 'shafting for driving them, a
tank fitted with a fine screen for separating coarse impurities, and a

purifying house 26' x 31' x 11' 6" high, added on to the screw-pump
annex of the main engine-house.
Each purifier consists of a wrought-iron cylinder, five feet in di-

ameter by fifteen feet maximum length, supported longitudinally on
hollow trunnions ten inches in internal diameter, fitted with stu(fin<*-

boxes, through which the inlet and outlet pipes pass. The journals
formed upon the trunnions, which are fifteen-and-a-half inches in
diameter by five inches wide, rest in cast-iron blocks fitted into stan-
dards, which are secured to the thick concrete floor which covers the

whole area of the house ; the blocks are each capable of vertical ad-

justment by means of a wedge and screw, which enables wear to be

readily taken up, a precaution rendered necessary to avoid cross-

strains on the inlet and outlet pipes.
For scooping up the iron and showering it down through the water,

the inside of the cylinder is fitted up with five curved ledges eight
inches deep, and one ledge six inches deep, the latter formed of

twenty blades six inches long, each attached to a seven-eighths inch

shank, which passes through the cylinder, and is secured to it by a

nut. The object of this arrangement is to give the means, by plac-

ing the blades askew, of throwing the iron back toward the inlet end
of the cylinder, if the current of water passing along should tend to

make it travel towards the outlet.

The inlet-pipe, where it opens into the cylinder, is covered by a

disk of plate-iron, two feet eight inches in diameter, fitted within five-

eighths inch of the spherical end, so that the entering water is com-

pelled to spread out radially in all directions into a disk five-eighths
inch thick. The outlet-pipe was, in the experimental revolver, pro-
tected by a screen of finely-perforated zinc, for the purpose of pre-

venting the smaller particles of iron being washed out, but it was
found to choke so rapidly with moss and other floating impurities,
that some different plan had to be devised. The author ascertained,

by experiment, that a velocity of four inches per second was incom-

petent to move any but the finest iron in a vertical tube
;
he accord-

ingly expanded the outlet-pipe inside the cylinder into an inverted

bell-mouth, of such diameter that the current upwards would not ex-

ceed four inches a second. The iron falling over this contrivance

slips down its external surface, and is not carried up again by the

slow upward current of water. A good deal of trouble was expected
from the probability of the iron travelling with the water, but expe-
rience has shown that this tendency either does not exist at all, or

is of a very feeble nature. The mean velocity of flow through the

cylinder is only a little over three-fourths inch per second, but this

motion is probably very irregular, made up of endless eddies, which

effectually prevent the onward motion of the iron. The experimental
revolver worked for months without any shifting being observed, but

the larger ones above described have shown a slight tendency in the

direction expected.
The ten-inch outlet-pipe communicates by means of a bend with an

upright pipe of twelve inches diameter, which rises through the bot-

tom of a tank, to which it serves also as a partial support ;
the lower

end rests on the concrete floor of the house, and forms a pocket or

trap, fitted with a hand-hole and door, from which any fine iron which

may be carried over is readily removed. In the centre of the cylin-
der is an ordinary man-hole, fitted with a cover, in which is a three-

inch brass screw-plug, through which periodical additions to the

charge of iron can be readily made.
An air-cock is provided for the purpose of letting out the air when

starting, and of getting rid, periodically, of the gases which, with

some waters, collect during the running of the apparatus. These

gases are so poor in oxygen that they instantly extinguish a lighted

taper. The three revolvers are placed side by side, and connected

on the inlet side by ten-inch branches, fitted with sluice-cocks to the

twenty-inch delivery main from the screw-pumps. The outlet-pipes
all open into a wrought-iron tank, fifteen feet long, three feet six

inches wide, and three feet deep, fitted with an incline screen, cov-

ered with galvanized wire-netting, four meshes to the inch. A shal-

low trough is formed at the upper end of the screen, for the purpose
of receiving and draining the solid matter scraped off from time to

time. The object of the screen is to catch the large quantity of moss
and other impurities which, especially in summer, form in the inlet-

pipes to the screw-pumps, and constantly becoming detached, find

their way to the filter beds. It is noteworthy that no such growths
take place after the water has been purified. To shut off any of the

revolvers from the tank, a lid, fitted with an India-rubber ring, is

simply laid over the end of the delivery pipe.
The driving gear consists of an annular spurring, secured around

one end of each cylinder. Each ring is actuated by a train of gear-

ing working in a self-contained frame, secured to the floor of the

house, and driven by a two-and-a-half inch belt from a lay shaft,

coupled direct to the crank-shaft of a wall-engine, having a cylinder
six-and-a-fourth inches in diameter, nine inches length of stroke fixed

in the screw pump-house. The total weight of each revolver, filled

with water, and with its charge of twenty-two hundred-weight of

iron, is fourteen tons six hundred-weight, and the power necessary
to drive it at the rate of one third of a revolution per minute is 0.4

H. P.

The total capacity of the three revolvers is 15,000,000 gallons per
week.
The cost of the establishment in this country, including the house,

would be 2,300, while the cost of working after allowing five per
cent deterioration of the building, and ten per cent for that of the

machinery, together with five per cent interest on the outlay, would
be 9s. 9rf. per million gallons ;

the cost in wages and materials alone

amounts to 2s. 6d. per million. The total quantity of iron in use is

less than three-and-a-half tons. Had the original filter beds been ex-

tended so as to do the same work, the weight of iron in them would
have been 1,800 tons. The iron dissolved per week in full work will

be about two hundred-weight.
The revolvers were started an the 12th of March, 1885, and have

continued working steadily ever since ; the water supplied to the

town is reported to be exceptionally bright and clear, so that no
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doubt need exist a3 to the success of the new method of purification.

The distribution of the iron throughout the length of the cylinders
remains singularly even, not only with respect to quantity, hut also

with reference to the proportions of fine to coarse particles.

MASPERO'S EGYPTIAN RESEARCHES.

-

" '

~

oj
5an-Yl-

Italy:

winter it is Professor Maspero's

delightful duty to perform a voyage of

discovery. Bidding a temporary fare-

well to the Boulak Museum, he at the same
time parts company with the nineteenth cen-

tury and sails away into the past. After

some four or five months he returns laden with

spoil, having in the course of his cruise

touched at many far-distant epochs, and done

business with the pyramid kings, the Pha-

raohs, the Ptolemies, and the Romans.
From one of these expeditions he has just
come back, towing five boat-loads of antiqui-
ties in the wake of his dahabeah. To un-

pack, arrange, and catalogue these new treas-

ures will more than occupy him for the next

eight or ten weeks.

The most striking work of the season

in Upper Egypt is doubtless the excavation

of the great Temple of Luxor, now for the

most part disencumbered from the rubbish

mounds and mud huts in which for many
been three parts buried. The village mosque,centuries it has

the house of the British Consul, and a few isolated hovels alone

obstruct the pillared vistas of this noble structure, which rivals even

Karnak in the majesty of its proportions. But apart from this great

public work, which Professor Maspe>o has personally superintended,
there have been excursions and discoveries at various points of the

river above and below Thebes. Unlike the majority of explorers,

MaspeYo by no means confines his attention to great historic sites.

Every year he devotes a certain proportion of his time to the inves-

tigation of minor localities ;
that is to say, to the mounds and frag-

mentary ruins of ancient provincial towns, and to the search for yet
undiscovered provincial cemeteries. The objects found at such

places are often of much historical value. A royal inscription

graven upon the face of a cliff, a rock-cut shrine unknown to Mur-

ray and the tourist, a group of tombs belonging to some period

scantily represented elsewhere, a tablet recording the name and
titles of some important personage who ended a stirring career in

the retirement of his native province such are the frequent fruits

of these departures from the beaten track, and in such Boulak be-

comes richer with each successive season. Thus, just
as Professor

Maspe"ro happened, a few months ago, to arrive in the neighborhood
of a certain village called El-Khozam, some workmen who were en-

gaged in digging a well came upon a subterranean structure built of

bricks and roofed over, apparently, by a large flat stone some nine

feet in length. In the East every such stone conceals buried treas-

ure, and, as a matter of course, is smashed immediately. Fortu-

nately, the local police interposed, and the work was suspended till

MaspeVo came. The structure proved to be a funerary chapel, and
the flat stone a fallen tablet, or stela, fashioned in the form of a door
and inscribed to the memory of a great Theban nobleman of the

obscure time of the Eleventh Dynasty. Great was the disappoint-
ment of the assembled crowd when, instead of gold and jewels, there

were found in this already desecrated sepulchre only a few frag-
ments of limestone and a heap of potsherds. For two months after

this some twenty Arabs went on heroically digging for the treasure,
which of course never existed. At Siout an interesting discovery
has been made, and in a very curious manner. A Mogrebin sor-

cerer of local fame predicted the discovery of hidden gold in the

great Arab cemetery to the southward of the town. Permission

being obtained to dig, and a Boulak official being present, the sor-

cerer performed certain incantations and pointed out the spot. Here
his employers, two Greek traders of Siout, set their workmen to ex-

cavate, who, strange to say, at a depth of fourteen feet from the sur-

face, came upon a small cavern or chamber quarried in the solid

rock, and containing a brick oven, with its iron door yet perfect, a

precious store of more than two hundred antique vases in stone and

bronze, a lump of black fatty clay, and on the floor a quantity of

leaf-gold, beaten extremely thin and rolled in little rolls. At sight
of this gold the spectators became wildly excited, Copts, Greeks and
Mussulmans claiming the treasure, reviling each other, and struggling
to get into the vault. Just, however, as the police were well-nigh

overpowered, a detachment of soldiers with fixed bayonets appeared
upon the scene and dispersed the rioters. Professor Maspero does
not say whether the Greek traders got the gold or not. Its value, at

all events, was estimated at only 1,400 francs. But the Museum
carried off the vases, many of which are of rare archaic types, and
must have been brought together from very ancient tombs of the

great monarchs or princes vicegerent of the Lycopolitan nome, whose
rock-cut sepulchres abound in the neighboring mountains. As for

the subterraneous cavern, Professor Maspe>o is of opinion that it

was originally a tomb, converted by some Arab alchemist of the

Middle Ages into a secret laboratory. Hence the oven, the vases.

the leaf-gold, and the deposit of black clay, which proved to be

largely impregnated with arsenic.

At Edfoo, celebrated for its magnificent Ptolemaic temple, search
has till now been vainly made, season after season, for the necropolis
that must have existed in connection with so important a locality.
This necropolis has at last been discovered near the village of El

Qacaa, about six miles higher up the river. The tombs are exca-

vated, or rather tunnelled, in a friable limestone crag, so pierced and

honeycombed with pits, chambers, and galleries that the frail stone

has given way in all directions, and caved-in upon the congregated
dead. Only one tomb has been found intact, and this may probably
be taken as a sample of those which are ruined. A shaft six feet

square and twelve feet deep terminates in a small chamber with a
stone bench along one side. This chamber opens into a large hall,

the walls of both being surrounded with oblong niches like the loculi

in the Roman catacombs. In these loculi, lying at full length, some

merely bandaged, some enclosed in richly gilded and painted "car-

tonnages," were found a great number of mummies. Others, dragged
from their resting places

and despoiled of their coverings, strewed
the floor. At the farther end a pile of inferior mummies, evidently
of a much more recent date, were laid in an unceremonious heap.
Fragments of inscriptions and the painted legends on some of the

finer mummies revealed the history of the occupants of this tomb.
The more important were members of a great feudal family which

governed Edfoo toward the close of the Ptolemaic period. Two or
three hundred years later, about the time of Septimius Severus, this

family had become extinct, and the tomb was used as an open cata-

comb for the mummies of the minor priests and servants of the great

temple.
Another interesting necropolis near Gebelein, belonging to the

small provincial city of Aphroditopolis, has yielded some very ordi-

nary mummies, but an extraordinary wealth of funerary furniture.

In these tombs have been found wooden bedsteads precisely similar

to the little bedsteads in use in Nubia at the present day ;
also stools,

whetstones, bows, arrows, clubs, boomerangs, staffs, horn goblets,

spoons in wood and ivory, reed pipes, bread, corn, honey, cosmetics,
and even wax dolls. The weapons are mostly broken. This was

purposely done in order to kill them, that their Kas or ghostly
doubles should thereby be freed from the restraint of material form,
and so be at the service of the dead man's double in the tomb.
At Ekhmeem, it will be remembered, we announced more than a

year ago the discovery of a vast and hitherto unsuspected necropolis.
Never did cemetery so well merit that name. The necropolis of

Ekhmeem is a city the inhabitants of which, summoned by the in-

exorable explorer, rise daily by hundreds from their narrow beds,
and have been so rising, without any sign of diminution in their

numbers, ever since the first spade struck the soil. Thousands have
been already disinterred, and apparently there are endless thousands

yet to come. The mountain in which these tombs are excavated is

a level limestone cliff about a mile in length. Not only is it pierced
with innumerable sepulchral chambers, but every natural fissure of

rock has been utilized and filled up with mummies. The descent
into these tombs is for the most part tolerably steep. Some are forty
feet, fifty feet, sixty feet deep, leading to what may be described as

subterraneous dwellings, in which eight or ten little chambers, one
above the other, contain about a dozen mummies in each. These,
however, are not family vaults, but the resting places of persons in

nowise connected, as the inscriptions show, one with another. They
are not private dwellings of the dead, but rather hotels, let out by
the proprietor. London Times, July 27.

PIRATED DESIGNS.

LA CBOSSE, Wis., September 8, 1886.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, Among your long and varied experience you have,
no doubt, had occasion to meet with cases of piracy of plans of more
or less pronounced features. I have carefully gone through the legal
decisions, as published from time to time in your valuable

journal,
but am unable to find among the files in my possession anything that

would bear directly on my case. The matter stands thus : After
an extensive conflagration, destroying a whole block in one of the

small towns along the Mississippi in Iowa, I was employed to make
designs for a new store-building. The sketch was accepted, plans
and specifications drawn up, and in due course of time paid for.

The building was begun, but meanwhile the owners of the adjoining
burnt district took a fancy to my plans and proceeded quietly to

erect their buildings, also according to my plans, without my knowl-

edge at the time. This was all the easier for them, as they all em-

ployed the same firm of contractors. So, instead of one building,
nine of them went up. The original one has been completed, but

though the specifications contained a clause to that effect, they, with
the plans, have not been returned to me yet, probably because they
are needed on the other buildings. Now, I would like to ask you,
how am I to proceed in this matter ? Will it be against the owners,
or against the contractor ? also, do you know of any such cases that

have been decided by a court ? I know of only one such case, but
that was compromised before it was carried that far. I should like to

hear of some precedents, in case I should be forced to go before a
court with my claim. As the case may be of some interest to other
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members of the profession an answer in the columns of your journal
will be gladly received. Yours respectfully,

GUSTAVE STOLTZE.

[UNLESS Mr. Stoltze had copyrighted his design, he could not, we think,

prevent any one, who fancied his store-front, from building another like it.

The unauthorized use of his drawings is, however, a different matter. In

this the contractor seems to have been at fault, and the only question
would be, whether the architect or his client is the proper person to call the

contractor to account. Mr. Stoltze says that the specification contained a

clause requiring that the drawings should be returned to the architect.

Now, as the specification forms ordinarily a part of the contract between
the owner and the builder, the failure o the latter to comply with this stip-

ulation constitutes a violation of his agreement with the owner, who is, of

course, entitled to recover compensation from the builder for all damage
that he may have suffered from the breach of this agreement, including, we
think, such indemnity as he may think proper to allow the architect for the

injury to his reputation and business. It is possible that Mr. Stoltze might
recover compensation in his own name from the builder for the injury re-

sulting from the misappropriation of the drawings entrusted to the latter,

but such a claim would bring up the vexed question as to the proprietorship
of the drawings which the builder had misused, and it would be much better

to act through the owner, who has an undoubted right to punish the breach
of contract, and, besides what he may suffer by reason of his obligations to

the architect, has a grievance of his own, in having the effect of his build-

ing cheapened by the erection of duplicates near it. So far as the owners
of the duplicates are concerned, it is hardly likely that they would have

conspired with the builder to use surreptitiously the drawings of an archi-

tect unknown to them ; and our experience is that such persons, on the

architect's position being explained to them, are generally willing to pay a

fair compensation for the services which he has unintentionally rendered
them. Eos. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

THE PENSION BCREAU FRIEZE : A member of congress who was a

cavalry officer during the war visited the new Pension Bureau the other

day for the first time and was overcome when he made the discovery
that every cavalry-man in the terra-cotta bas-relief frieze around the

building is holding the horse's reins in the right instead of the left

hand. Washington Critic. ^_^
INIGO JONES. Inigo Jones designed movable scenery and contri-

vances for the Court masques, especially those written by Ben Jonson.

Inigo Jones was a true-born Londoner, born near St. Paul's in the days
when Queen Bess ruled the waves around England, the son of a citizen

and cloth-worker, a respectable man, in religion a Catholic. Inigo was

apprenticed to a joiner, but early distinguished himself by his skill with

his pencil, and gained notice for his designs, more particularly land-

scape views. He first displayed his talent and ingenuity in the prepara-
tion of the Court masques, at the time the fashion. Ben Jonson and
he were long associated, but the friendship was cut short by a bitter

life-long quarrel ;
the poet satirized the artist without mercy as " Lan-

tern Leatherhead
" and "

Inigo Marquis Would-be !

"
Inigo was buried

at St. Bennet's, Paul's Wharf. The story of his life is half droll, half

pathetic. His only daughter and heiress married John Webb, his pupil
and executor. Webb was, like Inigo Jones, an architect, but he de-

signed and painted the scenery of the "
Siege of Rhodes," one of the

earliest English operas a piece produced with unparalleled splendor,

wherein, learned authorities say, scenes were for the first time intro-

duced in public on the English stage. Hangings had previously been

used, scenes employed only in private performances, we are told. Lon-

don Society.

THE RECESSION OP NIAGARA. Sir Charles Lyell, in 1841 and 1842,
estimated the gradual recession of Niagara Falls by the undermining
of its brink at the rate of about one foot per annum. Recent investi-

gation of the subject by a Commission for the establishment of a State

reservation at the falls, have, however, shown that this and other esti-

mates are more or less erroneous. A map, based on surveys of the falls

made in 1883 by Mr. Thomas Evershed for the New York State sur-

veyor, have shown that in the forty-one years ending 1883 the annual
rate of maximum recession has been six and one-sixth feet. For the

eight years ending 1883 this rate is given as sixteen and one-half feet,

so that the rate of recession has been higher of late. These results

were obtained from the Canadian Fall, while the American Fall was
found to have receded at the rate of ten inches per annum during the

forty-one years ending 1883. It has been shown by the surveys that

these two falls were once united
;
and that, supposing the rate of reces-

sion to continue, the Niagara gorge will be cut through in some 10,000

years. Lyell's estimate was 35,000 years. Of course these attempts to

calculate the cutting of the entire gorge, which terminates at the heights
near Lake Ontario, assume that the hardness of the shale and lime-rocks,
volume of water, and height of the fall, continue much the same as

they are now. Engineering.

A UNIQUE GRANT MONUMMNT. The State fair at Peabody, Kan., has
the honor of raising the first monument to Gen. Grant. Their achieve-
ment is peculiarly a State product, and will doubtless remain unique in

the history of Grant memorials. It is an obelisk of wood standing upon
a pedestal, the whole covered with various forms of corn, and standing
forty-seven feet high. The sides of the obelisk are made of ears of

yellow corn, and bear the inscriptions,
"
Peace,"

"
Plenty,"

"
Union," and

"Liberty" worked in red ears adown the faces. The pedestal faces
are covered with mosaics of corn-stalks, each face having a portrait of

General Grant set in weaths of pop-corn ears with the husks on, bright-
ened with red peppers, representing laurel berries. The cornice of the

pedestal is made of sorghum stalks, and each corner is adorned with a

hugh yellow pumpkin. At each side of the shaft are stacks of mimic
arms, made of giant corn-stalks and past these the Kansas grangers
file to pay their tribute of respect to the dead, mingled with open-
mouthed wonder at the greatness of their State. This structure is not
a work of art, and one can hardly read the description without a smile,

but there is about it a touch of that deeper, broader poetry that un-
derlies American life and institutions. It could have been raised no-

where else. No people accustomed to the horrors of war could have

represented a stand of arms by corn-stalks: but a corn-stalk bayonet is

a pleasanter object than a steel one, nevertheless. The Kansans built

their obelisk of corn because they are proud of their mammoth, shining

ears; and very good things they are to be proud of, though not so wor-

thy of honor as the peace and prosperity that made their growth and
dedication to such a use possible; those are in direct accord with the

last wish of the great commander for his reunited country. Spring-

field Republican.

A DWELLING WHICH ANTEDATES THE CONQUEST. A correspondent
writes to the London Times from Deerhurst, in Gloucestershire : Within
the last week an interesting discovery has been made here of the exis-

tence of a very ancient structure. It was always known that a portion
of a farmhouse called Abbot's Court, belonging for centuries, first to the

Abbey, and, subsequently, to the Chapter of Westminster, was of con-

siderable antiquity, but there was nothing on the surface to determine
its age. Within the last few days, however, it has been subjected to

careful examination, and features hidden for ages have been brought
to light. The original house was small, 30 feet long on the inside, with
walls two-and-one-half feet thick. Its four external walls are perfect.
In one of the end walls is inserted a large round-headed archway, having
very solid jambs and imposts. A smaller archway is found in the wall

forming the front of the house. Both these archways tend slightly to

the horse shoe form that is to say, the centre of the semi-circular head
is rather above the spring of the arch. The house must have always
had an upper story ;

and in this there is now to be seen a round-headed

window, splayed both inside and outside. The reason for assigning so

very early a date to an existing dwelling house is the following: Its

rude and very peculiar architecture follows closely that of Deerhurst

Church, which is within a stone's throw of it. Now, there is good
evidence to show that the church was built in the year 1056. The late

Mr. Parker entitled it
" the oldest dated church in England." Just

about the time given above, Edward the Confessor gave the large Deer-
hurst Manor, including the estate on which Abbot's court stands, to his

new Abbey of St. Peter's, Westminster. Abbot's court may have been
erected at the actual time of the donation. It is singular that close to

this very ancient house there should be standing another also of remark-
able antiquity. This is Deerhurst Priory, which was a religious house

dating from the eighth century, and belonged to the Abbey of St. Denis,
near Paris. A portion of its buildings still exist, and they show a Nor-
man column in the cellar of the inhabited house.

A LAWSUIT OVER THE CONSTRUCTION OF NIAGARA'S CANTILEVER
BRIDGE. The wonderfully rapid construction of the Michigan Central
Cantilever Bridge, spanning the Niagara, two years ago, has been re-

called by an action which has been on trial at Lockport for the last three

days in the Circuit Court before Judge Henry A. Child and a jury. The
suit was brought by Charles A. Turner, of Suspension Bridge, against
General George S. Field and others, of Buffalo, to recover over 3.000

for extra work and incidentals connected with it on the gigantic
"
false

work" or scaffolding which was built from top to bottom of the high
bank of the river and extending over the water on either side. It was
the largest job of scaffolding ever undertaken in this region, and in itself

was one of the greatest curiosities connected with the Cantilever Bridge.
A description of the work appeared in The Times of September 2, 1883,
and photographs of it were exhibited to the jury on this trial. The
defendants were what was known as the Central Bridge Company, of

Buffalo, and took the entire contract for the construction of the bridge.

They sublet the work to Dawson, Simms & Mitchell under a precise
written contract, which largely left the direction of the work to the engi-
neer in charge, and which prohibited any further subletting. Notwith-

standing this the sub-contractors did let to the plaintiff the false work.
The plantiff was proceeding with the work, beginning at the top and
working down, when he was interrupted by the engineer, who insisted

that this method would not do; that in the excavation of "mud sills"

or vests for the timbers on the bank the throwing out of the soil and
stones from the upper ones, might form a shaky and insufficient founda-
tion for those farther down, and the whole work be endangered, re-

quiring, in short, that the plaintiff should begin at the bottom of the
bank and build upward. As testified by the plaintiff the additional
cost of building this false work in the way required by the engineer
was $2,200, and the construction of long "slides" for the timbers, and
some other items, added at least $1,000 to it. The plaintiff says that
before proceeding he saw General Field and stated the difficulty to him
and his unwillingness to go on unless the additional sum was paid him

;

that General Field visited the work, spoke of the great importance of

having it securely done and the need of avoiding delay, and finally told

plaintiff to go on and build it according to the views of the engineer,
and that he and his associates would pay the extra expense. This new
contract was positively denied by Field. He swore that he answered
the plaintiff that Dawson, Simms & Mitchell were under contract to do
all this work, and that he would pay no one else, and would not pay
the plaintiff. This was the gist of a mass of evidence, most of which
related to the nature of the work, the value of it, and the difficulty of

performing it in the manner required by the engineer. There was ab-

solutely no testimony to corroborate either party as to the question of
defendants' engagement to pay for the extra work, but the probabilities
seemed to favor General Field's denial, inasmuch as the defendants

already had the written contract of Dawson, Simms & Mitchell to do
the whole work. The evidence was closed on Friday night. At the

opening of the court next morning neither the plantiff nor his attorney
was present, and the Judge proceeded with his charge without any
summing up. He had half finished it when the plaintiff and his counsel

appeared, and the latter asked permission to address the jury. This
was denied by the court, and the charge was finished. It was rather
favorable to the defendants. The jury returned a verdict for the plaint-
iff for $38.08, which appears to be merely one-third of the expense of a

watchman paid by plaintiff. New York Timet.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE.
(iuported tor Th American Architect md Bolldinc Nr

\Alttunigh a large portion of thr l-ntltliiHj intelliqeitct
if provided by their regular correspondent!, the editor*

greatly tletire to receive voluntary ittf'irmiitwn, fife
the smaller and outlying townt.}

BUILDING PATENTS,

[Printed ipeciAcationi of any patent! hen mentioned
together iritfi full detail vllustrations, may be. obtained
f the Commissioner of Patents, at Washington, ft*

twenty-Jive cents.l

328,231. SEWER-TRAP AND CES8POOi..-Howard G.
Badgley, New York, N. Y.

325,237. DEVICE TO UK SUBSTITUTED FOK THRESH-
OLDS. Alfred A. Chase tuid Daniel H. Hesseltou,
Holden, Mass.

325,243. VENTILATING ATTACIIMKNT. Benjamin
J. Goldsmith, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

325,248. SLIDING UOOR. Herbert H. Hewitt, New
York, N. Y.

325,281. HOUSE-FURNACE. .James Spear, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
325,299. DooR-OPKNF.it. Chas. E. Whitney, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.
323,333. WINDOW CONSTRUCTION AND FASTENING

AND HINOK. Ole Flagstad, Hamar, Norway.
3stff,:ixl. FIRE-ESCAPE. William C. Barkley, hitch-

Held, 111.

325,399. FIRK-ESCAPE. Daniel F. Davis, Easton,
Pa.

328,417. .SMOKE-HoisE. Joseph Kremser, Spring-
field, N. Y.

328,445. ATTACHING KNOBS TO SrixDLKf. Wm.
Uegan, Branford, Conn.
325,419. COT-OKF. Frederick Schueler, La Salle,

111.

325,450. FlRK-Esi APE. Samuel Snyder, White Sul-

phur Springs, Mont.
325,463. ANNUNCIATOR. Henry E. Walte, New

York, N. Y.
325.479. SPIRIT-LEVEL. Kobert Barker, Laming,

Micb.
325,4X1. SASH-FASTENER. Wm. J. Barron, Huuts-

ville, Ala.
326,484. SINKING HYDRAULIC PILES. Lowell E.

Blake. El Paso, Tex.
325,486. TRAP FOR BATH-TUBS, SINKS, ETC. Chas.

A. Blessing, Philadelphia, Pa.
325,505. SCRATCH- Gu AGE. David S. Conrad,

Waynesborough, Pa.
325.529. WINDOW-SCREEN. Steele F. Gillmore,

Princeton, Ind.
325,643. KNOII ATTACHMENT. Robert M. Keating,

Springfield, Mass.
325.553. AUTOMATIC VALVE FOB SEWER-PIPES.

Thomas L. McKeeu, Easton, Pa.
325.554. STEAM-RADIATOR. Thomas L. McKeen,

Easton, Pa.
328,556. JOINT FOR METAL TUBES. Wlllam A.

Miles, Copake Iron Works, N. Y.

325,571. SPOKKSHAVK. Charles W. Smith, Wes-
terly, R. I.

325,587. WATER-CLOSET. William Bunting, Jr.,
Boston, Mass.
325,597. WEATHEB - STRIP. Green L. Fowler,

Clarksburg, Mo.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Lombard

Baltimore.

CHURCH. The corner-stone of St. Gregory Roman
Catholic Church, in the north-western section of the

city, was luid September 13.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report thlrty-
flve permits hare been granted, the more Import-
ant of which are the following:
Schamburg & Dasbield, 5 three-tt'y brick bnild-

ngs, e 8 Riverside Ave., s Clement St.

C. Wolf, tbree-st'y brick building, n s

St., bet. Eden and Spring Sts.

John Miller, 3 two-st'y brick buildings, w s Bruce
Alley, n Harlem Ave.
Dr. G. H. Grimes, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, n s

Fayette St., bet. Frederick and Harrison Sts.

K. L. Cutting, 5 three-st'y brick buildings, w s

Charles St., s Hoffman St.

S. B. Derr, 6 three-st'y brick buildings, e s Linden
Ave., n Robert St.

F. Wilson, 8 three-st'y brick buildings, s s Kdmon-
soii Ave., coin. cor. Kirby's Lane.
W. H. Fowler, 11 two-st'y brick buildings, n s St.

Joseph's St., e Bond St.

E. W. Gorman, 19 two-st'y brick buildings (sq.) s

B Christian St., bet. Paysou and Monroe St*.

G. W. Donohue. 4 two-st'y brick buildings, n s Jef-
ferson St., bet. Chester and Duncan Alley; and 12

two-st'y brick buildings, w s Duncan Alley, bet. Jef-
ferson and McElderry Sts.

G. W. Moke, Jr., 4 three-st'y brick buildings, w s

McCulloch St., n of Laurens St.

Boston.

BUILDING PERMITS. Wood. Chambers St., cor.

Waters St., dwell, and store. 12' x 19' and 19' x 40';
Mrs. J. Harleigh, owner; J. McCusber, builder.

Brick. Maryborough St., Xo. 401, dwell., 3^ X 58';

owner, William Simes; builder, G. F. Shepard.
Dudley St., cor. Langdon St., school., SV 6" x 141';

owner and builder, City of Boston.
Decatur St., A'o. 4, tenement, 22' x 37'; owner.

John May, builder, Peter Sohell.

Brooklyn.
BL-ILDING PERMITS. Lafayette Ave., u

, 260' e

Broadway, 6 two-and-a-half-st'y frame dwells., tin

cornices; oot, each, $3,000; owner, Anna A. Fardon.
1148 Lafayeste Ave.; architect and mason, Alfred
A. Fardon.
Cook St., w 6, 100 e White St., throe-st'y frame

hop and dwell., tin roof; cost, 93,500; owner A.

Fluegr), 73 Ten Kyck St.; architect, H. Vollweller.
fourth St., n , 109' V e Hoyt St., oue-st'y brick

oven or kiln for burning tiles; cost, 96,600; owner,
architect and builder, International Tile Co., '-'J

Third St.

Kim Ht., Xot. 82, 84, 86 and 8K, . 25' e Evergreen
Ave., 4 three-st'y frame (brick-tilled) tenements and
one store, tin roofs; cost, total, 916,000; owners and

builders, C. C. Urau and C. Hartmann, Sunnier
Ave. and Hopkins St.; architect, Tii. Engvlbardt.
Leonard St., Xo. 682, e , 150' n Meserole Ave.,

three-st'y frame dwell., gravel roof; colt, 96,000;

owner, Mrs. Abby.J. Bartlett, 209Calyer St.; archi-

tect, F. Weber; builders, S. F. Bartlett and I. & J.

Van Klper.
Prospect /'/., s, ls4' e Rogers Ave., 3 two-st'y

brick dwell*., gravel roofs; cost, each, $7,500; owner,
Mary K. Fowler, 8 Verona PI. ; architects, Parfltt

Bros.: builder, L. Fowler.
Willow St., n e cor. Pineapple St., 3 fdnr-ify

brick and brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, total,

$2.1,000; owner, Charles Arbuckle, Willow St.; archi-

tect, W. B. Tubby.
Fifth St., e s, 75 n North Eleventh St., two-t'y

frame factory and dwell, and one-st'y extension,
felt roof; cost, 94,500; owner, Daniel Culhaue,
Fourth St., cor. South Fifth St.; architect and con-

tractor, Thomas A. Akerl; masons. Mead & Son.
Oraharn Ave., Xo. 466, e s, 76' s Meeker Ave.,

three-st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost, 94,800;

owner, Antone Long, 38 Meeker Ave.; architects
and contractors, Samnils & Bedford; masons, Doyle
& lira/ill.

Chauncey St., n s, 200' e Patchen Ave., 2 three-

st'y frame (brick-filled) tenement*, tin roofs; cost,

each, 83,500; owner, Johanna F. Sullivan, 18'4 Ful-
ton St.; architect, M. Walsh; builder, J. F. Sulli-
van.
Columbia Heights, No. 188, w s, 25' s Clark St.,

four-st'y dwell., tin roof; cost, 925,000; owner, Wm.
A. White, 125 Remsen St.; architect, W. B. Tubby;
builders, J.Thatcher and F. D. Norris.
Sixth Ave., n s, 97' 10" w Sixth Ave., 3 two-st'y

brown-stone dwells., tin roofs, wooden cornices;
cost, each, 93,500; owner, architect and builder,
Thos. Bulter, 371 Sixth Ave.
Ten Eyck St., Xo. 207, n , 160' e Hnmboldt St.,

four-st'y frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof;
cost, 85,800; owner, Herman Wild, 226 Graham Ave.;
architect, Th. Engelhardt; contractor, D. Kreuder;
mason, C. Wabler.

Central Are., Nos. 170, 172 and 174, s i, 73* from
Elm St., 3 three-st'y frame tenements, tin roofs;
cost, total, 912,500: owner, Margaretha Schwab, 16
Central Ave.; architect, E. Schrempf; builder, c;.

Schwab.
Ivy St., No. 75, n s, about 300' e Busbwlck Ave.,

two-st'y frame dwell., tin roof; cost, 93,000; owner,
John A. Hopper, 75 Woodbine St.; architect, A.
Gariepy; builders, Simpson & Lowe.

llroailway, w s, 26' s Ellery St., three-st'y frame
store and tenement, tin roof; cost. 94,800 to 95,000;
owner and architect, John Stockel, 249 Ellery St.

Wallabout St., s B, 175' e Harrison Ave., tbree-st'y
frame tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,.">00; owner, Geo.
Schoch, 374 Wallabout St.; architect, H. Vollweller;
builders, Mr. Hoepfer and Mr. Fuchs.
Monroe St., s s, 80' w Patchen Ave., three-et'y

brick tenement, gravel roof, wooden cornice; cost,
94,0110; owner, Phoebe M. Saxton, 75 Willoughby
Ave.; architect and builder, R. Van Brunt.
Herkimer St., n s, 50' w Buffalo Ave., 3 two-st'y

frame (brick-tilled) dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
94,500; owner W. Wnbke Grothe, Herkimer St.;

architect, E. Schrempf; builder, J. Hertlein.

Lafayette Are., n w cor. Lewis Ave., 5 two-and-a-
half-st'y brown-stone stores and flats, tin roofs:
cost, corner, $7,000; others, each, 94,500; owner and
builder, P. F. O'Brien; architect, I. D. Reynolds.

ALTERATIONS. Broadtuay, w s, 50' 8 Willoughby
Ave., repair upper stories of four buildings dam-
aged by fire; cost, 93,000; owner, Benj. Warner;
builder, S. Faltonte.
Gate* Aee., Xo. 8H5. three-st'y brick extension, tin

roof, wooden cornice, interior alterations and new
front walls; cost, 93,300; owner. A. S. Walsh, Madi-
son St , near Reid Ave.; architect, C. Lincoln;
builder, A. Miller.

Chlcaico.

BUILDING PERMITS. Mrs. H. A. Brown, two-st'y
dwell., 3221 Cottage Grove Ave.; cost, 94,000; archi-

tect, Wm. Strippelmau.
A. Kramer, two-st'y dwell., 12H8 West Harrison

St.; cost, 93,000.
S. Nelson, three-st'y flat*, 376 La Salle St.; cost,

$12,1)00; architect, Halberg.
II. Krick, 3 two-st'y dwells., 3437-3439 Prairie Ave. ;

cost, 39,000; architect, W. Strippleman.
A. Lowka, three-it'y store and fiats, 105 Cleaver

St.: cost, 96,000.
W. H. Hoyt, 2 four-st'y dwells.. 347-349 Indiana

St.; cost, 12,000; architect, A. Smith.
J. Ruddy, 3 three-st'y dwells.. 117-121 Centre Ave. ;

cost, $9,000.
J. O'Malley, 2 three-et'y dwells., 3217-3219 Dear-

born Ave.; cnst, 912,000; architect, J. J. Flanders.
H. Frese. tbree-st'y dwells., 443 Dayton St.; cost,

35,000; architect, G. Spolir.
F. A. Degolyer, one-st'y store, 92 Congress St. ;

cost, 92,500; architect, E. S. Denison.
C. H. Hall, two-st'y dwell., 1218 Jackson St.; cost,

93,000.
O. Gumbluger, three-st'y store and dwell.. 293 Cly-

bonrne Ave. , cost, $5,000; architect, J. Brunors.

Freiberg Bros., remodel building, Twenty-second
St.; cost, 99,000.
P. D. Gill, two-st'y church, 91-93 Cypress St.; cost,

$14,000; architect, J. J. Eagan.
H. Danunann, three-st'y store and dwell., 1198 Mil-

waukee Ave.; cost, 99,000; architects, Schanb &
Berlin.
H. Stech, two-st'y dwell., 666 North Robey St.;

cost, 94,000.

Mrs. M. E. J. Moody, two-st'y fiats, ^430 Dearborn
Ave.; cost, 96,000.
J. M. Sanders, 2 two-st'y store* and flats, 204-206

Colorado Ave.; cost, 94,200.
J. L. Campbell. 11 two-st'y dwells., Warren Ave ,

cost, 950,000; architects, Kdfirooku & Burnham.
O. P. Holmes, two-st'y dwell., 687 Washington

Boulevard; cost, 910,000; architect, J. J. Flanders
J. Sheebey, three-st'y vtore and dwell., 448 Went

Harrison St.; cost, 9>>,UOO; architect, H. Van Pelt.
M. liurgesou. tbree-st'y store and dwell., 242 Divi-

sion St.; cost, 97,000; architect. S. Lenderoth.
O. Link, two-st'y dwell., 23S North State St.: cost,

93.000; architect, J. Huber.
E. A. Bassett, two-st'y dwell. 3546 Indiana Av.;

cost, 96.600; architect, II. Van Pelt.
I.. Met*, four-st'y factory, 146 Ontario St cost

98,000; architect, C. Berlin.
A. Jansen, three-*t'y dwell., 184 Rumsey St.; cost,

Grant Place Methodist Church, two-sfy church
1001-1007 Nortli Halsted St.; cost, 928,000; architect'
W. A. Furber.
J. De Vos, two-st'y store and dwell., 211 Racine

Ave.; cost, 13,000.
J. Mutton, two-st'y flat, 213 Seminary Ave.; cost

$3,000.
T. Crowley. 8 one-st'y cottages, 1235-1247 Fifteenth

St.; cost, 96,000.
J. H. Brouam, two-sfy flats, 281 Idaho St.; cost

$3,000.
J. Coughlan, two-st'y dwell., 82 Centre Are.- cost

94.0(10; architect, J. V. Wadskler.
A. Melta & Bro., two-st'y factory, Halsted St.;

cost, 96,000.
J. L. Campbell., two-st'y dwell., 117 Leavitt St.-

cost, 95,000; architect, W. Strippleraau.
J. L. Campbell, two-st'y dwell. ,203 Campbell Ave

cost, 94,000; architect, C. A. Weary.
G. Farwell, two-st'y dwell.. 1626 Prairie Ave.- cost

910,000; architects. Treat & Foltz.
Mrs. E. Young, two-st'y dwell., 461 Warren Ave

cost, 93,000.
J. Kan. 2 two-sfy dwells. 383-385 Marcbfleld Ave.;

cost, 98,000; architect, T. M. Bell.
J. E. Young, two-st'y dwell., 97 McAllister PI.;

cost, 98.000; architects, Treat & Folts.
J. & M. Wolff, 4 two-st'y dwells., :il l:i.:il.v, Calu-

met Ave.; cost, 920,000; architects, Edbrooke &
Burnhaui.

Kansas City, Mo.
UUILDINO PERMITS. .John J. Green, brick dwell and
store. East Eighth St.; cost, 910,000.
Standard Implement Company, alteration business

block, UI2-1314 West Eleventh St.; cost, 96 000.
Standard Implement Company, nve-and-a-half-Bt'v

business block, 1316-1318 West Eleventh St.; cost,

P'. Small, frame block, Montgall Ave.; cost, 94,-

lir. S. E. Trott, brick dwell., 1313 Troost Ave.;

M! K.'Jones, frame dwell., cor. Garfleld and Pen-
dleton A vs.: cost, 93.700.
Mrs. E. J. Kailsback, brick and stone block cor

Thirteenth and Jefferson Sts.; cost, 924 000
Irving Queal, brick block, Tracy Ave.; cost, 96,-

Minm-apolls. Minn.
BUILDING PF.RMITH. P. G. Lameraux, two-st'y wood
dwell., w s First Ave., bet. East Thirty-second and
East Thirty-third Sts.; cost, $8,000.
P. G. Lameraux, two-st'y wood dwell., e s Nlcollet

Ave., bet. East Thirty-second and East Thirty-third
Sts.; cost, 98,000.
P. G. Lameraux. two-st'y wood dwell., e s Nioollet

Ave., bet. East Thirty-second and East Thirty-third
Sts.; cost, 98,000.
P. G. Lameraux, two-st'y wood dwell., w s First

Ave., bet. East Thirty-second and East Thirty-third
Sts.; cost, 98,000.
P. G. Lameraux, two-st'y wood dwell, e s Nlcollet

Ave., bet. East Thirty-second and East Thirtv-third
Sts.; cost, $8,000.
P. G. Lameraux, two-st'y wood dwell., e s First

Ave., bet. East Thirty-flrBt and East Thirty-second
Sts.; cost, 98,000.
Geo. H. Hoyt & Son, two-st'y wood dwell., s sEast

Fourteenth St., bet. Portland and Park Aves.; cost,
94.000.

Kenyon Bros., four-st'y brick store building, n s
\V ashington Ave., bet. Thirteenth and Fourteenth
Aves., s; cost, $12,000.
Woolf & Thomas, 4 three-st'y brick veneer tene-

ments, w s Henuepln Ave., near Superior Ave s-

cost, 916,000.
Joel B. Clough, two-st'y wood dwell, and barn

n e cor. North Aldrlch and Hawthorne Aves. n'
cost, 94,000.
Calvin E. Brown, two-st'y wood dwell., e s Vine

Pi., bet. West Nineteenth and West Twentieth Sts
cost, 97,600.
Casey & Kand, two-st'y brick barn, e s Sixth Ave

bet. Tenth and Eleventh Sts., 8; cost, $4,500.
Monroe and others, three-sl'y brick store and flats

n e s Fifth St., bet. Hennepin and First 4ves i

cost, 930,000.
U. S. Government, U. S. Government building

t e cor. First Ave. and Third St., s; cost, $800.000.

New York.
CHI'HCH. Rev. Janris Warden has filed plans for a
oiie-tt'ychnrch, n s Kighty-slxth St., 336' e Second
Ave. The church, which is to be used as a tempo-
rary place of worship, will cost about $3,000.

Ai'ARTMKNT-Hoi'SKg. On the s w cor. of Lexington
Ave. and Eighty-first St., 2 handsome five st'y base-
ment apartment-houses, 40' x 94' 4" and 40' x 100' 4"
of brick brown-stone and terra-cotta. are to be bnilt
for Mr. Fred. Correll, at a cost of abt. $100.000; from
plans of Mr. E. E. W. Schneider.
On the e s Second Ave., from Sixty-ninth to Seven-

tieth St., 10 flve-st'y brick and stone Improved tene-
ments, are to be bnilt by Messrs. Hlggins & Keating
at a cost of about $186,000; from plans of Messrs. A
B. Ogden & Son.

Horsis. On the s s Seventy-ninth St., 150' w Ninth
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lecture are to uo uunu iv* -**. u.~. ~~--

designs of Mr. H. L. Harris; estimated cost about

*2
0n' th s s One Hundred and Twentieth St., 150' e

Ninth Ave., 8 three-st'y high stoop dwells., to cost

abt. $75,000, are to be built from designs of Mr.

STAI/LI- . For Mr. George Droste, flve-st'y brick and

stone front stable and warehouse, 25' x 80'. is to be

built on the n s Seventy-fifth St., 125' w First Ave.;

from designs of Mr. Julius Kastner,

STOBK.-On the w s Third Ave., bet. One Hundred and

Twenty-first and One Hundred and Twenty-second
Sts a large three-st'y store building, is to be built

from plans of Mr. I. K. Thomas, for the Reformed

Dutch Church of Harlem, who expect to spend $125,-

000 on the improvement.
ST piTRicK'sCVTHEDBAL. The contract for com-

Dieting the spires of St. Patrick's Cathedral, has

been awarded to Messrs. H. B. Hannah and Hamil-

ton & Mann, of Baltimore. The cost of the work

will be about $200,000. The New.York Herald says

that after waiting six years for its spires, St. Pat-

rick's Cathedral will have them before winter comes.

UDOII the foundations for the spires will be built oc-

tagonal lanterns in two tiers, and upon the upper
one will rest the spires themselves, which.will also

be octagonal. When completed they will tower 330'

BU^LD'NO^IBMITS^ Thirty-first St. n s, 225' w Sixth

Ave four-st'y brick stable, brick front, flat gravel

roof';' cost, $20,000; owners, Ryerson & Brown, 2

East Twelfth St.; architects, D. & J. Jardme, 1262

B
*Vi ^fourth St., n s, 175' w Eighth Ave., 3 three-

t'v brick and brown-stone dwells., brick and stone

front, flat tin roof; cost, $20,000; owner, Thomas

Auld, 232 West Fifty-fifth St. ; architect, G. A. Schel-

^Avenue li se cor. Eleventh St., 4 four-st'y brick

stores and 'tenements, brick front, flat tin roofs

cost $42 (100; owner, Catharine Zimmerman, 13 West

One' Hundred and Thirty-fourth St.; architect, J

H Valentine, 108 East One Hundred and Twenty

A w s, bet. Seventy-ninth and Eightieth

Sts 9 flve-st'y tenements, brick front, flat tin roof

cost, $130,000; owner, Francis Schnigg, 19 Avenue

A.; krchitect, Herter Bros., 314 East Forty-third St

Second Ave., e s, 250' n Ogden Ave., (Highbndge)
two-and-a-half -st'y frame dwell., peak shingle

roof- cost $5,000; owner, Augus Mclntosh, High
bridge; architect, John E. Kirby, 115 Broadway.

Fortu-Jirst St., n s, 57' w First Ave., 3 flve-st'y brie,

tenements; brick front, flat tin roof; cost, $60,COO

owners, Dawson & Archer, 4 Prospect PI.; arcbi

tects, Thorn & Wilson, 1267 Broadway.
One Hundred and Nineteenth St., n s, 510' w Fifth

Ave 3 three-st'y brick and brown-stone dwells,

brown-stone front, flat tin roof; cost, $24,000; own
er E O Perrine, 308 West Twentieth St.; architect

J.'E. Terhune, 218 West Thirty-seventh St.

One Hundred and Twentieth St., s s, 150' e Mint

Ave., 8 three-st'y and basement brick buildings, fla

tin roof- cost, 56,000; owners, Smitk & Crowley, 33,

Broadway; architect, D. J. Atwood, 535 Broadway.
Suffolk St., Nos. 130-138, 4 flve-st'y brick tone

meuts, brick and sandstone front, flat tin roof ;
cost

$00 000; trustee, J. Coleman Dray ton, 120 Broadway
architect, George B. Bost, 15 Cortlaudt St.

Union Ave., s e cor. Home St., three-st'y fram

dwell flat tin roof; cost, $5,000; owner, Herma
Girke, 537 East Eleventh St.; architect, W. W. Gar

diner, 1364 Washington Ave.
One Hundred and Fifth St., s s, 225' e Tenth Ave

flve-st'y brick flat, flat tin roof; cost, $30,000; own
er Louisea Schnoering, 338 Manhattan Ave., Brook

Ivn- architect, Wm. Graul, 12 Stauton St.

One Hundred and Fifth St.. s , 255' e Tenth Ave

Warren St., s e cor. Thirty-sixth St., three-st'y

dwell., 27' x 44'; Martin Christ, contractor.
Hazzard St., e Kensington Ave., 4 two-st'y dwells.,

15' x 30'; J. I. Bradfleld, owner.

Jefferson St., No. 423, three-st'y ice-house; August
Vollmer, owner.
Spencer St., w Thirty-seventh St., 6 three-st'y

dwells., 15' x 47'; Jacob Gloase, contractor.

Twentv-third St., s Washington St., two-st'y shop;
Jas. McHeury, owner.
Bridge St.,

cor. Richmond St., two-st'y store, 17' x

50'; Amos Linn, owner.
South St.. w sixty-first St., 3 three-st'y dwells., 15'

x 35'; Jacob Zell, owner.
Xoble St., w Ninth St., 2 three-st'y dwells., 15' x

40'; P. Thompson, contractor.

Twenty-third St., n w cor. Christian St., stable, 46'

x 130'; C. Lafferty, owner.
Centre St., bet. Wilson St. and R. R., 2 two-st'y

dwells., 16' x 45'; W. A. Ford, contractor.

Seybert St., w Twenty-third St., 4 two-st'y dwells.,
14' x 28'; Geo. Gibson, owner.

Ridge Ave., cor. Stiles St., three-st'y store; Wm.
Harrison contractor.
South Fourth St., No. 922, three-st'y shop; Geo. C.

Jackson, owner.
Main St., w Robinson St., 3 three-st'y dwells.,

Robt. Manley, owner.
Seventeenth St., n VenangoSt., 11 two-st'y dwells.;

J. B. Carr.
Federal St., A'o. 1227, three-st'y dwell., 17' x 30';

Rea & Riley, contractors.
Federal St., No. 1227, two-st'y stable, 17' x 125';

Rea & Riley, contractor.

Eighth St., above Dauphin St., three-st'y dwell.,
20' x 45'; Jno. Weible.

St. I. oil iH.

BUILDING PERMITS. Sixty-seven permits have been
issued since our last report, fifteen of which are

for unimportant frame houses. Of the rest, those

worth $2,500 and over are as follows:

N. C. Harris, agent, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick

dwells.; cost, $5,500; Gravel & Weber, architects;
S. C. McCormack & Son, contractor.
Mrs. M. A. Gelivicks, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost,

$3,000; G. W. Pipe, architect.

Mrs. L. Trafts, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,800;
S. Strieker, contractor.
John Ganahl, altering two-st'y brick dwell.; cost

$4,000; Geo. I. Harnett & Co., architects; Paulus &
Weidermuller, contractors.
F. Zimmermann, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,'

500; A. Beinke, architect; C. Linnenkohl & Co.
contractors.
Wm. Keane, one-and-a-half-st'y brick boarding

stable; cost, $2,500; J. H. O'Brien, contractor.

Casey & Leeson, two-st'y brick shirt factory; cost

82,500; Chapman & Thursby, contractors.
A. W. Davis, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,500

Marlatt & Johnson, contractors.
W. Jennison, two-st'y brick tenement; cost, $2,

800; Wm. Cochran, contractor.
Julius Walsh, Pres., one-st'y brick car stable

cost, $2,200; Wm. Cochran, contractor.
J. D. Galvin, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,500;

T. F. Marley, contractor.
E. Scbiwitz, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,400;

Henry Reimer, contractor.
Alex. Dafferty, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,800;

Ed. Mackey, contractor.
Wm. Stuckelmeyer, two-st'y brick tenement;

cost, $2,810; G. Ibers, contractor.
Wm. Kempel. two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,500;

O. Koenig, architect; A. H. Haeseler, contractor.
Ed. Keller, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,900; J.

L. Kuhnert, contractor.
Miss Mary Slattery, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost,

$3,100; A. Wagner, contractor.

St. Paul, Minn.

basement frame dwells., flat tin roof; cost, $31,500

owner Herman Gierke, 537 East Eleventh St.; ar

chitect.lW. W. Gardiner, 1364 Washington Ave.

One Hundred and Forty-fifth St., n s, n w cor. First

Ave., 9 three-st'y and basement brick and stone

buildings, 1 four-st'y, flat tin roofs, brick front; cost,

$90,000; four-st'y cost, $15,000; owner, P. J. O'Brien.

One Hundred and Forty-third St., bet. Seventh and

Eighth Aves.; architect, W. B. Anderson, 102 South
Fifth Ave.
West Fiftieth St., No. 450, flve-st'y brick tenement,

brick and brown-stone front, flat tin roof; cost, $15.-

000; owner, Michael Lapp, 457 West Fiftieth St.; ar-

chitect, R. H. B. Schneider, 15 Courtlandt St.

ALTERATIONS. St. Mark's PI., No. 17, four-st'y and
basement brick dwell., brick and marble front to be

altered, the basement to be a lecture room, first st'y

a chapel, upper stories dwell.; cost, $3,000; owner
Rev. Jacob Freshman, 25 Seventh St.; architect and

builder, L. H. Williams, 2 West Fourteenth St.

Matlison Ave ., No. 315, five-st'y brick dwell., tone

front, to have an extension, 2 stores to be built of

brick, owner, Mrs. M. K. Watson, 315 Madison Ave.;
architect, W. H. Clum, Plainfleld, N. J.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PEBMITS. Twenty-sixth St., cor. Oxford

St., three-st'y store, 17' x 47'; Wm. H. Rea & Son,
contractors.

Melrose St., w Fifty-seventh St., two-st'y stable,
17' x 40'; Juo. E. Sickel, contractor.
Church St.. w Twenty-seventh St., two-st'y stable,

18' 6" x 30'; Helbach & Auchlen, contractors.
Mt. Pleasant St., w Twenty-seventh St., two-st'y

dwell., 16' 4" x 40'; Helbach a Auchlen, contractors.

Ridgz Ave., n e cor. Noble St., flve-st'y store, 55' x
68'; Lewis & Bro., owners.
Laurel St., w New Market St., ice-house, 1"' x 40';

Wm. Moland & Son, owners.
Connarow St., w Pechin St., 2 two-st'y dwells., 16'

x 42'; L. Rowland, contractor.
Stenton Ave..Nos. 4 and 6, 2 three-st'y dwells., 17'

x 32'; Edward Welch, contractor.

BUILDING PERMITS. Two-st'y frame store, n s Deca-
tur St., bet. Bedford and Preble Sts; cost, $2,000.
Two-st'y frame dwell., w s Walker St., bet. Tay-

lor St. and St. P. & M.&. M. R. R.; cost, $1,800; own-
er, John Roland.
Two-st'y frame dwell., s s Payne St., bet. Farquier

& R. R.; cost, $1,000; owners, Kate and Bridget
Barrett.

Two-st'y brick store and offices, s s East Fourth
St., bet. Robert and Minnesota Sts.; cost, $2,000;
owner, C. F. Clark.

Five-st'y brick business block of stores, w s Sibly
St., bet. Fifth and Sixth Sts.; cost, $25,000; owner,
Manrice Lyons.
Three-st'y addition to Madison School-House, n B

Martin St., bet. Wabasha and Park Ave.; cost, $11,-
700; owner, Board of Education.
Two-st'y frame dwell., e s State St., bet. Robieand

Winnifred Sts. ; cost, $5,000, owner, E. R. Byrant.
Two-st'y frame dwell,, s s Fuller St., bet. Virginia

and Western Ave.; cost, $2,475; owner, Wm. M.
A. Smith.

Toledo.

!>' GENERAL. The local building outlook is only
fair, and the season now closing shows moderately
gratifying results. Too many would-be contractors
are ever in the field, consequently there is too much
hasty and careless work done. There seems to be
too many competitors (such as they are) in building
all over the country, and the consequence is the
standard of work and taste is not elevated or ail

vanced nearly as rapidly as it would seem it ought
to be.

ASYLUM. The large asylum contract here by Malone
& Co. is being vigorously pushed by them. It is

hoped that the close of 1886 will see all of the up-
wards of forty buildings very near completion.

STABLES. Woodruff Ave., brick stable, for L. S.

Baumgardner; cost, $3,000; N. B. Bacon, architect;
Gross & Monroe, builders.
Madison St., brick stable for S. C. Reynolds: cost,

about $4,500; N. B. Bacon, architect; Jno. W. Lee,
builder.
Ashland Ave., stables for J. H. Bowman; cost,

about 1,800; N. B. Bacon, architect.
HOUSES. Franklin Ave., two-st'y frame dwell., for

M. Neuhausel; cost, about $4,500; E. O. Fallis & Co.,
architects.

Washington St., cor. Seventeenth St., two-st'y
frame dwell, and stable for Dr. O. S. Brigham;
cost, $5,000; N. B. Bacon, architect; H. E. Brown,
builder.

Jefferson St., cor. Tenth St., three-st'y brick
dwell, for Dr. Melchers; cost, about $8,000; A. Lie-

bold, architect.
Illinois St., block of 5 two-st'y frame dwells., for

J. W. Myers; cost, about $7,500; A. Wales, builder;
N. B. Bacon, architect.

Seventeenth St., cor. Jefferson St., three - st'y
frame dwell, for Dr. H. A. Chase; cost, about $6,500;
N. B. Bacon, architect; H. E. Brown, builder.

General Notes.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA. The following building permits
have been issued since our last report:
Two-st'y frame dwell, for Robert Jennison, Esq.;

cost, $5,500; H. Wolters, architect.

Four-st'y brick business house, for J. T. Wilson;
cost, $14,000; Oliver Marble & Son, architects.

Two-st'y frame dwell, for Geo. Morris; cost, $3,-

000; T. C. Thompson & Co., builders; Chas. Wheel-
ock, architect.

Two-st'y cast-iroii front business house for Walker
& Mudd; cost, $4,000; T. C. Thompson & Co., build-

ers: Chas. Wheelock, architect.

Birmingham public school building, two-st'y of

brick and stone; cost, $9,500; Chas. Wheelock, ar-

chitect.

HANOVER, N. H. Miss Kate Sanborn asks the grad-
uates of Dartmouth to contribute money for build-

ing an alumni art gallery and memorial hall here.

HARTFORD, CONN. The South school building com-
mittee have made preparation for letting contracts
and getting the work on the building fairly started.

HUTCHINSON KAN. Everything concerning the lo-

cating of the reformatory here is now completed.
The architect will have the plans and specifications
in about three weeks, when work will be commenced
on the excavation for the basement.

LYNN, MASS. General Lander Post No. 5, of Lynn,
has voted to appropriate $25,000 for the erec-

tion of a new building on Andrews Street.

NASHUA, N. H. The city govermeut have voted un-

animously to exempt from taxes the proposed new
building for the Moody & Estabrooks shoe manu-
factory for ten years.

RICHMOND, VA. An interesting question has arisen

in the Treasury Department in regard to the cus-

tom house at Richmond, Va. An act of Congress,
approved February 26, 1885, appropriates $100,000
for the enlargement of the building. The sundry
civil bill, which was approved March S, 1885, appro-
priates $50,000 for the same purpose. The Super-
vising Architect has asked for instructions in the
matter before prepairing plans and specifications for

the building. He is undecided as to whether he
shall prepare designs for a building to cost $100.000

or for a building to cost $50,000. The question has
been referred to the legal officers of the department
for an opinion. Goverjnetit Advertiser.

TECUMSEH, MICH. Two-st'y frame dwell., for Mrs
P. R. Adams; cost, about $6 000; N. B. Bacon, archi-

tect, Toledo, O.; T. H. Crane, builder.

JPPER SANDUSKY, O. Two-st'y frame dwell, for T.

E. Grissel; cost, about $3,000; N. B. Bacon, archi-

tect, Toledo, O.

WAKEFIELD, MASS. A number of gentlemen inter-

ested in real estate have purchased what is known
as the Nash farm, on the west side of the Boston
and Maine Railroad and south of the Greenwood
Station In Wakefield, and propose laying it out into

house lots. The farm comprises about one hundred
and sixty acres, the location is one of the best as to

prospect and healthy surroundings, and there is

every reason to anticipate a flourishing settlement.
There will probably be built about fifty houses, and
upon their completion a new station will be placed
at this location by the Maine Railroad. The wood
on the farm will furnish a great portion of the lum-

ber, and already a large saw mill has been erected

upon the grounds and a gang of men are busily at

work. Thirty thousand feet of boards have been
sawed, and it is thought that the total outcome will

be about 400,000 feet of boards and about four hun-
dred cords of wood. Boston Jonrnal.

WOODBUBY, N. J. Corner of Broad Street and Dela-
ware Ave., courthouse for Gloucester County, 65'

6" x 92' 9", will be built of stone, to be fire-proof,
heated and ventilated by steam, will contain county
offices, court-rooms, etc. This design was selected

by the Board from fifteen competitive designs from
architects in surrounding States; Hazlenurst &
Huckel, architects.

Bids and Contracts.

BALTIMORE, MD. The following is an abstract of

the bids for iron beams for the post-office:
H. A. Ramsey Son, Baltimore, Md., $3,745.
Dearborn Foundry Company, Chicago, 111., $3,980.

Bartlett, Hayward & Co., Baltimore, Md., $4,100.
Snead & Co. (Iron Works, Louisville, Ky., $4,137.
Phcenix Iron Company, Trenton, N. J., $4,635.

Haugh, Ketcham & Co., Indianapolis, Ind., $4,865.
H, A. Ramsey & Sou, have been awarded the con-

tract for iron beams, etc.. for the fourth-st'y floor

of the postofBce.
CLEVELAND, O. The following is an abstract of the

proposals for supplying standard and special furni-

ture required for the United States custom-house
building:
Edward E. Swiney, Chicago, 111., 811,937.05.
H. J. Fitzpatrick & Co., New York, $10,759.66.
A. H. Andrews & Co., Chicago, 111., $9,212.55.
Tomlinson & Carsley, Chicago, 111., $413.51.

Ernest Feige, EastSaginaw, Mich., $10,017.75.
The Robert Mitchell Furniture Company, Cincin-

nati, O., $9,963.55.
Phoenix Furniture Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.,

$10,690.90.
Pullman's Palace Car Company, Pullman, 111.,

$8,702.01 (accepted).
Thomas Kane & Co., Chicago, 111., $9,500.

CONCOBD, N. H. The contract for brick masonry of

basement and superstructure of the post-office and
court-house has been awarded to Meade, Mason &
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HE designs for the memorial to General Grant, which we

publish this week, submitted in response to our invitation

of a few weeks since, should be considered simply as the

suggestions of their respective authors ; that is, the competition
was one of ideas and not of draughtsmanship, and the inequali-

ties of presentation should be taken as simply an indication

of what the several authors understand by
"
preliminary

sketches." While we feel that the few who have taken part in

the competition have not only done creditably, but have shown

a capacity of responding to an appeal made to their generosity
and patriotism, we cannot but fear that should the public ever

learn the ratio that exists between the number of those who did

and those who might have taken part in such a competition as

this it will feel that the claims of the profession to be consulted

in matters of monumental design rest rather on wordy asser-

tion than on well-established evidence of capacity. If the

many architects who have been writing to the papers and to

the New York Grant Committee had only thought it worth

while to send in answer to our appeal which was taken up

by the daily press all over the country, so that it is only fair

to assume that the designs published to-day will attract wide-

spread attention their second-best ideas, keeping their very
best ones sacred for an actual competition, we believe it would
have been better for the reputation of the profession in this

country.

TTFIIE Chicago Building Budget prints as a supplement a full

i report of the deliberations of the recent semi-annual con-

vention of the Iowa Architectural Association, some of

which is interesting and valuable to all architects. Much of

the time of the Convention was occupied in discussing the best

forms of contract between owner and builder, and between
owner and architect, and many useful suggestions were made.

The form of agreement between owner and architect was first

taken up, and although the Building Budget does not give the

text of the form finally adopted, we learn from the report of

the discussion that it contains a promise of the owner to pay
for the use of drawings and specifications, and for general su-

perintendence, the rates established by the American Institute

of Architects, with extra payment in case of " material changes
in the plans, elevations and details, after the same have been

fully agreed upon and approved," and also in case of the delay
of the completion of the building beyond the contract time.

The former of these stipulations forms a part of most agree-
ments between owners and architects, and would probably be

held in any court to be always implied, but the latter is, so far

as we know, quite new. The reasons given for it in the Con-
vention were, in brief, that by the failure of the builder to

complete his work within the given time the architect was often

obliged to continue his visits of superintendence unreasonably

beyond tho period contemplated at the beginning of the work,
at an expense to himself, and often to the very serious detri-

ment of his business, inasmuch, as all architects of considerable

practice are obliged to lay out their work so that their commis-
sions shall take turns in churning their serious attention. In a
few cases, where a definite delay can be foreseen, the archi-

tect is able to dismiss the work temporarily from his mind, auc

levote himself to something else, but these instances are rare,

and if the architect does what he can to facilitate the progress
of the building, it is only fair that he should be paid a reason-

able remuneration in case he is put to extra trouble and ez-

jense to suit some one else's convenience. One of the gentle-
men present remarked that he had, in his own practice, some-

imes added a stipulation to the contract between the owner
uid builder, to the effect that the latter should, in case of de-

ay beyond the specified time of completion, pay, or forfeit from
he amount due him, reasonable extra fees to the architect ; and
lad collected fees so forfeited ; but the sentiment of the meet-

ug seems to have been, as might be expected, that such extra

payments should be made to the architect by the owner, who
:ould collect them from the builder, together with his other

osses by the delay, under the usual liquidated damages clause.

[TFIIE subject of the contract between owner and builder was

\_' less discussed, as time pressed, but some interesting points
were raised. It seems to be the case in Iowa, as elsewhere,

h-it builders dislike to sign contracts binding them to a forfeit-

ure in case of delay, and try to avoid it if possible, or at least

to get some equivalent stipulation inserted for their own bene-

3t, requiring the owner to be prompt in his payments to them.
The contract adopted by the Association seems to have con-

tained a clause of this kind, which might, we think, be better

omitted. It is true that hardship is often suffered by builders

who, under the usual form, find themselves compelled to pay
forfeitures for delays which may have been caused by the whims
and indecision of the owner himself, or by something else which
could not have been provided against ; but the best remedy for

this is not to retaliate upon the owner with annoying and use-

less stipulations, but to insert a proviso in the forfeiture clause

to the effect that the forfeiture for delay shall not be exacted

if in the opinion of the architect the delay shall have been due
to causes which could not have been foreseen or avoided by the

exercise of reasonable care and diligence on the part of the

builder. Such a proviso rather favors the owner, since it ex-

pressly gives to the architect, instead of a jury, the right to de-

cide whether the delay, if any should occur, is chargeable to

neglect on the part of the builder, but it protects the latter

against the possibility of having either to submit to injustice,
or betake himself to the courts for relief, and we have never
known any hesitation to be shown by either party in signing a
contract so expressed ; while an attempt to compensate the

builder for the opportunity which the common forfeiture clause

gives for oppressing him, by inserting other clauses under which
he can annoy the owner, would be likely to meet with serious

resistance on the part of clients experienced in building mat-
ters. The stipulation sometimes demanded by builders, that

they shall be paid a premium for every day that the work is

completed before the specified time, equal in amount to the for-

feiture for delay beyond it, is obviously impracticable in most
cases, and anything in the nature of a forfeiture imposed upon
the owner for delay in making payments is not only needless,
sinoe the builder is assisted by all the inequitable privileges of

the lieu laws in collecting his pay at any time, with interest

from the date of the architect's certificate, but is calculated to

give more trouble to the architect himself than to any one else,

since it does away with his authority in deciding one of the
most serious, but most common disputes between the two par-
ties to the contract, at the same time that it opens the door to

endless petty quarrels in which the architect receives most of
the blows from both sides.

O the toi-disant utilitarian Americans it would seem the

height of folly for the administration of a colony in

the midst of a barbarous country to employ architects to

design and direct the construction of the buildings which it is

found necessary to erect; and even the English officials, who
take pains to show, by their tyrannical incivility to the best
members of the profession, how little they care for their ser-

vices, must experience a spasm of derision at learning that the
French colonial Government of Cochin China has determined
to employ a certain number of architects, to be attached to the
administration of public buildings, and has invited applications
for the positions which it has to offer. Ludicrous as it may
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seem to an English Commissioner of Public Works, the Gov-
ernor of Cochin China sees fit to require that all candidates for

appointments in the architectural service shall have been edu-

cated at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, and their applications must
be accompanied by a certificate to that effect, as an essential

document. Next to this in importance is a recommendation
from an architect of reputation ; and certificates of good health

and good morals are also required. Once appointed, the offi-

cial architects of Cochin China are to be well paid. The com-

plete staff will consist of a chief architect, an assistant, one or

more inspectors of the first class, others of the second class,

and sub-inspectors of two classes. The chief architect and his

assistant will be stationed at Saigon, the capital of the colony.
The former is to be paid three thousand seven hundred and

ninety-six dollars a year, and the latter two thousand and

ninety-eight dollars. The inspectors are to spend their time

wherever their services are needed, and are to receive nineteen

hundred and eight, and seventeen hundred and twelve dollars

respectively for those of the first and second class, so long as

they are at work in Saigon, with an addition to their salary of

something more than one-third when their duties call them to

the interior. After three consecutive years of service, each

member of the architectural staff is entitled to six months'

leave of absence, with two-thirds of his full pay ; and in case of

illness he may, if necessary for the restoration of his health, be

allowed suitable sick leave, on full pay.

DISAGREEABLE accident occurred the other day in

London, where a sewer, gorged with storm-water from a

heavy shower, burst, just where it passed under the Sloane

Square station of the Metropolitan Railway. Ill half an hour
after the accident the water stood nearly four feet deep over
the railway tracks, and was still coming in. Great efforts were
made to stop the flow and drain the tracks, but it was not until

nine o'clock the next day, seventeen hours after the break oc-

curred, that the water was sufficiently lowered to allow trains

to run over the line.

e
JJ PUMP has, according to Le Genie Civil, been invented

f\ and set up in Paris, which depends for motive power en-
'

tirely upon the heat of the sun. This curious invention,
which is due to M. Tellier, an engineer of distinction, may be
described briefly as consisting of a sort of pulsometer, actuated

by the vapor of ammonia, which is disengaged from solution in

water, and raised to a sufficient tension, by exposure to the

sun's rays in thin, flat cases of sheet-iron. At M. Tellier's

house the iron generators, or boilers, if we choose to call them

so, are made of pairs of plates, held a fraction of an inch apart

by means of separators, and riveted around the edges, and ten

of these are set so as to form the roof of a chicken-house which
faces the south. The heat of the sun sets free ammoniacal

vapors, which collect in the upper part of the hollow roof, and
are thence conveyed by a pipe to a sort of steam drum, consist-

ing of a small cylindrical box, placed near. A drip pipe from
the bottom of the box returns any condensed liquid to the lower

portion of the hollow roof, while the dry vapor is carried by
another pipe into a well not far off. Under the surface of the

water in the well is a hollow sphere, with a loose rubber dia-

phragm in the middle. The lower half of the sphere commu-
nicates with the water, and the upper with the ammonia pipe.
So long as the apparatus is quiescent the sphere is full of water,
but on the introduction of the vapor under pressure above the

diaphragm the water is driven out, and, by a simple arrange-
ment of check valves, is forced upward into a tank, instead of

running back into the well. The ammonia enters the sphere
through a slide valve, the spindle of which is attached to the
centre of the diaphragm, and when all the water is pushed out
of the sphere, the distension of the diaphragm closes the en-
trance part of the slide valve, and opens the exhaust, allowing
the ammonia to escape, and the sphere to refill with water,
when the same process is repeated. The most efficient service
of the pumps would probably be obtained by allowing the ex-
haust vapor to waste into the atmosphere, but in order to save
the ammonia M. Tellier carries the vapor into a condensing
chamber, cooled by the water of the well, where it is reduced
to a liquid form, and pumped baclf into fhe hollow rpof. Poa-
sidering the loss of power involved in this second pumping,
the efficiency of the whole apparatus is surprising. Each sec-

tion of the hollow roof has an area of abouf, forty square feet,

making a total of four hundred square feet, and in ordinary
summer weather this will raise three hundred gallons an hour
to the surface of the ground, from a depth of sixty feet. As
the source of the heat does not affect the result, it seems as if

this device might be utilized to advantage in many places where
there is a surplus of artificial warmth. The ceiling of a boiler-

house, for example, might be covered with hollow plates at a

small expense, and the heat employed to pump water into feed-

ing tanks or wherever else it may be wanted.

VFTIIE building of the enormous Forth Bridge, according to

JL the British Architect, proceeds steadily, the masonry of the

southern end, including the piers of the approach viaduct

and the huge cantilever pier, being completed, while the stone-

work on luchgarvie Island, the intermediate station, is nearly
done. At the south end much of the iron-work has been put
together, and is nearly ready for hoisting into place, while the

iron bolts which secure it to the masonry are all ready to

receive it. It is worth remembering that each of the two prin-

cipal spans of this bridge is more than seventeen hundred feet,

and a certain additional interest has lately been given to the

work by the efforts of an engineer of some reputation, who has
convinced himself that the bridge, as designed, is insecure, and
will probably fall, and thinks it his duty to explain his convic-

tions, and the reasons for them, to other people. We do not

pretend to say whether his criticisms of the design are well

founded, but there is a certain consistency to them which seems
to render them worthy of attention. If, however, they are to

be proved correct, we hope that the test may be made before

any danger is incurred. We do not know whether the Ameri-
can system of testing the best railway bridges, by loading them
with locomotives, placed one behind another over the whole

length of the bridge, is in vogue in Great Britain, but some-

thing of the kind should be enforced before the structure is

opened to traffic.

<7TCCORDING to the Builder, the number of historic es-

rj tales for sale in England continues to increase. One of

the latest to be put on the market is the manor of Anker-

wycke, an estate of seven hundred acres on the Thames, near

London. The estate is bounded by the river for more than two

miles, and includes within its limits is the little island on which

King John signed the Great Charter in the year 1215, after a

threatening demonstration from the barons of his kingdom as-

sembled on the plain of Runnymede, on the opposite side of the

river. Besides this interesting place, the estate contains the

ruins of a Benedictine convent, founded in the reign of Henry
II, and also a famous yew-tree, under which King Henry the

Eighth is said to have had many meetings with Anne Boleyn.
There are few estates of seven hundred acres near London
which would not afford some special historical interest, but this

one, combining the memories of the first, the last, and the

meanest of the Plautagenets, is particularly fortunate.

GREAT deal of information, mixed with misinformation,
is in circulation in regard to the Asiatic Cholera, which is

now raging in Spain with terrible severity, and may at any
moment make its appearance in this country. A case is said

to have already occurred in England, where the victim drank
water which had been brought in the fresh water casks of a

ship from Barcelona ; and some such unsuspected mode of infec-

tion as this may distribute the disease very widely in a few

days. It is worth remembering, however, that the approach
of the pestilence is usually indicated by an unusual prevalence
of enteric diseases, as if a haze of predisposition went before

the storm of the plague itself ; and Sir Robert Rawlinson

observes further that during the prevalence of the epidemic
all other diseases are, so to speak, swallowed up by the cholera,
which results immediately from chills and indigestions that

would in ordinary times be followed by quite different symp-
toms. The efficacy of the Ferran inoculations is still disputed.
At one time a rumor was circulated that the inoculation was
worse than useless, and that Dr. Ferran had been compelled to

discontinue his work; but a subsequent report, from certain

physicians who went from England to Spain to observe the

effects of the practice, seem to show that the Ferran's inocula-

tion is at least as effective in preventing cholera as vaccination

js in keeping off small-pox during violent epidemics.
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PRAGUE. 1 HI.

Tht Belvedere, Ptigut.

NO
building in Prague is more famous than the little synagogue.

The. Jews' quarter is now shared between (he Jews themselves

and the poorest class of Christians, but except for the interming-

ling of blond heads in the narrow streets, ami for a modern degree
of "cleanliness, its old-time aspect is pretty well preserved, and has

often been described. Who has not read, for instance, of the extra-

ordinary graveyard, disused since the year 1 780 disused per force,

since, we are "told, five or six layers of lombs already rested one

above the other and since, as we see, the gray stones are crowded in

close ranks with scarce an inch of space between what may be called

a grave? It is a strange, sad, dilapidated looking place, yet wierdly

picturesque in. its dense, wild overgrowth of elder bushes, especially

when they cover it in spring with I heir canopy of snowy bloom.

There are a numlier of synagogues in the quarter, but none of in-

terest save the oldest, oddly called the Alt-Neu-Schule. Endless are

the various legends which have been held as truths respecting it. Not

merely the site but the existing structure has been given a vast an-

tiquitv. Even those who do not say that it was miraculously trans-

ported from the Holy Land, or dug out ready-made from the
side^of

a Bohemian hill, would have us think that it is the oldest Jewish

place of worship in the world except some portions of the temple at

Jerusalem ; that it was built immediately after the dispersion of the

race ;
that it long antedates in consequence the introduction of

Christianity into Bohemia even Goethe wrote of it that it could not

be later than the eighth century ; all of which only proves
how recent

a science is the interpretation of inediteval form*, bor the synagogue
is not Romanesque or even transit ional in style it is a pure ami

fully-developed though simple Pointed structure. Its simplicity and

the general course of architectural history in Buhemia make it dilK-

cult to assign it an exact date, but it cannot be earlier than the sec-

ond half of the twelfth century or later than the first half of the thir-

teenth. Kugler inclines to the earlier, and Quast and Schnaase to

the later of these two periods. At all events it was constructed after

the Pointed style had been perfectly formulated, and before the so-

called "
Avignon School," led as we have seen by Matthew of Arras

and Peter Parler, had engrafted French fashion i upon the local man-

ner. There is nothing French here it would be difficult, indeed,

to lind a more (Kjrfect little example of the essentially German way
of building of the hallen-bau with its aisles of equal height. The

exterior is very plain, and its buttresses and vestibules are later ad-

ditions. From one of the latter we enter the synagogue through a

beautiful, small, acutely pointed doorway with many mouldings, hut

with little sculpture save in the shape of a charmingly designed vine,

typical of the Tree of Life, which lills the tympanum. The syna-

gogue itself is a rectangular room 45' x 27', with two tall lancet win-

dows in each of the 'longer sides. It is divided into three aisles by
two slender octagonal columns, and roofed with pointed vaulting.

The columns have no true capitals but the vaulting ribs which spring

from them are supported on a circle of console.' that give a capital-

like effect. Similar consoles bear, at the same height, the ribs which

abut upon the walls, while engaged shafts support these again, them-

selves resting on a sort of string-course that runs at a distance ol

some eight feet above the floor. Other architectural dettils there

are none save a square-headed door, surmounted by a rich triangular

|.r.li:m-nt which marks the closet where the sacred rolls are kept.
1

Wooden seats encircle thu wall, and also run around a central rec-

tangle, formed by a high iron railing within which, between the two

columns, are the reading-desks. Innumerable brass lamps hang from

the ceiling, and show the most curious and beautiful shapes. Am
over the desks from column to column stretches a great red pennon
[liven as a token of gratitude to the Jews for the heroic part they

played in the defence of the city against the Swedes. This defence

tint bloodiest scene of which was enacted on the bridge, marked tin

close of the great thirty years' struggle and quite fittingly, since, a

I have been told, the signal for its outbreak was also ffiven in Pn<rne

'Continued from pane 13s, No. 508.
1

I In- 1 , -..,-1,1 . goM ground ID !'. irv.- I Irit the PmgUB synagogue was Inspire
br xn ol'ler one at lt*lUbon. which was burna.l in IM'J, but the interior of whit-

Is plainly shown in 11 print liy Aihri-i-lii \lidrfer. Its design i the me a* ilia

of ihe Alt-Neu-Scb.uk', but U executed with the rouud arch throughout.

lut if this flag tells a tale of brotherly accord between Jew and ChrU-

an, the general history of the synagogue is a very different tale

the same story of pcrseeuiinin, robberies and massacres, that we

ud recorded every where in Europe, but nowhere in more sanguin-

ry lines than here. From mediaeval days down to the days of the

real Frederic's invasion, one filiation, one slaughter succeeded

nothcr. The worst was wrought perhaps toward the end of the

ixU-.-nth ccnturv, when the synagogue was piled with corpses, and

he walls splashed high and dark with blood. Once and again and

lany times, so the story runs, they were painti-d and whin-washed

n tlie effort to obliterate the stains. But always in vain until the

labbis were convinced that the effort was impious, and that
^

the

liiHiil-marks were destined to remain as a witness against the Gen-

ile. At all events it seems certain that for nearly three c-i-nturies

after the year 1592, nothing was done to the interior even in the way
}f cleaning the walls and vaults. And every traveller blessed the

act, since, as its result, the synagogue had a mysterious gloominess, a

Itisky richness of tone, a visible," palpable hoariness and antiquity of

aspect that were quite unmatched elsewhere. It was the tone not of

'ailed coloring, but simply of damp and dust and cobwebs and ages

of smoke from lamp and "candle; yet it was a tone that color might

lespair of rivalling. In spite of the very small size of the interior

t was almost overwhelmingly impressive; one seemed to read the

whole story of mediaeval Judaism in the dirt and duskiness, and to

>reuthe-in the very breath of Hebrew melancholy, pathos, fortitude,

aiiaticism, with its heavy incense-laden air. Nothing but an ancient

Jewish sanctuary, we felt, could have had such a look; and just this

ook and no other should by rights an ancient Jewish sanctuary wear,

ts sinallness actually increased its impressiveness wide spans would

lave been as inappropriate as full light or cheerful color to the holy

>lace of the down-trodden, crushed, mysterious people. Just a touch

>f color and brightness was given by the great red flag, and the innu-

merable brazen lamps; just enough to make the pictorial effect quite

Hjrfect without injuring the sentiment of the whole. If, in short, one

.ared for expression in a building here one certainly found it in ab-

solute perfection, Alasl that I should be writing in the past tense.

This wa-i still the synagogue when I first saw it a few years ago, but

his it is no longer. It, loo it, of all things in the world has lately

wen in the hands of the renovator. Fortunately I need not say of

he re-decorator. No painting or decorating has been attempted, but

.he whole place has been thoroughly cleaned, the walls and vault*

and columns scraped to the bare stone, and the surface of the stone

tself worked over in many parts.
The old tone is entirely gone, and

with it the old charm, the old impressiveness, the mystery, ih picto-

rial beauty, the hoariness which was so marked that one could Imnlly

wonder at those who spoke of eighteen centuries of existence. As a

mere architectural object, the synagogue is still very interesting, as

jegan by saying; it is so beautifully proportioned that it is noble

n despite of its small size; and it is so simple in its harmony, so rig-

orous in its gracefulness, that it is more than a thing worth seeing

it is a thing worth studying. But it is no longer the interior so

many more eloquent pens than mine have so often been at a losi for

words to characterize. The blood-stains are gone at last, and with

them the spell of mingled ocular and historic charm, which entranced

even the verist Philistine among travellers. The architect should not

omit to see the synagogue to-day ; but the "sentimental tourist" need

no longer make as he so often made in other days .1 pilgrimage
thither in the hope of an emotional experience as unique as profound
and unforgetable.

Another famous and interesting sanctuary is the Thein-Kirche,

which holds a conspicuous station on the Alt-Stadt market-place. It

was founded in early times by the German merchants of Prague, and

stood close by their public warehouse or exchange. Such magazines
were fortified in those stormy days, and hence the church's name,
' Iliein" signifung a palisade. It is impossible here even to hint at

the history of the Thein-Kirche, which was often rebuilt in whole or

in part, and constantly passed from one sect to another during the

long religious conflict. It was, indeed, the very centre of the whirl-

|KJO|, and endless are the curious, the pathetic, the picturesque or

bloody scenes which were enacted within its walls. The present
structure dates from the first half of the fifteenth century. It is a

three-aisled structure, very wide as compared with its length, without

transepts but with three apses. The four-sided end of the central

apse, together with other constructive details, seems to speak of the

survival of Peter Parler's influence. The roof, with very flat vault-

ing, is an early seventeenth-century restoration, and the up|>er

courses of the wall were evidently sacrificed when it was built, At
the same time the whole interior was whitewashed, to the oblitera-

tion of many ancient frescos. In spite of all this the effect is fine,

both architecturally and pictorially, The tone is warm and mellow,

and there are scores of interesting details in the way of tombs an 1

brasses and other sculptures.
On the exterior, the church thows its lofty west window over the

low houses which crowd about its base and conceal its sculptured
doors. The towers and spires are of a type which eem* more suit-

able to civic than to ecclesiastical construction | yet since it is a pecu-

liarly Bohemian type, and since the church had so prominent a part
to play in the local wars and quarrels, they are expresMonally most

appropriate, as well as picturmqiiely
most delightful. The north

spire is original ; the other was rebuilt in the present century, afu-r

a lightning-stroke, but its newness is not apparent to the eye. The
most interesting feature of the exterior we find on the north side : a
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richly-iteulptured portal of a character which might well confuse a
-tuilcni unacquainted with the eccentricities of the latest phase of

Bohemian Gothic ; for round and [jointed arches are both used in

Its elaborate design, and the detail, too, is of curiously contrasted

kinds, some of it looking more like Tudor work than like anything
we are accustomed to seeing on the Continent, Yet with all them

peculiarities the portal would not look in the leant eccentric gave t

a professional eye; on the contrary it is very harmonious, and S(

beautiful, despite its great dilapidation, that we May call it, I think
the finest piece of architectural detail in the city, so beautiful tha
we cannot but mourn once more over the threatened advent of the

rejttvcnator.
The last day we spent in Prague was Corpus Chriati. All the

churches were open and it was possible,, therefore, to see some of th

many Renaissance and Baroque interiors under the best possible con
clitions, to snatch a hasty glance through the crowded portals, and fiiu

them filled with brightlydreseed worshippers, ringing with organ
strains, and veiled in clouds of incense. I remember one in particu
lar, where the scenic effect was of the most splendid sort : a bugt
Baroque building, very elaborate yet not running to the most fantas
tic extreme, and apparently all of pink marble and gilded bronze
It is true that the marble was imitation, but at least it was not paint
in color and surface and lustre it was deceptively perfect, and whili

under the charm of its rosy glow one was ready to confess that if the
builders of that day were neither great architects nor great decora

tors, they were at all events masters of the art of sensuous display
and ecclesiastical pomp. And one real decorator there was in the

last century at Prague, one whose name should be less wholly forgot-
ten than it is. We are used to being told that the true fresco paint
ing was a lost art in the German empire in the eighteenth century
had been so long a lost art that the colony of German painters who
worked in Home during the first two decades of our own deserve

everlasting gratitude for its
"
rediscovery." But in Prague, at al

events, it was not a lost art, as Reimer's decorations show. They
were executed toward the end of the last century, in various palaces
anil churches, and they prove that he was faithful not only in his

process, but also in his temper and his conceptions, to the great ok
Italian tradition. They are extremely interesting as survivals, as
last echoes of the lost "grand manner "

of decoration
;
and they art

not without intrinsic interest too. The draughtsmanship is such
as many a famous modern might gaze upon with envy, the hu'e
architectural perspectives and the bold foreshortenings "being man-
aged with much skill and great apparent ease. And the coloring,

although it is apt to run too much into a brown tone, has a distinctly
decorative value.

Among the Renaissance buildings of Prague is the beautiful sum-
mer palace called the Belvedere. It was built by an Italian archi-

tect, Paolo della Stella, in the middle of the sixteenth century, and is

almost unmatched in all the north of Europe for its purity of design
anil delicacy of ornamentation. The roof, which is copper and now
of the highest green color, looks like a much later addition, and

though it is extremely picturesque is hardly in keeping with the

body of the structure. The palace stands in an immense garden,
once considered the finest in the empire, and from its balcony we get
a superb view of the Hradschin close above us. Not far away is the
best of the many great private palaces of Prague, built by the great
Wallenstein, and still inhabited by his family. The loggia which
opens on the garden is a most imposing piece of work. But I should
never end if I tried to tell of all that, for one reason or another, is

worth seeing in this marvellous town. In truth ] felt that 1 should
never get away if I tried to* see it all myself. The most energetic
traveller may be glad of the fact that there are no collections in

Prague, either private or public, which need lie heavily on his con-
science if he omits to visit them.

I will only add that much recent building has been done in

Prague, and that some of it is both ambitious and successful. It
does not intrude into the oldest parts of the town, fortunately for
itself and for them. A few conspicuous structures the Museum,
the Bohemian Theatre, etc., stand along the fine new quays. But
new streets of dwelling-houses stretch back of the Neu Stadt in a
quarter of their own. Its generous planning its wide streets and
spacious squares and profusion of greenery might teach a lesson to
the parsimonious American mind. Italianizing are much more com-
mon than German Renaissance forms, and I may note that the color
effect of the new streets is unusually good. Fine building stone is

plentiful in warm yellow tones, and even where stucco is used there
is more variety and more warmth of tone than we find, for instance,
in Berlin or Dresden.

I must not close my rambling chapters without giving a word to
the beautiful iron-work that meets us at every step and has come
down from many different periods. The finest and most unusual
specimen I saw was a screen which entirely filled a huge pointed
window in the second or bell stage of the cathedral tower. Its elab-
orate tracery, somewhat close and formal in the body of the window
but lighter and more (lowing in the head, seemed to'me a sensible as
well as a beautiful expedient, one which might perhaps be resorted to

to-day, when bells proscribe the use of glass. But I doubt whether
to-day would consent to let its iron rust so that it would stand out
liku this screen at Prague, a ruddy lace-work of lovulv lines against
the dark of the tower's interior.

'

Al. G. VAN UKNSSKLAEU.

HISTORY OF TRADE GUILDS. I.'

JUILDS have

always had a
certain demo-

cratic character.

They owe their or-

igin lo the endeav-
ors of the toiling
masses to free them-
selves from the gal-

ling yokes of op-
pression, and to se-

cure to themselves
and to their poster-

ity the privileges of

citizenship, equal-

ity before the law,

rights of labor, and
other inalienable

rights. To secure

these ends, organi-
zation was neces-

sary, for individu-

als, acting single-

handed, were pow-
erless to achieve

anything against a

tyrannical aristoc-

racy, sustained by
wealth, royalty, and
the sword.
From time imme-

morial, gold, prop-
erty and rank, as

they have been pos-
sessed by the aristocratic minority, hare had far more value and in-

Huenee than the toil of the great majority, who held the secrets of
the workshop, and brought to light the treasures of the mines, and it

is only of late that the laborer and the artisan have found it possible
to stand up like men and make themselves felt in the social and po-
litical history of the nations.

In the days of so-called Spartan, Athenian and Roman liberty
there was but very little freedom in fact, except among the privi-

leged few, whom the accident of birth had placed in a happier posi-
tion than that enjoyed by their fellow men. Thus, during the dawn
of authentic history we find no traces of guilds, because all the free-

dom there was and all the power that really existed were lodged with
the aristocracy, who guarded what they supposed was their own
well-being, by the enslavement of the toilers, and it was not until

these nations had developed an intellectual civilization of such grand
magnitude that its benign rays penetrated the ranks of the laboring
millions, and aroused in them an inextinguishable desire to secure
certain privileges and rights which belonged to them as members of
the family of man. When this period was reached history begins to

tell us of certain organizations and unions among the artisans, which
had many characteristics resembling the guild organizations of more
recent times. But before the Christian era history is very meagre in

its details concerning the various trades and the peculiar features of
the organizations which may have controlled them.
We know that in Egypt, at the time of the Ptolemies, the people

were divided into priests, warriors, agricultural laborers and work-
men

;
and that in most, of the employments the son was compelled by

law lo follow the trade or business of his father.

Theseus, the Athenian, decided that the skilled workmen should
form a separate class of citizens, and during his time history men-
tions many trades, while upon those relating to war were conferred

special rights and
privileges.

The fact that Grecian history mentions the existence of numerous
trades, and that their members had special festivals, partially helps
to establish the belief that guilds were in vogue in those days. The
merchants celebrated the festival of Hermes; the metal-workers, the

C/iatkeion, or copper festival. This latter Etimologos pronounces as
the most esteemed and the oldest of all the trades. We find also
jertain expressions in history which, in a measure, sustain the belief
that guilds existed during Athenian greatness.
The word eregasia means in reality trade, guild or union, or a con-

federacy of hand-workers; erekotomos referred to the independent
workmen engaged in building; teclon had the same meaning as the
erman word gesellon (fellows) and architeclon is the origin of our

vord "
architect," and has the same meaning as the German word

baufuhes, which signifies master-builder.
These expressions, with the well-known tendency of the Greeks to

orin coteries and secret societies, combined with the fact that the son

jsually inherited his father's trade, and further, that such expres-
ions as "

art-work,"
"
trick,"

"
artificer,"

"
artisan," meant at the same

ime, secrecy and cunning, help to confirm not only the belief that

;uilds existed in Greece, but lead to the supposition that the right of
he guilds to exist was recognized by the state. However, history

1 A consular report made to the Secretary nf Stut<-. by .lames T. 1

ul at Leipsic, on Guild Organization in Ancient Times: Origin an
>ades Unions: Power and Influence of llie OrgHiiizaliong iu the
nd Condition of the German Guilds at present.

'. Du Hois, Oon-
.(i ProgreM* of
Middle Anas,
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throws so little light upon the condition nf the guilds in Greece that

a closer examination of (lie subject would afford but IIIIM^IV satisfac-

lion. With Rome it i- different. K\m her mythical perioil in

marked by traces of the guild.
Of Niima Pompilius, wlio first secured a real government*! organ-

ization, it is said that ho divided the plebeians into cnllrfia. The

]irinri|>al
of these, the faUegicnm /xnilifirHm, reeeiveil its name from

tin- fact that all members oi it were capable, of constructing bridges,
which was an important knowledge in those days, as bridges were

neeessarv in warfare. Tlie IIICIII|KTS of the collegium pnnli/icinn were
cal It'd [mali/icr* (bridge builders), and owing to their iui|ortance they
exercised considerable influence, and finally niiinliers of them assumed
tin- position of priests; hence the preseut word "

pontiff."

During the conquests of Tullius Hostilius the collegia n/iijtcam, a

sort of workmen's organization, were abolished. Jservius Tullius re-

established them, and the aristocratic Tarqiiinius Superbus sup-

pressed them, Ix'cause, being composed of piciieians and well organ-
ized, they threatened the power of the patricians.
The collegia upificum were the protecting bulwark of the various

trades. They kept a vigilant watch over their rights and privileges,

ami afforded protection to the members at ail limes. This protec-

tion, however, during the republic became very difficult, owing to

the fact that the slaves who worked under patrician protection, and

the Greek artisans, who invaded the country in great numbers,
caused a great competition. The collegia ofiijicum spread rapidly
over the most civilized of the lioinan provinces, and the cause of this

remarkable growth can be traced to the rigorous adoption of the

maxim of the Romans, that of securing conquered provinces by es-

tablishing Roman customs as quickly as possible. This was done by

sending a large number of artisans with the army of invasion. In

due time the membership of the collegia opificum became enormous,
and with this increase of strength there came a most natural desire to

engage in the political affairs of the nation, and especially the social

politics of the country. This tendency greatly offended the aristo-

cratic element, and in 67 B. c., they succeeded in obtaining a senato-

rial decree which abolished most of the guilds (collegia), only those

being allowed to remain which were absolutely necessary to the state.

Among these were the carpenters' guild (lignarii) and the guilds of

the iron, copper and gold smiths.

When five years later the plebeian Publius Pulcher Clodius assumed
the power of state he re-established and augmented the guilds ;

but

Julius Csesar abolished the most of them again, and Augustus Cesar
confirmed his action. Then came Trajan, who desired to destroy
them, but the guilds being powerful, he hesitated to execute his wish ;

and when Constantine the Great was at the height of his power there

existed over thirty guilds in Rome, ami both Theodosius and Justin-

nian confirmed and even multiplied their privileges.

Theodoric the Great found some guilds in Constantinople when he

conquered that place, and they seemed to please the old warrior who
was not in sympathy with the aristocracy. The singularium actium

magittri (masters of special arts) are mentioned often during the

reign of the Ostrogoths. The title of magister was given to every
full privileged member of a guild during those days. These things,
combined with the high position held by architects under Theodoric,

prove that he favored and protected these organizations.
In 590, the Queen of Lombardy, Thiidelinde, gave certain privi-

leges and rights to the magiatri Comacinis (stone-cutters ; Oslrogo-

thic, steinmetzen) on the island of Comacina, in the Lake of Como.
This magislerium (mastership, from which comes the French word

metier) Longobanlorum existed until the Fall of L)idier, and from 644

to 724 it was regulated by speeial laws. Besides the magintri Co-

iitiii'inii. we have proofs of the existence of the maginlri Cacarii

(house-builders) and the magislri Anlelamii (carpenters of Antclomo).
When Charlemagne sent his young wife, De'serce, back to her royal

father, Didier, the Lombard king, bearing a message to the effect

that Longobardian maidens would make passable wives for sleepy

monks, but not for the stalwart men of the Uarlovingian race, he fol-

lowed the insult up by invading the country, and wresting from his

repudiated father-in-law the famous iron crown. To atone for this

injustice in a measure, and soften the wrath of the people, he con-

firmed the privileges of Longobardian guilds, and gave to the mauern

(tnacon) the right enjoyed by the free Franks, hence the words
" freemasons." Long before this time many Longohardian artisans

had emigrated to France and Holland, and had carried the guild sys-
tem with them, so that under the comparative liberal government of

Charlemagne they llourished better than for centuries.

The clericals and monks began now to engage in the various trades,

and soon were able to exercise considerable influence over the differ-

ent branches. In 738 the /). /tublicus (the royal standard foot-meas-

nre) of Liutpand, did not satisfy the monks, so they established their

own measure, which was called pes tie munichis (monachal standard

foot); and from 914 to 916 the Benedictines strove in vain to pro-
hibit the masons of Lombardy from constructing convents and other

religious institutions. At this point began an obstinate struggle of

the guilds against the clerical workmen, and also against the serfs

and bondmen employed by the aristocracy and nobility. The strug-

gle was bitter, and was felt throughout the continent. The effort of

the clericals to prevent the guilds from obtaining employment on re-

ligious structures did not succeed. Jn 924 Bishop Ulrich, of Liege,

Belgium, could not find enough architects among the clericals, and
was therefore compelled to employ members of the guilds. In 1090,

Manegold, the architect was compelled to join a uiun.istic order, be-

fore he could secure the contract for building the convent at Mar*
beck. In 1099 Bishop Conrad, of Utrecht, prevailed upon the son

of the architect, 1'leber, to betray the secrets of the cgnciiium /atoms'

ruin, a guild. A short time afterwards the son was put to death by
the father for his treason.

In 1099 a guild of weavers is mentioned as existing and having ex-
isted a long time in Mayence.

In 1104 the butchers of Augsburg established a guild.
The fishermen's guild in Worms was confirmed in 1106, a fact

which proves that such a guild existed in that place before the date
mentioned. In 1114 the weavers' guild of Worms ws confirmed.
In 1134 a butchers' guild wa* established for the first time in Paris ;

and in 1 149 the bed-cover weavers' guild was established at Cologne.
The shoemakers' guild of Magdeburg is mentioned for the first

time in 1157, and from the records it appears that they succeeded in

securing a law by which only those belonging to the guild could place
their wares on the market for exhibition or ale. Hero also is found
the earliest mention of the word "

guild."
"
Gilde," from whence

comes "
guild," which signified originally a banquet or drinking

match (zeche), at which money ('/'/'/) was contributed to the guild.
This money (gelil) was called </!/' gibe. From this time on the

words ininiiitff, eijiiiny/te, gilde, giijf'el, zeclie frequently appear in the

records concerning this organization.
The word "

zitnfl
"

(cnnventu*, corporation) so often used for the
word "

innuny" or "
guild," was first used in 1260.

In 1 162 there existed six guilds in Halle, composed of shopkeepers,
shoemakers, bakers, butchers, smiths, and doublet-weavers.

In 1180 there were fifteen guilds in London.
Mr. Baurath Mi it lies, one of the mo-t. eminent Saxon architects of

this day, and the author of several works on the condition of the la-

boring classes, on architecture, and the guilds, says that soon after

1180, the guilds became powerful sup|H>rters of civil liberty, and

thereby won the hatred of the aristocracy to such an extent that

from 1200 to 1219 they were suppressed by the Emperor Frederick
1 1 at Gaslor

;
but in spite of the cruel and vigorous efforts of the

aristocracy and of royalty to crush out these organizations, they con-
tinued to exist, and in 1232 the imperial restrictions were removed.

During the struggle against the imperial prohibition, however, the
masters and even members of the guilds were subject to outrageous
and inhuman treatment. At Brunswick, in 1220, twelve masters of

the guild were martyrs to their cause ; one-half of them were cruelly

put to death, and the other half were banished.

In 1230 the guilds of Magdeburg, which had existed for some time
and had grown powerful, were broken up by royal order ; but the

towns, which in those days were the strongholds of civil liberty

against the aristocratic knighthood, soon secured a re-cstahlisineut of

the guilds, and they were not only tolerated, but were granted
greater privileges and rights than were enjoyed before their dissolu-

tion. A similar case occurred in 1231 in Wurzburg, where, notwith-

standing the opposition of the Emperor and the bishops, the guilds
secured toleration, and in 1279 were confirmed.

In 1254, for the first time in history, two masters of the guilds, a
furrier named Henry, and a rope-maker named Arnold, were selected

as members of the town council of Leipsic.
In 1272 Rudolph Hapsburg issued a decree recognizing the

righ,t
of the guilds to exist, and he extended to them at the same time the

privilege of bearing arms.

In 1272 was organized the first bakers' guild in Berlin; then, in

1280. came the furriers' guild ;
in 1284 the shoemakers' guild, and

in 1285 the tailors' guild. Leipsic, however, boasted of a tailors'

guild one year earlier, and in 1 295 we find the first record of the

woolen-weavers' guild in Berlin.

During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries Mazdeburg was the
scene of the fiercest struggles of the various guilds, and it was at the
same time the place of some of their most fruitful victories. In 1330

they secured several seats in the town council, and scented to exer-
cise considerable influence in municipal affairs, but the very next year
the aristocracy, jealous of their power, robbed them of their recently
secured privileges, and without excuse, and with black malice, put ail

of the masters to the dame, and this made one of the many terrible

pages of history concerning this historic old town. But while the

guilds were thus cruelly annihilated and their leaders cremated alive,
the determined spirit of the artisan masses still lived, and after a
number of years of cruel treatment and hardships they again secured
their rights in spite of the persistent opposition of the aristocracy,
and were once again to be found sitting among the city fathers, and
exercising their influence to secure certain natural and inalienable

rights which belonged to those who toiled in the workshop, and la-

bored in the mine, while the prince and the aristocrat taxed them
and tolled out their gains to gratify luxurious and idle tastes, and
this influence was not confined alone to Magdeburg, but was felt in

other districts, and helped to secure many advantages to the guilds
of Brunswick and neighboring provinces.

Zurich admitted several masters of the guilds to her town council
in 1335, bnt not until the place had passed through a terrible and
bloody conflict. This struggle lasted fronr 1330 to 1390, and was
commonly considered as a war between the aristocracy and artisans.
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THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[ Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildinys, including a statement of cost.]

PASSENGER STATION, PENNSYLVANIA R. R-, PHILADELPHIA

MESSRS. WILSON BROS. & CO., ARCHITECTS, PHILADELPHIA, PA

[Gelatine Print, issued only with the Gelatiue Edition.]

THE Broad
Street Pas

senger Sla

tion, the Phila

delphia terminu
of the numerous
lines of the. Penn

sylvania Rail
road, was openei
to the public in

January, 1882
The arrange
ment is peculiar

owing to the fac 1

that the railroai

tracks, after
v '

crossing th

Sehuylkill River, are carried on a brick arcade along the south sidi

of Filbert Street, at a considerable elevation above the street, an

enter the station at the level of the second floor. The first story tint

becomes a kind of basement above ground, and is so treated archi

tecturally.
The Iront on Broad Street measures 193 feet 5 inches, and the

depth on Filbert Street is 122 feet 10 inches. On the right abou

80 feet of the frontage is occupied by ticket-offices, baggage-room

(departing), 30' x 73', and a lobby, 40' x 80', for passengers in con

nection therewith, which lobby contains stairs and elevators to the

waiting-rooms on second floor. On the left about 34 feet is occupie(

by the exit staircase, behind which is the baggage-room (30' x 80'J

for arriving baggage. The central portion, about 80 feet, is left open
from front to rear, providing a convenient passageway for carriages
to which passengers have access from either street under cover.

In the second story the entire frontage on Broad Street is occupiei

by the ladies' waiting-room (29' x 80'), with private room (13' x 28'^

and toilet attached, and the dining-room (29' x 74'). The restau

rant (40' x 50') opens from the dining-room, and is served by private
Btair and dumb-waiters from kitchen above. The general waiting
room (50' x 80') adjoins the ladies' waiting-room and the restaurant

It is approached by the entrance stair and elevators from first floor

and opens on the train lobby (30' x 190') extending the whole length
of the building on rear (Fifteenth Street), and communicating will

trains by gates. The exit stair descends directly from this lobby, ant

a baggage-lift is provided at each end, connecting with the baggage
rooms for arriving and departing baggage. The offices in the upper
stories are approached from this lobby by a private stair and passa;
on the Filbert-street front, which also affords access to the toilet

roo ns for gentlemen.
The train-house, which begins at the gates from the lobby, extends

abjut450 feet in length to Sixteenth Street, being carried across

Fi'teenth Street on girders. It contains eight passenger tracks and

platforms.
t'lie style of the building is a modern adaptation of Gothic archi-

tecture. The eastern or principal front is divided into six unequal

bays by piers and buttresses, flanked on the north by a clock-tower,
and on the south bv a gable, in which are the openings to the exit-

hall and stairs. The tower and two bays next to it include the

ticket-offices, lobby, entrance-stairs, etc., the other bays being open
through on' the street level, so that carriages may drive under.
The basement or first story is of granite, above which are three

stories of red brick and terra-cotta. The second floor, as before

mentioned, is at the level of the tracks, where all the principal apart-
ments are located. The second story is therefore the principal one,
and is so treated architecturally, the height of the large rooms being
divided at either end by entresols.

The piers are carried up, from their granite bases, in terra-cotta as

far as the springing of the large windows of the second story, the

jambs of which are decorated with slender terra-cotta columns, two
to each side, with enriched shafts and caps, from which rise the great
arches of elaborate terra-cotta work in three orders.

The transom lights are kept rectangular, forming spandrels under

the arches, which are of terra-cotta, richly decorated. Over the piers
between these arches are circular panels, containing finely modelled

heads typical of the races of humanity, indicating the cosmopolitan
character of the institution and its widespread benefits. The upper
stories, being occupied by offices of the company, are more plainly

treated, and the openings are made smaller and more numerous, to

suil the necessary subdivisions. At the level of the fourth floor

a balcony is got in the thickness of the wall, the face above being set

back and the line of the wall face below carried up by buttresses,

through which openings are pierced, making the balcony continuous.

Two of the bays of this front are carried up through the cornice,
and form gables, which contain windows lighting an attic story
extending over the whole building, and serve to break the otherwise

long lines of the cornice. The front on Filbert Street is treated in a

similar manner, extending from the clock-tower to the bridge cross-

in" Fifteenth Street, and connecting with the train-house.
7
l'he granite-work is executed with extreme simplicity, the blocks

bein" laWe, and the natural unworked surfaces being used wherever

practicable. The mouldings and enrichments there used are bold

and simple in character. The terra-cotta work, on the other hand,

is very elaborate. The individual pieces are small, and plain sur-

faces are avoided as much as possible, to obviate the ililliculiies met

with in manufacturing large pieces, and the bad effects of warping

and shrinking. The red brickwork is relieved by bands of moulded

brick of tlWsame color at intervals, which serve to break the plain

surfaces without destroying the solid effect.

The interior is carried out in the same style as the exterior. In

the lower story the walls of the lobby and stair-halls are faced with

enamelled brick in buff and white, with dado of chocolate and black,

and frieze of white and blue in patterns. Caps and corbels, arches,

skirtings, etc., are of blue marble. The ceiling is arched in brick

belwee'n rolled-iron beams, supported on heavy wrought-iron girders,

which in turn are upheld by powerful cast-iron columns, consisting of

a square central section surrounded by a cluster of four shafts with

caps ami bases, from which spring ornamental cast-iron brackets, in

the shape of a quarter-circle, connecting with the under sides of the

girders. The iron-work is all exposed to view and decorated in

colors. The floor of the driveway is laid with a pavement of

asphalt, and the rest of this door is artificial stone. The wood finish

of this story is ash. The stairs to the waiting-rooms above are

marble, with a handsome wrought-iron railing.
In the second or principal story the jambs and arches of the open-

ings are marble, and the tloors marble tile, except in the lobbies, etc.,

where artificial stone is used in colored patterns with good effect. In

the lobbies and other exposed portions the walls are colored and
enamelled bricks; elsewhere panelled wooden dadoes are used.

The ceilings of the ladies' waiting-room, dining-room, exit, stair-

hall, and lobby to train-house are hard-wood, divided into panels by
the girders supporting the floors above, and subordinate moulded
ribs running between them.

In the ladies' waiting-room, dining-room, and exit stair-hall the

ceiling is supported by curved trusses springing from the walls at the

same level as the springing of large windows, and resting on marble

corbels built in the walls. These arched trusses are quite elaborate

in design, and add much to the beauty of the apartments.
The waiting-rooms, dining-room, and ladies' private room have

large open fireplaces, and the transoms of windows and doors and the

ceiling over main waiting-room are glazed with cathedral glass in

lead, plate-glass being used elsewhere.

The train-house is divided into two equal spans of eighty feet by a
row of wrought-iron columns enclosed in ornamental open casings of

cast-iron, which carry the roof-trusss. These trusses are wrought-
iron, in the form of a double segment, meeting at the ridge in a low
Gothic arch, with ornamental struts and tie-rods. The walls are red

pressed brick, divided into panels by moulded pilasters and arches,
the pilaster caps being red terra-cotta, and the spandrels filled with
buff moulded bricks arranged in patterns. Along the base is a skirt-

ing of blue marble, and a moulded sill-course of the same stone ex-
tends the whole length below the windows, which have semicircular
heads following the lines of arches between the pilasters.

COMPETITIVE DESIGNS FOR A MEMORIAL TO GENERAL GRANT.

THE
jury invited to award the three equal prizes of fifty dollars

each, offered by the publishers of the American Architect for" the best

designs for a " Memorial to General Grant, to be erected by a large
city, at a cost of not more than $100,000," have examined the de-

signs submitted, and have awarded the prizes to the designs sub-
mitted by Mr. Harvey Ellis ("Fifth Corps") of Utica, N. Y.

; Mr.
O. Von Nerta (" Vita ") Washington, D. G., and Mr. C. S. Luce
(" Quid nunc ") New York, N. Y.

CHARLES A. CUMMINGS, Architect.
HENRY VAN BRUNT, Architect.
TRUMAN H. BARTLETT, Sculptor.

As the descriptions placed upon the drawings are in some cases il-

legible because of the great reduction they have undergone, we print
them below :

The design by
" Vita

"
bears the following description :

The fundamental idea of this monument is the " salvation of the
Union " and ^ abolition of slavery

"
achieved by Grant as general and

statesman. This idea is embodied by the two allegorical groups
carved in low relief, only second in importance to the equestrian
statue of the General. His character is represented by the allegori-
cal figures,

"
Genius, Strength, Moderation, Justice." *His steadfast-

less of purpose is further illustrated by the lions at the corners.
Uattle scenes and military processions, subordinate to the general
dea, fill panels at the sides. The pedestal is of dark gray sandstone

;

jase of granite ; statues and panels of bronze. Total height, exclu-
sive of base, forty-six feet. Estimated cost, $100,000.
The design by

" Deathless
"
bears the following description :

A mausoleum to the memory of U. S. Grant, erected by the aid of
he different States of the American Union, on which will' not appear
he name of any battle of the late civil war, but serve as a memorial
o his loyalty, patriotism, simplicity of manners, and perfect freedom
rorn ambition. Material all of light granite, pyramids in granite
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ashlar on brick vaulting. The four panels severally refer to Grant as

a soldier, statesman, president, citizen. Bronze figure of Fame

depositing laurels while holding aloft the emblem of universal peace.

The design by
" Donalil

"
is descril>ed as follows:

The screen at the right of the platform is to have sculptured panel

representing the military glorif*, etc., that at the left the glories of

civil and public life of General Grant. All reference to any special
actions or to the late war is avoided for obvious reasons. The lions

and the group on central pedestal are to be in bronze. The rest of

the monument, including figures, is to be of bluestone, such as is used

in the Farragut monument in New York City. The central groupof
bronze figures represent General Grant mounted. The horse is to

have a slight forward movement (ii la the Colleoni monument at

Venice) and the four surrounding female figures, representing the

four sections of the country (North and South at the front, East and
West at the rear) united, the idea being to represent Grant as the

great pacificator of the sections of the country. Estimated cost :

nia-om-v, $10,000; sculptured work, including bronze figures and

groups, $90,000.

The design by
" Grandeur "

bears the following description which
the reduction makes illegible :

Palisades to be cut away at each side on gradual sheer. Tomb a'

water's edge, with two figures denoting grief at the entrance. Steps
up from water on each side to an equestrian statue of General Grant.
Behind statue a tunnel connecting with |>crpcndicular shaft which
would lead to top of palisades behind.

Between smaller D.>ric columns, statues of other heroes of the war,
to be subsequently placed, or bas-reliefs illustrating incidents in Peace
or War of Grant's life, with rough rock showing underneath. Friezes

above to be used likewise. Equestrian statue to be bronze.

NOTES OF TRAVEL. VIENNA.
llfllE Viennese take a great

| deal of pride in their hand-

some, freshly-created city, and

fondly cherish a belief in which

they expect every stranger to

heartily concur, that from an archi-

tectural standpoint, at least, it is

far ahead of Paris. The average
inhabitant would be mortally of-

fended at any more modest com-

parison. We remember the scorn

with which one indignant citizen

replied to a sliaht attempt on the

part of the writer to suggest a

comparison between his capital and
our blooming western city of Chi-

cago. And yet the comparison is

not altogether unjust. Both cities

have sprung into architectural ex-

istence almost within the present
generation, both are inclined to be exuberant in their art taste, and
both show a decided fondness for wide streets and park boulevards,

though on the whole the Lake Shore Drive in Chicago is far ahead
of anything Vienna can offer in this last respect. But it is doubtful if

any but a Viennese or one who had received a large share of his edu-
cation in Austria would seriously consider Paris and Vienna as at all

on a par, from whatever artistic standpoint the comparison be made.
The French so easily lead the world in monumental conceptions that

even the Viennese architects themselves admit it by copying Parisian

styles, as is very apparent in some of the more recent work. Still

TsnK. Jill Joints' Ch.

The Court Theatre, Vienna.

the visitor to the city, if not disposed to criticise too closely, will find

a <;reat deal to admire. Indeed it is one of the very few places
under the influence of German ideas which have, during the past half-

century, produced any really good buildings. Vienna also offers

some practical problems to the American student not unlike those

which have to be encountered at home, and though the architectural
taste of the Viennese may be questioned by some, one can surely find

enough good material in the city to keep him busy.

The new Court Theatre is rapidly approaching completion. It is

located on the King Strassc facing the new Kathhaus. The archi-

tect is Baron Hasenauer. Externally the design is of the most

crude, would-be Charles-Gamier type, and presents nothing which
would repay study ; but there are some points about the internal

arrangement which seem novel and suggestive. The plan given
herewith was sketched from memory, after a hurried visit to the

building, but is believed to be sufficiently correct to illustrate the

general idea. It will be seen that the main approaches and principal

stairways are through the wings on each side of the t'.n;ade. This is

quite the reverse of the compact arrangement usually expected of a

city theatre, but apparently land is cheap in Vienna, to judge by the

way in which it is needlessly squandered on building sites and wide

thoroughfares. The entrance wings are placed on the transverse
axis of the main hall. T\us foyer*, of which there are three at differ-

ent levels, fill the outer curve of the body of the house, the central

projection of the facade affording opportunity for a wide o|>en bal-

cony. Tin- pit is on the
ground level, the principal loijet and the

emperor's box filling the first balcony. Unlike the Paris plan, the

emperor's box is on the axis of the hall, directly facing the sta^e.
The idea of a circular fnyer is bv no means new, but the placing of

the main stairways is a scheme which might he worth using in some
city where there are no limitations as to size of lot.

The construction of the theatre is of brick and iron throughout.
One or two features are worthy of mention as being different from
the methods in vogue with us. The ceilings, and in a few cases the
floors also, are constructed as shown by Figure 2. The l>eams are

spaced two to three feet apart, and connected by the iron bars, five-

eighths inch square, about sixteen inches on centres, and bent over
the Manges of the beams. These bars are in turn united by small
rods a little over one-eighth inch in diameter, each rod t>cing wired
to the bars. This forms the framework, which can be left until all

the rough work about the building
is in place. A temporary wooden

ceiling is then put up against the

under side of the beams, and liquid

plaster-of-Paris is poured in above

sufficiently to cover and thoroughly

protect all of the iron-work. The

remaining spaces between the

beams is then filled with concrete

cinders or plaster in some form. Fig. 2.or plaster in

This method of floor construction is often met with throughout Aus-
tria and Germany, and has so many manifest advantages that it

would seem worthy of introduction into the United States, though I

have never heard of any instance in which it has been used. The
finished plaster-work is applied directly to the under side of the

rough coat covering the iron. In America the complaint is often

made that when plaster is applied over iron in this manner rust will

work out and stain the ceiling, but in Europe it seems to be applied

indiscriminately to wood, iron or masonry without bail results.

The partition walls of the boxes are arranged in a-rather neat
manner. They are mere screens, of course, supporting only their

own weight. The partition consists simply of a corrugated-iron
. sheet, of section as shown by Figure 3, and

heavily plastered on each face. The iron

fee appears to be about as heavy as that which
is ordinarily used for sliding window-shut-
ters. The sheets are set with the corrii<lra-

. "
Fig. 3.

lion running vertically, and the finished partition is less than three-

inches thick. This construction is light, very strong, and almost

sound-proof, important considerations for work of this description.

My attention was called to some of the brick vaultings Mippoi-iing
the stairways. Somehow German masons, and they include Aus-
trian as well, seem to be able to do more with brick in mechanical

ways than builders in America find within their possibilities. These

vaultings are very flat, with a rise of hardly more than one in thirty
for spans of ten or twelve feet. The bricks are laid herring-bone
fashion, as we sometimes lay our hearths and sidewalks, instead of

being in regular rings. The superintendent said this work was a

specialty of the Bohemian masons. 1

The small stairs at the rear of the stage are built of stone, on the

self-supporting principle so universally employed in Europe, though
for some reason rarely and only hesitatingly used with us. Figure 4

illustrates this. Each step is a single stone, built solidly into the

wall, while the bottom step is

braced against something firm

enough to take up any thrust,

of which, however, there in

practically very little if the

joints along the wall are made

tight. For lightness of ap-

pearance, if not of actual

weight, this construction is

preferable to iron. When a

greater depth of string is de-

sired it can l>e had, as in the theatre, by the use of stucco, held by
clamps to the stone-work, as shown by the figure. Some years since

a number of interesting tests were made to determine ihe strength of

this construction. A flight of steps WHS built upon a circular plan lo

> For full description of the Bohemian ami Welsh vaults tea the .Imtncan
Architect for 1876, pp. 299 and 3U8.

Fig. 4.
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a height of several stories, and a heavy stone, somewhat larger than

the well opening, let fall through the centre. It is reported that

though pieces were broken o(f of nearly every step, the stability of

the flight was not in the least disturbed.

A short distance from the Court Theatre, on the opposite side of

the Ring Strasse, is the extensive building recently completed for the

University. The design is in the style of the Roman Renaissance, a
trille boxy, perhaps, but not without dignity, and relatively simple

enough to be unobtrusive in so showy a city as Vienna. The build-

ing was designed by Ferstel. Internally the arrangement is far

from pleasing. The plan is unnecessarily confused, and there is a

superabundance of large corridors and spacious, monumental stair-

ways, which would seem more appropriate to a palace than to a

school; while the carvings so profusely applied to the stone-work are

in a thin, late Renaissance style which hardly agrees with the rather

sober character of the exterior. The building is rectangular in plan,

enclosing a large central court. The entire wing towards the rear is

occupied by the library, which is so admirably planned for its pur-

pose as to be well worthy of comparison with the libraries of either

London or Paris. Indeed, for compactness of storage room and
ease of access to the books, prime requisites in any library, it is

hardly equalled in either city. Figure 5 gives (lie plan of the read-

ing-room, drawn from notes and measurements taken on the spot.

Figure 6 shows the approximate section, with the storage rooms
above and below. The weakest point in the arrangement is the

entrance, which is placed at one side in such a manner that the stu-

dents who wish to read in the farther section are obliged to pass the

whole length of the library before reaching their seats. The more
natural way would have been
to place the entrance on the

central axis of the room, which
could easily have been done, as

the present stairs apparently
are exclusively for access to

the library. The librarian said

that the reading-room had been
modelled after that of the Li-

brary of St. Genevieve in Paris,

though the only visible resem-

blance is in the proportions of

the plan. A long and rather

narrow reading-room seems to

be the favorite idea with the

planners of the more recently
constructed Continental libra-

ries, as distinguished from the

circular plan of the British

Museum or the square plan of

the Bibliotheque Nationale;
still it is doubtful if any one

who has become thoroughly accustomed to the roomy quiet of the

London example would ever feel entirely contented with the long
rooms of a tvpe such as the present example.

As will be seen by the plan, the reading-desks are enclosed by a

railing and are arranged in three divisions in order to separate the

general classes of readers and so save time in the distribution of

books ; sciences and
the arts occupying
the farther section,

history and languages
the centre, and phi-

losophy and medicine
the portion nearest

the entrance. The li-

brary accommodates
two hundred and

eighty readers. The
desks or tables are of

walnut, constructed
as shown by Figure
7, with plain wooden tops. Each reader has a separate inkstand,
which is built into one of the drawers at the right. No pens or blot-

ters are, provided, nor book-rests of any description. The seats are

plain wooden chairs. The Hoor of the reading-room is of marble, by
no means a comfortable material for the purpose.

Readers are not allowed access to the catalogues, which are kept
in the room so marked on the plan. They are compiled in manu-

script book-form, the classification being entirely by names of

authors. A student desiring a book writes the title and name of

author on a slip of paper, leaving it with an attendant at one of the

tables, A, Figure 5. The book is brought to the reader's desk and

returned to the tables, A. At B are the desks of the librarians in

charge of the several divisions. The chief librarian and other

officials connected with the management of the library occupy the

offices facing the court.

Between the piers at the sides of the reading-room are low cases

containing each a single shelf of books and fitted with plain bevelled

tops, the lower portion of each being open to allow of introduction

of fresh air, as hereafter explained. When the reading-desks are

all occupied, readers are allowed to stand at these cases.

The walls of the reading-room are lined with book-shelves

arranged in three tiers, the galleries being reached by small circular

iron stairs at each corner of the room. The galleries and shelving
extend across at both ends, though for the sake of clearness they are

not so shown on the section. The shelves contain only the works

relating to philosophy and medicine. Readers are not allowed to

help themselves to any books in the library, not even to the lexicons.

The reading-room is lighted entirely from above by a huge skylight

forming the Hat portion of the ceiling. The attic space above this,

shown by the section, is not utilized in any way. For light during
the evening there are two large clusters of gas-jets hanging from the

ceiling, besides the argand gas-lamps with which each row of desks

is supplied.
The writer was able only to slightly examine the heating and ven-

tilating appliances of the library, but they are essentially as follows :

Beneath the entire floor of the reading-room is a chamber, perhaps
one metre high. Fresh air, warmed or cooled according to the

necessity, is forced into this chamber by means of a fan in the cellar.

The air passes into the reading-room through the cases between the

piers previously referred to, and is drawn out through the spaces
marked A, Figure 6, at the two ends of the room. These spaces are

covered with light iron grilles, and open into a narrow chamber from

whence the air is drawn down to the basement and thence expelled

through a tall chimney, the draught being governed by fans. All of the

incoming fresh air is drawn from a single duct leading to a large

well in the central court-yard of the university. Great care was
taken to prevent the possibility of dust mingling with the air, the

earth of the court being removed and its place supplied by a deep
bed of clean pebbles. The writer is unable to state where any pro-
vision is made for filtering or moistening the air-supply, but judging

by the thick deposits of dust in the chamber beneath the reading-

room, it would seem likely that the air enters the library in the same
condition that it leaves the court.

The greatest ingenuity of the architect has been shown in the dis-

position of the storage-rooms, of which there are four, one immedi-

ately beyond the reading-room, nine tiers in height, extending from

cellar to roof; one underneath the reading-room, three tiers high; a

long, narrow one above the reading-room at the side; and a large
room over the staircase hall. Though the volumes in the library

actually number only four hundred thousand, provision has been

made for the storage of a million books. The librarian told me a

rather interesting fact in connection with the arrangement of the

books. At first they were classified entirely by authors and subjects,

without regard to size, and it was found that the shelving would

accommodate only seven hundred thousand volumes. Subsequently

they were rearranged more with regard to size, when there was

ample room for a million.

The plan and section show the location of the storage-rooms.
Books on science and the

arts are stored at the

farther end of the li-

brary, history and lan-

guages going underneath
the reading-room, while

the storage spaces
above at the left and
over the staircase hall

are as yet unoccupied.
Kvery inch of storage

space is utilized. The
tiers of shelving are about

eight feet high, each tier

having a floor of light iron

grating carried across the

entire area. The supports
are all of iron, continuous

from bottom to top, the

only wood used being for

the cases themselves.
Fls- 8 ' The construction is essen-

tially as shown by Figure 8. The angle-irons are 50 X 50 X 5 milli-

metres. The upright bars shown in plan are 130 X 6 mm. and the

horizontal bars shown in section are 170 X G mm. The diagonal
braces are 52 X 1 mm- The floor gratings are in small sections,
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capable of beinp readily lifted out without disturbing the shelving.

Tlii! bars art- 30 X 5 nun., 25 mm. on centres. The boak-eBM arc

liuilt so as to have hearing on the two side and the central an^le

irons. The shelves are movable, resting on iron pins.

The ease with whirh the biks are handled and distributed is

quite noticeable. During the busy days, when sometimes every desk

in th'- reading-room will be oeetipied, attendants are stationed on

each tloor of the storage-rooms, as well as in the portion under the

reading-room, and as fust as books are called for they are sent up or

down by .mall hand-lifts at each side of the doorway, C, and at D,

Figure's. The circular slairs at the corners of the reading-room

also give direct access to the store-rooms. C. II. BLACKALL.

THE WATER SUPPLY OF ROMAN CITIES.

EVERY
one has heard of,

and many have seen, the

splendid aqueducts by
which the Roman engineers led

the water supply to the capital

city. They were nine in number,
and it has been computed that

their aggregate delivery was

equal to a stream twenty feet

wide by six feet deep con-

stantly pouring into Rome at a

fall six times as rapid as that

of the River Thames. This

would be equivalent to three

hundred and thirty-two mil-

lion gallons a day, or enough,

according to modern practice,
for thirteen millions of people.
What was done with this im-

mense volume of water is not

Cry. very clear, for in spite of the

love of the bath which the Romans showed wherever they went, they

certainly could not use three hundred gallons per head per diem.

As the aqueduct* were made one after the other their construction

must have been instigated by necessity, and hence one may fairly

feel a doubt as to the accuracy of the calculations as to the supply;

probably some of the sources "were not to be depended upon in the

drv seas'on, and thus the later aqueducts were designed rather to tap
another gathering-ground when the others were affected by drought,

than to supply every-day necessities.

The earlier structures were entirely underground, and thus were

hidden from observation should an enemy overrun the neighborhood ;

but the later ones, which were built by the Emperor Caligula when

the Roman power was established, were carried in part above ground
on embankments and arches. But they all exhibited a gradual fall

from source to end, and when a valley was encountered on the route

the channel was either carried round it, or if the width was not great,

it was supported on arches. From this circumstance has arisen the

[relief that the engineers of the period were unacquainted with the

elementary laws of hydrostatics, and that the idea of taking a line of

pipes down one side of a valley and up the other never occurred to

them. A champion has, however, arisen for them in the person of

Professor W. H. Corfield, who recently laid before the Sanitary
Institute of Great Britain the result of his researches into the ancient

water works of Lyons, showing that in several places the masonry

aqueducts ended in reservoirs at the sides of narrow valleys, and

that these must have been connected by lines of pipe following the

contour of the ground. The ancient city of Lugdunum (now

Lyons) was situated in part upon a hill, on the top of which was the

favorite summer residence of several of the Roman emperors. In

order to supply the city by gravitation, a source was chosen in the

hills of Mont d'Or, and a plentiful supply was found. From this

point two subterranean aqueducts were made and joined into one

which crossed the plain of Ecully in a straight line underground.
But the plain was not continuous, and it was necessary to cross the

broad and deep valley now called La Grange Blanche. The aque-
duct ended in a reservoir at one side of the valley, and the water

was carried, according to Mr. Corfield, in lead pipes down into the

valley, across the stream at the bottom by means of an aqueduct

bridge six hundred and fifty feet long, seventy-live feet high, and

twenty-eight and ahalf feet broad, and up the other side into another

reservoir, and thence along a series of arches into the reservoir in

the city, after a course of about ten miles. In the time of Augustus
the wa'ter was found insufficient both for the city and a large camp
which was established in the neighborhood. A second aqueduct was
then made from the head springs of a small river called the Brevenne.

The structure was underground, and reached the camp after winding
round the heads of the valleys for thirty miles. It was nearly two
feet wide by about five feet high, and was lined with one and one-

fourth inches of cement. The walls were built of quadrangular
blocks of stone cemeted together, and the roof was arched.

But neither of these aqueducts came from a source sufficiently high
to supply the imperial palace at the top of Fourvieres, and it was
therefore necessary to construct a third aqueduct. The sources of

the stream now called Gier at the foot of Mount I'ila, about a mile

and a half above St. diamond, were chosen for this purpose, and

from this point there was constructed by far the most remarkable

aqueduct of ancient times, and one which demonstrates that the early

engineers were bv m> uic.uis so ignorant as some have supposed.
The water source wat fil'iy miles from the city, and between the two

there lay ten or twelve valleys, one of which was over three hundred

feet deep, and about two-thirds of a mile in width. At the com-

mencement of the aqueduct
a dam was constructed across the bed of

the river, forming a hike, from which the water entered the channel.

The course of the water was mostly underground, except when it

crossed rivers and small valleys upon arches, until it reached the

point where the village of Terre Noire now stands, wheru it was

necessary that it should in some way cross a broad and deep valley.

It ended in a large reservoir from which eight pipes descending into

the valley were carried across the stream at the bottom on an aque-
duct bridge about twenty-live feet wide, sup|>orled on twelve or thir-

teen arches. The pipes then mounted the other side of the valley

into another reservoir, from which the aqueduct recommenced to fol-

low a course partly underground, and partly upon bridges. The
thirteenth bridge was a splendid structure, nearly one thousand six

hundred feet long, and attained a height of fifty-six feet above the

ground at its most elevated point. The object of the bridge was to

carry the channel of the aqueduct at a sullicient height into a reser-

voir at the edge of the valley. Some of the arches and the reser-

voir itself, are still in part intact, supported on a huge mass of

masonry. Four holes are to be seen in that part of the front of the

reservoir which is left, and these are the holes from which the pipes
descended into the valley. The holes are elliptical in shape, being
twelve inches high by nine and a half inches wide, and the interior

of the reservoir is still seen to be covered with cement. The river

pipes descended the side of the valley on a construction of masonry,
crossed the river by an aqueduct bridge, and ascended into another

reservoir on the other side, entering the reservoir at its upper part

just below the spring of the arches of the roof. From this reservoir

the aqueduct passed to the next on the edge of the large and deep
valley of Bonnan, and here the same arrangement recurred, the

bridge across the stream below being eight hundred and eighty feet

long by twenty-four feet wide, and having thirty arches. After cross-

ing the bridge the pipes are carried up the other side of the valley
into a reservoir, of which little remains, and then the aqueduct was
continued to the next valley, passing over three bridges in its course.

This valley, that of St. Irenee, is much smaller than either of the

others, but nevertheless it was deep enough to necessitate the use of

inverted siphons, of which there were eight.

Leaving the reservoir on the other side of this valley, the aqueduct
was carried on a long bridge (the twentieth in its course) which
crossed the plateau on the top of Fourvieres and opened into a large
reservoir, the remains of which are still to be seen on the top of that

hill. From this reservoir, which was seventy-seven feet long and

fifty-one feet wide, pipes of lead conveyed the water to the imperial

palace and to the other buildings, near the top of the hill. Some of

these lead pi|>es were found in a vineyard near the top of Fourvieres
at the beginning of the eighteenth century, and were described by
Colonia in his "History of Lyons." They are made of thick sheet lead
rolled round so as to form a tube, with the edges of the sheet turned

upwards, and applied to one another in such a way as to leave a small

space, which was probably filled with some kind of cement. These

pipes, of which it is said that twenty or thirty, each from fifteen feet

to twenty feet long, were found, were marked with the initial letters

TT. CL. CAES. (Tiberius Claudius Csesar), and afford positive evi-

dence that the work was carried out under the Emperor Claudius.
Lead pipes, constructed in a similar manner, have also been found at

Bath, in this country, in connection with the Roman baths.

It is unfortunate that no trace of the siphon pipes remains, and
hence we are left to conjecture as to their nature. Mr. Corfield as-

sumes that they were lead, but if so they must have been different
from the distribution pipes mentioned above, as these are evidently

very ill-designed to stand a pressure of two hundred feet to three
hundred feet head. He suggests that they may have been wound
round with strong cords of hemp, in the manner described by Delorme
in connection with a similar Roman aqueduct siphon near Constan-

tinople. A lead tube encrfsed with hemp appears a very insecure
conduit to people used to cast-iron pipe, but it must be remembered
that a considerable portion of the strength of our modern tubes is an
insurance against the dangers of transport, bad moulds, blow-holes
and the like, as well as against the brittleness which is the character-
istic of these castings. Hence a pij>e of hammered lead need not be
so thick as one would imagine. Those found at Bath were about
twelve inches in diameter, and rather more than one inch thick, show-

ing signs of a laminated structure. But judging from the size of the
holes at Lyons, the syphon there could not have been more than
seven inches or eight inches iu diameter, and for this size a thickness
of five-eighths inches would be ample for a head of two hundred and
fifty feet, provided the joint could be made as strong as the rest of
the metal. In a pipe built out of sheet metal and soldered, this

would be possible. It is probable that the builders of the viaduct
would not trouble themselves about a high factor of safet\,as they
had some nine or ten pipes in each section, and could therefore afford
to have one or two out of use and under repair. If they were

wrapped with hemp it would be necessary to renew it from time to

time, but this would present no difficulty. Another feasible theory
is that the lead pipes were laid in Roman cement concrete and mas.

onry. It is evident that a prepared bed was made for them all th e
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way, and it would be possible to supplement tbe weakness of the pint

of the lead pipe, by laying the tubes si<!e by side in a central con-

duit, with heavy retaining walls, and filling the space in solid with

cement. .

Whatever theory we may adopt, whether we assume that tti

man engineers could make a lead pipe equally strong all over, or

whether they had recourse to external ties of hemp, bronze, or ce-

ment, there is good ground for believing that they were quite capa-

ble of carrying water in inverted syphons, and that therefore when

they did not do so, as in the Italian aqueducts, they had good reasons

for their practice. It is probable that then, as now, the question of

cost was the main consideration, and that metal was exceedingly ex-

pensive, especially when it was used at a great distance from the

mines. In a time when there were neither railways nor canals the

transport of lead pipes overland would be no trilling matter. This

is partly shown by the difference in section between the syphons and

the main conduit. The latter had ten square feet of cross section,

while the former had probably not more than one-fourth of this, so

that the rate of flow through the pipes must have been fourfold that

in the main channel. It would have been very interesting if Mr.

Corfield had carried his researches still farther. We should have

liked to learn exactly what was the greatest head to which the pipes

were exposed, and what was the difference of level between the inlet

and outlet. Works of such magnitude are worthy of a complete

description in an age which prides itself in beinz more devoted to

sanitation than all which have preceded it. Whether this belief

would bear a complete investigation is open to doubt ;
At any rate in

the matter of water supply it is certain that the pure fluid sought at

some expense by the Rjinm colony at Lyons, was preferable to the

purified liquid supplied to London. Engineering.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

A TWENTIFICATION. I can to this day smile at her anecdote of the

Mayor and corporation of Lime, who, when ordered by the War office

to prepare for an expected French invasion, requested, in consideration

of the smallness of the town,
"
to construct a twentification instead of

a fortification," and accordingly erected a fort of twenty guns, winch,

as mother would remark,
" remains to this day." Afar:/ Hoiailt, in Good

Words.

BRIBING ARCHITECTS. Some time since we commented on a trade

circular, which was sent us almost simultaneously by several architects,

from a firm who offered commissions for placing work in their hands.

An Associate of the Institute of Architects has just sent us another

document of the same kind, headed " The Lancashire Telluric Cement

Co.," and containing the sentence,
" If you can influence business

among your clients, or specify for its use in your specifications, we shall

be pleased to allow commission.
" Our correspondent, who encloses

this obliging offer, observes " It is intolerable that the profession should

be insulted in this way." It is intolerable; and if architects who re-

ceive these offers of bribes for the use of special materials will forward

them to us, we will make public the names of those who attempted to

bribe, and that will perhaps put a stop to the practice. The position

of an architect, we may explain to the " Co "
in question, is that of

an independent adviser in the interests of his client, and not that of a

tradesman; and he has no right to have any interest in view except
that of his client. To send round a circular of the kind alluded to is

simply to invite professional men to do a dishonorable thing ;
and if

the tradesman who make such offers do not know that, the sooner they
learn it the better. The Builder.

DEPREDATIONS OP THE WHITE AST. The animal we are in search

of, and wiiich I venture to think equal to all the necessities of the case,

is the termite or white ant. It is a smill insect with a bloated yel-

lowish-white body and a somewhat large thorax, oblong-shaped, and

colored a disagreeable oily brown. The flibby, tallow-like body makes
this insect suffijiently repulsive, but it is f<ir quite another reason that

the white aut is the worst abused of all living vermin in warm coun-

tries. The termite lives almost exclusively upon wood
; and, the mo-

ment a tree is cut or a log sawed for any economical purpose, this insect

is upon its track. One may never see the insect, possibly, in the flesh,

for it lives underground; but its ravages confront one at every turn.

You build your house, perhaps, and for a few months fancy you have

pitched upon the one solitary site in the country where there are no
white ants. But one day suddenly the door-post totters, and lintel and
rafters come down together with a crash. You look at a section of the

wrecked timbers and discover that the whole inside is eaten clean away.
The apparently solid logs of which the rest of the house is built are

now mere cylinders of bark, and through the thickest of them you
could push your little finger. Furniture, tables, chairs, chests of draw-

ers, everything made of wood is inevitably attacked, and in a single

night a strong trunk is often riddled through and through, and turned

into match-wood. There is no limit, in fact, to the depredation by these

insects, and they will eat books, or leather, or cloth, or anything, and
in many parts of Africa I believe if a man lay down to sleep with a

wooden leg it would be a heap of sawdust in the in >rning. So much
feared is this insect now, that no one in certain parts of India anil

Africa ever attempts to travel with such a thing as a wooden trunk.

On the Tanganyika plateau I have camped on ground which was as

hard as adamant, and as innocent of white ants apparently as the

pavement of St. Paul's, and awakened next morning to find a stout

wooden box almost gnawed to pieces. Leather portmanteaus share

the same fate, and the only 9iib<titn.:t*s wniuh si'e.n ID defy the ma-
rauders are iron and tin. Pre/ettt? Ileni-y DfaiumoaJ, in Popular Sci-

ence Monthly.

BENARES EARTHQUAKE-SHAKEN. The ancient Hindoo faith has met
with a severe shock. It is an article of faith with the Hindoos that the

sacred city of Benares cannot be shaken by an earthquake because it

does not rest upon the earth at all, hut upon the back of a tortoise.

The earthquake which recently visited Hindoostan gave Benares a

good shaking up, and many rickety buildings came tumbling to the

ground. Thereupon the Mohammedans laughed and the Hindoos were

wroth, as the learned Brahmins openly derided the notion that the city

would be disturbed. Hindooism itself has received a telling blow.

Exchange.

THE NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY. The suggestion which was
made in these columns some months ago that, pending the construction

of a proper gallery, the National Portrait Collection should be forth-

with removed into safe custody at the IJethnal Green Museum is to be

carried out this week. This is the last day on which the wooden shed

at present containing the pictures will be open to the public, and the

removal from South Kensington will begin to-morrow. It will now only
remain for the East Enders, who have so long complained of the dry
bones hitherto provided for their entertainment, to show their appreci-
ation of so unique an addition to their museum. By so doing they
would make good their claim to permanent consideration in the matter,
and might obtain the loan "temporary" only in name of some of

the pictures at present locked up in the cellars at Trafalgar-square.
Pall Mall Gazette.

THREATENED DESTRUCTION OF THE CHURCH OF ST. JULIEN LE PAUVRE,
PARIS. The " besom of destruction

"
is about to sweep away one of

the oldest of Paris churches. Nearly opposite Notre Dame, on the south

side of the river, amidst narrow streets, stands the church of Saint

Julien le Pauvre, and from its title it seems to be in a fitting position
amidst such an environment. In the improvements of that part of the

city which are contemplated, the church is doomed. Its history extends

to "the sixth century, for it was there that Gregory of Tours lodged
when he visited Paris. It was pillaged in the ninth century by the

Normans. In 1031 it was made over to the Archbishop of Paris by
Henry I, for, as part of the Quartier Latin, it might he considered an

outside his lordship's jurisdiction. The Church was used as a univer-

sity hall in the thirteenth century, and it was the custom of the Provost

of Paris to go there to take oath that he would have the privileges of

the masters of arts and scholars respected during his term of office.

In 1055 it was made the chapel of the old Hotel-Dieu. Afterwards it

somehow became private property, and was allowed to fall by degrees
into its present condition. At one time it was proposed to convert the

church into a museum of Paris relics. What are left of the groining
and sculpture are tine examples of thirteenth-century work, and will no
doubt be carefully preserved in the Musde Cluny, which is not far

distant from the church. The Architect.

THE TAX ox FINE ART. Mr. H. L. Warren writes from Boston
to the New York Evening Po.it the following letter: Sir: Will you
allow me to call attention to one of the many absurdities which dis-

graces our tariff system? Your columns have always been ready
to give publicity to just grievances that affect any part of the com-

munity, and though mine may not be new, you will readily admit
that it is only by a continual exposure of abuses that we can hope
for a better state of things, I have lately returned from Europe
after a year's study of my profession of architecture, and have brought
home photographs and books of engravings which are necessary to

me in the pursuit of that profession. On arrival in Boston I am taxed

twenty-five per cent on my purchases. As many of my architectu-

ral friends had previously brought in similar matter free of duty, as
"
implements of trade

"
(which the law defines to include professional

books), I appealed to Washington against the decision of the Boston

officials, but that decision was sustained. I am a warm admirer of the

thoroughness of thepresent Government, even in the a dminintration of

a bail tariff; but I confess I cannot see reason for so illiberal a construc-

tion of the law of which I happen to be a victim. It not only has not

even the poor excuse of being protection of any industry of this country
for photographs of ancient buildings obviously cannot he produced

here hut it is throwing an obstacle in the way of the development of the

fine arts in this country which it should be the policy of an enlightened
government to encourage. Is not our present tariff a gigantic system of

highway robbery ? _____

A FORTY-FIVE TON CYLINDER JAIL. The new jail just completed
cost $30,000. Its peculiar feature is that the cells are arranged in the

form of a great iron cylinder, which revolves about so that only one
cell is at the opening at any one time. This cylinder is three stories

high, there being ten cells on each floor. Its weight is forty-five tons,
and this ponderous weight is hung from above instead of turning on a
track below. The. strangest part of the arrangement is that the great

cylinder can be turned by a simple crank with very little force, a man
with his left hand moving it readily. When all is complete it is the in-

tention to have a little water motor in the basement, and then by simply
moving a lever the cylinder will be set to rotating. It is suggested that

when there are prisoners who it is feared may he trying to cut out, the

cylinder can by a motor be easily kept moving slowly all night, so that

the prisoners do not remain long enough in one place to do any mis-

chief, or even to crawl out if they had made a partial break. It seems
that prisoners have little chance for escape from this new jail. A cage
of iron bars completely surrounds the cylinder in which the cells are.

The entrance on each floor is guarded by two doors. The officer stand-

ing outside does not have to unlock even the flrst door, but can swing
the cylinder around until the cell appears in which is the desired pris-

oner, and then by a simple movement the inner door is opened and the

prisoner can step out of his cell. Then the officer can open the other
door and let the man out, but the other prisoners are way beyond any
possible reach of the officer and it is impossible for them to make any
break on him while he is taking a man out or putting one in. He can
handle any number of men in the same way and they cannot get within
reach of him until he chooses to let them. Oiuuhn Bee.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Hrporttit for The American Architect and Building Newi.)

[Although a large portion of the building Melligenet
is proritletl by their regular correspotiden la, lilt editors,

greatly rletirt to receive voluntary information, etpe-

uallyfrvm the tmaller and outlying totem.}

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printed specifications of any patenttherementioned,

together tritri full detail illustrations, may be obtained

*f the Commissioner of Patents, at Washington, for
twenty-Jive cenls.l

32.i,fi(i7. SYHTI:M "K STKAM - HKATIMJ. Milton
Foreman, Philadelphia, Pa.

325,678. HKATISU-STOVK. John H. Keyser, New
York, N. V.

:IL'."..I,MI. iiitviM; AND BOHNISO BKICKS. Philip
Llchtenstadt, Chicago, 111.

.',-.,, <;MI. PiPK-Coui'UKO. Chas. A. May and Thos.
Sldilall. Trenton. N. J.

3^6,687. KMUIISSKD FABRIC FOR DECORATISO
WAI.L8, ETC. T. McGovern, New York, N. Y.

826,693. SHINGLE - BAWISO MACHINE. Willis J.

Perkins, Grand Raplda, Mich.
:i2.">.73i. MAMHILK FUR FIUB- E.NOISK HOUSES.

ElbrldgeO. Chase, Lynn, Masa.
325.753. WINDOW. Rafael Martinez, New York,

N. Y.
32(5,754. SASH-FASTENER. John McCormick and

Calvin McKlnnon, Laurinburg, N. C.

326,759. DitAW-SuAVE. William Millspaugh, Mid-
dletowu, N. Y.

325,761. SPRING-HINGE. Sidney S. Niles, Chicago,
III.

325.787. BRICK-BURNING KILN. Henry R.Cassidy,
Delhi, O., and Anthony Fries, Brookville, 1ml.

325,820. SKWER. James H. Clark, Chicago, III.

3J6.834. SASH-FASTE.NKR. John H. Hauiaker, Can-
ton. O.

325,838. BURGLAR - ALARM. Frederick D. Hill,
New York, N. Y.

326,846. SABH-FASTKNER. Charles W. Littlefleld,

Ameabury, Mass.
325.857. HEATINO- STOVE. John O'Keefe, St.

Louis, Mo.
325.858. DEVICE KOR AUTOMATICALLY OPENING

AND CLCM1XO HATCHES OF ELEVATORS. Johll T.

Pacey, Philadelphia, Pa.
325.859. NAIL. Edwin K. Page, Worcester, Mass.
325,895. Pll-K. - Cot I'LINH. .Tames Aguew, All

gheny, and William Agnew, Pittsburgh, Pa.

325,909. LOCK - HINGE. Alpheiu It. Brown, Jr.,

Boston, Mass.
326,927. APPARATUS FOR HOLDING AND SHIFTING

STAGK SCENERY. Watson H. Gifford, Fort Hamil
ton. N. Y.

326,939-940. BRICK-MACHINE. Lewis B. Kennedy,
St. Louis, Mo.

32"..912. WUKNCH. Bradford F. Lancaster, Augus-
ts Me.

325,918. PIPE-REAMER. Rufus G. Marcy, Kansas
City, Mo.

326,%2. AIR AND STEAM HEATER. Geo. Nixon,
Jr., Philadelpbia, Pa.

325,971. ELEVATOB. Henry J. Reedy, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

32.V.IW. FiKE-EsCAPE. John Walsh, Cleveland, O.

3211,004. HKATKK. Ellaa S. Wllber, Chicago, 111.

326,048. KNOB-ATTACHMENT. Thomas J. Morgan,
Woodlawn Park, 111.

326.1KB. VKNTILATINO BUILDINGS. Ira J. Ord-
way, Chicago, 111.

326,056. SKYLIGHT. Bernard Overman, Washing-
ton, I). C.

326,061. DRAWER FOR DRAWING-PAPER AND Doc-
UMENTH. Alexander Russell, Hot Springs, Ark.

326,073. SASH - WEIGHT. Reuben Vosburgb, Ore-

gon, 111.

326,90. SASH-FASTENER. Frank A. Bascom,
Qreenville, Pa.

326,108. METALLIC SHINOLK. Moses G. Farmer,
Newport, R. I.

326,126. SINK-TRAP. Aloia Koegel, Milwaukee,
Wla.

326,137-138. VISE. V. Mumford Moore, Chicago,
III.

32l>,169. FiRE-F.acAPF.. Fredrick Steinebach and
Herbert Wright, New York. N. Y.

326,190. WALL-PAPER. William Wilson, Edge-
water, N. J.

326.277. AUTOMATIC TRAP FOR WASH-BASINS.
William E. Delehanty, Albany, and Edward J. Mur-
phy, Greenhuah, N. Y.

326,286. BRICK-KILN. Willia N. Graves, St. Louis,
Mo.

326,288. HYDRAULIC BRICK-MACHINE. Willis N.
Graves, St. Louis, Mo.

326,317. MANUFACTURE OF ARTIFICIAL STOSE OR
MARHI.R. Scott Mixer, Cincinnati, O.

:!2(i,32o. UOOB-CUECK. James E. Xewcomb, Rock
lalaml. 111.

326,:w. MKANS FOR OPERATING DOORS AND
SHUTTERS. E. Perkins, St. Joseph, Mo

326,329. INTKHM" 'KING Sl'IRAL MOULDING AS AN
ARTICLE OF MANUFACTURE. Moses Y. Raiiaom,
Cleveland, O.

326,336. FIRE-ESCAPE. John E. Sandberg and
Magnus Akeson, Butte City, Mont.

326.346. HYDRAULIC AIR-PUMP. William S.Tay-
lor. Huntingdon, Pa.

326.373. SHt'TTKR-BowER. George F. S. Zimmer-
man, Frederick, Md.

326.374. ROOFING. Benjamin B. Adama, Roewell,
N. Mex.

326.402. COMBINED ANVIL, DRILL AND VISE. Hi-
ram Childers, El Dorado, Kaus.

326,440. SrnAM-BoiLER. James McEwan, Detroit,
Mich.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Haltimnre.

WAREHOL'sic. Frank E. Davis, architect, li preparing

El;uis

lor Maurice Laupbeluier, Esq., for a four-st']
rick mul Cheat Kivcr stone building, 57' x 66', to bo

erected cor. Kutuw and King SU., and to cost Sl'J,

(MM).

Hi li.KING PKKMITS. Since our last report thirty
one permit* bare been granted, the more import
ant of wlilch are the following:

!:. K. l!o>.l. 9 two-at'y brick buildings, u > Baker
St.. IM-I wi-f'n Calhoun and Gilmor st.
Frederick Burger, 4 three-at'y brick buildings, n I

Lafayette St.. eof Bethel St.

(li-ii. A. Blake, 4 three-st'y brick buildings, w s

Charles St., between Kiddle and John Sts.

U. II. Shaddrick, 13 two-st'y brick buildings, com
niencing s e cor. Monroe and Mcllenry Sts.

Aug. Hanneman, 5 two-st'y brick buildiugs,
Wolle St., u of Chase St.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PF.RHITS. Xortk Seventh St., A'o. 76, I

176' w Second St., four-st'y frame store and tene-

ment, tin roof; cost, $fi,400; owner, 1). Buckley, 76

North Seventh St.; architect, A. Herbert; builders

Lehne & Moran and C. Schneider.
franklin Ave., w cor. Park Ave., 2 four-st';

frame stores and tenements, tin roofs; cost, 95,0V
and $6,500; owner, Meier, Ten Kyck St., cor. lx>rl

HUT St.; architect, A. Herbert; builders, U. Maurer
and J. Wagner.
Myrtle Are., No. 1152, three-t'y frame tenement

tin roof; cost, 34,300; owner, Solomon Wolf, 115-

Myrtle Are.; architect, Th. Engelhardt; builder, J

Rueger.
Central Ave., e s, 40' n George St., 2 three-st'y

frame brick-filled tenements, tin roofs; cost, each
*:I,'.NK>; ownere and builders, Henry Hoth, 219 .John
ton Ave. and Leopold Michel, Kwen St., cor. Mese
role St.; architect, G. Hillenbrand.

Central Art., e s, 90' u George St., three-st'y
frame (brick-filled) store and tenement, tin roof

cost, $4,200; owners, etc., same, as last.

Evergreen Are., w s, 25' s .Jefferson St., 2 three-st'y
frame (brick-filled) stores and tenements, tin roofs

cost, each, 94,000; owner and builder, George Loetf-

ler, Jetferson St.; architect, F. Holraberg.
Korth Eighth St., s w cor. Fourth St., rear of lot

three-st'y frame (brick-tilled) tenement, tin roof,
cost. 83,0<K); owner. Henry Noll, North Eighth an
Fourth Sts.; architect, A. Herbert; builders, J. Wag
ner anil U. Maurer.
Stagg St., s s, 240' w Waterbury St., 2 three-nt'y

frame (brick-filled) tenements, tin roots; cost, $4,20"
owner, .1. Schneider, 261 Sugg St.; architect, J
Platte; builder, U. Maurer.
Meserole St., is, ITS' w Kwen St., three-st'y frame

(brick-ailed) more and dwell., tin roof; cost, $5,200;

owner, F. Pfeiffera. Montrose Ave., near Leonard
St.; architect, J. Platte; builders, <'. Wieber and
J.Rauth.

llatsey St., n s, 395' e Ralph Ave., 6 two-at'y an<j

basement brick dwells., tin roofs: cost, each, $3,200;
owner and builder, Jas. W. Stewart, Quincy St.,
nrar Tompkins Ave.; architect, I. D. Reynolds.

O'ii<e St., 8 e cor. Devoe St., one-st'y brick church
with tower, slate roof; cost, SGS.OOO; owner, St. Nich-
olas lt<> nan Catholic Church, Powers St., cor. olive
St

; architect, Wm. Schickel; builders, W. & T.

Lamb, Jr.

Afyrtle Ave, s s, about 100' e Waverley Ave., 3 four-

st'y brick stores and tenements, tin roofs; cost,
each, $7,000- owner and builder, Cornelius Donnel-
lon, 116 Pacific St.; architects, G. P. Chappell & Co.

Jefferson St., ffos. 131 and 1:13, 2 three-st'y frame
(brick-filled) tenement*, tin roots: cost, each. $s,400;

owners, A. Boegel and K. Kisele, on premises; build
era, J. Rueger and .1. Ariuendinger.
Humbolilt St., a e cor. Johnson Ave., three-nt'y

frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof; cost, $3,(H)0;

owner, A. Stumniermann. Broadway, cor. Lewis
Ave.; architect, Th. Engelhardt; builder, C. Schnei-
der.

Evergreen Ave., Ifos. 343-347, e a. 50' n Bleecker
St., 4 two-st'y frame flats, tin roofs; coat, each,
$3,000; owner and builder, Fred. 1 > n-ring, 876 Buah-
wii-k Ave.; architect, Tb. Engelhardt.

President St., , 112' e Kighth Ave., 3 four-st'y
dwells.; cost, each, $12,000; owner, O. I). Munn,
Broadway, cor. Franklin St., New York; architect
and builder, C. F. Burckett.
Hamilton Ave., e cor. Coles St., three-et'y brick

store and dwell., tin roof; cost, $5,000; owner, archi-
tect and builder, J. F. Nelson, 26 Manhaaaet PI.

Pacific St., 8 s, 465* e Rockaway Ave.; 2 two-st'y
frame (brick-filled) dwells., tin roofs; cost, $2.500
and $2,700; owner, Catharine Molloy, East New
York; architect, C. L. IVSpakhoff.

Giffinnett St., n s, 121' e Marcy Ave., three<st'y
frame (brick-filled) store and dwell., tin roof; cost,
$3,<KM); owner, Fred. Miller, Gwinnett St., near
Marcy Ave. ; architects and contractors, E. Woods &
Co.; mason, Bruchheiser.

Kaymonil St., w 8, IBS' 6" s Tillary St., gravel roof;
cost, $4,000: owner, Wm. J. Durtly. 210 .Smith Ox-
ford St.; architect, C. Werner; builders, E. F. Smith
and J. Power.

fourteenth St., n 8,87' 10" e Seventh Ave., 3 three-

st'y brick and wood tenements, gravel roofs; cost,
each, $4,000; owner, K. K. Clayton, 415 Seventh Ave.;
architect and contractor, W. F. Claytou; mason, X.
Meyers.
Sixth Ave., e s, 40' n Tenth St., 3 three-st'y brown.

Btone stores and dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $9,000;
owner. George Wessel, Sixth Ave.. cor. Tenth St.;
architect, L. Boaiuer; builder, T. J. Nash.
Palmetto St., n s, 90' e Broadway, 3 two-st'y

dwells., tin roofs, wooden cornices: cost, each,
$4,000; owner and builder, Cozzens & Barton, 177

Stuyvesant Ave.; architect, I. D. Reynolds.
franklin Ace., e 8, 100' s I)ean St., 3 two-st'y brick

dwells., tin roofs; cost, total, $60ix>; owner. J. J.

Drake, 397 Fulton St.; architect and builder, J. N.
Smith.
Marcy Ave., f I, 75* > Middleton St., three-st'y

frame (brick-tilled) tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,500;
owner and contractor, Jacob Boaaert, 284 Uutledge
St.; architect, J. 1'latle; mason, J. Auer.

Chlcacu.
Hi n. DIM. PERMITS. Q. N. Hull, G two-st'y flats,

Flouruey St. ; coot, $20,000; architect, Sprague.
C. Rt'inborg, threo-et'y flats, 145 Towusend St.:

cost, $4,500.
Uulou Iron and Steel Mills, two-st'y office, 1584

Ashland Ave.; cost, $10,000; architect, Colton.
M. C. Jones, 4 two-nt'y dwells , WoodlBWB 1'k.;

cost, $I2,IKH|; architects, Burnuam St Root.
J. Slktahler, twoit'y dwell., 138 Cornelia St.;
ON, $3,000.
Dr. .McArthur, two-sl'y dwell., 410 Dearborn Ave.;

cost, $12,000; architects, Cobb & Frost.
C. F. Julien, 2 three-nt'y stores and dwells.. 504-

508 Wells St.; cost, $15,000; architects, Ostliug &
Co.
Mrs. M. M. O'Donoghne, two st'y dwell., 3623 Prai-

rie Ave.; cost, $5,000; architect, W. H. Drake.
Mr.-. M. Hammond, ihree-m'y dwell., 74 1'eoria

St.; cost, $7,000; architect, M. L. Been.
W. Strippelman, two-st'y dwell., 215 Leavltt St.-

tO*t, .'.. archill 1:1, \\ . Strippeliuali.
J. L. lloerbur, tbree-st'y store and dwell., noi

Fourteenth St.; cost, $8,000; architect, A. Heavier.
K. A. Shaw, 2 three ify dwells.. 5J4-526 West

Jackson St.; cost, $20,000; architect, O. J. Pierce.
li. Boese, three-*l'y store and flats, 698-704 Mil-

waukee Ave.; cost. $x,000; architect, T. Karls.
H. Berl, two-st'y dwell., 9 Keith St.; cost, $3.-

600; architect, T. Wolff.
J. Schonlg, three-st'y store and flats, 718 Chicago

Ave.; cost, $3,200,
M. A. Meeker, two-sfy dwell., 365 Park Ave.:

cost, $4,0011.
C. Mathler, three-st'y store and dwell., 365 Fifth

Ave.; c t, $3,600; architect, J. Zlttel.
J. Eisner, Iwo-el'y storehouse, 125 North Curtuj

St.; cost, s.-i.<>"0; architect, H. L. Kley.
Mrs. L. M. Brillon, 3 three ct'y store and dwells.,

208-302 North Ave.; cost, $16,000; architect, L. Kln-
tarfues.
M. Payne, two-st'y Hals. 257 North Ashland Ave.
C. C. Collins, 3 two-nt'y dwells., 2201-2206 Prairie

Ave.; cost, $20,000; architects, Buruuam & Root.
J. Kanwolff, three st'y store and dwell., 3081 Lock

St.; cost, $7,50ii; architects, Hildinger & Co.
H. Hard, three-st'y store and dwell., 982 Milwau-

kee Ave.; cost, $5.OU; architect, Schuoor.
J. H. Manny, two-st'y dwell., 317 Belden Ave.;

cost, $5,000; architect, H. H. Gage.
lllrks Bros., three-at'y store and dwell., 914 West

Lake St.; cost, $7,(MXI.
W. Metzger, 6 two-st'y dwells., 1B5-173 Thirty-

seventh St.; cost. $18.000; architect, P. W. Kuehl.
The Board of Education, three-st'y school-house,

96-lox Hudson Ave.; cost, $56,000, architect, J. J.
Flanders.

F. K. Otis, three-st'y store and flats, 12 Quincy St.;
cost, S8,ooo; architect, C. Palmer.
W. B. Ollphaut, two-st'y flats, 25 Plum St.; cost

$3,MX); architect, W. Ellott.
W. Mara, two-st'y flats, 263 Winchester Ave.; cost,

$3,000.
D. Haly, two-st'y flat*, 350 Winchester Ave.; cost.

94,000.
M. Mueller, 2 three-st'y stores and flats, 135-137

Centre Ave.; cost, $6,000; architect, J. Brubos.
H. P. Smith, 8 two-st'y dwells., 3248-3262 Cottage

Grove Ave.; cost, S30.IKM).
J. Gideon, two-st'y store and dwell., 35 Miller St.
E. O'Keilly. two-st'y dwell., 3217 Michigan Ave

coat, $10,000; architect, T. V. Wadakier.
K. B. Smith, 2 two-st'y store and flats, 3142-3144

State St.; coat, SIII.M.HI.

M. Bradley, two-st'y dwell., 451 Warren Ave.;
cost, $3,ooo.
G. Schennlcke, two-st'y dwell., 587 Larrabee St.;

cost, $3,0 >o; architect, J. Bruhna.
J. Ueidler, foundation, 142-148 Washington St.;

cost, $10,000.
A. Pearson, 3 two-st'y 8tore and flats, 1 103-1 10S

West Harrison St.; cost, $8,000; architect, C. W.
Boyiugton.
A. Lewandowakl, throe-st'y store and flits, 693

Dickson St.; coat, $6,<K>0.

Cincinnati.
l!r II.HIM; PKBMITS. J. Shielda, two-st'y brick build-
ing, Woodburn and Lincoln Avea.; coat, $4,600.
B. Hasslebrock, one-afy brick building, Second

and Sycamore Sts. : cost, $2,000.
Lincoln Club, remodel four-st'y brick building

Eighth and Race Sts.; coat, $3.600.
John Bolan. two-st'y brick building, State Ave.

and Liberty St.; cost, $M,ooo.
C. Smat, three-et'y brick building, Oliver and Linn

Sta.; cost, 85.600.

Benjamin Berger, two-et'y brick building, Poldar
St. and Western Ave.; cost, $3,600.
Cost of 17 repairs, $9,560.
Total cost or repairs, $1,380,751.60.
Total number of repairs, 681.

Cleveland.
COLLBOR BOILDINO. Western Reserve Medical Col-

lege, cor. St. Clalr and Erie Sta., brown-atone- cost
$100,000; Thos. Liuas, contractor; Coburu44 Baruuin,
architects.

MASONIC TKMPLK. Cor. Superior and Bond Sta
stone; cost, $80, KM); Cudell & Richardson, architects.
DUO HALL. On Superior St., 90' x 16V brick- cost
$65,000; sealing capacity. 5,000.

STORKS. Brick block oil Euclid Ave., stone front 72'
x 120'; O. E. King, owner; Thos. Simmons, con-
tractor; Geo. H. Smith, architect.
Brick block, 313 Woodland Ave.; cost, $10,000.
Brick block. Broad way, near Forest St., for Henry

Laub, three-st'y, 67' x 74'; coat, $8.000; Uhl & Koes-
tering. masona; Henry Banks, carpenter; F C
Bate, architect.

HOUSKS. Frame house on Lincoln Ave. for C C
Morse; cost. $6,000; Chas. Sackett, builder; F. C
Bate, architect.

ALTKRAT1UN8. Addition to American Wire Co. on
Marquardt St.: coat, 1 11.000; J. T. Watterson, con-
tractor; F. C. Bate, architect.
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BUILDING PERMITS. Granted since last report are

as follows:
Gordon W. Lloyd, brick and stone parish school,

24U Kast Woodbridge St.; cost, $1(1,01)0.

Win. Scott & Co., brick store; cost, $4,000.

John \Vaterfall, brick dwell., 965 Woodward Ave.;

cost, 12,000.
Moore & Buchanan, brick dwell., 261 Fourth St.;

cost $3,600.
C. B. Cole, brick dwell., Selden Ave.; cost, $1,800.

Harcus & Lange, brick dwell., SO Leverett St.:

cost, $3.000.
C. B. Cole, brick dwell., 37 Hendrie Ave.; cost,

Goff Stenton, two-st'y brick dwell., 27 Hendrie

Ave.; cost, 85,500.
Mrs. A. A. Wood, two-st'y brick dwell., Selden

Ave.; cost, $3,800.
J. H. Kudell, two-st'y brick dwell., 80 Leverett

St.; cost, S3.000.

W. H. Hollands* Son, two-st'y brick dwell., 68-

70 East High St.; cost, 98,000.

E. B. Coolidge, two-st'y brick dwell., 41 East Alex-

andrine Ave.: cost, 3,800.

Chas. Burkheiser. two-st'y brick barn, 575-577 St.

Aubin Ave.; cost, $3,300.
C. W. Green, three-st'y brick dwell., 657CassAve.;

cost, 4,000.
Donaldson & Meier, two-st.'y brick stores, 313-315

Wood Ave.; cost, 8,600.

S Simon & Son, four-st'y brick storehouse, 371-

373 Atwater St.; cost, 5,000.

Henry George, 3 three st'y brick dwells., 126-128,

130 West Fort St.; cost, $10,000.

S J. Murphy & Co., four-st'y brick chair factory,

at the Detroit, Grand Haven & Milwaukee Junc-

tion ; cost, 3.1,000.

Bergrln & Halecki, flve-st'y brick seminary, St.

Aubin Ave.; cost, 30,000.

Bergrtn & Halecki, brick school-house, Twenty-
third St.; cost, $3,800.

C. B. Cole, four-st'y brick dwell., 757-759-761 Wood-
ward Ave. and 18 West Alexandrine Ave.; cost, $24,-

H Carew, four-st'y brick chair factory, Russell

St.; cost, 35,000.
H. Carew, brick dwell., 165 McDougall Ave., cost,

H. Carew, brick pattern shop, Ferry St.
; cost, 83,-

000.

A. Beaton, brick dwell., 47-49 Lincoln Ave.; cost,

$5,800.
J. L. Gearin, brick dwell., 354 Lafayette Ave.;

cost, $3,400.
Lane&Deitz, brick store, % East Congress St.;

cost, 8,000.
H. W. Richie, grain elevator, 238-240 Hastings St.;

cost, 5,000.
W. Dupont, double brick dwell., 226-228 Howard

St.; cost, $5.400.

S. G. Oaskey, three-st'y double brick dwell., 49-51

Seventh St.; cost, $7,000.

J. H. Hunt, addition to the rear of the Sixteenth

St. Methodist Episcopal Church: cost, $4,000.

Julien Shelinger, 2 two st'y brick dwells., bet.

Woodward Ave. and John R. St.: cost. $8.000.

A. Morass, two-st'y brick dwell, and barn, East

Congress St.; cost, $4,500.
John Waterfall, three st'y brick and frame dwell

,

Woodward Ave. ; cost, $10.000.

Mr. Gibson, brick dwell., Hanoock Ave.; cost,

$5,000.
Barney Finn, two-st'y hrick store, cor. Hastings

and Catherine Sts.: cost. $4,"00.
Thomas Sherk & Co.. flve-st'y brick hotel, 212-214

West Woodbridge St.; cost, $18,000.
Mason & Rice, brick packing-bouse, Twentieth

St.; cost. $15,000.
John Waterfall, two-Bt'y brick dwell., 945 Wood-

ward Ave.; cost, $11,000.
W. Thurber, two-st'y brick dwell., 24 East Alex-

andrine Ave.; cost, 3,700.

Henry Engelbert, two-st'y brick dwell., Frank-
lin and'WoortbrMge Sts.: cost, 9,500.

H. H. Jackson, two-st'y double brick dwell., 505-

607 Third St.; cost, $8,000.
Charles G. Baumgart, 2 brick stores to be erected

cor. Kussell and Ferry Ave.; cost, 6,BUO.

Minneapolis, Minn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Henry Brown, four-st'y brick
veneer tenement building, e s South Bryant Ave.,
bet. West Thirty-seventh and West Thirty-eighth
Sts.: cost, 27,000.

$9,000.
R. P. Dunningter. two-st'y addition to store build-

Ing, n e cor. Two Hundred and Forty-second and
liennepin Aves.; cost, $3,000.

New York.

FLATS. On the n s Twelfth St. bet. Avenues A and
B, five-st'y brick and brown-stone tenement, with
warehouse on first floor, is to be built for Mr. Peter
Scbaeffler.at a cost of 20,000; from plans of Mr. VV.

Graul.
On the w s Second Ave., from Ninety-third to

Ninetv-fourth St.s., a number of tenements and
stores are to be built by Mr. John Schappert.

HOUSES. On the n s Ninetv-fourth St., 100' e Tenth
Ave., Messrs. Squire & Whipple will build 9 three-

st'y brick and stone dwells.
On the n s Twentieth St., w Ninth Ave., Mr. Owen

Donohue will build 5 four-st'y high-stoop brick and
brownstone houses.

SLAiiGHTEH-HorSK, ETC. A quite unique building
Is that to be altered at No. 10 Govirneur Slip, which
is to be used as a chicken emporium and slaughter-
house. Mr. Jos. M. Dunn the architect has complied
with all the requirements of the Board of Health,
having specified for Star Rock Asphalt floors, and
the most improved system of drainage. The cost of
the improvement will be about 15.000.

Hi II.HI.MA PHBM.ITS. Randall's Island, opp. East

One Hundred and Seventeenth St., three-st'y brick
workshop, for House of Refuge, peak elate roof;
cost, $10,000: owner, Society for the Reformation of
Juvenile Delinquents, foot of East One Hundred
and Twentieth St., N. Y.; architect. O. P. Haifleld,
31 Pine St., N. Y.; C. R. Terwilleger, mason, One
Hundred and Fifty-sixth St. and Tenth Ave.
Kast One Hundred and Eighth St., s s, 100' e Sec-

ond Ave., two-st'y brick dwell., fiat tin roof; cost,
$7,000; owner, James F. Gray, 546 Ninth Ave.; ar-

chitect, James D. Darling. 356 Eighty-seventh St.
West Fiftieth St., A'o. 452, flve-st'y brick flat,

brick and stone front, flat tin roof; owner, Godfrey
Haas, 454 West Fiftieth St.; architect, B. A. Bscha-
idner, 15 Cortlamlt St.
Warren St., No. 72, flve-st'y brick store, stone and

iron front, flat tin roof; cost, $50,000; owner, P. B.

Parker, 108 East Eighty-seventh St.; architects, Bab-
cuck & .VlcAvoy, (14 College PI.
East One Hundred and Fifteenth St., No. 322, four-

st'y brick tenement, flat tin roof; cost, 12,0(10; own-
er, Henry Neus. 404 East One Hundred and Four-
teenth St.; architect, Adam Munch, 307 East One
Hundred and Fifteenth St.

Seventy-fifth St., n s, 125' w First Ave., flve-st'y brick
stable and loft building, flat tin roof; cost, $li),000:

owner, Jacob F. I)roste,330 East Eighty-seventh St.;
architect, J. Kastner, 744 Broadway.

Third Ave., w s, 221' 5" u One Hundred and Sixty-
third St., four-st'y brick tenement-house, flat tin

roof; cost, $14,000; owner, Patrick Duffy, 967 North
Third Ave.; architects, Schmidt & Garvin, 26
Church St.

Ninety-Fourth St., n s. 150' e Tenth Ave., 6 three-
st'y basement brick dwells., briok and brown-stone
front; cost, 63,000; owner, Frank Mulligan, 425
West Twenty-fourth St.; architect, Emile Gruwe,
113 Sixth Ave.

Riverside Drive, e s, 550' n One Hundred and
Twenty-second St., two-st'y brick stable flat tin

roof; cost, $10,000; owner, Robert G. Gregg, 2015
Sixth Ave.; architect, J. Kastner, 744 Broadway.
Ludlow St., No. 6, flve-st'y brick tenement, flat

tin roof; cost, $16,000; owner, Patrick H. McManus
110 East Ninety-first St.; architect, Wm. Kurtzer.
One Hundred and Fifty-nxth St., n w cor. North

Third Ave., four-st'y brick tenement, flat tin roof;
cost, S14.000; owner, Mary A. liich. n w cor. One Hun-
dred and Fifty-sixth St. and North ThirdAve.; archi-
tect, Adolph Pfeitfer, 891 North i hird Ave.

ALTERATIONS. Gronnds of llloom'mndale, One Hun-

idd., making four-st'y, mansart
owners. Governors N. Y. Hospital, on premises;
architect, Ralph S. Townsend, cor. One Hundred and
First St. and Tenth Ave.
East Tenth St., No. 22, brick extension, flat tin

roof; cost, $6,000; owner. James Otis, Bellport, Long
Island; architect, F. & W. E. Bloodgood.
Broadway, No. 1115, hotel known as the Hoffman

House, hvdraulic elevator: cost, $4,000; owner, Mrs.
G. R. Hoffman, 424 West Twenty-third St.; leseees,
Cassns H.Reed and Edw. S. Stokes; architect, John
B. Suook, 12 Chamber St.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PERMITS. Gir'ird ''allege Grounds, three
st'y white marble building. 110'x 190'; cost, 138,000;
Allen B. Rorke, contractor.
Mechlin St., w of Wakefleld St., two-st'y dwell..

18' x 40'; G. W. Baxter, contractor.
Clinton St., n of Bar St., 2 two-st'y dwells., 16' X

28'; J. S. Tomlinson, owner.
Fairhill St., n of Cambria St., 2 two-st'y dwells.,

16' x 36'; Brockelhnrst & Ewing, contractors.
Arch St., w of Tenth St., four-st'y store, 22' x 133';

R. W. Strode, contractor.
Herman St., cor. Germantown Ave., three-st'y

store, 17' x 66'; Geo. W. Hearst, contractor.
Germantown Ave., No. 4058, three-st'y dwell.; Wm.

Kutz, contractor.

Harerford St., w of Budd St., 6 two-sfy dwells.;
Frank II. Vodges, contractor.

Twenty-eighth St., cor. Earnest St., 9 two-st'y
dwells.; B. P. Evans, contractor.

Fart//-second St., near I'ine St., 8 three-st'y
dwells.; W. S. Kimball, owner.
Bailey St., s of Columbia Ave., 2 two-st'y dwells.;

J. E Dingee, owner.
Venango St., w of Kensington Ave., 3 two-st'y

dwells.; Jas. Quigley, contractor.
Oak Lane, near Kirby St., 2 three-st'y dwells., R.

J. Kirby, contractor.
Chatham St., e of Green St., 2 three-st'y dwells.;Wm. Lazallere, contractor.
South Nineteenth St., No. 1538, two-st'y dwell.;

Samuel McClellan, owner.
Harvey St., e of Adams St., 2 three-st'y dwells.;Wm. Garvin, contractor.
Emerald St., n of Ontario St., 10 two-st'y dwells.;

Ed. J. Develin, owner.
Thouroio St., n of Diamond St., 2 two-st'y dwells.;

D. C. Schouler, owner.
E/ecenth St., s w cor. Washington Ave., four-st'y

factory, one-st'y warehouse aud one-at'y boiler-
house; J. WT

. Young, contractor.
Tmentu-seamd St., s of York St., one-st'y mill; E.

H. Flood, owner.
Franklin St., w s, near Allen St., 6 two-st'y

dwells.; J. & E. Mattis, owners.
Montgomery Ave., near Seventh St., 10 three-st'y

dwells.; Thos. McCo'tch, owner.
Norwood Are., Chestnut Hill, two - st'y stone

stable; C. R. Kohl & Bro., contractors.
Germantown Ace., No. 2312, three-st'y dwell.;

Henry G. Sbultz, contractor.
Noncood St., No. 821, three-st'y dwell.; Nutz &

Worthington, contractors.
Chestnut St., w of Thirty-seventh St., three-st'y

dwell.; Stacey Reeves & Son, contractors.

St. Louis.

BUILDING PERMITS. Seventy permits have been
issued since our last report, seventeen of which are
for unimportant frame houses. Of the rest, those
worth $2,500 and over are as follows:

P. Tucker, two-st'y brick and stone store and
dwell.; cost, $6,400; Bothe & Rotterman, contrac-
tors.

F. C. Kinkrad, two-st'y stone dwell.; cost, 3,000;
P. Brennan, contractor.
Mary K. and Susan Hewett, two-st'y brick dwell.;

cost, .Si.OOO; C. F. Aufderheide& Co., contractors.
Henry Saulsmann, two-st'y brick store and dwell.:

cost, 2,500; contractors, same as last.
M. Tercka, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick tenements:

cost, $2,800; Kluthe& lioeke, contractors.
J. C. Newherry, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,500;

J. C. Newbyrry, contractor.
A. G. Loring, 3 adjacent two-st'y brick tenements;

cost, $4,000; J. B. Legg, architect; W. J. Baker, con-
tractor.

C. C. Murphy, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,800;
C. C. Murphy, contractor.
Wm. L. Miller, two-st'y brick store and dwell.;

cost, 3,200; Aug. Beinke & Co., architects; C. H.
Poertner, contractor.
Geo. W. Simpkins, three-st'y brick dwell.; cost,
18,000; Games & Young, architects; F. S. Green &

Co., contractors.
H. Staunn. 2 adjacent two-st'y brick tenements;

cost, $7,1100; Paulus & Weiilemuller, contractors.
P. White, two-st'y brick dwell.: cost, $4,000; J. B.

Gosse, architect; J. O'Malley, contractor.
G. Miller, two-st'y brick'dwell.; cost, $2,500; B.

Koerster, contractor.
Wm. H. Thompson, four-st'y brick store; cost,

$21,000; H. G.Isaacs, architect; contract sublet.
Wm. M. Dietring, two-st'y brick store and dwell.;

cost, 4,000; Francisco & Farnum, contractors.
Good Samaritan Hospital, tbree-st'y brick addi-

tion to hospital; cost. 3,500; A. Beluke, architect;
H. Schulte, contractor.
H. Hanibal, three-st'y brick tenement; cost,
2,800; B. Goesse, architect; Goesse & Roberts, con-

tractors.

Henry Miller & Chas. Grisheimer, 2 adjacent two-
Bt'y brick store anil dwell.; cost, $3,600; Johnson,
architect; F. Offermann, contractor.
Caot. L. H. Cunn, two-st'y brick dwell ; cost, 12,-

000: J. B. I.egg, architect; A. E. Cook, contractor.
Hill Bros., altering two-st'y brick warehouse;

cost, $3,600; Win. Atchison, contractor.
W. II. Lee & Co., altering one-st'y brick store and

tenement; cost, 5,4"0; J. H. McNamara, architect;
O'Malley Bros., contractors.

Jos. Murphy. 3adjacent two-st'y brick tenements;
cost, $3,300; Theo. Gugerty, contractor.

St. Paul, Minn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Three-st'y brick store and

offices, e s of Jackson St., between Fifth and Sixth
Sts.; cost, $5,000; owner, Granville Browning, Chi-
cago, 111.

Two-st'y brick stable and shop, n s of Fifth St.,
between Wabasha and Cedar Sts.; cost, ?2,150;
owner, St. Paul Water Board.
Two-st'y brick store and dwell., n s of Concord St.,

between Add and Anita Sts.; cost, 2,400; owner,
Joseph Anstelt.

Two-st'y frame dwell., n s of Portland St., be-
tween St. Albans and Dale Sts.; cost, 2,000; owner,
G. H. Lewis.
Two st'y frame dwell., s s of Bayless St., between

Railroad and Blake Sts.; cost, 2,350; owner, "St.
Anthony Park Co."
Two-st'y frame dwell., cor. Vane St.; cost, $2,300;

owner, same as last.

Two-st'y frame double dwell., n s of Iglehart St.,
between Farrington and Lewis St.; cost, $2,400;
owner, A. Collatz.

Two-st'y frame dwell., n s of Fairfleld St., be-
tween Water and Edward Sts. ; cost, $2,000; owner,
Margaret Cranston.
Three-st'y brick store and dwell., w Dakota

Ave,, between Chicago and Indiana Sts.; cost, $18,-
000; owner, Albert M. Lawton.

General Notes.

ABERDEEN, DAK. TKH. The Aberdeen Farmers' Ele-
vator Co., f). H. Bliss, President, received bids for
25,000-bushel elevator, August 8.

ATLANTA, GA. Corner-stone for the new Capitol of
Georgia was laid September 1. The building is being
built of oolitic stone, will cost $1,000,000, and will
be completed in lonr years.

BERLIN, N. H. The Glen Manufacturing Co. is build-
ing a pulp and paper mill, which will employ 200 op-
eratives.

BRYAN, <>. Two-st'y brick dwell., for J. Moore; cost
about 7,500; E. O. Fallis & Co., architects.

CLEARFIELD, MINN. Mr. Blair, of Eyota, will in a
few days begin the erection of an elevator at Chat-
field. This will give Chatfield the benefit of three
grain firms and four elevators.

CONCORD, N. H. Hon. B. A. Kimball, Gen. A. D.
Ajling, and Edward Dow of Concord have been ap-
pointed a committee to superintend the erection of
a state arsenal in this city, under joint resolutions
passed by the Legislature in 1879.

DERHY, N. H. Pinkerton Academy is to have a new
building, 50' x 100'. Two years will elapse before it
is completed.

DUBUQUK. IOWA. Contractor Bailey has now under
way : The Phillips block on West Locust street,
two stories and basement, 44' x 50' addition to S.
Green & Son's Foundry, 50' x 50' on West Second st;
and two large smoke houses for the Des Moines
Packing Company.
Mr. W. S. Gaily has let the contract a three st'y

brick building 44' x 110' on East Locust St., between
Sixth and Seventh.

EASTHAMPTON, MASS. Lumber is being drawn for
the new Episcopal church, and it is expected that
the building will be roofed in before winter.

FORT HAHKKR, KANS. General Keifer has just re-
turned to Springfield, O., from Kanas, which ho
visited in the interests of a Springfield syndicate
that is negotiating for 4,000 acres of land a". Fort
Harker, on which to build a manufacturing town.
General Keifer is interested and expects great suc-
cess from the scheme.

JAMKSTOWN, R. ]. A meeting of the committee, and
of those interested in the project to build a chapel
at Cqnanicut Park was held at the park on Tuesday
evening, and enough money having been secured to
warrant the undertaking of this enterprise, it was
voted to begin the structure this autumn.
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pect, however faint, of our being able to maintain the supply
at anything near the demand. Meanwhile, millions of acres

of exhausted farming land lie idle in all our older States, close

to a market of almost infinite capacity, in which forests might
be made to grow with the least possible trouble, and tliegn -;it-

est possible profit. In many cases these colonial faring are al-

ready covered with worthless underbrush, and there are few, if

any, where a small investment now would not pay a rich profit

twenty or thirty years hence.

HE anuual meeting of the American Forestry Congress,
held iu Boston a week or two ago, seems to have been an

important occasion, and some aid must certainly have been

given to the cause of forest preservation by the interesting and

valuable papers read before it. The most effective address was

perhaps that of Mr. Eggleston, the chief of the forestry division

of the Department of Agriculture at Washington, who gave
some rather startling statistics iu regard to the consumption of

timber in this country. Referring to a chart which he had

prepared, showing the extent and distribution of the forest-

covered portions of the United States, the speaker mentioned

the railroads as among the principal consumers of timber ; about

ninety-two million ties being used every year for constructing

new roads and preparing old ones. To furnish lumber for this

purpose alone would lay waste every year a tract of forest equal

iu area to the State of Rhode Island ; while if only the regu-

lar product of a well-kept forest were employed for the pur-

pose, using the trees as they came to maturity, without destroy-

ing the saplings, a tract of fifteen million acres would be re-

quired to maintain a continuous supply of ties ; an area almost

exactly equal to that of Vermont, New Hampshire, Connecti-

cut and Rhode Island combined. Contrary, perhaps, to the

common idea, by far the largest item iu the consumption of

wood is for fuel, the amount of lumber used in this way every

year being, according to the census, nearly fourteen times as

great as that converted into building material, and requiring,

to supply it, the annual devastation of thirty million acres of

forest land, an area about equal to that of the State of New
York or North Carolina. According to the same authority,

forest fires consume every year about one-third as much wood

as is burned by steamboats, locomotives and household stoves

and fireplaces throughout the United States, laying waste an-

nually more than ten million acres of forest land, or an area

equal to that of Massachusetts and New Jersey combined.

Taking all forms of timber waste and consumption together,

the annual drain in the United States results virtually in the

clearing of fifty-one million acres of woodland. How long the

supply will last at this rate may be inferred from the fact that,

according to the investigations made for the last census, the

entire area of woodland within the limits of the United States

is, approximately, four hundred and forty-one million acre-.

The total area of farms is two hundred and ninety-six million

acres ;
and the remaining area of the United States, amounting

to eleven hundred and fifteen million acres, consists, with the

exception of the insignificant territory included in the cities,

entirely of unimproved, waste and abandoned lauds, to which

additions are made every day. Something has been done iu

the Western States in the way of planting trees, and it is said

that four million saplings have been planted in Kansas and the

neighboring States in a single day, but this was on the one day
out of the whole year specially devoted to tree-planting, and,

at the best, it represents an amount of timber far less than the

regular average consumption of every day iu the year, and

much more must be accomplished before there will be a pros-

0NE
of the most singular cases of indirect damage from fire

which has occurred for a long time is recalled to our mem-

ory by a paragraph in the Fireman's Journal, which,

in speaking of a fire which recently broke out in a storage
warehouse in Boston, says that the bales were so closely

packed against the windows that no water could be thrown

through the latter, and the firemen were obliged to break

through the roof in order to put the fire out. The Journal,

very properly, condemns this careless way of packing, which

is too common in buildings of the kind, but its condemnation

would have had additional point if it had known the sequel of

the fire to which it referred. The particular building in ques-

tion, being intended merely for storage, was constructed with

bare brick walls, and as little superfluous wood-work as pos-

sible. There was, therefore, almost nothing to burn in it,

except the jute with which it was filled ; and the warehouse

manager perhaps thought, not without reason, that close pack-

ing of the bales would be likely to prevent rapid combustion of

their contents. However that may be, the jute caught fire,

and, as the Journal says, was put out by pouring water over it

from the roof. The fire does not seem to have gained much

headway, but the firemen, probably knowing the danger of

leaving bales with sparks smouldering in them, saturated the

goods pretty thoroughly, and then left the building. The

close-packed bales of jute swelled, by the absorption of the

water, exerting a force so great as to throw out the walls, not

only of the building in which they were contained, but of the

two adjoining ones, causing a serious and quite unexpected loss.

I
T seems to us that some one might do his fellow-citizens a

good turn by telling the truth about the fire-extinguishing

hand-grenades which are sold now in such enormous quanti-
ties. There are so many varieties of them that we will not

attempt to say what they are all filled with, but, so far as we
have beeu able to ascertain, not one gives out, when thrown

into a fire, any of those efficacious gases which they are popu-

larly supposed to contain, and we have yet to hear of any
which possess more virtue than inheres in a bottle of salt and

water, or of alum solution ; while the disadvantages of their

employment are considerable. It is not many weeks since

smoke was discovered, early one morning, proceeding from

between the floor-boards iu our own office, and a rush was

made for the hand-grenades by the few persons who happened
to be in the building. A wash-stand with two faucets stood

within ten feet of the smoking floor-boards, just outside the

door of the room, and pails and pans were not far off ; but in-

stead of availing themselves of this obvious means of attacking
the faint threads of smoke which were alone visible, the ama-

teur firemen threw their grenades apparently at random over

the room and the adjoining closet, completely ruining with

dark chemical stains every object of value upon which the

liquid contained in them was spattered, but of course produc-

ing no effect upon the fire beneath the flooring. Finally a

four-inch hose was dragged into the room from a stand-pipe
near by, and, after cutting a hole through the floor, a stream

was turned in large enough to drown a lively conflagra-

tion, completing the destruction which the perfectly useless

hand-grenades had begun, and, like them, accomplishing noth-

ing which two quarts of water, applied with a little common-

sense, would not have done equally well, without incidentally

spoiling a considerable part of the contents of the office, as

well as of that under it. If the grenades contained nothing
but water in a convenient shape, there would be no great objec-
tion to them, but the mystery of the ingredients which fill them

gives them a false value in the eyes of the ignorant, who forget
all about using the water-pails close at hand in their anxiety to
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invoke the mighty genii of the blue bottles, and thus throw

away the precious opportunity which, in fires, never comes but

once, and lasts only a few seconds.

f T PAPER was read last year before the Society of Arts in

rj Boston, by Mr. Percival Lowell, on the architecture of
' the almost unexplored country of Corea. The inhabitants

of Corea, as is well known, although more than half Chinese,
retain a certain individuality of their own, which they guard

rigidly against any innovation. Among their peculiarities the

construction of their houses is one of the most remarkable.

Like the Japanese, the Coreans build light structures of wood,
filled in with screens of paper, but the latter know nothing of

the endless ornamentation which makes the paper-covered
houses of the Japanese so interesting, and the Japanese custom
of setting dwelling-houses directly on the street is offensive to

the Coreans, who seek to give dignity to their habitations by

making the approaches to them particularly imposing. For this

purpose an outer " arrow gate
"

guards the entrance to all

dwellings of importance, and inner gates and arches, opening
sometimes into successive courtyards, serve, by repeatedly ob-

structing the visitor's way, to bring him into a suitable frame

of mind for appreciating the exalted character of the person-

age whom he has come to see. The arrow gate, although a

simple affair, is made to present a great deal of impressive sym-
bolism to the superstitious natives. Two tall posts are set, one

on each side of the passage, with their tops slightly inclined

toward each other. Across these are placed two horizontal

sticks, a little distance apart, lashed to the uprights. Resting
on the lower cross-piece is a row of spear shaped pieces of

wood, set with the points upward, and secured to the upper
transom, above which they project a short distance. These are

the '

arrows," which a very ancient tradition connects in some

way with the worship of the divine ancestors of the king ; and
the whole is painted of a bright red color. Besides the arrows,
the gate bears a design consisting of two spirals, coiled in a

circle, which, according to Mr. Lowell,
"
signify the positive and

negative essences of Chinese philosophy," and above them is a

representation of flames.

HIS portal is commonly placed across the street, some dis-

tance from the mansion to which it belongs, as if to pre-

pare the wayfarer in good time for the august dignity to

the seat of which he is approaching, but no further demand is

made upon his patience or capacity for reverence until the

outer gate of the house itself is reached. This gate combines
the qualities of a doorway and a triumphal or commemorative
arch. It is usually left open, although provision is made for

closing it on occasion, and is decorated with an appropriate title,

after the Chinese manner, such as " the Gate of Early Spring,"
the "Gate of Virtuous Contentment," or something of the

kind. The construction of these moral entrances, unlike that

of the red arrow portals, is quite massive. They are almost

always of stone, with three arches, aud support a wooden

pavilion, or room with open sides ; which is occupied in summer

by musicians, whose melody is thus divided impartially between
the loungers in the street and the inhabitants of the house,
this being placed at the opposite side of a court-yard, to which
the arch gives entrance. In some cases several of these gates

open into as many successive courtyards, all of which must be
traversed before the house is reached. Whether music is in

such instances provided at each gate does not appear, but the

gallery over the outer gate is always furnished with a large
drum, which serves to transmit certain sorts of intelligence
from the proprietor of the establishment to his fellow-citizens

outside. At the end of the last courtyard the dwelling-house
is found, raised upon a platform of stone or earth, two or three
feet high, which is enough larger than the building to give a
narrow terrace all around it. Although simple in appearance,
the platform is really honeycombed with flues, which run in a
circuitous course from a large fireplace built on the outside,
in the middle of one side of the platform, to a horizontal exit

at another point. In the better class of houses the flues are
constructed with short stone piers, carrying slabs of stone,
which form the floor of the house above, but in many cases tun-

nels in a mound of earth answer the purpose. In winter,
which is there a season quite as cold as with us, the exterior

fireplaces are filled with brush-wood, the smoke of which, when
the fire is kindled, finds its way through the passages to the out-

let, warming the floor on its way, just as in the ancient Roman
hypocaust. Notwithstanding the flimsy construction of the

houses built upon the platforms, the hypocaust floors, when
well warmed through, are capable of heating the rooms over
them very effectually. Although the thermometer outside

sometimes sinks to fifteen or twenty degrees below the Fahren-
heit zero, the rooms, which are closed as tightly as possible,
become so hot that, as Mr. Lowell says, the occupant is,
"
slowly roasted," and the stone flooring slabs would become

unbearably hot if they were not protected by a layer of earth,
above which is laid oiled paper.

I
N the summer, which is as warm as the winter is cold, the up-
per part of the house is transformed into an open shed.

There are, properly speaking, no walls, the building con-

sisting of posts, set usually at the corners and in the middle of
the sides, and supporting a curved roof, of the Japanese pat-

tern, which is covered with black tiles. Between the posts are

hung pairs of doors, covered with oiled paper, which are closed
in winter, but in summer are taken off the hinges, and hung to

the ceiling to be out of the way. In the sleeping rooms, where
the total absence of walls would at times be inconvenient, pan-
els, covered with oiled paper, are set between the posts, and

sliding doors run behind these, which can be drawn together at

night. There are no windows, all the light coming through
the oiled paper which covers the doors and panel-work. In
most cases the oiled paper is left of the natural color, but col-

ored paper is sometimes employed, and occasionally a little dec-

oration is put upon portions of the panelling. A few mats, a
cabinet of the familiar Japanese type, aud perhaps a screen or

two, complete the furnishing. Outside, an unintended pict-

uresqueness is usually given to the building by the vegetation
of the seeds contained in the clayey mud used for bedding the
tiles of the roof, which send out a plentiful crop of grass
through all the interstices of the tiling.

EVERY
one knows, in a general way, that when a tire

breaks out in a French house, occupied by several tenants,
the tenant in whose apartment it begins is held responsi-

ble for the consequences, but the details of the law governing
such cases are not so well known here, and the report of a
recent dispute decided by a French court, which we find in the
Moniteur des Architectes, has a certain interest. It seems that
" the Spouses Volaud," in the legal phrase, occupied an apart-
meiit in the house of " the Sire Gourd," in Lyons. A fire

broke out in the rooms of the Spouses Voland, without, how-
ever, any indication of fault on their part, and injured the

building to the amount of eight hundred and twenty-four dol-

lars and ninety-seven cents, according to the report of the offi-

cial expert, their own apartment naturally suffering the greater
part of the damage. The house was insured as a whole in the
Phoenix Company, but the Voland pair had insurance of their

own in the Urban Company, which had incidentally, as it seems,
assumed such damages as they might be called upon to pay in

consequence of fires in their rooms. The Phoenix Company,
as insurer of the building, was obliged to pay the whole loss,

but called upon the Urban Company, as representing the Vo-
lands, to reimburse to it the sum which they would legally
have been bound to pay. The Urban Company claimed that,
under the Code Civil, the Volands were liable only for a part
of the total damage, proportionate to the ratio existing be
tweeu the rent which they paid aud the whole rental of the
house. Their rent was two hundred and twelve dollars a year,
while the whole rental of the house was fourteen hundred and
four dollars, aud a simple sum in proportion showed, to the
satisfaction of the Urban Company, that it was only liable,
on behalf of its policy-holders, for one hundred and four dol-

lars and a half, which it tendered accordingly. The Phosnix

company refused this tender, claiming that the Volands were
bound to pay the whole of the damage caused to their own
apartment, amounting to seven hundred and forty dollars ; and

brought suit against .the Urban Company for this sum. The
court, however, decided that the position of the Phosuix Com-

pany was untenable, being contrary both to the letter and

spirit of the law, and held that the offer of the Urban Company
was "

good, valid, and satisfactory," and that the Plwenix Com-

pany must accept it in full payment of its claims, and must,

also, pay the costs of the suit.
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Fig. 2. Sectional View of D-Trp, with
Deposit,

A Small Inlet from two waste-pipes.
B. Waste Pipes.
C. Deposit.

ODD BITS OF OLD PLUMBING. L
HE Museum of Hygiene,
United Stairs Navy Depart-
ment, located in Washing-

ton, and in charge of .1. M.

Hrowne, Medical Director, U. S.

\., has for several years been

collecting material valuable and

interesting to sanitarians.

Here is a library of some eight
thousand volumes and four thou-

sand pamphlets treating of hy-

giene, and sanitation. To this

library additions are constantly

being made, and it will soon be,
if it is not at present, the most
valuable and useful sanitary

library in this country. Here
also may be seen actual and
varied appliances relating to

plumbing, heating, ventilating,

disinfecting, etc., set up and in

actual working order.

Among these, few, if any, are more interesting than a number of

pipes, traps and pieces of metal that have been taken from old
houses and have been in actual use for varying periods of time.
These specimens I have thought of sufficient interest (to architects
and other sanitarians) to illustrate and describe, as they show the
formation of deposits in traps and pipes, the chemical action of mat-
ters contained in sewage, sewer air and water on metals used in

plumbing, and the attacks of vermin on plumbing fixtures. From
any of the above causes a system of plumbing is likely to become
useless, as it is also liable to fail sometimes from settlement in the

building or from expansion and contraction due to changes in the

temperature.
In these specimens on exhibition at the Museum, and which I pro-

pose to describe and illustrate, are found good examples of each
class. The lead D-traps were taken from beneath closets, and were
presented to the Department by S. Stevens Hellyer of London, well
known by his two books on plumbing practice. Being a member of
the large firm of Hellyer & Dent, London, has given him exceptional
opportunities for collecting these specimens.

DEPOSITS.

The deposits are interesting, as they show how such matter can
and does sometimes collect in traps, and how such waste-pipes as are
little used can become completely stopped by deposits, when they are
run into the trap beneath a closet. Tell-tale, safe-waste and overflow

pipes come under this head.

Figure 2 is a longitudinal section of a lead D-trap, with two waste-

pipes branching into it below the water-seal. The incrustation,
which does not extend above ,
the water-line of the trap, is 9 '. 3 4 "! ? y *?

from three-quarters to one Fig. i .Graphic Scale of inches for Figs. 2 to 1 3

and a quarter inches thick. inclusive, and Figs. 18-20.

Although the waste-pipes are at the first glance completely closed,
there is a small hole three-eighths of an inch in diameter, which may
have served as a passageway for the water as it trickled from one
if not from both of the waste-pipes.
The deposits above the water-line can scarcely be called appre-

ciable, yet there are one or two thin pieces of dried-up organic mat-
ters, no thicker than paper, still adhering to the side of the trap.
For the constituents of this crust see Analysis No. 1.

There are three other specimens of D-traps showing practically
the same formation and character of deposit. The manner in which

waste-pipes that run into a trap
below the water-seal may be corn-

A. Waste-Pipe.
B. Nodular Deposit.
C. Stratified Deposit.

Fig. 3. Cross-Section of D-Trap, cutting
through Waste-Pipe.

Fig. 4. Section (longitudinal) of D-Trap.
A. Corroded Hole.
B. Safe-Waste.
C. Deposit.

pletely or practically closed by deposits is clearly shown in Figures
3 and 4. In the first the branch was an overflow from a cistern.

How much service such an overflow would have been in case of sud-

den need cau be easily imagined. The deposit in this case is clearly
stratified and from three-eighths to three-quarters of an inch thick.

It varies in color from a creamy white to a positive brown, and is

Fig. 5. Bottom of D-Trap sawed off.

A. Small hole.

C. Deposit.

confined strictly to the water-line of the trap (see analysis No. 1).
In tin- waste-pipe the deposit is nodular, instead of being stratified.

Tliere is a crevice behind the deposit shown in Figure 3, through
which water has apparently trickled from the waste-pipe. This

opening is not large enough to

have been of any service in ease

of a sudden overflow. In the out-

let of this trap corroded
perfora-

C tious may be seen like the ones

described and illustrated in Fig-
ure 10.

Another example shows a sec-

tion sawed from the bottom of a

D-trap (Fig. 5). A small hole ex-

tends through the deposit and its

leaden cover. In* cutting the sec-

tion a part of the lead has been torn away without in any way affect-

ing the deposit.
A curious specimen is shown in Figure 6, a D-trap taken from

beneath a closet that had been used exclusively by women. The

three-quarters of its

area closed by depos-
its, while the bottom
of the trap is compar-
atively free. The sup-
position is that the in-

let pipe, instead of

being p r operly
flushed by the dis-

charge, the waste mat-

ter and water was
allowed to run out

slowly over the sur-

face of the pipe and
form a deposit. The
waste from some fix- Fig. 6. Trap used exclusively by Women.

ture that opens into * Waste-Pipe.

the trap is completely
C- D<P flt -

choked up two or more inches in length (for character of deposit
see Analysis No. 1).

The deposit
shown in Fig-
ure 7 is much
darker than in

the other speci-
me ns i 11 us-

trated, and its

constituents are

shown in Anal-

ygis No. 2.

Around the in-

let pipe the
space is filled

with a dark,
spongy sub-

stance, evi-
ngy Matter.

dentlythedrjed.

up remains of organic matter. This trap, when taken out, had been
in position forty-five or fifty years.

CHABACTER OF DEPOSITS.

[Copy of Analyses.]

WASHINGTON, D. C., August 22, 1880.

Sir, The following are analyses of the deposits found in sewer-traps
received at this place from London, Eng. :

Fig. 7.-Ttap fifty years old.

A. Hole made by rats. C. Deposit. D -

No. 1.

This specimen is of light-brown color and somewhat friable.

Water (driven off at 100 C)
Calcic phosphate
Plumbic Sulphate
Calcic carbonate
Volatile and organic matter (ammonlc sulphide, carbon,

etc.), dissipated at red heat, and lost,

per cent 11.50
"

. 3T.12
"

1.48
1

32.11

'

17.83

100.00

No. 2.

Specimen dark brown and very hard, pulverized with some difficulty.

Water (driven off at 100 C.) per cent 10.81
Silica "

10.22
Calcic carbonate "

22.81
Alumina "

31.24
Volatile and organic mutter (ammonlc sulphide, carbon,

etc.), traces of lead, magnesia, sulphuric acid and
chlorine,

"
17.71

Loss 1.21

"
100.00

(Signed) very respectfully,

C. H. WHITE, Surgeon, U. S. N.

Whether these deposits are caused by the local chemical character
of the water or excreraentitious matter it is impossible to tell defi-

nitely with data at hand. As all the chemicals found in analysis
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No. 1 are common in sewage, and as that is the deposit most gener-

al!}' found in the traps, I am inclined to think that it comes from this

matter.

The position the deposit takes in the traps is marked and unde-

viating, with a single exception (Fig. 5), which seems to show thai

the matter was more or less dissolved by the water and then depos
ited. Although Figure 5 is an apparent exception, the specimen
shows marks of a deposit in the usual place. This part of the

deposit may have been broken off in taking the trap out, or in trans

porting it to this country. If it comes from the sewage, of course

such a deposit could not occur if the sewage was all forced througl
the trap at the first flush, and not allowed, as is necessarily the case
with traps of this form, to remain in the trap an indefinite period
All deposits are confined strictly to the water-line. Although these

traps are full of rectangular corners above the water-line, as well as

spaces where it would be impossible for the water to wash out filthy
accumulations when the trap is flushed, still in these places there are,

properly speaking, no deposits. The D-trap and others like it hat

been considered peculiarly faulty above the water-line, where it was

generally supposed to be filled with accumulations of faecal and othei

decaying organic matter. Do the specimens prove that this is noi

the case? I think not. Mr. E. S. Philbrick and others have founc

this to be the case where the trap was just removed. Such adhering
matter would be nearly all organic, and would decay and pass off ii

its original gaseous form, any mineral substance being detachet

from the lead by the very process of putrefaction, thence falling into

the water, where it would be deposited to remain. It does not follow,
because there is no deposit in the upper part of these old traps, thai

there is none in a trap which is constantly being used.

From these traps it can be readily seen that no insoluble salts

could be deposited in a vent-pipe upon the crown of a trap, and thai

a vent-pipe so placed that excrement would not choke it up tempo-
rarily would be in little danger of stoppage. A free circulation oJ

air hastens the disintegration of all organic matter into its original

gaseous constituents, when they would pass off by the open vent and
soil pipes into the atmosphere, and find their proper places by the

law of gaseous diffusion.

CARVING AND FURNITURE, i II.

I:

N mj' last lec-

ture I ventured
to make a few

observations o n
the state of our

present London
and country
houses

;
how small

an amount of care

or thought seemed
to be bestowed on
wood -

carving in

them. It seems to

me a sort of neces-

sity to employ this

kind of decoration

inside our houses
;

and that wood

panelling and
carved wooden
door jambs, seats,

bookcases, cabi-

nets, and so forth,
are not to be dis-

pensed with if we
are to make them
decorative

; and
to be decorative in

some form or other
is an acknowl-

edged necessity ;

even to the specu-
lative and "jerry
builder," as we see

Italian Carved and Inlaid Mirror, XVIth Century. in his grotesque
and vulgar cement work. Moreover, this neglect of carving is of
modern growth, and we pay a tribute to our taste for the art of

carving in the prices we are paying for the merest fragments of Old
London. From this I went on to the consideration of those features
in ordinary woodwork which are decorated by the gouge and chisel

and to reasons for this decoration. I also insisted on the pleasure
which we derive from the use made of light in carving, light found
and regulated by that artificial shadow or darkness created by the
carver. It is the varying play of light over his masses of carving,
his mouldings large here, small there his sharp lines of shading
and other methods by which he softens off the transition from one
surface of his wood-work to another

; by which he rids himself of

raw, poor and starved edges, or harsh angles. He makes his surfaces
and his hollows die into each other, and the gradations of these in-

1 A lecture by J. Hungerford Pollen, delivered before the Society of Arts, and
printed in the Journal of the Society. Continued from Page 1U>, No. S06.

terchanges vary with the increase or decrease of the light in his

rooms, or outside his doorways and window openings.

To-night we are to discuss a remarkable epoch in the history of

modern art, and, of course, of our own special subject. This epoch
goes under the general name of the Renaissance, or cinque cento,

"the 16th century." Renaissance, or revival, signifies that from the

time of this change the arts, as they have come down to us, went

through a regular new birth
;

that the arts of design had died out,

and that a fresh birth took place, which has resulted in a life alto-

gether new. What was the history of their renewed life, and whence
was it derived ?

Well, the old architecture, sculpture, painting, enamelling, jewel-

ry, and the arts of design in every form, in the early centuries of

our era, grew up under the protection of the Roman power. That

great empire, the strongest and the widest which the world has seen,
embraced all central Europe, and all the countries that border the

Mediterranean Sea. The Greeks, who had been the most gifted
artists in the world, had become Roman subjects ; their temples at

Athens and Olympia were standing untouched and perfect ; with
their statues of bronze and marble, and ivory and gold. Delyhi,
with three thousand statues

;
and treasuries in the shrines and tem-

ples of other famous places were crammed with busts, little statuettes,

medallions, heads cut in precious materials, sculptured crystals and

gems, costly jewels of rare workmanship, every sort of precious offer-

ing. Corinth was a city of refinement and pleasure; Athens the

university of the world. All these splendors the Roman emperors
and patricians imitated

;
and much they imported into Rome. Ex-

cellent Greek artists and workmen were attracted by the high wages
to be had in the capital. Countless copies were made of the old

masters, masterpieces of Pheidias, Praxiteles and others, whose orig-
inal works were still in perfect condition. These copies represented
the old art which passes with us under the name of Classic.

This splendor was not confined to Rome or to Greece. Alexandria
was another capital of the empire, and a general seat of literature

and learning. After a time Constantinople became even more spec-

ially a capital, the first for wealth, rank and political importance. A
new empire gradually rose there, seated on the confines of Europe
and of Asia. Antioch, too, was the capital of the luxurious, idle and

pleasure-seeking among the Romans.
Besides these great cities, Cologne, Paris, Treves, London, and

many other important places grew up into capital towns
;
the Roman

civilization which spread over Asia Minor and Italy made its mark
on these provincial centres. Gaul, Spain, England, became in their

turn Roman provinces. Civil and military governors came thither,
built temples and towns, fortified the principal cities, established

courts, opened markets for the country people. Handsome houses,

or, as they called them, villas, with painted walls, tessellated pave-
ments, hot-air furnaces, all that belongs to material comfort and en-

joyment, were to be met with, not in London only, nor in such towns
as Silchester, where you can see traces of all these details, but on

sunny lawns and slopes of the New Forest, and many other choice

spots on the Hampshire and Sussex coast, and in all sorts of places
that command agreeable views and healthy sea air.

We know something of the general character of this old domestic
art from what has been unearthed at Pompeii. That town, a small

Brighton or Margate of the Romans, on the slopes of Mount Vesu-

vius, then a grass-grown hill such as we see in small on our downs,
was overwhelmed by an unlooked-for calamity. Vesuvius suddenly
burst out in showers of ashes, so fine, so dense in compression, and
so continuous, that the entire town was buried many feet deep with
them. The inhabitants could not all escape, and some were stifled

by the sulphureous gases of the eruption. To this calamity we owe
most of our knowledge of Roman life in its more minute daily de-

tails, for the whole town has been sealed up for our instruction, and
in modern times it has just been unburied, and all such furniture and
utensils as were of metal, and not perishable, have been recovered.

Now, this antique art, less and less exact and refined, prevailed
wherever the Roman name was respected for the first five centuries

of our era. Imagine London in the year 400, and you would have
found a sort of little Rome. Our countrymen, when we find them
in the colonies, can show us something like a slice of the old country.
It was the same when we ourselves were a distant offshoot of the

great Roman growth. A Roman officer in London would have in-

vited us into a house built like a small cloister, with a garden in the

middle. If large, these cloisters would have looked into it through
windows which could be closed with hangings or shutters. If small,
the centre part would have been closed over in winter with a mova-
ble wooden roof, in which we should see little panes of transparent
talc, or of glass, which had been made here in London under the

guidance of a workman from the islands of the Adriatic. Cornices
of moulded glass of beautiful colors would set off the coffers and di-

visions of the permanent ceiling of his cloisters. Family pictures, in

:olding frames, carved in wood and gilt, would be set on narrow
wooden shelves, against the wall. Busts of famous personages, his

ancestors perhaps, on terminal posts of white marble, would stand at

ntervals along the wall, or on either side of the openings into the

centre garden. The lady of the house would be seated in a chair of

ood resembling our ordinary dining-room chair. She would offer

ler guests long couches framed in fine chased and gilt bronze laid

iver wood, bedded with thongs of leather, over which would be laid

;ushions covered with Syrian embroideries. Other seats of similar

>ronze work would be decorated with the heads of horses, birds, or
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other animals, and inlaid with damascene work of the precious met-

als. These would have been brought with them from Rome. A chair

heavily framed, with back and arms, panelled with carved ivory,
would ti pointed to as a family relic, the chair of a senator of past

times, such as the chair of St. Peter in Rome. Another, with solid

ivory frame, carved and gilt, jointed like two X's, but curved, as

'..in:; made of two fine elephant tusks sawed through the middle,

would be the curule chair of the master of the house, folded up and

carried with him in his carriage, when he went to preside in court,

and at other ceremonies. Other bronze seats without backs, but of

double height, would be carried after the ladies when they went to

any public entertainment, along with a wide footstool. On this she

could see over the heads of the crowd. The palanquin, in which la-

dies of rank went abroad, would have a frame of sandal-wood richly

carved, or of ebony inlaid with dies of ivory and metal-work, recently

imported from India. This would be shut in with sliding lattices,

and well-furnished with rich curtains and cushions. It would have a

long pole of oak, neatly carved by native workmen, and long enough
for three bearers in front and three behind, to rest it on their should-

ers, sometimes their heads.

In this way our countrymen, great bronze workers and enamellers

from immemorial time, learned to add to these accomplishments such

training in sculpture, architecture, and the sumptuary arts, as Roman
colonists could impart.
But as to our

special subject, wood-carving, and in particular, the

wood-carving of the Renaissance, it must be admitted that classic art

gives us but meagre notions. The furniture, the figure-heads of ships,
the fronts of chariots, were generally covered with bronze, sometimes
cast in solid masses, sometimes thin, strengthened by a core of wood.
It was chased with the graver, and generally of the color of dull gold
often gilt.

The Renaissance artists had before them bronze and marble sculp-
ture and marble architecture. The great temples, palaces, arches,
altars and other architectural monuments, disfigured and damaged,
were yet sufficiently preserved to excite the admiration, and fire the
enthusiasm of the Italians of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

Meanwhile, that art which we have called Classic, and in its de-

based state first Byzantine or
Constantinopolitan, then Romanesque

or Norman, as we see in the churches of the Rhine, and in the Bay-
eux tapestry this art, these antique fashions, had gradually died

out, and given place to fashions in which wood-carving played 'a con-

spicuous part. London, and other cities of the thirteenth, fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries, were constructed mainly of timber-houses ;

and extraordinary skill and ingenuity are seen in what remains of

those structures and their ornamentation. London bridge was cov-

ered with houses, some made, carved and prepared in Holland Non-
such-house, for instance and fitted together on the bridge. The
streets were narrow, the houses framed of great beams and uprights
of native oak. Along the beams, legends were carved in Gothic let-

ters; up the angles were shallow niches, with statues of favorite

saints, and over each a pierced and carved canopy. The stories of

the house projected till the top ones approached each other in the
narrow streets from side to side. Inside, the walls were panelled ;

the ceiling, beams and timbers had moulded edges, ending in gro-
tesque animals. The doors were carved on the jambs and the span-
drels of the arched heads. The gables were fringed with barge-boards
carved on the edges.

Fine examples of the carving of those centuries are still to be seen
in the stall work of cathedrals and minsters. I pointed out some
last week Winchester Cathedral, for instance belonging to the

very central period of what we will call the Pointed Style. Other

examples belonged to a much later time. The stalls of Henry VII's

Chapel at Westminster were carved when the old style was dying
out. The actual tomb of that king, ordered by himself of the Italian

sculptor, Torrigiano, belongs to the Renaissance. Yet, as examples
of wood-carving, I do not know where to look for anything more

skilfully executed, or more bold and racy in conception and graceful
in arrangement. So, again, in such large structures as the roof of

Westminster hall, with flying angels sculptured under the principal

upright timbers. They are light, they float overhead, yet they are

really masses of timber all well tied and fitted into the general struc-

ture. Such was the wood-work which the Renaissance found in pos-
session. It took but limited notice of this grand structural timber
art

;
and for what was so inventive and so dramatic in this old mix-

ture of structural and decorative work, it substituted other kinds of

excellence. I said just now that the art of the revived time was spec-
ially connected with the date of its revival the sixteenth century,
that is, from 1500 to 1600. Italians spoke of the time as the cinque
cento, five hundred

; but they also speak of the change
in its earlier

phases as the quatlro cento, the four or fourteen hundred the cen-

tury between 1400 and 1500. The architecture, sculpture and paint-
ing, dating between 1430 and 1500 or thereabouts, is of peculiar
beauty. There is a grace and tenderness about it which did not sur-

vive the bolder, fuller, and more scientific advance which was made
in the cinque cento or 1500 century. In studying the art, the wood-
carver's art among others, we should keep this distinction before us.

When Michael Angelo and a host of pupils pushed their studies of

old Roman art in all directions, statues, busts, fragments of old sculp-
ture of all kinds, were continually being disinterred. Rome was half

rebuilt, and numbers of these relics came to light in the process. It

was a revival, a literal unburial of the old classic traditions of Rome.
This revival was very differently carried out in Italy, and in the

northern countries. Gothic, or pointed architecture, never prevailed
in the south to the degree it did in the north. Old basilicas, follow-

ing the shape of the great halls of justice of the Romans, were very
different from our northern minsters ; old ruined temples, arches and
columns, met the eye all over Italy, sucli as were never equalled by
the provincial builders of Gaul or Spain, or England, and our great
churches, castles and manor-houses, put entirely out of sight any an-

tique buildings, if indeed, any such remained among us. In the North,
therefore, there remained only the great imposing structures founded

by religious bodies, or by kings and princes, and all in the Pointed

style. The Renaissance art, both in building and in carving, in Eng-
land. France, and other distant lands, retained a great deal of these

mediaeval traditions. In these countries, it produced that mixed
style so picturesque, and so well suited to the feudal spirits of the

North, which we call Elizabethan, or " Francoi* premier," guch as

you see in our noble old mansions in England ; at Bloia and Cham-
bord, and a hundred other places in France; in the great Flemish
cities ;

in Germany, and other countries.

The Classic art in architecture, wood-work and furniture is as

complete as modern European habits will admit in Italy. The broad
outlines of wood structure and decoration of this kind are borrowed
from architecture, and almost all the decoration consists in the carv-

ings on columns and pilasters ;
on different members of framework

such as bases, cornices, edges of all kinds ;
in the coffers or hollows

of roofs and ceilings ; and on the various parts which make up chests

and cabinets. Let us take these in order. Columns, if on a large

scale, such as the screens between the divisions of churches and halls,

are generally cut into flutings. These grooves break up the heavy-

surface of the column, and make an agreeable play of light and
shadow round it. The lower ends are sometimes filled with carved
decoration in shallow relief. In smaller columns, those that support

pieces of fixed furniture, such as bookcases, the entire surface is often

carved with fine arabesques. Pilasters, the commoner form of wooden

upright members, are, as you know, representatives or types of

piers embedded, and are faced with narrow panels which are cut

into their surfaces. These we fill with what are called arabesques,
a series of leaves, branches, sometimes little figures of genii or fairies

running in and out, with birds, animals, anything which the carver's

knowledge suggests to him. All these should be composed as though

they grew easily out of a bold stem, with neckings and projections

resembling a great candlestick or candelabrum. Of such composition
there are hundreds, some in marble or

stone, some in wood in the Kensington
Museum. Any series of engravings of old

monuments in Italy will contain an endless

variety. There are a set of painted ara-

besques decorations of this kind in the Vat-

ican, in one of the galleries that run along
one of the sides of that palace. They are

known by the name of Raphael, the painter
who painted, them with the help of his

pupils.
If we look at Renaissance panelling on

xo^i<^SS=?al

Ittlitn Arbique. XVI Ccntuty.
Bed-Pot, Timt of Frncit

I,
from th

Muiee de Cluny.

a large scale, the old bedrooms for instance, of the Louvre, the panels
are divided into a base -or dado on which the uprights rent *
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though it were the base of an external front. Then the body of the

wall, sometimes in a series of small panels, sometimes in narrow and
tall ones. Then a frieze, or border along the top, finally cornices

which carry the eye up to the ceiling. It is on the base, and on the

frieze that carved masses, or continuous rolling scrolls with figures

among them, find their place. These are carvings, which not being
simple repetitions such as would occur on mouldings, but artistic com-

positions, call out the

best skill of the carver.

Then comes the roof or

ceiling of the room. This
has to be treated, in the

first place, with refer-

ence to the structure.

Suppose it is a roof, as of

a hall or church, with

nothing above it. We
have the structural roof

such as we see at West-

minster, and such as I

will illustrate by refer-

ence to old English
houses. If carved we
could only carve the

larger posts, and this is

often finely done ; but we
do not meet these roofs

ling from the Ch.p.l Royal St. James', Palace,

in Italian structure, we generally meet with carved flat ceilings. In

many old rooms in Venice and other cities, the joists and timbers
are shown, and are painted and gilt. In other cases these joists are
ceiled over with panelling the panels decorated with various kinds
of cut mouldings and the panel itself fitted with [carved foliage,
sometimes radiating foliage. I have some photographs of such a

panelled roof in Milan, the panels having been moved, I believe,
from a house in Brescia. Such carving as this is made in the work-

shop and fastened into its place. The leaves in this instance are

flat, like those of flags, so as to look as light and to reflect light as

much as such slight carving could.

The finest treatment of a ceiling showing the timbers, of which I

can speak, is one I saw a few weeks since in Cairo. The larger tim-

bers rest on carved brackets cusped down to the walls. The under
sides are rounded, except in the middle and at the ends. Enough of

the original square surface is there preserved to form a circular disc,
with two half discs at the ends. These three are filled with well-

treated arabesque carving of Persian design. The smaller joists are
moulded with a torus and an arris, and kept square on the ends.

These ends are also cut in arabesques. For valuable effect got by
the simplest arrangement, I have never met with any ceiling so sat-

isfactory. This is Arab art, it is true
;
but it has a close alliance

with the Italian arabesque carving we have been discussing. Another

German Carved-Wood Panel, XVI Century.

way of treating a ceiling is to subdivide it by moulded bars or stiles,
with carvings of a simple kind at the intersections.
How seldom do we see any attempt at a carved ceiling in any of our

modern houses ! How seldom ! Do we see it ever V Would the London
house be so much more costly if the principal room or rooms had ceil-

ings carved in pine wood V Would the cost exceed that of the usual

ceiling sometimes neatly decorated in plaster, gilt and painted, and
of which the painting or the whitewash must be renewed from time
to time. Sheet it over with pine, subdivide it, put into panels carv-

ing to the value of some great ball or entertainment, such as perhaps
is given every London season. As to cost, our public offices contain
rooms on which cost has not been grudged. What part of any room
is more effective than its ceiling ? What part of the room, as a o-en-
eral rule, is so dull as the ceilings of the best rooms of the day ?

As to the important subject of mouldings, I will presently show a
complete set, as they are technically known in Vitruvian architect-
ure. These form the borders of buildings, of cabinets, of rooms, and
are known by various names. The upper mouldings curve forward,
and suggest the idea of an eave or protection from rain. The lower
have their convex surfaces uppermost, and spread out their bases to

suggest the idea of sup-

port. The sharp lines or

curves that are added to

the cyma recta and the

cyma reeersa separate and

give emphasis and effect

to those members. The

square bar or beam that

occurs in the middle of the

upper and lower set of

mouldings, when mould-

ings are grouped together
as in cornices, suggests the Renaissance Capitals.

idea of a beam or bar projecting from the wall, both as a shelter to

the house and a support to the upper surface, whether wall and roof
or ceiling ;

and where cornices are on a large scale this central beam
is supported by bracket-shaped mouldings, such as egg and anchor,
or rows of dentils, or a row of small brackets. It is important to
know and observe the connection and order of these parts with refer-
ence to each other, so that the original type may never be wholly lost.

As to leaf-work, such as that which forms the capital of the col-

umn, the rolling scrolls on friezes, etc., generally it is one and the

French Table, XVI Century. Carved Italian Chest, XVI Century.

same leaf, the acanthus. Many natural leaves, used conventionally,
are found in mediaeval carving. But in that of the Renaissance, if

we except the occasional use of sprays of olive, and those conven-
tional heart-shaped leaves on carved mouldings, there is but one
leaf found in what may be called regular harness

;
and that is the

acanthus. It is the thistle,

but treated altogether con-

ventionally. The utmost
skill is shown in the direc-

tion given to the stem, the

pipings or creases in the

leaf, the number and ar-

rangement of the notchings
on the edge. If you exam-
ine the capitals of the Ro-
man temples, those of the

Renaissance period in Italy,
or those in northern coun-

tries, while the variety is

endless, there is no mistak-

ing the acanthus of any of

them for any other leaf. So
also where the leaf is broken

up and used in fragments,
as on mouldings and as off-

sets to lines, and stems such
as are met with in furni-

ture, mirror frames and the

like. A good deal of fine

carving is sometimes made

up of figure work and acan-
tnus. Corners of chests

and cabinets, brackets, also Carved-Wood Panel, Italian, XVI Century,

friezes of furniture and panelling, are made up of what are called

grotesques, that is, human figures half-formed and merging into leaf-

work, or into the bodies of animals. There are abundant examples
in the Kensington Museum. If one speaks of figure carving, with-

out doubt, a man or an animal completely formed is a more worthy
object for the chisel than such a mixture, but it is not always so bold
or so decorative when used in cabinets and chests, or on ornamental

friezes. In such uses

figures are subordinate
and are used in a OTO-

tesque form so as to

make the room or the
chest both decorative
and interesting when
seen as a whole.

I have already
spoken of the composi-
tion of panels of carved

work, and will show a
few examples.
As to the furniture

of the sixteenth cen-
Italian Chest, XVI Century. tury, the C h e st S, of

which many examples are to be seen at Kensington, are amongst the

most remarkable objects. Italian houses have large and stately

rooms, not furnished in the way we should call comfortable; and
these chests stood against the wall along with chairs, some carved,
some carved and gilt. The chests are often carved with bold figure
work on the angles, and with side panels containing mythological

subjects, or subjects drawn from the works of Latin poets. The li-

braries contained cases carved, inlaid and mounted with gilt metal

work. Vasari, and other writers, give descriptions of astonishing
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objects of this kind made for the Medici family. Smaller objects,
such as mirrors, bellows, distaffs, walking sticks, may be seen

with excellent carving all over them, in

the Kensington Museum. Some of these

have been reproduced in the School of

Carving, and were shown in the Health
Exhibition last year.
Two special accomplishments seem to

be required, if we desire to design such

carving as Renaissance decoration re-

quires. One is that of modelling the

i figures, the other, some acquaintance
I with the common decorative details of

I Renaissance architecture. Most muse-
'

urns contain examples of the sarcophagus
fronts which were made in the second
and third century. The details of their

ornamentation, apart from such figure

compositions as are often sculptured on

them, were the sources from which

cinque cento furniture makers drew much
of their decoration. Generally, also, it

must be said, that though learning, prop-

erly so-called, is never common, yet the

artists of those days and their workmen
knew something of the literature of

classic authors. Princes, prelates,
mer-

chants and warriors were full of enthu-

siasm for the arts and the poetry of an-

cient Rome. A general knowledge may
be said to have been in the air

; pupils

got it from their masters. Great men
threw open their houses and gardens,
invited young sculptors to come and

Italian Bellows, xvi Century, study there, overlooked their work, ex-

plained the meaning of actions or the mythology of personages rep-
resented in the fragments of statues or the bas-reliefs found on the

soil. Enthusiastic artists copied and reproduced marbles, medals
and gems so abundantly and so well that they passed for genuine,
and even now known forgeries of those days are valued for the ex-

cellence of their design and workmanship. It is this sort of enthusi-

asm which produces a cultivated taste, and makes an artist and a poet
of the workman.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full .and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of co*/.]

THE CONVERSE MEMORIAL LIBRARY, MALDEN, MASS. H. H.

RICHARDSON, ARCHITECT, BROOKLINE, MASS.

1IFIIE Boston Herald gives the following description of this build-
* I ing : The new Converse Memorial Library building on the cor-

ner of Salem and Park Streets in Maiden, which has recently
been erected by Hon. Elisha S. Converse, and his wife, Mary D.

Converse, in memory of their son, who died nearly a score of years
ago.
The main building is forty-one feet and six inches from the top

of the basement to the ridge of the roof. At the
junction of the

arms an octagonal tower ascends fifty-five feet to the finish. The
walls are laid in ashlar work of brown sandstone, quarried at Long-
meadow, with trimmings of the same material, while the gable on
Salem Street is broken by mosaic work in sandstone, artistically
finished in three colors. The court-yard, which is on the easterly
and southerly sides of the building, is inclosed on those sides by a
wall of Kibbe stone, forty-two inches in height, and has been laid

out as a lawn, with the exception of the easterly portion, which is

paved with bluestone. Access is gained to the library building from
Salem Street, over the lawn to the court, and, by a rise of four steps,
to a cloister or porch, the three arches of which form a distinguishing
feature of the exterior of the building. At the opposite end is the

vestibule, leading into the Memorial Hall, extending across the build-

ing and separating the delivery and library rooms from the art gal-

lery. The porch measures 10' x 36', in the wall of which is a large
memorial tablet suitably inscribed. Passing from the porch through
massive glass-studded doors, the vestibule is reached, directly in

front of which is a wide entrance leading into Memorial Hall, which
constitutes a portion of the library room, its dimensions measuring
13' by 37'. It is wainscotted in oak panels, the walls are of rough
sand finish, colored in Pompeiian green and ochre, the woodwork
being finished in a darker hue than any other room. Turning to
the left and passing through an arch extending the entire height
of the building, entrance is gained into the delivery room, meas-

uring twenty-five feet square, a broad counter separating this room
from the reading room, the latter containing the alcoves for the
books and periodicals. At the west end of the room is an elaborate

fire-place, covering the entire wall. These rooms have barrel cejl-

ings, and are finished in quartered white oak, enriched by mouldings
and carved work. From the floor to the spring of the arch is

twenty-one feet, and to extreme height of the soffit twenty-nine feet
six inches. The galleries containing the alcoves are on both sides of
the library room, to which access is had by winding staircases in

each corner, the one on the south side being enclosed in the small
round tower which forms the southwestern corner of the building.
The main room devoted to the library occupies the larger part of

the south wing and measures 36' x 50'. It is lighted by a large win-
dow in the western gable, by window openings in the sides above the

galleries and by dormers in the roof. The interior finish is of white
oak, highly polishedand elaborately carved. The ceiling is vaulted,
of the style known as barrel roof, made of narrow beaded oak strips
with moulded oak ribs. There are ten clusters of fluted columns,

supporting
a
gallery extending around the three sides of a room, the

columns of which form alcoves for the books and magazines. As at

present designed, the alcoves contain space for over 35,000 volumes,
which may be easily increased by additional alcoves without crowding
or injury to the architectural featnres of the room, to a capacity of .

nearly 60,000 volumes. The shelves are supported on brass rod of
the latest and most improved pattern. Especial pains have been
taken in the finish of the room, and it is pronounced by competent
judges to be the finest of the kind in the State. On the right of the

delivery room, and in the rear of the building, is a convenient libra-
rian's room, containing a fireproof vault for the security of papers
and other valuable matter.

The art gallery is divided by an arch from Memorial Hall, in the
northeast corner of the building, the room measuring 24' x 36', the
walls of which are tinted in a delicate gray. It is lighted from the
roof by means of a large skylight of hammered glass, with the most
modern appliances for regulating the light to the best advantage.
Beyond the art gallery is an anteroom, which can be used for

engravings or statuary, entrance to which is gained from the vesti-
bule. Farther on is the room designed for the use of the trustees,
which is one of the handsomest rooms in the building, measuring
24' x 37'. It is lighted by three large double windows, and its

walls are of a rich yellow, with a broad freize of red. All the
rooms upon this floor are connected by arched openings, which may
be closed by curtains or sliding doors, and, when occasion requires,
the whole space can be thrown into one. At the left of the vestibule'
is a winding stairway which leads to the rooms which will probably
be occupied by the Middlesex Society, immediately above the trus-
tees' room. In style of finish this room compares favorably with the
rest of the building, its walls being of a red and yellowish tint, and
the floor of polished hard pine. On the east side of the room is a

gallery with handsomely carved railings, from which an unobstructed
view can be had of the art gallery.
There are in the building nearly 7000 square feet of space, exclu-

sive of the basement rooms. The cellars extend under the entire

structure, and contain the boilers for heating purposes, convenient
toilet and storage rooms, etc. That part directly beneath the library
room has been arranged for a general work room, where the labor of

receiving and preparing books and pamphlets for the shelves is per-
formed. It is over nine feet in height, well lighted and ventilated,
and is thoroughly protected from dampness with carefully prepared
cemented floors. Should occasion require, it can be made to afford
safe accommodation for over 20,000 volumes.

PORTRAITS IN BRUMIDl'S FRESCOES IN THE ROTUNDA AT WASH-
INGTON.

Two of the cherubim on the frescoed walls of one of the Senate
committee rooms at the Capitol have the faces of Jeff Davis's two
children. At the time this frescoing was done Mr. Davis was Secre-

tary of War. Mrs. Davis gave Captain, now General Meigs, who
was then in charge of the Capitol, the pictures of the children, and
asked him to have Brumidi use them to paint from. The artist

objected that they were not beautiful enough for the purpose, when
the pictures were first handed him, but on being pressed shrugged
his shoulders and went to work. Gen. Meigs's son, a pretty, "oldcn-
haired boy, does duty as a cherub, also, in company with a little

girl, the daughter of Mr. Walter, at one time architect of the Capi-
tol. It is said that the face of Jeff Davis himself appears conspicu-
ously in the frescoing in the canopy above the rotunda, but in a char-
acter not complimentary. Brumidi always claimed, however, that
the likeness was not intentional. In this great allegorical piece five

figures representing Discord are being driven from the scene by the

angry goddess. One of these figures, whether by accident or intent
has the face of Davis, and the others are considered fair likenesses of
Gen. Robert E. Lee, Stonewall Jackson, Alexander Stephens and
Calhoun. Architect Clark thinks these likenesses are purely acci-

dental, or the resemblances are only fancied. The one of Gen. Lee
for instance, he said to a Star reporter, was put there when Lee was'
remembered as a dapper man with no beard. Yet it was a very fair
likeness of the bearded man who surrendered to Grant. Brumidi
had no means of knowing that he had let his beard grow. Two like-
nesses that are known to have been put into this grand allegory inten-

tionally are those of Mr. Walter, the architect, and Robert Morris,
the great Secretary of the Treasury. Mr. Morris is the figure repre-
senting the merchant. Brumidi first placed the head of Gen. Meiws
upon this figure, but that gentleman requested that it be taken out,
much against the wishes of the artist, who wanted to do this honor to
his kind patron. He finally agreed, however, to substitute the head
of Robert Morris, who was considered to have done more than any
other man of his day for the commerce of his country. The figures
of Franklin, Morse and Fulton were used to personify science and
invention, and it is not unlikely that the artist, casting about for Dis-
cord in about the year 1863 should strike upon the great secessionists
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anil that the likenesses in that case are as real as in the others. Cer-

tainly the artist was a little bold in his allegory, for in another piece
of work, done a little later, he represents a winged messenger placing
in the hands of the goddess a pair of reins to which is attached a curb

bit, while a much milder-looking messenger is handing her the palms
of victory on the other side. Thus it is delicately suggested that the

victor should hold a tight rein over and curb the vanquished.
Throughout the Senate wing there has been much more labor

expended in the way of frescoing than on the House side, but there

are many vacant panels, which were intended to contain faces. In
the lower corridor these vacant places were designed to contain por-
traits of distinguished jurists, but the great trouble has been to find

them. Kent, Story and Livingston were in stock and were put to

immediate use, their features now being on the wall, and Parsons (he
of Contracts) and Greenleaf have been voted places. But here the

material has given out, and they are looking around for jurists of suf-

ficient original merit to fill in with. In the halls above the Senate

lobby and reception rooms it is proposed that the portraits of

Vice-Presidents who have never become Presidents should b* used
to complete the fresco, but nothing in this direction has ever been

done. In the frescoing on the walls of the Senate Committee on For-

eign Affairs are the portraits of Henry Clay, Charles Sumner, Wil-
liam Allen and Simon Cameron. The faces of Washington, Jeffer-

son, Hamilton, Fulton, Franklin and Fitch appear in appropriate

places, and there are, of course, many other portraits, but they are

out of the realm of allegory and are not actually a part of the fresco-

ing. The great difficulty, as in the case of the present artist at work
on the frieze work about the walls of the dome, has always been the

absence of proper allegorical subjects. The artists have always
painted themselves out of history before they got half through the

walls. jf. Y. Mail and Express.

COMPETITIVE DESIGNS FOR A CHEAP STABLE, SUBMITTED BY
" Tom " AND BY " Festina lente II."

THE design by
" Festina lente II" is accompanied by the subjoined

proposal :

BOSTON, Decembor 19, 1884.

MB. " Festina lente," ARCHITECT: We propose to furnish all materials and
labor required In tlie erection and full completion of stable, according to designs
and description given, for the sum of $1,475. Respectfully submitted,

GEL.UERT & WHITE.

STABLE FOR S. J. MEEKER, ESQ., NEWARK, N. J. MR. JOHN E.

BAKER, ARCHITECT, NEWARK, N. J.

THE first and second stories are of Hackensack brick laid in red
mortar. The third floor and gables are enclosed with pine shingles,
stained. Stalls are fitted up on first and second stories. Second-

story floor is of concrete blocks supported on iron beams. The
stable is fitted up in hard wood throughout, and has all the modern

improvements. Size 32' x 62'.

STAIRCASE IN THE PLAZZO DEI CONTI GUIDI, CASENTIONO, ITALY,

APSE OF THE CATHEDRAL, PIACENZO, ITALY.

TALL CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTIONS V.

VENTILATING CHIMNEY-SHAFTS.

<TT VENTILATING chimney-M shaft was erected at the
I American Print Works,
Fall River, Massachusetts, from
the designs of Mr. Joseph A.
Miller, of New York. This chim-

ney is one of a class of which
several have been erected by Mr.
Miller, and its construction in-

cludes several peculiarities wor-

thy of notice. In the first place
there is formed at the base of the
shaft an enlargement or hot cham-
ber into which the waste gases are
delivered by the flues, this cham-
ber being in some of Mr. Miller's

chimneys more than twice the di-

ameter of the main portion of

the shaft. In the present instance the diameter of the chamber is ten

feet, and its height twenty feet, while the diameter of the main shaft

is six feet, except just where it joins the chamber and at the top of

the cap of the inner shaft, at both which points its diameter is five

feet. The object of the enlargement or chamber is to allow the cur-

rents from the Hues to be gradually diverted to an upper course, and
it is more particularly useful when two or more flues open into the

same chimney, and where, consequently, there are conflicting cur-

rents to contend with.

The shaft is double for the main portion of its height, the light in-

ner shaft being the chimney proper, whilst the outer casing serves to

protect the inner shaft, and at the same time forms an annular flue

which is available for ventilating purposes. The inner shaft is sur-

mounted by a cast-iron cap, this cap being built up of sections of such

a shape that the centre of gravity of each section falls within the line

1 Continued from page 115, No. 506.

of the bases, and the sections thus tend to fall together, and form a
kind of arch. Each section is connected to that next it by two bolts

;

but from the shape given to the sections they will maintain their po-
sitions even if the fastenings were corroded away. The sections are

provided at their bases with flanges which give them a secure hold

of the top of the shaft. The cap which surmounts the outer casing
is constructed on the same principle as the inner cap, but the sections

of which it is composed are provided at their bases with flanges grip-

ping the shaft both within and without.

When a high wind blows over the top of an ordinary chimney it

acts to a certain extent as a damper and checks the draught, as any
one who will watch the smoke escaping from a chimney on a windy
day can easily see for himself. In the chimney now being described,
the action above mentioned has been avoided, by making the inner

shaft of somewhat less height than the outer one, and by piercing
the latter with openings, which allow the wind to impinge upon the

sides of the cap of the inner shaft. The shape of this cap causes the

air entering through these openings to be deflected upwards, and

this, by the well-known action of induced currents, rather assists the

draught of the chimney than diminishes it.

The inner shaft of the chimney is of circular form, whilst the outer

casing is octagonal, four of the sides projecting for the width of a

brick beyond the line of the others. This projection of the four sides

not only greatly improves the architectural effect of the shaft, but
also enables the latter to be built without the use of the cut bricks

required for ordinary octagonal or circular shafts. As far as possi-
ble all projections on the exterior of the shaft have been avoided, as

they obstruct the upward flow of air, which is always taking place
over the surface of a wall and cause eddies, which interfere to a

greater or lesser extent with the free escape of the gases which the

chimney is built to carry off.

We have already referred to the annular space between the inner

and outer shafts, and it is the existence of this space which renders

the chimneys of the class we are describing peculiarly applicable for

assisting ventilation. In the case of the chimney we illustrate, the

annular space has a least sectional area of 2,200 square inches, and
with the gases in the chimney at a temperature of from 400 to 450

,

the exhaustion in the annular flue amounts to 1.15 inch of water,
whilst with a high wind blowing, this is increased to 1.3 inch.

The theoretical velocity of the inflowing air due to the first-men-

tioned exhaustion would be about seventy feet per second, and the

annular flue would then be theoretically capable of carrying off

2200 x 70 = 106.9 cubic feet of air per second. Of course, how-
144

ever, this quantity would be liable to, considerable reduction in prac-

tice, owing to the resistances in the air passages, etc. The exhaustion

in the inner shaft varies from 1.4 to 1.5 inches of water, according to

the state of the atmosphere and other circumstances.

At the Great Falls Manufacturing Company's Works in New
Hampshire, a chimney of the same class as that we have described

has lately been erected in the centre of a projecting tower contain-

ing the water closets, etc., these being connected with the annular

flue of the shaft, so that a strong current of air is continually drawn

through them.

MESSRS. ABRAHAM 8TOTT AND SON'S CAVITY CHIMNEY, OLDHAM.

Height of chimney, 165 feet.

Diameter at base, 16 feet by 5 feet by 3 inches thick.

Diameter at top, 7 feet 6 inches.

Height of cavity, 90 feet, 3 feet thick.

After completion it leaned over considerably on one side, and the

owners entered into a contract with two brothers who were chimney
builders, to " saw "

the chimney; but instead of sawing, they took

out a whole course of bricks, and, while one of the men was on
a scaffold about a third of the distance from the ground engaged at

the work, the stack fell over, except about thirty feet from the base,
and killed the man who was working at the time.

CAVITY CHIMNEYS.

This form of chimney is frequently built in the North of England :

the inner ring is carried up vertical of four-and-a-half inch fire-brick

for say twenty to thirty feet high, until it nearly closes with the main
shaft.

The outer or main shaft is started with fourteen-inch work at

base, and diminishes or batters regularly towards the top.

ABBEY MILLS SHAFT.

Extract from letter :

I took no account of the work till we reached the top of base or

starting of column.

Concrete, 30 feet 6 inches by 30 feet 6 inches by 8 feet thick.

York landings. Two layers of York landing six inches to cover
the whole of the concrete bedded solid.

Brickwork from top of base to underside of stone head, one hun-
dred and thirty-one feet.

Bricklayers' Time. Time of bricklayers and laborers from stone

base to underside of stone head, five hundred and twenty-five

days ; bricklayers' laborers, five hundred and ninety days.
Cost of Labor only. About 8 per rod.

Time. Started laying bricks on stone base 20th of July. 1867
;

finished the column to underside stone head, 9th of November,
1867.

Portland Stone. Top of column or stone head, nine hundred cubic
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feet or sixty tons; masons, seventy-two days; laborers one hun-
dred and forty-four days, for getting up and fixing only ; this is

about Is. Id. per foot.

Raising Bricks, etc. The means of raising the bricks and stones

on shaft was by a small donkey engine, chains fixed round wheel

top and bottom of shaft after we got fifty feet high.
Scaffold. Time made in building scaffold, and also taking down

same, six hundred and seventy-seven days building, and one
hundred and fifty for pulling down.

Scaffold. Number of scaffold poles used for one shaft only
Poles to shaft . . . . 428
Poles to barrow lift ... 18

446

Cords used to standards
" " barrow lift

" " braces .

'" "
ledgers .

324
54
216
544

1138

Twenty-seven tons of iron-work used on stonehead.

ON THE ROYAL PORCELAIN WORKS, WORCESTER, THERE ARE
1IIKI K LARGE STACKS, VIZ.:

1st. Octagonal, about one hundred feet high, with a fine orna-

mental top in brickwork. This chimney, owing to the foundations

giving way, was in 1866 two feet four inches out of the perpendicu-
lar

;
but in that year was set upright by a piece being sawn out of

one side at the base.

2d. Is a chimney erected in 1866. The base is fifteen feet square.
It is carried up square for thirty feet

; then in an octagon shape ;

and
finally,

in a circular form to the height of one hundred and sev-

enty-one feet. Forty feet of the shaft is ten inches in thickness, be-

ing composed of double bricks; while the remainder is of single
bricks, 13 inches by 5 inches with a groove in the centre. The stack
is screwed down with eight iron pins, and there are iron rings and

supports every twelve feet. The cornice is made of brick, and the

whole is surmounted by an iron cap over two tons in weight. At
the time this chimney was built only one other had been erected on
the same principle namely, at Buckley, Morton, in North Wales

;

but that one is not so high.
3d. Is about one hundred and eighty feet high, and forty-eight feet

diameter at the base. It is built in a square form, and has no pre-
tensions to ornament.

RETORT BOUSE SHAFT AT THE SOUTH METROPOLITAN CAS
WORKS, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON.

Cost 530.

Total height above ground line, one hundred and eight feet.

Depth from ground to bottom of concrete foundation, nine feet nine
inches.

Flue five feet square, and parallel throughout its length.

Eighty thousand bricks used in the structure.

Weight of cast-iron cap, two tons.

The interior of the flue is lined with fire-bricks throughout its

height, the fire-bricks being built in with the stock-bricks in old Eng-
lish bond of alternate layers of headers and stretchers, so that the
courses of fire-bricks are alternately nine inches and four-and-a-half

inches thick, and were specially obtained for this chimney of the same
size as the stock-bricks.

The retort house shaft, erected in 1862, has been in work ever

since, and has not burnt away at all
; the fact is, the heat of a chim-

nev is not sufficient to injure good fire-bricks.

Fire-bricks are usually thinner than stocks. Mr. Livesey some-
times adopts the plan of bonding them into the stocks every sixth or

eighth course, where the courses coincide.

In a similar chimney-shaft, seventy feet high, recently erected en-

tirely of fire-bricks for the new engine-house at these gas works, Mr.

Livesey carried up the fourteen-inch work about fifty feet, and then
reduced it to nine-inch work to the top by a set-off inside, so that
the flue is larger at the top than the bottom.

FLOUR MILL CHIMNEY-SHAFT, BOSTON.

Built from designs and under superintendence of W. H. Wheeler,
C. E., Boro' Survey of Boston, Lincolnshire.

Height from floor line of mill, one hundred and five feet three
inches to top of cap.

Cost about 350.

There are about sixteen rods of brickwork in (it is not measured
solid) and
About seven hundred and forty feet cube of Bramley Fall stone.
Iron cap at top four feet six inches diameter, nine inches wide,

nine inches deep on inside, and three inches deep on outside, and
one-inch thick, with flanges and bolts.

The chimney is built on piles, nine in number
;
the shoes of piles

are thirty feet below floor line of mill.

The upper part of soil is silty clay, and the lower part hard clay
and chalk stones.

CONCRETE CHIMNEY AT SOUTH DOCKS, SUNDERLAND.
In compliance with the requirements of the Board of Trade, the

River Wear Commissioners have erected from the design* of their

engineer (Mr. H. H. Wake, Assoe. Inst. C. E.), large cli-in cable
and anchor testing works, at their South Docks at Sunderl.tud.
The whole of the buildings are constructed of concrete, built with

'rail
1

"
patent apparatus, by Mr. George Grainger. The design in-

cluded two boiler-house chimneys, one of which has just been com-

pleted, and as it is believed to be the first chimney of the kind built

of concrete, and without scaffolding, in this country, some brief de-

scription of the manner of its erection may be of interest The chim-

ney is carried up square until it is well clear of the level of roof of test-

ing-house, the dimensions being 22 feet 3 inches by 7 feet 6 inches by
7 feet 6 inches, the construction of this portion presenting

no feature
of novelty. At this level the corners are gradually taken off the

square base, until at the height of twenty-four feet nine inches above
the surface of ground, it is brought into the octagonal form of the

tapering portion of the chimney, that the profile ofbase mould might
be shown to greater advantage. This octagonal and

tapering por-
tion of chimney, in which the interest and difficulty of the work
chiefly centred, was moulded in the following manner : Panels
three feet in height were formed of three-quarter inch boards, hinged
together in pairs at their outer edges, being so proportioned that the
lines of their inner edges, when produced, came into one point at the
centre at half the height of this section of the chimney, the interme-
diate space being made up by a wedge piece, which after the con-
crete poured between the panels on inside and outside of chimney
walls had set, was easily reduced to meet the decrease in size on the
next left due to the batter, this reduction being just sufficient to take
off the holes in one side of the wedge for the stud bolts, which con-
nected it to the upright members of the frame. When the stalk of

chimney had been carried up to the half of its full height these panels
were sufficiently reduced to admit a second set of intermediate

wedges of exactly the same dimensions as those introduced at the
level of base mould, bringing the inner edges of the reduced panels
into one point at the centre of the top of chimney in a manner simi-
lar to that in which, at their original dimensions, they had been

brought together at half of its height, affording a tolerably severe
test of the accuracy of the work, which it was found to bear admira-

bly, for the uprights being six feet in length, and always being moved
with the panels which were only half that height, they had a contin-
ual hold of three feet on the completed portion of the work, which
sufficiently insured regularity in line. The chimney when completed
was stuccoed with cement, and drawn in courses to imitate stone

; it

is considered to present an excellent example of concrete building,
both as regards strength and appearance, the latter being of a highly
ornamental character, the chimney being exactly perpendicular, and
the mouldings, which were formed in their respective positions, clear
and sharp in outline. The concrete for the work was specified to
be mixed at the rate of one part of Portland cement to eight of

gravel, but in the case of the chimney the proportion was increased
to one in five by the contractor, by whom also the simple and effica-

cious arrangement used in building was devised.

THE GRANT MEMORIAL.
WASHINGTON, D. C., September 21, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, If the suggestions contained in the letter of prominent

architects to the Grant Monument Committee are carried out, it

would be gratifying to see the author of the best design in the Amer-
ican Architect competition of September 19 placed on the list among
the selected ten. Yours respectfully,

X. Y. Z.

NEWPORT, R. I., September 22, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, Referring to the letter that you published in your
issue of September 19, addressed to the chairman of the committee
for the erection of a monument to General Grant, and signed by
some of the best-known architects in the country, I would ask what
is to be understood when it is suggested that the " American Insti-
tute of Architects be invited to send names of ten members of the
profession in this country whom it considers best qualified to make
an appropriate design for the monument?' 1

1 presume that it can
only mean that each and every member of the Institute be requested
to send in the names of the ten members best qualified, in his estima-
tion, and the ten receiving the largest number of votes to be consid-
ered elected. But who is to say that there are but ten men in the
profession best qualified to make such a design, and who of us would
be able to decide conscientiously which ten out of all the architects
of the country should merit his choice, for even among that small

oroportion of the whole number with whose work each one of us may
]e more or less acquainted, our estimate of their capabilities is largely
)ased upon our knowledge of the buildings that have fallen to their
ot to execute, and not upon our knowledge of their education,
acquirements and capacity for more important works

; and would not
such a method of attempting to elect the most capable be open to the

suspicion that some voter, hoping to be one of the lucky ten, would
think it less prudent to vote for the ten strongest men in the profes-
sion than to vote for some lesser lights to compete against him in hi*

struggle for the prize ?
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Would the practical business men of the country look with favor

and confidence upon a proposition that the ten chosen and paid com-

petitors for the great prize should exclusively among themselves pre-

pare the programme for such competition, besides having half the

voice in deciding whose design should be considered best? Could
such a jury passing upon its own work be held free from suspicion of

impartiality? and would the outside architects to whom the competi-
tion would be open, if they were " desirous of sending in a study,"
be likely to stand as good a chance for the prize as the selected ten ?

We all believe that the members of the American Institute of Archi-

tects are above any such suspicions, but what is to be gained by plac-

ing them in such a trying position and in a position where ordinary
business men would not be held above suspicion ?

Mr. Alex. Doyle's remarks to a reporter of the World the other

day, on the subject of an artist's scheme for a grand national compe-
tition, seemed to me to be very practical and much to the point.

In the first place the monument committee will never receive its

million of dollars from the public until the public has some more defi-

nite idea of what it is going to get for its money. It seems to me
that the first step of the committee should be to inaugurate a grand
national competition which should be open to all, and which in itself

would do more to enlist popular interest in the subject than anything
else that could be done ; and that when once a design had been
chosen and elaborated, subscriptions could be solicited for something

tangible and with much more probability of success. A large sum of

money might even be obtained by an exhibition of the designs sub-

mitted, and a fee might be charged for the privilege of voting for the

best.

The committee in compiling and issuing its programme to archi-

tects should secure the advice and
cooperation

of a certain number of

professional men of acknowledged ability. Their programme should

stipulate irrevocably the date beyond which no design would be

accepted. It should hamper the competitors as little as possible with

restrictions either as to cost, materials, size or otherwise. It should

insure to the author of the best design the execution of the work at a

fee of five per cent on the total cost. It should offer a certain num-
ber of prizes : say five first prizes of two thousand dollars each

;
ten

second prizes of five hundred dollars, and twenty third prizes of two
hundred and fifty dollars each.

It should stipulate that the designs will be judged by and prizes
awarded on a certain fixed date, and by a jury composed of say ten

members of the monument committee and ten non-competing archi-

tects of acknowledged ability (which ten might also be selected by
vote of the competing architects, or by the American Institute of

Architects), and who should be paid for their services.

If a programme should be thus carefully drawn up, if the prizes
offered should be liberal, and if the jury of award should be composed
of competent and as far as possible disinterested men, I believe that

the competition would undoubtedly enlist the best efforts of the whole

profession, and there would be no insurmountable difficulty in decid-

ing which were actually the best and most appropriate designs,
instead of attempting to guess at who would probably be best quali-
fied to make them.

The system of selecting ten would undoubtedly give good results,

but it would be discriminating in favor of the best known and most

experienced of the profession, whereas a competition offering equal

advantages to all would surely result in such a demonstration of the

artistic resources of the country as no ordinary competition has here-

tofore ever been able to bring forth. Respectfully yours,
ALFRED H. THORP, A. A. I. A.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
RAISING THE MISSISSIPPI BY OPENING THE RESERVOIRS. The Gov-

ernment engineers have made the following report on the reservoir

system : The reservoirs at Leech Lake and Lake Winnebagosish were

opened on August 1, with a large discharge. Pokegama Reservoir, the

receiving reservoir, 100 miles by water below the upper reservoir and
398 miles by water above St. Paul, was opened on August 15, with a

discharge of about 3,000 cubic feet of water per second. The rise in

the Mississippi River at different points since, and resulting from, the

discharge from the reservoirs was on September 1, at Grand Rapids,
four miles below Pokegama, five feet ; Aitken, 169 miles below Pokeg-
ama, two and one-half feet

;
Crow Wing, 236 miles below Pokegama,

two feet ;
Sauk Rapids, 295 miles below Pokegama, two feet. The

river at St. Paul fell from August 1 to August 23 one foot and three

inches. Since then the St. Paul gauge shows an average stage of three

feet up to September 7. As there was no rainfall of any importance
rom August 1, the river must have continued falling at about the same
rate as its tributaries, and probably at not far from the same proportion
as from the 1st to the 23d of August, had it not been for the supply
from these reservoirs. As closely as can be estimated, the reservoirs

are now furnishing not far from one foot of water at St. Paul. These
reservoirs have only been completed at Leech Lake, Lake Winnebag-
osish, and Pokegama Falls. The last is a distributing reservoir with
little holding capacity. The first two have a capacity jointly of about

6,000,000,000 cubic feet when full. The fourth reservoir at Pine River
will be completed this fall. It has a holding capacity of 7,000,000,000
cubic feet, and is about 220 miles by water above St. Paul. The accu-
mulation of water in the upper reservoir of Lake Winnebagosish and
Leech Lake in 1885 lias been very large between 35,000,000,000 and

40,000,000,000 cubic feet. A much larger discharge could have been

made, but the amount was considered large enough for the experimental
discharge this season. In regard to the diminished rise in the river as

the distance from the point of discharge increases, it must be remem-

bered that all sloughs, rivers, lakes, etc., adjunct to the river must be
raised to the same height as the main river before the full effect and
benefit can be received. It is expected that the total rise at Crow
Wing and Sauk Rapids will not be far from four feet when the full

effect is reached. It is as yet impossible to say what the full increase
at St. Paul will be. Something between one and one-and-a-half feet

can, however, be confidently expected. While the prevention of the
river falling is less noticeable than the rise, yet the real effect is the
same so far as navigation is concerned. New York Times.

AN ECHO FROM THE BOSTON LIBRARY COMPETITION. A while ago
the city offered rewards for the best plans for the new Public Library
which could be submitted. Architects in New York undertook to com-
pete for the prizes, and were successful. The first prize was $4000,
and the second prize $2000. They gave Mr. Brown (an absconded law-

yer) power of attorney to collect the money, which, it is said, he did.

He sent them $500 on account, and two or three days ago they came on
to collect the balance, but they found his office in charge of sheriff's

officers. Boston Herald.

THE LARGEST RAILWAY STATION. The largest railroad station in

the world is that belonging to the Northwestern Railroad Company
at Birmingham, England, which has been completed and opened for

passenger traffic. One thousand men have been employed in its con-
struction for two and a half years. It has cost in its construction $5,-

000,000, and covers twelve acres of ground. There are tunnels at either

end, and through them four hundred trains pass each day. The length
of the platforms exceed a mile and a half. There are five signal-boxes
for working the traffic, each of which contains one hundred and forty-
four point and signal levers, and is operated by seven men. Six loco-

motives do the switching in the station. The whole is arched roofed-
in with arched glass roofing upon the Paxton principle. Railroad Rec-
ord.

THE QUEEN ANNE IN FRONT OF ST. PAUL'S. The statue of Queen
Anne in front of St. Paul's Cathedral, which has been in a dilapidated
condition for many years, is now in the course of demolition, and a

replica in Sicilian marble, which Mr. Richard Belt is executing by order
of the corporation, will be put in position on its completion. The statue,
which was the work of Francis Bird, was erected in the church-yard in

1712. The sculptor received 250 for the Queen's statue and enrich-

ments, 220 each for the four statues seated on the pedestal, of England,
France, Ireland and America, and 50 for the white marble coat of

arms ;
so that this

"
ill contrived and tasteless group," as Malcolm in

his "History of London" calls it, cost in all 1180. Garth wrote some
bitter lines upon the group :

France above with downcast eyes is seen,
Tbe sad attendant of go good a Queen.

The effigy had been allowed to get into such a wretched state the

figures on the pedestal being armless and faceless, and the Queen's face

disfigured by the loss of a nose, which was struck off by a lunatic

that for very shame the corporation recently determined to deal with

it, though it belonged to the trustees of the fabric of St. Paul's viz. :

the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Bishop of London, and the lord

mayor for the time being. It was a question whether bronze or marble
should be used, and whether another subject instead of Queen Anne
should be chosen

;
but it was eventually decided to order a replica of

the existing statue in Sicilian marble, and the commission was entrusted
to Mr. Belt. London Daily News.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY. The name Westminster Abbey is shortened
from the fuller phra.se, Westminster Abbey Church : the church, that

is, of the Abbey of Westminster. It at once carries us back to its early
history. Up to the year 1540, in the reign of Henry VII., the Abbey,
as we call it to-day, was the church of a great Benedictine monastery.
These monasteries, once thickly strewn throughout England and much
of Europe, were called abbeys from being ruled by abbots (or albals,
from abbas, Syriac for father), as those governed by a prior were called

priories. A great society of monks lived in buildings, of which the

present deanery, the Jerusalem Chamber, etc., the cloisters, the chapter
house, formed parts. The Abbey, as we call it, was the church in

whiQh these monks worshipped. Its legal title was Ecdesia Abbatice

Westmonasteriensis. Hence its traditional designation. It is not a cathe-

dral. By a cathedral we mean a church situated in a city which gives
its name to an episcopal see (Fr. siege,

"
seat") and in which a bishop

has his raised seat or throne (Gk. kathedra) assigned to him. St. Paul
is the cathedral of London. For a brief space in its long history (A. D.

1540 to A. D. 1550) the Abbey was the cathedral of a diocese of West-
minster. For a few years afterward (under Edward VI) it was de-

clared by act of Parliament to be "a cathedral in the diocese of Lon-
don." But the question still remains, What is it that gives the Abbey
its unequalled historic interest in the eyes of all who speak our language ?

why should Nelson have named Westminster Abbey rather than York
Minster or Canterbury Cathedral, or St. Paul's, where he was actually
buried? It arose from the following causes: Edward the Confessor's

great church was close to his own palace. It was designated by him
for his own burial place. He was interred before the altar within a
few days of its consecration. From that moment, Norman kings, monks,
clergy and the English people vied with each other in honoring his

name. William the Conqueror based his claim to the crown on an al-

leged gift to the king, who had long lived in exile in Normandy. To
the monks he was dear not only from his munificent donations, but as

being in life and character almost one of themselves. The commons
of England, groaning under a foreign yoke, looked back to the peace-
ful reign of the pious and gentle Confessor, the last king of the old

English stock, as to a golden age. To be crowned by his graveside
lent an additional sanctity to the rite, and thus from the Confessor to

Queen Victoria every reigning sovereign has received the crown beneath
this roof, within a few yards of the dust of the Confessor. Dean of
Westminster.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported for Th American Architect and Building Newi. i

Although a large portion of the building intelligence
it provided by their regular correspondent*, the eaitor*

yreatty desire to receive voluntary information, ttpe
he smaller and outlying tovmt.}

BUILDING PATENTS

fPrinted
specification!

of any patents heremeiitioned
together with full detail illustrations, may be obtained
/ 1He Commissioner of fatentt, at H'aahmytoti. fv
twenty-fine cents.l

324,450. SPEAKING -TUBE. Pedro Pereira y Al-
l)i/n. Madrid, Spain.

.1^11,47:1. RADIATOR. Charles E. Ashcroft, l.'.im,
Mass.

326,466. SHUTTER-FASTENER. Joseph S. Dunham.
Salem, N. J.

326,496. WATER-CLOSET ATTACHMENT. William
H. Graham. St. I.ouis, Mo.

326,507. LocK.-Archibald Kelly. Newark, N. J.
324,514. SCAFFOLD- BINDER. Joseph A. Moross,

Detroit, Mich.
326,528. WATER - CLOSET VALVE. Earnest A.

Straat, Jersey City, N. J.

326,541. HOT-AIR FURNACE. John R. Barker,
Chicago, 111.

326.W3. ROTARY ENGINE OR PUMP. Charles H.
Cary, Bristol, K. I.

3*6,544. STRUCTURE FOB SUBMARINE SEWERS.
Henry Case, Brooklyn, N. Y.

326,548. OATS-HANGER. Issachar Crowfoot, Hart-
ford, Wis.

326,960. GAS OB VAPOR BURNER. Michael B. Dy-
ott and Charles O. Dyott, Philadelphia, Pa.

326,861. GAS-ENOINK. George M. Hopkins and 1.

Newion Hopkins, Brooklyn, N. Y.
326.568. SPEAKING-TUBE. John A. Kessel, Buf-

falo, N. Y.
326.569. APPLIANCE FOB PREVENTING DIRT FBOM

PASSING INTO PIPES. John Klrkaldy, 40 West India
Dock Road, County of Middlesex, Eug.

326,571. CHUBCH-PEW. Israel Laucaster, Chicago,

326.682. DETACHAIILB TABLE-LKG. Walter A. Os-
born and David M. Ustey, Owosso, Mich.

326,583. CIRCULAR SAWISG-MACHINE. John H.
Palm, Minneapolis, Minn.

326,593. GASKET FOR MAN.HOLES. William T. Y.
Schenck, San Francisco, Cal.

326.5U8. HOT-AIR FURNACE. Isaac D. Sinead, To-
ledo, U.

326,605. WINDOW. Samuel C. Taylor, Morton, near
Blngley, County of York, Eug.
326.611. ART OF MAKING PLUMBERS' TRAPS.

James A. Whitney, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.
326.612. PLUMBER'S TRAPS. James A.Whitney,

Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.
326,616. FIRE-ESCAPE. Hezekiah O. Woodbury

and Selh T. Thacher, Jr., Beverly, Mass.
326,620. SWINGING GATE. Hugh B. Bookont,

Long's Mills, Tenn.
326,626. COMBINED LATCH ASI> LOCK. George H.

Chubb and Harry W. Chubb, London, Eng.
326,621). KETTLE DRAINER AND STEAM VENTIL-

ATOR AND CONDUCTOR. Jane A. Clother, Cumber'
land, Wis.

326,635. LUMBER-TRIMMER. Moses Dutrlsac, Mns-
kegou, Mich.

326,647. GUTTER AND SPOUT. Louis J. Hardy,
Rouen, France.

326,656. METALLIC SHINGLE. John T. Hyndmau,
Cincinnati, U.

326.673. LOCK. Anthony Paciorkowskl, Troy, N.Y.
326.674. Si OP-COCK Box FOB WATER AND GAS

PIPES. Louis P. Reichert and Andrew Fuller, Buf-
falo, N. Y.
326.683. DEVICE FOR INSERTING AND WITHDRAW-

ING REMOVABLE SAW-TEETH. - George F. Simonds,
Fitchburg, Mass.

326.684. SAW WITH INSEKTIBLE TEETH. George
F. Simonds, Fitcbburg, Mass.
326.685. INSERTIBLE-TOOTH SAW. George F. Si-

monds, Fitchburg. Mass.
3^6,713. SIPHON WATER-TRAP. William P. Bu-

ohau, Glasgow, County of Lanark, Scotland.
:6,729. BLIND-HINGE. Richard Ghiselln, Web-

ster Groves, Mo.
326,736. FIRE-PBOOF FLOOR. William W. Hazlitt,

Toronto, O.

326,736. PENCIL OB CBATON HOLDER. Joseph
Hoffman, New York, N. Y.

326,784. HINGE. John A. Resch, Jersey City, N.J.
326,71)9. GUIDE FOR WINDOW-CURTAINS. Franklin

B. Snook and Daniel Death, Franklin, O.
326,839. APPARATUS FOK TRANSFERRING HEAT

FROM ONE CURRENT OF AIR TO ANOTHER. Charles
L. Braithwaite, Jr. and Isaac Braithwatte, Kendal,
County of Westmoreland, Eng.

326,848. SASH-FASTENER. Cary O. Cole, Letts, la.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore*
DWELLING!). Charles E. Cassell, architect, Is prepar-
ing plans Tor the following:
Five three-st'y basement and attic brick and

Belleville brown-stone buildings, with ornamental
brick panels, each 18' s" x 65<, for P. L. Cutting, Jr.,
of New York, to be erected on Charles St., bet,
Preston and Hoffman Sts., and to cost $8,000 each;
R. Curley, superintendent.
Fifty-nine thre-st'y brick and brown-stone build-

ings, 14', 15', W x 60', for Messrs. Smith & Schwartz,
to be erected on Culvert, Snmwalt and Shirk Sts.

Five four-st'y and basement brick and brown-stone
(Conn.) bulldingi, each 18' 8" x 62', for Richard
< ,,:i!tney, Esq., to be erected on Charles St., of

Knuudary Are., and to cost f7,000 each.
Bi 1 1. in NO PERMITS. Since our last report twenty-
three permits have been granted, the more Import-
ant of which are the following:
Cuas. H. Callls, 12 two-st'y brick buildings, w s

<;iiy St., o of Broadway.
Henry Westphal, 8 t u<> m'y brick buildings, n s

Heath St.. bet. Patapsco and Charles Sts.; and 3

two-sl'y brick buildings, w s Patapsco St.

John Burger, three-st'y brick building, w s Bond
St., bet. Thames and Lancaster Sts.

Louis Ripple, 3 three-st'y brick buildings, n s Lex-

ington St.. bet. Vincent Alley and Mount St.

J. C. Pnroell, 3 three st'y brick buildings, w s

Stricken St., n of Patterson Ave.
Franz Thoene, three-st'y brick building, n s East-

ern Ave., bet. Ann and Durham Sts.

Birmingham, Ala.
BuiLDINO PERMITS. The following building permits
have been Issued since our last report:
B. F. Roden, three-st'y brick business house, 60' x

100'; cost, $16,000; Chas. Wheelock, architect.
Louis Braun, two-st'y frame house; cost, $2,000.
Williamson Iron Company, blast furnace; cost,

WBO.OOO.
T. C. Porteous, two-st'y brick house; cost, 35, 000;

H. Haley, builder; architect, Chas. Wheelock.
Moore, Moore & Handley, three-st'y brick and

stone business house, 36' x 100'; cost, f10,000; archi-

tect, same as last.

Morris Bros., three-st'y brick business house, 50' x
150'; cost, 114,080; T. C. Thompson & Co., builders;
architect, same as last.

Colored Methodist Episcopal Church, brick
church; cost, $5,000.

J. C. Kyle, two-st'y frame house; cost, S3 000; T.
D. Llpes & Co., builders; C. Wheelock, architect.
Dr. Henley, two-st'y frame house; cost, 83,000;

Oliver Marble & Son, architects.
J. E. Ellis, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, (3,000.
Mrs. Read, two-st'y frame building on Highlands;

cost, 93,000.
H. C. Ansley, two-st'y frame house on the High-

lands; coat. $3,000.
M. C. Wlinberly, one - st'y frame house; cost,

3,000; Green & Co., builders; Chas. Wheelock,
architect.
W. C. Ward, two-st'y frame house on Highlands;

cost, 84,000; architect, same as last.

G. L. Morris, two-st'y residence on Highlands;
cost, $3,000; T. C. Thompson & Co., builders; archi-

tect, same as last.

Jefferson County Almshouse, two-st'y frame build-

ing; cost, $5,000; architect, same as last.

Harris & Linn, three-st'y brick business house;
cost, $7,000; G. L. Rousseau, architect.

Boston.
BUILDINO PERMITS. Wood. A St., dwell., 19* x 27',
K. B. Spinney, owner; D. A. Berry, builder.
Emerion St., Xo. 71, dwell., 25' x 37'; Owen Tappen,

owner.
Keedsdale St., near Brighton Ave., dwell., 25' x

31'; John A. Smith, owner; J. E. Brown, builder.

H'nnliint/toii St., opp. Matchett St., dwell., 22' x
32'; C. M. Tillinghurst, owner; D. McConuell,
builder.
Jan-is PL, off George St., dwell., 21' x 25; Owen

Lynch, owner; John M. Kelley, builder.

Washington St., dwell., 21' x 29'; M. J. McKenna,
owner; James T. Cbrisholm, builder.

Auttin St., near Washington St., dwell., 22' x 41';
M. J. McKenna, owner; Jas. T. Chrisholm, builder.

.tiixtitt St., dwell., 24' x 31': M. J. McKenna, own-
er; James T. Chrisholm, builder.

Brooklyn.

BUILDING PERMITS. Wallabout St., s s, 200' w Marcy
Ave., one-st'y frame stable and car-shed, paper
roof; cost. $3,000; owner and builder, B. C. R. R.
Co., 10 Fulton St.; architect, A. W. Dickie.

Twenty-seventh St., s s, 273' e Third Ave., 3 two-

st'y frame dwells., tin roof, paper lining: cost, each.

$4,500 ; owners, J.T. Smith & Co., 272 Fifty-second
St.; architect, S. B. Bogert; builders, H. J. and W.
S. Skinner.
Luquer St., n s, 80' w Henry St., three-st'y brick

tenement, tin roof, wooden cornice; cost, $3,000;
owner, architect and mason, R. E. Toppln, 369
Franklin Are.; contractor, H. S. Hawkes.
Xoitrttud Ave., e s, 150' u Atlantic Ave., three-st'y

brick flat, tin roof, wooden cornice; cost, $8,000;

owner, Geo. Pennimau, 57 Irving PI.; architect, W.
M. Coots; builder, D. H. Fowler.
dates Ave., s s, 160' w Stuyvesant Ave., 4 three-

st'y brick stores and tenements, tin roofs, wooden
cornices; cost, each, $7,000; owner, L. P, McGarry,
583 Monroe St.; architect, J. McGarry.
Meeker St., Xo. 135, n e, W 7" w Monitor St.,

three-st'y frame (brick-filled) dwell., tin roof; cost,

$4,500; owner and builder, Henry Biudrim, 133

Meeker Ave.; architect, Th. Kngelhardt.
Third Ave., n w cor. Thirteenth St., three-st'y

frame store and dwell., tin roof; cost, $4,000; own-
er, Ed. J. Sherlock, 686 Fulton St.; architect, C. F.

Eisenach; builder, not selected.

Stuyvesant Ave., w s, extends from Putnam Ave.
to Madison St., 10 three-st'y and basement and two-

st'y and basement brown-stone dwells., mansard tin

roofs, wooden cornices; cost, each, $6,000; owner,
Kate M. McCormick, 372 South Second St.; archi-

tect, A. Spence; builder, R. Ferguson.
UcKibben St., So. 175, n s, three-et'y frame (brick-

filled) tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner, Mr.
Korad Schmidd, on premises; architect, H. Voll-

weller; builder, J. Rueger.
Hancock St., -Vo. 182, s s, 360' e Nostrand Ave.,

three st'y and basement brown-stone dwell., tin

roof. Iron cornice; cost, $1,<)00; owner and archi-

tect, R. \V. Gleason, 316 South Fifth St.; contractor,
R. B. Ferguson.
Sumpler St., n s, 25' w Howard Ave., two-st'y

j

frame (brick-filled) store and dwell., tin roof; cost, >

84,500; owner, Mr. Hale, on premises; architecuaud
contractors, Ames & Waldron; mason, E. Snttvrltn.

Myrtle Aet., Xoi. 1264-1272, s w cor. Cedar St.,
3 thrce-st'y frame stores and tenements, tin roof
cost, $12,000; owner and builder, Fred'k Herr, 782
Broadway; architect, Th. Kngslhar.lt.
Berry St., .Vo. 77 and 79, 2 three-et'y brick fac-

tory and tenement*, tin roofs; brick and Iron cor-
nices; cost, each. $3,500; owner and builder, A.
Meth; architect, II. Vollweller.
Deratur St., u s, 250' e Reid Ave., 3 two-st'y and

basement brown-stone dwells., tin roofs, wooden
cornices; cost, $4,500; owner, Elizabeth Phelan, 362
Hart St.; architect, T. F. Thomas; builder, J.
Phelan.

President St., n s, 225' e Eighth Ave.. It three-st'y
and basement brick dwells., metal roofs, wooden
cornices; cost, each, $9,000; owner and architect
Win. Flanagan, 46 Berkeley PI.; builder, W. Flan-
agan.

ALTERATIONS. Ath St.,u, 81' w Oakland Ave., two-
st'y brick extension, gravel roof; cost, $3,600; own-
er and builder, Church & Co., 36 Ah St.; architect
M. R. Wood.
Liftnyiton St., ATo. fil, flat roof, front, brick front

removed and new brown-stone front and interior al-
terations; cost, $10,000; owner, H. Strohm 266 At-
lantic Ave.; architect, C. Werner: builders J ,1

Bentzeu and Th. Brown.

Chicago.
BUILDING PERMITS -L. Knlpp, three-st'y store and
dwell., 892 Milwaukee Ave.; cost, $6,000.

F. Lauerman, two-st'y dwell., 261 Portland Ave
cost, 83,000; architect, J. Frank.
A. W. Sheanon, two-sfjr dwell., 1131 Lexington

L. Maliacber, tbree-st'y dwell., 355 North Frank-
lin St.; cost, $6,000; architect, F. Pigos.
K. Ayres, 3 two-sfy dwells., 62-66 North Ada St

cost, $10,000; architects, Wheelock & Clay
C. H. Harrison. 14 two-st'y dwells., 44-64Nlxon St

cost, $28,000; architect, J. .f. Flanders.
J. S. Chmidt, 2 three-st'y dwells., 170-172 Lasalle

St.; cost, 810,000; architects, Furst & Rndolph
R. E. Moss, slx-sfy store, Stateand Michigan Sts

cost, $30,000; architect, S. V. Shlpman
P. Ford, two-st'y dwell., 157 Sedgwick St.- cost

$4 000; architects, Furst & Rudolph.
B. D. West, two-st'y dwell., 988 West Jackson St

cost, $5,600; architect, W. D. Carroll
G. Peterson, three-st'y stoles and flats, 9 Temple

St.; cost, $6.000; architect, H. F. Harbruokjthree-" t
'

y aau M N rth

C. Geyer, 2 two-st'y dwells., 819^23 Marsbfleld
Ave.; cost, $8,000; architect, C. Geyer.
H. F. Gelderman, 2 three-st'y stores and flats

523-625 Sedgwlck St.; cost, $14,000; architect, A. F!

J. H. Bourn, addition, Thirty-third and Dearborn
Sts.; cost, $7,000.

vT
E '

u
B
^,

B<?8e ' thre -t'y 'tore and dwell., 508-508
North Clark St.; cost, $15,000; architect, T. Karls.

J. H. Hamlin, two-st'y dwell 1621 Prairie Av.
;

cost, $10,000; architects. Treat & Foltz.
Hughes & Crouch, 2 two^t'y dwells., 2801-1803

Michigan Boulevard; cost, $15,000; architects, Cobb& Frost.
C. Maher, two-st'y dwell., 3764 Indiana Ave

cost $4,000; architect, C. L. Stiles.W Dolan two-st'y dwell., 241 Loomls St.; cost.
$3,600; architect, G. Vigeant.

J. S. Smith, two-st'y dwell., 3408 Prairie Ave
cost, $2,500; architect, H. R. Wilson.

Kansas City, Mo.
BUILDING PERMITS. T. Smith, two-st'y brick bus!
ness block, cor. Fifth St. and Grand Ave.; cost,

Revel W. English, brick house on Broadway; cost
-**.), lilHi.

T. Muuford, brick house on Broadway; cost, $6,000.
Hayes Bros., 6 frame houses on East Fourteenth

S. C. Lee/frame business building, cor. Holmes
and Twentieth St.; cost, $14,600.

New York.
ARMORY. The corner-stone of the Twelfth Real
ment's new armory, at Ninth Ave. and Slxtv-nrst
St., was laid September 26.

CHURCH. The corner-stone of a new Roman CatholicChurch at Rye Neck was laid September 27
SCHOOL AND LoDGiNO-HotTSE. A school and loda
ing-house, five stories high, Is to be built by the
Children s Aid Society, on the n e cor. of Kiuhth St
and Ave. B, to cost $49,000.

BUILDI.NG PERMITS. Eighty-fifth St., s, 78' e Ave
A, flve-st'y brick building, brick ai;d brown-stone
front, flat tin roof; cost, $15.000; Frederick Schenck
owner, n w cor. Ave. A and Eighty-Ufth St.: John'
Brandt, architect, 1491 Third Ave.
East Seventy-ninth St., ffo. 413, four-sfy brick

dwell., brick and brown-stone front, flat tin roof
cost, $20,000; owner, Rev. J. J. Dougherty, 334 East
Seventy-nlntb St.; architects, Kabcock & McAvoy
64 College PI.
One Hundred and First St., n t 300' w of First

Ave., 4 five-st'y brick tenements, flat gravel roof-
cost, 810^00 each; owner, Mary M. Gurnee, 79 Mt
const.. Brooklyn; architect, Albert Wilkinson 924
Gates Ave., Brooklyn.

Xinety-fifth St., s s, 448' e Tenth Ave., and Yineti/-
Jlfth St., s s, 100' e Tenth Are., 9 three-st'y brick
dwells., brick and brown-stone front, flat tin roof-
cost, 812,000 each; owner and architect, Win. J. Mer-
ritt, 152 and 154 West One Hundred and Twentv-
seventh St.

Eighty-eighth St., s w cor. Lexington Ave., Ger-man Evangelical Lutheran Church, brick and gran-
ite, granite and limestone front, peak slate roof
cost, $78,000; owners, Trustees of the German Evan-
gelical Lutheran Church, John G. Wm. Feldroan
President, 1680 Park Ave.; architect, Arthur Crooks'
200 Broadway.

Wett Forty-eighth St., -Vo. 348, flve-st'y brick tene-
ment, brown-stone front, flat tin roof; cost $22000'
owner, Wm. Rankln, 253 West Fifty-first St.; archi-
tect. George Keister, 347 West Forty-third St

Wett Seventeenth St., A'o*. 410 and 112 2 flve-tfy
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brick tenements, flat tin roof; cost, .813,000;
owner-

John J. Burchell, 206 East Fifty-sixth St.; arch!-
iswl T,',,..*- TPilt-ii. tllifH *it'

B Oeden'&Son, 409 East Fifty-third St.4V St., As. 522. 524 ^526, on rear

t flat tin" roof; cost, $13,000; owner, Anna C.

Krone, 113 KasCThirty-fourth St.
; architect, John

R Snook 12 Chambers St.

I?SS Fortti-etqhth St., No. 350, flve-st'y brick tene-

t flut tin roof, brick and brown-stone front;

SSt 822 0001 owner Edward D. Bertiue, 328 West

Fort'y"-seventh St.; architect, George Keister, 347

West Forty-third St,

nwner' A. A. Hughes, 2063 Fifth Ave.; architect,

Wm B Tuthill, 52 Broadway.
West' Seventeenth St., No. 429, three-st'y brick

dwell and blacksmith-shop, flat tin roof; cost,

Mono- owner Mrs. Emily Saddler, 360 West Seven-

teeSsT.rar'chitect,M.H.Rouillier,2
West Four-

t6
r* Seventeenth St., 150' w Ninth Ave., 7 four-st'y

brick dwells., brick and Nova Scotia stone fronts,

flat roofs mansard fronts covered with tin fire-

nroofing and slate; cost, $30,000 each; owner Sam-
Uluuullfa , r t ^ .... ,,l ,,,;,, t 1, ftf. Ql-Mlitoot

TKBATioN-., . ..

hripk warehouse, Interior alterations, etc.; cost,

$00 owner, Joseph Hecht, 44 East Sixty-eighth

It!; architects, Scbwarzmann & Buchanan, Tribune

Sn
w^Nineteenth St., No. 361, tbree-st'y brick

dwell additions and alterations; cost, $2,800; owner,

Fdwa'rd Merrill, 31 West Nineteenth St.; archi-

tect Jas. Stroud, 1267 Broadway.
West Twenty-third St., No. 69, four-st'y dwell, and

saloon, brick front, additions and alterations; cost,

in 000- owner Mrs. V. F. Mildeberger, H. M. W.
Whitehead, attorney, 96 Broadway; architects, D. &
J. Jardine, 1262 Broadway.

Philadelphia.

Rnn DING PERMITS. Frcmkfnrd Ave., w s, s of Unity

It three st'y brick and granite bank-building, 36' x

90';' cost, $35,000; Geo. I. Pearson, architect; Wrn.

S
XoVs<*,

ra
c
C
or.

r

Somerset St., three-st'y bakery;

cost $7 000; Win. Steele, contractor.

Palethorp St., n e cor. Huntingdon St three-st'y

factory, 40^ x 195'; cost, $40,000; W. H. Geisscnger,

S< cor. Cumberland St., three-st'y factory,

4
1

!' x 66'- cost, $10,000; Wm. Steele, contractor.

Delaware Ave., n e cor. Moore St., two-st'y factory,

48' x 113' 6"; cost, $20.000; Baugh & Sons, owners.

Howard St., cor. Jefferson St., flve-st'y factory, 40'

x 195'- cost, $34,000; Wm. Arrolt, owner.

Ninth, St., e s, above Poplar St., one-st'y factory,

50' x 100'; Bartholomew Brewing Co., owner.

Crescent St., cor. Davis St., 2 three-st'y dwells.;

T. rfW*. St., 6 two-st'y dwells,

Wm. Elkins, owner.
Mascher St., No. 2010, ice-house and store-room;

H. L. Lovett, contractor.

Fifth St., s of Butler St., 4 two-st'y dwells.; Du-

ross & Welsh, contractors.

Fourth St., n of York St., B t wo- st'y dwells.; A.

Carlisle St., n of Dauphin St., 5 two-st'y dwells.;
L. A. White, owner.

St. Louis.

BUILDING PERMITS. Sixty-eight permits have been
issued since our last report, twelve of which are
for unimportant frame houses. Of the rest, those
worth $2,500 and over are as follows:

John A. Smith, three-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $7,000;
Weber & Co., contractors
F. G. Nohl, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick tenements;

cost, $4,500; W. C. Popp, contractor.
John Zimmerman, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost,

$4,000; Louis Kinsley, contractor.
C. Peper, two-st'y brick addition to dwell.; cost,

$3,260; Aug. A. Beinke, architect; Julius Martin,
contractor.

S. Beauvais, two-st'y brick store and dwell.; cost,

$3,500; J. H. Dunlap. contractor.
F. Gehner and F. Bruns, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick

dwells.; cost, $2,500; Aug. Uicke, contractor.

L. Connery, two-st'y brick dwells.; cost, $3,000;
John Costello, contractor.
James B. Conray, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost,

$3.000; John Costello, contractor.

Henry Bolliverick, Sr., 2 adjacent two-st'y brick

dwell.; cost, $5,000; John J. sleffin, contractor.
Patrick McCann, 3 adjacent two-st'y brick tene-

ments; cost, $5,500; Jos. Wise, contractor.

Mr. Gerstenkoon, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick stores

and tenements; cost, $8,600; Henry Wanschaffe,
contractor.
Geo. Kirgin, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,000;

Qeo. Kirgin, owner.
Mrs. E. Gerth, 3 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.;

cost, $8,000; D. Paulus, contractor.
C. H. Hammond, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $5,000;

C.C. Helmers. architect; J. P. Rogers, contractor.

G. A. Campbell, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,000;
James E. Gary, contractor.
N. R. Wall, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,000; S.

C. Bulkley, architect; John Low, contractor.

Henry Klages, 2 adjacent two-st'y birick stores and

dwells.; cost, $7,000; H. C. Brinkmeyer, contractor.

J. H. Posock, three-st'y brick factory; cost, $3,000;

J. G. Doyle, contractor.

General Notes.

CUMBERLAND HILL, R. I. It is said that a new hotel

capable of accommodating not less than 100 persons,
will be built here in season for next season's busi-

ness. It is probable that it will be erected on the

site of the old hotel of E. L. Cook.
FALL RIVER, MASS. Work begun September 7 on the

foundation of St. Louis Catholic Church, which is

expected to be completed in one year.
FAB ROCKAWAY, L. I. For Mr. Robert Hughes an
hotel is to be built, 100' x 225', I, shape, at a cost ol

$40,000; from plans of Mr. Jos M. Dunn, of

New York, who has also designed houses for Messrs
J. A. Farresh, to cost $6,500; Geo. F. Boos, to cost

$8,000; John Carney, to cost $6,000; and Jos. Mar
ren to cost $5,000; also a club-house for M r. Charles

Cronin, to cost $15,000; and 2 cottages for Mr. Wm
A. Wynne, to cost $25,000.

GILBERTVILLE, MASS. James Stevenson is buildin]

a two-tenement house in the rear of Stevenson's
Ave.

JERSEY CITY, N. J. The corner-stone of a new
Polish Catholic Church in Jersey City was laid Sep-
tember 6, Bishop Wigger officiating, assisted by a

number of clergymen. The edifice is to be at Sixth

and Monmouth Sts., and will be a modest frame

building of ample dimensions, to accommodate all

the Poles in the city.

H. C. narrower, Buffalo, N. Y., $6,990.
Charles Szen, Buffalo, N. Y., $3,488.

CONCORD, N. H. Bids were opened for the stone-work
and brick masonry work on the new post-office and
court-house as below. The lowest bidders are Mead,
Mason & Co., who bid f20,000 for granite- work, and
$22,000 for masonry. The other Didders on stone-

work are: James Gillies & Son, New York, Middle-
sex (Ct.) sandstone, $64,750; Donagan & Davis, Con-

cord, N. H. granite, 362,677; Granite Railway Co..

$68,650; M. A. McGowan, Washington, D. C., Mid-
dlesex sandstone, $58,700; Sargent & Sullivan, Con-

cord, N. H., granite, $62,460. The bidders on the
brick masonry work are: L. R. Fellows & Son, Con-

cord, N. H., $23,175; M. A. McGowan, Washington,
D. C., $23,300; Ordway & Ferrin, Concord, N. H.,

#26,646; Staples Bros., Concord. N. H., 827,300; Le-

gree & Puaneuf, Boston, $31,941.

LMIRA, N. Y. The contract for the construction of

an addition to the State Reformatory, has been
awarded to Swann & Murray of this city. Their bid

was $102,000. Twenty-five firms put in bids, includ-

ing Buffalo, New York, Philadelphia, and other par-

lies, most of the bids ranging from $,000 to $20,-

000 above that of Swann & M urray.

;HIK, PA. The following is a synopsis of the bids for

iron beams, columns, stands, etc., for first-st'y floor

of court-house:
T. H. Brooks, Cleveland, O., $1,250.
Dearborn Foundry Co., Chicago, 111., $1,348.
Blake & Duffy, New York, N. Y., S1.619.

Henry Shenk, Erie, Pa., $1,553.
Phoenix Iron Co., Trenton, N. J., $1,750.
C. H. Kellogg, Buffalo, N. Y., $1.232.

L. M. Morris. Pittsburg, Pa., $1.413.

Marlhall Foundry and Construction Co., Pittsburg,

Pa., $1,500.
Snead & Co. Iron Works. Louisville. Ky., $1,600.

PASSAIC, N. J. Bids for building the new public
school were received by the Passaic Board of Edu-
cation last evening. The proposals ranged from

$26,589 to $34,888, exclusive of the heating, which
amounts to $2.550. The contract was awarded to

the lowest bidders.

TROY, N. Y. A Pittsburg manufacturer has just

signed a contract for building three furnaces for the

Troy Steel and Iron Co. at a cost of over $700,000,
the work to he finished December 31. 1886. There
will be used in the construction of the new plant
3 350 tons of castings, wrought and plate iron; 3,500,-

WW flre bricks, and 3.5M.OOO red bricks. All the iron

used in the construction of the buildings, and all the

machinery will be made at New Castle.

PROPOSALS

Hoffman, contractor.

Seybert St., w of Twenty-third St.,

dwells.; G. F. Gibbons, owner.
two-st'y

Doynton Am., w of Wister St., 3 two-st'y dwells.;

Jno. Uupp, contractor.

Lehigh Ave.. w of Reese St., B two-st'y dwells.;

., n of Haverford St., 3 two-st'y

dwells Henry Schmid, owner.
Road, n of Huntingdon St., 2 three-

ijCi TniilnjU'ii moam *
"

it'y dwells.; Daniel Colamer, owner.

Canal St., n of George St., four-st'yr-st'y factory, 32' x

116'7 Jos. McCartney, contractor.

Tasker St., w of Sixteenth St., 28 two-st'y dwells.;

Andrew Miller, owner.
Ellsworth St., s of Broad St., 3 three-st'y dwells.;

Andrew Conner, owner.
Delaware Ace., n w cor. Moore St., two-st y fac-

torv-building, 48' x 113'; Baugh & Sons, owners.

Main St.. cor. Wakefleld St., 4 three-st'y dwells.,

17' x 47'' B. L. Colemer, owner.

NicetownSt., 2 three-st'y oil-cloth factories, 20' x

40' and 36' x 100'; G. W. Blabon, owner.

Sixth St., cor. Erie Ave., 8 two-st'y dwells., li' x

LAURKL, MD. Stephen Gamble, Esq., is to have built

a two st'y and attic frame dwell., 40' x 65', to cost

$8,000; from designs by Frank E. Davis, architect,
Baltimore.

LENOX, MASS. The corner-stone of the new Trinity

Episcopal Church was laid September 7.

MADISON, Wis. The Building Committee of the

Board of State University Regents met September
1, and opened bids for the construction of the new
science hall. Five were submitted, all of which the

commission rejected on the score of being exces-

sively high. The Commission then resolved to pros-
ecute the erection of the building independent of a

,ctor. Work will be commenced im-

SLATE. [At Columbus, O., etc.]

OFFICE OF SUPERVISING ARCHITECT, )

THESURY DEPARTMENT,
WASHINGTON, D C., September 29th. 1885. )

Sealed proposals will be received at this office until

2 P. M., on the 15th day of October, 1885, for

upplying and delivering all the slate required for the

oofs of the public buildings at Columbus, O., Fort

Vayne, Ind., Hannibal, Mo.. Harrisonburg, Va., Pen-

acola, Fla., Peoria, 111., Quincy, 111., Syracuse, N. R.,
n accordance with specification, copies of which and

ny additional information may be had on application
t this office or the office of the superintendents.
Bids must be accompanied by a certified check for

300. M. E. BELL,
511 Supervising Architect.

general contrac
mediately, and
approximately.

.

the structure will cost $150,000

rNo. 3424, two-st'y dwell., 18' x 3W;

J. R. Morrow, contractor.
Amber St. n of Westmoreland St., 2 two-st y

dwells., 16' x40', and two-st'y factory, 32' x 40'; S. J.

Kutz, contractor.
Howard St., s of Jefferson St., flve-st'y factory, BO'

x 194'; Wm. Steele, contractor.

Frankford Ave., u of Church St., two-st'y factory,

36'x 97'' Wm. Steele, contractor.

Union Ave., w of Germantown Ave., two-st'y

stable; Wm. J. Mackee, contractor.

Auburn St., e of Frankford Road, two-st'y dwell.;

Patterson & Marlin, contractors.

Mt. I'lfasant Ave., 2 three-st'y dwells.; Martin

Hetzel, owner.
Fairhill St., n of Cambria St., 2 two-st'y dwells. ;

T. Wohlfer, contractor.
South Fifth St., No. 1636, two-st'y dwell.; Geo. C.

Jackson, owner.

Twenty-eighth S/., u of Reed St., three-st'y dwell.;

Wm. Galbraith, owner.
Indiana Ave., near Boudinot St., two-st'y dwell.;

Jno. Anacker, contractor.

Fifth St., n of Huntingdon St., 2 three-st'y dwells.;

Samuel J. Kutz, contractor.

Jefferson St., cor. Penn St., 2 two-st'y dwells.; Cox
& Strickler, contractors.

Twenty-sixth St., near Huntingdon St., 2 two-st'y

dwell*.; J.H. Point, owner. .

.

MONTPELIER, VT. The Montpelier Library Building
will be built at a cost of $32,300, and finished in one

year.
NKW BEDFORD, MASS. The Supervising Architect
has approved the recommendation of Special Exam-
iner Thayer that additional land be purchased for

the federal building at New Bedford, Mass.

NORWICH, CONN. The will of Mrs. Maria E. Johns
leaves $50,000 for the incorporation of "A Home for

Aged and Needy Women " in this city, upon the

death of her neice, Mrs. T. J. McClenchen, of Guil-

ford, Conn.
PAWTUCKET, R. I. Stone & Carpenter, of Provi-

dence, are architects of the brick school-house to be

built on Garden St.

ROCKLAND, ME. A meeting of citizens was held in

City Hall September 7, to discuss the erection of a

new depot nearer the business centre of the city

A committee was appointed to confer with th

Directors of the Kuox & Lincoln Road and presen
the case to them.

SEYMOUR, O. The laying of the corner-stone of Park
School-House took place September 6.

WINOXA.MINN. The St. Joseph's Catholic Church
Society is having plans prepared for a new schoo

building; also for a residence for the sisters, and a

chapel. The building will occupy the site of the

present buildings on Fifth St., and it is designed tc

construct it next spring. Its cost will be about $2,

600.

Bids and Contracts.

BUFFALO, N. Y. The following is a synopsis of th

bids for iron partitions, furring and lathing for the

custom-house :

John W. Hoyt, New York, N. Y., $4,111 and $3
900

Haugh, Ketcham & Co., Indianapolis., Ind., $3
691.90.

Q LATES.
5 [At Washington, D. C.]

OFFICE OF BUILDING FOR STATE, )WAR AND NAVY DEPARTMENTS, }

WASHINGTON, D. C., October 1, 1885. )

Sealed proposals for furnishing and delivering 10,-

900 purple rooting slates with rubbed faces and sawed

edges, at the site of the building for State, War and

Vavy Departments, in this city, will be received at

his office until 12 M., on Tuesday, October 2O.

885, and opened immediately thereafter in presence
>t bidders.

Specifications, general instructions to bidders, and
)lank forms of proposal will be furnished to estab-

ished manufacturers and dealers on application to

this office. THOS. LINCOLN CJASKY,
511 Colonel, Corps of Engineers.

C1CHOOL-HOTJSE.
[At Cincinnati, O.I

The Board of Education ot the Fern Bank Special
Jchool District hereby advertises that it will open
bids for the erection of a school-house in Fern Bank
at I : o'clock, noon, on Wednesday, the 21t day
of October, 1885, at, the office of the clerk of said

Board, in the Purchasing Agent's office of the C. 1.

St. L. & C. R'y, Central Union Station, Cincinnati, u.,

at which place the plans and specifications will be one
file on and after October 1, 1885,

Bids must be in accordance with the provisions of

Section 3988 of the Revised Statutes of Ohio.
The right to reject all or any part of said bids is

hereby reserved. GEO. TOZZER, Clerk.

510

RUBBLE-STONE.[At Cape Ann Harbor, Mass.]
UNITED STATF.S ENGINEER OFFICE, i

33 PEMBERTON SQUARE,
BOSTON, MASS., September 25, 1885. }

Sealed proposals, in triplicate, addressed to the

undersigned, will be received until 12 o'clock,
noon, on Monday, the 26th day of October,
1885, for delivery of about 122,0(10 tons of rubble-

stone for the Harbor of Refuge, Sandy Bay, Cape
Ann, Mass.
Persons desiring to make proposals for this work

are requested to apply to the undersigned, at this

office, for specifications, instructions to bidders, and
the requisite blanks, and such information as may be

desired concerning the same.
CHAS. W. RAYMOND,

BIO Major of Enginears.
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WE
would like to call attention again to the approaching

convention of the American Institute of Architects,

which is to be held at Nashville, Tennessee, on the

twenty-first and twenty-second of the present month. Nash-

ville, although out of the way of most architects' travels, is

really a very central point, and is easily reached from New
York, Boston and Philadelphia, as well as from Chicago, Cin-

cinnati and New Orleans. The people of the city, to judge
from what the local journals say about it, seem to regard the

visit of the Institute as something of a compliment, and will

apparently do their best to make the time of their guests pass

pleasantly. The Convention is to meet in the Senate Chamber
of the State Capitol, and after the usual routine of business, fol-

lowed in the afternoon by visits to the principal buildings of

the town and vicinity, a reception is to be given to the members

by the Nashville Art Association, upon whose invitation, indeed,

the Convention is held in the city. On the afternoon of the

second day a visit is to be made to a famous stock farm in the

neighborhood, and a dinner in the evening, given by members
of the Art Association and other citizens, concludes the pleas-

ant programme. The business to be transacted by the Insti-

tute is this year of special importance. To say nothing of the

new business which may be brought forward, committees were

appointed last year to consider the subjects of competitions and

protective associations, and the reports presented by these com-

mittees will undoubtedly be the subject of animated discussions,

which, if we interpret correctly the indications of professional
sentiment all over the country, will result in action of some
kind. The Stockslager Bill for the supervision of public build-

ings will also, without doubt, be further considered, and some

recommendation adopted which is likely to prove an important
factor in determining the future of official architecture in this

country. It is, we think, worth while to remind the older

architects of the country, in particular, that while more impor-
tant questions of professional practice are now to be decided

than ever before, the Institute has perhaps never before been

so prosperous and powerful ; and as it is very likely to avail

itself of opportunities for trying its strength, it is particularly

important that the best experience and wisdom of the profes-
sion should be well represented in its counsels.

HE committee in charge of the Convention has arranged
for rooms at the Maxwell House for as many members and

others as may come, at the reduced rate of two dollars and

a half a day ;
and reduced rates of transportation have been

secured on several of the railroads entering Nashville. The

regular fare from New York to Nashville is twenty-two dollars

by way of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with four dollars extra

for places in Pullman cars ; but arrangements have been made
for tickets to go and return from Cincinnati to Nashville at

one-third more than the regular fare one way, and the Com-
mittee suggests that members from the North and East should

buy tickets to Cincinnati, and avail themselves of the special
return tickets from that place to Nashville. From Chicago to

Nashville the regular fare is thirteen dollars and sixty-rive
cents. A special rate has been promised, but the particulars
are not yet known.

NOVEMBER
eighteenth, a little less than a month after

the General Convention of the Institute, (he Western
Association of Architects holds its second Annual Conven-

tion at St. Louis. The committee of arrangements has not yet
been able to complete its programme for the meeting, but we
shall have the pleasure, in a later issue, of giving more definite

particulars, and meanwhile we can confidently predict that the

Convention will be a most successful one. Already, as we are

told, favorable replies to the notification of the committee have
been received from members in Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio,
Nebraska, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Texas, Iowa, Michigan,
New Mexico, Wyoming, Dakota, Louisiana, Kansas, Kentucky
and Tennessee, and it is hoped that nearly five hundred archi-

tects will be present. The deliberations of such an assemblage
of the most active and influential men in the profession cannot
fail to be of the greatest interest to all who are privileged to

take part in them, and it can hardly be doubted that the Con-
vention will be able to do much for the advancement of pro-
fessional interests. To judge from the list of subjects suggested
by the committee for the papers to be read before the meeting,
these will alone be of great value. We have not space to

give the list at length, but it is sufficient to say that among the

topics are Competitions, the Duties and Responsibilities of Su-

perintendence, the Time Penalty in Contracts, the Relations of

the Architect to Client, Contractor and Journeyman, the Legis-
lation needed for the Protection of Architects, the Lien Laws,
Government Aid to Students, Cheap Fireproofing, and Recent

Improvements in Heating, Lighting and Ventilation, to show
that the discussions are likely to embrace the gravest questions
of our professional life.

WILLIAM
PAGE, one of the most distinguished Ameri-

can artists of the last generation, died October 1, at bis

house at Tottenville, near the city of New York. Mr.

Page was born in Albany in 1811, but was soon taken by his

parents to New York, where he lived most of his life. He
showed a talent for drawing when quite a boy, and at the age
of fourteen began to study art in earnest, first as a pupil of

Herring, the portrait painter, and afterwards of Professjor

Morse, who had a high reputation as an artist before his in-

vention of the electric telegraph carried him away to shine

among the great lights of American science. When barely

twenty-one years old, he was admitted a member of the Na-
tional Academy of Fine Arts, of which he became afterwards
President. From this time his life was devoted to the prac-
tice of his profession, both in this country and in Italy, where
he resided for three years. Most of his work was in portrait-

ure, and the exhibition of a new portrait by Page was long a

notable event in New York artistic life. While in Italy, he
made a particular study of the technical processes of Titian,
and believed that he had discovered the secret of the coloring
of that great master, whom he certainly imitated with great
skill. According to our imperfect recollection, Mr. Page's
mode of coloring in the Titianesque manner was to spread his

canvas with three successive coats of color, the first of which
was black, the second red, and the last white. While these

were yet soft, he worked upon them with his brush, bringing
out the shades of his picture by stirring up some of the black

substratum, deepening the flesh tints by bringing up the red,
and softening and blending one tint into another in a surprising
manner. The groundwork of his picture having been modelled

thus, glazings and retouchings completed it, without destroying
the luminous transparency gained by the preliminary process.

Unfortunately, the colors of the pictures painted in this way
have not, we believe, proved quite permanent, and many of

them have lost their original quality. Among his best known
portraits are those of Governor Marcy, Henry Ward Beecher,
Charles A. Dana, and Parke Godwin. Of his more ambitious

work, the ideal portrait of Christ, exhibited in 1870, is the

best known, and was in its day the subject of much discussion.

MMASP^RO,
who seems to have inherited much of the

, energy of his predecessor in the direction of the Gover-
ment museum of Egypt, Mariette Bey, has recently

made some excavations in the miserable village of Medinet-

Habou, which covers the western part of the ancient city of

Thebes. The first trench which was dug showed that a town of

the Roman period had been built upon the ruins of the ancient

Egyptian city. The Roman remains, except for being buried
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in sand and mud, were in tolerably good preservation, and the

condition in which they were fouud indicated that the town had

been abandoned hastily, in consequence, perhaps, of an invasion.

The first object of the Bonian period found was a house, four

stories high, built around a central court with arched entrance

for carriages, much like those of Italian and Spanish houses of

the present day. In the court was an exterior staircase, giving
access to each story of the house. The rooms were of modest

dimensions, averaging, according to La Semaine des Construc-

teurs, about fifteen by eighteen feet ; but all of them were cov-

ered with flat barrel vaults in brick, levelled up and covered with

a floor of palm leaves. The explorations had not, at the last

accounts, been carried far enough to disclose anything more of

special interest ; but it is worth remarking that M. Maspero, in

anticipation of what is likely to be discovered, appeals for the

aid of a professional architect, who could be of much use to him
in noting details of construction, and would, as he says, be re-

warded by an endless succession of curious discoveries.

'7TLTHOUGH the public has probably forgotten about the

rj proposed competitive trial of electric motors for the New
' York Elevated Eailroad, which excited so much interest a

few months ago, it seems that a good deal of work has actually
been done by one of the intending competitors, and an electric

motor of the full size is now ready for use. According to an

account in the New York Tribune, this motor has been sub-

jected to various trials on the tracks of the Ninth Avenue line,

late at night, after ordinary trains have stopped running, and

has passed through them all in a very satisfactory manner. In

the first experiments only one car was attached to the motor,
Mr. Daft, the inventor, with his assistants, wishing to make as

complete a test as possible of the behavior of the machine in

use, but a week or so ago a train of four cars, which is the

usual number on the Elevated roads, was attached to the mo-

tor, and was easily drawn over the line. Only half the full

current was employed and the speed slackened at the steeper

grades, but there seems to have been no question of the ability

of the engine to draw the load. Aside from the merits of the

electric system, as offering a means of moving the cars without

annoyance either to passengers or to the inhabitants of the

houses along the line by the suffocating gases which are now

poured out from the smoke-stacks of the steam engine, the

electric motor proves to be capable of drawing a far greater

load, with a given weight on the driving wheel, than the steam

locomotives. The engines at present in use weigh twenty tons

each, and with heavily loaded trains behind them, have hardly
hold enough on the track to prevent the slipping of the driving
wheels in starting on the steep grades, while the electric mo-

tor, with a weight of only nine tons, clings in some way so tena-

ciously to the track as to move its load as readily as the much
heavier steam machine. Whether the passage of the strong
electric current from the rails to the wheels has anything to do

with this adhesion is perhaps uncertain, although it seems prob-

able, but whatever may be the explanation, the saving of ten

tons in the weight of every train is likely to be a matter of con-

siderable importance in its effect upon the cost of keeping such

a structure as the Elevated road in good order.

"TTN improvement in the ordinary process for making sheet-

rj[ lead has recently been made, which is hardly more than
' an adaptation of the ancient Chinese process for making
the thin sheets of lead used for lining tea-chests. For a long
time the process of preparing tea-lead was a mystery in Europe.
No delicacy of manipulation would enable the rolls universally

employed there for laminating lead to turn out such thin, even,

perfect sheets as those which every Chinese tea-chest con-

tained ; and it was not until a score of years ago, or so, that

some traveller happened to see Chinese workmen making the

tea-lead, by the simple process of pouring melted lead on a flat

stone, and then letting a second flat stone fall upon it. Of

course, the stones were brought to great perfection of surface,

and the lowering of the upper upon the lower one was skilfully

regulated, but the principle of the manufacture could not well

have been more simple. Within a year or two, according to

the Iron Age, a German patent has been issued for a process of

making sheet-lead with a hydraulic press, instead of the usual

rolls, the lead being melted and poured out upon the expanded
surface of the piston of a sort of compound hydraulic press.
Above the piston is a stationery plate, and their movement is

so controlled that they will approach at will to any given dis-

tance from the fixed plate. When the metal on the moving
plate has cooled to the proper extent, water is turned into the

cylinders of the press, and the lead is squeezed out into a thin

sheet, of a size regulated by the dimensions of the plate.

STRIKE took place not long ago in the workshop of Sir

William Armstrong in England. There was no dissatis-

faction on the part of the men with their treatment or

wages ; but one of the superintendents had offended some of

them, and the whole body took this method of enforcing a de-

mand for his removal. Sir William remained firm in his deter-

mination to resist the demand, and after two weeks of voluntary
idleness his men, more than five thousand in number, took it

into their heads to find out how many of them really had such
an aversion to the unpopular superintendent that they could not
work under him. A ballot was taken upon the question of giv-

ing up the point in dispute, and returning to their benches, and,
out of nearly four thousand votes cast, only three hundred and

forty-eight were in favor of continuing the strike. As the

Philadelphia Press says, in commenting on the case, this result

seems to indicate that ten per cent of the men, to avenge real

or fancied grievances of their own, had thus been able to per-
suade the other ninety per cent to give up their work, and with
it the support of their families, during two weeks, and might
perhaps have driven them to extremities, if the idea of ballot-

ing on the subject had not fortunately occurred to some one.
The .Press is disposed to think that most strikes are devised and
managed in the same way, by a minority, perhaps a very small

one, of the. total number of workmen concerned in the move-
ment, who are able, by mere force of volubility and impudence
to push or delude the others into disastrous follies. Against
such errors the use of the secret ballot as introduced by the New-
castle workmen is a valuable safeguard. Men of limited edu-
cation who pass their lives in routine mechanical occupations,
think slowly, and are readily carried away by cheap enthusi-

asms which save them the labor of reflection ; but the act of cast-

ing a secret individual ballot gives little scope for irrational en-

thusiasm, while it affords plenty of time to collect new ideas,
and votes taken in that way usually represent sober conviction.

N ingenious process for laying concrete under water was,

according to La Semaine des Constructeurs recently, put in

practice by M. Heude, the engineer of a railway bridge
over the Loire in western France. The ground under the piers
of the bridge was found to be very soft, so that in order to con-
solidate it, the first operation was to drive piles all over it,

spaced about four feet from centres. To make a foundation
for the stone-work it was necessary to spread a layer of con-
crete over the ground, but the piles, projecting in every direc-

tion from the mud, offered a serious obstacle to the placing of

concrete in any of the usual ways. If the water had been quies-

cent, the concrete might have been thrown in, with tolerable

prospect of success, but the current of the river would have
washed the cement out of the concrete, and destroyed the ad-

hesion of the successive portions, so that this process was, under
the circumstances, inadmissible. The ordinary way would have
been to sink caissons to the bottom of the stream, and lay the

concrete inside them, removing them when it had become hard

enough to resist the action of the water ; but the piles presented
an insuperable obstacle to the sinking of caissons. M. Heude
therefore began by constructing a travelling crane, which, by
means of timbers set so as to serve as tracks, could be moved
in every direction over the site of the pier. To the boom of

the crane he suspended a tube of plank, eighteen inches square,
at the bottom of which was a rough valve, to prevent the en-

trance of a current of water. The tube was then lowered by
means of the crane, until the bottom touched the bed of the

river, the top projecting above the surface of the water, and
filled with concrete, and the valve at the bottom was withdrawn.
The concrete sank until it rested on the river bed, and the tube
was then raised to a height equal to the thickness which it was
desired to give to the concrete layer. The soft concrete of

course ran out, but in a continuous mass, without the separa-
tion, which are apt to occur where successive deposits are made
in water, and, by means of the crane, the tube was moved in

and out among the piles, the material being continually replen-
ished at the upper end, until the whole area was covered with
a mass of concrete of the thickness desired. The precaution
was taken of keeping the tube always filled with concrete above
the water line, so that no entrance of water could take place to

break the continuity of the mass ; and the force of the current
was somewhat clrecked by a row of sheet-piling above the scene
of the work.
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CHEMISTRY OF PIGMENTS. :

r
\T would be impossible, in

the time at my disposal,
to treat of every coloring

material at present em-

ployed, even were I to de-

vote myself solely to the con-

sideration of such pigments
as are used by artists in the

finer departments of paint-

ing. I propose therefore, in

the two lectures I am about

to give, to take into consid-

eration, firstly, some points
with regard to the relation

of color to the composition
of the substances possessing
these different colors; and,

secondly, to pass under re-

view some of the properties
of the more common pig-

ments, arranging them in the

following classes, namely, (1)

Whites, (2) Reds, (8) Yel-

lows, (4) Greens, and (5)
Blues.

reSard to tlje first

namely, the rela-

tion of color to composition,
it will be found that, on examining the majority of substances which
evince the property of color, they may roughly be divided into two

large classes those substances which change their color under the

application of heat or other circumstance, but retain still the name
chemical composition after this change of color has taken place as

they originally possessed; and those substances which in changing
their colors also change their composition. Instances of the firit class

are to be found in the ordinary red pigment, vermilion, the change
of color of which I can readily show you on the lecture table. In

this boiling-tube I have formed from a salt of mercury the black va-

riety of mercury sulphide (HgS), by precipitation with a polysul-
phide of ammonium. At first, as you see, the precipitate formed is

black ;
but now, on boiling the contents of the tube for some time

with an excess of the polysulphide, we find the color changed into a
red color, comparable to a certain extent with the rich color of ordi-

nary vermilion.

A similar instance of change of color without change of composi-
tion may be evinced to you in the case of another mercury salt,

namely, the iodide of mercury, a body possessing, like one variety of

the sulphide, a brilliant red color. I have here a sheet of paper
spread with a small quantity of the red iodide

;
on gently wanning

this over the large burner, you see that it at once changes into a yellow
color ;

this is the yellow variety of mercury iodide, and, so far as its

chemical composition is concerned, is the same as the red body, viz.,
I l_r l ,. On drawing, however, a cross or line across this substance
on the sheet of paper, and exercising some pressure upon it, you will

at once perceive that the yellow variety is changed back into the red
wherever the pressure has been exercised. This change of color, as

many of you are aware, is probably due to a change in the crystalline
form of the substance,
but not in its chemi-

cal composition. Sev-

eral other substances

might be taken as in-

stancing the same
kind of phenomena,
but I think that those

cases which I have

SUBSTANCES VARYING IN COLOR, WITH THEIR STATE OF HYDRATION.

Anhydrous,
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It would take too much time to enter fully into the details of the

preparation of white lead upon the large scale, but as this color is

one of great importance, I will indicate to you shortly the chemistry
of its manufacture. Large gratings of metallic lead are prepared ;

these being piled or placed in earthen pots, are subjected to the ac-

tion of the vapors of acetic acid, produced from vinegar placed in

suitable vessels. At the same time, carbon dioxide gas is evolved

from some material, such as spent tan. Under the influence of heat,
the acetic acid volatilizes, forming on the surface of the lead a coat-

ing of basic lead acetate, which is decomposed in turn by the carbon

dioxide, becoming converted into lead carbonate, and neutral acetate

of lead
;
this latter, however, becomes rapidly reconverted by the

oxygen of the air and a fresh portion of metallic lead into the basic

acetate, which is again converted into fresh carbonate by an addi-

tional quantity of carbon dioxide. These reactions recurring a great
number of times, gradually convert the bars of lead almost entirely
into the mixture constituting the paint. This method is generally
termed the Dutch method, and is largely carried out in Holland at

the present time.

The manufacture of this paint was apparently known to the an-

cients, having been practiced at Rhodes, at Corinth, and in Lace-

dasmonia, afterwards passing to the Arabs, and successively to Ven-

ice, Holland, England and France.
The pigment sold in commerce is often adulterated, and should be

examined for the sulphates of lead, barium and calcium, and also for

calcium carbonate. For this purpose the oil with which the paint

may be mixed must first be removed by successive extractions with

benzol, and the powder dried on blotting paper. Pure white lead is

soluble in dilute nitric acid, and a sample, when treated with this

reagent, should pass entirely into solution, leaving no residue.

The chief drawback to all lead pigments, and especially to white

lead, is the ease with which they are blackened by noxious gases,
such as sulphuretted hydrogen gas, the sulphur in this gas uniting
with the lead to form the black sulphide. In this jar I have some
sheets of cardboard freshly covered with some of the paint, and you
at once perceive the blackening action of the gas upon the paint when
it is introduced into the chamber. This darkening action may to a

certain extent, be removed by the action of oxidizing agents, such as

hydrogen peroxide, which, acting on the lead sulphide, converts it

into the white lead sulphate. To show you this action, I have here

a piece of board with a cross of lead paint already blackened by the

gas; I now brush this thoroughly with a moderately strong solution of

the hydrogen peroxide, and you see very soon the gradual disappear-
ance of the black sulphide. Many pictures which have become brown
or colored from the formation of such a coating of sulphide may be

gently washed with the peroxide, after the varnish has been care-

fully removed from them ; this washing converts the lead sulphide
into sulphate, which may be sponged off from the picture with warm
water.

The advantage of white lead as a color depends upon the ease

with which it may be spread over a large surface, and the depth of

color or so-called body which the coating possesses. This is proba-

bly due to a certain saponification which takes place between the

pigment and the oil with which it is mixed, giving to the coating,
when first applied, considerable brilliancy. This brilliancy is, how-

ever, only temporary when the color has been applied over one of a

darker shade, because the fatty acids contained in the oil gradually

expel the carbonic acid from the paint, forming a clear lead soap,

through which the deeper color gradually appears.
The next white color I would bring under your notice is the "zinc

white," or zinc oxide, which is produced on the large scale by the

combustion of zinc vapor in air, the oxygen of the air uniting with

the zinc to form the oxide. The production of this body on the small

scale may be readily shown to you by an experiment which I have

here on the table. We have a tassel of zinc foil, tipped with a small

wooden match, which I now light, and plunge the lighted tassel into

this jar of oxygen, which has been prepared for me. You perceive
at once how brilliant the combustion is, and after it has ceased we
can collect and examine the product, which will be found to consist

of a white powder of great brilliancy.
I will not enter into the details of the manufacture of this paint,

but proceed to show you in what way it differs from the one we have

already considered. When we examine the powder by itself, it seems

just as brilliant, indeed, in some cases, more brilliant than white lead,

but when we come to mix and spread the color, we find that it does

not possess that density or opacity which belong to the lead pig-
ment. It has, however, certain advantages over lead color, which,
in many cases, overbalance its want of body, as it is not destroyed by
noxious gases. The reason of this is that the sulphur compound
which zinc forms is white in color, as I can readily show you by the

following experiment. I have in this jar a little zinc white dissolved

in acid, and the solution diluted with water ;
I now add some dilute

ammonia solution to counteract the acid liquid, and you perceive that

at first a white precipitate is formed : this dissolves, however, on the

addition of slight excess of ammonia, and on passing some sulphur-
etted hydrogen gaa through the liquid, we form a white body, the

zinc sulphide, instead of the black substance we obtained in the case
of the lead pigment.

Advantage has been taken of these properties in the manufacture
of a form of zinc white called " Griffith's zinc white," which appar-
ently has a brilliancy and body equalling the best forms of white

lead, This pigment has for its basis zinc sulphide, this being accom-

panied by some magnesia in its precipitation. The mixed precipi-
tate is dried, heated to a suitable temperature, and then suddenly
cooled. In this jar I have placed some boards painted with zinc

white, and you see that no blackening action takes place on admitting
the sulphuretted hydrogen gas.

Zinc white may be adulterated with the same substance already
mentioned under white lead. If perfectly pure, the oxide should dis-

solve entirely in dilute sulphuric acid, but if impure, a white residue
will be left.

Other white pigments of somewhat lesser importance are prepared.
Among these may be mentioned "

whitening," or Spanish white,
which is prepared by grinding native chalk, or precipitating calcium
carbonate

;
barium sulphate, manufactured in France on the large

scale under the name of blanc fixe, either by grinding native heavy
spar, or by precipitating the sulphate with sulphuric acid from a so-

lution of barium chloride. The pigment so prepared is entirely un-
acted upon by gases containing sulphur, and so undergoes no black-

ening action ; but, like zinc white, it does not possess the body or

covering power which is given by white lead. It is, however, em-

ployed to a large extent in distemper painting, and, as already stated,
is used for the adulteration of white lead and zinc white. A very
brilliant white may be obtained from another compound of barium,
namely, barium tungstate, which may be prepared by precipitation
from a soluble barium salt with an alkaline tungstate. I have here
a specimen of this white so prepared, and you perceive how extremely
brilliant the white is. It suffers, however, from the same fault as the
barium sulphate and zinc white, and does not seem to have found
much favor with artists. The metals tin, mercury, antimony and
bismuth also yield white pigments, but they possess no advantage
over white lead, and are all blackened more or less by sulphuretted
hydrogen gas
Red Pigments. I pass now to the consideration of certain of these

pigments, firstly, on account of one of the most important of them,
namely, red lead, containing the metal lead which we have already
found in other pigments; and secondly, because I will consider the

remaining colors according to the order in which, they are arranged
in the solar spectrum. Red lead consists of an oxide of lead, the
chemical formula of which is approximately Pb 3O 4

. It is largely
used for out-door painting of a coarser kind, but is very little em-

ployed by artists, as it has no permanency, and is particularly easily
affected by noxious gases. It is prepared by heating "litharge,"
another oxide of lead, to the required temperature in reverberatory
furnaces, great care being taken that the litharge is pure, and the

temperature well regulated, so as to obtain the richest color, the

presence of other metals greatly deteriorating the brilliancy.
Red lead is probably a mixture of two oxides, PbO and Pb

2O 8 , as
we find that treating it with warm nitric acid produces at once a

change in the color, by dissolving out the first or protoxide, and
leaving the brown peroxide. You will perceive this change on the

sample I have in this tube, which rapidly becomes brown on my add-

ing to it a little warm nitric acid.

Vermilions. Common Vermilion, Mercury Sulphide ; and Antimony
, Vermilion, Antimony Sulphide. The first of these colors I have al-

ready alluded to in the commencement of my lecture, in connection
with change of color without change of composition. We have now
to consider more particularly its manufacture as a pigment.
The mercury vermilion may be obtained either by the sublimation

of a black compound of mercury and sulphur at a high temperature,
or by the wet method, which is the one supposed to be adopted by
the Chinese in the preparation of the peculiarly rich color which they
obtain. For the first method, the sublimation of the black powder,
or "

Ethiops," as it is called, is carried out in specially formed earth-
ern pots, heated at the bottom, and carefully cooled at the top, so
that the sublimed sulphide may be deposited on the cooled part of the
vessel. The best portions of the sublimate are then picked out,
washed and crushed for sale. In Idria the mercury and sulphur are

placed in barrels, which are caused to revolve rapidly, until the en-
tire combination of the bodies has taken place. This forms the black

sulphide, which is then placed in iron cylinders heated to dull red-

ness, and fitted with earthern covers and tubes, in which the red va-

riety is deposited. After finely grinding the pigment in water, it is

boiled with caustic alkali to remove the excess of sulphur, subse-

quently being washed and dried.

In the so-called Chinese or moist method, the mercury and sulphur
are ground together, then moistened with a small quantity of caus-
tic potash ; having been well mixed, more solution of caustic potash
is added, and the whole heated on a sand bath, with constant stir-

ring, the heat being gradually and carefully increased, the tempera-
ture which seems to yield the best results being a little below 50 C.
At a certain point the mixture attains its most brilliant color, becom-

ing gelatinous in consistency ; the operation is then stopped, the ver-

milion washed with caustic soda and water, and finally dried. In
both operations the success depends chiefly on the management of

the temperature in the sublimation of the Ethiops, and in the beat-

ing
of the caustic lye with the mercury and sulphur.

vermilion may be found adulterated with several substances, chief

among which are brick dust, and the chromate and peroxide of lead.

Samples of the pigment may be tested for brick dust by simply vol-

atilizing some, as I do now, on a piece of porcelain, when the pig-
ment passes off, leaving the brick dust behind. To detect chromate
or peroxide of lead, the pigment should be digested with hydrochloric
acid, when the smell of chlorine will a( once be felt; and should
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further proof be required, the mixture may be filtered hot, when the

lead .salt will most probably be deposited in the filtrate, on cooling.
Should vermilion be adulterated only with lend chromate, very often

friction in a mortar is sulficient to show its presence, as a deteriora-

tion in the brilliancy of the pigment takes place.
There seems to be no doubt that vermilion, unless exceptionally

pure, undergoes a change through time, gradually losing its original

bright red color, and becoming converted into a brown. This may
be explained when we reflect that the great brilliancy of the color

can only be obtained by carrying out its preparation within certain

temperatures, and that heating above or cooling below these points
does not yield a good color, pointing

to the fact that the pigment
cannot be regarded as a perfectly stable body, but is liable to mole-

cular changes which may take place through time or changes of

temperature.

Antimony Vermilion, Antimony Sulphide. This color may be pre-

pared by passing a current of sulphuretted hydrogen gas through a

solution of some antimony salt acidulated with hydrochloric acid,

whim you see the orange precipitate of antimony sulphide forming.
To prepare the precipitate of a good scarlet hue, pure antimony

chloride should be dissolved in water, when at first a white precipi-
tate of antimony oxychloride will be found; on adding a saturated

solution of sodium hyposulphate, or calcium hyposulphate, to this

mixture, however, the precipitate will quickly dissolve, and on

heating the vessel gently to about 30 C, a precipitate will be

formed, at first of an orange color, but gradually changing to a bril-

liant scarlet. The best result is obtained when the temperature is

gradually raised to 55 C, when the reaction should be fin-

ished if a sufficient quantity of the hyposulphite has been used.

After preparation the pigment should be thoroughly washed, when
it will be found to stand well, and, already containing sulphur, is not

affected by noxious gases.
A red of an extremely brilliant color, named

" iodine scarlet," may
be obtained from another compound of mercury, namely, the binio-

dide. Its formation can easily be shown to you on the lecture-table

by adding together solutions of potassium iodide and mercury bichlo-

ride, when a brilliant scarlet color is produced. This substance is

soluble in excess of either reagent, ami the addition of these must be

carefully carried out; the best result being obtained by taking eight

parts of mercury bichloride to ten parts of the potassium iodide.

Although a color of great brilliancy, it cannot be recommended, as

the mercury biniodide undergoes transformation by heat, as already
shown to you, and the color does not withstand the action of sul-

phuretted hydrogen gas.
Two other compounds furnish pigments of a rich color termed

"
purple red." They are the chromates of mercury and silver, and

are formed by the decomposition of the nitrates of silver and mercury
by potassium bichromate. The cost of such pigments, however, and
the fact that they gradually lose their brilliancy, in time, has pre-
vented their extensive employment. The silver chromate was at one
time much used in miniature painting.

" Colcothar or English Rouge
"

is a residue of iron peroxide pro-
duced in the manufacture of Nordhausen sulphuric acid, and result-

ing from the decomposition of the iron ; protosulphate therein

employed. If required in a finer condition it may be prepared
either by carefully heating pure anhydrous ferrous sulphate, or by
roasting precipitated ferric oxide. This pigment is not unfrequently
adulterated with barium sulphate, which may be readily recognized
by treating with hydrochloric acid, which entirely dissolves the col-

cothar, leaving the sulphate unacted upon.
Yellow Pigments. Ochres. These pigments consist essentially of

clay, colored with different quantities of ferric oxide, with more or

less water attached to it. They comprehend also the colors " raw "

and " burnt sienna," and the pigments known under the names of
"
Antwerp

" and " Venice reds." The darker shades of ochre are

readily prepared by heating the bodies of a lighter color, and con-

tain lesser quantities of water in their composition. I have here
some yellow ochre in this tube, and you perceive that at once, on the

application of heat, it becomes brownish-red in color, losing water,
which collects on the colder portions of the tubes. The ochres, as a

class, are of no definite chemical composition, but they are extremely
stable colors, both under the action of air and noxious gases, and are

well suited for outdoor painting.
Chromes. Next to the ochres, the most important group of yellow

pigments are the chromes, which are produced by the combination of

chromium, in the condition of chromic acid, with the metals lead,

zinc, barium, strontium or calcium. They are divided into two large
classes, namely,

"
yellow

" and "
orange

"
chromes, and I must con-

tent myself with showing you generally how these different condi-
tions are attained, without entering into the details of their special

preparation. The yellow chromes may be obtained by the precipita-
tion of a salt of the metal from which the chrome is required, with
neutral potassium chromate, as you see on the table before you. In
this jar I have a solution of barium nitrate, which, on the addition of

a solution of potassium chromate, yields us a brilliant yellow precipi-
tate of barium chromate. In the same way the lead chromate may
be prepared and obtained as a yellow powder of considerable bril-

liancy and density. The chrome which we have here produced is

what is technically termed "lemon chrome," but by mixing this with
some other white pigment a lighter shade may be made. This is

generally done by mixing with lead sulphate, and we must not, in

such a mixture, regard the sulphate of lead added as placed there

'or the
purpose

of adulteration, but only as a diluent to the chrome
color. The chromates of barium, zinc, strontium and calcium all pos-
sess shades comparable with that of the lemon chrome.

Orange Chromes. These pigments consist of the basic lead cliro-

uate obtained by alight differences in the method of preparation,
and are generally formed by boiling the neutral chromate with caus-
tic alkali, by which means the chromate associated with an addi-
tional quantity of lead oxide is produced. The formation of a simple
>range chrome can be easily shown to you by boiling, as I now do, a
ittlt; of the lemon chrome with caustic lime. You see that, as the

temperature rises, a darkening in color takes place, which may be
increased at will by still farther heating. If we regard tins neutral
,ead chromate as possessing the chemical composition PbCrU 4 ,

the orange chrome formed from it would have the composition
(PbCrO 4

. PbO), and will evidently be produced by processes of

oxidation. In fact, one of the methods adopted for its preparation,
namely, that one in which it is formed by adding the neutral chro-
mate to ordinary nitre in a red-hot crucible, depends on this

property.
Ihe objection to the chromes as pigments depends on the action of

alkalies upon them, which, as we have seen, produce this darkening
effect, and if in excess, exercise a solvent action on the substance.
The colors, of course, formed by lead chromate are subject to the
same action of sulphuretted hydrogen gas as other lead pigments.
Processes of reduction also affect the chromes, giving to them a

slight green tint
; such a reduction being produced by organic sub-

stances with which the color may be mixed. I have here a small

quantity of lemon chrome, which I mix in iliis tube with a little

strong hydrochloric acid and alcohol, when you )>erceive that, on

boiling, the color rapidly changes, the chromate being dissolved,

and, finally, the mixture
changing

to a green color, this reduction

being produced by the alcohol. Ihe admixture of other bodies with
the chromate of lead, such as calcium, or lead sulphates, does not
seem to interfere with the color unless carried to too great an extent,
as is done in the case of "Cologne yellow," which contains a large
admixture of these two bodies.

Before leaving the yellow pigments yielded to us by lead, there is

one substance which might be mentioned, from the brilliancy of its

color, but which is not to be recommended as a durable pigment :

that is, the lead iodide. This substance is formed by bringing
together solutions of lead nitrate and potassium iodide, when we
obtain a beautiful canary-colored precipitate of considerable body.
This pigment, however, apart from its decomposition with noxious

gases, is easily soluble in hot water, becoming converted into a crys-
talline variety, which is deposited in that condition on cooling.
Other yellow colors containing lead are found in the pigments
formed from Massicot (PbO), and in " Turner's yellow," which is

apparently an oxychloride of lead.

1 now come to two yellow pigments which are definite in their

composition, and in one case permanent in color
; these are yellow

orpiment, or "king's yellow," and "cadmium yellow," the first of

these being a sulphide of arsenic, the second sulphide of cadmium.

King's Yellow may be formed by subliming together flowers of

sulphur and arsenious acid, or by making a solution of arsenious
acid in water acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and

passing
a

current of sulphuretted hydrogen through the solution. The
pigment obtained in both cases has the arsenic tersulphide for

its basis, but the body prepared by sublimation generally contains
small quantities of free arsenious acid. King's yellow forms but a

poor pigment without much durability, and whe'n containing free

arsenious acid is poisonous. Another yellow may be formed from
arsenic by fusing together litharge (lead oxide) and arsenious acid,
and is sold under the name of " mineral and arsenic yellow." The
fused mass must be thoroughly ground to secure perfect homogenity
of the pigment.
Cadmium Yellow. Sulphide of cadmium prepared in a manner

similar to that indicated for King's yellow may, I think, be regarded
as one of the most permanent of the yellow pigments. It mixes well

with other colors, and, as it is not easily decomposed, has no ten-

dency to deteriorate lead pigments. It may be obtained in different

shades, according to the proportions in which the ingredients form-

ing it are taken, this constituting a little difficulty in its
preparation

for the trade. You can readily judge of the ease with which it may
be obtained, by my adding some sulphuretted hydrogen to this large
vessel of water, containing a little of a salt of cadmium, when a bril-

liant yellow precipitate of cadmium sulphide is obtained. The last

yellow pigment to which I would specially draw your attention is the

one which is sold under the name " Aureolin." It is a somewhat

complex compound, produced by the precipitation of a salt of the

metal cobalt with potassium nitrite, when the solution is strongly acid

with acetic acid. In this flask I have such a solution of cobalt sul-

phate rendered acid with acetic acid : to this I now add excess of

potassium nitrite. At first no precipitate is seen, but on standing, a
brilliant yellow powder, consisting probably of the double potassium
and cobalt nitrite, begins to be formed, this increasing on the mixture

being allowed to stand. This pigment, when prepared in a pure
condition, is strongly to be recommended, as it is entirely unacted

upon by gases containing sulphur, and, when in a pure condition,
withstands the action of weak alkalies.

Various other bodies yield us yellow pigments of greater or less

brilliancy and durability, such as Turner's yellow and the yellows
sold under the names of Cassel, Montpelier, and Verona yellows,
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which arc all oxychlorides of lead. They are not worthy of special

notice, and I will therefore content myself with merely mentioning
them.

In my next lecture I propose to take up the consideration of cer-

tain pigments yielding us green and blue colors.

The following tables give some of the more common pigments,

arranged in groups according to their more or less poisonous prop-
erties :

FIRST GROUP.

PIGMENTS DANGEROUS TO HEALTH.

Orplment,(arsenic sulphide.)
Realgar.
Mercury biniodide.
Turbitb mineral.
Lead arsenite.
White lead.
Massicot.

Litharge.

Minium.
Naples yellow (lead antimoniate).
Lead oxychloride.
Lead sulphate.
Cobalt arseuiate.

Verdigris (copper acetate).
Scheele's green (copper arseniate).
Prussian blue.

Prussian green.

SECOND GROUP.

PIGMENTS LESS DANGEROUS TO HEALTH.

Lead chromate.
Vermilion.
Tin sulphide.
Mineral lake (tin chromate).
Copper chromate.
Purple red.
Thenard's blue.

Zinc oxide.
Zinc chromate.
Barium chromate.
Antimony oxychloride.
Cadmium sulphide.
Smalt.
Ultramarine.

Carbonate of lime.
Barium sulphate.
Yellow and red ochre.
Venetian red.
Mars red.
Cochineal or carmine.
Manganese brown.
Vandyke brown.
Raw umber.

THIRD GROUP.

NON-POISONOUS PIGMENTS.

Burnt umber.
Raw sienna.
Burnt sienna. *

Cologne or Cassel earth.

Sepia.
Ivory and lamp blacks.
Indian ink.
Colcothar.

Indigo.
Terre verte.

THE SEA-DEFENCE WORKS AT HOVE.

THESE
works, having now

been in progress for five

years, are so far completed
that the east foreshore, where the

encroachments of tlie sea were

greater than at any other point,

may be said to be permanently
protected. The works at Hove
commenced as far back as Septem-
ber, 1880, and have involved an

expenditure of upwards of 60,-

000, two-thirds of which sum has

been expended by the Hove com-

missioners, the remainder having
been the cost of the works con-

structed by the West Brighton
Estate Company and other owners
of property.

Up to January, 1880, the Hove
foreshore had for many years

gradually received such accretions

of shingle naturally as to form a

complete barrier to the action of

the sea; but about the time

named, the effects of the pier ex-

tension at Shoreham Harbor became so apparent that the Commis-
sioners' engineer, Mr. Ellice-Clark, advised the construction of

groynes. These works were pushed on with, but towards the end of

1882 the encroachments had become so serious that it was clear

groynes alone would not serve to protect the large expanse of lawns

abutting on the sea at Brunswick Terrace. The supply of shingle,
which naturally comes from the west, had practically ceased, owing
largely to the projection of the Shoreham Harbor west pier, and to

the extensive erection of groynes between Bognor and Hove. This

being so, and the destruction of the west portion of the lawns being
imminent, Mr. Ellice-Clark advised the erection of a sea-wall at the
most dangerous place, as a first instalment of this mode of protec-
tion, to be ultimately continued along the entire front, about one mile
and a quarter.
The Commissioners having then expended nearly 10,000 on the

works, determined to fortify themselves with a second opinion, and
consulted Sir John Coode, with a view to his reporting on the whole

question of the sea defences, the result being that this eminent

authority advised the immediate erection of the wall along the lawns,
a distance of about seven hundred and twenty yards. Consequently,
in 1882, this scheme was let by tender to Messrs. Hill & Co., of Gos-

port, and in March, 1884, the first concrete block was laid, in the

presence of the Municipal Engineers' Association. The extraordi-

nary summer of 1884, coupled with the great energy of the contrac-

tors, enabled the work to proceed with such rapidity that previously

to the equinoctial gales in October of the same year, the wall, as a
sea defence, was practically completed.
The wall is, for the most part, twenty-four feet in height above the

foundations
;
it is eight feet six inches in width at the base, and three

feet wide at the top, having counterforts every twelve feet six inches
in length and four feet six inches in depth. The outer part of the

wall consists of concrete blocks, faced with large land flints set in

neat cement. It may be here stated that the number of blocks made
and fixed in situ during the summer of 1884 exceeded thirty-five
thousand. The entire wall is coped with a bold Cornish granite cop-

ing, two feet six inches in width, and about two feet average depth.
The foreshore is approached by two inclines of one in eight, and four

flights of steps, all in Cornish granite. In front of the wall there are

five timber and three concrete groynes, each extending from the face

a distance of two hundred and ten feet into the sea. Owing to the

great impoverishment of the foreshore, the engineers adopted the

novel expedient of artificially replacing the shingle removed by the

scour of the sea. Twenty thousand feet of beach have been dropped
on to the foreshore from hopper barges. This work has been

attended with the best results, the wall having now a considerable

bank of shingle in front of it, where, fifteen months ago, the denuda-
tion had bared it to within four feet of the underside of the founda-

tion. This rapid natural withdrawal of the shingle during the pro-

gress of the work caused the engineers considerable uneasiness; but

their resources were equal to the difficult position so rapidly set up.
For while the artificial deposit of shingle was proceeding at the

barest places, sheet-piling was driven in front of the wall, and a large
number of faggots was employed. The work proceeded night and

day without intermission for three months, so that by the time the

heavy winter gales set in the work was completed. Within a very
short time after its completion a very heavy southwest gale on the

top of a spring tide put the new work to a most severe test, with the

result that though the waves reached a height of forty feet, when

they broke on the face of the wall not a stone was disturbed.

The work projects seawards a distance of thirty yards from the

original margin of the lawns. The desire of the engineers to exe-

cute such a bold scheme was the subject of much angry controversy
at the time, but fortunately the plans were adopted in their entirety
with the result that the Hove people have, as a first instalment of

the works, a promenade nearly half a mile in length and thirty yards
wide. The great success of the work is borne testimony to by the

Brighton public, who frequent the wall in large numbers.
In the course of a few weeks the promenade will be protected by

a substantial ornamental fence, which is now being founded by
Messrs. Reed & Son, of Brighton. As before stated, the engineers
are Sir John Coode and Mr. Ellice-Clark. The contractors were
Messrs. W. Hill & Co., of Gosport, to whose energy in completing
the works with such rapidity the greatest praise is due. The
Builder.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost."]

COMPETITIVE DESIGN FOR A MONUMENT TO GENERAL GRANT.

THE publication of this design is made desirable by the reclame

which was addressed to us, and which is published in another column.

THE CATHEDRAL OP 8, MARTINO, LUCCA, ITALY.

THIS building most famed for its facade, designed by Guidetto in

1204, was built between 1060-1070.

ST. STEPHENS' CHURCH, WILKES BARRE, PA. MR. c. M. BURNS,

JR., ARCHITECT, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH AT FOX CHASE, NEAR PHILADELPHIA,
PA. MR. T. P. CHANDLER, JR., ARCHITECT, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CLOISTERS OF ST. JOHN LATERAN, ROME, ITALY.

AN INSTANCE OP THE FOULING or WELLS. In a paper read before

the Kentucky State Board of Health, J. N. McCormack, M.D., gave
the following forcible and instructive instance of the fouling of wells

from a source above their level, which he quoted from the report of

Mr. Child, officer of health for certain districts in Oxfordshire, Eng-
land :

" In consequence of the escape of the contents of a barrel of

petroleum or benzoline which had been buried in an orchard, a circuit

of wells sixty feet below, and two hundred and fifty or three hundred

yards distant, became so affected that the occupiers of fifteen houses,

containing eighty-two inhabitants, were for ten days unable to use the

water for drinking or cooking. The cattle of one of the proprietors,

moreover, refused to drink at the spring where they were accustomed

;o drink. Had this soakage been sewage, instead of petroleum, who
can doubt that the result might have been wholesale water poisoning

and an outbreak of typhoid fever ?
"
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THE RELATION OF DOMESTIC CHIMNEYS TO THE
CONSTRUCTION OF ROOFS.

JHERE is no detail in house construc-

tion so perplexing as that of chim-

neys, especially with those addicted

to so-called smoking that is, to not pass-

ing the smoke in the way intended, but

periodically admitting it into the apart-
ments. By the same rule, there is no de-

tail about which so little is known, or

which is subject to so much neglect in

house planning and building. There are

(
few who will deny the assertion that faulty

chimneys are the rule, and that perfect
ones are the exception, or that their faults

arise from a variety of causes.

In the present chapter we propose to

deal with the relation of chimneys to the

construction of roofs, and to leave the. character of the grate, the

construction of the chimneys, the temperature of the rooms, the sup-

ply of air, the situation of the flue in internal or external walls,

and their size and form for subsequent review. There is a common
belief that in whatever position a chimney is situated, it is only nec-

essary to carry it up to the height of the roof ridge ; this is a popular
error, and one that has intensified during the last century.
From the period of the old open fires of our ancestors, when the

inmates breathed the wood or peat smoke, which mainly escaped
from pent houses on the ridges of the roofs, there was a gradual ad-

vancement in the detail of chimney construction to the time of Queen
Anne. The fire-hearth had been moved from the centre of the apart-
ment to the wall, and the fire itself placed against a reredos, beneath

a capacious chimney. These chimneys, in their infancy, were con-

structed of wood, lined or pargetted with clay, as may still be seen

in our rural districts ;
or they were of brick, being independent con-

structions to the half-timber buildings, as seen in Gainsborough old

hall. At the Queen Anne period, when houses were built of brick,

the chimneys, although amalgamated with the buildings, remained

important features of construction, and as such were carried to a

great height above the roofs.

In some cases these Queen Anne chimneys were carried up with

the gables, in others they rose from Uie level of the eaves
;
but in

every instance their height was far superior to that of the ridge of

the roof. From this date there was a gradual reduction in the ca-

pacity of the flues, a movement warranted by the introduction of

grates, one which reduced the height and strength of the chimneys,
and made them secondary features in house-building.

It is to this custom, the one followed, with few exceptions, by the

builders of to-day, that we wish to confine our remarks.

Perhaps there has been no former period in the history of house-

building in which smoky chimneys have been so common as they are

at the present day. Certainly there has been no period when chim-

ney doctors, patent cowls, etc., were so numerous. This in large
measure is owing to the use of gables and steep-pitched roofs, details

credited to the so-called revival of Gothic architecture, a style which

introduced long and artificial lines of ridges, which act as screens for

the wind, and disturbing details in the working of chimneys. The

steep pitch of such roofs disturbs the passing wind, at one time raising
it over the ridge, and at another depressing it, and causing down-

draughts in the adjoining flues. If the chimneys of a house are to

work, a flat roof is of all kinds the best. The second best is a roof with

a low pitch hipped at all points. The third best is a high-pitched

hipped roof, and the worst of all is a high-pitched roof freely gabled.
In the relation of domestic chimneys to the construction of roof?,

it must be borne in mind that defects only present themselves in cer-

tain states or directions of the wind, and that, however a builder

might try, he cannot succeed in constructing a chimney that will

smoke under all circumstances. The wind in certain directions is

favorable to the working of a defective chimney ;
in other cases it is

opposed to it, and hence the construction of a chimney that will

work under all states of the wind is a desideratum.

There are certain sites of houses in which it is impossible to con-

struct chimneys which will satisfactorily work under all circumstances,
such as that of a hillside. In certain states of the wind it will come
over the top, and pass down the hill, falling to the gradient of the

land
;
in such cases down-draughts are created in the chimneys. In

proof of this we can point to a steep-pitched gabled house on a hill-

side, on the skirt of an important town
; it is the highest house of

all, and its chimneys are black over with smoke, and a great number
of them are surmounted with smoke-preventing cowls. The best sites

are those on the summit of hills or on open level land, those in val-

leys being superior to those on hillside.

All outward circumstances being in favor, we will consider the

various forms of chimneys in relation to the construction of roofs by
the aid of diagrams.
In doing so, we must
assume there is no ad-

joining property over-. '"'_..

topping the chimneys,
*'

,-
as in Figure 1, which
shows a forty feet

street, with two-story
houses on one side,

and a tall mill upon
the other. Here we
see the wind passing
over the tall build-

Fig. 2.

ing damping down the chimneys of the houses, which, were it in an

opposite direction, would create an up-draught. Figure 2 shows a flat-

^
roofed house, which has no influ-

ence upon the working of the

,''~~~^~~ chimneys. Figure 3 shows an

ordinary row of houses, with an

ordinary pitched roof. The
flues at the ridge will work un-
der all circumstances (so far as
their outward construction is

concerned), whilst those placed
at a distance from that point
will smoke, as they are within
the influence of the falling air

;

and hence it is customary to

see the outside flues (if regularly used) raised, or surmounted with
cowls. Figure 4 shows a very bad style of chimney viz., that placed
upon the eave of a roof. If the roof is of flat pitch, and not very
long on the span, such

chimney may be relied

upon to work if carried

up a good height : but if

the pitch is high or steep, , -f\
and the span hirge, the^ x

'

evil is intensified
;

and
such chimneys may be .

seen raised stage after

stage, and surmounted
with patent cowls, the

whole stayed with iron

bars to the roof, present-

ing appearances truly dan-

gerous. Figure 5 shows a

familiar form of placing

chimneys on the eaves of

steep-roofed houses. Figure 6 shows the roof-plan of a house where
a steep pitch is indulged in. The chimneys A and B will not work
when the wind is travelling from left to right, because a vacuum is cre-

ated at that end of the building, which causes a strong down-draught
<~ " in the air passing the line of

, nthe ridge. The other chim-

7"^~~. j neva
>
so l ng as 'hey are the

Fig. 4.

R

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

height of the ridge, will work under any circumstances. We
have this case actually before us

;
A and B are the only chimneys

which have been raised on the building, and these flue's are fitted

with smoke-preventing pots and cowls of various patterns. The
B flues are much the worst, owing to a fall in the ground, the
house being much the highest at this point. The chimney stacks are
a dangerous height above the eaves, and are supported by iron stays.
There are ladders on the roof, and reared against the chimney at B,
as if permanently in use. With all this paraphernalia, the passer-by
may see at a glance that these chimneys are not satisfactory in their

working.
In house planning, the disposition of the chimneys is a matter of

great importance. Steep pitch-roofs may be indulged in if the flues

are carried up in tha ridges. Gables creating cross ridges should be
avoided ;

but where necessary two gables are advised ; the chimney,
when not convenient to be at the ridge, may be placed between the

two, as in Figure 7. Where it is imperative to place the flues on the

eave, as at A, Figure 7, the roof should be gabled at the back to sup-

port the chimney, as at B, Figure 7, by which a greater height may
be safely indulged in, a further improvement being wrought by hip-

ping the front gables. When the wind is coursing left to right, it
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falls on passing the ridge to fill the vacuum at c, and in avoiding this

down-draught, the chimney must be carried a great height. The
force of hipping the main gables and shortening the ridge is thus

seen, as it tends to give the chimney an increased height in connec-

tion with the falling current of air. A'very stupid arrangement is

commonly carried out in middle-class houses, of the kitchen being
built out at the back, and the range being placed at right angles with

Fig. 7.

the back walls, some two or three yards distant. The flues are here

gathered over to the back walls, by which they are particularly hori-

zontal at their junction with the main building, up which they are

conveyed to a chimney at the eave, as at Figure 4. As is well known,
such flues rarely work, and are most difficult to clean. A far better

plan would be to place the range along the back wall of the main

building, giving the full width to the narrow kitchen, and carrying
the flue past the line of the eave to a height superior to the ridge,
and protecting it with a gable, as at Figure 7, B. Figure 8 shows
the roof plan of Figure 7, where A is the ordinary faulty mode of

construction, and B the improved mode of gables supporting the

taller chimneys.
We have said sufficient to show that the subject of " The relation

of domestic chimneys to the construction of roofs
"

is one worthy of

great and careful consideration. That it has not had the attention it

deserves is most true, proof of which is furnished every day. We can
instance a large builder of fifty years' standing, who resided in a
house in which the chimneys were constructed on the principle of

Figure 7, A. He dare not raise the brickwork of the chimney, and
trust only to stays from the roof. The only course which appeared
open to him was to fix pots and cowls designed for the prevention of

smoky chimneys. This he did, indulging in about half-a-dozen vari-

eties in three years; they all failed, and he had to leave, having built

himself a house on adjoining land, on the same roof and chimney
model. The Building News.

THE PAUPER COLONY AT WILHELMSDORF.

/"jERMANva-
Icrr grancy, like

almost ev-

ery form of pau-

perism, has been
fostered by iu-

discrimin ate

chavity. It is

more common in

that country
than in ours for

the respectable
,
h a ndicraftsman

travel on foot

from town to

town; the old in-

stitution of the

Wanderjahre
used to lend a
certain romance
even to begging ;

and the idea of

a wandering life seems to possess a fascination, half humorous and
half pathetic, for the popular imagination. This latter feeling is so

strong that we are told that in many districts peasants who seem

utterly heartless in their dealings with their poorer neighbors are

always liberal to the tramp who comes from a distance. Under these

circumstances, it is not strange that the indolent should prefer trav-

elling to working.
So clearly do the authorities perceive the root of the evil that in

Saxony and, we believe, some parts of Bavaria, a fine is imposed on

every one who gives alms to a beggar ; and even where such drastic
measures are not employed, every effort is made to dissuade the pop-
ulation from a practice which is at least as injurious as it is good-
natured. But no amount of teaching or threatening will prevent
men and women from assisting those whom they believe to be in im-
mediate danger of starvation. The only hope, therefore, of imposing
a check on their thoughtless liberality lies in making such a provi-
sion for destitute travellers as will prevent them falling into the ut-

most misery, while at the same time it offers no attraction to those

who are simply disinclined to work.

Various plans for doing this have been adopted in different parts
of Germany. The details and variations would hardly interest the

general reader, and we shall, therefore, confine ourselves to giving a

sketch of the system thought by Herr von Bodelschwingh to be the

most perfect, that adopted in Herford. A committee of five mem-
bers has there been formed, which sits under the presidency of the

Mayor, and is assisted by twenty handicraftsmen, citizens of the town,
who have volunteered their services, and who make it their business

to ascertain what employment is to be had. As soon as a destitute

traveller arrives he is directed to the Town Hall, and here he re-

ceives the name and address of one of the twenty who belongs to his

own profession. If there is any employment to be had, he is sent to

seek it
;

if there is none, he receives a ticket, which entitles him to

dinner, or to supper, bed, and breakfast, as the case may be.

Still, it is clear that arrangements like this, however excellent, leave

a great part of the evil where they found it. In periods of general

depression a workman may traverse whole provinces without finding

any employment. In the meanwhile his tools and a part of his ward-

robe have, in all probability, been sold or pawned ;
at any rate, his

appearance has become so ragged and disreputable that no master
likes to engage him. It is to meet this difficulty, and to restore to re-

spectable society the man who has either already become, or is in

danger of becoming, a professional tramp, that the colony of Wil-

helmsdorf has been founded. It is supported by voluntary subscrip-

tions, by grants from the district and the province, and by the labor

of the colonists. According to the original design it was to supply
work to any one who asked for it; but the number of applicants was
so large that it has been found necessary to admit none but natives

of the districts that contribute to its support. And yet the terms
offered are by no means easy. For the first fourteen days the col-

onist receives nothing but his board and lodging; during the next

month he earns threepence, and afterward about fivepence a day, but

not a farthing of ready money is paid to him. On his admission he
is supplied with such articles of clothing as he is in want of, and these

have first of all to be paid for
;
when this has been done his earnings

are employed in the purchase of the tools required in his trade, and

afterward, if he still continues to reside in the colony, they are in-

vested in a savings bank for him. This, however, rarely happens, as

it has hitherto been found easy to obtain employment for those who
have behaved well in Wilhelmsdorf.
At present the colonists are almost exclusively employed in culti-

vating the estate that has been purchased. It was necessary to find

an employment suited for all, that could be easily learned, and in

which the labor even of the uninstructed soon became remunerative,
and agriculture was considered the best. It is intended, however, by
degrees to make provision for the exercise of the simpler trades

such as baking, shoemaking, and tailoring by which of course a

considerable saving might be effected. Yet even now, though it is

not self-supporting, the colony has proved a financial success, as it

has put almost a complete stop to indiscriminate almsgiving and the

vagrancy which is the natural result in the districts by which it is

supported. London Saturday Review.

SUGGESTIONS FOR A GRANT MONUMENT COMPE-
TITION.

TEXAS, September 30, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Partaking of a good deal of interest in the Grant Monu-
ment Competition, I wish to make a few suggestions about the com-

petition expected, which differs somewhat from those expressed in

the New York suggestive address to the Chairman of the Grant
Monument Committee. (See American Architect, No. 508, p. 138).

1. There should be a public competition, open for every architect,

sculptor or artist, desirous of taking part.
2. The Chairman of the Monument Committee should invite the

American Institute of Architects to select say three of their members
to work out the programme for the competition, with a committee of

two or three architects or artists, selected by the Monument Com-
mittee.

3. Each competitor should receive a list of about twenty names of

prominent architects, sculptors, etc., selected by the programme com-

mittee, and willing to act as jurors in this competition. From this

list each competitor shall select ten jurors, and these ten jurors
elected by the competitors, and joined by ten jurors, nominated by
the Monument Committee should form the jury.

4. The competitive designs for the monument should be kept more
in the line of sketches or studies, instead of laboriously worked-out

designs, thus saving a good deal of work, time and money to the

competitors.
5. The competition closed, the jury should select say the best ten

designs- from all submitted, and award prizes of about $1,000 to each
of them.

6. The jury will now draw up a more minute programme for the

final competition among the ten successful competitors. Many points
of the first programme may be improved in the second one. In this

way the ten selected competitors will be enabled to come closer to

the point.
7. This jury should also select another jury of say ten members
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for the final competition, anil the decision of this jury should be final.

Successful competitors should not be selected for this jury.
8. The author of every prize design has to take part in the final

competition, otherwise forfeiting his prize. The designs or models

for the final competition should be accompanied by minute specifica-

tions, and the necessary detail drawings at a convenient scale, so that

accurate estimates can be obtained on all ten prize designs.
9. The jury of the first competition should select about sixty de-

signs (the ten prize designs included) which they find to be of merit.

These sixty designs selected to be reproduced by the gelatine or he-

liotype process, arranged in an album or portfolio, according to their

merits, and each author of these sixty designs, as well as the members
of the juries, and programme committee should receive such an album
as " Souvenir of the Grant Monument Competition."

Respectfully submitted by an ARCHITECT.

COI.BMBCS, <>., September 28, lc,.

To THK EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN AKCHITKCT :

Dear Sirs, On the 19th of September, you published the terms

of a proposed competition, for a monument to General Grant, as sug-

gested by a number of architects.

I desire the use of your columns for the purpose of objecting to

some of the terms of the competition as proposed. Not that I am
specially interested in this competition, but because so many gentlemen
who are known to be among our ablest architects lend their names to

a " loaded competition ;

"
as I fear that such extended approval added

to the effect of recent important competitions of the kind, may tend

to commit the profession to a manner of competition which I deem
the most objectionable of any I have known. I refer particularly to

the idea of dividing the competitors into two classes ;
those deemed

worthy of a special invitation, and guarantee of compensation with-

out reference to the merit of the design presented ;
and those who

are permitted to compete, with no compensation unless they win.

In any competition two objects should be sought. First, to obtain

a suitable design ; second, to render just remuneration to competitors.
The first requires that men of real ability shall compete ;

and this

giving special invitations, and rendering special compensation to a

few is, no doubt, intended to secure the services of some who might
not otherwise engage in the competition, owing, perhaps, to their

overstock of dignity and lack of business courage, and perhaps to

their excessive mod'esty and the vastness of their ability.

Certainly no such unseemly subsidizing of a few " eminent "
com-

petitors is required in order to secure the best attainable design.
Make the premiums all general, instead of mostly special, and I as-

sure you a better class of designs will be furnished than will be done
under the plan suggested to the committee. But if it is true that

such a "
subsidy

"
is necessary to secure the attention of the " abil-

ity" of the country, why invite the "outside barbarians" at all?

Why not limit the competition to the ten, and be done with it ? Why
let in the horde of " ambitious scramblers

" who would care to con-

tend for the cold victuals left by the dignified guests who eat at the
"

first table ?
"

The second object to be attained just remuneration requires
that all who compete for the same thing be offered the same induce-

ment that he who works best must be paid best.

Either part of the competition suggested would be fair and honor-
able by itself, but when the two are combined it is certainly difficult

to see how any one can enter the competition at either end without

placing himself in the position on the one fide, of an " ambitious

scrambler," and on the other of a boastful big boy, who would like

to play marbles, but won't do it unless the little boys agree to give
his marbles back, in case he loses.

By all means let the race be free to the " fleetest feet," and make
the " blooded stock

"
win the prize if they get it

;
or let us have a

competition from which all but "first-class talent" shall be excluded.

Now. as one plan of competition has been suggested to the " Mon-
ument Committee," I will suggest another for the consideration of

those who suggested the first one. In general terms as follows :

Two competitions. First competition, free to all
;
time six months.

Requirements : preliminary sketches to a given scale. Jury of

award, ten architects and five sculptors selected by monument com-
mittee. Plans submitted under nom-ile-plume. Compensation, $1,000
to each of ten designs, and a sum not exceeding $10,000 or more to

be divided between other competitors as may be recommended by
jury ;

not over $600 to any one.

Second competition. Free to ten selected in first competition ;

time, one year. Requirements : full scale drawings, with perspective
or model. Jury of award, same as above, but no persons to. sit on
both juries.

Plans submitted under nom-ile-plume, but different from first one
so that the name of each competitor remains unknown until after the
final award. Compensation : 1st premium, to execute the work at

usual rates; 2d premium, 83,000 ; 3d, 82,000 ; 4th, $1,000; each of

the others, $500.
No person interested in any design to sit on juries. Each compet-

itor before receiving pay to furnish lithograph plate, or drawing suit-

able for hcliotype process, all premature designs to be published, and
a copy to all competitors. Monument to cost $1,000,000, or if less,

reduce time and compensations accordingly.

Respectfully yours, J. W. YOST.

NEW YORK, September 29, 1885.

To THK EDITORS OF TUB AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, I hope that my design for Grant memorial, motto
"Let Monuments proclaim his fame," will be returned to me without

delay. I have seen several architects, and the feeling is unanimous
that the award of prizes is very unsatisfactory. I am not speaking
of my own design, which was not published, but of those which were

published there were several which deserved the prizes more than
those selected. No. 2 is very good, but No. 1 is a preposterous piece
of nonsense. The interior chapel might have been very nice, but a
"monument " must strike at first sight. I feel convinced after see-

ing the premiated design that your committee was and is incapable
of comprehending the problem, and if their taste and ideas in this

respect are representative of " American ideas of monuments," then
I feel it would be better for the reputation of this country to abandon
the scheme entirely. I have very little doubt that another " work
of art

"
such as the "

Washington Monument
"

will be erected.

Respectfully,
"Let Monuments, etc."

[As we were not ourselves actors in the matter of the Grant Memorial
competition, the foregoing letter can have been addressed to us only for pur-
poses of publication, and we cheerfully accord it the necessary space nay,
we do more; as a justification of the inferences which the writer wishes to
have deduced, we publish on another page the design submitted by him in
the late competition : a publication which will have a certain interest to
I In- jurors, n least. Taken together we think a moral or two may be discov-
ered. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION OF MINNESOTA.
ST. PAUL, MINK., September 12, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, At the regular monthly meeting of the Architectural
Association of Minnesota, held on September 8, 1885, the following
resolutions were passed unanimously :

" Be it resolved, That on and after the first day of January, A. D., 188(5,
the members of the Architectural Association of' Minnesota' abandon the
system of measurement by feet and inches, and adopt a system of measure-
ment by feet and decimal parts of a foot."
" Be it resolved. That the Secretary notify all the leaciin;,' architectural

journals of the United States and the local papers of this action of the
Architectural Association of Minnesota."

I am, sir, yours, fraternally,
H. SACKVILLE TKEHEHNE,

Secretary.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

THB COST OF COMPLETING COLOGNE CATHEDUAJ.. The Cologne Ga-
zette states that the cost of restoring and completing the great cathe-
dral from 1823, when the work was -resumed after a neglect of nearly
three quarters of a century, has been $6,250,000. This is independent
of gifts of valuable objects for the religious services or the decoration
of the building, and of a large number of private donations and funds
for pious foundations.

THE CEHTOSA, PAVIA, ITALY. An authentic document from the
archives S. Fidele, discovered by Calvi, proves that the design of the
facade of the Church of the Certosa was made by a certain Bernardo,
of Venezia, in 1396, whom the Duke of Milan called to Pavia to decor-
ate his castle, and also for this very work of the Certosa. Whether he
was a Lombard working in Venice, or a Venetian, is unknown. There
is, however, no uncertainty as to the special glory of the facade being
wholly due to Lombard genius. The design of the facade was given
seventy years later by Ambrogio da Fossano (called il Borgognone) not
born at Fossano, a little town of Piedmont, but at Milan, of the noble
family of Fossano. It is doubtless owing to the fact that he was an ac-
complished painter that the famous facade is not treated in a severe
architectural style, but as a great page to be adorned, a vast space to
be illustrated. The result is uniquely beautiful, and the earlier Lom-
bard art is there delightfully combined with the classic element which
finally prevailed in all Renaissance work. Although it is covered
with decoration, witli all its richness it has a delicacy and preciousness
which reconcile us to its profusion of ornament. It was to fulfil a vow
of his wife, Caterina, that Duke Gian Galedzzo, with solemn pomp laid
the foundation stone of the Certosa of Pavia on the 13th of September,
1386. In two years the principal part of the Church was erected, and'
120 monks, with their superiors, were installed in the monastery'. A
crowd of admirable sculptors and painters were engaged to adorn the
church. For the interior work, later, many generations of a family of
artists, the Sacchis, labored for two centuries upon the mosaics of the
altar fronts alone. I do not say this labor was always wisely expended.
Mosaic of this imitative kind, rivalling painting, is extraordinary as a re-
sult of skill and labor, but it is not necessarily a delightful thing to
work at. Italian or Lombard taste is here at fault, and the older Byzan-
tine mosaic of St. Mark's at Venice is better, primarily, because it is
never imitative. No imitative mosaic work is a satisfactory artistic re-

sult, for the better the imitation of nature, the greater the difficulty sur-
mounted in a material unsuited, foreign to the best rendering of the
thing expressed, the more remarkable it may be, it is so much the less
within the proper means of artistic work. But it is not my purpose to

engage your attention with this vulgar form of decoration vulgar
because it is less beautiful than costly, and in no way to be ranked with
the very different mosaic of St. Mark's at Venice, where mosaic is all
it should be, decorative in the extreme, splendid with the lustre of gold
and bright with positive color, a brilliant and an everlasting rendering
of conventional, typical forms of life. Correspondence of the ffeia York
Commercial Advertiser.
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A HINT TO BOOK-LENDERS. Tliis anecdote about the late Mr.

Thomas, famous as an antiquary, is related by the Athenaeum :

" I re-

member," says a correspondent, "once wishing to borrow a couple of

volumes of Nichols's '

Literary Anecdotes,' but Tliomas would not hear

of it. 'No, my dear ,' he said, 'you must take them all
; then, when

you return them, / shall have the work complete, and (smiling good-

naturedly) if you forget to return them you will have a complete set.'
"

A NECKLACE OP MOMMY-EYES. A necklace of mummy-eyes is being
made in New York for the wife of W. E. Curtis, of the South American
Commission. When the old Peruvians died and were mummified, cen-

turies before Pizarro's time, the men who did the embalming had
trouble in making the face look natural, because the eyes disappeared.
So they took the eyes of a kind of flsh with a long Latin name, and
used them instead. The eyes of the fish were spherical, and the Peru-

vians cut them across transversely. The exposed flat section somewhat
resembles in appearance the human eye. These planed-off eyes were
dried and hardened, and were put in the mummy's eye-sockets. Prop-

erly placed, the}' gave the mummy a natural air, and there was no

necessity for closing the eyelids. The material looks like fine amber.

The eyes to be used in making the necklace were brought from South
America by a member of the Commission. Philadelphia Press.

LIGHTHOUSE ILLUMINANTS. After twelve months of experiments
at the South Foreland, says the Builder, the Trinity House Committee
have made their report upon the relative merits of electricity, oil, and

gas as lighthouse illuminants. The committee sum up their opinion
thus :

1. That the electric light as exhibited in the A experimental tower
at the South Foreland has proved to be the most powerful light under
all conditions of weather, and to have the greatest penetrative power
in fog.

2. That for all practical purposes the gas-light as exemplified by Mr.

Wigham's multiform system in B experimental tower, and the oil-light

as exemplified by the Trinity House Douglas six-wick burners in multi-

form arrangement up to triform in C experimental tower, when shown

through revolving lenses, are equal, light for light, in all conditions of

weather; but that quadriform gas is a little better than triform oil.

3. That when shown through fixed lenses, as arranged in the experi-
mental towers, the superiority of the superposed gas-light is unquestion-
able. The larger diameter of the gas flames, and the lights being much
nearer to each other in the gas-lantern, gives the beam a more compact
and intense appearance than that issuing from the more widely sepa-
rated oil-burners.

4. That for lighthouse illumination with gas the Douglas patent gas-
burners are much more efficient and economical than the Wigham gas-
burners.

5. That for the ordinary necessities of lighthouse illumination mineral
oil is the most suitable and economical illuminant, and that for salient

headlands, important landfalls, and places where a very powerful light
is required, electricity offers the greatest advantages.

THE BYZA.NTINE MUSEUM AT RAVENNA. An incident of much more
than passing interest to the archaeologist and architect has just taken

place, in the signing by King Humbert of a decree to establish a Byzan-
tine Museum in the ancient city of Ravenna, which stands in melan-

choly grandeur on the western shore of the Adriatic, far from the hurly-

burly of the nineteenth century. Ravenna, indeed, is far more Byzan-
tine than Byzantium itself, or what was once Byzantium, but is now the

modern capital of Constantinople ;
and there is no city in the world

which contains so many traces of the latter Roman life, when it was
the famous Augustan port of Classe, commanding the commerce of the

Adriatic and Greece, long before Venice was heard of. Its culminating

point of prosperity was at the era when the Hums and Goths rose to

power, and although these latter were considered barbarians, the most

beautiful churches in Ravenna were erected by the Gothic Emperor
Theodoric in 493. At the reaction under Justinian, when the Roman
influence began again to be felt, the city was adorned with new churches,
and especially those of San Vitale, with its glorious mosaics, and San

Apollinari. It may, indeed, be said to be the mausoleum of the ecclesi-

astical architecture of that period, a characteristic which it retains at

the present day, and which is partly owing to the fact of the main line

from Bologna to Ancona passing at a considerable distance from it (al-

though it possesses a branch), and partly, that it is situated amongst
marshes somewhat notorious for their malarious influences. In its way,
Ravenna may be said to offer as much interest as Pompeii and Her-

culaneum, and although it has never been subjected to the sudden ca-

tastrophes which overtook these latter places, it has witnessed the

gradual sinking of the soil, and the covering of alluvial layers probably
conceals quite as many art treasures as are visible above ground.

Systematic investigation and excavation would, doubtless bring to light

a vast amount of archaeological treasure, and it is to be desired that

the Italian Government should, ere long, set such an undertaking on

foot. The Builder.

THE AWFUL POLLUTION OP THE LONDON THAMES. The average

quantity of London sewage daily poured into the Thames at the out-

falls may be approximately stated as 700,000 tons, or 157,000,000 gal-

lons, or 25,000,000 cubic feet, or a cube of 293 feet diameter. This esti-

mate is below the truth. The foul organic matter of the sewage is at

once attacked by the dissolved oxygen of the water, acting through the

agency of low organisms, and ultimately destroyed, the process being

practically completed between Gravcsend and Southend. But above
Gravesend the river is polluted throughout the whole of the tidal por-
tion quite up to Teddington with actual sewage matter. In the process
of destruction putrefaction precedes oxidation, and a foul smell is gen-
erated which, in hot weather, when putrefaction is rapid, becomes evi-

dent to every impartial nose. The worst portion of the river is, of

course, between Greenwich and Greenhithe, which may be described as

the sewage zone of the river. Here dissolved oxygen is almost absent,
so rapidly is it taken up by the sewage, and in the recent hot weather,

as in that of last summer, the stench of the river has sometimes been
unbearable. Within the last month it has been distinctly smelt at

Erith, more than half a mile from the river, and persons who from duty
or expected pleasure have spent days on the water have suffered from
diarrhoea in consequence. Two of the Royal Commissioners during the
late inquiry were attacked in the same way, and recorded their per-
sonal experience in the final report. Evidently this state of things can-
not be borne much longer. It is disgusting and dangerous now, and it

is ten times more dangerous in view of a possible, we might almost say
probable, visit of cholera. However imperfect our knowledge of chol-
era may be, we know that it is propagated by a special poison, probably
an organized poison, which can be carried in water, in air, and in other

ways. Water pollution is a common, and perhaps the most important
means of extension

;
but air pollution is also effective, as was proved

by the late Professor Parkes in his elaborate study of the epidemic in

Southampton in 1866, where water pollution was out of the question.
Cholera finds its natural home in low and foul districts, and particularly
by foul rivers. If further evidence on this point were wanted, it would
be furnished in abundance by the recent fearful experience of Spain.
There can be no doubt that even a small epidemic of cholera in Lon-
don might make the river a vast hotbed for the disease. London Sat-

urday Review.

THOMAS THORNYCROFT'S DEATH. Recently a very remarkable man
passed from among us the late Thomas Thornycroft, sculptor
whose remains were yesterday interred in old Chiswick Churchyard
with what may be truly termed funeral honors, for present in the

churchyard were not only his family and old friends, but the whole
body of workmen employed in Messrs. Thornycroft & Donaldson's fa-
mous torpedo boat works, who turned out to show the sincere respect
in which they held one who, though not himself an engineer, might,
from the early appreciation of his son's engineering ability and the

training which he gave him, be fairly called the father of the firm. At
the works he was a constant visitor, and always had a kindly word for

every one. In fact, his deep interest in those works had of late years
and in some measure supplanted his interest in sculpture, to which art
in early life he had so ardently devoted his powers. The eldest son of
a Cheshire yeoman, he was in his teens intended for the medical profes-
sion, but his artistic talent overruled and finally led him to pursue
sculpture. He was articled to Mr. John Francis, the sculptor, his future

father-in-law, in whose studio he acquired the technique of his art, and
pursued the usual student's course, such as that was a half century ago.
But Thomas Thornycroft aspired to raise sculpture out of the low state
into which it had fallen, and accordingly he and his young wife went
to Rome to study the antique. The result of the visit was a series of
works which will show to the future critic of English sculpture that he
had imbibed the spirit of the antique, and that there was scarcely any
one of his time who was his compeer in the classic, in the true classic

feeling for sculpture. We need do no more in this brief notice than to
refer to his "

Medea," his
" Alfred the Great," his group for the Albert

Memorial, and his portrait statue of Lady Elizabeth Stanhope. Like
most artists of considerable abilities, his mental powers were various;
he was quick in mechanical invention, and his son has always readily
acknowledged the many valuable hints he received from him. His
double talent was curiously manifested in his children, one of his sons

being the well known engineer, and the other, Mr. Hamo Thornycroft,
A. R. A., one of the most admirable sculptors of our time. He wad
also the father of Miss Helen Thornycroft, the flower painter. Lon-
don Times.

MAXIMUM WIND PRESSURE. During the hearing by the Parliamen-
tary Committee of the case for the promoters of the Tower Bridge over
the Thames, Mr. B. Haker, who waa called to prove the stability of the

proposed structure, gave evidence upon the phenomena of wind pres-
sure as observed by him in connection with the construction of the
Forth Bridge. Mr. Baker stated that, from recorded observations in
the Firth or Forth, extending over many years, he has come to the con-
clusion that no pressure at all approaching fifty-six pounds per square
foot can prevail over a surface of any magnitude. He declared that no
such pressure has for many years occurred in the Thames Valley,
instancing, in proof of this assertion, the number of large gasholders
scattered up and down the river side. If a hurricane of fifty-six pounds
to the square foot had encountered any of these structures, Mr. Baker
believes they would have been doubled up and blown across London, as

they have no power of resistance to external pressures beyond the
pressure of the gas from within, which he values at not more than
eighteen pounds per square foot. If, therefore, not the slightest dam-
age of this kind has ever been done by wind to any of the London gas-
holders, which is a fact, it is a demonstration that they have never been
exposed to a pressure of fifty-six pounds per foot. It is Mr. Baker's
experience at the Forth Bridge works that a gale registering by his

improved instruments not more than sixteen and one-half pounds per
square foot completely stops all ordinary traffic on the estuary, pre-
venting the running even of powerful ferry-boats. Mr. Baker believes
that this pressure is rarely exceeded. He declines to place credit in

ordinary anemometer readings, which sometimes show extreme veloci-
ties, and he points out that trains do not cease running in gales when
anemometers will register forty-six pounds pressure to the foot, though
a pressure of forty pounds of wind per square foot on its exposed side
would certainly upset an ordinary train. The Iron Age.

BICOKNET AND THE DEVIL. Among the curious and varied iron-
work ornaments on the oldest door of Notre Dame at Paris there is a
little figure of a man, with two horns on his head, who ends below as a
fish. This figure is called Bicornet. Bicornet was a master locksmith
who had agreed by a certain day to supply the doors of the church
with ironwork, and found that he had but twenty-four hours to finish
the job. Determined to do it, he summoned the devil, sold himself, and
with this sulphurous apprentice went to work. The devil put on a
leather apron and helped him so well that Bicornet had the door done
by morning, and has worn horns ever since. Exchange.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(luported for The American Architect and Building Newt,;

{Although a large portion of the building intelligence
if provided by their regular correspondents, the editor i

greatly desire to receive voluntary information, tspe-
ttallyfrom the smaller and outlying totem.}

BUILDING PATENTS,

[Printed specifications of any patents herementioned
together with full detail illustrations, may be obtained
tf the Commissioner of J'atents. at Washington, fo-

ttcentu-ftve centt.l

326,9(3. WINDOW. Mar lou Scudder Bonney,
Savannah, Oa.

326.945. FILTERING CUT-OFF RAIN-WATEB SPOUT
FOB CISTERNS. Jonathan E. Burdge, Home City, O.

326,947. APPARATUS FOB BURNING FUEL. Rob-
ert K. Burns, San Francisco, Cal.

326,952. REFRIGEBATOB. Jas. Castell, Blue Rap-
ids Kan.

326,906. SPRING-HINGE. Levl M. Devore, Free-
port, 111.

326.958. METAL ROOFING. James H. Eller, Can-
ton, O.

326.959. APPARATUS FOB MAKING GAS. Walter P.
Elliott, New Hruuswlck, N. J.

326,961. FIKE -ESCAPE. Leopold A. H. Engelke,
Philadelphia, Pa.

326,967. HINGE FOB AWNING-BLINDS. Chas. G*J-
llck, Syracuse, N. Y.

326.976. POST-HOLE ACGEB. James Hagans, Max-
well, h i.l.

326.977. WINDOW-PLATFOBM. Henry Hacemanu.
Chicago, 111.

326.978. PIPE - WBENCH. William Harris, Pitts-
burgh, l'iu

326,982. STKAM - HEATING BOILKB. Thomas P.
Hogan, Buffalo. N. Y.

327,015. SAW-HANDLE. Kobert E. Polndexter, In-
dianapolis, 1ml.

327.ii.iO. LUMBEB-DBIEB. Heman S. Smith, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

327,048. SAFETV- ATTACHMENT FOB ELKVATOBS
AND INCLINED RAILWAYS. Frederick Wittram, San
Francisco, Cal.

327,063. LOCK. Joseph R. Ames, Clearfleld County,
Pa.

327,085. WOOD -FILLER. Adolf Hoexter, Offen-
bach-ou-the-Maln, and Georg Schulter, Lohr-on-the-
Main, Germany.

327,094. WASH-BOWL. Harvey C. Lowrle, Denver,
Col.

327,104. DBAWEB. Reuben W. Perry, Saunders-
Tllle, Mass.

327.106. WEATHEB-STRIP. Warren H. Plympton,
Providence, It. I.

327,129. SHELVING-BRACKET. John Bains, Plqua,
Ohio.

327.132. AUTOMATIC DAMPEB-REOULATOB. John
Durge, Westfleld, Mass.

327.133. DOOB- CONNECTION FOB WATER-CLOSET
CISTERNS. Daniel Burrows, Brooklyn, N. Y.

327,144. SASH-FASTENEB. Wra. B. Dager, Canton,
Ohio.

327.147. CASTEB. Nathan Drucker, Cincinnati, O.
327.148. MKTAL-BOUINO BIT. Luther R. Faueht

Philadelphia, Pa.
327,155. WATKB-METEB. George S. Follansbee,

Boston, Mass.
327,157. LATCII. Orvellas H. Gilbert, Newark,

N. J.

327,161. FRICTION SHADE-ROLLEB. James Hard-
man, Jr., Belleville, N. J.

327,167. WATEB-ELEVATOR. Benjamin J. Hewitt,
Manton, Mich.

327.208. WiKE FEBCE. Charles W. Weld, South-
bridge, Mass.

327.209. WASH-TDB, SINK OB OTHEB VESSEL MADE
OF CEMENT, ETC. Carl Wesley, West New York,
N.J.

327.213. NUT - LOCK. Lewis J. Williamson, East
Fairfleld, O.

327,219. WATEB-CLOSET. Harry J. Bailey, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

327.221. REMOVABLE TABLE-LEO. Thaddens C
Beach, Detroit, Mich.

327,226. STUDENT'S DRAUOHTINQ-CABE. W. R.
Briggs, Bridgeport, Conn.

327,228. DOOR-SHIELD. Myron Camp, Sedgwlck,
Kans.

327,235-236. SLIDING WINDOW-BLIND. RolUn M.
Clapp, Burlington, Vt.

327,2<iti. APPARATUS FOB OPERATING DBY-EABTH
CLOSETS. William Heap, Owen Sound, Ontario, Can.

327,272. STAND-PIPE ATTACHMENT FOB BATH-
TUBS. William A. Johnson, Boston, Mass.

327,274. TILE-LAYING MACHINE. George Keith
Harmon, 111.

327,276. SASH-CORD FASTENER. Silas Land, Phil-
adelphia, Pa.

327,279. CONDUCTOB-HOOK. John Leadley, De-
troit. Mich.

327,287. CURTAIN-FIXTURE. Lewis A. Mallory,
Sullivan, O.

. STONE-POLISHING MACHINE. James W.
Maloy, Boston, Mass.

327.2.S9. CAB - VENTILATOR. William D. Mann
New York, N. Y.

327,290. OVERFLOW-PIPE FOR BATH-TUBS. Sam-
uel G. McFarland, New York, N. V.

327,321. STOVE-PIPE THIMBLE OB SLESVE. John
Scheuerrnann, Cleveland, O.

327,1130. VENTILATOB. Thomas J. Simpson, Wor-
thiugton, Minn.

327.34G. PI.ANIXQ.MACHINE. Henry B. Stillman
and William F. Patterson, Boston, Mass.

327,378. CURTAIN-FIXTURE. Richard R. Brouner,
Washington, D. C.

327,396. OPEN Fi REPLACE. Daniel E. Jones, Den-
ton, Tex.

327,413. KNOCKDOWN TABLE. George Kohrbacb,
New Haven. Conn.

:::7,414. VK.MII.ATOB.-William Scharnweber, Jef-
ferson, 111.

327.415. WINDOW-VENTILATOB. William Scharn-
weber, Jenerson, 111.

327.416. SAW-SHAKI-KXINO DEVICE. Wm. Tucker,
East Brookfleld, Mas*.

327,443. FENCE-POST AND WIRE-FASTENING. Ed-
ward C. Jones, Hamilton, Ontario, Can.

327,447. MIXKD PAINT. David Lubllnskl, Schwetz,
Prussia, Germany.

327,450. DooB-HAKOEB.-Henry Myen, Alton, 111.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report twenty-
three permits have been granted, the more Import-
ant of which are the following:
German Evangelical Salem Church, brick church,

n w cor. Battery Ave. and Randall St.
Border State Savings Bank, three-st'y brick build-

ing, s e cor. Baltimore and Poppleton Sts.
H. Nordman, tbree-st'y brick building, s w cor.

John St. and Central Ave.
A. Fennaman, three-st'y brick building, e s Fre-

mont St., s of Burgunder Alley.
G. W. Cooper & Son, 2 two-st'y brick buildings',

w s Chester St., n of Fayette St.
E. W. Gorman, 9 two-st'y brick buildings, n s Hoff-

man St., commencing n e cor. Washington St.; 6two-
st'y brick buildings, e s Washington St., commenc-
ing s e cor. Keyser St.; and 5 two-st'y brick
buildings, s s Keyser St., e of Washington St.

J. Maloney, 5 three-st'y brick buildings, w s Rldge-
ly St., u of Stockholm St.

P. A. Plndell, 8 thrcc-st'y brick buildings, John
St., s of McMechen St.

Boston.
BUILDING PERMITS. Lee St., near Child St., dwell.,

20' x 28'; Joseph H. Rowe, owner; M. H. Foesett,
builder.

Washington St., near Oak Sq., dwell., 23' x 48';
F. W. Webb, owner; E. H. Carter, builder.
Brewer St., near Eliot St., dwell., 23* x W; O. F.

Adams, owner and builder.
Elm Lawn, cor. Centre St., dwell., 28' x 29>; Geo.

F. Plnkham, owner; Geo. E. Thomas, builder.
Harbor I'iew tit., cor. Grant St., dwell., 24' x 38';

Winslow llolbrook. owner; W. T. Eaton, builder.
Chelsea St., tfo. 75, dwell., 22' x 47'; Mrs. E. Mc-

Kl way ne, owner.
Greenwich St., cor. Commercial" St., dwell, and

store, 23' x 36', James Farruu, owner; W. T. Eaton,
builder.
Heath St., Nos. 2T.9-261, dwell.. 24' x 47'; William

Jacobs, owner; R. D. Ward, builder.
Bearse Ave., near Butler St., poultry-house, 8' x

150'; F. G. Gibson, owner and builder.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. fort Qreene PI., .\'os. 174 and

176, four-st'y brick dwell., gravel roof, brick cornice;
cost. $20,000 ; owner, Geo. H. Hammond, Manhattan
Market; architect, J. G. Glover; mason, A. Rutan;
contractor, not selected.

Vanderbilt Ave., e s, 107' n Lafayette Ave., two-
st'y brick carriage-house, tin roof, iron cornice; cost,
84,000; owner, Mrs. Rose Howe, 330 Clinton Ave.;
architects and builders, Mills & Bush.
Stagg St., n s, 325' w Waterbury St., three-st'y

tenement, tin roof; cost, 94,500; owners, Roeder &
Kraemer, 148 to 152 Bushwick Ave.; architect, H.
Schaefner; builders, M. Metzeii and J. C. Hesse.
Gates Ace., No. 486, s s, 225' w Marcy Ave., four-

st'y brick store and flats, tin roof, wooden cornice;
cost, about 86,000; owner, F. C. Vrooman, 444 Gates
Ave.; architect, J. F. Vrooman; mason, not selected;
contractor. F. C. Vrooman.

tfiUoughby Ave., n s, 60' w Snmner Ave., 2 three-

st'y brick dwells., tin roofs, wooden cornices; cost,
total, $17,000; owner, A. Loughl, Vernon Ave., near
Sumner Ave.; architect, P. 11. Gilbert; builder, A.
Miller.
Hull St.. n s. 100* e Hopkinson Ave.. 5 three-st'y

frame (brick-filled) tenements, tin roofs; cost, each,
(3,500; owner, Daniel Lauer, 78McDougal St.; archi-
tects and builders, Weeks & Lauer.
Degraar St., s s, 60' e Hoyt St., vault and chimney;

cost, $4,000; owner, Jas. S. Dutfy, Sackett and Hoyt
Sts.; architect, T. F. Honghtou.
Frost St., A'o. 148, s s, 72' w Graham Ave., three-

st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost, 83,600: owner, A.
J. Cook, of Howell, Orange County, New York;
architects and contractors, Sammls & Bedford; ma-
sons, Boyle & Brazill.

George St., A~o. 117 and 119, n s, 160' e Homburg
Ave., 2 three-st'y frame tenements, tin roofs; cost,
each, $4,200; owner, Wm. Wolf, Broadway and Fay-
etteBt.; architect, Th. Engelhardt; builder, Joseph
Wagner, Jr.

Varet St.. Not. 113 and 116, n s, 165' w Ewen St.,

four-st'y brick dwell., tin roof, iron cornice; cost,
$8,000; owner, James S. Schneider, 571 Broadway:
architect, Th. Eugelhardt; builders, J. Rauth and
D. Kreuder.
Bearer St., A'o. 38, e s, 368' s Flushing Ave., two-

st'y and basement frame dwell., tin roof; cost,
$4,200; owner and builder, Samuel Strauss, 493
Buahwick Ave.; architect, Th. Engelhardt.
Eighth St., s s, 250* e Fifth Ave., 4 two-st'y and

basement brick dwells., tin roofs, tin and wooden
cornices; cost, each, $4,000; owner, Cbas. Long, 299
Seventh Ave.; builder, J. F. Wood.
Eighth St., n s, 200' w Eighth Ave., 6 two-st'y and

basement brick dwells., tin roofs, tin and wooden
cornices; cost, each, $5,000; owner and builder, same
as last.

Hamburgh St., e s, 50' s Prospect St., three-st'y
frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,200.
owner and architect, James Connolly, 125 Ainslie

St.; builders, J. Kneger and J. Dreher.

Hudson Ave., A'o. 473, flve-st'y brick storage, tin
roof, brick cornice; cost, $N,9OO; owner, Win. H.
Bolton, 471 Hudson Ave.; architect, C. F. Eisenach;
builders, Morris & Selover.
Second PI., n s. 25' 6" e Henry St., 6 three-st'y and

basement dwells., mansard, slate and gravel roofs,
brick cornice*; cost, each, $4,500; owner, Mm. M. V.
Phillip*. 261 Washington Ave.; architect, U. L.
Morse; builder, J. J. Cody.
Mailiton St., s s, 360' e Patchen Ave., 6 tbree-ft'y

and basement, two-sfy and basement, and four t'y
dwell*., tin roofs, wooden cornices; cost, each,
$4,800-, owner, A. S. Walsh; architect and builder,
T. Miller.

Chicago.
BUILDING PERMITS. A. B. McChesney, 2 two-sfy
stores and flats, 748-760 West Harrison St.; cost, $,-
000; architect, Swift.

F. Kroula, three-st'y dwell., 26 Kvans St.; cost,
KJHO.
M. Schmlt, two-*t'y dwell., 168 Napoleon St.; cost.

$3.500; architect, Stude.
Mrs. St. Clalr. three-st'y flats, 207 Chestnut St.;

cost, $3,500; architect, N. S. Pentecost.
J. Lebmann, three-st'y store and flats, 3600 Went-

worth Ave.; cost, $5,000; architect, J. F. Doerr.
G. Jones, tbree-st'y store and flats, 444 Wells St.;

cost, $3,000; architect, G. Jones.
H. Kllpp. three-st'y store and dwell.. 387 Cly-

bourne Ave.; cost, $4,000; architect, F. Thompson.W. D. Kerfoot & Co., 2 two-st'y cottages, Iowa St. ;

oast, $4,000.
J.Byrne, three-st'y store and dwell., 3149 Went-

wortb Ave.; cost, $6,000; architect, J. Speyer.
P. H. Witt, 2 two-st'y dwells., 3807-3809 Stanton

Are.; cost, $4,000.
D. A. Tltcomb, two-st'y store and dwell., 128 North

Western Ave.; cost, $4,000; architect, H. J. B.
Hunter.
H. Kellman, 2 three-st'y flats, 208-210 Cass St.;

cost, .- IH.IMI; architects, Frohman & Gebsen.
H. B. Wheeler, 3 two-st'y dwells, 3804-3808 Indi-

ana St.; cost, $12,000; architects. Wheelook & Clay.
R. L. Martin, 6 three-et'y dwells., 91-101 Arthing-

tonSt.; cost. $22,000.
H. L. Martin, 18 two^t'y dwells., Loomis St.; cost,

s! W. Fallows, 8 tbree-st'y flats, Washington and
Carpenter Sts. ; cost, 170.000.
T. Massa, two-st'y dwell., 819 Warren Aye.; eost,

vr,, i.

J. Wellenhofer, two-st'y flats, 242 Centre Ave.;
cost, $4,000.
H. Turner, two-st'y dwell., 420 Belden Ave.; eost,

H. Shannon, two-st'y dwell., 571 Lasalle Ave.; cost,
$7,000.

E. Wight, two-st'y dwell., 856 Warren Ave.; cost,
$3,600; architect, Garnsey.

S. Knight, two-st'y dwell., 308 Idaho St.; cost, $>,
500.

F. Kuera, two-st'y store and flat, 3069 Main St.;
cost, $2.500.

Campbell & Furst, 2 two-st'y dwells., 303 Lasalle
Ave.; cost, $12,000.
P. Rlun, two-st'y dwell., 615 Lasalle Are.; cost,

$12,000; architect, T. Karls.
S. Florshelm, two-st'y dwell., 3143 Michigan Ave

cost, 820,000.
E.P.Anthony, three-st'y dwell., 612 Fulton St.;

cost, 85,000.
G. Rupho, three-st'y dwell., 239 Lincoln Ave.; cost,

86,000; architect, H. M. Hansen.
G. Schmidt and J. H. Huber, 4 two-st'y dwells.. 70-

74 Maple St.; cost, $20,000; architect, J. H. Hubor
M. & A. Gordon, two-st'y dwell., Iti69 Jackson St

cost, $3,500.
Mrs. A. C. Clancy, two-st'y dwell., 607 Congress

St.; cost, $4,500.
A. Forrest, two-st'y store and dwell., 429 South

Western Ave.; cost, 3.500.
R. Garnett, two-st'y flats, 165 Robey St.; cost, $6,-

O. M. Brady, two-st'y bakery, 702 West Lake St
cost, $4,000.

J. Burrows, three-st'y flats, 1199 Washington
Bouv.; cost, $5,000.
Carpenter Bros., two-st'y store and flats, 560 West

Lake St.; cost, $7,000.
Mrs. B. Hellas, twojt'y flats; cost, $2,700; archi-

tect, G. Edbrooke.
A. Conrad, two-st'y dwell., 339 Maxwell St.; cost,

S4.000.
W. Johnson, three-st'y flat, 17!) North Curtis St

cost, $4,000.
J. Ward, two-st'y dwell., 427 Oak St.; cost, $4,000.
E. F. Pulsifer, 2 two-st'y dwells., 19-21 Twenty-

third St.; cost, $8,000.
A. Sickel, two-st'y flat, 284 .Sheffield St.; coat, $3,-

A'. Krowsmock, two-st'y dwell., 463 Klston Ave
cost, $3,700.

S. MoAuley, three-st'y flats, r>7 Centre Ave.; cost,
.V i.Ol'll

M. Partell, three-st'y dwell., 56 Wisconsin St.-
cost, $4,000.

C. Schmidt, 2 three-st'y stores and dwells., 3101-
3103 Wentworth Ave.; cost, $15,000.
W. Fallows, 6 two-st'y dwells., 337-346 PaullnaSt

cost, $10,000.
S. H. Wheeler, 10 two-st'y stores and dwells

1353-71 West Lake St. ; cost, $30,(Hro.
Turner & Bond, 16 dwells., Parnell Ave.; cost,

G. H. Cole, two-st'y dwell., 3137 Forest Ave.; cost,
co,"w.
G. Gross, 2 two-st'y stores and dwells., 627-29

West Madison St.; cost, $10,000.
W. P. Fitzpatrick, three-st'y store and dwell 439

Ogden Ave.; cost, $6.500.
J. Spry, 2 three-st'y dwells., 114-116 Sangamon St

cost, *6,000.
Hauke Bros., three-et'y factory, Ada and Klnm

Sts.; cost, $9,000.
Cincinnati.

BUILDING PERMITS. Gordon McNeil, two-and-one-
half-si'y brick building, Vine and Hammond Sts
cost, 2,700.
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Mrs. K. Wenke, two-st'y brick building, Queen
City Ave.; cost, $2,500.
C F. Lawlor, three-st'y frame building, Warsaw

Pike and Black St.; cost, $2.500.

Geo. Schmidt, ice-cellar, Fifth and .James Ave.,

Gamp Washington; cost, $1,000.

Louis Feucher. three-st'y brick building, 383 Find-

lay St.; cost, $4,200.
V. Otte, four-st'y brick building, Court and John

Sts.; cost, $8,000.
M. Fecheiuier, two-st'y brick building, Park Ave.,

between Locust St. and Hamper Lane; cost, 4,000.

Frank Ewald, three-and-oue-half-st'y brick build-

ing 294 Linn St.; cost, $3,600,

A. Noterman, Ihree-st'y brick building, Euclid

Ave'. and Moulten St.; cost, $3.500.

W C Harrison, three-st'y brick building, McMil-
lan St. and Gilbert Ave.; cost, $8,000.

W. B. Taylor, three-st'y frame building, Warsaw
Pike, near Incline; cost, $2,000.

Total cost to date, $164,886.

Cost of 14 repairs, $60,585.

Kansas City, Mo.

BOILDING PERMITS. B. S. Hayes, brick house, cor.

Eighteenth and Woodland Aves.; cost, $9,000.

J. R. Hartzell, 6 frame houses, East Seventeenth

School'Board, rebuild wing of Lathrop School, cor.

Eighth and May Sts.; cost, $5,000.

Win. Burke, frame block, Forest Ave.; cost, $10,-

Weber Bros., business block, Boulevard; cost,

S* Oanziger, brick house, Tracy Ave.; cost, $7,500.

J B Fred, framestore and dwell., East Ninth St.;

cost, *5,000.

Mnneapolis, Minn.

BUILDING PERMITS. C. D. Haven, two-et'y wood
dwell., n e cor. Fourth St. and Eleventh Ave., s e;

p
' M '

Warner, two-st'y wood dwell., e s Willow
St "bet YalePl. and Grant St.; cost, $8,000.

Mary A. Brown, two-st'y brick dwell., s s West

Twenty-ninth St., bet. Blaisdell and Pleasant Aves.;

"Minnesota Hospital College Society, three-st'y

brick hospital n e cor. Sixth St. and Ninth Ave.,

s; cost, $25,000.
D. K. Wagner, two-st'y wood dwell., n e cor. Park

Ave and East Seventeenth St.; cost. $6,500.

Geo. Crocker, two-st'y wood dwell., s w Lindley
Ave and West Nineteenth St.; cost, $4,060.

Mrs. Simms, three-st'y wood dwell., s w s Thir-

teenth St., bet. First and Second Aves., s; cost, $6,-

A D Eads, two-st'y wood dwell., s w s Colfax

Ave' bet. Summit and Ludley Aves.; cost, 43,000.

L.'fe. Beid, three-st'y brick store, s e s Washing-
ton Ave., bet. Second and Third Aves., s; cost, $10,-

000
liania Hall Building Asso., four-st'y brick store

and hall n e cor. East Fifth St. and Cedar Ave.,

s: cost, $20,000.
P J Moran, two-st'y wood dwell., n w cor. Port-

land Ave. and East Twenty-fifth St.; cost, $3,000.

E S Carver, two-st'y wood dwell., e s Vine PI.

bet Oak Grove and Ninth Sts., s; cost, $6,000.

Plymouth Congregational Church, brick addition

to church, s cor. Nicollet Ave. and Eighth St., s;

cost $11 000.

Wm Blakeman. three-st'y double brick store, s w
cor Plymouth Ave. and Fourth St.; cost, $10,000.

Brick Nelson, two-st'y wood dwell., w s Fifteenth

Ave. bet. East Nineteenth and East Twentieth Sts.;

^E'J 'Buell, one-and-oue-half-st'y wood dwell.,

w cor. East Emerson Ave. and West Twenty-seventh

K F
38

Hurlbut, three-st'y wood dwell., e s Park

Ave bet East Twenty-second and East Twenty-
fourth Sts.; cost, $12,000.

Jno Abrahamson, two-st'y brick veneer dwell.,

s e cor. Eleventh Ave. and East Twenty-fourth St.;

cost, $4,000.
New Haven.

BUILDING PERMITS. Following are the building per-

mits issued since my last report:

Liberty St., three-st'y frame dwell., 22' x 45'; cost,

53 000; owner, Edward McCabe.
Congress Ave.. cor. Arch St., 3 two-st'y frame

dwells 23' x 46'; cost, $5,400; owner. C. A. Moeller.

Beer's St., bet. Martin and Chapel Sts., two-st'y

frame dwell., 25' x 50'; owner, T. J. Ackermau.
Hinh St. bet. Elm and Chapel Sts., four-st'y stone

building, slate roof, 100' x 100'; cost, $60 000; owner,
Tale College; architect, J. C. Cady; builders, Chat-

farttmSt., 3 two-st'y frame dwells., 16' x 36'; cost,

$3,5W; owner, Thomas Trowbridge.
Davenport Ave., two-st'y brick dwell., 21' x 32';

owner, L. C. Bunnell.
aotoMlM St., 2 two-st'y frame dwells., 20' x 40';

cost S4 100; owner, J. Gibbs Smith.

drank St., near Blatchley Ave., two-st'y
frame

dwell 23' x 36'; owners, S. K. & C. C. Blatchley.

Green St., brick building, two flats, 24' x 52'; cost,

54 000; owner, L. R. Johnson.
Derbu Ave., near Athletic Grounds, two-st'y brick

dwell.; cost, $5,000; owner, C. S. Redfield; archi-

tect, C. H. Stilson.

New York.

FACTORY. At Nos. 130 and 132 Mulberry St., a six-

Bt'y factory is to be built by Mr. Adam Munch.

FLATS Seventy-first St., ns, between First and Sec

ond Aves., 4 five-st'y brick, stone and terra cotta

tenements are to be built by Mr. Max Donziger, at

cost of about $72,001); architect, Mr. John C. Burne.

HOSPITAL. It is reported that the hospital on Tenth

Ave. batween Fifty ninth and Sixtieth St., is to be

estimated on shortly, but the funds on hand hardly
warrant a fire-proof building, which is wished fo-

Mr. W. Wheeler Smith, is the architect.

TKNEMKNTS. On the s w cor. of First Ave. and Nine

ty-second St., four tenements are to be built by
Messrs E. & E. Johnston, at a cost of about $50,000

iroin plans of Messrs. A. B. Ogdeii& Sons.

BUILDING PERMITS. Seventy -fourth St., n e cor.
Eleventh Ave., 19 three-st'y brick dwells., brick and
brown-stone fronts, flat tin roofs; cost, $14,500 each;
owners, Wm. E. D. Stokes, 37 Madison Ave., and
Jacob Lawson, 48 Whitehall St.; architect, Wm. J.

Merritt, 152 West One Hundred and Twenty-seventh
St.
One Hundred and Sixty-fourth St., as 90' w Wash-

ington Ave., 4 two-st'y frame dwells., flat tin roofs;

cost, $3,500 each; owner, Louis Falk, 177 East One
Hundred and Sixty-flfth St.; architect, Charles

Churchill, 177 East One Hundred and Sixty-fifth St.

Chen'y St., No. 320, five-st'y brick tenement-house,
flat tin roof; cost, 815,000; owner, Charles H. Reed,
310 East Sixty-ninth St.; architect, Chas. Rentz, 80

Greenwich St.

Ave. B, n e cor. Eighth St., four and five st'y
school and lodging-house, peak and mansard roof

covered with iron fire-proof blocks, slate and tin;

cost, $49,000; owner, Children's Aid Society, 24 St.

Mark's Place; architects, Vaux & Radford, 76 Bible
House.
Cherry St., Nos. 297 and 299, six-st'y brick store-

building, brick, granite and bluestone front, flat tin

roof; cost, $65,000; owner, Amos Merrill, 202 and 204

Canal St. ; architect, Albert Wagner, 67 University
PI.

First Ave., s w cor. Ninety-second St., 2 flve-st'y
brick tenements, flat tin roofs; cost, $28,000; owner,
Emeline and Elizabeth Johnson, 51 and 53 East

Ninety-first St.; architects, A. B. Ogden & Son, 409

East Fifty-third St.

Ninety-second St., s s, 63* w First Ave., 2 flve-st'y
and 1 one-st'y store and tenements, flat tin roof;

cost, $26,000; owners and architects, same as last.

fifty-fifth St., s s, 150' e First Ave., two-st'y brick

boiler-house, flat tin roof; cost, $10,000.
One Hundred and Thirty-third St., Nos. 1 and 3,

two-st'y and attic brick stable, flat tin roof; cost,

$35 000; owner, James Everard, 12 East One Hun-
dred and Thirty-third St.; architect, Geo. Edward
Harding, 40 Exchange PI.

Lexington Ave., w s, 42' s Seventy-second St., four-

st'y brick dwell., flat tin roof; cost, 815,000; owners,
Breen & Nason, 341 and 343 East Fifty-ninth St.;

mason Geo. W. Hughes, 138 West Fifty-third St.

One Hundred and Thirty-first St., ns, 125' w Sev-

enth Ave., and One Hundred and Thirty-second St.,

s s. 125' w Seventh Ave., 18 three-st'y and basement
brick dwells., brown-stone fronts, flat tin roofs; cost,

$216,000; owner, Isaac E. Wright, 1983 Madison Ave.;
architects, Cleverdon & Putzell.

Third Ave., w s, 50' s One Hundred and Sixty-
ninth St. three-st'y brick dwell., flat tin roof; cost,

$5,000; owner, Christian Wetzell, 1295 North Third
Ave. ; architect, Chas. Churchill, 777 East One Hun-
dred and Sixty-flfth St.

Mulberry St., No. 180, five-st'y brick tenement,
flat tin roof; cost, $12,000; owner, Patrick J. Carroll,
128 East One Hundred and Twenty-second St.

One Hundred and Sixty-fifth St., s s, 66' w Delmon-
ico PI., Morrisania, two-st'y frame dwell., flat tin

roof- cost, $3,700; owner, H M. Wittenbroch, 300

East Seventy-first St.; architect, Wm. Kusche, 633

East One Hundred and Thirty-ninth St.

Park St., No. 15, five-st'y brick lithographing and

printing-house, flat tin roof; cost, about $60,000;

owner, Robert M. Donaldson, 103 East Seventy-first

St.; architect, R. H. Robertson, 121 East Twenty-
third St.

One Hundred and Forty-fifth St., n s, 200' w St.

Ann's Ave., four-st'y brick tenement, flat tin roof;

cost, $12,000; owner, Robert Schwend, 31 Lewis St.;

architect, Adam Munch, 307 East One Hundred and
Fifteenth St.

ALTERATIONS. Fifth Ave., No. 432, to be altered for

store and bachelors' apartments for Wm. W. Moser;
cost about $15,000; architect, R. N. Anderson.
One Hundred and Twenty-eighth St., n s, 100' e

Eighth Ave., 3 apartment-houses, additional story
each and extensions; cost, about $20,000; architects,

Messrs. A. Zncker & Co.

fifth Ave., to Madison Ave., Fiftieth to Fifty-first

Sts. St. Patrick's Cathedral, stone spires, etc.; cost,

$190,000; owners, Trustees St. Patrick's Cathedral,

Hugh Moore, President, 261 Mulberry St.

East Twenty-third St., No. 115, fonr-st'y brick

dwell, alterations; cost, $3,700; owner, Thomas W.
Wheeler, 115 East Twenty-third St. ; mason, John
G. McMurray, 508 West Twenty-fourth St.

/'irs Ave., No. 223, four-st'y brick dwell., addition;
cost $8000; owner, J. Steigenwall, 199 First Ave.;

architects, Alfred Zncker & Co., 364 Broadway.
Twenty-seventh St., Nos. 35 and 37, two-st'y brick

dwell., brick extension, etc.; cost, $7,000; owners,
John Stevenson & Co., NewRochelle; architect, M.
C. Merritt, 1267 Broadway.
Grand St., No, 237, flve-st'y brick manufactory, to

be repaired; cost, $3,000; owner, Solomon Loeb. 37

East Thirty-eighth St.; architect, W. E. Woeshiu,
237 Ave. B.

West Twenty-second St., No. 4, four-st'y brick

dwell., addition.
Philadelphia.

BUILDING PERMITS. filbert St., Nos. 917 and 919

flve-st'y factory; Jas. B. Doyle, contractor.

York St., e Cedar St., 2 two-st'y dwells.; Andrew
Hetzell, contractor.
Chester Ave., w Forty-eighth St., 2 two-st'y dwells.

Jas. D. Arthur, contractor.
Mascher St., s Lehigh Ave., one-st'y factory; Dick

son Bros., contractors.
Seventh St., n w cor. Snyder Ave., one-st'y chapel

A. M. Greene & Co., contractors.

Leithgow St., Nos. 2443-45-47 and 49, 4 two-st'>

dwells E. Schmidt, contractor.

fifth St., No. 2327, two-st'y hall; Thos. McCarty
contractor.
Darien St., s I.ehigham St., 13 two-st'y dwells.

Jas. Kennedy, owner.
Chester Ave., s Fifty-first St., two-st'y club-house

A. J. Mosely, contractor.
Alter St., w Twenty-first St., 6 two-st'y dwells.; W

H March, owner.
. Washington St., No. 327 (Whitehall), two-st'y fac

tory; Jno. McDade, contractor.

fleeson St., near Ridge Ave., 2 three-st'y dwells.

Samuel Righter, contractor.

Hoffman St., w Sixth St., 2 two-st'y dwells.; J. B.

Conden, owner.
liichjield St., w Twelfth St., 7 two-st'y dwells.;

Hiram Miller, owner.
Darien St., n Huntingdon St., G two-st'y dwells.;

Brocklehurst & Ewing, owners.
Willow St., above Harrison St., 2 two-st'y dwells.;

Win. W. Worrell, contractor.

forty-ninth St., near Paschall Ave., 10 two-st'y
dwells.; Isaac Wood, owner.

Twenty-seventh St., bet. Harold and Showaker St.;
3 two-st'y dwells.; Henry Schultz, contractor.
Berks St., w Eighteenth St., 5 three-st'y dwells.;

Jno. L. Kales, owner.
Thirty-ninth St

,
cor. Parrish St., C two-st'y

dwells.; W. J. Shedwick, owner.
forty-fifth St., n Lancaster Ave., 7 two-st'y

dwells.; Jas. Bateson, Jr., owner.
Emerald St., n Tioga St., 5 two-st'y dwells.; E. J.

Develin, owner.
Lancaster Ave., w Fifty-third St., 4 three-st'y

dwells.; Chas. Christine, owner.
Sixth St., s Cambria St., 2 two-st'y dwells.; Mil-

ton Snyder, owner.
Berks St., w Tenth St., addition to Globe Market;

D. C. Schula, contractor.
Orianna St., n York St., three-st'y factory; D. C.

Schula. contractor.
Cambria St., w Twenty-second St., 2 two-st'y

dwells.
;
Chas. Campbell, contractor.

St. Louis.

BUILDING PERMITS. Forty-eight permits have been
issued since our last report, eleven of which are
for unimportant frame houses. Of the rest, those
worth $2,500 and over are as follows:
Mrs. M. P. Ramsey, two-st'y frame dwell.; cost,

$5,000; sub-let.
F. Feger, 2 adjacent two st'v brick dwells.; cost,

$5,000; Henry Schurman, contractor.
B. M. Proetz, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.;

cost, $5,200; B. M. Proetz, contractor.
W. J. Hegel, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $19,000;

Capitain, architect; W. J. Hegel, contractor.
W. Graham, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,000;

C. K. Ramsey, architect: sub-let.

L. H. Rumsey, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,000;
L. H. Rumsey, contractor.

St. Louis Mutual House Building Co., No. 3, two-

st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,726; E. Mortimer, archi-

tect; J. Gager, contractor.
St. Louis Mutual House Building Co., No. 3, two-

st'y brick store and dwell.; cost, $2,500; E. Mor-
timer, architect; Wm. Ihlo, contractor.

Fred. Brinkmeyer, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,-

300; P. Tieman, contractor.
John Farrell, two-st'y brick tenement; cost, $3,-

000; J. Farrell, contractor.
Barnett & Duffner, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost,

$3 000; Barnett & Duffner, contractors.
Geo. Arnold, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,300;

T. F. Marley, contractor.
E. Hurtman, two-sfy brick dwell.; cost, $3,000;

A. Druiding, architect; Barnett & Duffner, con-

tractors.
Mo. Street Railway Co., one-st'y brick car stable;

cost, $15,000; Milburn & Rich, contractors.

Abner Cooper, 9 adjacent two-st'y stone and brick

dwells.; cost, $18,000; Abner Cooper, contractor.

St. Paul, Minn.

BUILDING PERMITS. Three-st'y brick double store,
n s of Fifth St., between Cedar and Minnesota Sts.;

cost, $16,000; owner, F. B. Clark.

Two-st'y frame dwell., n s of Conway St., between
Bates and Maple Sts.; cost, $25,000; owner, J. H.
Cram.
Two-st'y brick veneer double dwell., n s of Selby

Ave., between Mackubin and Kent Sts.; cost, $5,000;

owner, H. J. McAfee.
One-st'y brick veneer passenger - depot, w s of

Chestnut St., between Chestnut and Walnut Sts.;

Sts.; cost, $5,000; owners, C. M. & St. Paul Railway
Co.
Additional story to four-st'y brick hotel and

stores, n s of Fifth. St., between Wabasba and Cedar

Sts.; cost, $6,000; owner, A. R. Carpshart.
Two-st'y frame dwell., s of Simpson St., between

Wesley and Capitol Sts.; cost, $2,000; owner, J. P.

Rossman.
Four-st'y brick manufacturing building, w s of

Wakunta St., between Third and Fourth Sts.; cost,

$12,000; owner, Northwestern Paint Works.

Two-st'y frame dwell., s 8 of Jeuks St., between
Walsh and Weide Sts,; cost, $22,000; owner, Miss

Emily Kaysas.
Two-st'y frame dwell., w s of Brewster St., be-

tween Biauca and Winter Sts.; cost, $16,000; owner,
Mrs. A. McCann.
Three-st'y brick medical college, s s of Ninth St.,

between Font and Exchange Sts.; cost, $10,000;

owners, College Building Association.

General Notes.

ALLENTOWN, PA. It is said on trustworthy authority
that stacks Nos. 3 and 4 of the Allentown Iron
Works will shortly be torn down and another fur-

nace equal to the capacity of the two stacks erected
in their stead.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y. French flats,three-st'y brick, 42'

x 70', for Dr. C. C. Edwards; cost, $6,000; Palliser,
Palliser & Co., architects, New York.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. F. Egge, frame house, 35' x 50',

Park Ave.; cost, $4,500.
L. Held, 4 cottages, Gregory St.; cost, $9,000.
The Naugatuck Valley Ice Co., three-st'y brick

business block, cor. Middle and Golden Hill Sts., 60'

x 86'; cost, $12,000.
J. Rollins, two-st'y frame cottage, Clinton Ave.

;

cost, $3,500.
F.I. Hitchcock, cottage, Hough Ave.; cost, $4,-

000; Palliser, Palliser & Co., architects, New York.

BRISTOL, N. H. Lieut. J. B. Murdock, U. S. N., will

build a summer residence on Murray Hill:

BURR OAK, IVANS. J. B. Wilbur, house; from plans
by Palliser, Palliser & Co., New York.

DANUURV, CONN. The erection of the United Bank
Building by the Union Dime Savings and National

Pauquioqu'e Banks has been commenced from plans
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tlTIIE people of Boston, not through any fault of their archi-

*|* tects, seem to be particularly unfortunate in their manage-
ment of competitions. "With the best possible intentions,

joined to an exemplary liberality, their building-committees and

other persons in authority seem to fail in securing that good-
will from the profession which they are apparently anxious to

deserve. Every one remembers the curious miscarriage of the

Public-Library competition, and the management of that for

the Suffolk County Court-House, which has recently been

decided, seems to have just missed the perfect candor and

fidelity to programme which are essential to success. It seems

that a month or more ago the commissioners for building the

new court-house invited pencil sketches, in a preliminary com-

petition, promising, in their printed invitation, that the authors

of the best sketches, not exceeding ten in number, should be

paid one thousand dollars each, on condition of presenting new

drawings at a larger scale in a final competition, the prize in

which should be the execution of the building at the usual

compensation. A professional expert was, as the document

promised, to be consulted in judging as to the merit of the

drawings, and the programme, which, as we are informed, was

drawn up under the advice of an architect, was in general a

model of its kind. As a natural result, many of the best archi-

tects in the city, who rarely condescend to meddle with public

competitions, sent plans, and more professional skill was probably

represented in the commissioners' rooms on the day appointed
for receiving the drawings than had ever been called together
before in Boston. One of the plans, however, prepared by a

gentleman who, as city architect, had in years past given much

study to the problem, was adjudged to be so much superior to

any other that, in the opinion of the commissioners, no further

trial was necessary, and a report was drawn up to this effect,

recommending, however, that five hundred dollars each should

be paid to nine other architects, whose designs showed special

merit, as a sort of compensation for the trouble they had had,

UNDOUBTEDLY
the Commissioners thought that they had

not only secured an excellent plan, but had been particu-

larly gracious to the other competing architects, in giving
nine of them five hundred dollars outright, without requiring
them to make any further plans ; and if they had asked the

assent of the competitors to this change in the programme, it

would probably have been given with the utmost readiness.

Unfortunately, however, this preliminary was forgotten, and

one of the competitors thought proper to subject the Commis-
sioners to a rebuke which was not wholly undeserved, by filing

a bill in the Supreme Court, praying that the Commissioners
should be restrained by injunction from employing the winner
in the preliminary competition as architect of the building, and

should be ordered to reopen the matter, and allow the archi-

tects who had been awarded premiums to enter into a second

and final competition, according to the terms of the programme.
There can, under the circumstances, hardly be a doubt as to

;he result of the second competition, as the objecting architects

knew, but, believing that an important principle was involved,

they put themselves forward as champions of the profession

against the practice of violating the agreements implied in

competition programmes, and as such we think that they are

entitled to the sympathy and active support of all architects.

That no suspicion of bad faith or discourtesy is breathed against
the Commissioners makes no difference in the question, al-

though the mutual respect and good feeling which exists be-

tween them and the architects ought to do much to facilitate

its settlement ; the principle that the objecting architects wish

to defend, that those who issue a programme of competition
have no right to set aside or vary any of its provisions at their

own pleasure, is just as important in cases where all parties
desire to act fairly as where barefaced treachery is attempted
on one side. We need not point out that it is as easy for a

layman to do injustice to competing architects through benev-

olent ignorance as by fraudulent intention, and the only way in

which either party can make sure of neither wronging or being

wronged is to have the clearest possible stipulations prepared
beforehand, and to follow them out with scrupulous exactness.

A general recognition of this principle, such as would follow

from the decree of a court of record in a case like the present,
would be as advantageous to the public which owns the build-

ings designed in competition as for the architects who compete
for them, since a knowledge that the programme, once pub-
lished, could not be varied, would make committees much more
careful in drawing them up, and thereby avoid such fiascos as

the Library competition, while the better class of architects,

sure of being treated according to agreement, would enter far

more freely into such contests than they now do.

WE wish we could always think that the excellent direc-

tions issued from the Bureau of Buildings in New York
were sure to be enforced with the same intelligence that

is displayed in devising them, but there are so many ways,
known to the citizens of the metropolis, for evading the salu-

tary regulations which are so liberally promulgated for their

benefit, that we are sometimes inclined to believe that a little

less precept, and a little more vigorous enforcement of the rules

already existing, would be on the whole the best discipline for

the unruly New York builders and owners of buildings. The
last set of regulations issued from the Bureau relates to eleva-

tors. According to these, one of the deputy inspectors of the

Bureau is to be detailed as special inspector of elevators, and
is charged to see that the rules are observed. Manufacturers

of elevators are to be compelled to furnish to the Bureau lists

of all elevators made by them, and of the buildings in which

they are placed ; and no elevator is to be used until it has been

inspected and approved. Every passenger-elevator must have
the weight it can carry displayed in a conspicuous place, on a

metal plate with raised letters, and the inspector is to examine

every elevator at least once in three months, and report upon
its condition. In case of any break or defect notice is to be

given at the Bureau, and the elevator is not to be used again
until written permission has been obtained. No person is to

be employed to run an elevator who shall not be sober and

trustworthy, at least eighteen years old, and qualified for his

work by at least one month's training under the instruction of

a competent person. Every elevator-boy must thoroughly
overhaul his elevator once in twenty-four hours, and if any one
is found to be incompetent or disqualified the Bureau will ad-

vise his employer,
"
upon whom thenceforward the responsi-

bility for his acts shall rest."

ME last is the most singular clause in the whole document.

Considering that the responsibility for the acts of elevator-

boys now rests wholly upon their employers, we must infer

from it that hereafter the State of New York intends to assume
the responsibility for those of all elevator-boys more than eigh-
teen years of age and of sober and trustworthy character ; so

that when a passenger in an elevator has his neck broken by be-

ing dropped from the top of a building by the carelessness of

the boy, his heirs can only recover damages from the owner of

the elevator-by first proving that the Building Bureau had ad-

vised him that his boy was "
incompetent or disqualified."

This, we imagine, would be a more comfortable arrangement
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for elevator-owners than for the tax-payers, who will, we sup-

pose, be called upon to answer the demand which the owner
succeeds in avoiding. The regulation that passenger-elevators
shall have the weight they can carry noted in a conspicuous

place reminds us of the little comedy which is played in most

of the warehouses where, in accordance with a similar rule,

the weight which the floors will safely bear is indicated in bold

letters in different portions of the building ; but in the case of

elevators it is possible that the determination of the safe weight

may be left to the calculation of the inspector instead of the

bold guessing of the proprietor. The trouble would seem to

be, however, that, as the weight which an elevator can safely

carry depends mostly upon the strength of the hoistiiig-rope,
the " metal plate with raised Ipttcrs" ought to be changed, or at

least criticised, with every change in the rope, while, as the

rope deteriorates rapidly with use, the plate should show the

minimum strain which it should be allowed to endure before

being condemned altogether by the inspector.

RATHER singular accident took place a few days ago in

Chicago, where a four-story brick building collapsed, early
one morning, the whole interior falling into the cellar.

The weakness of the structure was first observed by a boy,
who saw a movement in the wall, and told the engineer, but

was laughed at for his pains. Soon afterward, however, an

alarm was raised, and all the persons in the building succeeded

in escaping before it fell. The cause of the catastrophe is said

to have been the dry-rotting of the wooden girders where they
rested upon the posts. The building had been examined not

long before, and pronounced safe, and it seems possible that

the rotting of the timber may have been caused by painting it

while green, and that the same coat of paint may have served

to conceal the ravages of the fungus from those who inspected
the work. Paint, which prevents the drying of the corrup-
tible sap of green timber, is a common cause of decay, while

the contact of the end grain of one piece with the side of an-

other, as in the case of a girder resting on a post, is an equally
common one, so that the safest way in buildings framed with

such timbers is always to rest the horizontal pieces on iron caps
or brackets, and to avoid painting until the work has become
seasoned by years of use.

HE great engineering sensation of the past week seems to

have been the great submarine blast at Flood Rock reef,

in the East River branch of New York Harbor, which has

destroyed the last obstruction to the navigation of the river,

and will, when the debris is cleared away, open Long Island

Sound forever to the largest vessels which enter and leave the

port of New York. Ever since the settlement of the city, the

narrow and dangerous passage known by the significant name
of Hell Gate has been the subject of much thought and no

small amount of practical effort. Although deep enough in the

channel, the natural passage is tortuous, and is rendered ten-

fold more dangerous by the violence of the tide, which, coming
on one side from Long Island Sound, and on the other from the

broad expanse of the harbor, forces itself through the narrow

opening with extraordinary force. So swift is the current that

the prisoners on Randall's and Blackwell's Islands, in the

middle of the stream, are allowed to go, almost unguarded, to

the very edge of the water, within easy hearing of the voices

of their friends on the main land ; the knowledge that no one,

not of almost superhuman strength, could reach the other shore

alive, serving to prevent any attempts at escape by swimming.
The swiftness of the current was rendered more dangerous to

navigation by the presence of several reefs and ledges, almost

in the middle of it, which threw the stream into eddies against
which even the most powerful steamers at times struggled with

difficulty, and served to wreck innumerable smaller craft ; so that

long ago a subscription was raised among the owners of vessels

in New York to improve the channel by private enterprise. A
good deal was done in this way, but private individuals in such

cases work at a disadvantage, and the United States Govern-

ment at last undertook the task of clearing the passage perma-

nently and effectually. For this purpose, after some minor

operations upon the smaller reefs, the two greatest obstructions,

Hallett's Point Reef and Flood Rock, were attacked by subma-

rine mining on a grand scale. The Hallett's Point Reef was

first removed, by means of ten tunnels, extending, with their

cross galleries, to a length of about a mile and a half. These

were charged with something more than fifty-two thousand

pounds of dynamite, which was fired on a Sunday morning in

September, 1876, to the great terror of the people on the

neighboring shores, who were assured by sundry wiseacres that

:he explosion would cause a destructive earthquake in the city.

The blast was completely successful, and operations were

mmediately commenced on a much larger scale against Flood

Rock, a ledge of hard hornblende gneiss, covering about eight
acres of ground, and appearing in some places above high
water. The first work was to build a little platform of broken
stone on the highest part of the rock, to give a site for the

necessary buildings ; and a shaft was then sunk at this point to

a depth of sixty-seven feet. An auxiliary shaft was sunk close

by, for supplying air, while the main shaft was used for remov-

ing the rock excavated from the headings. About four miles

of tunnels were driven, the longest single heading being twelve

hundred feet, and the system extending everywhere to within

a distance from the surface of the rock varying from ten to

twenty-five feet. About eighty thousand cubic yards of rock

were removed from the tunnels before they were ready for the

explosion. The next step was to drill in the walls of the tun-

nels thirteen thousand two hundred and eighty-six holes, each

three inches in diameter and nine feet deep, in which were

placed forty-seven thousand dynamite cartridges, containing in

all about two hundred and eighty-five thousand pounds of the

explosive. The cartridges were connected by about a hundred
miles of wire, and, just before firing, the excavations were
flooded with water by means of a siphon, with the object of

securing the distribution of the explosive force by means of

the incompressible fluid. The current for firing the charge
was sent from the Long Island shore, and the detonation seems

to have been complete, the whole ledge, so far as has yet beeu

learned, having been broken into loose fragments, which will

be easily removed with a dredge to a deep part of the channel,
where they will be out of the way. When this is done, a clear

channel, twenty-six and one-half feet deep at low water, and
fifteen hundred feet wide, will be open into Long Island

Sound, and the course of navigation in New York Harbor will

be very sensibly changed.

MANY
young architects will be relieved to have a question

answered which often troubles them and their clients. A
letter written to the law editor of La Semaine des Con-

structeurs describes a case where a contract was made for

building a house between party-walls already existing. The
new house was higher than the others, and it was necessary to

build upon the party-walls. The extra height of wall was in-

dicated on the drawings, with a thickness shown by scale only
at twenty inches, which is a common thickness for stone party-
walls. The specification said that the party-walls were to be
" continued

"
to the height of the new building. After the

completion of the party-walls, it was found that they were orig-

inally only fifteen inches thick instead of twenty, and had been

carried up of the same thickness. A claim was then made upon
the contractor for an allowance of the difference in value be-

tween a fifteen and a twenty-inch wall of the height shown.

He denied the justice of the claim, and the case was referred

to La Semaine, which decides unhesitatingly in favor of the

contractor. It is the law in France, as it is common to stipu-
late in contracts everywhere, that a contractor for a building
at a fixed price cannot demand extra payment on account of

any changes or additions whatever which have not been or-

dered in writing, and the price of them agreed to by the owner ;

and the editor says that both in law and justice this rule, which

usually works to the disadvantage of the contractor, applies
also to cases where it brings him some advantage ; and that un-

less a written order had been given for reducing the thickness

of the extension of the party-walls from the specified dimen-

sions, and an allowance agreed upon by both parties before

commencing the work, nothing could be claimed by the owner
for the saving so effected. In the present case we doubt

whether the specification, taken with the plan, which showed
no figures for the thickness of the party-walls, although all

other dimensions were figured, could be regarded as requiring
the contractor to build the upper portion of the party-walls
thicker than the substructure, so that it is at least uncertain

whether an allowance could have been required, even if a written

order had been given for the variations from the scale dimen-

sions of the plan ; but without such order a claim of the kind

would be totally inadmissible.
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NOTES FROM ENGLAND.
PETERBOROUGH. OLOCCK8TKB. DURHAM.

,ETERBOROUGH Cathedral, in

the month of August which has just

passed, was hardly in a condition

to recommend itself to the tourist eye.
As every one knows, the tower and its

supports had been taken down, and
were in mill-process of reconstruction.

The nave and aisles were boarded off, a

couple of bays west of the crossing, from

pavement to arch-crown; and beyond
the boards all seemed havoc and confu-

sion. The choir was stripped of its

portable fittings and the monuments
covered over. The floors were spread
about with the window traceries and
the wooden groining of the lantern,

which a throng of workmen were re-

pairing against their re-insertion. The

scaffolding, which straddled over vague hollows where the pavement
should have been. And the things one could see were certainly not

seen amid cathedral calm; what with the rattle and hiss of the

steam-laborers, and the agonized warnings of vergers in one's ear

and outside, too, the effect was disastrous, for the long bulk of Peter-

borough suffers peculiarly from the absence of the tower barely
sufficient in its best estate to redeem it from an almost oppressive

monotony.
But from another point of view there were compensations for the

lack of quiet and of general effectiveness. I think, indeed, a student

could not have chosen a better moment for his visit, since even to an
amateur's eye there was great interest in the glimpse it got of

ancient methods of construction and modern methods of reconstruc-

tion ; and no student could ask for a better chance of entertainment

or instruction than to come under the courteous guidance of Mr.
Irvine (Mr. Pearson's clerk-of-the-works, and, if I mistake not, the

same who in former years labored under Sir Gilbert Scott, and is

well-known by the new lights his patient and intelligent observations

have enabled him to throw upon the history of several important
structures, and especially of the cathedral church at Wells). A clear

explanation of the task now in hand was the least part of one's

gain. The best part came when one passed with him from point to

point of the mighty church, and received an object-lesson with regard
to its fabric and its history, far more detailed, more exact, more
lucid and unforgettable than could ever be gathered from printed

pages. Indeed one had cause to be content that just this time and
not another had seen one's visit to Peterborough.

I need hardly explain that after much discussion it was decided to

rebuild the fourteenth-century tower practically as it had stood, and
not to replace it with a more or less imaginative nineteenth-century
imitation of its Norman predecessor. Certain minor points were still

unsettled at the time of my visit: for example, whether or no there

should be introduced above the Norman arches, to the north and

south, an arcading of like style, for which good authority could be

traced, I believe, in the more ancient parts of the fabric itself. But
in general the tower is rebuilding in the old (that is to say, the

newer fourteenth-century) way, and as far as practicable with the old

stones each in its old station, only such alterations and substitutions

being made as are essential to constructive excellence. The piles of

carefully grouped and numbered stones which crowd the floor and
the churchyard, and the re-erected walls as far as they have pro-

gressed, alike tell of the conscientious effort to rebuild, and not

merely to " restore." The great angle piers were taken down

entirely and the new foundations sunk to the rock itself below. This
revealed itself sooner than had been looked for, at a depth of about
ten feet beneath the floor, and, contrary to the architect's anticipa-
tions, no pumping was found necessary.
The beginning of August saw the great piers again in place, and,

above them, the great arches also in place and freed of their center-

ing the Norman arches to the nortii and south, and to the east and
west those pointed ones which for a time had seemed likely to get no
such new lease of life. The obligation to rebuild has, I say, been

conscientiously respected, yet not in a foolishly slavish way. Larger
bonding-stones are inserted here and there among the small stones

which alone made up the walls, and a more interesting alteration is to

be noted in the great Roman arches. The old voussoirs were of like

size throughout and small, one for one to each chevron of the intrados

moulding. Now the lower voussoirs on either hand up to the actual

starting of the curve (for the arches are stilted) have been replaced
by others, fewer and larger, with horizontal instead of the old
inclined beds.

It was interesting to examine the old lantern-ribs which were in

process of repair, and to find how nearly perfect they were after

their five hundred years of service. Even where their surface looked
most spongy the damage was often but skin-deep, and a couple of

shallow clappings showed the wood as solid as new. The patches
are but small and usually but superficial, by the aid of which we are

promised they will stand for four or five centuries to come. And
almost as much may be said of the beams and joists of the transept
ceilings, which are older still. Their early twelfth-century origin is

well authenticated, and the flat boarding beneath them had been sup-

posed to be of quite equal antiquity. Its Well-preserved, lozenge-

patterned, painted decoration is of Norman design, and it had never

been disturbed, as had the similar ceiling of the nave, which was
canted when the pointed arch was introduced to support the four-

ti-riiili-ri'iitiii-v tower. But discoveries may be expected when a flood

of light is poured into dark and secret places. As I stood on the

last-laid course of stone above the southern tower-arch, the south

transept ceiling could be examined at close quarters from above, and
even an unpractised eye could see what the architect pointed out:

traces, both on the great transverse beams and on the smaller
joistti,

which proved that, great as is its age, the present boarding hail been

preceded by another, laid not below but iili,in- the framework. The

ceiling must perforce come down for repairs, and it is possible that

traces of the veritable first painting may then be found on the under
surfaces of beams and joists.
Nor is this the only discovery that the restorers have made.

Beneath the crossing they have come upon a narrow passage leading
to a small chamber, which, it is guessed, was used in the earlier days
of the church, for the safe-keeping of the altar valuables; and upon
another cavity which seems to have been a portion of the Saxon

church, perhaps of its crypt. But a systematic excavation has not

yet been made, and all such opinions are but guesses for the moment.
Beneath the flooring, or built into the pier foundations, were found a

number of interesting sculptured fragments of various kinds and
dates. I noted especially a small sepulchral slab, apparently ante-

Norman, decorated with scrolls and a
curiously-complex cross, imi-

tated, perchance, from an embroidered pall; a small capital, quite
Classic in feeling, which had been hollowed out to form a rest for the

head of an entombed body ;
and a large bit of indisputably Classic

workmanship. This had been the drum of an attached column, and
was ornamented with upright sprays of leafage. Its origin may easily
be guessed, for at Castor, four miles to the west of Peterborough,

may still be traced the remains of a Roman station. Most curious of

all, however, was a discovery made, not beneath the ground, but

high above it. Two of the stones which formed the plain, cushion-

shaped capital of the great southeast pier, showed by the fashioning
of their inner ends that, in a reverse position, they had done similar

service in an earlier work. Since they had thus twice been put to

use, and since, moreover, the hidden carving was of great intrinsic

interest, I think even the most rigid advocate of rebuilding will agree
that it was wise to preserve them as fragments and cut others to fill

their place. One, which was mutilated, showed remains of figures,
and the other, in better preservation, a sort of honeysuckle design,

beautifully executed and distinctly Classic in feeling. The first (and
much more ornamental) service of these twice-utilized stones was
doubtless in Ernulph's church, destroyed by fire in the year 1116,
and replaced by the structure of which such large portions remain to

the present day. Built into the south-eastern angle of the chancel of

the charming and charmingly-iituated little (partly Norman) church
at Fletton, a couple of miles away, are fragments of sculpture which

plainly were adapted to, not created for, their position. Upon some
of them the traces of fire are very apparent, and it is a matter of

record, moreover, that they were brought from the ruins of the

burned church of Peterborough, They may be compared with the

newly-discovered capital-stones to prove the origin of these. And
the evidence of all is interesting fts a proof that priority of date did
not always denote greater simplicity of decoration.

I need hardly refer to what has been enlarged upon so often with

Peterborough as a text: the bad methods of construction sometime*
used in ages which it is the custom to hold up as impeccable models
to our own degenerate times. But to see such things is to realize

them, and to realize them is to marvel, not that portions of the church
have so long been decrepit, but that much of it should have survived
at all. For example, where certain small repairs were in process of

execution on the choir piers, and the thickness of their casing was

consequently revealed, it appeared like a mere skin : eleven inches of

good stone around a huge bulk of carelessly filled-in stuff, "some-
times better in character," as my guide averred,

" and sometimes
worse, but always bad enough;" and, he added, "(he merit of con-

tinued existence has been due solely to the extraordinary excellence

of the Barnack stone, which is quite unrivalled in its ability to stand
a twisting strain. And yet in justice we should remember that the

draining of the fen-country has put the structure through an unwont-

edly severe experience, for as the ground has dried, so it has consoli-

dated and settled. Especially has the south transept been pulled
about, owing to the slope of the ground beyond it, and it will probably
have to be underpinned ere long.
Nor is it only in Peterborough's Norman work that defective con-

struction shows itself. The famous great west porch is in a visibly
dislocated condition the north wall bulging, the north arch frac-

tured, and the whole of the upper part braced and tied together
and the parvise which fills in the lower part of the central arch is

believed to have been built as a necessary buttress, and this as early
as 1370 but a century and a half after the erection of the front.

Which off-told tale I should not here repeat were it not that there

has been much discussion of late with regard to the alleged danger-
ous condition of the front and the necessity that it too should be taken
down and put up afresh, Should this eventually be done it seems as

though there could be no opening for doubt that the strictest im-ilmd

of rehuitding would in this instance alone be advocated. Yet, when
one knows what arbitrary excisions have been made from the fabric
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of other English churches not so very many years ago, one would hardly
be surprised did certain so-called purists clamor for the destruction

of the fourteenth-century parvise in the central archway. The best

thing to hope is that it may be many a long year before any one

need tamper with what is perhaps the most splendid and imposing

piece of pointed work in England though by no means the purest,
the most rational or the most in harmony with the size and the ex-

pression of adjacent parts.
It is not settled as yet whether the choir of the cathedral shall be

left with its existent fittings, or shall be furnished anew. If as so

often in other churches it were a question between fine and time-

consecrated though
"
inappropriate

" Renaissance fittings, and "
ap-

propriate
"
nineteenth-century-mediseval substitutions, one would cer-

tainly desire no change. But what now exist at Peterborough are

elaborate, obtrusive and very hideous Gothic performances of the

first part of our century, and upon these the work of to-day might
well be an improvement.
Such stories have often been told of somewhat earlier days than

ours, but 1 am tempted to tell one which shows that the " restorer
"

has not altogether ceased from foolish and wanton destruction. In

Gloucester Cathedral a few weeks ago, I saw on the floor of one of

the triforium chapels of the choir, a charmingly proportioned and

delicately-carved Corinthian column of oak, with a few smaller frag-

ments all apparently the relics of what had once been a choir screen.

Such they were in truth relics of the organ screen removed in 1823,

(replaced by a hideous heavy pseudo-Gothic structure which still

stands,) and set up in the church at Cheltenham a few miles away.
But this last in its turn recently came under the restorer's care, and

the beautiful Renaissance work was once more ousted from its place.

It was given back to its former donors, the Chapter of Gloucester,

and as there was no particular use for it, it was destroyed, with the

exception of the few pieces I saw. These were preserved as "
relics,"

but they are witnesses also, and the Chapter would have done better

for itself had it made firewood of them as well. It is a pity they did

not turn a penny (more or less honest according to the view one takes

of their responsibilities) by selling it to some trans-Atlantic amateur.

The fact* I repeat as the verger told them, and I suppose he was not

misrepresenting his betters.

Speaking of the sculptures from the burned church at Peterbor-

ough reminds me to note for the benefit of future travellers a certain

treasure at Durham which those pressed for time might easily miss

seeing. Durham is exceptionally fortunate in that the Rev. Canon

who fills the office of librarian to the Chapter is a wise and enthusi-

astic archaeologist is, indeed, a recognized authority in the highest
rank of English antiquaries. His tender care of the great treasures

in the library proper, his discovery of the long-forgotten tombs of

Ralph Flarnbard and his brother bishops, his rarely excellent hand-

book to the cathedral church itself, the zeal and knowledge with

which he seems to
inspire

all those who hold even the humblest office

within its walls to tell of all these would be far too long a chapter
I mean but to note a collection of sculptured stones (chiefly if not

wholly sepulchral in origin) which Canon Greenwell has collected

from various spots in the north (many of them from Hexham), and

assembled at one end of the huge and splendid apartment that was

once the dormitory, and is now the larger library. Though these

monuments are evidently ante-Norman in date, they are of high in-

trinsic beauty, and from the nature and variety of their decorative

patterns of the greatest historic value. Sometimes the stone shows

one of those braided, interlaced or spiral patterns which have vari-

ously been called Saxon, Scandinavian, Celtic,
" Runic

;

" which M.

Viollut-le-Duc names Indo-European as having been the common

possession of their ancestors ere Celt and Saxon were differentiated

from one another ;
but which we might well consent to call Irish, as

they reached their highest development, received their most artistic

and finished expression in Irish MSS. of that early time, when Brit-

ish culture had its centre to the west and not to the east of St.

George's Channel. l The ornamentation of other stones is Roman-

esquei but more analogous in feeling and motive to the types of Cen-

tral Europe than to those which most commonly developed under the

Norman chisel. And still other monuments show motives which are

distinctly Classical in certain cases I may say purely Classical, and

use the word in both its meanings. These last seemed to me the most

interesting of all, as proving how deep a root the Classic influence

had struck in the farthest north, and how long it survived the intro-

duction of alien tendencies. For that all these varieties of decora-

tion flourished together is shown by their occasional juxtaposition on

one and the same monument. The Classic survivals resemble, of

course, those which in France are called Gallo-Roman ; but, so far

as my memory serves me for comparison, they are unusually good
firmer and more spirited in design than Gallo-Roman work is apt to

be, sharper, more vigorous, more vital in execution. The rendering
of Indo-European designs would tend, one may believe, to prevent
the sculptor from falling into that soft, loose, characterless way of

working which was so wide-spread before the renaissance of Classic

art in its imported, eastern Romanesque development.
None of these sculptures in the Durham library have as yet been

photographed, and I think a draughtsman would do good service who
would reproduce them in sufficient number to show their varieties of

style, and the way in which these varieties are sometimes associated

together. At all events I advise every student-tourist to get the li-

i As may be seen in some peculiarly splendid MSS. in tbe cathedral library.

brarian's readily-accorded permission to see them. And I advise him
also whatever may have been his previous experience of the Eng-
lish verger, whatever he may have lacked or suffered at his hands

not to fail to make friends with Mr. Wetherell, the head-verger at

Durham. His peripatetic expositions are very different from the

ludicrous parodies of information one is too often absolutely com-

pelled to listen to in other places. He is as intelligent in his ideas

as he is well-up in his facts and lucid in his explanation of the one
and the other. It is a pleasure to be able to note one great English
church where the official guardian is equal to his duties, and where
an admirable historical hand-book may be had for the shilling more

commonly expended on gushing trash.

At Peterborough, too, I may add, there is a good hand-book to be

had, written by a Mr. Craddock. It is a long way off from being as

good as Canon Greenwell's of Durham, in so far as its architectural

portion is concerned. But its purely historical chapters are as full

and valuable as one could wish. Every visitor should by all means
follow its advice and have a look at Castor, four miles away not

for the sake of its scanty Roman remains, but for the sake of its

beautiful, cruciform parish church. The Norman tower over the

crossing is intact, and it has many other admirable and unusual fea-

tures. Whether or no (as Mr. Paley suggests in his remarks on Pe-

terborough Cathedral) this tower preserves for us the likeness of the

Norman tower which once stood on the greater church, it is an ex-

tremely beautiful piece of work far more beautiful, it seemed to me,
than the tower of Norwich Cathedral, because its arcaded ornamen-
tation is more structural, more architectural in feeling than the pan-
elling with which Norwich is adorned.

M. G. VAN RENSSELAER.

TOMMASI-CRUDELI ON MALARIOUS COUNTRIES, AND
THEIR RECLAMATION.2

DISMISSING
from scientific

terminology the words " marsh
miasm " and " marsh soil," and

replacing them by "malaria" and
" malarious soil," the author traces

the fever-poison thus indicated to
" an agent which can infect the soil

of any country, however that soil

may differ from other soils in hydro-

graphical and topographical condi-

tions and geological composition."
This agent is a living organism

inferred to exist long before micro-

scopy. That its character should
remain uniform in soils the most
diverse proves that it cannot result

from the chemical reaction of these

soils. This persistent uniformity is easily understood on the admis-

sion that malaria is due to a fermentative organism which finds con-

ditions favorable to its life, and its multiplication in soils the most

various, as is the case with thousands of other organisms much higher
than the rudimentary vegetations which constitute living ferments.

The increasing intensity of the poison in malarious soils abandoned
to themselves is especially demonstrable in Italy. Etruscan and
Latin cities Rome herself arose in malarious regions, and they
flourished mainly on account of the soil reclamation, which in the

course of centuries diminished the production of the poison, without,

however, succeeding in wholly suppressing it. The abandonment of

the reclaiming processes led to the redevelopment of the poison
first during the Roman domination in the conquered and devastated

Etruria, afterward in Rome herself on the fall of the empire, and

finally in Southern Italy. This redevelopment of malaria in the Ro-
man Campagna has been witnessed in times not very remote from

ours, localities where it was possible to enjoy summer residence (vil-

leggiatura) having at that season become uninhabitable. In these

localities the physical conditions of the soil have not varied for cen-

turies
; how, then, can the enormous increase of malaria be due to

progressive alteration in the chemical constitution of the soil itself ?

Admit that malaria consists in a living organism whose successive

generations infect to an ever-increasing extent the soil which contains

it, and the explanation is easy.

Again, in regard to the malarious contents of the atmosphere. If

the malarious ferment (fermento malarico) were composed of gaseous
emanations from the soil, or of a chemical ferment formed in the soil

and raised into the air together with watery vapor, the malarious

contents of the atmosphere ought to reach their maximum in those

hours when the soil is most warmed by the sun's rays, and in which
the evaporation of the water it contains, and the chemical processes

occurring within it are at their greatest intensity. But it is not so.

The malarious contents of the local atmosphere are less in the noon-

day hours than at the beginning and close of the day that is, after

sunrise and, above all, after sunset. Now, it is exactly at these two

periods of the day that the difference between the temperature of the

lower strata of the atmosphere, and the temperature of the surface of

the soil is greatest, and that the currents of air which ascend verti-

cally from the soil into the upper atmosphere are at their strongest.

Abstract, by the Lancet, from an article published ill the Nuova Antologia.
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Admitting that the malaria is formed of solid particles of low specific

gravity (such as are the germs of the inferior vegetations), we see

at once how it ought to accumulate in the lower strata of the atmos-

phere, especially in those two periods of the day.
The tendency amon<; investigators has always been to attribute this

specific poisoning of the air to a living organism which multiplies in

the soil; but, unfortunately, the "
palustrat prejudice," as Dr. Toin-

masi-Crudeli calls it, has led them to examine only the lower organ-
isms which haunt marshes. In 1879 the author, in conjunction with

Dr. Klebs, discovered the cause of malaria in a "schizomyces bacil-

laris," ancl recently Drs. Marchiafava and Celli have demonstrated

that this parasite attacks directly the globules of the blood and de-

stroys them after having determined in them a series of characteris-

tic alterations, which indicate quite certainly the existence of a ma-

larious infection. "Many observations," says the author, "just

completed in Rome, would tend to demonstrate that this parasite does

not invariably assume the bacillary form described by Klebs and

myself ; but this purely morphological question need not concern the

practical hygienist. For him it is essential to know that he has to

deal with a living ferment which can flourish in soils the most diverse

in composition, and without the presence of which neither marshes

nor pools of putrescent water are capable of producing malaria."

Having incidentally shown that soils may contain this parasite in

an inert state and not produce malaria till the circumstances favora-

ble to its activity have arisen, Dr. Tommasi-Crudeli proceeds to dem-
onstrate that among the conditions which assist the development of

the malarious ferment contained in the soil and the excessive air ac-

cumulation of that ferment in the air, there are three of primary im-

portance, as their concurrence is indispensable to the production of

malaria. These are (1), a temperature not lower than 20 Centi-

grade [68 F.] ; (2), a moderate degree of permanent humidity in the

malarious soil
; and (3), the direct action of the oxygen of the air on

the strata of the soil which contains the ferment. If one only of these

three conditions be wanting, the development of malaria becomes

impossible. Now, this is an important point in the natural history
of malaria, as giving us the key to the chief part of the soil reclama-

tion attempted by man.

First, let us take Nature's amelioration of the malarious countries,

suspending as she does for a longer or shorter time the production of

malaria. Winter, for example, causes in alt these countries a purely
thermic amelioration that is, it suspends the production of malaria

simply by making the temperature fall below the minimum required
for the development of the poison. In fact, there are often, even in

winter, sudden outbreaks of malaria when a sirocco wind raises the

temperature above this minimum. Again, during a very warm and

dry summer, malaria is not developed, because the sun's rays have
exhausted the humidity of the soil, so producing a purely hydraulic
amelioration, which, as in the Roman Campagna in 1881-82, may last

for a considerable time
; easily to be dissipated, however, by one

steady shower. Finally, there may occur in nature purely atmos-

pheric ameliorations, when the surface of the malarious soil is with-

drawn from the direct action of the oxygen of the air by means of

natural earth-coverings formed by alluvial deposits of healthy soil,

or by means of the " earth-felt
"
wrought up from the soil by the

roots of herbage in a natural meadow.
In their various attempts to suspend the development of malaria

from the soil, men have tried to imitate Nature to eliminate, that

is to say, one of the three conditions indispensable to the multiplica-
tion of the specific ferment contained in that soil. Naturally
enough, they have never attempted thermic ameliorations, such as

Nature effects in winter, because it is not in their power to control

the sun's rays. They have had to restrict their efforts to either

hydraulic or
atmospheric ameliorations; but sometimes they have

succeeded in happily combining the one and the other, that is, in

eliminating at once the humidity of the soil and the direct action of

the oxygen of the air upon it.

Hydraulic amelioration has assumed many forms, according to the

nature and site of the malarious soil. Drainage, in which the ancient

Romans excelled us, has been practised in Italy, both in deep and
friable soils and in subsoils compact and almost impermeable, in

which latter the " cunicular
"

drains of the Etruscans, Latins, Vol-

scians and Romans might even nowadays be studied with advantage.
Sometimes a twofold drainage of the upper, as well as the under

aspect of the soil may be practised ; that is, draining the subsoil and

increasing the evaporation of the surface water. The cutting down
of forests in malarious countries has often proved an excellent means
of amelioration

; because, by removing every obstacle to the direct

action of the sun's rays on the surface of the soil, its humidity during
the warm season is sometimes entirely exhausted. In spite of univer-

sal experience of this fact, a school originating with the great Roman
physician, Lancisi, has sustained the contrary, counseling the mainte-
nance and even the extension of forests in malarious countries. Lan-
cisi was completely possessed with the "

palustral prejudice,"
and

believed that the malaria generated in the Pontine Marshes, and

attacking such townships as Cisterna, was intercepted, if only par-

tially, by the forests between, and he therefore opposed the cutting-
down of the trees, and recommended increased planting. He did not

know that the malaria was already in the soil and covered by the
forest in question. Some thirty years ago the Cactani family, to

whom Cisterna belongs, cut down the forest, and twenty years there-

after Dr. Tommasi-Crudeli was able to show that the health of the

neighborhood had greatly improved in consequence. A commission

appointed by the Minister of Agriculture investigated the whole sub-

ject of the coexistence of woods with malaria, and in its report issued

in 1884 completely disproved the theory of Lancisi and confirmed
that of Dr. Tommasi-Crudelit

Absorbent plants have been suggested and used as a means of

drawing humidity from the soil, not without success in certain coun-

tries really malarious. The prejudice that the malaria is due to the

putrescent decompositions of the soil has, in Italy, led to the choicu
of the Eucalyptus qlobnlus

as the tree best Adapted to combat the

poison, the idea being that the eucalyptus, which grows very rapidly,
dries the humid earth, and at the same time by the aroma of its leaves

destroys the so-called miasmata. No genuine instance of the eucalyp-
tus having succeeded in its allotted task is yet known to Dr. Tom-
masi-Crudeli, though he does not say that its success is impossible.
Had its Italian patrons studied its action in iU native Australia,
where it flourishes much better than in Italy, they would have known
that there are eucalyptus forests in those latitudes where malaria is

very prevalent, as has been shown by Professor Liversidge, of the

University of Sydney. The cultivation of the tree at the 1're Fon-

tane, near Rome, which it was thought would prove entirely success-

ful in combating the local malaria, disappointed expectations, for in

1882 that hamlet was the scene of a severe outbreak of the fever,
while the rest of the Campagna was unusually exempt from it. The
eucalyptus, in fact, is a capricious tree in European soil ; while in

full leaf, during the winter, it is often killed by nocturnal frost, and
even by the late frosts of spring, to say nothing of humid cold and
other adverse influences not yet formulated by the botanist; again,
when the winters are mild and the soil deep, it often shoots up
rapidly, only to be snapped asunder by winds of moderate strength.

Eucalyptus plantations, moreover, are very costly. If the ground is

watery it has to be drained, otherwise the roots rot ; if the ground is

heavy, trenches must be dug in it to make room for the long roots of

the trees, and often these trenches have to be drained, as is done in

the case of olives, in order to prevent the filtration water from stag-

nating and the roots from rotting. Hydraulic amelioration must
have recourse to means less uncertain ; and should the conditions of

any locality counsel a trial of an absorbent plantation, it should be
done with trees of our own hemisphere. The expense is smaller,
and the trees are sure not to die.

At best, hydraulic amelioration is never certain, because the slight

humidity of the soil necessary to develop malaria may easily be
restored to it, even during the warm season. Combination of atmos-

pheric with hydraulic amelioration has therefore been tried : to with-

draw, that is to say, the humidity from the soil, while at the same
time preventing the direct contact of the air with its malarious
strata. Leaving the soil with layers of sound earth spread over it

either alluvially or by the hand of man, and also draining the soil

itself, was last year, at the instance of Dr. Tommasi-Crudeli, prac-
tised on the grounds of the Janiculan Hill, near the Palazzo Salviati,
in the Lungara. The entire area, having been thoroughly well
drained and then covered with a dense coating of meadow soil in all

those places which could not be paved with street rubble, has since
remained without a single case of fever in the numerous personnel of

the Military College occupying the Palazzo Salviati, while in the
Palazzo Corsini, on the same side of the Lungara, but looking on the

grounds of the Janiculum which are still exposed to the air and sun,
there have within tUe same period been not a few cases of fever,
some of them fatal.

THE TAY VIADUCT.

>-Wt|WIlH^g?yS^r-7J /
*
T the recent meeting of the
British Association Mr. Craw-
ford Barlow read a paper on

the Tay Viaduct, which is being
constructed at the side of, and
63 feet distant from, the Tay
Bridge, which was destroyed in

December, 1879. Its total length
is 3,600 yards; the number of

spans is 85, varying from 50 feet
to 230 feet in length; the greatest
height of rails above high water if

83 feet, and at the navigable channel in the middle of the river there
is a clear headway of 77 feet for shipping.
The southern or Fife end of the viaduct consists of four arches of

50 feet spans with their abutment* and piers, all built of brick. In

plan this arching is wider at the southern than at the northern end,
to accommodate a junction of the Newport branch with the main
line.

The northern or Dundee end consists of seven spans over the Dun-
dee esplanade and its proposed extension, the first two spans of

which are wroujjht-iron skew-arches, to suit the direction of the
intended esplanade, and the remaining are girders on brick piers and
cast-iron columns.
The central portion of the viaduct, over the tidal water, has 74

spans, consisting of wrought-irou girders resting on piers. The
cylinder foundations of the piers are constructed of wronght-iron
caissons, with the exception of a few which are of cast-iron, up to
low-water level, lined with brickwork and filled with concrete, above
which is a brick shaft also filled with concrete ; the diameter of their

bases varies from ten feet to twenty-three feet, according to the
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spans. Except in a few cases where rock is met with, the cylinders
are sunk to a depth between twenty feet and thirty feet below the

bed of the river, so as to be out of reach of the scouring action of the

tide
;
and before building the upper part they are tested with a

weight of thirty-three per cent more than the maximum load which
can come upon them. At the top of the cylinders and above high
water is a strong connecting piece, eight feet high, and nearly as

wide as the diameter of the cylinders, constructed of cast-iron gird-

ers, wrought-iron ties, brickwork and concrete. Above this is the

wrought-iron superstructure or shaft of the piers, consisting of two

octagonal shafts rising from each cylinder, and attached to the same

by long bolts; these shafts are joined together near the top of the

pier by a semicircular arch forming at the top one structure. The
whole is constructed of wrought-iron plates riveted together, with

channel, tee and angle irons.

The dimensions of the girders are very various and are as follows :

11 spans with 245 feet girders.
2

1

13
21

1

24
1

227
162

145
129
113
71

56

The thirteen large spans are near the middle of the river
;
each of

these consists of a pair of hog-backed girders, the rails being laid

between and at the bottom of them. The rest of the spans, twenty-
four on the south side and thirty-seven on the north side, are con-

structed with four rectangular girders (the outer ones being the

girders of the old bridge) on the top of which the rails are laid.

The flooring is corrugated in form throughout, and on each side of

the viaduct is a wrought-iron lattice-work parapet, five feet high
above rail level.

The Act of Parliament authorizing this undertaking was obtained
in 1881, and the works were commenced in 1882.

The present state of the work is as follows :

The southern and northern ends are completed to the level of the

railway, and at the central portion, or viaduct proper, fifty-eight piers
have their cylinders sunk, twenty-nine piers have their wrought-iron
shafts erected, and ten spans have the girders in position and are

completed to the railway level. The girders and flooring for each of

the thirteen large spans are being built entire on a staging at the

south end of the viaduct, and arrangements are being made by
which they will be floated out and placed in position on the cylinders,
and then raised hydraulically to their proper position, the wrought-
iron shafts of the piers being built up at the same time.

All the wrought-iron and steel required for the work is carefully

tested, the tests being that the wrought-iron must be capable of bear-

ing a tensile strain of twenty-two tons per square inch, with an
extension of 6.25 per cent in a length of eight inches, and the steel

twenty-seven tons per square inch, with an extension of 15 per cent.

In carrying this work into execution a great amount of plant has

been required, and a number. of ingenious machines and clever con-

trivances for the better execution of the work and the saving of

labor have been devised and brought into operation by the contrac-

tors, Messrs. Wm. Arrol & Co.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cos/.]

SECULAR TOWERS, MODERN.

THE PULPIT IN THE CATHEDRAL, SIENA, ITALY.

INTERIOR OF THE BAPTISTERY, PISA, ITALY.

NOTE. During the temporary absence of the editor a printer's
blunder placed in this column in our issue for October 3, a para-

graph, intended for Notes and Clippings, which recounted cer-

tain amusing fancies concerning Brumidi's decorations at the Capitol.

Many demands having been made on us for the supposedly missing
illustration it seems necessary to make this explanation.

THREATENED ABOLITION OP THE WASH-HOUSES ON THE SEINE. The
floating wash-houses, which form a striking feature in the panorama of

the Seine in its course through Paris are menaced with suppression.
The city engineers have demanded their removal, and the proposal is

now under the consideration of a commission appointed by the prefect.
The motive for the demand is the increasing traffic on the river. So
long as the only navigation consisted of a few lighters, towed along the

chain laid down in the channel, the wash-houses were no obstruction
;

but now that Paris has become a large trading port, the quays receiv-

ing seven hundred thousand tons of merchandise annually, the seventy
wash-house boats moored along the banks form serious obstacles to the

traffic, which has increased enormously during the last fifteen years by
the running of passenger steamers, to the number of which will shortly
be added those of a new company. Another objection a hygienic one

is that the stream is polluted by the foul linen washed in the river

above the point where the water is pumped at Passy for the public res-

ervoirs, from which it is distributed to the houses for consumption.
Exchange.

p

CIRCULAR HOSPITAL WARDS. 1

HE proposition for con-

structing hospital sick-

wards upon what is

known as the " Circular Sys-
tem," was first made in Eng-
land during the latter part
of 1878, about the same time
tl.at the foundation stone was

being laid in Belgium of a hos-

pital intended to be built upon
this principle.
The design for this build-

ing, the Antwerp Civil Hos-

pital, having received the ap-

proval of the Communal Ad-
ministration of the town was
referred to the consideration
of the Council of Public Hy-
giene at Brussels, but this

body strongly condemned the

erection of circular wards

upon grounds which, now the

building is erected, would ap-

pear to have been correct.

Nevertheless, the work was

proceeded with, and the

building is now opened, and

may be inspected by those in-

terested in the question.
No other Continental na-

tion has, to my knowledge,
considered this new system
worthy of imitation, but in

England many similar hospi-
tals have been erected, and it

is, I believe, in contemplation
to erect others.

There is something very
fascinating about the concep-
tion of a circular ward, and

superficial consideration of

the question would lead to a
belief in the soundness of the arguments advanced in favor of the

system ; indeed, I was myself disposed, before critically examining
the matter, to allow that this adoption might possibly be productive
of some, if not all, the benefits promised by its. advocates. This illu-

sion was, however, dispelled when lately I had occasion to study the

(juestion in all its aspects for the purposes of a report to a public

body prepared to erect this class of wards upon my recommendation,
and I propose now to show the reasons that led me to the conclusion
that parallelogram-shaped sick-wards are in every respect much more
economical both in first cost and in management, and that no advan-

tage is to be attained by the increased outlay consequent upon the

erection of wards of circular shape.

My present remarks will be confined to a consideration of the erec-

tion of wards for general hospitals, and I do not propose in this paper
to deal with the question in its application

to fever or other wards
for special cases. Nevertheless, I am equally convinced that the cir-

cular system as now advocated is wrong in any kind of hospital build-

ing, whatever be its special use or locality ;
but to deal with the

question in its application to other than ordinary hospitals would in-

volve considerations which the time at my disposal on this occasion

will not allow of being entered into.

It will be well to consider what are the conditions necessary to be
observed in the planning and construction of general hospital wards.

First as to the number of patients. I have the authority of Miss

Nightingale, and of many hospital superintendents, for stating it to

be essential that, besides the ordinary nurses and attendants, every
ward should have the constant presence of one head-nurse in the day
time and of one nurse at night time, and that those head and night
nurses could each properly overlook forty patients as a maximum

;
but

taking into consideration all the essentials for proper discipline and

facility of administration, the number of patients in any one ward
should not exceed thirty-two or be less than twenty ; also, that in all

cases one or at most two separation-wards, each for^the accommoda-
tion of one or at most two patients, should be attached to the large
ward, but not so as to communicate with it directly. All the wards

should, however, adjoin the rooms occupied by the nurse having
charge of the patients contained in them.

Except
in the case of separation-wards, wards of small size are

decidedly objectionable, because they are (says Miss Nightingale)
" unfavorable to discipline, inasmuch as a small number, when placed
together in the same ward more readily associate together for any
breach of discipline than a larger number." 2 And it is also pointed
out by her that one head-nurse, or one night-nurse, could not so effi-

ciently superintend and overlook a number of small wards as one large
one.

1 A paper by Mr. H. Saxon Snell, F. R. I. B. A., read at the Congress of the

Sanitary Institute of Great Britain, held at Leicester, and published in the
Builder.

2 " A'oie* on Jfospitals," by Florence Nightingale, 1863.
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Each large sick-ward, whether it contains ten or thirty patients,
must have attached to it at least two water-closets, and a slop-sink,

separated by cross-ventilated lobbies. A bath-room should also ad-

join each large ward. It is therefore clear that the fewer the patients
in each wxrd the larger will be the total number of nurses required
in the establishment, and the greater will be the multiplicity of nurses'

rooms, water-closets, slop-sinks, bath-rooms, and other sanitary olRces.

Suppose a hospital, to be designed for the reception of 576 patients,
540 of whom are to be placed in eighteen parallelogram-shaped wards

containing thirty each, and the remaining thirty-six in smaller and

adjoining separation-wards. If the buildings are three stories in

height there would be six pavilions, but if, as I shall show, twenty-
two patients only can be placed in the large wards because they are

of circular shape, then eight pavilions would be required instead of

six, and twenty-four wards instead of eighteen. In both cases these

wards and pavilions are assumed to be of the same size.

It has been shown that the services of one head and one night
nurse must be provided for each large ward, and it therefore follows

that the adoption of this circular plan would involve the additional

cost of twelve nurses for the six extra wards.

The two extra pavilions containing these six wards would also ne-

cessitate the additional services of one scrubber and one porter for

carrying coals and meals, and attending the Ares, furnaces, etc., and
the salaries, uniforms, and maintenance of these fourteen additional

officers cannot be put at less on the average than 50 a year each,
or a total of 700.

The additional cost of fuel for the warming and hot-water supply
to these two extra pavilions may be put at a minimum sum of 200

per annum, and the outlay for soap, soda, etc., for cleaning, and the

periodical white-washing, painting and repair cannot be put at a less

sum than 100 per annum. Therefore, the total additional estab-

lishment charges consequent upon the adoption of the circular system
would be 1,000 as follows, viz.

,

12 extra nurses
j

scrubber
|
at 50 per annum each 700

1 "
porter )

Extra fuel 20000
Soap, soda, eto., and repairs 100

Total 1.000

This sum capitalized at three per cent (thirty-three years' pur-

chase) would amount to 33,000, and this represents the additional

eostpf maintaining the 576 patients supposed to be housed in wards

designed upon the circular system.
Tun additional cost per 1,000 patients would be 57,392, and this

cannot be considered a large estimate, seeing that Miss Nightingale
in her work on hospitals shows that where nine patients only are con-

tained in a ward as against thirty-two patients in a ward, the addi-

tional capitalized outlay for nursing only, would be 196,775.

Now, as to the relative cost of erecting the buildings a question in-

volving primarily a consideration of the requisite sizes for the wards.

There must be much diversity of opinion amongst medical men
and other authorities upon this point if we are to judge from the di-

mensions of recently-constructed hospitals.

Captain Douglas Gallon considers that between 1,200 and 1,300
cubic feet of air-space per bed are all sufficient. Miss Florence Night-

ingale asks for from 1,200 feet to 1,500 feet. Dr. Parkes, speaking
of hospitals generally, says that the space should be from 1,500 feet

to 2,000 feet (the latter quantity referring, no doubt to fever, and the

former to general hospitals). Dr. de Chaumont in his report upon
the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital, shows upon mathematical bases,
that where good ventilation exists no advantage is gained by making
the air-space of large wards greater than 1,200 feet per patient.
The report of the committee appointed to consider the cubic space

of metropolitan work-houses anil infirmaries states that the cubic

space to be allotted to ordinary sick patients in large wards " should

not be less than 850 feet," but it is stipulated that no space above
the height of twelve feet from the lloor line shall be included in the

calculation. This committee consisted of the following eminent au-

thorities, viz.: Drs. Thomas Watson (chairman), Henry VV.

Acland, Francis Sibson, VV. O. Markham and John Randall, Captain

Douglas Galton, Messrs. Urudale Corbett (Local Government Board

Inspector), Timothy Holmes, F. R. C. S., and Charles Hawkins,
F. R. C. S.

In my own practice, I have erected four large parish infirmaries,

holding in the aggregate upwards of 2,500 ordinary sick patients,
with less than 950 cubic feet of space to each, and the medical offi-

cers of these establishments have* not found it necessary at any time
to order the removal of any of the beds (as was contemplated), should

one or more extraordinarily severe cases at any time be developed,
and seem to call for increased space.
The Moabit Hospital at Berlin gives a space of only 864 cubic

feet for each ordinary patient ;
but in this building one-fourth of the

cases treated are stated to be of an acutely infectious character,
1 and

we may presume that a larger space would be allotted for this class

, of patient. Yet the death-rate at this establishment, I am assured by
eminent men who have examined the returns, is not above the aver-

age of other German hospitals.
The proper size of hospital-wards is not, however, to be determined

by mere considerations of the greater or less quantity of air-space

requisite for the well-being of a patient, for Dr. de Chaumont, in his

report before referred to, has clearly shown that where, by good ven-

1 "Hospital Construction and Management." London, 1883.

tilation, a proper change of atmosphere is constantly effected, it mat-

ters not, within reasonable limits, what is the size of the ward. The

question must be decided
principally by consideration of floor-space,

and here, again, examples and opinions are sadly diverse.

The Moabit Hospital, and the four parish infirmaries previously
alluded to, contain about seventy superficial feet of floor-space per
ordinary patient, and this is the quantity recommended by the before-

mentioned committee of experts.

Captain Douglas Galton asks for from ninety feet to one hundred
and twelve feet, Miss Nightingale from one hundred feet to one hun-
dred and four feet, and Dr. Parkes and Dr. de Chaumont, from one
hundred feet to one hundred and twenty feet In each case these

authorities seem to determine their maximum and minimum by the

question of whether or no accommodation is to be provided around
the bed for students, i. e., whether the hospital is or is not to be de-

signed for a medical school.

The disposition of the superficial space determined upon, whatever
it may be, involves two important questions, viz., the width of the

ward, and the distance apart of the beds. Twenty-four feet is con-

ceded to be, for all purposes of administration, an all-sufficient width
for any hospital ward, and, inasmuch as it is of the highest import-
ance that each bed should have the largest possible space surround-

ing it, this width would, I apprehend, never be exceeded, were it not
for the desirability of reducing the length of a ward to within a limit

not. exceeding one hundred and twenty feet.

In parish infirmaries the prescribed distance apart of the beds, i.e.,

the bed-space, is six feet
;
but seven feet six inches or eight feet, is

the width more generally adopted ; and hence it comes about that the

breadth of the wards is necessarily increased in some buildings to as

much as thirty feet. And here I would point out that the advocates
of the circular-ward system invariably and wrongly use the term
"
wall-space

"
as synonymous with "

bed-space," or the distance apart
from centre to centre of the beds, and they often improperly calcu-
late this distance apart of the beds, by dividing the total length of

the circumference of the circle by the number of beds, and so arrive

at a deceptive result.

Take, for example, the description given in the Builder, of May
9th last, of " A projected Military Hospital," designed upon the cir-

cular system. It is there stated that the wards are each to be sixty-
six feet internal diameter, and that they are to hold twenty-six pa-
tients: thus (says the description) "each patient will have a wall-

space of eight feet."

As a matter of fact, if this military hospital is ever erected, and

twenty-six patients crowded into its wards, each will have a lineal

wall-space at the head of his bed of seven feet four inches, but the

corresponding distance at the bottom of the beds will be but six feet

three inches, that is to say, (the beds being three feet wide), the dis-

tance apart of them will be three feet three inches only ; and, there-

fore, if it is required to know what really will be the space given per
bed in this proposed hospital, as compared with the quadrangular
plan of ward, we must calculate the average distances apart as given
above the beds at the heads and at the feet, and then, instead of the
delusive eight feet of wall-space, we shall find that the actual bed-

space per patient in this proposed hospital would only be six feet nine-

and-one-half inches.

The above results would be arrived at by deducting six feet six

inches in width for each of the entrance lobbies, and then planning
out the feet of the beds at an equal distance apart, and radiating
them towards the centre of the circle.

Then, with regard to the height of hospital wards. It is only Pro-
fessor Chaumont who expresses any decided opinion on this point,
and the conclusion he arrives at, that twelve feet, or at most thirteen.

feet is all-sutficieat, has since been confirmed by the results of exper-
iments made by two eminent American physicians, Drs. Cowles and
Wood 3 who proved to their satisfaction that no benefit arises from

making wards higher than twelve feet. It is also, no doubt, upon
these conclusions that the recommendations of the cubic-space com-
mittee before referred to were based.

Most other authorities regard the question of height as quite sub-

sidiary to that of floor-space, as decided by considering the width of
the ward, and the distance apart from centre to centre of the beds.

I have been particular in citing the opinions of these great author-
ities as to the requisite dimensions of ordinary wants, because I am
about to show that it is practically impossible to design a circular hos-

pital ward within the limits they have laid down without causing a
useless multiplication of wards, ward officers, nurses and domestics,
resulting in an enormous and wasteful outlay, first in the erection of
the buildings, and for all time in the annual establishment charges;
and my argument would therefore admit of contention if it could be
shown that in the illustration I am about to give I exceeded these

limits, for it will be seen hereafter that the smaller we take the units
of space the greater will be the cost of the circular as compared with
the parallelogram-shaped ward

;
and I therefore propose to take for

illustration a ward of dimensions which shall approach as nearly as

possible, the quantities asked for by the before-mentioned experts.
A parallelogram-shaped ward containing thirty beds, and being

twenty-eight feet wide, one hundred and twenty feet long, and four-
teen feet high, will contain 1,568 cubic feet, and one hundred and
twelve feet of floor area per patient, whilst the bed-space will be

eight lineal feet per patient.

1 Keport of the State Board ol Health of Massachusetts, 1879.
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A circular ward of equal superficial floor space would be sixty-five
feet six inches in diameter, and if it is required (as for proper com-

parison it must be) to keep the beds tbe same distance apart as in

the parallelogram-shaped ward, this space would not contain so many
even as twenty-two beds. For, if we consider the feet of the beds

to be seven feet distant from the outer wall (six feet six inches for

the length of a bed, and six inches space between it and the wall),
and the width of the two lobbies as thirteen feet, we find that if there

are twenty-two bed* tire lateral distance from centre to centre of the

feet of each is six feet nine inches, and the corresponding distance

between the heads eight feet eight inches, thus giving an average dis-

tance of seven feet eight inches only as against the eight feet space
of the parallelogram-shaped ward. The result is that by the adop-
tion of the circular plan we should have a ward containing less bed-

space, and in round numbers respectively forty-one superficial, and
571 cubic feet per bed more than we started by admitting was neces-

sary for the healthy condition of patients.
The waste space in the cenlre of a circular ward amounts respec-

tively to 896 superficial and 12,553 cubic feet/

Various ingenious suggestions have been made for the disposal of

part of this space. One proposes to erect a staircase which, accord-

ing to his plan, would occupy 250 superficial feet out of the 895, and
at the Antwerp Hospital, a still less quantity is enclosed to form a

room (ostensibly, but never, I believe, in reality) for the use of a

nurse. But besides the practical inutility of adopting these expedi-
ents, it will be seen that any such obstruction would only augment
the difficulties of cross-ventilation already created by the necessity
of having the windows between sixty feet and seventy feet apart.

What, then, is to be done with this superfluous space? It has to

be built, to be kept clean, to be ventilated, to be heated ; but, worst

of all, it has to be paid for; and at what cost I will now consider.

The two additional pavilions previously shown to be necessary
would cost, including heating, lifts and gas-fittings, 26,800, and
the outlay for the additional accommodation of twelve nurses, includ-

ing furniture and accessories, would amount to about 700, or to-

gether to 27,500. It will be observed that I have not taken into

account the fact that the six remaining wards being built upon the

circular system must of necessity be of more costly construction than

if they were built upon the parallelogram principle.
The sum of 27,500 represents the additional cost of 576 beds,

and is at the rate of 47,743 per 1,000 patients. Adding to this the

capitalized cost of nursing these 1,000 patients, previously shown to

amount to 57,392, we find that if the circular system is to come into

vogue, we must be prepared for indulgence in the luxury (if it is one)
at the rate of 105,135, for every 1,000 patients.

Should it suggest itself to any one to inquire how a circular would

compare with a parallelogram-shaped ward if both were designed to

contain thirty beds, an average distance of eight feet apart, it would
be found that the circular ward must be eighty-seven feet aine inches

in diameter, and consequently the waste or unnecessary space in the

centre of it would amount to no less than 2,705 superficial feet.

Moreover, it would be evident that the height of such a ward must
be raised considerably if any sunlight at alt is to approach the cen-

tre of it, and supposing this additional height to be, say three feet,

the quantity of waste or unnecessary space in one ward alone would
amount to 64,180 cubic feet. But this is not all, for it would follow

that the adjoining offices, separation-wards, nurses' room, staircase,

etc., must also be raised.

It will hardly be necessary, I think, to trouble you with the figures
which would show the additional cost of this plan to be even greater
than has been proved to result from a comparison of two wards of

equal area, but with fewer beds in the one of circular shape. Neither

need I point out to you how much all the other difficulties in regard
to ventilation, lighting, heating, and want of cheerfulness would be

enhanced.
Advocates of the system, however, say,

" we have nothing to do
with the cost

;
what we desire is to erect that description of building,

whatever it may be, which best adapts itself to the cure of the pa-
tients to be contained in it

;

" and within reasonable limit this view

of the question is no doubt a right one.

But i have searched in vain tor any substantial arguments showing
that from this point of view the circular is any improvement upon
the parallelogram shape of ward, and I have little doubt that no such

arguments could exist unless it can be shown that in contravention

of Nature's laws air would as freely pass through a room from one

side to another when the windows are sixty feet or seventy feet

apart, as it would if those windows were from twenty-four feet to

thirty feet apart. It would also have to be demonstrated that, in de-

fiance of all mathematical rules, when the sun was shining, or the

wind blowing against the straight wall of a parallelogram-shaped
ward, less air and sun would penetrate through its window-openings
than would penetrate an equal number of window-openings of the

same size contained in the wall of a circular ward. And then, hav-

ing proved this anomaly, it would be necessary to define the process

by which as large a quantity of air and sun could be brought into

the circular ward through its twenty-two windows as could be brought
in through the thirty-four windows of the parallelogram-shaped ward.

This being made evident, the contention must be upheld that a

ward having the distance of its parts from the windows varying from
one foot to thirty-three feet, is as cheerful as one the parts of which

vary similarly from one foot to fourteen feet only. And it must be

shown that this cheerfulness will not be diminished by the height of

the circular ward being one-fifth only of its diameter, as compared
with the parallelogram-shaped ward, the height of which would be
one-half its width.

But, supposing all these difficulties to be surmounted, it will only
have been shown that, in the points referred to, the circular is as

a;ood as the parallelogram system, and then what is left to compen-
sate for the 105.000 outlay before referred to?

It cannot be contended that, for the purposes of a medical school,
where it is desirable the greatest space for students shall be given
round and about the patient, the constriction of the feet of the beds,

consequent upon their radiation towards the centre of the circle, is

an advantage. It cannot surely be argued that it is a desirable ar-

rangement to place a nurse (as at the Antwerp Hospital) in the cen-

tre of a sick ward, breathing all day its more or less foul atmosphere,
rather than that she should be assigned an adjoining room, having a
window through which she could overlook the patients. Neither can
it be said that, if this central space is occupied by a staircase, such

staircase would not be better placed (as in the parallelogram system)
away from the ward and adjoining and giving direct access to the

nurses' rooms, separation-wards, and other offices, and so avoiding
the necessity of all persons and tilings passing through and disturbing
the occupants of the large ward.
And if, then, these deviations from past practice cannot be shown

to be improvements, what is left for those who would still be admir-
ers of the new system to put forward as a claim for its superiority
over the old one ? I cannot say, neither can I imagine.

A STEEL STRONG-ROOM.

STEEL strong-
room, of very large
dimensions, and

having many important
features, has just been
constructed by Messrs.

Chubb & Sons, at their

works, Glengall Road,
Old Kent Road. The
strong-room is not only
the heaviest, in propor-
tion to its size, yet con-

structed here, but is

believed to have the
thickest walls of any
steel room of such a size

in use by British bankers. It has been made for a bank in Scotland,
and exhibits several new and important improvements in detail.

Having had an opportunity of inspecting the construction, we may
describe the strong-room as one of unusual size, measuring about fifty

feet in length, about fourteen feet in width, and of proportionate

height, with three projecting porches or vestibules of steel on one

side, between which the masonry of the wall will be built. Each of

these doorways, which measures seven feet by three feet four inches,

has a door seven inches thick, weighing about a ton and a half, hung
on a hardened steel pin, on which it turns. The door is compounded
of hard and mild steel plates, and is provided with Chubb's patent
"
diagonal bolts," which we have previously noticed in these pages,

and which bolts, fitted to safes, gained the only gold medal at the

International Exhibition. As examples of workmanship and finish

these doors are unsurpassed. They are fitted with a central drop-
handle of unique design, of gun-metal, by turning which twenty bolts

are thrown out at opposite angles of forty-five degrees round the four

edges of the door. These form a powerful wedge-resisting dovetail

into each side of the frame, and make it impossible to introduce a

wedge between them. Claws and clutches are not so resisting, and

require larger bolt-holes, but these diagonal bolts are of rectangular
section, and tend to bind together the door and frame. The twenty
bolts weigh two hundred weight, and are so skilfully balanced that a

child can throw them out or withdraw them when unlocked. Inside

the door is a pair of folding grilles controlled by one key, with self-

locking spring locks, which can be left locked in the daytime, allow-

ing the outer solid doors to be thrown open for ventilation.

Entering one of the three compartments we find it fitted up with

racks and cupboards, all of steel. The floor, like the walls, is of

compound plates, in three thicknesse*s, and joined with extreme accu-

racy by machine-planed edges, and interlaced. In the central room
there are man-holes introduced in the steel partitions for emergencies,

by which communication may be established between the three

rooms. The left-hand room contains a sort of sanctum sanctorum of

security; it is divided by a partition at one end into two compart-
ments fitted with separate doors and grilles, and contains treasuries

and cupboards, all of steel. This reserve or "
keep

"
of the fortress,

if we may so term it, attains the acme of security, as various secret

appliances are introduced to defeat the most insidious attempts of

professional burglars. The walls are constructed of a triple series

of plates, which give toughness and hardness, so that neither blows

nor the cutting of drills has any effect. The "
compounding

"
of the

plates involved the drilling of no less than one thousand holes in

each section, each hole being closed up and securing the plates in a
manner to obviate weakness. This object is secured by the machin-

ery employed by Messrs. Chubb. Absolute accuracy and matching
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of all hull-- was obtained by marking every plate and bar from a tem-

]iljit, the drilling being done with twist-drills under a powerful mul-

tiple machine. The internal steel partitions, four inches or five

inches thick, contain cases of non-conducting composition, which
would render a fire in one room incapable of spreading into the

adjoining rooms.
The strong-room, we hear, occupied in construction seven months,

and weighs nearly one hundred tons, and the immense number of

drilled holes necessitated the machinery running night and day.
When placed in its position the strong-room will be encased in mas-
sive walls of concrete, surrounded by a patrol passage, outside which
is the thick stone outer wall of the building. We are informed this

steel stronghold would be capable of holding one thousand two hun-
dred and fifty tons' weight of gold bullion, equal in value to one
hundred and ten million pounds sterling. Building News.

AUSTRALIAN BIG TIMBER.

fHE Australians are very modest over their trees,
for they are credited with having some gigantic

specimens in the immense forests with which their

land is so abundantly covered, about which, were they
minded, they could well boast. In the neighborhood
of Melbourne some thirty years ago trees abounded

by the side of which the biggest pines of Scandinavia
would look mere poles. In the Black Forest through
which the road, such as it was, to Forest Creek and

Bendigo passed, skirting the foot of Mount Macedon,
few of the iron and stringy bark and blue gum trees

were less than 200 feet before the eye met with a
branch. The average height of these forest giants
would be equal to that of the Monument on Fish
Street Hill, and it would be a long shot to bring down
a possum, that the traveller might discharge his gun

at, crouching on a branch of one of these giants. From recent ac-

counts we learn that trees of exceptional size have been met with in

Australia, and one is described in the pages of an American con-

temporary as being higher than any known tree in the States, not

even excepting the giant Sequoias of California. This Australian
monster of the gum species is stated to be 500 feet high, and was
found in the Black Range of Berwick, in Victoria. More than twice
the height of the Monument, 96 feet higher than the golden cross on
the topmost pinnacle of St. Paul's Cathedral, means something that the

mind cannot readily grasp. Any one crossing St. Paul's church-

yard, and casting his eyes skywards at the glittering ornament crown-

ing the vast dome of that venerable pile, will have some conception
of what 500 feet high means, the cathedral ball and cross being some
400 feet above the gazer's head ; hence the imagination can better

conceive the lofty proportions these denizens of the woods attain.

Most of the Australian trees are hard woods of great strength and
closeness of grain and evergreens, shedding their bark, which comes
off in long strips.
A peculiarity of the Australian forests is the number of fallen trees

that the traveller meets with in his progress through the woods. It

was rare to see one of these giants fall, but in the stillness of the

night the resounding crash of trees falling, and subsequent reverber-
ations as the trunks reached mother earth, startled the " new chum "

who happened to be camping out on his way through the bush.
The night appeared to be the favorite time for these uprootings.

The common notion was that the bush fires were the cause of the

trees falling, but trees were frequently met with lying on the ground
that presented no charred appearance. Another idea, and one
which seems plausible, is that the immense weight and size of the
trees overpower the sustaining fibres of the roots, so that they liter-

ally uproot themselves, and by their leverage topple over. This sub-

ject has not been fully treated in books on forestry, but it is one
well worth studying. There seems nothing else to account for the

constantly falling trees in the Australian woods.
It is an anomaly that with trees of monstrous growth, covering a

third of the land, the colonists find it convenient to supply themselves
from the forests of Europe, situated some 16,000 miles away, and

adding 5 standard freight to the first cost, cheaper than using their

own timber. It is not merely the difference between sawing hard
and soft wood, however, that makes the latter so much more in de-
mand. Steam overcomes that, but there are hundreds of things in

favor of the easier worked wood. Nails are driven much more

freely, holes bored, bits cut off, chiselled and jointed, and other hand
work which has to be done that would be doubly laborious if native
timber were used. The blessings of pine are best appreciated by
those who have had to use both descriptions.

It is rather difficult to class Californian redwood (Sequoia) amongst
the resmous trees, for the simple reason that there is no resin in it;
but it certainly is not a whitewood, though having all the attributes
of whitewood about it except color. It is a sort of nondescript tree
with a special character of its own. Some of the trees are reckoned

by botanists to be over 2,000 years old, while all of them are known
to be of great antiquity, which is a questionable virtue in pines.
To what purposes sequoia wood will ultimately be applied the fut-

ure alone can tell, but at its present price it is quite unsalable. At
a cheaper rate it might circulate in the market, and a thousand uses
be found for it. Its color and freedom from knots are its best rec-

ommendation, and for thin stuff, such as Venetian-blind laths, pict-
ure backs, mouldings, skirting*, matohliningn, and any inside joiner-
work, it would answer

capitally ; for table tops its great widths would
be serviceable, enabling kitchen and other tables to be made in one

piece, as formerly, instead of out of two, or more, as is now mostly the
case. But it must be put on the market at about the price of ordi-

nary deals to make headway. Timlitr Trade* Journal.

VENTILATION OF SEWERS BY MEANS OF TALL
CHIMNEY-SHAFTS.

TlfHIS means of ventilation hag

J been used, according to
Messrs Bancroft's book on

" Tall Chimney Conilrucdon,"
where permission could be ob-
tained from the owners of shafts,
at

Hyde.
Nowcutle.
Itotherhain.
Sunderland.
Tyiieinouth.
\\liltehaveii.
Wld.iew.
Wolverhampton.
York.

Bolton.
Burslem.
I turton-on-Trent.
Hirkcnhead.
Blackburn.
Bolu>n-cuui-linacre.
Carlisle.

Coventry.
Halifax.

Carlisle. The Carlisle sewers,
since their construction in 1855,
hav been ventilated by ta.l facto-

ry chimneys. This city was one of
the first to take advantage of this help to sewer ventilation, and there
are about thirty tall shafts connected with the sewers. Messrs. P.
Dixon and Sons, of Shadtlongate and West Tower Streets, were the
first to allow the experiment to be made, on the understanding that
if it was found to be injurious to the works the Carlisle authorities
would cut off the connection ; this, however, was not required to be
done. The sewers in the neighborhood of their tall chimneys are
well ventilated, the current of air passing through one of the ventil-
ators connected to the Shaddongate shaft, 300 feet high, having a
velocity of fifty miles per hour, the pressure of air at the base of the

chimney being equal to a column of water one-and-three-tenths of an
inch in height. From experiments made by Mr. H. U. McKie, city
surveyor, Carlisle, it was found the sewers were perceptibly ventil-
ated for a radius of 400 yards, equal to an area of 502,656 square
yards, or over 103 acres, and if the system of sewers and house
drains had been laid out and executed with a view of being ventil-
ated by this shaft the surveyor had no doubt the radius could have
been considerably extended.

Leicester. 25 chimney-shafts have been connected to the sew-
ers of this town, and the corporation are obtaining permission from
manufacturers whenever they can to extend the system.

Sunderland. 9 shafts are connected to the sewers here, and the

surveyor says they are not a success.

Great Yarmouth. 5 shafts, fifty feet high, have been specially
built in connection with the main sewers to act as ventilators.

Coventry. 15 shafts are here connected to the sewers of the
town.

York. 3 shafts are here utilized as ventilators.

Hereford. 1 shaft only connected to sewers, and the effect is

quite local; the few ventilators adjoining invariably act as downcast
shafts, and the chimney as an up cast.

Blackburn. In one case only is a chimney connected to aid the
sewer ventilation.

Bolton. A limited number of shafts have been utilized as sewer
ventilators in this town, and with good results.
Mr. E. Buckham, Borough Surveyor, Ipswich, does not share in

the fear that damage is likely to arise from explosions caused by gas
leaking into the sewers, and thence travelling to the chimneys ; be
has not heard of such an accident, and thinks the possibility of it

occurring most remote. The fact that sewers are only affected by
these shafts to a limited extent is, in his opinion, rather in favor of
their use than otherwise, because where the exhaust is too powerful
there is a probability of the traps of the house-drains becoming
unsealed.

FIRE-PROOF DOORS.
To THE EDITORS OF THK AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, To decide a

dispute please tell me which door in your
opinion would give best results as a protection against fire the

question of the comparative cost of the two not being taken into con-
sideration tinned door as described in Kidder's " Archilect'i anil
Builder's Pocket-Book," page 384, or a door made out of one-half
inch iron strengthened by J" x 4" iron strips riveted X ways on
"inie. SUBSCRIBER.
[A DOOH of half-Inch iron strengthened as described would probablv be

nore fire-proof than a tinned wooden door, especially if it were secured
jy bolts at top and bottom, so as to prevent the warping to which even so
.hick a mass of iron would be somewhat liable. It should be remembered,
lowever, that no such doors are in use, except for the inner doom of the
old-fashioned safes, and uot often for these. A single 3> x b'J' door of hnlf-
nch iron with the bauds mentioned, which, however, add very little to the
esistance of the door to heat, would weigh with the hinges, about five
mudred pounds. To hang such a door in the ordinary way would be im-
possible. In practice an iron door usually means nothing more than a
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large iron shutter, of sheet-iron one-sixteenth or one-twenty-fourth of an

inch thich, stiffened by bars one-eighth or one-quarter of an inch thick. A
door like this U quickly warped out of shape by heat, allowing names to

enter the opening which it is supposed to protect, and a tinned wooden door

is in such cases preferable. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

DISASTER TO A SHUTTER FACTORY.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, My factory for the manufacture of my Patent Rolling

Blinds and Steel Shutters, at 527 and 529 West Twenty-second

Street, was destroyed by fire on Sunday, September 27, and fearing

that the intelligence of this catastrophe may deter intending pur-

chasers from sending in their orders, I shall feel obliged if you will

announce in your next issue that I have rented another factory-

building at 550 and 552 West Twenty-fifth St., and have already

recommenced work and shall proceed rapidly with the execution of

all mv old contracts, which I do not believe will be very greatly

delayed. I am also fully prepared to receive any new orders, and to

turn them out promptly. I am, dear sir,

Yours very respectfully, JAS. G. WILSON.

ARCHITECTS AND THE CUSTOMS LAWS.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., October 13, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, In Tke Nation for September 10, appeared a letter

from Mr. Warren, an architect, describing now on landing at Boston

some time since on his return from Europe, he was charged twenty-

five per cent duty on certain books and photographs, which he in-

tended to use in his profession. On appealing to the authorities at

Washington, he states that the action of the officers at Boston was

sustained. Now this is only one among the many instances which

have occurred where custom-house officers for some reason or other

have ruled that property of this kind was dutiable, even when hon-

estly intended for professional use, and as such, coming under the

law, exempting tools of trade, professional instruments, etc. My expe-

rience like that of many others, no doubt, was exactly the reverse of

Mr. Warren's, under apparently similar circumstances. I brought with

me through the New York Custom-House last June with very slight

examination over $300 worth of books and photographs, besides a lot

of sketches, on simply stating that I was an architect, and that these

articles were intended for professional work. Before leaving Lon-

don, I had on the advice of an American artist taken out a certifi-

cate from the Consul General as to the nature and value of the books

and photographs and as to my citizenship and profession, but found

no occasion to produce this paper at New York.

Architects as well as artists are going to Europe in larger numbers

every year and generally returning with quantities of books, photo-

graphs and original work, and it behoves the profession as a whole to

see that this uncertain and unequal administering of the law should

be exposed and if possible corrected. If persons who have had

experience of this sort would communicate with your valuable paper,

a great deal of li<*ht might be thrown on the subject; and I am sure

you could give information as to the true meaning and requirements

of the law m the case, which would be very acceptable to those who

intend going abroad to study or improve themselves in their profes-

sion. In vfew of the fact that the Annual Convention of the Ameri-

can Institute of Architects is about to meet, it would seem not inap-

propriate for a powerful body like it to take measures towards
"
straightening out things

" between the profession and the Custom-

HouseT The case is not a difficult one, nor the solution of the problem

far to seek ;
but that there is a misunderstanding

somewhere is evi-

dent. Very respectfully,
WALTER COPE.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

GRANULATED CORK FOB DEAFENING. Granulated cork, made by

running scraps from a cork-factory through a mill till they are reduced

to coarse powder is an excellent non-conductor of heat, and is very use-

ful in construction of refrigerator-cars. Used on the floors of passenger

cars it acts as a deadener of the noise of the running gear.

THE DANGER OF MAKING EXCAVATIONS IN NEW ORLEANS. On the

first of August excavations were begun in New Orleans for the recep-

tion of the gas-holders of the new Municipal Gas Company. The turn-

ing up of the earth was followed by sickness in the neighborhood, and

the BoardU>f Health caused an investigation of the matter. It was as-

certained that two excavations were being made, each about one hun-

dred and thirty-five feet in circumference, and about twenty-six feet

deep. The contractor stated he had had about eighty men at work

since August 3. Within a week after, one gang of forty men has expe-

rienced considerable sickness, thirty-four of the laborers having been

taken sick with vomiting, purging and fever. Another force of about

the same number had also experienced sickness, but not to the same

extent. It was ascertained that years ago the accumulating excreta

from slaughter-houses and cattle-yards was thrown into the batture at

this point. The excavation, as far as it lias extended, does not expose

river sand, but dark, offensive matter. The Board of Health, regard-

ing the making of excavations of any character in the midsummer

months as a menace to the public health, applied to the courts for an

order forbidding further digging until October 1, which order was

granted on the 8lh ult., and the work was stopped. Hydraulic and San*

itary Plumber.

BALLOON-STEERING EXPERIMENTS. MM. Renard and Krebs, the

aeronauts, whose experiments in balloon-steering aroused considerable

interest some months ago, have not been idle since. They made a third

and seemingly conclusive trial of their navigable balloon last Tuesday
evening. The car contained three gentlemen, who, with the aid of the

screw, were able to steer for given landmarks, to make head against

the wind, and, after a number of evolutions in the air, return to descend

at the starting-point. Yesterday evening these experiments were

repeated, with equally satisfactory results, before the Minister of War
and the chief of the engineers, who congratulated the persevering aero-

nauts on their success. London Daily News.

INTERMITTENT STRESS ON GIRDERS. Mr. Benjamin Baker, civil

engineer, read a paper before the British Association, in the Section of

Mechanics, which goes far to explain some otherwise unaccountable

breakages of iron bridges, beams and girders. He showed, as the result

of careful and long-continued experiment, that the power of an iron bar

to bear weight is no test of its strength to endure weight in motion. It

dislikes above all things intermittent weight. When five-minute trains

are run over girders they can hardly be made strong enough, and even

slow and frequent movement wears out the resisting power. The usual

theory is that a bridge is safe if it can bear three times the heaviest

weight ever placed upon it; but this is by no means the case if the

weights move, and such a bridge would break down rapidly under the

passing of twenty trains an hour. Many English bridges are unsafe,

from this cause or from defective construction, and Mr. Baker added

on the latter point a suggestion which would delight a Hindoo. Amer-
ican iron-founders, he said, adopted a type of bridge or other work and
adhered to it, instead of trying all sorts, and it was found that from

practice and observation of faults their bridges grew better and better.

That is what the Hindoo workman has been saying for two thousand

years or so, without getting much attention. Exchange.

MAGNETIC SAND MINES. The Magnetic Mining Company, with

Henry Havemeyer as president and Henry R. Haines, Isaac W. Maclay
and William E. Davies as trustees under the general law, has got pos-

session of much land on Long Island on which are immensely valuable

deposits of nearly pure iron. Haines in 1881 noticed large quantities

of black sand on the beach, learned that its color was owing to the

presence of 65 to 72 per cent of iron and began to buy up the strip of

shore at low rates. The depression in iron made profitable working

impossible for a time. Last year a novel process of converting ore into

steel was invented, patented, and the Standard Vapor Fuel, Iron and

Steel Company was formed on the patents. They experimented with

the black sand, and found that they could make steel directly from it

at a cost low enough to enable them even to export steel and make it

pay. The steel was of the finest quality. A sample was taken to a

manufacturer of surgical instruments and he said it was better than the

steel he had been paying $2 a pound for. When the Magnetic Com-

pany heard of this they proposed to make a contract for furnishing ore

sand to the Vapor Fuel Company. In the meantime they set about

getting control of every patch of black sand along the coast. They
paid up on their old leases to keep them going. The Vapor Fuel Com-

pany began to build works at Flushing Meanwhile the Vapor Com-

pany, to prevent the Magnetic Company from having a monopoly of

the raw material, began buying scraps of the black beach, and the Mag-
netic people began experimenting with a view to converting the ore

into steel without infringing the other concern's patents. Everybody
is convinced that there is a mine of wealth in the black sand, and which-

ever wins will be getting iron or pure steel out of it before very long.

A NEW STATCB FOUND AT ROME. The bronze statue found lying

in the bed of the Tiber on Saturday last has been successfully raised.

This was a work of some difficulty, for it had evidently been flung into

the river head foremost, and was found with the feet uppermost. The
workmen first struck the metal plinth, which, being hollow, was sup-

posed to be a large bronze plate. But on clearing the sand from below,

the men quickly found the feet of the statue. It is a Bacchus, a little

under life size, the head crowned with ivy leaves and berries. The left

arm is flexed upward, the hand holding a long, vine-crowned thyrsus.

The right hand hangs down and is extended a little outward. The face

is very slightly turned to the right, and the weight of the body rests on

the right leg, the left being bent at the knee, with only the ball of the

foot and toes touching the ground behind, The statue is perfect in

every respect, with the exception of a clean fracture above the right

ankle, and that the thyrsus is broken into three pieces, which have all

been found. It is a work of great beauty, but, as far as it is possible to

form a judgment, coated as it still is in many parts with Tiber sand, I

am inclined to attribute it to the Greco-Roman rather than to any
Greek school of art, The face is strictly ideal, the line of the nose

straight, and the mouth and chin are clearly and symmetrically
modelled in full accordance with the typical rendering of the divus.

The eyes are of some artificial material to imitate Nature, the iris being

represented by globular concavities. Some are inclined to think the

eyes are silver, but this cannot be ascertained until the incrustation of

sand is removed, and that will not be a difficult task, for it is very loose.

The bronze has a beautiful golden tint. The statue was found in the

middle of the river, where the works are going on for sinking the foun-

dations of the middle pier of the bridge which is to connect the new
street through the Regola on one side and the 1'rastevere on the other,

near the Church of San Crisogono. This spot is but a short distance

from the northern extremity of the island of St. Bartholomew, and as a

portion, extending more or less to where the works are proceeding, was

washed away during one of the inundations in the Middle Ages, it is

probable that the statue may have been flung into the river from the

northern point of that island, where stood a temple of Faunus, men-

tioned by Ovid in the " Fasti
"

:

" Idibus agret-tis fum.int altaria Fauni

Hie ubi di^eretan insuia rumpit aquas."

The recovery of three bronze statues within less than twelve months is

something more than remarkable. London Times.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(luporttd for The American Architect and Building N> w.)

[Although a large portion of the building intelligrnct
it provided by their regular correspondents, the editors
greatly desire to receive voluntary information,

smaller and outlying totem.]

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printed specifications of any patents here mentioned,
together with full detail illustrations, may be obtained
ythe Commissioner of Patents, at Washington, for
twenty-Jive cents.l

327.514. WATER - PROOFING COMPOUND. David
Blackburn, Montreal, Quebec, Can.

327.559. WRENCH. Albert Langstrom, Council
Bluffs, Iowa.

327,563. WEATHER - STKIP. Austin Lowe, Minne-
apolis, Kans.

327,566. ANVIL. John Mackert. Springfield, O.
327,569. BRICK-MACHINE. Gaylord Martin, Mil-

wankee, Wis.
327,597. WASTE -COCK FOR SINKS, ETC. Samuel

D. Samuels, Boston, Mass.
327.60:>. SAW-SET. Wm. O. Smith, Boston, Mass.
327.C ' COMBINED LOCK AND LATCH. Lawrence

Van A : ..<, Sharon, Conn.
327.C. SASH-CORD FASTENER. Charles C. Webb,New Ym-k.N. Y.
327,638. PIPE-REAMER. Matthew T. Wyatt, Que-

bec, (Jan.

327,641. COUNTERSINK. Geo. W. Abbott and Go.
S. Forrest, Concord, N. H.

327,678. MANUFACTURE OF PAINT FROM METAL-
LJO LEAD. William E. Harris. New York, N. Y.

327,715. LOCK. Archibald W. Paull and Daniel L.
Heiskell, Wheeling. W. Va.

327,776. HANDLE FOR CROSSCUT-SAWS. Christo-
pher Eiseuhardt, Philadelphia, Pa.

327,780. SCREW-DRIVER. Noah Fellers, McComb,
Ohio.

327,820. KNOB-ATTACHMENT. Emery Parker, New
Britain, Conn.
327,833. KNOB-LATCH. William E. Sparks, New

Karen, Conn.
327,842. FLOORING - MACHINE. Judson T. West,

Hope, Ark.
327,867. BRK K-MAOHINE. Louis Dernelle, Chel-

tenham, Mo.
327,874. PAINTING AND GRAINING TOOL. Joseph

Hainmerl, Long Island City, N. Y.
327,876. AUTOMATIC FIRE-EXTISGUISHIBO APPA-

RATUS. Osborn B. Hall, Maiden, Mass.
327,903-904. LUMBER - DRIER. Gleason F. Stark-

weather, Pullman, III.

327,947. PAINT OR WHITEWASH BRUSH. Thomas
Hnntbatch, Genera, Iowa.

327,963. APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY CUT-
TING OFF GAS FROM BURNERS. Charles G. Nye,
Syracuse, N. Y.

327,973. BATH - TUB. Francis J. Torrance, Alle-
gheny, Pa.

327,976. FIRE-ESCAPK. Theodore B. Woodward,
Norway, Pa.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
DWELLINGS. W. F. Weber, architect, is preparing
plans for W. L. Stork. Esq., (or 4 three-st'y ana
mansard marble-front buildings, to be erected on
Mt. Koyal Are., commencing cor. Lenox St., to
cost $22,000, and 3 three-st'y brick buildings, marble
trimmings, on Lenox St.; cost, $10,500.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report thirty
permits have been granted, the more important of
which are the following:
B. Hess, four-st'y brick building in rear s e cor.

Fayette and Harrison Sts.
W. T. Phillips, 7 three-st'y brick buildings, w s

Fulton Are., u of Harlem Are.
E. W. Gorman, 10 two-st'y and mansard brick

buildings, n s Fairmouut Ave., between Burke St.
and Bradford Alley, and 4 two-st'y and mansard
brick buildings, n s Kali-mount Are., between Patter-
son Park Are. and Bradford Alley.

J. C. Parker & F. E. Yewell, 23 two-st'y brick
buildings, w s Carey St..commencing s w cor. Baker
St.
Poulton & Bro., three-st'y brick building, s e cor.

Columbia Are. and Scott St.

Shaubury & Dashield, S two-st'y brick buildings,
commencing n e cor. Fort Ave. and Covington St.

C. Kraeter, three-st'y brick building, e s Central
Ave.. n of Orleans St.

C. L. & J. S. Clark, 8 two-st'y brick buildings, w s
Ensor St., s of Preston St.
Kdw. Roberts, 12 three-st'y brick buildings, s s

North Ave., commencing 8 e cor. Ensor St.
S. D. Price, 12 three-st'y brick buildings, w s of

Barclay St., commencing n w cor. Chase St.
C. E. Cronin, 3 three-st'y brick buildings, n s Hil-

len St., e of Front St.
G. A. Euler, three-st'y brick building, w B Little

Paca St., between South Paca audConway Sts.
J. F. Hawkins, 3 three-st'y brick buildings, w s

Light St., s of Randall St.
'

Boston.
BUILDING PERMITS. Chestnut Ave., near Farrington

St., dwell., 22' x 28'; owner and builder, James O.
Leary.
Falcon HI., near Brooks St., dwell., 23' x 30';

owner, Mrs. S. J. Low; builder, Chas. Low.
East Sixth St., A"o. 471 and 473, 2 dwells., 15' x

39'; owner and builder, Jas. V. Devlne.

Birch St., cor. Prospect St., dwell., 22' and 27' x
29'; owner, Catherine A. Hastings; builders, B. J.
Miniii & Son.
Milton Ave., near Norfolk St., dwell., 1C' and 24'

z 31'; owner, M . A. Curtis; builder, C. A. Curtis.

Brooklyn.

BriLiUNO PERMITS. Adam* St., w s, 132' n Myrtle
Are., four-st'y brick tenement and office-building,
gravel roof, wood and iron cornice; cost, 917,000;
owner. Cbas. D. Burwell, 53 South Oxford St.; archi-
tects, Kastman & Daus; builders, 'I'll. Dobbin and
Fisher & Holler.

Myrtle Ace., I, 86* w Grove St., three-st'y frame
tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner, J. Darcy,New Jersey; architects and contractors, A. Mc-
Knlght and G. Darts.
Fulton Are., B s, 435*w HuIIulo Are., two-st'y frame

store and dwell., tin roof; cost, $3,600; owner, S. E.
Leek, 642 Fifth Ave.

Willoughby Ave., No. 680, s, 281'e Throop Ave.,
three-st'y and basement brown-stone dwell., tin

roof, Iron cornice; cost, $10,000; owner, Herm. Rei-
ner, 177 Stagg St.; architect, K. F. Gaylor; mason,
T. Gibbons; contractor not selected.
first PI., s s, 62' 6" e Henry St., 4 three-st'y and

basement brown-stone dwells., tin roofs, wooden
and brick cornices; cost, each, $5,500; owner, R. H.
Lalmbeer, 9 First PI.; architect, G. L. Morse; build-
ers. J. Ashfleld & Son.

First PI., s e cor. Henry St., 4 three-st'y and base-
ment brown-stone dwells., gravel roofs, wooden and
brick cornices; cost, each, 5,500; owner, Mrs. McV.
Phillips, 251 Washington Are.; architect, G. S.
Morse.
Hamilton Ave., n w cor. Woodhnll St., extends to

Columbia St., four-st'y brick tenement, tin roof,
wooden cornice; cost, 817,000; owner, Richard P.
Charles, 66 East Fifty-fifth St., New York; architect,
R. W. Buckley; builder, J. B. Jacobs.
Lexington Ave., A'o. 314, e of Nostrand Are., four-

st'y brick tenement, tin roof, wooden cornice; cost,
$8,000; owner. Rebecca Dolbey, on premises; archi-
tect. A. Hill; builder, F. Weeks.
Montrose Ave., No. 43, n s, 50' w Lorimer St.,

three-st'y frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof;
cost, about 4,500.
fourth Ave., n e cor. Thirty-seventh St., three-st'y

frame store and dwell., tin roof; cost, $5,000; owner,
S. Chestlzzer, 449 Third St.; architect, O. W. Buse.
Fourth Ave., e s, 20' n Thirty-seventh St., 2 three-

t'y frame (brick-filled) tenements, tin roofs; cost,
total, $5,000; owner and builder, same as last.

Henry St., e s, 100' s First PI., 3 three-st'y and
basement brown-stone dwells., gravel roofs, brick
cornices; cost, each, $4,500; owner, Mrs. M. V. Phil-

lips, 251 Washington Ave.; architect, G. L. Morse.
Lorimer St., e >, 125' s Nassau Are., three-st'y

frame tenement, gravel roof; cost, $4,400; owner,
Mrs. Helen Egbert, 618J I-orlmer St.; architect, W.
H. Fenwicke; builders, Smith & Cutely and F. Eg-
bert.

Marcy Ave., w s, extends from Middleton St. to
Gwinnett St., 8 three-st'y frame (brick-filled) stores
and tenements, and 5 tenements, tin roofs; cost,
each, $4,500; owner and contractor, Jacob Bossert,
284 Rntledge St.; mason, J. Auer; architect, J.
Platte.
Hull St., n s,287' 6'' w Saratoga Are., 2 three-st'y

brick store and tenements, tin roofs, wooden cor-

nices; cost, each, $3,000; owner, Maria Baur; archi-

tect, E. Schrempf; mason, C. Baur; contractor, not
selected.

Bedford Ave., Nos. 600 and 602, 23' n w of Lexing-
ton Ave., 2 four-st'y brick stores and flats, gravel
roofs, wooden and stone cornices; cost, $1U,000;
owner, H. F. Frederick, Myrtle Ave., cor. Skillman
St.; architect, J. G. Glover; builder, M. Kyan; con-
tractor, not selected.

Floyd St., No. 100, s s, 100' e Marcy Ave., three-
st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,500; owner
and builder, John Softy, 24 Thames St.; architect,
R. rou l.i hn.
North Eighth St., No. 148, B 8, 170 Third St.,

four st'y frame tenement, tin roof; cost, $6,500;
owner and builder, W. Smith, 323 Second St.; archi-

tect, W. Herbert.

putney St., n s, 190' w Patchen Are., 4 three-st'y
brick and brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, $15,-
500; owner A. S. Walsh, Madison St., near Reid
Are.; builder, A. Miller.
Manhattan Ave., e s, 25' n Java St., 2 four-st'y

brick stores and tenements, tin roofs, iron cornices;
cost, $20,000; owner, J. A. McCullum, exr., Adelphi
St., near Park Are.; architect, T. F. Hough ton;
builder, J. Kooney.
Hull St., n cor. Hopkinson Are., three-st'y frame

store and tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,500; owner.
Daniel Lauer. 78 McDongal St.; architects and
builders, Weeks & Lauer.

Wallabotti St., No. 386, three-sfy frame (brick-
filled) tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,500; owners, Ab-
meyer & Peters, 19 Moore St.; architect, H. Voll-

weiler; builders, Mr. Hoepher and J. Auer.
Jefferson St., fios. 190 and 192, s s, e of Bushwick

Ave., 2 three-st'y frame (brick-filled) stores and
dwells., tin roofs; cost, $S,000; owner and builder,
Stephen Burkhard, 82 Central Ave.; architect, H.
Vollweiler.

Broadway, e s, about 80' s Lafayette Ave., three-

st'y frame (brick filled) dwell., tin roof; cost, $7,000;
owner, James P. Little, 1041 Broadway; architect,
P.M. Smith; builder, E. Kramm.
Van Brunt St., w s. IW s President St., two-*t'y

and basement brick dwell., tin roof, wooden cornice;
cost. $4,300; owner, Norwegian M. . Church, on
premises; architect, Mr. Bogert; builders, M. Gib-
bons & Sou and J. II. French.
Broadway, e s, 25' n Lafayette PI., three-st'y brick

store and dwell., tin roof, wooden and iron cornice;
cost, $8,000; owner and builder, M. Fardon, 1136

Lafayette Ave.; architect, H. Vollweiler.
Sixth Are., s e cor. Tenth St., 5 three-st'y brick

stores and dwells., tin roofs, wooden cornices; cost,

each, $5,000; owner and builder, John Connor, Sixth
Ave., cor. Tenth St.; architect, C. B. Sheldon.
New York Ave., e s, 67' 6" s Prospect PI., three-

st'y brick and brown-stone dwell., slate roof, iron

cornice; cost, *17,OiiO; owner, ,loun Simmons, Bed-
ford Ave., cor. Atlantic Ave.; architects G F
(Jbappull & Co.; builders, C. King and M. C. Rush.
ifarcy Ave., s w cor. Jefferson St., one-st'y brick

chapel, slate roof, wooden and Iron cornice; cost
$9,000; owner, Trinity Presbyterian Church, 168
Hancock St.; architect, A. Howe, Jr.; builders, G.
Philips and P. T. O'Brien.
Lynch St., s, 80' w Marey Are., 4 three-t'yframe (brick-ailed) tenements, tin roofs; oost $4 600'

owner, Marg. Mulvlhlll, 115 Lynch St.; architect,
J. Platte; builder, N. Mulvlhill.
Howard Ave., s w cor. Madison St., three-sfy

frame store and dwell.; owner, Kademacber, 66
Ralph Ave.; architect, F. Holmberg.

llutler St., * t, 142' w Rogers Ave., two-sfy brick
dwell., tin roof; cost, $3,600; owner, E. 11. Hawkins,
716 Gates Ave.; architects and builders. Win & E
H. Hawkins.
Bergen St., Not. 305 and 307, n s, 70' e Third Ave

one-st'y brick warehouse, gravel roof: cost, $3,COO;
owner, Long Island Hrewery, 81 Third Ave archi-
tect, M. J. Morrill.

Haliey St., s s, 325' w Lewis Ave., 3 three-st'y
brick dwells., tin roofs; total cost, $30,000: owner
E. Taylor. 231 West One Hundred and Twenly-eec-
ondSt., New York; architect, K. Kosenstock.
Fifth Are., s w cor. Douglass St., 6 four-st'y

brown-stone stores and tenements, gravel roofs;
cost, each, about $4,000; owner, Geo. It. Brown 34
South Portland Ave.; builders, L. E. Brown and J.
F. Kentana.
Putnam Ave., s s, 215' e Tompklns Ave., three-st'y

brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, $7000- owner
architect and builder, Chas. Isbill, 440 Putnum Ave.
Kyerson St., w s, 250' s Flushing Ave., four-st'y

brick factory, tin roof; cost, $14,000; owner, John
Gray. 272 Ryerson St.; architects, John V. Iluulon
and C. Collins.
North Sixth St., No. 214, s s, 140' e Fifth St., fonr-

st'y frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof; cost,
$6,000; owner, Win. H. Connor, North Sixth St., cor.
Fifth St.; architect, A. Herbert; builder, J. Fallen
North fifth St., No. 248, s, 75' w Seventh St.,

four-st'y frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof;
cost, ?5,C.OO; owner and builder, Henry llussennet-
ter, 261 North Second St.

Ninllt Ave., s cor. Eighteenth St., 7 three-st'y
brick tenements, gravel roofs: total cost, :tnooo-
owners and architects, J. H. Doherty & Bro., 2X6
Flatbush Ave.

I'erona St., n e cor. Richard St., 2 two-st'y and
threc-nt'y brick factories, iron and wood roofs- cost
$60,000; owner, Chesebrough M'f'g Co., Richard and
Delavan Sts.; architect. E. G. Brown.
Palmetto St. n s, 176' from Hamburg St., three-st'y

frame (brick-filled) dwell., tin roof; cost, $4,800;
owner, John Clark, 219 Hudson Ave.; builders R.
Flynn and B. McKntee.
Melrose St., Nos. 166 and 168, s s, 150' w Knicker-

bocker Ave., 2 three-st'y frame (brick-filled) tene-
ments, tin roofs; cost, each, $4,000; owners, Daniel
Kreuder and M. Mayer, 47 McKibben St and 342
Ellery St.; architect, Th. Engelhardt; builders, D.
Kreuder and M. Mayer.
Garden St., Nos. 58-66, s s, 14' 6" w Bushwlck

Ave., flve-st'y brick ale brewery, gravel roof, brick
and stone cornice; cost, $15,000; owner, Cluas Llp-
sias, Bushwick Ave., cor. Forrest St.; architect, Th.
Engelhardt; builders, J. Rauth and J. Rueger.
Belvidere St., Nos. 31-36, n s, 50' w Beaver St.,two and three st'y brick machine and boiler house

gravel roof; cost, $15,000; owner, William UJmer,
Beaver St.. cor. Belvidere St.; architect, Th. Kngel-
hardt; builder, S. J. Burrows.
Stone Ave., w s, 80' n Somers St., 2 three-st'y brick

tenements, gravel r<x>fs, wooden cornices; cost
each, $4,000; owner, Henry C. Baker, 1108 Fulton
St.; architect, A. Hill; builder, S. C. Presoott.

, . ngelbar.
lvidere St., Nos. 27 and 29, u s, 35' " w Beaver

St., two-st'y brick oflBce, tin roof, terra-cotta cor-
nice; cost, $4,000; owner, Win. Ulmer, on premises
architect, Th. Engelhardt; mason, S. J. Burrows
Boerum St., No. 266. B s, B2J' e Bushwlck Ave.,

three-st'y frame (brick-filled store and tenement tin
roof; cost, $4,600; owner and builder, N. Dannen-
hoffer. Throop Are., cor. Gerry St.; architect, Th.
Engelhardt.
Sixth St., s s, 245' w Seventh Are.. 6 three-t'v

brown-stone dwells., tin roofs, wooden cornices-
cost, each, $6,600; builder, C. B. Sheldon.
Sixth Ave., e s, 50' t Seventh St., 2 two-st'y and

basement brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $3,600;
owner and contractor, Tlioman Butler ,">71 Sixth St
architect, W. H. Wirth.
Xinlk Ave., en, 100' n Eighth St., three-sfy brick

store and dwell., tin roof; cost, $6,000; owner
builder and architect, same as last.

Broadway, Nos. 752-762, and Nos. 2 and 4 Stuyve-
sant Ave., 3 four-st'y brick stores and dwells., tin
roofs; cost, total, $32,000; owner, A. Vigelius, 10

Stuyvesant Ave.; architect, Th. Engelhardt; build-
ers, U. Maurer and J. Frlsse.

Clinton Ave., w s, 288' n Greene Ave., four-st'y
brown-stone dwell., tin roof, also extension; cost,
$18,000; owner, Wm. A. Husted, 136 St. James PI.;
architect, J. G. Glover; builder, A. Rutan; contrac-
tor, not selected.

Eighth Ave., JVo. 31, e s. 50' n Berkeley PI., three-
st'y and basement brick dwell., tin roof; cost, $13,-
000; owners and architects, J. H. Doherty ft Bro.
286 Flatbush Ave.
Hancock St., s 8, 100' from Nostrand Are., 2 three-

st'y brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$6,000; owner and builder, S. E. C. Russell, Han-
cock St., near Bedford Are.; architect, I. D. Rey-
nolds.

Halsey St., t s, 375< e Snmner Are., 2 two-st'y brick
dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $3,000; owner, Nellie
M. Me Lain, 292 Macon St.; architect and carpenter,
J. I. McLain; mason, J. Brown.

Jtalph Ave., n e cor. Pacific St., one and two st'y
frame car-house and stable, gravel roof; cost. $20-
000; owner, Broadway Railroad Co., 21 Broadway,
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B. D.; architect, G. W. Anderson; builders, P.

Brady and J. D. Anderson.
ALTERATIONS. Pierrepont St., No. 58, mansard roof,
interior alterations, new stone-work, and also one-

st'y and basement brick *-xtensiou, tin roof; cost,

$6,000; owner, Win. Zeigler, Mansion House; archi-

tects, Parfltt Bros.
Scltenck St., w s, 130' n Park Are., four-st'y frame

extension; cost, $2,600; owner, M. F. McDermott,
479 Willoughby Ave.; architect, P. H. Kilgeon;
builder, M.Myers.
Beaver St., Nos. 63-73 one-st'y brick extension,

interior alteration, ice-chamber, iron beams, col-

umns, etc.; cost, $12,000; owner William Ulmer,
Beaver St., cor. Belvidere St.; architect, Th. Engel-
hard t; builder, S. J. Burrows.

Chicago.

STOKE Three-st'y block of stores and flats for Patter-

son Bros., to be built cor. Cottage Grove aud Forty-
third St. Anderson pressed-brick with red terra-

cotta and a large amount of fine stained-glass; cost,

$45 000; contracts let; McAfee & Lively, architects.

FLAT Also a double flat for same owners, 215 West

Thirty-sixth St, inclosed; cost, $25,000; McAfee &
Lively, architects.
A flat building for Henry Bentz, 352 West Congress

St cost, $5,000; architects, same as last.

Flat and store building for B. Quigley, 444 West

Twelfth St cost, $4,800; architects, same as last.

HOUSES. Two dwells, for W. 1 ister, 261 Park Ave.,

to cost, $8,000; architects, same as last.

BniLDiNO PERMITS. F. Bartolmet, two-st'y store

and dwell., 305-307 Ogden Ave.; cost, $5,000.

C. Kaufman, three-st'y store and flats, 3207 Archer

A
.'Born!' two-st'y dwell., 767 Washington Boule-

Ta
*L'Hinsel, two-'st'y store and dwell., 254 Dayton

St
iirs

8
B *TitM 6 two-st'y dwells., 1035-1045 West

V
P
n
rot

U
o
r

r

;\St-Woad: 4

18

t^st'y dwells., 3221-3225

vhmli.'n Ave cost, $8,000.

W J. Evans, two-st'y dwell., 1146 Monroe St.;

""^'Grm, three-st'y store and dwell., 466 West

Van Buren St.; cost, $5,000.

Mrs E. Cotton, three-st'y store and dwell., 3004

etato St cost, $10,000.

Silver Bros., three-st'y store and dwell., 3002 State

St
a.Trr*Dense', 2 two-st'y flats, 882-886 Thirty-sec-

D
J Osgood'' dwell., 274 Irving St.; cost,

! ROO- architect, W. L. Carroll.

Mrs M Keppes, 2 two-st'y dwells., 310 Park Ave.;

cost $6,000; architect, T. Karls.

H Giroui, two-st'y dwell., 34 Spruce St.; cost, 92,-

6
A Moody, two-st'y dwell., 777 Washington Boule-

Va
J
d
G?Nels*oT6two-st'y dwells., 693-703 West Erie

St
j

! M
9
Carron

UO

t'hree-st'y store and dwell., 471 Mll-

^ P^kT^w^dwells.,
423425 Twenty-fifth

St
M.

C<

Rainburg, two-st'y flats, Centre Ave.; cost,

$1
j; Pahrens, two-et'y dwell., 3218 Vernon Ave.;

C<

lf '. B
7

.

l(

Swart, 2 three-st'y stores and dwells., 2800-

98(12'wentworth Ave.; cost, $11,000.

B;. B?o"dern, two-st'y dwell., 316 North Wood St.;

C<

j!'Mc'Caffery, 4 three-st'y flats, 164-168 Sebor St.;

cost,
J^J^njngnam, ^ three-st'y dwells.; 41IM16

TTaa't Chicaeo Ave.; cost, $20,000.

C. P. Dose, two-sVy dwell., 232 West Division St.;

C
w'.*Styri? two-st'y dwell., 3200 Fifth Ave.; cost,

*8
Mrs] D. Dobbin, two-st'y dwell., 821 Warren Ave.;

R.' C?'Rounsavell, two-st'y flats, 285-287 Webster

A
M.'Haniey,' two-st'y flats, 223 Loomis St.; cost,

M. T. O'Hara, two-st'y dwell., 128 Sangamon
St

c' SwiKr
3

tthree-8t'y store and flats, 957-959 West

Madison St.;' cost, $12,000; architect C. N. Weare.

E. Johnson, four-st'y store and flat, 115 West Hu-

r
0.
S
Br'eyer, two-'st'y'nats,576 North Kobey St.; cost,

W. H. Fleming, two-st'y flats, 3647-3649 Forest

; three-st'y dwells., 114-118 Thirty-

third St.; cost, $10,000.

J. E. Koehsel, four-st'y store and flat, 328 Indiana

StW
C
A\o

7

ve?and, 2 two-st'y dwells., 3648^650 Prai-

rie Ave.; cost, $6,500.
F. Schultz, two-st'y flats; cost, $3,500.

M Myers, two-st'y flats, 912-914 Ashland Ave.;

cost, $8,000; architect, H. R. Wilson.

J. Wells, two-st'y dwell., 179 Sedgwick St.; cost,

'

Eriist Bros. Brewing Co., three-st'y office, 67 Lar-

rabee St.: cost, $8,000.

Ernst Bros. Brewing Co., two-st'y barn, 51 Larra

bee St.; cost, $8,000.
T. Hill, 6 two-st'y dwells., 835-845 West Congress

St cost, $14.000.

O. Tremaiu, two-st'y flats, 325-337 Loomis St.; cost

F. Harvey, two-st'y dwell., 3112 Vernon Ave.; cost

H A. Osborn, three-st'y store and flats, 494 Wes
Madison St.; cost, $12,000.
M. H. Lukin, two-st'y dwell., 587 North Ave.

cost, $4,500.
J. Hiekson, 2 two-st'y dwells., 628-630 Hulbut St.

cost, $10,000; architect, O. G. Pieser.

Miiim-apol i*. Minn.

BUILDING PRKSIITS. Frank Zorbaugh, two-st'y wood
dwell., s s Kedegund Ave., bet. Lindley and Lyudal
Aves.; cost, $3,000.

P. G. Lameraux, two-st'y wood dwell., n e s First

Ave., bet. East Thirty-first and East Thirty-second
Sts.

; cost, $8,000.
P. G. Lameraux, two-st'y wood dwell., w s First

Ave., bet. Kast Thirty-secoud and East Thirty-third
Sts.; cost, $8,000.
C. D. Haven, two st'y wood dwell., s w s Fourth

St., bet. Eleventh and Twelfth Aves., sjcost, $3,000.
Geo. H. Leeth, two-st'y wood dwell., wcor. North

Irving and Fifth Aves., n; cost, $3,000.
Frank G. Ball, two-st'y wood dwell., n e s Clinton

Ave., bet. East Twenty-fifth and East Twenty -sixth
Sts.; cost, $3,000.

Minneapolis Gas-Light Co., brick purifying house,
e s Cedar Ave., bet. Bluff and River Sts.; cost, $10,-
000.

Hugh Harrison, two-st'y wood dwell., s s Oak
Grove St., near Vine PI., s; cost, 93,000.
Randolph Mitchell, two-st'y wood dwell., w s Lyn-

dale Ave., bet. Linden and Hawthorne Aves., n
;

cost, $5,000.
Albee Smith, two-st'y brick dwell., n s West Fif-

teenth St., bet. Vine and Spruce Aves.; cost, $6,000.
Jeremiah Spear, 4 three-and-a-half-st'y brick ve-

neer dwells., e s Tenth Ave., bet. Second and Third
Sts., s; cost, $20,000.
Jeremiah Spear, two-st'y brick veneer barn, e s

Tenth Ave., bet. Second and Third Sts., s; cost, $2,-
000.

J. H. Collom,3 three-st'y brick tenements, s ecor.
North Lyndale and Seventeenth Aves., n; cost, $12,-
500.

J. H. Collom, 2 two-st'y brick stores, s e cor. North
Lyndale and Seventeenth Aves., n; cost, $7,500 .

Congregational Church Society, brick veneer
church, w s Fourteenth Ave., bet. Talmage and
Como Aves., s; cost, $10,000.
Minneapolis Mill Co., wood and iron gate-house,

Canal St., at foot of Sixth Ave., s; cost, $4,200.
R. E. Ledgerwood, four-st'y brick store, n e s

Washington Ave., bet. Thirteenth and Fourteenth
Aves., s; cost, $6,000.
Jno. S. Homan, two-st'y wood dwell., e s Seven-

and-a-half Ave., bet. East Nineteenth and East
Twentieth Sts.; cost, $4,000.
Frank E. Crew, two-st'y wood dwell., s w s Park

Ave., bet. East Nineteenth and East Twentieth Sts.;

cost, $3,000.
E. J. Phelps, 7 three-st'y brick tenements, e 8 Ni-

collet Ave., bet. East Sixteenth and East Seven-
teenth Sts.; cost, $30,000.

City of Minneapolis, two-st'y brick engine-house
addition, s w s Prairie St., bet. Central and First

Aves., s; cost, $8,000.

New York.
BUILDING PERMITS. Eighty-seventh St., s s, 4 flve-

st'y brick tenements, flat tin roof; cost, $80,000;
owners, Moore & MoLaughlin, 240 East Seventy -first

St.; architects, Thorn & Wilson, 1267 Broadway.
East Eighty-fifth St., No. 109, flve-st'y brick tene-

ment, brown-stone front, flat tin roof; cost, $20,000;
owner, Joseph Murray, 1472 Fourth Ave.; archi-

tects, Babcock & McAvoy, 64 College PI.
One Hundred and Forty-fifth St., n s, 200' w St.

Ann's Ave., four-st'y brick tenement, flat tin roof;
cost, $12,000, owner, Robert Schwend, 31 Lewis St.;

architect, Adam Munch, 307 East One Hundred and
Fifteenth St.

fifty-fifth HI., s s, 150' e First Ave., two-st'y brick
boiler-house and coal storage, flat tin roof; cost,
$10,000; owner, Henry Elias, 158 East Seventy-first
St.; architects, A. B. Ogden & Son, 409 East Fifty-
third St.

milet St., No. 29, flve-st'y brick building, flat

tin roof; cost, $8,000; owners, Chas. aud Herman
Gotthelf, 252 Delancy St.; architect, F. W. Klemp,
215 Bowery.

One Hundred and Fifty-first St., s s, 200' w Morris
Ave., two-st'y frame dwell., flat tin roof; cost. S3,-
000; owner, Timothy Sullivan, 466 East One Hun-
dred and Fifty-first St.; architect, R. Rogers, 115
Nassau St.

Forsyth St., A'o. 146, flve-st'y brick tenement, flat

tin roof; cost, $18,000; owner, Matthew Hoellerer,
139 Ludlow St.; architect, Julius Kastner, 744

Broadway.
One Hundred and Forty-second St., s e cor. College

Ave., 6 two-st'y and basement brick dwells., flat tin

roofs; cost, $24,000; owner, La Cast & Van Reper, 693
East One Hundred and Forty-third St., and 588 East
One Hundred and Forty-third St.; architect, H. S.

Baker, G93 East One Hundred and Forty-third St.

Eighty-first St., n s, 450' w Eighth Ave., 3 four-st'y
and basement brick dwells., flat tin roofs; cost, $40,-

000; owner, Samuel Colcord, 400 West Seventy-ninth
St.; architect, H. L. Harris, Ninth Ave., cor.

Eightieth St.

Ninth Av., s w cor. Sixty-ninth St., fronting on
street, five-st'y brick tenement, flat tin roof; cost,

$25,000; owner, Geo. J. Hamilton, 2078 Fifth Ave.;
architects, Thoin & Wilson, 1267 Broadway.
Sixty-ninth St., s s, 25' w Ninth Ave., 4 four-st'y

brick dwells., flat tin roofa; cost, $80,000; owner,
Geo. J. Hamilton, 2078 Fifth Ave.; architects, Thorn
& Wilson, 1267 Broadway.
Grand St., n s, 75' e Willet St., flvn-st'y and base-

ment brick tenement, flat metal roof; cost, $18,000;
owner, S. B. Clark, 496 Grand St.; architect, John
B. Snook, 12 Chamber St.

llivington St., s w cor. Lewis St., one-st'y brick

stable, 'flat tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner. Felix

Brown, 304 East Eighteenth St.; architect, William
Graul, 12 Stanton St.

One Hundred and Sixty-sixth St., s s, 175' w Wash-
ington Ave., three-st'y brick dwell., flat tin roof;

cost, $3,000; owner, Catharine Lynch, 1945 Third
Ave.; architect, Arthur Arctander, 373 Willis Ave.
New Ave., w s South One Hundred and Sixth St.,

6 three-st'y brick buildings, flat tin roof, Amherst
and Connecticut brick front; cost, $60,000; owner,
F. A. Seitz, 315 East Forty-second St.; architect,
Joseph M. Dunii, 1193 Broadway.

West Fifty-seventh St., -Vo. 517, three-st'y brick
building, flat roof; cost, $3,000; owner, Conrad
Stein, 521 West Fifty-seventh St.; architect, J.Kast-
uer, 744 Broadway.

Third Am., w s, 50' s One Hundred and Sixty-
ninth St., three-st'y brick building, flat tin roof;
cost, 5.000; owner, Christian Wetzell, 1295 North
Third Ave.; architect, Charles Churchill, 777 East
One Hundred and Sixty-fifth St,

ALTERATIONS. Pier 40, East River, foot of I'ike St.,

one-st'y iron and wood building, to be raised one
st'y, making the same two-st'y, peak roof; cost, $3,-
OOD; lessees, N. Y. Central & N. R. It. Co.; receiver,
Joel B. Erhardt, 40 West Fifty-ninth St.; carpenter,
Warren Rosevelt, 257 South St.
One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St., n s, 100' e

Fourth Ave.. three-st'y and attic stone and brick

building, peak roof, cellar steps removed, area to be
formed covered with glass and iron vault light, new
show windows, new plastering, etc. ; cost, $5,000;
owner, A. Loher, 62 West Thirty-eighth St.; archi-

tect, Chas. P. H. Gilbert, 18 Broadway.
Madison Ave., s e cor. Fifty-ninth St., one-st'y

brick and iron building, peak roof, extension, flat

tin roof; cost, $3,000; owners, Merrimac & Monitor
Panorama Co., cor. Fifty-ninth St. and Madison
Ave.; architects, Carriere & Hastings, 57 Broadway.

West T'lirty-first St ,
No. 448, four-st'y brick build-

ing, flat tin roof, addition; cost, 3,000; owner, An-
drew Herrell, 448 West Thirty-first St.; architects,
Thorn & Wilson, 1267 Broadway.

Charles at., No. 120, three-st'y brick dwell., addi-

tion, peak roof; cost, $3,000; owner, Jeremiah W.
Dimick, 31 Madison Ave.; architect, J. H. White-
nack, 734 Greenwich St.

Broadway, Nos. 31 and 33, flve-st'y brick office-

building, top loft to be partitioned off; cost, 7,000;
owner, Wm. R. Astor, 22 West Fifty-sixth St.; car-

penter, S. R. S. Schemerhorn, 10 Nassau St.,

Brooklyn.
Weil Fifty-third St., No. 7, fonr-st'y brick dwell.,

addition, flat tin roof; cost, $2,100; owner, J. John-
son, 7 West Fifty-third St.; architect, John H. Dun-
can, 237 Broadway.

... . >seph ,

ond St.; architect, J. E. Terhune, 218 West Thirty-
seventh St.

Philadelphia.

BUILDING PERMITS. Broad St., n e cor. Washington
St., engine-house; Geo. B. Newton & Co., owners.
Berks St., cor. Palethorp St., two-st'y factory;

Geo. Buchanan, contractor.
Columbia Ave., w of Twenty-sixth St., 2 three-st'y

dwells.; Jas. Dingee, owner.
Fairhill St., n of Cambria St., 3 two-st'y dwells.;

Silas Walters, owner.
Summer St., w of Twenty-second St., 4 two-st'y

dwells.; Wendell Smith.
Fifty-sixth St., cor. Chelsea St., 2 two-st'y dwells.;

Henry Dillon, contractor.

Thayer St., between Huntingdon and Tasker Sts.,
7 two-st'y dwells.; F. Dietrich, contractor.
Park St., n of Shuuk St., 12 two-st'y dwells.; B. P.

Evans, owner.
Ellsworth St., w of Sixteenth St., two-st'y stable;

Harvey & McDaniel, owners.
Moore St.,eot Second St., 2 two-st'y dwells.; David

Doan, owner.
Jefferson St., e of American St., flve-st'y factory;

W. R. Douglas, contractor.
Olive St., w of Eleventh St., 3 two-st'y dwells. ;

Chas. McCanl, contractor.
Brown St., w of Eleventh St., 2 three-st'y dwells.;

contractor, same as last.

North St., No. 520, flve-st'y factory; J. S. Bird, con-
tractor.
Germantown Ave., No. 5430, 2 two-st'y dwells., H.

H. Bugby, contractor.
Fourth St., n of Somerset St., church, 50' x 60';

J. F. Miller, contractor.
Hicks St., below Mifflin St., 19 two-st'y dwells.; A.

L. Flanagan, owner.
Unity St., cor. Adams St., four-st'y hosiery-mill;

F. H. Henry, contractor.

Edgemont St., cor. Division St., 2 two-st'y stores;
Jno. McCann, owner.

Stites St., w of Twenty-ninth St., 6 two-st'y and 8

three-st'y dwells.; Elkins & Wedener, owners.
JTalter St., w of Twenty-ninth St., 42 two-st'y

dwells. ; owners, same as last.

Ninth St., n of Cumberland St., 3 two-st'y dwells.;
W. K. Bower, contractor.

Leithgow St., 'not Somersett St.,3 two-st'y dwells.;
contractor, same as last.

Sixteenth St.,s of Dickinson St., 5 two-st'y dwells.;
Thompson & Bro., contractors.

St. I, mils.

BUILDING PERMITS. Thirty-six permits have been
issued since our last report, nine of which are
for unimportant frame houses. Of the rest, those
worth $2,500 and over are as follows:

O. Koerner, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,500; W.
Whri, architect; A. Whri & Sons, contractors.
Charles Dzengolenske, two-st'y brick store and

dwell.; cost, $3,000; Henry Sudholter, contractor.
C. Lindenkohl & Co., two-st'y brick dwell.; cost,

$4,000; C. Linneukohl & Co., contractors.
John Waldmau, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,-

500; H. E. Peipers, architect; J. H. Keefe, con-
tractor.

Aug. Hausmann, 4 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.;

cost, $14,000; Aug. Beinke & Co., architects; F. Of-

fermann, contractor.
Fred Cornwell, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick flats;

cost, $4,700; A. W. Black, contractor.
Jos. Wonich, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick tenements;

cost, $3,800; M. Ihlo, contractor.
St. Louis Stamping Co., two-st'y brick addition to

warehouse; cost, $3,000; Aug. Beinke & Co., archi-

tects; sub-let.
Mrs. A. M. Bohle, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick tene-

ments; cost, $3,000.
Henry Bewig, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, 43,500;

Henry Nagel, contractor.
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TTfHE excitement of the elections in France recalls to M.

"I* Marcel Daly in La Semaine des Constructeurs, a curious

reminiscence of the popular elections of 1848. One of the

correspondents of La Semaine writes to the editor, remarking

that the two great French legislative bodies contain many mer-

chants and scientific men, besides lawyers and politicians, but

few, if any, architects, engineers, artists or builders ; and he

suggests that as no profession would be likely to furnish men

more accustomed to the administration of important and costly

works, it would be in every way desirable, not only for the

public but for the artistic and engineering profession, that one

or more members of these should, by the united action of the

rest, be placed in the Government, where their special know-

ledge would be of the greatest service to their fellow citizens.

This is certainly an excellent idea, and M. Daly sincerely ap-

proves it, but, judging from previous experience, he predicts

that some difficulty may be found in carrying it into execution.

In 1848, the stormy year which came near converting the whole

Continent into a group of republics, a general election was to

be held in France, and M. C6sar Daly, the well-known man-

ager of several architectural journals, was inspired with the

idea of securing the representation of the interests of art in the

Legislative Chamber through the combined suffrages of the

artists of Paris. A call was issued for a meeting of artists of

all kinds in the Salle Valentino, an immense public hall of the

time, to consider the matter. More than two thousand persons

responded ; the hall, the passages, and even the sidewalks out-

side were crowded with interested artists. Unfortunately for

themselves, men of genius are not always gifted with great

good sense or moderation, and the assemblage had hardly been

called- to order before quarrels began in the midst of it. The

painters and sculptors distinguished themselves particularly by

demanding that the poets should be put out of the meeting,

saying that they were not artists, and had no right to vote on

matters affecting the interests of art. A general squabbling

among the different sorts of artists then arose, and at last M.

Daly made an effort to put an end to the confusion by propos-

ing that each group of artists should hold an election for dele-

gates by itself, and that the delegates so appointed should meet

and make a final choice of a candidate to be supported by the

entire body. This suggestion was adopted by the meeting ;

but, as it turned out, the dissensions of the whole assembly were

transferred to the separate divisions. Only a few of the groups
could agree upon anything, and the movement completely failed.

In commenting upon this reminiscence, M. Daly observes that

although the liberality and concord which are now beginning
to prevail among artists would probably bring about results

very different from those of forty years ago, it is still desirable

that in such matters some one group should take the lead, and

he thinks that architects are particularly fitted to do so. While

their sympathy with all forms of art is usually both intimate

and intelligent, they are free from the prejudices of cliques, and

their experience in responsible administration, together with

their judicial habits of thought, make them, as M. Daly says,

the "natural cement" of an association of artists for business

purposes.

\ I K Builder tells a story of a piece of Greek sculpture,

which has recently reached the British Museum, after un-

dergoing vicissitudes which exemplify admirably the trib-

ulations to which the tender mercies of amateurs usually expose

valuable antiquities which have the misfortune to come into

their possession. About sixty years ago, Mr. Charles Robert

Cockerell, a distinguished architect and antiquary, brought
from Athens to England a beautiful sculptured bull, of Pentilic

marble. On landing this object at London, from the ship, the

sailors let it fall into the river. It was fished out, but the cost

of getting it was so great that Mr. Cockerele abandoned the

marble, rather than pay the charges, and it was carried to the

Custom-House, where it lay neglected for several years. Here

some one happened to notice it, and easily got possession of it ;

and soon sold it to a rich gentleman, who carried it away to

adorn his estate in the country. This purpose was accomplished
in a manner satisfactory to him by putting the Greek marble

out under some trees on the lawn, and here it remained for

nearly sixty years, soaked with rain, green with mould, and

abraded by the drip from the leaves and branches over it. In

this condition it was seen by Mr. Charles T. Newton, the cele-

brated keeper of the Greek and Roman antiquities in the Brit-

ish Museum, but several years elapsed before it was, probably

through his influence, at last presented to the Museum by the

descendants of the original purchaser. It would be interesting

to know how many persons studied Greek art from this object

during the sixty years that it lay mouldering under its .yew-

tree ; and yet we often hear it seriously argued that antiquities

are less useful in public museums than in the hands of private

owners, who, as a rule, either thrust them quietly out of the

way when they get tired of looking at them, as in this case ; or

do still worse, if they happen to feel, or pretend to feel, a real

interest in them, by trimming them up and improving them

until they are hardly recognizable. This country is too young
to have many sins on its conscience relating to the treatment

of antiquities, but we can ourselves remember a large fragment
of sculptured Egyptian granite, which, in the days of our youth,

stood solitary in a little grove belonging to a certain rich and

scholarly family. Although not of great value, this fragment,
before the importation of the New York obelisk, was perhaps
the only bit of Egyptian monumental art on this side of the

Atlantic ; while in the clear cutting of its hieroglyphics, and

the perfection of its polish, it surpassed then the obelisk itself.

What may be its condition now we cannot say, but its owner

seems to have done everything that he could to facilitate its de-

cay, and thirty years of tree-drip and Massachusetts frosts have

probably reduced it by this time to a mere boulder.

HE Chicago Tribune mentions some experiments which

have been made in California for determining the econom-

ical value of crude petroleum as fuel for making steam, in

place of coal. It is well known that many steamships and rail-

way lines in Southeastern Russia use this fuel with perfect

safety, and with excellent results ; and in this country puddling-
furnaces are often fitted with apparatus for burning petroleum ;

but the Central Pacific Railroad Company seems to have been

the first to use it on an extensive scale for making steam. At

present nearly all its steamboats, including the Oakland ferry-

boats as well as the great transfer steamers for freight trains,

burn nothing but crude petroleum from wells near the railway

routes. As in the Russian boilers, the petroleum is burned in

the shape of fine spray, driven into the fire-box by a jet of

steam. There is no waste, and the cost of evaporating a given

weight of water with the oil is little more than half that of

using coal. The next steps in this important economical move-

ment should certainly be the adaptation of the oil-burning pro-

cesses to household use. In Russia much of the crude petro-

leum, which costs at the wells sixty cents a ton, is already

utilized for domestic purposes, and anything that can be done

with the clumsy stoves of the Russians could surely be done

much better with the ingenious appliances familiar to American

stove and furnace makers. The main difficulty seems to lie in

the necessity for finding a substitute for the steam jet which,

when the oil is burned under boilers, drives a shower of spray,

in a suitable condition for burning, into the fire-box. Wicks

are inconvenient with crude oil, and give trouble, even with re-

|
fined oil where it is desirable to maintain a continuous fire, but
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the devices at present used for converting the oil into spray on

a small scale are not altogether satisfactory. If we are not

mistaken, most of them depend in forcing out the spray upon
the vapor of the oil itself, which is generated, when the fire is

first kindled, by pouring a little oil into a cup under the nozzle,

and lighting it. The presence of confined petroleum vapor

may, however, seriously menace the safety of the building in

which such a fire is kept up, and, above all things, petroleum-

burning apparatus for houses should be made safe beyond a

doubt: when this point is secured, the rest is easy. The substi-

tution of an iron oil-tank under the side-walk or in the back-

yard, with a pipe into the cellar, and a connection for replen-

ishing from a travelling tank, for the dirty coal-bin would be

worth many dollars every year to the householder ; while the

substitution in the furnace, for instance, of an oil flame, fed by
an automatic valve, for the coal fire with its laborous attention,

would be of even greater value. There is nothing impracticable
about this, and if, as the Chicago Tribune says, one hundred

gallons of crude oil, worth about three dollars, will do as much

heating as a ton of coal at five or six, there ought to be a great
field for inventors in this direction.

TITHE Scientific American quotes from the Chronicle, of

*l Orange, N. J.. a paragraph to the effect that Professor

Paddock, of the Stevens Institute at Hoboken, has come

into possession of a telephone used by Philip Reis, of Frank-

fort, in Germany, about the year 1861. At that period Reis

published a paper upon the possibility of conveying speech to a

distance by means of electrical currents, and described devices

for attaining that end. The paper attracted much attention,

and was well known to scientific men long before Professor

Bell devised his famous apparatus for accomplishing the same

object. It does not seem to have been certainly known until

recently whether Reis, who died shortly after the publication

of his essay, ever constructed and used a telephone upon the

principle which he devised ; and during the first serious contest

in the courts over the originality of Professor Bell's invention,

when the Reis description was quoted as evidence that the tel-

ephone was invented fifteen years before Professor Bell's

patent, the advocates of the Bell Company proved, to their

own satisfaction and that of the court, that a. telephone con-

structed according to Reis's directions could not be made to

transmit articulate sound. As no other successful attempt at

long-distance talking seemed to have been made before Profes-

sor Bell's, the court, mainly, as it appears, on the strength of

this evidence, declared him entitled to a monopoly of "all

forms of electrical transmission of speech." This grant to the

Bell Company of the exclusive privilege of talking over wires

shut out at once from public use several other forms of tele-

phone, some of them much superior to that of Bell, if we can

believe the descriptions of their work ; and the inventors of

these very naturally, in their own interest as well as that of the

public, determined to test, if possible, the question of the prac-

ticability of the Reis telephone, upon which the decision of the

court turned. For this purpose investigations on an extensive

scale were begun. Advertisements were inserted in the techni-

cal journals of Europe, requesting information as to the experi-

ments of Reis ; and the acquisition of instruments actually

used by him seems to have been a result of these efforts.

According to the statement in the Orange Chronicle, one of

these instruments was exhibited by Reis at a lecture, the text

of which afterward formed the substance of his published

paper. This instrument, so far from being incapable of trans-

mitting speech, has been set up without alteration in Professor

Paddock's house, and connected with a transmitter in his

stable, three hundred and fifty feet distant, and words, sen-

tences, and the words and music of songs have been distinctly

heard through it, although the electrodes would naturally have

been so corroded, and the membranes so stiffened, by the lapse

of a quarter of a century, as to diminish greatly its sensitive-

ness. With other instruments made by Reis, including both

the transmitter and receiver, a sentence of fifty-six words was

sent intelligibly, although the transmitter was made without

carbon points, and an ordinary knitting-needle was employed
in the receiver. These results, to which Professor Paddock's

high standing would seem to give authority, must, unless the

story in the Orange Chronicle is a fiction, materially weaken

the claims of the Bell Company in regard to the impractica-

bility of Reis's telephone, and one hardly sees how a judicial

decision based on these claims could long be sustained. If, on

appeal to the United States Supreme Court, the decision of the

Massachusetts court should be reversed, Professor Bell's pat-
ent will sink into a mere monopoly of a certain mode of trans-

mitting speech by electrical currents, leaving the way clear to

all who can devise different or better ways of doing the same

thing to come forward and earn the public favor by superior
service if they can. So far as the public is concerned, this is a

thing to be greatly desired ; and without wishing to detract in

the least from Professor Bell's merit, or from the profits of

those who have invested money in his monopoly, most people
would, we think, be glad to see the field of telephone service

opened to competition.

'fj CURIOUS surveying instrument is described in the

f\ Builder, which is capable, not only of measuring the heights
as well as the horizontal distances of various objects from

a single station, but plots automatically on a board fixed to the

stand of the instrument the exact position of the points under

observation, at any desired scale. This wonderful instrument,
which is the invention of Professor Cerebotani, of the Univer-

sity of Verona, consists essentially of two telescopes, one fixed

and the other movable, carried at the opposite ends of a strong
steel bar. In taking observations the instrument is placed with

this, bar in a perfectly horizontal position, and both telescopes
are then directed upon a given object. Of course, only things
in the same horizontal plane with the telescopes can be seen

through both of them at once, and if the object whose position
is to be ascertained is above or below this plane, a point at the

proper distance above or below it is first observed. It is evi-

dent that when both telescopes are trained upon the given

point, two lines passing through their axes will intersect in that

point, and will form, with the line of the steel supporting bar,

a triangle, the base of which is the length of the bar. It would
be easy, with a horizontal circle, to read off the angle of con-

vergence of the two telescopes, and calculate from this the dis-

tance of the object ; but Professor Cerebotani accomplishes
the same result still more easily by attaching a drawing-board
to the stand of the instrument, over which a straight-edge is

carried by the motion of the movable telescope, in such a way
that while the straight-edge is always parallel with the axes of

the movable telescope, one end of it remains always at the

same distance from another straight-edge parallel to the axis of

the fixed telescope. This distance is made an aliquot part
of the length of the steel supporting bar, and when the two

telescopes are made to converge upon a given object, the

straight-edge at the same time intersects the fixed index, form-

ing a triangle on the board exactly similar to that formed by
the imaginary prolongations of the axes of the telescopes, but

having for its base a definite fraction of the length of the steel

bar, instead of the steel bar itself. Supposing the ratio of the

base of the triangle formed by the straight-edges to be to the

length of the steel bar as one to twenty, the distance of the

object viewed will be twenty times the length of the portion
of the fixed line cut off by the movable straight-edge when both

telescopes are trained upon it. For rough work this distance

might be read directly from the index, but in practice a micro-

meter screw is used to determine the exact length, and the

reading of the micrometer is interpreted by a table which is

sent out with the instrument. The horizontal distance of the

object being thus ascertained, its height is easily determined by
the movable telescope turned in a vertical circle, the altitude

being simply the product of the horizontal distance by the nat-

ural tangent of the vertical angle observed. The two straight-

edges, as their position shifts over the board while the instru-

ment is turned to different points, afford the easiest possible

means for plotting the positions of all the points upon a sheet

of paper fixed to the board, and a map of a given district may
virtually be drawn by the simple process of looking at different

portions of it from a single point. As the length of the steel

bar which forms the base-line of the main triangles is liable to

vary by expansion and contraction, perfect accuracy in survey-

ing with the new instrument can only be obtained by laborious

correction of the observations ; but for rough work, where an

error of one foot in two hundred, which is believed to be the

maximum with careful handling, is unimportant, the Teleto-

pometer, as its inventor calls it, is likely to be useful ; and it is

said that military engineers are already experimenting very

successfully with it.
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ST. ALBAN'S.

fLL that now ex-

ists of the once

famous abbey
is the church, which
is situated upon a

hill above the site

of the ancient city of

Verulam, and
whence the saint

/proceeded to his

martyrdom, on the

scene of which arose

the monastery. In

obscure days when
a British town con-

sisted of a collection

of huts protected by
earth-works and a

ditch, and sur-

rounded by woods
and morasses, the

River Ver gave
name to the encamp-
ment here situated.

Alban lived in the

third century, in the

reign of the Empe-
ror Aurelian. In

his youth being

given to learning, he

travelled to Rome
to pursue his stud-

ies
;
and when he re-

turned to his native

city of Verulam, he

seems to have been treated with honor both for his love of letters,

and also for his virtues, particularly those of hospitality and char-

ity. But troublous times were at hand, and when the Empire
suffered the dreadful persecution under the edict of Diocletian, it

was caried out in Britain by Maximianus Herculius and Asclepiodo-
tus (St. Alban's Chronicle, a MS. in the library of Lambeth Pal-

ace). It appears a deacon of the Christian church, one Amphibalus,

pursued by the people, took refuge in Alban's house, where he was

concealed by its owner. Alban struck by his guest's resignation, and

enlightened by his teaching became converted
;
but the enemy soon

discovered the place of retreat, and Alban hiding Amphibalus put on

his raiment and gave himself up to the soldiers, refusing equally to

betray his friend or to sacrifice to the idols. He was first tortured

and then led up the neighboring hill to be beheaded. A great mul-

titude followed, and to reach the place of execution they had to pass
the River Coin ;

but the bridge was narrow
;
so Alban prayed, and

lo I the waters divided, and thousands of persons passed over dry-
shod. On reaching the summit of the hill the saint prayed for water,
and his thirst was stayed ; and then falling on his knees, and bend-

ing his neck to the executioner, his head was struck off, and he re-

ceived his crown of martyrdom. This is the Venerable Bede's ac-

count, and he adds that in his time there existed a church of wonder-

ful workmanship (A.D., 731). Matthew of Westminster also concurs

in this statement (A.D., 313) ; and Giraldus Cambrensis, who lived

about 1300, speaking of edifices erected to the memory of St. Alban,
mentions the abbey and also one in Wood Street, London, founded

also by King Offa, close to his palace. The date of St. Alban's mar-

tyrdom is placed by most authorities on June 22 ; the year ranging
from 286-305. This is sufficient proof (for

of the existence of the

martyr there is no question) that Christianity was common in Brit-

ain three hundred years before the so-called " conversion
"

by St.

Augustine. Every one knows the pretty story of St. Gregory see-

ing the pagan English children in Rome's market-place, and saying
" Non Angli, sed angell !

" But even allowing that the men of Kent
were at that time (the end of the seventh century) immersed in pa-

ganism, the fact that Augustine had great difficulties in Romanizing
the rest of the country, and the hostility of the British bishops,

proves that he only
" converted

"
a small part of the island. At

that time the British church derived its customs, rites and ceremo-

nies from the Eastern ones, and its metropolitan was the bishop of

Caerleon-on-Uske. Augustine would not agree to this state of things,
and so he deposed the recalcitrant bishops, made over their sees to

his friends, acknowledged the bishop of Rome as his chief, and for

his reward received (601) the pallium as first Primate of England.
But the history of the church really begins in the year 793, when

Offa II, King of the Mercians determined to calm his conscience

(unduly upset by the murder of Ethelbert, the East Anglian King)
by the erection of a monastery worthy of being dedicated to the

great martyr's memory. Thereupon, Offa dug up the saint's coffin

which had been buried under the green sod when the Saxons de-

stroyed the church, and found it, containing not only the remains
of St. Alban, but also the relics placed in it by Germanus. The King
placed a golden circlet upon the head inscribed " Hoc est capvt Sti.

Albani," and caused a reliquary to be made of gold and precious

stones in which the relics were placed, the whole being carried in

solemn procession to the little church which he had repaired.
Offa went to Rome and obtained permission of Pope Adrian I to

appropriate the Peter's pence collected throughout his kingdom for the

abbey. This was a levy of a primy from each family holding lands

producing thirty pence annual rental
;

it was originally levied by the

West Saxon King Ina in 1727, for the maintenance of a Saxon qol-

lege at Rome, and was subsequently called Peter's pence, because it

was paid on the first of August, the feast of St. Peter ad vincula,

being the day on which the bones of the martyr was discovered. The
Romanist writers, Polydore Virgil and Cardinal Baronius have re-

presented, erroneously, that it was a sort of submission to the Pope,
and that Offa thereby made his kingdom a fee of the Roman bee

(Nicholson). On his return from Rome Offa placed the monastery
under the rule of St. Benedict, introduced into England by St. Au-

gustine,
and gave it lands and a charter. This and a multitude of

MSS. referring to the history of St. Alban's, are to be found in the

British Museum, and in the libraries of Lambeth Palace, and of some
of the colleges at Oxford and Cambridge.
The earliest portions of the present church were built in 1077, by

the Abbot Paul of Caen, a kinsman of Lanfranc, Archbishop of Can-

terbury. He constructed the church entirely afresh, using stones and
tiles from the ancient city of Verulam, which may still be seen in the

tower, transepts and eastern part of the nave. From this time the

monastery increased in riches and importance : it became the house
of reception for the sick, a school, and also what might now be termed
a hostelry.
The next abbot, Robert de Gorham, built the chapter-house and

cloister (now destroyed) and repaired and re-adorned the Feretry
of the Martyr. (A feretry, feretra, seems to have been the reliquary,
not the entire immovable shrine ; although the term has sometimes
been applied by ancient writers to the entire structure). It was also

during Robert's abbacy that the mitre was assumed, this enabling an
abbot to assemble the clergy, to prescribe rules for bis convent, and
above all to be independent of any episcopal supervision : thus mak-

ing the mitred abbots of greater importance than the bishops : in-

deed, at the dissolution of the monasteries, they are said to have far

out-numbered the bishops in the House of Lords.

William de Trumpington raised a lofty lantern on the tower, and

completed the change at the west end of the nave, begun by his pred-
ecessor. Matthew of Paris, the historian.adopted the

religious habit

during this abbot's time, 1217. At the coronation of Henry III,
John de Hertford seems to have assumed the first place after the

bishops, by reason of his patron saint being proto-martyr of Eng-
land, an assumption which gave rise to continual squabbles between
the abbots of St. Alban's and Westminster. In 1239 the Legate Otho
excommunicated the Emperor with much solemnity at St. Alban's.
In 1256, the abbey was placed under an interdict for refusing the

exactions of the Papal collectors. Matthew Paris died in 1 258, and
his " Lives of the Abbots " end with John. An Eleanor Cross was
erected here, shortly after the progress of the Queen's body from

Herdeby, near Lincoln to Westminster
;
but it was unfortunately de-

molished in 1702 to make way for a market-house.
The Lady Chapel with its ante-chapel was finished by Hugh de

Eversden. This abbot was twice besieged in his abbey by the towns-
men on the question of rights and privileges; the latter gaining their

cause. But the next abbot obtained the surrender of all the privi-

leges, and the town was obliged to submit to him. These privileges
were very important. For instance, in 1264, a tumult arose con-

cerning the abbey mills. The people denied the right of the abbot
to force them to full their cloth and grind their corn at his mill on his

own terms ; and although the dispute was decided in favor of the

abbot, he was
obliged

to promise to be more modest in his demands
for the future. The abbots were magistrates and judges, even in

cases of capital offences ; they had the power of imprisoning delin-

quents and even of returning representatives to Parliament
; privi-

leges which one can understand would easily become opportunities
for oppression. As an example of the enormous wealth and power
of the abbots, it suffices to say that Thomas de la Mare rebuilt the

great gate with its chambers, prisons and vaults
; repaved the west

tloor, and expended 4,000 on the fabric, and 1,167 on the services

of the church; enormous sums of money in those days (1380).
The abbey was a famous school of painting and gold and silver-

smith's work. Matthew Paris mentions two remarkable reliquaries
covered with image of gold, made by Richard d'Albencio, or Al-

buii, or D'Aubency, and no doubt many of the early chalices, etc.,

came from St. Alban's.

Printing
had been introduced at St. Alban's in the same year as

at Westminster. Caxton's first work, the " Chronicle of England
"

appeared in 1480, and although the same work did not appear at

St. Alban's until 1483, the " Rhetorica Nova Fralris Laurencii Gu-
lii'lmi de Saona

"
had been printed in 1480.

In 1489 Innocent VIII issued a Bull for the reformation of con-

vents, and the Legate admonishes the abbot and monks of St. Albans
to mend their ways ;

he had heard that "
they were given to simony,

usury, lavish expenditure, and even great violation of good morals.

Cardinal Wolsey held the abbey in commendam in 1521, but he never
seems to have lived there. At the dissolution of the monasteries
Richard Boreman seems to have submitted to the royal commission-
ers without opposition ;

indeed he was probably placed there for the

purpose. The possessions were
quickly dispersed amongst Henry's

favorites, and the abbot and monks pensioned off. Stevens in 1722
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writes, that the value of the lands formerly belonging to the abbey
was at that time some 200,000 a year. Sir Richard Lee was the

fortunate possessor in 1540, and he had scarcely gained when he be-

gan demolishing them. In 1553, a charter made over the Lady
Chapel to the mayor and burgesses for a grammar school

;
and the

church was sold for 400, to be turned into a parish church.

The church has little external ornament
;
its form is that of a Latin

cross, the axis pointing about twenty degrees to the south of the

east, a common way of building old churches. The earlier por-
tions, are built of Roman bricks, the later of stone. The entire

length from east to west is 548 feet, the nave is 215 feet long to St.

Cuthbert's screen, and 284 feet to the tower; the width of the tran

septs 189 feet, and the height of the tower 144 feet. At the end of

each transept are cylindrical turrets, and probably the great tower
had originally four similar ones. The roofs were flat a few years

ago, but now are high-pitched, the opinion being held by many that

they were so originally. But it is objected, that if the roof was orig

inally high-pitched, the weathering on the tower would not have passed
under it; it would have stopped where the roof bisects it. The au-

thorities differ as to the date of the low roof
;
some stating it to have

been built in 1323, some early, and some late in the fifteenth cen-

tury. The high roof certainly dwarfs the tower, and entirely

changes the general, and formerly quaint, effect of the building.
Another unfortunate restoration, was the pulling down of the unfin-

ished west front, and Perpendicular window, and the substitution oi

an entirely new Early English design by Sir E. Beckett, '[see Illus-

trations.] This is done at bis own cost of 20,000, and was the sub-

ject of as many verbal fights as the " battle of the roof." The south

side of the nave has also been encased in new stone. That all this is

a blunder, posterity will pronounce, if this generation does not. If a
church is to be torn about, if

" late
" work is to be destroyed, and the

"
original

"
style substituted, where is the line to be drawn ? Here is

a building begun in Norman times. If a Perpendicular window is

pronounced
" base

" and unworthy the edifice, why not also an Early
English. If a Tudor monument is to be banished, why not a Perpendic
ular one V Who is to be the umpire to decide up to what period arch-

itecture remained "
pure ?

" As to the modern work of the west front,
it is heavy, spiritless and mean

;
the tinials are the clumsiest to be

seen anywhere, the ornaments the poorest ; and in order to fill up the

end of the roof, five lancet windows have been placed above the par-

apet over the porch ;
these can only give light to the loft in the roof, as

the ceiling of the interior is flat. The buttresses are described
" massive" (!) Abbot John de Cella (1185-1214) conceived the idea

of pulling down the Norman west front and rebuilding it in the Early
English style of his own time. The three portals were finished, but

early in the eighteenth century, the aisle ones were mutilated, and
blocked up with their own fragments, the new front is therefore

meant to be a reproduction and restoration of de Cella's design, but
there is neither the spirit nor the grace of real Early English work
in it.

The nave is a remarkable example of changes of style from the Nor-
man to the Decorated periods. On the north side, the place where the

Norman gives place to the Early English should be noticed. The
clustered Early English shafts of the sixth bay spring out of a Nor-
inan pier, and the clerestory window above is Early English, although
there is but one, instead of two. The six Norman piers on the
north side belong to the original structure of Abbot Paul de Caen

(1077); then succeeds the Early English of William de Trumping-
ton. The first three arches on the south side are like those of the

north, but the shaft which supports the fifth arch is larger than the
others and is flat on the north and south sides

;
this is the juncture of

the Early English and Decorated. The outer mouldings of the Dec-
orated arches terminate in sculptured heads, supposed to be those of

Paul the Abbot, King Offa and Editha, Queen of Edward the Con-
fessor. John de Cella, as we have said, destroyed the Norman fa-

cade, and was unable to rebuild it, bringing upon himself, says Mat-
thew Paris, the jeers of his fellows

;

" This man began to build and
was not able to finish." His first builder, one Hugh Goldcliff seems
to have been " a man deceitful and false, but an excellent workman,"
and the abbot had to limit himself to the construction only of the
three beautiful portals. Of these Sir G. Scott said,

" I doubt whether
there exists in England a work so perfect in art, as the half-ruined

portals of St. Albari's. I venerate the architect who designed them,
who, I believe, was Abbot John de Cella's second architect, Gilbert
de Eversholt. His work is contemporary with two others, which are
as fine as almost any in existence

;
the western porch at Ely, and the

Choir of St. Hugh at Lincoln. All of these were the works of the
earliest perfected Early English, after it had thrown off the square
form of the Romanesque capital." And yet what remained of these

porches was demolished
; although of course the new work is only a

" restoration !

"
Hugh de Eversden (1308-1326), rebuilt some of the

south aisle which had given way. The ceiling is flat panelling
(painted) of the fifteenth century, but very little of it is of that date.
Some old frescoes were discovered in the nave, of a very rude char-

acter, probably of the thirteenth century ; they are in distemper, and
represent the Crucifixion, a St. Christopher and an Annunciation.
The rood-screen, separating the nave from the choir is Decorated

;

it is called St. Cuthbert's screen, Richard de Albencio having built a

chapel in honor of St. Cuthbert's cure of a withered arm, and after
the abbot's visit to the saint's shrine at Durham. During the late
restorations a remarkable discovery was made in the choii the ceil-

ing had been repainted in the seventeenth century, and upon this

being removed, the original fourteenth-century paintings were brought
to light. They represent monograms, arms, legends and shields, and
have carved and gilded bosses at the intersection of the ribs. In the

choir, and also in the north transept are some more frescoes. In
the south aisle of the choir is a beautifully-carved oak door, ornamented
with crockets and pinnacles ; probably an entrance to the cloisters.

At the south end of the south transept, is a short passage or "
slype,"

which communicated with the cloisters. On each side of it is a series

of intersecting semi-circular arches, with elaborately-carved capitals ;

the only example of late Norman work here. The part under the

tower is all Norman work. Many of the columns of the triforium

are Saxon baluster shafts, to which Norman bases have been added ;

probably they were remains of the original Saxon church. The screen

behind the high altar is a fine example of Perpendicular work, com-

posed of a central cross (on which probably there was formerly a

figure) and thirteen niches
;
but figureless like those at Winchester,

which it resembles. The Purbeck marble pavement is old, repolished ;

and a flight of five steps leads up to the altar, on one side of which
is the chantry of Abbot Ramryge (1492-1521), opposite this is the

tomb of Abbot Wallingford (1476-1484), in which (covered-in by
glass) is one of the most beautiful monumental brasses extant

;
it

bears the effigy of an abbot in full pontifical vestments under a can-

opy, Thomas de la Mare (1349) ;
it is believed to be Flemish.

There are a few other brasses, but all more or less mutilated. A cu-

rious inscription on a slab near this is supposed to refer to John de
la Moote, who conspired against King Richard II :

" Hie quidam terra

legitur, peccali solvens debitum, cui nomen non imponitur, in libra vitas

sit conscriptum."
" One is here covered with earth, paying the debt

of sin, whose name is not placed on this record. May it be written

in the Book of Life." The north aisle is Early English, and contains

a curious fresco on the wall of St. Thomas's incredulity, and in the

ceiling a representation of the martyrdom of St. Alban. The pulpit,
choir stalls and font are modern. Camden in 1586, speaks of a brass

font, in which the children of the kings of Scotland were baptized ;

and Weever states that it was in the church in his time, 1631. But
Fuller (Worthies, 1662) records that one Hickman, an iron-monger
and a justice of the peace, took it away; as he says,

"
it was taken

away in the late cruel war, as it seems by those hands which suffered

nothing how sacred soever to stand, which could be converted into

money. There is a wooden one to supply its place, which is said to

be made of the same shape with the old font." This was replaced

by one of marble, now in the Abbot's Cloister. Whether the modern
is a copy of the marble one, which in its turn was a reproduction of

the wooden one, there is no evidence to show.
On entering the south aisle of the saint's chapel, is the Perpendic-

ular chantry of Duke Humphrey of Gloucester ; it is believed to have
been erected by Abbot John of Wheathampsted. The iron grating
is thought to have been erected prior to the chapel, and to have been
intended to give pilgrims a view of the shrine in the centre. About
1847, some portions of carved Purbeck marble were found blocked

up in the arches at the east end of the saint's chapel. These the late

rector, the learned Dr. Nicholson, thought were part of the shrine ;

and in 1872, when a quantity of material was removed which closed

up a Perpendicular doorway in the south aisle of the Presbytery,
some more pieces of the same kind of carving were discovered. There
were about two thousand in all, which have been most cunningly put
together, and enable us to form a perfect idea of the magnificence of

the shrine in former days ;
it is of fourteenth-century work, and is

of course only the base on which the chasse or reliquary rested
;

its

form is oblong ;
the basement is solid, above which is a series of can-

opied niches, probably for the reception of offerings ;
this being sur-

mounted by a cornice. Some of the sculptures remain, e. g., the be-

heading of the saint, some angels censing, and a figure seated and
crowned holding a church in his hand, doubtless King Offa II.

Above the shrine was a canopy which was let down and drawn up as

required. On the north side of the chapel is the Watcher's Gallery,
of carved oak. In this the custodian of the shrine sat to receive the

offerings, and place things upon the relics linen and other things be-

longing to the sick. The same custom prevails now in many Conti-

nental churches, as for instance at St. Genevieve, Paris. Some re-

mains of distemper painting, the back of an altar, are here to be seen

protected by glass ;
also a very curious picture which was discovered

in Duke Humphrey's tomb beneath the pavement. It is a canvass,
and represents the vault as it appeared in 1703, when in digging a

grave, a leaden coffin was found with the body of the Duke " in

pickle the corpse being entire with a beautiful crucifix painted

against the east wall at his feet, which is yet entire
;
but the body is

now decayed" (Cole MS., dated 1747). On the left of the picture
is the " beautiful crucifix," surrounded by four chalices, into which
flows blood from the four wounds. On the right is the coffin contain-

ing a skeleton.

The Duke's monument is elegant Perpendicular work, bearing
shields, with arms and monograms. Behind the saint's chapel is the

ante-chapel, formerly desecrated by a passage, and now restored to

the church. Here is all that remains of the shrine of St. Araphibalus,
which is not nearly as perfect as that of St. Alban, nor can it ever

have been of such fine workmanship. This too, is fourteenth-century

work, but much later than that of St. Alban
;

it bears the initials of

Ralph Witechurch, sacrist of the abbey during the time of Thomas
de la Mare (1349-1396).
From this we enter the Lady Chapel, until quite lately used as a

grammar school. It was the work of Hugh de Eversden (1308-1326)
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and is of the richest Decorated style, particularly the side windows
which are enriched with a number of little statuettes under canopies,

upon the jambs and mullions. Sir G. Scott says of the east end, "it

has an exquisite window above, consisting of a richly-traceried circle,

placed within a curvilinear triangle, beneath which is a splendid range
of niches, and beneath them again a gorgeous range of sedilia and

piscinas." The roof of the ante-chapel is wood groining, with carved

bosses at the intersections, but little of the old work remains.

The only part of the monastery remaining is the Gate-House about

one hundred and fifty feet west of the church. It was the main en-

trance, and was also used as a place for the incarceration of crimi-

nals. The arch is obtusely pointed, and has a groined roof. On the

south side of the church, the spandrels of the arches of the cloisters

can still be traced, all the rest has gone, destroyed by iconoclasts

and restorers equally. Let us hope what yet remains may be saved

from the Vandals.
'

S. BEALB.

A REMARKABLE RULING.

O'Grady and Zerrahn v$. the Board of Court-House Commissioners,

for Suffolk County, Mass., in Chambers, Supreme Judicial Court,

October 13, 1885, before Justice Charles Allen. For plaintiff's,

Messrs. Strange and H. E. and G. R. Swasey. For defendants,
A. S. Wheeler and W. G. Russell.

DECISION OF JUDGE ALLEN :

If I had any question in my own mind in regard to the substantial

merits of this controversy, I should desire to hear the other side, and
I should also desire time to take the case into consideration, in order

to arrive at a more deliberate result. But I cannot see that I have

any doubt or question in my own mind in regard to what ought to be

the decision of the case upon the substantial portion of it.

There are three things, three elements, in
respect

to which it may
be said that relief is sought in this bill. One is in regard to securing
to the plaintiffs the sum of $1,000 as compensation under the eleventh

article. The second is in regard to preventing the Commissioners on

the Court-House from using any portion of the plaintiffs' plans in

the construction of the building. The third, and more substantial

part, is that relief is sought looking to further competition, with a

view to compelling the defendants to employ the plaintiffs as the archi-

tects for the construction of the court-house [1], or perhaps, in other

words, to restrain the Commissioners from employing anybody else

at any rate, for the present.
Now the last is the substantial part of the controversy. I do not

suppose that there would be ultimately any controversy between the

parties in regard to restraining the Commissioners from using any
part of the plaintiffs' plans, without their consent. The plaintiffs

have a perfect remedy for that in their own hands by not taking the

$500.
Mr. Wheeler We disclaim the right.
The Court I understand that you do. But the substantial claim

in this case is to prevent the defendants from going on in the line

which they have marked out, and employing Mr. Clough to erect the

building upon his plans.

Now, the first difficulty which I have in respect to that is an aspect
of the case which has not been adverted to in the arguments for the

plaintiffs, and which, to my mind is decisive ;
and that is, that even

assuming that the construction of the prospectus, which is contended

for by the defendant is correct, and that there is just such a contract

as is contended for, still there is no ground for equitable relief. Even

assuming that the case had gone farther than this, and that there

had been a vote by the Commissioners, selecting the plaintiffs as the

architects to go on in the construction of the court-house, and ac-

cepting their plans, and then, for any reason, satisfactory to them-

selves, they decided to change their minds, a bill in equity would not lie

on behalf of these plaintiffs, to compel the defendants to carry out their

contract [I].
A contract that is entered into upon that assumption

is not a contract of such a nature that a court of equity will enforce

it specifically. These defendants are public officers. They are Pub-

lic Commissioners, intrusted with the duty and power of building a

court-house a great work, which it is understood will take three

years' time. It is to be done under the supervision of some archi-

tect, with whom the Commissioners must have constant, intimate and

confidential relations for three years to come. They must be in con-

stant communication with him
;
and it is easy to see that it is not

consistent with the public interest that Commissioners who are in-

trusted with this great duty and this great responsibility should be

tied, as by a contract which a court of equity would enforce, to con-

tinue the employment of any architect, under any agreement [!], after

they, for any reason satisfactory to themselves, wish to employ some-

body else. The contract is of a nature that will not be enforced

specifically in a court of equity.
Therefore, assuming the nature of the contract to be such as con-

tended for, and assuming that the Commissioners had taken a step in

advance of what they have done, and had actually selected these

plaintiffs as architects for the construction of this building, a court

of equity would not entertain a bill brought for the purpose of com-

pelling the Commissioners to adhere to that employment throughout
the whole of this time, after they had come to the conclusion, for rea-

sons satisfactory to themselves, that they should dispense with the

services of the architects whom they had employed. For that reason

a demurrer would lie, and ought to be sustained, in my judgment,
against this bill.

But I do not put the decision upon that ground alone, although it

is satisfactory to my mind but I do not think that upon a fair con-

struction of this prospectus, these defendants have entered into any
such contract as is assumed.

They say in the prospectus that they will select not exceeding ten

plans having the highest merits. They have selected one plan. The
language does not call for the selection of any more than one plan.

They find that one plan is clearly the plan having the highest merit.

Then, in order to prevent disappointment, or for reasons satisfactory
to themselves, they go on and vote that each one of nine other ar-

chitects shall have $500 apiece. That I regard not as a selection of
the ten plans having the highest merit [!]. They have selected one

plan as having the highest merit, and then they go on and make a
further vote, that they will pay $500 to each one of those architecti

who chooses to take it. It does not seem to me that the true con-

struction of this proposal binds the Commissioners, according to its

phraseology, to do anything different from what they have done.

There is no breach of any contract for which there is any remedy in

any court.

Then, as to the point that the defendants intend to use the plant
of the plaintiffs, the defendants disclaim any design of using them.
Then if there is any question here as to whether the plaintiffs are

entitled to $1,000 for going on and completing those plans, after the

Commissioner!) have decided that Mr. Clough's are the best, I do not

think there is anything in that point.
Mr. Swasey We should not claim anything like that.

The Court I suppose it would be considered better for the plain-
tiffs to take the $500 for what they have done, than to go on and fin-

ish plans which would not be accepted.
For these reasons, being of the opinion that this case cannot be

sustained, the bill must be dismissed.

HISTORY OF TRADE GUILDS. II. 1

r
N 1368 and 1372 mem-
bers of the guilds held
seats in the city coun-

cils of Aix-la-Chapelle,
Cologne, Mayence and
Dortmund. With this

great change in the ex-

ternal condition of the

guilds there occurred also

a marked change in their

organization and life.

A concise outline of

these internal changes
only may be mentioned
here.

Up to 1220 and espec-

ially in 1190, members of

the guild elected their

own masters, which

proves that they possessed
the right to decide who
should be their leaders.

Laws could only be en-

acted by the approval of

the majority of all the

members. Each member
had a right to vote against
the admission of a candi-
date.

This is a strong con-
trast to the condition of

things in 1100. Then the

masters of the guilds were
chosen by the town coun-
cil in the cities, and in

the country they were ap-

pointed by the princes
and the bishops. Even
up to 1099 this was the

rule in Strasburg. At
that time every one who
wished to become a fel-

low of a guild was re-

quired to prove that he
was of free and legitimate

t birth, and possessed evi-

tun../ t . Ei./t J3o/-ft>n.y\&// dence of an ancestry run-

ning back four generations. Later, illegitimate persons were ad-

mitted to fellowship.
In 1150 the members of the Strasburg guilds had the right to re-

ject
the master imposed upon them by the town council, princes or

bishops. But in 1370 there came a change. The old story of the in-

crease of power and material strength must be told of the guilds, as

it is related of all the classes from the highest to the lowest, who

' A consular report made to the Secretary of State, by James T. Du Boil, Con-
sal at Leipsic, on Guild Organization in Ancient Times: Origin and Progress of

Trades Unions: Power and Influence of the Organizations in the Middle Ages,
and Condition of the German Guilds at present. Continued from No. 509, p. 148.
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obtain position, power and wealth. The right to sit in the town coun-

cil, the great market privileges, the increase of influence and power
soon began to tell upon the pride and selfishness of the masters of the

guilds, and they became in demeanor and by rulings nearly as exclu-

sive and aristocratic as the aristocrats themselves. The old Stras-

burg rule was revived, that is, the rule which allowed only to free and

legitimate-born persons the right of membership. Some of the guilds
even excluded the children of the weavers, barbers, shepherds, mil-

lers, tax-collectors, revenue-collectors and musicians, because these

were not free born. Among the soldiery used as garrisons in the

different fortified towns each guild was assigned to a certain post
and carried its own peculiar flag. To advance from fellow to mas-
ter was rendered more and more difficult. The right of suffrage
was taken away from the fellow. Formerly, to become a master a
fellow was required to execute a masterpiece of work, and this piece
was subjected to all the members of the guild for examination. This

right was taken away and the masters reserved for themselves the

right to pass judgment on the masterpiece, and thus could accept or

reject any candidate whom they pleased. Each fellow was required
to work one year in the place where he desired to secure a master-

ship, and upon admission was compelled to pay a certain sum of

money. All of the quarrels among the masters and fellows or among
the fellows themselves were decided now by the masters alone, and

not, as formerly, by a committee selected by the fellows and masters.

Every member had to promise to submit all of his quarrels to the

masters before going to the civil or criminal courts for redress. This
star-chamber court within the guilds existed in some places as late as

1840. At this date in Hamburg the court of lodges of the masons
and stone-cutters had the right to punish a criminal with death.

Against this right the criminal courts had no power to interfere.

Most of the masons and stone-cutters united their lodges and formed
a grand union organization. This union, under the great lodge of

Strasburg, comprised all the mason and stone-cutter guilds of Ger-

many, France, England, the Netherlands, Spain, Portugal, Italy and

Hungary. The chief master and high judge, residing at Strasburg
in 1 263, was subject to the authority of the archbishop of Milan and
the Pope, but not to the Emperor.

Under this condition of things the power of the Emperor was

greatly weakened. The petty princes of the country mastered and
ruled the kingdom. The Emperor confirmed the laws of the guilds
no more. This right was controlled by the princes and bishops,
In the towns the masters secured more and more power, and played
a very important role in the administration of affairs, and as their

power increased the fellows of the guilds were forced gradually into

a state of semi-serfdom. All of the affairs of the guilds were consid-

ered and decided by the masters in secret conventus (conventions) ;

from this word originated the word zunft, as the fellows pronounced
the word zunventus, zunfventus, and at last it was pronounced zunft.
The guilds were in this unhappy condition when the bitter strug-

gle of the Reformation began. The troubled times which followed,

especially the Thirty Years' War, destroyed, in a measure, the power
of the guilds, and debased the comparatively high standard of Ger-

man handwork which had existed up to that time. The workmen
found employment difficult, and entered the military service. Such

guilds as find employment at all times joined the garrisons of the for-

tified towns. Thus in 1631 we find the bakers of Leipsic fighting
under the great Gustavus Adolphus.
When the Thirty Years' War ended German handwork had sunk

so low as to be the subject of ridicule, and had there been a Commis-
sioner Reuleaux in those unhappy days he would undoubtedly have

originated the famous expression
"
cheap and nasty,"

"
billig und

schlecht," which the German commissioner to the Centennial Expo-
sition applied to the exhibition made at that time by his countrymen,
an expression which has done German commerce inestimable good,
but which cannot with justice, be applied to German fabrications of

the present, as under the impetus of this severe rebuke, they have

begun a new and brilliant era in the art of handwork and manufac-

ture which is already felt throughout the world.

One historical instance proves the condition of German handwork
at the end of the Thirty Years' war. In 1520 Francis the First, of

France, was obliged to send to Germany for his gunsmiths, lock-

smiths, etc. One hundred years afterwards France excelled Ger-

many in all kinds of handwork. After the peace of Westphalia,
when Germany began to recover from the exhaustion of destructive

war, she found herself compelled to depend upon French models in

most all of the branches of handwork. At this time the junkers and

aristocrats were in absolute control of affairs, while the guilds had

sunk very low and were devoid of both power and influence. Sel-

dom could a master be found among the town councilmen, and those

who succeeded in obtaining seats were very rich persons and were in

reality manufacturers and not handworkers. Thus the masters

found their former power and influence gone. They could no more
assume an aristocratic air, but were forced into a decided opposition
to the aristocracy. Two guilds alone seemed to maintain their

former strength and influence the merchants' guild and the Uni-

versitas, an institution possessing some of the characteristics of a

guild. These continued their aristocratic positions. Indeed, the

merchants belonged mostly to the patricians, and enjoyed all of the

privileges of that class, and in some instances even greater privileges
were bestowed upon them.

The other guilds, although forced into a bitter opposition to the

aristocracy, and that, too, a powerless opposition, did not, however,

return to the simple democratic principles which characterized their

organization in the thirteenth century, but clung to the aristocratic

constitution which had been forced upon them by the masters during
the latter part of the fifteenth century, which had debased their fel-

lows to semi-serfdom, robbed them of inalienable rights, forced

apprentices into domestic servitude to the cost of their technical edu-

cation, subjected the progress from fellowship to mastership to favor-

itism and position, and stayed the wheels of advancement and smoth-

ered the spirit of invention until the guilds became star chambers
and tools which unscrupulous and tyrannical masters used to further

their own selfish ends.

The little power that was left to them was exhausted in unorgan-
ized and fruitless opposition to workmen who were not members of

the guilds or by quarrels with other guilds. Thus, the carpenters

quarrelled with the joiners who made staircases
;
the joiners quar-

relled with the carpenters who made doors
;
the glaziers quarrelled

with the joiners and carpenters who made sashes out of soft wood
;

the joiners quarrelled with the glaziers who made sashes out of oak
wood. The plumber was allowed to sell lamps, but not lamp chim-

neys, globes and wicks. The physician could prosecute the barber
who prescribed a medicine, but the barber could not bring a process

against a physician who bled and applied bandages, which in those

days belonged in a measure to the tonsorial trade. The Universilas

would always sustain its members, and it was all-powerful. The
physician and the apothecary were members of the Universitas.

Thus either could prosecute the druggist, but the latter had qo right
of process against the apothecary.

These quarrels only weakened the guilds and brought them into

disrepute. The workmen had no prospect of becoming masters,
because the aristocratic condition of the fifteenth century remained
in force. Usually none but the sons of masters received a master-

ship. When a fellow married the widow of a master he was some-
times given a mastership. The result of this system was that inca-

pable men often became masters. The fellows lost ambition and

energy and hope, and the apprentice, forced into domestic servitude,
learned little of his trade, and thus at the dawn of the present cen-

tury the guilds presented a demoralized and disorganized union,
without any great aims, and inspired with but little hope.
To add to this unhappy condition of the guilds, Napoleon Bona-

parte forced French goods upon the German markets, and this com-

petition was so great that thousands of German artisans were

compelled to emigrate or to go into other pursuits. In 1815, when
the German confederacy was formed, a great effort was made to

revive the stagnant commerce, but no effort was made to elevate the

sunken handwork. This suffered more and more, because many
wares which were formerly made by hand were now manufactured

by machinery; for instance, furniture, bronze articles, pottery,

stoves, etc.

When, in 1847, the movement for liberty began, many of the lead-

ers of the movement turned to the oppressed classes, especially to the

hand-workers, and assured them that the success of the revolution

would bring to them better times. Thus thousands and tens of

thousands of the guildites were allured away from their organiza-
tions, especially away from the so-called Morgen-Sprachen, and soon

found themselves joined to political societies. This naturally sapped
the strength of the guilds, and weakened the bond of union to a great
extent.

When the revolution was suppressed, in 1849, the social discon-

tent among the laboring classes still remained. The workmen's
unions were officially dissolved, but were secretly continued. At the

same time factories began to be extensively built, and this was a

serious blow to the hand-worker's art. The masters and the fellows

showed a sullen hatred toward the introduction of machine labor.

The former believed that they could compete with the factories by
reducing the wages of the fellows. The fellows rebelled and much
trouble ensued. The so-called political economists, law-givers, and

people-happier-making demagogues came to the rescue. They did not

recognize and treasure the fundamental principles of the guilds
which had been of inestimable value for over two thousand years.

They saw only the defects which had crept into the guilds during
centuries of abuse and oppression. They did not heed the voice of

history, which told them, in unmistakable words, that as soon as

guilds had been suppressed, the necessity of reviving them had
become apparent to the State. They saw none of these things, but

blindly bent their energies toward suppression of the guilds and gen-
eral free trade. They succeeded in Saxony in 1860, and in Prussia

in 1868. The guilds were partly dissolved, while some of them were
restricted and limited in such a manner that at last they yielded to

the pressure and ceased to exist. Soon a number of fellows estab-

lished themselves as masters, but having neither the ability nor edu-

cation, they could not succeed, and hundreds were thrown into bank-

ruptcy. The workmen who did not become masters, but lost their

guild connections, naturally sought other connections, and thus they
were gradually allured into the ranks of the socialists, and soon

became social democrats and anarchists. The apprentices, who were

compelled to pass certain examinations, would not study, and, desert-

ing their masters before having served their time, applied to other

masters as fellows, and were accepted, because no certificate of fel-

lowship was required of them.

The manufacturer took young boys as apprentices, and instructed

them in a careless and one-sided manner. For instance, in a machine-

factory an apprentice was taught how to make rivets, and received
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from the manufacturer a certificate as locksmith. The tailor estab-

lished himself as builder, and the mason went into the business of

making implements. For this reason Commissioner Reuleaux was

compelled to say of the German wares displayed at Philadelphia in

1876,
"
They were cheap and uasty."

Just now there is an effort on the part of the manufacturers to

force upon the few remaining guilds the responsibility of caring for

their breadless comrades. The manufacturers are strongly repre-
sented in the law-making department of the Government, and this

effort may not be in vain. But there is a greater and far more sig-

nificant movement on foot in the interest of the guilds, in fact a

movement looking to their speedy and general revival. Laws to this

eud were enacted, in 1878, 1880 and 1883, but the numerous manufac-

turers and jurists in Parliament have seen to it that these laws

impose certain duties on the guilds, but do not give them any rights
or privileges. Guilds under such circumstances cannot be of any
use, and in fact cannot exist, as no one wishes to belong to a guild
which is loaded down with obligations and restrictions but eujoys no

privileges.
The guilds which do exist are now striving to take the apprentices

away from the factories, where they are compelled to work much but

have little opportunity to obtain a technical knowledge of their

respective trades. This object is contained in the much spoken-of

paragraph, 100 E, of Ackerman's proposition, which is now pending
in .the Reichstag, and which is opposed by the National Liberals,

among whom are to be found a large number of manufacturers and
stockholders. The guilds of Germany suffer constantly because the

laws concerning them are ever being changed, and consequently they
are continually forced to change their own rules and regulations.
As an example, the following instance will suffice : The Leipsic
tailors' guild enacted their statutes in 1284 for the first time, and
were compelled to change them in 1390, 1540, 1650, 1720, 1773,

1819, 1848, 1860, 1870, 1873, 1878, 1880, and again in 1884. Thus
a change occurred six times in five hundred years, and eight times

in one hundred years, while during the past fourteen years five

changes were forced upon the guilds. In this way, of course, no

guild can achieve proper progress and development. Thus it will

be seen that, owing to the frequent recent changes concerning the

laws regulating the guilds, that scarcely had one law been enforced

before a new one was proposed and adopted. A new era, however,
seems to be dawning for the guilds, with some signs of its being a

prosperous and successful era. Several guilds have recently estab-

lished unions in different parts of the Empire. The guilds of Leipsic
are on the point of uniting themselves, or rather of forming a com-

mittee representing all the guilds, for the purpose of endeavoring to

secure rights which have been taken away from them and privileges
which they sorely need. Many of these guilds have schools (fachs-

schulen), but these are more or less injured because of the compulsory
rules of the city council, which force the pupils to attend the forlbil-

dungs schulen, and they are also insufficiently sustained by the guilds
themselves. The facsschule of the tailors' guild of Leipsic was
beneficent from 1870 to 1882, but it has recently suspended because

the teachers refused to obey the rules of the guilds ;
and as the guilds

had no power over the teachers they could do nothing but stop

payment of the guild money, and thus the school, for want of neces-

sary funds, closed its doors.

The school established some time ago by the decorators' guild was

suspended this year, because the city council did not approve of the

place where the school was held. It is charged that this disapproval
arose only because the city council wanted the pupils to attend the

industrial school of the city instead.

The shoemakers' guild has a school which seems to prosper. The

plumbers have a union throughout Germany, and a thriving school

at Auc in the Erz Mountains. The turners have a union and a new
school in Leissing, and also a newspaper. The paper-hangers have

a school here and also a newspaper.
The Polytechnic Society of Leipsic has a Sunday-school, with sev-

eral trade classes for watchmakers, locksmiths, painters, druggists
and engravers, to which the respective guilds contribute.

These facts combined with the present national movement in favor

of restoring the guilds to their former rights and privileges, and espe-

cially the spirit and energy displayed by the various trades in agitat-

ing the question, are all favorable omens for the guild system in Ger-

many, and a prediction that in less than ten years the organizations
will be a great power in the land is justified by current events.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.']

THE PALAZZO COMUNALE, BRESCIA, ITALY.

TTfHIS, the town-hall of Brescia, has the special interest attaching
J I to it that Palladio designed the windows ; Jacopo Sansovino the

k

frieze
;
while Formentone, a local architect, designed the build-

ing. It was built in 1508 on the ruins of a temple of Vulcan.

THE CHURCH OF ST. FRANCIS, ASSISI, ITALY.

THE view shows the entrances to the two churches enclosed in one

building, the lower built in 1228-32, and the upper in 1258.

ST. ALIIAX'S ABBEY AS RESTORED BY SIR E. BECKKTT.

THIS illustration, published a short time ago in the Building
News, makes more intelligible the article published elsewhere in this

issue.

SKETCHES AT ALBANY, N. T.

STUDY FOB A CITY HOUSE. MR. H. f. KIRBY, ARCHITECT,

ALLEGHENY, PA.

PROPOSED LAW FOR THE ERECTION OF PUBLIC
BUILDINGS.

AS REPORTED BY A COMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE

OF ARCHITECTS.

NBW YOBK, July 11, 1888.

To THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES, A. I. A. :

In the second session of the Forty-Eighth Congress, which came
to an end on the 4th day of March, 1885, a long step was taken in

advance of any previous Congress, on the subject which has been for

so many years in the minds and exemplified in the acts of members
of the Institute, namely, the formation of a law which shall place
this nation abreast of other and older nations in their wise provis-
ions for the erection of public buildings.

1 Of the three bills intro-

duced for this purpose by two different members, and referred to the
Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds, one known as the

Stockslager Bill, having been introduced by the Hon. S. M. Stock-

slager, of Indiana, was so fortunate as to receive the close attention

of that Committee, and was by them altered and amended in many
very important particulars, taking away a great deal of its crudity,
and adding many important provisions, which, had the bill passed,
would have made it a consistent and practicable law.

This bill had, incorporated among its various features, one, for

which the Institute has so long contended, and which it deems so

very important both to the Government and to the profession, a stat-

ute requirement that the design for every building costing more than

fifty thousand dollars should be obtained by public competition among
the architects of the country. This feature, so ardently recommended
to the Government by our Board in 1874, in its communication to

the Secretary of the Treasury by invitation of that officer, has been
at last embodied in a Bill before Congress, and reported on favora-

bly by the Committee having it in charge. And although the bill

was never put upon its passage, on account of the greater promi-
nence of many less important bills, it has yet become a matter of

record on the rolls of the House, as a reported bill, referred to the
Committee of the whole House, and ordered to be printed with all

the emendations of the Committee that reported it.

This bill being by far the most complete of the three sent to the

Committee, and having had the consideration of the Committee in

regard to many provisions necessary to harmonize it with the pres-
ent laws and traditions of the Government, may now be used as a
basis upon which a still more perfect bill may be constructed, and
again made use of to be introduced to the attention of the next Con-

gress for their considerate action. But the bill as originally drawn,
and even after undergoing the scrutiny and criticism of the Com-
mittee, retained many provisions which were very far from meeting
the plainly expressed views of our Board. Our claim was that the
successful architect designing the building, should also have the sole

care of its construction ; but the labors of the Committee did not go
so far as to provide this ; the architect was to produce his plans,

specifications and working-drawings, and deposit them in the office

at Washington City, receive his pay for them, and then go about his
business. The functionaries of the central office were to construct

'See proceedings of Ninth Annual Convention, A. I.A., held In Baltimore in
1875, page 27. A"' Bill for a Proposed Bureau of Architecture " was discussed
during the greater part of the second day of the Convention, and adopted. A
committee was appointed to press it upon the attention of the Department and
Congress. The Bill, as prepared by a Committee and Mr. Smithmeyer of Wash-
ington, was printed and distributed at the Convention. Preliminary to the open-
ing of the discussion of the subject, Mr. Smithmeyer and Mr. Wight read two
excellent Papers the former on American Architecture, and the latter on Gov-
ernment Architecture and Government Architects. These were published in the
American Architect of Boston. Mr. Wight's Paper gives an exhaustive history
of the whole subject.
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the building. This feature left the Bill in a very incomplete state,
1

and lessens the regret that we might otherwise feel at its not being

put upon its passage ;
it should now be expunged from the new bill

in its reconstruction from the old, which will thus work very much
to its advantage ;

and this, we hope, may then meet the approval of

a future committee.

A fundamental provision of the Stockslager Bill, is the creation of

a Board, having full administrative control of the erection of all pub-
lic buildings, as well as a supervisory control of the workings of the

Office having charge of said buildings in the Treasury Department.
This Board is to consist of the Secretary of the Treasury, the Post-

master-General, the Attorney-General, the Chief Engineer of the

Army, the Supervising Architect of the Treasury Department, the

Architect of the Capitol, and one architect appointed by the Presi-

dent,
" who shall be of good standing," etc. This Board is to admin-

ister all the affairs of the Department, relating to the purchase of

sites, the laying out of grounds, and the erection of buildings ;
and

it not only is to do this which is an excellent measure in itself con-

sidered but it is to pass upon the plans sent in competition, and to

select the design for the building. As an administrative body, formed
for the making of contracts and administering the law, no objection
can be made to this Board even without the last-named member, as

selected by the President, but it is no disparagement to any one of

the non-professional members composing it, to say that they are not

of such training as would fit them to become members of an art com-

mission to select the best architectural design for a public building.
The wisdom of their decision would be called in question by the ar-

chitects competing, and would generate a dissatisfaction that would

discourage the best class of architects from offering designs. Said

Board should be retained to fulfil their natural function, but a Com-
mission of professional experts should be called in each case to select

the design of the building advisory though it may be, and subject
to the approval of the said administrative board.

Further, the Supervising Architect of the Treasury by being re-

stricted by this Bill to the designing and erection of buildings costing
less than fifty thousand dollars, together with the clerical duty con-

nected with recording the action of the administrative board, in mak-

ing contracts for work and materials upon all the buildings erected

by the Government and consigned by law to the administration of

the Treasury Department, his function becomes less that of an ar-

chitect, solely, and merges into that of a commissioner
;
his title

therefore should be Commissioner of Architecture, and his office

should be designated as the Bureau of Architecture in the Treasury

Department. Although to make this change the customs and tradi-

tions of the Department may slightly be trenched upon, no hesitation

should be evinced on that account, as the new order of things brought
into existence by the new law should be properly inaugurated by a

change of nomenclature as well.

The annexed draught of a new bill 2 has been prepared in accord-

ance with the views above expressed, and is respectfully submitted

to the action of the Board. O. P. HATFIELD,
Committee.

A BILL TO ESTABLISH THE OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF ARCHITECT-

URE, AND A BOARD OF PEIBLIC BDIDLINGS; AND FOR OTHER PUR-
POSES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

Slates of America, in Congress assembled :

SECTION 1. That from and after the passage of this Act, the Super-
vising Architect of the Treasury Department shall be known and des-

ignated as the Commissioner of Architecture, and his Bureau is hereby
established and confirmed as the Bureau of Architecture in the Treas-

ury Department.
SECT. 2. That the Secretary of the Treasury, the Postmaster-General,

the Attorney-General, the Chief Engineer of the Army, and the Com-
missioner of Architecture shall constitute a Board, which shall be

known as the Board of Public Buildings, and of which the first and
last-named shall be tlie President and Secretary respectively. Said

Board shall have tlie administrative control of the erection, extension

and repair of all buildings, whose construction and care are or shall be

by law assigned to the Treasury Department. The Board, a majority
of whom shall constitute a quorum, shall have their first meeting in

Washington City on the first Monday of April, eighteen hundred and

eighty-six ; they shall consider such business as may be brought before

them, and adjourn to meet from time to time at the call of their Presi-

dent.

SECT. 3. That the said Commissioner of Architecture shall have gen-
eral charge, under the direction of said Board, of the erection of all of

said new Public Buildings and of the alteration, extension and repair
of all of said present buildings, to the extent authorized by law. He
shall also have charge, under said direction, of the regulation and orna-

mentation of the grounds thereof and approaches thereto, and of the

equipment of said buildings.with all necessary fixtures and furnishings,

including heating, ventilating, lighting, plumbing and annunciatory ap-

pliances.
SECT. 4. That said Commissioner of Architecture shall be appointed

by the President on the nomination of the Secretary of the Treasury,
and by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. He shall have
been a professional architect in good standing for a period of at least

1 The reason of this is evident an architect's design can only be properly car-

ried out, and its structural characteristics justly maintained in all its details by
the author of the original conception. The architect, therefore, who designs
the building should superintend its erection. This cannot be too thoroughly im-

pressed upon thbse who exercise the prerogatives of government.
For the Bill presented by Hon. S. M. Stockslager, see the American Architect

for December 20, 1884.

ten years preceding the date of his appointment, and shall have had an
extensive experience in the erection of important buildings. He shall

lold his office for the term of four years, unless sooner removed by the

President ;
and he shall have a salary of six thousand dollars per annum

and his actual expenses when travelling on thejbusiness of his office.

SECT. 5. That there shall be, in said Bureau, a Deputy-Commissioner
of Architecture, who shall receive an annual salary of four thousand

dollars, and who shall act as the Deputy of said Commissioner, and per-
:orm such other duties as the Commissioner of Architecture may direct.

There shall be, also, in said Bureau, the following clerks and employes :

one principal clerk at an annual salary of two thousand dollars
;
a

ihotographer at two thousand dollars
;
two clerks of class three ; three

clerks of class one; one clerk at nine hundred dollars; one messenger
at seven hundred and twenty dollars

;
and as many draughtsmen and

copyists as are necessary for the work of the Bureau, and whose rate

of compensation shall be fixed by said Board. Said Deputy-Commis-
sioner of Architecture, clerks and employes, shall be appointed by the

Secretary of the Treasury on the nomination of the Commissioner of

Architecture.
SECT. 6. That the Commissioner of Architecture, with the assistance

of said Deputy-Commissioner, clerks and employe's, shall execute all

duties pertaining to the designing, drawing of plans, preparing specifi-

cations, working and detail drawings, estimating and computing, mak-

ng out of eontracts, supervising, etc., for all of said new buildings, and
additions to present buildings, which shall cost less than fifty thousand

dollars, and for all alterations and repairs of said present buildings.
SECT. 7. That every new building costing fifty thousand dollars or

more, and every addition to a building already erected of like extent of

cost, shall, for the purposes of this act, be regarded as a special build-

ing, for which the Commissioner of Architecture shall appoint, in the
manner hereinafter provided, a special architect, to have, under said

Commissioner, the full control thereof; and who shall, by the services

of himself and his assistants employed in his own private office, execute
for said building all the duties enumerated in the preceding section as

pertaining to the erection of buildings of less cost than said sum :

Provided, that all proposals for furnishing the labor and materials for

said special building shall be received, and all contracts therefor, and
all payments thereon, shall, under the direction of said Board, be made
t>y the Commissioner of Architecture at his office in Washington City.
The designated payments in said contracts shall be made only upon the

presentation of the certificate of the Special Architect, certifying to the

completion of the work in its several stages respectively.
SECT. 8. That the said Special Architect shall receive as compensa-

tion for his design, selected as hereinafter provided, and for the per-
formance of all of said services of himself and his office-assistants, a
commission of five per centum on the cost of the building, when the cost

thereof is one hundred thousand dollars or less; and said commission
shall be one-tenth of one per centum less, when said cost exceeds one
hundred thousand dollars but does not exceed two hundred thousand
dollars

;
and a like diminution of said commission shall occur at every

like increase of one hundred thousand dollars in cost until a rate of

commission of two-and-a-half per centum is reached, when no further
decrease in said rate of commission shall take place. Payment of said

compensation shall be made by the Commissioner of Architecture,
under the direction of said Board, as follows: one-third when the

contract-plans and specifications are delivered, and the remaining two-
thirds in six equal instalments at equal stages in the progress of the

erection of the building ; said payments shall be based on the computa-
tions of the said cost made by the Commissioner of Architecture, and
the last two instalments so adjusted as to make the whole commission

correspond with the actual cost.

SECT. 9. That the Commissioner of Architecture shall appoint, on the

nomination of the said Special Architect, and under the direction of

said Board, a Clerk-of-the-Works, or Superintendent, for said special

building, whose duty it shall be to give a constant superintendence of

the work, to take charge of all drawings and papers relating thereto

and remaining at the building and to carry out the instructions of the

Special Architect. Said Clerk-of-the-Works, or Superintendent, must
be an expert in drawing and in the various processes of building, and
well instructed in a knowledge of the qualities of materials and work-

manship ;
he shall see that the building he has charge of shall be erected

according to the plans and specifications furnished by the Special Archi-

tect, that the material is such as the contractors have agreed to sup-

ply, and that the workmanship is the very best. He shall receive as

compensation for said services six dollars per diem, payable from the

sum appropriated for the erection of the building ; and shall give bond
in such sum and with such sureties as the Secretary of the Treasury
shall approve. And where the works are extensive, the Special Archi-

tect shall, by consent of the Commissioner of Architecture, given in

writing, appoint as the assistant of said superintendent, a clerk at four

dollars per diem, also payable from said fund. A like superintendent,

having like duties to perform, and given like compensation, shall also

be appointed by the Commissioner of Architecture for buildings and
additions costing less than fifty thousand dollars

;
where practicable a

superintendent shall have the care of more than one such building with-

out additional compensation.
SECT. 10. That the design or plan, and the Special Architect, of every

such special building shall, under the approval of said Board, be se-

lected and determined by a Commission, in the manner provided in the

next succeeding section. Said Commission shall be composed of the

Secretary of the Treasury, the Commissioner of Architecture, and four

experts selected and appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury, under
the direction of said Board, from the architects most eminent in their

profession in this country. A separate Commission thus constituted

shall be convened for every such building or group of buildings, and
when their action in regard to the choice of a plan and a Special Archi-

tect therefor shall have been consummated, their existence as a com-
mission shall terminate : Provided, that should an exigency arise, in

regard to the building upon which they have acted, requiring further

action in respect to a modification of said plans, or the substitution of a

different plan or design, and the appointment of its author as Special

Architect, said Commission shall be re-convened by its chairman, and
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hold its sessions until said action shall hare been brought to a success-

ful issue. The Secretary of the Treasury shall act as the Chairman of

said Commission, and the Commissioner of Architecture as the Secre-

tary thereof; and a majority of its members shall constitute a quorum.
Each of the said expert Commissioners shall receive, as compensation
for his services, twenty-five dollars per diem, and his actual travelling

expenses while engaged upon the duties of the commission.
SF.UT. 11. Thai the Special Architect for every building regarded as

a special building, as hereinbefore provided, shall be selected from the

architects of the United States by a public competition, in regard to

the merit of the designs and plans which may be severally offered by
them for said building, as decided by the Commission provided in the

preceding Section, and approved by said Board. After the expert
members of said Commission shall have been appointed, and shall have

signified their acceptance of the position in writing, the Commission
shall meet and prepare a circular defining the terms and conditions of

the competition. Said circular shall be sent by mail to the several

architects of the Union in accordance with the published list of ad-

dresses thereof
;
and also be advertised for three weeks in three daily

newspapers of largest circulation in each of the principal cities of the

Union, and in three of the most prominent architectural journals there-

of ;
the advertisements shall be in the form of a notice to architects

stating where the circular may be procured. The terms and conditions

of the competition, as set forth in the circular, shall include a statement
of the several requirements of the proposed building in regard to the
number and general dimensions of the rooms, halls and apartments, nec-

essary for the accommodation of the officers, clerks and the public, who
will resort to or occupy the same, and all other information that will

contribute to give to the competitors a proper comprehension of the

uses to which the building will be applied, together with the peculiari-
ties of the site.

SECT. 12. That said circular shall also describe the number, character
and style of the drawings required, as to the scale thereof, the color-

ing, and to what extent they shall be in perspective ;
and shall require

from competitors a full written description of their plans, and an esti-

mate of the cost of the building if erected in accordance therewith.
The circular shall also state the limit of cost fixed by law for the erec-

tion of said building, with the statement that no plan will be considered
the cost of the execution of which will not come within said limit

; it

shall determine the time (which must be ample) within which said com-

petitive plans will be received. Each competitor will be required to

mark his plans with a private device or motto, which shall be of a na-

ture to conceal his authorship thereof, and the same device or motto
shall be marked upon the outside of a sealed envelope containing his

name and address, and sent with the plans ; no plans shall be considered
whose author has revealed his name in connection therewith. All plans
must be sent by mail to the Commissioner of Architecture, who shall

lay them unopened before said Commission.
SECT. 13. The said circular shall also include a list of the prizes,

which shall be five in number ; the first prize shall be given for the ac-

cepted design, and shall consist of the appointment of its author as

Special Architect to carry out the work
; the remaining four prizes

shall consist of sums of money given to the authors of those designs
which shall be decided to be second, third, fourth and fifth, in order of
merit respectively. Said Commission shall fix the amounts of the

money prizes, which shall be reasonable and correspond with the impor-
tance of the building.

SECT. 14. That said Commission shall, at a meeting convened at the
call of the Chairman thereof, consider the plans which are properly be-

fore them in pursuance of their advertisement, and shall award, sub-

ject to the approval of said Board, the said prizes in accordance with
the merit of the respective designs ;

the design which seems to be best
suited for the building to be erected shall be adopted if found worthy,
the Commission having first ascertained that the plan proposed can be
executed within the limit fixed by law. Should the Commission con-
clude that no design had been submitted which was worthy of being
adopted, the money prizes only shall be awarded for the four best

designs, and another like competition for a design for the building shall

be instituted by said Commission. The rejected plans shall be returned
to their authors at the expense of the government. No member of said

Commission, nor any officer or employ! of the government, shall offer a

design or plan in said competition, or be in anywise personally inter-

ested in any design offered by a competitor. Should a plan be adopted
by said Commission, and accepted for the building by said Board, the
author thereof shall be appointed, as hereinbefore provided, the Special
Architect for the erection of the building ;

a time shall be fixed for the

reception of his contract plans and specifications, and the sessions of

said Commission shall thereupon terminate.

SECT .16. That the said Special Architect shall give bond in such
sum as may be required by the Secretary of the Treasury, conditioned
that he shall prepare proper contract-plans and specifications of said

building in duplicate (one set of which shall be filed in the Bureau of

Architecture and the other in his own office) within a reasonable time

(which must be fixed as above provided by said Commission before the
termination of their session), and in proper form to receive the signa-
tures of contractors. As fast as the working detail-drawings are pre-
pared, copies of the.se also shall be furnished by the Special Architect
and filed in the Bureau of Architecture. If the Special Architect shall

fail to furnish to the Commissioner of Architecture the contract-plans
and specifications within the time appointed, he shall be cited before
said Board, who shall hear his defence as to the causes of the delay;
if these shall be deemed insufficient he shall be adjudged to forfeit a

just penalty to the government proportioned to the los suffered by his
default

;
and an extension of time shall be granted to a second date

fixed by said Board, for the production of said plans, under a like

penalty.
SECT. 10. That when a plan for the erection of any special building

has been selected, the work shall he carried on as hereinbefore pro-
vided : and no changes, alterations, omission or additions to the accepted
plans shall be made or permitted, except by the authority of the said

Board, which shall only order such changes after the designer of said

plans has had an opportunity to be heard upon such proposed changes,

alterations, omissions or additions; and should any such change of

plans be very extensive, and materially affect the design of the build-

ing, tin' said Commission that originally adopted said plans shall be

re-convened, consider said change, and make a report upon the same to

said Board, who shall only thereupon make their decision. But no

change shall be made until the cost of making the same shall have been

ascertained; and if it shall affect any contract, the increased or dimin-
ished cost, if any, shall be agreed upon by the contractor and the Com-
missioner of Architecture before such change is ordered : Provided,
that in no case shall the cost of the change increase the cost of the

building beyond the limit fixed by law. The Special Architect design-
ing the plans of said building and supervising its erection shall, when-
ever requested by the Commissioner of Architecture or said Board,
report if the plans and specifications are being complied with in its

erection, and if the material and workmanship are in accordance with
what they were required to be. Such reports shall be filed with the
Commissioner of Architecture, who, in case they show that the work is

not being done according to the plans and specifications, or that the
material or workmanship is not according to contract, shall investigate
the matters complained of, and, if the statements are found to be true,
shall take such measures as are necessary to have the defective por-
tions of the work remedied, and to prevent departures from the plans
and specifications in the future. The furnishing of said reports shall

be deemed to be one of the duties of the said Special Architect.
SECT. 17. That the Commissioner of Architecture shall report an-

nually to the Secretary of the Treasury all the work of his office up to
and including September 30; and he shall give a list of all buildings
under his charge, including said special buildings, the amount expended
upon each during the year and the total amount of such expenditures,
the cost of each building, the cost of the site, the cost of the superin-
tendence of each building, the cost of repairs on each building for the

preceding year, and the total cost of site, building and repairs, the
names of all persons employed by him in the erection or repair of pub-
lic buildings, including those of the Special Architects thereof, the
amount paid each during the year, the rate of salary or commission
paid, and the time each was employed. He shall also report the names
of places from which applications have been made for the erection of

public buildings, the probable cost of a public building at each of said

places, including site, grading, fencing and furnishing, together with
the amount paid for rent at said places, the present accommodations for
the public offices, the number of persons employed in the public ser-

vice, the amount of the public revenues and the sources from which
they are derived, the expensed of collecting the same, the population
and rate of increase of same during the previous ten years, and such
other information as may be a guide to Congress in determining if a
public building may be erected at any of said places ; and, at any time
when called on by a committee of either House of Congress, he shall
make report of the income which the government derives from customs
duties, internal revenue taxes or post-offices, and the amount of business
done in the United States Courts, in any locality where the erection of
a public building is contemplated, which said report shall cover a
period of ten years last past, and shall also state the accessibility of
suitable building materials and facilities for transportation to said

point.
SECT. 18. That said Board shall discharge all administrative duties

relating to the selection of sites and making of contracts for the con-

struction, heating, lighting, plumbing and furnishing of all public
buildings not otherwise provided by law. Said Board shall not con-
struct any building unless the site shall leave the building unexposed
to dangers from fire in adjacent buildings by an open space of not less

than forty feet, including streets and alleys; and no money appropri-
ated for any building shall be expended until a valid title to the site for
said building shall be vested in the United States, nor until the State in
which such building may be situated shall have ceded to the United
States exclusive jurisdiction over the same, during the time the United
States shall be or remain the owner thereof, for all purposes except the
administration of the criminal laws of said State and the service of
civil process therein.

SECT. 19. That any one feeling aggrieved at the decision of the
Commissioner of Architecture may appeal to the said Board, whose
decision shall be final.

SECT. 20. That whenever the contract-plans and specifications shall
be prepared or approved for the erection of any proposed building or
extension or repair of a building already erected, for the United States,
it shall be the duty of the Commissioner of Architecture to advertise
once a week, for at least six weeks, in one or more of the principal
journals published in the place where such building is to be erected,
and in such other journals as he may select, including at least three

daily journals in each of the principal cities of the Union, for sealed

proposals for the work and materials necessary in the erection, heating,
plumbing, lighting and furnishing of said building. Said advertisement
shall provide for separate bids for the different kinds of work and
materials, as well as for gross bids for the entire structure, and shall
refer bidders to the office of the Commissioner of Architecture for

copies of the plans and specifications for said work and materials. All
such proposals shall be kept sealed until the day specified in such
advertisement for opening the same, when they shall be opened by or
under the direction of the said Board. The person offering to do the
work or furnish the materials described in the advertisement for the
lowest sum bid, and giving satisfactory security for the performance of
the contract, under a forfeiture to be fixed by said Board, at least fifty

per centum above the contract price, shall be awarded the contract for
the work and materials so advertised. Provided, That the said Board
may reject any bids which they may deem excessive, or which they may
for other cause deem contrary to the best interest of the Government ;

And also provided, That the said Board may have the foundation or
roof, or either, of any public building, laid by days' work if they think
it is for the best interest of the Government.

SKCT. 21. That every advertisement under the preceding section
shall specify a reasonable time within which the work or materials
herein mentioned shall be done or furnished ; and every (proposal for
work or materials as hereinbefore provided shall be accompanied by a
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written undertaking or guaranty, signed by one or more responsible

persons, to the effect that he or they undertake that the bidder, if his

bid be accepted, will at such time as may be prescribed by the said

Board, give bond, with good and sufficient sureties, said bond to be

approved by said Board, to do said work or furnish said materials

according to the plans and specifications furnished and within the time

named in the said advertisement. No proposal shall be considered

unless accompanied by such guaranty. If, after the acceptance of a

proposal and a notification in writing to the bidder of its acceptance,
he fail to give bond within the time prescribed by the said Board, the

Conimissioner of Architecture shall proceed to re-advertise for pro-

posals for said work or materials as hereinbefore provided ; and after

contracting with some other person as set forth in this and in the pre-

ceding section, the Secretary of the Treasury shall forthwith cause the

excess, if any, of the amount contracted to be paid by the Government
over and above the amount of the first bid to be charged up against the

first bidder and his guarantor or guarantors; and the same may be

recovered by the United States, for the use of the fund appropriated
for the erection of said building, by action of debt against either or all

of such persons.
SECT. 22. That when any proposal for work and materials shall be

accepted by the said Board, as hereinbefore provided, the person

making such proposal shall, within a time to be prescribed by the said

Board, execute a bond with two or more solvent sureties, in a sum at

least fifty per centum above the amount of the contract price, condi-

tioned that the work and materials shall be as required by the plans
and specifications furnished, and that the said building shall be com-

pleted within the time named in the advertisement. Before approving
and accepting said bond the Secretary of the Treasury shall be satisfied

that the sureties thereon are unquestionably solvent, and the owners in

fee of unencumbered real estate to the value of the amount named in

the bond as a penalty. In the event of a failure to furnish the work
and materials according to the requirements of the bond, the principal
and sureties therein shall be liable for the penalty of said bond as liqui-

dated damages, to be sued for in the name of the United States.

SECT. 23. That all proposals provided for in this Act shall be pre
served in the office of the Commissioner of Architecture

;
and the Com-

missioner of Architecture, in his annual report, shall give the amount
of each bid and the persons naming the same, and shall state what bids

have been accepted.
SECT. 24. .That all repairs or improvements upon any public building

amounting in cost, according to the estimates, to more than five thou-

sand dollars, shall be subject to the provisions of this act, and the same

procedings shall be had with reference thereto as are herein required
for the erection of an entire building.

SECT. 25. That the members of the Board provided for in this act

who shall approve of any plan before it has been ascertained that the

cost of the execution of said plan will not exceed the limit of cost fixed

by law, and any competing architect who shall designedly prepare a

plan for a public building knowing that the cost of executing said plan
will be greater than .the limit of cost of said building fixed by law, and

any computer employed by said Board who shall falsely estimate the

cost of executing any ;plau sp as to make it appear to said Board that

such cost will be less than the computations make it to be, so that the

cost of said building will be -greater than the limit fixed by law, shall,

on conviction .thereof before any court of the United States in whose

jurisdiction tb*,ald building is located, or in the District of Columbia,
where said pla^gwas approved or the false computation made, be fined

in any sum notless than five hundred dollars, to which imprisonment
not exceeding one year may be added, in the discretion of the court.

Any person so offending may be indicted within two years after said

building is completed. And it shall be the duty of the Commissioner

of Architecture to cause all offenders against this Act to be reported
to the Department of Justice as soon as the offence is discovered, that

the parties so offending may be prosecuted.
SECT. 26. That any deputy commissioner, superintendent, clerk,

inspector, or other employe of the Bureau of Architecture, who shall

neglect the performance of any duty assigned him by the Commis-
sioner of Architecture by which the cost of the erection of the building

upon which he is employed shall be increased, or who shall receive any
material inferior to or different from that called for by the plans and

specifications, or who shall permit the plans or specifications of the

building to be departed from, except as provided for in this act, shall,

on conviction thereof, be fined in any sum not less than five hundred

dollars.

SECT. 27. That any contractor who shall construct the building on

which he is engaged in a different way from that prescribed by the

plans and specifications, or who shall supply different or inferior mate-

rial from that called for in the specifications, or who shall cause the

work to be done in a manner different from that called for in the speci-

fications or in his contract, except as provided for in this act, shall, on

conviction of such offence, be fined in any sum not less than five hun-

dred dollars.

SECT. 28. That the Commissioner of Architecture shall be held

responsible for the proper enforcement of this act, and if he shall

neglect any duties which he is required by law to perform, or if he

shall permit the limit of cost of any public building to be exceeded, or

if he shall permit any contract for the erection or repair of any public

building to be violated by supplying inferior or different material, or

by permitting the work to be done poorly or different from that called

for in the plans and specifications, or by changing said building from

the plans and specifications accepted by the Board, except as in this act

provided, or if he cause any work to be done on any public building

contrary to any of the provisions of this act, he shall, on conviction

thereof, be fined in any sum not less than five hundred dollars, to which

imprisonment for not more than one year may be added, in the discre-

tion of the court.

SPECIAL MEETING OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
NEW YOKK, August 5, 1885.

The above Report of the Special Committee on a Proposed Law

for the Erection of Public Buildings and Draught of said Law, were

adopted, as amended, and ordered to be printed.

HENRY M. CONGDON.

Secretary, pro-tern., 4. /. A.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

"A STATUE OF HUGUEXOT." "I wonder," says London Truth, "how
many ordinary individuals are acquainted with the origin of the term

Huguenots ? At Cape Town last month a great meeting of their

descendants was held, with a view of discussing the best means of cel-

ebrating the bicentenary of the landing of the Huguenots in Cape Col-

ony. Very few people in the room, however, knew what Huguenot
really meant, and one gentleman proposed that the memorial should be
' a statue of Huguenot, with extracts from his works inscribed round
the base.'

"
^_^_

SOME COMICAL BUT COSTLY BLUNDERS. Mistakes are expensive
sometimes. A New Yorker had a lot seventy-five feet wide, intending
to build four houses of equal fronts on it, and one of the middle ones
first. He employed a firm of surveyors to locate the house, and they
located it so that the remaining space on one side was only ten feet

wide. The error was not discovered until the house was done, the pro-

prietor having no time, probably, for such trifles. Then he sued the

surveyors for damages, but they won a verdict on the ground that their

plan was accepted and paid for as satisfactory, although it located the
corner-stone nine feet farther in one direction than was intended. This
mistake was rather more serious than that played upon a resident in a

brown-stone front in Forty-seventh Street, who returned from business
one night to find the entire stoop of his house in ruins, the heavy stone-

work having been pulled to the ground. His wife said a man had
come with orders to demolish, and had done so. Although she did not
know enough to command a halt for explanations, she did observe the

name on the wagons. The indignant citizen took measures to prose-

cute, when it was found that the employer of the men had ordered

them to go to the same number in Forty-eighth Street, instead of to

Forty-seventh. He had learned of the mistake and had contracted to

have the wrong stoop rebuilt, and he was surprised to learn that the

work had not been done. These incidents of metropolitan life show
that mistakes are there regarded with very little concern, those respon-
sible not even taking the trouble to apologize or even* explain. The
same amount of pains spent in doing a job well that is spent in getting
the job to do would pay. Sprinqfidd Republican.

THE SEVERN TUNNEL COMPLETED. Overcoming what at one time
seemed almost overwhelming difficulties the Great Western Railway
Company and the engineers, Sir John Hawkshaw and Mr. Richard-

son, associated with Mr. Walker, the contractor, have at length com-

pleted the prodigious work of driving four miles and a quarter of tun-

nel beneath the mouth of the Severn, and have thus connected South
Wales directly with the Great Western Railway Company's system on
the Gloucestershire side of the river. They have by this means re-

duced the distance from London to Cardiff by thirteen miles, and the

time occupied in going from Bristol to Cardiff to one and a quarter
hours. On Saturday, Sir Daniel Gooch and the staff of the works,
with several ladies, including Lady Gooch, the whole numbering
forty passengers, were conveyed through the tunnel from end to end
in a train of saloon carriages. They took half an hour going through
to Pitning, where the tunnel comes out on the English side of the

Severn, and eighteen minutes in the return journey to Rogglett Sta-

tion on the Monmouthshire side. The ordinary time to be occupied
in passing through the tunnel is estimated at only ten minutes. The
party, both ladies and gentlemen, thoroughly enjoyed the trip, and
found the atmosphere in the tunnel clear and the ventilation admira-
ble. The tunnel is twenty-six feet wide, twenty feet high from the rails

to the crown of the arch inside the brickwork, and has a double line

of rails laid on longitudinal sleepers. More than a mile of it has been
excavated through the hard pennant sandstone and the coal meas-

ures; half a mile through conglomerate overlying the pennant; half

a mile in the shale of the coal measures, with some beds of coal twelve

inches thick, and the rest was through the red marl of the new red

sandstone. About four-and-a-quarter miles of actual tunnelling are

beneath the bed of the river, and in the journey on Saturday the whole
of this was found as perfectly dry as the floor of a room, the only

sign of water from leakage from the once troublesome land springs

being on the Monmouthshire side near what is known as the Five-

mile Four Chain Shaft, where the great sptfng was tapped in 1883,
when this part of the works was flooded. TJie leakage, however, was

very slight, and it will be easily stopped by calking and cement work
similar in character to the plan adopted beneath the river. The
"cover" or depth of strata between the river bed and the crown of

the tunnel has a minimum of fifty feet. At this point there is always
fifty-five feet of water over the tunnel even at low tide, while at high
tide this is increased to no less than ninety-one feet. Seventy five

millions of bricks have been used in lining the tunnel throughout
with Staffordshire or vitrified brick set in cement. This arched crown
or wall has a thickness of three feet in the deepest part of the work
beneath the "

shoots," but as the tunnel rises from the lowest point
this thickness is gradually reduced to two feet three inches

; 700,000
cubic yards of material have been excavated, chiefly through rock,
and from commencement to finish the work has in all been spread
over a period of twelve years, but the present contractor has been in

possession of the work only five-and-a half years. A powerful fan

forty feet in diameter, had 16 be erected to complete the ventilation,

and some cutting on the Gloucestershire side, together with the junc-
tion with the main lines and the doubling of portions of the line from

Patchway, have to be finished before the tunnel will be opened for

traffic, probably in two or three months. London Times,
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Imported (or Th Amenc.n Architect and Building New..)

[Although a large portion of the building intelliqenct
it provided bit their regular correspoitdents, the editors,

greatly tleiire to receive voluntary information, etpe-

ttallyfrom the tmaller and outlying towiu.}

BUILDING PATENTS,

[Printed ipec(fcations of any patents lierementioned,

together with full detail illustrations, may be obtained

if the Commissioner of Patents, at Washington, for

tieenty-Jive cents.l

327,989. STOKE LIFTING ANDCARRYIHG MACHINE.
William E. Barber, Wyoming, R. I.

327,997. EI.KCTHIC ANNUNCIATOR. A r thur h.

Briggs, Bond Hill, O.

328.030. ELECTRIC BOLT - RELEASING DEVICE.
Geo. L. Henzel, San Francisco, Cal.

328.031. BEAM -COMPASSES. Lester E. Hlekock,

Birmingham, Conn.
328,064. WINDOW-SCREEN. Paul Eamser, Monte-

inma, Iowa.
328,073. COMPOSITION FOB GRAINING WOOD.

Adam Smith. Middlevillo, Mich., and Polly A. Zelie,

Dundee, N. Y.
328077. COMBINED DOOR SPRING AND CHECK.

John S. Stevens and Charles G. Major, Battersea,

County of Surrey, England.
328,080. WINDOW-SCREEN FRAME. John E. Stew-

art, Newark, N. Y.

328,OHl. CRANE. John Sutherland, Attica, Ind.

328,102. PIPE- VISE. John C. Bauer, Brockley,

County of Kent, England.
328,114. DOOR-OPERATING DEVICE.-JUHUS Flnck,

San Francisco, Cal.

328,141. SHUTTER - WORKER. Edwin Presoott,

Arlington, Mass.
328.167. PIPE - WRENCH. Eichard E. Williams,

Modesto, Cal.

328.168. MEANS FOR VENTILATING SEWERS. John
S. Wilson and William W. Green, Chicago, 111.

328,180. WATER - CLOSET. Philip Brady, New
York, N. Y.

328,182. WINDOW-VENTILATOR. John G. Bronson

Chicago, 111.

328.184. KNOB-ATTACHMENT. Philip Burns, Nor
wih, Conn.

328.185. FLOOR AND CEILING. Charles Butcher

Boston, Mass.
328.191. KNOB - ATTACHMENT. William H. Com

stock, Norwich, Conn.
328.192. DOOB-CHECK. Joseph A. Coultaus, Brook

328,195. BOCK-DBILL. George E. Cullingworth,
New York, N. Y.
3281%. ROCK- DRILLING MACHINE. George E.

Cullingworth, New York, N. Y.

328,225. BUBGLAR-ALARM. Thomas James, Jr.,

Carlyle, 111.

328 250. FIRE-EXTINGUISHING COMPOUND. Wil-
liam H.Polleys, Melrose, Wis.

328,265. WINDOW-SCREEN. Marcellus L. Whit-

comb, Coldwater, Mich.

328,270. PIPE WRENCH AND CUTTER. John Wil-

liamson, Camden, N. J.

328,286. WOVEN TAPE - LADDER FOR VENETIAN-
BLINDS. James Carr, Manchester, County of Lancas-

ter, England.
328,294. ELEVATOR, Henry M. Darling and Robert

F. Darling, LInwood, O.

328,311. ELEVATOR. Edward M. Ingoldsby, New
York, N. Y.
328,320. COUNTERSINK. Frederick Leu, Brooklyn,

328,324. SASH-BALANCE. Joseph Loch, New York,
N. Y.

328,333. FILTER. Emll Noppel, Philadelphia, Pa.

328,342. FIRE-SCREKN HINOE. Jas. M. B. Robin-

son, New York, N. Y.

328.346. FIRE-ESCAPE. Louis Sees, Port Elgin, On-

tario, Can.
328.347. SASH-BALANCE. Newton J. Skaggs, Mont-

gomery, Ala.

328,350. SELF-ADJUSTING CHAIN SLING. William
Smith, Brooklyn, N. Y.

328,354. WASH-BASIN OR SIMILAR VESSEL. Emily
A. Stears, Brooklyn, N. Y.

328,301-362. SELF-CLOSING HATCHWAY. Richard
D. Tbackston, St. Louis, Mo.

328,382. DOOB-HANGER. Norman Clark, Sterling,

328,393. COMBINED LATCH AND LOCK. Samuel
Ehrman, Connellsvllle, Pa.

328,426. PAINT-BRUSH. Wm. A. Nowlin, Mexia,
Tex.

com-
and

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Ualtimore.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report thirty-four
permits have been granted, the more Important of

which are the following:
Chas. Shipley, 4 two-st'y brick buildings, e s Cal-

houn St. .commencing n e cor. McHenry St., and 9

two-efy brick buildings, n s McHenry St., e of Cal
houn St.

J. W. Hoffacker, 10 two-st'y brick buildings, w s

Scott St., s of Cross St., and 12 two-st'y brick build

ings, e s Wicomico St., s of Cross St.

Eilw. Booth, three-et'y brick building, n s Tyson
St.. between Tyson Alley and Park Ave.
W. B. Turner & Sou, 6 two-st'y brick building*,

w s of Fortieth St., e of Riverside St., between Fort
Ave. and Clement St.

Griffith & Turner, fonr-st'y brick building, e B

Paca St., between Saratoga and Lexington Sts.

W. H. Ilickman, three-nt'y brick stable, n Tenth

Alley In rear w s Mott St., between Gay and Knsor
SU.
M. Wurtzberger, 2 three-Bt'y brick buildings, w s

Harford Ave., n of Hoffman St.

Jas. Thurston, 6 two-tfy brick buildings, s t Pres-

bury St., w of Gilmor St.

Chas. Gantz. 8 tbree-st'y brick buildings, e I of

Broadway, s of Preston St.

Wm. Collett, 6 tbree-st'y brick buildings (square),
w t Bolton St., n of Laurens St.

A. Welskittel. three-st'y brick building, e s Wash-

ington St., between Fountain and Allreuiina Sts.

11. Schildwaehter, 2 two-st'y brick buildings, \v s

Pennsylvania Ave., n of Baker St.

L. L. MeCusker, 3 two-st'y brick buildings, as
Arayle Ave , between Pitcher St. and Ihe Market.
Win. Hevser, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, w s Hill-

man St., s of Eager St.

Samuel Black, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, s e cor.

Maryland Ave. and Townseud St.

F. W. Maldeis, 4 three-fy brick buildings,

menclng n w cor. Lexington St. and Seltna PL, nu
5 two-sl"y brick buildings, w s Selma PI., n of Lex-

ington St.
Jas. W. Llndall, 7 three-st'y brick buildings, w s

McKim St., commencing s w cor. Biddle St.

Chas. W. Shipley & Co., 6 two-st'y brick buildings,

w s Stockton Alley, s of Lanvale St.

Boston.

BUILDING PERMITS. South St., near Ashland St.,

storage, 25' x 30'; owner, Granville S. Seavens;
builder, W. S. Mitchell.
Dorchester Ace., cor. Brook St., dwell., 20' and 27

x 31'; owner. Fitz Henry Price; builder, P. Fleming.
Lincoln St., So. 33, storage, 26' x 40'; owner, Thos.

B. Merrill; builder, Angus MeOlnness.
Unnamed St., near Newhall St., dwell., 13' x 21';

owner, Thomas Sullivan; builder, H. P. Oakman.
Gold St.. iVo. 94. dwell.. 18' x 40'; owner, Margaret

Kiley, builder, Wm. A. Pentry.
Itu-hfield St., near Olney St., dwell., 29' x 31';

owner and builder, A. J. McLaren.

Wymnn St., near Centre St., dwell., 17' and 23' x

45*; owner and builder, Andrew Cassidy.
Gold St., A'o. 92, dwell., 18! x 40'; owner, Margaret

Kiley; builder, Wm. Pentry.
Dennis St., near Stafford St., dwell., 30' x 3K'

owner, Hiram Nash; builder, W. M. Henderson.
Paul St., cor. Gove St. and Chestnut Ave., dwell.

:13' x 40'; owner, John G. Cabe; builder, Thomas
Clune.
A St., No. 136, storage, 27' x 30'; owner, James

Qulnn, owner; M. F. Sullivan, builder.

Dorchester Ave., near Ashmont St., station, 7' x

35'; owner, Old Colony E. R. Co.; builder, Edward
Russell.
Maverick Sq.,Xo. 43, storage, 15' x 15'; owner, G

L. Thorndike; builder, J. J. Fowler.
East fourth St., A'os. 478 and 478, dwell., 29' 6'

x 74'; owner and builder, Lyman Locke.
East Third St., dwell., 20' 6" x 36'; owner, Leon

ard Day; builder, Johu Hasty.
Ashmont St.. cor. Carruth St.. dwell., 32' 4" x W;

owner, Chas. F. Kittredge; builders, Jackson & Mc-
Dowell.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. sixth Ave., n e cor. Twenty-
second St., three-st'y brick store and tenement, tin

roof; cost, 83,600; owner, Wm. Aiken, Fifth Ave.
and Twenty-second St.; architect, G. M. Miller;

builders, D. Gilmartin and Chapman & Purgold.
Milton St., n s, 300' w Manhattan Ave., three-Bt'y

brick dwell., gravel roof; cost, 56,500; owner, C. A.

Waters; architect, C. Dunkhase; builders, J. B.
Woodruff and S. F. Bartlett.

Ifelson St.,Nos. 165, 167 and 169, n s, 80' w Court

St., 3 three-st'y brick tenements, tin roofs; cost,

each, $3.500; owner, architect and builder, Edward
Keogh, 146 Luquer St.

George St., n s, 225' e Knickerbocker Ave., three-

Bt'y frame store and tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,000;

owner, J. O. Kalb, 169 Boerum St.; architect, H.

Vollweiler; builder, J. Herte.

George St.. n s, 225' e Hamburg St., three-st'y
frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof; cost, 43,600;

owner and builder, E. Wade, MeseroleSt.; architect,
H. Vollweiler.

George St., n s, 150 e Knickerbocker Ave., S three-

st'y frame (brick-tilled) stores and tenements, tin

roofs; cost, each, $4,000; owner and builder. Joseph
Herte, 169 Boerum St.; architect, H. Vollweiler.

McKibben St., n s, 65' e Ewen St., two-st'y brick

packing-house, tin roof; cost. $6,000; owner, Fred.

Figge, 289 Atlantic Ave.; architect, J. Platte;
builder. J. McQuade.

Pacific St., n s, 200' w Third Ave., 8 four-st'y brick

tenements, gravel roofs; total cost, $11,500; owner.
C. Liudquist, 500 Atlantic Ave.; architect and

builder, T. Peason.

George St., n s, 250' e Hamburg St., three-st'y
frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof; cost, $3,600;

owner, E. Braun, Meserole St.; architect, H. Voll-

weiler; builder, E. Wade.
Hart St., n s, 200' e Nostrand Ave., 4 three-st'y

brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $5,000; owner
and builder, Thomas E. Greenland, 256 Kosciusko

St.; architect, I. D. Reynolds.
.Ittiintic Ave., n w cor. Xostrand Ave., three-st'y

brick and iron stores and tenements, tin roofs; cost,

$14,000; owner, D. K. De Beixedon. 93 Hancock St.;

builder, E. Sorenson.
Devoe St., Ab. 145-149. n s, 75' w Graham Ave.,

3 three-st'y frame (brick-fllled) tenements, tin roofs;

cost, each, $4,500; owner, architect and builder,

Stephen J. Burrows, 321 Ainslie St.

Aac St., s w cor. De Kalb Ave., two-st'y brick

factory, tin roof; cost, 811,000; owners, Chas. Cooper
& Co., Broadway; architect, E. F. Gaylor; builder,

J. Guilfoyle.
fifth Ave., w s, 21' 6" s President St., four-st'y

brick store and tenement, gravel roof; cost, $8,000;

owners and builders, Assip & Buckley, 77 Hall St.;

architect, F. E. Lockwood.
Fifth Ave., s wcor. President St., fonr-st'y brick

store and tenement, gravel roof; cost, 110,000;
owner, architect and builder, same as last.

fifth Ave., w B. 42' 6" President St., 2 four-si
1

j
brick stores and tenements, gravel roofs; cost, each,
$10,000; owner, architect and builder, same us last.
Melrose St., u s, 22.V w Knickerbocker Are., Ihro

st'y frame (brick tilled store and tenement, tin roof;
cost, $4,OU8; owner and builder, Cup. Gessman, on
premises; architect, G. Hillenbrand.
Tniulman HI., n t, 200' e Evergreen Ave.. three-

Bt'y frame (brlck-Hlled) tenement, tin roof; cost,
$3,500; owner and builder, Henry Helsoher, 108
Troutman St.; architect, G. Hillenbrand.
Kostrand Ave., e s, 80' Gates Are., threfl-sl'y

brick store and dwell., tin roof; cost, $34,200; owner,
Johu Strack.on premises; architect, 1. D. Reynolds;
builder, S. C. Whitehcad.
Mi'Kihoin St., n s, lilt' e Lorlmer St., three st'y

frame (brick-tilled) store and tenement, tin roof;
cost, $5,000; owner. Krliz Felteu, on premise*;
architect, J. Platte; builder, J. Fallou.

Stagy St., s, 235' w Waterbury St., tbree-n^v
frame (brick-filled) store and tenement, tin roof;
cost, $4,500; owner, Jacob Schneider, 261 StaggSt.;
architect, J. Platte; builder, U. Maurer.

Bleecker St., JVo. 6C, n s, 325' e Evergreen Ave.,
two-st'y frame dwell., tin roof; cost. $3,400; owner,
Robert A. Sebury, 55 Cedur St.; builders, M. Myers
and G. Pearse.
Keid Ave., w s, 24' 6" s Qulnoy St., 4 two-st'y brlek

dwells., tin roofs; cost. each. $5,000; owner and
builder, S. W. Post, 860 Van Buren St.; architect,
E. L. Messenger.
Keid Ace.. w cor. Qulncy St., four-st'y brick store

and flate, tin roof; cost, $15,000; owner, architect
and builder, same as last.

Myrtle Ace., 11 s, 12t>> e Marcy Ave., 2 fouMl'y
brick stores and tenements, tin roofs; cost for all,

$21.000; owner, Thomas Rice, 809 Myrtle Ave.;
architect, F. D. Van Pelt.

Lexington Ave., u s, 91" w Turoop Ave., 3 two-st'y
brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $3,500; owner
and builder. John McDickeu, 280 Marlon St.; archi-

tect, Ernest Dennis.
Clermoiit Ave., e t, 237' n Park Are., three-el*; nhd

cellar brick tenement, tin roof; cost, $7,300; owner,
John F. Downey, 12 Vanderbilt Ave.; architect and
contractors, M. Freeman's Sons; mason, J. J. Gal-

lagher.
McDottough St., * t. 212' 6" e Tompklua Ave.,

4 tbree-st'y brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, $7,<iOO;

owner, John Fraser, 16 Rochester Ave.
Willoughby Ave.. t B, 80' w Sumner Are., four-xt'y

brick tenement, tin roof, iron cornice; cost, $9,'HO;
owner and builder, M. J. McLoughlin, 100 Kosciusko
St.; architect, J. Hall.
Larimer tit., s e cor. Jackson St., three-st'y frn me

store and tenement, tin roof; cost, $6,200; owner,
N. Gebeleln, Throop Ave., near Hopkins St.; archi-
tect, T. Engelhardt; builder, M. Metzen.

ALTERATIONS. Kwen St., n e cor. McKibben St,,one-
st'y brick extension, tin roof, interior and wall alter-

ations, iron columns and beams; cost, $4,01)0;

owner, Fred. Flggo. 289 Atlantic Ave.; architect, J.

Platte; builder,,). McQuade.
Johnson St., Ac. 113, three-st'y and basementbrick

extension, tin roof; cost, $3.600; owner, B. Stern, on
premiseB; architects and contractors, Maurice Free-
man's Sons; mason, J. J. Gallagher.

Chicago.
BUILDING PERMITS. G. A. Myers, 'two-st'y Hats,
3528-3532 Lake Ave.; cost, $18,000; architect, H.
Sierks.
C. K. Schultze, two-st'y store and dwell., 338 Cly-

bourne Ave.; cot, $3,000.
Mrs. M. C. Stearns, two-st'y dwell., 311-313 Michi-

gan Ave.; cost, $30,000; architects, Buroham & Root.
Mrs. M. C. Stearns, two-st'y barn, Michigan Ave.;

cost, $3,000.
C. Busby, two-n'y Hats, 39-45 Park Ave.; eost, $17.

000; architect, C. M. Palmer.
P. Welcome, two-st'y dwell., 3449 Forest Are.;

cost, $3,000.
Mrs. McMahon, two-st'y dwell., 666 Thirteenth

PL; cost, $2,800.
Mrs. Flood, two-st'y store and dwell., 1216 South

Western Ave.; cost, $4,800; architect, N. Keye.
M. Turck, two-st'y dwell., 108 Flsk St.; cost, $2,-

500.
M. Ni-u/.il, two-st'y store and dwell., 418 Eight-

eenth St.; cost, $3,500.
Schroder Bros. & Volkmann, nve-st'y store, !.'*&-

137 Adams St.; cost, $30,000.
O. J. Nelson, flve-ut'y factory, 51-58 Pearson Si.;

cost, SI 1.000.
R. C. Eounsavell, 2 two-st'y dwells., 2M-291 Web-

ster Ave.; cost, $8,000.
W. Jenklnson, 2 two-st'y dwells., 25-27 Lexington

St.; cost, $5,000,
M. Colin, tbree-st'y store and dwell., 35K Division

St.; cost, $11,000; builders, Foley & Molloy.
Baker Bros., two-st'y dwell,, 169 Monroe St.; cost,

$8,000.
B. M. Hair, 2 two-st'y dwells., 899-901 Adams St.;

cost, $12,000.
H.D. Cook, two-st'y dwell., 3217 Groveland St.;

cost, $7,500.
S. J. Lahoy, four-sfy store and dwell., 6*8-4x

Madison St.; cost, $25,OuO: architect, G. Vlgeank
B. F. Baker, two-st'y barn, 183-186 Leavitt St.;

cost, f2,600.
R. Krause, three st'y flats, 289 Rush St.; cost, $8,-

000.
Mrs. M. E. Sands, 6 two-st'y dwells., 606-618 Con

gress St.; cost, $20 000.

J. Froche. two-sfy dwell., 308 North Ave.; oxt,
$4,000; architect, F. Kieplin.
J. D. Quinlau, two-st'y addition, 94 Randolph

St.; cost, 7.<Kto.

C. Bode, 3 three st'y stores and flats, 510-214 West
Twelfth St.; cost, $3u,000; architect, C. Bode.
D. M. Thlele, two-st'y school-house, 836 West Tay-

lor St.: cost, $10,000.
M. Bennett, two-st'y store and dwell., 623 West

Chicago Ave.; cost, $3,200.
S. C. Hapgood, two-st'y store and dwell., 684Wn t

Polk St.; cost, $2,600.
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L. M. Bargebush, two-st'y store and dwell., 3044

Bntlor St.; cost, $3.200.
T. Campbell, three-st'y dwell., 67 Bellevue PI.;

cost, $7,000.
F. C. Jocelyn, two-st'y barn, Michigan Ave.; cost,

$3,BOO.
M. Koenig, three-st'y store and dwell., 239 West

Chicago Ave. ; cost, $6,500.
Mrs. Klinirt, three-st'y livery stable, Halsted St.;

cost. $8,000.
F G. Dewes, two-st'y malt-house, 169 Rice St.;

cost, $12,000.
R A. Dowling, 17 two-st'y dwells., Robey St.

;

oost, S50.000.
L L. Coburn, 2 three-st'y stores and dwells., 279-

881 West Van Buren St. ;
cost. $8,000.

J. L. Hastings, 2 two-st'y dwells., 3526-3528 Port-

land Ave.; cost, $5,000.

J. Hanson, three-st'y dwell., 230 May St.; cost,

$4,000: builder, Rosmussen.
W. H. Moore, two-8t'y dwell., 3625 Grand Boule-

vard; oost, $7,000.

Helen H. Murray, 3 two-st'y dwells., 40-44 Bryant
St.; cost. $7,500; architect, T. C. Meredith.
Kohn & Vanetta, additional st'y, 217-223 State St.;

oost, $5,000.
II. H. Kohlsatt, barn, 196 Thirtieth St.; cost, $5,-

000.

Cincinnati.

BUILDIMG PERMITS. U. S. Bung M'f'e Co., three-

st'y brick dwell. ,
or. Evans and Eighth Sts.; cost,

JC.OOO.
John Sohulte, three-and-a-half-st'y brick dwell.,

cor. Colernan and Garden Sts. ; cost, $5,000.
Mrs. Corey, addition, cor. Eighth and Walnut Sts.;

coat, $2,800.
Gust Tofel, 2 two-and-one-half-st'y brick dwells.,

oor. Brown and Turn-Table Sts. ; cost, $3,500.
Mrs. J. B. Gibson, two-st'y double brick dwell.,

cor. Saunders and Auburn Sts. ; cost, $7,500.

Clias. Eosenthal, three-st'y brick dwell., cor. Heen
and Abigail Sts.; cost, $3,500.

B. Heithhaus, two-st'y brick dwell., cor. Madison
Pike and Woodburn Ave.; cost, $3,500.

Qeo. Edwards, three-st'y brick dwell., oor. Poplar
and Dalton Aves.; cost, $3,500.

Total oost to date, $205,711.
Coat of 14 repairs, $5,425.
Total permits, 5,503.

Kansas City, Mo.

BUILDING PERMITS. J. R. Hartzell, 5 frame houses,
Hast Seventeenth St.; cost, $14,000.

Wm. Burke, frame block, Forest Ave.; cost, $10,-

000.

A. E. Phillips, brick house. Independence Ave.;

cost, 810,000.
B. S. Hayes, brick house, cor. Eighteenth and

Woodland Ave.; cost, $9,000.

W. Campbell, brick block, East Sixteenth St.;

cost. $5,000.
J. C. Morse, brick block, Campbell St.; oost, $12,-

000.
Daniel G. Hewitt, brick block, Harrison St.; cost,

.Rlartin E. Tomlinson, brick block, Harrison St.;

cost, $7,600.
P. Duncan, brick house, Dundee PI.; cost, $3,000.

Producer's Marble Co., store, cor. Eighth and Mul-

berry Sts.; oost, $17,000.
M. A. Crathorne, frame store, 1609 East Eighteenth

St.; cost, $3,000.
James Spencer, frame block, Tracy Ave.; oost,

$7,000.
B. S. Hayes, brick house, cor. Eighth and Wood-

land Aves., cost, $9,000.

H. M. Kirkpatriok, brick block, 1317 and 1319 East

Ittghth St. ; cost, $9,000.
S. H. Beverfordeu, brick block, Campbell St.;

cost, $14,000.
Isaac Whittaker, store, 1214 Grand Ave.; oost,

$1T,000.

Feager & Forbes, brick store and dwell., Grand
Ave.; cost, $17,000.

Irving Queal, brick block, East Fifteenth St.;

oost; $15,000.
D. P. MoMahan, block, 1305, 1307 and 1309 Penn

St.: oost, $15,000.
Carl Spangler, brick barn, Forest Ave.; cost, $2,-

000.

J. L. Nofslnger, frame house, East Eighth St.;

cost, $3,000.
Smith & Ginn, brick house, Wabash Ave.; cost,

$5,000.
James MoOoUnm, frame block, Olive St.; cost $5,-

500.
T. H. Edwards, frame block, Park Ave.; oost, $5,-

George Ginn, frame house, Park Ave.; coat, $3,-

000.

Win. West, brick house, Wabash Ave.; cost, $5,000;
brick block, oor. Olive and Independence Aves.; cost,

$14,000; brick block, Wabash Ave.; oost, $20,000.
J. 0. Morse, brick block, East Seventeenth St.;

cost, 820,000.
J. 0. Leiat, brick house, Campbell St.; coat, $3,-

J. P. Newham, brick house, Holmes St.; cost, $1,-
091.
Mrs. S. H. Taylor, brick house, East Fourteenth

St.; cost, $3,700.
William West, 9 frame houses, Olive St., bet. Sixth

and Independence Aves.; cost, $16,000.

Minneapolis, Minn.
BUILDING PERMITS. N. H. Bolton, two-st'y wood

dwell, and barn, s s Clarence Ave., bet. University
and Orliu Aves., 8; oost, $3,0110.

L. Jepson, two-st'y wood dwell., s s East Twenty-
seventh Ave., bet. Nicollet and First Aves., 8; cost,

$3,000.
Jno. Orth, two-st'y wood dwell., n e s Marshall

at., bet. Eleventh and Thirteenth Aves., u e; cost,

$5,001.
E. F. Bleeken, two-st'y wood dwell., ss Sixth Ave.,

bet. Royalston and Lyndale Aves., n; cost, $4,00).
C. A. Anderson, three-st'y brick store, e s Cedar

Ave., bet. Fourth and Fifth Sts., s; cost, $16,000.

Jno. F. Wilcox, two-st'y wood factory, n e s Ram-
sey St., bet. Waverley and Eleventh Aves., n e;
cost, 12,000.
Wm. Grimshaw, two-st'y brick store and offices,

s w s Fourth St., bet. Nicollet and First Aves., s;

cost, $3,000.
State University, three-st'y stone and brick State

University Mechanical Building, University Cam-
pus; cost, $50,000.

New Haven.
BUILDING PERMITS. Following are the permits is-

sued since my last report:
Lloyd St., two-st'y frame dwell., 20' 5" x 40'; own-

er, Patrick Falsey.
Congress Ave., near Arcli St., 2 two-st'y frame

dwells.; cost, $4,000; owner, C. A. Moeller.
Rioer St., near East Pearl, three-st'y brick and

stone building, gravel roof; 40' x 48'; cost, $5,000;
owner, Quinnipiac Brewing Co.; architect, L. W.
Robinson,

Cellar St., two-st'y frame dwell., 20' x 30'; owner,
A. C. Smith.
Beers St., 2 two-st'y frame dwells., 25' x 50'; own-

er, T. J. Ackerman.
State St., four-st'y brick and stone business build-

ing, store and three flats, 18' x 09'; cost, $10,000;
owner, John L. Uisbrow; builders, L. V. Treat &
Sons.
Blatch/ey Ave., two-st'y frame dwell., 23' x 40';

owner, Hubert E. Warner.
Wallace St., raise brick factory building, one-st'y,

32' x 125'; owners, Sargent & Co.
Elm St., two-st'y frame dwells.; cost, $3,000; own-

er, Mrs. L. J. Smith; builder, N. Countryman.
Crown St., four-st'y brink and stone store, tin

roof, 3V x 71'; cost, $10,000; owner, George E. Hoad-

ley; architect, David R. Brown.
The Quinuipiac Brewery, recently destroyed by

fire, will soon be replaced by a new $50,000 brewery.

New York.

BUILDING PERMITS. One Hundred and Forty-eighth
St., ns,200'w Morris Ave., three-st'y brick tenement,
flat tin roof; cost, $9,00(1; owner, Anna Weincke,
469 One Hundred and Forty-eighth St.; architects,
Schmidt & Garvin, 26 Church St.

One Hundred and Eighteenth St., 8 s, 90' e Fourth
Ave., 2 flve-st'y brick tenements, flat tin roof; cost,
$36,000; owner, Simon Haberman, Belleville, N. J.;
architect, John Brandt, 1491 Third Ave.
East One Hundred and Forty-third St., No. 737,

two-st'y and basement brick dwell., flat tin roof;
cost, $4,500; owner, Matlhew Hicks, 349 East Twelfth
St.; architect, Daniel Ryan, 778 Sixth Ave.
Forty-fourth St., s s, 100' w Eleventh Ave., oue-

st'y brick storage, flat tin roof; cost, $3,000; owner,
Elias. S. Higgins, 137 Fifth Ave.: architect, Wm.
Paul, 269 West One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St,

Lexington Ave., Nos. 585 and 587, e s, bet. Fifty-
first and Fifty-second Sts., 2 flve-st'y tenements,
brown-stone fronts, flat tin roofs; cost, $80,000; own-
er, Rudolph Bohni, 270 Grand St.; architect, Wm.
Granl, 12 Stanton St.
Ninth Ave., e s, coin.s e cor. Fifty-sixth St., 4 flve-

st'y brick flats, flat tin roof; cost, $140,000; owners,
Lesser & Michael Steinhart, 740 Lexington Ave.; ar-

chitect, Geo. B. Pelham, 56 Wall St.

West Fifty-sixth St.,W e Ninth Ave., flve-st'y flat,
flat tin roof; cost, $50,000; owners, Lesser & Michael
Steinhart, 740 Lexington Ave.; architect, George B.
Pelham. 56 Wall St.

One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St., n s, 25' e Sec-
ond Ave., 5 nve-st'y brick tenements, flat tin roofs;
cost, $75,000;-owner, John Livingston, 130 East Sev-
euty-flrst St.; architect, F. T. Camp, 60 Liberty St.
Second Ave,, n e cor. One Hundred and Twenty-

fifth St., five-st'y tenement, flat tin roof; cost, $18,-

500; owner, John Livingston, 130 East Seventy-first
St.; architect, F. T. Camp, 60 Liberty St.
Ninth Ace., e s, 60' 5" n One Hundredth St., five-

st'y brick tenement, flat tin roof; cost, $11,000; own-
er, S. E. Hinmau, 243 West One Hundred and Thir-

ty-first St., architect, J. H. Valentine, 108 East One
Hundred and Twenty-fifth St.
Ninth Ave., e s, 20' s One Hundred and First St.,

3 flve-st'y tenements, flat tin roofs; cost, $30,000;
owner, R. Havanagli, 185' East Sixty-fourth St.; ar-

chitect, J. H. Valentine, 108 East One Hundred and
Twenty-fifth St.

One Hundred a rtd Twenty-ninth St., s s, 280' e
Fourth Ave., five-st'y brick tenement, flat tin roof;
cost, $19,000; three-st'y brick building, flat tin roof;
cost, $6,000; owner, Theo. Dreterlen, 41 West One
Hundred and Twenty-seventh St.; architects, Clev-
erdon & Putzell, 110 East One Hundred and Twenty-
fifth St.
Brook Ave., s w cor. One Hundred and Thirty-first

St., two-st'y brick building, flat tin roof; cost, $6,-

000; owners, Gas Engine & Power Co., 132 Church
St.; architects. D. & J. Jardine, 1262 Broadway.
One Hundred and Twenty-second St., n s, 109' 6'' e

Second Ave., two-st'y brick building, flat felt and
asphalt roof; cost, $6,000; owner, William Sinclair,
325 East One Hundred and Twenty-second St. ; archi-

tect, Charles Baxter, 108 East One Hundred and
Twenty-fifth St.

Jlivitiglon St., Nos. 259 and 261, 2 five-st'y brick

tenements, flat tin roof; cost, $16,000; owner, John
A. Deraismer, 114' East Twenty-fifth St. , architects,
Berger & Baylies, 62 Bible House.
Jane St., Nos. 158 and 160, 2 three-st'y brick build-

ings, flat tin roofs; cost, $9,uOO; owner, John S. Mc-
Lean, 7 East Sixty-third St.; architect, Charles E.

Hadden, 102 South Fifth Ave.
Church St., s cor. Webster Lane, three-st'y and

basement brick and wood dwell., mansard roof;

cost, $4,000; owner, Peter Murray, King's Bridge;
architect, George Raynor, Yonkers, N. Y.

Eightn Ave., w s, 75' w One Hundred and Forty-
fourth St., tive-st'y tenement, brick and brownstone
trimming, fl.it tin roof; cost, $20,000; owner, Fred'k

Stetler, 51 Palisade Ave
; architect, R. H. Rowden,

777 Broad St., Newark, N. J.
ALTKKA.TIOXS. fifth Ave., w s, Fifty-eighth to Fifty-
ninth St., eight-st'y brick building, brick and stone

front, addition; cost, $40,000; owners, Phyfe &
Campbell, Fifth Ave., w s. Fifty-eighth to Fifty-

ninth St.; architect, Geo. W. DaCunha, 32 Liberty
St.
Tenth Ave., Nos. 362 and 364, five st'y brick tene-

ment, internal alterations and repairs; cost, $5,000;
owner, Geo. Wendleker, nw cor. Twenty-fourth and
Broadway; architect, William Haw, 51 East One
Hundred and Thirty-second St.
Greenwich St., Nos. 393 to 397, five-st'y brick stor-

age building, internal alterations; cost, $13,000; own-
ers, F. C. Linde & Co., cor. Laight and Vaucker Sts.;
carpenter, Geo. A. Banta, 326 and 328 West Twenty-
first St.

Washington PI., No. 25, four-st'y brick dwell., to
be raised 5', internal alterations; cost. $4,000; own-
er. Jose De Navurro, 25 Washington PI.; architect,
Hubert, Pirsson & Co., 19 East Twenty-eighth St.

Ninety-third St., s s Eighty-flftu St.; w Second
Ave., flve-st'y brick storage building, internal alter-

ations; cost, $10,000; owner, George Ehret, s e cor.

Ninety-fourth St. and Fourth Ave.; architects, A.
Pfeund & Son, 232 West Thirty-sixth St.
Nassau St., Nos. 75 and 77, four-st'y and attic brick

office building, internal alterations and repairs, flat

tin roof; cost, $10,000; owner, C. F. Kingslaiul, Tar-
rytown, N. Y.; architect, Alfred E. Barlow, 149

Broadway.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PERMITS. Ninth St., u w cor. Girard Ave.,
market-house, 190' x 198'; Jas. B. Doyle, contractor.

Twenty-fifth St., s w cor. Montgomery Ave., one-
8t'y church; Jno. M. Anderson, contractor.

Frankfurd Road, cor. Ontario St., two-st'y stable,
18' x 32', H. L. Leavitt, contractor.
Church St., cor. Lackawana, St., two-st'y building,

25' x 43'; J. P. Yerkes, contractor.
Geiftler St., n w cor. Thompson St., three-st'y fac-

tory, 40' x 75'; Judge & Co., contractors.
Charles St., w Thirty-seventh St., 4 three-st'y

dwells.; Thomas Bodman, owner.
Lehigh Ave., w Twelfth St., 2 three-st'y dwells. ;

Frederick Woelfel, owner.
Tulpenhocken St., e Germantown Road, 2 two-st'y

storehouses; Thos. W. Wright & Son, contractors.

Copsal St., above Morton St., 2 two-st'y dwells.; T.
W. Wright, owner.

Twenty-first St., 8 Norris St., 9 three-st'y dwells.;
P. A. B. wideuer, owner.

St. Mark's PL, w Sixteenth St., 22two-st'y dwells.;
J. J. Williams, owner.
Cherry St., w Tenth St., three-st'y factory, 35' x

68'; Frank Tweed, contractor.

Lynn St., w Twenty-second St., six-st'y warehouse,
33' x 65'; Frank Tweed, contractor.
front St., s e cor. Bainbridge St., three-st'y office;

Harrison, Havemeyer & Co., owners.
Oxford St., w Twenty-second St., 2 two-st'y

dwells.; Robert Paul, owner.
Hancock St., cor. Harris St., 2 three-st'y dwells.;

Jno. Spreckley. owner.
Front St., n Callowhill St., four-st'y store, W. F.

Cook, contractor.

Fifty-seventh St., e Vine St., 2 two-st'y dwells.; A.
A. Anderson, owner.
Nineteenth St., cor. Montgomery Ave,, two-st'y

boiler-house and drying room; Chas. Longcope, con-
tractor.
Tenth St., cor. Westmoreland Ave., 2 two-st'y

dwells.; Wm. Garvin owner.
Baltimore Ave., cor. Forty-first St., addition to

church
;
D. C. Schuler, contractor.

Germantown Ave., No. 2639, three-st'y dwell.; Jos.
Parks contractor.

Lehigh Ave., e Eighth St., 9 three-st'y dwells.; M.
L. 1 Irish, owner
Lehigh Ave., e Eighth St., 2 two-st'y dwells.; M.

L. Heish, owner.
Seventh St., above Girard Ave., three-st'y dwell.

G. B. McDowell, contractor.

St. Louis.

BUILDING PERMITS. Fifty-one pnrmits have been is-

sued since our last report, twenty-three of which are
for unimportant frame houses. Of the rest, those
worth $2,500 and over are as follows:
Geo. Beinhardt, 3 adjacent two-st'y brick tene-

ments; cost, $7,000; J. C. Hucker, contractor.
N. Pelligreen, two-st'y double brick dwell ; cost,

$3,200; N. Pilligreen, contractor.
James O'Brien. 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.;

cost, $4,300; T. J. Kelly & Co, contractors.
F. Julian, two-st'y brick flat; cost, $3,000; W. Mer-

rill, contractor.
F. Breitshied, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,800;

Volke & Tache, contractor.
Geo. Ande, two-st'y brick store and tenement;

cost, $5,500; F. Mueller, contractor.
W. C. Walls, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.;

cost, $6,000; J. B. Legg, architect; sub-let.

F. Jutz, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.; cost,

$5,000; J. J. MoMadon, contractor.
O. O. Todd, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.; cost,

$7,777; J. W. Barnes, contractor.
Jos. Kpstein, 2 adjacent, two-st'y brick dwells.;

cost, $4 200; Wm. Damon, contractor.
T. T. Watts, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,000; C.

C. Helmers, architect; sub-let.

Washington D. C.

BUILDING PERMITS. Peter McCartney, 6 two-st'y
brick buildings, Pennsylvania Ave., between Twen-
ty-fourth and Twenty-fifth Sts., n w; cost, $9,000.
National Union Ins. Co., G two-st'y brick dwells.,

Valley St., bet. Stoddard and Road Sts., n w; cost,
$10,500.

J. H. Merriweather, three-st'y brick dwell., Thir-
teenth St., bet. S and T Sts., n w; cost, $4,000.
W. Clarence Duvall. 3 three-Bt'y brick dwells., M

St.; bet. Eighteenth and Nineteenth Sts., n w; cost,

$21.500; C. C. Martin, builder.
M. A. Montgomery, 3 two st'y brick dwells., Thir-

teenth St., bet. W and Boundary Sts., n w; cost, $6,-
000.

M. A. McGowan, 3 two-st'y brick dwells., N St.,
bet. Thirty-second and Thirty-third Sts., n w; cost,

$6,000.
S. E. Lewis, 3 three-st'y brick dwells., P St., bet.

Fourteenth and Fifteenth Sts., n w; coat, 11,000;
N. W. Poiudexter, architect; W. C. Monson, builder.
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TITHE Convention of the American Institute of Architects in

*fj Nashville last week seems to have been an extremely pleas-

ant, if not very notable one. The attendance was small, less

than thirty members of the Institute having been present at any
of the meetings ; but we can answer for it that a great many
more wished to go, and would have done so if their duties had

permitted it. The feeling that the Institute was less fully rep-
resented than usual seems to have prevented the introduction

of any new business of importance, except the adoption, after

amendment, of the draft of a bill for denning the duties of the

Government Architect, prepared by a committee appointed last

year ; and after transacting routine business and reading the

few papers presented, the Convention gave itself up to the en-

joyment of the kind courtesy which everywhere attended it.

Some of the reports will be found in another place, and it

it only remains to say here that the Convention, fortunate, per-

haps, in having escaped any exciting discussions, adjourned with
the conviction that it would be many years before it would
meet for a pleasanter session.

admirable institution, the New York Trade School,
has fallen under the stupid and brutal displeasure of the
individuals who control the trades-unions of that city.

According to the professions of these persons, it is desirable

to restrict the number of members of the various trades, and
with this object the education of young men to enter them is to

be obstructed in every possible way. Two years ago the brick-

laying class in this school, which was managed, according to

the accounts, with special ability and efficiency, was forcibly
broken up by the leaders of the unions, who decreed that no
member of the organization should give instruction in it.

Emboldened by the result of this malicious attack, a general
campaign against the school has, it is said, been ordered for

this winter, and as the trade school is carried on by private
individuals, at their own expense, for the benefit of working
people, it is only too likely that the attempt of the latter,

through the men whom they suffer to lead them, to deprive
themselves of the advantages which the thoughtful kindness of
their richer fellows has provided for them, will have complete
success. If the trades-unions took any other precautions to

keep men out of the professions which they wish to control, it

would seem less unreasonable to shut the door against the
skilled workers whom the schools endeavored to turn out ; but
so long as nothing is needed for admission except subserviency
to the union delegates, and a slight acquaintance with the pro-
cesses of a trade, the net result, and, as we are inclined to

think, the intended result of the suppression of the schools
will be to shut the door of the trades against ambitious and
well-trained workmen, while it is left wide open for the dull
and half-taught ones. It has not taken the " labor reformers

"

long to find out that their power lies mainly among those who
are incapable of thinking for themselves, and are therefore

easily led wherever it suits the purposes of their masters to

take them. Thoroughly skilled men, whose work is worth
three or four times as much as that of their careless and igno-
rant comrades, are not only often unruly when their common-
sense opposes the edicts of the delegates, but are apt to be
dissatisfied at heart with a system which reduces all the members
of a trade to the standard of the meanest botches in it, aud
does its best to destroy forever, from the moment when a man
puts his neck into its yoke, both his ambition and his hope for

advancement in life through his own ability or industry ; and it is

easy to see that the cutting off, by closing the trade schools, of a
source of supply from which not only workmen of the highest
class, but a standard of superior workmanship, would be con-

tinually disseminated through the city, must seem to the

upholders of the present condition of the trades extremely
desirable.

HE Real Estate Record and Guide of New York, which
contains a great deal of sensible and intelligent comment
upon architectural matters in that city, says that the

fashion of introducing novel effects in the exterior of dwelling-
houses, which was so prevalent three years ago, seems to have
died out, and the structures now in process of erection have gen-
erally plain fronts of browustone or brick. From this the
writer infers that architectural extravagances, such as those
which give picturesqueness to Fifty-seventh Street and the

neighboring region, have proved unprofitable to the builders
who invested their money in them, and believes that there is

little hope of the revival of a lively taste in house-building on
Manhattan Island. He suggests, however, that the " annexed
district," north and east of Harlem River and Spuyten Duyvil
Creek, which has been laid out with winding streets and large
open spaces, presents much more suitable sites for picturesquely
broken buildings than the formal squares of the city proper,
and hopes that architects will use their influence to secure
the occupation of this region by detached or semi-detached

houses, surrounded by gardens, and offering attractions in the

way of beauty and healthfulness which are sought in vain in

the older parts of New York.

WITHOUT
objecting in the least to the conclusions of the

writer in the Record and Guide, we are disposed to

think that the decline in picturesque city architecture
has been due much less to the unremunerative character of
investments in oriels and turrets than to the change in the mu-
nicipal regulations in regard to building, which now forbid any
of those encroachments on the street lines, in the way of pro-
jections and bays, which once did so much to break up the mo-

notony of the street facades. It is not easy for the best archi-

tect to give picturesqueness to a flat four-story front, twenty-
five feet wide, and the praiseworthy efforts which are often
made by the owners on a given street, to persuade all who
build on the street to set their houses far enough back from the
street line to allow of pleasant bays and oriels in the reserved

space, are usually thwarted by the obstinacy of some "
hog,"

to give him the title which his neighbors generally bestow upon
him, who insists on thrusting the clumsy square mass of his own
house into the space which it was decided to keep open. For
this reason, more than any other, the New York architects

have returned to something like the monotonous flatness of de-

sign of twenty years ago ; but it is due to them to say that

they have found means to deal with their severe restrictions in

ways which are often surprisingly clever. Not to mention par-
ticular instances, the professional visitor to the upper portion
of New York is now constantly struck by successful devices for

securing shadow in the middle of flat fronts, as well as by most

interesting examples of facades in which no relief is attempted,
which give him, we think, quite as much pleasure as the min-

gled compositions and caricatures of Fifty-seventh Street ; and

although we are willing to go even farther than the Record
and Guide in assuring owners and architects who are disposed
to adorn the unrestricted districts with beautiful detached

houses, like those of Hampstead and Chelsea, or like the little

detached "h6tels" which cover the new and fashionable part
of Paris, that the taste for such habitations is already prevalent
enough in New York to ensure success to those who cater to it

wisely, we trust that the beginning of the work of improve-
ment, if not also the eiid of it, may be entrusted to architects
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who can temper the exuberance of their fancy with a little dis

cretion.

IIE Sanitary News quotes from the proceedings of the San-

itary Institute of Great Britain some sensible remarks by
Mr. John Honeyman upon the advantages of low ceilings

for the rooms of the smaller class of houses. In Mr. Honey-
man's opinion, the popular notion that high ceilings are condu-

cive to the healthfulness of rooms is erroneous. It is true that

a room with a high ceiling contains a larger cube of air, and,

supposing the atmosphere of such a room to be perfectly pure
to begin with, a man could exist longer in it before dying of

suffocation than he could in a low room. Here, however, the

sanitary advantages of the high room end ; and ventilation,

properly so called, that is, the constant change of the atmos-

phere, goes on, as most architects know, more satisfactorily in

a room with a low ceiling than a high one. If the windows
and doors extend nearly to the ceiling, as will usually be the

case if the room is not much more than eight feet high, the

leakage of air which goes on to a very great extent around

them keeps all parts of the atmosphere of the room in motion,
instead of moving the lower portion only, leaving an inverted

lake of foul and hot air undisturbed under the ceiling, as is al-

ways the case where high rooms, inhabited in winter, depend
for the movement of the air in them upon openings placed
at some distance below the ceiling. To have the currents of

fresh air circulate only in the lower part of the room, leaving
the upper portion of the air in it unaffected, is practically a

much worse way of ventilating the room than, with the same
movement of the air, to cut off the upper stagnant portion of it

by a low ceiling, for the stagnant atmospheric lake under the

high ceiling, although motionless, keeps actively at work, under

the law of the diffusion of gases, fouling the fresh currents

which circulate beneath it ; while with low rooms and high
windows no accumulation of stagnant air can exist, the hot and

foul atmospheric strata being swept constantly from the ceiling

by the currents, just as dust is swept from the floor by a broom.

Indirectly, moreover, the low ceiling improves the healthfulness

of the room by its economy of heat. In a lofty room the poor
man's stove expends a large amount of its energy in warming
the ceiling, and the floor of the tenement overhead, without do-

ing its owner any good whatever. It is only necessary to sit

on top of a step-ladder for a while in a high room artificially

warmed, to be convinced, without reference to a thermometer,
that the temperature next the ceiling is in all ordinary cases

far higher than that of the remaining air in the room. If the

ceiling is not more than eight feet high or so, with windows to

the top, diffusion cooperates with the atmospheric currents to

bring the warm air at the ceiling down where it can be felt by
the people in the room, while the cool drafts which blow in

above the windows and doors, striking first upon the ceiling
close by, carry off from it by convection a very considerable

amount of heat, for the further comfort of the poor tenant's

family. Saving thus a large part of the heat from the stove,

which would otherwise be wasted, the proprietor of the room is

less disposed to convert his room into an air-tight box, by stop-

ping up all the crevices around the windows and doors with

weather-strips or rags, and even if he begins, from force of

habit, to do so, the currents from the upper part of the win-

dows and doors are, if they strike on or near the ceiling, so

quickly modified in temperature as not to be felt as cold drafts ;

and this source of fresh air is left unmolested. In practice, we
believe that most persons accustomed to observe the condition

of air in inhabited places will agree that where similar means
are provided for supplying and withdrawing air, such as a reg-
ister and a fire-place, low rooms are, as a rule, decidedly fresher

than high ones. In many cases a lofty room, supplied with

pure warm air from a register, and ventilated by an open tire

will be found very oppressive, apparently from the influence o:

the large volume of stagnant air in the upper portion ; while

low, old-fashioned rooms with fire-places are almost always
fresh and pleasant.

"I r LEGAL decision of interest to architects and builders is

F\ reported in the Iron Age. A man whom we call W
'

bought of H. an engine and boiler to be used in a mine
and to be paid for in one year if everything worked to his sat

isfaction. Six weeks after the sale W. failed, and assigned hi

property for the benefit of his creditors. The assignee carriec

on the mine for about a year, using the machinery in question
and then sold it to S. H., the maker of the engine, then

laimed it from S., and brought suit to recover it. The first

ourt in which the case was tried decided in his favor, but on

ppeal to the Supreme Court of the State the decision was re-

ersed, the judge holding that although the contract of sale

was conditional upon the trial and approval of the buyer, and
ad not been completed by a definite approval, yet in such con-

racts an implied approval might, in the absence of express
otice, complete the sale ; and as W. had never expressed any
issatisfactiou with the engine and boiler, and had included

hem in his schedule of assets at the time of his failure, as if

here had been no question in his mind of the completion of

lie contract, it seemed plain that he considered any further

vidence of approval unnecessary. This view was confirmed

>y the conduct of the seller, H., who had made no objection to

he transfer of the machinery to the assignee with the bank-

upt's other assets, and had even repaired the engine for the

ssignee, a month after the failure, without claiming it as his ;

,nd the judge thought that, having allowed matters to go so-

ar without objection, it was too late for him to set up a claim

o the machinery after an innocent third party had purchased
t from the assignee and paid for it.

H
SINGULAR question of professional responsibility is dis-

cussed in the last number of. La Semaine des Constructeurs.

It seems that some time ago an architect was employed to

make plans and draw up specifications for a school-building, to

>e erected at the expense of a certain rich citizen of the place.

This task he performed to the satisfaction of his principal, and

upervised the staking out of the building, but at this point the

jroprietor thought he saw an opportunity for economy, and he

arranged with the architect to dispense with his services in su-

>erintending the execution of his plans, securing in this way a

eduction of one-third in his bill. In place of the architect a

miliff and under-bailiff were set to direct the work, which went

on quietly, the architect being called upon only at rare inter-

vals, to explain portions of his drawings which seemed obscure

to the amateur superintendents. Three years after the comple-
tion of the building defects appeared. The girders, which had

seen put in green, and of a local timber, instead of the sort

called for by the specifications, rotted off in the walls, and the

floors threatened to fall. The bailiffs, through whose ignorance
the defective timber had been allowed to be used, were natur-

ally unable to trace the evil effects of their incapacity, and, as

usually happens in such cases, fell upon the architect, whom

they proposed to hold responsible for the decay of the floor.

The latter seems to have been sufficiently alarmed by the attack

to appeal for advice to the law editor of La Semaine, who com-

forts him by saying that inasmuch as neither defects in his

plans and details, nor in his staking out of the ground, nor in

his specifications, which called for proper timber, were the

cause of the trouble, his responsibility is not in any way en-

gaged. It would be preposterous, he goes on to say, to hold

an architect responsible for the incapacity of the men who
had thrust themselves into his place to deprive him of a third

of his pay ; and he need have no fear that any tribunal would

support their claim.

CORRESPONDENT asks us what will be the bulk of the

mass of concrete formed by mixing together a certain num-

ber of barrels of cement of various kinds, sand, water and

pebbles. It would be impossible to answer the question with

any accuracy, for the reason that nothing short of actual test

would determine the proportion, in any given sample if sand,

or gravel, or broken stone, of the voids to be filled with cement.

It is easily seen that with spherical particles of sand or gravel,

touching each other only at tangent points, the proportion of

voids to the whole would be about at its maximum, while a

mass of angular pieces may have a proportion of voids ranging

from one-third of the whole or even more, to nothing, accord-

ing to the closeness with which the pieces are wedged together.

The process usually adopted by engineers in determining the

proportions of the ingredients in mortar or concrete is to put

some of the sand or gravel to be used into a barrel, and add

water in measured quantities until it appears at the surface.

The ratio between the amount of water added and that of the

gravel or sand shows the proportion of voids ; and the concrete

fs usually so mixed that the voids shall be a little more than

filled with mortar, and the concrete will therefore occupy, if the

ingredients are well proportioned, somewhat more space than

the gravel alone.
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FKUM
STROLLS ABOUT MEXICO.* VIII.

THE CAPITAL TO QUKRKTARO.
HAVE never found a rail-

way journey in Mexico

lacking in interest, and I

have made a goodly number

in that country. The fre-

quent changes of scenery and

climate, and the unprosaic
customs of the country fill a

day spent in looking out of
' the car-windows with an

agreeable variety. While the

i Mexican Central Railway
was under construction, many
important places, formerly

almost inaccessible for the ordinary traveller, were continually being

brouo-ht within easy reach of the capital. Whenever opportunity of-

fered", I would take a run of two or three days up the line, for a look at

some one or other of these cities. Starting out in the early morning,

the magnificent valley of Mexico, the historic land of Anahuac was

at all seasons a noble spectacle. The sky was always clear,' and the

early sunlight, shining full on the face of Ajusco, brought out every

feature of that noble mountain, the third highest of those in sight from

the valley, and the nearest at hand. Soon we were winding among
the foot-hills, and from our increasing elevation we could overlook a

considerable section of the lovely landscape, its fertile fields dotted

with villages and crossed by long lines of trees bordering highways

and canals. The way out of the valley lay through the famous cut

of Nochistongo, the railway running on a shelf high up on the right

bank. The attrition of something like a century has gullied and

seamed the sides until the cut looks like a work of Nature,

great engineering work, had it been carried out according to the

original plan of its author, would have solved the problem of the

drainage of the valley, which still vexes the Mexican Government

and threatens the capital
with ultimate ruin. It remains a monu-

ment to the folly of the interference of authorities with works con-

cernin<r the proper execution of which they are necessarily ignorant,

although they think they can rightly indicate the way in which

everything should be done; a habit which engineers and architects

doubtless find surviving to this day to some extent.

Enrico Martinez, the engineer, proposed to tunnel at a lower level

the mountain blocking the northerly end of the valley, thus draining

Lake Texcoco completely away. It was a daring project for those

days, but the remedy would have been complete. It was too daring,

however, for the authorities to adopt in all its thoroughness. They

thought, for one thing, that allowance had not been made for a fall

sufficient to carry off the water, holding to the ancient rule laid down

by Pliny of six inches fall for every hundred feet ; but the plain

professional sense of Martinez told him that his plan was right.

The plan was modified to a tunnel which should divert only the

Cuantitlan river out of the valley.

The tunnel was begun in 1607, and though 6,600 metres, or 21,650

feet long, so easily worked was the tepatate, or hard, rock-like gravel

excavated, that it was finished in less than a year. So great was the

haste to use it that the water was turned on, against the protest of

Martinez, before the arch could be brick-lined. Consequently the

tunnel soon caved in, causing one of the worst floods from which the

city had suffered. Poor Martinez was thrown into prison as a scape-

woat, but, after four years of suffering, was released, for his services

were wanted to superintend the excavation of a cut unwisely decided

upon as a substitute for the tunnel, which might have been repaired.

The great engineer's life was not long enough for this job ;
he died

at his task at the end of thirty-five years, and the cut was not com-

pleted until 1 789, at the cost of many, many thousand Indian lives ;

tradition placing the number from one hundred thousand to two hun-

dred thousand. The cut has been in service ever since, and has

proved the means, though inadequate, of preventing the continual

inundation of the capital. It occasionally gets choked up, and is, it

is said, only kept open through constant vigilance and labor. The

diversion of the waters of the Cuantitlan keeps Lake Texcoco, under

ordinary circumstances, from rising to a dangerous height, but the

lake is rapidly filling in with the washings from the mountains, and

has diminished from a depth of forty or fifty feet, at the time of the

Conquest, until its greatest normal depth is now two metres, or six

feet eight inches, while it is shoaling at the rate of four centimetres,

or oneand six-tenths inches a year. The surface of the lake being

but six feet below the level of the city, any drainage worthy of the

name is practically impossible under present conditions. With the

filling iu of the lake, the underground water therefrom, which per-

meates the porous ground upon which the city is built, is getting

nearer the surface, making conditions continually growing more

favorable for disease, as shown by the increasing death-rate. Were

it not for the rare, dry air of an altitude of nearly seventy-five hun-

dred feet, almost the entire population would inevitably be swept

away by pestilence. A plan for removing the sewage by a suction

system, utilizing the machinery of the electric-light company, has

recently been favorably considered by the city government, but noth-

ing permanent can be accomplished until the original project of Mar-

tinez is carried out, and T -'-- ^ !o ':>' *~ *>* vallnv.Lake Texcoco is drained from the valley.

i Continual from page 136, No. 508.

The plan for effecting this has been devised by the eminent Mexi-

can engineer, Francisco de Goray. Though it requires an expendi-

ture of over eight million dollars to carry it out in full, it promises to

be worth the cost, for, besides making the habitable conditions of the

valley well-nigh |>erfect,
it will replace the lake and its now useless

surrounding marshes with vast tracts of the most fertile tillable land.

The plan fs very comprehensive, including a tunnel over five mile

Ion", a main canal thirty and one-half miles long, and over two hun-

dred and fifty miles of branch-canals for drainage, navigation and

irrigation, while the city would be provided with a thorough system
of sewers, flushed by canals from Lake Xochimilco.

Leaving the cut, we soon descend to the ancient city of Tula,

famous as the capital of the Toltecs, centuries before the Aztoc occu-

pation. The climate is markedly warmer than that of Mexico, the

altitude being considerably less. Some of the little Indian dwellings

hereabouts are of a peculiar type. They are very small, with only

one room, and have a barrel-arch roof of stone or brick, making
them

resemble tombs in aspect. For a number of miles we
pass through

the narrow and beautifully verdant valley of the Tula Uiver, and

then ascend abruptly to expansive, rolling table-lands, soon reaching

the highest point on the line between the City of Mexico and the

United States. The landscape has noble, rolling lines, and we look

off through the thin, transparent air, miles away into wide, deep val-

leys, filled with soft haze which seems to be palpitating with tropic

heat. The straight lines running up distant mountain-sides here and

there are the stone walls which divide great estates, there being in

Mexico few small landholders. The population is scanty on these up-

lands ;
there are humble Indian villages now and then, some of the hov-

els with roofs of red tile, while occasional flower-gardens or blooming

plants in pots testify
to the universal Mexican love of the beautiful.

We descend as abruptly and more deviously than we rose, coming

suddenly upon the considerable city of San Juan del Rio, with its

midsummer temperature contrasting with the cool airs we have just

left above. A good dinner, with forty minutes to eat it in, and we

dart away over a long stretch of track which we have already seen

from the hillsides over the city, cleaving the broad, green-floored val-

ley straight as an arrow for miles and miles, or kilometres and kilo-

metres, as we should say in Mexico, where tie metric system is, very

sensibly, the standard.

At last the valley narrows and our way becomes tortuous, sterile

and rocky, finally entering a bit of paradise, walled by high cliffs,

floored with a green carpet of tropical gardens threaded by a spark-

ling stream, ft is the Cafiada de Quer^taro, the most charming bit

of scenery on the line. Just before the canon widens out into the

plain we come upon great factory buildings, more ornate than our

northern structures. They belong to the great Hercules Mills, the

largest cotton factory in Mexico.

Water from this canon is carried into Quere'taro over the noblest

aqueduct I have ever seen, with graceful arches, tall and slender,

towering high above our train as it passes underneath. Though fin-

ished iuthe year 1738, the clean, dry air has preserved it so that it

looks as new as if just built. It was projected and built by a wealthy
citizen of Quere'taro, the Marquis of La Villa del Villar del Aguila,
who contributed $88,287 of the $124,791 which it cost.

Queretaro bears out in itself the promise of its beautiful
approach.

I fell at once into the leisurely spirit of the place, and felt indifferent

to the fact that the bright new street-car drawn up in waiting beside

the station did not depart for half an hour. What is the use of hur-

rying, I mused. We Northerners blame the Mexicans for laziness,

but then we have to scurry around and devote nearly all our energies
to secure the means to brave the rigors of our climate

; here little

suffices, and they would be foolish to exert themselves to no end. At
all events they have found time to build more enduringly than we,
and I contemplated with contented admiration the graceful towers

and beautiful domes that clustered in groups over the low houses of

the city, near by, rising gently from the alameda, the
pleasure-ground

covered with fine ash trees, almost within a stone s-throw of the

station.

The narrow, rambling streets were very clean. The prevailing

building material was a light-red and very smooth stone, quarried
near the city, and easily worked, but becoming harder than marble

by exposure. The little pleasure-gardens occupying the plazas,

squares, and the spaces in front of public buildings, were unusually
abundant and beautiful, even for a Mexican city ;

small orange and

large banana trees adding to the luxuriance of the vegetation, bril-

liant with flowers. The abundance of the water-supply brought by
the great aqueduct was shown by the fountains of clear water abound-

ing everywhere. At intervals on the corners stood quaint-looking

towers, "and the gurgling sounds from within indicated that they

belonged to the water-service and were used to regulate and equalize
the pressure over the city. These towers varied in form, and were

charming features of the streets. One square tower with an iron

balcony was embowered in shrubbery in the pretty bit of garden in

front of the old convent of Santa Clara, and another notable one, on

the corner beside the fine old church of San Augustin was octagonal
in shape, with a pyramidal cap ;

the double-headed eagle carved on

the front told, I should say, that it was built under the reign of a

Spanish king who was also German emperor. Another stood on the

hillside corner of a plaza like a mediteval turret. In the garden of

this plaza was a fountain with a tall column, and, at the base, four

marble dogs looking dejectedly down into the basin, with water flow-

in"' from their mouths. A. fountain at the corner of one of the
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market-places bore tlie inscription that the market and fountain were

given by the governor of the State, from his salary, in 1848
;

the

benefactor's name was modestly withheld, showing his disinterestet

public spirit.

Queretaro is noted among Mexican cities for its devotion to the

mother church. Its churches are many and fine; a goodly number
with convents adjacent, or what were convents, for they have al

been sequestered since 1857, and they now stand deserted and falling

into ruin. The pious citizens fear to touch the property, believing
that it would be sacrilege. In most other cities the old convents have
been converted to secular uses, but here they all remain on the hands
of the Federal Government. Some day there will be persons bol

enough to buy up these estates at a bargain. Many of these con
vents in Queretaro are on a great scale, notably that of Santa Clara
and that of La Cruz, whose structures covered land enough to mak<

respectable city wards. A street has been cut through the heart o
Santa Clara, and one end of the thoroughfare is still spanned by tin

vaulted arch of a chapel. The Church of Santa Clara is a small one
but its interior has a gorgeous aspect, the abundance of elaborate

wood-carving, heavily gilded, making the walls look like those of a gold
encrusted grotto. Adjoining the church of San Augustin is the con
vent of the same name, with its court, like the church itself, in rich

Renaissance, with elaborate sculpture; artistic ingeneral effect, bu
crude in detail. The churches have marked individuality in archi

lecture, running from almost pure Romanesque to florid Rococo
One has a pagoda-like cap upon a slender tower. The cathedra
had been recently reconstructed and its faqade completely spoiled
but its stately tower had fortunately not been touched, and there was
one near view of it undisturbed by the ugly front, showing it rising
above the ruins of a semi-demolished convent which was undergoing
a slow transformation into a State palace.

Quere'taro is full of melancholy associations with the Emperor
Maximilian, for it was here that he fell after a gallant resistance to

the besieging Republicans. The convent of La Cruz, occupying
the highest ground in the city, was his citadel. The church is a
curious one, for, instead of the customary two towers and a dome, it

has two domes and one tower. In fact it is a double church, with
two naves side by side, communicating by a small archway. There
is a beautiful view from the church tower, and a student of the siege

might pick out all the points of the memorable conflict. The Cerro
de las Campanas, the Hill of the Bells, where Maximilian was shol

with his generals, Miramon and Mexia, on June 19, 1867, is about a
mile to the westward of the city. It is a low elevation, but, rising in

the midst of a broad valley, commands a view of idyllic loveliness,
with nothing but the sterile ground of the hillside itself to suggest the

tragedy of the place, probably the saddest that ever closed the life of

a Hapsburg. When I first visited the spot, there was nothing to

mark the event but three rude little stone-heaps ;
but three plain

monuments have since been erected there, and an iron fence built

around them. SYLVESTER BAXTER.

THE NINETEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
SALUTATORY ADDRESS BY DR. T. A. ATCHISON.

MR. PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN OF THE ASSOCIATION:
I am honored in being chosen to extend to you a hearty, old-fash-

ioned, Tennessee welcome. Though organized twenty years this is

the first time you have crossed the border line into the land of flow-

ers. I might have said Mason and Dixon's line, but that has been

wiped from the maps and well nigh forgotten. True, it cost much
blood and treasure, but a restored universal manhood and brotherhood
is cheap at any cost. You are now on ground which once resounded
to the martial tread of southern chivalry. No less courtly than brave

they now extend to you the hand of cordial greeting and hearty
welcome.

Gentlemen, I hail your meeting in the capital of the grand old
State of Tennessee, the home of the hero of New Orleans as peculiarly
auspicious. We need a declaration of independence in American art
and architecture. We need emancipation from the thrall of misty
tradition and meretricious folly. VVhat Jeffersoniau hand will pen
the immortal document? What Michael Angelo will lead us out of
the crypts, castles and cathedrals of the dead past into the living
present? I do not deny but that you have builded proudly in the

past ; you have written in stone the world's greatest epics, while your
monuments, though in ruins, bear silent witness to splendid civiliza-

tions lying out in the vast shadows of time. Those were past mas-
ters who built the great pyramids of Egypt, or planned the cunningly-
devised hanging-gardens of Babylon to please the voluptuous fancy
of an Oriental queen. Later on, you covered Europe with monu-
ments of your genius, until it reached the ultima thule of grace and
beauty in the architecture of Greece,
But where have you wrought for the humanities ? Where have

you shot a ray of beauty through the homes of the humble ? We
want a new renaissance a renaissance which will reach the homes
of the millions, and bring the blessings of a higher life alike to king
and cotter. Let me commend you to the fair Hygea, rather than the
Moloch of pride. The aesthetic Greeks paid her divine honors be-

cause, perhaps, they recognized in her
" A perfect woman, nobly planned,
To warn, to comfort, to command,"

ft work of divine art, greater than the noblest temples.

Hygea became the Goddess of Health, and upon her altar we must

pour libation* of golden sunshine ami puru air if we would make life

happier, and death more remote. To you, gentlemen, we must look
for butter means of ventilation, and better provisions for preventing
the ingress of noxious gases and germ-laden exhalations from trap and

pit. What is gained by massive columns, storied walls or heaven-

piercing spires if sewer-gas is brought into the house under the plea
of convenience, for it will as surely work destruction in the palace
as in the hovel; and I announce it as my deliberate opinion that dis-

ease and death will increase, pari pasu, with house connections.

We demand too much of the plumber when we ask him to prevent
gas from flowing into a building when water may flow from it. Trap-
ping is a fatal delusion. If we took no better precautions against burg-
lars than we do against disease germs, our houses would be nightly

ravaged. Circumstances often control the selection of the site for a

building, but its sanitary preparation is as much the province of the

architect as the design of the structure. Dampness is a prolific source
of rheumatism, pneumonia and consumption, and, indeed, a general

lowering of vitality. Our great mother, earth, breathes through all

her pores like the mighty Leviathan, and her humid breath is laden
with carbonic acid, the product of vegetable and animal decav,
and myriads of microbes nourished in her fruitful bosom. These,

impelled by the law of the diffusion of gases, rise into parlor, dormi-
tories and auditoriums, and in contempt of all

"
pomp, pride and

circumstance " do their fatal work.
Subsoil drainage to lower the water level, and stopping the earth's

lungs beneath the house with asphalt or some other impervious sub-

stance, with plenty of air-space between ground and floor, will pre-
vent a large per cent of fatal disease. How simple, how cheap, and

yet how rare I Men generally prefer to gratify their vanity in deco-
ration and display, ignorant or indifferent to the fatal consequences
of a neglect to provide against the tireless wings of the invisible foe.

The warning voice of the doctor has been unheeded, though an un-
selfish evangelist in the cause of sanitation. The architect must be
the Moses to lead the people out of this bondage of death. When
you have filled all habitations with floods of sunshine and pure air,

and when you have removed all waste without the dangerous recoil

of pestilential effluvia, it matters not whether you build with " bricks
without straw

"
or marble from the quarries of Carara, you will have

built for humanity.
In thus seeking to enrich your art with the highest utility, I would

not detract from its beauty or sublimity. I know that a noble mon-
ument is at once history, prophecy and poetry, instructing, exalting,

inspiring generations of men. The great soul of the artist is lighted

up with the triple fires of poetry, beauty and infinity, and, whether
thrown upon canvas or stone, cannot fail to lift the beholder to higher
plains of truth and clearer perceptions of the divine. The great ar-

tist, the great architect, is not the product of any particular epoch.
At no period in the world's history has colossal statuary reached such

immensity and perfect harmony of design as the Bartholdi statue of

Liberty Enlightening the World. Its only rival in antiquity, the
Colossus of Rhodes, named one of the seven wonders of the world, is

dwarfed in comparison with it. Standing on Bedloe's Island, lifting

high above turret and dome its flaming torch of liberty, it will be a

perpetual invocation to heaven for the universal freedom and broth-

erhood of man.
Go on, then, in your high mission of prophet, priest and poet ; but

pause sometimes to relieve the dark background of poverty with lines

of grace and beauty. Again, gentlemen, let me offer you, hand and
heart, a welcome.

REPORT OP THE NBW YORK CHAPTER, A. I. A.

To THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS:
The New York Chapter has been chiefly occupied, apart from its

routine work, with the consideration of the efforts which have been
made in Congress, particularly by means of the Stockslager Bill,

towards an improved systein of Government architectural service.

Communications on the subject from the Secretary of the Institute

and the Boston Chapter were received, and at the New York Chap-
ter meeting of March 11, Mr. Win. A. Potter, practising member of

the Chapter, Fellow of the Institute, and formerly Supervising
Architect of the United States Treasury Department, was invited to

submit, in the shape of a draught of a bill for Congressional action,
the views which his official experience had led him to consider as

best adapted for professional practice, and as a consequence for the

public interests, in the matter of public architecture. The Secretary
)f the Chapter had some correspondence on the subject with Mr.

Potter, who willingly agreed to give the Chapter and Institute the
Benefit of his experience, but the trustees of the Institute having
taken the matter up, no further action has been taken by the Chapter.

In connection with the question of the ameliorative intervention of

our society and its chapters in the methods of public architectural

and building service, it may be remembered that in a number of pre-
vious annual reports made to the Secretary of the New York Chap-
er, mention has been made of its efforts to secure for the city of

*few York a better building law than prevailed. These efforts have
n the year just closing met with measurable success in the passage
at the last session of the State legislature of a law embodying many
of the changes so long advocated by the Chapter, particularly those

relating to the safe construction of theatres and their adequate pro-
ection from fire, a question of great importance in any large centre

of population, and not least so iu New York, where over two hundred
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and nine theatres and cognate places of amusement of all grades are

are nightly crowded with pleasure-seekers.
The newly-embodied ordinance relating to theatres form a large

and important feature in the recently-adopted law, and are substan-

tially those which were prepared eight years ago, after consultation

with the New York Board of Fire Underwriters, by a committee of

the Chapter of which Mr. R. M. Hunt was chairman. Tliey were

suggested by provisions fur a similar end existing in Vienna, Austria,

furnished by Mr. Nelson L. Derby, a recent addition to the member-

ship of the Institute, who had just previously returned from his

architectural studies in that city. An edition of the new law has

been prepared by Mr. Win. J. Fryer, a prominent iron-worker of

New York, and at present an official in charge of the municipal
buildings, which, with its several explanatory diagrams and annota-

tions, can hardly fail to be the issue preferred by those mechanics
who are more familiar with routine work than with technical for-

mula expressed only in print, and it is largely owing to the energy
and pertinacity of Mr. Fryer that final legislative action on the bill

was not deferred till another session.

The Committee on Examinations of the Chapter have, under the

law, made thirty-one surveys on unsafe buildings during the year.
At the meeting of January 14, Mr. E. T. Littell read a letter from

Messrs. J. A. & W. T. Wilson, of Baltimore, members of the Insti-

tute, asking the assistance of the various branches of the Institute in

obtaining all the information possible as regards judicial decisions

within the territory of the United States bearing on the fees of

architects, especially with reference to the rates embodied in the

Institute schedule. The request is a familiar one to old officials of

the Institute and its Chapters, and it is to be presumed not generally
a welcome one, for the material is wanting to give a satisfactory
answer to it. It would seem, therefore, to be quite desirable that a

committee should be appointed to collate and tabulate for the use of

the members of the Institute whatever authentic data on the subject
it may be found possible to gather. The task, however, it may be

safely assumed, would be no light one. It would, on the contrary,
doubtless be found a very tedious, difficult, and in some instances at

least an inconclusive, anil, so far, unsatisfactory one, but if only par-
tial success is achieved, it would obviously be well worth the time

and trouble that it may be found possible to bestow on it.

At the meeting of November 12, of last year, a communication,

accompanying a number of printed documents and pamphlets, was

presented from the Secretary of the proposed London Exhibition in

1886, asking for the countenance and affiliation of the Chapter in the

project. In accordance with one of its suggestions, Mr. Kendall,
President of the Chapter, was at a subsequent meeting nominated
for membership to the Secretary of the Exhibition, and was promptly
elected to its General Council, as was also, shortly afterwards,
another member of the Chapter.
The officers of the Chapter were, in pursuance of an old custom of

the American Society of Civil Engineers, invited to its last annual

convention, and President Kendall had the opportunity and pleasure
of acknowledging in person this courtesy of our sister society.
The President of the Chapter has several times been called on to

exercise, according to law, the functions prescribed to him in con-

junction with the Presidents of the National Academy of Design and
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, to report on the artistic suita-

bility of statuary for a place in the Central Park, and on the question
of proper sites therefor. His qualified approval of the equestrian
statue of the South American nero, Bolivar, now in place in the

upper portion of the Park, aroused the ire of the editor of the

Studio, a promising art serial recently started in New York, which led

to some criticism in its pages, an explanatory note from the Secre-

tary of the Chapter, and some pointed remarks in the American
Architect.

It may be remembered that the last report made from the New
York Chapter gave information that the Willard Architectural Com-
mission, consisting of Messrs. N. LeBrun, Chairman, A. J. Bloor,
and Emlen T. Littell, had received eigtit thousand five hundred dol-

lars of the trust fund of about eighty thousand dollars, bequeathed
by Mr. Willard to the Metropolitan Museum of Art for the expen-
ditures of the Commission. This has been partially used to pay the

expenses of their selector and purchasing agent, Mr. Pierre L. Le-

Brun, who has spent seven months in Europe in preliminary work
for the Commission. The following graphic remarks from a prelim-
inary report he has recently made to the Commission can hardly fail

to interest and entertain you as much as it has them :

" Your instructions to me were, briefly, to lose no chance of investi-

gation or of consultation with good authorities, and to select and pur-
chase objects for the collection whenever immediate purchase seemed
advantageous or desirable. To further guide me in this preliminary
tour of observation, I hail a thorough knowledge of the views of my
late friend, Mr. Willard, acquired through conversations extending
over many years, during which the formation of this collection was
very frequently debated.

" Mr. Willard had travelled considerably, and was an enthusiastic
admirer of the many great works of architecture he had seen abroad.
He considered that art to be the most comprehensive of all the fine

arts, and it was with the ambition of doing all in his power to cultivate
and encourage a popular taste for it, to help such students as were
unable to secure the advantages of travel, and to elevate the standard
of American work by presenting choice selections of masterpieces in

all styles, that lie desired to found an historical architectural collection.

" He wished the collection to tell a clear, graphic story of the prog-
rets of the art, from the earliest period to the time of the Renaissance.
No important type was to bc>

sjightcd ; neither was the collection to

consul merely of fragmentary bits of detail. It should present all the
distinctive styles in historical sequence, and in such manner, too, as to

show their inter-relationships and transitions. It should comprise care-

fully-made, good-sized models of typical buildings, casts of door-ways
and other minor architectural features, and a complete collection of
casts of applied ornament, sculpture and architectural detail, sets of

photographs, and plain and tinted illustrations or engravings.
"
I reached England on the fifteenth of December last, and left it,

returning on the twenty-fifth of June.

"During that time the principal cities and art centres of Great
Britain, France, Italy, Germany and Austria were visited, and their

museums, art-collections and typical buildings were carefully studied.

Copious notes were made, and interviews were had with prominent
museum authorities, archaeologists, architects and others whose experi-
ence and opinion were valuable. It is gratifying to note the unanimity
with which those gentlemen approved of the scheme of the collection,
and of its practical value as an educating influence in art.

" The museums were studied from the double point of view of

arrangement and of possible supply of material. I will first allude to
the hints of arrangement. It is, perhaps, neediest to preface Una

report with the statement that, among all of the museums visited, none
were found to contain exactly such an architectural collection as
Mr Willard contemplated.

" This was only what was anticipated, and the explanation is not
difficult. When the older museums were planned, such schemes of
classification and grouping as are occupying the minds of the advanced
museum founders or curators of to-day were unknown

; they were, in

fact, impossible in the then condition of knowledge of the fine arts. On
the other hand, the more modern museums, which, as a rule, are more
scientifically planned and tell a connected story, are mainly devoted to

sculpture, painting and the industrial arts, while architecture is com-
paratively slighted.

" All that I saw of museums offered convincing proof of the supreme
importance and value of a well laid plan in the selection and arrange-
ment of objects, and the Commission ig to be really congratulated that

starting on a perfectly clear basis, they can profit by the successes, the
mistakes and the initiatives of similar undertakings abroad.

" An impression generally prevails in Europe that Americans are apt
to do things in a hurry, and I was constantly reminded of the wisdom
of deliberation, especially at the outset of such an enterprise. This
caution is, in a measure, forced on the Commission, because of the lim-
itation of funds and space at its disposal.

" I have not yet been able to make out the classified lists of objects
in all styles which will form a basis of the work of final selection, but
am now engaged upon them, with the help of my notes, price-listi and
other estimates, and hope to have them ready soon for your inspection.
"From the lists it will be possible to select most of the objects

required. There is an almost absolute dearth in the European muse-
ums of Egyptian, Persian and Byzantine architectural details. I

believe that for those styles it will he necessary to get typical castings
made directly from the buildings or monuments.

"There will be difficulty in obtaining the scale models, which should
form such an important feature of the collection. I spared no effort to
find good examples already made and for sale, but with the exceptions
noted in Appendix B, was unsuccessful. Such models are made
usually to order, and, if properly made to a good scale, are expensive."

I found scattered through various museums a number of models in

plaster, wood, cork and stone, but the scale was, in most cases, too

small, and they were not as accurately detailed as should be done for
this collection ; nevertheless, imperfect as many of them were, they
seemed to be centres of attraction even when placed among more beau-
tiful objects. Of course, among them are many which would be of
value to the collection as minor illustrations, could they be cheaply
reproduced ; but, unfortunately, that it impracticable without taking
apart the originals, and otherwise injuring them in a manner to pre-
clude permission being obtained ; so that it will undoubtedly be necei-

sary to have your models made to order.

"I did not purchase anything during this preliminary tour, for the
reason that I found it unadvisable and even impracticable to do so in-

telligently until I had completed the general survey of the sources of

supply of material and had collated all the notes and information thus

acquired.
" In conclusion, this survey of the museums of Europe has onlv made

more evident the great value of the undertaking initiated by Mr. Wil-
lard I write initiated because although a fine display may be obtained
with the money bequeathed, yet the field is so vast and constantly ex-

panding, that to make a thoroughly complete exhibit of the architectural
branch alone, of the plastic and constructive arts competent to rival the
ambitious programmes initiated abroad would require several times the

money at our disposal.
" Collections of casts are springing up in all the older communities, and

they have a completeness and a unity not found possible in museums of

originals. Such collections must undoubtedly in the future be the main
dependence of our American fine-art institutions. For although much
of value still awaits the spade of the archaeologist, an hag been proved
by the recent finds at Cyprus, Pergamos, Olympia, Ephesus, Hissarlik,
Mycenaj, Assos, and other places, and although archaeological expedi-
tions will undoubtedly be fitted out by Americans to the further en-
richment of our museums, yet we cannot hope to stock them adequately
with antiquities.

" Chances of acquiring valuable collections of originals are rare and
will become rarer. The opposite may be predicted of casts. I believe
when it is shown in the Willard collection what may be accomplished in
this direction, that the practical sense and love of art among our rich
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men will divert such a share of their wealth into this channel that an
historical collection of plaster casts, both architectural and sculptural,
will be made in New York City, which will eventually rank among the
finest and most complete to be found anywhere. I am, gentlemen, very
respectfully, your obedient servant, P. L,. LEBRUN."
As this report from the New York Chapter is made to all its sister

chapters, as represented in the Institute, it need only be added to

Mr. Pierre LeBrun's clear setting forth that if noting the exam-

ples of the old world, where every great or even moderate centre has
its own general art-collection for the instruction and delectation of

its own residents and visitors if other chapters, emulating the ex-

ample afforded by the oldest chapter, desire to have an architectural
collection of their own, they have only perhaps to watch their oppor-
tunities, and to exercise the public spirit and forecast shown by the
Messrs. LeBrun, to win to their ends the liberal hand of some local

Willard of their own. Respectfully submitted by
A. J. BLOOR, Secretary.

New York Chapter, A. I. A., Bryant Building, 55 Liberty Street,
New York, 20th October, 1885.

The following gentlemen were elected as officers of the American
Institute of Architects for the ensuing year :

President, Thomas U. Walter, LL.D., Phiadelihia; Treasurer, O. P.
Hatfield, New York; Secretary, George C. Mason, Jr., Newport, R. I.;
Board of Trustees, H. M. Congdon, E. L. Littell, Napoleon LeBrun, A. J.
Bloor.
Committee on Publications. H. Hudson Holly, New York; T. M. Clark,

Boston; Chas. Crapsey, Cincinnati; J. McArthur, Jr., Philadelphia.
Committee on Education. Alfred Stone, Providence; Henry Van Brunt,

Boston; Prof. N. Clifford Bicker, Illinois; Prof . W. B. Ware, New York;
T. M. Clark, Boston.

Secretary ol Foreign Correspondence. W. L. B. Jenney, Chicago.

At the banquet given to the Institute by the Art Association
and other prominent citizens of Nashville, attention was called to

the interesting facts that the Convention, which had that day been
held in the Senate Chamber of the State Capitol, had assembled over
the remains of its architect, Strickland, to whom a mausoleum in its

precincts was at his death decreed by the Tennessee Legislature : that
Thomas U. Walter, architect of the National Capitol at Washington,
and that day reflected President of the Institute, was the pupil of
Strickland

; while at the banquet table sat Napoleon LeBrun, arch-
itect of the Masonic Temple in New York, and of the Catholic Ca-
thedral in Philadelphia, who was a pupil of Mr. Walter, and with Mr.
LeBrun sat his own pupil and son Michael LeBrun. So that four
successive professional generations were thus represented, in body or

spirit, at this first convention of the Institute in the sunny South

beyond Baltimore and Washington.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
STATION OF THE N. Y. C. 4 H. R. RAILROAD, 8CHENECTADY, N.

Y. MESSRS. R. H. ROBERTSON AND A. J. MANNING, ARCHITECTS.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

THE materials used in this building are brick and terra-cotta, the
roof being covered with red Akron tiles.

ALTERATIONS OF THE HOUSE OF J. H. MCAVOY, ESQ., CHICAGO,
ILL. MESSRS. ADDISON & FIEDLER, ARCHITECTS, CHICAGO, ILL.

CHURCH DE LA CRUZ, QUERETARO, MEXICO.
FOR description, see the article " Strolls about Mexico "

elsewhere
in this issue.

CHARTRES CATHEDRAL FROM THE SOUTH-EAST. AFTER AN ETCH-
ING BY DELAUNEY.

MAISON DE LA PUCELLE, ROUEN, FRANCE.1

TEMPLE EMANUEL, NEW YORK, N. Y. MR. LEOPOLD EIDLITZ,
ARCHITECT, NEW YORK, N. Y.

[Gelatine Plate, issued only with the Gelatine Edition.]

IT

ON THE PROTECTION OF BUILDINGS FROM INJURY
BY LIGHTNING.2

TJ LIGHTNING -ROD,
r\ or, as it is more com-
/ monly called, a light-

ning-conductor, is a familiar

object to most persons; but
the scientific principles upon
which it is constructed are

perhaps less generally under-

stood, and as it is of the

utmost consequence that
those who are

concerned in

the erection of

these rods
should be ac-

quainted with
these prin-
ciples, I shall,
I hope, be ex-

cused if I com-
mence my paper
with a brief re-

capitulation of

the leading
points which

ought to be
borne in mind.

Electricity is

divided into
two classes,

called, for con-

venience sake,

positive and
negative elec-

tricity. Elec-
tricities of like

name repel one

another, and
electricities of

opposite name
attract one another, and there is always a tendency for electricities

of opposite name to unite. All substances are conductors of elec-

tricity, but in such widely different degrees that they are usually
classed under three heads

; viz., conductors, semi-conductors, non-
conductors or insulators. Conductors are those bodies which convey
electricity freely; semi-conductors are those which conduct badly;
and insulators are those which scarcely conduct at all.

All materials can conduct electricity ;
i. e., can accumulate a

charge on themselves. The better conductor a material is, the more

quickly can it collect electricity. It is important to understand the

meaning of electrical potential. The following explanation of this

term has been given by Silvanus Thompson :
" A given quantity of

electricity will electrify an insulated body up to a certain potential

(or power of doing electric work) depending on its capacity."
Bodies are said to be in electrical equilibrium when there is no differ-

ence of electrical potential between them. Generally all clouds are

electrified, sometimes positively and sometimes negatively (Ganot,
"Physics." 968). With these fundamental principles before us we
shall be prepared to understand the theory of the accidents which we
desire to prevent.

Just before a building is struck by lightning there has been an
accumulation of electricity on the ground adjacent to the building,

generally caused by a cloud charged with electricity of opposite name
passing over, and occasioning (by a process which is called induction)
a condensation of electricity upon it. The exact moment at which

lightning strikes is brought about when the charges on the cloud and
earth have accumulated to so great an extent that the air,

or other non-conductor that may be between them, is no longer
able to resist the strain put upon it. The electricities then

suddenly unite by bursting their way through this non-con-

ductor, and it is this sudden union which we call lightning.
If, then, we can prevent a charge accumulating to any great
extent on the ground adjacent to the building, we shall also

prevent the conditions necessary for the discharge of light-

ning from taking place. Now this can often be done by
causing the electricity to leak off as quickly as it accumu-

lates, and to do this use is made of what is known as the

action of points. This is as follows : When an insulated

conductor is fitted with a sharp metallic point, it is found

impossible to charge it with electricity to any great extent.

The reason of this is that as fast as electricity is imparted
to the body it leaks off into the air from the point ;

for

when electricity is imparted to a conducting body it does
not spread itself uniformly over its surface and it should

be remembered that a statical charge only resides on the

surface of a conductor but becomes densest where there

are any prominences or angularities on the body, according

1 Piora Cotman' " Ami quitiet nf Normandy."
* By Basil Ffiiwick Howard, Electrical Engineer. A paper read at the Con-

I fereuceof Architects at Plymouth, England, .September 2, 1886.
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to their size and shape, and in the case of a sharp point the charge
becomes so dense as to be no longer ablu to remain there, but elec-

trifies the adjacent particles of air, which it repels from itself. These

particles carry away the charge which is upon them, and fresh ones

take their place, and the same thing occurs so long as there remains

any charge on the body. Thus the point quietly and harmoniously
discharges the electricity of the body.

There is another way of preventing a great accumulation of elec-

tricity on the ground around the building, namely, by lessening its

collectivity as much as possible. This is, however, in practice a dif-

ficult i hiii': to do; but much can be done by not increasing its collec-

tive qualities, i. e., by not putting any very collective bodies, such as

metals, wood, etc., upon it, for metals are very good collectors of elec-

tricity. The enormous collective quality of iron, e. g., as compared
with other substances, may be seen by the following figures : It is 240
times more collective than any non-metallic substance, 533,000 times

more so than sea-water, 7,500,000 lini - more so than spring water,

rain, human beings, animals, wood, stone, brick, etc.; and 340 trill-

ions of times more so than air, asphalt and glass (Parnell, "A. of
L." p. 1 74). Therefore, if we had to consider only danger from

lightning, we ought to avoid as much metal, especially large metal

surfaces, as possible in the construction of buildings.
There is also another reason why metal should be used as spar-

ingly as possible in the construction of buildings, especially in high
places, and this is, that since metals are such good conductors, light-

ning would seek them on its way to or from the earth, thus striking
the building, which it would probably not have done had the metal
not been there. Indeed, there are cases which show that even the

gilding of picture-frames has been picked out by lightning for its

path.
It may be objected that buildings made entirely of metal, such as

iron churches and iron ships, are seldom, if ever, struck
;
but this is

probably owing to the amount of leakage that takes place in conse-

quence of the number of angularities and sharp edges which inva-

riably exist on these buildings. When lightning passes through a

good conductor of sufficient size, damage is only done at the place
where it enters or leaves, i. e., where it encounters resistance : there-

fore, if it be desired to convey lightning harmlessly from one point
to another, a continuous conductor of sufficient size must be provided.
It is found impossible to electrically affect the inside of a closed con-

ducting body from any external source
; and Professor Clerk Max-

well has proposed to protect buildings by covering them on the exte-

rior with a network of wires (Silvanus Thompson, . L., in " Elect,
and Mag.," 32).
From what has been said above, it will be seen that the function of

a lightning-rod is two-fold. Its first and most important function is

that of causing any electricity that may accumulate on the adjacent
ground to leak off quietly and harmlessly into the clouds that are

charged with electricity of opposite name. A lightning-rod thus
tends to maintain electrical equilibrium between the earth and the

clouds, and so to prevent a disruptive discharge between these
bodies.

The second function of the lightning-rod is that of carrying away
any disruptive discharge that may fall upon the building to which it

is attached, and (so to speak) conveying it harmlessly to the earth.
It may be urged that when a lightning-rod properly discharges the
first-named function, no disruptive discharge should ever take place.
It does, however, sometimes occur, and may be accounted for by an
accumulation of electrical charge on the ground adjacent to the

building being so rapidly made that the rod cannot eject it fast

enough. The difference of potentials between the clouds and the
earth thus become so great as to cause a sudden explosion. The
conditions, therefore, to be fulfilled in order that a lightning-rod may
be efficient are these : First,

" That its apex be a fine point elevated
above the highest point of the building." (Thomp. 805.). Secondly," That the ' rod

' between the apex and the ground be perfectly con-
tinuous and of sufficient conducting power." (Thomp. 305). Thirdly,
That "

all metal surfaces, whether of lead, copper, or iron, in ridges,
roofs, gutters, or coverings to doors or windows, should be connected
with the conducting system." (War Office Instructions in Par., p. 71
and p. 72.) Fourthly,

" That its lower end passes either into a

stream, or into a wet stratum of ground." (Thomp., 305.). In fact,
what is to be aimed at is to cover the building to be protected with a
sort of metal-work shield, which has sharp points on its highest parts,
and which is electrically connected with the earth. This last is tech-

nically called making good earth. I shall now endeavor to point out
how these conditions should be fulfilled, and the method of construct-

ing a means of protection on these principles.
A lightning-rod consists of four several parts : the point or points,

the terminal-rod, the stalk, and the earth-connection. As regards
the first of these parts, the main condition to be observed is that the

point must be sharp, because the rapidity of the escape of electricity
depends upon its sharpness. However, if the point were made as

sharp and as thin as a needle, which would be theoretically the best
form to give it., it would be apt to be rapidly worn away by the

weather, etc. Therefore the plan now generally adopted is to make
the point sharp at its extreme end, but rapidly to widen out, so as to

have plenty of substance of metal.

The points used in this country are generally made at an angle of
about thirty degrees, and several metals have been employed as the
material for them. First iron was used, gilded to prevent rust;
then gilt copper came into use

; and lastly, pure red copper, plati-

num, or silver alloy. The object of using platinum, silver alloy and

gilding is of course to prevent the points becoming worn away by
the atmosphere, etc. ; but as these are all more or less costly, I would
submit that if the point is in such a place that it may be easily got at

to be cleaned and shar|>ened occasionally, a pure red copper point U
perhaps the best, unless some corrosive gas is present, such as is

sometimes given off by the chimneys of factories. In a case where
the point cannot be got at, or when it is likely to be acted on by any
corrosive gas, a platinum point is probably the best. Nevertheless,
it is important to bear in mind that the point must be kept sharp.

Sometimes a single point is used, and sometimes a cluster of points.
The single point possesses some advantages over the cluster in that
it is less costly, and probably as good, provided it is kept sharp; also
that it is less unsightly, and there is less exposed elevated metal.
The advantages claimed for the cluster of points are that, should the

points become blunted, the combined action for the cluster will equal
that of one sharp one, and that one at least of the points will present
itself more or less directly to any storm-cloud that may be approach-
ing from any direction, owing to the divergence of the point*.
The terminal-rod is the rod which project* above the building.

The point or points should be screwed into the top of this rod, and
soldered with good strong solder. And here I would observe that it

is most important that all joints should be well soldered, for if this

be not done rust will be formed at the contact of the two metals, and
will destroy the continuity of the conductor. The importance of this

is shown by the number of accidents that have happened where chain
conductors have been employed. It may be well to mention also,
that where practicable, rosin only should be used to make the solder
flow

;
for if spirits of salts, etc., be used, corrosive action may take

place at the joint, and thus interrupt the continuity of the rod.

As to the height that this rod should rise above the highest point
of the building, in most cases it should not be above five feet, as a
visual examination of the point might then be made. The reason

why rods have sometimes been carried to so great a height above

buildings is owing to a generally accepted theory that a rod protects
a conical space whose apex is the top of the rod. " The radius of

(this) cone," says Mr. Preece,
" should be taken (as) half the height

of the conductor
"
(Preece, 348 in Parnell), which gives the base of

the cone equal to its height.
We now come to the stalk of the lightning-rod, or that part which

runs from the terminal-rod to the ground. In this country the mate-
rial most commonly employed for this purpose is copper ; but iron has
been also used, and in France and America iron is usually employed.
(Anderson, in Parnell, 129, 132, 134.). It is somewhat cheaper than

copper, but is much more liable to rust
; and again, iron rods, to have

the same conductivity as copper, must be much thicker, causing the
rod to become very unsightly. There are two kinds of copper rods
now generally used in this country ; the one copper rope, made of
several strands of copper wire twisted into a rope, and the other a

tap? of copper. The tape form is probably the better, because it is

much less likely to be corroded by damp, etc. If copper rope is

used it should be made of very thick wires, for a group of small wires

exposes a larger area to the risk of corrosion (especially if damp
should get into the interior of the rope), and, consequently, would be
more liable to be destroyed. The Report of the Lightning-Rod Con-
ference of 1881 states that copper is the best material for rods, and
recommends a cupper rope one-half inch in diameter, or a copper
tape, the dimensions of which are three-fourths of an inch by one-

eighth inch. But a rod should be of larger sectional area in propor-
tion to the height to which it is carried (Harris, as quoted by Par.,

p. 53). A rod of too small a sectional area should never be erected,
as it is open to the risk of being fused should lightning strike it.

The stalk being well soldered to the terminal-rod, should be carried
outside the building, and as straight as possible to the ground. It

should not be carried near to any small gas or water pipes, as they
might be fused if lightning were to pass through them. All masses
of metal, whether on the outside of the building or inside, especially
those which are near to the outside walls, should be metallically con-
nected to the stalk

;
for if this be not done, there will be great d'anger

of lightning, if it strikes the rod, leaving it to pass to the earth by
any metal that may be near.

It has been remarked by Arago that "
lightning seeks out by pref-

erence metallic substances, whether external or concealed, which are
either at or near the point towards which it falls, or near its subse-

quent serpentine course" (Arago. Met. Ess. in Parnell, 139). An
allowance should be made for the expansion and contraction of the

stalk, as otherwise the holdfasts may be pulled out of the wall to

which it is attached and joints be broken. In France sometimes a

compensator is used for this purpose. It is a semi-circle of red cop-
per; tile stalk is divided, and the ends are connected to this compen-
sator it is, in fact, a bulging-out of the stalk. This compensator is

usually made three-fourths of an inch wide, one-fourth inch thick, and
twenty-eight inches long or more (Anderson, Lig. Cond). If copper
is used for a lightning-rod, care should be taken that it is of good con-

ducting quality. To secure this there should be about ninety-three
per cent of pure copper in it. The supports for the rod should be
made of the same metal as the rod itself, for if a dissimilar metal be
used, and moisture get in, a galvanic action will be set up, accompa-
nied by rapid corrosion. Insulating supports should not be used, as
is sometimes the case, as they are perfectly useless and costly. The
whole of tin- rod, except the point or points, should be tarred or

painted. This would tend to preserve it, and it would not be sy
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unsightly, as it could be made to match the stone-work, etc., that it

is put against.
We have now arrived at perhaps the most important part in con-

nection with the rod
; viz., the earth-connection. It is absolutely

necessary that there should be a thoroughly good electrical connection

between the rod and the earth, in immediate proximity to the build-

ing ;
for success in the protective efficiency of the rod depends in a

very great measure on this. Mr. Anderson remarks that "
probably

in nine cases out of ten, wherever a building provided with a conduc-
tor is struck by lightning, it is for want of a good earth." (And.,
198.) He also says that "to dwell too largely upon the importance
of leading all lightning-conductors down into moist earth, or, as it is

commonly called '

good earth,' would be scarcely possible." (And.,
198.) Also, "as regards the means of obtaining a good earth-con-

nection, the 6rst, and in all cases most preferable, is to lay the con-

ductor deep enough into the ground to reach permanent moisture."

And again, when the quantity of moisture is deficient or doubtful, it

" will certainly be advisable to spread out the rope," or conductor,
" so as to run in various directions, similar to the root of a tree, like-

wise in search of moisture." (And. in Par.) And that,
" to protect

any structure of any great extent, it is absolutely necessary to faring
the conductor or conductors deep enough into the earth to reach
water." (And. in Par.)
The War Office recommends that not less than thirty square feet

of metal should be in contact with moist earth. (W. O. Inst. in Par-

nell, 1875,4.) Also that "all large systems should have several

earths, so that, should one be defective, the discharge may be effected

through the others." (Do.) And that " if the soil is dry, radiating
trenches should be cut thirty feet long, and eighteen inches or two
feet deep, and that the conductor itself, or old iron chain carefully
connected to its foot, should be laid therein, and that the trenches

should be filled to a depth of twelve inches with coal, ashes, or other

carbonaceous substances." (Do.) Also that " surface drainage should

lead over the trenches." (Do.)
The use of iron as an earth connection for a copper rod is objec-

tionable, because galvanic action will be set up, which will cause the

iron to corrode. A copper plate well-soldered to the copper conduc-
tor is the best form of earth-connection. The joint of these two
should be well tarred to prevent moisture from destroying it. Gas
and water pipes may be used if not too small in diameter, and if

not made of soft metal, as auxiliary earths ; but they should not be
trusted to alone. Earthenware drains should never be used, as they
make very bad earths. Coke is a good conductor, and should be

used with earth-plates, etc., as it tends to prevent the metal from

corroding.
When a current of electricity passes through a liquid, other than

a liquefied metal, it decomposes it, and in the case of water sets free

the two gases, oxygen and hydrogen. Now, as there is always more
or less a current of electricity passing through a lightning-rod, it de-

composes the water at the earth connection of the rod, and sets free

oxygen or hydrogen, as the case may be, at the earth-plate. Which
gas is given off at the plate depends upon the direction of the cur-

rent. If oxygen is given off at the plate, it oxidizes it, and so tends

to destroy it. If, on the contrary, hydrogen is given off, then a

deposit of hydrogen is formed all over the plate, and this causes the

electrical resistance of the earth connection to be very much in-

creased, for hydrogen is a very bad conductor.

The best and perhaps the only way to get over this important dif-

ficulty is to expose a large surface of conducting material to this

action. We next come to the question of how many rods it is advis-

able to put on a building. The following instructions are given by
the War Office (in Parnell, 1875, 5-8) : A building of uniform

height should have a pointed rod five feet above it at intervals of

forty-five feet along its length. If of iron, the points should be gilt.

(W. O., 29.) Buildings not more than twenty feet long to have one
vertical conductor at the end, with a point five feet above the roof,

and a horizontal conductor along the ridge. (Do. 30.) If twenty
feet to forty feet long, there should be one vertical conductor in the

centre, with a horizontal conductor along the ridge. (Do. 31.) If

exceeding forty feet long there should be two vertical conductors, and
if exceeding one hundred feet, three. (Do. 32.) All parts of a

building of marked elevation should be fitted with conductors. (Do.
34.) Where several conductors are used in a building they should
be connected horizontally. (Do. 85.)
With reference to horizontal conductors, it may be well to mention

here that if ornamental metal-work ridges be put on roofs they could

be, if of adequate size and so connected as to be really continuous,
used as horizontal conductors, thus reducing expense. When a light-

ning-rod is attached to a tall chimney, the ironwork of the furnace
should be metallically connected to it, and at the top of the chimney
a band of copper, in metallic connection with the rod, should be run
round the top of the sooty lining of the chimney. The reason for

doing this has been given as follows : smoke, flame and heated air

are good conductors of electricity ;
and as these are usually coming

out of a chimney and ascending high into the air, lightning may
strike them, and if the wind is blowing this column away from the
terminal rod, it would lead to the sooty lining, which is also a good
conductor

;
but this band of copper intercepts the lightning, so to

speak, and carries it to the lightning-rod.
It has been suggested that a small town-house might be well pro-

tected by using the rain-pipes as lightning-rods. They should, of

course, be connected with the earth, and all the joints should be

metallically made by soldering a strip of metal across the ordinary
joint. An iron rod should be carried from the pipes to the highest

point of the house, and of course a sharp point put on the top, and
all metals connected to the pipes. This would not cost very much,
and would probably be a good means of protection. Laborers' cot-

tages in the country, which appear to suffer so much from the effect

of lightning, might be treated in the same way, if fitted with rain-

pipes.
"Volta thought large fires would prevent thunderstorms." (Ar.

in Parnell, 212). And "at Caserna, in Komagna, by the advice of

the cure', the inhabitants, on the approach of thunderstorms, used to

place heaps of straw and brushwood at about every fifty feet, and set

them on fire
;
and for three years they experienced no thunder or

hail." Probably the reason of this is that the smoke, etc., which rises

carries with it the charge which it has acquired from the earth, and

rising with the atmosphere, tends to maintain electrical equilibrium
between the earth and the clouds. This may be one of the reasons

why towns do not suffer much from thunderstorms. Major Parnell

has proposed to utilize this important property by turning the chim-

neys and grates on the lower floor of country houses into electric

taps, as he calls them. " The proposed plan is merely to connect the

grates by means of one or more iron bars to the ground below, and to

fix on the grate a few short, sharp iron spikes" (Par., p. 278).
These iron spikes would probably be found very inconvenient in

practice, and I would propose that they be left out altogether, as I

do not see that to dispense with them would at all impair the defi-

ciency of the apparatus.
The inspection and testing of rods is a subject of the greatest

importance. In this country the regular visual examination and elec-

trical testing of rods appears to be almost entirely disregarded. Such
a course is much on a par with the neglect of a periodical examina-

tion, testing, and cleaning of a steam boiler, and we all know the

danger of such neglect; nor where it is permitted can we be surprised
if we hear of an explosion. In Prance, Germany, and other States

of Continental Europe the periodical examination of lightning-rods
has been practised for a long time past (And. 222).
At least once a year rods should be inspected by a competent elec-

trician. The course of inspection should be as follows : 1. Where

practicable, the points should be cleaned and sharpened if required.
2. Care should be taken to see whether there has been any great
mass of metal introduced into the building since the rods were

erected, and if so, it should be metallically connected to the rod.

3. The continuity of the rod should be ascertained to be perfect from

the point to the base. This should be done by testing the electrical

resistance of the rod, and to do this, in cases where the top cannot be

reached, it has been proposed to run a loose wire by the side of the

rod, with its upper end permanently soldered to the top of the rod,

and its lower end brought within reach. This loose wire is of course

to be connected with the rod at its lower extremity, and only to be

disconnected for the purpose of testing. 4. The electrical resistance

of the earth-connection should be measured. If this be found to be

large, then the rod is worse than useless, for it then only tends to

cause a discharge of lightning to fall upon the building.
In conclusion, then, let it be borne in mind that to make a rod effi-

cient it must make unfailing electrical connection with the ground
which is in immediate proximity to the building; that the continuity
of the rod must be perfect from point to earth

;
that all masses of

metal about the building must be connected with the rod ;
and that

the point or points must be always sharp. Lastly, that unless these

conditions be fulfilled, the rod cannot be depended on, and will then

be a source of danger rather than of protection.

ROOF OF THE PARTHENON.

W

the mildness of the climate ?

HILE it is fair to sup-

pose that compara-
tively few of the prac-

^ tical roofers among our read-

%& ers are interested in classical

topics, we still venture to

present some particulars
with reference to the roof of

the Parthenon. This build-

ing was comparatively sim-

ple in its planning and con-

struction, and yet the con-

troversies which have arisen

concerning i t s arrangement
and fi n i s h are somewhat
remarkable. Among them
not one seems more far from
solution than the question of

roofing that part of the tem-

ple in which the statue of the

godess was placed. Was
the space left open to the

sky in order that the figure

might be fully seen? If so,

must not the work of Phidias

be injured, notwithstanding
If the space were covered, how was

.
l

f L' .1 u:^u
the roof constructed ? Was it an awning of a temporary kind,.which
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was withdrawn whenever the weather wan suitable ? Or was the

roof formed of translucent tiles of Parian marble? Was it a solid

roof by which artificial illumination became indispensable, or was

the solidity accompanied by a sort of clerestory which admitted a dim

religious light, making lamps no longer a necessity ? Such are a few

of the questions which have been raised and supported by redoubtable

champions.
M. Konchaud, the Director of the National Museums of France

and of the Archteological School of the Louvre, is the latest
sup-

porter of what may be called the theory of a temporary roof. Tak-

ing a passage in the " Ion
"
of Euripides as a clew? he maintains (in a

book published by M. Kouam) that the statue of the goddess was

protected overhead by a sort of canopy formed of tapestry, and that

the peplos which the Athenian ladies were proud to produce was
much more than a hanging that served as a background or a screen

for the figure, and became a veritable tent. A similiar thought has

crossed the brains of the other inquirers. Stuart noticed the P

cage on which M. Konchaud relies, but he set no value on it. The
conclusion by which he stood was that there were three divisions

longitudinally in the Parthenon that those at the sides were roofed,
while the central part was exposed to the heavens.

It is probable that Stuart and his dilettanti patrons set their faces

against the passage, on the ground that there is nothing to connect

the structure descrilxjd therein with the Parthenon. The story of

Ion, which was treated by Euripides, can be briefly described in the

words of Talfourd, whose play on the same subject may have been
seen by some of our readers :

" A foundling is discovered by a

mother, who had since married, to be her son, and is palmed off on
her husband as the fruit of an early amour of his own, thus securing
a wished-for happiness for Xuthus, an inheritance for Ion, and at

once her child and her character to the mother." Ion has been

brought up in the seclusion of the temple, which to him is the world.

A work of this kind might, then, be supposed to be marked by local

color, and to give as realistic a representation of the surroundings of

the prince as would be compatible with the laws of dramatic poetry.
In the passage on which M. Ronchaud relies, we read of a young

man raising with care, and by the aid of the columns, an inclosure

which was to shield the temple both from tie noontide rays of the

gun and its declining beams. It assumed a rectangular form, with
an area of about 10,000 feet, and from its' size all the people of Del-

phos might have been invited. Having taken from the treasury the

sacred (issues, he disposed them in pleasing draperies. He began by
attaching to the roof one end of a peplos which had been taken from
the Amazons, on which were to be seen representations of the celes-

tial hosts. Then around the side he hung tapestries figured with

naval combats, hunting scenes and the like, while near the entrance
were placed those with the story of Cecrops. M. Ronchaud says
that the description must have referred to some interior that .was

familiar to the audience. The poet begins by speaking of an im-

provised inclosure, but before he ends he talks as if it were a walled

building. The sea fights may have been an allusion to the battle of

Salamis, and the other subjects were no less suggestive to Athenians.

The area of the enclosure has a relation to that of the Parthenon.
The tent at Delphos has a length of one hundred feet, which corres-

ponds with the length of the naosof the temple, and on that account it

was known as the Hecatompedon : Plutarch describes the Parthenon
as measuring one hundred feet every way, and the figures suggest a

popular belief. M. Ronchaud doubts whether the peculiar dimen-
sions of hundreds of feet could be equally applicable to any other

building of that time.

It is next taken for granted that the reader will admit the use of

polychrome decoration about the temple. The exterior was a mass
of varied color, and as it faced the east it resembled a flower opening
itself to the sun. But it may also be supposed that the interior

glowed with color, and, as M. Ronchaud says, tapestry would form
the natural complement of the decoration which surrounded the

statue, and correspond with the richness of the figure of Minerva.
When Plutarch is describing the trades that were employed under
Pericles he includes gold-smiths, ivory-cutters, painters or picture-

drawers, embroiderers, and turners ; and Phidias no doubt was con-

cerned in all their operations. M. Ronchaud follows the general
belief that there was a double colonnade on three sides. Dodwell
believed that he had fragments of the columns, soffits and compart-
ments, in the beginning of the century. M Ronchaud supposes that

tapestries were attached to those columns, and formed an inclosure

or tabernacle for the statue. The battle of Salamis may have been

represented on them, as described by Euripides, and there would
thus be a correspondence between the struggles that appeared on
the interior and exterior of the building. The poet speaks of work
which was of a foreign origin, and he may have had Persian hang-
ings before his mind's eye. The columns of the upper gallery would
form a fitting place for them.

So far there would be nothing contrary to conventional ideas in

the garnishing of the temple ;
but it is different when we come to the

tapestry which is supposed to have been used as a substitute for a
more dense kind of protection over the hypaslhros. In the drama we
read how a side of the peplos was attached to a roof. M. Ronchaud
is of opinion that the roofing of the side aisles of the Parthenon
should be taken as the supports, and the peplos would thus become a
sort of awninu, on which the representations of the figures of the sun,

moon, planets and stars would be fully appropriate. The objection
that naturally arises on reading the suggestion is that tapestry could

not be impervious. In proportion to its thickness would be its slow-

ness in drying, and a dripping roof is not conducive to reverence.

M. Chipiez, the architect, opposed the scheme on grounds of the

kind. M. Ronchaud does not, to our mind, overcome the objection.
We admit to him that the climate of Athens was generally fine, and
that it would be possible to remove the tapestry whenever it was in

a state that allowed the rain to pass through the pieces, although it

would be no easy affair to pull heavy tapestry about in such a posi-
tion by manual labor. His reasoning would be, we consider, much
more applicable to the arrangement proposed by Dr. Fergusaon,
whose book on the lighting of Greek and Roman temples seems to

have escaped M. Ronchaud's notice. In it the peplo is supposed to

be utilized as a canopy over the figure of the goddess, and to be sus-

pended from the roof, but it is not from aisle roofs, forty feet apart.
Dr. Fergusson's restoration allows tapestry to be used to a large ex-

ent, and there is nothing in it which is opposed to the description of

Euripides, supposing that the latter does relate to the Parthenon.
The Metal Worker.

ASBESTINE PLASTER.

WITHIN
a few

years during
which great

activity has been

displayed in invent-

ing and developing
new methods o f

construction and
new building appli-
ances of all kinds,

particularly all that
relates to fire-proof

building, more or
less attention has

naturally been given
to cements, mortars
and plasters, both
in the endeavor to

produce materials

having new chemi-
c a 1 combinations,
and new methods of

applying the famil-

iar materials. In
the first list may
properly be in-
eluded asphalte, the

many new and improved brands of Portland cement, Ransome's ce-

ment, hydraulic lime, soapstone finish, and so on, each of which have
invaluable properties when used at the right time, and in the right
way. In the second class may be ranked Hyatt's employment of iron
and Portland cement in combination for flooring ;

the use of wire-

lathing in its several patented developments, and the various kinds of
fibrous mixtures used for internal plastering.
Of methods perhaps the most novel, as it is the most useful because

of its great applicability, is the wire-lathing, which seems to approach
more nearly a really new discovery than the others ; while as an ab-

solutely new material the new Robinson cement, described in these
columns a short time ago, seems to have more valuable properties
than the others.

When a new material or a new method of applying an old one is

discovered, it always teems strange that we were content with such

clumsy methods as those just superseded. Common lath-and-plaster
still wins nine times out of ten in the struggle with wire-lath, but
when it has to contend with a method and material which at the same
time economizes space, is fire-proof, water-proof, and offers a surface
of almost impenetrable hardness, and which because of the less amount
of material can hold its own under not too great a disadvantage in

point of cost, the number of times lath-and-plaster will win, and by
the victory retard the progress of good building, must steadily di-

minish. A plastering material which is not excessively costly, which
does not require any key to hold itself in place, which can help to

make a room fire and water proof seems to be too valuable a mate-
rial to a profession whose object it should be to introduce and en-

courage the use of whatever conduces to permanency in building for

us to hesitate to speak of it, even if it be new, almost untried and

patented. To our minds, if the question of possible deterioration of
the material during a prolonged storage after manufacture can be sat-

isfactorily disposed of, the Merritt Asbestine Plaster promises to be
an unusually valuable building material, upon the many possible ap-
plications of which it is unnecessary to dilate.

As its name suggests, one of the forms of asbestos is a main ingre-
dient in the mixture, while silicate of soda and potash are other compo-
nents, which is put up in barrels in the form of a semi-fluid paste ready
for mixing with sand no lime, hair or other fibrous material being
needed : it is therefore in a most portable shape, ready for almost
instant use as soon as delivered at the building, so that obvious econ-
omies in time, space and labor are suggested over the common
Method of slacking, mixing and stacking ordinary lime-and-bair plas-
ter. As the material hardens to the consistency of stone, and has

extraordinary adhesive and cohesive properties, it can be used to
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advantage at points where Portland cement is now used in topping-
out chimney!, in weather-pointing, in laying the walls and floors of

safe vaults, and so on.

But its chief merit lies in its use in combination with iron. A
room lined with iron is fire-resisting, but a room lined with iron and
Merrill's Asbestine Plaster should be if laboratory and experi-
mental tests may be trusted fairly fire and water proof. Nothing
extraordinary in this, it may be said, when iron alone so nearly pos-
sesses these qualities when used of sufficient thickness

;
but there is

something extraordinary in it when the iron is ordinary, thin, smooth

sheet-iron, tacked up against the studding and treated only with a

coat of rust-preventing paint, which also serves the purpose of a

slight cement over the lap-joints of the iron sheets, and the plaster,

applied; in the usual way, is or may be a mere skim-coat, three-

sixteenths of an inch thick, or more as desired, clinging to the

smooth surface so that it can only be cut off with a cold chisel, and

protecting the wood-work behind against the fiercest laboratory tests.

Phis it does when applied to plain sheet-iron, but as this is of course

of no great stiffness, and is liable to buckle under variations of tem-

perature, the patentee proposes to use a sheet with corrugations
about one-eighth of an inch in diameter, thus making possible the use

of very thin and light iron. Applied in this manner between floor-

ings, a water-proof floor would be obtained which would greatly les-

sen the terror that fires now have to owner and underwriter
;
while

the plaster alone is said to be more impenetrable by water than ordi-

nary plaster, and would probably, for a considerable space of lime,

protect a lower story from flooding. The material, though a new

one, is already in the market and can be seen in use at the Hotel

Warren, the Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company's vaults, and the

new addition to the Parker House, all in Boston.

MOKE SUGGESTIONS FOB THE GRANT MONUMENT
COMPETITION.

PHILADELPHIA, Oct. 20, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THIS AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, Having become acquainted with the system of compe-
titions now adopted in France, and more particularly in the Beaux-

Arts, I have followed with great interest the various suggestions
made to govern the competition for a " Grant Monument." I think

any one who has gone through a competition himself, and is desir-

ous of seeing the best resull allained, will endorse the main points

given in your paper of the 10th inst., in a letter signed, J. W. Yost:

That there certainly should be at least two competitions, and the

first one open to all.

The most serious difficulty, I see, is the selection of a suitable jury.

Supposing the best ten architects in the country were to enter the

competition, you then exclude from the jury the ten men best quali-
fied to give an opinion, and the difficulty is increased when a choice

is to be made for the second jury.

Regarding the number of aspirants selected from first competi-
tion to take part in the second, I think it a mistake to limit it to ten.

I would rather see fifteen allowed the chance, or else leave it op-
tional with the jury to select not more than fifteen, nor less than ten,

according as they deem them deserving. If we had one recognized
"
style

"
of architecture here it would be different, and ten draw-

ings, differing more in detail than in style, would be enough to enable

the jury to make a selection
;
but where we should be likely to have

repeated examples of half a dozen totally different types of archi-

tecture, I think the collection would prove of greater interest, per-

mitting, as it would, the chance of two or three sketches of every

good and appropriate style, enabling the jury to make a more com-

parative examination. The following suggestions seem to me fair,

differing slightly from those already alluded to :

Two Competitions : First competition open to all. Time,
three months

; requirement, plans, elevalions and sections at a

small scale, say one-sixteenth inch, to be rendered in colors or ink,

jury to consist of ten architects (I see no need of having others than

architects on this jury, since the drawings, at such a small scale,

would give little opportunity for detail work, and ought to be treated

more as a mass or motive, than as a bit of execution) ;
the jury to be

appointed by the Monument Committee upon completion of drawings ;

all drawings to be exhibited under a nom de-plume ; compensation,
$1,000 to each of the fifteen or ten (as may be selected) receiving
the highest number of votes.

Second Competition open to the fifteen or ten premiated designs.

Time, six months
; requirements, one-quarter-inch drawings of plans,

elevations, sections and specifications, with guaranty that it can be

executed for the sum specified; jury to consist of ten architects and
five sculptors, to be appointed by Monument Committee. No juror
to sit on both juries, or to compete, in any wa/, for the competition,

nom-de-plume to be changed from first competition, and the jury

appointed upon completion of work.

Compensation : First prize, execution of the work at usual commis-
sion

;
second prize, $5,000 ;

third prize, $3,000 ;
fourth prize, $2,000 ;

fifth prize, $1,000.
To my mind the great difficulty lies in the selection of a capable

jliry, and I trust your paper will be the means of ventilating

thoroughly the subject.
I am, very respectfully yours,

Un e'ltve a 1'Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Paris.

BED-BUGS AND HEMLOCK TIMBER.
To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Are you able to pronounce as to the truth of the as-

sertion that the use of hemlock timber in houses is apt to subject
them to the annoyance of chintzes or bed-bugs? Your dictum on this

point, through the columns of your paper, will oblige,

Respectfully, T. C. K.

[We do not know that bed-bugs are peculiar to hemlock more than to
other species of pine, and we do not believe that architects need hesitate to
use the timber in its.dressed form. But we do know that the insect is, so to

speak, a wild mouster and not necessarily an adjunct of civilization, siuce
we have known it to preseut itself in force in the new hut of a mining en-

gineerof whose personal habits and the cleanliness of whose luggage
there could be no question. In this case, the hut was builti n part of logs
with the hark on. KDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

TEMPLE BAR. Old Temple Bar, London, is to be reerected in Bat-
tersea Park by the Albert Palace Company. The Albert Palace is a
new place of amusement contiguous to the park.

SCIENTIFIC INTOLERANCE. In the new Physiological Museum, which
has just been erected in Oxford, it is reported that the eminent scien-

tists have refused to allow the university, motto,
" Deus illuminatio mea,"

to be inscribed on the walls.

FRESCO DISCOVERED IN THE CATHEDRAL OF GRAZ, STTRIA. A
fresco was lately discovered by workmen engaged in restoring the
cathedral of Graz, the chief town of Styria. It was simply walled up
by a monument erected to a bishop who died in 1570, and is in excel-

lent preservation. It represents the crowning with thorns. The colors
are almost fresh, and the figures admirably drawn. The date is

assigned to about 1460. New York Commercial Advertiser.

THE STRAITS OP NORTHUMBERLAND TUNNEL. Experts who were
sent to report on the scheme for connecting Prince Edward Island with
the main land by tunnelling Northumberland Straits have reported fa-

vorably, and the work will soon begin. Senator Howland, who originated
the idea, is here making arrangements with the government for a subsidy.
Vernon Smith, a prominent engineer, will superintend the work, in con-
nection with which he will leave immediately for New York, to make
preliminary arrangements with capitalists of that city who are taking
hold of the project. Exchange.

SDIT ABOOT A CHIMNEY. A dispute has arisen between the Bridge-
port, Conn., Water Company and the Bridgeport Paper Company,
regarding the ownfrship of a chimney which both have jointly used
for many years. The paper company wish to pull down the chimney
and build a larger one, and on Sunday they began to pull it down, but
were restrained by an injunction signed by Judge Granger, of the Supe-
rior Court. The water company claim that they cannot do without a

chimney, even for a single day, as more than 40,000 people depend
upon the company for a supply of water. Scientific American.

ARTESIAN WELLS IN TUNIS. An account of the operations connected
with the object of finding water in the desert tracts of southern Tunis
has been given by M. Ferdinand de Lesseps at a meeting of the French
Geographical Society. Two years ago he visited the region of the
Tunisian Shotts, and while there he observed on the banks of the Wady
Melah a lake in which the level of water never sinks. The water of

this lake was excellent, and he inferred that the source of the supply
was a deep underlying store of water. He therefore requested the

engineers to make borings or to sink a well at that spot. Success
rewarded the effort. At a depth of ninety-one metres the suspected
sheet of water was tapped. The flood rushed from the ground with
such velocity that it raised with it stones weighing twelve kilograms,
and threw them to a great height into the air. This well yields eight
thousand cubic metres of water per minute. Exchange.

WHEN TO PLANT TREES AND SHRUBS. So partial are owners of

small gardens to planting trees and shrubs in the spring, that it appears
desirable to remind them now that the best time in the whole year for

making alterations in plantation and shrubbery is the autumn. Ever-

greens of all descriptions may be most successfully planted in Septem-
ber and October, and deciduous trees and shrubs from early in the
month last mentioned. Generally speaking, planting operations can
be carried on with greater advantage in the autumn than in the spring.
There is usually more time for the work, the ground is invariably in

better condition, and the trees make new roots before the winter is far

advanced, and are able therefore to make good progress from the mo-
ment of their starting into new growth in the spring. The fact should
also be borne in mind that when the work is not commenced until after
the end of the year there is a considerable risk of its being delayed by
an unfavorable condition of the soil till late in the spring, with the re-

sult that the trees or shrubs suffer severely when the weather is either
hot or dry during April or May. It will perhaps be useful to mention
that all soils are much colder in the spring than in the autumn, and
therefore much less favorable to the production of new roots by trees

that have been transplanted. It is also worthy of note that at the nur-
series purchasers in the autumn have a much greater choice than those
who defer buying until the spring, for the quarters are then much
thinned. Especially is it necessary in the case of fruit trees to buy in

the autumn, for it is no unusual occurrence for the greater proportion
of the more popular kinds to be sold out before the winter is far ad-

vanced. Amateur Gardening.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE.
(Reported for The American Architect and Building Newt.)

TRADE REVIEW.
THE slight falling oft in the demand for building

material during the past thirty days has been due
to two or three evident and reasonable cauKes, viz.,

the approaching completion of building operations,
the decline in the number of new enterprises to be

prosecuted this season, and the slight increase in

prices
in certain lines of building material. Tak-

ing the building-material market nil through, how-
ever, there has oeen no advance, because there has
not been the necessary increase in demand. It is

generally conceded that fair activity will be main-
tained throughout the winter, but it is evident
that builders are not anticipating probable require-
ments. The industrial situation has materially im-

proved since September 1. Manufacturers are gen-

erally well employed not only manufacturers of

the cruder forms of material, but those of finished

and construction work. Many manufacturers have
done more work this year than last, while in some
branches less lias been done, but a correct appre-
ciation of the developing tastes and requirements
of the public seldom results in a decrease of work.
A slight improvement in prices would be generally
favorably regarded, for the greater confidence they
would create, because of the presumed expansion
of demand, based upon an enlarging consumptive
capacity and purchasing ability of the country.
Lumber of all kinds is in abundant supply, espe-

cially the hard woods, and a comparison of prices
with' former months exhibits but little variation,
doe doubtless to the observed fact that competition
has accomplished its full work in the adjustment of

prices to demand. The hardwood supply has been
increased with the increased consumption. New
sources have been opened and much interest is ex-
hibited bv purchasers of valuable timber tracts for

future reliance, in sections of country recently pen-
etrated by railroad extensions. Yellow and white

pine and spruce have reached a very low and barely
remunerative level. Walnut, oak and cherry of

good qualities are firm in price though margins are
narrow.
The iron trade has advanced one step toward re-

munerative prices. Nails are $2.25 to 82.30 at

Pennsylvania mills, and are scarce, owing to the

dependence of Western consumers on J5atern
sources of supply, because of the strike which has
been in existence since June first, restricting pro-
duction about 60 per cent. Sheet-iron has advanced
and mills are well supplied with orders. Merchant
iron is selling at 1} to 1} mill price. Refined cast
steel is 8i to 9 cents. The rapid progress made in

the building of new steel works points to a reduc-
tion in prices next year. The receipts of tin-plates
in the four ports Boston, New York, Philadel-

phia and Baltimore since January first have been
2,714,360 boxes; Russia sheet-iron, 16,191 packages;
steel and iron rods, 60,000 tons in round numbers.
The bridge builders and structural iron manufac-
turers have had their capacity fully employed for
three months, and prospective requirements point
to an active winter under low prices. The leading
manufacturers of ranges and stoves have put fully
as much stock on the market this year as last.

Those who have not, represent less popular makes
and styles. The slate interests complain of slug-
gish demand and destructive competition. The
manufacturers of gas-engines find that profits have
been curtailed under the competition of the many
aspirants for the trade, which from good sources
it is known are steadily growing in number. The
supply of various roofing materials has been consid-

erably increased this year, and current prices show
those products have been no exception to the rule
which has affected all products. The manufactur-
ers of wood-working machinery have produced as
much machinery in value as during any year. Cer-
tain makers report an increase varying from 10 to
25 per cent, but at prices varying from 5 to 15 per
cent less than last year. Brick, lime, cement,
etc., have fluctuated somewhat during the sea-

son, due to ordinary market influences. The
development of architecture has stimulated manu-
facturers of building material to furnish better ma-
terial in many branches of that expanding indus-

try. Among these may be mentioned that of fire-

proof material, the demand for which has assumed

very large proportions. The coming winter will

probably be one of fair activity. Manufacturers
will probably depart a little from their policy of
extreme caution and will produce supplies more
liberally, in view of an expected improving demand,

BUILDING PATENTS.

[Printed ipecificationt of any patenttherementioned.
together with full detail illustrations, may be obtamea
/the Commissioner of Patentt. at Washington, for
twenty-five centt.l

328,483. REFRIGERATOR -BUILDING. JoMpb F.

Hanrahan, Ottawa, Ontario, Can.

328,509. BUHH-HAMMKH. August Nelson, Kent, (>.

328,849. FAX roH VESTILATIO Mints, BTC.
William Vlggera, Dew Moincs, la.

328.600. COMBINED ASV1L, VISE AND DRILL.
Keuben Vosburgh. Oregon, 111.

32iv>ti3. SASH- BALANCE. Daniel E. Bevereteln,
Middlebury, Ind.

328,587. FEEI>-WATER HEATEE. Sam'l R. Hughe*-,
Benton Harbor, Mich.

:(j,.>!. PA is T . SOLVENT. Joseph Kotrba, St.

Louis, Mo.
328.601. PIPE-WRENCH. George F. Newell, Bos-

ton, Mass.
328,614. HYDRAULIC ELEVATOR. George II. Rey-

nolds, New York, N. Y.
'J'2H.KX>. FIRR-ESCAPE STEP-ROD ATTACHMENT.

William H. Barr, Conway, Mo.
328,637. FLRE-ESCAI-E. - William H. Brr, Grove

Spring, Mo.
328,643. MIXED PAINT. Louil Brown, Rye, N. Y.
iij-y.ll. PuWDER FOR ROOFING AMi OT1IEH 1'rit-

POSES. Louis Brown, Rye, N. Y.
328 645. CALCIMINE COMPOUND. Sam'l U. Brnnck

and George A. Marsh, Sanduaky. O.
328,648. BRACE-CHUCK. John Chantrell, Bridge-

port, Conn.
328,619. BIT-BRACE. John Chantrell, Bridgeport,

Conn.
328,661. WEATHER-BOARDING GAUGE. Camillas

Dunbar, Gleuwood, and James A. Rector, Lancaster,
Mo.
328,669. I. KVELixG-IxBTKUMENT. Abraham G. W.

Foster, Newnan, Ga,
328,666. FAINT-REMOVER. Frank P. Foster, Mil-

waukee, Wl8.
328,668. PARALLEL AND RADIAL RULER AMI LIN-

EAR SPACER. Chas. S. Goodlug, Boston, Man.
328,691. ADJUSTABLE WINDOW SCBKBN. Fore*t

M. Lauipson and George W. Hogben, Rlpon, Win.
328,722. TRANSOM-LIFTER. John H. Sbaw, New

Haven, Conn.
328,725. KEY-FASTENER. Ambrose W. Sigerson,

Burlington. lo.

328,763. LATCH. Knad ClemenUen, Chicago, 111.

328,778-779. ERASIVE RUBBER. Francis H. Hoi-
ton, Brooklyn, N. Y.

328.793. LUMBER-WAGON. William Leonhardtand
John H. Leonhardt, Waverly, Md.

328.794. PLANING AND RKXAWIMI MACHINE.
George Lhote, New Orleans, La.

328,809. Hox-AlB STOVE. Richard A. Row, Pom-
eroy, Wash.

328,814. DOOR-SILL. Allison M. Roscoe, Du Bols,
Pa.

328,818. SYSTEM OF VENTILATION. Thomas J.

Simpson, Worthingtou, Minn.
328,820. SAFK i Y-GATE FOR ELEVATORS. Charles

Surlier, St. LOUlS, MO.
328,857. MIXED PAINT. Charles Miller, Ingersoll,

Ontario, Can,
328,868. DRIVEN-WELL POINT. William C. Nye,

Bradford, Pa.

328,873. TANK VALVE AND LEVER. Jas. E. Boyle,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

328,875. LATCH-LOCK. Sam'l W. Budd, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
328,900. DOOR. Jonah W. Moyer, Philadelphia,

Pa.

328,461. SAFETY-VALVE. Joseph Barbe, Saint-
Amand, Nord, France.

328,473. PENCIL-SHARPENER. Eugene Fitch, De*
Moines, la.

328,479. WEATHER-STRIP. Solomon Funk, Spirit
Lake, la.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report twenty-

five permits have been granted, the more Important
of which are tbe following:
A. Mahone, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, WB Mount

St., n of Patterson Ave.
Joshua Regester St Sons, four-efy brick building,

e Halllday St., cor. Saratoga St.

M. I. Bouuey, three-t'y brick building, e > Broad-
way, n of Monument St.
M. Burk, 6 two-at'y brick buildings, e s llannan

Alley, s of Randall St.
D. Wiugrove, three-st'y brick building, w Wil-

liams St., n w cor. Montgomery St.
John Snydur, 3 three-st'y brick buildings, n

Palrmouut Ave., commencing n w cor. Patterson
Park Ave.

S. S. Clayton, three-st'y brick building, a s Court-
house Lane, between St. Paul and Cal?ert Sta.
Chew Snebley, four-st'y brick building, e s Court-

land St., between I^exiugton and Saratoga sis.

Louis Aidt, 2 three-et'y brick buildings, n s St
Mary's St., between Druid Hill Ave. and Penn
Alley.
Frederick Stamp, 6 three-st'y brick buildings

commencing s w cor. McCulloh and Laurens Sts.
and 3 three-st'y brick buildings, s s Lauren* St., e o:

McCulloh St.

Boston.
BUILDING PERMITS. Auburn St. No. 47, dwell., 20' x

28'; owner, Horatio M. Arens; builder, John B
Lord.

Washington St., near Centre St., mercantile, 15' x
18'; owner, Chas. S. Gage; builder, Charles Stiuson

Whitney St., No. 29, mechanical, 15' x IB'; owner
William Gately.
Carolina Ave.. near South St., dwell., 21' x 32;

owner, J. M. Fallen; builder, W. S. Mitchell.

Maple St., near Centre St., dwell., 22' x 32>; own
er, Mrs. E. Wentworth; builder, W. S. Mlichell.
Bodtcell St., near Columbia St., dwell., 23<6"x30'

owner, Westou Lewis, builder, John Hereford.
Sheridan Ace., near Chestnut Ave., dwell., 20' x

40'; owner and builder, John Scales.
Smit Ht., near N. Y. & N. E. R. R., storage. :::' x

75'; owner, Bradley Fertilizer Co.; C. Tilden, Jr.
HaiHl St., A'o. Ill, dwell., 22' x 43'; owner, Mrs

Ann Fallou; builder. Pinkham Ru?ell.
Wathburn St., near Dorchester Ave., dwell., 20

x :;>''; owner, N. F. Snow; builder, C. E. Snow.
Elm St., near Breed St., dwell., 20< x 27'; owner

N. F. Snow; builder, Charles Walley.

Aurklimit .St., near Savin Hill Ave., dwell., Zf x
34'; owner, Mrs. Annie liana; builder, John HUM.

liorclutter Ave.. A'o. 14A2, storage, 18' a" x ;t:>' ."

owner, Mary A. Godfrey; builder, Win. Nortbrop.
Brooklyn.

BUILDING PERMITS. Sixth Ave., w , 60> n Twenty-
fifth St., 3 tliree-et'y frame tenements, tin rood:
cost, (3,500; owner and builder, Joseph llopklni, M
Scuaeffer St.
Macau St., s s, 160' w Nostrand Ave., 6 three st'y

brick dwell*. .gravel roofs; coat, each, J.'l.uoo; owner,
Win. O. Thompson, 13S LenTvru PI.; architect, O. D.
Thompson.

Jlvilimclt Ave., e >, SO' n Vanderteer St., two-st'y
(brlck-nlled) dwell., tin roof; eo>t, 13,200; owner. F.

Stelnkacber, on premises; architect, H. Vollweiler;
builder, J. ttueger.
Jnaia St., Xo*. 77, 77j and 79, n . 200' e Franklin

St., 3 three-n'jr frame (brick-filled) dwell*., gravel
roofs; oo*t, (8.300; owner, James Brown, el India
St.; architect, J. Dennln; builders, Port & Walker.

Jteut Ave., e s, between Decatur and MeDonougii
Sts., 8 four-st'y brick tenements, tin roofs; eosi,
each, (U.UVO; owner, architect and builder, H. GnM-
man, 364 Vernon Ave.

Mi-Hiiuynl St., s >, 381' 3"e Hopklnion Ate., tnree-
it'y brick tenement, tin roof

; coet, (3,000; owner and
architect, Gottlieb Baur, Mi McOougal St.; iiiaiton,
C. Baur, contractor, not selected.

A'orth Kig/ith St., a a, 235' w First St., efght-st'y
and cellar brick sugar-refinery, gravel rool; cost,
(30,000; owners, Dick & Meyers, South Ninth St.
cor. Eighth St.

Wiltougkby Ave., n a, 100' e Kent Ave., 2 two-st'y
brick dwells., tin roofs; coet, (4,000; owner and
builder, Geo. Brawley, 250 Steuben St.; architect,
U. E. Hawkins.
Melroie St., A'o. 22, n w s, 250' from Evergreen

Ave., towards Central Ave., three-et'y frame (brick-
filled) tenement, tin roof; coat, (3,400; owner, Adam
Loefner, on premises; architect, E. Schrempf;
builder, J. Schneider.
Sixth St., w s, 6V n Mi vision Ave., 2 four-st'y brick

tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, (12,000; owner and
architect, E. F. Gaylor, 66 Broadway; builder, Thos.
Gibbons.
Mudiiun St., n s, 300' e Ralph Ave., 2 two-et'y

brick flaw, tin roofs; cost, (12,000; owner, Austin
Demlll, Kalpu Ave.; architect, F. Uolmberg; build-
er, F. Stemler.

JTetitlent St., No. 106, s s, 175' e Columbia St.,
four-at'y brick tenement, tin roof; cost, (8,00(1;
owner, Daniel Bayba. President St., cor. Columbia
St.; architect, C. Werner; builders, O. Nolan and
J. Lee.
Norman Ave., n >, 73* w Lorimer St., 3 threo-st'y

frame (brick-filled) tenement*, gravel roofs; cost,
each, (2,500; owner, architect and contractor, 8. W.
Randall. 572 Lorimer St.; builder*, I. & .). Van
Riper.

Uolliic Alley, s a, 70' e Adams St., four-st'y brick
tenement, tin roof

; cost, (7.6UO; owHer, E. D. Phelpn,
336 Fulton St.; architect, M. J. Morriil; builder*, .1.

Carlin and Morris & Selover.
Jlotrttm St., a s, about 268' e Old Bnsbwick Ave.,

two st'y frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof; cost
about *3,(K)0; owner, Jacob Klein, 629 Bushwlck
Ave.; architect, F. J. Berleubaeh, Jr.; builder, not
selected.
North Portland Ave., e s, 71' n Park Ave., 3 fonr-

(t'y brick tenements, gravel roofs; cost, each
(7,000; owner, John G. Richardson, De Kalb Ave.;
architect, M. J. Morriil; builder*, P. J. Carlin and
Long & Barnes.
Lafayette Ave., No. 340, s a. 226* e Grand Ave.,

throe-m'y dwell., tin roof; cost, (10,000; owner, John
Holslen, 221 Hooper St.; architect, Th. Kngelhardt;
builder, H. L. Autoulu*.
Dylxman St., n *, 100' e Connver St., 2 four-cry

brick teuemeuu, tin roofs; cost, each. (14,6*0
owners, Messrs. Burtis & Belts, on premises; archi-
tect, Mr. Galvary; builders, M. Gibbons & Son.

! .n in ,11111
, UUIIUQI, vy. tiuraijmiit

ALTERATIONS. W'overly Ave., w *. 376 n Myrtle
Ave., building, flat tin roof, interior alteration*;
cost, (12,000; owner and builder, J. Gordon, 974
Clermont Ave.; architect, R. Dixon.

Chicago.
BUILDING PERMITS. Vulcan Iron Work*, foar-rt'v
addition, 88-94 Clinton St.; cost, (10,000,
N. S. Jonea, tbree-st'y dwell., 88 Bellevne PI.;

cost, (76.000.
J. M. Oliver, two-st'y flat, 678-680 Austin Ave.;

cost, (4,OuO.
L. D. Hnesuer, two-st'y dwell., 3662 Wabaah Ave.;

6Ht, 93,600.
\V . H. Hoyt, 7 four-t'y dwell*., eor. Pine and Ohio

SU.; cost, (50,000.
P. E. Hamm, two-et'y dwell., 1179 Jackson St

cost, (3,500.
W. !:. Mason, two-st'y dwell., 132 Walnut St.

cost, (3,600.
H. Anderson, two-st'y flat*, 671 Thirty seventh St.;

cost, (2,600.

Agar & Marshall, 6 three-st'y dwells., 168-178 Sem-
inary Ave.; coat, (.0.000; architect, S. Plggott.
Krtate W. J. Johnson, 2 four-st'y store* and

dwells., 205 207 Chicago Ave.; coat, (16,000.
H. Lemke, three-at'y dwell., 1024 Weet Karris.,n

St.; cost, (4,500.
J. Lardner, two-et'y dwell., 299 LoomlaSi.: eoet

(3.000.
E. Smith, two-sfy dwell., 299 Loom!* St.; eoet

(8,500; architect, W. Strippelman.
J. Sullivan, three-et'y flats, 310 Desnlalne* St.

cost, (3,500.
C. LaBerge, three-st'y flat, 107 Slbley St.; ooct, 3,-

The Chicago Art Institute, four-ct'y art institute
eor. Van Buren St. and Michigan Ave.; cost, (100,-
000; architect*, Burnham A Root; builders, J.
Barker & Son.

. Henderson, two-et'y flat*, 1142 Washing-
ton Boulevard; cost, (6,000.
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T. Kirkwood, two-st'y dwell., 860 Washington Bou-
levard; cost, $4,500.

i. F. Ewing, 3 cottages, West Thirteenth St.; cost,

D. F. Bacon, 2 two-at'y dwells., 147-149 Thirty-
third St.; cost, SK.OOO.

G. M. Hull, two-st'y dwell., 237 Leavitt St.; cost,

L MoCullough, bakery, 1809-1811 State St.; cost,

$2,600.
Mrs. A. J. Davis, two-st'y dwell., 276 Irving St.;

cost, 84,000.
M. Sonniidt, three-st'y store and dwell., 2250 State

St.; cost, $10,000.
8. S. Pike, three-st'y store and flats, 2330-2332

State St.; oost, $16,000.
K. Growhurst, two-st'y store and dwell., 1037 Els-

ton Ave.; co-t, $2,5 K).

C. Burmeister, three-st'y store and dwell., 133-135

Olybourne Ave. ; oost, $8,000.

G. Bloom, two-st'y dwell., 459 West Congress St.;

cost, 84,600.
0. Carlson, three-st'y flats, 647 Erie St.; cost, $4,-

500.
Mrs. M. E. Sands, 5 two-st'y dwells., 845-855 West

Jackson St.; oost, $10,000.

1. Plrce, two-st'y store and dwell., 639 Nineteenth
St.; oost, $4,000.

Tf. H. Thomas & Son, 4 cottages, Hoyne Ave.;
cost. 86,000.
F J. F. Weinert, two-fit'y dwell., 818 West Con-

cress St.; cost, $4,400.
H W. Coolidge, two-st'y dwell., 2917 Groveland

Park Ave.; cost, $4,000.

B. H. Preston, three-st'y dwell., 19 Delaware PI.;

cost $10,000; architects, Treat & Foltz.

Armour Memorial Building, mission building, cor.

Thirty-third and Buttertteld Sts.; cost, $60,OuO; ar-

chitects, Burnham & Koot; builders, Barney &

n Stein, two-st'y dwell., 519 State St., cost, $2,-

500; architect, T. Karls.
w liansenbach, three-st'y store and dwell., 506

West Twelfth St.; oost, $8,000; architects, Furst &
liwdolph.
G. N. Hull, 6 two-st'y dwells., Jackson St.; cost,

W. 8. Hall, additional st'y 407-411 Harrison St.;

K. B. Ayer, two-st'y store and dwell. ,481 State St.;

cunt, $30,000.

W. Dargan, two-st'y dwell., 204 Racine Ave.; oost,

$2 600; architect, W. Linderoth.

gasman & Landis, two-st'y scenic studio building,
2:i6-*S8 Soutu Clinton St.; cost, $12,000.

Or, P. Brauu, two-st'y dwell., 174 EugenieSt.; cost,

SH 000.
14. Hermann, two-st'y store and dwell., cor. Indi-

ana and May Sts.; cost, $3,000.

Carter H. Harrison, 14 two-st'y dwells., 623-643

Flournoy St.; cost, $20,000.

Cincinnati.

I'KitMiTs. Dr. E. Williams, two-et'y frame

dwell., cor. Boone and Madison Sts., Coreyville;

4. P. Cunningham, two-st'y brick dwell., 119 Col-

rin Ave.; oost, $2,50.
Jmng Brew. Co., three-st'y brick dwell., cor. Cole-

man and Freeman Sts.; cost, $3.500.

Williams & Co., four-st'y brick dwell., Longworth
St near Klin St.; cost, $3,600.

(Jeo W. Mo Alpiu, addition to flve-st'y stone-build-

ing, 119 West Third St.; cost, $4,200.

Last permit, 5513.

0it of 6 repairs, $2,925.

Total oost to date, $225,836.

Kansas City, Mo.

VIUHMO PERMITS. Charles E. Emery, house on

Kalt Tenth St.; coat, $8,000.

John J . Musi.in, business block, 406 and 408 Main

'j. A. s'warthout, frame block, Forest Ave.; cost,

Freeman Gates, frame house, East Eighteenth St.;

"itewa'rt & Holmes, two-st'y brick stable, West
Fourth St.; cost, $18,000.

Val Blatz, brick business building, cor. Levee and
Walnut Sts.; cost, $7,500.

Minneapolis, Minn.

nw>iNO PKRMITS. R. H. Evans, two-st'y wood
dwell, n e s Portland Ave., bet. East Twenty-sixth
and East Twenty-seventh Sts., s; cost, $3,500.

Mrs. Holway, two-st'y stone dwell., s e cor. Fourth

St. and Twenty-ninth Ave., u; cost, $1,000.

Mrs. Holway, two-st'y brick dwell., n e s Third

St. and Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth Aves.,
u: cost, $i,000.
Mrs Holway, two-st'y stone dwell., Third St., bet.

Twenty-seventh and Twenty-eighih Aves., n; cost,

Mrs! Holway, two-st'y stone dwell., e s Fourth

St.. bet. Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth Aves., n;

Mrs! Holway, two-st'y stone dwell., w s Third St.,

bet. Twenty-seventh and Twenty-eighth Aves., u;

oost, $3,000.
Mra. A. D. Morgan, two-st'y brick veneer dwell.,

s R Forest Ave., bet. Lyndale and Lindley Aves.
;

cost, C3,590.
8 U Cook & Co., flve-st'y brick warehouse, n e s

First St., bet. Seventh and Eighth Aves., n; cost,

Mrs. J. W. Berdwell, two-st'y double wood dwells.,

s Spruce PI., bet. Fourteenth and Fifteenth Sts. ;

oo*. $6,01)0.
Mrs. J. W. Berdwell, two-st'y wood dwell., n 8

Fifteenth St., bet. Nicollet Ave. and Spruce PI.;

Geo A. Salmon, two-st'y wood dwell., e s Higland
Ave., bet. Oaklake addition; cost, $3.000.

Geo. A. Salmon, two-st'y wood dwell., e s Higland
Are., bet. Oaklake addition; cost, $3,1)00.

Geo. A. Salmon, two st'y wood dwell., e s Higland
Ave, bet. Oaklake addition; cost, $3,u0.
Jno. Brandt, two-st'y double wood dwell, and

barn, w s Sixth Ave., bet. East Seventeenth and
East Eighteenth Sts., s; cost, $0,000.
Jno. Greening, two-st'y wood dwell., n s Third

Ave., bet. East Twenty-seventh and East Twenty-
eighth Sts.; cost, $3,000.

Benj. F. Abbott, s ecor. Fifteenth Ave. and North
Dupout Ave.; cost, $3,000.
James Carlisle, two-st'y wood dwell., e s Six-and-

a-half Ave., bet. East Twentieth and East Twenty-
second Sts.; cost, $3,000.
W. H. Gruff, two-st'y wood dwell., w s Second

Ave., bet. East Twentieth and East Twenty-second
Sts.; cost, $7,000.

Joseph Boswell, two-st'y wood dwell., e s First

Ave., bet. East Twenty-eighth and East Twenty-
ninth Sts.; C'JSt, $4,500.
J. Koehl, two-st'y wood dwell, and barn, a e s Ad-

ams St. and Thirteenth Ave.; cost, $3,300.
F. K. Saunders, two-st'y wood dwell., w s First

Ave., bet. East Thirty-first and East Thirty-second
Sts.; cost, $3,000.
F. E. Saunders, two-st'y wood dwell., e s Nicollet

Ave., bet. East Thirty-first and East Thirty-second
Sts.; cost, $3,000.
W. H. Eustis. six-st'y brick office building, cor.

Third St. and Fourth Ave., s; cost, $70,000.
J. L. Ballard, two-st'y wood dwell., w s First Ave.,

bet. East '1 hirty-flrst and East Thirty-second Sts., s;

cost, $3,000.

New Haven.

BUILDINO PERMITS. Following are the permits is-

sued since my last report:
Foate St., 2 two-st'y brick dwells., 23' x 41'

j oost,

$4,000, owner, Jeremiah Donovan.
East St., cor. State St., two-st'y brick store and

tenement, 22' x 39'; cost, $3,000; owner, Kose Maher.
Frank St., two-st'y frame store and dwell., 22' x

40'; cost, $3,000, owner, Mrs. Ann McDonald.
Atwater HI., cor. Pine St., 2 two-st'y frame dwells.,

23' x 37'; cost, $3.000; owner, J. W. Howland.
George St., near Temple St

,
brick building, 25' x

54': owner, N. H. Electric Lighting Co.

Wluilley Ave., near Howe St., three-st'y brick

building, mansard slate roof, 30' x 50'; cost, $7,000;
owner, Mrs. Ida L. Todd.
Admiral St., two-st'y frame dwell., 28' x 40'; two-

st'y frame barn, 18' x 26'; cost, $3,500; owner, Chas.
McFeetus.

New fork.

Very little of interest has come up during the
month, but after election it is anticipated that sev-

eral matters may be decided that are now "hanging
flre."

BANK. A large bank building is to be erected at Nos.
34 and 36 Wall Street, in which the Gallatin National
li ink will be interested.

STOHK. A store on Fifth Ave., between Forty-first
and Forty-second Sts., for Mr. Robert Graves is prob-
ably to be erected.

FLATS. Several flats of the ordinary style are likely
to be started before the close of the season.

BUILDING PERMITS. Third Ave., No. 380, flve-st'y
brick tenement, flat tin roof; cost, 27,000; owner,
Geo. K. Head. 19 Nassau St.; architect, O. Wirz, 405
East Sixty-fifth St.

West Seventeenth St., No. 420, flve-st'y brick tene-

ment, flat tin roof; cost, $12,000; owner, Teresa V.
and Annie E. Bannon, 205 West Thirty-sixth St.;

architect, Joseph Wolf, 314 West Thirty-sixth St.

Washington Ave., w s, 220' s One Hundred and
Siity-eighth St., one, two and basement st'y, brick
and frame dwell., flat tin roof; cost, $5,000; owner,
Jas. McMallen, 1351 Washington Ave.; architect,
H. S. Baker, 492 East One Hundred and Thirty-
eighth St.

West. Forty-seventh St., No. 428, flve-st'y brick ten-

ement, flat tin roof; cost, $25,000; owner, Wm. Ran-
kin, 253 West Fifty-first St.; architect, Geo. Keister,
347 West Forty-third St.

Seventh St., s s, 67' e Ave. D, three-st'y brick

dwell., flat tin roof; cost, 83,800; owner, Mrs. Muller,
s ecor. Seventh St. and Ave. 1); architect, William
Shears, 118 East Thirty-ninth St.

Eighty-third St., n s, 250' w Ave. A, 2 flve-st'y
brick tenements, flat tin roofs; cost, $36,000; owner,
Ph. Brauder, 122 East Eighty-flfth St.; architect,
John Brandt, 14'J1 Third Ave.

Seventy-first St., n s, 326' w First Ave., 2 flve-st'y
brick tenements, flat tin roofs; cost, $3(1,000; owner,
Jennie S. Macdonald. 1532 Park Ave.; architect,
John Brandt, 1481 Third Ave.
Nintn Aee., s w cor. Sixty-eighth St., 5 flve-st'y

brick tenements, flat lin roofs; cost, $100,000; own-
ers, .loliu Borkel and Wm. McKeaii, 16 BeekmanSt.;
architects, Babcock & McAvoy, 64 College PI.

Ninetieth St., s s, 100' e Ninth Ave., 4 four-st'y
brick dwells., brown-stone fronts, flat tin roofs;

cost, $61,000; owners, Herman Hoefer, Fifty-fifth
St. and Broadway, and Wm. E. I>. Vincent, 326

West Forty-seventh St.; architects, Thorn & Wilson,
1267 Broadway.
Afadison Ave., n e cor. Seventy-eighth St., 5 four-

st'y and basement brick dwells., brick and brown-
stone fronts, mansard, tin, slate and fire-proofing
block roof; cost, $135,000; owner, Anthony Mowbray,
104 East Eighty-nfth St.; architect, Wm. E. Mow-
bray, 13 East Sixty-third St.

One Hunitreil and forty-fifth St., s s, 100' e Willis

Ave., 2 three-st'y brick dwells., flat tin roof; cost,

$l'i,000; owner, Alexander Hicenbotteru, 666 East
One Hundred and Forty-fifth Street; architects,
Schmidt* Garvin, 26 Church St.

Downing St., s s. 80' e Bedford St., four-st'y and
basement dwell., flat tin roof; cost, $5,000; owner,
Francis Neppert, 390 Canal St.; architect, Andrew
Spence.2294 Third Ave.
One Hundred and Sixty-fourth St., n e cor. Cauld-

well Ave., 3 two-st'y and attic brick and frame
dwells., peak shingle roofs; cost, $10,500; owner,
Geo. Faile, 916 Prospect Ave.; architect, Chas. P. H.
Gilbert, 18 Broadway.
Ninety-fourth St., n s, 100' e Tenth Ave., 9 three-

et'y and basement dwells., brown-stone fronts; cost,

$M,"00; owners, Squire & Whipple, 111 Broadway;
architect, K.dward Chester Smith, 221 Washington
Ave., Brooklyn.

Second Ave., e s, 75' s Seventy-first St., flve-st'y
brick tenement, brown-stone front, flat tin roof;
cost, $12,000; owner, Frederick R. Freeh, Staten
Island; architect, Fr. S. Barns, 469 North Third
Ave.

Seventy-first St., s w cor. Ninth Ave., flve-st'y
brick tenement, brown-stone front, flat tin roof;
cost, $25,000; owner, John T. Farley, 402 West Sev-
enty-third St.; architects, Thorn & Wilson, 1267

Broadway.
Eighty-eighth St., s s, 89' e Lexington Ave.. 4 flve-

st'y brick tenements, flat tin roofs; cost, $80,OuO;
owner, Philip Braeuder, 122 East Eighty-fifth St.;

architect, John Brandt, 1491 Third Ave.
Third Ave., e s, from One Hundred and Four-

teenth St. to One Hundred and Fifteenth St., 8 flve-

st'y brick tenements, flat tin roof; cost, six $18.000

each; two $25,000 each; owner, Eva Muller, 446 East
Seventy-sixth St.; architect, John Brandt, 1491
Third Ave.

Third Ave., e 8, 25' 5" n Sixty-seventh St., brick,
freestone and terra-cotta trimmings, fiat tin roof;
cost, $54,000; owner, Marcus Kohmer, 147 East

Forty-seventh St.; architect, Bart. Walther, 2255
Third Ave.

Third Ave., n e cor. Sixty-seventh St., flve-st'y
brick workshop, flat tin roof; cost, $20,000; owner
and architect, same as last.

West One Hundred and Fourth St., Noa. 609-515,
4 flve-st'y brick tenements, flat tin roofs; cost, $80,-

000; owners, Gillie, Walker & Lawsou, 517-521 West
One Hundred and Fourth St.; architect, Jas. W.
Cole, 401 West Forty-sixth St.

Molt Ave., w s, 3S2> 3" s One Hundred and Forty-
fourth St., 2 three-st'y and basement brick dwells.,
flat tin roofs; cost, $12,750; owner, B. J. M. Carley,
348 Mott Ave.; architect, W. M. Coots, 26 Court St.,

Brooklyn.
ALTERATIONS. East Fourteenth St., No. 3, 2 brick

buildings, formerly a hotel, to be altered as ware-

rooms, etc.; cost, $25,000; lessee, Henry C. Stephens,
New London, Conn.; architect, Jas. H. Giles, 69
Williams St.

Madison Aee., n w cor. Fifty-sixth St., four-st'y
brick dwell., flat tin roof, alterations; cost, $3,000;

owner, Francis S. Kinney, New Brighton, Staten

Island; architect, John H. Duncan, 237 Broadway.
St. Ann's Ave., e s, 100' s One Hundred and Sixty-

first St., flve-st'y brick storage and refrigerator
building, peak roof, alterations, etc.; cost, $5,000;

owner, Adolph Hupfel, St. Ann's Ave., cor. One
Hundred and Sixty-first St.; architect, A. Pfund &
Son, 232 West Thirty-sixth St.

Canal St., No. It52, cor. Elizabeth St., two-st'y
and attic store and dwell., peak roof, altered to

flat tin roof; cost, $4,000; lessee, Jacob David-

son, 170 Canal St.; architect, Chas. Rentz, 80 Green-
wich St.

Canal St., No. 160, two-st'y and attic brick store
and dwell., roof altered, etc.; cost, $3,500; owner,
Jacob Davidson, 170 Canal St.; architect, Charles

Kentz, 80 Greenwich St.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PERMITS. Ambny St., s e cor. Columbia
Ave., three-st'y store, 18' x 54'; J. Stafford, owner.

Haverford St., w Thirty first St., 10 three-st'y
dwells., 16' x 46'; H. Watkin, owner.
North Broad St., No. 2900, two-st'y stable, 16' x 100';

H. Bayard & Co., owners. .

Entrance Lodge to Greenmount Cemetery, two-st'y
brick with tower; Hazelhurst & Huckel, architects.
Mountain St., w Nineteenth St., 10 two-st'y

dwells.; Thomas Grinnan, owner.
John St., w Second St., 3 two-st'y dwells.; Wm.

Bartholomew, owner.
Emerald St., s Tioga St., 5 two-st'y dwells.; Ed. J.

Develiu, owner.
Wishart St., e Emerald St., 4 two-st'y dwells.; A.

I. Richards, contractor.
North Second St., No. 2304, three-st'y dwell.; H.

G. Schultz, owner.
1'enn St., near Chew St., three-st'y stone dwell.;

Geo. Harrison, contractor.

fifth St., above Pike St., 5 two-st'y dwells.; Glad-

ding & Bros., contractors.
Eiahth St., s Tioga St., two-st'y dwell.; James H.

Darff, contractor.
Fourth St., s Bainbridge St., three-st'y dwell.;

Geo. Nebecker, contractor.
Knox St., s Seymour St., three-st'y dwell.; J. Sims

Wilson, contractor.
Rtdnor St., w Twenty-second St., three-st'y sta-

ble; A. A. Stewart, owner.
Fitzwater St., No. 2116, three-sfy dwell., Wm.

Forbes, contractor.

Fifth St., n Dauphin St., three-st'y dwell.; Jai.

Quigley, contractor.

Forty-second St., n Brown St., 10 two-st'y dwells.;
Geo. E. Goldbeck, owner.
Ashmead St., near Main St., 4 two-st'y dwells.;

David S. McNabb, contractor.
Cedar St., near Terrace St., 4 two-st'y dwells.; Jas.

Boone, owner.
Forty-ninth St., n Chester St., 4 three-st'y dwells.;

Jaa. D. Arthur, contractor.
Broad St., cor. Ellsworth St., three-st'y dwell.;

Jno. Ulbson, contractor.
Sloan St., n Filbert St., 4 two-st'y dwells.; Thos.

C. Sloan, contractor.

Twenty-third St., n Norris St., two-st'y dwell.; E.
H. Flood, owner.

St. Louis.

BUILDING PERMITS. Fifty-seven permits have been
issued since our last report, eight of which are
for unimportant frame houses. Of the rest those
worth $2,500 and over are as follows:
Robert Moore, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $12,-

000; Peabody & Stearns, architects; J. Strimple &
Son, contractors.
J. G. Waller, 2 adjacent, two-st'y brick stores and

dwells.; cost, $2,500; Fred Knittel, contractor.
Ed. R. Boyers, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $5,000;

P. F. Meagher & Son, contractors.
A. Hangge, two-st'y brick store bakery and dwell.;

cost. $6,000; Aug. Beinke, architect, Shildeman &
Gross, contractor.
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'/J GREAT deal of discussion has taken place among those

rj[ interested in insurance about the "valued-policy" law,
' which the State of New Hampshire, in imitation of two
or three others farther west, has just enacted. It is well

known that in ordinary cases insurance companies accept the

owner's valuation of the property which he wishes to insure as

a basis for calculating the premium, but set their own value

upon it, which often differs widely from his, when they are

called upon to indemnify him in case of loss ; and it often hap-

pens in consequence that over-cautious people pay in premiums
a much larger sum to the insurance companies than would pur-
chase for them all the benefit, in the way of indemnity, which

they would secure in case of loss. It is not surprising that

this system of taking pay for one thing and delivering in re-

turn, if occasion offers, something quite different, appears un-

businesslike to those who suffer by it, and all valued policy
laws provide, primarily, that if an insurance company accepts
a certain valuation of a piece of property, and receives pre-
miums calculated upon that valuation it shall, unless some
fraud or misrepresentation on the part of the owner can be

shown, pay, in case of total loss, the full sum previously

accepted as the value of the property. This does not seem, in

theory, a very unreasonable regulation, but its adoption

imposes upon the insurance companies new duties and risks of

a serious character. In the first place, if they are not to be

allowed to question the accuracy of a valuation once accepted,

they must keep an enormous force of experts, not only to

inspect and value every risk on which they issue a policy, but

to watch it during the term of the policy, and, if any portion of

it is removed or deteriorated, to estimate the value of the loss

or deterioration, and the cost of this expert service must of

course be borne by the insured, as the companies cannot, as a

rule, even under the common system, earn more than enough
in the way of dividends to keep capital in the business.

Since the addition of expert expenses to the ordinary pre-
miums would raise the cost of insurance in valued-policy States

to an enormous rate, the inhabitants of such States in practice

hardly attempt to insure their property in companies subject to

the laws which they have themselves made, but, either openly
or surreptitiously, make contracts of insurance with companies

doing business in other States, and under laws of a different

sort. Even this method of evading the statute is, however,
attended with inconveniences to those who wish to avoid pay-

ing extravagant prices for their insurance. It is found by
statistics that valued-policy laws encourage people to set fire to

their houses or stores, after insuring them at a valuation

which, once secured, cannot afterwards be contested, and the

encouragement of incendiarism in a community increases the

risk of fire, and with it the cost of insurance, in that commu-

nity, independent of other circumstances ; while, even after

paying the excess of premium due to this cause, the inhabitant

of New Hampshire, for instance, who insures his house in

another State to escape the cost of expert examination finds

himself, in case of difficulty in adjusting a loss, obliged to carry
on his negotiations at a distance from home, and under al

the disadvantages which surround the man who carries on a

dispute with a foreign opponent in his opponent's own terri

tory. Unfortunately, the insurance business is not always

carried on with perfect integrity on the part of the companies
and their agents, and many a poor man has been shamefully
windled by being compelled either to submit to a discount
rom an undisputed loss, or to waste his time and fubslance
n securing redress in the courts ; and the valued-policy laws,
which virtually drive those who make them to seek insurance
n States beyond their own jurisdiction, arm unscrupulous in-

urers with a new and tremendous weapon, by enabling them
o offer to their victims, who come to them for indemnity for

osses, a choice between accepting half or two-thirds the sum
lue them, or incurring ruinous expense in trying to get the re-

maining third, with a strong probability of failure in the end.

H CURIOUS custom prevails in England in regard to the

setting of terra-cotta, which, so far as we know, has not yet
been imported to this country ; and, as the use of terra-

cotta is extending here with very great rapidity, it is much for

the interest of architects and their clients to see that the trades-

unions do not take the control of this invaluable building rna-

-erial out of their hands. Five or six years ago the English
mck-layers took it into their heads that they were the proper
>ersons to set terra-cotta of all kinds in its place in a building,
nid they resolved to prevent any one else from doing that work.
[n point of fact, a brick-layer is much less adapted by training
'or setting terra-cotta than a good cut-stone setter, who is ac-

customed to working with more accuracy, and understands
much better how to trim and take care of delicate sculpture.
These considerations, however, do not seem to have occurred to

the brick-layers, and they seized the opportunity presented by
the construction of a large building in which much terra-cotta

was used to enforce, by the familiar method of striking, their

demand to be entrusted with the setting of it in place. In this

case, as we recollect, they were victorious, and they have fol-

lowed up their advantages with watchful persistency. Not

long ago, as we learn from a letter in the Builder, another con-

test took place, in a case where some stone-setters had been

very innocently engaged to set the terra-cotta in a certain bank

building. No sooner did they begin their ta-k than the brick-

layers employed on the building left their work. As it was

impossible to set terra-cotta without walls to put it in, the mas-
ter builder went to the brick-layers with an offer to allow them
to set half the terra-cotta, keeping the rest, presumably the

more highly decorated half, for the stone-layers. This offer

was refused ; and as there was no alternative, the stone-setters

were discharged, and the terra-cotta put up with the aid of

such tools and skill as brick-layers are accustomed to use.

T E GENIE CIVIL gives a curious account of the method
'*"'

employed at the mines of Grenoble for procuring the lime-

stone from which the celebrated cement of the Porte de France
is made. The Forte de France cement is made from a very
fine-grained argillaceous limestone, containing about twenty-
four per cent of clay, mixed very uniformly through it. Two
kinds of cement are made, by means of differences in the degree
of calcination, one quick and the other slow setting, and both

are extensively used throughout France. The veins of cement
stone are found at or near the top of the Mount Julia, a lofty

peak which rises to a height of fourteen hundred feet above

the town of Grenoble, which fies at its foot. Two veins are

worked, one at the very top of the mountain, and the other at

some distance below, the latter being reached by a shaft from

the top. The furnaces for burning the stone are in the town,
fourteen hundred feet below the mine, and the mountain side

between is extremely rough and broken. To construct a road

overland, unless a very circuitous one, would have been imprac-

ticable, and an ingenious device was adopted for making a

track through the air for transporting the ore to the place
where it was wanted. With this intention two strong steel

cables were stretched entirely clear of the ground, from the

summit of the mountain to a station near its foot, just above

the furnaces for burning the cement. The length of these ca-

bles is about two thousand feet, and they weigh six tons apiece.
The upper ends are anchored to the rock, and the lower ones

are coiled around powerful windlasses, which serve to keep
them always stretched to the proper tension. The cables,

which run parallel with each other, and about ten feet apart,

form, so to speak, the tracks of an aerial railway, on which run

suspended baskets, or rather boxes of strong plank, large
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enough to hold a ton of ore apiece. The boxes are suspended
from grooved wheels, which run on the cable, and are attached

also to a light endless rope, which runs around horizontal pul-

leys at the top and bottom of the line, large enough to keep
one side of the endless rope over each of the fixed cables. The

boxes are so placed on the endless rope that when one is at the

top of the mountain, the other is on the other side of the rope,

at the lower station. The upper box is then filled with ore,

and cast loose. Its weight carries it quickly to the foot of the

line, at the same time that the empty box, fastened to the other

side of the endless rope, is drawu up to the starting point,

when the process is repeated. The trip is made in a minute

and a half, and the loading and unloading of the boxes, which

takes place at the same moment, occupies an equal time, so

that, including all stops, a hundred and fifty tons of ore a day
can be transported over the line. The lower cable station is,

however, some distance above the furnaces in which the ore is

calcined, and in order to reach these the ore is discharged from

the boxes, on reaching the foot of the cable, into a shaft, through
which it falls into wagons, which carry it through a subterra-

nean gallery directly to the platform of the furnaces.

0UR
readers will remember the description given some

months ago in these pages of a new saw for cutting stone,

consisting of a twisted cord of steel, made to run around

pulleys like a band-saw. This apparatus has now been per-

fected and put into use. The cord employed is composed of

three steel wires, rather loosely twisted together, but stretched

tight over the pulleys, and is run at a high rate of speed. The
Bwift succession of blows from the ridges of the cord, delivered

along a narrow line, disintegrate the stone rapidly, and the

loosened particles, entangled among the wires of the cord, are

said materially to help the erosion. However this may be, the

effect of the s'aw, which is allowed to press lightly on the block

of stone beneath it, is much greater than that of the ordinary
blades supplied with sand, the usual rate of cutting in blocks

of oolite, or soft limestone, being about twenty-four inches an

hour, and in Carrara marble a little more than nine inches an

hour. The hard granite of Brittany is cut at the rate of nearly
au inch and a quarter an hour, and even porphyry can be

worked at the rate of eight-tenths of an inch an hour. In

rougher cutting, such as is done at the quarries, the saw can be

driven more rapidly, and with greater pressure on the stone,

and its efficiency is increased about one-third. In certain mar-

ble quarries in Belgium, this process, which is known by the

name of its inventor, M. Gay, is used on an extensive scale,

the blocks of stone being not only divided for use, but extracted

from the quarry, entirely by means of the cord saw. In using
it for quarrying, a suitable portion of the surface of a stratum

of marble is first cleared, in the usual manner, and a drill is

brought upon the ground, resembling the diamond drill, except
that the cylinder of sheet steel of which it is made has no dia-

monds set in the edge, but is fed with a hard metallic powder,

apparently resembling the chilled iron sand used in this country
for cutting and polishing granite. With this drill, which is

driven by a pulley and rope, a little shaft is easily driven into

marble at the rate of two feet an hour, cutting out a cylinder
of stone twenty-seven inches in diameter, which is then de-

tached and lifted out, and forms a saleable block without further

treatment. Two of these drill-holes having been sunk, at a

suitable distance apart, guides *are set up in them, on which

move frames carrying pulleys of a diameter somewhat less than

that of the hole ; and over these pulleys a cord saw is stretched.

Motion is imparted to the pulleys by a simple system of trans-

mission, and the saw cuts without interruption until the bottom

of the drill pits is reached. In this way blocks of any size can

be taken out, with a waste from saw and drill cuts amounting
to only about one-half of one per cent, while the loss by the

usual methods of quarrying is often thirty-five or forty per cent

of the whole amount of stone extracted. The saving of time

is even greater than the economy of material, the new appliances

accomplishing, it is said, fifteen times as much work in a given

period as was possible under the old methods.

THE
Builder gives some statistics of the municipal expenses

of Paris, which, when compared with the items of the ways
in which the money of our own city tax-payers is spent,

have a considerable interest. The population of Paris is now
about twenty-three hundred thousand, which is not very much
more than that of the group of communities which form the

real city of New York ; but Paris has had for many years a

source of income, in the shape of the octroi tax upon market

supplies, which is lacking to other great cities. According to

the Builder, the municipality of Paris has spent on public

works, since 1852, three hundred and seventy-three million dol-

lars. One hundred and sixty-seven million, or something less

than one-half, has been spent on streets, which are in Paris

built in the most thorough and costly manner. The Hotel de

Ville, with the various city schools, churches, hospitals, mar-

kets and smaller municipal buildings, have absorbed fifty-seven

millions ; forty millions have gone to the maintenance of the

public parks and gardens ; and water-pipes and sewers have

taken the rest. The city derives good interest on the sums

spent on water-service from the rates paid by householders,
and a large income, amounting to nearly four-and-one-half mil-

lions a year is obtained from the lease of cab-stands and stalls

in the markets.

LITTLE case of forfeiture for delay was tried in England
not long ago, according to the Builder. The defendant in

the case was a carpenter, who entered into a contract to

build three cottages, to be completed in three months, and he

also agreed to forfeit ten dollars a week for every week that

they should remain unfinished after the specified period. In-

stead of three months, it was more than six months before the

buildings were finished, and the owner claimed a forfeiture of ten

dollars a week for fifteen weeks delay beyond the contract time

of completion. The counsel for the defendant submitted that

the forfeiture, if any, should be reduced to the actual damage
suffered by the plaintiff, which would in this case amount sim-

ply to the loss of rent from the cottages during the time that

they remained incomplete after the specified period. The rent

of each cottage was seventy-five cents a week, or two dollars

and a quarter a week for the three, and at this rate the total

damage for fifteen weeks would be thirty-three dollars and

seventy-five cents. He mentioned, moreover, that the contract

had been taken at about two-thirds of the actual value of the

work, and that his client had been ruined by it, and was trying
to save the expenses of bankruptcy by giving up half his weekly
earnings to his creditors. The judge seems to have agreed
with the defendant's counsel, that the forfeiture should be re-

duced from the sum stipulated in the contract to a fair compen-
sation for the actual damage suffered ; but he estimated this a

little more liberally than the defendant's lawyer, and ordered

judgment for the plaintiff for fifty dollars.

TITHE highest chimney yet built in the world has just been

jj completed at the Mechernich Lead-works in Germany.
The whole height of the structure is approximately four

hundred and forty feet, eleven feet of which is under ground.
The subterranean portion is of block-stone, thirty-seven feet

square in plan, all the rest is of brick. The plinth, or lower

part of the chimney above ground, is thirty-four feet square, so

that the height of the shaft is nearly thirteen times the lower

diameter. For about thirty-four feet the chimney continues

square ; then becomes octagonal in plan for a little distance,
and finally changes to a circular form, retaining this shape to

the top. The exterior diameter of the shaft at the top is about

eleven and one-half feet. The flue is eleven and one-half feet

in diameter at the bottom, and ten feet at the top. Until the

completion of this chimney that of the St. Rollox Chemical
Works near Glasgow, which is four hundred and thirty-four
feet high, had the reputation of being the tallest in the world.

WERE
it not that we had carelessly mislaid the circular

which gives detailed information concerning the exhibi-

tion of architectural drawings which is to be held in

New York during January and February, it would have been

laid before our readers in an earlier issue. The drawings are

to be shown in" connection with the annual exhibition of the

Salmagundi Club, and this fact has caused the committee in

charge to decide against the admission of photographs, arguing
that as the members of the Salmagundi Club exhibited in black

and white, the architects could not do otherwise without destroy-

ing the homogeneity and harmony of the exhibition. This rul-

ing surprises us, and we think it is unjust to the many archi-

tects who " don't draw," but who do design and build and do

both well. It seems to us to so take the exhibition down a grade
or two, making it an affair of artistic draughtsmanship rather

than of architecture, that we hope a few screens will be de-

voted to photographs.
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS AT
NASHVILLE.

fHE Convention of

the American Insti-

tute of Architects at

Nashville, Tenn., held on
October 21 and 22, called

together about the usual

imml.cr of members and

visiting architects, the

latter mainly from south-

ern cities, and proved to

be a very profitable and

enjoyable occasion to all

present. The Nashville
Art Association, whose

guests the members of

the Convention were,

gave us a most hearty
welcome, made us feel

very much at home, and surrendered to us, as it were, the keys of

their pleasant and home-like city.
Our little party from the East started from New York on Monday

morning, 19th, at 9, and arrived at Nashville on Tuesday night at

7.30. Headquarters were at the Maxwell House, where a number
of members were found who had preceded us. This hotel is a

roomy, convenient house, with a fine stone portico in front; its large
vestibule, extending to the second-story ceiling, is surrounded with
a quite imposing colonnade and galleries. The dining-hall is very
large, with a pronaos at either end formed of a range of columns

;

the ceiling is pierced with star-shaped embrasures filled with glass
and throwing a softening light upon the tables below. The hotel is

said to have been erected at about the close of the war, after designs
bv the architect of the Custom-House and other public buildings in

New York, Isaiah Rodgers.
Wednesday morning found us wending our way to the Capitol, a

building of fine general contour, of Classic design, and set upon an

abruptly high, rocky hill, as an acropolis in the centre of the city.
This buildin" was of considerable interest to us, it being designed by
James Strickland, the preceptor of President Walter, who in turn
was the instructor of Mr. N. LeBrun, whom we had with us. At the

death of Mr. Strickland, the Legislature ordered that a space be
allotted in the Capitol to receive his remains

; and a tablet inserted in

the wall at the east end of the northern portico records this fact. A
glance at this incited in us all the earnest interest natural in contem-

plating so rare an inscription. Like upon Wren's, a line might have
been added :

" Would you see his monument, look around you."

The building is a rectangle, with its greatest length extending
north and south; a finely-proportioned portico graces each end, and
also the centre of either side; those at the ends support pediments,
and at the sides level blocking-courses. It is erected of a fine-grained
limestone, which, with all the materials of which the building is com-

posed, is the product of the State. The interior surfaces of the walls

are also faced with the stone. The principal floor is elevated well

above the ground, upon a solid stylobate, and is approached by a
noble flight of steps at each of the four porticos. From the elevated

ground in the suburbs of the city an excellent view is obtained of the

building. It stands with its whole height revealed above the roofs of

the adjacent houses, and from the abruptness of the sides of the ele-

vated ground upon which it stands, it has the appearance of being
placed upon an artificially-constructed platform.
One of the residents of the city, who does not seem to appreciate

the value of the building as a monument recording the greatness of

the State, said that "its foundations were those of a cotton-factory,
and the superstructure a packing-box surmounted with an imitation

of the Choragic Monument of Lysicrates for a cupola." But not-

withstanding, the general aspect of the building is good ; and when
the State of Tennessee has arrived at the summit of its commercial

prosperity, over the greater portion of the journey to which it has
now already travelled, some fine day a magnificent dome will be
ordered to supplant the present restricted cupola, and then the State
will have nothing more to desire in the way of a Capitol. The cost

of the building and its approaches is said to have been about one
million dollars. A bronze equestrian statue of Johnson, a duplicate
of the one in Washington and the one at New Orleans, ornaments
the grounds upon the easterly front. The State is to be congratu-
lated upon the possession of such fine quarries as that from which the

pedestal of this statue came ; it is a creamy limestone, which takes a
fine polish and preserves its color well.

The Senate Chamber, in which the Convention met by courtesy of
the Senate, is a rather narrow rectangular room, with the dais and
desk on the outward easterly side, and a stone gallery on the three
other sides. It is hardly of a form to suit present requirements, but
could be improved by dispensing with the end galleries and by giving
advancing curved terminations to the ends of that which is in front
of the desk. The audience gathered together on this occasion com-

fortably filled the room, and was composed of members of the Amer-
ican Institute of Architects, members of the Nashville Art Associa-

tion, and quite a number of ladies. The address of welcome bv Dr.

Thomas A. Atchison, in behalf of the Art Association and the citi-

zens of Nashville, was delivered with earnest feeling and emphasiii,
and the reply of Mr. E. II. Kendall of New York, Vice-President of
the Institute, and, in the absence of President Walter, our presiding
officer, was equally enthusiastic and acceptable.

After the reading of a letter from President Walter, explaining
the unavoidable obstacles to his being present at this session of the

Institute, the Report of the Board of Trustees and other Reports
were read and referred, including the various reports of Chapters.
Mr. E. G. Lind, of Atlanta, Ga., then gave an interesting address

upon the "
Harmony between Color and Music," which was pro-

fusely illustrated by colored drawings upon the blackboard, and by
vocal renderings. In the afternoon a ride in carriages was taken
about Nashville, for the purpose of viewing its principal buildings,
in the course of which a call was made on the venerable widow of the
late President Polk. The buildings visited were the residences of
Col. Cole and Mr. J. P. Drouillard ; the Federal Building, by ex-

Supervising Architect Potter ; the Watkins Institute
;
the First Bap-

tist Church ; and the Hermitage Club.
In the evening, after'a call at the club-rooms, the members attended

the reception given by the Nashville Art Association, at Dr. Ward's
Seminary. A fine musical entertainment in the chapel, and an exhi-
bition of architectural drawings in the art room, were highly enjoyed
by all present.
On Thursday, 22d, business was resumad at the Capitol, with an

accession of members who had arrived on the previous evening. A
paper on "Architecture and Bacteria," by Mr. Glenn Brown, of

Washington, D. C., was read by the Secretary, as also one by John
H. Devereux, of Charleston, S. C. : the subject of the latter was
" The Construction of Houses to withstand Cyclones." A paper by
Mr. T. M. Clark, on " Architects' Protective Associations," was also
read by Secretary Mason, and an extemporaneous address by Mr.
Jenney, of Chicago, was made, on the "Construction of Heavy
Buildings on Compressible Soil," with illustrative diagrams on the
blackboard.

_

A report of a committee was
adopted recommending

that all designs, models, casts, photographs, books, etc., implements
of the professions of architects and engineers, be admitted free of

duty. It was determined to send a delegate to the Convention of the
Western Association of Architects, at St. Louis, in November. The
present officers of the Institute were re-elected.
The matter of the proposed "Law for the Erection of Public

Buildings" then came up, and after discussion the report of the
committee, with several amendments, was adopted. These amend-
ments are as follows :

The law to go into operation in ten days after its passage.
The Commissioner to be appointed without nomination by the Sec-

retary of the Treasury, to hold office during good behavior, and only
be removed by the President for cause shown.
The clerks in the Bureau to be in number and with salaries as

provided by the law of 1875.
The certificate of the special architect, ordering payments, to be

endorsed by the Commissioner.
The minimum rate of commission to the special architect not to

descend below three per cent.

Superintendents not to have the care of more than one building at
a time.

If the successful competitor in the competition for the best designs
is found to be wanting in reputation for constructive ability and good
business habits, then an associate architect to be appointed to act
with him, who shall be unexceptionable in these respects.
An additional section (29) repealing all acts inconsistent with the

law, and confirming those necessary to its fulfilment.

Also, another section (30) providing office accommodations, and
transferring the books and papers of the present office to the care
and control of the new Commissioner.
The draft of law was adopted as a whole, with power given to the

Board of Trustees to consider any proposition in relation to it,
received by a committee of conference which may be appointed by
the Western Association of Architects.
The usual resolution of thanks for courtesies was adopted, the

place and time of meeting of the twentieth annual convention was
left to the Board of Trustees, and the Convention adjourned. After
the adjournment the members assembled on the steps of the easterly
portico and were photographed by Mr. Strack, a resident heliograt-

1

In the afternoon the members were driven out in carriages about
five miles to the stock-farm of General Harding ; they were very hos-

pitably entertained at his mansion-house by General Jackson, his

manager, and shown over the grounds. The piazza of his house and
a new spring-house, both built of stone quarried on the place, were
very much admired, as were also the fine specimens of equine archi-
tecture in the stables.

In the early evening a large group of members were entertained
by General and Mrs. Thurston, at their residence, where a fine col-
lection of the more valuable mineralogical specimens and rare Indian
relics were exhibited, together with an extensive cabinet of very rare
coins and medals. Much interest was manifested in these collections
and in the pictures that lined the walls.

The banquet given at the hotel in the evening was the crowning
entertainment of the occasion, when the members of the Art Associa"
tion fraternized with those of the American Institute of Architects,

'Orders for this photograph mjr be addiMMt to Mr. H.P. Thompson No t
Berry Block, Nashville
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and harmony reigned supreme. On Friday morning the architects

left Nashville, thoroughly impressed with the heartiness of their

reception, and departed towards every section of the Union. Those
who were bound for the East arrived at their point of departure at

New York at 7.30 p. M., Saturday, 24th, well satisfied with the

results of their extended journey, and with an overwhelming sense 01

both the Northern and Southern expanded areas of our common

country. O. P. HATKIELD.

CARVING AND FURNITURE. 1 III.

THE SEVENTEENTH CKNTURY.

Confesional. St. Paul's Chur.n, Antwerp, Belgium. Late XVI Century.

LAST
week I reviewed the carver's art in the

]
eriod known as

that of the Renaissance, the cinque cento of the Italians. In all

that concerns our present inquiry the excellence of the period
was so great, and the variety of graceful and beautiful decoration so

inexhaustible, that I could do little more than point out a few

examples, enough to stimulate curiosity, not to satisfy it. We see a
few admirable examples of carved chests, seats, cabinets, and other
furniture ; fragments of screens, isolated columns, and so forth, in our

museums; they are perfect as examples. But if you travel into

Italy, the home and seat of these splendid works, it is not fragments,
but entire interiors that will meet your eyes. Sets of church stalls,
with figure-subjects behind each seat; screens, great book-desks, and
other furniture. Churches retain what has once been erected within
their walls. The walls and galleries of private houses have not been
so fortunate. New generations have followed the fashion, and old

carved furniture, if not broken, has been sold and dispersed. We
find here a chair, there a cabinet

;
these are bought up. We meet

them under our glass cases at Kensington and elsewhere, and wonder
what may have been their history from the sixteenth to the nine-
teenth century.
We are now to consider the age that succeeded. The great mas-

ter-workmen, who learned under sculptors and painters of well-

known fame, and at the orders of the Florentine, Roman, Milanese,
and other Italian princes, produced schools of carvers. They went
north, east and west. Much of the early Renaissance carving in

France and in England was the work of Italians encouraged to settle

amongst us by Henry VII, Henry VIII., Mary and Elizabeth. It

was natural that we, living on an island, and often at war with our
nearest neighbors, should be among the last to feel the effect of a

great European change. The sixteenth century in England was a

very stormy time; society was going through a great change, and
the new order of things had not settled itself into any regular condi-
tion. The new style of architecture was encouraged by the court
and great men. There were new families risen to wealth and rank
on the ruins of older stocks, and they built themselves palaces and
houses in the new style. In the country generally it was different.

Here and there families, from fear of proscription and persecution,
lived in the quietest way in old manor-houses, in granges, or other
houses of former tenants of monastic property ;

while great earls and
barons still retained their old feudal castles and towers, and kept

1 A mure by J. Hungerford Pollen, delivered before the Society of Arts and
printed 'be Journal of the Society. Continued from 1'age 163, No. Old.

moats and drawbiid^es. uncertain when they might want such pro-
tection.

The second century was more peaceful. James the First was not

war-like, and he did not encourage the jealousies of these great feud-

atories. He exhorted the landowners and squires to live on their

estates, and to enjoy their gardens, their parks, and tht'ir forests,

away from the intrigues of court life. We owe to the first half of

the seventeenth century most of those noble country palaces, which
have continued to our own times and are the glory ot every county in

the kingdom.
I draw a marked distinction between town and country houses.

To understand the splendor, the convenience.^ the wants, to be pro-
vided for in fitting them up and furnishing them, one should remem-
ber this distinction. In a great city in London, for instance

society is headed by a king or a queen. As those personages are

supreme in the State, so they override their subjects in social life.

Great lords, however high their rank, ministers and merchants, how-
ever rich, are too many in number, and too equal as to dignity or for-

tune, to be of any special consequence individually. But they are

far different when they own parks and woods and broad acres in

Kent and Yorkshire, or Cheshire or Norfolk. They have elbow-

room there, and fill places of honor, administer local affairs, and live

for their friends and their neighbors. The hospitalities of London
are rather what we term gaities than hospitalities. Houses are not

of a size to take in poor relations and friends from a distance.

There are hotels and lodgings on every side. The furniture of town
houses follows the changes of fashion. There is less room for mas-
sive objects, such as presses and dressers, those fine monumental

pieces which carry our memories back to other times. In the coun-

try house this bold carved furniture is in its place. And I take the

seventeenth century as the period when country houses, as we now
see them, were mostly built. They are not squeezed into a street or

a square, nor carried up to numerous stories. They have plenty of

space to spread out for such accommodation as may be required.

They go more often by the name of halls than of castles or manors,

though many of them stand where castles have been before, till such

strong places were wanted no longer. This title " The Hall," was
not given without reason. The houses of the early Middle Ages had
but one room, the hall, and these old mansions retained it above and
before all other features of the house. It was where neighbors and

strangers, as well as the entire family, were entertained. It was
close to the entrance, so that you might enter out of the night or the

storm, and be welcomed at once with fire and food. These vast

rooms retained very often the old mediaeval timber roof and lantern.

A passage was taken off the end of them, leading from the entrance-

door to the body of the house, and giving access to the hall on one

side, and the kitchens and offices on the other a stately and con-

venient arrangement. These "halls," these old homes of hospitality,
have retained the savor of the best and kindliest traditions of old

English life. They have to this day a remarkable popularity.
These old baronial halls, so stately, so full of repose, <gure contin-

ually in romances and in the pictures of artists. Numbers of such

country houses are continually being built, and I call attention to

this fact, for, while architects seem at no loss for models and designs
for the shell of such buildings, I rarely meet with anything like a

design of interior woodwork of the hall that is really felt and carried

out in the spirit of the old halls, numerous and varied as these con-

structions are. The hall, then, being the principal room of the typi-
cal country house, and that which is most seen and contributes so

Crewe Hall Screen, England. XVI Cenlury.

much to the character of the mansion, it is worth considering the

carving which will be most effective for its decoration.
The most important features are the screen which partitions off the

entrance-passage or lobby, and the fire-place, and then the panelling
of tlin walls. Any drawings or engravings of old country houses
will show us examples of these features in great variety.
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To begin with tlie screen. These screens of Elizabethan halls are

not mere frameworks of panelling, such as we see in sonic old collier

hiills, made during the reign of medieval |K>intrcl architecture

simple reticulations as, e. g., at Hampton Court, hut full of salient

features. There are, in the larger screens, two entrance arches, a

centre to hold a sideboard between, and corresponding spaces
between these entrances and the side walls on either hand. There

being a gallery or passage over the entrance leading to the first floor

rooms, this gallery is fronted hy an up|>er tier of arches. The entire

structure is generally massive, full of striking features, coarse in exe-

cution, lieing curved by country workmen, but with a masterly feel-

ing for effect and for the effective use of grotesque and hold detail.

Fireplaces runic into general use in the sixteenth century. In

earlier halls the hearth was in the middle of the room, and the smoke

found its way to the timber roof, which it blackened, and then

thniTigh the lantern in the centre to the open air. The more refined

huliits of the sixteenth century led to a better arrangement, and the

fireplace was universally constructed in the wall, and the smoke

csr:i|>ed up a chimney. There, over the wide hearth, the finest carv-

ing was placed.
These chimney-pieces are in great variety. The more elaborate are

complete architectural frontispieces, something like a triumphal arch

in two stories, the lower on col-

limns, or on hold carved pilas-

ters sometimes baluster-shaped,
with human heads and conven-

tional shoulders, and then con-

tracting towards the base. This

is the old terminal figure of

Classic sculpture in a dress suit-

able to the bold anil massive

character of the general wood-
work of the Elizabethan st) le.

The upper story rests on a
broad and solid entablature,
and is subdivided into three or

more parts by columns, or by
pilasters of similar character.

Sculptured bas-reliefs, often of

histories taken from the Scrip-
tures, or compositions of an

allegorical character, fill up these

spaces. In smaller fireplaces there

may be but one large panel, and that

filled with heraldic achievements, as

we have seen in some of the photo-

graphic illustrations thrown on the

screen. None of this carving, with

the exception of figure compositions,
is of any very difficult execution.

The solidity of the woodwork leaves

room for, and requires a correspond-
ing boldness in, the use of the

chisel. The mouldings are large ;

the work on the salient parts, such

as columnar supports and brackets,
is in deep cuttings, giving full relief

to the prominences ; bringing out

light and shade in well-measure I pro-
the constructive arrangement of the

viding members, and suggesting even
ends of the room that some careful

on the spaces they enclose. These
their due effect at once from any dis-

can see them. I may call attention to

er constructions of this kind, made
and town houses, of which the sev-

Chimnay-Piaca.

portions : showing
supporting and di-

from the farthest

work is expended
structures produce
tance at which we
the variety of small-

to suit small manor
e n teenth- century

woodwork gives continual examples; many are found without carving

properly so-called, the work of the joiner only. They are not supported
by side columns and piers, but by an architrave stretohing across the

stone jambs of the fireplace from the panelling of the walls on either

side
;
with turned columns resting on it, and with oval or circular panels

in the middle, or a panel following the lines of apedimental window or

doorway. In describing some old mediaeval chests the other day, I

called attention to the ornamental ironwork which binds the angles
and adds strength to locks and hinges. We meet this ideal frequently
in the woodwork of the seventeenth century ; straps with rounded
nail heads are found represented in extra thicknesses of material so

as to give a certain decorative addition to joiners' work on which no

carving properly so-called is to be found, or nothing beyond mere Hat

sinkings made by the carpenter.
I should weary you if I attempted to follow the varieties which

may be noted in regard to these chimney-pieces of simple and econom-
ical construction.

One more feature of old Elizabethan houses must be noted ; I

mean the staircases. If the halls are so grand a feature in the gen-
eral disposition of the lower part of the house, the staircases which
connect it with the upper stories are scarcely less so. Accordingly
we find carving on stair balusters in groat variety. Stairs being
arranged generally in a square or oblong space, in order to have
risers and steps as low in height and as easy of ascent as possible,
have to be laid out with frequent turns and landings. The handrails

have to come to a finish at each turn, ami to start afresh at each new
Illicit. The post which ends each set of rails is called a newel.

Sometimes, for want of sufficient support to the flight above, the

Staircase. Aldarmanton, England. XVI Cantury.

newels are continued from the ground to the upper flights. Gener-

ally the necessary support is found in the short pieces of floor which
form the landings. The newels in many of these seventeenth-century
houses are massive posts, carved with geometrical sinkings, with or
without foliation, and surmounted by statuettes of human figures, ani-

mals, heraldic supporters and the like. At lilicklinghall, in Norfolk,
these figures represent natives of all countries of Europe in their

national dresses, carved in pear-wood with much spirit. Here are
others taken from examples engraved in Nash's " Mansions." They
are some three feet high, and bear a due proportion to the newel-

posts on which they are mounted. Then, again, as to rails and balus-

ters. In many old houses the balusters are merely turned out of

three-inch or three-and-one-half-inch posts, with bosses and neckings.
The newels, too, surmounted by a turned ball or a reversed acorn.
In houses of more pretension the balusters are arches, supported on
terminal columns or square piers, the arches having bold key pieces
carved in their centres, as in the figures thrown on the screen. The
rail in such cases has the massive proportion of a beam, and the

upper surface is scored by deep cuttings and bold roll-mouldings, to

give life and lightness to the mass and afford convenient hold to the
liand.

As to the furniture, the cabinets, tables and chairs of that age.
The cabinets are architectonic compositions, answering to the

chimney-pieces, with columns or pilasters on the angles, and the

panels of the doors are carved with little reliefs representing the vir-

tues, Prudence, Temperance, Justice and Mercy, Faith, Hope, etc.

Oak Sattle. XVI Cantury. Englii

It is worth noting that these tall cabinets came in considerable num-
bers from Flanders. Mechlin seems to have had a special trade in

these pieces of furniture, which it retains to this day, most of our

modern Elizabethan furniture sold in Wanlour Street being of Bel-

gian make. In the seventeenth century the fronts were carved and

put together, and were floated down the canals of the Low Countries

to Bruges and Antwerp, and thence imported to Harwich and other

ports on the east coast of England. The cabinets were completed

by our own joiners, were copied, and the general fashion followed in
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many parts of the country. Bedsteads, dressers and presses are still

met with in old farm and manor houses, made at home from these

imported models.

One more piece of furniture is noticeable from its effective mas-

siveness, the table of the seventeenth-century hall. In the Middle

Ages, the hall was put to so many uses that the tables were gener-

ally laid on trestles, which could be folded and removed after Sinners

and suppers. In the seventeenth-century halls they are no longer
moveable, but are of one-and-one-half-inch oak plank, and stand on

legs swelling into immense acorn-shaped bulbs in their middle. These

bulbs, in good examples, are carved with acanthus work, and the

upper frame of the table with interlaced strap-work.
These screens, fireplaces, stair balustrades and huge oak tables,

seem to me essentials of the country-house hall, if it is to retain its

old historic impress, so dear to most Englishmen to me specially so.

I have already noticed that piece of carv-

ing which is so effective on exteriors, the

carved barge-boards which finish gable

ends, so often required and so badly ex-

ecuted in these days. All the works here

noted can be suitably carved by moder-

ately skilled hands; excessive neatness,

sand paper, and the varnishing brush are

neither needed nor would they be in place
in country-house work of this kind. A
large number of such houses are in pro-
cess of erection yearly. I have seen many.
The notion of sending for five or six carv-

ers, and finishing them really in the old

manner, rarely, if ever, seems to be enter-

tained. It seems to have passed out of the

mind of our architects, yet it would not be

more expensive than most of the costly

joinery of the day.
There is a great deal to be said about

Elizabethan wall panelling, the shapes
and dimensions of its divisions, and the

mouldings with which it is decorated ;
but

I should exceed the time at my command
Tllb |e_Leg. Leeds Castle, England,

were I to enter on this part of my sub- xvi Century,

ject. A change of great importance came
over our own national architectural history under the influence of

Inigo Jones, Wren, Grinling Gibbons, and their contemporaries.
Jones was nearly thirty years old when James I, came to the throne.

His education seems to have been Italian. He became known in

this country through Anne of Denmark. It was in 1C16 that he

became surveyor and architect to the Crown. The Banqueting
House in Whitehall is, as you know, part of his projected royal

palace. Part of Greenwich Hospital, public buildings in one or two

parts of England (the Town Hall at Abingdon, I rather think, is

one), and several private houses are from Jones's designs. Amongst
his private houses, Wilton House, near Salisbury, deserves special

mention ; Barrington House, in Gloucestershire, is another. Palladio

seems to have been his favorite master. His architecture, is simple,

bold, massive. It gives but little opportunity for the carver beyond
admirable moulding and cornice acanthus work. You trace certain

favorite details, viz., three acanthus buds or flowerets, which bend

over the brackets of his chimney and ceiling cornices. Other pecu-
liarities would also be observed by any carver whose task it was to

supply damaged portions of the carving he allowed about his archi-

tecture.

Wren was the next great light of architecture in England. The
carver whose name is associated more particularly with the name of

Wren is Grinling Gibbons. He was first heard of by Evelyn, in

1670. A pot of flowers which he did outside of his window in Belle

Sauvage Court was so delicately carved, that the leaves and blossoms

shook with the rumbling of passing coaches and carts. The carving
of Gibbons consists of hanging-swags, composed of fruits and flowers,

with birds and animals among them. There are examples to be seen

over the communion tables of St. Paul's Cathedral, and of St. James's,

Piccadilly, where the marble font, with figures of Adam and Eve, is

by him ; over the doors and chimney-pieces of the state rooms at

Hampton Court, where also the carved mouldings, by other hands,
are well worth careful examination. Chatsworth House and Pet-

worth House, in Sussex, have excellent examples of the best carving
of Gibbons. I showed a photograph of a portion of the carving at

Petworth in my first lecture. Here are others more successfully
taken. These carvings surround a series of full-length portraits.

They represent hanging trophies of the attributes of the seasons, in-

cluding ears of bearded wheat, cut with the utmost delicacy ;
musical

instruments, with low reliefs on their surfaces
; medals, one said to

represent Gibbons himself
;
lace Steinkirk cravats

;
classic vases,

with figure-work on their sides ;
an immense variety of objects. All

these, finely as they are cut, are not left without substance at the

back; and this apparent undercutting, without loss of sufficient solid-

ity and unity with the mass to which the prominent parts belong,
should be well studied. It has been impossible to do justice to this

aspect of the work in a photograph, or to show where direct imita-

tion of nature has been avoided. It must be borne in mind that con-

ventions are resources by which the artist suggests all that he has to

teach the beholder, and so as to satisfy him, yet without overstepping
the limits within which his art is necessarily confined. These con-

ventions are justified by their effects. Carvers will do well to study
the conventions or treaties between the art of carving and the impos-
sible, which have served the purpose of so consummate an artist as

Gibbons. His work was generally executed in limewood. lie died
in 1721, and left a school of excellent pupils, to whom we owe the
fine fireplaces, door-heads, picture and looking-glass frames of the

first half of the last century.
It is to be observed that the more correct and Italian architecture

of Jones and Wren, stalely as it is in churches and great public

buildings, is cold, sometimes dull, when compared with the vivid and
dramatic inventiveness of the earlier years of the century. I am
speaking here of their interiors only. The beautiful carvings of such
an artist as Gibbons would set off any wood-work. But it is a sort

of parasite, an extra, added to the current lines and proportions of

the architectural woodwork, not an integral part of it.

Something ought to be said of the out-door furniture of those days.
We alluded to the rumbling of coaches. In the days of the Stuart

kings, of Louis XIV of France, such means of conveyance had be-

come of general use. Henry IV was stabbed by llavaillac in his

coach, but it was the only one he had. Louis XIV, we are told, met
our King James, when he took refuge in France, with a cavalcade of

a hundred. The Stuart kings, and the potentates of their day, drove
about London and went down to their country estates in coaches,

beautifully carved and gilt. If you desire to see the only example to

which I can point of the coach of the seventeenth century, go and
see that of the Speaker, at Westminster. It is mounted on four

groups of allegorical figures. The frame-work of the body is of oak,
carved with foliage and figures, almost detached. Figures of the vir-

tues are placed on the angles. Allegorical figures support the driv-

ing box and the hind standard from which the body is suspended. I
have given a full description of it in " Ancient and Modern Furni-
ture." In my judgment it far surpasses any of the ceremonial coaches
still used in state processions. It is said to have been used by Oliver
Cromwell.

Besides the carriages, we should remember what frequent use was
made of boats. Hampton Court, Greenwich, Whitehall, were all pal-
aces actually on the River Thames, and the Court made regular use
of the river as a highway. The beautiful ceremonial barges of the
Lord Mayor and the City companies have ceased to row up and down
the river. They are handsomely and effectively carved. What have
the City Corporations done with them ? They are worth house-room
in their great halls. What was carved in small on Thames barges
figures still more effectively in the old designs of ships of the Royal
Navy. Figure-heads, stern windows, decorative leaf and scroll-work

round the upper posts of the ships of the time of the Charleses and
James, have dwindled down to a band of cable carved round the

royal yacht of the present reign.

During a great part of the seventeenth century, Louis XIV, or the

Great, as he loved to be called, reigned in France. In the arts of

peace and war his country held, perhaps, the greatest place in Eu-

rope. He was the figure-head of the great European family in all

matters regarding ceremonial splendor and court life. His palace
and gardens, his court festivals, his carriages and establishments
were on a large scale, and went far to set the fashion to neighboring
nations. We owe much of the large, bold, but somewhat cold interior

fittings of our town houses to the pompous manners and stiff ideas of
this great man. However, in the matter of furniture, there are two
or three broad features worth noticing, which distinguished the times
of Louis, and set corresponding fashions going among ourselves. First
the great use of silver. That metal found its way in great quantities
from Spanish America into Spain, and into all provinces under Span-
ish dominion

;
the Low Countries, for instance, and the kingdom of

the two Sicilies. We find in Louis's reign that table plate of massive

proportions came into use among rich 1 rench families, and the same

may be said of our own country. Not only table plate, but tables,

mirror-frames, and other furniture were made of silver. A massive
frame of this kind belongs to the Queen, and is at Windsor Castle.

The furniture of Whitehall, even the toilet services and basins in the
bedrooms of gentlemen and ladies of the Court, were of silver. Much
of it, both from the royal and private houses, found its way to the
mint and the melting-pot during the Civil Wars.
Another fashion that much concerns our subject was the use of

large sheets of looking-glass. Silvered plate-glass, with bevelled

edges, sometimes with little figures cut on the surfaces in intaglio
were first made in Venice. For many years these mirrors were of

small dimensions, five feet being the largest. Indeed, till late in the

seventeenth century, large looking-glasses were made up of several

separate pieces, the divisions between the plates being covered by
subordinate lengths of gilt mouldings within the general frame. Louis
covered the walls of his great salle at Versailles with looking-glass

panels. A great variety of enclosing frames were designed for these

large glasses. Some are of pieces of plate-glass, white and colored,
cut into curves and other shapes, and fastened by brass pins through
minute holes drilled with a diamond. Generally, looking-glasses were
enclosed in frames of wood, carved and gilt. A quantity of carving
designed and prepared especially for gilding became a prominent
feature of interior furniture, in Louis XIV's reign in France and
other countries. The work of the Italians, in Florence and in Venice

particularly, is bolder, more graceful and more massive in general
character than that of the French, but is rarely heavy. That of

French carvers, on the other hand, is lighter and somewhat more gay.
The name of Louis Quartorze is commonly given to a style of light,
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somewhat affected ami fantastic curvature, which pro|>erly belongs

to the fashions of a later reign, a less severe system of manners, and

times altogether irregular, and showing signs of decay and corruption.

But the better art of this kind is exercised in the graceful use of the

acanthus leaf, placed so as to form luminous breaks and diversions

from the monotony of mere lines of moulding. Picture-frames of the

time have broken corners, carried out on each of the four angles of

the frame ; they are sometimes called hammer-headed. We know

them also as Vandyck frames, as most of the pictures of Vandyck are

mourned in this fashion.

But besides gilt mirror and picture frames, furniture, such as ta-

bles, chairs and sofas, began to be carved and gilded in the same way.

Tapestries socially designed fur the backs and seats of chairs were

upholstered on these gilt frames. All this kind of furniture received

a wide development in the century that followed.

Another invention belonging to the seventeenth century is that

furniture which takes its name from Boulle.

Boulle Commode. XVII Century.

from the outlines of antique Roman altars.

ornaments in brass works, cast and tooled with the graver are su-

peradded. These mounts are massive when compared with the

line lines, reticulations and pattern-work of the general surface.

They are masks, or volutes, or claw feet. Sometimes they repre-
sent medals, casts taken from the commemorative medals struck in

honor of victories and other events of the king's reign. Veneers,
as you know, are thin slices cut by watch-spring saws through
two thicknesses of wood or one of metal, and the other of shell. A
double set of grounds and two sets of patterns are so produced

They are counterchanged, and then fastened with thin glue on the

wood below. Great pressure is used to exclude the air and main-

tain perfect cohesion between the veneer and its bed, till the glue
is entirely hardened. The brass-work is further secured by fine pins
of the same metal, the heads of which are afterwards filed down to

an even surface with the rest of the work, and chased over. Per-

haps, no furniture, during the period we include und> r the name of

Renaissance so nearly resembles the splendid metal furniture of an-

tiquity. The work is produced by modern cabinet-makers, generally
imitated from old pieces, but the cost of production is heavy. The

pi-ices at which two old upright presses of the seventeenth century
were sold at the Hamilton sale (7,000 or 8,000 each, 1 believe)
are the measure of the value in which these monumental objects are

still held. There are many fine examples in the gallerius of the

Louvre, in Windsor Castle, and in private hands in this country. In

my next lecture I hope to show photographs of several. Other ve-

neered furniture was made in abundance throughout the century in

Italy, Germany, and in this country. There is one Italian artist, A.

Pietro Pifetti, a Piedmontese, who worked in a similar way to Boulle

He used ivory, mother-of-pearl, colored woods and brass. He was

only born in 1700, but I mention him here as his work is, in many
ways, allied to that of Boulle. His works are well known in Turin,
but genuine pieces by his hand are rarely met with in this country.

Veneering in wood, known under the name of marquetry, had been

made from before the sixteenth century in Italy; sometimes in one

wood pine the grain of the wood being so set as to help the design,
and a certain amount of shading added by means of hot iron. Some

good panels of this kind can be seen in the large North Court of tl

Kensington Museum. Other kinds consist of architectural elevations

and interiors, little figure-compositions done in veneers of lime, pear
and other light-colored woods, occasionally helped by artificial stain-

ing. They are common in the marquetry furniture of northern Italy
of the seventeenth century. That sort of decoration became common
in England after the Revolution, when Dutch workmen and Dutch
furniture found their way into the country. Till that time the gen-
eral decoration of our furniture was due to the carver, as it hail been
from immemorial custom. Down to the close of the century country
houses maintained their old character, the palaces and public build-

ings of Junes and Wren notwithstanding. Massive staircases, solid

furniture, decorative panelling, continued to be made. Every country
town could furnish workmen competent to do the wood-work, and to

prepare, for the carving that might be required. The severer lines

and proportions of Wren were more in fashion in London and

amongst court personages than with the squires and landowners that

made up the wealthy middle classes that were the backbone of the

country.

"e v^nanes nouue
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Are all bacteria dangerous ?

The unanimous answer to this question is, no. The different spe-
cies and they are very numerous of putrefactive bacteria are

harmless on living organisms. The common opinion is, and scien-

tists have held the same opinion, that putrefactive bacteria could at

any time turn into or produce a disease-germ. Several instances

are on record where putrefactive or non-pathogenic bacilli (rod bac-

teria) have been supposed to turn into pathogenic or disease-produc-

ing bacilli. Experiments seemed to have proved these cases.

Klein by careful work has proved these investigators in error. He
concludes that definite micro-organisms of the outside world have

power to produce definite diseases when introduced into a suitable

animal. This power they have in themselves. Those that do not

possess it cannot acquire it by any means whatsoever. As certain

species of plants act as poisons to the animal body, and other species
of plants, which, although belonging to the same group and family,
and very much like others, have no such power and cannot acquire
such power by any means, so there are disease-producing bacteria

and others which are quite harmless. The latter remain so, no mat-

ter under what conditions or how long they grow.
A building should be guarded against all sources in which common

or putrefactive bacteria thrive, as in the same place or matter dis-

ease-producing bacteria would multiply indefinitely if one should be

deposited in it from any infectious matter. Thus the chances of in-

fection would increase from one to a billion in the short time of two

days. The more public the culture material, the more danger there

is of its becoming infected with disease-producing bacteria. A build-

ing, then, is most liable to danger from polluted ground and sewers.

The earth around and beneath our houses is polluted by currents

and sheets of subsoil water that carry matter from cesspools, made-

ground, leaky sewers, cemeteries, etc. The sources are spread fre-

quently over a wide area, and may have specific disease-germs multi-

plying and flourishing in them. How far does the soil filter or

remove these bacteria from ground-air and ground-water? Infected

matter two feet below the cellar or footing courses would be harmless

if we only had to fear its conveyance by ground-air. Ground-air has

all bacteria removed by passage through one or two feet of earth.

This has been proved by Professor Pumpelly's experiments, made
under the auspices of the National Board of Health. Ground-water

coming from the same sources, if it were contaminated, would carry
infection with it. Professor Pumpelly says if the drift of leaching

(from cesspools) be towards the cellar it may be extended into or to

tlie surface of the cellar during wet seasons. From the walls and
floors after evaporation the bacteria will be carried into the atmos-

pheric circulation of the house.

For this reason I would say abolish cesspools and substitute earth-

closets or subsurface irrigation in the country, and the water-

carriage system in the sewered cities. If the ground is damp, drain

it to at least two feet below the foundation walls. If the cellar is on

made-ground, protect the cellar walls and cellar bottom by one con-

tinuous coating of asphalt laid over an inch coating of cement and
sand. The least porosity in building materials for the foundations,
the better they are under the circumstances.

Bacteria from the cold-air duct would be destroyed in the hot-air

chamber of the furnace when the heating-apparatus is in operation.
The -injurious effect of gases generated in the heating-apparatus
must not be confounded in any way with bacteria. The heating-

apparatus should always set above the level of the cellar bottom.

Particles of decayed organic matter with moisture are liable to col-

lect in the pit often made for furnaces. The warmth, moisture, and
dead organic matter would form an excellent cultivating material for

bacteria.

Sewers are the most fruitful channel of communication for bacte-

ria, as in their ramifications they connect each house in a city with

all or nearly all the other houses. In this way infectious bacteria

from one sick man may be brought or given communication with

thousands of houses and their residents if they are improperly

plumbed. Disease-producing bacteria are not always present in

sewage. Long periods may intervene during which no harmful bac-

teria are present, but when they are deposited or find access by any
means, they would find abundant material for multiplication, no mat-

ter how clean the sewer might be. The most cleanly sewer is far

from being free of deposit.
Dr. Carmichael and others by experiments have proved that

a water-seal is a positive safeguard against the passage of living

micro-organisms ;
hence a running trap with a water-seal is the

simple method adopted to keep bacteria and sewer-air from our

rooms and from our houses. First disconnect the house and the

sewer by a running trap. This trap is often omitted by plumbers
and a few sanitary engineers who desire to ventilate the sewers

through the individual houses. The best argument, I think, for the

use of the running trap between the house and the sewer is that it

protects each house from infectious bacteria that may come from
some of the many houses connected with the sewer.

It is true that if plumbing systems are properly jointed, ventilated

and trapped there is little danger, even if bacteria should be wafted
from the sewer into the bouse system. Why run the risk of even
that little danger. Few of our plumbing joints are perfect, and

open joints may sometimes occur from settling after the building is

in place. In the second place, as the inside sewerage system of the

house is never free from putrefying deposit.", although the amount is

small in a properly-constructed system, water-seal traps are put

under all plumbing fixtures, and bacteria that may be breeding in

the pipes are thus kept out of the rooms. When cut off by the run-

ning trap from the city sowers, disease-producing bacteria can only

get into the house system by local contamination.

Locally material, or matter on which bacteria can live and multi-

ply,
most often accumulates in the kitchen and bath-room. Particu-

lar care should be exercised in the construction of the walls and

arrangement of plumbing fixtures in these rooms. The inside sur--

face of walls should be as impervious as possible, so nothing can be

absorbed, and so they can be washed with soap and water. Glazed
tile or enamelled brick are to be preferred. Common brick coated

with paraffin is suggested as an impervious coating by Dr. Ogden
Doremus. For a cheap coating soapstone-finish is good. Never u.se

boxed sinks, tubs, closets or pipes, as bugs and dirt are sure to col-

lect in the dark corners and cracks provided no constructed
;
the

dirt forming a proper breeding-place for disease-producing bacteria,
if by any means they should come in contact with it. The tongued-

and-grooved wainscoting so common in cheap bath-rooms and
kitchens should be abolished, as forming cracks for dirt.

Masses of filth in the shape of cesspools, even in the cellars and

adjoining the cellars, or imperfect plumbing with no traps under fix-

tures, are on record as having been in houses for years and the

inhabitants were healthy. Does this prove that such things are not

dangerous V No
;

it simply proves that no specific disease-bacteria

have found their way into the mass, and that it has only been inhab-

ited by harmless putrefactive bacteria. When this matter becomes
infected or contaminated, every germ deposited will multiply as

stated before, sixteen and a half million in twenty-four hours. The

occupants of the house would most probably escape the one or two
but would not escape the millions or billions produced in a few days.

Complete proofs have been furnished by the separate investigation
of scientists to fix the causation of certain diseases on specific bac-

teria. Carbuncle, swine-plague, erysipelas and consumption are

named by Klein as undoubtedly caused by bacteria. Diphtheria,
scarlet fever, typhoid fever, and other fevers, cholera, leprosy and a
host of other diseases leave little room for doubt in attributing their

cause to branches of the bacterian family.

Disease-producing bacteria will multiply on living tissue ; putrefac-
tive ones will not. Putrefactive bacteria require only simple nitroge-
nous compounds on which to multiply, while disease or pathogenic
bacteria require proteid or allied complex nitrogenous compounds.
How they cause disease, investigators have not yet been able to show.

What is known and proved should undoubtedly make architects care-

ful without making them extremists. Doctors and sanitary officials

have sometimes gone so far as to advocate the relegation of plumb-
ing to out-buildings ; such views are those of an extremist or alarmist.

More harm is liable to come from exposure in passing from a warm
house to a cold out-building than will ever arise from the plumbing in

a well-plumbed house. Statistics show that the average of human
life is longer since so many improvements or advances have been

made in sanitary science.

TALL CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION, i VI.

TAKING DOWN CHIMNEYS.

'HERE is an ingenious

arrangement for facili-

tating the taking down
an old chimney-shaft, which
was employed, some little

time ago at Messrs. Gilkes,

Wilson, Pease & Co.'s Tees
Iron Works, Middlesbor-

ough, and which was design-
ed by the engineer of the

works, Mr. Charles Wood.
In consequence of the chim-

ney-shaft, on which this ar-

rangement was employed,
standing in a crowded posi-

tion, the plan of letting it

fall was inadmissable, and
it had to be taken down
from the top.
The question was how

to get the bricks down with

as little damage as possible,
so that they might be used

again for building purposes?
Owing to the position of the

bylhe/5 P&novx/.'lron-.Co? .London.
cllimney) the bricks could

^"^ '

not be thrown down out-

side ; and if thrown down inside, they would be smashed, or if low-

ered by mechanical means, the process would have been very tedious.

Under these circumstances, the question was considered whether

the bricks could not be allowed to fall by their own gravity ; but, at

the same time be cushioned sufficiently to break their fall and pre-

vent damage. In order to do this, an air-tight iron box was placed

at the bottom of the chimney ;
this box was fitted with an air-tight

1 Continued from page 165, No. BIO.

"Wrot
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<lor, muiinlcil on hinges, and closing on an India-rubber face, against
which it was tightened by a wedge.
A wooden spout WHS then fixed on to the top of the box, find car-

ried up to the tup o[ the chimney ; this spout was three-and-a-half

inche)! by five inches inside, anil was made of planks onc-and-one-

eighlh inches thick, well nailed together, with a little white lead on
the edges, thus making the spout perfectly air-tight. The spout was
made in about twelve-foot lengths, and then were formed together by
cast-iron sockets or shoes, and caulked round with tarred yarn, the

whole apparatus costing about 6.

A few stays were put inside the chimney to keep the spout steady,
and steps were nailed upon it by which the men could ascend. It

will be seen that the whole of the spouting being perfectly air-light,
if a brick filled the spout perfectly, it would not descend; but, as the

section of a brick is three inches by four-and-a-half inches, and the

spout was thrvc-aml-a-half inches by five inches, there was a half-

inch space each way, through which the air could pass the brick

freely ;
this space further allowing for any irregularity in the size of

t he bricks. The result was that the bricks, being partially cushioned
in their fall, arrived at the bottom without any damage whatever.
As soon as the box was full, the mate at the bottom rapped on the

p|>out as a signal to stop, and then opened the air-tight door, and re-

moved the bricks which had come down. This being done, he again
shut the door, and signalled to the man on the

top
to go on again.

The man on the top lowered his own scaffold, and as the spout got
too high he cut a piece off with a saw. If there was much mortar

adhering to the bricks, it was knocked off before putting the latter

into the spout, and it was allowed with any little pieces to fall inside

the chimney, and was wheeled out.

The plan described is, I believe, quite new, and it is certainly most

simple and ingenious. There are, no doubt, many circumstances
under which it might be advantageously employed.

PROBABLE CAUSE OF FAILURE IN SOME SHAFTS.

Sulphate-of-Magnesia (Epsom Salts) is largely produced by the

decomposition of mortar. In lime, burnt from magnesian limestone,
the result is a mixture of lime and magnesia in varying proportions,
which when slaked and made into mortar is very susceptible to the
inlluence of sulphurous flames. These re-act, forming the sulphates
of lime and magnesia. The great solubility of sulphate-of-magnesia
facilitates its diffusion, and makes it the chief cause of defacement,
sulphate-of-lime being comparatively insoluble. As the sulphate-of-
magncsia dissolves and effloresces, the mortar is disintegrated. Sul-

phurous acid from coal burnt in houses produces its chief effects

before it is diffused in the outer air. As it passes up through a

chimney it finds its way through crevices and pores in the wall, and
thus directly attacks the mortars, sometimes causing the fall of chim-

neys by eating out the mortar cementing them.

STRAIGHTENING A CHIMNEY BY PRESSURE.

The foundation of a furnace-shaft in course of erection by M.
Dubose, at Havre, had settled very irregularly in consequence of the

very unequal resistance of the soil, and so quickly that it was found

impossible to complete it. The upper part had consequently to be
taken down again, and the completion of the remaining fifteen feet

had to be postponed until the chimney had been straightened. This
latter operation was effected in the following manner : The soil on
the side opposite the sinking was removed to a breadth of about four-
and-a-balf feet, and to the depth of the last stage of the foundation.

Upon the lowest stage a number of piers leaning against the chimney-
shaft were erected to the height of the ground level, and the semi-
circular ditch thus formed was covered with radiating double T
beams, which were protected against sinking in the soil by a layer of

sleepers, and rested on the piers. Planks were then laid on the

beams, and about 30,000 bricks were put on them. This one-sided

weighting of the foundation had the desired effect of bringing the
shaft back to its perpendicular position, the movement within six

weeks at the top being nearly one foot, so that a deviation from the

perpendicular was then hardly noticeable.

MOVING A CHIMNEY.

In 1872, at the Cabot Mill, Brunswick, Me., a chimney, seven feet

nine inches square at the base, and five feet nine inches square at the

top, containing upwards of 40,000 bricks, and weighing more than
one hundred tons, was moved twenty feet, to make room for the en-

largement of the mill, on the plan of Benjamin Greenes. The work
was done by a process similar to that by which ships are launched,
the chimney being slid along greased planks.

It was moved, the flues

connected, and the fires started in eight-and-a-half hours. The power
used was two screw-jacks.

STANTON, NEAR NOTTINGHAM, IRON WORKS CHIMNEY.

Height one hundred and ninety feet. Across the cast-iron cap,
twenty-four feet. Weight of cap, fifteen tons. Across opening at

top, thirteen feet, nine inches. Number of bricks used in construc-

tion, 420,000.
When finished in March, 1874, fifty persons partook of a hot din-

IHT provided for the occasion on the top of this shaft. Accounts pub-
lished at the time state that they sung grace, drank the usual loyal
and other toasts, concluded with the " National Anthem," and all de-
scended in perfect safety.

ODD BITS OK OLD PLUMBING. 1 II.

r

CHEMICAL ACTION.

IT is to be expected
that a trap used
beneath a plumb-

ing fixture where
chemicals are con-

stantly being used
will be found in a
ruinous state. Fig-
ures 8 and 9 are

given ax curious ex-

amples Knowing the
extent of chemical
action. This trap
was taken from be-
neath the chemical
sink of the Poly-
technic Institute,
used by Profes-
sor Pepper in his

experiments. Some
fifty piniinl.- of mer-

cury was found in
the ground beneath
the sink, and for this

reason alone the ruin
is attribulcd to mer-

cury. As mercury
only forms a pro-
tective coating on
the lead, the destruc-
tion of the trap must
have been caused by
some of the acids
the Professor used
in his ex|)criments.
Lead is not easily
dissolved by acids,
and for this reason
is frequently used in

Figl. 8 and 9. Trap taken from beneath the Sink of Prof, mannfaetnrill" eliem-
Pepper. Polytechnic In.titute, London.

istr ,. Neith
*
r ^

centrated sulphuric, hydrochloric, nitric, or hydrofluoric acids will act
on lead at ordinary temperatures. Nitric acid, specific gravity 1.2,
is the best solvent. With a stronger acid an insoluble nilrate is

formed, which protects the surface. Practically the whole of this

specimen below the water-line is destroyed. It is free from deposit.
Sewer-air 1ias frequently been mentioned as the cause of failure in

lead pipes and traps. Figures 10, 11 and 12 seem to confirm this

theory. These specimens are honey-combed, and the holes all occur
above the water-line, showing that they were not caused by chemicals
in the water alone.

Sewer-air is variable, as it depends upon discharges into the sewer,
as well as upon the cleanliness of the sewer. This depends upon
localities, manufactures, slaughter-houses, etc. The gases might and
would vary from day to day in the same sewer. The constant ele-

ments in sewer-air are
carbonic acid gas or car-
bonic dioxide, oxygen,
nitrogen, carbonic oxide,
and scarcely appreciable
quantities of sulphuret-
ted hydrogen. C'arlwnic
dioxide is found in (ho

atmosphere in the pro-
portion of three to five

volumes in ten thousand
volumes of air. Sewer-
air contains from ten to

twenty-four volumes of
carbonic dioxide in ten

Fig. I0.-T,.p corroded by Sewer-Air. thousand Volumes.
A. Waste-Pipe. C. Holes eaten through the Lead. XT [.Now lead is easily
corroded when it is brought in contact with air highly charged with
carbonic acid gas. This is the case where sewer-air comes" in con-
tact with the lead trap. The lead absorbs oxygen, forms an oxide,
which in turn combines with carbonic acid and water to produce the
basic carbonate of lead or white lead. This fine white powder would
be washed off by the discharge from the closet, thus leaving the
surface of the lead to again go through the same chemical action,
until a hole is eaten into the trap. The top of the trap has no holes
in it, but a small deposit of the carbonate. The reason for this may
be that it is not as easily washed as the side of the trap, and the

'Since the publication of the Drat part of this article I have received a letterfrom Mr. 8. S. Hellyer, giving his experience in reference to deposits. He ha
been watching the matter for years. He consider* sewage the principal canse
Traps improperly flushed have deposits, while those which are flushed hare n,The deposit depends more on the quantity than the quality of tlie wau-r

]

finds that urinals nnd closets ued for urinate are more liable to deposit' than
others.
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first formation remains and protects the lead. Particles of this

corrosive powder were tested by Dr. White and found to be car-

bonate of lead. This chemical action does not take place where
the pipes and traps are thoroughly ventilated, as the carbonic diox-

ide is diffused through the air. This action of carbonic dioxide

forms an excellent plea
for the ventilation of

lead traps whenever

they are used. Figure
10 was taken from be-

^^^> ^
neath a Bramah closet

that had an excellent

Hush and was free from

deposit. It was unven-
tilated. The piece of

soil-pipe illustrated was
also unventilated (Figs.
11 and 12). There was
a hard deposit in thi.1-

pipe, ranging from one-

sixteenth to a quarter
of an inch in thickness,
similar to Analysis No. 2.

Figs. ( I and 12. Pipe corroded by Sewer-Air.

Mortar or quicklime is liable to drop upon or
come in contact with the lead used in pipes or

traps at almost any moment in the construction of

a building. Figure 18 shows a specimen in which
the holes are evidently caused directly or indi-

rectly by mortar resting on the top of it. The
top is completely destroyed, as shown in the cut.

The hydrate of lime or slaked lime absorbs, and
thus concentrates, carbonic acid or dioxide freely
from the air. In this way it is probable that the

carbonic dioxide is brought in contact with the

lead in a sufficient degree of concentration to

make the carbonate of lead, and act upon it as in

the case of sewer air. (There is a deposit in this

trap similar to Analysis No. 1.)

Fig. 13. Trap-top cor-

roded by Mortar or

Slaked Lime.

2 J_
Fig 14. Scale, Figs. 15 to 17, 19 and 21 inclusive.

A piece of lead pipe removed from the Navy-Yard at Boston is

completely destroyed by chemical action. The end is eaten off and
the pipe riddled with holes (Fig. 15). This corrosion was attributed

to the action of cold water ; it may be due to dilute nitric or carbonic

acid. If carbonic acid gas caused the action, it may have been
aided by cold

water, in so far

as cold water ab-

sorbs more gas
than hot or warm
water does. This

pipe was sub-

mero-ed'ill water F '2- 15. Lead Pipe taken from Navy-Yard, Boston, Mats.

and the corrosive action has taken place on the outside of the pipe.
The same contributor has presented the Museum with a piece of gal-

vanized or zinc-coated iron pipe (Fig. 16), pitted as if it had had the

small-pox. It came from the Boston Navy-Yard, and the pits are

attributed to cold water, but are evidently caused by simple oxi-

dation where the pipe is imperfectly coated with zinc. In two places
the holes have been eaten entirely through the pipe.

Figure 17 shows a

flattened piece o f

block - tin pipe used

for ten years in con-

veying spring water

from the Observatory
at Cambridge, Mass.,
to a house on the

corner of Garden andFig. l6.-0xidized Iron Pipe from Boston Navy-Yard.

Madison Streets. It has

been affected by some
acid. Nitric acid acts

upon tin in this way.
Well and spring waters

near large cities are

liable to contain the salts

of nitric and nitrous

acids. It is at least

probable that salts of this Fig. 17. Tin Pipe taken from Cambridge, Mass.,

character were in the corroded.

water conveyed by this pipe, and being decomposed, the nitric acid

attacked the tin.

ACTION OF VKRMIN.

In Figure 6, which has already been illustrated, there is a hole cut

by rats through both the solder and the lead. The teeth marks of

Fig. 18. Lead Trap gnawed by Rats.

(For Scale see Fig. 1 .)

Fig. 19.

these vermin are distinctly visible. This trap, as Mr. Hellyer
informs us, hail been in use
in London for forty-five or

fifty years, and was much
corroded for want of ventila-

tion. The pipe on the outlet

has a soldered joint repaired
by putty (the never-failing

plumber's companion) and

paint.
An excellent specimen of

rats' work is shown in (Fig.

18) a one-nnd-one-half-inch

S-trap of lead taken from the

residence of Ex-Surgeon Gen-
eral S. P. Wales, AVashington,
D. C. The teeth marks of

the rat are distinctly visible

where he has gnawed a hole

through the trap in two

places. Either hole is large
enough for the rat to have
entered the trap through it.

Few people would think that
an ant of any species could or
would bore their way through
a lead pipe. Such a specimen
is shown in Figure 19, a piece
of one-inch lead pipe brought
from Lima, Peru. The holes

were bored by a species of ant
C. Hoi., bored by Ant.. (For Scale ,ee Fig. 14.)

(Terraes Terrebrosus). The
ants were seen at work boring their way into the lead pipe by
Dr. C. II. White, who furnished this specimen to the Museum. This
is supposed to be the only recorded case of ants eating through
lead.

MECHANICAL ACTION.

Figure 20 is a specimen illustrating the effects (as Mr. Hellyer says)" caused by expansion and contraction consequent upon the discharge
of a hot-water waste from a scullery sink which
was in connection with this piece of soil-pipe."
As can be seen in the cut the pipe is cracked or

ruptured in two places, one extending half-way
around the pipe. The interior of this pipe is

completely covered with an incrustation about a
sixteenth of an inch thick. The lead is in a

perfect state of preservation where this incrus-

tation is broken away. This deposit is similar

to Analysis No. 2.

An elbow taken from beneath a bath-tub in

Washington, D. C., illustrates both a " tinker's
"

joint and the effects of settlement on plumbing
fixtures (Fig. 21). This gives a graphic idea
how closets and other connections put so as to

depend on the floor may have yawning openings
in them without the knowledge of any one in

Fig. 20. Pipe ruptured
tne nouse - Plumbers or architects who find

by Expansion and Con- specimens in taking out old plumbing, ilhistrat-
of Heat and

;ng either well-known or curious defects or
causes of failure would do well to send them
to the Museum of Hygiene, rather than let

them be thrown aside and become destroyed. In the Museum they
will be preserved and put on exhibition, where all who are inter-

ested in sanitation may examine and

study them in connection with kindred

examples.
By studying fixtures which have

actually been in service we may learn

what shapes and metals to avoid under
varied circumstances. The broader our

knowledge with more freedom we can
use our discretion. Different methods

Fig. 2 1. -Wast.- Pipe broken by antj arrangements will be found best
settlement. under varied circumstances, and it is

only by experience and educated judg-
ment that the architect or engineer will be able to select or design
the best system for each particular place.

GLENN BUOWN.

traction

Cold.

(For Scale see Fig. I .)

THE champion mean man has turned up in the shape of a Bostonian.

A South Boston man recently built two houses, side by side, one for

himself and one to sell. In the house sold he had placed a furnace

against the party-wall of the cellar, and from its hot-air chamber he had

constructed flues to heat his own domicile. The owner of the other

house fount! it very hard to keep his house warm, and was astounded at

the amount of coal required to render his family comfortable, while the

dishonest builder kept himself warm at his neighbor's expense nearly a

whole winter before the trick was discovered. Sanitary News.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported for The American Architect and Building New*.)

[Although a large portion of the building Intelliumtx
it prmiiicit by their regular correspondents, the editori

greatly ttetire to receive voluntary information, ape-
nallyjrom the mailer and outlying totem.)

TRADE SURVEYS.
THE salient features in the building-material

markets during the pact week have been, reduced

business, firm prices, restricted p rod uotious in cer-

tain lines, and dill production with higher prices
iu other lines. Building will probably be more ac-

tive thin winter than la-st. Various reasons have
been assigned {or this favorable conclusion, among
which it may be mentioned are, the apprehension
in the minds of many who contemplate building
of a general advance in prices; the possibility of

such an advance in real estate, iu suburban districts

especially, as would discourage building enter-

prises; the possibility of u relative scarcity of capi-
tal that might result from its partial diversion into

expanding channels of trade and production, and
finally, the

possibility
of a general hardening of

prices, growing out of a number of causes, among
which arc, the gradual equalization of population,
which is harmonizing productiun and consumption;
the opening up of opportunities of capital and en-

terprise along the lines of railroads built within
two or three years, and the establishment of better

organized control over production, and by trans-

porters over transportation. Altogether there are

enough reasons to lead a good many men to do
work this winter which they think they may need
next spring. At the same time there is no reason
for expecting more than a return of values to nor-
mal levels.

In New England, despite the overtalked-of mea-
greuess of profits in textile, boot and shoe, ma-
chine-shop and other classes of work, the results

have been such as to justify a material expansion
of productive capacity, and more or less building
Is projected. Electrical and mechanical appliances
of new design are called for with enougn life to
raise hopes of a stronger winter demand. These
straws point to more shop and mill construction.

In the Middle States building activity has been
very marked. The housing of persons of moderate
means has occupied most of the average architects

'

time and attention, and more than usual work is

in hand at this time for winter execution.
The iron and steel industries have received a

moderate stimulus. Rail-mills are selling rails for

spring delivery at $4.00 per ton more than last
summer's prices. Bars, plates and sheets are in

fair demand. Skelp-iron and wrought-iron pipe
orders are weeks ahead of

supply. Nails are ex-

tremely scarce, and a general advance of five to
ten per cent is beiug accorded by employers, whose
only anxietv is to get nails at any cost. Steel
mill and tool work, lathe and drill and general ma-
chine shop work is in active request.

It does not appear that the supply of small
houses has yet been overdone. Cautious archi-
tects have frequently intimated that the safe limit
had been reached in many industrial communities,
but investors evidently do not think so. The gen-
erally prosperous condition of the working classes,
the spreading popularity of building and loan and
other associations

;
the anxiety of holders of money

to invest in house-building ;
the anxiety of owners of

property to cover their property with brick and mor-
tar, and the success which has attended the invest-
ments of the past two years, with an apparent de-
mand for much more house room, all unite to con-
firm the opinions of conservative authorities on
building matters, that the coming year will be one
of no less activity than the present, (n western Penn-
sylvania the activity in building has extended to
the erection of manufacturing establishments, par-
ticularly for specialties, and to the construction of

natural-gas pipe-lines. Much interest is exhib-
ited by manufacturers at remote points in natural

gas, and several removals of large works east and
west are said to be contemplated.
In Cleveland, building activity has not abated

much as yet. In Cincinnati the building trades
have been fairly employed, but architects report
less interest at present with reference to next

year's work. In Chicago the activity in building,
while extending in the direction of house-building,
has been restricted largely to shop and mill

capacity and machinery improvements. It can be
said that the tendency has been in this, as well as
some other western cities, to the manufacturing
requirements of the community, rather than to
homes. The finer rather than the commoner class
of residences is occupying most attention. Build-
ing material of all kinds, unless lumber is ex-

cepted, is firm in price and active in demand.
Some depression exists in many smaller Western
towns, but work is not usually done far in advance
of construction.
The supply of lumber of all kinds is large in all

markets, both East and West, and prices for the
better qualities will harden somewhat during the
winter, because of the usual advance in freight
rates, and also because this advance and the dis-

continuance of large shipments serves as an assur-

ance to consumers that stocks will not fluctuate,
and therefore tend to steadier or higher prices.

BUILDING PATENTS.

{Printed tpecijlcationi of any palenttherementioned,
together with full detail illuttrationt, may be obtained
/the Committurner of Patentt, at Washington, far

tventy-JIce cenlt.l

328,832. FiRB-SCHEEN AND VENTILATOR. Albert
K. French, East Tawas, Mien.

.'!28 H34. HOISTINU-DRUX FOR ELEVATORS. Benja-
mln W. (irixt. Reading, 1'u.

328,953. FIRE-EM-APE. Dan'l J. Maclxsan, Head-

Ing I';,.

328,967. BRUSH FOR CLEANING CHIMNEYS. Anton
Oelschleger, Boston, Man.

328,980. WRENCH. Albert W. Stossraelster, New-

328,999. SCAFFOLD-BRACKET. J. Henry Ballmau,
Indianapolis, Ind.

329,000. J>UOK SPRING ANDCHECK Joseph Bards-
ley, Newark, N. J.

329.005. SASH-CORD GUIDE. Henry L. Blodgett,
Chicago, 111.

329.006. SASH -PULLEY. Henry L. Blodgett, Chi-
cago, 111.

32!>,ul2. METALLIC FLOOR AND SURFACE. Frank
R. Cargill and Wm. V. Kent, Chicago, 111.

329,032. COMBINED DOOR SPRING AND CHECK.
William F. Kails, Boston, Mass.

329,034. S E L F - ADJUSTING SEWER - SCRAPER.
Michael Fitzsimons, Lake, 111.

329.U69. HKATINO-STOVE. John B. Oldershaw,
Baltimore, Md.
329.1U7. BURNER FOR HEATING PuRi'oSEg.-Lewis

H. Watson, Chicago, 111.

329,115. APPARATUS FOR MOISTENING AND PURI-
FYING AIR. Castmlr Wureter, New York, N. Y.

329.129. ELEVATOR. Valentin I torsi. New York,
N. y.

329.130. KNOB-ATTACHMENT. Jeffry E. Bowman,
Norwich, Conn.

329,133. CUTTING - NIPPERS. Peter Broadbooks,
Batavia, N. Y.

329,147. SAFE-DEPOSIT VAULT. Rufus K. Dixon,
New York, N. Y.

329,14*. CRANE AND DERRICK. William S. Doan,
Sacrameuto, Cal.

329,166. COMBINATION SQUARE AND GAUGE. Wil-
liam Ford, Birmingham, Conn.
328,190. FIRE-ESCAPE. Tho. D. McKlnzie, Colo-

rado, Tex.
329,219. TRAVELLING (Jit AM:. Edward Samuel,

Philadelphia, Pa.
329,221. PIPE-WRENCB. Franz A. Schramm, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.
329,224. FIREPLACE. Geo. E. Sharpe, Steuben-

ville, O.

329,226. WEATHER-STRIP. Jesse Shilling, Sr., and
Jesse Shilling, Jr., Troy, O.

329,233-234. NON-FREEZING FORCE-PUMP. Wm.
M. Stevenson, Cleveland, O.

329,253. Bu UGI.AR-ALARM. Cyrus P. Bachelder,
Pawtucket. K.I.

329.256. FIRE-ESCAPE. Albert G. Bierbach, Mil-
waukee, Wis,
329,287. WINDOW - SCREEN. William M. Dana,

Ripon, Wig.
329.296. PNEUMATIC DOOR-CHECK. Gilbert R. El-

liott, Boston, Maes.
329.297. DoOH-SPRiNQ.-Gilbert R. Elliott, Boston,

Mass.
329.298. DOOR-CHECK. Gilbert R. Elliott, Boston,

Maes.
329,311. AUTOMATIC FIRE-EXTINGUISHER. John

Hill, Columbus, Ga.
329,317. SASH - PULLEY. Thoi. M. Keniia, New

Haven, Conn.
329,321. COMBINED DOOR KNOB AND STOP. John

Leger aud Ernest Keller, New York, N. Y.
329,333. SHUTTER-WORKER. Patrick K. O'Lally,

Boston, Mas*.
329,353. ATTACHMENT TO SQUARES. William S.

Winterbottom, Philadelphia, Pa.
329.359. FIRE-ESCAPE. John Bruckner and John

J. Briickner, Philadelphia, Pa.
329.360. AUTOMATIC FIRE-EXTINGUISHER. James

Buel, Woburn, Mass.
329.361. SUPPLY-TASK FOR WATER - CLOSETS.

Win. Bunting, Jr., Boston, Mass.
329,388. TRAP FOR SOIL AND OTHER PIPES. Sam-

uel S. Hellyer, London, County of Middlesex, Eng.
329,3*9. STONE LIFTER AD CARRIER. RlleyJ.

Hosmer, Borneo, Mich.
329 392. DRAWING - BOARD. Edmund Jordan,

Brooklyn, N. T.
329,404. COMBINED STREET - RECEIVER AND

STENCH-TRAP. David W. McConnell, Buffalo, N. Y.
329,406. PIPE - VISE. Henry Meadows, Windsor,

Ontario, Can.
329,409. SASH-BALANCE. Wm. Ormsby, Boston,

Mass.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
CHAPEL. W. Claude Frederic, architect, has pre-
pared plans for a German Evangelical chapel. 35' i

75', to be erected cor. Battery Are. and Randall St.,
of brick and stone, Queen Anne style; seating capac-
ity three hundred; cost, $8,000; Geo. A. Foreman,
builder.

COTTAGE. Jas. L. Ames is to have erected a frame
cottage, on N Ave., extended, cor. Sixth St., on lot

100' x 300'; cost, 93,600; W. Claude Frederic, archi-
tect.

WAREHOUSE. The Warfleld Manufacturing Co. 1s to
have erected a three-st'y brick and terra - cotta

building, SO' x 69', on North St., nr. Pleasant, from

designs by .1. Buckler Ghequler, architect; Philip
Walsh Si Sons, bulldert.

HOUSE. W. Claude Frederic, architect, bai prepared
plans for a dwelling fur himself, to lie erected on
North Ave., e of Eutaw PI., on lot W x 96', to be of
brick and brown-stone, with bay-window front; Ja-
cob Sauru A Co., builders.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our latt report sixteen

permits have been granted, the more important of
which are the following:
H. Guttermnller, tbree-st'y brick building, e

Stemmer'i Alley, between Prult :ul stiles su.
Herman Burn, three-st'y brick building, 26' x SB*,

1 1 Saratoga St., eof Fremont St.

Tho*. Leimback, tbree-st'y brick building, w
Eutnw St., n of Hamburg St.

Henry Smith, 7 three st'y and mansard brick
buildings, w s Park Are., n w cor. Mother St.
A. L. Gorier, 6 tbree-Bt'y stone-front building*,

n > Preston St., n e cor. Ckarles St.

J. L. Shaw & Sous, 10 two-st'y brick buildings, w
oor. Luzerne and Oliver Sts.
Chan. Herbert, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, e s

Bond St., n e oor. I.anvale St.

Bo*ton.
BUILDING PERMITS Circuit St., No. 22, stable, 22' x

24'; owner, O. J. Moore; builder. E. F. Brown.
Atlantic Ave., near Ashland St., dwell., 2iC x 24';

owner, J. W. Darton; builder, Charles Valey.
Sagamore St.. near Ramsey St., dwell., 30' 8" x

3!)'; owner, W. H. Besarlck; builder, William Lent.
trailing Ave.

,
near Sawyer Are., dwell., id' 6" x

30' 4"; owner, A. K. Kent; builder, Chas. E. Currier
I'ine St., near Brook St., dwell., 2<>' x 27'; owner,

Joseph Plnfield; builder, K. W. Stevens.
Reading St., near Island St., storage, 23' x 43';

owners, (urtls Pope; builder, \Vllli..m Toblu.
Saratoga St., \n. 655, dwell., 18' 6" x 30; owner

John Rlley; builder, J. G. Martin.
-Vij<m Ave., near Mather St., dwell.. 21' x 63'; own-

er, Geo. O. Boyntou; builder, John liass.

Ray St., Xoi. 10-12, dwell., 20' x 60'; owner, J. J.
Drlscoll; builders, Maddeno & O'Brien.

Brooklyn.

BUILDING PERMITS. ttergen St., a s, 326' w Rockaway
Are., 2 two-st'y frame dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$1,500; owner, Patrick Carney, 209 York St.; archi-

tect, O. L. D. spalthon"; builders, O. S. Totten and
Frank Bellinger.
Sixteenth St., -V.. 367 and 369, u

, 272' 10" e
Seventh Ave., 2 three-st'y frame tenements, tin
roofs; cost, $2,800; owner and builder, Jas. Durney
295 Sixteenth St.; architect, G. Morgan.
Second St., \n. 134, 200' e Third Ave., three-st'y

frame dwell, and factory, tin roof; cost, $2,900;
owner; F. Shoeneuberger, 129 Eighteenth St.;
builder, J. Staebler.
Flatbtuh Ave., e s, 25' n Sterling PI., three-st'y

brown-stone store and dwell., tin roof: cost, $6.000;
owner, John Konvalinka, 206 Park PI.; architect
W. M.Cook; builder, J. V. Porter.

Sterling PI., n s, 22' V e Flatbnsh Ave., 2 three-
st'y brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, $9,000;
owner, architect and builder, same as last.
Vlaibuth Ave., n e cor. Sterling PI., four-st'y

brown-stone dwell., tin and slate maurard roof;
cost, $10,000; owner, John Konvalinka, 2116 Park PI.-
architect, W. M. Cook; builder J. V. Porter.

Baltic St., s s, 14V 6" n Hicks St., 2 four-st'y brick
tenements, metal and composition roof; cost, $8,000;
owner, J. W. bearing, 460 Henry St.; architects, Par-
litt Brae.

Ifallabout St., n s, 184' e Wythe Ave., rear, two-
st'y brick building, gravel roof; cost, $3,600; owner,
D. H. Brown, 143 Bedford Ave.
Palmetto St., A'ot. 109 and 111, 226' t w Irving

Ave., 3 two-st'y frame (brick-tilled) dwells., tiu
roofs; cost, $6,000; owner, architect am! builder, J.
Hertlln, 149 McDougal St.

Howard Ave., s w cor. Madison St., three-st'y
brick store and dwell., tin roof; cost, $7,000; owner,
D. Raderroacber, on premises; builders, K. Zitter-
lein and J. Pirrung.
Third Avr., s e cor. Thirty-fifth St., three-st'y

frame store and dwell., tin roof; cost, $3.500; owner,
May Wise, Thirty - fourth St. and Third Ave.;
bui'Mer, J. H. O'Rourke; architect, S. B. Bogert.

n'allabout St., n s. 220' e Wythe Ave., 2 three-st'y
brick dwells., gravel roofs; total cost, $5,000; owner.
D. H. Brown, 143 Bedford Ave.

A'oble St., s s, about 150' w Lorimer St., 2 three-
st'y brick dwells., gravel roofs; cost. $4,000; owners,
architects and contractors, Randall & Miller, 493
Fourth St.; mason, not selected.

Sumpler St.. a i, 150' e Howard Ave., three-st'y
frame (brlck-fli led) tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,100;
owner, W. Schmidt, 156 Marlon St.; builders, J. Pir-

rung and C. Horn.
J'rntpect Ave., s s, 22ti' e Seventh Ave., 2 tbree-Bt'y

frame (brick-filled) tenements, tin roofs; cost, each,
$6,000; owner, H. B. Lyons, Hawthorne St., Flat-

bush; architect, W. M. Coots; builders, Joheusen
Bros, aud H. B. Lyons.
Ivy St., 8 s, 260 w Evergreen Ave., 2 two-st'y

frame (brick-filled) dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
82,800; owner, Mary E. England 1218 Broadway;
architect and contractor, O. H. Doolittle; mason,
L. V. Hyers.
Srhtrmrrlinrn St., No. 227, 327' 2" e Hoyt St.,

three-st'y brick dwell., tin roof; owner, John Ster-

ling, 226 Schermerboru St.; contractor, M. J. Mor-
rill; builders, J. O'Rourke and Morris & Selover.
Oatei Ave., a t, 126' e Sunnier Ave., 3 four-ct'y

brown-stone stores and dwells., tiu roofs; cost, each,
$8,000; owners, architects and builders, W. M. &
E. H. Hawkins, 654 Qulncy St.
Elm St., A'o. 166 and 167, n s, 125* 4" w Central

Ave., 2 three-st'y frame (brick-filled) tenements, tin

roofs; cost, $9,000; owner aud builder, Geo. Straub,
11 Lewis Ave.; architect, Th. Engelhardt.
Park Ave., Hot. 627-633, s s, 225' w Marcy Ave., 4

three-st'y frame (brick-filled) Btores and tenements,
tin roofs; cost, $18,000; owner aud mason, George
Straub, 11 Lewis Ave.: architect, U h. Engelhardt.

ALTERATIONS. Waverly Ave., Xo. 433, two-et'y and
cellar brick extension, tin roof; cost, $4,500; owner,
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John \V. Hollenbaok; architect, M.Thomas; build-

ers, C. Cameron and H. J. Smith.

Wythe Aee., No. 199, cor. Howes St., one-st'y brick

extension, tin roof, also Hewes-street wall supported
on iron girders, etc.; cost, $2,500; owner, J. N. Pnck-

haber, Wythe Ave., cor. Hewes St.; architect, T. En-

gelbardt; builders, Leahey & Moran and C. Schnei-

der.
Hewes St., Xo. 55, add two stories, also three-st'y

extension, altered to store and flats; cost, $4,000;

owner, architect and builder, same as last.

Chicago.

BUILDING PERMITS. J. A. Swasey, three-st'y dwell.,

3017 Michigan Boulevard; cost, $6,000.

C. F. Remick, three-st'y dwell., 1918 Clark St.;

H.' Philippi,3 two-st'y dwells., 3518-3552 Ellis Ave.;

C
J.'w" Rush, three-st'y dwell., 26-28 Delaware St.;

cost $12 000; architects, Addison & Fiedler.

City of Chicago, two-st'y engine-house, 243 Coulter

St cost, $10,000.
P M. Almini, 2 two-st'y dwells., 415-415} Lasalle

Ave' cost, $10,000; architects, Cobb & Frost.

C Werner, two-st'y store and flats, 1264-1266 Cot-

tage Grove Ave.; cost, $12,000.

M O. Williams, three-st'y shop and dwell., 488

Wells St.; cost, $3,300.
H L. Schmidt, three-st'y dwell., 254 North Car-

penter St.; cost, $5,600; architect, C. O. Hansen.

Klotz & Meister, 2 four-st'y stores and flaw, Mil-

waukee Ave.; cost, $12,000.

M. Dold, two-st'y dwell., 627 Ashland Ave.; cost,

$2 800; architect, W. Thomas.
A. Bessler, throe-st'y dwell., 816 West Twelfth St.;

cost, $4,000.
H. Miller, two-st'y dwell., 694 Twenty-first St.;

cost, $3,000.
V. Fiala, two-st'y dwell., 817 Ashland Ave.; cost,

S3 400
H 15 Peabody, 2 three-st'y stores and flats, 491-

493 State St.; cost, $28,000; architect, J. J. Flanders.

Presbyterian Theological Seminary, 5 two-st'y

dwells., 509-519 Fullerton Ave.; cost, $16,000; archi-

tect, A. M. F. Coulton.
H Loescher, two-st'y dwell., 245 Sheffield St.;

cost, $3,500; architect, E. Kiegert.
W H. Lyford, two-st'y dwell., 2919-2921 Groveland

Park Ave.; cost, $9,000; architect, L. M. Beers.

H. Schaller, 2 two-st'y dwells., 48 Vedder St.;

cost, $1,000; architect, H. Schailer.

D. H. McDonald, oue-st'y addition, 50-52 Dearborn

St cost, $2,500.
E N Blake, five-st'y bakery, 196-198 Clark St.;

cost, $15,000; architects, J. M. Van Osdell & Co.;

builders. Fox & Hiues.

E N. Blake, four-st'y addition, 196-198 Clark St.;

cost, $5,000; architects, J. M. Van Osdell & Co.;

builders. Fox & Mines.
B. Bines, seven-st'y factory, 727-729 Dearborn St.;

cost, $30,000; architects, J. M. Van Osdell & Co.;

builders, C. & A. Price.

A. T. Ewiug, 9 three-st'y stores and dwells., 3701-

3713 Cottage Grove Ave.; cost, $35,000.

Marshall Field, seven-st'y store, cor. Quincy and

Franklin Sts.; cost, $500,000; architect, H. H. liich;

ardson; builders, Norcross Bros.

W H. Thomas & sou, 5 three-st'y dwells., 777-781

West Lake St.; cost, $28,000.

J. Wilson, three-st'y store and flats, 398 Ogden
Ave.; cost, $6,000.
J A. Landou, 6 two-st'y dwells., 944-955 West

Jackson St.; cost, $24,000; architect, J. Austin.

F. H. Blackmau, two-st'y dwell., 78 Morgan St.;

OC
w' J/Anderson, 6 two-st'y dwells., 1316-1328 West

Adams St.; cost, $15,000.
J B. Clow, six-st'y warehouse, cor. Lake and

Franklin Sts.; cost, $50,000.

Loujsa Tiernann, two-st'y dwell.
;
63 Thirteenth PI. ;

C
w! w'. Kimball, flve-st'y factory, Kinzie St.; cost,

P. Landers, three-st'y store and dwell., 639 West
Indiana St.; cost, $7,000.

J. Benson, two-st'y addition, 200 Curtis St.; cost,

$2.500; architect, L. Lutken.
A. Pearson, two-st'y flats, 1111 Harrison St.; cost,

$6,000.
P. Schoenhafer, two-st'y barn, Prairie Ave.; cost,

$3,400; architect, H. Cudell.

F. Burmau, two-st'y dwell., 3216 Vernon Ave.;

P.' Taylor, two-st'y flats, 179 Peorla St.; cost, $4,-

5
C. Cook, 3 two-st'y dwells., 3728-3732 West Lake

St.; cost, $15,000.

Minneapolis, Minn.

BUILDING PERMITS. Alfred J. Veuess, two-st'y

wood dwell., n e cor. West Twenty-sixth St. and St.

Aldrich Ave., n; cost, $4,300.

Laura T. Vergurson, two-st'y wood dwell., n e s

North Aldrich Ave., bet. Twenty-sixth and Twenty-
seventh Aves., n; cost, $3.000.

W. Lyons, two-st'y wood dwell., w s North Irving

Ave., bet. Fourth St. and Fifth Ave., n; cost, $3,-

500
Frank Callom, brick hotel building, s cor. Second

St. and First Ave., s; cost, $18,000.

Northwestern Panorama Building Co., brick pan-
orama building, w s Fifth St. and First Ave., s; cost,

$25,000.
New York.

DEPOT. Plans for the New York Central Railroad's

new depot have been drawn by Messrs. H. H. Rob-

ertson and A. J. Manning. The building is to be

built at the n w cor. cor. of Park Ave. and One Hun
dred and Thirty-eighth St.; will be two and a half

stories high, 1U5' x 1S5', and will cost about $60,000.

CLUB-HOUSES. The Manhattan Athletic Club wil

have a building designed to occupy the four lots

they have bought from J udge Hilton, on the s e cor

of Park Ave. and Fifty-ninth St.

The Ariou Society will erect a handsome club-

house, with large singing-hall, etc., the building to

cover a lot 100' x \'S>>, and to cost probably $180,000

HOTEL. The " Colonnade " will be enlarged by the
addition of rooms to be built over the stores, to

occupy the site of Messrs. Harrigan & Hart's The-
ctre.

HOUSE. Mrs. Mary Herter proposes to build a house
to occupy a site, 75' x 100', on the s e cor. of Madison
Ave. and Seventieth St.

BUILDING PERMITS. East Sixty-sixth St., s s, 180' e
Fourth Ave., two-st'y brick stable, flat gravel and
cement root; cost, $11,626; owner, Chas. F. Clark,
279 Broadway; architects, Chas. Buek & Co., 500
Madison Ave.
Sixty-ninth St., n s, 74' e Second Ave., flve-st'y

tenement, brick and brown-stone front; cost, $18,000;
owners, Higgius & Keating, 301J East Seventy-ninth
St.; architects, A. B. Ogdeu & Son, 409 East Fifty-
third St.

Seventieth St., s s, 74' e Second Ave., flve-st'y tene-

ment, flat tin roof; cost, $16,000; owners and archi-

tects, same as last.

Ogden Ave., w s, 70' n Devoe St., two-st'y frame
dwell., slate and tin peak roof; cost, $3,500; owner,
Henry B. Stilson, 339 Second Ave.; architect, Henry
Fouchaux, Tenth Ave. and One Hundred and Fifty-
eighth St.

Washington St., Nos. 415 to 419, seven-st'y brick
warehouse, flat tin roof; cost, $35,000; owner, James
Pyle, 215 West Forty-ttfth St.; architect, Thomas R.
Jackson, 61 Broadway.
Ninth Ape., s w cor. One Hundred and Seventh St.,

7 flve-st'y tenements, flat tin roofs; cost, $100,000;
owner, Henry Bornkamp, 306 West One Hundred
and Twenty-seventh St.

; architect, R. Uoseiistock,
335 Broadway.
Mulberry SI., Nos. 244 and 246, flve-st'y brick ten-

ement, fiat metal roof; cost, $10,000; owner, Mrs.
Anna C. Keane, 113 East Thirty-fifth St.; architect,
John It. Snook, 12 Chamber St.

Lexington Ave., w s, 71' s One Hundred and Twen-
ty-fourth St., five-st'y brick tenement, brick and
brown-stone front, fl tin roof; cost, $25,000; own-
ers, White & Anderson, 44 East One Hundred and
Thirty-third St.; architect, G. Robinson, Jr., 149
East One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St.
One Hundred and Twenty-first St., s s, 400'w Sixth

Ave., 5 three-st
r

y and basement brick dwells.,
brown-stone fronts, flat tin roofs; cost, $75,000;
owners and architect, same as last.

Second Ave., e s, from Sixty-ninth to Seventieth
Sts., 8 five-st'y brick tenements, flat tin roofs; cost,

$120,000; owners, Higgins & Keating, 301J East Fif-

ty-tbird St.; architects, A. B. Ogdeu & Son.
Sixth Ave., w s, 25' s One Hundred and Thirty-

sixth St., 3 three-st'y brick dwells., flat tin roof;
cost, $30,000; owner, Frederick Oldhous, 233 West
One Hundred and Twenty-third St.; architect, John
C. Burne, 1531 Third Ave.

Philadelphia.

BUILDING PERMITS. Carlisle St., u Columbia Ave.,
two-st'y stable; R. J. Dobbins, owner
Kroad St., n Coulter St., 2 two-st'y dwells.; Jno.

Bodling, contractor.
Cumberland St., a Mill St., two-st'y packing-house;

Thos. W. Wright & Son, contractor.
Chew St., near Mill St., two-st'y stable; Thos. W.

Wright & Son, contractor.
Nineteenth St., No. 1835, two-st'y stable; William

Smith, contractor.

Highland Ave., e Twenty-seventh St., two-st'y
stone stable; Wm. C. Mackie, contractor.
Hartwell Ave., near Thirty-seventh St., three-st'y

dwell.; Wm. C. Mackie, contractor.
Isabella St.,e Coral St., 2 three-st'y dry-houses;

Dicksou Bros., contractors.

Frankford Ave., 8 Arrott St., three-st'y dwell.;
Jos. B. Gerkes, owner.
Third St., Xo. 495, in rear, three-st'y stable; Jno.

Klebe, contractor.
Sixth St., a Catharine St., two-st'y store; Charles

McCaul, contractor.

Cambridge St., w Twentieth St., 4 two-st'y dwells. ;

Robt. McUlellan, owner.
Amber St., near Cumberland St., 2 two-st'y stores;

Jas. Kitchenan, owner.
Atorritt St., n Queen St., two-st'y dwell.; Fred. El-

dredge, owner.
Almond St., n Clearfleld St., 5 two-st'y dwells.; J.

R. Pyle, owner.
Sixteenth St., n York St., 10 three-st'y dwells.;

Thos. Twibill, owner.
Thomas Ave., n York St., 7 two-st'y dwells., Thos.

Twibill, owner.
Christian St., w Twelfth St., 2 three-st'y stores;

Thos. Grinnan.
Kichfteld St., w Twelfth St., 9 two-st'y dwells.; H.

A. Miller, owner.
Manton St., w Twenty-first St.. 19 two-st'y dwells.;

Jno. McConagly, owner.
York St., s w cor. Jasper St., flve-st'y factory, 39'

x 35'; Win. Steale, contractor,
Broad St., n Cumberland St., two-st'y store; Jos.

N. Pattisou, contractor.
Baltimore Ave., w Forty-third St., stone chapel,

23'x58'; E. Thompson, contractor.
Waterloo St., n NorrisSt.,5 two-st'y dwells.; Wm.

Tecklenburg, contractor.
Chester Ave., n Forty-eighth St.. 2 three-st'y

dwells.; Jas. D. Arthurs, contractor.
William Ave., e Jasper St., 9 two-st'y dwells.; J.

R. Pyle, owner.
Fifteenth St., s Dauphin St., 3 two-st'y dwells.

G. K. Glifer, contractor.
Lawrence St., n Somerset St., 8 two-st'y dwells.;

Juo. Mitchell, owner.
Aspen St., cor. Holly St., two-st'y dwell,; Fred

Michaelson, owner.
Columbia Ave., Xo. 1204, two-st'y dwell.; Conrad

Bachle, contractor.

St. Louis.

BUILDING PERMITS. Forty-nine permits have been
issued since our last report, fourteen of which are
for unimportant frame houses. Of the rest those
worth $2,500 and over are as follows:

Henry B. Berger, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $6,'

800; F. J. Capitain, architect; W. J. Haegel, con-
tractor.

German Methodist Episcopal Church, two-st'y
frame church; cost, $3,500.
W. L. Balson & A. M. Everist, 3 two-st'y brick

dwells.; cost, each, $2,800; W. L. Balson, contractor.
T. L. Davis, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,300;

Stevenson, contractor.
John Kohan, three-st'y brick store and dwell.;

cost, $4,500; Dull'y, contractor.

Kluegil & Pappits, two-st'y brick furniture fac-

tory; cost, $5,500; Hartman & Davis, contractors.
Mrs. H. Subit, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, 86,900;

J. B. Legg, architect; W. J. Haegel, contractor.
0. Wagemann, 4 adjacent two-st'y brick tene-

ments; cost, $4,200; F. J. Capitaiu, architect; W. J.

Haegel, contractor.

Siegmond Stampfer, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost,
S3,Ooo; Aug. Beiuke, architect; Chas. Rieve.
Fred. Knepper, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $6,-

000; Schildnian & Gross, contractors.

Hyde Park Brewery Co., two-st'y brick engine and
refrigerator house; cost, $3,500; sub-let.
C. W. Mitchell, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $4,500;

Aug. Beinke, architect; Hemuiiughousen & Nollen,
contractors.
F. W. Oliver, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $5,000;

Ramsey & Swasey, architects; sub-let.
Mrs. L. V. S. Ames, 8 adjacent one-st'y brick

stores; cost. $9,000; E. Jungenfeld & Co., architects;
B. Weber & Co., contractors.
1. N. Miller, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.; cost,

$5,000; Jas. J. Whartou, contractor.
1. N. Miller, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.;

cost, $5,000; Jas. J. Wharton, contractor.
H. S. Randolph, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $2,800;

J. B. Legg, architect; F. Kohlmeyer & Sou, con-
tractors.

St. Louis Mutual House Building Co., No. 3, two-
st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,100; E. Heimer & Bro.,
contractors.

St. Paul, Minn.
BUILDING PERMITS. One-and-a half-st'y frame

dwell., n s Fifth St., bet. Bates and Maria Sis.;

cost, $2,400; owner, Edward O'Conner.
One additional brick st'y, w s Jackson St., bet.

Fifth and Sixth St*.; cost, $2,000; owners, De Coster
and Clark.

Two-st'y brick veneer dwell., w s St. Peter St.,
bet. Tilton and Martin St.; cost, $3,600; owner, Fer-
gus Fahey.
Two-st'y brick veneer dwell., w s St. Peter St.,

bet. Martin and Aurora Sts.; cost, $3,500; owner,
Fergus Fahey.
Two-st'y frame double store and dwell., e s Forest

St., bet. Wallace and Tremont Sts.; cost, $2,700;
owner, Richard McCarrick.
Two-st'y frame dwell., s s Portland Ave., bet.

Kent and Dale Sts.; cost, $5,000; owner, E. F. Lam-
bert.

Two-st'y frame dwell., s s Henuepin Ave., bet. St.
Albans and Grotto Sts.; cost, $2,500; owner, Mrs.
Mary Preston.

General Notes.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. State Armory; cost, $40,000;
Robert W. Hill, architect, Waterbury, Conn.

CASSVILLE, Wis. Work on the Chicago, Burlington
& Northern Railway is progressing well. It 1 not
improbable thatCassville will be selected as the lo-
cation for the division headquarters of the new road,
and that a roundhouse and repair-shops may be
built at that place. Cassville Is about midway be-
tween La Crosse and Savanna.

GLOUCESTER, MASS. The city has voted $45,000 for
a high school house.

KALAMAZOO, MICH. Two-st'y frame house, 35' x 50',
for C. D. Nelson; cost, $5,000; Palliser, I'alliser &
Co., architects, New York.

LAKE VIEW, ILL. The corner-stone of the new high
school building was laid September 19. The building
will be a two-st'y brick, W x US'. There will be
five recitation-rooms on the first floor; on the sec-
ond an assembly-room, a museum, a laboratory, and
a recitation-room for the teacher of sciences. The
structure will be completed about May 1.

LITCHFIELD, MINN. The Farmers' Alliance, of
Meeker County, has decided to build a flat ware-
house, capable of holding about ten thousand bush-
els of wheat. If it proves successful, other eleva-
tors wil] be built at other stations in the country.

MANCHESTER, N. H. The Secretary of the Treasury
has approved the selection of the Hanover-street
property as the site of the new United States court-
house and post-office.

MINKATO, MINN. C. H. Austin & Son will build
next spring a three-st'y brick building, 100' deep,
next to their present building, and will add one st'y
to the one they now occupy.

MONTGOMERY, ALA. The Alabama Soldiers' Monu-
ment Association has been organized here to build
a monument to the Confederate dead on the Capitol
grounds, where Jefferson Davis was inaugurated
President of the Confederacy. The association in-
cludes most of the prominent men in Alabarna-
The monument is to cost $50,000, and Montgomery
has already subscribed a large amount.

NEWARK, N. J. A. Morris Stuckert, architect, has
now under course of erection:
A cottage on Koseville Ave., flrst st'y brick, for

Austin Kimball, of New York; cost, $6,798.
House, for E. T. Hart, cor. High St. and Clinton

Ave.; first st'y stone, upper part frame; cost, about
$25,000.
Frame cottage, Clinton Ave., for S. S. Day; cost.

$2,781.
Two three-st'y brick houses on Grant St., for M.

E. Ticknor and J. P. Ross; cost, $7,700.
NEW BRITAIN, CONN. House for J. B. Talcott, brick
and stone; cost, $30,000.
Two houses for Stanley Bros., brick and stone;

cost, $10,000 each.

Factory for P. & F. Corbin, five-st'y; cost, S30.000;
Robert W. Hill, Waterbury, Conn., architect for the
above.

OWATONNA, MINN. A telegram has been received
from Mr. G. Pillsbury, of Minneapolis, agreeing to
build a ladies' boarding-hall, for use of the Minne-
sota Academy, if the Board would secure an endow-
ment of $25,000.
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fTT FEW weeks ago we had occasion to say something about

rj the hand-grenades now so extensively sold for extinguish-
'

ing fires. In the public imagination, as it seems to us,

these implements are endowed with virtues whicli they do not

actually possess, and the lack of accurate knowledge concern-

ing them exposes the whole community to a certain danger
that the well-known means of extinguishing small tires, such as

woolen cloths and pails of water, may be neglected, and precious
time wasted, in order to try the virtues of the mysterious bot-

tles upon incipient conflagrations. As it happened, our note

excited the indignation of the agent for one of the hand-grenade
manufacturers, who wrote a letter, expressing his sentiments,
to the New York Evening Post, in which he was honest enough
to give at length the formula for the composition with which
his grenades are filled. Although the reading of this letter did

not change our own opinion of the grenades, it explained in

some degree the delusion under which the manufacturers, as

well as some experts whom they have consulted, appear to

have labored. In substance, the fire-extinguishing liquid of

this company is, according to the formula, composed of a solu-

tion in water of common salt, carbonate of ammonia, carbonate

of potash, muriatic acid, and bi-carbonate of soda in sufficient

quantity to neutralize the acid. Both the experts and the

manufacturers seem to have thought that the addition of so

many carbonates and bi-carbonates to the liquid, in the pres-
ence of a stronger acid, would enable it to liberate carbonic

acid when thrown upon a fire, and supplement the extinguish-

ing power of the liquid by that of the gas, as is the case, to a

small extent when the well-known chemical engines are used ;

and none of them seem to have reflected that such a mixture,
confined in a thin glass bottle by a cork, would soon lose the

carbonic acid set free on first mixing the ingredients, and would
reduce itself to simple chlorides of sodium, potassium and am-
monium ;

in other words, to a solution of common crude salt,

with a little sal-ammoniac added. Of course, the brine has

fire-extinguishing properties, surpassing to some extent those

of water alone, since the salt left behind on the evaporation of

the water by heat crystallizes over the combustible objects on
which the brine is thrown, forming a fire-resisting coating; but

beyond this the solution has, so far as we can understand, no

efficacy whatever, and even in this property it would probably
be surpassed by a solution of alum.

WE
do not, however, wish to oppose our opinions to those

of the hand-grenade companies and their distinguished

experts, and are glad to be able to fortify our argument
by the authority of Professor Kedzie, of the Michigan S'ate

Agricultural College, under whose direction a grenade, of one
of the most popular sorts, was analyzed and tested. The liq-

uid in this grenade was analyzed, and found to contain common
salt in considerable quantity, with a iittle sulphate of lime and
acetate of soda. On opening the grenades under water a small

quantity of carbonic acid gas, amounting to about one cubic

inch to each grenade, was collected
; and by boiling the liquid

a small additional amount was obtained. On throwing the

grenades into a bonfire, no effect, could be perceived, but ai

agent of the manufacturers happened to be in the neighborhood

and he kindly arranged a test for the experimenters, by con-

structing a vertical platform of pine boards, measuring six feet

iy eight, and coating it with kerosene oil and pitch. Setting
fire to this, he was able, after the flames had gained some head-

way, almost to extinguish the fire by throwing in rapid succes-

sion at the platform six grenades. The experimenters having
latisfied themselves that the grenades contained practically noth-

ng but salt and water, made a series of trials, both with the

commercial grenades and others, filled with solutions of salt,

sulphate of soda, hyposulphite of soda, borax, bi-carbonate of

soda and clear water. Several of these were as effective in

xtiiigiiishing the burning oil and pitch as the salt solution,

though none were more so; and all these were much more ef-

fective than water alone. To try whether carbonic acid could

tie kept in bottles in sufficient quantity to be of any use in ex-

tinguishing fires, several grenades were charged with brine and
carbonic acid generated from limestone dust and sulphuric acid ;

but no increase in extinguishing power was observed, and the

!*as all escaped through the cork of the bottles in less than four

days. A week or two before the Michigan experiments, as ii

happens, another test of a hand-grenade, of a different, but also

well-known make, was carried out in Berlin by the Fire De-

partment, which is there a branch of the police system. As
we learn from the Schweitzerische Bauzeitung, of October 10,

the Berlin authorities arrived at the conclusion that the liquid
in the grenades possessed no more efficacy in extinguishing
fires than two or three times the quantity of pure water. Of

course, it is better to have salt and water at hand in .case of

fire than nothing, and the decorative appearance of a row of

handsome blue or green bottles seems to prove an inducement

to use them, if we may judge from the assertion of our critic

in the Evening Post, who says that eight hundred fires have al-

ready been extinguished by his grenades ; so that we may hon-

estly say that we should be sorry to put any obstacles in the

way of selling them under their true character.

'FT KCHITECTS are now so frequently called upon to pro-

j\ vide, in their house plans, some suitable place for growing'

or keeping flowers in winter, that a little knowledge of

the ways of doing so in the best and least expensive way is

often of considerable service. It may be taken for granted that

they usually know more about the subject than their clients,

but the combined wisdom of all concerned is apt to lead to noth-

ing better than a plan for an alcove, facing south or east, and
either not heated at all, so that the tender plants freeze in cold

nights, or furnished with a register, which distributes death and

deformity with liberal hand among all but the most robust in-

mates of the place. Whenever the cost can be afforded, a sep-
arate room, with independent ventilation, warmed by hot water

or steam, is far more satisfactory for growing house-plants than

any accommodation which can be provided in the apartments

occupied by their owners ; but the expense of even the smallest

conservatory carries it beyond the reach of most household ITS.

Within a month or so, however, we have found in La Semaint
des Constructeurs a description of a small greenhouse, which

was shown at the Horticultural Exhibition this ummer, and by
its effectiveness and economy seems particularly well adapted
for use as an addition to dwelling houses.

JITIIIS greenhouse, which was designed by M: LeTellier, may
"J[ be described as a modified lean-to, the gluzcd roof having

a double pitch, like half of an old-fasliioiied gambrel roof,

and springing directly from a brick dwarf-wall, about two-and-

one-half feet high above the greenhouse floor. The same
dwarf-wall is continued across the ends of the structure, and
the vertical sides above, to the roof line, are of glass. The

typical structure is six-aud-one-half feet wide, and ten feet long,
anil is wholly composed, above the dwarf-wall, of light metallic

sash-bars, stiffened with gu-sets in the angles, and set about

fifteen inches apart, so that the glass can be slipped in readily.
In the length of ten feet are four ventilating lights, two in the

lower slope of the glass roof, and two in the corresponding por-
tions of the upper slope. These are hinged at the lop, and are

set open at any angle by the common " saw-tooth
"

lilting rods.

Along the front wall, just at the foot of the glass roof, extends

a " bench
"
or trough for earth, of galvanized-iron ; and under

this run (he pipes of a "
therino-siphon," or hot-water heating

apparatus, of a simple construction. In the angle of the roof,
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over the bench, run two "strawberry shelves,'' hung from the

rafters, where small plants can be set close to the glass, and a

stage, with seven shelves, occupies the portion of the house

next the back wall, a passage-way, with a door at the end of it,

intervening between the stage and the bench. Considering its

size, the capacity of this little greenhouse is enormous. The

designer reckons it at four hundred and ninety-five small pots,

but many plants would be stored, while resting or out of bloom,
under the stage ; so that the amateur who did not care for

large specimens could probably get six or seven hundred

plants of various sizes into it, all of them under favorable con-

ditions, as almost any climate could be obtained in it, from the
" bottom heat

"
of the galvanized-iron bench, for propagating

or forcing, to the airy situation at the top of the stage, under

the ventilators ; and from the sunshine of the "
strawberry

shelves
"

to the shady positions under the stage. Including the

thermo-siphon, which consists of a simple boiler, fed and man-

aged from the outside, and a single loop of pipe, the entire cost

of this building, glazed and set up in working order, is seventy-
nine dollars. The whole is put together with bolts and screws,

and if the proprietor wishes to increase the size, additional bays,
each five feet long, and containing a pair of ventilators, are

easily attached, and the shelves and the pipes of the thermo-

siphon correspondingly lengthened, at a total cost of twenty
dollars for each extra five-foot length. Although this seems to

us astonishingly cheap, there is no reason why the same work,
with our habits of working to guage, should not be done here

for about the same price ; and a small practicable greenhouse
of this kind would be a welcome addition to hundreds of houses

here, botk in city and country.

dignified design for the new buildings of the Ecole Centrale,
the critic, in passing from his description of one to the other,

exclaims,
" What a contrast to this is presented by the Ameri-

can architecture !

" "In the latter," he continues,
" classicalism

completely disappears, and outline gives place to detail. For
characteristics of this school we find absurd plans, unmeaning,
strange or grotesque fa9ades, but details often extremely charm-

ing."
"
Observe," he says,

" the plan, the facade of this dwell-

ing ; could anything be imagined more ignorant or worse

studied ! Yet notice, in the midst of all this carelessness, the

detail of the entrance porch ; how pretty, interesting and use-

ful. Look also at the little balcony overlooking the water, and
see how pleasant life must be in that house ; yet with all this,

what gables on top of gables ; what strange openings and curi-

ous balustrades ! How an architect must have to torture hia

mind to invent such things !

"

NOTHER model greenhouse somewhere on the other side of

the water has a boiler which is regulated automatically in

a simple way. Instead of supplying air for combustion

through the lower door of the furnace, a separate opening is

made under the grate, into which is fitted a piece of ordinary

stove-pipe, with an elbow. The outer opening of this pipe has

a very simple valve, in the form of a cover, which moves up
and down, and is guided by wires, and has a wire attached to

the middle, to serve as a handle for lifting, on which a thread

is cut. This wire is passed through the end of a lever, and a

nut, running on the screw-thread, serves for adjustment. Near
the other end of the lever is attached a wire, which runs into

the smoke-pipe of the furnace. If the fire burns up too

strongly, the smoke-pipe gets heated, the wire lengthens, and

the cover drops, shutting off a part of the supply of air to the

fire, and reducing the combustion. If it goes down too far, the

wire contracts, lifting the valve, and admitting more air to the

fire, until the desired rate of combustion is reached. An
obvious improvement on this would be, we think, to control

the valve by means of a wire running through the greenhouse,
instead of through the smoke-pipe of the furnace. Not only
could a very long wire be used in this way, giving a far more

positive action on the lever than would be possible with a

wire running only through the smoke-pipe, but a wire through
the house would have the great advantage over the other of

responding to sun heat
;
so that the unexpected clearing of the

sky in a cloudy day would be immediately followed by the

checking of the fires, which might even, by the exercise of a

little ingenuity, be accompanied with the automatic opening of

some of the ventilators. Many of the large commercial green-
houses are three hundred feet long, with nothing to obstruct

the stretching of wires under the roof from end to end. A
zinc wire, which would perhaps be the best thing to use for the

purpose, extending through such a building, would expand or

contract with immense force, at the rate of about an inch for

every ten Fahrenheit degrees' variation in temperature ; and

with two or three ordinary bell-cranks the dampers of a fur-

nace could be controlled in this way with great precision.

IT
is interesting to know what other people think of us, even

if their opinion is not always so flattering as we would like

to have it. The Moniteur des Architectes has recently pub-
lished some clever etchings of architectural subjects, and, among
others, a particularly pretty one of a country house by a gentle-
man well known to the younger generation of our architects,

Mr. Cass Gilbert. Although the picturesqueness of the design
seems to have captivated the etcher, it has evidently startled

Fol-

0N
the whole, this is not, from a Frenchman's point of view,

an unfair criticism, and, to our mind, it shows very pleas-

antly the openness of the French artist's mind to the ap-

preciation of things that are good, even though they may be

new. As every one knows who has studied French architecture

on the spot, or in the professional journals, the modulus, so

to speak, of design in the art is there the public building. Let

a Parisian architect have half an acre of ground to cover with

stone and timber, and he will astonish you by the variety and

effectiveness of his plans and elevations ; but to cramp him

within the limits of a country house is, apparently, to deprive
him of nine-tenths of his ideas, and he is sure to turn out a cor-

rect, but bald and unattractive mass, perhaps relieved from per-

fect barrenness by stripes in the brickwork, or some novel carv-

ing on the key-stone of the arches, but inferior in human inter-

est to a Swiss country barn. With us, on the contrary, the

unit of design is the small dwelling-house. Of our public

buildings the less said the better, but among dwelling-houses
American architects feel themselves at home, and they have

learned by their own observation the rule which the French

architects preserve in tradition, that the surest way to bring
the study of an architectural design to success is to utilize the

exigencies of the comfortable occupation of the building with

which it is concerned as motives for increasing the interest of

the exterior. It must be confessed that some of our compat-
riots follow out this excellent principle with a zeal too little

tempered with classic moderation ; and that the gables upon

gables, porches, balconies, bays and windows of all shapes and

sizes which they think will be convenient for the occupants of

their houses occasionally become tiresome from their mere va-

riety ; but, for all this, the path which they pursue so boister-

ously may, if it is followed with good taste and discretion, lead

straight to the highest achievements of art. The comment
which M. Boussard makes upon Mr. Gilbert's design,

" How
happy life must be in that house !

"
gives the key to all that is

best in American design.

I

the critic who comments upon the drawings published.

lowing, as the plate does, some illustrations of the simple and I our architects have hitherto been.

T is, perhaps, within a few years only that the most talented

among the English and American architects, after acquiring
a sure and ready command over the resources of architectu-

ral outline and light and shadow, have begun to see how these

elements may be used as a means of expressing a set of ideas,

which have never before been considered worthy of permanent
embodiment in this way, although they have long taken their

place as the inspiration of works of art of other kinds. The
first to enter upon the new field was, perhaps, Mr. Norman

Shaw, whose best designs for country houses, instinct with the

feeling of pleasant, rural domestic life, were everywhere enthu-

siastically received, and nowhere with more appreciation than

in this country. In him and his equally successful contempo-
raries American architects seem to have found at last the mas-

ters whose art they could learn and thoroughly understand,

and upon them has been formed the style which is now spread-

ing through this country with extraordinary rapidity. Imper-

fectly as it is yet practised, it is constantly improving, and we

may well ask whether in it is not to be found the beginning of

the national art of the future. Less embarrassed by tradition

than any others, our architects have the opportunity, if they

will qualify themselves for accepting it, of taking the lead of

the whole world in developing a new and great school of ar-

tistic expression ; and those who do most to help on the work

are likely to find their efforts appreciated as those of few of
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STUDIES IN THK RENAISSANCE. I.

NOW
that the Renaissance is again push-

ing to the front, both an regards arch-

itecture and ornament, it is unneces-

sary to show cause for tin- :ip|HMnuice in

these columns of a scries of sketches which
have been specially acquired during a

recent tour in the land of the first and
best Retuucimento. It is, moreover,
hardly necessary to explain at length
to the readers of a professional jour-
nal, such as this, the Classic forms
from which the Renaissance

sprang. Such an illustrated ex-

ordium would involve a full and

complete review of the
" five orders," the char-

acteristics of which are

now known to nearly
every schoolboy ; and
we therefore think it

unnecessary to retail a
class of information

which, to say the least,

is within the reach of

any architectural stu-

dent. We may further

state that our principal

object in these articles

will in' to bring to light
some hitherto unconsid-

ered and unpublished
old studies of Renais-

sance sculpture, wood-

carving and moulding!!,
and we shall purposely
avoid attempting to deul

with well-known archi-

tectural axioms or ex-

amples such as are al-

ready amply illustrated

and explained in exist-

ing works, or accessible

in art schools. It will be convenient, then, to assume that those who
peruse these fragmentary studies are fairly familiar with the architec-

ture and ornaments of old Greece and Rome. Such an elementary
knowledge will be helpful to an intelligent dissection of the examples
submitted, and will also enable the reader to fully detect and appre-
ciate those elements which the Renaissance grafted on Classicism.
Our initial cut forms a most fitting commencement to this series of

chats on the Renaissance, for it shows the end of one of the eighty-
eight manuscript stands, or plutei, which the prince of sculptors,
Michael Angelo, designed for the renowned Biblioteca Laurenzia in

Florence. This famous library was founded by Duke Cosimo in 1444,
and was gradually enlarged by succeeding princes of the Medici
down to the time it fell into the hands of the great artist, for finish-

ing, early in the sixteenth century. He it was who designed the

staircase, the ceiling, and last, but not least, the woodwork to which
we now draw attention. It was with no ordinary interest we in-

spected this phase of his work, because his name is generally and
more immediately associated with some masterpiece of painting,

sculpture or architecture, rather than with the modest wood-carvings
of a library interior. These old Florentines were truly great in the
way in which they could descend to little things. The sculptor of
" Moses " was able, if need be, to transfer his labor from the dome of

a cathedral to the designing or carving of a simple panel, and that
without any sense of the lesser work being infra dig.
The panels on the ends of these plutei arc, as far as we could dis-

cover from a cursory glance, all different and full of that rare vigor
and originality which characterized the Renaissance, especially when
rendered by the masterly hand of Michael Angelo. To make more
clear the suggestions which these scraps are intended to convey, the

panels on the end of this reading-desk are given herewith at a larger
size than was possible in the initial cut, and the motif is thus more

readily discernable. The form and mouldings which Michael

Angelo employed are those of Classic times, but they are reclothed
with a force and grotesqueness which were unknown either to Greek
or Roman.

This intimate association of the antique with the elements of the

cinque cento is perhaps better illustrated by some of the fine old

wood-carving which is to be seen in the Palazzo del ('omnium-, at

Pistoja, the ancient and somewhat artistic little town, north of Flor-

ence, wherein pistols were first produced, and whence they are said
to have derived their name. We did not come across, in all our

wanderings, a piece of interior woodwork that so fully set forth the
borrowed as well as the later features of the Renaissance. It is

hardly less interesting than the building which contains it, which Tiap-

pens to be a fine example of the Italian Gothic style, erected between
1294 and 1385. The frescoes within, by Gianicola and his pupils,

might well demand notice, were our purpose other than it is. This
old edifice is remarkably useful, as illustrative of the beautiful style

which preceded the revival. It embodies the stylo which Ruskin
dotes upon, and which is so ably set forth in Giotto's inimitable cam-

panile at Florence.
but to return to our example of Renaissance woodwork; it may

not U- unprofitable to pull it to pieces in order to discover the subtile

differences between the old and the new, but it will be convenient,
first of ail, to consider it in its entirety, and in the mouldings we at

once recognize all those which were invented by tin-

Greeks long ages before. In the cornice beneath the
decorated fillet we get the swelling, egg-shaped ovolo,

which, when enriched, is known the world over as the

egg-and-tonguc. Another fillet divides this from the
ili titii-n/i, or dentils, those convenient quadrangular
blocks which have of late been so much used for

all sorts of purposes. A small ogee or cyma
moulding, decorated with a pointed wavy-
leaf enrichment, finally separates the cor-

nice from the frieze which is below.

Leaving, for a moment, the consider-
ation of the frieze, the architrave

mouldings deserve study, because,

they embrace four or five of the

leading Classic types. Commenc-
ing with a bold tenia, we get

\ below a smaller edition of the

egg-and-tonguc, then a fillet,

and beneath, that close flut-

ing enrichment which is

clearly borrowed from
the cornice of the Tem-
ple of Jupiter Stat-

or at Rome. The
pearl beading and
Vitruvian scroll

which are in-

troduced be-

low the flut-

ingarealso
found upon
nearly ev-

ery temple
of

times. The double guilloche, or scroll pattern, which, figuring in the

small panels, surround the larger panels below, is another well-worn
enrichment on old mouldings. The mouldings which are used in the
lower part below the panelling, the dado, are for the most part merely
replicas of those above, and need not be described here. The panelling
of the lower part, just above the wainscot, is confused in arrangement,
which arises from the fact that the woodwork has been clumsily

patched
in order to hide decay in that particular spot. We thought

it better to sketch it just as it is, rather than attempt any such resto-

ration, even on paper, as is Professor Ruskin's pet aversion.

Speaking critically, the mouldings of this old work are really over-

done with enrichment, and yet the decorations are so well adapted to

the shapes of the various members, that the lines of the construction
are not lost.

The credit of this appropriate enrichment really belongs to the
old Greeks. What could be better for the ovolo than the egg and
tongue, an enrichment of which we never weary, or than dentils for

breaking up the tenia? The pearl-head mouldings for the fillet, or
the fret for the fa-

cite, are most fit-

ting enrichments
for such positions.
The frequent re-

tention of these

decorated mould-

ings by the carv-

ers of the Renais-
sance epoch, men
who remodelled
whenever and
wherever they
could, can only be
accounted for by
the fact that the

moulding enrich-

ments of the ancients were practically unimprovable. Having, then,
established the fact that the general lines and mouldings of this

woodwork are almost entirely Classic, we may proceed to meet the

question,
" In what respect does this example betray a Renais-

sance feeling?" Like most of such work of this period, the new
life, so to speak, is to be found in the carving. As we have al-

ready shown, the Italian artists of the fifteenth and sixteenth centu-

ries adopted, without much amendment, the general lines of their

predecessors. Just as the student who would become perfect master

of figure subjects must begin by accepting the skeleton as the founda-

tion of his studies, and then proceed to clothe it with muscle, flesh

and skin, so the artists of the Renaissance accepted, apparently
without much question, the fully developed skeleton of their new style

from the ancients, merely reserving to themselves the right of giv-

ing it more muscular energy, and finally dressing it up in any fantastic
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garments that they conceived to be fitting. An examination of our

enlarged sketches of the carvings which adorn this old woodwork at

Pistoja will make clear what wo mean. In the larger sketch, which: clear what we mean. In the larger sketch, whit
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shows all the mouldings, we get some remarkable specimens of con-

ventiqnal enrichment. It is true that we have a couple of chimeri-
cal creatures embodied therein, such as are found on the temple of

Minerva, at <<Egina, and a dozen other temples, but in no case are

they rendered in such an extraordinary and conventional manner as

frieze. Again we get these grotesque animals with singularly pro-
lific tails, and also a curious winged head, but they are of a different

pattern from the others. All the panels on this woodwork differ in

this way, for replicas, or machine-carved repetitions, were not toler-

ated in those days, and thus the charm of "
variety in unity," or vice

versa, distinguishes this and all similar relics of that really artistic

epoch. This latter sketch also shows more clearly than -the others

the broad and vigorous style of cutting, which is the charm of this

old carving. It is left
" clean

" from the chisel, and has a breadth
about it which is all too seldom seen in such work now-a-days. In
this originality of treatment and variety of detail, we begin to dis-

cover wherein the Renaissance differs from the Classic. The old

Greek or Roman would have carefully, and, doubtless, with com-
mendable taste, repeated his anthemion, intertwined fret or scroll-

work, each form being quite academic, all along his frieze ; but his

copyist of Pistoja freely interprets some of the old forms, twists them
about as he pleases, and evidently prides himself on having no two

panels of his frieze, or any other panels, exactly alike. Further than

this, he serves up a modified edition of the Corinthian column, beau-

tifies its shaft with a rich arabesque of his own creation, and flutes

and reeds the lower part and base in a way which, though devoid of

Classic authority, invests it with the richer clothing of the Renais-

sance.

There is yet another point about this carving which may be noted
with profit, and that is the admirable way in which the carving is dis-

tributed over, or "
covers," the surface which it is intended to deco-

rate. Looked at from the distance, it presents the appearance of

even enrichment, and no one form preponderates over another, or

disturbs the general lines of the structure. This can be clearly seen

by looking at our general sketch a little distance from it. In this

work, ornament, although there is too much of it, is clearly subser-

vient to general form and construction, as, indeed, it always should

be. It was when, some century or more later, ornament became

constructive, that the decline of this great style set in, and that it was

finally reduced to the meaningless contortions of the Rococo.
We shall furnish other studies of the Italian Renaissance for a

future number, and as evidence that the Italian is in the ascendant

in this. The designer has so contorted and individualized his chi-

mera that it distinctly differs from any known example of ancient
art, while, at the same time, the antiquity of the motif is obvioug.

Here, then, is the beginning of the new departure for which we
are looking. The same lesson is taught in the other and smaller

piece of carving, which we have selected from another portion of the

just now, we may mention that Mr. Henry Irving has just had the

interior of his theatre, the Lyceum, entirely redecorated, and he has

adopted Italian of the period in wiiieh Raphael decorated the beau-

tiful Loggia of the Vatican, the paintings being executed by hand on
a flat ground, panelled in with massive mouldings. It is from the

Vatican Loggia, from the cloisters of the monastery of St. Paolo, at
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Parma, from the Massimi Palace, and from the Villa Madama, at

Rome, that the forma of ornament have been principally adapted. A
white ground shows up the rich, pure coloring and the gold mould-

ings very strikingly, the effect being at once enhanced and kept in

key by the sober background of walls, covered by an old Italian pat-
tern in two shades of greenish blue, and by hangings of rich amlicr-

toned yellow, lined with cerise. This last is repeated in the plush
covers "of the arm-rests above the gold mouldings in front of the sev-

eral tiers. In accord with the box fronts, the circular ceiling is in

Kaphacles<jue taste, and has divisions containing each a medallion,
ihr subjects severally being Homer, Sophocles, Aristophanes, Me-

nander, Euripides, I'lautus, JBtcfajtm and Serentius. Round the

base of the ceiling, immediately above the cornice', is a frieze of boys

playing musical instruments; ami this frieze or zone, being painted
in a neutral blue on a gold ground, agreeably breaks the scheme by
defining one of its main portions.
Over the proscenium arch are groups of boys emblematically per-

sonifying, on a background of blue sky and fleecy clouds, the various

functions of acting, music, and dancing.
Mr. C. J. Pbipps the eminent theatrical architect, has carried out

the work under Air. Irving's direction.

J. WILLIAMS BENN.

EISENACH.

PERHAPS
the most interesting route to fol-

low in seeing Germany is to begin at the

north, where both nature and the architec-

ture are utterly flat and uninteresting, thence

working southward through the great forests anil

across Bavaria, and finally leaving the country
with the glories of the Rhine provinces fresh in

the mind. In this way both the natural attrac-

tions and the artistic productions of human labor

constantly improve in quality and interest as the

journey advances ;
and provided one is not en-

tirely fleeced by. the Rhenish hotel keepers, one

will be quite apt to forget the dreary monotony
of the northern counties, and think only of Ger-

many as it ap|>ears at its best. Nowhere, how-

ever, exuept possibly on the Rhine, is there ar-

chitecture, ancient or modern, of such merit or

individuality as is found in Italy or southern

France. The Germans as a race have certainly
never been monument makers, and their public

buildings, with a very few exceptions,
are quite insignificant. But on the

othe
i

ham, the
-.

r buil(]ings for private

purposes, while never rising to a dignity of style, show marked orig-

inality to a degree which makes them worthy of careful study ;
while

the trait of individuality so prominent in every phase of German life,

gives a pleasing variety to the private architecture of the various

provinces, each state and almost each city working out its own ideas.

Of course this applies only to the old work. Modern architecture in

Germany is the same from Konigsburg to Miihlhausen and is every-
where commonplace.
One of the most pleasing examples of the manner in which mediseval

German life found expression in architecture is afforded by the town
of Eisenach, a little village some distance south of the Hartz Moun-

tains, nestled among the hills at the beginning of the wide Thuring-
ian forest, in a district of the country which has had more than its

share of the wild legends and romantic tales of early days, and where,
if in any place, one might expect to find the picturesque and quaint
Eisenach is a junction for trains from
several directions, and the busy sta-

tion looks anything but mediaeval. A
few minutes' walk, however, brings
one to the Nicolai Thor, a huge,
time-stained mass of stonework ris-

ing over a wide-arched passage, and
with the buildings clustered about it,

forming one of those strikingly pic-

turesque arrangements which raises

a query in the mind why it is that

the nineteenth - century architects

cannot occasionally build things care-

lessly and " out of skew," and pro-
duce an effect as pleasing as this bit

of bap-hazard. And passing under
the arch into the wide square be-

yond the retrospect of the Thor is

even more striking than the first

view; the black shadows and browns
and red of the gateway on one side,
on the other a fine old Romanesque Tl> Nicolai Thor from the Ouiid.

tower, building up from the converging roofs of the Nicolai-Kirche
and the parsonage, while a bit,of bright foliage and the sharp perspec-
tive of the street fronts fill out the picture at the extremities. Such is

the entrance to Eisenach. Once inside the town the interest centers

chiefly about the associations connected with names of great men who
have lived in this little place, rather than about the architecture, though
in the narrow meandering streets there are many picturesque bits of

old half-timbered work, and even an attempt at magnificence in the

market-place in the shape of a stucco palace erected by Duke Ernest
of Weimar in 1 742 ; all of which, however, is more apt to find its way
into a painter's portfolio than into an architect's note-book. Back of
tlic market facing a little square is a quaint, roomy-looking building,
win-rein Martin Luihi-r lived as a school-liny with tin- Widow Cntta,
in 1408. It is one of the moM pleasing houses of the village, and its

attractiveness is not marred even by the small vender of Luther rel-

ics who occupies the corner and is a thorn in the flesh of all stran-

gers. In a side street is another neatly-kept house, wherein John
Sebastian Bach and his twelve boys, or part of them at least, were
born and flourished ; and in still another street a tablet indicates the

birthplace of 1'reller, the painter.
Eisenach by itself is simply a picturesque little Thuringian village,

but it derives an added interest from the old castle of the Wartburg,
which towers far above it on the hill towards the south-west

; perhaps
the best existing type of a medircval tchlom, a fortress and a ducal
residence ; and one of the very few examples of domestic Roman-
esque architecture which German revolutions anil French invasions
have left unmolested. Of course it has been restored and repaired
from time to time, but it appears to have been dealt with gently, and
it undoubtedly presents to-day much the same appearance it did in

the twelfth century, when it was the residence of the art-loving Land-

graves of Thuringia, who were wont to call about them the best the
land could produce, and were the patrons of artists and minstrels.

The castle was begun and occupied by Lewis the Springer in 1070,
and has never ceased to be at least nominally the residence of the

ruling prince. It is at present a country seat of the Grand Duke of

Weimar, and since 1847 has been cared for by the general govern-
ment, and the restorations conducted under the direction of the archi-

tect, Herr von Ritgen. Indeed, Protestant Germany may well cher-
ish the Wartbtirg, for it was almost the cradle of the Reformation,
and it was here that Martin Luther, escaping from both Pope and

Emperor after the famous diet of Worms, was held in half confine-

ment but perfect safety from his foes, while his surplus energies were

expended in translating the Bible.

The castle is built on the crest of a long narrow hill, five hundred
and sixty-five feet above the village. The path to it leads up through
long reaches of magnificent forest growth and around great masses
of moss-covered rock, the buildings being all the while hidden by the

thick foliage, until a sharp turn in the road discloses the tall sand-
stone towers and picturesque lines of half-timbered work rising high
above. Another turn brings one before the outer guard-post, where
the Government is represented by a ponderous-looking fireman, with a
ferocious beard, and armed with one of those absurdly old-fashioned

axes, which for some inexplicable reason every German fireman wears
belted to his side. Just below the castle some one with an eye to

the picturesque and to tourist's pocket-books has erected a quaint-

looking country inn, with ample barns and hay-sheds stretching down
the hillside. There is no broad road leading to the castle gate, but a
narrow path winds around the rocks and up to the light draw-bridge.

Everything is kept in mediaeval trim. Even the barbed portcullis is

only propped up by a slight timber ; and as one passes under the
low-browed arch and up the steep passage into the outer court, it is

easy to understand why the castle should have been considered im-

pregnable before the days of cannon and bombardments.
The Wartburg is composed of a number of buildings united by

passages, and enclosing two irregular courts. Luther inhabited the

portion on the left of the outer court, shown by the sketch. This

court-yard presents a very picturesque appearance, with the strong-
toned red-sandstone, the wide-ribbed half-timbered work on either

side, and the dainty little Gothic oriel. The windows are glazed with
leaded roundels ; a fantastically wrought gargoyle spouts out from
the corner

;
there are delicious half-tones about the stucco-work be-

tween the timbers ;
vines are trailed prettily over portions of the

stonework ; here is a half-effaced coat-of-arms over the side door,

through which the great reformer was wont to pass ; and there a vacant
shrine nearer the archway; the tile roofs are softened to a pale red-

dish yellow ; on the right, the
long

lines of the timbered gallery melt
into a mass of green foliage, only tinged by a slight foretaste of

autumn. Altogether it is a grouping such as one will find hardly
anywhere but in Germany ; perhaps not architectural in the highest
sense, but appealing so strongly to the natural love for the pictur-

esque as to make one almost wish that architecture were nothing
more than picture-making, and that no sterner tasks were required
of the student than to sketch for such things can be but faintly
transferred to paper and linger over delightful bits like this.

The curious are at liberty to inspect the room in which Luther
lived. It is barren and cheerless enough now, though we are assured
it has not been disturbed since he left it. The room is scantily fur-

nished with a few articles which were used by the reformer
;
his bed-

stead, his bookcase, the desk where he translated the Bible, and his

un-easy chair. On the wall is the spot which received the bottle of

ink Luther flung at the devil's head; at least so the attendant said,
and we all know Luther was tempted and did fling ink at something.
There are also some indifferent portraits of Luther and Melanchthon,
and a few time-stained autographs.
The inner court is more architectural, but less interesting. On

the left is the Landgrafenhaus, where the master of the castle abode,
and does still, for that matter, when the Arch-duke comes hither on a
vacation. The exterior is strongly Romanesque in character, as will

be seen by the detail of one bay, given on the sheet of sketches. The
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interior has been most lavishly restored and decorated in all the mag-
nificence with which a powerful landgrave of the sixteenth century
is supposed to have surrounded himself. In this wing of the castle

is the chapel, decorated in better taste than some of the other apart-

ments, and a little gem in its way ;
its square room, with low vault-

ing springing from a single shaft in the centre, windows on three

sides filled with rich-toned stained-glass presented by members of the

Royal family, heavy draperies about the pulpit and altar, and a golden
crucifix before the window. The chapel is now a right royal place
of worship, though it is very doubtful if Luther ever had so line a

place to preach in.

In the upper story of the Landgrafenhaus is the sumptuous ban-

quet-hall, extending into the pitch of the roof with carved open
trusses, and all ablaze with polished woods, gilding and rich orna-

ment applied in a semi-Byzantine style reprehensible as architect-

ure, if enticing as decoration. Visitors are also allowed to wander

through the rooms where the old Landgraves administered their sum-

mary judgments; the Sangersaal where contests were held between

the great rival minstrels of Germany as far back as 1190; and

through a long hall decorated with scenes from the life of St. Eliza-

beth, who was a chatelaine of the Wartburg. And of course the

castle has its Rustkammer, filled with old suits of armor, curious weap
ons, headsmen's axes and other reminders of the way those old heroes

had of convincing each other. In one corner of the court is the bear's

pit, no German castle is complete without some such attraction
;

and opposite the Landgrafenhaus are the stables, in a wide spread-

inn half-timbered house, with richly-carved corner-posts and gar-

goyles. At the southern extremity of the castle walls rises a tall,

cumbersome watch-tower, commanding the entire country for miles

around, and affording beautiful views of the dark-wooded Thuringian
hills, with Eisenach nestling among the trees far below.

The Wartburg is not an architectural monument. It is simply a

charmingly picturesque bit of medievalism preserved almost intact

to our day, a taste of the romance which is as much a part of the pro-
fession as scientific planning or daring construction. We cannot all

build monuments, any more than we can all be picturesque; but we
cannot visit Eisenach and the Wartburg without feeling that perhaps
those old Germans were wise in neglecting the monumental, tor they

surely succeeded best with the picturesque, C. H. BLACKALL.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send wi/Jt their drawings full and

adequate descriptions oj the buildings, including a statement of cost.]

CHURCH OF GRAVILLE, END OF THE NORTH TRANSEPT. 1

EXCEPT
towards the west end, which is in ruins, and has quite

lost the portal and towers that flanked it, the church of Gra-
ville still continues tolerably entire : in its style and general out-

line, but particularly in its central tower and spire, it bears a consid-

erable resemblance to that of St. George de Bocherville. Architect-

urally regarded, however, it is inferior to that noble edifice; but the

end of the north transept, selected for the subject of the present

plate, will, in point of interest, scarcely yield to any other building
in Normandy. The row of sculptures immediately above the win-

dows -is probably unique ; among them is the sagittary, very dis-

tinctly portrayed, and near him an animal probably designed for a

horse, whose tail ends in a decided fleur-de-lys, while he holds in his

mouth what appears intended to represent another. The same style

of art as the most barbarous at St. George's, and not less fanciful.

The interlaced arches with flat surfaces, that inclose the windows

immediately beneath the sculptures, may be matched by similar rows
in the exterior of the abbey church at St. Stephen, at Caen, and on

the end of the north transept of Norwich Cathedral. It appears like-

wise from Mr. Carter's work,
"
Early English A rchiteclure," that

others resembling them line the lowest story of the east end of Tick-

encote Church, as a specimen of true Saxon architecture
;
whereas

it may safely be affirmed that there is no part of it, as figured by him,
but may be exactly paralleled from Normandy. The same may also

be said of almost every individual instance that he has produced as

illustrations of the style in use among our Saxon progenitors. In

Graville, a series of similar arches is continued along the west side

of the north transept; and, judging from the general appearance of

the church, it may be believed that it is of a prior date to any of the

others just mentioned. A considerable portion of the monastic

buildings is still remaining; but they are comparatively modern;
a lithographic plate of this monastery was published in Paris, by

Bourgeois in 1818.

ACCEPTED DESIGN FOR THE Y. M. C. A. BUILDING, RICHMOND,
VA. MESSRS. COPE & STEWARDSON, ARCHITECTS, PHILADEL-

PHIA, PA.

Tun building will be sixty feet front on Main Street, by one

hundred and ten feet on Sixth Street, instead of sixty feet by
one hundred and twenty-four feet, as contemplated in the com-

petitive designs. The material will be granite to the level of the

first-story windows, above which it will be of stretcher bricks in

red mortar, with courses of buff Ohio-stone and ornamental terra-

cotta. The basement will contain, besides cellars and dressing-rooms,
a bowling-alley and a commodious gymnasium, the greater part of

1 From CotiiiaiTs
'

Antiquities of Normandy
"

which will extend to the second-floor level. The first floor will con-

tain, besides the entrance-hall, a reception-room, parlor, library,

reading-room, etc. A wide stair leads to the second story, which
will be divided into class and committee rooms, boys' reading-room,
etc., and a hall to seat seven hundred persons, with stage and gallerv.
The third floor contains class-rooms, janitor's quarters, etc. The
roof is to be covered with slate. The finish to be in while pine with
some rooms in redwood. It is intended to keep the cost within about

$30,000.

PUBLIC SCHOOL-HOUSE, HANOVER, PA. MR. J. A. DEMI'WOLF,

ARCHITECT, YORK, PA.

Tins structure is of common brick jointed in red mortar, with Ohio-
stone ti-immings and tcrra-cotta panels. The main building, cover-

ing a ground area of about thirty-five hundred square feet, is two
stories in height, with a one-story rear annex twenty-nine feet by
twenty-nine feet, the whole comprising five school-rooms, and the

necessary board, recitation and retiring rooms. The staircase is of

iron, wide and of easy rise. Special attention has been given to

make the means of. communication and egress ample and commodious.
The total cost has been upwards of $12,000.

SKETCHES IN THE WARTBURG, EISENACH, GERMANY, BY MR. C.

H. BLACKALL.

FOR description of these sketches, see article elsewhere in this issue.

CHEMISTRY OF PIGMENTS.3 II.

IN
my first lecture I considered

certain pigments yielding
white, red and yellow colors,

describing to you shortly their

methods of formation, and, in cer-

tain of them, the means by which
their ordinary impurities might
be detected. In tins, my second

lecture, we will consider some in-

stances taken from the common
green and blue pigments; and it

is my wish, in the case of some
of these substances, to go a little

more fully into methods illus-

trating their examination and

analysis.
Green Pigments. Chrome

Greens. As I was speaking in

my last lecture of the yellow pig-
ments derived from chromium, I will commence my lecture to-night
with the green pigments which are also obtained from compounds of

that metal. You will recollect that, in speaking of the yellow pig-
ments containing chromium, I spoke of the chromium being in the

acid condition, as chromic acid combined with other metals, such as

lead, barium, zinc, etc. The green pigments, however, derived from
this metal, except in one or two cases, are all more or less oxides or

hydrated oxides, which compounds yield us pigments varying very
much in hue, according to the method adopted in procuring them.

To show you how much the presence of water combined with these

oxides, and the temperature at which the body is formed, may affect

the color, I will here precipitate a substance of this kind, according
to the different conditions. For this purpose I use a salt of copper,
which metal we shall find yields us various green colors through its

compounds. Taking a solution of copper sulphate, and dividing it

into two portions, I boil one portion over the lamp, and whilst this is

warming, I add to the cold portion a solution of caustic potash. You
see at once a light blue precipitate is formed, which is apparently

perfectly stable in its color. On filtering this body and drying, it is

found on analysis to be a hydrated oxide of copper, represented by
the formula Cu(OH) 2

. Now taking the boiling solution of copper
sulphate, and adding to that some warm potash solution, you see a

totally different result, the precipitate in this case being of a dense
brownish black color. At the temperature of boiling water, 100

Centigrade, the water does not unite with the oxide, which is there-

fore precipitated as a black body of the composition CuO. This sim-

ple instance will, I think, show you how easily the substances may
take different colors in their preparation.
The different greens which owe their color to the chromium oxides,

either hydrated or otherwise, are generally prepared by heating some
volatile salt of chromium, by which process the chromium oxide re-

mains behind ;
or by decomposing other more important salts with

different reagents. Thus, by heating ammonium bichromate, the am-
monia is driven off, and the chromium absorbing oxygen from the

air, becomes converted into the oxide. The same decomposition
takes place when mercury chromate or bichromate is decomposed by
heat, which is done by placing this chromate in a retort, and raising
the temperature. The mercury distils over, and may be collected in

suitable vessels, whilst the chromiumoxide is left behind as a bril-

liant green of considerable depth of color. Bichromate of potassium

may also be decomposed by hydrochloric acid in quantity just sufficient

2 A lecture by J. M. Thomson, F. K. S. F,., F. C. S., Demonstrator of Chemistry
at King's College, delivered before the Society of Arts, jmd published m the
Journal of the Society. Continued from page 174, No. oil.
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to combine with the potassium when potassium chloride will be formed,
and chromium oxide. Such a decomposition may also be decomposed
by hydrochloric acid in ijuantity just sufficient to combine with the

potassium, when potassium chloride will be formed, and chromium
oxide. Such a decomposition may also be carried out by adding sul-

phur to a boiling strong solution of the bichromate just mentioned,

when a hydrated oxide of chromium is precipitated ;
this body must

first be dried, and finally calcined at a moderate temperature. By
fusing together the bichromate and sulphur, and, when cool, extract-

ing with water the potassium sulphate formed in the reaction, the

same green may be obtained. A fine apple-green color may be made,

by treating the' residue left in the retort after potassium bichromate

has been treated with sulphuric acid, with boiling caustic potash or

soda, the chromium oxide being formed. Prepared in this way, the

substance has a beautiful green color of considerable power.
" Ve-

ridian
"

is another green of great brilliancy and permanency, also

formed from chromium oxide, this body being in the hydrated condi-

tion. To form this green, potassium bichromate is decomposed by
ammonium sulphate, in the presence of just suth'cient warm water to

render the mixing of the bodies possible. The material, on cooling,
is broken in pieces and heated, for a short time, to a temperature not

exceeding 200 Centigrade, when the water and ammonia pass off,

leaving the hydrated chromium oxide. This powder must be thor-

oughly washed with water to remove potassium sulphate, but even

with many washings, the pigment is found still to contain traces of

that body. It may also be prepared by calcining potassium bichro-

mate and boracic acid, subsequently lixiviating the broken mass to

remove free boracic acid and potassium borate. This form of the

{.igment is known under the name " Vert de Guignet."
The greens derived from chromium may be regarded as colors of

great stability, as they do not decompose other colors, and are them-

selves unacted upon by sulphuretted hydrogen gas, light, or air.

Scheete's green. This pigment 1 now bring before you as it has been

employed in more common painting work, and being of an extremely

poisonous character, I wish to show you how materials colored with

this paint may be examined for the poison. This pigment, in a state

of purity, is a neutral copper arsenite, but the subslance employed in

the arts generally contains considerable quantities of copper oxide.

The color cannot be said to be thoroughly permanent, as it is altered

by air, more esj)ecially in a moist atmosphere, and is entirely decom-

posed by the action of heat. This paint has been employed to a

great extent in the coloring of inferior classes of wall-paper, and when
so employed has proved extremely deleterious to the health of per-
sons inhabiting rooms so papered. The manner of examining this

pigment for the arsenic may be carried out in the following ways.
Should the pigment be obtained in the state of powder, it may be in-

troduced into a retort such as you see arranged on the table, and
treated with strong hydrochloric acid. The retort should be con-

nected with a condenser and a quill receiver, the end of which dips
under a little water. On the application of heat, the volatile arsenic

chloride distils over, and is condensed in the water in the receiver.

More water is then added to the condensed liquid, and sulphuretted-

hydrogen gas passed through it, when a precipitate of the yellow ar-

senic sulphide shows the presence of arsenic. This precipitate may
be confirmed for arsenic by treatment with ammonium carbonate in

slight excess, when it should entirely dissolve. When the green pig-
ment has been spread on wall-paper, a preferable method is, after

cutting the paper in small strips, to treat it with a little caustic am-

monia, when should there be Scheele's green in the pigment, the

paper will probably turn blue from the action of the ammonia on the

copper. After leaving the ammonia to act for a short time, the liq-

uid must be rendered slightly acid with hydrochloric acid, the shreds

of
paper filtered off, and the solution boiled with gome slips of me-

tallic copper. In the slightly acid solution, a deposition of metallic

arsenic takes place upon the copper, causing it to assume a steel-gray
color. The slips of coated copper may now be removed from the

solution, slightly rinsed with cold water, dried by gently pressing be-

tween blotting paper, and heated in a small glass tube closed at one

end, when the arsenic becomes converted into arsenious acid, which
condenses in small crystals on the sides of the tube. For the direct

examination of a pigment such as "
King's yellow," which is unacted

upon by acids, the best plan is to fuse the substance with some re-

ducing agent, such as sodium carbonate mixed with potassium cyan-
ide or charcoal in a small tube, when the arsenic is evolved, and con-

denses round the upper portion of the tube as a black ring of metallic

lustre. Another pigment, namely,
" Schweinfurt green," also con-

tains arsenic, and may be regarded as an " aceto-arsenite of copper,"
being formed by the treatment of verdigris with acetic and arsenious

acids. Both these pigments are highly dangerous to health, especially
when they are employed in the coloring of internal walls, as in many
cases, the paint having been put on with an insufficiency of size, small

particles come off, and becoming mixed with the particles of dust, are

breathed by those inhabiting the rooms.
"
Verdigris" was originally used to a considerable extent as a

green pigment, but it cannot be recommended, as it undergoes change
both by moisture and sulphuretted hydrogen. In certain cases also

it has been found to undergo a darkening in color, probably under
the action of reducing agents. It may be regarded as a "sub-acetate
of copper," but varies to some extent in its composition among the

different varieties that are made. Many other greens containing

copper exist, among which the most important are " Mountain green,"
formed from native malachite or copper cart>ouate;

" Bremen green,"

or "Mineral green," which are hydrated oxides of copper; and
" Brunswick green," which has for it8 hattis copper oxychloridtt.
Most of these pigment*, if pure, are of good color and permanent,
but, in the case of Brunswick green, it U to be found frequently
formed from a mixture of Prussian blue, eliminate of lead, and barium

sulphate, which, reacting on one another, cause the original green to

assume a brownish tint.

An extremely beautiful and permanent green, which has received

the name of " Rinman't green" or " Cobalt green," may be formed by
calcining the precipitate produced by sodium carbonate in a mixture
of cobalt and zinc sulphates, and consists of a mixture of the oxides

of these two metals. Some recommend that the cobalt and zinc salts

should be precipitated with potassium phosphate or arseniate, thin

giving a richer color with more body. The arsenious acid in this

case apparently undergoes volatilization, and is not retained to any
extent by the resulting pigment. Green pigments may also be ob-

tained from the metals manganese, uranium and titanium, but they
are not of much importance.

Blue Pigment*. The blue pigments most commonly employed arc
derived chiefly from the compound!) of iron and cobalt, with the ex-

ception of ultramarine which contains silica and alumina in varying
proportion and one or two blues derived from copper com|K>unds.

Ultramarine. I bring this color first under your notice from tho

great beauty and purity of its color, and the perfect stability the pig-
ment possesses when mixed with other paints, or in the presence of

noxious gases. It consists of silica and alumina, accompanied with
smaller quantities of soda and sulphuric acid. From the rarity of

the mineral "
lapis lazuli," which furnishes the natural ultramarine,

this form of the pigment is very expensive, but the "
artificial ultra-

marine
"

is manufactured in large quantities at a moderate cost, and
is very good in color and stability. The artificial variety is prepared
by fusing together white clay, dried sodium carbonate, sulphur and
charcoal, which yields a mass of so-called "green ultramarine."

This, however, on being washed, dried, and again roasted in thin

layers with sulphur, gradually forms the blue variety. As already
stated, the color may be regarded as a permanent one, except when
it comes in contact with acids, which exercise a bleaching action upon
it. There are two forms of artificial ultramarine, one of which is

termed "
Guimet's," and the other " Gahn's."

This latter body is a compound of cobalt oxide and alumina, and
docs not seem to possess a definite chemical composition. By vary-
ing the proportions of cobalt, a more or less decided shade of blue

may be produced; but it seems essential that the metals iron or
nickel should be absent from the pigment. It mixes well with other

colors, without producing any deterioration, but is liable to appear of

a purple shade when viewed by artificial light.
Thenard's Blue. This is another blue containing cobalt, and some-

what similar to tho pigment just described. It is formed by mixing
the pink gelatinous precipitate, obtained by adding sodium phosphate
to a cobalt salt, with alumina, and after drying, heating the mixture
to redness in a crucible. Thenard's blue, when carefully prepared, is

reported as an extremely permanent color, notwithstanding the action
of heat, light, noxious gases, and even acids and alkalies. Under cer-

tain circumstances this color loses its pristine brilliancy ; but this

may readily be restored to it by heating the pigment with a small

quantity of mercury oxide. The mercury volatilizes, and the oxygen
passing to the pigment, revivifies it in a very decided manner, point-
ing to the fact that the brilliancy of the paint probably dejxjmls on
the state of oxidation of cobalt in the mixture.

Smalt. This color is well adapted for coarser kinds of work, but
is not much used in the fine arts. It may be regarded as a double
silicate of potash and cobalt, in fact, glass colored blue by cobalt, and
then crushed to a fine powder. The pigment is prepared on a

large scale by roasting cobalt ore, which converts the larger portion
of the metal into oxide, but still leaves a considerable quantity of ar-
senic and sulphur in the ore. The residue is then fused with potassium
carbonate and crushed quartz, which forms the double silicate of cobalt
and |ii)tas-iiiiii,

while the other metals, such as iron, copper and
nickel, combining with the arsenic and sulphur, form a slag at the
bottom of the crucible. The blue glass is poured into water so as to
render it more friable by the sudden cooling. The intensity of the
color depends upon the quantity of the double silicate which 'the pig-
ment contains, and the absence of iron in any quantity. It varies
from a clear to a decided blue in shade. To be of good quality smalt,

should not be at all sandy in its nature, but should be in fine powder,
holding together like flour; and when thrown into water, the deposit
should exhibit the same tint all through.

Cizlin or Cerulean Blue. This pigment is probably a compound of
cobalt and oxide of tin, this body being accompanied by a certain

quantity of calcium sulphate. It is a beautiful transparent blue, with
a slight greenish tinge.

Prussian Blue. Under this title may be arranged all those blue

pigments which are known under the names of Antwerp, Berlin,
Paris and TurnbuU's blue, and which have been considered as differ-
ent compounds of iron with cyanogen, but which may often possess
an identical composition. In these colors we find the iron, which is

combined with the cyanogen, in two conditions, one of which is termed
the ferrous (Fe"), the other the ferric (Fe'") condition, and the color
of the body produced varies according to whether the iron salts em-
ployed are in the one or other condition. The cyanogen compound
which is generally taken to form these pigments is the potassium fcr-

rocyanide or yellow prussiate of potash ;
and I will now show you the
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difference in the body produced according to the iron salt employed.
In these two jars I have solutions of ferric chloride and ferrous sul-

phate ; now I add to both of them a solution of potassium ferroeyan-

ide, when you see a deep blue precipitate formed in the jar contain-

ing the ferric salt, but in the jar containing the ferrous salt, a very
much lighter body is obtained : the first of these bodies prepared in

the proper manner constitutes the true " Prussian blue." When a

solution of ferric sulphate is added to potassium ferrocyanide, a vari-

ety is obtained, which is soluble in water, and which is employed to

a great extent by calico printers under the name " soluble 1'russian

blue." This variety contains potassium as well as the iron and cyan-
ogen, and may be represented by the chemical formula (K 2 Ke 2 Fcy 2 ).

When, however, potassium ferrocyanide is added to ferric sulphaie,
the precipitate formed is insoluble in water, and may be represented

by the formula (Fe 4 Fcy 3 ).

Prussian blus may also be prepared from the green vitriol or fer-

rous sulphate, but in this case the substance formed must be exposed
for a considerable time to the air, as the precipitate at first obtained

is nearly white in color, having a different composition (K 2 Fe"Fcy) ;

this body, however, on exposure, becomes converted into the true

Prussian blue by oxidation. I can easily show you the formation of

this white variety, and its subsequent change into the blue, by shak-

ing some iron filings with a solution of sulphurous acid, and filtering

this into a solution of weak potassium ferrocyanide, when you per-
ceive a dense white precipitate is at once formed. On pouring this,

as I now do, onto a plate, you perceive that immediately it changes
to a light blue, finally becoming much deeper in color round the

edge of the m;iss where the action of the air is more acute.

The blue pigments derived from these sources are moderately per-
manent, except in the presence of alkalies, which rapidly decompose
them with the formation of ferric oxide. This decomposition may
he seen when I treat this Prussian blue, which I have here suspended
in water, with some warm caustic potash, the alkali rapidly decom-

posing the blue, and changing it into a brown powder. The forma-

tion of those different substances m*y be seen in the diagram on the

wall, where the first equation represents the formation of the variety

insoluble in water; the second ami third the formation of the white

variety from green vitriol, with its subsequent change into the insol-

uble blue pigment ;
and the fourth the formation of " soluble Prus-

sian blue."

I. 2Fe, (S0 f) 3 + 3 K 4 Fey = 6 K 3 SO 8 -f
Insoluble Prussian blue.

Fe
4 Fey 8

White variety.

II. K 4 Fey + Fe SO 4
= K

2 SO 4 + K^V' Fey."

Wb te variety.

III. 6(K 2 Fe Fey) + O 3
= 3 K 4 Fey +

Insoluble
Prussian blue.

Fe
2 8 + Fe4 Fey,

IV. 2K Fey + Fe' (SO 4 ) 3 = 3 K 2 SO +
Soluble Prussian blue.

K 2 Fe 2 Fcy 2

Little care is taken in the purification of the yellow prussiate of

potash for the preparation of the common blue pigment, but it must

undergo recrystallization for the preparation of the pure variety of

blue, which is sold under the name of "
Antwerp blue."

Mountain blue is a basic copper carbonate, somewhat resembling
the green carbonate in its constitution. It is very difficult to obtain

the substance in a state of purity, and many experiments have been
made to obtain, artificially, a pigment which will possess a color re-

sembling the natural bod'y. The best results in this direction are

probably those of Pelletier, but the artificial variety, however well

prepared, docs not possess the permanency which belongs to the nat-

ural variety used by the older painters, and still to be seen in a bril-

liant condition in some of their fresco paintings.
The qualities to be sought for in all pigments, whether taken from

a natural source or artificially prepared, may briefly be stated as

follows : The substance should have great richness in the special

tint'required, and as great durability as possible. It should cover the

surface to which it is applied with ease, and for this purpose it must

possess the property of mixing thoroughly with the vehicle in which
it is suspended. It is essential that the pigment should be insoluble

in water, and should dry properly when spread on the canvas. Fi-

nally, care must be taken in the selection of the different colors to

see that no substances are employed which will produce decomposi-
tion with other pigments. This can only be attained by the colorist

paving attention to the nature of the ingredients, with due regard to

their chemical constitution. The latter precaution has become all

the more necessary from the introduction in later years of artificially

prepared pigments, which although presenting greater variety ol

tints, have not that stability which characterized the more simple
natural bodies employed by the older painters, and which has per-
mitted such pigments to withstand the action of exterior agents for

so long a time. Much depends also bn the nature and purity of the

vehicles with which the pigments are spread, and the varnishes whicl

are used for the subsequent preservation of the pictures. I shuuk

lave liked, had time permitted, to have taken into consideration some
of the more important chemical points with regard to the nature of

such vehicles, and their probable action on different pigments, but I

ind it impossible in the space at my disposal to carry out this wish.

SOME OF THE MOHF. COMMON PIGMENTS, WITH THE CHEMICAL SUB-

STANCES FROM WHICH THEY ABE DEKIVED.

f Cremnitz white While lead [PbCo3 . Pb(OH)2] .

Chinese white Zinc oxide ZnO.
Flake white Basic nitrate of bismuth [Bi(NO3)3 . 2Bi(OH)3].

Pearl white Bismuth oxychloride.. [2(BICla . B12O3). H 2O].

onstant white {tesfc:::::t$k
Tin white Tin biuoxide SuO2 .

f King's yellow.
Cadmium yellow

Platinum yellow

Arsenic sulphide....... As2S3 .

Cadmium sulphide..... CdS.

^t^um
1 '

."'

1

.

8
.^.!^. (PtCl4. 2KC1).

Turbfth mineral ......... Basic mercury sulphate (HgSO4 . 2HgO.)
Chrome yellow Lead chromate
Zinc eh rum o ............. Zinc chromate

( Barium chromate
j Strontlum ohr0mate.

rbOrO4.

ZnCrO4 .

BaCr(\.
SrJrO/.

Lemon yellow

Naplesyellow
Yellow ochre ............ Ferric hydrate and clay L (2KesO,. 3U3O). 4- Clay].
Mosaic gold ............ Tin bisulphide .......... SMS..

Red lead ................. Lead oxides ............ [3(PbO). PbO2.].

Vermilion ................ Mercuric sulphide...... ll.u'v

Purple red............... Basic mercury chromate (HgCrO4
- HgO.).

Iodine scarlet ............ Mercuric iodide ........ H gl 2 .

Realgar .................. Arsenic sulphide ....... As3S"2 .

Chrome green Chromic oxide Cr2O,.
Cobaltor Kinman's green Oxides of cobalt & zinc (CoO-f-ZnO.).
Mountain green Green malachite [ (CuCOs . Cu(OH)2 ]

Scheele's green Copper arsenite i 'u!I As< i
..

Verdigris Basic copper acetate .. [Cu(C2H3O2)2 . CuO.6Hs O].

inn
a
e
n
r

d ar9enite
} [Cu(C,H3O,)2 . CnHAsO3 ].Emeraid green .........

{

verte

f

!

Silicate of aluminium
)

and sodium with
so-} Na, AI, Si, O8 Na, S,.

dium sulphide )

Mountain blue Blue malachite [2 (CuCo3). Cu (OH),].

Smalt {^S^.^!^^!] CoK,Si04 .

fnsoTubTePrussian blue }

ferric ferrocyanide.... Fe. Fcys .

Soluble Prussian blue,
j

P
^JJ^ /

8 10

.

f8
"?f~ }

K
i F^Fcyj.

Indigo '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 2(C8 H5 N5 O^.

Manganese brown Manganese dioxide .Mini.,.

Vandyke brown Ferric oxide

ptiirnt inim ( Clays colored with ox-na
Ides of iron and man-

Burntumber
( ganee ..

Orange Orange chrome.... Basic lead chroraate. ..PbCrO4 PbO.

Black lead Plumbago or graphite ) r.rbon i -.i.
Mineral black Impure graphite j

<^arl

Lamp black Soot from resins or tar
~

Diamond black Impure lamp black..

Spanish black Charcoal from cork..

Ivory black Charred bones
I Charcoal from vine

Blue black J CoConut am peajh
[ stones ..............

Artiflci.il varieties of
charcoal with greater
or less imparities

TABLE II.

PIGMENTS LIABLE TO CHANGE UNDEB THE INFLUENCE OP SITLPHCRETTED

HYDROGEN, AIB AND MOISTURE.

White... .Cremnitz white.
Flake white.
Pearl white.

Yellow Turbith mineral.
Chrome yellow.
Mineral yellow.
Naples yellow.

Red Red lead.

Purple red.
Iodine scarlet.

Green .... Verdigris.
Scheele's green.
Emerald green.
Mountain green.

Blue Prussian blue.

Antwerp blue.

Orange Orange chrome.

TABLE III.

PIGMENTS LITTLE LIABLE TO CHANGE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF SUL-

PHURETTED HYDROGEN, AIR OB MOISTURE.

White Zinc white.
Constant white.
Barium tungstate.
Tin white.

Red Vermilion.
Red ochre.
Indian red.
Madder lakes.

Yellow Yel low ochre.
Barium chromate.
Zinc chromate.
Aureolin.
Platinum yellow.
Kaw siena.

Green Chrome greens.

Cobalt green.
Blue Ultramarine.

Smalt.
Thenard's blue.

Brown.. .Vandyke brown.
Kaw umber.
Burnt umber.
Manganese brown.
Sepia.

Slack Ivory black.

Lamp black.
Indian ink.

Graphite.
Orange...Orange vermilion.

Burnt siena.

TABLE IV.

PIGMENTS LIABLE TO DETERIORATION WHEN IN CONTACT WITH WHITE
LEAD.

Yellow Yellow orpiment.
King's yellow.
Indian yellow.
Gamboge.

lied Iodine scarlet.

Cochineal.
Carmine.

Orange... Golden antimony sulphide.
Orange orpiment.

Green Sap green.
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TABLK V.

PIGMENTS WHICH AUK LITTLK AKKKCTKD I!Y MKAT, ANI> MAY 111 KM
PLOYKI) WHKN THB MATERIAL HAS TO STAND TIIK FlllB.

White Tin white.
Karium white.
Zluc white.

/.'../ Uedocure
Venetian red.
I mint!) red.

Yellow Naples yellow.
Antimony yellow.

1,'ln-H C'UrOUle U''eeil.

Cobalt green.
Blue Smalt and royal blue.

Ullrmuartue.
Orange. ..Burnt aiena.

Hurnt ochre.
Brown... burnt umber.

MantfaiiMe brown.
Black. . . .Urnphlte.

Mineral black.

SOCIETY REPORTS.
THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION OF MINNESOTA.

lirllK tliiru Hsih regular monthly meeting of the Architectural As
J I ^ suciaiioii of Minnesota was held on November 3d, at the office

'

of II. S. Treberne. The Committee on Membership reported
favorably upon the names of James 8. Kenney, James K. Torrauce,
and Chas. A. Forbes, who were duly elected members. In response
to a letter received from the President of the Western Association of

Architects, concerning the Minnesota contingent at the St. Louis

Convention, the Secretary stated to the meeting that he had sent the

names of nineteen members to Secretary Gay, and that since he had
written he had learned of six or seven more members who proposed
going to St. Louis, so that he felt confident that at least thirty archi-

tects from St. Paul and Minneapolis would attend.

The following names were proposed for membership : Charles A.

Joy of St. Paul as Fellow ; J. B. Hawley, Geo. W. V. Yule, W. A.
Truesdell and Samuel Rockwell of St. Paul and W. H. Dearborn of

1 1 aniline as Associates ;
and L. W. Rundlett and Talbot Jones, M.D.

as Honorary Members. Dr. Jones read a paper on " The Nature
of Zymotic Poison." After describing the contagious character of

the diseases generated by this poison, which diseases were denomi-
nated as small-pox, scarlet fever, measles, diphtheria, typhus and ty-

phoid fevers and cholera, he said that there were two theories re-

garding its nature, viz. : the germ and the physico-chemical theory.
Believers in the former maintain that zymotic diseases are caused by
microscopic living organisms, which, entering the blood, set up mor-
bid or zymotic changes characteristic of the specific organisms, each
infectious disease having its specific germ. He elaborated the germ
theory, showing that putrefaction is caused by germs which, the

germ theorists allege, in densely populated places, are floating in

myriads in the atmosphere, and only need a congenial soil such as

dead organic matter or a weakly organism to work their reproduction.
Germs require morbid conditions for their existence. The opponents
of the germ theory contend that such organisms are the result of mor-
bid conditions of their habitat. According to the physico-chemical
theorists, living organisms also present in putrescent fluids are mere
harmless concomitants, having no causal connections with their me-
dium, and that their life conditions are in reality not matters for the

pathologist, but for the naturalist. He closea without giving his

sanction to either view. He admitted that it was a complex subject,
and that the only human zymotic poison discovered was that of

small-pox.

Capt. James Starkey read a paper on "
Harmony," in which he

advocated greater harmony between the architects, the building in-

spector and the contractors and builders
; and suggested a series of

general meetings under the auspices of the Association, to consider
and revise the present building ordinance of St. Paul. After the

paper was generally discussed, a committee consisting of Messrs.

Millard, Bassford and Stevens was appointed to arrange for such

public meetings to consider and suggest amendments to the building
ordinance.

FIRE-PROOF FLOORING.
ST. Louis, Mo., October 24, 1886.

To THK EDITORS OK THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, The undersigned, having read the " Notes of Travel in

Vienna," by Mr. C. H. Blackall, describing the new Court Theatre,
and published in the September 29th number of your paper, wishes
to call Mr. Blackall's attention to the fact, in answer to his assertion

of not having heard of the method of "
fire-proofing

"
floors in Amer-

ica, which he illustrates, that the very method has been used for

quite a number of years by the undersigned, here in St. Louis, in

some of our principal and model public school buildings, he having
also used the method extensively in Paris! The method is similar to

the one described bv Mr. Blackall, varying somewhat in detail, which,
if not encroaching too much upon your valuable space, might be well

again explained.
The beams used are ordinary I-bcams of such sizes as location may

warrant, spaced from three to four feet on centres. Over the tops of

these beams are placed, every four feet, what in Paris are called en-

tretoizes or shoulder-hooks, which are of seven-eighths inch square
metal, resting on the lower inside flange of the beams and lapping over
the top around the outside upper flange of beams. On these shouldei-

hooks are placed the cotes de vache, or cow ribs, of one-fourth inch

square iron, and spaced equally, two between every four feet. On
this frame-work, then, is poured the plaster-of-Paris composition.

Testimony can be given by both the architects and private indi-

viduals here to corroborate the use of the aU>ve described method of

construction in St. Louis. Plastering for such partitions requires to
be very light for perfectly straight work. Very respectfully,

JEAN JAMKTO.N.

THE EQUESTRIAN STATUE AT NASHVILLE.
NKW YoitK, November 9, 188S.

To THK EDITORS OF THK AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sin, Of the three presidents of the United States raised
to the executive rank from the State of Tennessee, Jackson wan
the earliest and greatest ;

it is in his honor that the equestrian statues
at Nashville, Washington and New Orleans are erected, and it was so
written in my manuscript, and not "

Johnson," as printed in your issue
of the 7th inst. I am of the opinion, especially after recent develop-
ments, that the State would hesitate before giving that honor to the
latter statesman.

I was mistaken, however, in regard to the name of the photo-
grapher, which is T. M. Sehleier, and not Stract. By making these

corrections, you will very much oblige,
Yours resiMJctfully, O. P. HATFIKLD.

November 7, 188S.

To THE EDITORS OF TUB AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
In your issue of to-day, page 219, fifteenth and sixteenth lines from

foot of first column, I notice a slip to which I would call your at-

tention, as I think but few persons are aware that Nashville, Wash-
ington and New Orleans are ornamented by "equestrian statues of
Johnson." L. F. R.

[WK suppose others than our correspondents must have smiled at the idea
of Andrew Juliusou as a " man on horseback." We must shelter .mr.-t-l vcs
behind the Depew-Grant-Johiison correspondence now occupying so much
space In the daily papers, i( we would find a valid excuse for allowing the
hero of New Orleans to be tem|M>rurilv unhorsed by the war governor of
Tennessee. EDS. AMKKICAN AKCHITKCT.]

CONTRACTS AND SEALS.
BBOOKL\ K, N. V., October 23, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, I appeal to your kindness to favor me with a bit of

information, as to whether it is necessary for an architect in New
York or Brooklyn to obtain a permit or license for the privilege of

drawing up contracts between client and builder for such (client and
builder, namely) to sign.

Also, whether it is necessary for the contracting parties to person-
ally seal their signatures, or whether it suffices for them to sign op-
posite seals previously fastened in position by the architect or any
other person.

By responding to the above, you will greatly oblige
A SUBSCRIBER.

[ARCHITECTS do not now need a license to practise in New York State-
and the drawing of contracts Is certainly within the scope of their profes-
sional duties.

It is not necessary for the contracting parties to affix seals to their names
personally, and signatures are often made opposite seals affixed by the
architect or some other person. It is, however, perhaps better to affix the seal
at least in presence of the signer, in order that there can be no possible qiien-
tion as to his consent to such obligations as the seal may imply. Ki>s
A.MKKIC.VN ARCHITECT.]

NEW YORK EXHIBITION OF ARCHITECTURAL
DRAWINGS.

November 7, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

led
Dear Sirs, Your editorial paragraph in to-day's American Archi-
ll referring to the exhibition of architects' drawings to be held in

connection with the annual exhibition of the Salmagundi Club, gives
a wrong impression, which I hope you will correct in your next issue
It is true that the committee in charge have decided not to admit
photographs, and for the reason you have named, viz. : that as the
members of the Salmagundi Club are not themselves permitted to
exhibit photographs, it would be a breach of courtesy on our part to
allow them to come in under cover of their generous hospitality. It
might be inferred from your editorial that as the Salmagundii Club
exhibited only in black and white, the architectural drawings should
also be in black and white. This is not correct. The Sahnagundi
Club permit us to hang all kinds of drawings water-colors India-
ink washes, sepia, pen-and-ink drawings, or any other kind of render-
ing, only drawing the line at photographs. Undoubtedly photograph..*
would nnd a place in an exhibition of architecture : this, however
is intended to be an exhibition of architectural drawings. It is hoped'
though, that it will be fully as interesting from the point of view as"

showing what the architects of the country are really doing, as also
showing what our best draughtsmen can accomplish. Specimens of
French and English draughtsmen's original work is expected, thereby
affording instructive contrasts. Besides this, architectural sketches
made by some of our best artists will be hung, showing what it ig
that appeals most to the artist.

F. A. WRIGHT, Sec. Committee.
[Too late to make the proper correction for it was the hist thin-' written

for that issue we noticed when the press-revise came to hand Ihat our
words did convey the impression that exhibitors would be limited in their
offerings to black-and-white work alone. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT 1
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PAYING FOK THE USE OF PUBLISHED DESIGNS.
BOSTON, Nov. 4, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THK AMERICAN AUCHITKCT:

Dear Sirs, A point arose a short time since in my experience
that may be of interest to architects in general, and I present it be-

low, hoping to draw out opinions on the subject. A client, having
seen some published plans for a small house by an architect in a dis-

tant city, brought them to me to work up, as being, with a few alter-

ations, entirely satisfactory.
The distant situation of that architect, together with some other

circumstances, prevented me from sending my client to him, and so,

being ignorant of the general practice in such cases, and not wishing
to do anything contrary to professional etiquette, I wrote to the arch-

itect for permission to use the sketches, and at the same time offered

to pay him the customary fee, whatever that was. His reply I give
in full, as the best statement of the case from the other side :

October 26, 1885.

Mil Dear Sir, Your esteemed favor of the 22(1 instant came duly to

hand. Its contents has much interested me. You had better by all

means assist your client according to his wishes. It is not at all strange
that the schedule of charges of the American Institute of Architects

does not indicate the solution of the very honorable proposition you
make, and I am quite nonplussed to know what is the wisest sugges-
tion to make in the matter, looking at the case from a simply profes-
sional standpoint. Of course, any pecuniary consideration that might
of possibility be due me would in this case amount to a mere noth-

ing. The principle is, however, the same, and is a very interesting

one, I think. If you are willing to take the trouble to ask, say three

architects of your acquaintance, their opinion on this point, suppose you
do so, and I will do the same. It may be of interest to compare notes.

In the meantime, let me assure you of my appreciation of your most
courteous and honorable action in the matter. Hoping that a house

satisfactory to your client may be the result of our co-labors,
Yours very truly,

In complying with the above request and conferring with other

architects, 1 learn that there is no rule or established practice that

covers this point, and hence this communication, as without doubt the

quickest solution of the problem. Hoping that you will give it space
at your earliest convenience, I am, Yours truly, C.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
"PROFESSIONAL BOOKS" is THK TARIFF. On reading the letter of

" A. 11." in your paper of October 15, I was led to examine the tariff

law, and I find the following provision in the act of March 3, 1883:
" Section 2503. The following articles, when imported, shall be

exempt from duty: .... Books, household effects, or libraries or

parts of libraries, in use, of persons or families from foreign countries,
if used abroad by them not less than one year, and not intended for

any other person or persons, or for sale .... [two pages intervene],

wearing apparel in actual use, and other personal effects (not merchan-

dise), professional books, implements, instruments and tools of trade,

occupation, or employment of persons arriving in the United States.

But this exemption shall not be construed to include machinery or

other articles imported for use in any manufacturing establishment or

for sale."

It would seem that, under these provisions, both " A. H. " and
Mr. Warren were entitled to have the articles on which they were
forced to pay duty passed free. J. R., in the New York Evening Post.

STEEL PUNCHES. One of the foreman of the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, stopping before a little exhibit of steel punches at the Novelties

Exhibition, said :

" All our great industries are largely dependent up-
on smaller industries that to the casual observer appear of very little

importance. Here, for instance, is a display of punches. They are

used simply for punching letters or numbers on the parts of a machine
to guide workmen in setting it up, but they are absolutely essential,

and it is very important to have them of good quality. Although quite
delicate in line they must be clearly formed, of good face, hard enough
to be used on iron or steel, and yet not so hard as to be brittle. They
require a high degree of skill on the part of the workmen who make
them, and yet they appear to the ordinary visitor as of very little im-

portance. Our locomotives are taken apart and shipped to all quarters
of the globe, and if it were not for the marks upon the parts made by
these little punches it would be an exceedingly difficult job for even

our own workmen to put them together again. I enjoy an exhibition

of this kind, chiefly because it brings to light so many of the quiet
workers whose fame is unsung." Iron Age.

PROTECTING WASHINGTON MONUMENT FROM LIGHTNING. The light-

ning-rod tips, and the rods to which they are to be fixed, intending to

protect the Washington monument from lightning, have arrived from

Philadelphia, where they were made, and are now being placed in posi-

tion. The construction of scaffolding around the roof was timed so that

it would be in readiness when the rods should arrive, and there will be

no delay in the work, except that caused by bad weather. The appara-
tus constructed in Philadelphia consists of 704 feet of triangular copper
rods, plated with gold, to encircle the roof in the horizontal points; two
hundred feet of circular copper rods, also gold plated, to extend along
the four corners of the roof, and one hundred and seventy-two lightning
rod points. The latter are three inches long, made of copper and gold

plated, with the exception of a half-inch at the end, which is of plati-

num. These one hundred and seventy-two points, together with those

erected immediately after the monument was struck by lightning, make
two hundred points in all, nearly covering the roof of the monument.
In the opinion of the scientists who made the recommendations, these

precautions will protect the monument from lightning in the future.

Boston Herald.

THE STATUE OF MARCUS AURELIUS AT ROME. For better preserva-
tion the statue of Marcus Aurelius, at the Capitol in Rome, is to be re-
moved by the municipality. In its place is to be set up an exact copy
in bronze. _____

METHOD OF DEADENING SOUNDS IN BUILDINGS. General M. C.

Meigs, writes to the Sanitary Kmjinee.r as follows in reference to an
article on deadening the sounds from water-closets, which appeared in
a late issue :

" I have found it impossible to make myself beard by
a person on the other side of a large window, double glazed, interval
between panes seven-eighths of an inch. Glass is very elastic, and should,
I suppose, therefore, be a good sound-conductor. But the voice can-
not be heard through two sheets of ordinary French window-glass sep-
arated by seven-eighths of an inch of air. In this, 1 think, may be found
a hint for shutting-oif sound."

EARLY PUBLIC CLOCKS. The first tower-clock built was the West-
minster clock in 1288. A few years later a clock was put up in Canter-

bury Cathedral, and in 1317 the Kxeter Cathedral clock was made.
The Westminster clock is the second largest in the world. In point of
size the great tower-clocks of the world run as follows : Mechlin (Bel-
gium), forty feet diameter of face; Westminster, twenty-two feet six

inches; St. Paul's Cathedral, seventeen feet
;
Shandon Church (Cork),

sixteen feet; Pancras Station, twelve feet nine inches; Scarborough,
Old Church, twelve feet ; St. James (Piccadilly ), ten feet, and King's Cross

Station, Bow Church, Manchester Infirmary and Royal Exchange, each
nine feet. In this country the two largest are twelve feet in diameter.
One of these is the Produce Exchange clock, which, through electrical

connection, rings bells throughout the building to notify members of
the sessions of the exchange. The Metal Worker.

SAND BAGS ron ENGINEERING PURPOSES. During the war of the
rebellion in the United States, sand bags were used for the foundations
of fortifications on soft ground, notably during the siege of Charleston,
where bags of sand were dumped on a mud bank forming an artificial

island, upon which a fortification of sand bags and cotton bales was
built of sufficient resistance to carry fifteen-inch

"
swamp angels," which

were used to shell the city some seven miles distant. It had been sup-
posed that all possible points were occupied, and until the use of sand

bags was devised, it would have been impossible to erect a fortification

upon such material. In concrete work, such as the strengthening of
the foundations of the Washington Monument, it is sometimes advisa-
ble to apply the material in bags, and afterwards burst them by blows
of rammers. A few years ago an inlet of about one-sixth of a mile in

width on the eastern coast of New Jersey was closed by an embankment
made out of eighty thousand bags of sand, each containing one-twelfth
of a cubic yard. The cost of these bags filled and in position was eiglit-
and-one-half cents, or one dollar per cubic yard of embankment. The
deposit by the sea began as soon as the current in the channel was
stopped, and now one hundred acres of land have been reclaimed. This
shore is sandy, and the action of waves and currents serves to wear or
build the land very rapidly. Engineering.

CURIOUS COLLECTIONS. Mtne. Agar, the celebrated tragedienne,
possesses a collection of toys which she exhibited in 1882, at the Union
Centrale. Baron Oscar de Watteville, who only smokes cigarettes, has
been making a collection of pipes during the last forty years. The
Duke of Richelieu, the prime minister of Louis XVIII., had a splendid
collection of pipes, which was rather singular for a man who only took
snuff. The late Duke of Zweibrucken, at Carlsberg, left pipes to the
value of 100,000 florins. General Vandamme, one of the heroes of the

army of Sambre-et-Meuse, died in 1830, leaving a fortune consisting
solely of pipes, which realized 00,000 francs at a public auction. M.
Maury, of Asnieres, is the owner of a collection of marionettes, the
relics of the Nicolet, 'Seraphin and Miniature theatres in the Champs
Elysees. This collection is, to say the least, quite as interesting as those
of gloves, garters, funeral-cards, match-boxes and military tufts, which
some people dote on. Further, we have collectors of door-knockers,
shoe-lifters, forks, braces, buttons and shoe nails. Lastly, we note that
an amateur at Poictiers has made it his business to rake together all the
" bad grammar

"
of members of the French Academy from its institution

down to the year 1885. This imposing collection consists of about 3500

cuttings from books, reviews or newspapers. These the collector be-

queathed, oh, irony ! to the Bihliolheque Magazine, the library of the

Academy. Interme'diare des Chercheurs.

VIBRATIONS OF THE FLOOD ROCK EXPLOSION OBSERVED AT CAM-
BRIDGE. The jocose assertion of the first director of Harvard College
Observatory, Professor William Bond, that the ponderous foundation
stone on whicli the great refractor is poised could not be moved even

by an earthquake has at last been disproved by observations taken there
on the occasion of the recent explosion at Hell Gate. Old Summer-
house Hill itself, upon which the observatory stands, was preceptibly
shaken on that occasion, if Professor W. A. Hogers's perceptive facul-

ties were not at fault. The air line distance between the Observatory
and Flood Rock is nearly one hundred and ninety miles. Accurate time
was kept at both points. The time-keeper at Hell Gate fixed the ex-

plosion at precisely fourteen minutes past eleven by the seventy-filth
meridian time. The time reported from Princeton at which the effect

was observed there was 11 : 14.47. Professor Hogers'a observations at

Cambridge were: Disturbance first seen, 11 : 17.14; instant of maxi-
mum disturbance, 11: 18.03; disturbance ceased 11:20. The figures
are all in seventy-fifth meridian, or eastern time. The method used to

develop the distance of vibration was the placing of a saucer of mer-

cury on the solid cellar floor. In this mercury was a speck or flaw.

Upon this point was brought to bear a microscope of 750 magnifying
power, the spider line being in exact coincidence witli the flaw. The
first vibration perceived was about a thousandth of an inch and recurred
at intervals for nearly two minutes, the greatest swaying of the mer-

cury being over a space of one five hundredth of an inch. New York
Tribune.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(hrport.-tl (or The American Architect and Building Newt.)

{Although a large portion of the building intelliqenet
is provided l/j/ their regular correspondents, the editor*

greatly desire to receive voluntary information, ctpe-

ttatlyfom the smaller and outlying tomu.]

BUILDING PATENTS,

\frinted specifications of any patents herementioned.
g> fh> / in'h futl detail illustrations, may be obtainea
the Cmnmitnioner of I'atents, at Washington, for

y-flfe crnti.l

329,486. LOCK. Albert Kirks, Canton, O.
329,491. BOLT FUK DOOB- LOCKS. Augustus

Scbwelnfurt, Philadelphia, }*.

:ra,4'J7. CAKKIKK oit F.LKVATOR FOB PAINTERS,
IT< . Siginnnd Spltzer, Vienna, Austria- Hungary.

328,499. VKNKKKINO. Charles \V. Spurr, Boston,
Mas*.

829.616. HEATING -STOVE. Willlim E. Walker
and George K. Wilbur, Tauuton, Mass.

329,542. WRKNCH. Jae. A. Fairbanks, Augusta,
Me.

329,555. RULE ANDSO.UAKK. LudwigHirsch.New
York. N. Y.
329.686. AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER FOR EXTINGUISH-

ING FIKBS. Joseph A. Miller, ,lr., Providence, K. I.

329,686. KNOB ATTACHMENT. Samuel 1. Mont-
ress, Paterson, N. J.

329,616. FLOORING-BOARD. John E. Baldwin,
Montgomery, Ala.

829,648. FIHE-KSCAPK. Peter Huber, New York,
N. Y.

32D.661. WINDOW. George H. King. Salisbury, Mo.
329,600. AUGKK- BIT. Henry S. Lord, Hartford,

Conn.
329,669. LUMBER-DRIER. Aaron S. Nichols, Chi-

cago, 111.

329,673. DOOU-SKCUREK. David H. Parkhlll, Jr.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

329,6X0. VENTILATOR. William Scharnweber, Jef
fereon, 111.

329,713. DEVICE FOR BENDING ROOFING-PLATES.
Benjamin F. Caldwell, Wheeling, W. Va.
329,7-10. PAIHT FUK ROOFING, ETC. Frederick M.

Hibbard, Oothen, ln<).

329,741. APPARATUS FOR EXTINGUISHING FlKKN.
-John Hill. Columbus, Ga.
329,747. FIRKPL.K K. Molesworth King, Chicago,

111.

329,759. COMPOUND PLASTER AND SHEET-METAL
LIN NO FOR PARTITIONS, ETC. Edward C. Morris,
Boston, Mas'.

3^9,789. SHEET-METAL ROOF. George B. Weast,
Newvlllc, Pa.

329,799. APPARATUS FOB IMPREGNATING WOOD.
James H. Young, New York. N. Y.
3^9,803. SASH-HOLDER. Albert Ayers, Uahway,

N..I.
329,8M. SASH-FASTENKB. John Y. Bassell, Lees-

bnrg. Va.
329,8116. URINAL. .James E. Boyle, Brooklyn, N.Y.
329.807. SELF-CLOSING COCK. James K". Boyle,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

329,23. SUPPORTING - BRACKET F o u SPOUTS,
PIPES, ETC. Henry O. Durborow, Indianapolis. Ind.

3.19,82s. WOODBN FLOORING AND WAINSCOTING.
Albert Green, New York, N. Y.
:i..".i.s,v.. SASH-BALANCE. - S. (lowland Russell, New

York, N.Y.
329,857. HEATING-DRUM. Matthew Kyan, Wash-

ington, l>. C.

3JB.872. STONE-CUTTEB'8 CHISEL. ThOS. Woods,
Mlcbolasvllle, Ky.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report twenty
permits have been granted, the more Important ol

which are the following:
Thos. T. A. Hitatfer, 6

two-st'y brick buildings,
(square), s s lx>rman St., w of Fulton St., and :

three-st'y brick building*, w s Fulton St., s of Lor-
nian St.

Schauer & Kck, three-st'y brick building, s s Fay-
ette St., between St. Paul and Charles Sts.

John G. Pangborn, three-^t'y brick building, w s
Mxdison AM-., between Pressttnan antl Bloom Sts.

J. W. Parks, 11 two-st'y brick buildings, w s Mar-
shall St., between Fort Are. and Randall St.

J. W. Lindall, 2 tliree-st'y brick buildings, ws
McKiiu St., between Cbase and Blddle Sts.
John Glenn Estate, 3 two st'y brick buildings, o

Twenty-foot Alley, < of Calhouu and n of Mulberry
St.
Patrick J. King, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, s s

O'Donnell St., w of Putuxent St.

Boston.

BUILDING PERMITS. Ml. I'ernon St., near Pleasant
St., stable, 2(1' x 24'; owner, C. D. Bonrnan; builder
Samuel Clt'!ii<-iu.

Main tit.. No. 461, dwell., 22' 10" x 55' 7"; owner
J. W. Wilson; builder, T. Harrington.
Brighton Ave., near Union Sq.. storage, 30' x 35'

owner, Charles Green; builder. Charles Sablne.
Winlhrop St.. nuar Blue Hill Ave.. dwell.; 22' x

30'; owner and builder, C. A. Jefferson.
Wmtkrop St., near Dennis St., dwell., 20' x 45'

owner and builder, C. A. Jefferson.
Dorchester Ave., near cor. Locust St., dwell. au<

store, 30' x 40'; owner, M. Nolan; buildors, Camp
bell Bros.

H,lena St., near Lmnartlne St., dwell., 26' x 36;
owner and builder, John llammurel.

< ambridg' HI., .Vo. 118 anil 12", lu<-rhnical, 20' x
40': owners, Dearborn & Co.; builder, A. F. Hyde.

/Iniri/oin Ave.. near KMon si.. .l-,v.-ll., 21' x 3*';
owner and builder, William Hunt.

Ofirit .Ice., near Butler St., dwi-ll., 20'x28'; own-
er Hiul builder, James Pope.

Granite Av., near Adams St., poultry-house, Id'

80*; owner, K. .uorebouse; builder, Charles I'erere.
tie Acr.. neir Milton St., storage, inevbanl-

cal. 25' x 3*'; bulliler. City of Boston.
tlranite Avr., near Milton St.. poultry-house, 76' x

125'; owner and builder, A. C. Child*.

Brooklyn.
BflLIUNG PERMITS. Stayg St., .Vo. 287, n s. 128' w
Waierbury St., tbree-st'y trams store and tenement,
tin roof; cost, 85,300: owner, Hubert Kramer, 148
Bushwlck Are.; ni.-i,.i^ci,, H. Schoeffler; builders,
M. Met/.in and J. Hesse.

J'ark Ace., n s, 140' e Nostrand ATe.. 3 three-st'y
frame (brlck-Hlleil) tenement*, tin roofs; cost 84,900;
owner and builder, Andrew Hofgetang, 334 Stock-
ton St.: architect, A. Herbert.

.Irltnlfi HI., n s, 225' w Waterbnry St., three-sfy
frame (brick-Hlled) tennment, tin roof; cost, $6,000;
owner. Mrs. Hesse, 100 Sohules St.; architect, II.

Seh-peffer; builder. S. .1. Hesse.
Eldrrt St., s cor. Hutuwick Ave., 7 two-st'y frame

{brick-tilled )<lwells., gravel roofs: cost, each, $800;
owner, F. J. Ledoux, 36 Margaretla St.; builder, I.

D. Mason.
South Elliott PI., e s, 218' n Lafayette Ave., 2

three-st'y brown-stone dwells, tin roofs; cost, each,
85.000; owners ami builders, Lltchfleld & Dickinson,
214 State St.; architect, C. Werner.

Union Ave., n w cor. South First St., rear, three-
st'y brick tenement, tin roof; cost, 94,000; owner,
Charles Meyer, Maspetb, L. I.; architect, J. Platte;
builder, J. Uauth.

lie K'tfb Ave., Xo. 1335, n w s, 350' from Central
Ave., three-sfy frame (brick-filled) store and tene-
ment, tin roof; cost, 84,600; owner, B. A. Williams,
80 Cedar St

; architect, E. Schrempf; builder, J.
Schneider.
North Eighth St., .V. 106-110, s I, 160' e Second

St., 3 four-st'y brick tenements, tin roof; cost, each,
86.0"0; owners, Win. Hinck & Co., Third St

,
cor.

North Elchth St.; architect, A. Herbert; builders,
Mead \ SOD.
Hancock St., n s, SO' w Marcy Ave., 3 three-st'y

brown stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, 89,000;
owner, George H. Stone, 301 Jefferson Ave.; archi-
tect, A. U. Stone.

I'anrtike St., n , abt. 180' e Van Brnnt St., one-
Bt'y brick factory, gravel roof; cost, 88,000; owner,
Mr. Knowles, 86 Broad St., New York; builders, M.
Gibbons & Son.
Jrfferson Am., n s, 150' e Bedford Ave., 6 three-st'y

brlcfc-and-brown-stone dwells., tin or gravel roofs;
cost, each, 86,"00; owner and architect, H. E. Wells,
619Carlton Ave.; builders, J. E. Brown and H. K.
Wells.

ftflj/.third St., t s, 240' e Third Ave., 2 two-st'y
frame dwells., tin roofs: cost, each, $:),000; owner
and contractor, C. C. Firth, 1W Nineteenth St.;
builders, Klrth & Van Pelt and C. C. Firth.

Spenor St., s w cor. Willoughby Ave., 2 three-
st'y frame (brk'k-fllled) tenements, gravel roofs;
cost, each, 8U,OdO; K. J. Owens, Myrtle Ave. and
Spruce St.; architect, J. G. Glover; builder, T.
Donnelly.
Linden St., s H, 175' e Bushwlck Ave., two-st'y and

attic dwell., two-sfy addition, shingle rnof: coit,
84,' 1; owner, Jem 1 > M. C< nnor. 1071J r>e Kalb Ave.;
architect, K. U. Payne; builders, F. Brinsley and A.
Henslnger.
liushwiek Ace., s w cor. Suydam St., 2 two-sfy

frame (brick-Hlled) dwells., tin roofs; cost, total,
$9. IKK); owners, Charles Vorgangaud J. Rueger; ar-
chitect, Th. EngeUiardt: builder, J. Kueger.
Marcy Ace., s w cor. Mlddleton St., 4 three-st'y

frame (brick-fllled) stores and tenements, tin roofs;
cost, $4,500; owner and contractor, Jacob Bosttert,
Heyward St.. near Marcy Ave.; mason, J. Aner; ar-
chitect, J. Platte.

Itetlford Ave., e r, 50* s Putnam Ave . 2 fonr-st'y
brick stores anil flat*, tin roofs; cost, each, 88.600;
owner, T. J. Washburn, 708 Bedford Ave.; archi-
tect and contractor, W. H. Bnrhaus; mason E. T.
Otis.

.Margaretta St.. s s, 180' w Bushwlck Ave., three-
st'y brick tenement, three-st'y addition, gravel roof;
cost, 84,600; owner, F. J. Ledoux, 36 Margaretta St.;
builder, I. D. Mason.
Hancock St.. s s, 60' w Nostrand Ave., 2 three-st'y

brown-stone dwells.; cost, 8".6'Hi; owner and build-
er, S. E. C. Unwell, 5K Hancock St.; architect, I. D.
Reynolds.
Montauw. St., n s, 135' e Hicks St., slx-st'y brick

store and flat, tin roof; cost, 815,000; owner, Henry
Weil, Mansion House; architects, Parfltt Bros.
Hancock St., n s, 100' e Reid Ave., 4 two-st'y

dwells., tin roofs; cost, 86,500; owner, Kate Acor,
197 Bainbridge St.; architect, J. D. Hal): builder,
L. Acor.
Dilmars St.. , 200' e Broadway, 4 three-st'y

frame (brick-Hlled) tenements, tin roofs; cost, each,
S3.500; owner and builder, Frederick Herr, 784
Broadway; architect, Th. Engeluardt.
Cintral .In-., e s. 25' s Harman St., three-st'y

frame (brick-nlled) tenements, tin roof; cost, 84.-
200; owner, architect and builder, Ernest Loerch,
61 Him rod St.

Eighth. St., s s, 307
' 10" e Sixth Ave.. 3 two-st'y

dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, 85,000; owner, 1.

Brown. 381 Eleventh St.; architect, I. D. Reynolds;
builder, W. Brown.

Tvelfth St., n s, 119' w Seventh Ave.. 6 three-st'y
brick and stone tenements, tin roofs; cost, each, 86,-
0"0; owner and contractor, Sampson B. Uulton, 188
Thirteenth St.; architect, W. M. Older; mason, J.

Wyett.

Chicago.
BUILDING PERMIT*. C. E. Brown, 6 three-et'y stores
and dwells., 3B11-3621 Cottage Grove Ave.; cost,
830,000.

f

W. Hynok, two-sfj dwell., 35 Forert Ave.; cos,

K. x Crltchell, 2 three st'y stores and dwell*.
314.1 Hud :U47 Cottage Urove Ave.; cost, 87.00&

P. Amick. four-st'y factoiy, 68-<W Wes Van Bo-
ren St.; cost, 816,000.

L. Weil, ihree-st'y store and dwell., 214 KUIe M.;
cost, 87,000.

F. K. Dwartk, 2 two-nt'y dwells.. Ills anil 1181
Qenesee St.; cost, 86,000; architect, O. M. Palm. r.

B. Callahau, two-st'y store and ball, 3u32 and 3034
Indiana Ave.; cost, 810,000.

\V. H. Thompson, three-st'y store and fl.il*. 17%
Uil West Jacksoii St.; cost, 811,000.
J. Wltons, two-sl'y store and dwll HOT Thirty

first St.; eost, 86,400.
J. Gilbert, three-sfy store and dweH.. l Wnst

Madison St.; cost, 811,000.
J. L. Campbell, 6 two-st'y dwells., 19 D09 Warren

Ave.; ciwt; 30,OOU.
II. R. Wilson, 4 two-sfy dwells,, 33in~;i2ll Hho*-

Ave.; cost, 812.000; architect, H. R. Wilsou.
F. M. Lynch, two-st'y store and dwell., (MM Thirty

nrstSt.; cost, 83,OI>0.
G. Prince, 2 two-sfy flat*, 879 and Ml Erte S.;

cost, 83,000.
T. Rodick, two-st'y flats, 136 Wright SI.) eoet,

98.600.

Blake, Shaw & Page, one-sfy addition lODand MS
Clark St.; cost, 83,000; architects, J. M. Van Osdrl A
Co.
O. L. McCurdy, two-st'y dwell., 3*47 PralrtB Ave.;

cost, 84,000.
G. M. Mlllard, 2 two-st'y dwells., 3716 and 3718

Johnson PI.; cost, 85,000,
Phoenix Distilling Co., three-Bt'y addition, 90-HH

Clybourue PI.; C't, 83,000.
A. Mody, three-sfy dwell., 486 Jefferson SI.I eost.

84,800.
J. Heuby, three-et'y store and dwoll., 889 tlentre

Ave.; cost, 88,000.
J. Slara, three-st'y dwell., 482 Jefferson St.; eost,

84,80.
Mrs. C. McCaffery, three-st'y dwell., 166 MaxweH

St. : cost, 86,300.
F. Mlkato, three-sfy store and flat*, 418

eenth St.; cost, 86,200.
J. L. Campbell. 6 two-sfy dwells., 780-786 Warren

Ave.; cost, 826,000; architect, C. A. Weary.
A. shorten, two-st'y flats, 293 Dayton St.) eost,

iluckinsft Wood. 2 two-st'y dwell*., 989-993 Con-
gress St.; cost, 87,000.
W. Groby, three-st'y flats. 295 Chicago Ave.; cost,

810,000; architect, F. Baumann.
Cincinnati.

BUILDING PERMITS. S. Rosenthal, thiee-af; brick
dwell.. 150 Linn St.; eost, 84,000.
Louis Seller, I w., st'y brick dwell., Harrison Ave.

and Queen City St.; cost, 82,000.
Mrs. L. Sballers. one-efy frame dwell., State St.,

near Baltimore Pike; cost, 84,200.
Casper Stier, stable and machine - room, Fifth

Ave. and James St.: cost, 83,600.
A. C. Landeu, tbree-st'y brick dwell., Warsaw

Pike and Wells St.; cost, 84.600.
Emlle Kothe, two-sfy brick building, Brown St.;

cost, $3,000.
A. J. Mullane, repair three-st'y brlek bnlldlna.

Fourth and Plum Sts.; cost, 82,600.
Total to date, 8252,536.

Kansas City. Mo.
BUILDING PERMITS. W. u. Teasdale, brick hone,
Lydia Ave.; cost, $5,000.
John McQueeny, business block, Fourth St. and

Grand Ave.; cost, f6,000.
Pacific Express Company, one-*t'y addition to the

Union Depot; cost, $5,000.
Mrs. Hurt, business block, 408 Main St.; eost,

85,000.
P. J. Fogarty, brick business block, cor. Eighth

and Delaware Sts.; cost, 87,000.

Hayes Bros., frame block of ten houses, or. l.ydla'
and Grove Sts.; cost. 816,000.

C. A. BrockeW, brick business block, cor. Eighth
and Delaware Sts.; cost, 84,000.

11. M. Smith, Jr., frame dwell., Twenty-fifth Hi.
and Brooklyn Ave.; cost. 86,000.
W. U. Daniels, frame house on Glllta Farm, coat.

85,000.
Mary M. Smith, brick house, Broadway: eost,

86,000.
Kansas City Electric-Light Company, brick busi-

ness bouse. Eighth and Santa Ft: St*.; eost, 810,000.
Morrittnn Packing Company, brick business build-

ing, cor. Klghth .-mil Hickory Sts.; cost, 88.800
P. W. Ditsch, two st'y brick and stone bnlMlngi

cost, 83,500.
Jas. Laird, two-efy wooden building, stone front:

eoet, 87,600.

Temple & Fillmore, two-st'y wooden bnlMlng,
stone front; cost, 83,400. .

Mew York.
ART MUSEUM. The Park Commissioners have re-
ceived bids for the enlarging of the Metropolitan
Art Museum. This work is undertaken In obedience
to an act of the Legislature, requiring that the mm
of 8162.600 a year be raised by taxation for two sue-
cessive years, to be expended In building an addition
to the museum. Bids were Invited for the n<-ct'Sfary
excavation and the building of the foundation, gran-
ite and brick walls and roof. A second coutniot, for
the Interior construction and finishing, will bu un-
dertaken next year. Seven bids were opened yes-
terday. The highest was for 8193,280, aud the low
est, that of Jeremiah C. Lyons, was for 8137,700.
Action was deferred.

CHURCH. The comer-stone of the German Lutheran
Church of Immannel, cor. Lexington Ave. and
Eighty-eighth St., was laid October 31.

BUILDING PERMIT*. Tmeiily-fint St., s e cor. Thir-
teenth Ave., one-sfy lumber auction room, built of"
stone, and corrugated Iron flat gravel roof i cost,
88,000; lessee, L. E. Jones, 11x7 Madbon Ave.: ar-

chitect, C. Abbott French, 200 West Fifty-eighth St.

Lexington Are., s w cor. One Hundred andTwen-
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lirHi St., four-st'y brick tenement, brown-stone
front, flat tin roof; cost, $15,000; owner, John Ban-

non, 1.SK4 Lexington Ave.; architect, John C. Burue,
J631 Third Ave.

Lexington Ave., w s, 20* s One Hundred and Twen-
tieth St., 4 four-st'y brick tenements, brown-stone

fronts, flat tin roofs; cost, $40.000; owner, John Ban-

uon, 1>*4 Lexington Ave.; architect, John C. Burue,
1631 Third Ave.
East forty-eighth St., Ko. 326, one-st'y brick

blacksmith shop, flat tin roof; cost, $3,000; owner,
Frederick Schumacher, 326 East Forty-eighth St.;

architect, C. H. Dalhauser, S46 First Ave.
Willet St., No. 63, five-st'y and basement brick

tenement, brick and brown-stone front, flat tin roof;

cost, 19,500; owner, Fay & Stacom, 416 East One
Hundred and Twentieth St.; architects, A. B. Og-
den & Son, 40J East Fifty-third St.

Eat Twenty-fifth St., No. 225, five-st'y brick tene-

ment; cost, $22,000; owners, Wallace & Smith, 148

East Filly second St.; architect, Oswald Wirz, 408

Kast Sixty-fifth St.

Mulbarii St., A'o. 248, five-st'y and basement brick

building, Bat metal roof; cost, $6,000; owner, John
McKean, 179 East Eleventh St.; architect, John B.

Snook, 12 Chamber St.

Vint Ave., s e cor. Ninety-eighth St.. two st'y

briok office-building, flat tin roof; cost, $4,500; own-

ers, G. L. Schuyler & Co., 133 East Sixtieth St.; ar-

chitect, James E. Ware, 239 Broadway.
Hinely-eighth St., s s, bet. First Ave. and East

Kier, two-st'y briok stable, flat tin roof; cost, $4,-

000; owner, G. C. Schuyler, 133 East Sixtieth St.; ar-

chitect, James E. Ware, 239 Broadway.
Aoenne A, aw cor. Seventy-fifth St., five-st'y brick

factory, flat tin. roof; cost, $20,000; owner, F. W.
Merlens, 134 East Seventy-sixth St.; architects,

Sohwarssmann & Buchman, Tribune Building.
Kast Highly-first St., No, 218, five-st'y brick tene-

ment flat tin roof; cost, $17,000; owner, Chas. Guu-

ther, 813 East Fifty-fourth St.; architect, R. Kosen-

stook, 535 Broadway.
Avenue A, w 8,23' s Seventy-fifth St., flve-st'y brick

tenements, flat tin roofs; cost, $51,000; owner, F. W.
Merlens, 134 East Seventy-sixth St.; architects,
Schwaraman & Buchman, Tribune Building.

AiiTK.KATJON8. East Tenth St., fio. 257, four-st'y

brick store and dwell., peak roof, addition, flat tin

roof; cost, $5,000; owner, Maria Wagner, 257 Kast

Tenth St.; architects, Berger & Baylies, 52 Bible

lirodritoay, B w cor. Eleventh St., six-st'y brick ho-

tel internal alterations; cost, $3,000; owner, James
Benwlck, 28 University PL; masons, James Begg*
& Co., 1.1 Oortland St.

Xrmii I Ave., A'o, 1054, three-st'y and basement

dwe.ll., flat tin roof, Internal alterations; cost, $3,-

6(10; owner, Claus Von Kampen, 432 Hudson St.; ar-

chitect. Leonard Sibley, 94 Vandam St.

Philadelphia.
Jiii.i*iNU PKRMITS. Orianna St., B Huntingdon St.,

IS two-st'y dwells.; Eldredga & Stewart, contractors.

Almond St., n Cleartteld St., 3 two-ot'y dwells.; J.

B. P*le, owner.
Fairhill St., cor. Amherst St., 2 three-st'y dwells.;

Jiio. Sch'erber, contractor.
/limit St., s Ix>mbard St., three-st'y dwell.; Dutton

& Bro., contractors.
Timmas St., cor. York St., 4 three-st'y dwells.;

'fhos. Twibill, owner.
Third St., cor. Lehigh Ave., two-st'y factory, 102'

K SCO*; Hoyle, Harrison & Kaye, owners.
Second St., s Christian St., 2 two-st'y dwells.;

Sleinmetz & Boone, contractors.

Thompson St., w Thirtieth St., three-st'y ice-

house: Harbach & Austin, contractors.

Twenty-second St., oor. Oakford St., 2 two-st'y

dwells.; M. Kennedy, owner.

Clifton St., n Alleghany Ave., 11 two-st'y dwells.;

M MoManus. owner.
Grant St., w .Ninth St., 6 two-st'y dwells.; M Mc-

Maiius, owner.
Sauniten Am., n Filbert St., two-st'y dwell.; Geo.

|i'. Payne & Co., contractors.
;.Vi//.: Ai>e., w Leiper St., 2 t'

win Milner, contractor.

Rron.4 St., s Ellsworth St., 3 two-st'y stores; Jno.

tiibson, contractor.

QHeen Lane, w Main St., addition to church ;
T.

At. Oavis.
Waterloo St., n York St., two-st'y dwell.; A. As-

.-. .11 Hi
,
owner.

South Sixth St., A'o. 1903, two-st'y store, Win.

-Smith, contractor.
(termwtown lloa.il, above Huntingdon St., two-

sl'y store; F. A. Colamer, owner.
Oermant'Wn Jiowl, above Huntingdon St., 2 two-

il'y stores: D. M. Colamer, own* r.

ilu-'inn St., n Callowliill St., three-st'y ice-house;

two-st'y dwells.; Wil-

ga
Geo. Kslinger, owner.

York St., w Sixteenth St., 2 two-st'y dwells.;
'1 hos. P. Twibill, owner.
Thomas St., cor. York St., 7 two-st'y dwells.; Thos.

B. Twibill, owner.
I'enn St., u Harrison St., two-st'y dwell.; Taylor

& Itoberts, contractors.
Front St., n Huntingdon St., three-st'y dwell.;

Jm. Louguran, owner
Hopi St., n Huntingdon St., 2 two-st'y dwells;

4no. Louglu-an, owner.

ntlyrade St., n Wellington St., 2 two-st'y dwells.

J. C. Korke, contractor.

St. Louis.

BUH.OISO PERMITS. Forty permits have been is

sued sinco our last report, five of which are for

unimportant frame house-f. Of the rest, thos.

worth $2,51)0 and over are as follows:

Isaac Cook, two-st'y brick stable; cost. $4.700

aNhltMt, John Ueattie; contractors, Kerr & Allei

,los. Flanne.-y, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $-1,000

contractors, Jos. Flannery & Bros.

Jus. Harbcka, 2 adj icent two-st'y brick dwells,

coat, $2,6Dii; contractor, A. Vosse.
H, Sclinck, two-st'y brick tenement; cost, S3.000

arohilect, Aug. Beinke; contraciors, Herkonitfer &
tiros.

Jos. T. Baier, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick tenements;

cost, $4,000; architect, Win. Popp; contractor, A.
Vosse.

Mary W. Wiggins, repairing dwell.; cost, $4,000;
contractor, J. W. Giveus.

J. Kobson, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,440;
contractor, W. Whitting.
Mrs. Mary E. McGinnis, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick

dwells.; cost. $3,000; architect. J. B. Lindsley; con-
tractor. Gus Koch.
J. S. Thomas, 2 adjacent two-st'y urick tenements;

cost, $3,000: contractor, J. S. Thomas.
Win. A. Kutter, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,200;

architect, Aug. Beinke; contractor, Jos. J. Wharton.
S. Obert, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost. $0,000; archi-

tect, H. Peipers; contractor, George Boeltinger.
Mrs. A. Braiiy, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $3,000;

contractor, T. Argast.
N. J. Steben, two-st'y brick stable; cost, $3,000;

contract sub-let.
H. Gaus, Jr., 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.;

cost, $5,500; contractors, Paulus & Weideumller.

St. Paul, Minn.
Couitr-HorsE. The corner-stone of the Ramsey
County Court-House was laid October 13.

WARKHniiSK. Workmen are now engaged in excavat-

ing and cutting away the bluff on upper Third Street,

just above St. Peter, lothe west of the St. Paul Roller
Mills. This property is owned by K. F. Drake, and it

is the general opinion that it is bis intention to erect
an immense freight warehouse and elevator.

BUILDING PERMITS. Three-pt'y brick store and
dwell., ns East seventh St., bet. Hoffman ami Maria
Aves.; cost, $12.000; owners, Lawrence & We-'d.

Three-st'y brick stores and offices, e s Jackson St.,
bet. Eighth and Ninth Sts.; cost, $10,01)0; owner,
Win. Dawson.
Three-st'y brick veneered dwell., s s Tilton St.;

bet. Kice and St. Peter St.; cost, $6,000j owner, M.
W. Brown.
Two-st'y frame dwell., s a Como Ave., bet. Norton

and
; cost, $4.0HO; owner, Win. Hendricks.

Two-st'y frame dwell., n s Portland Ave., bet.
Mackubin an I Kent Sts.; cost, $3,000; owner, O. L.

Taylor, 317 Jackson St.

Toledo.
THE SEAHON. The building season here is nearing

its close, and quite alarge number of mechanics and
others are out of employment. The summary shows
quite alarge list of comparatively inexpensive build-

ings, and few of any speoial prominence.
ASYLUM. The work on the asylum buildings has
been vigorously pushed by the able and energetic
contractors, M. J. Malone & Co., under the efficient

supervision of Mr. Jas. Wiuans, C. E. Quite a num-
ber of the buildings are already enclosed, and work
will not be slackened unless rigorous weather should
render it necessary.

)FFICE BUILDING, Erie St., brick office-building for

Dr. S. S. Lungren; cost, about $3,000; N. B. Bacon,
architect; A. Bentley, builder.

STOKK. Cherry St., brick busineKs building for Dr.
S. H. Bergen; cost, about $5,000; N. B. Bacon, arch-

itect; Vonfrecht & Nopper, builders.
'UK GOVEKNMBNT BUILDINGS. The new custom-
house and post-office building is receiving the fin-

ishing touches to its roof, which promises tj be a
model in the way of fire proofing anil slating. The
iron furrings in ihe interior, to receive the plaster

cornices, are being put in place by Huugh, Keicharu
& Co., Indianapolis. Ind.

HOUSES. Twelfth St., frame dwell, for W. W. Try-
on; cost, $2,500; N. B. Bacon, architect; F. P.

Blanchard, bui:der.

Colliiiquxmt Ane., frame dwell, for Jno. S. Kinnan;
cost, about $12,000; E. O. Fallis & Co., architects; E.

Fru-jmt, builder.
Maili.ion anil Eighteenth Sts., frame dwell for Mr.

Woodbury; cost, about $5,000; A. l.iebold, archite t.

Ailamn St., frame dwell, for A. Beiilley; cost,
about $4,000; N. B. Bacon, architect; A. Bentley,
builder.

Jrffrrnon St., frame dwell, for W. H. Keyser; cost,

about $4,000; N. B. Bacon, architect; W. H. Keyser,
builder.
Ailtlnnd .Ire., frame dwell, for H. E. King; cost,

about $2,30 i; N. B. Bacon, architect; K. Hattersley,
builder.

/'arkwoml Ave.. brick dwell, for S. B. Foster: cost,

$10,000; N. B. Bacon, architect; H. J. Platfoot &
Co.. builders.

TtarlJ'th St., frame dwell, for Dr. Clia". Cochran
cost, about $3,000; N. B. Bacon, architect; Von
frecht & Noiiper, builders.

General Notes.

BELLOWS FALLS, VT. A number of years ago this

town purchased the last remaining eligible site for

a town-ball, but has never been able to get votes

enough to warrant building. A recent special towi

meeting voted by a handsome majority to erect a

building costing about $50,000, inclu-ling rooms forUUUUIllg uwllllg iluwul. >fftw,l/vnf, m^lu''Ji(t wi-
au opera-home, post office and public library. Ar
rangemeuts lor building are in the hands of a com
mittee.

BROOKKIELD, MASS. E. B. Gerald is building a block
on Central St.

CATONBVILLE, MD. F. N. Colston, Esq., is to have
erected a three-st'y frame addition. 21' x 28', to cos

$2,000, from plans by J. A. & W. T. Wilson, archi

tents, Haiti more; H. A. Nagle. builder.

ELDORADO, KANS.-- House for .1. Fremont Thomp
son; oost, $4,000; Proudloot & Bird, Wichita, Ivans,

architects.

EUEK\, KAXS. Congregational Academy; cos)

$13,000; Proudfoot & B.rd, Wichita, Kaus., archi

tects.
HOT TRIVOS, ARK. Congress ha-< appropriate

$130,001) for an army and navy hospital at Ho
Springs, Ark., but it appears that private parlie
have appropriated all tue water of the medicina

springs, leaving none for the Government iuslitu

HUK'iN, MINN'. Huron Odd Fellows have decided t

build a $10,000 hall.

INDIANOLA, In. M K. Church; cost. 512,000; Proud
font & I'.inl, Wichita, Kaus., architects.

jAMLsruWX, U.I. Or. David Kindleberger, U. S

Navy, will build a cottage upon his lot here; plans
having been drawn by Mr. C. L. Bevins.

LENOX. MASS. Mr. Robert C. Winthrop has recently
sold to Mr. G. G. Haven, of New York, for $42,000,

thirty-one acres of farm land. Mr. Haven in to
build thereon a fine country seat.

LISBON. Mi VN. The Episcopal Society will build a
stone church, 26' x 60'.

NEW BKDFOKD, MASS. Still another yarn mill, with.

$21)0,000 capital, will be built in this city, distinct

from the New Bedford Manufacturing Company.
Mr. Wood at Fall River will be treasurer, and W. J.

Kent, agent.
NEW GAiiiiEV. N. C. The Friends' School are to erect
a two-st'y brick boys' dormitory, 42' x 91', to cos!

$12,noo, from designs by George Archer, architect,
Baltimore.

NEWTON, KANS. School-house: cst, $11,00".

Store-building for D. L>. Puterbaugh; cost, $7,000.

Store-building for Lee Kimpinsky; cost, $5,000.
House for J. .M. Ragsdale; cost,$10,000.
Tenement for Ragsitale Bros.; cose, $7,000.
House for S. n. Williams; cost, $2,500;
House for M. S. Stewart; cost, $2,000.

House for J. B. Dickey; cost, $3,000.
House for W. E. Chapman; cost, $3,000.

Presbyterian parsonage; cost, $3,ooO; rroudfoot &
Bird, Wichita. Ivans., architects for the above.

QTTUMWA, IOWA. The G. A. R. of Otiumwa has

$2,500 in the bank to apply towards the building of
a soldiers' monument.

PAKKVILLE, Mo. Rev. Dr. Thompson, Mr. Jonathan
Ford and Mr. J. W. Byers of the committee from
the Board of Trustees of Park College on ibe selec-
tion of a location fur ihe new college building have
selected a Rite on the high ground back of the build-

ing erected last year to take the place of the one
burned. A building to co^t between 340,000 and
Sf'0,000 will be erected as soon as possible.
ITTSBUKGH, PA. Those well informed on the

subject predict the termination of the nailers'

strike at the next meeting of the nail manufactu-
rers, which will be held in Cincinnati on the 16th
inst. The fact that the eastern manufacturers have
advanced nailers' wages ten per cent is regarded as

virtually ending the contest, which, however. Is not
for an advance here, but simply the restoration of
the old price. The strike is now In its sixth month.

PROVIDENCE, R.I. Rhode Island architects alone
have the grateful privilege of competing for the

building of three school-houses, on the unders landing
that the "

right to reject any or all plans will be re-

served."
ioCH ESTER. N. Y. Work has just been commenced
on a new house on East Ave., for Hon. Geo. Uaines;
cost, $16,000; Chas. Ellis, architect; T. W. Tinucane,
contractor.

Dwell., on Goodman St., for R A. Sibley, Esq., to
cost $5,000; Warner & Brockett, architects; J. B.

Pike, contractor.
M. A. Culver, Esq., is about to erect a four-st'y

brick block, cor. University Ave. and Culver Park;
building to be 150' x 150', and to cost $2",000.

J. H. Murray, three-st'y brick and stone building;
oost, $6.500.

SANDY HOOK, NKWTOX, CONN. Dr. W. C. Wile Is

pushing the erection of a large house and barn, has
cellar built for house. BO' x 70'; cost, $10,000; Palli-

ser, Palliser& Co.. architects. New York.

SKEKUNK, R. I. In a few daysa special town meet-

ing is to be held, to see if the town will build a
town-hall, the warrants being already printed.

SEWEI.L, N. J. -The corner-stone of a Baptist chapel
has just been laid.

SPKISO VALLEY, N. Y. H. B. Hutchinron, Epq., of

the Broadway Savings Institute, New York, is begin-
ning to build a country house; Palliser, Palliser &
Co., architects, New York.

ST. MAHK*, IVANS. catholic Church: cost, $3,000;
Proudfoot & Bird, Wichita, Kans., architects.

VICKSUUKG, TEXN. The coloied people of Vicks-

burg have determined to erect a 50,000 monument
to commemorate emancipation.

WATERUURY, C"N!J. Rectory for St. John's Parish,
stone and brick; cost, $16,000.
Double house for S. M. Buckingham; cost, $10,-

000.
Brick block for J. T. Phelan; cost, $8.000.

Factory for Smith & Grigga; cost, $5,000; Robert
W. Hill, architect for the above.

WiCHiiA, KANS. Two school-houses; .cost, $23,000.

Presbyterian College; cost, $2 1
,000.'

Presbyterian Chapel; cost, $1,XI>U.

Cottage for A. K. Rowe; cost, $2,000.

Cottage for Dr. F'urdy: cost, $1,500; Proudfoot &
Bird, architects for the above.

WILLMAR, MINN. Willmar has voted $4,000 bonds
for a new school-house, which, with $7.500 insur-

ance on the old building, will enable them to erect a
handsome edifice.

WI-ST HAVES, CONN. The corner-stone of the new
Roman Catholic church at West Haven was laid

November 8. The coHof the clmr-h will be $12.noO.

WOODBURY, N. J. The corner-stone ot the new
court-bouse was Inid on Wednesday, October 28.

I'oplar Ai-f.. three-st'y frame dwell., 31' x 36';

Hazelhu'St & Huckel, architects.

YEI.LUWSIO.NK NATIONAL PARK. Secretary Lamar
ha* given notice to a strong syndicate of Kastern
and Western capitalists that upon their shewing
their plans of organization, and the outlines of the

improvements they propose to make, be will grant
them a new lease of hotel privileges* in the Yellow-
stone National 1'nrk. The new syndicate comprises
Sir Charles Gibson and John D. Perry of St. l.ouis;

C. B. Wright and .1. C. liullett of Philadelphia;
Frederick Billings, former president of the North-
ern Pacific; .1. C. Oasev of Minneapolis, and l>. Car-

rington of Toledo. The plans have been drawn for

six pretty and thoroughly convenient hotels, suffi-

ciently large to accommodate the present and pro-

spective tourist patrnltnge of theptrk. These ho-

tels will beeree.tc'l jit Mammoth HotSpnngs, Norris

Geyser Baain. Upp-'r Geyser Basin, Grand Canyon,
Tower Falls, and the Yellowstone Lake.

Government Buildings.

Aujusta, \'e., i>^8'-"ffice, court-house, etc., site

purchased. No work done.
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*'T FEW weeks ago, a movement was made in the Boston

IJL Society of Architects to secure some sort of uniformity in
'

professional charges among members of the Society for

commissions upon works costing less than ten thousand dol-

lars, and a schedule applicable to such cases was prepared,
which seemed so satisfactory to the members that it was decided
to make an effort to promote the adoption of a similar one

by the profession in other places. Innocent as this move-
ment appears to architects, the report of it seems to have
alarmed at least one journal, the Utica Herald, which informs
its readers that the Boston Society

" has adopted a new scale

of charges for buildings costing less than ten thousand dollars ;"

that " the rates are advanced," and that the "architects are

trying to rally themselves to form a strong combination "

"against the public," "to attempt to collect" "exorbitant

rates," and so on ; and it denounces the promoters of the

movement as being
" not the best friends of architecture," at

least. It is fair to say that the Utica Herald is the only news-

paper that we have come across which looks at the matter
in this way, but there may be others, and we can do no less

than hasten to disabuse the minds of those who share their

opinions of the misconceptions which have led them into such

singular errors.

1IE worst of these misconceptions is the idea that the Bos-
ton Society of Architects advanced the customary rates

in its new schedule. It is hardly necessary to say that

something more is needed than the resolve of twenty or thirty

gentlemen seated around a table to change the ordinary rates

of remuneration for service in the profession to which they be

long ; and the Boston committee was not so foolish as to think

of attempting such a thing ; but, as all architects know, the in-

applicability of the Institute schedule to small commissions has

led to a diversity of practice in the profession in regard to work
not covered by that schedule which has proved confusing to

clients, and annoying in many ways to all parties. With the

exception of the Utica Herald, we suppose that all persons
in this country who know anything about architects understand
that the standard five per cent commission on the cost does not

nearly remunerate a professional man for the money and time

which must be spent to do an architect's duty by a small house.

Not only is the amount of time and study requisite for condens-

ing the modern fashions and conveniences into a five thousand
dollar house nearly, if not quite, as great as for designing one
to cost ten thousand dollars, but as much time is necessary for

superintending it, and the actual disbursements are often

greater, for the reason that the small contractors whom it is

frequently most advantageous for the owner of the more mod
est house to employ are less known and less accessible to the

architect than the more responsible ones whom he would ap
ply to in the case of a larger structure ; and it is, according to

our experience, usually necessary, in order to get for the

would-be owner of a small house the greatest possible value for

iis money, to make two, three or more sets of tracings of all the

.! in-., elevations and framing-drawings, and often five or six

copies of the specifications, to be sent away to country carpen-
ers nnd masons who cannot well leave their work and come
to the architect's office to make up their estimates. All this

extra labor must be paid for by the architect; and the outlay

>eiug returned to the owner ten or twenty-fold in the saving
n the cost of his building, as is commonly the case, it is only
reasonable that the architect should expect to be reimbursed.

-

all these reasons it has been customary, for at leant fifty

fears past, to pay for small work at a higher rate of commission
linn would be charged for buildings of greater size and impor-
tance. So far back as the days of Andrew Jackson Downing,
one of the first American architects to be employed on country

louses, this practice seems to have been universally recog-
nized ; and the allusions which he makes to it in one or two of

:ii books indicate that the charges usual in his time were not

very different from those of the present day. Whether the ar-

hitects of that generation had any fixed scale in such matters

is not quite clear, but we should judge from the evidence that

they had not, and the habit of leaving such charges to be made

arbitrarily has now become a serious annoyance to those who
have much small dwelling-house work to do, and like to do it

well. As a partial remedy for the confusion, many of the New
York and Boston architects, and we presume also those of

other places, have had for years printed schedules of their own

charges, covering all cases, upon which their negotiations with

their clients can be based without fear of subsequent misunder-

standing. Most of these, so far as our knowledge extends, follow,

in regard to buildings costing less than ten thousand dollars,

substantially the same scale as that embodied in the schedule

drawn up by the Boston committee, although with slight vari-

ations in different cases ; and the Boston committee seems sim-

ply to have carried out the excellent idea of collecting as many
as possible of these individual tariffs, and reducing them to uni-

formity. As so reduced, the committee's schedule will be very
serviceable, not only to those who have hitherto used individ-

ual schedules, as a substitute for their own, but to the still larger
class of those who have depended upon their charges on a gen-
eral idea of the fair rates, without the assistance of a fixed

scale ; and we can see no reason why, like the time-honored

five per cent rule, it should not be really as serviceable to the

public as to the profession.

SINGULAR building operation is now in progress in

Boston, where the old Masonic Temple, recently occupied

by the United States Court, is in process of being replaced

by a modern dry-goods store. The structure stands at the cor-

ner of two of the principal streets, one of which, after the

usual Boston fashion, had been widened through its whole

length except at the corner in question, where, either on

account of the ownership of the land by the United States, or

by reason of the cost of altering the old building, the city

authorities had been unable or unwilling to change the original

line. As the building thus projected three or four feet into the

street, constituting a disagreeable obstruction, the new owners,
who bought the property from the United States, reflected that

if they were themselves to demolish the old Temple, which

was perfectly useless to them, the city government, seeing the

land cleared, would probably seize the opportunity, while there

was no building on it, to condemn enough of it to complete the

widening of the street. Although they would of course be

compensated for the land taken, the reduction in the size of

the intended store would be a serious detriment to their busi-

ness, while the very widening of the street would deprive them
of the benefit of that advertising which a store prominent

enough to block the way in a crowded thoroughfare always

gets ; and they resolved to manage their building operations in

such a way that there should be constantly on the land a

structure so large and costly that the city authorities would

hesitate before incurring the expense of demolishing it. With
this idea the work was begun by piercing the walls of the old

Temple near the ground, and inserting needles, with shores out-

side and jnside sufficient to take the whole weight of the super-
structure ; and removing the foundations, to replace them by
the foundations for the new building. As these approached
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the sidewalk level, it became necessary to commence the sec-

ond and more hazardous portion of the undertaking, which
consisted in raising the Temple about fifteen feet, so as to allow

the work of the new building to be carried on under it. Bos-

ton is somewhat noted for the skill of its building-movers, and

although the old Temple was by no means a credit, in point of

construction, to the Masons who built it, having walls.of rather

incoherent rubble, faced with the " saw-tooth work " which

pleased the unscientific fancy of our grandfathers, the contrac-

tor in this case contrived, by putting timbers across the win-

dows, and tying them together, to convert the shell of the

building into a reasonably rigid box, under which were placed
three hundred jack-screws, resting on the piles of timbers

which by this time had replaced the shores. The work of lift-

ing was then entrusted to six men, whose duty it was to go
steadily around the building, giving each screw, as they reached

it, a quarter-turn. When the screws had been turned to their

full length, about fourteen inches, more timbers were inserted,
and the screws were reset for another lift. So far, the work has

gone on with perfect success, and by the time the old Temple
has ceased to be of service in protecting its owners against the

economical city authorities, the new building will be far enough
advanced to take its place.

0UR
readers will remember the "

competition for historical

painting
"
held a few years ago by the Philadelphia Acad-

emy of Fine Arts, in which a prize of three thousand dol-

lars was, as most people understood the announcement, offered

for the best picture of a historical subject submitted to the judg-
ment of an expert jury on a certain day, two other inferior

prizes being also promised for works of inferior merit. The
competition excited much interest all over the country, as being
ostensibly an effort on the part of the Academy officials and
other distinguished citizens to " raise the standard of American
historical painting," and, although the more experienced paint-
ers of the country, who have learned something of the charac-
ter of these Grecian gifts which it is so much the fashion to

parade around the artistic camp, gave themselves no trouble

about the matter, a considerable number of others sent their

best work to the exhibition. The jury of experts met, and,
after a suitable interval, it was announced that " none of the

pictures merited the award of the first prize," but the lowest

prize was awarded to Mr. William T. Trego, apparently as a

gracious mark of the beneficence of the Academy and its jury.
Mr. Trego, who had imagined himself to be a party to a con-
tract with honorable men, and not a supplicant for such clem-

ency as those who had induced him to enter the competition
might condescend to show him, demanded the first prize, on the

simple ground that this was promised to the author of the best

picture submitted, and that his picture, by the declaration of

the jury and the vote of the Academy authorities, was the best

one submitted. To the ordinary mind there appears to be no
defence to this claim, but the Academy authorities resisted it,

and he was unfortunate enough to take his case to the courts.

Now, as we have often warned our readers, any man who seeks
to get fair payment for honest work is reasonably sure to suc-

ceed by appealing to the law ; but a professional man, whether
artist or architect, who spends his time and skill in doing work
for nothing, or for the chance of success in a scramble after

prizes of any kind, is a being which the legal mind conceives
with difficulty, and regards with a loathing which can only be

appeased by subjecting persons of this kind who happen to come
within reach to all those humiliations with which courts know
how to discourage dangerous eccentricity. In Mr. Trego the

Pennsylvania lawyers found an easy victim, and after something
like two years of litigation he was disposed of by the decree of
the court that " the whole matter of prizes was within the dis-

cretion of the jury, and they were not bound to give the first

prize for a picture which they thought only reached the stand-
ard of merit intended to be covered by a third prize."

IT
is easy to see, in the decision of the court, the influence of

the notion which is so deeply implanted in the legal mind,
that no transaction between human beings is conceivable

except one of purchase and sale. In the imagination of the
court the real intention of the Academy must have been to buy
a picture worth three thousand dollars this being the only
legitimate exercise of any rational person's intellect. Through
the natural feebleness of their apprehension, aided, perhaps,

by a slight obscurity in the Academy's advertisement, a num-
ber of those strange lunatics who spend their time in smearing
valuable canvas with paints mistook the simple expression of
the Academy's desire for an indication of some sort of prepos-
terous scheme for encouraging their deplorable business ; and
were so far misled as to prepare and bring a number of their
wretched works to the Academy authorities. The latter, find-

ing none which they considered worth three thousand dollars,

picked out one for which they were willing to pay one thou-

sand, and offered this sum to the author, who was dissatisfied

with it, and tried to make the court help him to get more. It
is unnecessary to say that the court felt bound to refuse this

request, and probably congratulates itself to this day on having
so successfully defended the noble principle of midum pactunt
nullum pactum against the complaints of unpractical daubers.

Perhaps the Academy is to be congratulated, also, on having
got off so cheaply with the profits of its ingenious scheme for

attracting the public to its exhibition ; but we trust that the

artistic world in general, in which we need not, perhaps, in-

clude the Philadelphia Academy or the members of its expert
jury, will note the uses to which twaddle about the " encour-

agement of historical painting," and so on, may be put by those
who use it with truly business-like intention.

TTR. C. J. HEXAMER writes to the Fireman's Journal

laL some letters on spontaneous combustion, which help to

show the correctness of the opinion common among
underwriters, that spontaneous combustion is a more common
cause of fires than most persons imagine. After discussing the
causes of spontaneous combustion in coal, Mr. Hexamer goes
on to speak of the explosive combinations of chemicals which
are sometimes made up by druggists in the course of their busi-

ness. It would seem from the account that physicians, who
certainly ought to know better, sometimes forget the chemical

properties of the drugs which they prescribe, in their anxiety
to secure the medicinal qualities which they wish for, and pre-
scribe mixtures of a dangerously combustible character. The
highly-oxidized substances, such as chlorate of potash, perman-
ganate of potash, chromic acid, or bichromate of potash, and
nitrates of the metals, and those metallic oxides which part

very readily with their oxygen, such as oxide of silver, when
mixed with organic or carbonaceous matter ; and iodine or chlo-

rine, either by themselves or in combination, when mixed with

ammonia, are apt to form very explosive compounds. Most

persons who have dabbled in chemistry have tried the experi-
ment of putting iodine in strong ammonia, and allowing the
black substance which is formed to dry on a piece of paper.
As soon as it is fairly dry it explodes with a violent report,
and even while moist, a sudden jar, such as that produced by
the shutting of a door near by, will generally set it off. This

substance, according to Mr. Hexamer, is formed when tincture

of iodine and ammonia are mixed, as is not unfrequently done

by physicians' orders ; and if it were not that water is usually

present in the mixture, explosions would often take place.
The chlorates and nitrates are perhaps most apt to cause acci-

dents, particularly when mixed with glycerine, tannin or sugar.
There is a little chemical experiment, which consists in mixing
chlorate of potash and sugar together, filling a thimble with
the mixture, and allowing a drop of sulphuric acid to fall into

it, when the compound instantly takes fire and burns like so

much gunpowder; and lozenges or other preparations of chlo-

rate of potash and sugar or glycerine have repeatedly exploded
in the pockets of their owners, and even in the mouth, on

coming in contact with particles of carbonaceous tooth-powders.
Chromic acid is a still more unstable substance, and a mixture
of so small a quantity as eight grains of chromic acid, dis-

solved in water, with one drachm of glycerine, which was com-

pounded from a physician's prescription, once exploded in the

hands of the pharmacist who was preparing it ; and a box of

pills containing oxide of silver and muriate of morphia recently

exploded while the lady for whom they were prepared was

carrying them home, burning her severely. Although physi-
cians' prescriptions usually deal with quantities of drugs too

small to occasion serious accidents, the spontaneous ignition of

a box of pills may easily set fire to neighboring combustible

matter ; and the terrible explosion which took place in the cel-

lar of a drug-store in Boston ten years ago, completely destroy-

ing the building and every person in it, shows that great care

should be exercised in allowing uninstructed persons to meddle
with mixtures of chemicals, even if harmless in themselves.
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NOTES FROM ENGLAND.' II.

BOURNKMOUTII-CIIKI8TCIIUUCH.

SOUTH -

OF - EN-
GLAND

watering- place
i* I

iy no means
a bud s]M>t in

which to spend
an autumn
month ; and if

a summer of

hard travel has

given an appe-
tite for rest, one
could scarcely
do better than
seek it at
Bou r nemouth.
The Hampshire
coast has not the

romantic charm
of Devon, but it

is much more ac-

cessible, and is

at least more at-

tractive than the

stretches still
farther east. At
Bournemouth a

low cliff edges
the beach, and
the shore runs
out right and left

into the horns
Norman Turret, Priory Church, Christchurch, England. ,,f ;l tinrnl [riv

broken on the right, by the island-dotted entrance of Poole Harbor, and

pointing on the left toward the far-off white needles of the Isle of

Wight. The bathing is perfect, and there are all the usual resources

of a large water! ng-place : pier and piibli<; gardens, excursions by water,

reading-room and clubs, excellent shops, music and Puncli-and-Judy

join in their allurement*. Yet it is not a large watering-place of the

citified Brighton or of the excursionist R:un<gate ty pe. It is never vis-

ited by troops of casual cockneys, and it is not a close-built town, but

(with the exception of two or three streets) a huge agglomerate of

detached villas. Many of these are private residences (for there ia

The place was made by and for its winter population, indeed, and
the summer season has been an aftergrowth. It has a climate even
miH'-i- than that of the Isle of Wight, and a very sheltered posit inn,

and right up to the .edge of the cliff it is covered with a health-

breathing forest of pines. And these pine-woods are its great attrac-

tion to the eye, as well as its great gift to the delicate lung. The

public gardens occupy a long, narrow valley, with steep wooded

slopes crowned with villas, an extremely pretty perspective. Anil

above, on either hand, the villas stretch for miles, set deep in the

shadow of the evergreen foliage. A hundred yards from the edne of

the cliff the sea has almost disap|>eared from memory ; one might
imagine himself in the bosom of some German hill country.

Bournemouth, even as a winter resort, is the creation of the last

twenty years. Sir Henry Taylor, who still lives here in octogena-
rian repose, cays in his "

.4 utobiography
"

that when he built his

house, in 1865, the residents included "two clergymen, two widows
and four old maids." It has now a population of sixteen thousand

eight hundred ami fifty-nine, but thu enormous growth is wholly a

watering place growth. The "
upper class

" and the tradesmen who
minister to its needs make up the entire list. Even day-laborers
come to their work from the villages round about. It seems curious

to be in the Old World ami yet in a town as rootless as any in the

New, with absolutely no " associations
"

save those which cluster

round the home of the Shelleys, a few miles away, and the graves of

Mrs. Shelley and the Godwins, in the beautiful church-vard in the

centre of Bournemouth itself. As a compensation, one "has an unri-

valled opportunity for studying the domestic architecture of the last

few years. Truth dictates the comment, however, that it is not
much of a compensation after all. Of course one looks for no great

English homes and for no ambitious "cottages" such as we find in

our differently-constituted watering-places at home; but amid a

myriad villas, which have been built, too, under the most favorable

natural conditions, one does hope for an occasional glimpse of simple

beauty. I have hoped and looked, but found little to reward me.
Abstract the beautiful pine-groves and the charitable ivy, and I think
Bournemouth would show a very ugly and a very unintelligent face.

Of course where every thing is of brick, the result must be better than

_ where clapboards and the jig-saw have rioted together. But solidity
and a conventional, rather stupid respectability are the best one can
claim for Bournemouth houses. Ami when they try to be a trifle

more unconventional, the novelty is apt to be both awkward and fan-

tastic. If they have any
"
points" at all, they are points one does

not prefer to unmitigated dulness. I have not seen a really pretty
house, still less one with any claim to nove'ty in excellence. Some-

times, even beneath non-success, there is a vague promise of future

improvement ; but I fail to trace it here. It seems as though, as he
builda Unlay, so the Bournemouth architect will build till the crack

Priory Chu'ch, with Norman Hout

no English sanatarium more in repute), and even the lodging-houses
are as separate and as domestic-looking as their more select neigh-
bors. The hotels are few and not large, and the rural aspect of the

place is preserve I by the fact that the beach and the cliff are pretty
much in tlieir natur.-il state. There is no esplanade, as at Brighton,
and the few close-built streets are at a distance from the sea.

It is the paradise of lodging-house keepers, for the "season" lasts

all the year round, or rather there are two seasons: in summer for

the usual sort of pleasure and health seekers, and in winter for inva-

lids and those who find the ordinary English weather an affliction.

1 Continued from page 181, No. 412.

in Foreground, Chrittchurch, England.

of doom. It seems curious to me, by the way, that neither he nor hi

client has ever longed to introduce the foreign veranda. I have
noted but one faint and feeble attempt, and even the narrow balcony
to the upper floor, which is so universal on the Continent, is hut sel-

dom Deen. and still seldoinur the paved terrace, which is also ubiqui-
tous abroad.

A deep bay, running the whole height of the house, is the nearest

approach to an out-door coi;n of vantage. This makes the rooms

very pleasant, of courie; yet I can imagine few places where a

greater than balcony or terrace, where a genuine Yankee piazza
would be more desirable. One comes here to live out-doors, whether
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one comes here in summer or in winter, and the sole way to do it is

to stroll beyond the limits of one's own domain. In truth, lover oi

out-doors though he be, the Englishman never lives outdoors, as do
we on our piazzas, as do the Germans on their terraces and in their

arbors. He takes his walks abroad, but he rests and does his work
or play within the four walls of a room. Of course his climate may
be named in explanation ;

but it sometimes gives him a summer ol

warm weather and absolutely unbroken sunshine, like this of '85.

And even when it rains in England it rarely pours in hopeless,

never-ending torrents, as with us. It rains either gently or briefly,
and usually both gently and briefly, even when most frequently. Il

is just the climate, I should think, in which, though the terrace would
often be useless, the semi-shelter of an American piazza would he a
valuable help toward making life worth living. At all events I know
it has been a disagreeable sensation, during a long month of lovely
weather, always to be indoors when not, as the schoolmistress phrases
it,

"
engaged in taking exercise."

A contrast of a sort more favorable to English customs is the
entire absence of furnace-heating. Hotels and very large houses here
are heated by steam (at least in the hallway), but all others have

only the open fireplace. Yet as this is in every room, and in the

hallway of every floor besides, it suffices amply. But in this matter,
of course, the difference in climate is all-controlling.
Nor do the Bournemouth churches seem to me very interesting.

In some the conventional design of the interior has been modified
somewhat in a search for greater practical fitness to modern congre-

gational needs; but so far as I have seen (I speak without having
seen them all), the usual rows of columns are retained, though
reduced to a minimum of bulk and frequency, and in no case is the

result very satisfactory from an aesthetic point of view. The chief

church of the town was built by Mr. Street, but, although its parts
seem to me well grouped and its interior prettily decorated, it shows
a curious eccentricity in the treatment of its features, both large and
small. The desire has been, of course, to do something unhackneyed,
but as the method employed is that of associating elements of several

Gothic styles, without any attempt to bring them into concord, to

fuse them together, as there is, in a word, no visible original concep-
tion underlying all parts and features, I think I am justified in usi

the word "eccentricity
"
instead of originality.

Some of the windows have fully developed geometric, while others
have plate-tracery, which would not matter, of course, could one see

the reason why, or find any harmony in the juxtaposition. Lancets
are also freely used, which one can well understand in certain places.
But it is puzzling to turn from the Decorated windows of the east end
and south transept, and find in the north transept five graduated,
very narrow lancets, each of which is cusped, and all of which are

comprised under a
hood-mouldinj;

that is returned square at the

ends, like an Elizabethan label. I think even an eye which knew
naught of historic precedents, would find such a composition inhar-
monious. Neither this nor any other similar essay I have seen con-
vinces me that it is as well (for an Englishman, at all events) to try" free Gothic

"
as to be content with more "

grammatical
"

practice.
New ideas do not seem to appear, though there are plenty of new
combinations of old ideas alien to one another. The mixture is

mechanical, not chemical, and the most casual eye cannot help resolv-

ing it into discordant elements.

But if there is not much in Bournemouth itself to interest the
architectural student, he could hardly have a better starting-point for

brief excursions. Winchester and Salisbury are but two, Wells is

but three hours distant. Corfe Castle may easily be managed in one

day, as may Southampton and Netley Abbey. The villages near at

hand often contain picturesque small churches (sometimes quite inno-
cent of the restorer's hand). Wimborne Minster is only nin miles

distant, Christchurch only five miles, and both may be reached by
rail. The latter is a charming little town, beautifully situated at the
confluence of two rivers just before they enter Christchurch Bay.
The splendid old Priory Church stands just beyond the town, and
gains an added beauty from the old churchyard on the edge of the

river, with the loveliest panorama of pasture-land and stream beyond,
and in the far distance the snowy cliffs of the Isle of Wight. A*nd it

gains much, also, in that its exterior has been comparatively little

restored. It has been injured by time, as in the loss (to the eye) of
its choir roof ; but such undisturbed losses mean an historic purity
such as modern England seldom permits in a church of this impor-
tance, and a vast increase of pictorial charm, especially as regards
color. This is the great thing wanting the color given by time
in England mm, and one hails with double pleasure, therefore, such
an exterior as we find in the priory church. The surface of the stone
is really exquisite in tone, owing not only to the common yellow
lichen, but to another of a more impalpable kind, which is of a deep
but vivid red.

The church was built by Ralph Flambard (then the Prior of

Christchurch, afterwards the famous Bishop of Durham) about the

year 1100, It has been largely rebuilt, however, sinoe his day. The
nave walls were remodelled and their windows altered, and a vault
built in the Early Decorated period, while the long choir and Lady-
chapel and the west front and tower are Perpendicular. But many
bits of Norman work survive on the exterior, chief among them
an angle turret attached to the north-east corner of the north tran-

sept, which is of almost unique beauty, covered with rich arcadings
and a bold, reticulated pattern in strong relief. The shafts of the
lower intersecting arcade are ornamented with spiral or angular or

reticulated flutinss, and all the capitals show stronger Classic

reminiscences than are the rule in English Romanesque. All have
small volutes at the angles, and some a connecting garland with

a rosette above, that speaks distinctly of a Roman prototype. The
Norman portions which remain in the interior (the nave and
north transept below the clerestory) are disproportionately plain
and even rude in workmanship. The capitals seem to have
been left in block throughout, and partially carved at a later date by
an unskilful hand. Jt is impossible anil would be tedious to note how
curiously the work of many epochs is intermingled in this church :

more naively than we are apt to see it, for example, in the great
cathedral churches. It is an interesting study, and would be a doubly

puzzling one had Mi1

. Paley not supplied the student with a concise

but excellent guide, such a guide as one still calls for in vain in a

great number of important English churches. But the puzzle, I

repeat, has not been as much complicated as usual by modern restora-

tion, and is therefore of a stimulating, not an exasperating kind. I

will onlv note that each transept formerly ended in an apse. On the

north this has been remodelled into a Decorated Hat termination,

though the angle turret still remains. On the south, Mr. Paley says,
both yet exist; but the apse lias been blocked off from the interior,

and I could not see the exterior, as it is approached through a private

garden. A marked discrepancy in elaboration (Mr. Paley adds)
exists between the two ends, that on the south being quite plain,
while on the north the apse seems to have been decorated in the

same lavish way as the turret already described. He deduces the

reason, with probability, from the fact that the north side of the

church faced the castle, ami the circumstance seems to me interesting,
as throwing an anti-Ilnskinian light upon the supposed habits of

mediaeval builders, who, we are told, unlike their Renaissance succes-

sors, were solely inspired by pious fervor, worked for the glory of

God and not for the eye of man. and therefore as conscientiously and

lavishly in hidden places as in the most conspicuous. I should add
that both the turrets still keep their Norman stairs.

The Early Decorated detail in many parts of the church is ex-

tremely good noiably in the great north porch. There is also

much charming Perpendicular decoration in various tombs and en-

closed chantries. The finest of these last is believed to have been
the work of Torregiano, and is a truly m.igniticent specimen of the

transitional period the main design being Perpendicular, but many
of the details pure early Italian Renaissance in character. One docs
not too often see early Renaissance work in England, and it is inter-

esting to note that the best example of similar transitional treatment

(which is not a patchwork, but a thoroughly artistic blending of va-

ried elements into an harmonious whole) that I can remember is also

attributed to the Italian sculptor Bishop West's chapel at the east

end of the south choir-aisle at Ely. The reredos of the Lady-chapel
is also a lovely piece of Perpendicular decoration, and the older stone

altar beneath it is a survival seldom seen in the England of to-day.
More remarkable still is the great reredos over the main altar, an

Early Decorated work that was retained when the Perpendicular
choir was built. It represents the stem of Jesse a motive more

commonly seen in stained glass than in sculpture. Tlie figures are

of large size, especially the sleeping figure of Jesse below. The
branches supported niched statues, most of which have perished, but

the central relief is entire. It shows the Adoration of the Magi in

a very curious composition, the Virgin being in a recumbent attitude

and holding the Infant upright on her knee. In its realistic naivete"

as well as its rather rough execution, and especially in its feeling, the

reredos reminds one strongly of German work of a somewhat later

period. But both its date and its native origin are proved, I sup-

pose, by the presence of the ball-flower among its details. The purely
architectural interest of the later portions of the church is as great as

the interest of its many sculptural and decorative accessories. The
vault of the Lady-chapel, for example, could hardly be surpassed for

beauty of shape and loveliness of rich groining in all the great maga-
zine of varied vaulting which Perpendicular architects have left us.

In fact, whether for architectural variety, for the chance to study the

modus operandi of the ancient rebuilder and restorer, or for treasures

of decorative sculpture, few of the second-class churches of England
can offer attractions equal to this.

An admirable view of the north side of the church is had from a

little stone bridge which crosses the Avon on the outskirts of the

town. One sees it rising in its stately length beyond its shaded

churchyard, while in the middle distance are the ruins of the Priory
and of other crumbling, fern-clad walls. And the foreground is filled

by a most interesting object the remains of a Norman house which
must once have adjoined the castle. Fortified buildings of the same

age (Henry II) are, of course, not rare in England, and small street

fa9ades are seen occasionally, as in Southampton and in Lincoln.

But a relic of just this character an important, detached, and yet
unfortified, house is excessively rare. It is an ivy-grown ruin now,

yet many of its features are unimpaired. One gable is entire, and
also a tall, slender turret; and, besides plainer windows, there are

two of very charming design. Each has two round-headed lights,

divided by a slender shaft and comprised under a dclicateiy-orna-
mented arch. In truth, nothing more interesting, nothing more pic-

turesque and lovely, nothing more characteristically English in the

very best sense of the word, can be imagined than this view from the

jridge at Christchurch, with its intermingling of architectural and

>ictorial charm, its church, its ruins, its river, its pasture-lands, and

jeyond all, the white cliffs and the sea. M. G. VAN UE.NSSKLAKK.
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THE FONDACO DEI TURCHL
VENETAIN AKCUITECTUKK OF THE 1 II 1 1; I I I- x

I II CENTURY.

Plce of Lucretlt Borgia, Venice.

lIE Fondaco dei Turchi was formerly one of the important pal-
aces of the thirteenth century on the Grand Canal, Venice, and
when twenty -five years ago it fell into the hands of the restorers

it had the look of an imposing ruin, on looking upon which, regret
for all that it had lost through the centuries, was softened by the

sight of so much that remained of precious material, and still more
precious work. The very decay conveyed the idea of the antiquity
of the building, antiquity which expressed itself by the corrosion of
the sculptures and the softest touches of amber color on the original
polished surface of the marbles, each the work of Nature, produced
by alternation of storm and sunshine, and which, being carried out in

a natural way, led to a picturesque result.

The highest form of picturcsqueness, if a definition may be per-
mitted, is produced by the work of Nature on the work of man;
above all is this true of architecture, from the greatest buildings
which express the combined efforts of nation, race and age, to the
house where man lives, down to the very garments which he wears,
and which may be considered his movable dwelling-place, in this

respect but little different from the snail or oyster shell, and though
for the modern realistic painter there may be no limit to picturesque-
ness in the wearing out of clothes, there is a very strict one between
what Nature does on a monument of architecture, placing upon it

the mark of time as it rushes by, and what it does in order to roll if

down with rocks and stones and" trees, treating it as common matter.
To say it in few word?, this picturesqueness is that work of Nature

on a monument which does not destroy the monument. With such
touches Nature had embellished the Fondaco dei Turchi for six hun-
dred years, and looking upon it one could feel that it was old indeed

;

one could rest beside its arcades with a sense of calmness, conscious
of its long continuance, as it stood there watching the rapid changes
taking place all around a superior organization, on which centuries
and events had no hold.

After the Republic fell, the majority of the palaces in Venice were
abandoned to decay. Seen from the outside they looked deserted,
with broken panes of glass and loosely-hanging shutters. The Fon-
daco dei Turchi began then to cover itself with wild grasses, and its

roof was allowed to collapse, the rainwater came in and began to

spoil the walls, then the marble facings of the faqade detached them-
selves, and fell down, leaving the brickwork exposed.
An old mason, who works now with me in the Ducal Palace, and

who acted as foreman in the restoration of the Fondaco, saw, when
he first entered it twenty-five years ago', in an tipper room of the left

tower, what he describes as a beautiful wide frieze of foliage of dif-

ferent hues ; and lie also saw projecting from the cornice of the first

floor a cherry tree, which was rooted in the brickwork of a spandrel
below it, and of which in the spring of 1861 he ate a few ripe cherries.
The neglect which the Fondaco had suffered for so many years,

was followed as a natural consequence (of which Mr. Ruskin has
discovered the law) by a great desire for restoring it in order to use
it as a museum. No matter how much it had suffered from neglect
and old age, it might have been possible to prevent further damage
by keeping it as it was, much decayed, much torn'-down in

places, but

precious as an original piece of architecture in every little bit that
was left. But the municipality wanted to have it restored, and ac-

cordingly the old Fondaco was pulled down, down to its foundations,
which were dug up in order to raise on their site the new building.
The Fondaco dei Turchi had been built about the year 1 230, by

Giacomo Palmieri, a Guelf consul of Pesaro, who found refuge in

Venice, when his town fell into the power of the Ghibellines. The
old chronicles say he was very wealthy, some say he was a Feudatario,
and all agree in his having discovered huge treasures underground,
among others a golden calf.

Palmieri was buried in the cloister of the Franciscan monks at the

Frari, and the following inscription was engraved on his tomb, de-

stroyed long ago :

SEPOLTURA DOMINI PALMIERI
DE CA DA PKSARO KT 8UORUM HKItEDL'M.

His descendants were named after the place they came from, and
to their house (ca, old Venetian for casa like Ca d'oro, meaning
golden-house,) was known as Ca Pesaro.

Giacomo Palmieri hail a son, named Angelo Pesaro, whose will is

still preserved in our archives, its date being June XV, 1309, and in
it he orders his descendants, his son Nicholaua first of all, not to
sell the

palace, prescribing that he " nunmtam pntsit, nee debeat ven-

dere, alunare commutare vel impignorare the Ca Pesaro. But the

Signoria bought it in the year 1381 for ten thousand ducats, and mada
a present of it to the Marquis of Ferrara, whose descendants in the
seventeenth century sold it to Antonio Priuli

; he was elected a doga
in the year 1618, and let the palace to the Turkish merchants, who
continued to rent it as n/ondaco (storehouse) till the year 1838.
The doge Priuli left the Fondaco to his son Jerome whose daugh-

ter Mary, being married in the year 1648 to Ser Leonardo Pesaro,
procurator of St. Mark's, brought back to her husband as a dowry
the palace that his forefathers had built. His family kept it till the

years 1830, when becoming extinct with Pietro Pesaro, it went to his

nephew Count Manin
; by him it was sold in the year 1838 to Mr.

Antonio Fetich, who let a portion of it as a magazine for the tobacco
manufactory.

Saddo-Drisdi was the last Turk inhabiting the Fondaco : when
in the year 1838, Mr. Petich bought the place, this Mahommedan
parasite of an Arabo-Byzantine building refused to leave it, and when
the head of the Austrian police went to persuade him to go, he
pointed two pistols at him and nearly killed him; then he disappeared
and nobody ever knew where he went.
The original brickwork of the Fondaco was made of altinelle, so-

called from the Roman town AUino on the shore of the lagoon, which
was destroyed by Attila. We know that the early buildings erected
on the islands of the Venetian lagoons were either made of wood on
reeds, or of materials taken from the destroyed cities on the Conti-
nent, such being the case with the marbles of Torcello

; but so far as
brickwork is concerned, the Venetian monuments of the ninth cen-

tury, like the oldest part of St. Mark's, the basement of the tower
and some relics of the ancient Ducal Palace, were all built with largo
Lombardic bricks, but finding them too costly, or being unable for
some reason or other to provide new ones, they went again to fetch
the old Roman bricks of Altino; their dimensions are 0.20 x 0.08 x
0.05 (the modern regular pattern is 0.26 x 0.13 x 0.06 metres).
The mortar used by the builders of the Fondaco dei Turchi, like

that of the contemporary buildings in Venice, was made with lime
derived from the white Istrian stone. The mortar, as is usually the
case with bricks used for the second time, did not adhere to them, in
some cases, so that traces of the old Roman

piaster
were found upon

the altinelle. Every column had an iron bolt binding the capital to
the shaft, and the stones were fixed with mortar.
The foundations of the Fondaco were either made of a masonry of

irregular stones, laid in a hard mortar, apparently of pozzotana, or
of layers of the same greenish sandstone from Trieste, called muggia,
which constitutes the foundations of St. Marks.
The restoration was begun about the year 1860, and carried on so

completely as to leave no hope of finding a relic, which may be con-

fidently looked at as such, of the original palace. Whilst the place
was being rebuilt, the subtile arrangement of proportion in the arches,
which diminished gradually towards the towers, was unnoticed, and
the whole facade was raised again with the greatest display of
mechanical precision and geometrical symmetry.
The restorers did not stop to ask wlmt was sufficient to the

rebuilding of the palace, but they wished to improve the Byzantine
carvings and the workmanship of the stone. Every shaft of the col-
umns, shafts which had been worked at first for some Greek temple,
and had then been brought to Venice by the old Venetian merchants,
were worked over again in order to obtain a perfectly new cylindri-
cal surface. The Corinthian capitals and the more capricious ones
of Byzantine workmanship, broken and

chipped perhaps, that is to

say, having the end of one or more projecting leaves worn off by
time, were carved again in order to get a new one inside of the old.
The ancient sculptures representing drinking peacocks or fighting
animals were completed by the restorers with additional features,
and the whole work was "improved" with fresh touches of the
chisel.

Spoiled as it has been, the Fondaco dei Turchi still retains much
which arrests the attention. I mean certain general features, about
which the doubt may arise what relation they bear to the original
work, viz., the height at which the palace was rebuilt, the general
distribution of its facade, and the materials that were used in it.

The Fondaco was rebuilt at the level of the old, that is to say, one
and one-half feet lower down than the average level of modern Ven-
ice. In order to prevent high tides from invading the loggia on the
ground floor, a platform has been raised three steps above the pave-
ment, behind the columns. It is curious to notice how, whilst the
restorers had all their whims and wished-for changes and improve-
ments satisfied and carried out all over the place, they were go scru-

pulous about the level, and rebuilt the Fondaco almost under water,
whilst it would just as well have answered their purpose to raise it

one metre higher, marking on the corner-stones the old level.
Some other opportunity will present itself, I hope, to discuss what

concerns the level of the old Venetian monuments, in connection
with the gradual sinking of the Venetian estuary.
The professional man who looks at the restored facade of the

Fondaco may be puzzled by the fact that the lateral towers and the
crowning battlements do not appear in the photograph of the old pal-
ace. The existence of the towers is proved, however, by the wood-
engraving of the year 1500, attributed to Albert Durer, and though
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the restored ones are not to he looked upon as documentary, it is

interesting to recollect how the early Venetian palaces must have

looked like massive piles of bricks with strong towers at the corners,

like our Ducal Palace of the ninth century, fit to resist the incursions

of the Hungarian.", pagana et ci-udelixsima ge.ns, and how they must

have grown familiar in the minds of the Venetians, who two centu-

ries later, when their town was growing rich and safe, when there

were no more incursions and there was a great wish to embellish

Venice, the main features of her primitive palaces were retained, and

ornament was given by facing the brickwork with stones, or other-

wise decorating it with sculptures or with discs of precious marbles,

throwing the central wall open into series of arches sustained by
columns brought from the Orient, and making the battlements more

light and decorated.

The restored Fondaco is all faced with marble, but according to

what my old mason recollects he found of the old battlements, he was

led to believe that they were made of bricks surrounded by a

moulded framework of marble. For myself I feel rather inclined to

believe that the brickwork of the Fondaco was not entirely hidden

by facing. The object of some proportion of brick surface would be

that of affording a contrast of color and also of richness of material,

so that by means of its confessed simplicity the richness of the other

parts might be felt at once, while, as is the ca*e now, if the facing
with marble is carried out all over the whole building, it imports into

it a wearisome look of sameness and of insipid richness.

We have noticed before how the shafts and capitals were cut and

sculptured anew ;
in some cases the reduction in size was not consid-

erable, but in every case a good scraper left the restorer sure that not

an inch of the original surface of the niirble would he left. The new

surface was polished with pumice-stone, omitting the last burnish

with lead, with the idea the marble would get back sooner the color

of antiquity, but as we know that careless polishing is one of the first

sources of the decay of marble, so it happened that in a few years the

columns and facings of the Fondaco turned white. To remedy this

the municipality of Venice allowed the Fondaco del Turchi to be

smeared with nut-oil, four years ago, which would for a time bring

forth the utmost color of the marble. At the same time the Farsetti

Palace, the residence of the municipality, also a Byzantine building,

lately restored, had been smeared with the same oil, and they were

proposing to paint with varnish the south front of St. Mark's, and

dye it artificially with smoke. In order to prevent more stupid steps

being taken, I wrote an article in one of our papers, suggesting how
those poor marbles should be washed and then polished, in order

to obtain their natural color, and as regards the smearing of the

Fondaco del Turchi, 1 added this :

" Was it not sufficient to have taken away, by means of scrapers
and sandstone, the color of centuries? Was it not enough to have

touched with a sacrilegious chisel all the sculptures, annihilating in

that wonderful Arabo-Byzantine monument every archaeological, his-

torical and artistic value, substituting often the vilest Carrara for the

most precious Greek marble, and oppressing the whole building under

rows of battlements whose origin is unknown? Was all this not suf-

ficient, but was it needed to smear with bird-lime the marble that was

left to us? They will be no longer trophies, but leave them to us as

marbles, and time will give them partly the appearance of their

former value, but if you turn them into snares for hats, dust and dirt

will form a crust on their surface, and it will be a loathsome thing."
The day after, the oil was washed out with some alkali water, but

its traces, like a disgusting leprosy, remained a long while on the

marbles of the Palazzo Farsetti, which at List were cleaned and pol-

ished carefully last May.
The south front of St. Mark's has now been polished with lead;

the best thing that could be done for those beautiful marbles already

spoiled by the scraper. As regards the Fondaco dei Turchi, the

same measure will be taken in order to save its marbles, which are

precious and rare indeed.

While looking back to the photograph of the old monument taken

some thirty years ago [see Illustrations], which 1 kept as a precious

record, I asked myself almost unconsciously why I was not born be-

fore ;
but I feel now compelled to admit that it woidd have been al-

most impossible to save it from restoration, when this was the ideal

way of preserving monuments of their time, and when daily expe-
rience shows how very dilHcuIt it is to save anything in a more
advanced age, when all that have the care of monuments boast of

their interest in and attachment to them, and protest they will nut

tamper with what is ancient and beautiful. GIACOMO Boxi.

COUXTEKFEITED PICTURES " The manufacturers of spurious pictures
have hitherto been content to ply their trade sub rosa," says the St

James's Gazette.
"
They seem to be growing bolder, however, for a coun-

terfeit of one of Nittis's best-known pictures the 'Place des Pyra-
niidea" bearing the artist's signature, or what professes to he such,

figures conspicuously in the picture-gallery of the Antwerp Exhibition

M. Jules Claretie states in the Temps that he has it from Mine. Nittis

herself that her husband painted two pictures of the Place des Pyra-
mids, and two only. One of these she possesses herself; the other her

husband presented to the gallery of the Luxembourg, having bought it

back from M. Goupil at a price of .800 for tlie purpose. Nittis was

greatly annoyed toward the close of his lite at the large truffle which
had sprung up in counterfeit reproductions of his works, several in-

stances of which came to his knowledge. Of the ' Place des Pyramids'
in particular, he ascertained that there were no fewer than seventeen

copies, all of them'bearing a facsimile of hie signature."

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

ailer/uate descriptions uf the buildings, including a statement of co(.]

LYONS CATHEDKAL, SKETCHED BY MR. R. W. GIBSON, ARCHI-

TECT, ALBANY, N. Y.

HE cathedral at. Lyons
is of several dates,

twelfth, thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries. While
far from a perfect building,
as a whole, it has very much
that is good, both in general
effect and in detail. It has

strongly, too, that quality of

impressiveness, winch i n

many finer churches is lack-

ing. The view looking across

the nave into the north tran-

sept gives the character of

the interior
; finely-clustered

shafts upon sturdy pillars, a
tall, handsome main arcade,
and pleasingly varied trifo-

rium. The round arches used
in the transept triforium, es-

pecially, are successful, the

thafts being enriched in some
cases. The clerestories are

t-JisL ilL,^. sjj-"-VM. not quite so good. There is

a curious example here of

the inaccuracy (or intentional variation) in planning such buildings
which is common. The pillars on the south side of nave are at the

extreme west end, nearly six feet out of the straight line of the first

ihree from the crossing, that is, the line of pillars has a bend in it
;

it

is not parallel with the opposite wall, nor square with the end wall.

This is perhaps the most noticeable instance I have met, but lesser

departures from strict accuracy are almost always to be found in

medieval buildings. The arches in an arcade are rarely of equal

spans, columns are frequently of different sizes and different dis-

tances apart, and 90 is one of the most uncommon of angles.
The west facade of Lyons cathedral with its three large portals is

a fine composition, although otherwise the exterior of this edifice is

poor, and is muck
hidden by sur-

rounding houses.

Each of these
great doorways
has three recessed

jambs on each side

covered with relief

carvings in quat-
refoils. An infi-

n i t e v a riety of

subjects is pressed
into service, ap-

parently at the
whim of the stone-

cutter. A Bible

story will get a

panel, or may be

two or three in or-

der, then suddenly
comes a grotesque

carving without
connection with
the others, and fre-

quent are subjects
of rather surpris-

ing coarseness;
some indeed have
been plastered
over for this rea-

son. But the mul-

titude of incidents

represented, and the richness of the general effect secure an interest

in the work which no other decoration can do.

In one of the chapels of the cathedral stands the Byzantine con-

fessional shown in the accompanying drawing. It is all of richly-
carved oak ; it has been recently restored.

THE OLD PULPIT IN THE FIRST REFORMED CHURCH OF ALBANY,
N. Y. SKETCHED BY MR. WALTER DICKSOJJ, ARCHITECT, AL-

BANY, N. Y.

THIS pulpit was originally in the Dutch Reformed Church, which
stood at the foot of State' Street from 1620 to 1805. When the

church was erected, a bell and pulpit were promised by the Dutch
West India Company. A temporary pulpit was substituted until its

arrival. It was built in Holland in 1656, and hail a canopy and

wiuding stair, which are both destroyed. The hood is of oak and
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the base turned. The large panels are all carved, with exception of

the on on which the door is hung. The brackets underneath are

carved only ou the sides which were visible to the congregation.
The settlers of Albany subscribed "twenty-five beavers" in payment
fur the pulpit; but, as the old chronicler* say, "the Chamber at

Amsterdam gave 75 gilders; for the beavers were greatly damaged."
Tliis deterioration in the value of the "beavers" being thus made

good, the pulpit in time found its way across the ocean and up the

Hudson River to its destination. Doubtless this is the oldest pulpit
in this part of the United Slates. It is now preserved in the Sun-

day-pchool room of the church at Albany, N. V ., after one hundred
and fifty years of service. This congregation has had four distinct

church edifices at Albany since the settlement of the city.

DOORWAY OF THE CHURCH OF TUB HOLY CROSS, 8T. LO.,

FRANCE. 1

THE FONDACO DEI TURCHI, VENICE.

FOR description see article elsewhere in this issue.

HOUSE OF LOUIS A. HARBOUR, ESQ., WASHINGTON, CONN.

MESSRS. ROSSITKK A WRIGHT, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.

HOUSE OF GEORGE V. CRE8SON, ESQ., NARRAGANSKTT PIER, R.

I. MESSRS. MrKIM, MEAD * WHITE, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK,

N. Y.

A GUIDE TO SANITARY HOUSE INSPECTION.*

^HE great majority
of buildings erect-

ed in this country
are more or less defec-

tive in their sanitary

arrangements. Not one
in a hundred is made to

submit to any official

regulation, and in those

few large cities where

sanitary construction is

enforced by law and
official inspection, the

security thereby afford-

ed is necessarily only

partial. The law can-

not itself be made com-

prehensive enough to

cover all the require-
ments, and it is moreover constantly evaded through fraud and igno-
rance. Such being unfortunately the case, it is a matter of very
serious importance to any one intending to occupy a dwelling, to

insist upon a thorough sanitary inspection of his new home. Mr. Ger-
hard has furnished us with an invaluable guide for this work. It

comprehends the examination of the surroundings and of the soil, or

the general salubrity of the site, showing us, in a few concise and
senMble words, what unwholesome neighborhoods and surroundings
we are to avoid, and what conditions of soil we should seek or guard
against, and reminding us of the need of, and indicating how to

secure suitable drainage. Then follows a careful inspection of the

cellar and yard, drawing attention to the m;iny ways in which they
are dangerously defective, and touching upon the best methods of

curing the delects.

Next follow the inspection of structural details; of the sewerage
and plumbing ; of the water -

supply ; of the method of garbage
disposal; of the arrangements for warming, gas -lighting and ven-

tilation of the house; and finally, of the arrangements for securing
it against the danger of fire. City and country houses are properly-
treated separately, as also are apartment, tenement, boarding houses

and hotels.

Mr. Gerhard says: "It may not seem out of place to utter a word
of caution to intending buyers or lessees of houses old or new, as to

the acceptance of general and indefinite statements made to them by
real-estate agents. Let it be understood that it is not, at the present
time, a part of the business of an agent to demonstrate the health-

ful condition of a property. He is simply acting in the interest of

the owner or landlord who commissioned him to sell or to rent, as the

case may be, a house, at as high a price and under as favorable terms

as he may be able to secure. Undoubtedly the time is near at hand
when it will be considered indispensable for agents ami owners to

produce a certificate of the heahhfulness and sound construction of

house
; and the natural consequence must be that houses having such

proper sanitary certificate will command a much better price and find

a more ready sale."

This custom would save house-owners from the very serious injury
to their health they are now likelv to sustain, upon entering a new
home, and it is astonishing that it is not now more common. The
real-estate agent is not only unaccustomed to examining critically the

sanitary condition of the building he has to di-po-e of, but he has

1 Prom Column's *' stMttnnitie* i\f Sitrmaruly"*" A Gttittt tn Sntiitary f/imnf litxjttctioH," or Hints mid Helps regarding the
lloicu of A healthful homo in city or country. !'> \\ iilrim I', till Uerhard, 0. 1 .,

uusuliiug Sauitary Eugiueur. &w Turk: Juhu Wiley & Sous, 1885.
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rarely the knowledge requisite to do th'm without expert aids, and for

them, as well as for the owner and builder, a book like the one
before us would form a most useful guide. Living in a house with

improper sanitary construction means not only frequent expense and
"
annoyance of mechanics trying to repair an originally bad job, but,
and this is infinitely more serious, it means frequent calls fur

the family physician, or continued low health of your wife and chil-

dren." The expense of a "
sanitary inspection

"
at the outset would

have placed the great expense of repair where it belonged upon the

shoulders of the one who built and offered the unhealthy house for

sale.

Although the author disclaims in his preface to have made in this

book an exhaustive treatise on sanitary engineering, but aims chiefly
at forming a guide for the search after defects, nevertheless in many
cases more has been accomplished than was claimed. Thus in the

chapter on the arrangements for warming the house, the directions
for placing the fresh-air supply for the furnace are full and sufficient,
and again the method of testing the soundness of plumbing pipes
with oil-of-peppermint is minutely described. For fuller information
on other subjects touched upon we are referred to the author's
various works on " House Drainage and Sanitary Plumbing,"

" Sani-

tary Architecture," etc.

The work before us is simple in style and systematic in arrange-
ment, and shows not only a thorough knowledge of the subject
treated, but a familiarity with the most advanced requirements in

sanitary science. The book is not merely a compilation of what haa
been said or written before, but is essentially progressive, providing
new means for meeting the new and improved methods of construc-
tion constantly arising. Thus, under the head of Sewerage and

Plumbing, recognizing the fact that it is now customary to thoroughly
ventilate the sewers and all the main lines of house-drains and soil-

pipes, whereby dangerous pressure is avoided within these pipes and
their atmosphere is far less foul, a simpler system of house plumbing
is given as admissible than was the case a few years back, when this

general sewer ami soil-pipe ventilation was not to be counted upon.
More stress is here laid on thorough flushing of small wastc-pipeg
than on excessive trap-ventilation, or on providing valves or other
means for resisting back pressure of foul gases from the main drains,
which seemed to form special features of the older works on sanitary
plumbing.
Mr. Gerhard says,

" Make sure that there is a proper supply of

water to each fixture and trap; that all plumbing appliances are of

good, smooth and non-absorbent material, and are arranged ag

simply as possible, without any concealed overflow-pipes or hidden
channels, but with everything in plain sight, and their construction
such that each fixture acts, when emptied or discharged, as a flush-

tank, completely scouring the traps ami branch waste-pipes, which
latter should form a connecting link with the main soil-pipe, a* direct
and short as possible."
Mr. Gerhard also properly lays greater stress on having all plumb-

ing work exposed to view and access than has been customary in

former works. He says,
" See that the fullest light and thoro'ugh

ventilation prevail in the bath-room and closet for the house-maid's

slop-sink, and make it a rule to have all plumbing exposed to view
and accessible, doing away as much as possible with (he usually ill-

smelling woodwork incasing such places, particularly about the
kitchen sink and the water-closet."

Other points in which this little volume shows itself to be well
abreast of the times is in insisting upon the use of soil and waste

pipes as sinull as is possible to carry off the waste matters without

obstruction, and of plumbing fixtures constructed with outlets large
enough to fill and scour them. It advises against the use of
'('-branches on drain-pipes. It shows the evils of using caps, return-
bends or cowls at the top of the soil-pipe ventilator. "All of these
are not only unnecessary but bad at all times, and positively harmful
in winter time when the top of the soil-pipe gels clogged by hoar
frost, causing siphonage of traps, etc."

The folly is pointed out of using a disinfecting apparatus, in the

hopes of rendering innocuous snme ill-designed und unscientific

plumbing fixture. " It is astonishing to * what a number of well-

educated people commit the blunder of trusting to such worthless

devices, which are nothing more than disguisers of the odor, or, at

the best, mere stink destroyers. Instead of striking at the root of
the evil, by removing a foul trap or defective water-closet, and bv

arranging the soil-pipe with a proper circulation of air, much money
is uselessly thrown away in buying such '

quack
'

remedies. It i'g

time that the public should knuw that, valuable as the sense of smell

may be as an indication that something is wrong, it is not so much
the smell which causes serious harm. Sewer air may be entirely
deprived, by deodorizers or otherwise, of its characteristic odor, and

yet be able to cause serious illness. It is far from me to underesti-
mate the value of real disinfection in cases of infectious disease; but
true disinfectants must destroy the organic impurities and germs of

disease and not merely disguise a bad smell." '
If a zymotic disease

i- in the house, or an epidemic raging in a city, then it is time for
disinfection by strong chemical disinfectants."

A LONO TELEGRAPH SPAS. The longest spam of overhead tele-

graph wire in the world have been put up by the French in Cochin
i hum. Two wires have been suspended across the river Mekong at a
point where it i* -OOU feet wide. The punts are one hundred and lixtjr
feet high.
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ARVERNIAN ARCHITECTURE.'

WE
had occasion, a short

time back, while on
our passage through

Anjou, to speak of a very
marked form of architecture,
of which that country is the

centre. We have now to

speak of another form, quite
as clearly marked, but dif-

fering not a little from the

Angevin variety. None of

the local forms of Roman-

esque which arose in the

latter half of the eleventh

century has a more distinct

character of its own than

that which prevails in

Auvergne. The architecture

is as marked as the scenery;
it would be hard to find the

fellow of either anywhere else.

And the Arvernian style is in some sort more satisfactory than the

Angevin style. The Angevin style looks too much like a mere ca-

price. Why should people build churches so amazingly wide and low,

and without any pillars and arches? It is always dangerous to ask,

Why ? in any matters of this kind.

It is hard to sav why either an Arvernian or a Norman built

in two different wavs in those points in which they did build in two

different ways, and to an Arvernian eye the Arvernian choice may
seem as strictly the natural thing to choose as the Norman choice

seems to us. But neither a Norman nor an Arvernian building has

anything like so much the air of a whim as the Angevin building.

Most of the points on which Auvergne differs from Normandy may
seem fair.questions of taste. Each way of building is effective ; each

has its own specially strong points. We do not stop and look at

either simply because it is odd. which really is sometimes the case in

Anjou. On one point only we must draw the line. If we ask why
unless as a mere matter of caprice the Angevin architects left

out pillars and arches, we are driven to ask why unless as a mere

matter of caprice the. Arvenian architects built their west fronts

and western towers of so strange a shape or lack of shape.
But in any case none of the varieties of Romanesque art is better

worth study than the noble style of which the once collegiate church

of Notre Dame du Port within the walls of Clermont is, on the

whole, the typical example. At Issoire 2 we find it on a greater scale,

but a little later in date. Brioude has some special features of its

own. At Riom we have not the pure Arvenian style, but a piece of

instructive transition from that style to another. Saint Nectaire, in

other points almost as typical as Notre Dame du Port, in most points
wonderfully like it, differs altogether in one of the chief features of

external outlines. But in all we feel, as we feel in all these local va-

rieties of Romanesque, that the word style is out of place. The dif-

ference is, after all, that of a manner of building, not that of a style of

architecture strictly so-called. At Clermont and Issoire, as every-
where else, it soon strikes us how much more these various types dif-

fer from one another in their general arrangements and conceptions
than they do in mere detail. Here, too, we see capitals, bases, whole

windows, which might belong to one country as well as another. In

these matters the various styles which grew up in the eleventh cen-

turv hardly differ so much from one another as the later Gothic

styles do. Here is a typical Arvernian church; most of its details

certainly not its south doorway might be found in a typical Norman

church; most of them might be found in a typical Lombard church.

Yet our Arvernian church, as a whole, is altogether unlike anything
either Norman or Lombard. Still less is it like anything Angevin.

Auvergne certainly did not sympathize with the dislike to pillars

which became characteristic of Anjou. The style naturally has alfin-

ities with that of Aquitaine, the land of which in its widest sense Au-

vergne formed part. We come in, for instance, for the barrel-vault

as a specially characteristic feature. But Auvergne loves columns

and half-columns, and is not satisfied with the Aquitainan square

piers. An Arvernian church shows itself at a glimpse as belonging
to Southern Gaul, and not to Northern. Yet the style has quite

enough distinguishing features of its own to claim to be looked on as

a distinct variety of Romanesque, and for Auvergne, as distinguished
from Aquitaine, to be set down as a separate architectural province.
A typical Arvernian church has a character of its own, which it is

impossible to mistake. As a rule, a square tower at the west end and

an octagonal tower in the middle suggest to an English eye a faint

analogy to Ely or Wymondham. Very faint indeed the analogy is

to either; still the square and octagon are there, however much
their proportions may differ from the proportions of the square and
the octagon in the only two English churches with which we can

compare them. The Arvernian central octagon has a strange look

in the wav in which it rises, not immediately from the four limbs of

the church, but from a kind of oblong base which it is not easy to

describe, but which is one of the most marked characteristics of the

style, within and without. The truth is that the innermost bay, so

1 By Dr. E. A. Freemin in the Gwirtlian.
* oee American Architect for August 2, 1884.

,o speak, of each transept, those which in the ground-plan range with

the aisles of the eastern and western limb, are carried up to the full

leight of the lantern. Outside, this gives the tower this broad base

:o spring from
;

if the tower was away, it would have a good deal of

the effect of the high choirs of the Cistercian churches in Sicily. In-

side it increases the effect of height, and it further supplies a new
>air of lofty arches to increase the complication of grouping, and of

arches crossing one another, some measure of which is necessarily
ound in every cross church. The effect of this very singular ar-

rangement is, to our taste, certainly much better inside than it is

without.

If the central octagon has a base of its own to rise from, the square
,ower at the west end has something of the same kind. It commonly
rises from between a pair of huge shoulders, forming outside what
we might almost call a western transept, but which has a very differ-

nt character from the western transept of Ely. Its lower stages
lave a tendency to take the shape of something like a narthex, which

opening into the nave by one or more arches, is sure to make a strik-

ng feature. And it is curious that this narthex not uncommonly has

the air of being the oldest part of the church; at least it often con-

ains capitals which may well be older than any of their fellows.

This narthex again, as forming part of the tower, has other stages
above it, opening into the church, sometimes by wide arches like the

jrerman triforium galleries, sometimes by coupled windows. Indeed
nost of the Arvernian peculiarities have, like this of the western

tower and transept, a tendency to affect inside and outside at once.

At the first glimpse of one of the churches from without, we might be

;empted to fancy that, Angevin fashion, it had no aisles. The nave

lias lofty side walls, with arcades and windows of two stages. In the

.ower range the windows are placed under bold, wide, blank arches.

Above these an arcade of small arches and shafts has some of its

members pierced as windows. We have in fact the windows of an

aisle and the windows of a clerestory ; ojily they are placed in the

same wall, one above the other. To this arrangement, which looks

strange outside, we find the key within. The rule of an Arvernian

nside elevation is to throw the triforium and clerestory into one.

The piers, of whatever shape, are lofty ;
above them runs an open

arcade, just below the springing of the barrel-vault, which seems uni-

versal. Inside one hardly knows whether to call it a triforium with-

out a clerestory, or a clerestory without a triforium. It really is a

gallery of the width of the aisles below, with its windows placed in

the outer wall, above those of the aisle. Such an upper range of

windows over the aisle windows is common in the triforia of large
churches. Only then there is the clerestory rising again behind and

above all. Here there is no other clerestory ;
the wall with its two

rows of arcades and windows is the full height of the church.

The east ends follow a type which is more common both in North-

ern and Southern Gaul than it is in England, though it once existed

in a good many English churches, from which it has now vanished.

This is the type which we have already seen in so many of the

churches of Poitiers, the apse with its surrounding aisle and diverg-

ing apsidal chapels. But there is one peculiarity which Auvergne
seems to have to itself. The series of apsidal chapels is sometimes,
not always, broken by a single square chapel in the middle, at the

extreme east, making the actual east end of the church flat. Indeed

this complicated and artificial arrangement of chapels becomes in

these churches so completely a matter of course that we almost begin
to long for the simple grandeur of the great single apse, as at Cerisy
and Lucca, and at Peterborough before the addition of the retro-choir.

Inside we are less likely to weary of the majestic arrangement of the

columns of the apse, ranged close together with their narrow stilted

arches and the clerestory above, forming a noble range of eastward

cancelli for the high altar. We have seen this at Poitiers ;
we see it

again at Clermont, at Saint Nectaire, and at Issoire. And, where-

ever we see it, we welcome it.

In the details we mark some singularities in the use of ornaments.

Speaking roughly of the insides, we might say that everything is

plain, except the capitals. The Arvernian architects seem to have

had little notion of the application of ornament to surfaces, and not

much notion of the setting of order behind order. These are such

fertile sources of enrichment in our own Norman buildings that the

absence seems strange to us. The actual openings of the windows,
for instance, are perfectly square and plain ;

but there commonly is

a billeted label outside 'and shafts within, and the capitals of the

shafts, like all columns great and small, may be made as rich as any
one chooses. The doorways are not very remarkable, and never

have anything like the richness of our Norman doorways. Some-

times the actual opening is square, and that without any strongly-de-

veloped typanum. In the outside of the apses and transepts there

is often a good deal of sculpture and inlaid work; here sometimes,

and in the insides of the transepts also, we find that straight-sided

batter, we can hardly call it an arch, which carries us to Lorsch and

Earls Barton, and the Pictavian baptistery. Otherwise there is little

in these churches to suggest the earlier types of Romanesque noth-

ing perhaps except the strange capitals which have been mentioned

as being sometimes found at the west ends, and now and then a mid-

wall shaft or an approach to it in the many groupings of small shafts

and arches with which the Arveruian interiors abound. These last

are a marked feature of the style. Its arrangements bring in a good

many blank spaces, and each blank space is seized on to make an un-

glazed window within the church. Such windows are specially com-

mon over the lantern arches. The arches are commonly round ; but
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they sometimes take the shape of a kind of horse-shoe trefoil, whicl

suggests a touch of the Saracen. lie has not, however, as in some
other parts of Aquitaine, naggMtad tlie use of the jxrinted shape for

the main arches. When a pointed arch does appear in Auvergne
it may be set down as a sure sign of transition, just as in Normand)
ami Kii'_hi]i<l.

The contrast hetween extreme plainness in some points and ex-

treme richness in others is strongly marked in these buildings, espec
ially in the insides. It is curious to see a church, with every arcl

left perfectly plain anil square, with no enrichment of any other kin<

whatever, hut wiih every column, half-column, window-shaft, crowneii

with capitals of the richest kind, not uncommonly alive with highly
Classical foliage. In weighing the disputes as to the dates of these

churches, the idea often suggests itself whether the churches were
not built in the latter half of the eleventh century nothing, save an
occasional fragment, suggests an earlier date than that and whether
these magnificent capitals were not often cut out in the latter half of

the twelfth. At the same time we must remember that we are here

distinctly in Southern Europe, in a Homan land, not in a land which
is Teutonic even in that mollified sense in which France and Nor-

mandy may be called Teutonic. Just as in Italy, we may fairly ex-

pect that such arts as were practised at all would be more advanced
than they were in Northern (!;ml, still more so than they were in

England. The foundation of Notre Dame du Port is carried back to

the year 580; we hear of a great repair or rebuilding in 866, after

a destruction by the Northmen; we hear of building going on be-

tween 1185 and 1240. This is a little puzzling, as the first pair of

dates are too early, and the second pair too late. There is nothing
that one is tempted to carry back to 866, except perhaps parts of

the crypt, and possibly two rude capitals in the narthex, according
to the tendency which has been already mentioned. And though one
could fancy the capitals throughout the church being carved in 1185,
there is nothing that one could fancy belonging to as late a date as

1240. One is driven, though we may have no documentary evidence,
to suppose a rebuilding in the eleventh century, with, if any one

chooses, a certain embellishment in the twelfth, and to infer that the

works of 1240 were mere repairs spoken of in the exaggerated way
which is not uncommon.
We have pretty well described Notre Dame du Port in describing

the general class of Arvernian churches, of which it is certainly the

best model, though by no means on the largest scale. It shows all

the peculiarities of the style, and forms an admirable introduction to

it for those who see the local forms there for the first time. The apse
as seen within, has its fellows at Poitiers; but neither at Poitiers nor

anywhere else have we seen anything like the Arvernian nave and
the Arvernian transepts. The most characteristic, perhaps, on the
whole the most striking view, is that which we get out of one of the

transepts, which brings out strongly that peculiar treatment of the

crossing and of the transepts themselves, which is the most distinctive

feature of the style. But the most distinctive feature of Notre Dame
du Port itself is to be seen outside

;
it is the south doorway with its

sculptures and
inscriptions.

Its architectural forms are even more
remarkable than its figures of angels, prophets and saints. Noth-

ing more unlike a Norman doorway can be conceived. Here is

a square-headed opening, perfectly plain, without shafts or mouldings
with sculptures on each side, but sculptures which do not touch the
actual doorway. Over it is a sculptured tvmpanum under a Hat pedi-
ment; over that is another sculptured tympanum under a horse-shoe
arch. The sculptures go on in the capitals of the neighboring tran-

sept, where the Sacrifice of Isaac is prominent at one of the angles.
Both the towers are modern ; but from the appearance of other

churches of the type, we may infer that they fairly represent their older

predecessors. The west front strikes one used to either Norman or

Lombard forms as wonderfully mean and awkward. But it is the

custom of the country, and we get used to it. Indeed, at Notre Dame
the western part is so huddled in among houses, that we hardly take
in its full proportion or disproportion. For that we must go to Issoire.

THE NEW YORK EXHIBITION OF ARCHITECTURAL
DRAWINGS.

FROM
beneath a pile of what we believed consisted only of used

copy and proof, we have resurrected the circular which gives the

necessary information concerning the Exhibition of Architectural

Drawings to be held in conjunction with the Salmagundi Club, and

give it below without further delay.

NEW YORK, October 1, IRfKS.

DURING the month of January next, an Exhibition of Architectu-
ral Drawings will be held in New York in connection with the Eighth
Annual Exhibition of the Salmagundi Club. It will open on the

11 th of January, and close on the 1st of February.
The undersigned have been designated as a committee to make all

the necessary arrangements, and to select from the drawings that may
be offered such as they may find it practicable to exhibit.

You are invited to contribute to this Exhibition.

Drawings will be received at the American Art Galleries, No. 6

East 23d Street, from Thursday, the 31st of December, to Saturday,
the 2d of January, inclusive. They must be sent at the expense and
at the risk of the contributors. They must either be in frames or

mounted on stretchers with proper borders or mats. All those from
out of town to be tent at any time before the 31st of December, to

Louis R. Menger, 35 Dcy Street, who, for a nominal charge, will see
that they are forwarded to the galleries in due season. He will also

provide frames and stretchers for drawings sent to him unmounted,
at a reasonable price, and will return the drawings to the owners,
mounted or unmounted, as may be desired. .

The gentlemen whose named are given below have consented to

act as sub-committees in Boston, Chicago, and Philadelphia, and are
authorized to designate from the drawings offered for their in.|>ectioa
such as it may seem most desirable to tend on. It is hoped that this

will save contributors needless expense and trouble.

Contributors in the above-named places will please notify the local

committee by the 1st of December.
All contributors will please fill out the enclosed blanks and forward

to F. A. Wright, 149 Broadway, New York, as soon as practicable.
All drawings should be plainly marked on the back, with the name

and address of the owner, and the title of the Drawing. If for sale,
the price should be stated.

H. O. AVKRY, WM. B. TUTHILL,
C. L. W. EIULITZ, PKOF. WM. R. WARE,
RICHARD M. HUNT, F. C. WITHERS,
11. II. ROBERTSON, F. A. WRIOHT, Sec.,

149 Broadway, N. Y.

SUB-COMMITTEES.

Philadelphia.
J. H. WlMUIIM.
T. P. ( ii \M,I MI. Jr.,

302 Walnut Street.
BBNJ. la.NirooT.

Boston.

E. C. CABOT.
E. M. WHEELRIOHT.

6 Beacou Street.
C. A. CUMMINGS.

Chicago.
D. H. BUHNHAM.
JOHN W. KOOT,

116 Dearborn St.

HKNRY I. COBB.

POUND-FOOT vi. POUND-YARD.
LOUISVILLI, Kv., November 9,1885.

To TUB EDITORS OP THE AMERICAN ARCHITKCT:
Dear Sirs, I would like to ask, through the medium of your val-

uable paper, why three out of four of our most prominent rolling-
mills express the weights of their different sections of "

shape iron""
in terms of pounds per yard instead of pounds per foot ?

From the writer's point of view, that of a structural engineer, the

pound-foot unit is by far the best, for even if the/eic rolling-nulls
have a good reason for the adoption of the pound-yard unit, it is

questionable whether it is of as great importance as the pound-foot
unit to the many engineers. The engineer and architect, when deal-

ing with iron structures, invariably use the foot-unit in preference to
the yard, and" the trouble of conversion from yard to feet, to the
architect in making his estimates of weights and cost, to the engineer
in making his estimates, his orders for the mills, his checks of in-

voices, though small separately, appears to the writer to be greater
in toto than any additional trouble, if there be any, at the mill in the
use of the foot over that of the yard. The conversion from the yard
to the foot made by the architect and engineer gives a possibility for
error which would not exist if the mills would adopt the foot in the
first instance. The different sections of the mills would be more
comparable, and to those using sections of the different mills, time
would be saved, chances for error avoided, by the uniform adoption
of the pound-foot standard.

It would therefore be to the advantage of both engineer and archi-
tect if the rolling-mills could find it convenient to adopt the pound-
foot unit in place of the pound-yard.

I am, sir, yours truly, A. D. OTTKWELL.

UNREMUNERATED DECORATIVE COMPETITIONS.
To THE EDITORS OK TUB AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, Decorators must place a very low estimate on their

talents, judging from the following incident, which is one of manv.
They are evidently willing to furnish designs for the uncertain re-
munerations of a possible commission. An architect writes to me,
saying that he is requested to solicit designs and estimates for a
stained-glass memorial window figure compositions. On my writ-

ing for further information, and staling my objections to undertake
so serious a thing as an historical composition without compensation,
I receive a reply to the effect that his clients "would be unwilling to

pay for a design that might not suit." With very little effort and
ihnost no expense one might form a first-rate collection in this way.
I have protested before in these columns against this suicidal policy
pursued by decorators, but without result; yet 1 console myself with
;he vigorous old French saw : "A force tie forger on devient forgeron."

Very truly, FREDERIC CROWNIMSHJELU.

A QUESTION OF COMMISSION.
To THE EDITORS OK THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, Your opinion on the following statement of fact is

waited for with interest : A. has decided to erect a building. That the
jest results may be attained, he concludes to have a competition tor
he plans. So he issues a circular to a number of architects in this
and other States. The circular sets forth the requirements of the

>uilding, and 1 would say that it is the best one that has come to mv
notice.

Parasraph six of said circular reads as follows :
" The successful

Competitor alone shall receive compensation for his plans, tpecijica-
ions and detail*

;
all other plans to be returned."
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Paragraph eighth is as follows :

" It is the expectation of the Board

to erect the building under the supervision of a superintendent of

construction, and the specifications and details must be full and com-

plete enough to enable the Board to contract for each branch of

work separately. Personal supervision of the architect will, there-

fore, not be rcipiired."

Paragraph nine: "The compensation for plans, details and speci-

fication shall not exceed two and-one-half per cent of cost."

Paragraph ten :
' The Board, in the selection of a plan, will be

aided by a skilled architect."

Plans were submitted, and after due examination a vote resulted

in the unanimous choice of a design submitted by
"
B.," who, imme-

diately after consultation with "A.," prepared said plans in accord-

ance with paragraph eight as above. The work was let in separate
contracts. The plans showed the necessary arrangement of all hot

and cold air-flues, registers, ventilation-flues, hollow floors, location

of furnaces, and the specifications set forth all necessary instructions

in detail. It was known at the time of commencing work on the

working-drawings what furnace would be used
;
in fact, the Board

had awarded the contract for the furnaces at that time.

Question : Is B. fairly entitled to receive commission on the cost of

the furnaces, as under paragraph nine ? B.

[Yes. EDS. AMKRICAN ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

SALE OF THE GREAT EASTERN. The Great Eastern, the largest

eteamsliip in the world, was sold at public auction October 30, for 20,-

200. The construction of the Great Eastern was begun May 1, 1854,

and the work of launching her, which lasted from November 3, 1857, to

January 31, 1858, cost OU,000, hydraulic pressure being employed. Her
extreme length is six hundred and eighty feet, breadth eighty-two and

one half feet, and including paddle boxes one hundred and eighteen

feet, height fifty-eight feet, or seventy feet to top of bulwarks. She

has 'eight engines capable in actual work of 11,000 horse-power, and

has besides twenty auxiliary engines. She was sold in 1804 for 25,000,

and was employed on several occasions with success as a cable-laying
vessel. -

CRUSHING LIMIT op COLUMNS. In preparing a plan for an electric

lighthouse, M. Bourdais, the architect of the Palace of the Trocade'ro,

investigated the height to which a column of different materials could

be raised without crushing under its own weight. The weight of a

pyramid with a square base may be expressed by the equation :

P = D* A- <5

o

in which D represents the side of the base of the pyramid, h the height,

and S the density.

The resistance is :

Hence R

ZR

If we take for the limiting value of R one-sixth of the load, which

produces crushing in iron, and one twentieth for different varieties of

Btoiie, we may deduce the following table :

MATERIAL. B- <* H.
P.-opliyry 2,470,000 2,870 2,5jO metres.

Iron ti.O'Jl',000 7.800 ii.lMO
"

Graiiite, 800,001) '2,700 SM "

Such are the practical limits to which a pyramid might be raised in

the respective materials. It is evident that the Egyptians, in the great

pyramid of Cheops, stopped far below the limit. If the prismatic form

were adopted, the height could be only one-third as great. Lumie're

ELectrique, February 21, 1885.

OLD NEW YORK FIREPLACES. On "
Monday, October ye second,"

just 181 years ago, a Boston lady undertook a journey to New York

city, an account of which was published in 1825, from a diary in ihe

author's own hand-writing, "being a faithful record of Madam Knight's
adventures over ' that tract of country where she traveled about a fort-

night on horseback under the direction of a hired guide.'
" Madam

seems to have been much pleased with New York, where she made many
acquaintances amongst the good women of the city,

" who courteously
invited me to their houses, and generously entertained me." And her

description of the city at that time is well worth reading. She says :

" Tlie Cittie of New York is a pleasant well compacted place, situated

on a Commodious lliver which is a flue harbor for shipping. The Build-

ings, Brick Generaly, very stately and high, though not altogether like

ours in Boston. The Bricks in some of the houses are of divers Coul-

lers and laid in Checkers, being glazed look very agreeable. The in-

side of them are neat to admiration, the wooden-work, for only the walls

are plastered, and the Sumers and Gist are plained and kept very white

scowr'd as so is all the partitions if made of Bords. The fire-places have
no Jambs (as ours have) But the Backs run flush with the walls and the

Hearth is of Tyles and is as farr out into the lloom at the Ends as be-

fore the fire, which is Generally Five foot in the Low'r rooms, and the

piece over where the mantle tree should be is made as ours with Joy-
ner's work, and as I supose is fasten'd to iron roods inside. Tlie House
where the Vendue was, had Chimney Corners like ours and they and
the hearths were laid with the finest tile that I ever see, and the stair-

cases laid all with white tile which is very clean, and so are the walls

of the Kitchen which had a brick floor. They were making Great prep-
arations to Receive their Govenor, Lord Carnbury from the Jerseys, and
for that End raised the Militia to Gard him on shore to th fort."

Wetkly Statemtiit.

PHICES FOR OLD FKENCH FURNITURE. The Executors of the late

Earl of Craven havinir decided to sell the fine old French furniture of

the time of Louis XIV and Louis XV, it was disposed of by auction
on Tuesday last. It was mostly considerably worn, but, being of such
excellent work and style, it nevertheless brought high prices. The
drawing-room suit, in the style of Louis XIV, carved and gilt chairs,
with ottomans and settees covered in crimson satin damask, sold

for 307 10s. ; an inlaid rosewood and tulipwood table, Louis XV style,
mounted with ormolu, for 73 10s.

;
a fine old Louis XIV black buhl

writing-table, mounted in ormolu, 52 10s.; a very handsome old buhl
and tortoise-shell writing-table of the same style, 73 10s. Several
other good pieces of furniture sold at from 40 to 50 guineas, the pur-
chasers being all the principal dealers in old furniture. London Times.

Tun COMMISSION ON THE NEW TOWER BRIDGE Rather a nice

point was raised at a meeting of the Court of Common Council last week
as to who should superintend the erection of the proposed Tower Bridge,
Mr. Horace Jones, as well known, is the City architect, a position which
has attached to it, what one of the deputies described as "a handsome

salary." Mr. Horace Jones had prepared the design for the bridge
which had received the sanction of the Legislature, but he had very
properly declined being responsible for carrying out such a large engi-

neering work. It was pfoposed, therefore, that Mr. J. Woolfe Barry
and Mr. Horace Jones should jointly undertake the work, the hitter

gentleman superintending such part as would fall within his more im-

mediate province. Mr. Barry not being in receipt of " a handsome sal-

ary
" from the City, very naturally desired to be remunerated for his

services, and had intimated that he should expect the standard commis-
sion of five per cent, aud as the Parliamentary estimate was 010,000 ,

this would amount to 30,500. After a good deal of discussion the
Court agreed by majority of forty-two votes that 30,000 should be

paid to Mr. Jones and Mr. Barry, and they should be left to agree be-

tween themselves how they should divide the sum. The arrangement
certainly leaves room for citizens and tax-payers who may be at all in-

clined to be captious to make unpleasant remarks. Supposing the build-

ing of bridges, even the architectural part of such structures, is outside

the pale of Mr. Horace Jones's duties, it would have been far better, so

the captious ones wilt say, to have employed an independent architect.

Mr. Jones must either have a deal of slack time on his hands or he will

have to put in a powerful quantity of overtime if he is to earn any con-

siderable portion of the 30,000. On the other hand, Mr. Jones has al-

ready done more that he was legally obliged to do in return for his
" handsome salary

"
in preparing the designs, and doubtless fully de-

serves a little extra consideration in consequence of the extra work and

responsibility thrown on his hands
;
besides which lie will no doubt have

to engage quite a considerable staff in carrying out the details of the

design. These jobs are never the lucrative thing mat ordinary people
imagine them to be Engineering.

TELPHERAGE. Telpherage is the name which has been given to a

system of automatically-transporting goods by the agency of electricity
as the motive power, which system was the invention of the late Pro-

fessor Fleeming Jenkin. Dying in June last, however, the Professor
did not live to see his ingenious ideas carried out on a practical scale.

He had begun the construction of a telpher line on the estate of Lord

Hampden, at Glynde, near Lewes, but his plans had to be perfected by
Professor Perry, his successor as the engineer to the Telpherage Com-
pany. This line has been completed, and was formally opened on Sat-

urday, October 17, by Lady Hampden, who electrically started a loaded
train on the line. A special train conveyed a large number of visitors

from Victoria Station to Glynde. The line is a double one, nearly a
mile in length, and is composed of two sets of steel rods, three-quarters
of an inch in diameter, supported on wooden posts of T-shape, and
about eighteen feet high. The wires are supported one on either end
of the cross-piece of the T, which is eight feet long. The carriers, or

skips, as they are technically termed, are iron trough-shaped buckets,
each holding about two hundred weight, and suspended from the line by
a light iron frame, at the upper end of which is a pair of grooved
wheels running on the line of rods. A train is made up of ten of these

skips, which are in electrical connection with each other, and with an
electrical motor which is placed in the middle of the train, having five

skips in front of and five behind it. At a point about midway of the

length of the line is the engine-house, in which is a steam engine which
drives the dynamos. From these latter the current is led to the line

and thus to the electrical motor which moves the train. The use to

which the line is put is to carry clay from a pit to the Glynde Railway
siding, whence it is delivered into trucks, and transported by rail to the

works of the New Haven Cement Company. At the charging end of the

telpher line the skips are loaded each witli about two hundred weight of

clay, the train thus carrying one ton. A laborer, by touching a key,
starts the train, which travels at a speed of from four to live miles an
hour along the overhead line to the Glynde Station. Arrived there an-

other laborer upsets each skip as it passes over a railway truck, into

which the clay is thus loaded. This upsetting, however, will eventually
be performed automatically by means of a lever on each skip, which will

come in contact with a projecting arm as it pases over the truck. The
laboror at the discharging end of the line has full control over the train,

and can stop, start and reverse it at will, as can also the man at the other

or loading end. There are two trains at Glynde, but only one is at pres-
ent used, that being found sufficient to deliver one hundred and fifty tons

of clay per week at the station the minimum quantity required by the

cement company. The trains need no attention when running, as they
are governed to run at the saint- speed both on rising and falling gradients.
An automatic block-system is provided, so that as many as twenty trains

can be run on the line without the possibility of collision. The telpher-

age line at Glynde being the first erected, it is admitted that its details

are capable of improvement. It, however, successfully demonstrates

the ingenious idea of Professor Jenkin in utilizing electricity as a source

of motive power. Beyond this it can hardly bu said to go at present.
London Times.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported for The American Architect and Building N>we.)

[Alttumgh a large portion of the building intelligence
it profiled by their regular correspondent!, the editors

yreatly desire to receive voluntary information, etpe-
nallyfom the mailer and outlying towns.]

TRADE SURVEYS.

TIIK week's announcement of new enterprises ex-
hibits an improvement in activity in tlir larger
Eastern cities, especially. In the West, less new
ImsitiesH lias been brought to the attention of ar-

chitects. A vast amount of work is constantly
underway, witii which architects have little if any-
thing to do, and of which the average city builder
it) ignorant. Much work of ihi.- character is in

progress, especially in the South and Went, and
cornea under the general heading of railroad and
industrial operations, wherein the constructing and
manufacturing companies are themselves doing
the work, directly or indirectly. A lull in archi-
tects' offices mentis very little, taking into account
the entire work of construction throughout the
States. Chief interest in new enterprises is at

present centred in railway projections, in grain-
elevator work, in the building of new or extension
of old mills, shops and factories, and in the devel-

opment of coal, lumber and other raw resources.
The withdrawal of large volumes of money for

employment in the widening channels of indus-
trial and commercial activity has been observed
for several weeks, and is exerting the most health-
ful influences on business. The facts most appar-
ent on the surface to-duy, are in brief, these: rail-

road-building has received an impetus, iron and
steel are in improving demand, and reasonable

prices
have beeu established; the bridge-builders

nave received large additional orders within a

week; orders for three thousand pars have been

placed within two weeks, orders for seventy or

eighty locomotives have been given out since No-
vember 1; orders for skelp iron to make pipe for

natural-gas are far behind, and mills for skelp and
pipe are overrun. Bar, sheet, plate and tank iron
mill managers report fair activity, but medium
quotations. Additional activity is reported in those
avenues of activity engaged in furnishing motive

power, lathes, tools, presses, elevators, imple-
ments, etc. 'I lie most expressive phrase to char-
acterize the spirit of existing activity is the pres-
entation of withheld demands. Special and per-
haps undue reference ia made to the iron and
associated industries, because they prettv cor-

rectly reflect existing and prospective conditions
in many other brandies. The railroad managers
and builders in ordering rails, locomotives, cars
and smaller railway material are supplying urgent
demands and providing for future requirements
now clearly in sight. The manufacturers of tex-
tile goods are ordering new machinery, with suffi-

cient force to reinstate an increased force of twen-

ty-five per cent in nine or ten of our best-known
machinery making establishments. Wool and
leather are higher. Lumber dealers are counting
on an advance. Dealers iu all material that can
be classed as

"
raw," predict an improvement, be-

cause of enlarging demand and growing necessi-

ties. Five new iron-mills have been projected,
three new blast furnaces, twelve new steel-works
are now building. A ten-per-ceut increase in car-

pet and hosiery factories will be ready for next

spring. Tuese'are significant facts, and are men-
tioned as helping to concentrate more light on the
central and ail-absorbing question of building prob-
abilities* We have not yet reached the limits of

requirements in any branch, rather, the expansion
of demand is greater than the expansion of facili-

ties. A characteristic of next season's activitv
will be public buildings, such as municipal build-

ings, churches, school-houses, theatres, etc. Sec-
ond in importance will be houses ranging from
$5,000 to 4-50,000 in value. Hotel-building will be
an important factor iu New Vork, Philadelphia,
Chicago and one or two other cities. Hotel-build-

ing at "resorts" is taking extensive dimensions.
The American people are cultivating a French
characteristic as to their social requirements, and
the summer-hotel life is likely to be encouraged by
the temptations which will be extended by fine
hotels in desirable localities, exquisitely fitted up,
instead of summer boxes, devoid of home comforts
and of architectural features.
The outpouring to the suburbs in all our large

cities will continue next season. This activity,
which began in the Eastern cities, is extending
westward. Chicago architects and St. Louis arch-
itects have built more 83,000 to $10,000 houses this
year than usual for people who have surrendered
old homes to the business demand. The Western
architects have even now more cheap work in hand
than the architects of Eastern cities, but the Utter
will overtake their Western co-workers before the
middle of winter in a finer class of city work.
Cheap dwellings will be multiplied everywhere.
The demand in nearly all cities, according to the
best real-estate authority, is excellent, and building

will be pushed with vigor, though, a* a rule, archi-
tects have not been called upon to do the work.
A large amount of work will be prosecuted on

the opening of spring in supplying cities and
towns with water and gas. In a few cases con-
tracts have already beeu awarded, but in most
cases municipal authorities have only determined
on the work. The list of such enterprises will ex-
ceed forty. The manufacturing corporations are

.'printing up to produce and man ufaet nre a vast

variety of articles from iron, slate, ice, and gas, to

silk. The industrial decentralization in progress
is strengthening the foundation of business, nod
making reactions, depressions and panics less prob-
able. Every week brings to light some new devel-

opment, some additional opi>ortuuities for money
and skill, but with all the rapid progress made,
there is a surplus of capital and energy awaiting
their turn.

More or less apprehension exists as to the proba-
ble course of the wage-workers next spring. A
general movement will be made to inaugurate an
sight-hour movement. The building trades will

t>e expected to lead in the movement. Various
tranches of labor organizations have resolved to
work two hours per day less after May 1st, regard-
.ess of the expected reduction in wages. A large
[Wrtion of the expected support declines to promise
so far in advance what course will he pursued, be-
:ause of the unwillingness to lose twenty per cent
u wages, besides the possible loss of employment
for labor content to work ten hours per day. The
spirit of organization is permeating all classes of
labor North and South, and it is probable that soon
or late any movement receiving the united support
will become a serious one. The cost of labor is rel-

atively advancing, and its compart organization
will not weaken the upward tendency. The move-
ment is, from the labor standpoint, the wisest ever
made, and the moat difficult one to deal with on
the part of the employers iu need of services.
There is only one step from an established eight-
liour day and ten-hours day pay.

BUILDING PATENTS,

[Printed specifications of any patents heremen'ionrd
vgether trill, full detail illustration*, may be obtameA
If the Commissioner of Patents, at Watkington, for
twenty-Jin cents.l

329,886. SUPPLY-TANK FOB WATER - CLOSETS.
Wm. Bunting, Jr., Boston, Mats.
329.892. COMBINED GDAGB AND CENTRE-SQUARE.
John C. Eckert, Dayton, O.
329.893. SCREEN. Jonathan C. and Edgar W. Ela,

Boston, Ma--.
329.894. BLIND, SHUTTKE OR DOOK Sror. John

0. Kvans, Denver, Col.

329,9uO. METHOD OF HAKIM; KOLI.KD WOOD-
SCKKWS. Hayward A. Harvey, Orange, N. J.

329,923. COMBINED WATER AND AIR -HEATING
APPARAI us. Thomas A. McDonald, Boston, Mass.
329,931. VALVE MECHANISM FOR WATER-CLOSET

CISTERNS. George R. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa.
329,938. STOPPER FOR llr KST PIPES. Albert Nlc-

oliet
. Newark, N. J.

329.946. SET BASIN. John P. Putnam, Boston,
Mass.
329.947. OVERFLOW -PIPE FOR SET BASINS AND

SIMILAR FIXTURES. John P. Putnam, Boston, Mass.
329,968. APPARATUS FOB SINKING WELLS. Mi-

chael Stopper, Cincinnati, O.
329.OT3. FIRK-PHOOFI.NG WOOD. - Rudolf Tanczos,

Vienna, Austria-Hungarv.
329,9X6. HATCH ET- DRILL. Pardon \. Whitney

Chagrin Falls, O.
329,993. CHIMNKV.TOP. Irving Barker, Braid-

wood, 111.

329,996. AUTOMATIC DAMPER-REGULATOR. Rob-
ert Beachmout, Lyons, N. T.

330,002. BRICK-MACHINE. Samuel Daly, Metrop-
olis City, III.

330,018. DRIER. Ludwlg Hagen, Magdeburg, Prus-
sia, Germany.

330.085. SHUTTER-WoKKKR. John B. Armstrong,
Augusta, (ia.

330,090. SLIDING DOOR. Wm. S. Brickell, Olean,

330.103. FIHK-EBCAPK. John Flletner, Brooklyn,

330.104. HAND-SAW. Alfred Pomander, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

330.105. SASH-HOLDER. John G. Fowler and Wal-
ter H. Crisp, Mankato, Minn.

330,110. CONCRETE PAVEMENT. John Grant,
Omaha, Neb.

330,121. LIME-KILN. .Joshua Hunt, Cataeauqua,

330,138. DOOR-CHECK. Adam Manrer, San Anto-
nio, Tex.

3J0.148. STENCH-TRAP. John A. Paine. Tarrr-
town, N. Y.
SW.175. PIPE-CUTTER. Nathaniel W. Vandergrift

and Frank Armstrong, Bridgeport, Conn.
330,179. MEANS FOR DETECTING AND CARRYING

OFF LEAKAGE FROM GAS-MAINS. George Westing-
house, Jr., Pittsburg, Pa.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
GAS-WORKS. The Chesapeake Gai Co. are building
a purifying-house, 60' x 1AO'; engine and condenser
house, 44' x 100'; boiler-house, 44' x 57'; smoke-shaft.
10' x 10', 70' high; retort, generator and carburetter-

house, 3' x l.vj', with wing, 20' x 30', tire-proof; oll-

prewure tower, 21' x 21', 70' high; ofllce and meter
building, Alt' x 100'; all two -r> building*, of brick,
with out grttnlte base and LiluimlngB; also coal-

houte, .VI' x 100', unit Iline-koiue, 30' x 60, of wood.
Colt of entire works anil pipe-laying. 42,900.000; cot
of building*, excliuire of machinery, (200,000; Cbaf.
F. Dietrich, chief engineer; Hanry llrauns, archi-
tect.

FACTORY AND SroRAoE WARKHOUKE. Henry
Brauni, architect, has prepared plan* for MeMra.
<i. W. Gall & Co., for a ill nfy prrurit-brlck front
building, with granite trimming*, 134' x 183'; ooet,
$ UO.OOU.

Hi 1 1. i.i MI I'KitM ITS. Since our liut report twenty-
three permito -bare been granted, the more Impor-
tant of which are the following:
A. S. Porter, a three-et'y and 3 two-*t'y brick

buildings, ws Upton St., Il of LanralM St.

Frederick Stamp, 2 two-st'y brick buildings, w
KttlngeSt., a of Robert St.

Geo. W. Parks, 5 two-*t'y brick buildings, Bowen
St.. between CroM and Stockholm Sta.
Geo. A. Wagner, 8 two-st'y brick buildings,

Heath St., between Pampmo St. and Harmau Alley.
loe. H. printer, 7 two-n'y brick building*, e > Port

Alley, between Kasttrn and Canton Are*.
Wm. Carbuck, 4 two-tt'r brick building*, w i

(.'Impel St.. between Chew and Eager SU.
Frederick Tinley, 13 two-st'y brick buildings, n i

Wilkln* Are., beginning n e cor. Addlson Alley;
and 2 two-et'y brick buildings, e s AiidUon Alley, n
of \v ilk ins Alley.
H. G. McGrath, ilire.--.sfy brick bulMIng, n i Can-

ton Are., between Chester and Duncan Alley.
H. Miller & Co.. 2 two-at'y brick building*, i

Lancaster St., between I'.urko and Luzerne SU.
Chat*. Milske, 8 two-st'y brick buililing*, e* Caalle

St., of McKlderry St.
Jo*. M. Cone, 20 three-st'y brick buildings, e

Bolton St., between Laureus St. and North Ave.

Hotton.
BUILDING PERMITS. llossiter St., near Union Are.,
dwell., 13' and ZV x 2*'; Hazard Steven;, owner; K.
F. Moulton, builder.
Bernard St., near Park St., dwell., 26' 9" x 35'; A.

A. We>cott, owner; builder, same as last.

Fairvietc SI., near Train St., dwell., 36' x 41' 6";
G. A. Noyea, owner; Noyss Bros., builder-,.
Harbor View St., near Dorchester Ave., dwell., 24'

x 42'; li. Chapman, owner; John Hicks, builder.
Grant St., near Harbor View St., dwell., 20' x 29';

Mrs. Annie Riley, owner; Peter Kiley, builder.
Harrier St., Ao. 406, storage, 20' x 60'; Mr. S. G.

Bennett, owner; S. G. Bennett, builder.
frail St., near Ashford St., dwell., 21' x 28; J. F.

Cooper, owner and builder.

Saratoga St., storage, 10' x 20'; J. Mulhern,
owner; K. Downing, builder.

Brooklyn .

BUILDING PERMITS. Moore St., A'o. 100, s, 120' w
Humboldt St., three-st'y frame tenement, tin roof;
cost, $4.300; owner and builder, John Kertz, on
premises; architect, 'I'll. Engelbardt.
Fifth Ave., e s, 65' n Sterling PI., 2 four-st'y brick

and terra-cotta apartment-houses, tin roofs; cost,
$24,000; owners, McLaughlln, McConnell & Myers,
4l,-> I'ao'illc St.; architect, W. M. Coots.
Hancock St., s >, 60' e Marcy Ave., three-nt'y ter-

ra-cotta and brick dwell., Sparbam fire-proof cem-
ent roof; cost, $10,000; owner and architect, Mon-
trose W. Morris. 45 and 47 Exchange PL, New York;
builders, E. T. Rntan and A. Belnhaner.
Stockton St., 8 8, 270' e Nostrand Ave., three-it'y

brick woollen factory, asphalt roof; coet, 54,600;
owner, architect and builder, John Clarke, 676 Wll-

loughby Are.
ffalaey St., 8 B, 250 w Held Ave., 3 two-n'y brick

dwells., tin roofs; cost, $5,001); owner and builder,
P. Ward, 723 Gates Ave.; architect, J. D. Hall.
Putnam Ave., n w cor. Sunnier Ave., fonr-st'y Con-

necticut brown-stone (tore and dwell., tin roof; cost,
(12,000; owner, Mrs. Mary J. Robb, 1035 Lafayette
Ave. ; architect, C. Baxter; builder, M. J. Reynold*
and J. McLean.
Herkimer St., s

,
100' w Scbenectady Ave., 6 two-

st'y frame dwells., gravel roofs; total cost, 910,000;
owner, Emma Taylor; architect, H. Taylor.

Woodbine St., A'o. 126, s s, e Kvergreen Ave., two-
st'y frame (brick-tilled) dwell., tin roof; cost, $3,500;
owner, W. W. Ford, 124 Woodbine St.; architect, J.
S. Sagar.
Hull St., a s, 300' e Rockaway Are., 8 three-st'y

brick dwells., gravel roofs; cost, each, $4,600; owner,
Richard I. Robbin; architect, B. T. Kobbln; build-
ers, E. K. Robbin and J. Itemsen.
Sevnth Ave., w >, 4(1' 8 Tenth St.. 2 tliree-sfy

brown-stone stores anil dwells., tin roofs; cost, $12,-
000; owner. Ctuu. (1. Peterson, 174 Thirty-ninth St.,
South Brooklyn.

llmraril Ave., w s, 99' n Hnlsey St., 4 two-st'y brick
dwells., tin roofs; coet, eacb, $4,000; owner, James
Chayce, 833 Van liureu St.; architect, P. Young-
builders, L. N. Smith anil James Cbayce.
Kent St., A'os. 134, 134} and 13s, 8 B, 275' w Man-

hattan Ave., 3 two-st'y brown-stone dwell*, tin

roofs; cost, eacb, $4,000; owners, KunU & Holthau
sen, Calyer St., cor. Kckford St.; architect and con-
tractor, C. Dunkirk; masons, Gately & smith.
MclKmough St., >, 96' w Hopkinson Ave., two-st'y

frame (brick-filled) dwell., tin roof; coet, $3.300;
architect, John 1'latte; builder, H . Loeffler.

Eighteenth St., 8 s, 275' 6" e Serenth Are., three-
st'y frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof; coet
(MOO; owners and contractors, Messrs. Walberg &
Dieckmaim, 400 Eighteenth St.; builder, O. u'Keefe;
architect, W. H. Wirth.
Fifteenth St., 8, 244 w Fifth Are., 2 three-et'y

brick tenements, tin roofs; coet, each, $6,000; own-
ers, H. & J. Barkeloo, Van Brunt St.; architect and
contractor, Thos. Corrigan; mason, W. Corrigan.
Second St., a e cor. Bond St., three-st'y brick

store and tenement, tin roof; cost, $6,000; owner
Mary E. Lyncb, 825 Union St.; architect, I. D. Rey-
nolds; builder, J. McLean.
Monroe St., a t, 350' e Stnyvesant Are., two-*fy

brick dwell., tin roof; coet, $3,500; owner, C. M.
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Turner, 208 Iliprb St.; architect, K. L. Messenger;
builders, Laney & Moran.
Second St., n 8, 21' e Bond St., '2 tliree-st'y brick

dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, $5,000; owner, Mary K.

Lynch, 825 Union St.; architect, I. D. Reynolds;
builder, J. McLean.

Broadway, \\ ecor. Stewart St., 2 three-st'y frame
(brick-filled) stores and tenements, tin roofs; total

cost. $10,000; owner, architect aud builder, Walter
E. Maryatt, 525 Quincy St.

ALTERATIONS. Walcott St., w s, 125'sConover St.,
add two stories, fUt tin roof, also new cellar; cost,

$4,400; owner, Miss Margaret Madigan, 123 Woloott
St.; architect, P. 11. Gilvary; builders, M. Gibbons*
Son aud J). J. Lynch.

Third St., Mas. 75 and 77, add two stories, front of
stable taken down, and new store front, etc.; cost,

$6,500; owner, John T. Pinckney, 75 Third St.; archi-

tect, A. K. White; builders, P. Carlin & Son and C.
M. White.

Chicago.
BUILDING PERMITS. W. Oruby, three-st'y flats, 295

Chicago Ave.; cost, $10,000; architect, F. Beaumann.
H. A. Balding, 2 two-st'y dwells., 62-G4 Bryant

PI.; cost, $10,000.
W. Kamp Bros., three-st'y store and flats, 3106

Ilalsted St.; cost, $7,000.
A. H. Lowden. 2 two-st'y dwells., 3231-3233 Grove-

land Park; cost, 12,000; architect, A. H. Lowden.
S. E. Gross, 11 two-st'y dwells., Sacramento St.;

cost, $25,000; architect, I,. G. Hallberg.
C. B. Schel, two-st'y flats, 988 West Twelfth St.;

cost, 83,800.
F. Heunoberry, basement, 872 Ashland Ave.; cost,

$5.000.
Maxwell Bros., barn, 771-773 Loomis St.; cost, $4,-

000.

Sheldon Estate, addition, 263-265 Wabash Ave.;
cost, $5,000.
F. B. K. Backins, four-st'y flats, 234 North May

St.: cost, $8,000.
Mrs. M. Foote, two-st'y dwell., 1038 Wilcox Ave.;

cost, $ ),f>00.

T. H. (iault, 6 two-st'y dwell?., 3401-3413 Prairie

Ave.; cost, $25,000; architects, Oopeland & McGrath.
J Houtnik, two-st'y addition, 614 Eighteenth St.;

cost, $2,700.
J. Cuiiley, three-st'y flats, 86-88 Quincy St.; cost,

$6,000.
Bartholamae & Koesing, elevator, 333 WestTwelfth

St.; cost. $10,000; architect, W. M. Wanger.
Mrs. H. A.iler, 2 two-st'y dwells., 3541-3343 Ellis

Ave. : cost. #6,000.
E. B. FelS4iithal, two-st'y dwell., 3545 Ellis Ave.;

cost, .W.OOn.
F. M. Fargo & Lobdell, two-st'y dwells., 34-44

Ray St.; cost, $24,000.
C. C. Nardin, two-st'y dwell., 403 Robey St.; cost,

$2,900.
J. C. McCord, bafn, Thirty-fourth St.; cost, $5,-

000.
R. Brand, three-st'y addition, Clybourne Ave.;

cost, $10,000; architect, C. II. Gottig.
H. Sweet, three-st'y store and flats, 1460 Milwau-

kee Ave.; cost, $4,000.
H. Sweet, 2 three-st'y store and flats, 1522-1524 Mil-

waukee Ave.; cost, $6,010.
F. Huba, two-st'y flat, 43 Tell PI.; cost, $4,500.
Dr. Byford, 2 two-st'y dwells., 3243-3245 South

Park Ave.; cost, $7,000; architect. W. A. Furber.
C. Ickes. three-st'y ice-house, 155 North Wells St.

;

cost, $6,000.
A. Merriger, three-st'y store and dwell., 439 North

Wells St.; cost, $4,001; architect, C. H. Gottig.
K. G. Schmidt, three-st'y store and flats, 131 137

North Ave.; cost, $12,000; a-chitect, P. Huher.
B. Summers, four-st'y store and flat, 626 West Van

Buren St.; cost, $7,000; architect, J. C. Garvell.
H. G. Hangan, two-st'y dwell., 189 Fremont St.;

cost, $3,!iOO.

Denver, Col.

CHURCH. English Lutheran church and parsonage,
California St.; cost, $11,000; Varlan & Sterner,
architects.

SCHOOLHOUSES. Delgany Public School; cost, $7,500;
R. S. Roeschlaub, architect.

Fleming's Grove School, brick building, one-st'y;
cost, $4,500; Fred. Hale, architect.

STOREHOUSE. Colorado Fuel Co., 60' x 200'; cost,

$9,000.
STORES. G. W. Clayton, three-st'y stone business
block, Lawrence St.; cost, $60,000; Edbrooke & Co.,
architects.
C. T. Chever, three-st'y business block; cost,

$8.000.
Thos. Walch, three-st'y business block, Arapahoe

St.; cost, $14,000; Edbrooke & Co., architects.
HOUSES. Mrs. H. B. Gilbert, two-st'y brick dwell.,
Clarkson St.; cost, $6,500; Fred. Hale, architect.

J. S. Dreyfuss, two-st'y brick dwell., Curtis St.;
cost, $6,000; Varian & Sterner, architects.
Mrs. J. Dickinson, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost,

$5.000.
H. Bennett, two-st'y brick dwell., Stout St.; cost,

$8,000; Wm. Qaayle, architect.
J. B. Kellson, two-st'y brick block; cost, $3,000.
H. C. Brown, 2 two-st'y brick dwells., Lincoln

Ave.; cost, 86,000.

Detroit.

HOTEL. The Cass Estate will rebuild the Cass Hotel,
cor. Third aud WoodbrldgeSta.; cost, about $100,000;
G. W. Lloyd, architect.

BUILDING PERMITS. Topping & Fisher, for W. Mur-

Shy,
two-st'y brick dwell., 35 Putnam Ave.; cost,

15,000.
John W. Flinn, two-st'y brick dwell., 127 Henry

St.; cost, $8,000.
Thomas Payne, two st'y brick dwell., 735 Second

St.; cost, $9.000.

Jeynes & Son, two-st'y brick dwell., 702 Wood-
ward Ave.; cost, $8,000.
S. J. Martin, two-st'y brick dwell., 557 Third St.;

cost, S3.BOO.
A. Williamson, 3 two-st'y brick dwells., Ill, 113

and 115 Porter St.; cost, $3,500.
P. Bllndburg, two-st'y brick dwell., 66 Fremont

St.; cost, 94,500.

Mrs. Jane E. Chamberlain, two-st'y double brick
dwell., 43 West Willis Ave.; cost, $9,000.
W. H. Hollands & Son, 2 two-st'y brick dwells., 72

and 74 East High St.; cost, $8,000.
'

W. H. Hollands & Son, two-st'y double brick
dwell., 57 and 51) East Warren Ave.; cost, $7,500.

S. J. Martin, 3 two-st'y brick dwells., 551, 653 and
555 Third St.; cost, $9,000.

Kansas City, Mo.

BUILDING PERMITS. W. W. Macfarland, brick
building, s e cor. Fourth and Locust Sts.; cost,
$7,000.

J. S. Weber, brick building, Southwest Boule-
vard; cost, $3,500.

J. S. Weber, brick building, Penn St.; cost,
$3,000.
W. C. McKay, brick building, Forrest Ave.; cost,

$6,000.
G. K. Meyer, brick building, n e cor. Krey and In-

dependence Ave.; cost. $13 Oi 0.

S. A. Butler, brick building, n e cor. Fifteenth
and Campbell Sts.: cost, $20,000.
P. K. Emery, frame building, West Fourteenth

j

St.; cost, $4,500.
J. F. Corle, frame building, Santa Fe St.; cost,

$27,000.
Bereui Baptist Church, frame building, Vine St.:

cost, $3,000.
M. Kendall, frame building, Brooklyn St.; cost,

$3,500.
Frank Elmar, Linden and Third Sts.; cost, $4,700.

Minneapolis, Minn.

BUILDING PERMITS. J. F. Collern, two-st'y brick
veneer store and flat, n e cor. North Humbold and
Sixih Aves.; cost, $7,000.
Jeremiah Spear, 2 two-and-oue-half-st'y brick

veneer dwells., s fl Second St., between Tenth and
Eleventh Aves.; cost, each, $4,5')0.
Herbert T. Bush, two-st'y wooden dwell, and

barn, es Park Ave., between East Twenty-sixth and
East Twenty seventh Sts., s; cost, $3,500.
Highland Park Presbyterian Church Society, one-

st'y wooden church, n e cor. North Emerson and
Twenty-first Aves., n; cost, $5,000.
Miss A. M. Henderson, two-st'y wooden dwell.,

n cor. First Ave. and Seventh St.; cost, $2,700.
Anderson Bros., two-st'y brick store and flat, s f

Twentieth Ave., between Third and Fourth Sts., n;
cost, $3,500.

J. G. Palmer, 2 two-st'y wooden dwells., Portland
Ave., between East Nineteenth and East Twentieth
Sts., s; cost, each, $3,5 0.

Wm. H. GrotT, two -

and-one-half-st'y wooden
dwell., n w cor. East Twentieth St. and Second Ave.;
cost, $10,000.
Gates Bros., two-and-one-half-st'y stone veneer

addition to tenement, ns Grant St., between Willow
St. and Spruce PI., y; cost, $15,000.

Syndicate Co., alteration store building, e s Nicol-
let Ave., bet. Fifth and Sixth Sts., a: cost, $6,0i>0.
Dtakent & .VJcCague, two-st'y brick livery stable,

n s Fifth St., bet. Hennepin and First Aves., n; cost,
$4,000.
Kerrick & Danforth, two-st'y wood dwell., 8 e

Highland Ave., bet. Oak Lake addition; cost, $4,-
000.

Magnus Swanson, two-st'y wood dwell., w s Bu-
cbanan St., bet. Eighteenth aud Eighteenth-aud-a-
haU Aves., n; cost, $2,f>on.

Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis & St. Paul R.R.,
one-st'y wood wheat storage-house, s s Eighth Ave.,
bet. Second aud Washington Aves., B; cost, $6,700.
Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis* St. Paul R.R.,

one-st'y wood wheat storage-house, s 8 Eighth Ave.,
bet. Washington Ave. and Third St.,s; cost, $11,-
750.

F. H. Boardman, three-st'y brick veneer dwell.,
e cor. West, Fifteenth St. aud Oak Grove Ave.; cost,
$10,1100.

F. Wackmitte, two-st'y brick store, w cor. Seventh
Ave. and Third St., n; cost, $5,00 '.

J. M. Miller, two-st'y stone veneer dwell., nws
Harmon PI., bet. Maple St. and Hennepin Ave.;
COS'., $16,000.
Peter Lafgren, two-st'y brick veneer dwell., w s

Fifteenth Ave., bet. Ninth aud Thirteenth Sts.; cost,
$7,000.
Carl Peterson, two-st'y wood dwell., w s Fifteenth

Ave., bet. Ninth and Thirteenth Sts., s; cost, $3,-
000.

Mrs. McGuire, two-st'y wood dwell., n e cor. Pleas-
ant Ave. and Beacon St., s; cost, $3,300.
Rosa A. Wright, 3 three st'y brick veneer dwells.,

s s Eighth St., bet. Third and Fourth Aves., s; cost,
$10,000.
C. A. Pillsbury & Co., two-st'y wood storage-house,

s s Seventh St., bet. Seventeenth aud Eighteenth
Sts., s; cost, $20,000.
Union Elevator Co., wood elevator, n e s St. Paul

& Manitoba Railroad tracks; cost, $50,000.

New York.

THE OUTLOOK. It is hardly likely that any large
buildings will now be started before spring, and
builders are very busy getting their work now un-
der way, covered in before frost.

FLATS. At No. 225 Lexington Ave., flve-st'y and base-
ment, brick, brown-stone and terra-cotta flat, 26' x
78', to cost $25.000, is to be built for Mr. John E.
O'Brien; from plans of Mr. Hugo Kafka.

STORAGE-HOUSE. On the w s Second Ave., com. 63'
n Thirty-seventh St., six-st'y brick and stone build-

Ing, 74' 2J" x 96', flrst-st'y and basement for storage
purposes, and above improved tenements is to be
built for the Merchant's Storage and Warehouse
Co., at a cost of about $45,000; from plans of Messrs.
De Letnos & Cordes, who will also design for the
same Company a flve-st'y office-building, with tene-
ments above on the n s Forty-seventh St., 188' w
Second Ave., to cost $18,000.

BUILDING PERMITS. East Eighty-sixth St., No. 342,
3 fonr-st'y and basement brick tenements, flat tin

roofs; cost, $48,000; owner, James Barry, 342 East
Eighty-sixth St.; architect, H. L. Harris, Ninth
Ave., cor. Eightieth St.

West Eii/htij-ierenth St., A'os. 4H3 to 407, 3 three-

st'y and basement brick dwells., flat tin roofs; cost,

$27,000; owner, J. M. Grenell, 17ol Broadway.
Norfolk at., Nos. 9 and 11, 2 flve-st y brick tene-

ments, peak tin roofs; cost, 930.000; owner, Charles
Schmidt, and 11 Norfolk St.; architect, Frederick

Ebling, 1411 Second St.

Eighty-fifth St., n s, 100' e Ninth Ave,, 14 four-st'y
and basement brick dwells., mansard roofs; cost,

$200,000; owner, Stephen C. Clark, guardian, Alf

Corning Clark; architect, Geo. H. (iriebel, 10 West
Twenty -fourth St.

East Twenty-fourth St., A'os. 325 and 327, 2 flve-

Bt'y brick t-mernents, flat tin roofs; cost, $32,000;

owner, Frederick Heerlein, 932 Second Ave.; archi-

tect, Frederick Ebling, 140 Second St.

Sixth Ave., s w cor. One Hundred and Twenty-
fourth St., t'our-st'y brick tenement, flat tin roof;

cost, $18,000; owner, Joseph Biorhoff, 276 West One
Hundred and Twenty-seventh St.: architect, Theo.
E. Thompson, n e cor. Eighth Ave. and One Hun-
dred and Twenty-fifth St.

East Nineteenth St., No. 7, flve-st'y brick store

building, flat tin roof; cost, $25,000; owner, Robert

Carter, (il Broadway; architect, Thomas K. Jackson,
lit Broadway.
Broidway, e s, 27' s One Hundred and Thirty-first

St., four-st'y brick tenement, flat tin roof; cost, $7,-

000; owner, Sarah Myers, 211 West Twenty-second
St.; architect, E. T. Hatch, One Hundred and Thir-

ty-ttrst St., cor. Broadway.
Broadway, e s, 55's One Hundred and Thirty-first

St., four-st y and basement tenement, flat tin roof;

cost, $9,000; owner, Sarah Myers, 211 West Twenty-
second St.; architect, E. T. Hatch, One Hundred and
Thirty-first St., cor. Broadway.
Broaulway, e s 71' s One Hundred and Thirty-first

St., Hve-st'y brick tenement, flat tin roof; owner,
Sarah Meyers, L'll West Twenty-second St.; archi-

tect, E. T. Hatch, One Hundred and Thirty-first St.,
cor. Broadway.
Fifty -eighth St., s s, 25' w Ninth Ave., 3 flve-st'y

brick tenements, brown-stone front, flat tin roofs;

cost, $66,000; owner, Bernard Wilson, 337 East Fifty-

eighth St.; architects, Thorn & Wilson, 1267 Broad-

way.
Forty-tighth St., n s, 175' w Ninth Ave., flve-st'y

brick tenement, flat tin roof; cost, $19,000; owner,
Alexander Moore, 4S3 West Forty-eighth St.; archi-

tect, Louis Ungrich, 1554 Broadway.
Fifty-eighth St., s w cor. Ninth Ave., five st'y

brick tenement, fiat tin roof; cost, $25,000; owner,
Bernard Wilson, 337 East Fifty-eighth St.; archi-

tects, Thorn & Wilson, 1207 Broadway.
East Eightieth St., No. 503, two-st'y brick office,

flat tin roof; cost, $5,000; owner, James H. Ferdon,
204 East Seventy-seventh St.; architect. John Wes-
tervelt, 1563 Third Ave.

Forty-eighth St., n s, 350' w Eleventh Ave., 4 flve-

st'y brick tenements, flat tin roofs; cost, 54,000;

owner, Andrew T. Doyle, 351 East Fifty-eighth St.;

architects, A. B. Ogden & Sou, 409 East Fifty-third
St.

Weit Fifty-t-nt St., Nos. 540 and 1542, 2 flve-st'y
brick tenements, flat tin roofs, brown-stone front;

cost, $40,000; owners, Huston Bros., 542 West Fifty-
first St.; architect, C. Abbott French, 200 West
Fifty-eighth at.

Norfolk St., No. 122, flve-st'y brick tenement, flat

tin roof; cost, $18,000; owner, S. Bachrach, s e cor.

Grand aud Norfolk Sts. ; architect, Chas. Rentz, 80

Greenwich Ave.

Norfolk St., No. 105, flve-st'y brick tenement, flat

tin roof; cost, $18,000; owner and architect, same a*

last.

Are. A s e cor. One Hundred and Fifteenth St.,

five-st'y brick tenement, flat tin roof; cost, $18,500;

owners, Mrs. Christina Hanschen, 117 West Twenty-
fourth St., and J. Edward Dresseler, 500 East

Eighty-first St.; architect, Edward L. Angell, 40

Broadway.
One Hundred and Twenty-second St., n s, 100' w

Seventh Ave., 3 three-st'y brick dwells., flat tin

roofs; cost, $38.000; owner, Phrebe Smith 1475

Broadway; architect, Geo. B. Pelhain, 66 Wall Sc
One Hundred and Fifty-fifth St., a s, 225' e Elev-

enth Ave., two-st'y wooden athenaeum, shingle and
tin roof; cost, $6,000; owner, Joseph W. Cain, 1629

Broadway; architect, W. M. Grinnell, 121 East

Twenty-third St.

Washington St.. Nos. 415, 417 and 419, seven-st'y
brick warehouse, flat tin roof; cost, $35,000; owner,
Jas.Pyle, 215 West Forty-fifth St.; architect, Thos.
R. Jackson 61 Broadway.
Tenth Ace., Nos. 507 and 509, 2 flve-st'y brick tene-

ments, brown-stone fronts, flat tin roofs; cost, $20,-

000; owner, Joseph Schwarzler, 1365 Fifth Ave.;
architects, Wilson & Hudson, 490 Sixth Ave.
One Hundred and Sixty-fourth St., n s, 125' e Bos-

ton Ave
,
5 two st'y frame dwells., flat tin roofs;

cost, $15,000; owner, Silas D. Gilford, One Hundred
and Sixty-seventh St.; architect, John E. Kirby, 15

Broadway.
Market. St., No. 11, four-st'y brick tailor-manufac-

tory, flat tin roof; cost, $4,500; owner, Morris Alex-

ander, 1)7 East Broadway; architect, Frederick Wan-
dette, 171 Suffolk St.

East Bro'ulway. No. 126, five-st'y brick tenement,
flat tin roof; cost, $14,000; owner, Edward D. Con-

oily. 675 Lexington Ave.; architect*, Renwick,
Aspmwall & Russell. 71 Broadway.
One Hundred and Fifty-seventh St., s s, 250' w

Tenth Ave., 3 three-st'y wooden dwells., flat tin

roof; cost, $12,000; owner, E. R. Fay, Tenth Ave.
and One Hundred and Fifty-eighth St.; architect,

Henry Fouchaux, Tenth Ave. and One Hundred
and Fifty-eighth St.

ALTERATIONS. Cedar St.. No. 117, three-and-a-half-

st'y brick tenement, alterations; cost, $4,500; owner,
Thos. Cleary, 120 Broadway.

West Fifteenth St., Nos. 540 and 542, two-st'y
brick whitening-mill, extension; cost, $6,000; owner,
Thomas Leunon, 542 West Fifty-seventh St.; archi-

tects, Schwarzman & Buchman, Tribune Building.
Greenwich St.. No. 187, three-st'y brick and brown-

stone bank and oflice-building, alterations; cost;

$4,000; owner, North River Bank, 187 Greenwich St.,

architects, Alfred Zucker & Co., 346 Broadway.
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HE St. L:>uis Republican gives the only full account which
has yet reached us of the proceedings of the Convention
of the Western Association of Architects, which met in St.

Louis on Wednesday of last week. The account, by the way,
is a model one, containing not only verbatim reports of the

addresses, and even of portions of the discussions, but clever

little portraits of many of the principal members of the Conven-
tion. The attendance, though not so great as had been hoped,
was very satisfactory, ninety delegates being present, from

nearly every western and southwestern State, and including a

large proportion of the best-known architects of the country.
The first business of the Convention, after the delivery of the

opening addresses, which we shall have the pleasure of present-

ing in full later, was the election of new members. Oue hun-
dred and ten names were proposed, with the recommendation
of the standing Board of Directors, and their owners were duly
elected to membership. One of the applicants was a lady, Mrs.
Louise Bethune of Buffalo, New York. This lady and her
husband practise the profession of architecture together, and,

although her application was reserved for special consideration,
she was elected by a unanimous vote. After these formalities

a report of great importance was presented by Mr. Burnham,
the Chairman of the Committee on Competitions. This com-

mittee, as Mr. Burnham said, was "convinced that the subject
of competitions was the most important question which con-

fronts the profession, and that its consideration should take

precedence of everything else until a satisfactory solution had
been reached," and seems to have made a serious and con-

scientious effort to do something to mitigate at once the evils of

the present system of conducting such contests. In substance,
its plan appears to be nearly the same as that which is quietly
but surely doing its good work in England; but the Western
Committee devoted its attention rather to the promoters ol

competitions than to the architects, presenting a code for the

management of competitions which far surpasses, in the practi-
cal thoroughness with which it provides for all the points which
need to be regarded, anything of the kind which we have yel
seen. We shall publish this as one of the most valuable docu-
ments presented at the Convention, and commend it to the

study, not only of architects, but of laymen who wish to under-

stand how competitions can be carried out in a manner per-

fectly satisfactory to all parties concerned. In deciding to give
prominence to a careful code of competition, rather than to a
mutual agreement in the profession, with a very short code o

competition for a basis, as is the English plan, the committee
reflected that agreements among architects alone were likely to

be loosely observed ; forgetting, perhaps, that a copy of th

agreement in regard to competitions, with a list of the names oj
the fifteen hundred architects who have signed it, is, in England
sent by a special secretary to all building committees and othe;

persons likely to invite competitive designs for anything. I

proposed, however, to arrive at the same result, by urgin
architects to sign a pledge to abstain from all competitions ii

which the essential features of the code should not be regarded,

nd the two schemes for reforming the abuses of the present
ystem may be regarded as substantially complementary of each
-ither.

IFHE code, as presented by the committee, was adopted with

l" slight amendment. Whether the proposition to invite the
members of the Convention to pledge themselves individ-

ually to support it WHS carried out, we do not learn, but cannot
loubt that the experienced and earnest committee which prc-
>ared it will see that the movement is not allowed to stop short
of complete success. The next business in order was the dis-

cussion of a bill for establishing a National Building Bureau,
reported by the committee appointed for the purpose. As pre-
sented, the committee's draught proposes very much the same
changes in the methods of carrying out public works as the
modification of the Stockslager bill prepared by the committee
of the American Institute of Architects, and was approved and

adopted by the Convention as to its general features, and
referred to a special committee of three, which was empowered
to consult with the officers of the American Institute of Archi-

tects, and make such changes as might be deemed advisable,
with the object of securing the cooperation of the American
Institute in the effort to secure the enactment of a bill repre-
senting the opinion of the profession throughout the country.
The Convention then considered the subject of State laws regu-
ating the practice of architecture, and referred it to a standing
committee on State Associations, consisting of one member
from each State represented in the Association. After the
transaction of some business of less general interest, and the
election of Mr. Adler of Chicago as President, Mr. Koot of

Chicago as Secretary, and Mr. Treat of the same city as Treas-

urer, with Messrs. Jeuney of Chicago, Illsley of St. Louis,

Taylor of Des Moines, Sidney Smith of Omaha, and Millard ol

St. Paul as members of the Board of Directors, the Conven-
tion adjourned, to meet in Chicago next year.

'ZJ
GOOD deal of dissatisfaction has been expressed by real-

rjL estate owners and agents in New York at a recent decis-
' ion of a court in that city. It seems that several families,

who occupied flats in an apartment-house in a fashionable quar-
ter of the town, had suffered from the effects of what they sus-

pected to be the escape of sewer-gas into their rooms. They
held their apartments on leases, but becoming convinced that

sewer-gas came into their apartments through defects in the

plumbing, they were prudent enough to abandon their homes
at once, without waiting until the atmospheric poison had pro-
duced more serious effects. This proceeding, although in our

opinion highly commendable, did not meet with the approba-
tion of the landlord, who demanded from the fugitives the
amount of their rent for the unexpired portion of the term of

their leases. They refused to pay it, and were forthwith cited

before the court, to show cause why they should not do so.

They presented their case at length, and brought satisfactory
evidence to show that sewer-gas did actually escape into tlieir

rooms from the plumbing pipes, and that they and their fami-

lies suffered in health in consequence; and the judge decided
that this was a sufficient reason for the termination of their

lease, and of the rights of the landlord over them, and ordered
the latter's claim to he dismissed. The persons who criticise

this decision, which they do in very vigorous language, argue
that tenants on lease, who find better houses elsewhere at a
lower price, or for some other reason desire to get rid of tin-it-

obligations, are likely either to imagine that they smell sewi-r-

L;:IS in their rooms, or to reduce their suspicions to a certainty

by drilling holes in the soil-pipes; so that landlords will b<- :ii

the mercy of their tenants. The obvious answer to this is that

the official inspectors of the Board of Health will at any time.

on the request either of the landlord or the tenant, examine
the premises and make a formal report of the condition of the

plumbing and drains; but some of the discontented ones object

again that the Board of Health inspectors are careless or igno-
rant, or prejudiced, and that their report would be of little ser-

vice to the landlord ; while others expand this complaint into

a general denunciation of the "
oppressions

"
practised by the

Board of Health upon the unfortunate landlords. If all the

assertions upon which the landlords and real-estate agents base
their arguments were correct, there would be some ground for

sympathizing with them, but it is due to the New York Board
of Health and its inspectors to say that very little evidence can
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be produced in support of them. The so-called "
oppressions

"

of the Board have been, as we believe, invariably practised for

the defence of helpless or unsuspecting persons against the neg-
lect or indifference of those who ought to have done their duty
without official urging; and we know that its orders represent
the conclusions arrived at after careful and intelligent study of

the cases to which they apply, guided by a thorough familiarity
with the branches of sanitary science which apply to them.

That inspectors so faithful as those who honor their profession
in New York would ignorantly or wilfully pervert the truth in

an official report, for the interest either of landlord or tenant, is

very unlikely ; and without such justification as would be shown

by the inspector's report no court would support a tenant in

avoiding his obligations.

VJTHE Fireman's Journal tells a curious story of a dispute

"J^
which has arisen between two New Jersey towns, and is to

be taken to the courts, where it is likely to become, as a

precedent, one of the most important cases ever tried in this

country. It seems that the two towns in question, Asbury
Park and Ocean Grove, are situated near each other, although

they do not, as we understand, :\ Dually adjoin each other.

The Ocean Grove Camp Meeting AsaDelation, which practically
controls the town, drove an artesian well two or three years ago
on its own land. The well is six hundred feet deep, and fur-

nished a supply of fifty gallons of water a minute, throwing it

to a height of twenty-eight feet above the ground. This well

supplies all the water used in the town, which lies close to the

sea, and sixty thousand dollars have been spent in laying pipes
to carry it through the streets. More recently, Asbury Park,
which had been supplied by ordinary wells, decided to obtain

a public water service, and began driving artesian wells. Four
or five were sunk within the town boundaries, but for some rea-

son, they were considered insufficient or unsatisfactory, and two

weeks ago another was driven half a mile outside of the cor-

porate limits of the town, and within four hundred feet of the

well which constitutes the sole supply of the Ocean Grove peo-

ple. The driving of the second well immediately and very se-

riously affected the first, reducing the flow from fifty gallons a

minute to thirty, and the head to eight feet in place of twenty-

eight. The Ocean Grove people, finding not only that the

water would no longer flow into the second story of their houses,
but that they would not have enough left for their bare neces-

sities, appealed to the town authorities of Asbury Park, who,
however, replied that "

they had no proposition to offer
"

to

their neighbors in regard to the loss they bad inflicted on them ;

and an appeal was then made to the law. Although we know
of no case exactly like this which has been decided in the

courts, we are inclined to think, from the analogy of somewhat
similar recent ones, that the Ocean Grove people will win in

the controversy. There is no doubt that the underground
water is in some degree common property ; but a person who

goes to the trouble and expense of driving a well six hundred

feet deep to collect some of the water acquires a certain right to

carry on his operations of collection undisturbed ; and the driv-

ing of another well within a distance of the previous one less

than its own depth seems to be an intrusion upon the legitimate

collecting ground of the first well which nothing but absolute

necessity could excuse.

(( L>U1LDING," the excellent architectural monthly pub-
lished by Mr. Win. T. Comstock of New York, is, we

learn, to begin the next year as a weekly, under the editoria

charge of Mr. Wm. Paul Gerhard, a distinguished sanitary

engineer, and the author of several of the most useful popular
works on sanitary matters ever published. We wish Mr. Ger
hard and Mr. Comstock success in their undertaking, and as

neither of them, to our knowledge, have yet tried to do any
thing which was not thoroughly well done, we cannot doub
that they will meet with due reward.

TJTWO or three years ago it was reported that a fire hat

X broken out in the cellars of the picture-galleries of the

Louvre, through some error in the arrangement of th

heating-apparatus, and that, although the matter was hushec

up as far as possible, the priceless collections stored in the

building were for a time in much danger. Quite recentl;
another alarm has been raised by the Paris newspapers, not on
account of an actual fire, but by reason of the carelessnes

which was said to prevail in storing the wood used for supply
ing the open fires in the various rooms. The editor of Lo
Semaine des Constructeurs, thinking this a matter of consider

ble importance, wrote to M. Guillaume, the architect in

harge of the building, to learn the truth, and received a reply
vhich is certainly quite reassuring. In regard to the storage
>f wood in the upper stories, M. Guillaume acknowledges that

bjectionable practices existed for a time, apparently from the

impossibility of finding room for wood in the basement, which
was filled with fragments of marble, casts and moulds ; but he

ays that during the summer space enough has been cleared of

hese objects to accommodate a supply of fire-wood, and two
umb-waiters have been constructed to convey to each story
he quantity needed for each days' consumption. With respect

the assertion that fires have already occurred in the build-

ng, and that many families live in the upper stories, increas-

ng, by the probability of mishaps incidental to housekeeping,
he risks to which the building is exposed, M. Guillaume says
hat in the days of M. Barbet de Jouy, the former director, who
lad to defend the treasures of the palace against the Commune,
considerable number of persons were attached to the build-

ng ; but this is changed under the present administration, and
no one now lives in the Louvre but the director, the cashier,

,he inspector of the building, the night watchmen, a gas-fitter,

1 plumber and a "
fumiste," or expert in flues and fireplaces.

All these have their lodgings in fireproof rooms, in a separate
>art of the building. As an additional precaution against fire.

,he Louvre is provided with the most thorough system of

water-service yet placed in any building in Paris. This was
ntroduced by M. Lefuel, the late architect in charge, who

arranged a line of pipes entirely around each story, with

lydrants at many points, the whole work costing more than

'orty thousand dollars. One of the plumbers who carried out

the work is permanently employed to take charge of it, and

under his direction the watchmen are regularly drilled in the

manfceuvres necessary for extinguishing fires promptly.

MOST
of our readers have probably heard of the rediscov-

ery, in Algeria, of the quarries from which many of the

most beautiful antique marbles were obtained. The first

discovery was rather in Tunis than Algeria, but on the railway
from Bona to Tunis, near the Algerian frontier, where an ex-

tensive deposit of the lovely yellow marble, called giallo antico,

and hitherto only known by the fragments obtained from various

Roman ruins, was found two or three years ago. This quarry,
which showed the traces of the operations of the Romans, was

secured by a Belgian company, and is now regularly worked,

not only for the giallo antico, but for a rose-colored marble and

a brown breccia which are found in the same deposit. Within a

few months another antique quarry has been found in the prov-

ince of Oran, near the Mediterranean coast, covering some two

thousand acres, and furnishing not only giallo antico, but vari-

ous sorts of breccia and cipolino, besides black and white mar-

ble. This quarry has been acquired by an Italian, M. Del-

monte, who, as La Semaine des Constructeurs informs us, has

already built roads and commenced operations, and these pre-

cious marbles can be delivered on the wharf at Oran for about a

dollar a cubic foot.

HE horticulturists who do so much to render summer rail-

way travel agreeable in the more settled parts of the coun-

try by their ingenuity and taste in decorating the grounds
about the stations may perhaps be interested to know that in

the opinion of M. Cambier, chief roadmaster of the French

Government railways, the best plant yet discovered for con-

solidating, by the interlacing of its roots, the loose soil of a

newly made embankment is the double poppy. Ten years'

trial has enabled M. Cambier, as he says, to guarantee that the

poppy will be found far more efficient for this purpose than any
of the grasses or clovers usually employed; and while these

require several months for the development of their compara-

tively feeble roots, the double poppy germinates in a few days,

and in two weeks grows enough to give some protection to the

slope, while at the end of three or four months the roots, which

are ten or twelve inches long, are found to have interlaced so

as to retain the earth far more firmly than those of any grass

or grain. Although the plant is an annual, it sows itself after

the first year, and with a little care the bank is always in good
condition. In France the double poppy is perfectly hardy, and

can be sown at almost any time from March to November.

With us it is also said to be quite hardy, and a long embankment

covered through the later summer and autumn with the daz-

zling scarlet blossoms, contrasted with green grass at the foot

of the slope, would have a most striking effect.
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ADVICE TO STUDENTS. 1

ofHE object
this examina-
tion is to afford

to all students of

Architecture the

opportunity of test-

ing the extent and

accuracy of their

knowledge ; to provide a curriculum of study for the acquisition of

the knowledge required for the practice of the profession with some

.Ir.'ree of credit; to ascertain that the candidate has acquired such

minimum amount of knowledge ; and to lay the foundation for and

encourage the development of further study and independent thought.
To attain this end no mere perfunctory perusal of elementary or

rudimentary works is sufficient. They may serve a useful purpose
for the preliminary teaching of young pupils or of amateurs, but for

the professional architect a more thorough course of study is indis-

pensable.
This course should be systematically followed from the first entry

of the pupil into an office, and he should first acquire a general

knowledge of all styles before devoting himself to the special study
of any one style in particular.
As a general foundation for the knowledge necessary to pass the

examination in all its branches, a careful study of Gwilt's "
Ency-

clopaedia" which should be in the possession of every architectural

student, will be found of great service ;
the student will there find

almost all the subjects required dealt with concisely, but at sufficient

length to form an admirable introduction to the detailed study of

each, in the special text-books treating of it.

A list of the more notable of these books follows this, to which the

attention of intending candidates is particularly directed. All the

books therein named are accessible, in the Library of the Institute,

to all bona fide candidates ; many are in the Library of the Archi-

tectural Association, and are also to be found in most of the public
libraries throughout the country, as well as being generally other-

wise accessible. No difficulty should therefore arise in obtaining op-

portunities for the study of those works with which it is essential that

the candidate should be well acquainted.
For the History of Architecture the earlier chapters of Gwilt, Mr.

Fergusson's "History;" Gailhabaud's "Monuments;" Batissier's
" L'Art Monumental;" Rame'e's "Histoire Generate," etc., should

be supplemented by the Biographical Works of Milizia and Quatre-
mero de Quincy, while, for those who have the opportunity, the lives of

the architects treated of by Vasari will afford much instruction. The

special text-books relating to each style will also afford detailed infor-

mation to which that contained in the preceding works can only be

considered as introductory ;
the more important of these text-books

are mentioned in the succeeding paragraphs, the observations in

which apply equally to this head of History.

Although each candidate will be expected to show a thorough ac-

quaintance, graphic and historical, with the style and period selected

bv him, he will also be required to show a knowledge of the history
and details of other styles.

As illustrating the range of knowledge which an architect should

possess, under this head, it is only necessary to name a few of the

principal monuments with the history and details of designs and con-

struction of which he should be acquainted : the Pyramids ; the

Parthenon; the Pantheon; St. Mark's, Venice; St. Peter's, Rome;
St. Paul's, London ;

Sta. Maria, Florence ; Sta. Sophia, Constanti-

nople ;
Notre Dame, Paris

;
the Cathedrals of Canterbury, Salisbury,

Lincoln, Rheims, Amiens, etc.; Westminster Abbey and the Temple
Church, London ;

while the principal works of Brunelleschi, Bra-

mante, Sansovino, San Michele, Palladio, Vignola, Inigo Jones,

Wren, Chambers, and other great masters of the art, should be

familiar to him.

In pursuing these studies a knowledge of modern languages will

be found of essential service, and French, at the least, almost indis-

pensable.
For the Characteristics of a Style careful study from an actual

example is recommended ; and if such building is not easily accessi-

ble to the student, one of which ample illustrations are available may
be selected ;

but that the studies should be from the actual building
is to be preferred.
For Mouldings, Features and Ornaments, in the special style se-

lected by the candidate, acquaintance should be obtained by draw-

ing, measuring and sketching from the actual building, aided by care-

ful study of thu more accessible of the standard works, a thorough

;iri|iiaintance with which should be acquired.
a

For Greek Architecture. The study of Stuart and Revett's " An-

tiquities of Athens;" Wilkins's "
Afagna Grcecia;" the Society of

Dilettanti's "Antiquities of Ionia and of Attica;" Mr. Penrose's

"Athenian Architecture;" and Cockerell's "
jEgina" is indispen-

sable.

For Roman Architecture. A knowledge can be acquired from

Taylor and Cresy's
"
Antiquities of Rome;" Adam's "Spalatro;"

Wood and D.iwkins's "Palmyra" and "Balbec:" from Palladio

' Advice offered by tha examiners to candidates desirous of entering for the
examination of the Hoyal Institute of British Architects.

a The student may also with great advantage practise the sketching of details

unit features from memory, as the acquisition of such power U most desirable.

Canina, etc. The Orders are well shown in Mauch, Normand, Nich-

olson, Chambers and Gwilt ; and Classic Ornament is shown in Vul-

liamy, Tatham, etc.

For Mediaeval Architecture. Reference should be made to Sharpe's
" Parallels ;

"
Pugin's

"
Normandy ;

"
to Rickman

;
Bloxam

; Paley's

"Mouldings;" Brandon's " A nalyris ;
"

Colling's
" Details and Or-

naments ;

" and Viollet-le-Duc's " Dictionnaire" at the least.

For Renaissance Architecture. Of the History and of the Archi-

tects of this period every Candidate will he expected to have a

knowledge which can be acquired from Letarouilly's
" Rome ;

"
Pal-

ladio; Grandjean and Famin's " Toscane ;
"

Percier and Fontaine's
" Rome ;

" and Cicognara's
" Venezia ;

"
while the careful perusal of

Sir William Chambers's "Treatise on the Decorative part of Civil

Architecture
"
should not on any account be omitted.

The Candidate must distinctly understand that he will be required
to show a reasonable acquaintance with styles and periods other than
that selected by him.

For Plan, Elevation, Section, etc. The experience acquired in

office practice may be, with advantage, supplemented by attendance
at the Architectural School of the Royal Academy, the Classes of

Design and Construction of the Architectural Association, and the

classes of local societies.

For Materials and Construction the knowledge gained in office-

work and inspection of buildings in progress should here be useful.

The three volumes of " Notes on Building Construction
"
will be found

of great value, in fact, indispensable ; the " Pocket-Books
"
of Hurst

and Young should be carefully studied ; while Tredgold and Newland
on "

Carpentry ;

"
Rankinc's " Manuals of Applied Mechanics and

Civil Engineering ;

"
Stoney on "

Strains;
" Mr. Tarn's " Science of

Building ;

"
Stock's "

Shoring and Underpinning ;

" and other techni-

cal works, may be studied with advantage. Applied Mathematics
and Geometry may form part of the examination, and readiness of

calculation and acquaintance with formulas and their application will

be appreciated.
The construction of Floors and Roofs ; methods of calculating the

strength of timber, cast and wrought iron beams, and of other mate-
rials ; the properties and qualities of building materials generally,
and their applications, must be studied under this head.

For Sanitary Science a careful study of Parkes's " Manual of Hy-
giene" is indispensable; and for the practical details of drainage and

plumbing the works of Mr. B. Latham, Mr. Bailey-Denton and Mr.

Hellyer should be consulted.

For Specifications it should not be necessary for the candidate to

refer to books, his experience in office-work should have supplied him
wiih the necessary knowledge, but any deficiency therein may be to

some extent made up by reference to Gwilt, Bartholomew, or Profes-

sor Donaldson ; while for Measuring, the useful books of Dobson, Mr.
Banister Fletcher and Mr. Leaning will give all necessary information.

The knowledge of professional practice in its legal aspects can be
obtained from the useful hand-books of Messrs. Fletcher, Jenkins,
Emden and Roscoe, to which, however, the student will in future

years give more careful and detailed consideration than is at present
essential.

The range of study thus indicated is only that with which an archi-

tect's pupil should, during his articles, have made himself generally

acquainted, and in the course of further special study for a year or

two should readily qualify himself to pass the examination creditably
at about the age of twenty-three.

This course will open for him new sources of pleasure, lay the

foundation of sound knowledge of his profession, and help to place
him, as regards general knowledge thereof, at least on a level with

those amateurs of a liberal education who have directed their atten-

tion to architecture
;
and however successfully the examination may

be passed, the student must consider his success as only an induce-

ment and introduction to further study, literary, artistic and practical.
The questions set in the Examination are carefully framed in order

to elicit the general and special knowledge of the Candidate, all
"
trap

"
questions or those of a recondite or puzzling nature are

avoided, and every endeavor is made to afford the Candidate the op-

portunity of displaying his knowledge opportunities further in-

creased by the Oral' Examination which closes the proceedings, when
the Candidate has the advantage of receiving the well-considered

advice of the Board.

LIST OF SELECTED BOOKS FOR PROFESSIONAL REFERENCE AND
STUDY.

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE. GENERAL HISTORY AND
BIOGRAPHY.

Batissier (L). Histoire de part monumental dans 1'antiquitd et au

moyen age. 80. Paris, 1845.

Fergusson (J). Illustrated hand-book of architecture. 2 vols. 80.

London, 1855
; History of the modern styles of architecture. 2d

ed. So. London, 1873; History of architecture in all countries.

2d ed. 2 vols. 80. London, 1874.

Freeman (E. A). History of architecture. 80. London, 1849.

Gailhabaud (J). Monuments anciens et modernes. 4 vols. 4o.

Paris, 1850.

Kugler (F). Geschichte der baukunst. 3 vols. 80. Stuttgart, 1859.

Milizia (F). Lives of celebrated architects. Translated bv Mrs. E.

Cresy. 2 vols. 80. London, 1826,
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Quatremere de Quincy (A. C). Histoire de la vie et des ouvrages
des plus celebres architectes. 2 vols. 80. Paris, 1830

;
Diction-

naire historique d'architecture. 2 vols. 4o. Paris, 1832.

Ramde (D). Histoire gendrale de 1'architecture. 2 vols. 80. Paris,

1870-72.

Vasari (G). Lives of the most eminent painters, sculptors and archi-

tects. Translated by Mrs. J. Foster. 5 vols. 80. London, 1850.

CLASSICAL.

Adam (11). Ruins of the Palace of Diocletian at Spalatro. fo.

London, 1764.

Barozzi da Vignola (G). Architecture. (Various editions).

Canina (L), L'architettura antica. 9 vols. fo. Rome, 1834-43
;

Gli edifizidi Roma antica. 6 vols. fo. Rome, 1848-56.

Cockerell (C. R). Temples at -<Egina and Bassse. fo. London, 1860.

Inwood (II. W). Erechtheion at Athens, fo. London, 1827.

Mauch (J. M). Neue systematische darstellung der architekton-

ischen ordnungen. 4o. Potsdam, 1845.

Nicholson (P). Principles of architecture. 3 vols. 80. London,
1795-98.

Nonuand (C). New parallel of the orders of architecture. Trans-

lated by A. Pugin. fo. London, 1829.

Palladio (A). Architecture. (Various editions).

Penrose (F. C). Principles of Athenian architecture, fo. London,
1851.

Society of Dilettanti. Antiquities of Ionia. 4 vols. fo. London,
1769-1881 ;

Unedited antiquities of Attica. 2d ed. fo. London,
1833.

Stuart (J)., and Revelt (N). Antiquities of Athens. 5 vols. fo.

London, 1762-1830.

Taylor (G. L)., and Cresy (E). Architectural antiquities of Rome.
2d ed. fo. London, 1874.

Vitruvius, Pollio (M). Architecture. (Various editions).

Wilkins (W). Antiquities of Magna Graecia. fo. London, 1807.

Wood (R). Ruins of Palmyra, fo. London, 1753; Ruins of Bal-

bec. fo. London, 1757.

BYZANTINE.

Couchaud (A). Choix d'eglises Bysantines en Grece. fo. Paris,

1842.

Hiibsch (H). Monuments de 1'arohiteoture chrdtienne. fo. Paris,

1866.

Salzenberg (W). Alt-christliche baudenkmale von Constantinopel,
voin V, bis XII, jahrhundert. 2 vols. fo. Berlin, 1854.

Texier (C)., and Pullan (R. P). Byzantine architecture, fo. Lon-

don, 1864.

Verneilh (F. de). L'architecture Byzantine en France. 4o. Paris,

1851.

MEDIAEVAL.

v Bloxam (M. H). Principles of Gothic ecclesiastical architecture,

llth ed. 80. London, 1882.

Bowman (H)., and Crowther (J. S). Churches of the Middle Ages.
2 vols. fo. London, n. d.

\ Brandon (R. ami J. A). Analysis of Gothick architecture. 2 vols.

4o. London, 1849.

Caumont (A. de). L'architecture religieuse. 4th ed. 80. Paris,

1859.

Dollman (F. T., and Jobbing (J. R). Analysis of ancient domestic

architecture in Great Britain. 2 vols. 4o. London, 1861-63.

Gailhabaud (J). Architecture du Vme au XVIIme siecle, etc. 5

vols. Paris, 1858.

Johnson (R. J). Specimens of early French architecture, fo. New-

castle-on-Tyne, 1864.

King (T. H)., and Hill, (G. J). Study-book of mediaeval and art.

4 vols. 4o. London, 1858-68.

Pugin (A). Architectural antiquities of Normandy. 4o. London,
1898.

Rickman (T). Attempt to discriminate the styles of architecture in

England, etc. 7th eJ., by J. H. Parker. 80. Oxford and Lon-

don', 1881.

Scott (G. G). Lectures on mediaeval architecture. 2 vols. 80. Lon-

don, 1879.

Sharpe (E). Architectural parallels. 2 vols. fo. London, 1848.

Turner (T. H)., and Parker (J. H). Domestic architecture in Eng-
land. 4 vols. 80. London, 1851-59.

Verdier (A)., and Cattois (F). Architecture civile et dotnestique,
etc. 2 vols. 4o. Paris, 1855-5 7.

Viollet-le-Duc (E. E). Dictionnaire raisonne de 1'architecture Frau-

9aise. 10 vols. 80. Paris, 1854-68.

RENAISSANCE.

Berty (A). La renaissance monumentale en France. 2 vols. 4o.

Paris, 1864.

Ciognara (L)., Diedo (A)., and Selva (G). Le fabbriche e i monu-
ment! di Venezia. 2d ed. 2 vols. Venice, 1838-40. *

Grandjean de Montigny (A), and Fainin (A). Architecture Tos-
cane. fo. Paris, 1875.

Letarouilly (P). Edifices de Rome moderne. 3 vols. fo. Paris,
1840-60.

Percier (C). and Fontaine (P, F. L). Palais, maisons, etc., a, Rome,
fo. Paris, 1830,

Sauvageot (C). Palais, chateaux, hotels, et maisons de France du
XVme au XVIIIme siecle. 4 vols. fo. Paris, 1867.

ENCYCLOPAEDIAS, GLOSSARIES, ETC.

Architectural Publication Society. Dictionary of architecture. (In

progress). A-Q. 4o. London,
Gwilt (J). Encyclopedia of architecture. Edited by W. Papworth.

80. London, 1876.

Parker (J. H). Glossary of terms used in architecture. 5th ed. 3

vols. 80. Oxford, 1850.

Weale (J). Series of rudimentary treatises (various). 12o. Lon- y
don, v. d.

MOULDINGS AND ORNAMENTS. CLASSICAL.

Chambers (W). Treatise on the decorative part of civil architec-

ture. (Various editions).
Tatham (C. H). Etchings, fo. London, 1826.

Vulliamy (L). Examples of ornamental sculpture in architecture,

fo. London, 1825.

RENAISSANCE.

Albertolli (G). Alcune decorazioni di nobili sale, etc. fo. Milan,
1781; Corso elementare di ornament! architettonici. fo. Milan,
1805.

MEDIAEVAL (GOTHIC AND BYZANTINE).

Colling (J. K). Gothic ornaments. 2 vols. 4o. London, [1848-50] ;

Details of Gothic architecture. 2 vols. 4o. London, 1852-56.
Heideloff and Gorgel. Architectural ornaments (English text). 4o.

Niiremb. [1847].

Paley (F. A). Manual of Gothic mouldings. 3d ed., by Fawcett.
80. London, 1865.

Sharpe (E). Supplement to " Architectural parallels." fo. Lon-

don, 1848; The mouldings of the six periods of British architec-

ture. 4o. London, 1877.

SANITARY SCIENCE.

Bailey-Denton (E. B). House sanitation. 80. London, 1882.

Corfield (W. H). Water-supply, sewerage and sewage utilization, y
to. Chatham, 1874.

Denton (J. B). Sanitary engineering. 80. London, 1877.

Hellyer (S. S). The plumber and sanitary houses. 80. London,
1877; Lectures on the science and art of sanitary plumbing. 80.

London, 1882.

Latham (B). Sanitary engineering. 2d ed. 80." London, 1878. X"

Parkes (E. A). Manual of practical hygiene. Edited by Dr. de
Chaumont. 6th ed. 80. London, 1883.

Teale (T. P). Dangers to health. 80. London, 1879.

MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION.

Ashpitel (A). Treatise on architecture, including the arts of con-

struction, etc. 4o. Edinburgh, 1867.

Building Construction. Notes on building construction. 3 vols. 80.

Rivingtons : London, Oxford and Cambridge, 1875-79.

Fairbairn (W). Application of cast and wrought iron to building
purposes. 4th ed. 80. London, 1870.

Ilodgkinson (E). Experimental researches on the strength and
other properties of cast-iron. 80. London, 1846.

Humber (W). Handy-book for the calculation of strains in girders,
etc. 12o. London, 1880.

Moseley (H). Mechanical principles of engineering and architect-

ure. 2d ed. 80. London, 1855.

Newlands (J). The carpenter and joiner's assistant. 2 vols. 4o.

London, 1860.

Ilankine (W. J. M). Manual of applied mechanics. 4th ed. 80.

London, 1868
;
Manual of civil engineering. 6th ed. 80. Lon-

don, 1869.

Robson (G). Modern domestic building construction, fo. London,
1876.

Rondelet (J). L'art de batir. 4o. Paris, 1812.

Seddon (H. C). Building trades and building construction. 2d ed.

fo. Chatham, 1877.

Stock (C. H). Shoring and underpinning. 80. London, 18H2.

Stoney (B. B). The theory of strains in girders, etc. 2 vols. 2d
ed. 80. London, 1869.

Tarn (E. W). The science of building. 80. London, 1870.

Tredgold (T). Elementary principles of carpentry. 4th ed., by
Barlow. 4o. London, 1853.

revised by J. T. Hurst. 80. London, 1880.

Ware (S). Tracts on vaults and bridges. 80. London, 1822.

SPECIFICATIONS AND PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE.

Bartholomew (A). Specifications for practical architecture. 2d ed.

80. London, 1846.

Dobson (E)., and Tarn (E. W). Student's guide to measuring, etc.

80. London, 1871.

Donaldson (T. L)., and Glen (W. C). Handbook of specifications.
2 vols. 80. London, 1859.

Einden (A). Building leases and building contracts. 80. London,
1882; Metropolis management and building acts amendment, act

1882. 80. London, 1882.

Fletcher (B). Metropolitan building acts, 1855-82. 80. London,
1882; Dilapidations. 80. London, 1872; A^bitratioua. 80.
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London, 1875; Quantities. 2d ed. 80. London, 1879; Light
and air. 80. London, 1879.

Jenkins (E)., and Raymond (J). Building contracts. 80. London,
1873

;
The architect's legal handbook. 3d ed. 80. London, 1880.

Leaning (J). Quantity surveying. 80. London, 1880.

Local Government Board. Knight's annotated model by-laws. 80.

London, 1883.

Noble (J). Professional practice of architects, etc. 80. London,
1836.

; (E. S). Digest of building cases, and addendum. 80. Lon-

1879-80.

Portion of^ncllin^ o^Afoom

FIFTY-SIXTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION AT THE PENN-
SYLVANIA ACADEMY.

TIFlIE differences between the

I Academy and the Society
of Artists having been ad-

justed to the satisfaction of all

parties, the current exhibition

is more interesting than any of

its three or four predecessors
have been, not only because the

local artists have very gener-

ally contributed, and sent their

best work, but because their in-

fluence with the profession at

large has served to attract to

the Academy's walls a great deal

of work which would otherwise

either not have come to Phila-

delphia at all, or coming would
have had to be shown in the

separate and smaller exhibition

which the Society has been ac-

customed to hold in the little

gallery on Chestnut Street.

But the clans are happily
united now, and peace ami as

much prosperity as art is accus-

tomed to in Philadelphia have
taken the place of discord and
disaster. The Academy direct-

ors have simply turned over the

whole business of holding the

exhibitions to the artistic fra-

ternity, about the only prerogative which they reserve for themselves,

being the right to foot the bills.

The committee which has charge of the present exhibition consists

entirely of resident artists appointed by the directors amongst whom,
as everybody knows there are no artists but those to come in the

future are to be managed by a committee chosen by a vote of the ex-

hibitors at the one immediately preceding. The exhibitors this year
electing those who are to serve next year, and so on. It remains to

be seen whether such purely professional management will give any
better satisfaction than the conduct of the laymen. For one thing,
the hanging this year is not as bad as it has been sometimes, although
it is by no.means above criticism.

The most interesting picture in ^the collection, from the artist's

point of view, is undoubtedly Mr. Alexander Harrison's " Bord du

Mer," which attracted a great deal of attention at the last Salon,
where it received an honorable mention. The committee is perhaps
to be excused on the score of size for hanging it in a corridor, where
it is hardly possible to see it, because it really is larger than there

is any need of, but they would have added materially to the appear-
ance of the galleries, if they had given it the place of honor at the

end of the principal one, which has been accorded to Charles Sprague
Pearce's "Peines de Coeur," a very nicely painted, but by no means
remarkable picture of two French peasant women sitting on a green
hank in the midst of a very simple and colorless landscape.
Mr. Harrison's picture shows a hollow between lows and hills which

He just back from the beach, and between them you see the sea be-

yond. Some boys are seen bathing in the surf
;
two are undressing

in the foreground, and another, already disrobed, is eagerly running
to join his comrades in the water. The interest of the subject cen-

ters in the energy of these boys, which is rendered with the same

spirit which has always characterized Mr. Harrison's painting of this

class of subject, one of which he seems to be especially fond, and in

which he has done his best work. His " Castles in Spain," painted
three or four years ago, is perhaps his most successful work, and it

might have been painted from one of these same boys lying on his

back in this very sand. The sympathetic spirit in which the boyish
element was treated, is to me a very attractive thing in this picture,
as it is in the other one

;
but of course nobody dares to say anything

about the subject now-a-days, since nobody regards anything but

purely technical qualities as deserving of any notice, and indeed it is

as a piece of painting pure and simple that the picture makes its

chief appeal. The strong thing about it is its breadth
;
the figures

are solid and well modelled, and the quality of the soft sand is ren-

dered with exquisite truthfulness ; the shadow under the sand hills,

and the sunshine beyond them are given with admirable force, but

all is done within so narrow a scale that the whole picture which is

for die most part in shadow fairly swims in light, the diffused light
of the sua with its white shore.

The Temple gold medal has been awarded to Mr. Pearce, for the

picture already mentioned, and the silver medal to Mr. \V. I . Rich-

ards, for a rather large and strictly orthodox marine, with Bryant's

sounding line,
" old ocean's gray and melancholy waste

"
for a title.

It is learnedly accurate as to its wave and cloud forms, of course,
and very delicately painted, as all Mr. Richards's work is.

This matter of prizes has come to be one of no inconsiderable im-

portance at tin', exhibitions of the Pennsylvania Academy. There
are no more three-thousand-dollar prizes for historical painting, it is

true (poor Trego's case, by the way, which has been dragging along
in the courts for nearly two years, was finally decided against him
the other day), but the two medals still find " takers

"
every year :

and there is the Mary Smith Prize, of two hundred dollars, foV the

best picture by a resident lady artist, and two Toppan prizes, of two
hundred and one hundred dollars respectively, which are given to

students of the Academy schools. The Mary Smith prize goes this

year to Miss Cecilia Beaux's portrait-group of a mother and child,
which she calls

" The Last Days of Infancy," and which is one of

the most conspicuous successes of the exhibition.

Miss Margaret VV. Lesley deserves mention as the only one who
can be said to have seriously competed with Miss Beaux for this

prize. Miss Sartain's portrait of Frederic Fraley, Esq., is a good
strong work, but she was out of the race, having received this prize
twice already, and Miss Mary K. Trotter's picture of a Breton peas-
ant girl, although a work of undoubted merit, is too plainly an affair

of temporary foreign influences to divide the honors with a work of

so much native simplicity as Miss Beaux's portrait. For that matter,

however, the pictures by Mr. Pearce and Mr. Harrison are just as

much foreign work as the one just mentioned, and have just as little

in common with American ideas.

It is very sad, of course, but it is true all the same, that as the

years go by, the men from whose foreign training it was hojied that

American art would gain so much, have, insteail of recruiting native

art with ideas gathered abroad, only grown more confirmed as for-

eigners themselves.

In addition to those already named, there are French pictures here,

by Bridgman, Clifford P. Grayson, Miss Ellen K. Baker, Kenneth
II. Crawford, D. Ridgway Knight, Walter Gay, and a good many
others, but very few by men who have studied for any length of time
in foreign schools which treat of native themes, or which are painted
with anything like the directness and simplicity to be found in the
best work which has been painted here at home.
Mr. Hovenden is one of the few. His " And the Harbor Bar is

moaning" is not exactly American in subject, it is true; but the work
is so manly and frank and makes so little parade of cleverness that
one gathers comfort from the assurance which it gives that it is still

possible to be taught, without being spoiled by the schools of Paris.

Mr. Henry R. Poore is also, if 1 am not very much mistaken, a
man who has profited by French teaching without being spoiled by
it. His "

Ulysse simulant la folie
"

is a schoolboy's exercise, a very
brilliant one, it is true, but still an exercise

;
but the same artist's

"
Baying Hounds," while indicating decided genius in technical qual-

ities over his earlier work is still as simple and unaffected as anv of

them. I^rish I could say as much for Walter Gay's "Les fileuses,"
which is dry and uninteresting, in spile of the easy way in which it is

painted, and notwithstanding the honorable mention which it re-

ceived at the Salon. It is perhaps just as well that the Paris contin-

gent is by no means as numerous or as conspicuous as it has been at
some former exhibitions at this institution, and while it is certainlv to
be regretted that we cannot have as we used to have here an

opportunity to see together the best part of the year's work of those
who are working abroad, it gives, perhaps, a fairer idea of the pro-
gress which American art is making, to see an exhibition like this, in

which the foreign work, good as most of it undoubtedly is, by no
means monopolizes the interest of the occasion.

It is significant of an important change from old-time methods of
American painters that comparatively few landscapes are exhibited.
The best of these is probably Mr. Bruce Crane's " The Waning
Year," but Mr. Thomas B. Craig makes a very good impression with
his large picture of "

Evening," and so does Mr. Hamilton Hamilton
with his " The Last of September." Mr. F. Childe Hassan's " The
Haystack," too, has attracted very favorable notice, and is a strong
and satisfactory picture.

Among the pictures which, as they aim first of all to be beautiful,
will have to be classed as "decorative," Mr. Blashfield's are easily
first, and it is one of the few unpardonable things which the hanging-
committee has done to sandwich his bright and beautiful " Under the

Temple Eaves
"
between a dingy and uninteresting dower-piece and

one of Mr. Eakin's hideous black portraits, where it is impossible to

see it.

The exhibition is more complete than many of its predecessors
have been, in that there are some very good water-colors, some admi-
rable pastels, notably a portrait of a child by Miss Mary S. Cassatt,
and a room full of very good black and whites, among them Vedder's

drawings for the illustrations to the Rubdiydt.
A good deal is to be said in commendation of Captain Edward

Kenney's sculptures of wild animals made during a residence of fif-

teen years among the Indians ; of the portrait busts by Mr. George
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Frank Stephens and by Miss Cohen, and of the exquisite three-

quarter length portrait in bronze bas-relief of Dr. Weir Mitchell by
Mr. St. Gaudens.
To finish the list of prizes, the Toppan first prize goes to Miss

E. F. Bonsall, for her "
Rejected," a picture of considerable merit,

representing a young lady artist, bending tender but disconsolate

over the half-opened box which contains her first exhibition picture,
which a heartless committee has returned. The second prize has
been awarded to Mr. W. B. Bridge's

" The Sheep Pasture."

L. W. MILLER.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cos/.]

OLD NEWGATE, EAST GRANBY, CONN. SKETCHED BY MR. M. P.

HAPGOOD, ARCHITECT, HARTFORD, CONN.

HE hill upon which this reminder of the Revolution is situated is

rich in copper, which was rained from 1707-1774, when the gal-
leries were used as a prison for refractory Tories. The mines

extend about three hundred and fifty feet east and west, and about

eight hundred feet north and south, and being supplied with three

air-shafts were considered good enough for the enemies of our liberty,
and subsequently for other dangerous persons, being accepted by the
Government as a State prison in 1790. The only structure above

ground, beside the smelting furnace, was a wooden house for the

guards, surrounded by a palisade; but several successful insurrec-

tions having demonstrated the inefficiency of such slight protection,
the present buildings were started in 1801, and fulfilled their purpose
until 1827, when the place, not meeting the modern requirements of

a State prison, was abandoned for more commodious quarters in

Wethersfield.

BOSTON & LOWELL RAILROAD STATION, WEST MEDFORD, MASS.

MESSRS. RAND <fe TAYLOR, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

THIS little structure is built of pasture stone, and to give it a local

interest the townspeople were asked to contribute any odd or inter-

esting boulders they might have upon their lands : one, shown in the

sketch, was enough like a bust to warrant setting it up on the outside

as a piece of natural sculpture.

STORE OF W. & J. SLOANE : BROADWAY AND EIGHTEENTH

STREETS, NEW YORK, N. Y. MR. W. WHEELER SMITH, ARCHI-

TECT, NEW YORK, N. Y.

[Gelatine Plate, Issued only with the Gelatine Edition.]

WE regret very much that the constant traffic passing over Broad-

way at the time of day when the light is most propitious prevented
our taking a view of the building on that, its most important side. The
view now published barely serves to show why this building was men-
tioned by some who voted on the " best ten buildings

"
of the country.

THE METROPOLITAN OPERA-HOUSE, NEW YORK, N. Y. MESSRS.

J. CLEAVELAND CADY ft CO., ARCHITECTS, NEW YOlflk, N. Y.

[Gelatine Plate, issued only with the Gelatine Edition.]

THE plans and a full description of this building were published in

the American Architect for February 16 and 23, 1884.

SKETCHES FROM FRANCE, BY MR. W. C. RICHARDSON, ARCHI-

TECT, BOSTON, MASS.

NOTRE DAME, PARIS, FRANCE, AFTER AN ETCHING BY LUCIEN
GAUTIER.

CHURCH OF OYE8TREHAM. 1

1 Prom Cotman's "
Antiquities of Normandy."

THE INTERIOR COLORING OF ANCIENT LIBRARIES. Not in Athens
only, but in Rome and in Alexandria, there were Libraries containing
tens of thousands of volumes, while in the provinces there were private
book collections hardly less colossal. Pamphilus of Caesarea, in Pales-
tine, who was canonized after suffering martyrdom, A. D. 307, had a fa-
mous library, which he threw open to the public, and which consisted of
30,000 volumes. These noble institutions were frequented by students
sufficiently numerous to require hygienic regulation. Thus, for exam-
ple, the Roman parchment on which so many of the books were written
had to be disused, as its extreme whiteness injured the eyes of the
reader. According to Isidore of Spain (Bishop of Seville, A. D. 600-636),
architects of libraries came to discountenance gilded ceilings, and to in-
sist on the floors being of Carystian (that is, green) marble, because the
glare of the gold was found to blunt the vision, while the green re-
freshed it (quod aurifulgor hebetat et Carysti viriditas reficiat oculos). For
the same reason, in the coin departments of museums the students had
to examine the denarii on cloths of myrtle green, and the artists in
gems when at work used to glance from time to time at the backs of
scarabei, than which nothing is greener (quibus nihil est viridius), says
Isidore, to relieve the eye congestion induced by their minute and in-
ense labor. Lancet.

NOTES FROM ENGLAND. 1 III.

MODERN PAINTERS. I.

MY
readers owe me a neg-

ative debt of gratitude,
for I meant last spring

to have told once more the oft-

retold tale of the London pict-
ure season of 1885; and now

that I look back

through a pcrspec-
t i v e of several

months, neither
many of my impres-
sions nor many of

the pictures which
excited them seem
to have deserved

reporting, and such

retrospective c r i t-

icism, by the way,
so often comos after
I have spoken, that

I feel that I, too,

have in this instance

had an escape.
But the few im-

pressions which I

iiud still surviving
in all their first

clearness and inten-

sity, seem, of course,

to have gained
double worth i n
..... itrast with tin-

now justified in speaking of at least the chief among them. This is

the impression produced by the greatest of living English painters

by him who has lately conferred honor upon his country by accepting
the first hereditary title she has ever bestowed on one of his craft. I

mean, of course, Sir John Millais. Can it be necessary, though, that I

should take pains to speak of one who is so well-known to praise?

Certainly not, except for the sake of my own conscience, and perhaps
for the sake of possible readers, who may still be as ignorant of his

finest work as I long was, and consequently as inclined not to deny
but to underrate his power.

As-a rule, English painters are and always have been singularly

unequal in their work, and Millais is not an exception. Many rea-

sons might be found (or fancied) in his as in other cases. I will only
note one which seems to me indisputable the tendency of the Eng-
lish public at large, and even of its more critical circles to care more
for sentiment in a work of art than for anything else. I do not mean

pictorial sentiment - to care for that would work towards keeping the

artist always at his highest level. I mean sentiment of subject-

matter, what has been called "
literary" sentiment ;

and that particu-
lar weak and nerveless phase which is, in truth, not sentiment, but

sentimentality. Few, very few English artists have escaped its influ-

ence, either as latent in themselves or as forced upon them, so to say,

by atmospheric pressure. Manly and vigorous by nature as is Mr.
Millais (I think an American pen need not deny itself the more
familiar name), he, too, has sometimes yielded to this national ten-

dency. And it is curious and instructive, as proving the close con-

nection between things spiritual and things material (that is, techni-

cal) in art, to note that his manly and vigorous brush is apt to show
its qualities least clearly when its subject-matter least deserves these

epithets. Of course I am only comparing him with himself when I

speak of weakness
;
what one does not call strength in him might

easily seem such in others. Naturally enough, his most "
popular

"

pictures are those where the national taste finds greatest satisfaction.

And their widest popularity, moreover, has grown through reproduc-
tions in which their faults (I mean their faults of sentimentality, or
what seem such to me) are emphasized and their excellences are lost,

in which their color, for instance, is lost in black and white (too
often of a very weak description) or horribly travestied in the gaudy
tints of some " Christmas Supplement." Therefore it is that I think

there may be many American readers who, while they fancy they
know what is meant when Mr. Millais's art is named, and fancy they
have reliable data by which to guage the wisdom of those by whom
it is admired, are really very much astray. I know such had been

my own case
;
and I had seen many canvases of his, as well as count-

less reproductions. All this is easy enough to say ;
I wish it were

only as easy to explain what that art is in its highest potency a

something that cannot be told otherwise than from his actual works,
and by the very best among them. These are not few, by any
means. Indeed, it is remarkable that since great inequalities exist

between his pictures, and since they have been very prolifically

produced, their average should be so high, and the very best among
them so numerous. Yet, though numerous, they are almost all in

private possession and invisible to the majority of tourists a state

1 Continued from page 244, No. 517.
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of
things which, one hopes and believes, will be remedied long ere

our children's children seek the National Gallery of England.
We have been long accustomed to look to portraiture and land-

scape for the highest achievements of Knglish art, and it is these two
branches which should be considered to gain a full knowledge of Mr.
Millais's talent. Of his landscapes, I regret to say, I cannot speak,
for I do not know them well enough. Yet if I speak of his portraits

only, I shall still speak of his best and highest and most characteris-

tic work. As a portrait painter he will stand enrolled, I think, when
his career is entered on the history of art, certainly as one of the

two or three greatest portrait painters of his time, and as certainly, I

think, as the very greatest of his time in England as the one, and
i In- only one who is akin, in the quality of his art, to the great twin

English portrait painters of the eighteenth century. Broadly speak-
ing, he is a worthy successor of Reynolds and Gainsborough ; and

narrowly speaking, it is Reynolds's tendency, not Gainsborough's,
that he represents. For twins though they were in time, in station,
and though they are in after fame, Gainsborough and Sir Joshua

really stand for two contrasted tendencies in portrait art.

Excluding entirely from the list all mere depictors of superficial
external facts (for however gifted such men may be as painters
simply, they are not great portrait-painters), we find that the really

great portrait-painters of every age fall into two distinct classes.

One class, reading below the surface of the model, seem to paint him
the true, characteristic inner Aim directly, straightforwardly,

dispassionately ; accenting, emphasizing, idealizing, perhaps, the soul

they study ;
but not infusing it with traits drawn from their own

souls. To this class belong, to take a few names at random, Hol-
bein and Raphael and Velasquez, Titian and Veronese, van der
Heist and most of his countrymen, and Sir Joshua Reynolds. The
other class has Leonardo as its greatest example, and working with

him, each in his own peculiar way, Rubens and Vandyck, Francia-

Bigio and Moretto, Francois Clouet and Gainsborough. An artist

like one of these, while also seeing the soul beneath the skin, while
also accenting and intensifying it at times, cannot help infusing the
translation with something ]>ersonal to himself, cannot help mixing
his colors in a light reflected from his own mood. If I may venture
to be a little pedantic, and call the one class objective and the other

subjective portrait-painters, I shall perhaps make my meaning
clearer. An artist's leaning toward the one or toward the other may
be but very slight, yet among the greatest artists it is only Rem-
brandt, I think, who is so perfectly balanced between the two tenden-
cies that we hesitate to characterize his portraiture with decision.
Rembrandt alone, it seems to me, has touched that highest level

where we cannot pretend to say how much of what we read upon the
canvas he had seen in Nature, how much was an infusion of his own
soul; he alone, I mean, taking all his work together, for other paint-
ers have sometimes touched upon a similar level in isolated portraits.

Portrait-painters of the subjective sort are unquestionably those
who charm and fascinate us most. Broadly judged as artists, they
delight us most, for (however we struggle against the fact in these

days of fervent "
realism," of the cult of simple actualite") there is

nothing so charming, so delightful in art as the revelation of the ar-

tist's own soul. Provided, of course, that the soul be intrinsically
worth revealing, and he beautifully presented by the brush cer-

tainly not otherwise. But I doubt, all the same, whether as por-
traiture, narrowly considered, their work is finest. There may be
less charm in the art of the more objective painter, but there is apt
to he more force, and there is certain, of course, to be more variety
among its different results. If Raphael's popes, for instance, or
Holbein's merchants do not appeal to us, do not touch and fascinate
us as do Moretto's nobles and Francia-Bigio's striplings and Leon-
ardo's women they impress us more powerfully, and each of them
with a distincter personal impression.

All of which has led me, in seeming, a good ways from Mr. Millais
;

but I wished to mark as clearly as I could the character of his art
to show what I meant when I said that not to Gainsborough but to

Reynolds is he more akin. He belongs very distinctly, I think, to

the objective class of portrait-painters. There is soul and not merely
skin in every picture which shows him at his best

; but it is the soul
of the model, divined, translated, perhaps clarified or intensified,

yet not altered out of its own semblance in the slightest, not colored

by any reflection from the painter's soul.

The portrait of Mr. Gladstone which hangs at Grosvenor House
(there have been two or three others painted more recently, but none

quite as fine) is a masterpiece in the truest sense that is, a masterly
specimen of a masterly brush. It is more than a characterization,
while most portraits are a good deal less than this : it is a conception,
and of the most impressive kind. It is not merely the man painted
for his friends, it is the statesmen painted for posterity. It is the
ideal Gladstone as Englishmen of the twentieth century will love to

picture him in imagination, will rejoice to find him pictured for them
by a nineteenth-century brush. Even now with the echoes of Egypt
ringing in one's ears, one forgets all possible faults and failures in

presence of this picture remembers only righteous struggles and
splendid legislative triumphs. And more even than the ideal Glad-
stone it seemed to me it seemed the ideal English statesman. 1
leave it to politicians to decide in how far the subject dictated this
result how much of the ideal statesmen was existent in the model,
how much sympathetically imagined by the painter. AH that con-
cerns the critic is to note that in the man as he stood before him, the
artist believed he saw certain intellectual and spiritual, as well as

certain physical facts; and to delight in the grandeur of his concep-
tion, and the magnificent clearness with which it is expressed. In

the man he saw it not as a reflection from his own soul
; and through

an entirely
"

realistic," simply straightforward likeness he expressed
it. It is the ideal Gladstone I repeat, but it is not an ," idealized

"

Gladstone in the vulgar, trivial sense. The pose is of the simplest
a standing three-quarter-length figure witli the face and glance turned
a little over the right shoulder directly toward the spectator ; but it

is vital, energetic, spirited, as full of potential action as of repose, and
extremely good in the composition of its lines a point, by the way,
in which very many even among clever portraits are extremely bad.
It shows the man in his habit as he lives, loose black coat, high
crumpled collar, negligent cravat and all. There is no, positive
beauty of color for this we must look further on Mr. Millais's list

;

hut there is great beauty as well as great harmony of tone. And the

handling is bold, free, vigorous, yet finely modulated to a degree
which would surprise those who only know Mr. Millais's brush, when
it condescends on the one hand to something nearer emptiness, or
on the other band to something nearer that way of working which
studio-slang calls " sweet."

I have already said that a portrait-painter of the objective sort
one who finds character through sympathetic insight, and docs not
create or modify it through an infusion of his own personality must
of necessity produce results extremely various in sentiment. It is so
to a marked degree with Mr. Millais. And still more noteworthy is

the way in which, to suit the expression of different themes, he varies
his executive methods his composition, his tone, his color, and his

handling. The mere witness of the eye would hardly have credited,
for example, to the painter of the Gladstone a portrait of one of
Lord Roseberry's little daughters which hung in this year's Acad-
emy. Against a beautifully rendered landscape background, with
masses of foliage over her head, the little maiden in her quaint white
frock and pink ribbons stood fronting us, smiling into our eyes with
that shy, yet fearless innocence, that fresh, delicious baby grace we
so often see in life, and so seldom, alas, on canvas. Again, as with
the so different Gladstone, it seemed not an idealized, but }et an
ideal figure, and the expression of more than a single personality. It

seemed the ideal English baby, and we half forgot the painter's art,
he had made his model to appeal to us. Yet how perfect was the
art that could work such results. How naif-seeming, yet profoundly
artistic the composition ;

how charming the delicate harmony of pale
tones, accented but not broken by the strong pink notes

; how lovely
the color throughout with this pink and the golden hair against the
white of the dress, and the soft dull greens of the background. And
how expressive the technique, which was far less sturdy and power-
ful than in the Gladstone, which was almost loose in fact, yet not
with any approach to carelessness or lack of skill which had just
the lightness and grace and freshness needed to make the picture's
sentiment what it should be. Here with a theme and a scale of color
that might all-too-easily have led to them, there was certainly neither

sentimentality of mood to be described nor " sweetness "
of execu-

tion. This one picture, perhaps, in its color and its
handling, though

not in its feeling, recalled Gainsborough more than Reynolds ; but
it was no pastiche of either. It was a third and kindred yet original
version of that tale of English babyhood which each of the great
eighteenth-century masters had already told in an original way.
As a pendant there was shown close by a portrait which Sir Fred-

eric Leighton had painted of Lord Roseberry's other daughter per-
haps not one of the President's very best works, but still a fairly
characteristic example. The contrast was most instructive, as being
between the two most popular English painters of the day, and as

showing what diverse degrees of merit can sometimes command an
almost equal degree of uncritical applause.

It was a pleasanter task to compare Mr. Millais's Lady Peggy
Primrose (even the name chanced to accord with the idyllic charm
of the canvas !) with another little maiden from his own brush whom
I chanced to see at a picture-dealer's. Here again, although this
time the theme was similar on the surface, the first thing one noted
was the artist's wonderful versatility of conception and sentiment,
and the wonderful way in which he can change his artistic speech to
suit each varying artistic mood. The picture showed the three-

quarter figure of a dark-haired, sturdy, rosy but deliciously high-bred
and stately-looking little personage dressed in a quaintly-fashioned
frock of yellow brocade and relieved against a dark-toned back-
ground. A little green parroquet perched on her outstretched hand,
but she looked not at it but at the spectator with a steady, sober,
gaze at once infantile and dignified. 'I he expression of the face and'
the sentiment as a whole were as unaffected, as simple, as life-like,
as enchanting as the expression and sentiment of the Lady Peggy
Primrose, yet the two were wholly different from one another, so
different as to be an extraordinary revelation of the artist's breadth
of artistic imagination. And it was the same, as I have said, with
the execution. Here the color was not tender, delicate and lovely,
but strong, rich and brilliant; as entirely harmonious, but in a much
more powerful way. And the handling was not light, rapid, facile,
but firm, solid, compact. It was handling that taken by itself proved
the artist an absolute master of his brush, but taken together with
that of the Lady Peggy and that of the Gladstone proved him master
not of one brush but of many each unlike the other, and each a
perfect instrument for the execution of the special task required of
it. Seldom, indeed, can one say as much even of painters deservedly
called great. M. G. VAN RENSSELAER.
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HOW MR. PETRIE DISCOVERED NAUCRATIS.

0N
what trifles, light as air, some of the

great archaeological discoveries have
turned ! Everybody knows the story of

how M. Mariette, the French Egyptologist,
discovered the Serapeum. During his resi-

dence in Alexandria he noticed a

small white marble sphinx in his

host's garden. He had previously
remarked others of the same char-

acter in Cairo and Bedesdrayn, all

exhumed from the sands of Sak-

hara. One day, while Btndying the

sphinx in the garden, there

| suddenly flashed across his

T-irT" mind the line in Strabo
which states that the Sera-

peum is reached by an ave-

nue of sphinxes. He im-

mediately began excavating
in the Sakharan desert, and
the Serapeum with the

sphinxes that for centuries

have guarded its entrance,
was thrown open to the

modern sun.

Austin Henry Layard,
during his first visit to Con-

stantinople, was looked up-
on by his fellows as a stupid

young man, whose sole oc-

cupation consisted in lying

?
h

,

is b
,

ack
,

on ^vr^jhis hands clasped behind

his head, his hat tilted over his eyes, and a thin spiral of tobacco

smoke curling up from under its brim. No one guessed that in the

mind of the lazy youth the great dream of resurrecting Nineveh was

slowly forming. And now another Englishman, Mr. Flinders Petrie,

has made an equally remarkable discovery, and in a way almost as

unexpected as M. Mariette. Mr. Petrie is an Egyptologist, and judg-

ing by his present discovery, a proficient in his profession. So nice

and exquisitely accurate is his perception in Egyptian art that when
last autumn at San a statue was shown him he immediately recog-
nized beneath its conventional Egyptian form a strain of Greek art.

Thereupon Mr. Petrie fell to thinking where this Greco-Egyptian
combination could have originated. Where were the arts of Greece
and Egypt so closely allied that they thus amalgamated in one form?
To produce a statue of this description Grecian and Egyptian civiliza-

tion must have gone hand in hand for centuries. Satisfied on this point,
Mr. Petrie decided there was but one place in the whole of Egypt to

which the statue could belong, and this was the ancient Greek city of

Naucratis, formerly situated on the Cariopic branch of the Nile,

thirty miles from the sea. How or when Naucratis originated, no

one knows. But in the sixth century, B. c., in the reign of the en-

lightened monarch Amasis, it became a great commercial city.

Shortly before that period, Solon, visiting it to barter olive oil for

corn, was struck by its prosperity. Amasis loved the Greeks. Dur-

ing his reign they were a privileged people. He gave to Naucratis a

monopoly of the trade which afterward built up Alexandria. Hero-

dotus tells us how "
Amasis, being partial to the Greeks, gave them

the city of Naucratis for such as arrived in Egypt to dwell in, and to

such as did not wish to settle there, but only to trade by sea, he

granted places where they might erect altars and temples to their

gods."
Thus, under his fostering care, Naucratis became a noble and

prosperous city, where Greeks from end to end of the Grecian con-

federacy concentrated to trade, to barter and to worship their gods.
With their innate love of all that is best in art, they beautified their

city. Herodotus describes with admiration their Hellenium a won-
derful place, half stock, exchange and half temple in the building of

which all the principal Greek trading cities had a share. Besides

this, there were temples. The people of jEgina built one to Jupiter,
the Samians built one to Juno, and the Milesians one to Apollo. Nau-
cratis had natural advantages.

" It was anciently," says Herodotus,
" the only place of resort for merchants

;
there was no other in

Egypt ;
and if a man arrived at any other mouth of the Nile, he was

obliged to swear that ' he had come there against his will,' and, hav-

ing taken such an oath, he must sail in the same ship to the Canopic
mouth ; but if he should be prevented by contrary winds from doing
so, he was forced to unload his goods and carry them in barges round
the delta until he reached Naucratis so great were the privileges
of Naucratis." With these numerous advantages the Greco-Egyp-
tian city grew richer and larger year by year. When Herodotus saw
it in the fifth century B. c., its coffers ran over with gold. In their

houses and temples the graceful and cultured art of the Greeks tem-

pered the cruder Egyptian architecture. In narrow, tortuous streets,

where the hum of voices and the scrape of sandaled feet were heard
all day, Greeks from Massilia, Greeks from Cyrene, Greeks from
Athens and Sparta, Greeks from Corinth, Greeks from Tarentum,
mingling with the swarthy Egyptians, jostled and bargained and
shouted as men do on Pine Street to-day. In their temples young

men and maidens offered up doves and vows to Aphrodite, and the

city fathers besought the aid of Jupiter and Apollo, not in the love

affairs and heroic combats, in which the gods were expert by long

experience, but in their trading adventures. For centuries Naucratis

continued to flourish. It was a great city when in the fourth century
B.C., Alexandria was founded. That it still continued to exist in the

Christian era, though probably much fallen from its high estate, is

argued by the fact that Athenaeus was born there in the early part
of the third century A.D., though Ptolemy almost ignores it, which

serves to prove it had then ceased to be of importance. After Ath-

enaaus all trace of it gradually disappeared. Its brilliant day set in

gloom possibly in some bloody fight between Christian and Pagan.
Its extinction was complete. In time its name and site were forgot-

ten, and in the course of centuries nothing remained but a few grassy
mounds where once the arteries of the great Greco-Egyptian city

had throbbed. It was wiped from the face of the earth and the mem-

ory of man.
Mr. Petrie having ascertained that the statuette was found beneath

a mound in the delta, which an Arab tradition declared had once

marked the site of an ancient city, felt sure it must be Naucratis.

After visiting and finding that it corresponded in the details of its

position with the few existing accounts of the lost city, he began ex-

cavations. The first objects he brought to light were Athenian coins

and bits of archaic pottery with Greek inscriptions. This convinced

him that he had discovered the lost city, and his further excavations

confirmed the belief. Most of the city is now laid bare. The site is

half a mile long. An immense building, some distance beyond the

site, six hundred feet square, with walls of mud brick fifty feet thick

and thirty feet high, Mr. Petrie identifies as the Hellennium. In its

foundations have been found coins, agricultural implements, and bits

of precious stone, gold and iron. Numerous temples have been ex-

posed ;
some in woe-begone ruins, which suggest the ruthless hands

of conquerors ;
some sufficiently preserved to reveal the Greek type

of architecture ; one, in especial, is undoubtedly Ionic in character,

and bears on its columns sculptured wreaths of flowers for which

Naucratis was famous. In what probably was the centre of the' city

a great block of buildings flanked by temples has been unearthed.

Most of these temples date from the earliest periods of Greek art,

and argue greater antiquity for Naucratis than archaeologists have

hitherto imagined. In one of them, of later age, innumerable frag-

ments of bowls covered with inscriptions have been found. One bears

an inscription dedicated to Apollo from Phanes, who began life in

Naucratis. In everything so far discovered the styles of the Egyp-
tians and Greeks are mixed, much to the confusion of Egyptologists
less keen than Mr. Petrie. New York Evening Post.

FIRES CAUSED BY STEAM- PIPES.

IT
is an admitted

fact that steam-

pipes brought in

close contact with

wood have caused

many fires. The Cin-

cinnati Price Current

says :

" The fire chiefs, at

their recent conven-

tion at Long Branch,
'Resolved, That the

practical experience
of the members of

this association war-

rants the declaration

that steam-pipes and
other heating-appli-
ances have caused

many fires, and that

they constitute an

evil in the building
construction of the

country which should

receive the attention

of State and muni-

^ Panels r7^U5lc.Bvporrv:|a.rllU. cipal bodies.' When
Blouse ;.Perlhi7 Scot'.' teS^r3Wkd*** they did so they knew

exactly what they were talking about. It has fallen under our per-

sonal observation more than once where steam-heating appliances

occasioned fires, with evidence so strong as to leave not the slightest

room for doubt, or reason to attribute the fire to any other cause."

The Baltimore Underwriter quotes the above and says :

" If the Price Current has such evidence, so far as steam-pipes are

concerned, let us have it. We have heard so much of this sort of

talk, this mere assumption, this parrot-like repetition of the nonsense

of some wiseacre who manufactures facts to fit theories, that for once

we should like to be refreshed with the testimony by those who lay

down the law. We have never heard of one properly-authenticated
case of fire from steam-pipes, notwithstanding

' the practical expe-

rience
'
of the fire chiefs and the cool assertion of the Price Current.

According to our observation there is not only
' room for doubt,' but

room for nothing but doubt."
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We are surprised that Dr. Bombaugh, who is not only a learned

physician and an expert in insurance matters, but whose journal was
once the official paper of the National Association of Fire Engineers,
should be so skeptical on this point. At the convention of engineers
at Long Branch, Chief Shay of New York, ex-Chief Damrell of Bos-

ton, ex-Chief Sexton of St. Louis, and several other prominent expert
firemen, testified from their own knowledge that steam-pipes had set

fire to buildings. If further testimony is necessary to convince our
esteemed friend, the doctor, that he is in error, if hie will drop in at

the rooms of the New York Board of Underwriters, the gentleman in

attendance will be happy to show him ocular proof that steam-pipes
have and will set fire to woodwork, in the shape of charred beams
that were set on fire by them. Chief Damrell gave a report of some

experiments he personally conducted to test the matter, stating that

after exposing some heavy timber to the heat of steam-pipes in an
enclosed space, on letting in the air, the wood burst into flames.

The Cincinnati Price Current has replied to the Baltimore Under-
writer's criticism as follows:

" The Baltimore Underwriter calls upon the Price Current for its

evidence that steam-pipes will set wood on fire. Stix, Krouse & Co.'s

wholesale clothing-house on Race Street, in this city, has a steam
radiator near the front of the building. Around it and near it is a
false or raised floor, occupied by desks and surrounded by railings.
At an early hour on the morning of December 17, 1881, the watch-
man in the street saw a light in the house, which has a glass front,
and discovering that it was an incipient fire, broke open the doors
and extinguished it. We were on the ground in about three hours

afterward, and before anything had been disturbed or changed. We
examined the whole matter carefully, and no other conclusion could
be reached than that the steam radiator had set the false floor on
fire. The same opinion was held by every one who saw it. Chief

Wisby of this city tells us of a fire that occurred last winter in the

building at the corner of Court Street and Central Avenue. The
details would occupy more space than we have at our disposal.
Chief Wisby and others present at that fire have no hesitancy in say-

ing that the fire was occasioned by steam-pipes that lay upon the

wood. If the Underwriter will call upon Inspector Holloway of its

own city, we feel certain that he can furnish evidence in support of

the opinions expressed by the fire-chiefs of the country, at their late

convention at Long Branch,
'
th.it steam-pipes and other heating

appliances have caused many fires.' Gentlemen who have ' room for

nothing but doubt
'

upon this question, we think, will have to change
their theories to fit the facts."

The following paragraph in the St. Louis Republican of October

2C, is respectfully referred to the Baltimore Underwriter:
" A promising blaze was discovered in the assessor's office, in the

south wing of the court-house, at 4.55 o'clock Saturday morning by a

Republican, reporter, and the fire-alarm office in the same building
notified. An alarm was sent to the fire-department and the laddies

promptly responded. The men of Truck Company, No. 3, extin-

guished the blaze with the extinguishers before it had gained any
headway. The fire was caused by a hot steam-pipe coming in con-
tact with the frame near the window."

It might be of interest to those interested in this question to know
that Dr. Bombaugh's skepticism as to fires caused by steam-pipes is

probably influenced by the fact that the building in which the office

of the Baltimore Underwriter is located is owned by a fire-insurance

company ; that the steam-pipes by which the building is heated pass
in almost immediate contact with various wooden partitions, and that

the company is aware of the fact and pooh-poohs the danger of fire

resulting. The Spectator.

FREEZING-MIXTURES.

IT
often hap-

pens that a

plumber de-

sires to stop
the flow o f

water in a pipe
when there is

no way to turn

it off. He must
then resort to

the use of some

freezing -mix-
ture. The one
most often used

is ice and salt.

The cold i 8

produced b y
the large

amount of heat abstracted from the body surrounded, necessary to

change the ice and salt to a liquid state. It is probable that few

people know the proper proportions of these two substances to put

together to secure the best result. To inform those who have occa-

sion to use such mixtures the Sanitary News has compiled a list of

the freezing-mixtures readily prepared. The first column gives the

ingredients with their proper proportions, the second gives the tem-

perature to which the thermometer sinks in the different mixtures,

and the third gives the actual reduction of temperature which takes

Actual reduction
of Temperature.

degree! r.

place
in degrees Fahrenheit. The degrees below zero are prefixed

by a minus sign :

Thermometer tinkj,

d.frew.F.

(1) 2 pnrts snow or pounded ice, 1 part sodi-

um chloride (common salt) ... to 6

(2) 5 parts snow or pounded ice, 2 parts so-

dium chloride, 1 part ammonium chloride to 12

(3) 24 parts snow or pounded ice, 10 parU
sodium chloride, 5 parts potassium ni-

trate to 18

(4) 12 pnrts snow or pounded ice, 5 parts so-

dium chloride, 5 parts ammonium nitrate to 26

(5) 1 part ammonium nitrate, 1 part water from 40 to 4 - 36
iii

1 4 parts ammonium chloride, 5 parts po-
tassium nitrate, 16 pnrts wnter - " 60 to 10 - - 40

(7) 8 pnrts ammonium chloride, 5 parts po-
tassium nitrate, 8 pnrts sodium sulphate,
16 pnrts water - - - - - - " SO to 4- -46

(8) 5 pnrts sodium sulphate, 4 parts dilute

sulphuric ncid "60to 3- -47
(9) 3 pnrts sodium nitrate, 2 parts dilute nit-

ric acid " 50 to 3 - - 63

(10) 3 parts snow, 2 parts dilute sulphuric
ncid " 32 to 23 - - 68

(11) 1 pnrt ammonium nitrate, 1 part sodium
carbonate, 1 part water - - - - " 50 to 7- -57

(12) 8 parts snow, 5 parts hydrochloric acid " 32 to 27 - - 59
(13) 6 pnrts sodium sulphate, 4 pnrts ammo-
nium chloride, 2 parts potassium nitrate,
4 pnrts dilute nitric acid - - - - " 50 to 10 - - 60

(14) 9 parts sodium phosphate, 4 parts dilute

nitric acid " 50 to 12 - - 62

(15) 7 pnrts snow, 4 pnrts dilute nitric acid " 32 to 30 - - 62

(16) 4 parts snow, 5 parts calcium chloride
" 32 to 40 - - 72

(17) 2 parts snow, 3 pnrts crystallized cal-

cium chloride
' 32 to 50 - - 82

(18) 3 parts snow, 4 parts potash - - " 32 to 51 83

(19) 6 quarts sodium sulphnte, 5 pnrts am-
monium nitrate, 4 pnrts dilute nitric acid.

" 50 to 40 90

THE STONE-SAWING MACHINE.
KOCHKBTKB, N. Y., November 9, 1886.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, In your issue of November 7 you refer to an invention

for sawing stone, by Mr. M. Gay. Could you give me the address of

Mr. Gay, or in any way give a more detailed explanation ? For in-

stance : Size of wire used, practicable length of cut made ; is this

mode of sawing stone patented in this country ? Please answer, and

oblige, Yours respectfully, P. PITKIN.

[We have made further inquiries, and hope to answer these questions
later. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
ACCIDENT TO A CAISSOV. A huge caisson sunk fourteen feet into the

mud and water of Schuylkill River, below Gray's Ferry, where a bridge
is being constructed, suddenly rose and careened from an excessive nir-

pressure, so that the pipes connected with the air-pump were broken.
Nine men working in tlio interior escaped in the air-lock, and, aside
from delaying the work, no serious damage was sustained. Iron Age.

ST. PAUL TO HAVE AN ICB PALACE. It has been finally decided that
St. Paul will have an ice palace this winter. Fifty men have subscribed
200 each toward its construction. The movement is not a money-mak-

ing scheme, for after the subscribers have been repaid, the balance if

any, is to he divided among the charitable organizations of the city.
The palace is to be one hundred and fifty feet by one hundred and
twenty-five feet, with numerous towers of the Norman style of archi-
tecture. The main building will be surrounded by a fence made of
shrubs covered with ice, a beautiful effect being secured by spraying
the shrubs and allowing the spray to freeze. Between this ice-fence
and the walls of the palace will be constructed a race-course. The In-
terior of the palace will be lighted by electricity. Klectric lights will
also illuminate the race-course and the entrance to the palace. The in-

terior arrangements will be similar to those of the Montreal palace.
Boston Transcript.

As OLD NORWEGIAN WOODEX BOOK. From Scandinavian regions
we sometimes hear of wooden antiquities being disinterred, which ages
have swept over obliviously, but which, when brought to light, are of
great interest, as connecting links between the present and the past.
Sometimes it is a ship, but the latest discovery, though infinitely smaller,
is even more curious and admirable. The description is from St.
James's Gazette :

" The process of restoring a characteristic old wooden
church at Hopperstad, in the Hardes district of Sogne, in Norway, has
brought to light an interesting Norwegian mediaeval relic. In a closed
niche a book, consisting of six wax tablets, was found, carefully en-

Closed in a casket of wood and leather. The tablets are of boxwood,
covered with wax, each tablet having a thin border, so as to hinder the
tablets from sticking together on closing the book. This precaution has
helped to keep it in excellent preservation. The contents are chiefly
drawings, made by a fine style, representing scenes from village and
rural life. At the end there is a large catalogue in Latin of various
kinds of animals, with a translation into old Norwegian ; and from this
it has been conjectured that the greater portion of the book dates from
the close of the thirteenth century. But there are indications that

part of the book is of earlier date. The tablets are fastened together
at the back, and the cover is carved and inlaid with various small pieces
of differently-colored woods. The book has been placed in the Museum
of Antiquities in the University of Christiania, and it is intended to pub-
lish it shortly in fac-simile."
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THE ANCESTOR OF THE CONEY ISLAND ELEPHANT. It seems that

the Coney Island Elephant, though the largest of his kind, is not the

first. The great Napoleon had erected a colossal elephant, some forty
feet high, in Paris, which was still standing in 1832. It is described in

Hugo's "Les Misearbles," and stood near the present site of the Bastile

column.

DISCOVERT OP FORGOTTEN STATDES IN LONDON. Three statues

have just been brought to light from the cellars underneath the old

Courts of Law at Guildhall, London, where they have been hidden for

many years. They formerly stood in front of Guildhall Chapel, and are

life-size representations of King Edward VI., King Charles I., and his

consort Queen Henrietta Maria. All three possess great artistic merit,

the figure of Charles I. in armor being particularly effective. The stat-

ues are only slightly injured, and compare very favorably as works of

arts with those (four in number) removed from Temple Bar, which now
stand close beside them in the vacant ground behind the Guildhall.

They are probably of the date of the fire of London, and deserve, as

they no doubt will receive, safe custody in the Corporation Museum at

Guildhall. N. Y. Evening Post.

OLDEST HABITATIONS IN AMERICA. Major Powell, Chief of the

Geological Survey, who has been about a month in the field, has dis-

covered in New-Mexico, near California Mountain, what he pronounces
to be the oldest human habitation upon the American continent. The
mountains in this vicinity are covered with huge beds of lava, in which
the prehistoric man and his comrades excavated square rooms, which

were lined with a species of plaster made from the lava, and in these

rooms were found various evidence of quite an advanced civilization,

among them a species of cloth made of woven hair, and a large num-
ber of pieces of pottery. In the sides of the rooms cupboards and
shelves were excavated. In one room sticking out of the bare face of

the wall, was a small branch of a tree. When this was pulled out it

was found that there was a hollow space behind the wall. Colonel J.

H. Stephenson, Major Powell's assistant, broke this with a pick and
found a little concealed niche, in which was a small carved figure re-

sembling a man done up in a closely woven fabric, which with the touch

of the hand turned to dust. It was blackened and crisp, like the mum-
my clothes of Egypt. In all, some sixty groups of these lava villages
were found, there being twenty houses in each group. The evidences

of civilization were similar, but removed by their crudity and evident

want of skill a good deal from the articles found in the cliff-houses

which have been so fully written up in the reports of the Geological

Surveys. Santa Ft New-Mexican.

THE ABOLISHMENT OF BLIZZARDS. We think the following from the

New York Commercial Advertiser an unusually good sample of the Amer-
ican humor that is so puzzling to foreigners : The proposal, recently
commented upon in these columns, to build a dam across the Straits of

Belle Isle and thereby make a good orange and cocoanut country of

New England, suggests the doing of something to improve the climate

of Dakota and other parts of the west, where cyclones and blizzards

make their lairs. It is known that blizzards and cyclones are only
winds in an exaggerated and intemperate form. It is also known to

every scientific mind that force expended is force done for, so to speak ;

that is to say, that force expended in one way cannot expend itself in

another, on much the same principle that a quarter given to the waiter

to day can have no effect in purchasing his complaisance on another

day. With these great scientific facts in mind, we venture to suggest
to the Dakotans the propriety of setting up an elaborate system of wind-

mills on their borders as a remedy for the intemperance of their climate.

A windmill, especially if it be a patent, improved one, cannot be turned

without the expenditure of a great deal of force, and, if the wind turns

it, the wind must lose in the process some part of its capacity to do

harm as a blizzard or a cyclone. Obviously if there were enough wind-

mills for the winds of the northwest to spend their fury upon, there

would be no more blizzards or cyclones to make folks uncomfortable.

As nearly as we can estimate, it would not cost more than about $900,-

000,000 to provide a proper supply of good, inert, patent, windmills

for this purpose, and M. de Lesseps would cheerfully undertake to raise

that sum, doubtless, by stock subscription. The feasibility of the

scheme is apparent.

STONE RUINS IN THE SOCTH-WEST. At the recent meeting in Albany
of the National Academy of Sciences, Major J. W. Powell read a paper
" on the stone ruins of the Colorado and the Rio Grande," giving the

results of his travels and explorations this summer in the south-western

portion of the United States, where there is an area of arid land larger
than all the eastern and middle States, destitute of forests. The sites

of six or seven hundred ruins of stone villages have been found. They
vary greatly in character. The older ruins are at the north. Near the

Mexican border are twenty-nine villages now inhabited. The newer

buildings contain many more rooms than the old ones, increasing from
two to five up to a hundred. The several classes of stone dwellings are

those on the plains, those on the cliffs, which are not cave dwellings, the

cave dwellings proper and the underground dwellings. He examined

lately the dwellings of Indians among the San Francisco mountains and
others in the Cataract Canon, and of the Santa Clara Indians, thirty-

miles from Santa Fe, on the Rio Grande del Norte. From tribes speak-

ing four different languages and having four different origins, he had
the same history, namely, that the cliff-dwellings were constructed after

they learned to build houses, and were adapted to the exigencies of war.

The building art has developed in this line : first, dwellings on the plains ;

second, cliff dwellings; third, caves ; fourth, pueblos. He now regards
the number of buildings as no criterion of the population, since he finds

to-day causes operating to induce the construction of an excess of build-

ings. Indians are superstitious, and, like savages the world over, re-

gard death, not as the natural finish of life, but as the work of an ene-

my, either visible or invisible. Hence, on the death of a chief, or the

outbreak of a pestilence, they believe the soil to be haunted and seek

new abodes, abandoning the old ones. The changes in water-courses,

and the drying up or filling up of river channels, or the loss of a river

by sinking into the ground, causes the abandonment of many pueblos,
and this accounts for the existence of pueblos where no water is now
found, which used to be called dry pueblos. Major Powell insists that
these must all have had water originally. N. T. Commercial Advertiser.

THE RICHEST ARCHITECT IN THIS COUNTRY. Until it is disproved,
the Chicago Times can be quoted as authority for the belief that the
richest American architect dwells in the city by the lake. He is evidently,
on this authority, the "

prominent architect
" who is quoted as having

said, last week: "I will give any man $100,000 who will produce any-
thing that will prevent a wall of pressed brick from turning white."

DISCOVERY OF A ROMAN RACE-COURSE AT NANTES. Archaeological
research has recently revealed in the neighborhood of Nantes the exist-

ence of a race-course of presumably Roman origin. The foundations of
the hippodrome occupy an area of about two hundred and twenty-three
by one hundred and seventy-four metres. Further discovery has been
made in the vicinity of an ancient roadway leading to the Loire, near
the banks of which river traces of a number of villas prove the exist-

ence of a buried city, inasmuch as a theatre capable of accommodating
four thousand persons has been brought to the light of day. A quan-
tity of ornaments, jewels, and pottery has been recovered among the
ruins. Thus far the absence of coins has frustrated the endeavors of
savants engaged in unearthing the relics to establish the epoch of this

most-recently-found city of the Roman occupation. New York Evening
Post.

HENRY EMLYN'S WINDSOR ORDER. There was an attempt of sing-
ular kind made some years since by an architect at Windsor, who
published a magnificent treatise, and executed one portico and a
few door-cases in and near Windsor. This was II. Emlyn, who con-
ducted the restoration of St. George's Chapel. This Order, he says,
was first brought into his mind by the twin trees in Windsor For-
est. He makes an oval shaft rise about one-fourth of its height, and
then two round shafts spring from it close to each other, and the
diminution affords space for two capitals, which have volutes, and,
instead of leaves, feathers like the caps of the Knights of the Gar-
ter. His entablature has triglyphs, and his cornice mutules. The trig-

lyphs are ostrich feathers, the gutta; acorns, and the metopes are filled

with the Star of the Garter. To conceal the awkward junction of the
two columns to the lower part an ornament is placed there, which is a

trophy with the Star of the Garter in the centre. It is obvious that this

Order must be extremely unmanageable, as it is difficult and indeed al-

most impossible to make a good angle column, and if its entablature is

proportioned to the diameter of one column it will be too small ; if to

the whole diameter it will be too heavy, and a mean will give the capi-
tals wrong, so that in any shape some error arises. In the portico above
mentioned, the entablature is so light as to appear preposterous. This

attempt is not generally known, as the book was very expensive, and
the portico at a distance from a public road ; but it deserves considera-

tion, because, though the idea was new, its execution seems completely
to have failed, and, indeed, in large designs, no composed Order has
ever yet appeared that can come into competition with a scrupulous at-

tention to those excellent models of Greece and Rome, now through the
effects of graphic art happily so familiar to almost every English archi-

tect. Thomas Rickman.

DRAINING THE PINSK MARSHES. Few people are probably aware of

the great engineering undertaking, in which Russia has been engaged
for years, of draining the Pinsk marshes. These are so extensive as to

secure special designation on the ordinary map of Europe, being, we
believe, the only case of the kind

; and, in point of area, are very much
larger than Ireland. Situated on the Russo-Polish confines, they have
become famous in Russian history as a refuge for all manners of roman-
tic characters, and have remained an irreclaimable wilderness in the
midst of a prosperous corn-growing region up to within the last few
years. In 1870 the Russian Government first took in hand seriously the
abolition of this wild expanse, which, owing to being perpetually more
or less submerged and covered with a jungle growth of forest, preven-
ted not only communication between the Russian districts on either

side, but also between Russia and Austro-Germany. Consequently a

large staff of engineering officers and several thousand troops were
dratted into the region, and these have been engaged upon the under-

taking since. Up to the present moment about four million acres have
been reclaimed, thanks to the construction of several thousand miles of

ditches and of canals so broad as to be navigable for barges of several

hundred tons burden. Just now the engineers are drawing up the pro-

gramme for next year, which comprises the drainage of 350,000 acres

by means of the construction of one hundred and twenty miles of ditches

and canals. Of the four million acres already reclaimed 600,000 acres

consisted of sheer bog, which has been converted into good meadow
land, 900,000 acres of "forest tangle," which have been prepared for

timber purposes by cutting down all the underwood and thinning the

trees, 500,000 acres of good forest land forest oases in the midst of

the marshes hitherto inaccessible, but which have been connected
more or less by navigable canals and thereby with the distant mar-

kets, and finally 2,000,000 acres have been thrown open to cultivation,

although only 120,000 acres have been actually occupied up to now.
Besides making the canals and ditches the engineers have built one
hundred and seventy-nine bridges, bored one hundred and fifty-two wells

from forty feet to eighty feet deep, and four hundred and twenty-five
from twenty feet to forty feet, and have made a survey of 20,000 square
miles of country hitherto unmapped. When their task is finished Russia
will have effaced from the map of Europe one of the oldest and tough-
est bits of savage nature on the continent, and a few years will suffice

to render the Pinsk marshes undistinguishable from the rest of the cul-

tivated region of the sources of the Dnieper. From an engineering,

geological, and scientific point of view, generally, the work is one of

special interest, and capable globe-trotters, anxious for a novel theme,
might do worse than spend a few months amidst the fading Pinsk

marshes, describing the changes in progress. Engineering.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(luported tor The American Architect and Building Neva,)

I Although a large portion of the building intelligent*
it provided by their regular correspondents, the editors

greatly desire to receive voluntary information, espe-

tiallyfnm the mailer and outlying town*.}

TRADE SURVEYS.
Real-estate buyers and Mullen will endorse the

statement that there is even now as there has been
all along a more than ordinary degree of activity
in property eligible for house-building and manu-
facturiii 1

.; purposes. The fairly well-kept record of

real-estate transfers in the various cities shows
this. The more significant and important transac-

tions are those covering sales of land recently oc-

cupied as farm-laud, or land attached to country
residences. These extensive purchases of recent

occurrence may have been due simply to the fore-

sight of shrewd men, who know that in a few years
these lands will greatly appreciate in value. Sta-

tistics indicate a much more rapid growth of city
than country population. The attractions of city

life, the improvement in the general health of

cities, and the manifold advantages of urban over
rural residence, all point to the probability of a

great continuous appreciation of the value of land
near cities which may be necessary for building

purposes within a few years.
The best real-estate

authorities in New York, Pliiladelpbia, Chicago, St.

Louis and other cities besides our own city, agree in

the general conclusion that land near cities will ad-

vance, and that something akin to a speculative
movement on a moderate scale, and within legiti-

mate limits will very probably develop itself. For

fanning and gardening purposes these lands are de-

clining inval le. Farm and garden products are sup-

plied by rapiil and cheap transportation rates from
more favore.1

'

calnies. Besides, urban life is soon
to be favon it ..v more rapid travel of some kind or
another. The nature of the growing demands in

this direction points to a very great improvement
over existing methods. Even the imagined abso-

lutely |srfect system of elevated roads in New
York are found unequal to visible requirements.
Electric motors have been tried there, and in Phil-

States, where there is a desire to do everything on

large scale and in elegance. The Chicago archi-

tects speak of this kind of work particularly. In

New England towns and cities a number of manu-

facturing corporations will erect bouses for their

employes. The attention of employers of labor is

being directed to this matter, and examples of the

successful application of such business philanthropy
an- furnished. What has been done In seventeen

hundred dwelling-houses at Pullman, 111., it is ar-

gued, can be done elsewhere. Besides, there are

other points to look at. Labor, without homes and

Ito obligations, without constant and assured em-

ployment, is troublesome and dangerous. Well-

housed and well-fed labor does not often strike.

There are, of course, exceptions, but most labor

troubles may be said to be due to the goading in-

spiration of poverty. The coming year will wit-

ness greater results accomplished for the better

housing of the masses than has been accomplished
in a like period ever before.

The general condition will be improved by fair

railroad building. Numerous engineering schemes
are also likely to be undertaken. The multiplica-
tion of email shops will continue. New companies
and firms are forming much faster than the rate

at which failures are occurring, viz., one thousand,

nearly, per month.
The lumber trade is quiescent in all markets. In

the North-west it is thought by good authorities

that the wise and conservative course of the past

year or two will be lost sight of under the anxiety

of so many lumbermen to make up for past dull-

ness. New sources of lumber-supply are within

easv reach, and but little inducement will serve to

overload the markets of the country. White pine
is very low in all Atlantic tide-water markets. The
usual fall advance in freight has not helped prices.

Yellow pine is cheap and abundant. Hemlock is

demoralized. The hardwoods are firm in all mar-

kets, and a flight improvement is probable.
Building material brick, cement, plaster, laths,

shingles, iron, lumber, paints are all steady in

price in all markets. Manufacturers have done all

in their power in the way of competition, and a
tmco is declared on all sides against further hos-

tilities.

The lull in activity incident to the season will not

be prolonged. The" lesson taught buyers this au-

tumn has impressed on them the necessity of not
Butpostponing contemplated business too long

adelphia, while schemes are under consideration in
j jtt , e viir jatiou jn values is possible under existing

Chicago, Cincinnati and one or two other Western
cities for the provision of better and more abundant
inter-urban travelling facilities. There are other

considerations than these, which point to the out-

flow of population to easy distances from the cen-

tres of business, social and commercial life. Hence
it is not at all surprising to read of and hear of

large real-estate transactions in land near cities.

The movement is not confined to cities. Towns,
some small, are feeling the stimulus of improving
prices. The improvement will be discounted by

purchases in the most desirable locations. This

is by no means a new movement or incident. The
tendency to suburban residence is simply receiving
a further impetus, a greater number of people are

desiringtotakeadvantageof opportunities offered.

The architects, so far as reports of the past few

days are to be taken as evidence of the general con-

dition of business, are receiving instructions for

future work, much of which is for manufacturing

plants, and large buildings for manufacturing pur-

poses. Manufacturing enterprise has received an
additional stimulus this year, which miist be felt

in the building trades next season. Manufacturers
are even now preparing goods for their spring
trades in most manufacturing centres, a not unu-

sual custom at all, but in view of the extreme cnu-

tion that has characterized their movements for

months their present activity so far in advance of

actual requirements is deserving of notice. Rail

mills have sold two-thirds of the products of 1886',

but the allowance will be increased. Prices have
advanced to $35 per ton, equal to thirty-three per
cent over summer quotations. Nailmakers east of

the Alleghenies are sold up at S-.50-S2.75, and in

the West the strike continues without change. No
other branch of the irou trade seems able to profit

by combination. The busy and oversold pipe-
makers say that they are merely getting back a

new dollar for an old one. Merchant-iron makers
in about a dozen Pennsylvania and Ohio mills have

already returned to day-work alone; but this is in

part due to the invasion of steel, which is steadily

supplanting irou. In Western Pennsylvania a com-

pany is being formed to manufacture armor plate
for the Government, and under sufficient guaran-
tees all the heavy material and ordinance required
will be furnished at home, though at an advance
of twenty or perhaps twenty-five per cent over the

prices that would be named abroad.
The growth of city and town population, our ob-

servant architects say, is leading to finer buildings
and much finer architectural work. A local pride
is leading to a friendly rivaly in the size and beauty
of public buildings, theatres, churches, school-

houses, banks and other buildings. A larger than

usual number will be built next year. Economi-
cal considerations has held the desire for fine mu-

nicipal buildings in check. This spirit of improve-
ment is principally to be seen in the Western

industrial conditions.

BUILDING PATENTS

330.489. ROCK-DRILL. Sylvanu* lluuey, Sliver

Creek, N. Y.
330,602. CONNECTION FOR PIFKS T CIXJHICTK, ETC.

-Samuel G. McFarland, New York, N, Y.
>_ 330,608. KKAMKR. .lame* Neale, Bridgeport, Conn.
330,616. FIREPLACE AND HKAHMi-s-u>vic.-S*m'l

Little Marylebone Street, Reeve, County of MiddtaMi,
England.

330,324. WATER-FAUCET. Atkiui stover. Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

330.52U. SKWKU-GAH TRAP. William G. Thomp-
son, Now York, N. Y.

330,338. PIPE-VISE. John 8. Woolsey, Gllroy, Cal.

330,646. CLAMP FOR HOOF-SCAFFOLDS, ETC. Au-
reliu8 T. Barlow, Manhtteld, Oreg.
330,536. PAINT-MIXER. Frederick Brandenberger,

Danville, III.

330,663. DOOR -STRIP. William Clark, Lincoln,
Nebr.

330,574. SINGLE- PIECE PORCELAIN WABH-OUT
WATKR-CLosET.-Alfred Fowke*. Philadelphia, Pa.,
and Thomas Connolly, Trenton, N. J.

330,591. SASH -LOCK. William Lang, New York,

830,894. WRENCH. Samuel J. Lea, Chattanooga,
Teun.

330,602. MANUFACTURE or CEMENT. Henry
Matbey. New York, N. Y.

330,614. MACHINE FOR SAWING STONE. Jamei
Peckover, Philadelphia, Pa.

330,624. TUBE-JOINT FOR GAS-CONDUITS. W. Lo-
cien Scalfe, Allegheny, Pa.

330,633. HEATING-DRUM AND VENTILATOR.
John Springer, Clinton, Wis.

3311,638-642. REVOLVING-TOWER SYSTEM OF FOR-
TIFICATIONS. Theodore R. Tlmby, Nyack. N. Y.

330,613. TAIL-SCKEW FOR CAHPKKTEBS' BENCHES.
Conrad Ungerinann, Dayton, O.

330,679. PLUMBER'S TRAP. Patrick J. Clancy,
Danver*, .Mass.

33i>,6*3. TRAP FOR WASH-BASINS, ETC. Robert B.
Dick, Philadelphia, Pa.

330,696. STKAM-RADIATOR. Thomas P. Hardy,
New York, N. Y.

330,703. HANGER FOR PIPES.-Jameg Hoey, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

330,706. WATER-CLOSET. Jesse L. Hntcblugon,
Baltimore, Md.

330,741. SHUTTER-FASTENER, Fred. C. Robinson,
New York, N. Y.

330,760. ELEVATOR. William Stevens, Philadel-

phia. Pa.

320,76!). WEATHER-STRIP. John Y. Bassell, Lin
burg, Va.

330.802. SASH LOCK. Edward T. PrliKilu and Fred-
eric C. Baird, Aurora, 111.

330,8'JK. GLAZIER'S POINT. Hiram W. Enme*, Mil-

ford, Mass.
330,837. POCKET-RULE. Henry Judd, Wet Ches-

hire, Conn.
330.843. WATER-CLOSET VA.LVE. Henry S. Lord,

Hartford, Conn.

[Printed specifications of any patent! herementioneJ

together with full detail illustration*, may bt obtained

sfthe Commissioner of Patent!, at Washington, fir-

twenty-five cenls.l

330,186-189. KNOB - ATTACHMENT. Williston I.

Alvord, Bridgeport, Conn.
330.196. ASPHALTIC MASTIC. Amzl L. Barber,

Washington, D. C.

330.197. ASPHALTIC CEMENT FOR PAVING, ROOF-
ING, ETC. Arozl L. Barber, Washington, D. C.

330.203. WINDOW- BLIND. Samuel R. Bicknell,
Dedham, Mass.

330.204. BASIN OR TUB. Charles A. lilening,
Philadelphia, Pa.

330,210. ENGINEER'S REVF.RSIBLE LEVEL. ChaB.
F. and Thomas Cooke, York, England.
330218. PORTABLE FURNACE FOR TINNERS.

Peter J. Fitzgerald, Philadelphia, Pa.
330 236. IXJCK FOR SLIDING I>OOKS. Miles Hayden

and William C. Dlxon, Gay Hill, Tex.

330,248. SLATE-DRESSING MACHINE. Francis R.

Marks, Ashland, O.

330,263. PIPE-CUTTER. William E. Mellhorn,
Erie, Pa.

330,286. DOOR-HANOER. Albert J. Bates. Joliet,

330,321. PLASTERING DEVICE. Harvey B. Hall,

Homer, 111., and Francis G. Powers, South Bond, Ind.

33i>,33!>. ROLLER FOR SLIDING DOORS. Noah
Lucas. Norwich, Conn.

330,352. AUTOMATIC FLUSH-TANK. Andrew Rose-

water, Omaha, Neb.
:o 356. APPARATUS FOR DISTRIBUTING AND DIF-

FUSING LIGHT. Alexander P. Trotter, Furnival*

Inn, County of Middlesex, Eng.
330,367. FABTFNKR FOR MEETING - RAILS OF

SASHES. James M. Atwood, Plymouth, Mass.

330,369. WRKBCH. George A. Barnes, New Haven,

330.371. SASH-BALANCE. Oscar Beebe, llornells-

vllle, N. Y.
330.374. ADJUSTABLE DERRICK. Anthony P. Cad-

den, Baltimore, M. D.

330.375. BL CK BOARD COMPOSITION. Loren Chad-

wick, Battle Creek, Mich.
3311,376. ROCK-DKILLINO MACHINE. William H.

Clark. What Cheer, lo.

330,378. COMBINED BEVEL, MITER AND TRY-
SQUARE. Samuel s. Colt, Orange, N. J.

330,400. VAULT COVER AND VENTILATOR. August
W. Herr, Chicago, 111.

S30 (10. CISTKIIN CUT-OFF. George W. Lawhon,
and William Lawhon, Knoxville, Tenn.

330,414. GLAZIKK'S POINT. Edwin J. Van Reyper,
Jersey City, N. J.

330,462. HKATINO APPARATUS FOR BUILDINGS.

Stephen Bradley, New Haven, Conn.

330,464. INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Harold P. Brown, Chicago, 111.

330,4f6. HOHTING-ARRBSTER. Arthur J. Holt,

Cleveland, O.

SUMMARY OF THE WtEK.

Baltimore.

BANK. Henry BrauiiB, architect, has prepared plans
for a three-st'y pressed-brick building, with granite
base and Cheat Hiver bluoBtone am! tarra-cotla

trimmings, 17'G"x85', for the Border State Savings
Bank, with dwell, for cashier over, to cost 911,000.

DWELLINGS. \Vm. L. Stork, Kaq., is to have bnilt 15
Hunmellstowu brown-stone and Rockface marble
front buildings, Is/ 1!)' x 21' x 70' on North Calvert

St., bet. Biddle and Preslon sis., to cost, $90,000;
from designs by Henry Brauns, architect.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report nine-
teen permits have been grunted, the more impor-
tant of which are the following:
Smith & Wilbur, 12 two-st'y brick buildings, w s

Patapsco St., bet. Fort Ave. and Clement St.

Degenbardt & Preisinger, 3 two-iu'y brick build-

ings, e s Holland Alley, n Biddle St.

Elian Habn, : three-st'y brick bui
sher St., bet. John St. and Rutter Alley.

lias Habn, '.' three-Bt'y brick buildings, n a Mo-

Henry S. Fink, 4 two st'y brick buildings, w Ca-
rey St., n Patterson Ave.
Geo. Bunueckv, 6 tw n st'y brick buildings, > St.

Peter St., com. s w cor Parkin St.; and 2 two4t'y
brick buildings, w s Parkin St., 8 St. Peter St.

W. P. Clotbworluy, 8 two-ct'y brick building*, e
and w s Parrisb Alley, s Presstinan St.

Cha*. Duncan, 3 two-st'y brick buildings, n 8 Co-
lumbia Ave., com. n e cor. Collender Alley; and 4

two-st'y brick buildings, s s Lorman Alley. In rear.

Henry Warner, three-st'y brick building, w i

Pennsylvania Ave., bet. Smith and Pitcher Sis.

Conrad Kurtz, etc., 4 threu-sl'y brick building*,
w> Greene St., com. 8 w cor. Mulberry St

S. S. Clayton, 3 two-et'y brick buildings, w B Wil-
liam St., 8 Cross St.

G. L. Dunkerly. 11 three-at'y brick building*, 8

Lanvale St., bet. Barclay St. and Falls Alley.
Morgan & Bro., 2 two-st'y brick buildings, w e

Goodman Alley, In rear e s Hanover St., bet. Crot*
and Hamburg.

Boston.

BUILDING PERMITS. Wood. Cnpeland St., No. 27,
dwell., 21' x 35'; owner and builder, W. Donaldson.
East Sixth St., Xos. 476-477, dwell., 15' x 29'; own-

er and builder. J. V. Devine.
H'lishourn St., near Dorchester Ave., dwell., 22' x

30'; owner and builder, K. C. Sand*.
East Fifih St., Not. 423-426. dwell., 22> x 38'; own-

er, Julia W. Howe; builder, II. Harlow.
Georgia at., opp. Maple St., dwell., 34' x 38'; own-

er, J. F. Menden; builder, D. W. Belcher.
Coptland St.. -Vo. 23, dwell., 23' x 34'; owner, J. 8.

Brlckett; builder, A. G. Strout.
Stale St., near Railroad, dwell., 23' 6" x 28'; own-

er, John Humphrey; builder, H. P. Oakman.
Jimenm St., Xnt. 1 1 1-117, dwells.. 23 x 49'; owner,

Trustees Hawes & Feind; builder, W. T. Eaton.
foleman St., near Hamilton St., dwell., 21' x 3V;

owner and builder, C. H. Wetmore.
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Saratoga St., No. 606, dwell., 20' x 28'; owner and
builder, E. J. Turner.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Cedar St., n s, 300' e Ever-

green Ave., three-st'y frame tenement, tin roof;

cost $4,000; owner, P. H. Hill, 771 Madison St.

Fifty-fifth St., s, 200' e First Ave., 3 two-st'y
frame (brick-filled) dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$1 700; owner, Levi V. Martin, 87 Fifty-fifth St.;

architect, H. L. Spicer; builder, J. H. French.

Halsey St., No. 80, ss, 100' w Nostrand Ave., three-

st'y brick dwell, aim extension, tin roof; cost,

87,000; owner and builder, W. B. Bell, 403 Washing-
ton Ave.; architect, C. A. Mushlit.

Degrcao St., n s, 100' e Kogers Ave., three-st'y

brick tenement, gravel roof; cost, 83,600; owner and

builder, John R. Ferguson, 917 Douglass St.; archi-

tect, A. Hill.

Bergen St., s s, about 100' w Brooklyn Ave., two-

st'y brick stable and rooms over, tin roof; cost,

$4,000; owner, A. S. Barnes, 765 St. Marks Ave.;

architect, A. G. stone.
Madison St., n s, 255' w Sumner Ave.. two-st'y

brick stable, gravel roof, wooden cornice; oust,

$7,500; owner, architect and builder, Paul C. Gren-

iug, 420 Gates Ave.
Halseu HI., n s, 232' w Stuyvesant Ave., 12 three-

st'y brick and brown-stone dwells., gravel roots;

cost each, 85,000; owner, Joseph P. Pu-ls, 113 Nos-
traud Ave.; architect, J. D. Hall; builder, W. An-

Deiin St., s s, 175' w Franklin Ave., two-st'y brick

engine-house, gravel root; cost, $12,00; owner.
Budweiser Brewing Co., Dean St., Franklin Ave.;

architect, J. Platte; builder, J. Rauth.

Myrtle Ave., n e cor. Franklin Ave., four-st'y brick

storeaud tenement, tin roof; cost, $12,000; owner,
James Ward, 325 Bedford Ave.; architect, J. Platte;

builder, P. Newman.
Warren St., n s, 100' w Nevins St., 2 four-st'y

brick tenements, tin roofs; cost, $14,000; owner, P,

O'Kourke, 419 Degraw St.; architect, Reagan ;

mason, J. H. O'Uourke.
Hushwlcl: Are., w s, 60' s Suydam St., two-st'y

(brick-ailed) frame dwell., tin roof; cost, $3,000;
owner and architect, John Kramer; builder, J. Kue-

ger.
Sampler St., n s, 260' e Saratoga Ave., three-st'y

frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof; cost, $3,500;
owner and builder, Nicholaus Burkhardt, 338 East

Eighteenth St.; architect, H. Vollweiler.

George St., u s, 120' e Central Ave., one-st'y and

five-st'y brick brewery and boiler-house, tin roofs;

cost, $30.000; owner, Leonard Eppig, George St.;

architect, C. Stoll.

Fourth Ave., n w cor. Fifty-third St., 8 two-st'y
frame (brick-tilled) dwells., tin roofs; cost, $16,000;

owner, James Weir, Jr., Twenty-fifth St., near Fifth

Ave.; architect, F. Ryan; builders, D. Kyan and J.

Goodwin.
Fourth Ave., n w cor. Forty-eighth St., three-st'y

frame store and dwell., tin roof; cost, about 12,000;

owner and contractor, James Montgomery, 993

Third Ave.; architect, W. H. Wirth.

Stanhope St., n w s, 465' n e Evergreen Ave., 3

two-st'y frame dwells., tin roofs; cost, *.!,700; owner
and builder, John Mitchell, 76 Conselyea St.; archi-

tect, W. Clement.
Herkaner St., n s, 111!' e Kingston Ave., 6 two-st'y

brick dwells., tin roofs; total cost, $21,000; owner
and contractor, H. J. Brown, 99 Decatur St.

;
archi-

tect, A. Hill.

Eighth St., s s, 150' e Third Ave., 3 two-st'y brick

factories, tin roofs; cost, $4,600; owners, Chas. S.

Higgins & Co., 197 Third St.; architects and build-

ers, Maurice Freeman's Sons.
Mficon .5'., n s, 21' w Simmer Ave., two and-a-half-

st'y brick dwell,, tin rool; cost, $5,000; owner, A. K.

Buckley, 890 Gates Ave.; architect, W. II. Burhaus.
Macon St., n w cor. Sunnier Ave.. four-st'y brick

store and flat, tin roof; cost, $12,000; owner and
architect, same as last.

Sara'oaa Ave., w s, 98' s Herkimer St., two-st'y
frame dwell., tin roof; cost, $2,800; owner; W. J.

Courier, 708 Herkimer St.; architect and contractor,
G. Mani >t.t: mason, W. Wickes.

Sc-lienclc SI., A'o. 208, tliree-st'y brick tenement, tin

roof; cost, $4,600; owner, Earl C. Marsh, 208 Schenck
St.; architect, A. Hill.

Jliiirock St., n s, 95' e Tompkins Ae., 10 three-st'y
brick dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, ^8,000; owner
and m-chiti'Ct, J. G. Bashtteld, 693 Herkimer St.;

builder, not selected.

Tenth St., s s. >>J w Seventh Ave., 4 two-st'y brick

dwells., tin roofs; total cost, 17,000; owner, archi-

tect ami Imililcr, John Kolle, 1HJ Twenty-second
St.

Sixteenth St., s s, 300' e Fifth Avo., three-st'y
frame (brick-filled tenement, tin roof; cost, $4.000;

owner, .lames Doyle, Sixteenth St.. near Fifth Ave.;
architect a :iil builder, W. J. Conway.

Chicago.

BUILIUM; PKKMIIS. A. A. Holden, 3 three-st'y
Stores >l.id II its. 7:15 an 1 707 W.st Madis l St.; cost,

$15,0110; architect, S. V. Snipman.
Reid, Murdock & Fisher, four-st'y factory. 530-536

West Lake St.; cost, $30,000; architect, S. V. Ship-
man.

F. L'jde, three-st'y dwell., 93 Judd St.: cost, $4,fiOO.

H. Corwith, 2 three-st'y store and fiats, 496 and 498

West Madison St.; cost, $20,000.

Andrews, Burhaus & Cooper, 5 two-st'y dwells.,
3221-3229 Rhodes Ave.; cost, $20,0110.

J. Ideler, iwo-st'y dwell. ,923 Polk St.; cost, $3,600.
M. Myars, additional story, 73 and 75 East Chicago

Ave.; cost, $4,500.
A. Johnson, 2 three-st'y stores and flats, 129 and

131 Ontario St.; cost, $10,000.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul K. R. Co., two-st'y
warehouse, Kinzie and Kingbury Sts.; cost, $50,000.
G. Wetterlund, 2 three-st'y dwells., 149 and 151

North Carpenter Sts.; cost, $,800.
C. Oberg, four-st'y dwell., 204 West Ohio St.; cost,

$6,000.
C. E. Kobinson, three-st'y store and flats, 515 Clark

St.; cost, $9,000.

P. Ryan, two-st'y store and dwell., 516 Thirteenth
St.; cost, 3,300.
W. Oomstock & Co., two additional stories, 127 and

129 Ontario St. ; cost, $3,000.
C. B. Simons, two st'y dwell., 3717 Johnson PI.;

cost, $2,600.
C. Hild, three-st'y dwell., 348 Dayton St.; cost,

$5,500.
G. W. Cook, two-st'y dwell.. 2951 Groveland Ave.;

cost, $3,000; architect, W. L. B. Jennev.
E. Bassler, two-st'y dwell., 163 Wtiod St.; cost,

$4,000.
L. Silverman, four-st'y factory, 1234-1250 Filmore

St.; cost, $40.0011; architect, O. Cobb.
E. F. I n." aK 2 two-st'y dwells., 503 and 507 West

Adams St.; cost, $15,000.
The Union League CInb, six-st'y club-house, 104-

114 Jackson St.; cost, $150,000; architect, W. L. B.
Jenuey.
G. S. Chapin. three-st'y dwell., 3626 and 3628 Mich-

igan Ave.; cost, $35,000; architect, F. L. Charnley.
M. Keating, 2 two-st'y dwells., 3141 and 3143 Ver-

non Ave.; cost, $10,000.
J. S. Hoskius, four-st'y dwell., 87 Thirty-first St.;

cost, $12,000.
M. Cohen, three-st'y club-house, 631 and 533 Wells

St.; cost, $12,000; architects, Fromman & Jebsen.
M. Dix, two-st'y addition 28-36 Kush St.; cost,

97,000.
F. K. Otis, two-st'y addition, 12 Quincy St.; cost,

$3,000.
President Theological Seminary of the Northwest,

5 two-st'y dwells., 312-320 Belden Ave.; cost, $20,000.
W. S. Edwards, two-st'y factory, 73-83 North Ash-

land Ave.; cost, $5,500.
J. J. Siniih, two-st'y store and dwell. ,3668 Butter-

field St.; cost, $3,300; architect, H. C. Hanson.
P. Dougherty two-st'y dwell., 187 Osgood St.; cost,

$3,000; architect, U. Burgeois.
P. W. Gates, two-st'ydwell., 542 Washington Bou-

levard; cost. $4,000; architect, W. Thomas.
Garner & Co., 3 two-st'y dwells., 3108 Hanover St.;

cost, $6,000.
J. Weisbach, two st'y dwell., 950 Halsted St.;

$3,500.
C. Reimer, two-st'y dwell., 661 North Ashland

Ave.; cost, $6,000.
M. Rothe, two-st'y dwell., 53 Tell PI.; cost, 85,000;
R. Gerber, two-t'y dwell., 267 North Wood St..

cost, $5,000.
F. Novak, 6 dwells., 366-378 Longhton St.; cost,

$4,000.
S. Schutt, two-st'y flat, 121 Seminary Ave.; cost,

$3.000.
R. S. Cox, 6 three-st'y stores and dwells., Jackson

St.; cor. Wood St.; cost, $26,000.
Wesley M. E. Church, two-st'y parsonage, 1009

North Halsted St.; cost, $4,500.
N. W. Parlor M'f'g Co., two-st'y addition; cost,

$2,800.
S. C. Hayes, two-st'y flats, 763 Walnut St.; cost,

$4,000.
J.Tholleu, two-st'y flat, 2458 Dearborn St.; cost,

$7,000.
F. Mobinke, two-st'y flat, 294 Henry St.; cost, $35,-

000.

H. Neff, two-st'y store and dwell., 183 West Van
Bureu St ; cost, $4,000,
J. Clark, 3 two.st'y dwells., 3123-3125 Michigan

Ave.; cost, $11,000.
J. O'Boyle, three-st'y store and dwell., 58 North

State; cost, $6.000.
A. liiemolt, three-st'y store and dwell., 667 West

Harrison St.; cost, $6.000.
H. Schollkopt, 8 two-st'y dwells., 802-810 North

Park St.; cost, $17,000; architect, T. Karla.
H. Schollkopt, 4 two-st'y dwells., 906-912 North

Clark St.; cost, $17,000.
D. S. Googins, 2 two-st'y dwells., 41-43 Oak Ave.;

cost, $18,000.
Cincinnati.

BUILDING PERMITS. J. A. Williams, remodel three-

st'y brick house, Race St., bet. Union and Pearl
Sts.; cost, $3,500.

Henry Slater, double frame dwell., 682-684 East-
ern Ave.

; cost, $2,000.
Mrs. Vevay, two-st'y frame dwell., Hackburn and

Dexter Sts.; cost, $4,500.
Geo. W. Clark & Bro., three-st'y brick dwell.,

Halste*! & Eliza Sts.; cost, $4,500.
L. Seasongood, five st'y stone front building, 374

West Sixth St.; cost, $7,500.
Total cost to dat, $2,120,044.
Last permit, 5562.

I>enver, Col.

BUILDING PERMITS. F. A. Kiiirht, two-st'y brick

dwell., Pearl ht.; cost, $8,000; Win. Quayle, archi-
tect.
John Mellor, dwell, and barn, Pearl St.; cost,

$6,500; Fred. Hale, architect.
W. C. Ellis, brick dwell., Pearl St.; cost, $4,000;

D. M. Orr, architect.
H. K. Steele, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $8,000;

R. S. Roasclilub, architect.
J. W. Sanderson, two-st'y brick dwell., Pearl St.;

cost. $3.500 Fred. Hale, architect.
F. Jerome, two-st'y brick dwell., Sherman Ave.;

cost, $H,OilO; Win. Quayle, architect.
W. H. James, two-st'y brick dwell., Sherman

Ave.; cost, $17,000; Kinzie, builder.
F. A. Burnel, two-at'y brick dwell., Kansas Ave.;

cost, Sli.ooo; W. H. J. Nichols, architect.

ALTKKATIOXS. Opera-House Block, repairs and
alterations; cost, *5,000.
McPhee & McGinnity, repairs; cost, $4,000.
A. Cooper, two-st'y brick addition; cost, $7,000;

Edbrooke & Co., architects.

Phil. Zang, addition to brewery; cost, $30,000; F.

C. Eberley, architect.

Kansas City, Mo.
BUILDING PKRMITS. John Gray, two-and-one-half-

st'y brick and cut-stone building, 40' x 60'; cost, $15,-
000".

A. M. Sills, two-st'y brick and cut-stone buildings,
24' x 43'; cost, $3,500.

Temple & Fillmore, two-st'y frame building, wood
and stone foundations, 32' x 84'; cost, $4,800.

New Haven, Conn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Following are the permits for
new buildings issued since last report:
George St.. near Orchard St.. dwell., 20' x 50'; cost,

$3,300; owner, Edward W. Baldwin.
Shelton Ace., two-st'y frame dwell., 30' x 40';

cost, $3,000; owner, Eniil Matthies.
York Square, near Broadway, two-st'y brick

dwell., slate roof, 30' x 50'; cost, $0,000; owner, E. B.
Richardson.
Dixwell Ave., near Brewster St., 2 two-st'y build-

ings, 16'x25', owner, Howard Maine.
Winchester Ave., near Division St., 3 two-st'y

frame dwells., 21' x 37'; cost, $5,000; owner, Win. A.
Lincoln.

Congress Ave., No. 42, iron store, IK' x 40'; owner,
R. M. Burwell.
Slate St., near East St., three-st'y frame dwell.,

two tenements, 40' x 50'; cost, $5,000; owner, John
Shuster.

Lynwooil St., No.26, two-st'y brick dwell., 25' x
43'; cost. $3,500; owner, Emma R. Barnes.

Coiiyress Ave., near Meadow St., three-st'y brick

dwell., 42' x 52'; cost, $9,000; owner, Moses Thomas.
Derby Ave., near Chapel St., 2 two-st'y frame

dwells., 17' x 25'; owner, Dean Cobb.
Hughes PL, two-st'y brick dwell., 24' x 43'; cost,

$3,000; owner, Horace J. Morton.
Xico/l St., 2 two-st'y frame dwells., 18' x 36', 25' x

40'; owner, B. F. Mansfield.
Artisan St., No. 24, three-st'y brick factory, 30' x

40'; owner, Chas. R. Brown.

New York.
CHURCH. The United Evangelical Brethren propose

to build a church on the n s of Sixty-seventh St.,
325' w of Fourth Ave.

FLA. is, Sixteen tenements are to be built on Ave.
A, running from the n e cor. of Eighty-seventh St.
to the s e cor. of Eighty-eighth St., at a cost of about
$186.000, from plans of Mr. John Brandt.

HOUSES. On the w s of Madison Ave., running from
One Hundred and Twenty-seventh St. to One Hun-
dred and Twenty-eight St., 1-' four-st'y and base-
ment brick, stone and terra-cotta houses, 20' x 35'

each, are to be built at a cost of $120,000, for Mr.
George Kiihn, from plans of Mr. A. I. Finkle.
On the n e cor. of Riverside Drive and One Hun-

dred and Fourth St., a handsome house, 36' x 9S7 , ia

to be built for Dr. B. S. Bacon, at a cost of $115,000,
from plans of Mr. Jos. M. Dunn.
On the w s of Lexington Ave., running from One

Hundred and First to one Hundred and Second St.,
12 three st'y and basement brick, stone and terra-
cotta houses, 16' 8" x 48' each, with extension 15' x
15', are to be built from plans of Mr. Andrew Spence.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PERMITS. Sixth St., e s, s of Norris St., 6

three-st'y dwells., 14' x 69'; T. W. Small, owner.
Archer St., e s, s of Greene St., 2 two-st'y dwells.,

16' x 32'; A. B. Lev-is, owner.
Twenty-third St., s e cor Clarence St,, two-st'y

dwell., 14' x 28'; P. Haley, owner.
Third St., n of Cumberland, three-st'y dwell., 18'

x 57'; M. Branigan, owner.
Carnarvon St., n of Tasker St., 4 two-st'y dwells.,

15' 6" x 28'; Steinbach & Co., contractors.

Cymro St., n of Tasker St., 4 two-st'y dwells., 15'

6" x 28'; contractors, same as last.

fiftieth at., s of Torr Ave., 2 two-st'y dwells., 14' x
28'; R. Dothart, contractor.
Marshall St., w s, not Thompson St., 2 three-st'y

dwells-., 18' x 60'; L. Koder, contractor.
Fairhilt St., above Cumberland St., one-st'y ware-

house. 50' x 60,; Einwichter & Son, contractors.
Richmond St., n of Tioga St., one-st'y boiler-house,

30' x 35'; hinwichter & Sous, contractors.
Mountain St., w of Eighteenth St., additi >n to

factory; M. A. Furbish & Sous, contractors.
Sixth St., 6 of Morris St., stable; Geo. C. Jackson,

contractor.
Canal A7., No. 1027, one-st'y boiler-house; E.

Schmidt, contractor.

Fifth St., n of Lehigh Ave., two-st'y factory; Jno.
Scheiber, contractor.

Orkney St., n of Lehigh Ave., two-st'y factory;
contractor, same as last.

Clover St., w of Twelfth St., six-st'y factory, 35' x
95'; Wilber & Sons, owners.
Swansoii St., e s, s of Catharine St., fonr-st'y fac-

tory, 50' x 100'; Lewis Havens, contractor.
Darien St., cor. Huntingdon Sts., 2 three-st'y

dwells., 15' x 48'; A. D. Kennedy, owner.
SU-th St., s of Tasker St., three-st'y store, 16' x 42';

David France, contractor.

Hoffman St., w of sixth St., 2 two-st'y dwells., 14'

x 28'; W. F. Albrecbt, owner.
Hazel St., w of Sixtieth St., two-st'y dwell., 16' x

3(J'j
Jacob Fell, contractor.

Sixtieth St., cor. Baltimore Ave., two-st'y dwell.,
16'x30'; contractor, same as la-t.

Tliini St., u of Cumberland St., one-st'y dwell., 15'

x 30'; Hey Bros., owners.
Pine St., No. 1203, three-st'y addition, 14' x 39'; O.

II. Mann, contractor.
Dala Station, three-st'y dwell., 30' x 60'; F. Thur-

wajjen, contractor.
I "ine St., e of Fifty-eighth St., two-st'y dwell., 16'

x44': Jno. Sheehan, owner.
Twenty-tilth St., s of Thompson St., 2 three-st'y

dwells., 17' x 45'; Harbach & Auchter, contractors.
Elmwood St., w of Eighty-sixth St., two-st'y

dwell., 1C.' x 36'; Frank Berry, contractor.
North Third St., No. 11B8, two-st'y stable, 14' x 24';

B. Ketcham, contractor.

St. Louis.
BUILDING PERMITS. Forty-seven permits have been
issued since our last report, eleven of which are for

unimportant frame houses. Of the rest those worth
$2,600 and over are as follows:

Fred. Glasser, two-st'y double brick dwell.; cost,
$3,100; Paulus & Weidemuller, contractors.
H. Grove Brewing Co., two-st'y brick refinery ma-

chine-house; cost, $7,000; E. Jungeufeld & Co., ar-

chitects; sub-let.

John Bauer, 3 adjacent brick tenements; cost.
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HERE is, as we believe, DO departmeut of the Government
which is managed with more unselfish zeal than tin- Bu-

reau of Education, and its work has, in consequence, been

conspicuously useful to the public to which it is addressed.

Most teachers worthy of the name become almost passionately
fond of their work, and, mainly through the facilities for the

interchange of ideas which their esprit de corps and general in-

telligence afford, their profession has become, in this country

particularly, one of the most active and progressive of all.

Several years ago the Bureau of Education, which enjoys the

advantage of the widest possible outlook, so to speak, over the

field which it occupies, perceived the importance which indus-

trial training was soon to take in the educational systems of

all civilized nations, and, employing a part of its resources in

the collection of facts on the subject, published several interest-

ing tracts relating to it. These tracts have done much to open
the way for the movement for such education which is already

gaining headway here ; and the Bureau, having accomplished
so much, has again taken the lead in developing the general
idea by the study of details. No one looks far into the various

schemes for industrial training already in operation here and

abroad without finding that instruction in drawing is the basis

of every one of them, whether they relate to the general sub-

ject or to special branches ; and the Bureau, quickly discover-

ing this, was wise enough to undertake, as its next duty, the

preparation of a tract not only showing, by the collation of for-

eign and domestic examples, the importance of the subject, but

showing in the same way how drawing, such as industrial

schools need, is actually taught in the best and most efficient

of these schools. This work has been going on for many
months, and we are glad to learn that the book is now nearly

ready for distribution. Unless we are much mistaken, it will

prove one of the most valuable auxiliaries yet found to the

complete solution of the problem of education which is becom-

ing the most important one of our time.

sou given by the papers for Mr. Finley's decision is that he
"
proposes now to help the men who stood by him, and helped

him to earn his wealth," all of which U absurd claptrap. If

he wishes to help the men with whom he has been associated

so long, he can do them more good by showing them how he

saved and invested his first five-dollar bill, and by teaching
them to do the same, than by presenting them with a million

dollars apiece ; and he must be a much less intelligent business

man than we take him to be if he does not know this. If he

can go farther, and teach his men how to administer the busi-

ness of which they now know only the technical portion, he will

do still more for their prosperity, for if anything can assure a

man's welfare, it is the combination of technical and commer-
cial skill in regard to a given subject ; but the communication
of the latter is one of the most difficult tasks which men of real

benevolence have ever undertaken. The number of large es-

tablishments in the world where the employed participate suc-

cessfully with their employers in the management as well as

the profits of their business can be counted on the fingers of

one baud, and if Mr. Finley can carry out his generous in-

tentions with so much discretion as to secure not only the good
results which have been achieved in these establishments, but

something in addition, he will take rank as the benefactor, not

of his workmen alone, but of mankind.

PARTICIPATION scheme, having according to the ac-

counts in the newspapers, a rather hasty and ill-digested air,

is said to have been devised by a rich brewer in Ohio, who
has resolved to transfer his business to a corporation, with a

capital stock of eight hundred thousand dollars, of which he

will himself hold one-half, while the remainder will be divided

among his agents and employes, whether as a gift, or in return

for gradual contributions out of their wages, does not appear.
In any case, the plan seems to be a kind and generous one, and
there is comfort in the reflection that good intentions are never

wholly wasted ; but it would be hard to devise anything more

demoralizing to a body of workmen than to divide nearly half

a million dollars' worth of property suddenly among them, and
instal them as equal proprietors in a business of the administra-

tion of which they knew scarcely the smallest detail. The rea-

TF7HE most scientifically-fitted, as well as one of the prettiest

J[' theatres in the world, excepting always the Lyceum and

the Madison Square Theatre in New York, seems, to judge
from the illustrations and description given in Le Genie Civil,

to be the new opera-house at Buda-Pesth. Considering that

Buda-Pesth is only a short distance from the Turkish frontier,

and was itself a Turkish town less than two hundred years ago,
it is always a little surprising to hear of its successive achieve-

ments in the arts of civilization ; but it has of late years become
a rich and important city, as well as a very pleasant one. The

principal faqade of the new opera-house is of cut-stone, with brick,

covered with stucco in the German manner, for the less conspic-
uous portions of the exterior. The interior is mainly in marble.

Although the theatre is a large one, it provides seats for only
twelve hundred and sixty-seven spectators, but these are most

comfortably accommodated. It is hardly necessary to say that

the whole building is as nearly fire-proof as iron and stone can

make it. Two curtains of corrugated-iron separate the stage
from the auditorium. One of these serves for the drop-cur-

tain, and is shown frankly as metal, the border only being dec-

orated. It is supposed, with some reason, that the sense of

security imparted to the minds of the audience by the sight of

the iron screen will compensate for the lack of artistic effect;

and the curtain is intended to be a very efficient affair, the

edges being packed almost air-tight, so as to exclude all smoke
from the auditorium in case of fire on the stage. The stage
and work-rooms are warmed by hot water, and the auditorium

by steam, and the latter is ventilated very thoroughly by means

of fans, every seat having a register. The theatre is lighted

by gas, three thousand seven hundred and ninety-eight burners

being used. It was intended to employ incandescent electric

lamps instead of gas-jets, and ground was actually secured near

by for a building to contain the necessary machinery, but the

patentees demanded the modest sum of two hundred and twen-

ty-five thousand dollars for introducing the incandescent lamps
into the building, and the management concluded to go without

them. There are, however, on the stage sixteen arc lights, of

twelve hundred candles, each, operated by gas-engines.

TITHE most interesting portion of the theatre is, however, the

j." stage, with its apparatus for managing the scenery, which

differs from that used in any other building of the kind.

The whole of the fittings were provided by a corporation known
as the Asphaleia Company, at a cost of about a hundred and

thirty thousand dollars, and have proved so satisfactory that

very similar ones are now being placed in a new theatre at

Halle. So far as the scenery is concerned, the stage, on the

new system, presents an appearance differing completely from

that of the ordinary theatre. There are no wings, no set scenes,

no coulisses, or grooves for the scenes to run in, no sky borders

and, in general, no trace of that succession of flat fragments of
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canvas which have for so many years been employed to repre
sent the perfection of nature. As a substitute for these th

Asphaleia Company begins by hanging a curtain around thi

stage, forming three sides of a square, the open side of whic]

nearly reaches the proscenium wall. This curtain, which i

more than five hundred feet long, and fifty-five feet high, move

freely in a horizontal direction, and is painted with atmospherk
effects of all varieties, from a serene sky to the wildest storm

It is of semi-transparent material, and by turning suitable cranks

and varying the lights behind the curtain, which is known a

the "
horizon," the scene can be made to pass imperceptibly

from clear daylight to brilliant sunset and stormy night, or

through any other desired transitions. The lower edge of th

horizon curtain is six and one-half feet from the stage floor, so

that the actors pass easily under it, and it can be raised entirely
out of sight if necessary. The obvious advantage of this ar

rangement is that the sky, and indeed the scene in general, has

the same appearance from all parts of the house, instead of re

solving itself, as soon as the spectator leaves the centre of the

auditorium, into a series of pasteboard edges, terminating hor

ribly distorted pictures of trees and houses. Under the Aspha
leia system, the latter objects, except in certain cases, as in the

flats at the end of the stage, are not painted as flat surfaces, bui

are detached pieces, brought up from below through trap doors

as they are needed. Besides the improvement in the scenic

effect, the abolition of the coulisses gives more real freedom ol

movement on the stage, and facilitates greatly the setting ol

the scenes ; so that it is said that all the elaborate scenery oi

the opera of Faust was managed in this theatre with sixteen

men on the stage, six below and one above ; while at the Opera-
House in Vienna, where the stage is of the same size, from

eighty to one hundred men are required for the same work.

Another novelty is in the arrangement of the stage floor, the

whole of which is divided into traps, large and small, except a

strip seven feet wide just behind the foot-lights, which is fur-

nished only with two circular traps at the ends, and another for

the prompter. All the traps are moved by hydraulic presses,

and are readily controlled from a single point. If desired, the

whole or any part of the stage can be raised above its usual

level by the same means ; or one part only may be raised

so as to convert it into a hill or mountain side. The whole

cost of the theatre, including the stage machinery, with an

outfit of scenery and costumes, was sixteen hundred thousand

dollars.

GOOD deal of talk has been made lately about a new

scheme, or, rather, a revival of an old scheme, for chang-

ing the climate of the North-eastern States of the Union

by building a dam across the Strait of Belleisle, between Lab-

rador and the north-eastern part of Newfoundland. It is well

known that a current of cold water flows from the Arctic

Ocean southward along the eastern coast of this country, be-

tween it and the Gulf Stream, the latter being deflected by it

toward the western shore of the British Isles, to which its warm
waters give a climate resembling in temperature that of Ber-

muda, and the theory of the plan is, that if the Strait could

be closed, the Arctic current would be intercepted, and diverted

from the shores of Maine and Massachusetts to those of Europe.

Unfortunately, the Strait of Belleisle is but ten miles wide, and

about one hundred and fifty feet deep, at the narrowest part, and

although it would not be a very serious matter to close it, the

prospect that the stoppage of so small an opening would affect

the vast ocean currents in such a way as to make a material

change in the climate of a continent seems rather remote. If

we recollect rightly the physical geography which we studied

at school, the water carried north by the Gulf Stream all flows

back again southward through the Arctic currents. It is true

that a great part of the cold current is buried, so to speak, be-

neath the warmer one which flows in the contrary direction over

it ; but the Gulf Stream opposite New York is somewhere about

four hundred miles wide, and the influence upon it of the little

stream through the Strait of Belleisle must be comparatively

insignificant. If any one is disposed to undertake engineering

operations for the purpose of changing the North American

climate, the enlargement of Behring's Strait appears to offer by
far the most favorable field. Every one who reads the weather
indications knows that our coldest winds all come from the

north-west coast of the continent, and any amelioration of the

climate of Alaska would be felt over the entire territory east

of the Rocky Mountains, from Halifax to Florida. Now, there

is in the Pacific a warm current, much more extensive than the

Gulf Stream, and quite as warm, which flows from the China
Sea past Japan to the north-east, where it is deflected by the

point of Alaska, and returns around the Siberian coast. A
small stream of warm water gets through Behring's Strait, but

this is narrow, and much encumbered with rocky islets, so that

the amount is insignificant. If, however, the islets could be

removed, so as to give room for the warm water to pass, a de-

cided influence would, it is thought, be produced on the north-

ern coast of Alaska, much to the advantage of that territory,
as well as of the rest of the United States. As the warm cur-

rent would in any case be a superficial one, it might, perhaps,

only be necessary to blow up the islets, and let the debris fall

into the channel, which is about two hundred feet deep, and
would give room for them without much obstruction to the de-

sired movement of the water.

'TT NEW sort of tubular-boiler is described in a late number of

jj^
Le Genie Civil, which promises to have important advan-

'

tages. Every one knows something of the boilers at pres-
ent in use, composed either of pipes placed vertically, or nearly
so, around the fire, and connected at their upper and lower

ends, or of sets of pipes placed at a slight angle with the hori-

zon, and connected at the top with a steam drum. These boil-

ers heat very quickly, and are much used for high pressures and

quick-working engines, but the water is boiled with such rapid-

ity in the tubes which constitute them that the steam is apt to

be mixed with fine spray ; and in those with vertical tubes a

cessation of the circulation is sometimes followed by the accu-

mulation of sediment in the bottom of the tubes in sufficient

quantity to obstruct them ; while the boilers of the latter class

are less economical of coal than those in which the heating sur-

faces are horizontal. The new boiler, which Le Genie Civil

calls the "
Bristle," of M. Hervier, avoids all these defects by

combining horizontal heating pipes, not merely with a steam

drum, but with a reservoir so arranged as to prevent the prim-

ing common to pipe-boilers. The reservoir is nothing more
than a vertical, riveted boiler of the simplest kind, tapped at

the lower portion for the heating tubes, which may be inserted

at one side only, or all around, as best suits the arrangement of

the fire-box. From three to twenty rows of short tubes are in-

serted, according to the size of the boiler, and the power of the

fire, and the pipes are "
staggered

"
so as to utilize as much as

possible of the heat from the burning gases which circulate

among them. The heating tubes, which are closed at their

outer ends, are not connected among themselves in any way,
but are simply screwed, one by one, into the shell of the boiler.

Inside the boiler, extending upward from near the bottom as

far as the top row of heating pipes, is an inner shell of plate

iron, just strong enough to admit of tapping for a second set of

tubes, about half the diameter of the first and open at each

nd, which are so set into the inner plate that each projects
into one of the larger closed tubes, nearly to the end. As soon

as the lining shell has been set in place, and the small tubes

screwed into it, and the larger closed tubes then put on over

them, and screwed into their places in the outer shell, the boiler

s ready for use. Filling it half full of water, and lighting a

ire under the heating tubes, a circulation is at once set up.
The cold water which fills the space inside the inner shell passes
out through the small tubes into the extreme ends of the heat-

ng tubes, and thence back, through the latter, strongly heated,

and filled with bubbles of steam, to the space between the outer

and inner shells of the boiler. Here the bubbles of steam, is-

suing from the tubes, strike upon the lining plate, and are so

>roken up as to lose in some degree their power of carrying
over water with them, returning to something like the condi-

tion of the steam-bubbles in a boiler of the ordinary kind in

moderate action ; and, rising then to the surface, they fill the

upper portion of the shell, which serves for a steam drum. As
he tubes are attached only at one end, they expand and con-

ract independently of each other, and the joints are not liable

o strains, as in the ordinary form ; and the lower part of the

main shell answers for a " mud drum," into which all the sed-

ment which may form in the horizontal tubes is carried by the

irculation. If a tube should burn out, or fail in any way, it ig

eadily unscrewed, and replaced by another ; and the whole of

lie heating surface can be inspected and cleaned in a few mo-

ments by means of doors placed in the walls of the heating
hamber.
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CARVING AND FURNITURE.' IV.

WHEN
you set about to furnish any man's house, the first

question seems to me to be the owner himself. How is his

own mind furnished ? Every one who orders a house for him-
self ought, in my judgment, to know his own mind, and so far as

regards the house, his architect ought to know it too. He need not

be learned in the matter, but one expects him to have some leanings
towards this or that. He should have seen other houses, and some
one amongst them should have left some definite impression on his

mind. He has to show this to his architect. All he will show will

be symptoms, as a patient details his symptoms to a doctor. It is for

the architect to explain them, to understand what his client wants.

And as the owner of the house can only unfold his mind in general-
ities, it is for the architect to meel it in particulars. That is part of

his profession. To be an architect one has to know, and know

thoroughly, all the necessities, all the splendors, all the possible cir-

cumstances of ordinary life. I do not think that many architects are

trusted to supply these various needs. Furnishing is left to adver-

tising tradesmen. It is but common justice to bear witness how well

many of our present firms do this part of their work. But they
labor under a great disadvantage. They have to run a race against
fashion, and fashion is under no sufficient rule. They try to outdo
each other in novelties, it must be so

;
and their best performances

are copies of the work of a century back. In this respect we show
well. These copies are often admirable, I mean the solid mahogany
chairs and tables, and the veneered furniture of mahogany, in all its

varieties of pattern, of satinwood, and other rare material.

As this lecture will be chiefly devoted to furniture proper, I

propose to examine the sources from which we derive our modern
furniture revivals. Of Jones and Wren we have already spoken.
They worked for a learned age. They replaced the burly spirited
carved woodwork of the Elizabethan style with a more cold, but a
more correct and scientific, following of the Classical. It was a good
deal taken from the prevailing fashions of France in Wren's time.

The Stuart kings had intimate relations wilh the French Court, and
if you examine the panellings, fire-places, door-ways, and so forth,
in the houses built in that country during the seventeenth century, you
will recognize the likeness. The Frencli king was fastidious and arbi-

trary. He set the fashions in his own country, and assumed that

other countries would follow the example. To a great extent he suc-

ceeded. But the fashions now popular are copied from those of a
less severe period. The art ot every period reflects the manners and
the sentiments of its own day. It is stern, or it is devout and poetic,

or, again, luxurious and gay, because the artists are generally men
of their time, and because it supplies the wants of its own generation.

Every one knows how gay the art of the eighteenth century was in

France, how changed from that of the seventeenth, how entirely devoid
of elevation, of sentiment and aim. But French fashions prevailed over
the greater part of Europe. The Italians, with better feeling, purer
taste, and an astonishing skill in every kind of art connected with

splendid and sumptuous living, were no longer supreme, as they had
been. Italian workmen found their way to every country. In

France, and in this country, in the brilliant court of Augustus of

Saxony, and in Russia, Italian workmen were employed, but in

carrying out French, not Italian, fashions. A number of Italian names
are found among the decorators of houses and furniture of this coun-

try down to the century in which we live.

We had, however, during the last century, in England, archi-

tects who both built houses and designed the fittings and furniture

they considered proper for them. As their designs are still highly

prized, it is worth while to say something about them. Sir William

Chambers, the architect of the present Somerset House, of private
houses at Roehampton and other places near London, was a travelled

man. He had been employed by foreign courts. He had made a

voyage to China, and, as you know, had written a treatise on civil

architecture and Chinese gardening. He is the first artist who seems
to have appreciated the interesting side of Chinese art, known up to

that time only as it is seen in porcelain. Chambers found a ready
follower in Thomas Chippendale. If we examine the French carv-

ing of that day, which goes by the name of rococo, rocaille, coquaille,
that is, rock and shell work, which surrounds the large wall-mir-

rors, the large room-panels and furniture, we shall find that the work

1 A lecture by J. Hungerford Pollen, delivered before the Society of Arts, and
printed in the Journal of the Society. Continued from Page 223, Xo. (15,

of Chippendale for similar uses is both more interesting, and more
massive and rich in artistic effect. Chippendale, following the tame

inspirations, made cabinets, bureaus, tables and shelves of mahogany,
with pierced galleries round them, to hold Indian, Dresden and

Chelsea porcelain, then and still so highly
valued. These are distinct classes of

work, that, intended for the gilding, is full

of salient portions and reliefs, so as to give
the gilding all the value which is derhc >!

from the play of light upon its uneven
surface!. On the other hand, the mahog-
any furniture of Chippendale is as light

as it is possible to

make it without sac-

rificing the strength
which each piece of

furniture requires. It

has proved in all

cases to have been
the very perfection
of workmanship. We
will examine some of

it presently.
We occasionally

I,
-~^mBa^~~~ / meet with mahogany

/v<<2' -Joff xvffl Cef/rt*{ ffyruro} carved furniture,

which' is'much_more massive. I have not been able to procure photo-

graphic slides of good examples. There are old pieces in Wilton

House, the legs or supports, both of tables and chairs are mahogany,
bulging out and finely-carved with acanthus work. These pieces are

of older date than

the designs of

Chambers, but

they belong to

the time when

mahogany was in

general use, and
are as massive

as, but far supe-
rior to, the Dutch
fashions of Wil-
liam and Mary in

grace and deco-

rative effect. The
.

handles, in gilt

bronze or brass, f*+r**r4a** ^~y Oi*yt.

are generally of much richness, and all worked over with the tool after

casting. I have also met with chairs with solid backs, on which are
small panels carved out of the solid wood, containing monograms,
sometimes Chinese devices in relief, but sunk below the surface so as

in no way to interfere with the comfort of the sitter. The Chinese
tastes of Sir William Chambers introduced a kind of wood decoration.

scarcely to be called carving, viz., fretwork and trellises. They are

cut out with fine saws, or, if on a larger scale, are examples of opeh-
back parqueting. Photographs of towns, houses and gardens in

China show us trellises or fretworks of this kind in endless varieties.

They are rectangular compositions, and seem to be used as fences or

railings, or gallery balustrades.

Though the openings are appar-
ently all of one pattern, and are

all of similar proportions, they
are found often to vary in many-
subtle ways. Simple as these

trellises are, they are of great
value in furniture design, and are

well worth studying. The ordi-

nary key fret, single or double,

belongs also to this class of decor-
ation. It occurs in the finest

woodwork of the Renaissance

carvers, and in the mouldings
and borders of Chambers, and
indeed, is met with in antique
decoration.

Amongst the furniture designs
,of the time of Chambers, we
ought to notice the admirable

ceiling decorations, of which such
numerous examples are still to be
seen in London and in country
houses. Some are evidently the
work of French or Italian desig-
ners. Cipriani, Capitsoldi and

Voyers are names of fon-ign
workmen and artists whom Chambers introduced into, or attracted to,

this country. Ceilings are to be met with, set out with fine mouldings
after the fashion of some of Boulle's cabinet fronts

; portions filled

with trellis, the moulding decorated with offsets of natural foliage ;

panels filled by busts in relief; little figures sitting on the mouldings,

designed after nature, representing the costumes of various nations,
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drinking cups of tea, or in fanciful attitudes. Work as excellent as

this-is rarely met with later than the middle of the century. Very
good Italian ceilings are still to be seen in large houses in Dublin, built

some thirty years before the Union.
Another name deserves special mention, especially in this place,

that of the brothers Adam the two Adelphi who have left their

name to the streets immediately round us. They acquired the ground

in 1 769. Robert and James were speculators ; fortunately they were
also accomplished architects. Lansdowne House, Berkeley Square ;

Derby House, Grosvenor Square ; the houses in Portland Place, and
numbers of other buildings were built by the Adams. They designed
their ceilings, wall-decorations, and the entire furniture of their

houses. Their architecture is less bold than that of Chambers and
his school. Their decoration is thin, their mouldings small

; they
lack a good deal of the play and inventiveness of an earlier day.
But they followed carefully the decorative work they had studied on
the architraves and cornices of the Roman ruins. Their most import-
ant drawings have been published, and numbers of original designs
are to be seen in Sir John Soane's Museum, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

It should be remembered that Hereulaneum and Pompeii were then
new discoveries, and public interest once more turned eagerly to

Classic models. The great men who had, in fact, produced a Classic

Renaissance, founded on such remains as were then known, did in

fact create, with astounding skill and fecundity, a classical style of

their own
;
but these men had long disappeared. Travelled artists

had been to Greece as well as to Rome, and the revival of the days
of the Adams was a new one, though of far less promise than that of

the sixteenth century. The fine metal-work recovered from Pompeii
influenced the Adams, and suggested their thin swags, their wiry
metal stars, fans, medallions and other ornamentation. They did
their best to introduce the figure into their decoration

;
medallions

containing Hebes, cup-bearers, and other single figures, drawn more

J>cr/od
'

jfrrm Jfnn.

or less from wall frescoes, figure constantly in Adam decoration.
The execution of these portions we owe probably to the Italian mod-
ellers then working in London.

French furniture and carving underwent a remarkable change
during the same period. Louis XVI gave a name to much furniture
of great beauty, and to an excellent style of carving. Old Paris

houses, and old country houses in France, contain overdoor and chim-

ney-piece panels, with classic vases, surrounded by foliage and fruit,

gracefully composed, and carved with great skill." The style of this

. .
'-

corresponds with that of Grinling Gibbons. There is a little

"'-? time, now in the South Kensington Museum, the panel-
operations to. ; th low reliefi an(j gil(]ed an(] pa ; nte(]

)
w ]licu ;s worth

climate, the enlarg-,st Of tne carving I have described, whether in oak
far the most favorable intended to be painted. There is excellent

indications knows that, ". with on small furniture, boxes, the frames '

north-west coast of the cones of the same date. It was the fashion

climate of Alaska would be ltinSs in oil in panels above doors and i

of the Rocky Mountains, from Ration of reliefs of marbles; others
J

luchet, l< ragonard, and the school

Carving, however, was on the wane during the years that pre-
ceded the French Revolution. Boule work replaced the noble and

spirited carvings of Bachelier and a score of sculptors in wood. To
Boulle succeeded a number of makers of marquetry, or pictorial ve-

neering in colored woods. But we have now to note an excellent

kind of metal-work, which made the chief decoration of the Louis

Seize furniture. This metal-work consisted of mounts or decorative

edgings, lock-plates, borders, and soon, applied to veneered furniture

or to furniture made up with panels of Chinese lac-work, or with pan-
els of Sevres porcelain, or porcelain cameos niad^ by our own Wedg-
wood. The artist best known in this kind of metal-work is Gou-
thiere. His mounts sometimes are little Cupids, or grotesque figures,

with graceful foliage carefully modelled

nature. The work is cast in bronze,

carefully chased, and well and thickly

gilt. We shall see photographs of pieces
from his hand presently. There were

good mount workers in this country dur-

ing the same period. Capitsoldi, already
mentioned, was one of them. There was
a taste for lac-work in England during
those years. Clock-cases and other fur-

niture are sometimes met with, bearing
imitations in lac-work and gold dust of

Chinese'designs. But the best contemporary lac-work we meet with

is imported from China, mounted in gilt metal, sometimes with silver

lac. The days of Louis XVI and of George III were prolific in

marquetry. A number of makers' names are preserved in Paris.

Riesener and David are the two best known. Their work is sold at

fabulous prices at the present day. Riesener's is generally laid out

on a ground of tulip or purple wood, and in patterns of lime, pear
and other light woods delicately varied. Heads are sometimes intro-

duced, and the attributes of geography or music, or some other scien-

tific subject. In those eases a very slight shading is introduced by
burning, and the burning is effected by means of hot sand. A slight
warm burnt-umber tint is thus added where required, without the

violence of color produced by using red-hot iron. The best works of

Riesener are veneered with light wood of various tints of leather

color. Those of David have woods of several colors, green ebony
and stained woods. All this furniture owed much to the elegance of

the metal edgings, mounts
and handles with which
it was finished. In Eng-
land very beautiful mar-

quetry was made during
the reign of the Adams
in satin wood, which is

of a delicate golden yel-

low, and with patterns
and designs of mahogany
and colored woods. Some

pieces of this kind cab-

inets or sets of shelves

in various quaint shapes,
and surmounted by a

clock or a stand for a

piece of china are oc-

casionally met with. They
are lined with tulip wood, or similar material, and are masterpieces of

workmanship.
It is necessary here to allude to the polishing of furniture of

this kind. Varnish with the brush is an odious way of defacing good,
and of slurring over bad work. The material is lumpy and uneven,
and it attracts false lights, and indeed gives a general impression of

unreality to the work it covers. But the polish known as French

polish is first met with in furniture, carriage panels, snuff-boxes, and
small objects under the name of Vernis Martin Martin's polish.
Robert Martin was a carriage-painter, vernisseur du roi, born in

1706, and well known during the first half of that century. He
painted heraldry, small subjects of Cupids and shepherdesses prob-

ably employing many miniature painters. We find ivory fans with

court balls and other subjects on them, and evidently by many hands.

But his vernis was a fine lac polish, borrowed, probably, from the lac

workers of C'\ina or Japan. It was laid on with great care, rubbed

down, and laid on again till it reached the fine glossy surface of Jap-
anese lacquer. It was considered a secret in his own day. The
chief secret consisted in the careful manipulation, and the amount of

what is familiarly called elbow-grease applied to it. After his death

this decoration was continued by his sons and others. In this country
we see it applied to satin-wood furniture decorated by the paintings
of Cipriani, of the beautiful Angelica Kauffmann, and of other

artists. This kind of polish is a necessary detail of veneering
which must be absolutely secured from damp, so that the glue
which holds it to its base may not run the risk of softening or disin-

tegration.
How are we to offer any opinion on the furniture and the gen-

eral art of woodwork of our own day ? Perhaps by what we have
seen in great exhibitions. It is thirty-four years since these inter-

national shows began. I have had to form a judgment on contempo-

rary furniture as far as it was illustrated in most of them. It cannot

be doubtful that between 1851 and 1884, there has been an enormous
advance in this kind of sumptuary art. Carved sideboards and other
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important pieces of furniture sent to the earlier exhibitions, and ob-

jects of great curiosity in their day, would
compare very unfavorably

with what has been seen on later occasions. There is, in the Ken-

sington collection, a cabinet of carved pear-wood and ebony, with

box-wood panels and terminal figures of support, from the Paris Ex-

hibition of 18G7, worth careful study. It has been removed from

South Kensington to Bethnal Green. It is the work of Henri Four-

diiiois, and shows the fruits of careful instruction. The prominence
of the greater features of support, the flatness of the panel reliefs,

the repose of the finer cuttings on the mouldings, show how thor-

oughly the artist who designed and laid out the general plan has un-

derttood his work. The actual sculpture is excellent. But it is on

this initial understanding that I want to insist. I remember, also, a

Miuill room, fitted round with panels and carvings, I think, by Messrs.

Trollope, in Paris, in 1878; some admirable satin-wood veneered

work, by Wright and Mansfield, 1867; ebony and ivory marquetry,
l>\- Mi'ssi-s. Jackson and Graham, in 1867. Carvings sent by Ves-

pignani from Rome in 1862; by Frullini, Giusti, and others, from

Florence, in 1878, are full of grace, and bear testimony to the sub-

tlety of feeling, and the pliability of hand still proper to the Italian

carver. As for Signer Bulletti, for some time head of the School of

Wood Carving at Kensington, his work can be seen at Alnwick Cas-

tle. It is to be regretted that that building.is not close at hand, that

we might study it. Mark Rogers is a name too well known to need

words of praise from me.

In treating of wood manufactures and furniture, I have dwelt

all along on what I think a great need in England a knowledge of

the rules and outlines which govern good composition, and which are

indispensable to the due value and effectiveness of ingenuity and skill

of hand. Rules will not give us inspiration, nor put grace and beauty
into our creations. What they will do is to teach us how to bestow

the skill of our carvers (which, observe, I take for granted) to advan-

tage, and how to economize time and labor. To have the leading
features of great pieces of carved work the divisions, prominences,
hollows all in due proportion, and all in their proper places, is the

Jirst essential element of good composition. The filling up may be

faultv, weak, wanting in knowledge and skill, but a certain grandeur
and completeness will never be altogether wanting to a building, a

picture, or a cabinet, if these outlines are well laid out at the be-

ginning.
As regards furniture, under which term I include not only chairs,

tables, cabinets, drawers, etc., but the entire interior architecture

and disposition of halls and rooms : As regards furniture, we la-

bor under the serious disadvantage of having no style belonging to

our time or onr country. Forty years ago, medizeval architecture

seemed likely to be revived, both here and in many parts of the Con-
tinent. The Houses of Parliament, the chapels and halls of our an-

cient colleges, were either new structures, or were restored and re-

paired. Great exertions were made to get casts and fragments of

old work, from which carvers and joiners could work. Now, when
we have succeeded in training carvers in one style, fashion has set

towards another. Much knowledge of drawing is required for the

carving of the present day, and constant study of old models. The
old examples, indeed, are so very many, that their very number con-

stitutes a serious difficulty.

Before closing these remarks, I must call attention to a kind of

art very different from that to which our eyes have been used in

the western world ; I mean the wood-carving of the East. I have
had opportunities of studying Oriental art, as we find it in the appli-
ances of daily life, both in Syria, Egypt that is, the art of various

Arab races and in India. You see Oriental art for I class these

phases of it under one head you see that art in its most sumptuous
form in India; in its greatest refinement, I believe, in Persia. But
Persian art I know only from fragments in museums. I presume
that the Indian Mahometans, the Syrians, Arabians and Turks, have
derived their sumptuary arts from Persia; the Hindoos have derived

theirs from northern Asia. As to Arab and Syrian art, there are

examples of doors, door -panelling, decorative -panelling, from

mosques in Cairo, window screens, and an entire room, which can
be studied in the Kensington Museum. There is a family likeness in

the general arrangement of rooms in most of these countries; and the

window-screens, composed of trellises of turned wood, belong to a

state of society in which the ladies of the family are kept in strict

seclusion. In India you see these screens made of pierced slabs of

marble in a variety of patterns quatrefoils, circles, squares, and so

on. They keep out the sun and admit the air, and the openings that

are covered with these screens have the character of wall panels,

richly wrought, full of repose, yet never dull in character. The light
and shade which these admit inside the walls are as varied and agree-
able as the chequered and subdued sunlight that reaches us through
trees and flowers in the open air.

How far Oriental furniture carving and woodwork are admissible

into modern houses is an interesting question ; chiefly, as it seems to

me, in such places as require screens or ventilators, and in the sides

and backs of divans, benches, garden scats, and the like. As for the

small Japanese window-blinds sold in London, they are miracles of

good workmanship, and perfectly calculated for the places they oc-

cupy. In India, broad verandahs or galleries round one side of the

house are necessities. We see them frequently in Italy, as e. g., the

famous loggie or open galleries round one side of the Vatican Palace,
and the Farnesina. In our climate the sun is rarely oppressive, and
screens to exclude the sun and admit the air are not so much in re-

quest. Still, screens are required in many places ; and turned or

pierced work, easily executed, though it has not much design, is sus-

ceptible of endless varieties of pattern.
Amidst materials so numerous of such different kinds, what shall

the student, the carver, the joiner, or the architect do ? Since

we are surrounded by splendid relics of the past, and are not invent-

ors, nor bound by recognized rules, we must try to get the past

mapped out in our minds. The great variety of chests, cabinets,

panels, and so on, that we meet with in museums, are all found, when
studied, to have been made under definite traditions. Moreover, va-

rious as the work of different dates, and the inventions of different

minds appear at first sight to be, this work has more in common than
it has of what is distinctive, though it is also true that every inven-

tive mind has its own character, and no two such minds are abso-

lutely alike. But it is the general obedience to laws which they all

held in common, and all take for granted, which leaves them other-

wise free to use their imagination within these acknowledged limit-.

with an inexhaustible fertility of invention. As for composing and

carving, let no one suppose that he will ever master universal knowl-

edge or skill. A designer, a carver, a workman will develop some
one talent. He may have a natural aptitude for proportion, or for

designing and carving graceful foliage, while the figure is up-hill
work to him. Another will do that admirably, while his acanthus
leaves will be arranged merely according to book, without grace or

feeling. Each must do bis best with such gifts of hand and eye as
he has. But though it is good to study all sorts of art, Italian, French,
English, the Mediaeval, Renaissance, Elizabethan and Oriental, as well

as Western, and on the whole to master the" ideas that underlie these

varieties of art; though it is good to study this wide field, such an ex-

tensive study can only be for those that can find time for it. All
such study is a gain, but to practice all these various kinds of carv-

ing is an impossibility. It is for the working artist to master the

rules, the ideas, and the good examples of that branch of the sump-
tuary arts to which his mind and his hand turn naturally. It is good
not to be ignorant of the ground that lies outside and beyond the
field of your chosen labors, but it is necessary to know and be famil-

iar with all that lies within it. To be great one must be thorough,
and to master one kind of artistic excellence, you must narrow your
field of study. There is no kind of genius that is universal.

The retrospect one takes of the art of wood sculpture, and of
that of furnishing rooms and houses, seems to show that sculpture
that is wood-carving decoration in actual tangible relief has in all

times been considered the best kind of decoration. The best artists

of the best times have decorated walls and houses with tangible and
durable ornamentation. There is a feeling of completeness, of hat-

itableness, even a sort of companionship in what is produced not by
the illusion of painting, or by mere splendor of precious material, but

by the constant play of light over actual relief on the work of the

sculptor. In proportion as his dramatic power has dwindled, ve-

ncerings and surface colors have, in most countries, taken the place
of solid reliefs. As to the skill, beauty and refinement of such fur-

niture as that of Boulle, Riesener, Gouthiere, and other marquetry
makers, I have already said how highly I appreciate them. But
these artists were giants in their way, and their work, though dura-
ble when well cared for, is much more liable to ruin than carved dec-
oration

;
nor do the broken pieces and fragments of it give us the sat-

isfaction we reap from panels, brackets, chest-fronts, and other relics

of times of good carving.
I have expressed my regret that carving in such large and costly

buildings as war-offices, foreign-offices, admiralties, and other na-
tional monuments of the architecture of our day, should not commem-
orate our skill as carvers in wood. If we economized some of the

thirty or forty coats of oil paint which the walls of oar public offices

will receive during their first five-and-lwenty years, and invested the

money in carved mouldings, door-heads, chimney-pieces and panel-
ling, would the treasury be a loser V

I do entertain some hopes of the architects of what is called the

Queen Anne style. I hope they will get ashamed of putty squeezes
and fanciful joinery, of which one sees a great deal too much, and
take to honest carving, however small the quantity, instead.

I have insisted on mouldings carved mouldings not to the exclu-
sion of carved panels, door pediments and porches, because many
kinds of designs can be applied to them, and because lines straight
lines have a sort of initial or fundamental value in decoration. The
front of a house, the side of a room, are marked out by straight lines

into their necessary proportions. These lines may be mouldings,
string-courses, or great masses like pilasters or columns. Doors, win-
dows and other openings we draw with straight lines. If we wish to

enrich even a drawing, the artist draws one or two lines round the

openings, to soften their edges. In actual doors and windows, fire-

places and the like, mouldings of various sizes and sectional shape,
are the lines by which we surround and soften off the edges of open-
ings which would be bald, harsh, and dull if left bare. Such borders
are real enrichments of the most legitimate kind, being tangible fea-

tures of our architecture. Mouldings, moreover, are simple in the

carvings they require ; they may be decorated by hands that are but

moderately skilled, and no other carving produces so broad and gn-
eral effect in proportion to the labor and cost expended on its exe-
cution.
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TALL CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION. 1 VII.

THE USE OF LIGHTNING-CONDUCTORS AND HOW TO USE THEM.

TlfHERE is no doubt that a great
J I amount of danger to life and prop-

erty of all kinds is attendant on light-

ning.storms. This was particularly made

apparent in previous years, before light-

ning-rods were applied and from the fact

that since the discovery of the lightning-

rod, and the beneficial results which were
soon found to follow, the matter of how
best to avert this source of danger has

engaged the attention of the Govern-
ments of all civilized States.

The most eminent scientific men have
been asked to instruct the several Gov-
ernments on this subject, and they all

agree that the lightning-rod of Franklin,
when properly applied, is a perfect safe-

guard to all kinds of structures against
the destructive effects of

lightning -storms. The in-

structions issued by the In-

spector-General of Fortifica-

tions (Great Britain), and
which have been adopted by
the American and other Gov-

ernments, are the most lucid

and comprehensive, and these

we found upon in the instruc

tions which follow.

The following are a sum-

mary of the rules which
should be observed in apply-

ing a conductor :

1st. That it should be continuous in all its parts.
2d. That it should be placed in close contact with the building,

or other object to be protected, and should on no account be in-

sulated by glass or earthenware.
3d. That it should be led several feet above the highest point of

the building.
4th. That all piping and metal on roofs should be connected with

it, and in a case where more than one conductor is required,

they should be all connected together, either above or below the

surface, the piping and other masses of metal in the line of prob-
able discharge being also connected.

5th. That it be properly connected with the earth, terminating in

a large metal surface and be sufficiently deep into it, according
to the degree of moisture in the soil, so as to secure the com-

plete dispersion of the lightning.
For ordinary small buildings one conductor will generally be suf-

ficient, say of not less than one-half inch diameter copper rope. It

should be erected at the end, the point rising at least two feet above
the chimney. A horizontal conductor should also be added along
the ridge. It should be fixed close to the buildings, and should have
no joints, if possible, in the whole of its course. Special attention

must be given to the chimneys in all buildings, because they are vir-

tually tubes lined with a carbonized conducting material, the more
so if there are fires below sending up a conducting column of warm
air. The warm air really invites a discharge from the cloud

; hence
it is that when lightning enters a house it is generally by the chimney.
For larger buildings a rod should be placed at each end, at inter-

vals of from twelve to fifteen yards along its length, the roof and

chimneys being protected as before. It is important to join any
metal on the roof with the conductor, or in the case of tiles, by run-

ning a length of rope along. Instances come to our knowledge where
the building is struck at some distance from the conductor. Recently
the gable of a church was struck, although a conductor was on the

spire. A building forty feet long should have two conductors, as a
rule

;
and if one hundred feet or more, three conductors. Larger and

more complicated buildings should be protected on similar principles,

having rods at each corner and rope along the ridge, all being prop-
erly connected with the earth. Separate

" earths
"
should be provided

for each, if necessary.
The War-Office Instructions have the following with reference to

powder-magazines :
" When large quantities of explosives are stored

in underground magazines, such as the main magazine of a fort, they
should be fitted with lightning-conductors on the same principles as

ordinary magazines above ground. The same rule holds good as re-

gards underground magazines situated on prominent points, the top of

a hill for example, under which circumstances like precautions should
be taken magazines of small extent underground need not, as a

rule, be provided with lightning-conductors. Casemated batteries of

modern construction, in which the magazines are distributed through-
out the basement story, must be provided with lightning-conductors.
The arrangement will vary with the plan and extent of the work, but
it will generally be convenient, to have one or two horizontal conduc-
tors on the parapet or terreplein, extending from end to end of the

battery, attached to vertical conductors connected with the earth.

1 A paper by E. M. Bancroft and F. J. Bancroft, read before the Civil and
Mechanical Engineers' Society. Continued from page 220, No. 515.

The flag-staff should have a conductor. An iron building is, of itself,

a good conductor, but where it is covered with non-conducting sub-

stances, such as asphalt and concrete, it is necessary to provide rods
or points projecting above the asphalt, and to have a proper connec-
tion with each."

Water-mains provide the best earth-connection, if conductors are

properly secured to them. In the absence of these, and where there
is no drain or well of water near, or where the soil is clay or rocky,
the conductors should be surrounded with a quantity of coke to in-

crease the contact, and salt should be applied so as to increase the
moisture.

When the conductor is in more than one length of rod or cable,
the joint, if with rod, should be soldered, and if cable, spliced care-

fully.
In applying lightning-conductors to churches, towers, monuments,

columns and general ornamental buildings and chimney-shafts and

portions of public works, to powder-magazines, etc., the same rules are

to be observed. The varying circumstances of each case require to

be studied the extent the several prominent parts above the roof,

preserving the outward appearance of the structure, etc. Generally
a more capacious conductor is fixed the metal work requires to be
more carefully joined, and in order to protect the outward amenity of

the structure, the conductor may require to be carried down through
the centre, as in the case of the Albert Memorial, in Hyde Park. In
all similar cases the lightning-conductor should form part of the orig-
inal plan of the structure.

The following, with regard to earth-connections, require to be ob-

served. The lower terminal of the conductor should end in a copper
plate, the large surface of which being necessary to facilitate the

thorough and more ready diffusion of the electricity. It should be led

into damp ground the presence of moisture being a favorable condi-

tion -or into a well, water-course or body of water, when practica-
ble. Shingle, sand or other light dry soil, or even vegetable soil when

dry, not being good earth-connection, the rod should be led through
these, and continue till water or a permanently damp soil is reached.
The conductor should be led into moist ground by means of a trough
extending to at'least eighteen inches below the surface, and in which
is a considerable length of metal the War Office recommends as

much as thirty feet of metal or a plate four feet square should be in

actual contact with the moist earth and in the case of very dry
sandy soil, the trench should be arranged to suit the circumstances,
and may extend from the foot of the conductor to distances of from
ten to forty yards, according to the amount of moisture and when

practicable a flow of water should be led from the down pipes of the

roof of the building over the ground in the vicinity of the earth-con-

nection, or into the trough just referred to.

With reference to the extent of metal required to be in actual con-

tact with the earth it must be borne in mind, that although the earth,
like the air, is a great reservoir of electricity it is not so good a con-

ductor of such as the metal which leads it from the cloud and it is

often found that when the electricity comes in contact with the earth,
it meets with comparatively greater resistance, and unless the condi-

tions are favorable, is with difficulty, dispersed.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.']

MEMORIAL ROOD-SCREEN, CHURCH OF THE REDEEMER, BRYN
MAWR, PA. MR. C. M. BUKNS, JR., ARCHITECT, PHILADEL-
PHIA, PA.

IIIS screen, erected to the memory of Charles Wheeler, of Phil-

adelphia, was constructed in the shop of Louis Koenig, in the

short space of three months. It is built upon a base of Indiana

oolite, pierced at regular intervals midway in its height to admit of the

insertion of roundels of Mexican onyx, which, with those in the gates
when they are closed carry the continuity all the way across. The
upper portion of this stone base is cabled and carved with deeply-cut

mouldings ;
the top of it, between the bases upon which the columns

rest, and on either side of the ridge-roll, is a triple ivy-leaf cresting.
From this base ten columns arise, six large and four small, the bases,

bandings, collars, and abaci of which are moulded in brass. The lower

portion of the columns is of hammered iron, having spiral bandings of

brass, between which are brazen bosses and running vine-work of ham-
mered and chased copper. Separating this from the upper part of

the columns, which are of copper, the four smaller ones being spirally

twisted, are bands, which show large ball-like bosses, set in cups, and
banded with chain and twisted mouldings. The capitals of the col-

umns are very elaborately wrought in conventional leaf-work of

twisted and hammered brass. Crowning the abaci of the capitals is

an octagonal coronet of brass, from which arise the arch-like bands
with their cabled mouldings. These are studded with many flowers,
each of which is pierced in the centre and has inserted therein a rock-

crystal, an oynx, an agate, or a heliotrope. These stones show

equally well on both sides of the screen, and, as many of them are

translucent, they produce, in connection with the east window, a play
and sparkle of color which cannot be fully expressed by mere words.
Above the arches run two heavy horizontal beams of wrought-iron,
on which| are to be seen the bolts and rivets of the construction

as forming a portion of the ornamentation. Between these beams
are elaborately

- wrought quatrefoils of hammered iron, set with
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semi-precious stones. Crowning this is a cresting of recurved ami spir-

ally-twisted Jieurt de lit of hammered iron, between which are triple

ivy leaves of beaten brass. Over the gate*, in which the same prin-

ciples are carried out as in the rest of the screen, is the main arch

with its surmounting gable. This is not, as in a noted English
screen, apparently attached to the main work, but forms an integral

part of it. The arch-like hands, as in the smaller arches, have their

cabled mouldings, and are studded with flowers having similar ccn-

tres. Between these brazen bands, for there are two of them, thrre

is an elaborate work of hammered and twisted iron, forming a wreath

of passion-flowers having rock-crystal centres. Carried up as a suj>-

port for the rood is the upper of the horizontal bars, between which

and the band of the arch, is a cinquefoil of delicately-wrought iron, in

the centre of which is a white stone of conspicuous beauty, in allusion

to Revelation ii. 17 : "To him that overcometh will I give to eat of

tlic hidden manna, and will give him a white stone, and in the stone

a new name written, which no man knoweth saving he that receiveth

it." The spandrels are filled with copper, spirally twisted and wrought
into flower and leaf work of equally fine execution. The crockets of

this gable arc roses with leaves and tendrils of spiral and twisted iron,

the centres of the flowers are onyx. Surmounting the larger columns

and bracing the beams are six seraphim, each one playing upon a dif-

ferent instrument. The heads and upper portions of the figures are

finely modelled. The wings covering the lower portion, and those

joining over the heads, forming lesser gables, are beautifully wrought
in hammered sheet-copper, similar to tliose attached to the figures of

the Scaliger monuments in Verona. Crowning the whole is the rood,
or cross, which is of brass in its centre, and at the extremity of its

arms are four medallions in repousse' copper. The central one is the

Pelican in her piety, those on the arms are two-third figures of the

Evangelists with their emblems. The screen is twenty feet wide and

twenty-two feet high.

HOUSES ON ST. NICHOLAS AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. MR. T. M.

CLARK, ARCHITECT, BOSTON, MASS.

THESE houses are remarkable for the thoroughness with which

they are ventilated. Each house has a large brick shaft, through
which runs a fire-clay pipe, serving as a flue to the kitchen range.
The shaft increases in size in each story in proportion to the addi-

tional volume of air to be conveyed away from that story, in accord-

ance with the system introduced by Mr. Henry A. Gouge of New
. York. All bath-rooms communicate directly with the shaft, so that

a constant current of air is made to pass through the bath-room into

the shaft. The corner house, of which floor plans are given, is larger
and more complex than the others, and has two exhaust-shafts, one
heated by the smoke-pipe of the range, and the other by the smoke-

pipe of one of the furnaces. A stove used for heating water, entering
the same pipe, takes the place of the furnace as an aid to the venti-

lation in summer. The shafts in this house are very large, the com-
bined sectional area of the two being over twenty feet at the roof.

To secure the full benefit of this large exhaust capacity in mild

weather, cold-air registers, connected directly with the fresh-air sup-

ply for the furnaces, are placed in the halls in such a position that

the current from them will mix with the warm current from an ad-

joining register. In the coldest weather, when the whole of the fresh-

air supply to the rooms must pass through the furnaces, the ventilat-

ing registers will be partially closed so as not to carry off the warm
air too rapidly. In each shaft is a copper pipe, so shaped as to give
as large a surface of contact with the flue-pipe as possible, which runs

to the roof, enlarging in each story. This pipe is the " sweet-air

vent "
for the plumbing work, every portion of which is ventilated

downwards, through the strainer or other opening by means of a pipe
carried to this sweet-air vent, in which a strong current is maintained

by the heat communicated from the flue. A large room in the cellar

is converted into a fresh-air chamber, the out-door air beini* intro-

duced through thin cloth, to exclude the dust, and from this chamber
air is carried under the cellar floor to both the furnaces, as well as

directly to the parlor, library, and halls in the two first stories, all

of which have cold fresh-air registers near the warm-air registers.

Special ventilation is also provided for the kitchen, by means of a

ten-inch round flue, opening under the hood of the range, which car-

ries off the fumes of the cooking.

MONUMENTAL CHURCH, RICHMOND, VA.

THIS church was erected on the site of the Richmond Theatre,
and commemorates the first of those ghastly catastrophes in this

country which have befallen the unsuspecting pleasure seeker. The
Richmond Theatre was burned in 1811, at the cost of sixty lives.

The ashes of the unfortunate victims were collected and placed in an

urn, which stands in front of the portico.

HOUSE AND DRUG STORE OF MR. I. H. MACK, CINCINNATI, O.

MESSRS. SMITH & FORBU8H, ARCHITECTS, CINCINNATI, O.

THE kitchen and laundry are in the basement. The first floor is

devoted to the store and dining-room. The second floor contains the

parlor, library, and three chambers witli bath. One room only is

finished in the attic. The building is built of oolitic limestone, from
the Bedford Indiana quarries, to the second-story window-sills, all

stone trimmings are of the same stone. From the sill up is built of

stock brick laid in red mortar. The finishing woodwork is of white-

pine throughout. The floor of the store is of tile of Italian marble
and red slate.

ST. PAUL'S CHURCH, RATCLIFFEBORO, 8. c.

As early as 1810, a congregation of Episcopalians, with the !! v.

William Percy as their pastor, ix-rfornied divine worship in the

Fnndi church, at the corner of Queen and Church Streete. By 1817

they had built St. Paul's church, and Dr. Percy was regularly in-

stalled as pastor. This is by far the largest Episcopal church in the

city. It has no pretension to ornament, but the interior is so large,
and so well suited to the solemn purpose for which it was built, that

it makr.- pleasing impression upon those who enter. Dr. Percy, the

first rector, was an Englishman, and retained, largely, English habits

and customs, lie always officiated in a full-bottomed wig, like the

dignitaries of the English church.

AS.SOCIA-UEPORTS ADOPTED BY THE WESTERN
TION OF ARCHITECTS.

DURING
the Second Annual Convention of the Western Associa-

tion of Architects at St. Louis November 18 and 19, the follow-

ing reports on the competition evil and on the establishment by
the State of a standard of Architectural attainment were discussed
and adopted :

COMPETITIONS.

Your committee on competition has the honor to report, viz. : That
in the prosecution of its labors it has diligently examined everything
accessible which has been published on the subject for nearly twenty
years. It has had frequent meetings and many consultations with
architects and others, and has exhausted all means within its reach
to make this report thorough, comprehensive and exact.

Though at first it was thought best to introduce a detailed review
of the work into the report, upon mature consideration it was deemed
unnecessary, because such a course would dilute without adding clear-

ness, and because we found no points not already familiar to every
one of you.
Your committee is profoundly convinced that in itself and its far-

reaching consequences, the subject of architectural competitions is

to-day the most serious question which confronts the profession, and
that its diligent consideration should take precedence of everything
else at our conventions, until a fairly satisfactory solution be reached.
While the practice remains uncontrolled, your committee believes
that little material progress can be made in the charter objects of
this association, viz. :

" To unite in fellowship the architects of the United States, to

combine their efforts to produce artistic, scientific and practical effi-

ciency in the profession, and to cultivate the study of kindred arts."

Were it not for competitions as they have been conducted, there is

no reason to doubt that architects would be easily united in mutual
efforts for advancement of themselves and the public.

Your committee would say, if it could, that competition can be

abolished, but the facts are against such a conclusion, and before

looking far into the subject, this thing became most evident, that in

spite of the advice, entreaty and reiterated warnings of all prominent
officials of the architectural associations, which are too numerous and

lengthy to lay before you and which are simply repetitions of the
same sad theme, in spite of confessions of architects generally, that

competition so-called is full of evil, still it flourishes and your commit-
tee is convinced that it cannot be abolished.

It is a practice which has for ages been more or less in vogue, and
has of late been a steadily-spreading custom, so that now scarcely a
notable building comes into professional hands, the architects of
which are not chosen in this way.
While we are all agreed that this custom is fraught with many

evils and is pregnant with danger, both to the architects and their

clients, still some of these evils are inherent in the very nature of

competition, while many more are not and may disappear in propor-
tion as the method of conducting them is more closely determined by
considerations of common-sense and fair play.

But with all these evils, both inherent and unnecessary, competi-
tion is a fixed fact of our unwritten polity, and we may as well

recognize it frankly and at once.

This premise has the deepest significance for our fortunes and
fame, because it means that the largest and costliest buildings, espe-
cially those of a public character, which are ornamental in a greater
degree than others, are most sure to be thus portioned out among
the architects.

There is no one of us who does not hope as much for honorable
fame in his profession as for the emolument arising from its practice,
and in these large buildings lie the opportunities. Since, therefore,
we cannot stop competitions, how are we to curb them to ensure a
fair, open and even field for talent and character in these, the great-
est chances of our lives?

If we are ambitious for ourselves and the times we live in, we can
no longer, as honorable men, supinely give up and weakly abstain, thus

relegating the greatest works to the foul hands of that professional
harpy, the competition architect.

It is plain that in taking up this matter this association must drop
the passive attitude and must go into action, and as we cannot pre-
vent competition, we must determine here aud now to rule it, with the
one view of ensuring to ourselves honesty of purpose, intelligence
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of criticism, and fair decision, promptly rendered by those having
them in charge.

Though your committee knows that it would be worse than tedious

to detail here all it has cpllected on competitions, it does feel that for

the sake of getting the subject well before you, every complaint we
have found should be briefly stated, in order that you may judge
whether the suggested cure covers all the cases. After sifting out all

repetition, the following points remain :

1. / was beaten by showy drawings.
2. A mean desiyn was chosen through intrigue.

3. A poor design mas selected through favoritism.
4. My design was premiated, but the committee would not pay me tin reg-

ular commission.

5. The jura, though honest, was incapable.
6. The jury, though intelligent, loas not honest.

7. The jury did not callfor drawings in good faith.
8. My competitors showed bad faith.
9. The committee requested competition only to obtain a desiynfor a favor-

ite to carry out.

10. The committee required guaranties that were unreasonable, after my
design was premiated.

11. The committee refused to employ me after premiating my design.
12. The committee " cribbed "from my design, though it was rejected in the

competition.
13. The committee accepted a design from a competitor whose drawings

were not made as required.
14. The committee accepted a design that could not be executed for the

sum named in its prospectus.
15. My competitors violated the code.

a. By sending more drawings.
b. By drawing to a different scale.

c. By using different colors on drawings.
d. By filling ilie description with sketches.

e. By having a number of drawings in another room for the com-

mittee to look at.

f. By not delivering the drawings in time.

g. By not sending in their drawings until after ours were in, and
had been seen by our competitors,

h. By personally lobbying
with the committee.

i. By running down their competitors,

j. By putting in alternative drawings,
k. By sending in a second set of drawings after he had seen mine.

1. By under-bidding on commissions,

m. By being both on the committee and among the competitors.

16. The committee did not give every one the same explanations and data.

17. The committee said one thing in private, and another in the printed

agreement with the competitors.
18. The competition was too large, and not enough chance for a busy man.

19. The committee would not pay any competitors except the premiated
architect.

20. Why did not the committee invite afew and pay them, and let the rest

go in at their own expense, if anxious to compete any way ?

21. The committee would not employ competent experts.
22. The committee would not give time enough to prepare adequate draw-

ings.

23. The committee allowed too much time, thus putting the premium on very
elaborate drawings, and necessarily increasing the cost to the competitors.

24. The committee desired too many and unnecessary drawings.
25. A competitor won by his gorgeous frames and drawings, and the bind-

ings of his written descriptions.
26. The committee would not let me see my competitors' designs, in order

to judge whether they were in accordance with the requirements or not.

27. The committee would not throw off the extra drawings that were not

according to the requirements.
28. The committee would not decide at the time agreed.
29. The committee threw out all designs in the competition, saying that

none of them were elected, and then refuse to award the prize.

30. The committee chose an architect totally incompetent to carry out his

design.
31. The committee let one of the competitors act as adviser.

32. The committee did not send back my design.
33. I would not go into competition unless the clerk had the power to exam-

ine the drawings, and throw out everything not in accordance with the re-

quirements, and unless the committee would agree not to lock at any others,

until after the decision was made.
34. After being elected architect, Ifound that the committee had not the

power to act.

35. The committee elected me, but afterwards threw out my design because

it was judged it would exceed in cost the sums named by them.

I did not object to this, but I did to their doing it without giving me a

chance to go into the matter with them, and show whether they or 1 were right
as to the total figures.

In other words, gentlemen, we have, as a class, been very success-

ful in diagnosis of the diseases which attack competition, and make
it unhealthy, but your committee has been able to find only two
classes of suggested cure proposed in any of the journals examined.

The first class summarizes thus : that competitions are bad at any
rate, and therefore every architect ought to avoid them, and this has

been repeated ad-nausceum.

The other class calls for us to obtain an agreement from all repu-
table architects not to compete except under a recognized code.

The last method is the one now being put into operation by the

leading architects of England, but time enough has not elapsed to

afford any evidence of its value. Nor does your committee believe

in it, as it has been tried so many times only to fail. Either of these

methods all alone by itself would do, if in the first case every member
of the profession would stay out of competitions, or if, in the second,

every one would adhere faithfully to a promise not to compete except

under a code. But we know that only a small number will stay out,

and equally well are we aware that none but very reputable archi-

tects can be long held to a merely informal promise, so by adopting
either of the above courses we only try what has been always a fail-

ure in the past.
Your committee is therefore of the opinion that although a written

restrictive agreement in regard to the code might have some tempo-

rary effect, still this only reaches ourselves and our own views as a

body, but fails to strike directly at the party who governs the whole

scheme and who must be reached.

In short, gentlemen, the architects as an individual, and architec-

tural associations as a whole, have faithfully tried every method
founded on governing the designer himself, and have failed.

Now let us try to govern the action of the seducer, who charms

away the unwary brother, though he knows the course leads to dis-

aster, and though he is bound by sacred promises to his fellow to

abstain.

Let us forsake these useless attempts, and confront the building
committeeman. If we can tame him, we are safe. He is our final

court of appeal, our Caesar, and to him must we look for justice.

Your committee, therefore, in order to reach him, recommends that

this association at once adopt a set of rules for governing competitions,
which rules shall form a code that shall be presented to and urged

upon all building committees, when a written request is presented for

such action by any member.
We recommend that the president and secretary shall have the

performance of this as part of their duties during the year they are

elected for. The code can of course be improved and perfected as

time goes on.

Now what can we expect from this course ? Hope says much, and

so does our desire, but judgment dictates that so great a work must

show only gradual movement at first, and that full success will not

attend the Tabors of the first year, but you should as wise men deter-

mine whether it is worth while, by picturing to yourself the worst

side or outcome, and here it is, in the judgment of your committee :

That in the first year we shall only obtain satisfaction in few

instances. But, gentlemen, these would be of enormous value on the

future practice of our profession.
It is an axiom that the Anglo-Saxon is governed by precedents,

and it therefore behooves us to establish such as will properly repre-
sent us in this most grave matter.

Your committee has formulated a code to lay before you, and hav-

ing done so, requests that you first vote on whether this method shall

be tried, and afterwards on the construction and terms of the code

itself, should the first vote pass.
And in order that nothing be left untried, your committee recom-

mends that in conjunction with this action a paper shall be drawn

and signed by all the members here present, that as individuals they
will abstain from and keep out of all competitions wherein the essen-

tial points of this code shall not have been adopted.
It was suggested in committee that a circular-letter to building-

committees be also prepared by you, to be used by the president and

secretary of the association, which should state our reasons for adopt-

ing the code, and containing a proper request for fair consideration.

It was ho'wever deemed better to leave this matter open, as no

form suggested was sufficiently elastic to cover all contingencies.

Your committee believes that every abuse known in the past has

its indicated cure in some paragraph of the code, and while it may
be defective as a whole, it effectually covers our rights as far as they
are known up to the present time.

Your committee suggests that only the essence of the code be

adopted, and that in the vote permission be accorded to improve the

diction and literary form of the document, where it is found to be

needed.
The code is written in letter form, to relieve it of the legal docu-

ment appearance, which of itself might make the paper obnoxious to

many who would otherwise adopt it.

CODE.

(To lie addressed by building-committees to architects.')

Mr. , Architect.

Dear Sir, The Board has determined to erect a building

for the following uses :

iHTlie Board lias appointed the undersigned a Building-committee, with

full power to select and contract with an architect.

The building is to be located

And must fulfill the following requirements, viz. :

The cost of the completed structure (not including architect's fees)

must not exceed
The Board is assured by the following well-known building experts

that the building can be completed for the above sum.

The committee hereby invites you to form one of architects

to compete for the position of architect, under the following agreement :

The committee has selected Mr. as its juryman, and you
are invited to meet the competitors on day to se-

lect your juryman at

Each design to consist of the following drawings all to be

presented in a uniform style of execution, and to a uniform scale.

All drawings and descriptions must be in at noon on the

(jay Of ]88 each set enclosed in a portfolio to be placed
in the hands of Mr. of No. Street, who has

been appointed the custodian, and who shall immediately there and

then open the portfolios in presence of the competitors, no one else to

be present ;
and he shall cull out every drawing or description in which
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is noted anything not in strict accordance with the above restrictions.

No competitor to be allowed to put in any alternative or extra draw-

ings, details or sketches.

The committee agrees that the selection of the best design, which

also shall carry with it the appointment of the designer, as architect of

the building shall rest in an expert jury, consisting of three members,
one of whom shall be selected by the competing architects, one by the

building-committee, and the third by the other two. The jurymen
shall all be expert architects, and not of the town where the building is

to be erected. The building committee agree to meet all expenses of

this jury.
The jury, publicly or privately, is not to look at any of the drawings

for this building other than those that shall be delivered by the custo-

dian, and which have been found to meet the exact requirements here-

inbefoiv set forth, and to base its decision strictly on the merits of the

designs so submitted.
The committee agrees that the jury shall be left perfectly free, and

that no preference or leaning of the committee, or any member of it,

shall be conveyed to any juryman publicly or privately, directly or in-

directly, till the decision of the jury has been reached and published.
The committee further agrees, when the competition has been de-

cided, to return each set of drawings except the one presented by the

successful architect ;
and further that no part of any rejected design,

that is original as to this competition, shall ever be used in the construc-

tion of the building, without the written consent of the designer thereof.

A written description of the building may accompany each set of draw-

ings, the same being presented or printed without any sketches inter-

spersed; and these descriptions shall pass through the custodian's hand

as above provided for drawings, and snail be subject to rejection if the

requirements are exceeded; and no other writings or descriptions
shall be considered by the jury in forming a judgment.

Before any design is finally premiated, the cost of a building shown

by it shall be determined by an assessor, who shall be under oath, and
who must be satisfactory to a majority of the competitors and the com-

mittee.

Should the assessor claim that a building cannot be erected accord-

ing to any given design for the sura mentioned, the designer thereof

shall be heard by the jury before throwing him out of competition on

this account. Should the jury than determine that the assessor is

right, they must throw out the design which is so shown to be too costly
and proceed to premiate another one of the architects in the competi-
tion. Cost of assessor and his expenses to be paid by the building-com-
mittee.

The jury shall not allow any personal conferences with any compet-
itor, either in public or in private, other than those proper consultations

to be held between the jury as a whole and the individual competitor,
for the purpose of receiving necessary explanations in regard to the

design.
Tho jury shall positively premiate one of the designs hereby called

for in this competition, and this judgment shall be final and conclusive,
the committee reserving the right to afterwards alter or change the one

chosen, if desired, but this last clause is not to be construed as revoking
what has been said above as to the cost of building from the design
when submitted to the jury.
The committee agrees that the permiating of a design by the jury

shall carry with it the appointment of its maker as architect of the

building, with the regular compensation as allowed by the schedule of

charges, adopted by the Western Association of Architects.

The decision of the jury shall be published on or before the day
of

Should any competitor seek any further information than that above

stated, the committee must send the answers to him and all others alike,

in order to keep each competitor on exactly the same basis as the rest

throughout the competition.
All who may come into the competition shall be subject to the same

rules as above.
No competitor shall serve on the jury in any capacity whatever, or

be allowed to give any advice in any matter relating to this competition.
Should the work not proceed within one year from date of the selec-

tion of the design, the premiated architect shall then be paid for what
he has already done up to that date, according to the schedule of

charges adopted by the Western Association of Architects, his design
in competition being ranked as full preliminary sketches. Whenever
the work shall proceed thereafter, the premiated architect shall still

be the architect having full charge as above mentioned.

Very respectfully submitted,

D. H. BURXHAM, Chairman,
C. E. ILLSLEY,
JOHN W. ROOT,
WILLIAM HOLLABIRD,
GEO. WOKTH.

Mr. lllslcy does not concur in statement that competition has al-

ways existed, and is ineradicable.

To THE MKMMKKS OF THE SECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION OF

THE WESTEUN ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS :

Gentlemen, It is the purpose of this, the first report of your Com-
mittee on Building Laws, to present' the outlines of the policy to be

pursued in dealing with the many demands made for legislation upon
subjects connected directly or indirectly with the practice of our

profession.
This policy should be founded primarily upon a recognition of the

identity of our individual interests with those of our profession at

large, and of the inter-dependence of the interests of our profession
and those of the communities and people among whom we live. Nor
should we lose sight of the fact, that the effects of ill-considered and

hasty legislation are among the heaviest burdens to which the people
of our country are compelled to submit.

When future legislation upon each subject is controlled and shaped

by those best qualified by their knowledge and experience of the sub-

ject, our statute books and the administration of our laws will

become the pride and glory, as they are now, in many respects, the

.hiime of our republic. When this time arrives, it will become the

duty and the privilege of our professional associations to aid our

legislators in formulating the statutes found necessary for the regula-
tion of the interests of the house-planning, house-building and house-

using part of our population.
We call ourselves the Western Association of Architects, and it is

our desire, by our corporate actions, to serve our fellow-citizens and
ourselves. We wish our fellow-citizens to concede that we possess

.superior knowledge in our profession, and to submit to our guidance
in all matters relating to their building interests. We call ourselves
architects ! By what right can we demand that our fellow-citizens

acknowledge our right to the title and grant that we possess that

superior knowledge of building matters which it implies? Is it not
the case that, while probably each of us is conscious of his qualifica-
tion to call himself a member of our profession, that the public know
us only as a body of business men, self-styled architects, who have by
their executed works demonstrated, at the risk of their clients, their

greater or less justification for assuming the title of architect?

Here, then, is the key-note of the situation. Let our first and fore-

most action be an intelligent and energetic effort to fix throughout
the States of the great West the legal status of the architect.

To-day we are the professional brethren of every one who may
paint the word architect after his name on his sign or print it on his

business card, unless the incompatibility of his qualifications and his

self-assumed title shall have become unmistakably demonstrated by
the most flagrant professional failures and blunders.

The injury to ourselves arising from this state of affairs, though
great, is trilling when compared with the constant menace to safety
of life and limb, to health and to finances, to which every one who is

about to build, or about to occupy a structure already built, is sub-

jected from this cause. This matter cannot be left to the operation
of the law of natural selection and survival of the fittest. While the

fittest will undoubtedly survive, danger to occupants of buildings and
even to passers-by on the street will lurk in the structures reared by
the unfit under the auspices of clients who have come to them in igno-
rance as to their unfitness, and deceived by their title, or who have
been lured by cupidity or a misplaced spirit of economy.
The public have the right to demand from us protection against

professional charlatanism. This can be secured by a State regulation
of the practice of architecture. Let no man be permitted to prac-
tice architecture without a license from a competent State tribunal,
and let the condition of the granting of this license be that the

applicant shall have successfully passed such examination as this tri-

bunal may find expedient for determining his qualification for his

professional work, or that in the case of persons already in the prac-
tice of architecture, their capability shall have been determined ly
the successful erection of buildings of such character as may seem to

constitute a sufficient test. We submit herewith the draft of a stat-

ute, the passage and enforcement of w,hich by each of our Western
States will protect the public, will add to the dignity of our profes-
sion, and give to our own association and to our various State asso-

ciations a standing equal to that of the various legal and medical
associations.

A BILL FOR THK PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC.

Be it enacted by the People of the State of represented in General

1. That every person practising the profession of architecture within
the limits of this State shall secure a license or diploma under the pro-
vision of this act.

2. The Governor of this State shall within from the passage of
this act appoint a Board of Examiners, to be composed of five mem-
bers, one of whom shall be a member of the faculty of the

,
and

the others, who shall have been engaged in the honorable practice of
architecture at least ten years, shall be so selected, that as nearly as

possible, the different sections of the State shall be represented. The
term of office of the members of said Board shall be for one, two, three,
four and five years respectively, and the successors of each member
shall be appointed for a term of five years.

3. Said Board of Examiners shall organize within three months from
the passage of this Act, and shall procure a seal and books of record, in

which all proceedings of said Board shall be kept. Said records
shall be kept in the archives of the Secretary of State, and the Board shall
have the power to administer oaths, solicit and receive testimony on all

matters relating to its duties. Said Board shall hold its meetings at the
State Capital at such times as it may select, and due notice shall be

published of the time and place of all meetings of the Board.
4. Said Board of Examiners shall receive applications for diplomas

or licenses and act upon them as follows : First The names of all who
are at the time of the passage of this Act engaged in the practice of
architecture and who may apply in writing to the Board for license or

diploma, are to be published in a newspaper published at their respec-
tive places of residence, and if, at a meeting of the Board, no objection
is made to the granting of license or diploma to those whose names
have been so published, at least thirty days preceding the date of said

meeting, the Board shall issue to each of said persons a diploma or li-

cense to practise architecture within the limits of the State, without
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subjecting them to any examination. But if objection is made by one

or more of liis former clients to the issue of a license or diploma to any

applicant for the same, then the Board shall give the parties a hearing,

and if, in the judgment of the Board, the charges made are substanti-

ated and of such nature as to demonstrate the incapacity or unfitness

of the candidate for the duties and responsibilities of an architect, no

license or diploma shall be issued to him ; .but such applicants shall not

be debarred from seeking for and receiving a license under the rules

for examinations hereinafter provided.
5. The Board shall examine all applicants for licenses or diplomas who

comply with the following conditions, viz. : (A.) All who are engaged
in the practice of architecture at the time of the passage of this act,

even if they have been rejected under the provisions of the preceding
section of this act. (B.) Any graduate of a university, scientific school,

technical college, or training school, and who shall have served for a

term of three years after his graduation as a pupil or apprentice of

an architect in good standing, (c.) Any competing builder who has

served for a term of one year in the office of an architect in good stand-

ing. (D.) Any one who has been for six years in the employ or under

the tuition of an architect of good standing, two years of which

period may also have been served in the employ of a builder in good

standing.
6. All examinations shall be made directly by the Board and shall

extend over the entire field of the construction of buildings, with

special reference to a test of the knowledge of the candidate of the

strength of materials and of his ability to make practical application of

such knowledge in the ordinary professional work of the architect, and

should also seek to determine his knowledge of the laws of sanitation

as applied to buildings.
7. The Board shall also issue license or diploma to anyone presenting

a diploma from the Board of Examiners of Architects of any other

State, without subjecting him to any examination.

8. If any architect be accused of gross carelessness or recklessness

in the discharge of his duties, and after giving due hearing to the ac-

cused and his accusers, the Board shall find him guilty of such offence,

his license may be temporarily withdrawn or entirely revoked, as may
seem proportionate to the gravity of the offence.

9. The fee to be paid for a license or diploma shall be twenty-five

dollars where such diploma is granted without examination, and fifty

dollars where it is granted in connection with an examination. These

fees are to be paid into the treasury of the State.

10. The members of said Board shall serve without compensation,
but their actual expenses shall be paid out of the State Treasury Gen-

eral Fund. They shall be empowered to employ a clerk and steno-

grapher during their sessions at a salary of not more than

dollars per day while employed in the service of said Board.

11. Any person who shall be engaged in the planning or supervision
of the erection of buildings shall be regarded as an architect under the

provisions of this Act, and shall be held to comply witli the same, but

nothing contained in this act shall prevent the student or an employee
of those lawfully practising as architects under license from said Board,
from acting under instruction or supervision of their employers.

13. Any person practising architecture in this State without comply-

ing with the provisions of this act, shall be punished by a fine of not

less than fifty, and not more than five hundred dollars for each and

every offence, to be paid into the State Treasury, but the penalties of

this Act shall not apply until six months after the passage of this Act.

We recommend that each of our component State associations

begin at as early a date as practicable to urge upon the individual

members of our State Legislatures the importance of the passage of

this act, and premising upon the probability of its successful adop-

tion, we urge that we unite in an effort to make as high as possible

the standard of qualifications of the architects as required by the

statute. The more severe the test, the greater the honor, the greater

the esteem in which we will be held individually and collectively by
those whose building interests it is our desire to control. And while

the law providing for this test of our qualifications will neither abol-

ish the operations of the law of natural selection nor prevent the rise

and survival of the fittest, we will have the assurance that even the

weakest of our professional associates will be worthy of our consider-

ation, and the public will have the guaranty that even the less fit are

possessed of some qualification for the work that may be entrusted

to them.

IRON STAINS ON GRANITE.

PORT DEPOSIT, MD., November 23, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, I am building a residence of gray granite, rock face, and

my masons in cleaning down the walls preparatory to pointing, used

muriatic acid to remove the lime stains from the face of the building
stone where mortar had dropped. Unfortunately they used the acid

from a tin vessel, and did not discover the fact that the acid had
eaten the tin surface from the vessel, and was rapidly being charged
with iron, until considerable surface had been gone over, and iron

stains was apparent wherever the acid had been used. The stained

surface was again gone over with the same acid, and sponged off

with clear water, which apparently removed the stain, but when
rained upon and after drying out the stains reappeared as badly as

ever. Can you tell me how to remove the stains? If so, you will

greatly oblige a SUBSCRIBER.

[THIS looks like a serious case. Muriatic acid will sometime bring out
iron stains from particles in the stone itself which under ordinary weather-

ing would never give trouble. We should advise trying a thorough washing
with a strong solution of oxalic acid. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

TESTS OF HAND-GRENADES AT THE NOVELTIES
EXHIBITION.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., November 21, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMKRICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, In view of your remarks last week relative to the

merits of hand-grenades and similar appliances for extinguishing fires,

your readers may be interested in the results which attended some

very fair, tests, which were made at the Novelties Exhibition, re-

cently held under the auspices of the Franklin Institute in this city.
The tests were conducted by the Superintendent of the Fire Pa-

trol of Philadelphia, who insisted upon having the conditions as

nearly as possible like those which actually attend incipient fires, the

only class, of course, over which it is claimed that such limited appli-
ances have any control. I say as "

nearly as possible
"
because the

make-believe fire in an open lot has after all the very great advan-

tage of getting rid of its smoke, which every fireman knows to be
about the most serious obstacle he has to encounter.

All that was insisted upon was that the fires should be about as

hot as incipient fires really are, and no hotter.

Of course the exhibitors came well provided with tar-barrels and
oil-cans, and laughed at first at the idea of any test performed with-

out these time-honored auxiliaries, but the tests were made without
them all the same, and failed one after another as each was tried.

Only one exhibitor was spared the humiliation of seeing the smoul-

dering fire still smoulder on when he had done his best to stop it, and
that was the one who declined the test, saying with delightful frank-
ness that he wasn't going to let the Franklin Institute make a
fool of him.

What you say about the desirableness of having something, even
this little, at hand in case of accident is just and to the point, and
there is little doubt that the manufacturers of these extinguishers
will continue to prosper and to be of use, but there can be no harm
in knowing just where the truth lies, after all.

Yours very truly, L. W. MILLER.

POUND-FOOT vs. POUND-YARD.
PHCENIXVILLB, PA., November 27, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sir, In reply to the question of Mr. A. D. Ottewell in your
issue of November 21st, concerning the use of a pound-yard standard

by American rolling-mills for expressing the weight of shape-iron, it

may be said that this is done because of the convenient decimal rela-

tion that exists between the sectional area of any bar in square inches
and the weight of the same bar or shape in pounds per yard. Ten
times the area in square inches denotes the weight in pounds per
lineal yard. This is a matter of convenience to the engineer or

architect who employs the inch unit of sectional area in designing
structures to meet a given set of strains which have been determined

by calculation. The elastic limit and safe load of iron or steel in

construction are always observed in experiments and described in

specifications by reduction to a unit strain of so many pounds per
square inch of sectional area, and, the strains upon the several mem-
bers of any structure having been ascertained, it becomes an easy
matter to state the proper areas of these members in square inches.

Then the weights of these parts of the structure, or of the whole
structure, may be obtained quickly and accurately by a simple con-
version of inches into pounds per yard.
Thus the use of the inch unit and the pound-yard standard adopted

by most of our American rolling-mills has been the result of experi-
ence in the endeavor to combine celerity and accuracy with a mini-

*

mum amount of calculation. Very truly, AMORY COFFIN.

THE SCHEDULE OF FEES RECOMMENDED BY THE
A. I. A.

BIRMINGHAM, Ala., November 20, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Will you please inform us, through the AMERICAN
ARCHITECT, the date of the paper which contained the list of archi-

tects' fees adopted by the A. I. A. ?

Yours respectfully, O. MARBLE & SONS.

[The revised schedule was published December 27, 1884. EDS. AMERI-
CAN ARCHITECT.]

THE STONE-SAWING MACHINE.
PHILADELPHIA, November 14, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, In the AMERICAN ARCHITECT of November 7, I

read an account of a new saw for the quarrying and cutting of hard
stone. You also spoke of an article written some months ago. I

remember the article, but not the date of paper. Would it be ask-

ing too much to inquire of you in what paper (date) it was published,
and where I could get a more exhaustive description of it, with a

view to getting a machine. Any expense for the getting of the in-

formation will be gladly paid by me. Hoping to hear from you, I re-

main, Yours truly, ROBERT A. KEASBEY.

[See the American Architect for May 10, 1884. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHI-
TECT.]
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A PRELIMINARY PROSPECTUS.
WE believe that preparations have been made which assure to subscribers to the American Architect for 1 886 a peculiarly

well-balanced and readable journal.

It is not possible to cover during a single year all the branches of art, science, and literature which interest the profession ;

we have, therefore, selected for treatment during the coming year the following topics :

' The Processes of Mural Painting," an illustrated series of papers by Frederic Crowninshield, artist,

will appeal to those interested in the arts of interior decoration.

" The Science of Building Construction," a series of papers by Louis De Coppet Berg, architect,

being the work of a practisiug architect and not that of a mere book-maker or theorist, will be unquestionably acceptable
to the younger men, at least. Mr. Berg, aiming to make his work of the greatest value to the largest number, will

confine himself in his .mathematical demonstrations to the use of arithmetic, algebra and plane geometry. In short, these

papers may be expected to be in the highest sense practical.

"The Laws affecting the Practice of the Architect," by T. M. Clark, architect, which will not

begin to appear before the last half of the year, will, we believe, form that compendium of laws affecting the practice

of the architect in this country and that digest of leading cases under these laws, the present want of which is so

serious a hindrance to an architect's understanding his own position as regards his clients and his contractors.

"Ancient and Modern Light-Houses." a series of illustrated papers, by Major D. P. Heap, Secretary

of the Light-House Board, besides their value from an historical point of view, will have a very real interest to a

profession which has so often to deal with delicate and unusual conditions affecting the stability of foundations and

the construction of lofty towers. There is so much of romance attaching to all that relates to storm and shipwreck, that

we believe even lay-readers will find enough of anecdotic interest in these papers to hold their attention.

" The Water Supply of Buildings," a series of illustrated papers, by John Pickering Putnam, architect,

will serve to indicate that the interests of sanitation will not be neglected.

" Strolls about Mexico." by Sylvester Baxter, will for some time longer do much to enlighten us as to the

architecture and style of life to be found in our sister republic. These papers will, as in the past, be illustrated.

"Notes of Travel," illustrated and unillustrated, by C. H. Blackall, architect, and other tourists, professional

and unprofessional, will keep our readers fairly posted as to what may be seen and heard away from home.

" The Legendary Art of the Zunis," is only mentioned as the subject of a possible series of papers, whose

appearance will depend on the health of Mr. Frank E. Cushing, the well-known explorer, who has expressed a desire

to prepare some account of the art of his interesting co-religionists.

"Early Settler Memorials." a very fully illustrated series of papers, by Truman H. Bartlett, sculptor, will

discuss the work of some of the most noted American as compared with that of European sculptors.

We feel that subscribers may resf assured that within the ribs of the skeleton we here dangle before their eyes will

be found many other things of professional interest and value.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
Where so much depends on the interest that the best designers take in making contributions, it is difficult to make any

very definite promises. Perhaps the best thing to say is that we are very far from feeling that our illustrations in the past

cannot be improved upon by those of the future, and that so far as diligence and endeavor on our own part or on the part

of our draughtsmen go, no effort will be spared to increase the quality of the illustrations which to many are the

most important part of the journal.

We can, however, promise to subscribers to the

GELATINE EDITION.
that they will receive without extra cost twice the number of gelatine plates than were promised them last year;

and we may be allowed, perhaps, to suggest a measure of the value of our promises by pointing to the fact that subscribers

to this edition have received more gelatine plates this year than they were originally promised.

BUILDING NEWS.
Out of regard for the interests of a large number of subscribers there will be published during 1886, a mid-week

supplement, devoted to the dissemination of information concerning new^ building enterprises. This supplement, small at

first, as it makes its appearance in the slack season, will be enlarged as the advance of the building season may require.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
'Keported for The American Architect and Building Newe

\_Altlwugh a targe portion of the building intelligence
(.. provided by their regular correspondents, the editor*

greatly desire to receive voluntary information, cspe-
ci<rll>/f-om the smaller and outlying tovmt.]

TRADE SURVEYS.

THE vigor in the building trades is exhibited in
the larger than usual number of permits that have
been issued in six or seven of the larger cities be-
tween Boston and St. Louis, during the past week
or ten days. The activity is general. Even as far
west as Chicago and St. Louis, an unusually large
number of permits have been issued for residences,
shop buildings, public buildings and warehouses.
The same activity is observable in a large number
of the smaller towns in Indiana, Illinois, Michigan,
Missouri and two or three other adjoining States.
The abundant crops have something to do with this

activity. The advance in wheat, and the probabil-
ity of a further advance for the leading products of
that great section, account no doubt, for much of
the activity which exists, and for the confidence
which is found to prevail throughout that rich sec-

tion. The same influences are at work in other
sections, though not to such a marked degree.
Even pessimists must admit that the material upon
which they are accustomed to erect the foundation
of their doubts is scarce. A review of the building
operations in the Western States particularly shows
that enterprise is taking hold of opportunities with

vigor and confidence, and that capital is flowing
into localities, which it has heretofore avoided, ex-

cept under strong invitation. The low price of

money and high price of wheat; the low rate? of

transportation and cheapness of desirable agricul-
tural lands; the comparative cheapness of valuable
mineral lands; the relative small capital that is

necessary to develop mineral tracts are all inviting

capital, enterprise and skill into the West, and this

migration of energies is likely to be stimulated

during spring and winter rather than retarded. It

is a very general statement to say that a great
many large manufacturing companies have been

recently organized in those States, but nothing else

can present the facts as they exist, excepting a
detailed statement of companies, purposes, and
amounts of capital to be used. The railroad inter-

ests in the West and Northwest come first in im-

portance. Investors in Boston and New York are

taking fresh and special interest in a number of new
railway enterprises in the territory between Ohio
and the extreme Northwest. Well-informed rail-

road builders and promoters of railway enterprises
have been consulted with reference to the probable
railway construction in that region for the coming
year, and express the opinion that no less than four
or five thousand miles of road will be begun at

least, if not completed during the coming season.

High lumber authorities in Chicago, Detroit and in

Michigan regions are preparing to cut more timber
this year than last, some of them on the assurance
that their material will be wanted. Conservative
authorities are quietly advising against this course,
and the lumbermen argue that the present activity
is simply a spurt, and that true wisdom warrants
them in going slowly, lest the present healthful

upward tendency of prices be arrested. The timber
men however feel safe in preparing for the heavy
cut, and will make it.

Another very important matter, indirectly affect-

ing the building interests is that of cheaper fuel.
A large amount of money is being invested in oil-

producing territory, and even as far as Leaven-
worth, Kansas, boring is being prosecuted, and
schemes for boring are being developed with a
view of testing the existence of natural gas, in re-

gions where heretofore its existence has not been,

suspected. The importance of natural gas in our
industries is not fully appreciated, because even
experts are undecided, as to the extent of the avail-
able natural-gas field, or the cost at which it can
be used excepting at points quite near the wells.
Several long pipe lines are projected. Manufactu-
rers generally are encouraging the construction of

pipe lines, and are desirous of using this new fuel in

preference to coal. The advantages likely to ac-
crue to Western Pennsylvania manufacturing in-
terests naturally threaten other competing inter-

ests, and therefore manufacturers everywhere are
anxious to avail themselves of like facilities if they
are within their reach. It is probable the natural
gas regions are much more extensive than they are
now believed to be, but whether a sufficient supplj
can be found to affect our manufacturing interest!
in a general way, is a question which may well be
doubted. Experts and capitalists are studying thi
entire question with great diligence.
The building interests of the country at largi

are likely to be benefitted much by the expansion o
building and loan associations. This popular sys
tern has been well tested in New England, Pennsyl
vania and New York, and has, within recent year
been introduced in the Western States, where it i

meeting with special favor, particularly in manu

factnring districts, and among people of limited
means. The building and loan associations of

Chicago and St. Louis are quite prosperous. Me-
chanics, and even middle-class people (for the want
of a better name), are adopting this method of

securing themselves homes with avidity, and the
associations in Illinois and Missouri, according to
some recent returns, are well sustained, and, by the

good management they are receiving, are giving
evidence of their usefulness in stimulating econ-
omic habits. Architects in those States report a
reat deal of building of this character for the com-
ng year. In several large cities throughout the
West property-owners are stimulating building ac-

ivity by inducing the municipal authorities to lay
ut streets in new sections, and guarantee pave-

ment construction.
It is unnecessary to go far from home to dis-

over evidences of vitality in building operations.
Throughout the Middle States very little, if any,
essation is observable. In the city of Philadel-
>hia more permits were taken out in November
han in October. In New York city a vast amount
f building activity has been developed within a
ew days, and, according to the statements of some
irchitects there, the winter will be an exception-
ally active one. One secret and cause of this is, no
doubt, the ability of large blocks of capital to find
irofitable employment in other avenues. The re-

:ent activity in stocks, to which financial journals
lave called attention as evidences of coming activ-

ty, was the outcome of the operations of the small

irmy of outsiders who were anxious to grow rich

rapidly through stock operations. But the day of

ortune-making in this way, if not gone forever, is

casting its lengthening shadows eastward. Legiti-
mate operations may be the rule of the future

;

wild speculation has had its day ;
the accumula-

.ion of capital must find employment in small sums
under the supervision of practical men for general
reproductive purposes.
The iron and steel making industries are in a

lealthy condition. The lumber interests are com-
)laining less of extremely low prices. The sup-
)ly of wood of all kinds is abundant. Southern
umbermen are preparing for a heavier cut and a
leavier shipment upon the opening of spring.

A
arge amount of lumber territory in the interior is

ikely soon to be developed. Within a short time,
_t may be mentioned by way of illustration, that
three large tracts of land, covered with hard woods
and underlaid with coal and ore, have been offered
'or sale one of twenty thousand acres, one of

forty thousand acres, and another of one hundred
and twenty thousand acres all of which are of-

fered at a price ranging from $4.00 to 810.00 per
acre. Much more land will shortly be offered, as

ailroad-building brings it within reach of mar-
kets. Manufacturers of building-material are pre-
paring for a more active year. Builders of brick-

naking machinery, wood-working machinery, the
makers of engines and elevators, and a long list

of mechanical appliances, are now busy on orders
[or machinery and appliances, for delivery between
January and April.

BUILDING PATENTS

Printed specifications of anypatents here mentioned.
ether iri/h full detail illustrations, may be obtained
the Commissioner of Patents, at H'ashinyton, /

vntii-tire cents.\

330.865. ELEVATOR-HOISTINGI DEVICE. Ruben B.
Ayres, St. Louis, Mo.

330.866. WEATHER-STRIP. John Y. Bassell, Lees-
burg, Va.

330,870. TRAVELLING DERRICK. Henry Case,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
330,883. CHIMNEY-COWL AND VENTILATOR. Geo.

Fischer, Quincy, 111.

330,903. COMBINED ANNUNCIATOR AND ALABM.
Frank E. Kingman, New York, N. r.

330,908. SHUTTLE-PLANER. Lodowick Leeds, New
London, Conn.

330,915-917. METALLIC CEILING. Albert Northrop,
Pittsburg, Pa.
330,942. BURGLAR-ALARM. Benjamin T. Trimmer,

West Bloomfleld, N. Y.
330,953. BRICK-MACHINE. Abel B. Woodward

Nashville, Tenn.
330,957. GLASS OR VITBEOUS FACING FOR BRICK

FRONTS. William Buttler, Pittsburg, Pa.
330.965. APPARATUS FOR PROTECTING WINDOWS
Eugen Diez, Weinsberg, Germany.
330.966. FOLDING GATE AND WINDOW-GUARD.

Crowel M. Dissosway, Philadelphia, Pa.
330,969. FURNACE. - Patrick V. Dwyer, St. Paul

Miun.
330,971. SHINGLE OR ROOF BBACKET. Edwin R

Elmer, Buckland, Mass.
331.005. WINDOW -FASTENER. Frederick Sahr

Martinsville, N. Y.
331.006. EABTH-AUGER BLADE. Anthony Schulte

St. Louis, Mo.
331,025. HOT-AIR FUBNACE. Charles M. Baxter

Lebanon, N. H.
331,041. SASH-FASTENER. Franklin T. Davis, Mt

Vernon, N. Y.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.
Baltimore.

INSURANCE BUILDING. Chas. E. Cassell, architect
has prepared plans for the Old Town Fire Insurauct
Co., for a three-*t'y marble front building, 20' i 80'

to be erected on Gay St., w Exeter St., to cost, $10.-
000; Fred'k Decker, contractor.

DWELLINGS. A. S. Abell, Esq., is to have erected a
block of 3 three-st'y basement and attic marble front
dwells., on lot 60' x GO' on Charles St., and a block
of 4 dwells, on lot 60' x 65', on Boundary Ave.; from
designs by Chas. E: Cassell, architect.
Conrad Kurtz, Esq., is to have erected 2 three-

st'y brick and Belleville stone buildings, cor. Mul-
berry and Greene Sts., on lot 30' x 60'; from plans
by Chas. E. Cassell, architect; L. C. McCusker,
builder.

BUILDING PERMITS. Since] our last report six-
teen permits have been granted, the more impor-
tant of which are the following:
Reinle Bros., four-st'y brick building, 43' x 96', s w

cor. Stockholm and Warner Sts.
J. Frjyik Griffin, 28 two-st'y brick buildings, w s

Woodyear Alley, bet. McHenry and Ramsay Sts.
W. M. Warfield, 2 two-st'y brick buildings, w s

Gilmorst., and 2 two-st'y brick buildings, e s Vin-
cent Alley, bet. Ramsey and McHenry Sts.
Gail & Ax, six-st'y brick building, s e cor. Charles

and Barre Sts.
C. Taylor Jenkins, three-st'y brick building, w s

North St., n Pleasant St.
Jas. McCreery, six-st'y brick building, s w cor.

Gorman and Sharp Sts.

Benj. C. Bayne, 5 tliree-st'y brick buildings, w s

Caroline St., com. n w cor. Oliver St.; and 6 two-st'y
brick buildings, n s Oliver St., w Caroline St.

Henry and Jas. Schoene, 2 two-st'y brick build-
ing, s s West St., bet. Light and Charles Sis.

.Boston.
BUILDING PERMITS. Wood. Litchfteld St., near Co-
lumbia St.. stable, 22' x 22' G"; owner, S. B. Pierce;
builders, D. Arcy & Robbins.
Tremont St., Xo. 1572, dwell., 23' x 40'; owner,

Miss Alice Butler; builder, Win. Tobin.
Eliott St., No. 46, dwell., 36' 10'' x 44' 10"; owner,

F. S. Small; builders, Holmes Bros.
Centre St., near Eliott St., manufactory, 52' x 54';

owner, Jonas Barnard; builder, D. H. Barnard.
Vale St., No. 31, storage, 19' x 30'

; owners, Deni-
son Tag M'f'g Co.; builder, G. E. Sawyer.

Ouilford St., near Gordon St., dwell., 20' x 26';
owner. H. Baldwin; builder, J. A. Vickery.

Ouilford St., near Saunders St., dwell., 20' x 26';

owner, H. Baldwin; builder, J. A. Viokery.
Melville Ave.. near Allston St., dwell., 30' x 36';

owner and builder, A. H. Vinal.
Meriden St., A

T
o. 417, dwell., 20' x 48'; owner, W.

L. Sturtevant; builder, Charles E. Day.
Chicago.

BUILDING PERMITS. W. D. Kerfoot & Co., 4 two-
st'y dwells., Robey St.; cost, 810,000.
Woman's Hospital, two-Bt'y hospital, 3152-3158

Rhodes Ave.; cost, $25,000.
Kraus & Meyer, 3 three-st'y stores and flats, 320-

326 West Twelfth St.; cost, $37,500.
M. Alber, two-et'y dwell., 415 Twenty-fifth St.;

cost, 84.000.
G. A. Springer, two-st'y addition, cor. State and

Randolph Sts.; cost, $6,000.
N. D. Frazer, two-Bt'y addition, 496 West Adams

St.; cost, lo,ooo.
R. B. Moore, two-st'y flats, 1195 West Adams St.;

cost, $3,000.
C. H. Jordan, three-st'y store and dwell., 339 Mil-

waukee Ave.; cost, $6,000.
J. T. Dale, seven-st'y store and office, 308-316 Dear-

born St.; cost, $80,000.
G. W. Smith, five-st'y store, 192-194 Michigan St.;

cost, $24,000.
C. W. Breaga, two-st'y dwell., 2816 Michigan Ave.;

cost, $40,000.
J. S. Kirk & Co., one-st'y addition, 350-360 North

Water St.; cost, $K,000.

Chicago Coffin Co., one-st'y addition, 119 DeKoven
St.; cost, $2,5(K>.

J. Waller, three-st'y store and dwell., 144 Thirty-
fifth St.; cost, 7,000.

Kansas City, Mo.
BUILDING PERMITS. J. F. Marks, frame business
building, 1013 East Eighteenth St.; cost, $6,000.

Jas. McCullom, frame house, Wabash Ave.; cost,
$8,500.

S. Strummell, brick business and tenement block,
East Ninth and Brooklyn Sts.; cost, $7,000.
H. B. Prndden, brick house, Thirteenth and

Penn Sts.; cost, $8,000.
J. W. Keefer, brick house, 1509 Penn St.; cost,

$7,000.
A. M. Sills, brick bouse, Tracy Ave.; cost, $3,500.
R. S. Damon, business building, 601 Walnut St.;

cost, $3,500.
New York.

BANK-BUILDING. Nos. 34 and 36 Wall Street are
being torn down, and a handsome building, 53' x 100'
is to be erected by the Gallatin Bank and Messrs.
Adrian Iselin & Co. It is understood that the plans
of Mr. Geo. B. Post have been accepted.

CHURCHES. The Mount Morris Baptist Church pro-
poses to build a new structure on the w a or Fifth
Ave., near One Hundred and Twenty-sixth St., to
cost about $60,000.
The Central Presbyterian Church will erect a

church, 25' x 80', on the s s of Fifty-seventh St., 250'
w of Ninth Ave., to cost $14,000, from plans of Mr.
S. A. Warner.

STORE. A flve-st'y stone building, 37' x 80', is to be
built at Nos. 22 and 24 Lispenard St., for Mr. G.
Manley, to cost $30,000.

FLAT. On One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St., n 8,
between Sixth and Seventh Aves., five-st'y brown-
stone flat and store, 50' x 82', is to be built for Mr.
W. B. Donihee, from plans of Mr. John G. Prague.

BUILDING PERMITS. [Vest Fifty-eighth St., Nn. 347,
flve-st'y brick building brick and brown-stone front,
flat tin roof; cost, $30,000; owner, Wm. Loughran,
424 West Forty-sixth St.; architect, Robert W. Tuf-
fenberg,308 West One Hundred and Twenty-seventh
St.
Morton St., n w cor. Bedford St., flve-st'y brick

tenement, flat tin roof; cost, $15,000; owner, John
Jotten, 240 Forty-ninth St.; architect, Geo. Reister,
347 West Forty-third St.
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TIFIIE Supervising Architect of the Treasury Department
^ has made a contribution to the discussion on the best way

of directing the construction of public buildings which is

worthy of careful consideration. In his opinion, as expressed
in his report to the Secretary of the Treasury, the general con-

trol of the Government building work should be vested in a

Board, consisting of the Secretary of the Treasury, who should
be Chairman ex-officio, the Supervising Architect, and three

other experts, one of whom should be a sanitary engineer, skill-

ful also in heating and ventilation, the second a master-builder,

and the third an architect of ability and experience, who should
also act in place of the Supervising Architect on occasion.

This Board should pass upon the recommendations of the Su-

pervising Architect, and should make appointments to the subor-

dinate offices in his department; and should have power to estab-

lish competitions under such regulations as it might deem proper.
These competitions, Mr. Bell thinks, should be confined exclu-

sively to those who have fully satisfied the Board that they possess
the qualifications for preparing all necessary drawings and details

and tor carrying their designs into successful execution. This

discrimination, as he says, in favor of those who are clearly en-

titled to the name of architects,
"

is but justice to the profes-
sion of architecture, and to the Government as well, and upon
this careful discrimination will rest the entire question as to

whether competition can be successfully and economically em-

ployed in the planning of Government buildings." The last

suggestion is rather a novel one, but Mr. Bell knows thoroughly
what he is talking about, and his opinion in such matters is all

the more valuable for differing somewhat from that of other

persons. It is noticeable that Mr. Stockslager, who is probably
also somewhat familiar with public building matters, was care-

ful in his bill for regulating such work, to reserve the right of

selecting, among competitors, those who could prove their skill

in construction as well as in design and draughtsmanship ; and
the repeated instances in which Government competitions have
failed of their object through the lack of trustworthiness of the

authors of brilliant drawings have probably taught both gen-
tlemen the necessity for the adoption of rigid precautions. On
the whole, we prefer Mr. Bell's mode of selection to that of

Mr. Stockslager. An inquiry into the practical qualifications
of competitors, after their designs have been judged, is always
disagreeable and unsatisfactory ; while the establishment of a

grade of Government architects, open to all in the profession
who could prove their fitness to enter it, might, under proper
direction, be made a powerful influence for the development of

architectural science in this country, as well as for securing the

best results of that science for the public service.

weeks ago in New York, where a shrewd individual, wishing
to go out of business in the most advantageous manner, laid

trains of alcohol, gunpowder ami petroleum about his shop,
over which lived several families, and lighted them. As we
recollect, the alchohol and oil got into the gunpowder, and in-

terfered with its combustion, so the fire was put out without

much loss, but the ingenuity of the plan seems to have excited

the admiration of various persons, one of whom, as the evi-

dence seems to indicate, tried recently to carry out a similar

one in the same city. One of the inhabitants of a tenement
house on Sixty-fourth Street, who owned property worth less

than one hundred dollars, is said to have secured insurance on

it for nine huii'lred. Shortly afterward a fire broke out in the

building, which spread very rapidly through it, driving nearly
two hundred poor men, women and children into the street.

Three persons, a widow and her two children, were unable to

escape, and were burned to death. The a-tute over-insurer of

his property was arrested, on suspicion of having set fire to the

building, and awaits trial. If he is convicted, he will, under
the laws of New York, suffer the penalty of murder, this being
the name which the statute regards as applicable to the prac-
tice of sacrificing human life by reckless or premeditated incen-

diarism. According to the unanimous testimony of insurance

experts, intentional fires form a very large proportion of all

that occur, and as persons who have their plans hud for a spec-
ulation of this kind are not always deterred from executing
them by the fear of endangering others, the example of a suc-

cessful operator meeting death on the gallows would have a

very salutary influence on those who might otherwise desire to

imitate him.

w commend to the attention of hotel-keepers and others

the novel but effective plan which has been unintention-

ally devised by the "
Operative and Progressive Paint-

ers' Union" in New York, for advertising the Fifth Avenue
Hotel in that city. It happens that one of the proprietors of

the hotel was so rash as to employ not long ago some painters
not belonging to the union, and was notified in consequence
that the vengeance of the trade would be visited upon him un-

less he discharged them forthwith. He was manly enough to

disregard this threat, and to stand by his workmen, and the

hotel in which he has a part interest was, after the contempti-
ble and criminal fashion of the labor associations, laid under that

species of interdict which, from the name of the Irish farmer
who was first made to suffer by it, is known as the Boycott.
The cause of the painters' society was taken up by the Central
Labor Union, and a small army of the mercenaries employed
by them was set in motion against the hotel. Pickets were
stationed to watch those who registered their names in the

books, and circulars bearing the Union seal were subsequently
sent to them, as well as to various persons prominent in other

cities, requesting them not to patronize the hotel in future,
while other messengers were, it is said, to be despatched to

board the steamers entering the port, with appeals to the pas-

sengers to avoid it also. As any man of decent spirit would,
if he knew the circumstances, make a point of placing himself

by the side of the hotel proprietors in their struggle against
such a dastardly attack, it need hardly be said that the circulars

have produced no perceptible diminution in the number of

guests at the house, and we are glad to believe that the attempt
to injure many innocent persons in revenge for the unsatisfac-

tory conduct of one is likely to have a result precisely contrary
to that which was intended.

N' unpleasant check seems likely to be given to the practice of

insuring one's property heavily, and then setting fire to the

building in which it is contained, leaving the people who
happen to be in the building to get out in the best way they
can. Every one remembers the case which occurred a few

RATHER curious question of the division among several

persons of responsibility for defects in a building is treated

in La Semaine des Constructeurg. M. Ravon, the " Sec-

retary of the Committee on Jurisprudence," who signs the

articles relating to these matters, seems to be regarded, in

many cases, either by himself or on behalf of his committee, as

a sort of referee, and his replies t questions often take the

form of an award, as if the parties had been satisfied, as they
well might be, to submit their disputes for final settlement to

his learning and impartiality. In the present case, a school-

house was constructed under the direction of an architect. The
floor of the main room, which was twenty-nine by twenty-three
feet inside the walls, was framed with two girders, twenty-three
feet in span, dividing the floor into three equal bays, which
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were filled in with short joists. The main girders were speci

fied to be eleven by twelve inches, but were actually put in lest

than eleven inches square. On these rested the usual solk

French flooring, together with two partitions, nine feet high
made of bricks on edge, plastered both sides, which divided the

space into three rooms. It is hardly necessary to say that the

girders bent under the load, and braces were inserted at the

ends, to support them from the wall below. This device, how

ever, although it palliated the main difficulty, introduced others

for, the girders continuing to bend, the braces pushed againsi
the walls, which cracked and bulged. Experts were called in

who reported, not only that the girders were too weak, but thai

the foundations were poor, and the walls badly built, with joints

too thick, and with bad mortar. They, however, decided that

the whole responsibility for the failure of the work should be

borne by the architect.

MRAVON,
whose opinion is requested on the matter, takes

,
a somewhat different view. It is evident that, either by
carelessness or miscalculation, the girders were specified

of little more than one-third the proper strength, but as the

disorders produced by their weakness were aggravated by the

fact that they were actually put in of considerably smaller size

than the specifications required, as well as by the improper

bonding and bad mortar of the walls, all of which were negli-

gences or frauds on the part of the contractor, it seems to him
unreasonable that the architect should bear the whole of a loss

which would have been much less serious if the contractor had

done his part of the work faithfully, and that the latter should

get off safely with all the profits of his bad work. For this

reason he declares that the contractor's responsibility is in-

volved with that of the architect. The fault of the latter he

regards as the more serious, since such a floor construc-

tion would probably prove insufficient, even with well-built

walls ; and he considers that his failure to discover and con-

demn the bad work of the contractor deprives him to a certain

extent of that defence against the claim for damage, so that in

his opinion an equitable division of the cost of putting the

building in proper condition would be to lay two-thirds of it

on the architect, and the remaining one-third on the contractor.

WE make no apology for giving a short abstract of the im-

portant paper read by M. Pasteur before the French

Academy of Sciences, on the twenty-sixth of October, on

the prevention of hydrophobia after a bite. Le Genie Civil

presents the paper in full, and we suppose that architects are

nearly as subject as engineers to the attacks of mad dogs.

Every one knows something of M. Pasteur's study of the dis-

eases of malignant carbuncle and hydrophobia, and of his en-

deavors to establish a reliable process of inoculation against
both thuse terrible afflictions. His success with the carbuncle

has been complete, but hydrophobia is so dangerous and awful

a malady that until this summer he had not ventured to push
his researches beyond the experimental stage, although his ex-

periments had brought him very near to the certainty which he

desired. In a few words, M. Pasteur's theory may be said to

be that oxidation, by exposure to air, is capable of attenuating
the virus of what may be called the microbean diseases in such

a way that upon introduction into the system they will produce,
not the precise disease which produced them, but a mild variety
of it, the effect of which upon the system is to fortify it against
the infection of the original disease.

tTTHE experiments through which these conclusions, so far as

JL regards hydrophobia, were reached, were made upon rab-

bits, in which hydrophobia of the most violent type is

easily and quickly produced. In animals suffering from this

disease the specific poisonous matter collects especially in the

spinal marrow, and M. Pasteur, in his various series of experi-

ments, usually begins by removing with the trepan a portion of

the skull of a rabbit, and inserting, just on the surface of the

brain, a small quantity of the spinal marrow of a dead mad
dog. After about fifteen days the rabbit is attacked with hy-

drophobia, and soon dies, and a portion of its spinal marrow is

then inserted in the brain of another rabbit ; and so on through
a long series. After a few inoculations, the strength of the

virus is shown to increase, by the lessening of the period of in-

cubation of the disease, and at the twentieth to the twenty-fifth
successive inoculation the period is found to be reduced to eight

days. For twenty to twenty-five more inoculations the period

of incubation remains the same, and then drops suddenly to

seven days, where it has remained until ninety successive inoc-

uhitions have been made. At this point, which is, so far, the

limit of M. Pasteur's trials, a tendency to a further shortening
of the period begins to be observed, through the still increasing
virulence of the poisonous matter. With rabbits, the course of

the disease is so regular and certain that the substance of the

spinal marrow is a poison of a definite quality, the effect of

which in its normal state can be counted upon with precision,
and the conditions under which it becomes modified are thus

easily recognized. The agent through which it is sought to

modify it being the oxygen of the air, the marrow of the dead
rabbits is carefully separated, and hung in vials, containing

'pieces of caustic potash, which remove all moisture from the

air. Every day a portion of one of the drying marrows is

rubbed up with sterilized bouillon, and injected with a hypo-
dermic syringe under the skin of a dog. It is found that the

marrow loses its virulence day by day, with a rapidity varying
with the temperature, the thickness of the mass, and the dry-
ness of the atmosphere; but in two weeks it has generally lost

the power of producing hydrophobia. A dog inoculated with

the virus which has been oxidized for two weeks may, however,
be inoculated two days later with virus one or two days more
fresh without evil effect ; and two days later a portion of virus

fresher still may also be introduced into his system without

harm ; and so on, increasing the power of the poison by suc-

cessive stages until virus perfectly fresh, which would destroy
an unfortified animal in a week, is injected into his veins, or

upon the brain, without harm. Even where a dog has been

previously bitten, or inoculated with pure virus, the application
of this process during the incubation of the poison will, as

many trials show, prevent the disease from declaring itself.

is the method of inoculation, as applied with unvarying
success to dogs, fifty of which, thus rendered invulnerable

to hydrophobia, had been collected in M. Pasteur's labo-

ratory when he was unexpectedly, and, as he thought, prema-
turely, called upon to use his science for the benefit of suffering

humanity. One morning in July last, three persons presented
themselves at his door. One was a grocer of Meissengott in

Alsace, who had been bitten by his own dog, which had gone
mad. The second was a boy, nine years old, who had been at-

tacked by the same dog, and the third was the mother of the

boy. The child was frightfully injured. The dog had thrown
him down, and bitten him in fourteen places, on the legs, arms
and thighs, and, when killed and dragged away, had left him
covered with froth and blood. The stomach of the dog was
found full of straw and fragments of wood. The grocer, show-

ing that the dog's teeth had not penetrated the skin, was sent

home without treatment, and two of the most eminent physi-
cians in France were summoned to see the boy. Although an

attempt had been made to cauterize the wounds, the physicians
decided that his death from hydrophobia was almost certain,

and after a consultation it was decided that M. Pasteur, not-

withstanding the heavy responsibility which the attempt in-

volved, should make an effort to save the child's life. The
time was short, as three days had already elapsed since the

bites had been inflicted ; and two inoculations were therefore

made on the first day of treatment, one in the morning and the

other in the evening, with virus fourteen days old for the first,

and twelve days old for the second. The next day two more
noculations were made, with virus eleven and nine days old ;

and one inoculation was made on each subsequent day. with

virus diminishing in age by regular steps of one day. On the

tenth day of treatment virus one day old was injected, and the

process was then stopped, the patient having shown no bad

symptoms whatever. At the time of each successive inoculation

of the child, a rabbit was inoculated with the same virus. The
uoculations of the first five days produced no effect on the an-

mal ; that of the sixth day produced death by hydrophobia in

ifteen days, showing its strength to be about that of the ordi-

lary mad dog. That of the seventh day caused death in eight

days, and those of the last two days of treatment in seven days,

howing that this virus retained its excessive violence undi-

minished. The boy was kept in the house for a month after the

ast inoculation, and, no symptoms of disease appearing, he was
hen sent home, and had continued in perfect health up to the

ime of the lecture. Soon after another patient was received,

who is now under treatment, and last Wednesday four boys,
itten by a mad dog in New Jersey, sailed from New York for

tf. Pasteur's laboratory.
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John of Bologna's

Devil, Florence.

TUSCAN CITIES. 1

R. HOW-
ELLS
has writ-

ten and Mr.
Penned has
illustrated, a

very charm-

ing book

one of which it is hard to say
whether it will prove most charm-

ing to those who have or to those

who have not yet visited the scenes

that it portrays. It is not an ama-

teur hand-book, or an artistic treatise, or an

historical summary. It is primarily, a record

of personal impressions. And though it has

enough of historic information to give it solid-

ity, and enough of artistic description indica-

tion would perhaps be a better word to give
it a picturesque flavor, yet even the historic, and still more the artis-

tic factors are imbued with the general personal quality of the book.

We are bidden to view the physical and historic and artistic features

which are brought before us less as they appear in the cold, clear

light of abstract criticism than as they appear in the dimmer, yet
warmer -and more sympathetic reflected light of the author's own in-

dividuality. In this fact lies much of the peculiar charm of the book

in the fact that it inter-

ests us not only in the things
which are written about, but
also in the man who writes.

And as Mr. Howells (much
though he has written in

the " international "vein, and
often though he is undiscrim-

inatingly bracketed, as essen-

tially akin to him, with his

friend and rival the cosmopol-
itan Mr. James) preserves to

a marked degree a typically
American eye and mind and
voice, we see, in seeing him,

something like a picture of

the typical, cultivated, but not

professedly learned or artis-

tic American on his trav-

els. And this, while it adds,
of course, a value for his

home audience, ought to

make his book especially

popular abroad
; where no

natural product is more cu-

riously studied just now than
the typical American.
Mr. Howells, if I must ex-

plain just what I mean, seems
to me a typical cultivated

American, because of his

mental alertness and catho-

licity his openness to new

impressions and pleasure in

them, just because of their

novelty ; in his lightness of

temper covering a mood that

is at bottom serious
;

in his

humor ; and especially in the

way he combines his satisfac-

tion in his own country with
his delight in other countries

;

his satisfaction with his own
century, with his delight in

all that the centuries of the

past have left behind them.
No one is so keenly appre-
ciative of the charm of the

old world, of the fascinations

of bygone periods, as is the

typical intelligent American ;

yet no one is less likely than
he to wish that he had been
born in another place, or at

A City Gt, Siena, lUly. After >n Etching by Joseph Pennell.

another time. He may like to live abroad better than to live at

home, but he would not like to be anything but what he is. Or, if

there are some exceptions to this rule there may be, though I can-
not affirm it why, then, they are not typical Americans, but strays
and aliens and human curiosities : and" as such they need look for
no reflection of themselves in Mr. Howells's page. If I may try once
more to mark the especial attitude assumed therein, I shall venture

i " Tuscan Citus," by William D. Howells With illustrations from drawingsand etchings by Joseph Pennell and others. Boston; Tieknor & Company, 1886.

to call it the attitude of detached sympathy the attitude of one who
is acutely sensitive to all that he sees in each new land, and all that
he reads of each dim century of old, but keenly conscious of himself
at the same time, keenly alive to the fact that he is among these

things but not of them, that his sympathy is imaginative, not bred in

his llr-h and bone
; and to the fact that all he sees and all he says

of what he sees owe a great part of their color and their flavor to his
uwn eye and to his own mind. And this, I repeat, is the attitude of
the average intelligent American cosmopolitan in sympathy, dis-

tinctly trans-Atlantic and individual in analysis of^that sympathy.
lint while thus marking what Mr. Howells has in common with

others, we must not forget to mark and underscore that which is his

by right of personal endowment the power to analyze his personal
and his external facts with exquisite clearness, and to reproduce his

analyses with equal felicity of thought and word. Often enough
have the cities of Tuscany been described ; but seldom indeed lias

their flavor, their character, their quality, been so
delicately felt, so

subtiley embalmed in words whether from a Yankee or from any
other point of view. Nothing less than this, perhaps, would justify
a new treatment of so hackneyed a theme. But so amply does this

justify Mr. Howells's effort that while reading him we cannot even
recollect that his theme is hackneyed. The book is as fresh and our

pleasure in it as fresh as, we feel, were the author's own impressions.
Half of the volume is occupied with Florence; half of what

remains with Siena ; and briefer chapters deal with Pisa, with
Lucca, with Pistoja, Prato and Fiesole. The Florentine chapter is

the most " serious
" and not the least delightful. It paints the gen-

eral aspect of Florence very charmingly, disentangles certain chap-
trs of the city's history very
deftly, and portrays some of
its chief incidents and per-
sonages in a singularly vivid
and painter-like way. Even
many who thought they knew
their Florence pretty well will
know it a good deal better

or, rather, will feet it a good
deal more keenly after fol-

lowing Mr. Howells in his

delightful excursions throu"h
the bloody and brilliant, the

shocking and seductive, the
brutal and reBned, the largely
reprehensible but wholly en-

chanting pages of its story
pages where these qualities
appear, not in a separate
and successive, but in a
friendly and contemporane-
ous and

closely-intermingled,
fashion, that has hardly a

parallel in the records of the

legends of the world.
The weakest part of Mr.

Howells's book, from the

point of view which will be
held by most of my readers,
will seem that part which
deals with things artistic. It

is but incidental to the gen-
eral scheme, as I have said,
and its very shortcomings
help to make up what I have
called the typical value of the
book. But the student of art,
at least, would have been con-
tent if in this one point Mr.
Howells had been a little less

broadly typical, a little more
narrowly representative of
what many if not as yet most
cultivated Americans feel and
know about such things as the
artistic treasures of Tuscany.
Yet it must not be supposed
that Mr. Howells ever writes
in the Philistine vein, ig-

norantly undervaluing or

contemptuously denying the
worth and interest of tilings
which other men delight to

praise, simply because to him,
who confessedly knows less about them, they do not seem very inter-

esting or wholly worthy. Here, as elsewhere, it is nothing more dog-
matic than a frank personal opinion which he professes. And the

humorous self-raillery in which he indulges when conscious that his

impressions and emotions do not come up to that standard of en-

thusiasm which the accumulated artistic sense of generations has set

up as a criterion of
appreciative insight, is always entertaining and

is always instructively incisive in its truth to average inartistic

American human nature. I should add, also, he never shows a want
of respect for that which is delicate in taste and artistic in literature
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except (as I remember) in one single instance except where, in

speaking of the great architectural group at Pisa, he ventures to

compare it with certain familiar utensils of kitchen service. But
for this sin of commission, and for all minor sins of omission, we are

more than ready to forgive him, since he has touched on numerous
other points with suggestive delicacy, if not with descriptive accu-

racy ;
and since he has sketched for us the general effect, the pres-

ence, so to say, of these Tuscan towns as to my knowledge it had
never been sketched before. Even an architectural student of the

most bigoted sort will allow that to have had such a sketch made
for him is a claim upon his gratitude will gladly place it on his

shelves and in his memory beside more serious studies of special

objects and of individual details.

M. G. VAN RENSSELAER.

THE ANTWERP EXHIBITION.

'TJNTWERP, on

r\ the River
/ Scheldt, t h e

commercial metropo-
lis of busy, industri-

o u s, overpopulated
little Belgium is this

year celebrating, by
an international exhi-

bition, the jubilee of

her railway system ;

this country, having
been the first on the

Continent to adopt
the iron track. Dur-

ing the last twenty
years her commerce
has increased six-fold,

while that of London
and Liverpool have

only doubled. But a
few months ago were inaugurated by Leopold II," King of the Bel-

gians, and now also sovereign of the Congo Free State" two miles of

quay wall, which, while they improve the navigation, also permit of
vessels like the "

Westernland," largest and newest of the Red Star
liners, to approach at any state of the tide, and discharge their car-

goes rapidly by means of hydraulic cranes.

The Exhibition, originally a private undertaking, has been taken

up, first by the Antwerp municipal authorities, and afterwards by
the Belgian Government, so that it takes rank among official exhibi-
tions. The exhibits are classed under the five heads of (1) educa-
tion and the liberal arts, (2) industry, (3) commerce and navigation,
(4) electricity, and (5) agriculture, including horticulture. The Ex-
hibition, occupying the site of the Southern Citadel, built by the
cruel Duke of Alva, while

Belgium was under Span-
ish dominion, covers 220,000

square metres, or 55 acres,
of which 91,450 square me-

tres, or 22 acres, are roofed

over. The architect is M.
Bordiau, of Brussels, who
designed the Brussels Na-
tional Exhibition of 1880.

The monumental portico, a

vignette of which heads this

notice, is half as large

again as the Arc de Tri-

omphe, at Paris, though its

full size is scarcely realized

at present, on account of

the adjacent shedding, of the

usual exhibition type. The
structure is, however, to be

preserved, and the iron

frame-work, which weighs
only 450 tons, will be cov-

ered with plate-iron, instead

of boards as at present.
The portico is 68 metres or 223 feet high, by 66 metres or 216
feet wide, and is surmounted by an open ironwork sphere 10 me-
tres or 33 feet in diameter. The opening is 21 metres or 69 feet

wide, by 25 metres or 82 feet high ;
and the portico is flanked by

towers of the same construction, 54 metres or 177 feet in height.
When the fa9ade was freshly boarded and painted, it looked very
well ; but now that the sun has made the boards shrink, so as to show
the jpints, the near effect is not so pleasing. At the Brussels Exhi-
bition of 1880, the temporary wooden portion of the fa9ade was
stretched with canvas, and then painted the same color as the stone,
so that it was difficult to distinguish between the two except on close

inspection.
The internal chambers in the bases of the towers are devoted to

demonstrations of long-distance telephony. In one of them the

receiving instruments are put in electrical communication, by means
of the existing telegraph-wires (on the system invented by M. Van

A Sienese Farm-House. After an Etching by Joseph Pennell.

Rysselberghe, head of the Brussels Observatory) with the Wauxhall
Gardens in the Park at Brussels, whence, until recently, the concert

given nightly by the orchestra of the opera could be heard distinctly,
the distance between the two cities being 50 kilometres or 31 miles.

Thanks to the same system, the Queen of the Belgians was able to

listen to the opera of "
Faust," performed at Brussels, from her

chalet at Ostend, a distance of 125 kilometres or 78 miles.

Without going too deeply into technical details, it may be men-
tioned that the success achieved by M. Van Rysselberghe is due to

his having found means, if not to entirely suppress, at any rate to

considerably diminish the induction in telegraph-wires, by the use of

r/raduators, which render the interruption and renewal of the cur-

rent less brusque, and on that account inaudible by the telephone.
In the other chamber, Dr. Ochorowics exhibits his thermo-micro-

phone, a loud-speaking telephone, in which the current of electricity
is said to be generated by heat. Though the receiving instruments
are placed on the walls of the large chamber, visitors standing in

the middle can distinctly hear speech, singing and instrumental

music from a distance of 800 metres or 875 yards. Demonstrations
are also given with the magnetic telephone of the same inventor, in

which a powerful magnet, having the form of a split tube, takes the

place of a battery, and the transmitter and receiver are combined in

the same instrument.

An hydraulic lift takes visitors to the top of the portico, whence, on
clear days, a good view is obtained discovering the plains of Flanders,

part of them, like Holland, beneath the level of high water, and the sin-

uosities of the Scheldt, a tolerably large river for the Old. World.
The Red Cross Society, whose headquarters are at Geneva, occupies
an annex put in communication with the rest of the grounds by a lat-

tice-girder bridge on the Cottran system, easily taken down and re-

erected. This society opened a competition for a special prize, given

by the Empress Augusta of Germany, for the best portable hospital,

which, however, does not appear to have attracted many competitors,
as the Diploma of Honor is awarded to the Decker portable building,
which consists of a timber framework covered with canvas, made by
Christoph & Unmack, of Copenhagen, and which won a gold medal at

the London Health Exhibition of last year.
A portable bridge on the system of M. Eiffel, a large Paris con-

tractor, puts the main portion of the Exhibition in communication
with one of the new docks, forming the maritime section. Here, in a

vessel constructed especially for its conveyance, is exhibited an inter-

esting relic of prehistoric times, the giant fossil oak found in the

alluvial bed of the Rh6ne on the 25th of March, 1884. The age of

this fossil tree, the wood of which in cross-section resembles ebony, is

estimated to be twenty centuries, independently of the time during
which it remained in the bed of the Rlidne. It is 31 metres or

upwards of 100 feet long, and 9 metres or 30 feet in circumference at

the base, while it weighs about 55 tons.

The cascades on either side of the main entrance to the building
are maintained by pulsometers, each discharging 4,000 litres or 880

gallons per minute. One is a Neuhaus pulsometer, with ball-valve

alternately closing and un-

closing two orifices in a gun-
metal sheathing, and mak-

ing, with the foot-valves, five

in all. The other is by
Korting, with a plate-valve

oscillating between the two
orifices. In the grounds are

elegant chalets and kiosquse
for the bands, the French
and Viennese restaurants,

Ceylon tea and Brazil coffee

houses, the Flemish pure-
milk shop, the Kemerich
bouillon, the Brodt weinstube

from Bingen on the Rhine,
and the Griiber bier-halle,

etc. A large building, after

the style of a Buddhist

temple, guarded by a coal-

black spahi and a French

sailor, contains specimens
of the varied products of the

French colonies; while a

smaller construction in Mau-

resque style, decorated with the Portuguese colors, blue and white,
serves to display the colonial products of Portugal, and also as

one of the entrances to the main building. An enclosure, with sev-

eral native huts and a larger erection in the same manner, contains

all that could be brought together from the Congo, so intimately asso-

ciated with Stanley. Here, too, until the weather became too cold,

King Massala, with his black family and suite, held levees daily
under the new Congo flag, a gold star on blue ground. Near the

principal entrance to the grounds is a reproduction of a Manitoba

farm, with emigrant hut and farming implements, where all informa-

tion is afforded as to emigration and colonization. Opposite the

farm are two new wind-motors, pumping water. In one of them,
called an atmospheric turbine, by A. Dumont, of Paris, the volute-

shaped vanes are arranged in a light, open ironwork drum ; and in

the other, by G. Van Hecke, of Ghent, the flat vanes present auto-

matically .more, or less surface to the wind, in inverse ratio to its
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force, so as always to give out a constant decree of power. A prom-
inent object is a fac-simile of the 100-ton hammer with 5-metre fall,

made by the Cockerill Company, of Seraing, for the new steel-works

at Terni, Italy, to be driven by air compressed to 75 pounds per

square inch, by compressors driven by water-pressure engines.
There is in the grounds a good display of IJelgian building-stones,

and also marbles, some of which latter are very beautiful, such as the

black-anil- white Salute Anne, the Rouge Koyal, the Rouge Rose and
the Rouge (iriotte. Those sent by the Socie'te' Anonyuie des Car-

rii'ics et Usines a Marbrea de l'Entre-Sambre-et-Meuse are sawn by a

twisted wire cord, which turns upon itself while travelling rapidly and

carrying wet sand along with it, while columns are formed by a

mechanical perforator cutting out an annular space round them from
the solid block. A handsome garden or park seat is shown by P. J.

NVincq/., formed by a single block of Soignies stone, sculptured below

and polished on the top. This stone, of a dark-gray color, largely
(married and used in Belgium, called petit granit, though really a

Umestooe, is cheap, useful, easily worked and effective.

Chevran-Lorrain, of Paris, has put up a pleasing and yet inexpen-
sive building, to illustrate his system of attaching slates to roofs, and
also forming a substitute for walls in temporary structures. In the

latter case, laths, rather stronger than usual, are nailed to the

uprights of a light timber frame-work, and to these are hung the

slates at Antwerp they are alternately black and pink by hooks
made of copper or galvanized-iron wire. A cheap roof of galvan-
ized-iron tiles, for iron or timber frame-work, is shown by Retterer S
Bellot, also of Paris. Thanks to a double joint at the edges, which
are tubular, these tiles are, it is claimed, perfectly water-tight, pre-

venting any infiltration of water by capillary attraction, while also

withstanding great pressure compared with their slight weight.

They occupy but little space when packed, and are easily and quickly
laid. C. Ommeganck has erected the model of a building, one-fifth

actual size, showing his system of lightning protectors. For cheap-
ness, he makes the point of nickel instead of platinum, protects with
a lead pipe that part of the copper conductor which enters the

ground, and places an extensive layer of gas-coke above the first

water-bearing stratum reached, for dispersing the electric lluid.

The ironwork shedding of the main building was put up in about

equal portions by three companies, the contracts being made on the

basis of their regaining possession of the materials at the beginning
of next year. The Cockerill Company, who erected the machine-

hall, will re-erect the building elsewhere next year ;
but the other two

companies, the International and La Metallurgique, have got out the

details of their portions so as to preserve the bars in as long lengths,
and make as few holes in them as possible. In their case the stan-

chions consist of two channel-irons placed back to back, with distance-

pieces between, and clamped together by wrought-iron clips shrunk
on hot. Only a few holes are punched at the top to receive the lat-

tice-girders while the bottoms are simply dropped into cast-iron bases

with recesses made to receive them. The roof-spans of the nave and

transept are arched, while those of the smaller galeries, as they are

called, are mainly of the Polonceau type. As a rule, the roofs are

left in their natural state, and in some cases the stanchions are

simply coated with a silver lacquer, used extensively on the Conti-

nent of Europe for iron furniture, such as chairs and bedsteads. In
others, however, they have been encased in wood or plaster, forming
ornamental columns to harmonize with the general decoration.

Thus, in the Russian section, the characteristics of that country's
somewhat gaudy and Eastern architecture are strongly marked,
while the facade of a log cabin is adorned with the elaborately cut-

out and crossed barge-boards that are so common ia Russia. To dis-

miss this section, the bronze castings of warlike and hunting groups
possess remarkable spirit and reality.
At the intersection of the nave and transept, is an imposing trophy

made up of the many and varied products of home and foreign

growth, which constitute the trade of Antwerp. Near it, is another
contributed by the three bathing and fishing stations of Belgium,
viz. : Antwerp, Ostend and Blankenberghe, and also a collective ex-

hibit of the various Belgian collieries, under the protection of the

society for fostering national industry, with a complete reproduction
of the underground workings of a colliery. A good damp-proof floor,

for laying down directly on the ground, is shown by T. F. Bierhorst,
of Brussels

;
it consists of half-pipes cast with external flanges, laid

with the convex part downwards, and filled in with timber, with a

layer of asphalte between the two. The floor boards are laid across,

being nailed to the timbers filling the half tubes, with asphalted felt

between. A light iron structure is erected in the Belgian section,
with fire-proof floor composed of rolled joists with the spaces between
filled in by votisettes, or blocks of concrete forming an arch. The
fa9ade is artistically treated by Wouters-Koecks, of Holenbeek-Saint-
.Ican, who has formed a light trellis-work with various creeping
plants, all beaten out of iron with the hammer. In the same line, L.

Von Boeckel, of Antwerp, has forged out of wrought-iron a couple of

trees with all their intricate roots, foliage and flowers, and also a well-

head after the celebrated one at Antwerp made by Quentin Matsys,
blacksmith and artist, a statuette of whom in wrought-iron, is also con-

tributed by his follower. The Vieille Montague Company have put
up two pavilions to demonstrate the application of their zinc plates,
both to the internal lining, and also the external covering of build-

ings for counteracting damp. The two erections are in different

styles ;
and the imitation of brick and stone on the zinc, by means of

potassa-silicate paint, quite deceives the eye. This company has

brought out a new joint for the zinc sheets laid on roofs, which they
claim to effectually prevent, not only direct entrance of rain, but also

its infiltration through capillary attraction. A column has been con-
structed by Dufosaez & Henry, of Portland cement, with little bits

of quartz and other stone mixed with it, and the whole polished MM
to form a good imitation of various granites, at a greatly diminished
cost One of the most beautiful objects in the exhibition is a large

altar-piece in polished white marble, adorned with statuettes in pure
white marble unpolished. It is by Modesto Verlinden, of Antwerp,
who has sold it twice over, and received two gold medals from the

jury. He (motes the price of 60,000 francs or $12,000 for a similar

work in the Italian, Gothic or Renaissance styles.
The French Republic hat a handsome court for showing the

Government manufactures of Gobelins tapestry and Sevres chinu.

The Austrian section, where some beautiful porcelain is exhibited,
is partly enclosed by two pairs of old wroughtriron gates, supposed
to have been designed by the architect Villeutans, and made at Vi-

enna two hundred years ago. They have remained ever since in the

park of the Schlossbof, formerly belonging to Prince Eugene, and
now bought by the Austrian Government, who have lent the gates
for exhibition. The pavilion of Prince Rudolf, of Austria, octagonal
in form, was designed by the Imperial architect, Professor Storck,
and is sumptuously adorned with Eastern carpets and hangings, Ve-
netian glass and elaborately-carved cabinet and chiffonnier.

It is somewhat remarkable that a little country like Belgium, with
an area of only 11,313 square miles, should have succeeded in bring-

ing together exhibits, not only from nearly all the European States,

including Servia, Luxemburg and even Monaco, but also from many
in the three other continents. Thus, the United States of America,
Canada, Hayti, Brazil, Paraguay, Australia, Liberia and Japan are

represented. The exhibits from the principality of Monaco, with a

population under 1500, make quite a respectable show, being con-
tained in an elegant pavillion, in the individual style of the country,

something between Spanish and Mauresque. A plaster model of the

cathedral, with Norman arches, an Italian Campanile, and two smaller

square towers at the junction of the circular chancel with the nave, is

sufficiently large to give a good idea of that imposing edifice. A
terra-cot ta bust of the reigning Prince, Charles 111, is surrounded by
some effective terra-cotta vases, in which the usual red color is set off

by white ornament in relief. Some artistic liarhotin ware is also

sent, including a few unpainted samples, in imitation of basket-work,
and elegant furniture in olive wood, both plain and decorated. Of
course the leading industry of Monaco is not represented ; but there
is a collection of native coins from the earliest ages of its exis-

tence. The Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, which is an independent
State, with an area of 980 square miles (the reigning King of Hol-
land being hereditary Grand Duke of Luxemburg), has a large court

all to itself, filled with many interesting objects. Besides products of

the oolitic iron ore, Luxemburg's little fortune, its millstones, gypsum
and marbles, there are some neat floor tiles, and specimens of earth-

enware and other manufactured articles, including watches. The
Government Department of Agriculture has obtained a diploma of

honor for its system of draining and irrigation, plans of which are

exhibited. There is also a quarter-size model of a multiple sluice, in

which the nuts of the vertical gate screws are connected by a link and
worked up or down, or some up and some down by the same motion
of a single lever, acting through keys placed with their bevelled lower
ends in one or the other direction in the nut boxes. The same action

is applied by the constructor, M. Emile Servais, civil engineer, to a
new wine or apple press, the screw being worked down by a ratchet-

brace movement. The same inventor shows an obturator, or her-

metic-closing apparatus, for sewer man-holes, which consists of a
coue kept up against its seating by weights attached to chains pas-

sing over pulleys, until the quantity of water above the cone over-

comes the weights. The water then runs down into a pan below,
and when this is full, it tips and discharges itself, allowing the cone
to rise and again form a tight joint with its seating. M. Servais also

shows two new tipping wagons of his design, which can easily be

tipped, when loaded, by a mere lad. In one of them the axis moves

through a curve during the process of Imping, and in the other, the

axis is chosen between the axal centre of gravity in the full and that

in the empty wagon.
The bridge over the Rue de Bruxelles, which affords communica-

tion between the main exhibition building and the machine hall, gives
access to a balcony running round three sides of the hall, and afford-

ing a general view of the machinery in motion. Dr. Nayer, of Wil-

lebrocck, shows the process of paper-making in operation ; and the

Cail Company of Paris, have sent a De Bange cannon of 346 milli-

metres, or thirteen-and-a-half-inch bore, with bi-conical rings inti-

mately connected together, and with the central tube. The Socie'te

Marcinelle et Couillet have put up a castellated gateway, com-

posed of iron plates and bars of various sections, as an entrance to

their stand ;
and the Providence Company that has iron works both

in France and Belgium, shows a collection of rolled joists for build-

ings, including one 508 millimetres, or twenty inches high. Gustave
Van Hecke has sent a weighing-machine on the Sclu-nck system,
which prints the weight in consecutive figures on a horizontal line,

easy for reading. The transept and machine-hall and grounds are
illuminated by electricity ;

and a captive balloon is added to the at-

tractions. A metre and normal guage tramway about two miles long,
has been laid down between the exhibition at the Eastern station, on
which all the automotive tram-cars entered, including an electric car,
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the Beaumont compressed air-oar, and the Rowan steam carriage, run

regularly in turns in competition for a special prize offered for effi

ciency and economy of working. J. W. P.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost."]

THORN MOUNTAIN HOUSE, JACKSON, N. H. MR. WILLIAM A

BATES, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK, N. Y.

TITHE group of buildings herewith illustrated, is known under the

J|
^ collective name of the Thorn Mountain House, although each

has its own individual and picturesque designation. When
originally opened to the public, it was a rambling old farm house,
situated upon the eastern slope of the mountain, with Mount Wash-

ington some thirteen miles away to the north, Giants' Stair on the

west, and Moat and Iron Mountains to the south, with North Con-

way but five miles away ;
the locality abounding in the most varied

and delightful views of pastoral scenery. Its accommodation was
soon found inadequate to constantly-increasing demands, and Genera]

Wentworth, the owner, determined upon the enlargements here

shown, by the erection of Arden Cottage, followed by Wentworth

Hall, Thornycroft and Glenthorne, in the order named. In grouping
the buildings especial attention has been given to a nice adjustment
of form and color to the surrounding landscape, and by linking the

separate buildings together by covered verandas, a practical purpose
is served and an effect of unity is obtained, admirably in accord with

the picturesque surroundings. But little change has been made in

the original grades. Approaching the building by wide drives one
enters a spacious hall finished in oak, with heavy wainscot and

panelled ceiling. This room has a fine large fireplace. Opening
from the hall are the parlors finished in white and gold, of delicate

modelling. On the other side of the hall are the billiard, reading and

dancing rooms. The dining-room will seat three hundred and fifty

guests, and with kitchens, etc., occupies a building by itself to the

west of the hall. It is finished in mahogany, with a high wainscot

and open-timber ceiling, richly moulded
;
the west end of the room

being occupied by a huge brick fireplace of the olden time with

andirons and swinging crane. The decoration throughout has been

carefully studied with an endeavor to obtain subdued yet rich results,

As in most hotels, the aggregation of so many people advanced into

special prominence the matter of sanitation, and the successful com-

pletion of a thorough system of drainage and a pure water-supply
was much facilitated by the natural advantages of an admirably
located site.

HOUSE OF WILLIAM H. BLYMYER, ESQ., BEECHER STREET, WAL-
NUT HILLS, CINCINNATI. MESSRS. DBS JARDIN8 & HAYWARD,
ARCHITECTS, CINCINNATI, O.

THIS house is built of local blue limestone, laid in broken ashlar,
with finish of Ohio freestone and Indiana limestone

;
cornices of cop-

per and roof covered with New York red slate
; cost, about $30,-

000. It will be ready for occupancy about Christmas.

AN IDLE HOUR'S SUGGESTION. MR. HENRY A. NE8BET, ARCHI-

TECT, DENVER, COL.

DOUBLE COTTAGE FOR GARDENER AND COACHMAN. MR. T. P.

CHANDLER, JR., ARCHITECT, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE APOSTLES' CHURCH, COLOGNE.

THE view selected is the well-known one showing the apse of the

Apostles' Church, which was built during the best period of the Ger-
man Romanesque.

THE CATHEDRAL, WORMS, GERMANY.

THIS is one of the peculiar, double-ended German churches which
are so bewildering when one gets inside, since it is difficult to know
which is the true choir end of the building. Another peculiarity is

that the apse at one end is circular on the inside, while it is square
without. The building is singularly uncorrupted by restorations, and
is a fine example of the best German Romanesque. The important
features of the building, which dates from the eleventh century, are
shown in the view.

THE DICTIONARY OF THE FRENCH ACADEMY. The dictionary of
the French Academy, upon which that august body expends its most
serious energies, has been of slow growth a matter of two centuries,
in fact. It first appeared in 1694 in two volumes, folio. Frequent re-

visions have taken place, the earliest of which was begun in 1700, and

published in 1718; the seventh and latest is now in progress, the first

number having seen the light in 1858.

THE WESTERN" ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS. 1

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON STATUTORY LAWS. II.

HERE are many other

subjects within the

province of our pro-
fession with reference to

which legislative action

has been asked for by its

members and by the pub-
lic. Among these are the

responsibilities of archi-

tects to their clients and to

the public ; the determina-
tion of the claims of the

architect upon his client

service rendered
;
the ques-

tion of ownership of drawings; the relations of architects, clients and
contractors to each other

;
the legal establishment of a scale for archi-

tect's fees
;
the extent and scope of lien laws and their justice and

advisability ;
the regulation of many questions in the law of contracts,

and so on, indefinitely.
We should approach the consideration of these questions with a

full realization of that identity of interests of architects and public,
and of the danger of hasty and ill-considered legislation before al-

luded to in this report, nor should we forget that the common law
offers ample opportunities for the enforcement of every just claim,
and for the reparation of most wrongs. It should be remembered
that miscarriages of justice are most apt to occur where special leg-
islation gives opportunities for technical objections, and where con-

flicting judicial opinions upon the constitutionality of statutes prolong
legal contests and weary the seekers for their rights into abandon-
ment of their just claims. Fortunately, our statute books are as yet
unencumbered with legislation upon most of the subjects mentioned
above. And the many failures to secure in the higher courts judicial
sanction of the multitude of lien laws devised for the protection of

certain special interests, warn us to proceed slowly and with ex-
treme caution in recommending legislative action, and perhaps to

avoid the same entirely whenever we can see a possibility of gaining
by mutual agreement or even by appeal to the common law those

ends, the attainment of which is sought by projects for the enact-
ments of new statutes.

Let us now consider the different subjects before enumerated, and
endeavor to determine in each case whether our end cannot be bet-

ter attained by an extension of our knowledge and a clarifying of

our ideas, than by an appeal to our State legislatures, and when such

appeal is found advisable, let us ask only for what is most essential.

The responsibility of the architect to his client and to the public
is one which should not be evaded, as upon this responsibility rest all

his claims for recognition and compensation. It seems desirable, how-
ever, that this responsibility be properly defined and limited. A stat-

ute in force in the State of Illinois for several years, makes the archi-

tect of a building jointly responsible with owner and contractors for

injuries caused tenants by defects and imperfections in the sanitary
arrangement of buildings. This liability and many others exist under
the common law, and nothing would be gained or lost by repeal of
this statute or of other similar ones enacted in other States, but the
extent of the financial liability of the architect should be definitely
determined and limited to the extent of his pecuniary interest in the

building, namely, the amount of compensation he is to receive for his

services in connection with the same, and confined to matters clearly
within the architect's control. But if these limitations were made by
legal enactment, the matter would hardly be definitely settled until

the constitutionality of such statute had been determined by the Su-

preme Courts of each State, and no statute would cover cases where
the architect is accused of gross neglect of duty, or of criminal
carelessness. Why not, therefore, at once leave the settlement of

this matter to a test case, which could be carried up to the Supreme
Court of one or more States perhaps at the expense of this Associa-

tion, or at the expense of the various State associations.

But whether we seek to solve this problem by legislation or by lit-

igation, these efforts should apply only to that, as yet, vague and in-

definite responsibility to the public at large, and to possible occupants
of buildings, which cannot be made a matter of contract or agreement
between architect and client. The responsibility of architect to

owner can be defined, and limited and settled by positive agreement
before the architect enters upon the discharge of his duties. We
recommend that for this purpose a written agreement be in all cases

entered into, and that this contain a full exposition of the services

which the architect is to render, and of the responsibilities he is to

assume. Such contracts would forestall and prevent possible disa-

greements and litigation.
Next in order comes the vexatious problem of paying for plans not

used. It is entirely our fault if this is a vexatious problem, and to

nvoke the aid of special legislation is the height of folly. The law-
yer who makes preparations for a suit which his client does not per-
nit to go to court, or the care of which he transfers to another lawyer,
collects compensation for .the services rendered. The physician who
jrescribes a medicine which his patient concludes not to take, the
,ailor who has made a coat which the customer refuses to take, after

laving given his order, all know how to enforce their just claims
1 Continued from page 274, No. 619.
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under the protection of the common law, and of their own esprit de

corps, something which, as yet, is
lacking

in our profession, and
which it is the duty of our Association to call into being and to foster.

But neither common law nor special legislation will aid us so long
as it is possible to rebut a claim for compensation for plans not used

by thi! well-founded assertion that many architects are in the habit

of proffering their services for the preparation of plans upon approval,
not to be paid for unless used. The fault, therefore, is in ourselves,
not in our laws. Let us endeavor to so shape our course as individ-

uals that no act of ours will conflict with the interests of our profes-
sion, and the difficulties which we now encounter to a greater extent

than those who follow other pursuits will vanish, and the obligation
to pay one's architect will become as much a matter of course as is

the obligation to pay one's lawyer or butcher or baker.

The foregoing applies to regulation of our charges for services of

every kind, whether for work executed, or for work abandoned.
There is no statute to fix a minimum or a maximum compensation for

the various services rendered by lawyer, doctor or tradesmen
; yet

by the aid of the esprit de corps existing in the various professions
and in the trades, no difficulty is encountered in fixing the value of

the services of these when it becomes necessary to invoke the aid of

the courts to enforce the payment of disputed claims. To ask for

special and exceptional legislation in our behalf would be a confession

of weakness. But to exert influence which is to be beneficial to our-

selves and to others we must be strong ;
we cannot be strong, and

certainly we will never be believed strong, if we issue a proclamation
of weakness.

Closely allied to the foregoing is the question of ownership of plans.
This is a matter which has been brought into court many times and
decided in various ways. It can be made a matter of agreement be-

tween architect and client that the latter pays only for the use of the

plans, that this use is to be once only, and that the plans revert to the

architect upon completion of the building. If the client insists upon
obtaining positive ownership of the plans, the architect is at liberty to

refuse this demand or to accede only upon special conditions, such as

increased compensation or agreement not to permit the use of the

plans for the erection of other buildings. Concerted action can and
will settle for us the question of ownership of plans without legisla-

tion, and it is easy to imagine many complications of this problem
that would not be reached by legislation. Now, after having given
our reasons for not recommending legislative action with reference
to the before-mentioned subjects, we deem it our duty to offer a
scheme for the removal of the difficulties enumerated. We submit as

part of our report the draft of a form of contract between architects

and clients, the adoption of which we recommend to the members of

this Association in the belief that by its use many vexatious questions
and problems will be disposed of.

To- 188
For a compensation of propose to furnish preliminary sketches,

complete working-drawings and specifications and general superintend-
ence of building operations, and also to audit and make settlements of
all accounts for a to be erected for on
Terms of payments to be as follows :

One-third when the general contracts are let.

One-third The balance upon the completion of the building and
the settlement of all contracts.

In all transactions between yourself and contractors, to act as

your agents and duties and liabilities in this connection are to be
those of an agent only.

guarantee the correctness of drawings and accounts, and cal-

culations of strength of material and stability of structure, but pecu-
niary liability in connection with this building is not to exceed in its

total, the gross amount of compensation.
A representative of office will make visits to the building for the

purpose of general superintendence, of such frequency and duration as
in judgment will suffice or may he necessary to fully instruct con-

tractors, pass upon the merits of material and workmanship, and main-
tain an effective working organization of the several contractors en-

gaged upon the structure.

will keep upon books a full and complete record of all matters
connected with this building, and ledger accounts of all contracts and
payments.
The amount of compensation is to be reckoned upon the total cost

of the building, including all stationary and detachable fixtures, and no
rebate will be made from this amount on account of any material or
labor purchased, or contracts made by you individually.
Drawings and specifications are instruments of service, and as such,

are to remain property, and are not to be used by you for the erec-
tion of other buildings than above mentioned.

Approved and accepted, 188 Architect

Proprietor.

Of vast importance to ourselves and to the building public are the

mechanics' lien laws, of which nearly every State has at least one,
and sometimes the remains of many, all stranded and partially or

wholly wrecked upon the reef of unconstitutionality. A lien law, as

we understand it, creates a class of privileg id creditors. This accord-

ing of greater privileges to one creditor th n are enjoyed by another
is almost invariably unjust and often impolitic, and makes it difficult

for these laws to pass through the ordeal of appeal to the highest ju-
dicial tribunals. The privileges granted by them are so anomalous,
and so foreign to the general principle of the equality of all before
the law, that they should be only accorded to those unable to secure

justice without such assistance, or for the furtherance of important
public interests.

Merchants, manufacturers, and most professional men, who sell

good or services upon credit, institute most careful and thorough in-

quiries as to the financial standing, the business capacity and the

reputation for honesty and trustworthiness of the applicants for

credit, and keep a close watch upon the business and other transac-

tions of their debtors, so as to be ready at any and all times to invoke
the aid of the common law to protect them when they fear their rights
are jeopardized. And it is their general experience that their rights
are safest in those States whose statute books are least encumbered

by special legislation upun the relations of debtor and creditor.

There is no reason why architects should not exercise the same
care in the selection of their clients, as do inerchantx in the selection

of credit customers. It is not at all an unusual thing for a mercan-
tile house to refuse to sell goods to undesirable customers. If archi-

tects are less discriminating in accepting orders from clients, it is

absurd to ask for a statute protecting them from the effect of their

own want of business prudence.
It appears, therefore, that the business necessities of architects or

contractors, or material-men, are not a justification for invoking the

special protection granted by lien laws. It remains to be seen

whether, as a measure of public policy, there is a necessity or a jus-
tification for the existence of a mechanics' lien law.

It is one of the peculiarities of our complex modern social system,
that it often becomes the duty of the individual to yield some of bis

natural rights to the welfare of the community at large, and so great
are the disparities of knowledge, wealth and power of its many con-

stituents, that special provision must often be made for the protection
of the weak against the encroachments of the powerful and unscru-

pulous, and it sometimes becomes expedient that the community as a
whole exert its powers for the protection of curtain interests, the fos-

tering of which is believed essential to the public weal.

The justification for the existence of mechanics' lien laws is found
in the above-mentioned consideration.

It cannot be denied that certainty in harvesting the fruits of his

toil should be secured to the wage-worker by the community, the
welfare and peace of which are so largely dependent upon the indus-

try, thrift and contentment of its humbler toilers. There arc many
who are dependent upon each day's toil for the next day's subsist-

ence and maintenance for themselves and family, and who may not
know to-day whether or where they will be permitted to toil for this

subsistence to-morrow. They cannot each Keep a credit man to in-

form them whether their would-be employer is honest or solvent.

They cannot before selling their services, look up the registers of the
mercantile agencies for information to guide their actions. They
must act promptly and go to work, or to-morrow they will starve.

It is the duty of the community by the aid of its law to insure to

these, its less fortunate but not less valuable citizens, as great an im-

munity from danger of loss of each day's earnings as the wisdom and

ingenuity of its law-makers and their advisers can devise. Such a
measure of pure and abstract justice, this enforcement of the obliga-
tion of the strong community to its weakest members, should be the
chief function of the ideal mechanics' lien law.

Let us now see whether a justification for further extension of the
functions of the mechanics' lien law can be found in a plea of expe-
diency and public interest.

The borrower, whose security to the lender is of unimpeachable
character, is accorded more favorable terms than the one whose secu-
rities are less valuable. This rule holds good through all business
transactions involving the element of credit. The preventive and

protective systems organized and maintained by our mercantile and

manufacturing interests, for the regulation of their credit transac-

tions, are quite sufficient as preventives of and protections against
excessive losses from reckless or dishonest debtors. But the con-
sumers finally pay the entire cost of our system of mercantile agen-
cies, and make good to the merchants and manufacturers their loss

from bad debts and the cost of their efforts to collect them.
If the building contractor is given an enforceable lien law, a

greater security from loss than that enjoyed by his fellow business

men, the law of competition in trade will soon place him, with regard
to the margin of profit expected from his operations, nearer to the
lender on mortgage security than to the merchant whose safety lies

in his ability to diagnose correctly the degree of rectitude and busi-

ness capacity of his debtors, and whose profits must therefore be

large enough to cover an element of risk, which by the operations of
a protective lien law would be eliminated from the operations of a

building contractor. Therefore, from this tendency of this special

protection to reduce the cost of house building, and of house occupy-
ing, and thus benefiting the entire community, we can deduce a strong
argument for including the contractor and material-man and perhaps
the architect, among those included in the protection of the lien law.
But as many of the lien laws heretofore enacted have contained

provisions in the highest degree unjust, and as no real or permanent
good can accrue to any part of the community from protective meas-
ures that work injustice to others, it behooves us to exercise the

greatest care in our treatment of the
subject.

First of all, the nature and extent of the lien claims should be

clearly and definitely determined and limited, and, for the protection
of all parties, they should be made matters of record, the same as

mortgages.
Solvent employers of labor pay their hands every week or every

two weeks, and the regulation of the possible lien claims of the labor-

ers should be based upon this practice. The laborer who has worked
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two weeks at any building without payment shall be required, if he

desires to avail himself of the protection of lien laws, to notify the

owner of the building, or his architect or other properly accredited

a<*ent, of the default in payment, and such notice made in writing or

before two disinterested witnesses shall make it obligatory upon the

owner of the building to see to the discharge of the contractor s

obligations towards the employe's making such notice, and if, within

a week from the date of such notice, lie fails to secure the settlement

of a just claim of an employe" upon his building, such employe shall,

to further secure his rights under the lien law, file notice of the same

with the proper recording officer of the county in which the work

has been done, and this record shall be and continue the evidence

of a lien against the building and the property upon which it is

erected, unttl the justice of the claim shall have been determined by

mutual agreement or judicial decision and the amount found just

shall have" been liquidated.

No claim of any employe" shall be allowed to become a hen unless

notice has been filed upon the owner and in the court within the time

before stated.

It is intended by this provision to prevent, as far as possible, the

practice of dishonest contractors collecting payments and neglecting

to pay their employes, and to prevent employes from indirectly aid-

ing and abetting this practice of contractors by continuing to work

without enforcing payment of their wages in the assurance that, no

matter how long they may work without pay from their immediate

employer, nor how large their claim against their employer may be

permitted to grow, they will be safe and their payment secure under

the operations of a lien law.

Contracts and sub-contracts to become liens should be filed for

record with the proper recording officer in the county in which they

are to be executed ;
if not so recorded they will be in the same cate-

gory with loans unsecured by mortgage or goods sold on open
account.

Throughout this act we wish to enforce the principle that when

special protection is given any class of creditors, prompt and imme-

diate publication of the existence of their specially protected claims

should be given to all others who may be already or who may still

become financially interested in the property against which their

claims may become liens. By this course the rights of laborers, mate-

rial-men, contractors, architects, and owners of buildings will be

secured one against the other, positively and openly, and that ele-

ment of uncertainty with which the subject of lien claims and the

securities under them or against them is now invested will become

eliminated, and the nature and extent of possible lien claims against
the building in course of erection will be as easily ascertained by
reference to the public records as are mortgage, judgment or tax

claims.

If, through our organization, we succeed in formulating a lien law

based upon these principles, and so shape it as to avoid the conflicts

with State constitutions and natural rights which have crept into so

many of the former .
efforts in this direction, we shall have accom-

plished a work that will warrant us in making the greatest sacrifices

in behalf of our organization.
But to succeed in this most difficult undertaking will require most

arduous labors in collecting legal opinions from eminent authorities

as to the reasons for the failure of so many attempts toward the

enactment of similar laws, and as to the features in former lien laws

that have been found practical and beneficial in their operations. It

will also be desirable that conferences be had with legal representa-
tives of real estate and building interests, contractors, and with

representatives of the various trade and labor organizations.
There are many other subjects relating to existing or perhaps

desirable laws and ordinances of direct interest to the building com-

munity, with reference to which your Committee might have made
investigations and report. It is our belief, however, that the matters
selected for your consideration at this Convention are the ones of

gravest importance, and that to do them justice will take up a suffi-

cient amount of the time at the disposal of your Convention.
We would state to the Convention that we have made an effort to

gather reports of legal enactments and legal decisions upon many
points of interest. We found, however, so many contradictions and
conflicts of opinions in decisions upon apparently similar or identical

questions, that so often the decisions of the courts were really based

upon technicalities or side issues brought up by counsel more desirous
to win their cases than to settle abstract principles of law and justice,
that we despaired of our ability to present them in

sufficiently intel-

ligible form, and that we determined not to embody these as yet
undigested researches in our report. We do, however, recommend
that it be hereafter made the duty of your Committee on Building
Laws to make and keep a record of building legislation in general as
it now exists, and to continue this record with reference to future
building legislation; that it gather reports of judicial decisions upon
all matters relating to building interests

; that it compile these with
special reference to the extent by which important principles are
settled and determined

; that it place itself in communication with
the various State organizations, or in States where these do not
exist, with two members appointed by this Association for the pur-
pose of tendering its advice in all cases, and assistance in all cases
where efforts are being made for the passage of State or municipal
legislation governing or affecting building iuterests. And finallywhen litigation is being carried on in which important principles are
at stake, they endeavor, if necessary, by furnishin the assistance of

eminent counsel and means for carrying such cases to the higher

courts, to arrive at definite and final decisions of all principles of law

affecting our interests.

We know that the carrying out of this policy will involve an out-

lay for attorneys' fees, clerk-hire, etc., far greater than the present

means of our Association will warrant, but it appears to us that the

measures recommended will be of so great prospective value to each

of us individually that we should all be willing to increase our con-

tributions to the funds of the Association sufficiently to make it a

body whose beneficence and powerful influence will be felt through-

out the land.

D. ADLKR, Illinois, Chairman. J. S. MATHEWS, Wyoming.
I. HODJESON, Minnesota. S. I. OSGOOD, Michigan.

E. O. FALLIS, Ohio. ALBERT E. COBBE, Dakota.

C. K. RAMSAY, Missouri. C. A. CURTIN, Kentucky.
C. H. LEE, Iowa. E. TOWNSEND Mix, Wisconsin.

JAS. F. ALEXANDER, Indiana. SIDNEY SMITH, Ohio.

Committee on Statutory Laws.

Alb

BENDING CAST-IRON.

WE
trust that the Scientific Amer-

ican will pardon our reproducing
at length the following interest-

ing information :

The quality of cast-iron in softness

yielding to tool -working and in

^-toughness has been greatly improved
within the memory of many workers
who are not old men. The crisp, brit-

tle, hard character of cast-iron has

been changed to a material of a purer
condition and therefore better nature.

One of the peculiarities of modern
cast-iron for machinery purposes is its

flexibility, its capacity of being moved
from its moulded position and retain-

ing its new contour. In the older time

it was necessary to peen a casting in

order to permanently bend it, and this

peening was rarely more than skin

deep. The action of peening is sim-

ply to expand the surface of the cast-

ing by the quick, sharp blows of the

peen end of the machinist's hammer
the unattached parts must, perforce,

give to this persuasion. The consequence is that the hammered side

is stretched, just as hammering will stretch lead, or silver, or cop-

per, or any malleable metal. But the objection to the peening pro-
cess is that the after-working by the file or the planing tool may
destroy all the work done by the peen end of the hammer.
But it is possible to permanently bend cast-iron without resort to

such heroic methods as peening, and the ruder one of heating to red-

ness in a forge fire, bending while soft, and plunging into cold water
;

the last so ris]*y of breaking the casting that it is seldom tried,

except on cheap stuff like grate-bars or similar traps. Good cast-

iron can be bent and keep its bend, without the slow process of

peening or the risky one of bending under intense heat and chilling
in cold water with the chance of breaking. And this quality is

sometimes handy.
In a cotton mill for spinning peculiar yarn, the leaders on a spooler

require to have a decided curvature near their heads. For conven-

ience in finishing and fitting, and for economy in production, cast-

ings were preferable to forgings. These castings were made flat
;

but after being finished, they were heated over a blaze and bent
under a lever. The amount of bend was more than 30.
A casting was made recently which required two turns or bends

in its length, the casting weighing something over three hundred

pounds. The superintendent determined to make the casting

straight, plane and finish it, and afterward bend it to shape. This
was successfully accomplished. The curved pattern would have
been costly, the resultant casting might have been faulty, and the

hand dressing and finishing of the double-curved casting would have
made the piece cost more than if forged. But a forged piece of

wrought-iron was just what was not wanted; it was a casting, and
it was made.
Where the bends were to be made were stationed alcohol lamps,

the piece being suspended between proper supports. After the
under side being heated to a degree that would have drawn hardened
steel to a straw color as a supposable degree of heat a press-
ure, by a weighted lever, was introduced on the upper side of the

casting. As the lamp was moved from point to point, it was sur-

prising to see how the iron yielded to the pressure and the heat. A
curve was made that could not have been finished by planing, and
yet the bent casting retained its finish, only the discoloring by the

lamps being necessary to be removed by emery-cloth rubbing.A crooked casting, withdrawn out of line by injudicious pattern-
making and lack of sensible moulding in the foundry, was about to
be thrown on to the scrap heap, at a loss of nearly a hundred dol-
lars. It was straightened to usefulness simply by the careful use of
two gas flames diffused by wire netting, and by" the use of weight.
It is quite possible to bend or to straighten cast-iron to r<D appreciable
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extent by a quite low degree of heat, if the heat is judiciously

applied ;
a gradual heating of the side to be elongated by a heat

that can be controlled, and the simultaneous persuasion of weight,

lever, or screw, will do wonders on such a material as the cast-iron,

that is usually considered to be of too friable, untenacious and brittle

a nature to be much beyond stone in resistance to tension ;
but even

stone will bend.

COMPLICATIONS ARISING FROM THE BURNING OF
DRAWINGS.

CHEYENNE, WYO., November 7, 188S.

To THK EDITORS OK THK AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, I will regard it as a very great favor, if you will ad-

vise ine as to my rights in the following case
;
and also, if you can

refer me to adjudicated cases involving the same or similar questions.
In August, 1883, I was employed to get up plans for a block of

seven stores to be built here by Messrs. C. & A. It was understood at

the time that they did not intend to build until the following spring.
And to prove this statement, I can produce a card published by C. & A.

in the local papers, saying in effect, "That, although they were hav-

ing plans prepared, they would not improve that locality until certain

objectionable parties vacated that neighborhood." (The cause of

their animus being a low-class, colored saloon, on the opposite corner

from where they proposed to build, and which by-the-bye, they have
not yet succeeded in obtaining possession of, or in ousting the objec-
tionable parties. I state this because C. & A. have made the asser-

tion that the reason they did not build in "83 was on account of my
delay in completing the plans; which I most emphatically deny!)
The plans were fully completed general drawings, specifications

and details that fall, C. & A. were aware of that fact, but they left

them in my possession (without any agreement, however, except that

it was tacitly understood that they did not intend to use them till

spring) all winter and until the 25th of March, when they were de-

stroyed by a fire which consumed my office and its contents. At this

time I had received nothing from C. & A. for making the plans. I

had never rendered my bill, or asked them for anything on account.

So, when the plans were totally ruined, I thought, perhaps, that the

easiest way to prevent complaint and trouble would be for me to re-

produce the drawings at my own expense.
I told C. & A. "

that, although I considered them legally liable for

the set destroyed, to show that I was willing to do what was fair, that

I would make them over again." Mr. A. told me " to hold on for a
few days, for they had sold part of the lot, and of course, that would
necessitate changes in the plans, but that they would let me know
what they wanted in a few days." As it was as easy for me to make
the changes desired, as to make them the same as the first set, I con-

sented. But they never came to tell me just what they did want;
when approached upon the subject, they always said " We will be up
in a few days, and fix it up." Failing to do so, I finally became im-

patient, and sent them a note asking for definite information in re-

gard to changes desired ? In about ten days I received a reply, say-

ing,
" Don't do anything to plans, until ordered to do so." I answered,

" that I had not applied to them for orders to go on with the plans,
but to ascertain their views in regard to the changes they said they
wanted. As they had failed to enlighten me, and as it was not nec-

essary to order the same set of plans from the same party twice, and

they did not deny ordering them once (in their letter they admitted

this), that I should proceed to make another set, as I had promised
to do so, the same as originally ordered." And I did actually begin
work on the second set, when I was advised that I was only putting

myself to unnecessary expense, and that I would then possess no
more rights than I did at present.

Since tlicn I have sent them a bill for $1,050 (three-and-a-half per
cent on $30,000, the estimated cost), but they have paid no attention

to it.

I have sought legal advice, and they seem to think that the pivotal

point of the case will be : Was I negligent in not making them a for-

mal tender of the plans when finished ?

I claim, that they knew they were finished months before the fire,

and that if they chose to leave them in my possession, that they did

so at their own risk.

Now, if you can refer me to any decisions bearing upon the case, or

if you will kindly give me your own opinion of its merits, I will be

very thankful to you.
Of course, I can see now where I should have acted otherwise than

I did in several particulars, but have my acts vitiated my rights in the

premises? Yours respectfully, J. 8. MATTHEWS.
[THK cases of Tolman vs. Phelps, and Phelps vs. Tolman, District of Co-

lumbia Reports, and noted in American Architect, No. 394, throw some
light on these questions, although they are not sufficiently similar to this to
be H very safe guide. The fact of the contract for professional service
seems here to be admitted. Under ordinary circumstances it is probable
that a delivery or tender of the plans and specifications would be held nec-

essary to the completion of the contract on the part of the architect, courts

generally taking the absurd position that an architect can only fulfil his

professional duty by depriving himself, after he gets half through his ser-

vice, of the means of completing it. In the present instance, however, C.
and A. seem to have waived delivery, not only through the universal cus-
tom which loaves plans and specifications in the custody of the architect un-
til demanded by the client, but by their repeated expressions of intention to

postpone building. The plans, not having been formally tendered or
claimed, were stored at the risk of the architect, instead of at the risk of the

client, as they would have been, we think, if the architect had tendered
them, and had been asked to keep them. Having been destroyed while in

his possession, he U bound to replace them, and on doing go, with such

promptness as to cause no damage to the interests of his client, his duty is

fulfilled, so far as it is possible for him to carry his services before the exe-
cution of the plang is boguu, and he stands in the same position that he did
before the fire.

As it seems to an, the incident of the fire does not affect the contract at all.

The architect Is engaged to do certain work for his client, and, in order to get
paid for it, he must do it abd deliver it, or offer it to his client, fire or no fire.

On the other hand, his client having ordered the work, must take it and pay
for it, whether he changes his mind about lining it or not, unless he can
show that the architect was unreasonably slow in complying with his wishes,
or in some other way failed to do what was properly to be expected of him.
It was a mistake on the part of our correspondent to utop work on his dupli-
cate set of drawings. The delay which lux clients' talk about alterations caused
him entitles him to a reasonable extra time to do his work in, but he must
do it, and either deliver the plans and specifications, or make formal tender
of them before a court will award him payment for them. Even then, he
must make sn re that he has sent a bill for what he was engaged to do, and
not for something else. If he wae employed to design and superintend the
stores, his duty is not complete until he has done so, and his present bill
should only be on account, and be must make his willingness to go on and
complete his contract perfectly clear. If his clients then, without fault on
his part, refuse to let him do so, they are bound to pay him just as much as
if he had superintended the work. On the other hand, If they can make it

appear that they were willing to have him go on with full service, but that
he broke oft when he got two-thirds through, and refused to do any more,
they will be absolved from the contract, and need not pay him anything; on
the general principle that one party to a contract must perform or be able
and willing to perform the whole of his part of the agreement, before he can
compel the other party to fulfil his part. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.!

" A QUESTION OF COMMISSION." THE OTHER SIDE.
IOWA CITY, IOWA, November 27, WtS.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, My attention is drawn to an article published in your

paper of date, November 21st, 1885, headed " A Question of Com-
mission." From an examination of the paragraphs submitted by B,
I suppose the "A" referred to must be myself, as the paragraphs sub-
mitted are identical with those prepared by me in circular form and
sent to some of the leading architects of this and other states. It
seems to me that B has omitted a fact and a paragraph necessary
to a proper submission of the question. Paragraph third, reads as
follows :

" The cost of the building, when completed for occupancy,
must not exceed $9,000. No plans will be considered the cost of

erecting which shall exceed said sum." The actual cost of the

building; completed was in excess of $9,000, excluding furnaces.
When B submitted his plans to A, he submitted also an estimate
of the cost of the building not including furnaces

;
the estimate of

the cost being, with the commission, $214.10, included $8.564.25.
I enclose you herewith one of the circulars. Please state with

these additional facts before you, whether B is entitled to commis-
sion on the cost of the furnaces ? Very truly, A.

[WE do not think that B. stated his case unfairly, nor do we think that
the fact that the building actually cost more than tiie stipulated sum mate-
rial to the question it is a bad habit new buildings will fall into. But we
do find that B's case should be thrown out of court, from the fact that the
work was awarded to him on his estimate of $8,5<>4.'25 plus the 2J per cent
commission on a sum which did not include the cost of a furnace. If, how-
ever, B had to modify his original plans to provide for the furnace which was
selected before the working-drawings were begun, he has a reasonable claim
for commission on the plea of extras if he thinks it worth while to make
such plea EDS. AMERICA* ARCHITECT.]

JOISTS AND BEAMS.
HABTFOBD, COXTJ., November 19, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, I. What is the best method of protecting ends of
wooden joists, white and Southern pine and spruce, in brick walls?
Tarring the ends is recommended; also leaving air-space around
them, but would not the latter induce dry-rot if plaster was appled
direct to the walls, preventing circulation of air.

2. Why should ends of joists be bevelled (so to fall out easily in
case of fire) if they are to be securely anchored into the wall ?

Respectfully, SOLEIL.

[(1.) VENTILATION, if it can be arranged without weakening the walls or
causing any loss of lateral stability, is the best way to prevent dry-rot.
Plaster will not prevent the needed circulation. (2) To prevent .null ing over
the wall in their fall; for the same reason the anchors should be fixed "along
the under side of the beam, not along the top as used to be the practice.
EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

POUND-FOOT vi. POUND-YARD.
NEW YORK, November 28, 188.5.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sirs, No manufacturer having answered the query,

" Why
the weight of wrought-iron is given per yard and not per foot," allow
me to suggest a possible reason.

If the area of cross-section of a piece of wrought-iron is multi-

plied by ten, we have the exact weight per yard of the piece ; or, if

we divide by ten the weight per yard of the piece, we have the exact
area of cross-section (the area to be taken in square inches and the

weight in pounds).
Thus, if a rectangular piece of iron were 6" x 8" in cross-section

its weight per yard would be6X8X10=480 Ibs. Now apiece'
of iron 6" x 8", and one yard long, contains 6X8X36=1 728
cubic inches= 1 cubic foot.

We know that one cubic foot of wrought-iron weighs 480 pounds
which, of course, proves the rule. Respectfully yours,

L.
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KOUGH-CAST.
POTTSVILLE, PA., November 23, 1883.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, I am a constant reader of your paper, and I write to

you for a recipe for what is called
"
rough-cast "plaster used on the

exterior of houses; also, how it is colored the different shades I

As I am a new beginner, would be thankful for any information on

this subject that you could give me, through your valuable paper

At present we have not got any buildings with that plaster, and

I would like to introduce it. Hoping that you will give this an answer

at your earliest convenience, I am, Yours truly, VV. U. H.

[THE old-fashioned rough-cast was formed by a coat of lime and hair

morta? appl ed over laths and allowed to dry. A second or smooth coat was

Sen wofied and before it was dry there was " cast" upon it, by means of

awoornpadd"e,aq,.ite fluid mixture of lime and clean, coarse sand or

*ra?el anS either allowed to dry as it fell or was brushed to a surface with

a wet coarse brush. It was important to apply the last coat hot. Modern

uWe sometimes substitutes wire-lath for wood, and cement for lime. The

rough-cast may be colored by any of the ochreous earths whose colors are

Mtlestroyed by the action of the lime.-EDS. AMERICAN ABCHITECT.]

FURNACE CHIMNEY-SHAFTS.
MONTREAL, November 23, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Please inform me how a furnace-shaft should be con-

structed, and what appliances should be used, in order to avoid to

the utmost extent possible the nuisance from smoke from firing steam-

boilers.
THOMAS CUSHING.

fAs a chimney-shaft has to be carefully proportioned to the work it is ex-

pected to do, it 'is not possible to answer so general a question. We would

advise vour procuring the work of R. M. and F. J. Bancroft on Tall Chim-

ney Ooiutruatton," an advertisement of which appears on another page,

where you will find the desired iuformation. As to preventing the smoke

nuisance, perfect combustion and careful stoking are essentials. Various

devices have been successfully employed for ensuring the absence of smoke

both in Chicago and Cincinnati, which have and endeavor to enforce smoke-

nuisance ordinances, and we would recommend your applying to some ar-

chitect in either of those cities for the necessary details of construction.

EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

THE DURABILITY OF GALVANIZED IRONWORK.
KANSAS CITY, Mo., December 2, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT :

Dear Sirs, Has sufficient time elapsed since galvanized-iron came

into use for cornices, dormers, etc., to determine its durability as

ordinarily used for such purposes 1

Aside from the question of architectural fitness, I think it would

interest many of your readers besides myself to learn the average
duration of this material when used for the purposes above named.

"Pro Bono Publico."

BOOKS ON ROOF TRUSSES.

DAYTON, 0., December 2, 1885.

To THK EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, Will you please tell us what you regard the best

practical authority on iron bridge and roof trusses, a work valuable

in actual work. Respectfully yours, M.

[HUMBKR'S
"
Complete Treatise on Cast and Wrought Iron Bridge Con-

struction,'' and Francis Campin's "Iron Roofs," together with Greene's
"
Graphical Analysis," should form useful additions to a working library.

EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

BOOKS ON MENSURATION.
To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, Where can a text-book that would assist a student in

perfecting himself as a measurer be found? and also at what price ?

Respectfully, STUDENT.

[HODGSON'S
" Builder's Guide and Estimator's Price-Book," published

by the Industrial Publication Company of New York, and the "Practical
Estimator," published by David Williams of New York, are both service-
able little books, and quite inexpensive, though we will not say that their

study will make you
"
perfect." EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

A CORRECTION.
PHILADELPHIA, December 7, 1885.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sim, In your issue of December 5, in referring to the rood-

screen on page 270, you state it was made in the shop of Louis Koe-
nig. The rood-screen referred to was made by us, Mr. Louis Koenig
being the name of the foreman in charge of "the work. We regre
very much this error lias occurred, and trust you will notice it in

your next. Yours truly, J. B. SHANNON & SONS.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

AN IN-COXSEO.CENCB CONNECTED WITH HELL GATE. A correspond-
ent of the Portland Advertiser makes the astonishing su ggestion that
perhaps the United States is liable for the damage done by the recent
high tide in New York, asking :

" Has the opening of Hell Gate, while

improving the navigation, injured the property owners in the city by
allowing the easterly winds to drive Long Island Sound too easily into

the harbor * "

THE GLYPTOTHEK AND PINACOTHEK COLLECTIONS IN DANGER OF
DISPERSAL. I learn from Munich that a profound sensation has been

caused there by a sinister report that the Bavarian Cabinet meditate

advising the king to sell the Glyptothek and Pinacothek, which are val-

ued at 3,000,000. It is incredible that even a German minister could

sanction so scandalous a transaction, for the contents of these galleries

are no more the private property of the King than are the pictures of

our National Gallery the property of the Queen. It is proposed that

the King should sell the galleries to the country, the plan being, in fact,

a cunning dodge to obtain an immense sum of money for the purchase
of property which practically belongs to the country already. No
doubt there will be sharp interference from Berlin if the project goes

any further, as some time ago Prince Bismarck intervened very decis-

ively when another German ruler meditated selling some of the gems in

his gallery to an American millionaire. London Truth.

FALL or ELECTRIC LIGHT TOWEUS IN SAVANNAH, GA. The high
electric-light tower at the intersection of Liberty and Habersham streets

fell with a tremendous crash at six o'clock November 15. The fall was
caused by a runaway mule striking the tower. No one was hurt. The
towers were put up about three years ago. They are anchored in a

foundation of brick and cement, and were considered very strong. This
tower is the third one that has fallen in Savannah. One at Huntingdon
and Price streets toppled over before it was finished. About a year ago
a freight car in the Central Railroad yards j umped the track and crashed

against the tower by the passenger-shed, bringing it down. Two or

three of the structures are one hundred and eighty-five feet high. They
are ascended by an automatic elevator, which, when not in use, is kept
locked a few feet above the ground. Some months ago a painter who
had been coating one of the towers got out of the elevator cage before

fastening it. The cage at once started for the top, gaining in speed the

higher it went. When it struck the top platform the whole top was
broken off. Not long ago a tower in Macon was knocked down by a

mule. The towers cost about $1,200, and with the lamps the price runs

up to nearly $1,300. Savannah News.

THE NICARAOUAN CANAL. The report of Civil Engineer Menocal of

the navy upon the Nicaraguan canal route recently surveyed by a party
of which he was at the head, has been made public. The expedition
paid an official visit to the president of Nicaragua at Manaqua. He ex-
tended a cordial welcome and expressed the hope that the American
Congress would ratify the pending canal treaty. The proposed route
extends from the harbor of Greytown on the Caribbean Sea to Brito on
the Pacific. Its total length is 169.8 miles, of which 38.98 miles will be
excavated eanal and 130.82 miles navigation by Lake Nicaragua, the
river San Juan, the basin of the river San Francisco and seven locks.

The lake (or inland sea) of Nicaragua is about ninety miles long and
forty wide, and will be connected with the Pacific by a canal, and with
the Atlantic by slack-water navigation in the river San Juan, by a short
section of canal from the river San Juan to the basin of the river San
Francisco, by navigation through this basin and by a canal thence to

the Caribean Sea. It is proposed that the canal shall have a depth of
from twenty eight to thirty feet, with a minimum width in rock and
deep earth-cuts of eighty feet at bottom. It is estimated that a ship
may pass from Greytown to Brito in thirty hours. The estimated total

cost of the canal is 51,234,958. Thirty-two vessels can pass the canal
in a day, or 11,680 in a year, which, at the average tonnage of vessels

passing the Suez Canal, will give an annual traffic of 20,440,000 tons.

This is based on the theory that the canal shall be illuminated with
electric lights, and the lake and river witli beacon and range lights, so
that vessels can move at night as well as day. It is estimated that
the canal can be completed in six years, and will cost, including a con-

tingent of 25 per cent added, $64,043,697 Springfield Republican.

EXCAVATIONS AT ST. MASK'S. In connection with the works in pro-
gress for the repaving and relevelling the Piazza of St. Mark an under-

taking has been commenced which may lead to results of considerable

archaeological importance and which will be of especial interest to stu-
dents of the architecture of Venice. When the repaving of the piazza
was determined upon the Historical Society of Venice proposed that
researches on a scientific basis should be conducted with a view to dis-

cover the sites of ancient buildings which formerly stood on the site of
the present pia/za. The project has been agreed to by the municipal-
ity, and the work has been placed under the direction of the architect,
Signor Giacomo Boni. The ground at present opened includes the
foundations of Leopardi's bronze sockets for the flagstaff's. Beneath
the sockets have been already found various pieces of twelfth century
sculpture, some in excellent preservation and of admirable workman-
ship ; they comprise square and circular panels and fragments of mould-
ings. They are probably, however, not connected with the history of
the piazza, but belong to mediaeval buildings demolished at the period
of the early Renaissance. The especial points which it is hoped to de-
termine will include the original area of the piazza before it was
lengthened by Sebastiano Ziani circa 1176: to discover the section of
the canal Battario, which was at the end of the ancient piazza, but
which would be about the centre of the present one

;
buried in the mud

will probably be found many objects of interest. Further, the site of
the votive church of St. Girniniano, built by Narsete, A. D. 552 will be
determined; here again mosaics (sixth century) and sculpture may re-
ward the investigators. Of later date will be the foundation of the wall
of fortification built by Doge Tribuno (902) to protect the Venetians
against the Hungarian pirates, who in the chronicle Sagornino are
called pagana et crudelissima gens. Here also should be found the foun-
dation of the hospital built by Doge Orseolo (eleventh century) close to
the Campanile, and the Procuratie built by Doge Ziana (Bvzantine
style) and which was destroyed in the sixteenth century. The works
are expected to cover a period of two or three years. London Times.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
(Reported for The American Architect and Building N-w..)

[Although a large portion of the building intelligent*
it provided by their regular correspondents, the editors

yreatly desire to receive voluntary information, espt-
Hollyfrom the smaller and outlying towns.}

BUILDING PATENTS.

{Printer! specifications of any patents herementioned.
together icith full detail illustrations, may be obtained
/ the Commissioner of Patents at Washington, for
twentv-Jivt centt.l

331,047. COMBINED SWABE AND MITER. Phllo L.
Fox, Bridgeport, Conn.

11,053. Wm.M H. Nathau H. Griffith, Providence,
R. 1 .

331,064. OVERFLOW FOB BATH-TUBS, SINKS, ETC.
Thomas Kennedy, Philadelphia, Pa.
331,073. LOOK. Wilbur .1. Maudeville, Rochester,

331,077. SHOW-WINDOW VENTILATOR. Martin G.
Mock and Walter S. Maywood, Muucie, Ind.
331,081. FIUE-KSCAPB. Horace F. Neumeyer, Ma-

cungie, Pa.
331,094. SLIDING-DOOR LOCK. William E. Sparks,New Haven, Conn.
331,112. KNOB ATTACHMENT. Charles H. Beebe,

Norwich, Coun.
331,114. MOULD FOR BUILDING CONCRETE WALLS
Thomas W. Carrico, San Antonio, Tex.
a-Jl.liS. FIRE-ESCAPE. John Fisher and Alexis

Coquillard, South Bend, Ind.
331,130. WINDOW-BLIND. Willta G. Hale, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
331,150. WINDOW-SHADE ATTACHMEHT. Elliott

Metcalf, Cass City, Mich.
331,163. LOCK. William M. Morton, Minneapolis,

Minn.
331,158. WRENCH.-Edward Phillips, Cleveland, O.
331.161. PETROLEUM HEATING- APPARATUS.

Robert Schulz, Dresden, Saxony, Germany.
331,161. HAND-SCREW OB VIBK-JAW ATTACHMENT.

Edgar Shaw. Lynn, Mass.
331,189. RAPID -TRANSIT WRENCH. James Du

Shaue, South Bend, Ind.
331,191. FIRE-ESCAPE. Johu Fleming, Calais, Me.
3J1.195. SPLITTING-SAW. William G. Hawley,

Hanford, Cal.

331,228. EARTH- AUGER. Wm. W. Curtis, Stan-
berry, Mo.

331,232. METHOD OF APPLYING WOOD VENEER.
Ann and Chas. de Bourbon d'Este Pateoiogus Gonzaga
18 Elgin Road, St. Peter's Park, County of Middlesex
England.

331,243. MANUFACTURE OF CEMENT. William Joy
Northfleet, England.

321,258. SL. DING-DOOR HANGER. Charles C. Run-
yau, Mansfield, O.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Baltimore.
BUILDING PERMITS. Since our last report four-
teen permits have been granted, the more impor-
tant of which are the following:
Joshua Regester, 3 three-st'y brick buildings, and

two-st'y stable in rear, s s Chase St., between Caro-
line and Dallas sts.
Geo. C. Herschman, 3 two-st'y brick buildings, ns

Lancaster St., commencing 11 w cor. Luzerue St-
and 6 two-st'y brick buildings, n s Lancaster St.,
commencing u w cor. Race St.
J. W. Parks, 2 three-st'y brick buildings, n s Ran-

dall St., between Battery Ave. and Williams St,
Joshua D. Taylor, 3 three st'y brick buildings

(square) w s Ensor St., between Monument and
Madison Sts.
Old Town Fire Insurance Company, three-st'y

marble-front building, w s Gay St., between High
and Exeter Sts.
W. T. Phillips, 6 three-st'y brick buildings, s s

Hollius St., commencing s w cor. Pulaski St.
Boston Fear, 6 two-st'y brick buildings, s s Lor-

mau St., w of Fulton St.
M. A. Frederick, three-st'y brick building, n s

Lexington St., between Charles and Little Sharp
StS.

Boston.
BUILDING PERMITS. Nelson St., near Boylston St
dwell 20' x 28'; Wheeler & Reed, owners; D. John-
son, builder.

Shepard St., dwell., 24' x 44'; Patrick Moore,
owner; James Keef*, builder.
Sounders St., near Orchard St., dwell., 23' x 35';

Henry Baldwin, owner; W. J. Griffiths, builder.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Forty-ninth St., ns, 280'e Third
Ave., 2 three-st'y frame tenements, tin roofs; cost
14,000; owner, Olof Mansson, 139 Thirty-ninth St.;
architect and builder, O. Nilsson.
Herk'mer St., Nos. 724-728, B s, 3 two-st'y frame

(brick-filled) dwells., gravel roofs; cost, each, $2,500;
owner, J. s. Deiiike; architect, A. Hill; builders
Stults & Sadler.

Flushing Ave., s s, 175' w Marcy Ave., three-st'ybrick stable and car-house, gravel roof; cost, S70 -

000; owner, Brooklyn City R. R. Co., 10 Fulton St ;

architect, A. W. Dickie.
Monition Ave., JVo. 255, e s, three-sfy brick store

and tenement, liu roof, wooden cornice; cost $6-
500; owner, John O'Brien, 257 Hamilton Ave.; ar-
chitect, O. Damen; builders, J. F. Nelson and C
M. Detlefsen.

Roilney St., a s, 152' 8" w Bedford Ave., 2 three-
st'y browu-stoue dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, S6 -

000; owner, H. B. Scholes, 119 Bedford Ave.; arch:

tcct, E. 1- . Gaylor; builder, J. ilanghiail.
Ituryea St., u s, 140' e Broadway, 10 two-st'.

frame dwells., tin roofs; cost, each; $4,000; owner
architect and builder, Wm. H. H. Ulover, 850 Vai
BurenSt.

'. / 1 u .V/., \<>. TH, B s, three-st'y frame tenement
tin roof; cost, $3,600; owner and builder, 1>. Heine
maun, 80 Gerry St.; architect, II. Vollweller.
Stewart St., s, from 150' to 200' e Broadway,

two-st'y frame (brick-filled) dwells., tin roofs; cost
each, (2,500; owuer, architect aud contractor, C. V
La Qnesne, 46 Bleecker St.; masons, Couk Bros.

SI. John's PL, n s, 2011' e Sixth Ave., 8 thrre-Bt'J
brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, $9,000; owner
George H. Engemaini, St. John's I'!., cor. Seventl
Ave.; architect, 1C. I iivm: builder, T. Fagaii.
Surth Kiuhth fit., A'o. 106, s s, 1KO' e Second St.

four-st'y brick tenement, tin roof, iron cornice; cost
$8,OOU; owner, Wm. Schiuit, 252 Second St.; archi
tect, A. Herbert; builders, Mead & Sou aud C. V
Schneider.

*(anhope St., A'o. 8, s e, 275' w Evergreen Ave.
two-st'y frame (brick-filled) dwell., tin roof: cost
(2,5tKI; owner, architect and builder, E. C. Bauer
22 Stanhope St.

Miildleton St., s s, 106' e Marcy Ave., 2 three-st'j
frame (brick-filled) tenements, tin roots; cost, each
(3,700; owuer, architect aud contractor, Johu Rue
ger, 250 Moore St.; mason, B. Guensche.
Broadway, w s, 69' 3" s McDouough St ,

2 three
st'y frame (brick-filled) tenements, tin roofs; cost
each, $4,100; owner, architect and contractor; John
Rueger.
Midttlelon St., s s, 125' e Marey Ave., 4 three-st'y

frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roofs; cost, each
(4,100;; owner, architect and builder, John Rueger
mason, B. Guensche.
Italph St., u w s, 75'8 w Evergreen Ave., three-st'y

frame tenement, gravel roof, brick cornice; cost
(4,30<r, owner, Johu Meuehan, Ralph St., near Ev-
ergreen Ave.; architect, F. Weber.
Evergreen Ave., w s, 25* n Ralph St., 2 three-st'y

frame (brick-filled) tenements, gravel roof; cost
$8.600; owuer, John Kenehan, Ralph St., near
Evergreen Ave.; architect, F. Weber; builder, not
selected.

Schaeffcr St., 8 s, 100' e Broadway, four-st'y frame
tenement, tin roof; cost. $5,000; owner aud builder
H. Vollweiler, 788 Broadway.
Throop Aoe., A'o. 149, e s, 25' s Hopkins St., three

Bt'y frame (brick-filled) store and tenement, tin
roof; cost, $4,200; owner and builder, William
Bruchhauser, on premises; architect, Th. Engel-
hardt.

Central Ave., tfo. 263, e s, 75' Harmau St., three-
at'y frame (brick-filled) store and tenement tin roof;
cost, $5,000; owner and builder, William Schneider
Busuwick Ave., cor. Meserole; architect, Th. En-
gelhardt.
Park Ave., A'o*. 607 to 637. n s, 175' w Marcy Ave.,

16 three-st'y frame (brick-filled tenements, tin roof;
total cost, $72,000; owner and builder, Geo. Straub,
11 Lewis Ave.; architect, Tb. Engelhardt.
Bushwick Ave., A'o. 708, w s, ac n Elm St., three-

st'y frame (brick-filled) dwell., tin roof; cost, $5,000,
owner and builder, Max Brill, 668 Bushwick Ave.;
architect,

Th. Eugelhardt.
Central Ave., Nos. 153-159, u e cor. Suydam St., 4

three-st'y frame (brick-filled) tenements, tin roofs;
cost, total, $18,00o; owner and builder, Henry Roth,
213 Johnson Ave.; architect, Th. Engelhardt.
Gerry St., Nos. 102-112, B e cor. T'hroop Ave., 6

buildiugs, three-st'y frame (brick-filled) store and
tenements, the others three-sfy frame (brick-filled)
tenements, tin roofs; cost, total, $25,000; owuer and
builder, John Krummenauer, 163 Ellery St.; archi-
tect, Th. Engelhardt.

Chicago.
BUILDING PERMITS. W. E. Trover, two-st'y flats,
Polk St.; cost, $6,000.

Presbyterian Mission Church, one-st'y chapel, 310-
314 West fcrie St.; cost, $10,000.
J. Eggold, two-st'y hall, 152 Wisconsin St.; cost

$4,000.
L. R. Giddings, three-st'y flats, 435-443 West Lake

St.; cost, $15,dOO.
J. Webb, 4 two-st'y dwells., 878-882 West Adams

St.; cost, $16,000.
F. Rebrecht, two-st'y store aud dwell., 923 West

Twelfth St.
; cost, $2,600.

T. E. Robinson, two-st'y store and dwell., 2712 Hal-
sted St.; cost. $2,500.
T. M. Crowley, 4 cottages, 1223-1231 West Fifteenth

St.; cost, $6,000.
J. Wlnterbotham, three-st'y flats, 357 Fifth Ave.;

ooet, 97,000.
Sacred Heart Convent, one-st'y addition to school:

coet, $7.000.
J. Schmitz, three-st'y store and flats, 960 West

Twelfth St.; cost, (4,000.
A. Peterson, two-st'y flats, 766 North Ave.; cost,

A. Swartz, two-st'y store and dwell., 3402 State
St.; cost. $2,600.

F. Serhard, two-st'y store and dwell., 931 West
Nineteenth St.; cost, $4,500.
Pboanix Insurance Co. of Brooklyn, ten-st'y offlce-

building, cor. Clark aud Jackson Sts.; cost, (400,-
000; architects, Buriiham & Hoot.
Mrs. J. Baker, two-st'y dwell., 1007 West Adams

St.; cost, $3,000.
Dr. Mayimrd, two-st'y dwell., 1052 West Congress

St.; cost, $2,608.
F. B. Clarke, 2 one-st'y dwells., 439-443 Robey St.;

cost, $2,500.
F. B. Clarke, 2 two-st'y dwells., 435-437 Robey St.;

cost, $6,000.
E. M. Wallser, two-st'y dwell., 3729 Prairie Aye.;

cost, $3,500.
E. Mariner, two-st'y dwell., 3231 Groveland Ave.;

coet, (5,000.
P. E. Gunlock. 2 two-st'y dwells., 1181-1183 Wash-

ington St.: cost, $15,000.
Mrs. G. H. Bishop, 5 two-st'y dwells., 153-161 Oak-

ley St.; cost, $20,000.
P. Berry, three-st'y store and dwell., 898 North

Halsted St.; cost, 85,500; architect, H. Sichel.

KUIIKH* City, Mo.
Hr ii. HIM; PERMITS. Brick house, Peuu St.; coit,

(7,'i-ti; owner, 11. B. I'rudden.
tfrick business block, West Ninth St.; coat, $25,-

000; i wuers, J. Dola & Son.
Frame house, Tracy Ave.; cost, $5,<HH); owner,

Frank Kli.g.
Frame business block, cor. Seventeenth and Wy-

oming SU.; cost $9,0n; owner, W. W. Lovitt.
Kriiinv house, East Filth St.; cost, $5,000; owner,

Fred'k VV eber.
Frame house, Park Ave.; cost, (7,000; owner, J.

C. Hldrlck.
Frame house, Park Ave.; cost, (3,500; owner,

Allen C'ochrau.
Tumi value permits, 18>5, brick, $32,000; frame,

(36,536; mill, (750; total cost, *t!9,2SO.

Milwaukee, WU.
THE PAST SEASON. Building has been very exten-
sive in this city during the season just drawing to a
close. Some very expensive structures have been
contracted for and in course of construction.
Among the most prominent Is the new office-build-
ing of the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Company, on the cor. of Broadway and Michigan
Sts., to cost $600,000.

ARMOKY. The Light Horse Squadron are building a
very handsome armory-building on Broadway, Just
north of the new Central Police Station to cost
$50,000.

ART-GALLEBY. F. Lay ton has contracted for a pub-
lic art-gallery to be erected on the cor. of Jefferson
and Mason Sts., at a cost of $75,0. 0, which he In-
tends to present to the city upon its completion.

DEPOT. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway
Co. are building a handsome depot on Everett, Third
aud Fourth Sts., at a cost of $300,000.

JAIL. The county authorities have just contracted
for a new county jail, at a cost of $100,000.

BUILDING PERMITS. J. F. Wallace, brick residence
on Cass St.; cost, (4,700.
Schlitz Brewing Company, brick store, cor. Grand

Ave. and Third St.; cost, $25,000.
Jas. Bannan, brick house, Eighteenth St.: cost

(4.500.
Wm. Bishop, brick house, Van Bureu St.: cost

$6,000.
E. Reynolds, house, Cass St.; cost, $3,500.
J. F. acanlon, brick store, cor. Murray and North

Aves.; cost, $4,500.
H. Towuseud, brick house, Farwell Ave.; cost

(3,600.
Mr. Woolcott, brick house, Marshall St.; cost

$7,000.
The Schlitz Brewing Co., brick store, Cherry St

cost, $6,000.
H. Fitzlaff, two st'y brick store, Third St.; cost

$3.000.
M. Kohl, two-st'y brick store, State St.; coet

(3.800.
John Johnston, brick baru, Twelfth St.; cost

$3,500.
Mr. Kletsch, brick addition to the Republican

House; cost, $4,000.
H. Fallen, brick dwell., Twentieth St.; cost,

Schlitz Brewing Co., brick store, cor. Third and
Lloyd Sts.; cost, $10,000.
Cook & Hyde, brick flats, cor. Grand Ave and

Eighth Sts.; cost, $105,000.

Minneapolis, Minn.
BUILDING PERMITS. -Wm. M. Walker, two-st'y wood
dwell., s w s Fremont St., bet. Franklin Ave and
East St., ii; Jbst, $3,000.
Albert Johnson, 4 two-st'y wood stores and 4 four-

st'y flats, s e cor. Fourth aud Fifth Aves., s.' cost
S3.000.
Chas. Mac C. Reeve, three-st'y wood tenement, nw B Fourth Ave. and Tenth St., s; cost, $10,000.
Carl A. Audersen, four-st'y brick and stone tene-

ment; w s Sixteenth Ave., bet. East Twentieth and
East Twenty-first Sts.; cost, $12 OUO.
James Cbalmer, four-st'y brick and stone apart-

ment-house, e s Tenth St., bet. Birch St. and Haw-
thorne Ave.; cost, $20,000.
James H. Conkey, one-st'y wood and brick plan-

ing mill, w s First St., bet. Twenty-second and
Twenty-third Aves., n; cost. $12,000.

S. G. Cook and others, addition brick store and
office-building, s e cor. Fifth St. and Hennepin Ave
n; cost, $50,000.
Frank Holmes, addition brick store and office-

building, H w s Hennepin Ave. bet. Eighth and
Tenth Aves., n; cost, $30,000.
Watts Bros. & Camerer, two-st'y wood dwell., e s

Portland Ave., bet. East Twenty-seventh and East
Twenty-eight Sts., B; cost, S3,50.
Mary J. Adrian, 2 three-st'y brick stores w 8 Ce-

dar Ave.. bet. Washington Ave. and Third St., i;

Thomas A. Braun, two-st'y wood dwell., w s Sec-
ond Ave., bet. East Sixteenth and East Seventeenth
Ms.. 8; cost, $6,000.
P. G. Lauioreaux, 2 two-st'y wood dwells., e s Nlc-

ollet Ave., bet. East Thirty-second and East Thirty-
third Sts., s; cost, $16,000.
P. G. Lamoreaux, 2 two-st'y wood dwells w s

First Ave., bet. East Thirty-second and Kast Thirty-
third .Sts., s; cost, $16,000.
Nellie

field Ave., . -

ty-seventh Sts., e; cost, $3,000.
F. B. Hart, two-st'y brick veneer dwell., n e cor.

near Oak and Greve Aves. and PI.; cost, $15 000.
Jno. N. Abrahamson, three-st'y brick store and

flat, s e cor. Blalsdell Ave. aud Twenty-eighth St.
s; cost, $15,000.
Jno. N. Abrahamson, 2 two-et'y brick veneer

dwells., s s East Twenty-fourth St., bet. Eleventh
and Twelfth Aves., s; cost, $12.000.
L. Kimball, two-st'y wood dwell., e s South Gl-

rard Ave., bet. West Twenty-sixth and West Twen-
ty-seventh Sts., s; cost, $3.000.
W. W. Price, two-et'y double wood dwells., n e I

Thirteenth St., bet. Mary PI. and Nicollet Ave e-
cost, $4,500.

.., , ,.
Nellie G. Mortimer, two-st'y wood dwell., w s Gar-

., bet. West Twenty-sixth and West Twen-
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New Haven.

BUILDING PERMITS. Following are the permits for

new buildings issued since last report:
Halleck Ave., 3 two-st'y frame dwells., 26> x 35';

cost, $6 000; owner, Andrew Morehead.

Lynicood St., near Elm St., two sfy brick dwell.,

23' x 45'; cost, $4,500; owner, Mrs. Lena Hall.

Exchange St., No. 52, two-st'y frame dwell., 26' x

46'; cost, *3,000; owner, Jas. A. Thorpe.
Ailmiral St., two-st'y frame dwell., slate roof, 24'

X 44'' cost, $3,000; owner, Geo. L. Austin.

George St., near Elliott St., two-st'y frame dwell.,

27' X 44'; cost, $4,000; owner, A. M. Rice.

WhaMey Ave., near Orchard St., two-st'y brick

dwell., slate roof; cost, $4,000; owner, Mrs. Myron C.

Wallace St., near Collls St., three-st'y brick and
stone building, 44' 6" x 44' G"; cost, $s,000; owner,
Mrs. C. B. Demarest; architect, L. W. Kobiuson;
builder, David H. Clark.

Gregory St., brick and stone school-building, two
stories aud basement; cost, $5,000; owner, City of

New Haven; architect, L. W. Robinson.
A large addition to the custom-house and post-

office has just been completed, at a cost of $30,000.

New York.

HOUSES. On the n s of One Hundred and Thirteenth

St., 100' e of Eighth Ave., 14 three-st'y brick and
stone houses, with a total frontage of 250', and a

depth of 45' each, will be built by Mr. Francis T.

Sargent.
On the s s of One Hundred and Sixteenth St.,

between Fourth aud Lexington Aves., Mr. A. I.

Fiukle, the architect, will build a four-st'y and base-

ment dwell, for his own occupancy.
On the n s of Seventy-eighth St., w of Ninth Ave.,

Mr. B. V. Levy will build nine houses from plans of
Mr. K. Guastirino.

FLATS. On the u s of One Hundred and First St., 160'

e of Third Ave., 4 four-st'y brown-stone flats, 26' x
65' each, are to be built at a cost of $60,000, for Mr.
H. Chenoweth, from plans of Mr. J. C. Burne.
On the n w cor. of Second Ave. and One Hundred

and Fourteenth St., 5 flve-st'y brick, stone and ter-

ra-cotta flats are to be built for Messrs. Hollaster &
Friedline, from plans of Messrs. A. B. Ogdeu & Son,
at a cost of about $75,000.

BUILDING PERMITS. Eighth Ave,, w s, s of Centre
Line, One Hundred and Thirty-second St., 3flve-st'y
brick tenements, flat tin roofs; cost, $48,000; owner,
Homer J. Beaudet, 1437 Lexington Ave.; architect,
Richard R. Davis, 266 West Twenty-sixth St.
Ave. A, 8 e cor. One Hundred and Fifteenth St.,

five-st'y brick tenement, flat tin roof; cost, $18,500;
owners, Christine Harnschau, 117 West One Hun-
dred and Twenty-fourth St., and Edward Dressier,
500 East Eighty-ttrst St.; architect, E. L. Angell, 40

Broadway.
West Thirty-sixth St., No. 433, flve-st'y brick tene-

ment, flat tin roof; cost, $16,000; owner, Daniel Law-
son, 420 West Forty-seventh St.; architect, James
W. Cole, 401 West Forty-sixth St.

Delancy St., s w cor. Willett St., two-st'y brick
store and dwell., flat tin roof; cost, $4,000; owners,
Maria Halsey, Caldwell St., New Jersey; John H.
Hunter, agent, 333 Fourteenth St., Brooklyn; Pat-
rick Rudd, lessee, 227 Delancy St.; architects, Julius
Boekell & Son, 54 Bond St.
One Hundred and Fifty-fourth St., No. 676, two-st'y

brick dwell., flat tin roof; cost, $5,000; owner T. J.
Oakley Khinelander, 14 West Forty -eighth St.;
architect, W. W. Gardiner, 1364 Washington PI.
First Ave., w s, 50' n Seventy-fifth St., 2 flve-st'y

brick tenements, brown-stone fronts, flat tin roofs;
cost, $44,000; owners, Kennedy & Bunn 959 Third
Ave.; architects, Thorn & Wilson, 1267 Broadway.
Seventy-eighth St., n a, 75' w Fourth Ave., 6 four-

st'y brick dwells., brick and brown-stone fronts,
mansard, slate and tin roofs; cost, $108,000; owners,
Wooley & Squires, 75 East Seventy-ninth St.- archi-
tect, James E. Ware, 239 Broadway.

One Hundred and Twenty-ninth St., s s, 60' e Lex-
ington Ave., flve-st'y brick tenement, flat tin roof;
cost, $10,000; owners, Andrew Little & Son, New-
burg, N. Y.; architects, Cleverdou & Putzell, 108
East One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St.
One Hundredth St., a s, 18' w Second Ave. 3 flve-

st y brick tenements, flat tin roofs; cost, $54,000;
owner, Martin Kenuey, 1806 Third Ave.; architectWm. Graul, 12 Stanton St.

Sixty-eighth St.. n s, 80' e Ninth Ave., flve-st'y
brick tenement, brick and brown-stone front, flat
tin roof ; cost, $20,000; owners, Boekel & McKeane

Cone'e pf
P1 '' arohitects

' Babcock & McAvoy, 64

Fifty-eighth St., n w cor. Eleventh Ave., two-st'ybrick manufactory and office, flat tin and gravel
roof; cost, $8,000; owner, Joseph Eastman 1 East
|JI2

lStH2?Ild St-' architect, j. E . Ternane 218West Thirty-seventh St.
West Sixtieth St., No. 311, five-st'y brick tene-

ment, flat tin roof; cost, 820,000; owner, Vincent P
Travers, 336 West Sixtieth St.; architect, George w'.
Hughes, 138 West Fifty-third St.

West Thirtieth St., No. 630, flve-st'y brick tene-
ment, flat tin roof; cost, $17,000; owners, Tbos. P
n"/,'-^ We Thirtieth St., and! others; architectIQOS. ir. uuiine.

Third Ave., e s, 25' n One Hundredth St., 3 flve-st'y

, *-a
U
,?n

m
' brown-"tone fronts, flat tin roofs;

cost, S54.000; owner, Patrick H. McManus, 110 East
Nlnety-ttrSl St.; architect, Wm. Graul, 12 Stantonc*. uvu **" mwu( 12 ocauton

Third Ave., n e cor. One Hundredth St., five-st'y
tenement, brown-stone front, flat tin roof; cost, $20 -
000 owner and architect, same as last

. Wilson & Huason-;

Sixty-second St.. s s, 100' w Tenth Ave., 4 flve-st'y

brick tenements, flat tin roof; cost, $60,000; owner,
Lucius A. Russell, 35 East Eighty-fifth St.; archi-

tect, F. T. Camp, 60 Liberty St.

One Hundred and Nineteenth St., s s, 145' e First

Ave., 3 flve-st'y brick tenements, flat tin roofs; cost,

$37,000; owners, G. & J. Schreiner, 296 Molt St.;

architect, John Brandt, 1491 Third Ave.
West Fiftieth St., n s, 125' e Twelfth Ave., three-

st'y brick factory-building, flat tin roof; cost, $12,-

000; owner, Joseph Smith, 182 Eleventh Ave.; archi-

tect, Geo. B. Peluam, 56 Wall St.

Ninety-fourth St., n s, 250' w Ninth Ave., 8 three-

st'y and basement dwells., flat tin roofs; cost, $80,-

000; owners. Stewart & Devlin, 1351 Second Ave.;

architect, Jas. S. Post, 1507 Park Ave.
One Hundredth St., s s, 102' e Third Ave., flve-st'y

brick factory, flat tin roof; cost, $25,000; owner, L.

Linsheimer, 542 Broadway; architects, Schwarziuan
& Buchman, Tribune Building.

Twentieth St., s e cor. Ave. A, four-st'y brick man-
ufactory, flat tin roof; cost, $20,000; owner, P. J.

Hartly, Twenty-sixth St. and Fourth Ave.; archi-

tect, Chas. Hentz, 80 Greenwich Ave.

Thirty-fourth St., s s, 79' 6" w Tenth Ave., flve-st'y
brick tenement, flat tin roof; cost, $22,000; owner,
John Livingston, 130 East Seventy-first St.; archi-

tect, Fred. i'. Camp, 60 Liberty St.

Tenth Ave., w 8, 23' s of Thirty-fourth St., 3 flve-

st'y brick tenements, brown-stone fronts, flat tin

roofs; cost, $48,000; owner and architect, same as

last.

Tenth Ave., s w cor. Thirty-fourth St., flve-st'y
brick tenement, brown-stone front, cost, $22,000;
owner and architect, same as last.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PERMITS. Lombard St., w Sixty-first St.,
5 two-st'y dwells., 15' x 32'; Jacob Zell

,
owner.

Jtandolph St., u Master St., two-st'y dwell., 18' 6"
x 26' 6"; Jno. M. Anderson, owner.

Carlisle St., n Oxford St., two-st'y stable, 19' 6" x
45'; P. H. Somersett, contractor.
Moore St., w Front St., two-st'y stable, 32' x 36';

J. Strattou, contractor.

Randolph St., n Oxford St., three-st'y stable, 14' x
24'; J. S. Quigley, owner.

Thirty-third St., cor. Lehigh Ave., one-st'y studio,
16' x 25'; Chas. Bartle, contractor.
Oermantown Ave., cor. Huntingdon St., two-st'y

stable, 14' x 45'; F. A. Colamer, owner.
Tyson St., n Huntingdon St., 5 two-st'y dwells.,

15' x 45'; Jno. Loughlan, owner.
Green Lane, u Wood St., two-st'y brick building,

16' 9" x 45'; Frank Gillet, contractor.

St. I.emis.

BUILDING PERMITS. Eighteen permits have been
issued since our last report, nine of which are
for unimportant frame houses. Of the rest those
worth $2,500 and over are as follows:
Mrs. Joseph Robb, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, 83,-

775; Simmoude, architect; J. V. Majors, contractor.
J. Schenk, two-st'y brick stable and shop; cost,

$2,500; J. Schenk, contractor.
F. L. Block, two-st'y mansard, brick store and

dwell.; cost, $3,500; C. May, architect; Wm. Ker-
shieck, contractor.
A. Koon, two-st'y brick livery stable; cost, $3,-

000; Jas. Gates, architect; sub-let.
Mrs. Rockwell, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick stores and

dwells.; cost, $6.000; Limmencole, architect; Doer-
ner & Bro., contractors.
M. Kohring, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick tenements;

cost, $3,200; Steinen & Bryer, architects; J. Schott,
contractor.
Alex. Hamilton, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost 84 -

000; G. H. Pipe, architect; E. C. Pipe, contractor.
Win. Taylor, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick tenements;

cost, $3,083; Aug. Beinke, architect; J. L. Auhnert,
contractor.

E. Breuggemann, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost $2 -

500; B. Otacke, contractor.
H. P. Jones, two-st'y brick dwell.; cost, $5,600;

G. W. Pipe, architect; Bruett & Duffuener, con-
tractors.
T. Maocossen, 2 adjacent two-st'y brick dwells.:

cost, $5,300; Beumms & Thompson, contractors.
Chas. Stamm, 2 two-st'y brick dwells.; cost, $8,-

000; A. Beiuke & Co., architects; Paulus & Weide-
muller, contractors.

St. Paul, Minn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Two-st'y double dwell,, n s
Selby Ave., bet. Dale and Kent Sts.; cost, $4,000;
owner, Mrs. W. Franklin.
Three-st'y brick veneer storehouse, w s C lister St

bet. Fillmore aud Lever Sts.; cost, $4,800; owner,Minn. & N. W. R. R.
Two-st'y frame dwell., s a Dayton St., bet. Grotto

and St. Albans St.; cost, $4,000; owner, E. E. Bowen
Two-st'y brick veneer dwell., s s University Ave.

bet. Lyndhuret and Westwood Sts.; cost, $3,000
owner, Win. Defronsby.
Two-st'y frame double dwell., n s Dayton Ave.

bet. Western and Arundel Sts.; cost, 87,000; owner
Paul I). Fergurson.
Two-st'y frame store and dwell., 8 s Taintor St

bet. Bapless and Hamlin Sts.; cost, 83,000; owner
St. Anthony Park Co.
Alter and repair two-st'y store and dwell., n s

Main St. bet. River and Lizzie Sts.; cost, $6,000;
owner, Albert Schetfer.

Washington, D. C.
BUILDING PERMITS.- Plymouth Congregation, brick
church, 40' x 58', cor. Seventeenth and P Sts. n w
cost, $10,000; Geo. B. Phelps, architect.
Geo. Turtou, brick dwell., K St., bet. Tenth and

Eleventh Sts., n w; cost, $7,000.
P. G. Sauer, 2 two-st'y brick dwells., E St., bet.

Four-aiid-a-half and Sixth Sts., s w; cost, $3,000;N. Grimer, architect.
Dr. W. W. Johnston, three-st'y brick dwell.,hnm. nii

st| ji2>000
. Hornblower & Mar-

Jno. Sherman, three-st'y brick dwell., N St., bet
Seventeenth and Eighteenth Sts., n w; cost, $12 000
F. G. Atkinson, architect.

Chas. E. Banes, 2 two-st'y brick dwells., F St., bet.

First and Second Sts., n w; cost, $5,000; Cooper &
Fenwick, architects.

Barbour & Hamilton, two-st'y brick warehouse,
cor. Four-and-a-half and Virginia Ave., s w; cost,

$18,000; Juo. G. Meyers, architect.

Henry Franc, 10 two-st'y brick dwells., cor. North
Capitol and L Sts., n e; cost, $20,000; C. A. Didden,
architect.
Gen. E. Whittlesey, three-st'y brick dwell., Iowa

Circle; cost, $12,000; Hornblower & Marshall, ar-

chitects.
Emma J. Carpenter, 3 two-st'y and basement

brick dwells., Eighth St., bet. East Capitol and A
Sts., n e; cost, $7,500.

C. G. Mueden, two-st'y brick dwell., H St., bet.

First and Second Sts., n e; cost. $3,200.
Jno. Waggainan, 2 three-st'y brick dwells., Massa-

chusetts Ave., bet. Ninth and Tenth Sts., n w; cost,
$7,000; Cooper & Fenwick, architects.
W. C. Morrison, agent, three-st'y brick dwell.,

Iowa Circle; cost, $7,OiiO; jas. U. Hill, architect.

Three-st'y brick dwell., T St., bet. Thirteenth and
Fourteenth Sts., n w; cost, $5,000.

I. H. McKenny, three-st'y brick dwell., Rhode Is-

land Ave., bet. Fifteenth and Sixteenth Sts., n w;
cost, $20,000; Win. M. Poindexter, architect.
D. M. Ogden, two st'y brick dwell., Q St,, bet.

Twenty-ninth and Thirtieth Sts., n w: cost, $2,500.
Geo. B. Patch, three st'y brick dwell., K St., bet.

Thirteenth and Fourteenth Sts., n w; cost, $6,300 ;

L. J. Stutz, architect.
E. F. Andrew, brick studio, Sixteenth St., bet.

Rhode Island Ave. and M St., n w; cost, $3,600.
Three-st'y brick dwell., Massachusetts Ave., bet.

Twelfth and Thirteenth St., 11 w; cost, $10,000; Chas.
Edmonstou, builder.
Geo. W. Pearson, three-st'y brick dwell., Massa-

chusetts Ave.; cost, $7,000; Charles Edinonston,
builder.

Three-st'y brick dwell., Massachusetts Ave., bet.

Twelfth and Thirteenth Sts., n w; cost, $10,000;
Chas. Edmonston, builder.

C. T. Trott, 4 two-st'y brick dwells., S St., bet.
Ninth and Tenth Sts., n w; cost, $15,090.
Jno. R. Mcl<ean, 9 two-st'y brick dwells., N St.,

bet. Third and Fonr-and-one-half Sts., s w; cost,
810,000.
Geo. Whyte, three-st'y brick dwell., Maine Aye.,

bet. Four-and-oue-half and Sixth Sts., s w; cost,

$4,000; N. Grimm, architect.
Jas. F. Barbour, 6 two-st'y brick dwells., Wallace

St., bet. Thirteenth and Fourteenth Sts., n w; cost,
$15,000; Pitney & Bradford, architects.

Lanley Gettenger, three-st'y brick warehouse,
Twelfth St., bet. C and D Sts., n w; cost, 83,000.
Senator W. Call, three-st'y brick dwell., N St.,

bet. Nineteenth and Twentieth Sts.; cost, 812,000;
F. T. Schneider, architect.
R. Fendall, three-st'y brick dwell., New Hamp-

shire Ave., bet. Dupont Circle and N St., n w; cost,

$12,000; W. M. Poindexter, architect.

General Notes.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. Cottage in timber, for Mrs.
Van Dyck; cost, $4,000; architect, J. A. Dempwolf,
York, Pa.

GETTYSBUKGH, PA. Judge McClean is building a
library addition to his house; plans, etc., by J. A.
Dempwolf, architect, York, Pa.

HAJiOVER, PA. Mr. J. A. Dempwolf, architect, of

York, Pa., has in charge remodelling of brick house
for Miss Forney, with extensive Interior alterations;
probable cost, about $10,000.

JERSEY CITY, Jf. J. Frame cottage for G. A. Ham-
mel; cost, 86,000; A. L. Hartwell, architect, Long
Branch, N. J.; Peter McDonald, builder.
Frame bouse; cost, $30,000; A. L. Hartwell, archi-

tect, Long Branch, N. J.

LAKEWOOU, N. J. Frame hotel for A. S. Larabee;
cost, $15,000; J. Grant, builder; A. L. Hartwell,
architect.

LONG BRANCH, N. J. Addition to primary school-
house, brick; cost, $7,000; A. L. Hartwell, architect;
contract not given.
Frame cottage for Dr. S. H. Hunt; cost, $5,000;

A. L. Hartwell, architect.
Frame cottage for Daniel O. Farrell; cost, $8,000;

A. L. Hartwell, architect; built by owner.
Frame cottage for Daniel Edwards; cost, $13,000;

A. L. Hartwell, architect; C. V. N. Wilson, builder.
Frame cottage for Norman L. Monro; cost, $20,000;

architect and contractor, same as last.
Four frame cottages for Mary N. McDonald; cost,

$7,000; F. Newcomb, carpenter; Monroe Poole, ma-
son; architect, same as last.

Cottage for C. V. N. Wilson; cost, $4,000; archi-

tect, same as last; C. V. N. Wilson, builder.
Block of stores for Houston & Steinle; cost, $10,-

000; architect and builder, same as last.

Addition to High School building; cost, 820,000;
architect, same as last.

MONMOCTH BEACH, N. J. Frame cottage for E. I.

Hodman; cost, $15,000; A. L. Hartwell, architect,
L>ng Branch, N. J.; builders, J. Ruehl; carpenter,
M. V. Toole.

NEAR PRINCETON, N. J. Frame farm-house for E.

Conover; cost, $8,000; A. L. Hartwell, architect,
Long Branch, N. J.

RED BANK, N. J. Frame cottage for T. Kroener;
cost, $4,500; A. L. Hartwell, architect, Long Branch,
N. J.; Morton, builder.

SHIPPENSBKRG, PA. A Presbyterian church, costing
$33,000, is now building.
The city will build water-works next season.

SPRING GROVK, PA. Mr. P. H. Glatfelter is build-
ing a public hall and free reading-room, three-st'y
brick, with stone dressings and terra-cotta cornice
and panels; cost, $5,000; architect, J. A. Dempwolf,
York. Pa.

STATES ISLAND, N. Y. A parsonage, to be attached
to the Grace Methodist Episcopal Church, is to be
built at Port Richmond.

YORK, PA. J. A. Dempwolf, architect, has in hand:
Frame house for Capt. Geise; cost, $3,500.
Extension of business premises of P. A. & S.

Small, with steam-heating by Kelly & Jones Co.,
Jersey City; cost, upwards of $12,000.
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'FT CURIOUS, as well as rather instructive incident, occurred

rj not long ago in a competition in England, which is not
' without its moral, when compared with the circumstances

of a recent important competition in this country. The town
of Bournemouth is a flourishing place, inhabited by a rapidly-

increasing population of rich people, who come there to enjoy
the climate. To add to their pleasures it was proposed, some
time ago, to construct an "Underdid" drive along the sea-

shore; and Commissioners were appointed to study the subject.
The Commissioners, as such officials usually do, requested the

town surveyor, who was of course familiar with the ground,
and whose services could probably be had for nothing, to assist

them in their deliberations, and to offer suggestions ; and this

naturally led to his preparing a plan embodying the fruits of

his and their combined wisdom. When the Commissioners had

gone far enough to be tolerably sure of what they wanted, they
announced a competition, and appointed a professional engineer,
Sir Joseph Bazalgette, as the sole judge in assigning the prem-
iums. When the day arrived for inspecting the designs, one can

imagine the surprise and pleasure of the Commissioners at finding
one which confirmed their own conclusions in a striking manner,

exhibiting nearly all the features which they had themselves

thought to he desirable, and arranged in a similar way. Faithful,

however, to their promises, which seem to have been kept in the

most honorable manner, they left their expert to judge for him-
self about it, and were probably gratified at his selection of this

particular design, which the Builder's critic calls "eminently
practical and well thought out," for the first premium, award

ing the second and third to two other " well thought out
"

plans. On opening the sealed envelopes containing the names
of the authors of the designs, the winner of the first prize was
found to be a Mr. Stewart, a civil and mechanical engineer
temporarily stationed at Bournemouth ; and it was not until

some time afterwards that the discovery was made that the

prize design was simply a reproduction and amplification of the

plan made for the Commissioners long before by the town sur-

veyor, who had brought his original drawing to Mr. Stewart,
to be worked up into shape for competition. As it happened,
Mr. Stewart was himself engaged on a design of his own, bui

he was kind enough to supervise the work of developing the

surveyor's plan into competition drawings, which were made

by the surveyor's son under his direction. When the drawings
were finished they were sent in, together with his own design
under his name. The disclosure of this curious arrangemen
gave no small trouble to the Commissioners, who doubter
whether the surveyor had not been guilty of a breach of faith

in allowing his plan, made for them, to be used in such a way
The question was submitted to a very distinguished lawyer
who rendered an opinion that the surveyor had not failed in his

duty toward them ; but they were honorable enough to be un

willing to suffer any suspicion of unfairness to be cast upoi
their management of the competition, and reconsidered the

award, throwing out altogether the design of the surveyor, ad

vancing the winners of the second and third prizes to the firs

aud Second places respectively, and making a new selection fo

he third prize. It is quite likely that none of the designs
will be executed after all, but the illustration of the fact

hat very scrupulous managers of competitions are likely to

lisappoint the expectations of persons who imagine that

hey have the "inside track," or some other private advan-

age, is worth reflecting upon.

IITIIR Pullman sewage-farm has, it is said, proved successful

jj and profitable this year, the net income having been five

thousand dollars, after paying all expenses. This is a lib-

eral interest on the cost of the sewage system, and the engineer
f this, and the manager of the farm, may again congratulate
hemselves upon having maintained the success of the most

mportant economical experiment of modern times. The pop-
ulation of Pullman is now about ten thousand. The fertilizing
value of the wastes from dwellings is usually estimated at two
dollars per annum for each person ; so that Mr. Williams aud
liis not less able coadjutor on the farm have succeeded in col-

lecting the fertilizing matter, transporting it to a long distance,

and applying it to the land, at a total cost which has consumed
sut three-fourths of its value. To show the significance of this

result, we need only apply the same proportion to New York.
It would be strange if the sewage from a large city could not

t>e handled with greater economy than that from towns like

Pullman ; but, supposing the cost per capita to be the same in

both cases, the application of such sanitary and agricultural
skill as that shown at Pullman to the city of New York ought
to result in turning six hundred thousand dollars a year into

the municipal treasury. It will be long before such results can

he attained in the great cities, but the smaller ones, of six, eight,

ten, twelve, or even twenty thousand inhabitants, have now, in

Pullman, an example of what may be done, under circumstances

of climate, soil and topography as unfavorable as are to be

found anywhere in the country, to solve with complete success

the problem of sewage disposal. In its four years' experience
all the important difficulties of detail have been met and over-

come, and the knowledge thus gained is at the service of all

who wish to avail themselves of it ; and it cannot be long before

those who hesitate to acknowledge the merit of the system will

be looked upon with something of the ridicule which now at-

taches to the persons who imagine that the sap of plants nour-

ished by sewage is contaminated by it, or who, like a certain

wiseacre in England, profess to have discovered that the crows
which pick up seeds and worms on irrigated farms become in-

toxicated, by reason of the beer contained in the sewage.

HE Scientific American for November 28 contains a long
account of the dispute as to whether Philip Reis or Profes-

sor Bell was the original inventor of the telephone, and

gives full-size drawings of the original instruments which Reis

described and used in his lecture before the Physical Society of

Frankfort in 1861. These instruments have been for something
more than a year in this country, and, without alteration or re-

pair, beyond the renewal of a wooden support for one end of a

small rod, have done just what Reis said they would do, repro-

ducing human speech,
" not with a distinctness sufficient for

every one," but transmitting "consonants pretty distinctly, and
vowels somewhat less so," but plainly enough to allow prac-
tised operators to communicate perfectly a sentence containing

fifty-six words. Reis's lecture, under the name of "
Telephony

by Means of the Galvanic Current," was published in the Re-

port of the Frankfort Physical Society for 1860-61, with a

drawing of the transmitter, and full descriptions, both of this

and the receiving instrument, and directions for their use. After

the publication of this paper, which excited much attention

among scientific men all over the world, Reis made, invented

and described improved forms, which proved much more effi-

cient than the original instrument, and, as reproduced from his

published descriptions, transmit speech with complete success.

The Reis transmitter, according to the account, is nearly the

same as that now in use, but has platinum electrodes instead of

the carbon now generally used. The original receiver is not very

clearly described, but consisted of a helix with a knitting-needle

through the centre, connected in some way with a sounding
board, on which it rests. What improvements Reis made on

this, we are not informed.
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FEN or twelve years after this, the account goes on to say

Professor Bell, who is said to have been familiar wit!

Reis's writings on the subject, made a successful applica

tion for a patent for an instrument which he called "an appa

ratus for transmitting vocal and other sounds telegraphically.'

The instrument consisted of two cones, each provided with i

membrane, to which was attached the armature of an electro

magnet. The electro-magnets were shown in the drawing

whfch accompanied the application, as connected by a wire

No model was submitted, and, by his own testimony, Bell had

never, when his patent was granted, got a word of articulate

speech through any instrument whatever, and it is
dpubtfu

whether he could have done so if the instrument described it

his application had been actually constructed, its design being

extremely defective. On the day that Bell's application was

made, a caveat, which is a preliminary application, made to

secure a principle which the inventor has not yet carried ou

into perfect detail, was filed at the Patent Office in the name

of Professor Elisha Gray, describing a plan for a telephone

with a liquid transmitter. Although a caveat is required, by
the rules of the Patent Office, to be kept in the secret archives

of the office, Gray's plan is said to have been communicated

to Bell, who subsequently constructed a telephone with a liquid

transmitter, which, by his own testimony, was the first through
which he ever obtained articulate speech. Although Reis's

telephone had, fifteen years before, "reproduced consonants

pretty distinctly, but vowels, as yet, not in an equal degree,"
the assignees of the Bell patent appropriated the name which

Reis gave to his instrument, and laid claim to " the right to the

transmission of speech by all known forms of electric speaking

telephones," and have hitherto, in this country, successfully
defended that claim. According to the Scientific American,
"in no other country in the world has such a claim been even

attempted to be maintained," and foreign electricians, as it

says, wonder at the audacity and skill with which it has been
so long maintained in the United States. We have great con-

fidence in the fairness and skill of the Scientific American in

such matters, and although we do not pretend to express any
opinion on the controversy, we think we speak for a good
many telephone subscribers in saying that if the facts bear out
the Scientific American's view, a sufficient amount has already
been extracted from their pockets to reward amply the " audac-

ity and skill" which have directed the operation, and if the
Bell monopoly rests on nothing better than the fact that Pro-
fessor Bell once erroneously thought that he had devised a

slight improvement on what Reis had made public half a gen-
eration before, it is quite time that it should be brought to a
termination.

TITHE same journal publishes the arguments on Professor

\_ Bell's side of the telephone patent question, in the shape
of a letter from Mr. E. Berliner, now of Washington,

who is well known as the inventor of a special form of tel-

ephone, as well as of certain improvements in the Bell tel-

ephone. Mr. Berliner makes his letter mainly' a statement of

facts, asserting, first, that the Reis telephone, when used as de-
scribed by him, will not transmit speech; but that if manipu-
lated on Bell's principles, as was sometimes accidentally the
case when used by Reis, it can be made to do so. Moreover,
Mr. Berliner continues, the principle on which Reis based his
instruments was clearly enunciated and described, under the
name of "

telephony," five years before Reis's experiments, in
a scientific paper published in the city where Reis then lived.
This paper attributed the discovery of the principle which it

described to Charles Bourseul, to whom, as it appears, much of
the credit of the invention of the telephone should be attrib-
uted. In regard to the assertion, which was made, we believe,
without contradiction, in the hearing before the Secretary of
the Interior, that Gray's caveat for a telephone employing a
liquid transmitter was shown to Bell when his application was
filed, and before Bell had made the liquid-transmitter telephone
through which he first succeeded in communicating speech,Mr. Berliner says that Bell's original application, which was
sworn to several weeks before Gray's caveat was written, con-
tained a description of the method of using a liquid transmitter
proving that Bell did not obtain the idea from Gray's caveat
Whatever we may think of the theory that the man who ex-
p ains why an instrument works is entitled to the exclusive use
of that instrument in place of the man who invented it, we onlywish to give as impartial a view of the facts as possible ; and it

is no small satisfaction to believe, as, from Mr. Berliner's letter,

we think we may, that the story of Bell's attempt to appro-

priate Gray's transmitter has no foundation.

HE Builder gives apian and elevation of an apparatus which

has been used here for two OP three years, but has only

just been introduced into England, for drying lumber rap-

idly and completely. The process ought to be called one of

seasoning rather than drying, for, although it is completed in a

few days, the effect is substantially the same as that of a year's

water-seasoning, followed by a thorough drying in the kiln.

Every one knows that the essence of a seasoning process, as

applied to timber, is either the removal or the chemical change
of the sap contained in the pores of the wood. This sap is an

albuminous fluid, of complex composition, and very subject to

fermentation and putrefaction. If it is allowed to remain in

the wood, the sap is liable, if the timber is not thoroughly
dried, to decompose, and its putrefaction extends to the sub-

stance of the wood, causing it to rot. If the wood is dried with

the sap in it, the tendency to fermentation is arrested, but the

gum formed by the dried sap has, like many other organic sub-

stances, the property of absorbing moisture from damp air, and
the wood containing it is thus subject to irregular swelling and
contortion. The ancient method of extracting the sap was to

float the timber for a year or two in water, which dissolved out

the albumen and sugar, leaving nothing but the inert cellulose

of the woody fibre, but this is too slow a process for the mod-

erns, who content themselves with exposing the timber for a

short time to the air, and then drying it, with much of the sap
still in it ; or, if it is absolutely necessary to check the tendency
to decay, the sap is coagulated by injecting chemicals, as in the

Burnettizing and Kyanizing processes, or is sucked out with an

air-pump, to be replaced with oil of creosote, as in the creosoting

process. None of these methods of treatment except the last,

approach in economy and effectiveness the old process of float-

ing, but the new apparatus, which is known in England by the

unpretending name of the " Common - Sense Timber - Dryer,"
seems to offer a means for securing the advantages of the an-
cient method, in the short time which our present habits allow
us to devote to such processes.

IN
the " Common-Sense Timber-Dryer

"
the sap is removed by

the action of hot watery vapor. The pieces are piled in a
closed chamber, heated by steam pipes, and a jet of steam is

thrown into the chamber. The temperature of the room is

kept at about one hundred and twenty-five degrees Fahrenheit, so
that the albumen in the sap is not coagulated, but dissolves in

the condensed vapor, and flows away. The wood is kept in

this vapor bath for several days, until the soluble parts of the

sap are considered to have been removed. The process is then
eversed. The steam jet is shut off, although the room is still

cept hot by the coils of pipe, and a fan-blower is set in motion
,o draw the saturated air from the room. It is forced through
:he outlet-pipe of the fan to a condenser, which is simply a cyl-
nder, cooled by circulation of water, or in some other way, and
s then chilled. The reduction of the temperature causes the
condensation and deposition of most of the moisture contained
n the air, and it is then forced, comparatively dry, again into
he closed chamber, where it issues from a perforated pipe laid
Jii the floor near the steam coils, and, becoming warmed by con-
act with them, rises among the wet timbers, to take up a fresh
lose of moisture from them, which is again condensed, and the
air dried and returned in the same way. As the circulation cou-

inues, the moisture in the wood gradually evaporates, until, at
he end of eight or ten days, the whole charge of timber is dry,
eady for conversion into joiner's work. Independent of its

uperior efficacy in dissolving and removing sap, the new pro-
ess has the advantage over the common system of air-seasoning
)f being perfectly under control ; so that there is no loss from
ilackening and splitting, such as takes place with boards ex-
losed to rain and sun out of doors; and the product has a uni-
orm character which can seldom be secured in ordinary lumber.
A
hese considerations are so important that some piano manu-
acturers in this country, who need the most thoroughly sea-
oned and perfect materials that can possibly be procured, are
aid to prefer green wood, freed from its sap and dried in this

vay, without any floating or exposure to the weather, tt the
est timber seasoned by the ordinary methods.
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NOTES OF TRAVEL.
MCMl'll.

fllK Royal Library at Munich is one of

the many monuments which the eily

owes to King Ludwig I, the ruler who
did so much to raise his capital in every de-

partment of art. As a collection, the library

is of quite ancient origin, but in its existing

form and arrangement it dates only from

1842, when the present building was com-

pleted and opened. It is now one of the

largest of the European libraries, rompris-

iii'_r over 900,000 volumes and 25,000 manu-

scripts. The arrangement of the building

leaves a great deal to be desired in nearly

every respect, though there are some valua-

ble ideas to be derived from it
; and, aside

from its including so important a collection,

there are points in the arrangement of the

rooms which, under different condition?,

might seem to show a more definite purpose
in the minds of the planners than one would at first suspect, and which

give the building an interest to any one who would make a compar-
ison of European libraries. Ltidwig I intended that everything about

Munich should be ma/nificent, at least if size could make it so. The
streets are wide, the Ludwig Slrasse, in fact, is rather too wide for

any good effect; the 1'inakotheks, both old and new, would be much
better if reduced in size; the railway station is one of the largest on

the Continent; and the library in turn follows the lead by providing

storage accommodations for at least four times tho number of vol-

umes which is ever likely to be placed there. The building is too

magnificent, too diffuse in all its parts; but assuming that the archi-

tect intended to plan for a library the size of the Bibliotheqtie Na-

tionale at Paris, it is easy to see that his scheme was a natural one

to follow, and one which even now could be better adapted to exist-

ing conditions than we find it to be.

The plan shown herewith is taken at the level of the main story,

the second floor, as we would term it. Externally the library pre-
sents a plain, unbroken front of about 500 feet, in three strongly
marked stories, with round-arched windows of broad proportions,
and a long, wearisome, corbelled cornice, the whole assumed to be in

the style of the early Florentine Renaissance. The entrance from
the street is in the centre of the fa9&de under the room marked L in

plan. The lower story is occupied almost entirely by the Bavarian

National Archives. The library proper is reached thence by an im-

posing staircase in the central wing of the building. At A is the ves-

tibule, where books are applied for and returned. Beyond it is the

reading-room, seating not over sixty persons, with the catalogue-room
on the right, and the room for journals close by on the left. The
reason for having such limited accommodations for readers is that

most of the books used are lent out of the building, a feature comnvin
to the management of nearly all the German libraries, as distinguished
from the custom in Paris, where nothing is allowed to be carried

away. The reading-room in the Munich Library is found to be quite

ample for the accommodation of the transient readers.

The room over the entrance is designated as a hall for meetings,
but actually it is a great, bare apartment, having the air of being
but little used. The corner room at the right of the front is fitted up
as an exhibition room for rare editions, etc. ;

a corresponding room
on the left contains the most curidus of the manuscripts, many of

them in glass cases; the offices of the Direction are at the rear at F
and I

;
and all other rooms of

this floor as well as the corres-

ponding rooms of the story
above are used for the storage
of books, the shelving being
built against the walls in three

tiers, with two light galleries

throughout. The shelving, gal-
leries and flooring are every-
where of wood.
The defect of this arrange-

ment is chiefly that the stor-

age rooms are so scattered that

the books are not readily ac-

cessible, from the reading-room,
while the available space is not

more than a quarter utilized.

Were the number of volumes

quadrupled this objection would not be so apparent, as the additional

shelving would leave little waste space ; but it would seem as though
witli the present number a better plan would be to classify both books

and readers, as is done in the University Library at Vienna, arranging
sav Theologv and the Sciences in the two rear wings of the building,
while History and Language's occupy the front, the two rooms L and B
serving as reading-rooms for tho respective classes of readers. This
would allow the books to be quickly reached, and the division of the

readers in two rooms would hardly be an objection. Indeed in quite a
number of the German libraries just such division is really made. But
as at present utilized the plan of the Munich Library is hardly a suc-

cess, and the management does not tend to increase the value of the

collection to the student. The catalogue is still in a formative state,

and though open to everybody's inspection is not always intelligible,

even to the attendants themselves. The reviews, etc., in the journal
room are reserved for members of the Academy and professors at the

University; and the service of the library is so slow as to quite dis-

courage any one who is at all inclined to be in a hurry.
The library possesses a number of curiosities in the book line.

There are manuscript sermons of St. Augustine; a Latin Book of

the Gospels written on purple vellum with gold and silver letters;

the oldest manuscript of Parcival and the Nibelungenlied ; Albert

Diirer's Prayer-Book, with sketches by himself and Louis Cranach ;

several richly-decorated old manuscripts, lavishly bound with solid

gold set with precious gems; and what is of more historical interest,

the first page printed from movable types, the first wood-cut, the first

electrotype, and the first lithograph.
In the way of convenience and comfort in arrangement, the people

>;cTct\ Plar\

Royal

of Munich might learn a great deal from their neighbors in Wur-

tcmberg. The Royal Library at Stuttgart is one of the pleasantest

places in which to read in all Germany. The collection numbers

barely three hundred and sixty thousand volume*, but the catalogue
is so full and so admirably arranged, both by topics and by names of

authors, that all of the books are at the reader's comm tnd ; while

the reading-room is carpeted and upholstered in a style to suit the

most fastidious, and is amply provided with comfortable chairs, book-

rests, pens, ink and blotters. The regulations regarding the use of

books are most generous, allowing them to be consulted freely at the

library or taken out for a number of days, and the porter is conven-

iently allowed to deliver books at the homes of the readers without

personal application by them. The building is of quite recent date
;

indeed some portions of it are but just completed. The plan given
above was sketched from mumory and indicates only the general

disposition. The reading and catalogue rooms, as well as the offices,

are in the rear wing, which, on account of the slope of the ground,
is a story higher than the rooms shown in plan at the front. A is

the reading-room; B contains the catalogues; the offices are at C,
and the delivery of books at D. Large portfolios of prints, heavy
folio editions, etc., are kept in the room E, where those who wish to

consult such works can examine them at their ease without interfer-

ing with the general readers, the room being provided with ample
tables on which the cumbersome volumes can be opened out as de-

sired. This room has a gallery at the level of the reading-room
A. Other books and manuscripts are stored in the rooms F. The
entrance to the building is under the room E, the stairs ascending
to the main floor, the reading-room being reached thence by a hall-

way under D and stairs in the centre of the wing.
The storage facilities are well

adapted for utilizing the whole
of the space. The arrangement
is somewhat after the order of

that used in the Vienna Uni-
versitv Library. The rooms
are about nine metres high in

the clear, the shelving being
continuous from top to bottom,
with their intermediate galler-
ies extended across the whole
area. The uprights for the

shelving are made of single

plates of iron extending the

whole height, to which are
bolted directly the channel-
iron beams supporting the gal-
leries. The sketch shows a

plan of one section of the shelving. The shelves rest on flat-headed
iron pins fined into holes bored at intervals in the uprights. The
floors of the galleries are of wood, everything else about the con-
struction except the shelves being of iron. The lower portions of
the building are occupied by various national collections, quite dis-

tinct from the library.

Returning to Munich: there is a system of heating in use at the

Polytechnic Institute which is quite novel in its way. Steam is used
for portions of the building, hut for the main rooms heat is supplied
from chambers in the cellar, where constant fires are maintained in

small, portable stoves, disposed essentially as indicated by the draw-

ing. These stoves consist simply of cylinders of cast-iron, twenty
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centimetres in internal diameter, and about fifty-five centimetres high,

with a small air inlet and grate at the bottom, a movable cover at th.

to,,,
and a short elbow at the back. The cylinders are set on iron

stands over openings from a fresh-air duct, the elbow at the back nt-

into a small branch of smoke-pipe.
The cylinders are not s

tin""JIJHJ<*i"iim" ft t II t

cured in position, but can be readily lifted out by iron handles, not

shown in the drawing. Coal is used in the cylinders, the combus-

5 started at

o work dow

thoroughly
>ly of coal i 8 8

tion being started at the top and

allowed to work down until the

fuel is thoroughly consumed.

The supply of coal in one cylin-

der lasts for about four hours

and a half. As many cylinders
are fired as is necessary to

supply the requisite amount of < m.U25 -*

heat, fire being started at regular intervals in tlje different cylin-

ders, so that in replenishing the fuel there need be no loss in the

amount of heat supplied. If the temperature rises too high, one or

more cylinders can be lifted off their stands, carried out of the

chamber, and the fire in them extinguished. If more heat is

needed, more cyl-

inders can "be

fired. The heat-

ing-chambers are

built of brick, of f|
sufficient size to

receive from six-

teen to twenty -

four such cylin-
ders. The fresh

air enters the

chamber from out

of doors through
a grating in the

floor, becomes^
heated, and is led

K

to the rooms
above through
flues taken from
near the top of

the chamber. The
air for the com-
bustion in the cyl-
inders is drawn

quite independ-
ently from the
cellar beyond,
through the ducts A, the supply being regulated by valves which can

be operated without entering the chamber. At B are the smoke-pipes.
The advantages of this scheme are obvious. It is economical of

fuel, as when the combustion takes place in such small quantities it

is easy to burn only the exact amount of coal required to produce a

given temperature. Again, the stoves require very little attention

and give a very constant heat, while fire is easily and quickly started

or stopped as desired. The main objection is that the supply of

fresh air to the rooms above is apt to carry with it a great deal of

dust
; sometimes, also, gases will escape from the cylinders, though

with properly-proportioned smoke-pipes this is not likely to happen.
Under ordinary treatment one of the cylinders will last about one

year. C. H. BLACKALL.

NOTES FROM ENGLAND. 1 IV.

MODERN PICTURES. II.

~-
r
-.l

IN
addition to the pictures by Mr. Millais already noted (and to

sundry others I should like to describe were I not afraid of being
prolix), I was fortunate enough to see, in a private collection, two

of his earlier, most famous, and most
characteristically perfect, works.

They are very dissimilar, and yet they were alike in bein" each in
its own way, what I may call imaginative portraits. One of'them was
the " Gambler s Wife," which, when exhibited at the Paris Exposition
of 1878, called forth an exceptional share of the unstinted admiration
bestowed upon the artist's pictures as a whole. It is a comparatively

1 Continued from page 259, No. 618.

small canvas, with a single figure, a beautiful young woman sauly fin-

aerin a heap of cards on a disordered table ;-a '

story-tellmg pic-

ure of the ri ''ht and not the mistaken sorl, with a subject proper to pic-

torial, not merely to literary expression, and telling its own tale at the

first .'lance without need of any title, still less of any explanatory cata-

log-phrase. It is pathetic, dramatic, moral ;
while its motive is so

exquisitely conceived and treated, that it would be a priceless treas-

ure by reason of its pictorial beauty merely. Its grace of line, its

rich yet tender glow of color, its luminous depth of tone, its consum-

mate precision yet breadth of handling are as remarkable as the

strong yet simple, unforced, unsentimental pathos of its meaning,

everywhere expressed, but culminating in the lovely face. Words-

worth somewhere says that a work of art should make us either wiser,

better or happier. This picture fulfils all these ends at once for it

is a lesson in life, a lesson in beauty, and a lesson in picture-making too.

The second canvas not only may be called, but definitely calls it-

self an imaginative portrait and of a real historic personality. It is

an imaginative likeness of Swift's Stella, a seated, life-size figure,

conceived and treated as simply as any contemporary likeness well

could be. Similar efforts are frequent enough, especially in hnzlish
art but almost

always with a re-

sult that is either

utterly character-

less, or absurdly
mistaken and in-

adequate. But
this rendering of

Stella surely as

difficult a subject
as could well be

chosen is so full

of character, so

right and so ad-

equate, that it

not only satisfies

wholly our imagi-
nation, but stimu-

lates and clarifies

it as though we
had come for a
moment into the

actual presence of

the woman h e r -

self, and had been
endowed for that

moment with the

birthright of a great artist with the power of reading the inmost

soul beneath the outer surface. If ever a great artist had painted
the real Stella from life, he could not well have left us a portrait
more satisfying, or, spiritually, more true. Nor, as a mere picture,

moreover, could it easily be equalled masterly in drawing and in

simplicity of arrangement, superb in color, and magnificently strong
and tender in handling. Strong and tender are two adjectives one
cannot very often use together in speaking of any modern painter.
But they are the two which constantly suggest themselves when Mr.
Millais is at his best suggest themselves as applicable alike to the

sentiment of his work and to the drawing, the color and the tech-

nique by which that senliment is expressed. Virility of mood and
manner is so rare a quality in English art that the possession of it

alone would rank Mr. Millais very high. But when we remember
that to this he adds feeling of a depth and purity almost if not

quite unmatched in the contemporary world of art then, indeed,
we hesitate whom to place before him in his own line of work.
To elaborate compositions of many figures, to dramatic renderings
of mighty themes, to idealizations of the subtilest intellectual, or the
most purely decorative, sort, his genius does not tend. But in his

own line (there is none deeper, or more human, or more spiritual)
in the line of portraiture, whether it be actual likeness-making or
that imaginative likeness-making which is the noblest kind of genre-
painting, he has not, 1 think, an equal to-day, and would hold his own
with the great names of history. There is nothing attainable we
should wish for more than that a collection of his best pictures might
follow the Watts collection over the Atlantic. I did not see the latter
in New York, and I have seen too few of Mr. Watts's pictures in

England to venture upon any comparison even if a comparison were

really possible between artists so unlike. But I may, perhaps, say
that a collection of Mr. Millais's pictures would contrast with the one

just closed in two diverse ways. It would show a characteristically
modern and characteristically English art, while the other showed ah

attempted resuscitation of the Italian art of a bygone time
;
and

while it would not reveal so ambitious an aim, it would show a much
more perfect realization of the aims suggested. It would show per
feet clearness and artistic balance in conception, expressed in a per-
fectly accomplished technical language ; something less than this
seems to have been the general verdict upon Mr. Watts's work.

It is extremely curious to note how faintly indicative of the best
is the average of current English painting. Not only is the numeri-
cal proportion of very good works extremely small, but their quality
is not even remotely suggested by the quality of those which rank
below them. Bad English pictures, mediocre, average English pic-
tures are worse, I think, than those of any other land, not excepting
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our own; worse in their execution and worse too in the fundamen-

tal conceptions with regard to the very nature of pictorial art which

they reveal. They are so crude and bald and unintelligible, they are

so prosaic in spite of their sentimentality, and they arc so Iwmoge-
IHMIUS and uniform in the direction of their stupidity, that they do
not in the least prepare us for the qualities which mark the few tri-

umphant exceptions, these being the qualities of intense individuality,
of extreme refinement, of grace and charm and tender sentiment. No
art is so underbred, so vulgar, without, of course, being in the least

sensual, so commonplace, so Philistine, in a word, as is the average
art of England, while no art is quite so personal, so high-bred, so

fastidious, so delicate, so poetic as is the art of England in its best

examples. Not strength, as we might expect from the general trend

of the national character, but tenderness alike in conception and in

execution is its most constant, most conspicuous quality.
And the same essential difference between the best and the aver-

age which we find if we consider English art in its general mood
and temper, we find to an even more marked degree if we consider it

in its color. Go into those rooms at the National Gallery, where the

selected English art of former generations is preserved, consider the

total effect of any wall as a map, and study then the surface of any
of its canvases. You will marvel at the richness of tone, the beauty
of color you will see. Deficient, perhaps, in other ways these elder

Englishmen were of a surety colorists by birth. Go then to the Royal
Academy of the moment, and if you have the courage study it in

the same manner. Mark the harshness, the glare, the crudity, the

utter want of tone and harmony, and the hideous brutality of individ-

ual notes of color. Whatever else they may be, these modern Eng-
lishmen, you will decide, are surely the worst colorists on earth. But

go now into some private collection where an amateur's sure taste

has anticipated the selective action of time, and you will change your
verdict once again. Just in color not in drawing, nor in composi-
tion, nor in handling will you find the strongest proof of power.

Given this essential difference of quality between the very best

English work and that which ranks even next below it ; given the

facts that its producers are comparatively very few in number and
each is apt to be singularly unequal in his own performance ; and,

finally, the fact that their results are not in the way of monumen-
tal public art, but of household cabinet art given these facts, I

say, and it will readily be comprehended that it is impossible to

judge English painting fairly if we merely run through the public

buildings of London and its monster annual exhibitions. We must
seek the somewhat shy and fragile plant in the studio, where it grows,
or in the private collections where its flowers are lovingly preserved.
I, for one, had more than once seen all the stranger can usually see

in London ;
but when I was fortunate enough not long ago to make

acquaintance with Mr. Humphrey Roberts's collection (he has kindly

given me permission to speak of it here), I felt that for the first time

I knew the meaning of the words "English painting."

Large as is the collection most of the pictures are of comparatively
small size; and for this reason, as well as on account of the intimate,

delicate quality of the art they reveal, they are seen (or perhaps I

should say they urefell) to far better advantage as they hang on the

walls of the various living-rooms than they would be if massed to-

gether in a formal gallery. All are English pictures with the excep-
tion of a very few, and these are chietly by the Dutch painter, Israels,
whose work is closely akin in sentiment, though not in executive

manner, to the best work of England. And, as I remember, there is

not a single painting which has not a very good right to hang among
its admirable neighbors; at all events, I remember very few collec-

tions in any land where so high a level of excellence seemed so sel-

dom to sink below itself, I can only note of course, a few of the more

impressive pictures. Several of them, I am sure, will be familiar to

my readers, through etched or engraved reproductions, ranking as

they do among the most famous, as well as am mg the best of recent

English productions. First of all (first, that is, since Mr. Millais's

two splendid canvases have already been described), I am tempted to

speak of the work of Frederic Walker who died in 1875, at too early
an age for his remarkable powers to have received their full develop-
ment. It is thoroughly English work, alike in its excellences and in

its limitations. It is exquisitely poetic in feeling, lovely in color, ad-

equate and characteristic, but not brilliant in execution, and weakest
in the point of composition. The " Harbor of Refuge," for example
(which hangs among Mr. Roberts's water-colors, and has been etched

by Mr. Macbeth), shows the quadrangle of a quaint and beautiful old

building at Bray, on the border of the Thames. An old woman, sup-

ported by a young girl is slowly pacing the path which encircles the
central grass-plot, where a mower is at work under the soft sunset

light. It is a lovely scene, but not, I think, in the strict sense a well-

composed picture. Yet perhaps if effects of line and mass had been
more distinctly emphasized in it, there would be a certain loss of that

vague, dreamy, naively tender sentiment, which is its greatest charm
as it stands to-day. I think, at all events, that this charm is in-

creased by the absence of emphasis, of accent, of brilliancy from the

execution, which shows a soft, blended mellow kind of handling a
kind which with lesser men easily degenerates into washy weakness,
and which with some subjects would ba out of keeping, but which
with Walker and with this subject seems artistic. lovely and essen-

tially appropriate I And lovely is the term to use of the color, too,
with its low, dull harmonies of ruddy tints vivified by a blooming
pear-tree on the right. An exquisite picture indeed, and one which
is poetic in the way a picture should be not by trying to tell a "

lit-

erary
"

tale, not by choosing a subject which is poetic to the mind
alone, but by choosing a subject which is poetic to the eye, and sug-
gi'.-itive to the mind no less, and by rendering it with poetic color and
manner of expression. It affects us as might a touching clegv in

verse, but the effect is wrought by elements of a purely pictorial sort.

Much the same may be said of a small work in oils by the same ham).
It is called " The Plough," and its subject is simply what the namr
indicates, the chief charm lying in the color red cliffs beyond the

upturned soil, and a rosy sky above. A third work, however, is of a

quite different kind Mr. Ruskin has made it famous by unstinted

praise is a simple water-color study of scarlet fungi, elaborated
with the minutest care, yet with such breadth, such feeling, and such
vivid beauty of color that it becomes n >i a mere boUnical illustration,
but a thoroughly artistic presentation of an artistically valuable theme.
Of George Mason who was an older man than Walker, but who

died at about the same time and whose art is similar to Walker's,
though expressed with a completer technical mastery than the latter

had attained to in his brief existence there is one example in this

collection, the landscape in Derbyshire. It shows all the tender

pathos of his brush, though, by reason of its less striking subject, it is

not so well known as, for example, his " Harvest Moon." Both these

painters, it seems to me, reveal an English phase of the same sort of
sentiment we find in the more vigorous but not more intense or

poetic work of the great Frenchman, Millet.

But still nearer akin in sentiment to Millet. I think, Is Robert
Macbeth, who must not be confounded with his father, Norman, or
his brother James, both likewise painters. A somewhat later comer
than Mason and Walker, he is somewhat more "

realistic
"

in his

mood ; yet not so much so but that his art may be classed with

theirs, and not so -much so but that his etchings from Walker's pict-
ures have been singularly truthful in spirit to their originals. He is

a striking proof of the inequality in performance to which I have
more than once alluded as characteristic of English artists. No
one who saw the canvas he exhibited in this year's Academv shal-

low and commonplace in sentiment, crude in color, rough and care-
less in execution could imagine him as painting "The Potato Har-
vest in the Fens,"

" The Arrest in the Fen Country,"
" The Flood

in the Fen Country," or "The Ferry" all of which are in Mr.
Roberts's collection, and all of which, it will be noticed, deal with
various incidents of life in the same district of England. It is a dis-

trict which, alike in its Natural forms and in its human types, lends
itself well to Macbeth's better mood, which is prone to choose " real-

istic
"

subjects from humble life, yet to infuse them with a sensitive,
subtile melancholy. It is the mood of one who loves the homeliest
side of rural existence, and wishes to portray it simplv, yet who
nevertheless loves it and portrays it as it appears to a highly-culti-
vated liver in cities, as something familiar yet remote, natural yet
pathetically alien, homely yet poetic by reason of its unlikeness to the

sophisticated modern life beyond it. It is a mood that is as distant
as the poles from the frank actualile with which current French art

paints
its peasants, and as distant from the false and trivial " ideal-

ization" with which inferior artists all the world over try to give
charm to their results. It is akin in one way, I repeat, to the mood
of Millet akin in its choice of subject-matter, in its love of truth,
in its unforced natural pathos. But it is different in another way, bv
reason of the remoteness, aloofness of attitude to which I have
already referred. Macbeth is in vital sympathy with the themes he
represents, but his sympathy is imaginative while Millet's sympathy
was that of a brother in birth and circumstance. The peasant
strength of Millet's work is lacking, too, while in their place we
have a delicate, almost morbid refinement, which does not reveal
itself, I say, in any sentimental travestying of the subject, but (in
some intangible, indescribable way) as having characterized the

painter feeling when he saw that subject. Jules Bre'ton, in some of hig
smaller canvases, comes nearer than any Frtnch artist I can name
to working like Macbeth

;
but even here the likeness is far enough

from approaching to identity. There is more dramatic intention

(and it is admirably conveyed) in Macbeth's work than there is in

Walker's, but there is something of the same lack of skill in compo-
sition. Only in one of the four pictures I have named in " The
Ferry

"
is there so effective and beautiful an arrangement of lines

and masses that we are struck by it as by a final charm completing
the charming, the touching and impressive whole.

Albert Moore is an artist of a very different kind, having nothing
whatever in common with these others save a fundamental, underly"
ing delicacy and refinement of feeling. He works on decorative
lines produces charming figures which are quite devoid of soul, of

any intellectual or emotional quality, but for the mere delighting of
the eye have an extraordinary value. He has often been Imitated,
but very seldom with success

;
for art of this kind must be perfect

within its own limits, else it is absolutely nought. It must be perfect
in line and color and tone and touch, for there is nothing beneath
these to console us if they fail to satisfy. If not perfect it inevitably
sinks into thin, tiresome inanity, very likely into half-ludicrous cari-
cature. Mr. Moore's art has often enough been caricatured and (in
justice to liis own fame I must add), occasionally by hig own hand.
But Mr. Roberts's specimens are exquisite. One especially, a small
canvas with the figures of three young girls who are leaping over a
wall, is a ravishing little

"
symphony in yellow," and as graceful in

line as gracious in its clear, light color and accurate, dainty touch.

M. G. VAN RENSSELAER.
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THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

{Contributors are requested to send wilh their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of cost.]

THE CATHEDRAL AT COUTANCES, FRANCE.1

'HIS is certainly one of the most interesting of the many

churches in Normandy to which architectural pilgrimages are

nowadays made. It is, moreover, one of the earliest complete

pointed churches in France, as it dates from the first half ot tnr

thirteenth century. The western spires and their curious support

ino- spirelets have a very unusual slender elegance, and the simplicity

oAhe lines makes them more than ordinarily impressive. Another

feature (hat impresses itself on the memory is the curious manner in

which the vault-ribs are carried down onto corbels and colonnettes

to die away in the surface of the wall.

SANTA MARIA MAGGIORE, ROME, ITALY.

ALTHOUGH known by other names, this building, the largest of the

eighty or more churches in Rome dedicated to the Virgin, is best

known by the title given above. The building in its original basili-

can form dates from the fifth century, being usually assigned to the

time of Pope Sixtus III, A. D. 432. Although only a three-aisled

basilica in plan, whereas St. John Lateran has five aisles, it is con-

sidered to have one of the finest interiors of its class. The internal

dimensions are, length 250 feet, width 100 feet. Of the original edi-

fice the nave is still retained without material alterations. The exte-

rior, however, has been subjected to alterations and restorations,

according to the manner of the times. Thus, in the twelfth century

certain mediaeval additions and changes were made; in the four-

teenth century the campanile was given its present form by Greg-

ory XI; in the fifteenth century the mediajval alterations were

expunged and the present symmetrical arrangement of the church

and its accessory buildings was fixed, and in the following cen-

tury other chapels were added. The final alteration was however

undertaken by Fuga, about 1743, in the time of Benedict XIV, who

designed the fa9ade shown in the view we publish.

HOUSE FOR G. B. CHASE, ESQ., MARLBOROUGH, N. H. MESSRS.

VAN BRUNT & HOWE, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

SECULAR TOWERS MAINLY LATE MEDIAEVAL.

As these towers are grouped together simply as suggestions in

design, it does not seem worth while to give any facts concerning
each particular example.

THE PRINCIPLES OF HOUSE DRAINAGE.2

NOTWITHSTANDING

the al-

ready long list of publications relat-

ing to house-drainage and plumb-
ing, the appearance of a new book on
this important subject always excites a
certain interest. The book before us,

moreover, small as it is, differs in char-
acter from the usual books treating of

this subject. It is not a mere descrip-
tion of the many forms of pipes, traps
and fixtures, and the manner of setting
these and arranging the whole system
in dwellings. Nor does it merely give
in a concise form the usual rules on

house-drainage. The book goes a step
farther, inasmuch as it is a critical re-

view of present plumbing methods and
apparatus.
Some of the more serious defects of

house-drainage have from time to time
been alluded to by sanitary writers.

They have been occasionally recognized
and admitted by some plumbers and
architects, and it may even be said that,
at least in a few instances, manufactu-
rers of plumbers' materials have acted

upon the suggestions thrown out by
; such reformers. Yet, taken as a whole

plumbing n
be said to exhibit much vital progress compared with work done atew years ago. It is true that the radical defects and blunders of
1-fashioned plumbing-work are now no longer incurred. The soil-

pipes are always ventilated by extensions above the roof, the house-
is trapped, a fresh-air inlet is provided at the foot of thehouse-dram for circulation of air, and to every fixture is attached a

separate trap, and where the traps are of the usual S form a back-air p.pe connected with the crown of the trap to prevent siphon-
i From Cotraan'8 "

Antiquities of Normandy."1^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^and the Boston Society
?
of Architect t ,)?. -\
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a<*e. Beyond these few general features little improvement is appar-

ent. The common system of soil and waste pipes is rarely jointed

in a gas and water-tight manner; most water-closets in use are objec-

tionable in construction, flushing and manner of setting; wash-basins,

sinks and tubs have more or less complicated appendages, and are

not constructed on correct principles, particularly as regards their

manner of discharge. Traps are often chosen of a complicated

form, retaining filth, or else they are not of such a kind as to retain

their water-seal under all circumstances.

Mr. Putnam calls attention in his book to all these defects, and it

may be stated at the outset that he does so in a perfectly fair and

impartial manner. Being much impressed with the value of the con-

tents, we have read the volume twice from beginning to end, and we
have found no statement of importance to which we should take

exception. The intention of the author was to " make no statement

which is not founded on facts recognized by all or easily demon-

strated, nor to follow any course of reasoning which is not perfectly
clear and logical." In this laudable endeavor he has succeeded

admirably, and, after a careful reading of the pages, we have no

hesitation in pronouncing the work one of value and of importance to

architects, sanitary engineers, householders and plumbers, all of

whom would derive profit from a study of the principles so clearly

explained. Indeed, we have reasons to apprehend a wholesome
reform in house-drainage, if the principles so ably set forth should

become more generally accepted. The facts mentioned will, we
trust, be a sufficient justification of the somewhat detailed review of

the book.

Mr. Putnam frankly announces in the beginning of his lectures

that the book contains, among other matter, the description of a num-
ber of new sanitary appliances, some of which have been patented
to him. He states that " these devices are the outgrowth of a care-

ful, practical study of plumbing made from the unprejudiced stand-

point of the architect working for the interest of his client," and he
adds that "

they are the result and not the cause of the investi-

gations." These statements, we presume, would suffice with narrow-
minded persons, to cast suspicion upon the book. An unprejudiced
reviewer, however, will soon be assured, after reading a few pages,
that notwithstanding the fact that Mr. Putnam has some improved
devices to offer to the public, the whole subject is treated without any
bias whatever. At least, this is the conclusion to which we have
come after an unusually careful perusal of the book, the reading of

which is sure to afford, to all disinterested minds, as it did to us, much
instruction and profit.

Thus much as regards our general impression of the book. Its con-
tents are divided into three principal chapters, the first of which
treats of traps, the second of plumbing fixtures, and the third of soil

and waste pipes. In a general introduction Mr. Putnam points out
that the architect and the sanitary engineer are the persons from
whom radical improvements in plumbing may be expected, and com-
mends the growing practice of architectural firms employing regu-
larly a sanitary engineer to take charge, in cooperation with the archi-

tect, of the department of heating, ventilation and plumbing. A
concise statement is next given of the leading principles which should

govern the planning and construction of the plumbing work in all

classes of buildings. The essential features, according to Mr. Put-

nam, are : simplicity, accessibility, avoidance of mechanical obstruc-

tions, tightness of joints, soundness of materials, ventilation, flushing,
automatic operation, noiselessness, economy, and prevention of water-
waste.

This classification of requirements may be unreservedly endorsed.
It is only seldom, however, that we find them fulfilled and observed
in practice. In the best plumbing-work of to-day simplicity of ar-

rangement has given way to complexity and intricacy, and the re-
sult is a largely increased original cost, and heavy and frequent bills

for subsequent repairing of the work. Worse than this is the una-

voidably resulting insecurity of the plumbing. How rare, again,
is it, even at the present day, to find a house with all supply and
waste pipes in full sight, with fixtures openly arranged, and with
every part of the plumbing fully accessible for inspection, repairs
and cleansing. How seldom are the fixtures and traps of a house
free- from mechanical obstructions, such as flap-valves or hinged-
pans in the closets, balls or valves in the traps. How rarely are
the joints of a system of soil-pipes made permanently water and
air tight, and free from leakages due to changes of temperature,
settling of the house, shrinkage of floors, etc. How often do we find
nouses piped with brittle and flimsy cast-iron pipes of uneven and
insufficient thickness, and with lead-supply and waste-pipes of in-
sufficient strength adopted, to effect an unwise saving in the first
cost of the work. How seldom is the principle observed that

every plumbing-fixture should be constructed so that its discharge
will have a powerful flushing effect upon the traps and waste-pipes,
n order to remove completely and instantly all foul matters and
sitchen grease delivered into waste-receptacles. How few water-
closets in houses are arranged in a manner so as to be entirely
loiseless in operation. How often is economy in construction sacri-
iced to mere outward notions of fashion or comfort, as for instance,
by unduly scattering fixtures over all parts of a house, instead of

arranging them in vertical clusters or groups. Finally, how rare it
s to hnd any regard paid to the all-important consideration of water-
waste prevention. With leaky faucets, ill-arranged valve-closets or
lopper-cocks, service-pipes run on outside walls, without protection
against freezing, no wonder that in our large cities the consumption
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of water has reached such a height as to require the enactment of

strict measures, such as the application of water-meter!', or a lionse-

to-house inspection, to detect and prevent the prevailing reckless

waste of water.

Traps are discussed at length, and the causes clearly set forth

which singly or conjointly tend to destroy their protecting water-

seal. As one of the principal enemies to the security of traps the

action of siphonagu is explained, and the methods pointed out by
which it may be prevented. The first method, and the one now
almost universally recommended, and enforced by law in cities hav-

ing plumbing regulations, is the venting of the traps by so-called
" back-air

"
pi|>es. The second met hod consists in employing large

reservoir traps, such as the pot-trap. The third method, and the one
which Mr. I'm n:ini recommends, is to use traps so shaped and con<

structed as to be both aiHi-siphonic and seal-retaining, yet at the same
time self-cleansing.

Concerning trap-ventilation, the author justly states that it adds

greatly to the cost and complication of the work. He adds that

numerous and careful experiments have established the fact that

trap-ventilation is not always efficient in preventing siphonage, while

it is always more or less active in destroying the water-seal through
evaporation. The second method involving the use of reservoir

traps is characterized as inexpensive and simple, and much more
efficient in resisting siphoniu action than the first. It cannot, how-

ever, be recommended, since traps of this description are, one and all,

miniature cesspools, retaining filth in the house and thus violating a
cardinal rule of house-drainage. The third method is justly stated

to be the simplest and least expensive of all. It is, moreover, more
reliable and does not involve the objectionable retention of filth in

the house. It requires, as a conditio sine qua non, the most thorough
ventilation of all lines of soil and waste pipes, the use of branch

waste-pipes restricted in length as much as possible, and a powerful
flushing of traps and waste-pipes from correctly-constructed plumbing
fixtures. It is explained that an abundant aeration of the short

branch wastes may be secured both by diffusion of the air in the

ventilated soil-pipe and by the influx of air, induced with, and after,
the water-flushing at each use of the fixture.

The three methods brielly mentioned are carefully examined in

detail. An apparatus used by the author in his lectures to test the

efficiency of traps is illustrated, and a concise summary given of the

experiments made. From these Mr. Putnam concludes that the dis-

advantages of trap-ventilation are as follows:

1. It destroys the seal by evaporation when ordinary S-traps are

used, with the vent-pipe taken from the crown.
2. It does not accomplish its object, and hence affords a false

sense of security.
8. It increases the unsecured area of the trap, making it a cess-

pool.
4. It retards the outflow of the waste-water,, owing to the friction

of the air-current entering with the water during the discharge.
5. It renders the discharge noisy.
6. It complicates the plumbing, and adds to the danger of leakage

through bad jointing and increased material.

7. It aggravates the danger arising from capillary attraction.

8. It seriously increases the cost of plumbing.
The author then shows how it is possible to construct a trap which

will be anti-siphonic, yet self-cleansing. The various steps gone
through before arriving at the final design are clearly explained and
illustrated. The result is a trap, secure against back-pressure, evap-
oration, capillary attraction, self-siphonagcand siphonic action, whose

body resembles in outward appearance a small pot-trap placed hori-

zontally, while it has in principle the self-scouring form of the S-trap.
i'art II discusses plumbing fixtures. Speaking of wash-basins, Mr.

Putnam correctly says that hitherto wash-basins and bath-tubs have
been selected purely from a standpoint of convenience, appearance
and economy, while sanitary considerations have been entirely over-
looked. His criticisms are mainly directed against the size of the

outlets of basins and tubs, which are too small in proportion to the
size of waste-pipe and trap, with the result that both the trap and
the pipe remain imperfectly Hushed.
He condemns further all concealed overflow passages as liable to

become fouled without the chance of cleansing through flushing ac-

tion, and as being placed so that they cannot be reached. The use
of the plug and chain device is also condemned as well as all concealed
basin and bath-tub waste-valves. Mr. Putnam suggests instead anew
form of wash-basin, with a large basin outlet, located at the rear pare
of the bowl, and having an independent, visible and accessible stand-

pipe overflow. The basin is a radical departure from the ordinary
forms, with many important advantages, and architects and sanitary
engineers, whose duty it is to advise clients in regard to improved
fixtures, would do well to study carefully Mr. Putnam's device. Sim-
ilar improvements are suggested for bath-tubs and pantry sinks, and
the use of a flush-pot recommended for kitchen sinks, in order to col-

lect the usual trickling flow, and to dispose of grease by sudden and

powerful flushing.
A sub-division of the second part treats of water-closets. Here

too, we find Mr. Putnam's views in accord with those of all advanced
sanitarian?. After an unreserved condemnation of the pan-closet,
he clearly explains the defects adhering to the modern valve and
plunger closets, and shows why it is advisable to avoid all mechanical
seal-closets. He is rather severe in his criticisms of the old style of

hopper-closets, the long and short flushing-rim hopper, which have no

large body of standing water in the bowl. Although we are prepared
to admit the siqieriority of improved hop|>er-closets over such dry hop-
pers, yet we know of closets of the latter kind which give excellent

satisfaction, and Mr. Putnam has probably had a similar experience,
for, farther on in his book, in speaking of trough-closets and latrines,

he recommend!) as a good substitute for the latter, a "row of good
hopper-closets, with treadle, door, or seal-attachment for automatic

flushing."
Several improved hopper-closets are illustrated and described,

amongst others a very ingenious, yet simple, form, with automatic

supply-pipe, devised by Mr. Putnam.
Of slop-hoppers and urinals, it is said that while they are necessary

for hotels or large club-houses, railway-stations, etc., they are objec-
tionable, and, therefore, should not be used in private houses, where a

good hopper water-closet, set in an open manner without woode.n en-

closure, may take their place.
Part 111 of the book treats of soil and drain pipes. In the criti-

cisms of the usual form of pi tie and the manner of making pipe-joints,
we find the same spirit of fairness and justice which characterizes

the whole work. 'I In- defects of the ordinary hand-calked joint of

bell-and-spigot pipes have long been recognized, and this has led to the

substitution, in some recent work, of wrought-iron pipes for the usual

cast-iron pipes, the pipes being used in greater length, with a corre-

sponding reduction iu the number of joints, and the pipes being

jointed in the same manner as steam-pipes, i. e., with air and water-

tight screw-joints. Mr. Putnam offers a design of a new pipe-joint
for cast-iron pipes and fittings, which may be broadly characterized
as an adjustable tlanged-joint with lead washers or gaskets for packing,
the joint being made tight by compressing the pipe ends with bolls

and nuts, screwed up with ratchet-wrenches. \Viili this kind of

pipe connections between lead waste-pipes, and the main soil-pipe

system are made without the use of brass ferrules in a safe and much
simpler manner.

Having described his improved soil-pipe joint, the author concludes
this part of the subject by giving rules as to size and general arrange-
ment of the piping. He contends that " the size of .-oil-pipe* should
not exceed four inches," a view eminently correct, but very seldom
entertained by architects or builders. Farther on he says :

" All the

piping
of a house should be in full view. Nothing should be walled

in or covered over and rendered inaccessible. One of the first rules

of modern sanitary work is to
bring everything out of the darkness

into light and air, where defects, if they occur, can at once be de-

tected and removed. We are accustomed to running our steam-

pipes in plain sight, and rendering them by gilding or silvering as

ornamental as possible. The same custom is now beginning to apply
to our plumbing pipes," to all of which we can give our most unquali-
fied approbation. In conclusion, the peppermint and smoke tests

are described, and their application to test the soundness of a system
of house-drainage, recommended.

Many of the subjects referred to have been discussed by Mr.
Putnam at length in an excellent series of articles on "

Sanitary
Plumbing," which appeared some time ago in the American Archi-

tect, but this new little book will be found very handy, inasmuch as

it gives in a condensed form, the results of the author's original in-

vestigations. Mr. Putnam is already well ami favorably known to

the architectural profession by his large treatise on " The Open Fire-

place," published several years ago, and it is to be hoped that hisnew
book will meet with the same deserved appreciation.

THE VENTILATION OF THE NEW MUNICIPAL THE-
ATKE AT NICE.

NEARLY
two years ago the

Builder published illustra-

tions of the new theatre

built by the Municipality of

Nice. It will be remembered
that a terrible fire destroyed
the old structure, and many
lives were lost on that occa-

sion. In the

article ao-

companyin g
this illustra-

tion we hnd
the pleasure
of congratu-
lating the
architect, M.
A u n e, for
the taste,
skill and
promptitude
with which
lie had raised

Effci
-... -^_ a magnificent

i-\50zSsL^;->+*- new theatre
W-,..*,^B, almost as

rapidly as
:he ashes of the old one were cleared away. But at the same time
we lamented the absence of any scheme of ventilation. This was left
to the accident of doors and windows, and we further pointed out
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that in a town like Nice, where so large a proportion of the visitor

are invalids, good ventilation in places of public resort was of more

than usual importance. Finally we suggested that Nice might follow

the example set by Geneva, where the Grand Theatre is a model o,

efficient ventilation.

All these remarks, we have been informed, were faithfully trans-

lated into French, and brought to the knowledge of the mayor and

municipality. With commendable energy letters were at once writ-

ten to the firm who had so successfully ventilated the theatre o;

Geneva, and whose work met with the approval of the Fourth Inter-

national Congress of Hygiene, held at Geneva in September, 1884.

Messrs. Geneste & Herscher were forthwith invited to Nice, ant

entrusted with the ventilation of the new theatre. The building was

opened for the first time last season, and the result proved most sat-

isfaptory.
A few years ago the grand theatre of Vienna was the only estab-

lishment of the sort on the Continent which could be described as

scientifically and successfully ventilated by the aid of a motive power
yielding exactly the volume of air required. The comfort attained

by such a method was so great that at Frankfort, Brussels, Geneva,
and finally Nice, the example has been followed and in some respects

improved upon. Remembering the suffocation endured in the old

theatre of Nice, nothing could have been a greater and more agree-
able surprise than the ease and fresh air enjoyed in the new struct-

ure. The ventilation is based on the principle that the air must not

be supplied irregularly and from particular points, but should be
admitted in horizontal layers, which, rising gradually from the entire
surface of the Hoor, travel slowly up to the roof without occasioning
any currents likely to disturb the spectators. But, further, the air

must be so prepared as to be in a proper condition for breathing
before it is admitted into the theatre. In other words, it must be
warmed in winter and cooled in summer.
On visiting the theatre of Nice, we found that these conditions had

been realized in the following manner. Over the entire surface,
occupied by the stalls and the pit, the air is admitted by means of
four hundred apertures. These are made under each chair and pro-
tected by iron gratings. They measure about six inches by ten
inches. The openings therefore present a large surface evenly dis-

tributed; the air consequently travels slowly, in spite of its abun-
dance. All these openings are fed by means of shafts into which the
air is pumped by a mechanical ventilator. A small gas-engine suf-
fices to put the fan or wheel into motion. In winter the air is pre-
viously warmed by a number of hot-water coils. Care is taken, how-
ever, not to allow any portion of this air to attain a temperature
exceeding 62 to 65 Fahrenheit, and thus it does not lose any of
the qualities of fresh air. There is in fact a mixing-room, where the
warmed air is diluted with cold air that has not passed over the hot-
water coils; and with a little personal superintendence it is easy to
obtain precisely the required temperature. During the summer the
air is cooled by means of a water pulverizer, which also adds a pleas-
ant moisture to the atmosphere.
The theatre, it is important to note, is not warmed by the air

pumped in for breathing purposes. If this were done, the air to
combat the refrigerating effects of the windows, walls, and other cold
surfaces, would have to be heated to a higher degree than pleasant or
wholesome for breathing purposes. All the parts surroundin" the

auditorium,
tlie passages behind the boxes, vestibules, etc., arelare-

fully warmed by hot-air flues.

The surrounding temperature is thus maintained at about 65
Fahrenheit. No system of ventilation is provided for this part of

r> mdeed> are there an}
' sPedal ^-shafts to supply the

'box s

Thei ventilation is not so elaborate as at Vienna or Geneva
; but, onthe other hand, it is less complicated and not so expensive. For a

theatre of moderate size the success achieved at Nice shows that it
suffices i the ent.re floor of the house admit an up-current of air.Tins w,ll ventilate

sufficiently the front portion of the boxes, the
part precisely where the spectators are sitting durino- the perform-ance. By carefully separating the warming and the ventilatin- theattendants remain master of the one and the other. More fir orlore heat can be supplied according to the necessities of the mo-men

; but if the one could not be given without the other, very awk-ward difficulties might occasionally arise.
The theatre itself is illuminated by 727 gas-jets ; but with the nas

sages crush-room, etc., we have a total oM,700 -as-buTners Dumg the representation, for instance, of " Fa, st," 78* cub" metres of
gas were burned per hour; and as the entertainment la ted from half'
past seven to halt-past twelve in the night, 393 cubic metres of -were consumed. The gas required for the engine, wh ch Ts onlv ofeix-horse power, amounts to one cubic metre per horse-power nerhour The ventilating-fau generally pumps H.Soo cub c metres^fa,r into the theatre per hour during the winter, and 18 000 cmetres m th there a?e 1,500 seats i

metres m the summer.
theatre

The observations made during various performances show that on
an average the temperature of the stalls and pit is equal to 63 or
64 Fahrenheit during the whole evening. In the gallery the tem-

perature is the same during the first hour, but during the second hour
it rises to 65 Fahrenheit, and towards the end of the performance
it may go as high as 67 or 69 Fahrenheit. At the s'ame time the

passages, vestibule and various annexes had a temperature varying
from 65 to 67 Fahrenheit. The fresh air coming into the theatre
underneath the chairs in the floor of the house travels at the rate of
15 to 18 centimetres per second, according to the atmospheric pressure
and the amount of gas burning at the time. In summer the speed in-

creases to 20 or even 25 centimetres per second, but the current is

so evenly diffused that it is not felt by the spectators.
Under these circumstances the beauties of the new theatre can be

enjoyed without any inconvenience. There need be no fear of taking
cold, or of enduring the pain of a " theatre headache." For a health
resort like Nice such advantages, we repeat, are of the greatest

importance, and will not fail to attract people to the town and auf-
ment the receipts of the theatre.

In the decoration and ornamentation of the theatre, which were
not complete when we described its main architectural features, a
great deal has also been done to attract the admiration of visitors.
The staircases and vestibules are most capacious and highly orna-
mented. Two handsome statues representing female forms holdin^

up lamps at the foot of the principal flight of stairs are due to j!

Coutant, who won the competition for the Jeu de Paume de Ver-
sailles and the Gambetta statues. In the crush-room there are some
fine paintings representing views of Nice and the Bay des Anges,
with angelic nudes bathing and rising from the foam of the blue
waves. These paintings are by M. Costa, a native artist; but for
the scenery and stage machinery it was necessary to employ Messrs.
Diosse, of Lyons and Geneva. Altogether, what with the paintin"-,
the sculpture, the decorations, the white stone and the red columns of
Verona marble, the ample space, the broad passages, majestic stair-

cases, and, above all, the fresh, pure air supplied in such abundance,
even in the hottest weather, the theatre of Nice may be considered
one of the most attractive places of entertainment of Europe.
It remains to be seen whether in the selection of his performers
and performances the mprtuario will prove himself equal to
the exceptional advantages afforded in this model theatre. In all
cases the architect, M. Aune, and the ventilating engineers, Messrs.
Geneste & Herscher, have most fully and satisfactorily fulfilled the dif-
ficult and important task with which they are entrusted. The
Builder.

THE FOREST SUPPLY IN THE UNITED STATES.
'

HE prolific growth of
timber trees in the Uni-
ted States, and the vast

extent of their forests, in-

duced customs and methods
of construction among the
earlier settlers which have
-resulted in the extravagant
use of timber for all purposes,
ind systems of timber cutting
without any attention to the
renewal of forest growth,
which bid fair to result in

great embarrassment to the
lumber trade.

Within the last twenty-
five years, the price of white

line at the sea-coast has trebled, and that of hemlock doubled. At
he present rate of consumption there is about eleven years' supply

of white pine now standing in the Northern Stales comprised in the
area bounded by the Atlantic Ocean on the east, the Dominion of
Canada on the north, the upper portion of the Mississippi River on
the west, and the Ohio and the Potomac Rivers on the south.

In the Southern States the estimated supply of the long-leaved
line (pinus auslralis) is sufficient for many years, but much of it
rows at a distance from navigable rivers and railway lines, and the
iupply convenient to lines of transportation has become so reduced
hat there is a scarcity of this timber for millwork and shipbuilding.

I he railways of the country annually require about 60,000,000 ties,
ir the product of 500 to 600 square miles of growth of such timber,
tml at places convenient to their lines. In Canada, the annual cut-
in!' amounts to 2,000,000,000 feet, board measure; and in the
United States, according to their last census, the cuttino- there
amounts to 224,000,000 feet, board measure.

It is considered that the resources of the soil would be adequateo replace this immense drain upon its production of the consumptionot timber if care was taken to foster the new growth of forests and
t torest nres could be checked. The ravages of forest fires result
n the destruction of greater values than the losses of buildings by
ire.

j
he subject has been forced upon the consideration of the peo-e and the question of its remedy is receiving serious attention, but

IB most judicious plans lack the co-operation of those eno-a<'ed in
imber-cutt.ng until the supply in that immediate locality Incomes
icarly exhausted.
The results of such efforts are shown in the statute laws of the
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legislature of the several Slates composing the United States. In
tliis connection it may be said that while the Congress of the Fede-
ral Government enacts laws of a national character, each of the sev-

eral States exercises local self-government, subservient to the gene-
ral government through laws passed by their legislatures; and this

<|nestion of tree-preservation comes within the scope of the State au-

thorities.

Seven of the States have no legislation on the subject. Kansas

repealed such a law, and Texas enacted a law giving to railway

corporations the right to enter upon any land along their line and
cut timber for constructive purposes; a law which can be understood
when it is considered that only a small portion of its immense area
has been occupied by actual settlers, and the enactment is a portion
of the legislation designed for the promotion of railway construction

as an efficient means tor encouraging immigration into that State.

Tho laws in the remaining States for the furtherance of tree cul-

ture are of two classes. Nineteen States are provided with protect-
ive laws which defend the owners of trees against acts of injury by-

providing (ixed and excessive penalties for all acts against trees, and
thus relieving the owner of the excessive burden of proof of value oi

the damage, etc., which would be necessary if in the absence of such
statute law, he was

obliged to limit his course of action to a proceed-
ing under the common law, governed by the same principles of jusl
reined v for a wrong common to all Anglo-Saxon people.

In the remaining seventeen States these protective laws are still

further reinforced by subsidizing laws which in addition to the spe-
cial legislation for the defence against wrong-doers, also grant vari-

ous bounties and immunities to those who plant trees. Most of these
laws show an intelligent appreciation of the subject, although in some
States there are limiting conditions which restrain the application ol

such favors, and gives rise to A presumption that the Bill was drawn

up by an enthusiast and amended by a practical politician ; as, for

example, in Rhode Island, where plantations of forest trees number-

ing 2000 to the acre, are exempted from taxation for fifteen years
after the trees have reached a height of four feet, but this applies to

land worth less than twenty-five dollars per acre. Now this State
has a population of two hundred and eighty to the square mile, dis-

tributed in factory vplages on fertile land around the water-courses
which cannot reach the sea except through the water-wheels of the
numerous small mills scattered over the State, and any land in that
State valued within the statute limit, must be too sterile to sustain
tree for every twenty-two square feet of area.

California requires certain county officers to encourage the plant-
ing of trees along the highways and give one dollar bounty for every
living tree four years old. The laws of Michigan, Massachusetts,
Nebraska, New Hampshire, New York, and Wisconsin contain wise

provision for the encouragement of tree-planting along the highways,
on the principle that the result of sucli action is twofold, for in addi-
tion to the benefit accruing to the highway and the abutting property,
it has an inevitable tendency to encourage tree-planting elsewhere.
The remaining States further this result either by payment of money
premiums or abatement of taxation, or both. In some States it is

the custom of the governor to issue a proclamation once a year

creeing a public holiday for the purpose of tree-planting along the

highways. The presentation of facts showing the alarming diminu-
tion of the standing forests, by the Census Bureau and other official

sources, and the continual action of associations organized for this

purpose, is resulting in measures tending to check the destruction of
forests. Engineering.

STATISTICS OF SEWAGE-FARMS.
TT FEW useful figures

r\ are given in the work
/of Mr. Lewis D'A.
Jackson, lately published,

respecting the systems of

irrigations that have been

put into operation in this

country. A general tab-

ular statement of the nine

sewage-farms competing
in 1879 based on the

judges' report affords

much useful information.

We here furnish a few
data. The number of acres

irrigated at Aldershot
is ninety-nine, which
takes the supply of sew-

age from 8,000 persons,
or, at the rate of seventy-
seven persons to an acre.

The average daily supply
was, then, 28,000 cubic
feet. There is no lift.

The land irrigated is of a
liVlir anrlvf>liampt>r an,]' S 11 ' san"> character, and
the subsoil is ferruginous

gravel. One of the chief
disadvantages is the want of storm outlets. The whole of the sewage
from the Camp passes on to the farm, the effluent is said to be clear,

in Cakbin. o/" J'ir. AS.'Wa.TKe.rj

bright and inoffensive. The treatment adopted consists in collect-

ing the sewage in subsidence tanks of small size on the farm, from
which the liquid matter alone is allowed to Mow direct on to the land.

The sludge tanks are formed of earthen banks coated with gravel
and tar, and these receive the solid ualter at a lower level. Their
dimensions are one hundred and eleven feet by twenty-one feet by
two-and-one-half feet. The sludge is allowed to consolidate in them,
and at certain seasons is carted on to the land the liquid runs in

earth carriers, the land being divided into two-acre plots, subdivided

by subsidiary carriers.

Parts of the land are drained to a depth of four feet to six feet
;

the drains being thirty to sixty feet apart. More drains are consid-
ered to be necessary, especially during Hoods. Crops of all kinds have
been successfully grown on the farm. Bedford has an irrigated area
of one hundred and fifty-three acres, and the sewage represents 18,-
690 persons, or one hundred and two persons per acre. The average
daily supply of sewage is 152,000 cubic feet; it is lifted twenty-one
feet and thirteen feet. The soil is light sand and loam, but the local

disadvantage is stated to be that the sewers are liable to Hooding from
the Ouse. The whole of the sewage of the borough is collected at
the pumping-station, the solids are there screened, and a storm over-
How provided. At other times the pumps lift the sewage to a height
of thirteen feet for one hundred and twenty-three acres, and to twen-

ty-one feet for 30.25 acres. At night the sewage is stored in the

sewers; the screened sewage is pumped through an eighteen-inch
iron main pipe ; the carriers are earthenware pipes eighteen inches
to nine inches diameter, laid in banks above surface of the land

; the
distributors are earth-cut channels ploughed or dug from time to
time as required. The solids are also used on the land. The under-

drainage is by two-inch pipes, three feet deep in parts, and deep
ditches round the fields. The crops grown are various, and the aver-

age value per acre of Italian rye grass is 7.66, permanent pasture,
6.37. Of root crops, parsnips show a yield valued at 20, potatoes,
16.84, and onions, 33.28. There is a largo yield of celery amount-

ing to 36 an acre. These yields were those of 1878. Wrexham
has an irrigated area of 100.7 acres, representing the supply of sew-

age from 10,000 persons, or ninety-six persons per acre of farm. The
daily supply is 48,000 to 80,000 cubic feet, no lift, and the soil is

sandy and peaty, with a subsoil of gravel and sand.

As many of our readers know, Col. Jones is the manager ; the

sewage of Wrexham Hows into settling tanks at the top of farm, and
the liquid is allowed to flow on to the land in earth-cut carriers. In
excess of 80,200 cubic feet of liquid, the wet-weather supply passes
into a brook by storm overflows. The solid matter is removed, dried

by a fan, and sifted, afterwards made into artificial manure with
bone-dust and sulphate of ammonia, and sold or used direct on the
land. About three hundred tons of dry sludge is annually removed.
The under-drainage of land is by eight-inch, and six-inch pipes,
six feet deep, and one hundred and twenty feet apart, though in wet
places more pipes are laid three-and-one-half feet deep ; little surface
effluent passes off the farm. The rotation of crops is rye grass for
three years, fourth year cereals, fifth year mangolds.
Among the large farms we note Birmingham with an irrigated

area of 252.91 acres from a population of 112,500. or four hundred
and forty-four persons per acre of farm; a daily supply of 481,000
cubic feet of sewage, which Hows on the land, which is of a li"ht

peaty and stiff clayey nature, with gravel subsoil, liable to floodin".
One part of the land receives pure sewage, another part unpredpi-
tated sewage mixed with lime, and the remainder the diluent sew-

age after subsidence. Earth-cut carriers are used. The three set-

tling tanks, three hundred and ninety feet by ninety feet by five-and-
and-half feet, at the. outfall are used alternately for a fortnight, while
the sludge is removed. There are sixteen small settling-tanks, into
which mere sludge deposits, the effluent sewage flowing off on the
land. The sludge is treated (1 ) as semi-fluid sludge, which is

pumped up and pushed on to the land in elevated wooden troughs by
poles, and (2) heavy matter, consisting chiefly of road drift. About
five hundred ions of moist sludge are raised daily. The land is pre-
pared by raising small embankments, and then dividing it into a se-
ries of small tanks. After the sludge is consolidated in these to a
depth of a foot, it is dug into the land to a depth of two feet. The
cost of preparing the land and digging is 12 an acre. The judges
say the sludge appears not to amalgamate with the soil, and remains
a mass of worthless fibrous matter for at least two years, when it is

ploughed. The under-drains are six feet deep, and thirty-three feet

apart, the effluents are clear, and the chief crops are rye grass, man-
golds and cabbages.

Croydon has an irrigated area of three hundred and twenty acres
a population represented of 55,000 or one hundred and twenty-one
persons per acre; a supply of 1,283,000 cubic feet daily, Howin" on
the land, which is of light peat and gravel, with a subsoil of yellow
marl and gravel, but liable to excess of subsoil water. The rainfall
is separated, and the sewage is conveyed in two outfall sewers; the
solid mater is extracted on Mr. Baldwin Latham's plan, and the liq-
uid is distributed in earth-carriers. Our readers are pretty well ac-

quainted with this farm. The farms of Doncaster, Leamington,
and Reading are also tabulated. Leamington is a well-managed farm,
and is profitable, the only disadvantage being the high lift, one
liundred and thirty-two feet. The soil is sand, with gravel subsoil
and the sewage is conveyed to it after the solid matter is partly re-

moved, by earth-cut trenches and carriers. Building News.
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CHARCOAL TIN.
NEW YOKE, N. Y.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, Will you please inform me of thfi difference between

quality of tin in common use on buildings. We have been accus-

tomed to call for 1. C. charcoal tin to distinguish it from coke tin.

Is it necessary to add the word "eliarcoal," or is it sufficient to

call for I. C. tin simply, to get the best made by the charcoal process ?

Yours truly, I. C. CHARCOAL TIN.

ft C. CHABOOAL TIN means simply a li?ht quiility of charcoal pl.ite,

Charcoal plate is more flexible than coke plate, aud makes better jomts in

roufiug. EDJ. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

BOOK ON FIRE-PROOF CONSTRUCTION.
MINNEAPOLIS, MDJN.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, Will you be kind enougli to inform me of the name

of the best work on "
Fire-proof Construction," both of iron and terra-

cotta
;
also prepared materials, such as preparations applied to wood,

etc. I want the " work" (if t.iere be such a one) to give the strength

of ihe materials, as the weight a certain-sized iron column will sus-

tain, also iron beams
;
and the Litest and best methods of coupling,

etc.; in other words, a "
comprehensive digest of fire-proof construc-

tion." I want to order such a book, and thought you would post me
of the name and price, etc. An early reply will oblige,

Yours very truly, W. D. KIMBALL, Architect.

[KIDDKB'S "Architect's and Builder's Pocket-book," published by John

Wiley & S iiis, Astor PI., Ne\v York, price $-'i.(X), gives most of the iuionna-

tiju desired. EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

RESTORATION OF A ST. ELEANOR'S CROSS. Queen Eleanor's cross

at Waltham is to be restored. It was designed by Pietro Cavallini in

1291 and finished in 1294. It is in memory of tlie consort of Edward
1., who accompanied her husband to Palestine and sucked the poison
from a dagger wound in his arm. She was the mother of the first Eng-
lish Prince of Wales.

THE OLD STATE HOUSE AT NEW HATES, CONN. A New Haven com-
mittee appointed to losk after the old State House have decided against

appropriating $25,0!M to repair it, and recommend that it be demolished.
Tliis brings a protest from Prof. W. P. Trowbridge, of Columbia Col-

lege, wlio considers the building undoubtedly the most noted exempli-
fication of Greek architecture on a grand scale in this country.

PAINTING ICONS. The painting of religious icons is an industry of the
k'istar in many governments. In the district of Bjgorodsk Moscow
government sucli occupation is conducted in thirty-seven homes and
seventy-one kustars are constantly engaged. The yearly output of
icons from this region is about 9.0JJ which arem >stly ordered val-
ued at from 13,0-JJ to 17.4JJ rubles ($3,525 to S3,70J). In the execution
of such work the icons are divided into two groups single saints and
multiple saints. A kuster can execute three icons containing single fig-
ures in a week, the sale price for which is one ruble (fifty cents) each;
total, three rubles ($1.5fy; the expanses in connection witli the same be-

ing two rubles, eight copecks ($1.04), leave a remuneration of ninety-
two copecks (43 cents). However, should tlie icon painter be in a po-
sition to purchase at once the material necessary for painting sixty
icons at an outlay of thirty-seven rubles, ninety-three copecks (-$18.95J);
if he paints icons in which there are more than one figure the average
cost of production does not exceed sixty-three copecks (31j cents). Tlie
sale price being two rubles ($1.0)) for such works, his receipts from
euch occupation will be one ruble, fifty-one copecks (75j cents) for his
week's labor. St. Petersburg Consular Report.

THE " VULGARIZATION " OF OXFORD. William Morris writes to the
London D.iily News as follows :

"
I hive just read your too true article

on the vulgarization of Oxford, and I wish to ask if it is too late to ap-
peal to the mercy of the ' duns' to spare the few specimens of ancient
town architecture which they have nut yet had time to destroy, such,
for example, as the little plaster houses in front of Trinity College or
the beautiful houses left on the north side of Holy well Street. These
are in their way as important as tlie more majestic buildings to which
all the world makes pilgrimage. Oxford, thirty years ago, when I first
knew it, was full of these treasures; but Oxford 'culture,' cynically
contemptuous of the knowledge which it does not know, and steeped
to the lips in the commercialism of tlie day, has made a clean sweep of
most of them; but those that are left are of infinite value, and still

give some character above that of Victoria Street or Bayswater to
modern Oxford. Is it impossible, sir, to make the authorities at Oxford
town and gown, see this, and stop the destruction ? The present theory
of the use to which Oxford should be put, appears to be that it should be
used as a huge upper public school for fitting lads of tlie upper and mid-
dle class for their laborious future of living on other people's labor For
my part I do not think this a lofty conception of the function of a uni
versity ; but if it be the only admissible one nowadays, it is at least
clear that it does not need the history and art of our forefathers whichOxlord still holds to develop it. London, Manchester, Birmingham or
perhaps a rising city of Australia, would be a fitter place for the ex
pertinent, ifliicli it seems to me is too rougli a one for Oxford In so-ber truth, what specialty has Oxford if it is not the genius loci whichour modern coai.n-rcial dons are doing their beat to destroy

'"

A NEW CURE FOR AN OLD COMPLAIXT. Mr. Robert Garrett is build-

ing a portico over his new house in Mount Vernon Place, Baltimore.

Mr. Henry Janes, who occupies the adjoining house, objected to the

portico on the ground that it shut oil his light. Accordingly he applied
fora mandamus requiring Mr. Garrett to tear it down. This manda-
mus was granted, whereupon Mr. Garrett took the case to the court of

appeals, where it is now pending. On Wednesday it was rumored that

Mr. Janes had discovered a way to wreak summary vengeance upon
Mr. Garrett in case the court of appeals decided that the portico could

stay where it is. He had decided, if the portico was not torn down, to

present his house and grounds to a colored orphan asylum. This threat
to establish such an institution in Mount Vernon Place aroused the

property-holders to a high pitch of indignation. Commercial Advertiser.

To CLARIFY LONDON SEWAGE. The disposal of metropolitan sew-

age has lung been one of the problems which have exercised the best

engineering and sanitary talent of the day. In June of 1882 Sir Wil-
liam Harcourt deemed it necessary to recommend the appointment of
a royal commission to inquire into and report upon the subject, but

beyond the closing of the inquiry, and the completion of the report, no
apparent steps have been taken toward the providing of a remedy for
the most undesirable condition of things with which the dwellers in
London are continually brought face to face. Lieutenant-Colonel A. S.

Jones and Mr. Bailey-Denton have now memorialized Sir Richard Cross,
reminding the right honorable gentleman at the outset that no substan-
tial effort has been made to give practical effect to the recommenda-
tions of the commission, although their report was submitted six months
ago. The design of the memorialists embraces the extension of the out-
fall sewer to Canvey Island. Sir Joseph Bazalgette, it will be remem-
bered, proposed that the outfall should be at Thames Haven, which is

separated from Canvey Island by Hole Haven Creek. It is premised
that a good and practicable scheme for the clarification of the sewage
at the point of outfall might be devised. By extending the sewer to

Canvey Island, instead of discharging the sewage directly into the river,
it is assumed that the process of treatment would be greatly facilitated.
The memorialists propose that the sewer should deliver at a height
equal to that of the banks or walls by which Canvey Island is surrounded
(about ten feet above ordinary high tides). The purpose for which these
banks exist is to prevent the flooding of the island by outside tidal water.
To effect the clarification of the sewage upon the island inside the banks,
it is proposed to have recourse to mechanical deposition and chemical
precipitation whereby the solid portions may be separated from the
liquid, and subsequently to apply the liquid to land by way of filtration
or irrigation, separately or in combination, whereby the effluent will be
brought to such a condition as will render it perfectly admissible into
any tidal waters. It is intended to convert the extracted solid or fer-
tilizing portions of the sewage into a salable manure, as far as it will
be profitable to do so, or by mixture with soil to bury the sludge.
Failing profitable or advantageous use, an alternative process would be
the burning of the perishable or organic matter. It is pointed out that
Canvey Island contains about four thousand acres surely a sufficient
area for the practical accomplishment of the scheme, if space is a de-
sideratum. There are ways and means, however, of adding twelve hun-
dred acres to the island at a comparatively small outlay. The proxim-
ity of the island to South Benfleet, where there exists a station on the
London, Tilbury and South-End Railway, will facilitate the construction
of a tramway to and across the island for the transmission of produce,and materials by land, while the frontage of the island to the river
will afford access by water. The surface of the island within its' banks
is one general level, with only such hollows and gutters in its configura-
tion as have been naturally formed by the off-flow of surface-water.
The height of the land is from eight feet to nine feet above ordnance
datum, while the surrounding banks have been raised about nine feet
higher, so that there physically exists within the island, between the sur-
face of the land and the top of the inclosing banks, a ready-made basin
capable of holding, without overflow, about 10,000,000,000 gallons of
liquids. It is not anticipated, however, that this capability will ever be
utilized. The present quantity of dry-weather sewage daily discharged
irn,l

le
i

metr P (>lis lla heen taken by the Royal Commissioners to be
loO,000,000 gallons, while the future dry-weather discharge has been
estimated by certain authorities as likely to reach 200,000,000 gallons.There exists, therefore, within the island, space sufficient to hold for
two months the present dry-weather sewage of London, without over-
flow and without calling into requisition the absorbent powers of the
soil upon which the liquid sewage would rest, and which, with well de-
vised underdramage, would be very effective for infiltration. An area
of from seventy to eighty acres within the banks is capable of receivinga uay s discharge of sewage without overflow. These are the leadm"
features of the scheme. It may be added that the memorialists assume
.sufficiency of space on the island to receive and clarify the sewage of
the metropolis for a century to come, after making all allowances for
the gradual reduction of area. Whatever the intrinsic or relative mer-

,s ot the plan, the urgency of providing a solution for this mighty prob-lem should at all events insure it a respectful reception and a careful
assessment of its claims. Something yet remains to be said on the
financial aspect of the question. Lieutenant-Colonel Jones and Mr.
IJailey-Uenton have already secured more than three-fourths of the
island lo facilitate the raising of the capital for its purchase without
esort to speculative means, they propose that the various properties in

i island shall, as they are purchased, be conveyed at once to the Me-
tropoli an Board, and that bonds of subsidy for a fixed proportionateount shall then be handed over to trustees. The latter are, it is sug-
gested, to be jointly selected by the Metropolitan Board of Works andthe memorialists, with the understanding that such bonds shall be con-

paymcm"'^-- "-
6
--- ^ U 'd U

- '"- "-? Purella3e of tile 'and and in the

completion of the permanent works. Liv-
erpool Daily Past.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENCE,
:h*port*<l for The American Architect ud BulWinj Newt.)

f j!lhmtgh a large portion of the building intelliyrnct
ui

'

i>rnrtdeil by their regular corretpondentl, the editor t

r>, <tr/tt tlefire to receive voluntary information, etpe-
vnllii f-"m the smaller and outlying tottmt.\

TRADE SURVEYS.
IF it were possible to specify in a line or two

the character of next year's building operations, it

might be said that they will cover three kinds of

work house building, public building and street

Improvements. It is too soon to anticipate fully
the volume or character of next year's business.

Extensive street improvements have already been
determined upon in New York, Philadelphia, and

Chicago, and in a large number of towns, ot from ten

to one hundred thousand inhabitants, house-build-

ing has made street improvements a necessity.

Municipal authorities are forced by public opinion
to deal more liberally in the matter of well-paved
streets. The dealers in street-building material

have been already consulted in numerous cases, as

to supplies, prices, deliveries, etc., and they give,

therefore, a rather encouraging statement as to

what they expect to do during the coming year.
The construction of a thousand or two miles of

streets will give quite a stimulus to the material

market, and reflect no small degree of activity in

a variety of side industries that will be called upon
to furnish material of one kind or another for that

purpose. The municipal authorities are already
preparing to expend money liberally in the erec-

tion of public buildings. In connection with this

activity, electric-lighting companies are deeply in-

terested, and have already been called upon for

estimates in many cases for plants and appliances
for the production and use of electric lighting.
These companies are not, as yet, competing very
actively with each other, and are, therefore, ex-

pecting to realize liberal margins. Several sys-
tems are before the public, all of which are pretty
well understood. There is room for improvement
in each of the various systems, but sufficient prog-
ress has been made to justify the public and its

care-takers in municipal bodies in placing contracts
for use of the improved systems of lighting. The
manufacturers of hardware, nails, lumber, brick,
and building material generally, including iron

and steel, are satisfied with the' present outlook,

though they regret that the upward tendency in

prices will likely be arrested before the desired

improvement in prices has taken place. The enu-
meration of the new buildings already projected is

sufficient to satisfy architects and builders and
manufacturers of material that the coming year
will bring with it better prices, unless some unfor-

secn cause should arise to obstruct the improve-
ment asserting itself in a quiet way. The iron and
steel making establishments of the country are

sold up most of them into midwinter, and with the

prosecution of projected railway enterprises, an
incentive to greater production in outside indus-

tries will be greatly stimulated. The disposition is

manifested everywhere to increase production in a

moderate way. Raw material is advancing, in ten-

dency, at least, if not in price. It remains with the

manufacturers in all the various industries to pro-
tect their interests by conservative management.
Prices can improve ten percent, and will, if manu-
facturers do not forget themselve.< and disregard
the experience of the past two or three years.

Building enterprises of great magnitude will be
undertaken, if nothing more unfavorable takes

place than has already manifested itself. The
construction of Eads's ship-railway is among the

possibilities of the next few years. The construc-

tion of four or five thousand miles of long lines

of railroad will, no doubt, be undertaken within

ninety days after the corner in railway affairs has
been turned. The manufacturers of all kinds of

ware-", machinery, and shop products generally,
have been more encouraged during the past year
with reference to the possibilities of an export
trade than they have been during our entire pre-
vious history. Our export trade has very intimate
connection with our building interests. It is im-

possible to predict what there is in trade with for-

eign countries, but whatever advantage is to be
secured will be worked out with vigor by American
enterprise, even without the advantages which
nations competing with us possess. Our manufac-
turers have taken too ranch for granted, with refer-

ence to the advantages which other nations possess
over us in seeking for the trade of the world. The
list of machines and machinery, which is now pre-
ferred by foreign users of machinery, would be a

surprising one if made. It covers one hundred
articles, from locomotives down to show-cases,
printing material, lithographic work, paper, hos-

iery, and a long list of articles, the export of which
is not so much as suspected by the general public.
American enterprise is overcoming obstacles

which cheap foreign labor is presenting, and is

now forcing the products of American shops into

use, against the whole established reputation of
Old Country houses. Special reference is made to

this fact, because of its indirect connection with

its advantages to the building tntarwt Ol the

United States. We export one-fourth of our ce-

real products, but if the predictions of some c

our economists are true, Iwpt :u "' Asla w1 ''

plv the requirements of Europe and UMMt l.riu:in

ou more favorable terms. Hut in the domain of

mechanics and in the domain of manufacturing w

possess advantages whii-h cannot !>< offset or over-

come bv cheap land and cheap labor in the remote

sections of tin- world. Ii is herein that American

enterprise has a vast field to till, and it DM en-

tered upon that field with a vigor which Indicate*

that it will fill its portion of it in a few years, with

its usual enterprise ami success. What has been

done with American locomotives can be done with

American wood -working machinery, hardware,

tools and appliances of a hundred kinds. The

agents of manufacturers who have been abroad

during the past twelve months give rather flatter-

ing reports of the possibilities that are in store for

our manufacturers when they learn what is wanted,

and adai't themselves to meeting the requirements
of people who are less progressive than ourselves.

Lumber manufacturers, according
to very recent

reports, will endeavor to meet the demand for lum-

ber with a barely sufficient supply, rather than

with an excess. Quiet predictions in trade circles

have been made that lumber will advance between

now and May, but the bare possibility of such an

unfavorable result will bring about a cure in

advance. A combination may be possible among
the hemlock interests of Pennsylvania, or among
the white-pine interests of Chicago, but the courses

of supply are all abundant, and the necessities of

manufacturers too restricted to admit of such re-

striction of supply as will have a marked effect

upon prices. Hard woods are in active demand in

nearly all markets. Buyers are not purchasing
for the future, because of the information in their

possession that the supply for the coming year will

be unusually large. Yellow pine has slightly ad-

vanced on account of the higher freight rates.

Walnut, cherry and mahogany are only moder-

ately abundant. White pine is quiet at the usual

low market rate, and all other kinds are moving

along near the minimum quotations. In iron the

situation is a little more encouraging. Production

has been increased about eight thousand tons per

week, as against the summer output. Finished

iron, such as bars, sheets and plates, are selling at

summer prices. Pipe-iron is scarce, because of the

exceptionally active demand. Steel rails arc firm

and steady at $34 to 35. The production will be

increased'to one million tons. The textile manu-

facturers, the boot and shoe makers, the tool

makers, and the manufacturers of boilers and en-

gines, all intend to accept whatever risks are in-

volved in a full production this winter.

BUILDING PATENTS

< [Tinted specifications of any patents Aerem^M't/mr.1

Jtgfther teith full detail illustrations, may In- t

f the Commi'* totter of 1'atents, at Was
imnty-Jivc centt.\

shington, f

331,269. SAFETY-CATCH FOB ELEVATORS. Henry
Albert, Crescent City, Cal.

331271. BATH-TUB AM> WASH-TUB COMBINED.
William P. Austin, New Vork.N. V.

331,273. HYDRAULIC ELKVATOK. Norman C. Bas-

sett. Chicago, 111.

331,289. 1'BANsoa-LiFTEK. Arthur English, Chi-

cago, 111.

331,312. COMPOSITION FOB FIRE- PROOFING AND
oriii' K I'ltK.si RVATIVE PURPOSES. Abel Jean Mar-
tin, Paris, France.

311,341. RATCHET -DRILL. Axel A. Storm, Chi-

cago, 111.

331,345. LINEAB ou OTHEB SCALE. Charles A.
L. Totten, Garden City, N. Y.
331 .370. S A s n - F A s T E H E tt. Martin Bourke,

Youngstown, Ohio.

331,3X3. MIXED PAINT. Herbert C. Dorr, San
Francisco, Cal.

331,391. BHICK OR TILE DIE. Jesse L. Friend,
Perrysburg, Ind.

331,394. AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER FOB FIRE-EX-
TiN<;i isiiKHs. Almou M. (iraiiger, Medford, Mass.

331,8.95. GLASS TILK AMI 1'noi i:ss OF MAKIN
THE SAME. Jonathan Haley, Ravenna, O.

331.405. SAFETY-DEVICE FOR ELKVAIORS. Wil-
liam \V. Jackson, Chicago, 111.

331.406. SYSTEM OF TEMPERATURE UEOULATH
Warren S. Johnson, Whitewater, Wis.

331,409. BOILER - COVERING. Matthew Keenan,
Armagh Works, Tredagar Koad, North Bow, County
of Middlesex, Eng.

331,420. BRICK-MACHINE. Peter B. Mathiason,
St. Louis, Mo.

331,428-129. FIBE-ESCAPE. Patrick H. Montague,
St. Louis, Mo.

31,431. STEAM-GENERATOE. William H. Page,
Preston, Conn.

331,43:). ATTACHMENT FOR LFVELLIXG -INSTRU-
MENTS AND TRANSIT*. Frank Parson, Katon, New
Mexico.

331,455. HEATING-STOVE. William C. Smith, War-
saw, Mo,

231,466. HANGING-WINDOW. John R. Whitney,
Radnor. Pa.

331,469. MATERIAL FOR THE DECORATION OF THE
INTERIOR WALLS AND CEILINGS OF BUILDINGS.
Jacob M. Baker, Boston, Mass.

331 49. FiBE-EscAi'E. Jenuie Ii. Fuller, Toledo,
Ohio.

331,500. TILK SECTION BETWEEN WALLS. JOISTS,
,TC. William F. Iliggius, San Francisco, Cal.

3:11 .'in. sii>ix<i-Rn.T. John McDonald, Central

:ily. Neb.
331,520. COMBINATION-WRENCH. Wlufleld S. Mc-

Kenzie, Kemp, Tex.
:<3I,551 UI'KRA-CIIAIR. John M. Sander, Harris-

burgh, Pa.
:i;;i,556-558. VALVE FOR WATER-CLOSETS. Wil-

liam Scott, Maiden, Mass.
.1:1 :,79-584. MACHINE FOB MAKING TUBES FROM

lloi.i.o\v l.MiOTS. Stephen P. M. Taskor, Philadel-

331' 52. SASH - BALANCE. Jacob Weber, New
York', N. Y.
331 595. MEANS FOB DETECTING AND CARRYING

OIK 'l.K.AKAllK FBOH GA8-MA1N. GO. WStillg-
bouse, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

Ilnltlmore.

DWELLINGS. W. F. Weber, architect, has prepared
plaus for W. T. & G. E. Slothower, for 2 t iiree-nt'y

brick and stone buildings, to be erected cor. Mul-

berry and Greene Ms., ou lot 25' x 60'; cost, 84,800;
Lewis i :. McCusker, builder.

Urn. in Mi PERM ITS. Since our last report tn per-
mits have been granted, the more important of
which are the following:
Jos. Soberer, tbree-st'y

brick building;, 'Of x 130',

w s Broadway, between Pratt aud Gougn sts.

W. L. Stork, I.", three-st'y brick buildings, e s Cal-
vert St., between Biddln and Preston Sts.

P. M. Kvans &Co., 2 two-st'y brick buildings, w s

Mount st , n of Franklin St.

Peter Bremer, 18 two-st'y brick buildings, s s

Ramsay St., between Monroe and Payroll Sts.

Carlos Marls, 2 two-st'y brick buildings, e s Ma-
deira Alley, n of Bank St., aud two-st'y brick build-

ing in rear.
Boston.

BUILDING PERMITS. Wood. Downer St., No. 30,

storage, n;' x 20'; Margaret Itoacb, owner; J. C.
N"'Miaii, builder.

Champney I'l., cor. Cbampney St., dwell., 20* x 30';

Ulrlch Wilbern, owner and builder.

fijmrhawk HI., near Sparhawk Ave., stable, 30' x
!>'. T. J. Young, owner; S. A. Davenport, builder.
Dennis St., A'o. 6, dwell., 20' x 4!/; F. K. Perkins,

owner; C. A. Jefferson, builder.

CHfto* St.. A'o. 71, dwell., 21' x 32'; G. A. Glfford,
owner and builder.

Jirookt St., e Pine St., dwell., 1!)' 6'' x 21'; J. E.

Blakemore, owner; W. A. Mitchell, builder.

Sycamore St., s w cor Pine St., dwell., 19' 6" x 21';
J. F. Bhikemore, owner; W. A. Mitchell, builder.
Attami St., A'o. 228, green-house, 26' C" x 82' 6";

Jasem Gordon, owner; W. H. Gordon, builder.
I'arii St., A'o. 242, stable, 15' x 18'; J. E. Lawton,

owner and builder.

Washington I'l., w Tremont St., dwell., 23' x 43';
F. W. Gordon, owner and builder.
Ecut Sixth St., A'o. 443, 445, 447, dwell., 15 9" x

29'; James V. Devine, owner and builder.
Lark St., A'o. 32, shed. 24' x 58'; J. It. Symes, own-

er. Win. Glynn, builder.

Waverly I'l., w Waverly St., dwell., 20' x 30'; J.
F. Mead, owner and builder.

Brooklyn.
BUILDING PERMITS. Jefferson St., s s, 430' w Marcy
Ave., 7 tbree-st'y brown-stone dwells., till roofs;
cost, each, $7,000; owner and builder, llarman Phil-

lips, :.!<> Jefferson St.; architect, I. D. Reynolds.
f>'uftim at., n s, ICO' e Bedford Ave., 3 fonr-st'y

brown-stone stores and tenements, tin roofs; cost,
each, SK.IIIK); owner, A. C. Brownell, 261 Putnam
Ave.; architect, A. Mill.

Miititletun at., 11 s, 23,1' e Marcy Ave., flve-st'y
brick factory, tin roofs; cost, f18,000; owners, Wm.
Lang * Co., South Sixth St., cor. First S>t.; archi-

tect, 11. Vollweiler; builder, J. Itueger.
McDougal St., a s, 75' w Hopkiuson Ave., 4 two-

st'y frame (brick-tilled) dwells., tin roots; cost,
each, $2,5''0; owner, architect and builder, Baldwin
Pettit, 79 Hull St.

Clifton I'L, A'o. 76, s s, 275' e Grand Ave., four-sfy
brick double flat, gravel roof; cost, $10,000; owner,
architect and builder, J. N. Smith, 257 Greene Ave.
George St., n s, 175' e Knickerbocker Ave.,2 three-

Bt'y frame (brick-tilled) store and tenements, tin

roofs; cost, each, (4,000; owner, architect and
builder, Joseph llarie, 169 Boerum St.

H'o'uti'iii* St., n s, 107' e Broadway, 5 two-st'y
frame dwells., tin roofs; owner, Thos. J. Allen, 931
Gates Ave.; builder, T. B. Thomas.

Greene Are,, s s, 400' e Bedford Ave., 6 three-st'y
brown-stone dwells., tin roofs; cost, each, about
(6,000; owner, T. II. Brush, 587 Bedford Ave.; archi-

tect, V. E. Lockwood.
Woodbine St.. e s. 310' e Broadway, 2 two-st'y

frame (brick-filled) dwells., tin roofs; cost, each,
$-',870; owner, Fred. C'azner, 745 Munroe St.; archi-

tects, ParHit Bros.; builder, not selected.
JJoilicorth St., n s, 120' 10" e Broadway, three-st'y

frame tenement, tin roof; cost, $4,000; owner and
builder, Chas. Ixwffler; architect. H. Vollweiler.
WycknffSI 100' w Kevins St., (our-st'y brick

tenement, tin roof; cost, $9.000; owner and builder,
John M. u'Nell; architect, K. Dixon.

Twenty-fourth St., n s, between Fifth and Sixth
Aves., one-st'y brick engine and boiler-house, tin
roof; cost, 32,000; owner, Atlantic Ave. U. K. Co.;
architect, Mr. Cogswill; builders, J. J. Cody and
O'Donneil & Feenan.
Hull St., s s, 225' w Stone Ave., 4 three-st'y brick

tenements, gravel roofs; cost, eacb, 94,500; owner,
W. II. II. Bobbins; architect, B. T. Bobbins; build-

ers, C. V. Bobbins and J. Reinsen.
ilroaflway,e s, 174' s De Kalb Ave., four-st'y brick

store and tenement, tin roof; cost, $5,600; owner, C.
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H. Reynolds, 810 Bushwick Ave.; architect, J. D.

Hall; builder, S. W. Post.

CalyerSt., Xo.XH, s s, 175' w Franklin St., three-

st'y frame (brick-Hlled) tenement, tin roof; cost,

(1,200; owner, Geo. H. Christoffer, 439 First St.;

architect, F. Weber.
Evergreen Ave., w s, 25 n Ralph St., 2 three-st y

frame '(brick-tilled) tenements, gravel roofs; cost,

(9 600; owner, John Menehan. Ralph St., near

Evergreen Ave.; architect, F. Weber; builder not

selected.
Patchen Ave., 8 e cor. Bainbridge St., 3 three-st y

frame (brick-tilled) tenements, tin roofs; cost, each,

$4.500; owner, architect and builder, H. Grassinan,
364 Vernon Ave.

Prospect PL, n 8, 100' e New York Ave., two-st y
brick and slate stable, tin and slate roof; cost, $2,-

600; owner A. M. Davis, 798 St. Marks Ave.; archi-

tect, A. Hill ; builder, D. H. Fowler.
St. James PI., n w cor. Lafayette Ave., Ohio stone

church, slate roof; cost, $85,000; owner, Emanuel
Baptist Church; architect, J. H. Kimball; masons,

Maboney & Watson; contractor, not selected.

Third Ave., i e cor. Forty-second St., three-st'y
frame store and tenement, tin roof; cost, $6,100;

owner, Patrick Mclnerny; architect, G. Damen;
builders, Spence Bros.

Lynch St., e s, 180' w Marcy Ave., 14 three-st'y
frame tenements, tin roofs, (brick-filled); cost, each,

(4,600: owner, Mary Mnlvihill, 116 Lynch St.; archi-

tect, J. Platte; builder, N. Mulvihill.
Ifiddleton St., n s, 80' w Marcy Ave., 18 three-st'y

frame (brick-filled) store and tenements, tin roofs;

cost, each, (4,500; owner and builder, Jacob Bos-

ert, Hayward St., near Harrison Ave.; architect,
J. Platte.

Withert St., No. 147, n s, 150' e Ewen St., three-

st'y frame (brick-filled) tenement, tin roof; cost,

(4,300, owner and architect, Patrick Clark, 149

Withers St.; builders, J. Rueger and B. Guenshe.
Seventh Ave., e cor. Sixteenth St., 6 three-st'y

brick stores and dwells., tin roofs: cost, total, $31,-

000; owner, Ralphina Kirkman, 415} Eighteenth St.;

architect and builder, Ralph Kirkman.
ALTERATIONS. Suydam St., n s, 137' w Bushwick
Ave., two-st'y extension, felt and shingle roof; cost,

(4,000; owner, Mrs. J. !). Froelich, Bushwick Ave.,
nwcor. Suydam St.; architect, F. J. Berleubach,
Jr.; builder, not selected.

Twenty-fourth St., between Fifth and Sixth Aves.,
insert girders and columns, interior alterations, etc.;

cost, $3,000; owner, Atlantic Ave. R. R. Co.; archi-

tect, M.C. Coggswell; mason, not selected; contrac-

tor, M. C..Coggswell.
Heyward St., s B, 60' e Wythe Ave., three-st'y

brick extension, gravel roof; cost, $4,200; owner,
Kiernan Egau, 6852 Clermont Ave.; architect, I. D.

Reynolds.

Chicago.

BUILDING PERMITS. Mrs. M. B. Netf
, three-st'y

flats, 1058 and 1060 Washington Boulevard; cost,

(48,000; architect. Van Osdel.
H. H. Brown, three-st'y store and dwell., Polk St.

and Ogdeu Ave.; cost, $15,000.
A. M. Fuller, three-st'y store and flats, 520-522

Van Buren St.; cost, $12,000; architect, J. B. Ship-
Tnnn

C. E. Brown, three-st'y store and flats, 1091 and
1093 West Harrison St.: cost, (12,000; architects,
Thomas & Rodgers.
J. Wolford, twast'y dwell., 652 North State St ;

cost. $4.500.
A. Doughty, two-st'y stable, 404 Webster Ave.;

cost, $6,W)0.
P. S. Kirkwood, 5 three-st'y stores and flats, 315

-323 Madison St.; cost, $20,000; architect. H. G
Miner.
F. Lamed, 2 three-st'y dwells., 2712-2714 Michigan

Ave.; cost, $20,000.
H. Lindemanii, two-st'y flats, 261 West Division

St,; cost, $2,500.
Mrs. M. Schtlu, three-st'y flats, 181 South Peorfa

St.; cost, $4,000.
W. Cass, 6 three-st'y stores and flats, 167-173 Har-

rison St.; cost, $16,000; architect, W. A. Furber.
City of Chicago, two st'y police-station, 187 Canal-

port Ave.; cost, $10,000.
W. P. Hock, 2 three-st'y stores and dwells. 78 and

80 North Halsted St.; cost, $15,000; architect, J.
Otto.
L. L. Coburn, 2 three-st'y stores and flats 275-">77Van Buren St.; cost, $8,000; architect, H. L Hal-

berg.
W. S. Walker, 4 two-st'y dwells., 3612-36'>2 Ellis

Ave.; cost, $20,000; architects. Patten & Fisher
D. B. Shipraan, two-st'y addition, rear 1510 S

F. B. Clark, 3 two-st'y flats

cost, $10,000.
J. L. Campbell, three st'y flats, 906 West Polk

St.; cost, $7,000; architect, H. B. Seeley.
J. L. Campbell, 2 two-st'y dwells., 730-741 Warren

Ave.; cost, $10,000; C. A. Weany, architect.
R. lobin, three-st'y store and dwell., 181 Blue

Island Ave.; cost, $6,000; architeci, W. H. Drake
J. Zarnbsky, three-st'y store and dwell 705

Ibroop St.; cost, $8,000; J. Wetner, architect
''
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three-st'y ftores and dwells., 596and 598 Blue Island Ave
; cost, $15,000; architect, A.

J. M. Thacher, 7 two-st'y dwells., 3700-3712 EllisAve.: cost, $25,000; architect, L.G. Halbergt. Lehman, four-st'y store and dwell., 558 WestHarrison St.; cost, $6,000.
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'bree -at'y store and dwell., 205 andand 20. Looinis St.: cost. $4,000.
Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad Co., freieht-

house, Dearborn St.; cost. $10.000.
J. M. Dooley, two-st'y flats, 319 West Huron St

cot, $3,0(10; architect and builder, J M idZ
Hue ilan"

a
A've

three '8t
'
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Taylor St.;
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O. D. Wctherell, two-st'y barn, Calumet Ave.;

cost, $3,OOH; architects, Burnham & Koot.

Mrs J.Liudgren, 3 three st'y stores and flats, 17,i-

177 East Chicago Ave.; cost, $25,000; architect, H.

""osto'n 2 two-st'y dwells., 3157 and 3159 South

Park Ave.; cost, $10,000; architect, W. A. Furber.

G F Harding, 11 two-st'y dwells., 3301-3321 Ver-

non Ave.; cost, $45,000; architects, Wheelock &
Clay.

Little Bock, Ark.

BUILDING PERMITS. Two-st'y brick store, Main St.;

owner, Isaac Kempner; architect, J. B. Bartlett;

cost, $7,000.

Remodeling Hyde's Opera-House, Markham St.;

owner. Dr. C. Watkins; architect, J. B. Bartlett;

cost, $12,000.

Two-st'y brick store, Markham St.; owners, Hor-

nibrook & Townsend; architect, J. W. Lavender;
cost, $6,000.
Iron-clad cotton warehouse, Scott St.; owners,

Hall & Matthews; cost, $3,000.
Brick cotton warehouse, Scott St.; owners, J.

B. Miller & Co.; architects, Pettefer Bros.; cost, $3,-
000.

Remodelling office and reading rooms Capitol Ho-

tel, Markham St.; owner, Dr. C. Watkins; archi-

tect, J. Harding; cost, $4,000.

County jail. Water St.; owners, Pulaski County;
architect, J. B. Bartlett; cost, $16,990.

Milwaukee, Wis.

BUILDING PERMITS. C. Duchow is building an (8,500
brick house on Milwaukee St., for J. H. Frank.
M. Thielan is putting up a $2,200 frame house,

on Farwell Ave., for Peter Ehr.
J. Markey is building a row of brick tenements on

Eighth St. , at a cost of $4,000.
C. Gilhaar is building a $5,000 frame house on

Nineteenth St., for Jos. Leedom.
C. Gilhaar is also building a frame honse on Eigh-

teenth St., for I. P. Tickuor, at a cost of $5,000.
Also a double frame dwell., on the cor. of Thirty-

fourth and Wells St,-., for E. A. Austin, at a cost

of $3,000.
Paul Vogt & Co. arc erecting a sash and door fac-

tory on Island Ave., at a cost of (6,000.

Minneapolis, Minn.

BUILDIXG PERMITS. J. W. Day & Co., two-st'y wood
saw mill, n e cor. Stevens St. and Twenty-fourth
Ave., n; cost, $15,000.
J. W. Day & Co., one-st'y brick engine-house, n e

cor. Stevens St. and Twenty-fourth Ave., n; cost,
$3,000.

Mary A. McLaughlin, 2 two-st'y wood dwells., e s

Stevens Ave., bet. East Thirty-first and East Thirty-
Second Sts, s; cost, $7,000.
Chas. T. Harris, two-st'y brick veneer dwell., w s

Grand St., bet. East Twenty-second and East Twen-
ty-third Sts., s; cost, $3,000.

New York,
COTTAGES. A number of cottages are to be built near

St. Mary's Park, for Mr. C. P. Huntington, from
plans of Mr. Jas. Stroud, and a number are also ex-

pected to be built at South Yonkers, on property of
Jas. Gordon Bennett and others, from plans of
Messrs. Berg & Clark.

STORE. On the n ecor. of Third Ave. and Eighteenth
St., a store-building, of brick, stone and terra-cotta,
74' x 80', is to be erected for Messrs. Eimer &
Amend, from plans of Messrs. De Leinos & Cordes.

TENEMENTS. On the n e cor. of Second Ave. and
One Hundred and Second St., 8 Bve-st'y brick and
stone tenements and stores, 25' x 75' each are to be
built at a cost of (136,000, lor E. C. M. Hand, from
plans of Mr. Wm. Baker.

BUILDING PERMITS. Sixty-second St., s s, 200' w
Tenth Ave., 8 flvc-st'y brick tenement*, flat tin
roofs; cost, 1120,000; owner, Fred T. Camp 60 1 ib-
erty St.

Eighth Are., n w cor. One Hundred and Sixteenth
St., nve-st'y brick store and dwell., flat tin roof-
cost, $18,OiiO; owner, Hiram Moore, 56 East One
Hundred and Tenth St.; arch tect, J. H. Valentine
108 East One Hi-.ndred an<i Twenty-fifth St.

West Forty-third St.. Xos. 323 and 325, 2 five-pfy
brick tenements, brick and brown-stone fronts flat
tin roofs, cost, $40,000; owner, Wm. Rankin' fitn
West Fifty-first St.; architect, George Keister 347
West Forty-third St.
Second Ave., e s. Eighty-eighth to Eighty-ninth

St., 8 five-st'y brick tenements, flat tin roofs' cost
$120,000: owner, Frederick Schuck, n w cor. Ave A
and Eighty-tilth St.; architect, John Brandt 1491
Third Ave.
One Hundred and Sixth SI., s s. 100' w Third Ave

ttve-st'y brick tenements, flat tin roof; cost $'! Odd-
owner. Whitfleld Terreberry. 243 Broadway; archi-
tect, John C. Burne, Third Ave. and Eighty-sixth
St.

East Eighty-seventh St., Xo. 174, two-st'y brick
workshop, flat tin root: cost, $3,500: owner Francis
L. Becker 11* Kast Eighty-seventh St.; architect'Wm. Stautler, 341 East Kighty-seventh St
One Hundred, and Twenty-first, St., s s 115' eFourth Ave 2 five st'y brck tenements, flat tin

roofs: cost 540.000; owner, Christiana R. Kehoe 57
hast One Hundred and Twenty-first St architect
Alfred Kehoe, 67 East One Hundred and Twenty:first St.

Eighth Ave., w s, 20' 11" n One Hundred and Six

? MBoo-'T
8t>J^ teu >e" t8 ' flattfn *

<wt. *64.000; owner, Hiram Moore, 5 East OneHundred and Tenth St.; architect, J. H Valentin,
10 East One Hundred and Twenty-flflhStSevmth Ave., w s, 50' s from Seventh Ave. three-'?"<* dwell., flat tin root; cost, $13,on0; 'owne?P. J. O'Brien, One Hundred and Forty-third St 1tween Seventh and Eighth Ave.; archi ect W P
Anderson, 102 South Fifth Ave,

First Ave., w s, n e cor. Ninety-seventh St., 4 flve-

st'y brick tenement*, flat tin roofs; cost, $52,000;
owner, F. A. Clark, 236 East Ninety-seventh St.;
architect, John Brandt, 1401 Third Ave.

Xiiirtij-stventh St., a s, 80' w First Ave., 2 flve-st'y
brick tenements, flat tin roofs; cost, $34,000; owner
F. A.Clark, 230 Kast Ninety-seventh St.; architect,
John Brandt, 1491 Third Ave.

Clifton St., s s, '25' w Ave. C, two-st'y frame
dwell., flat tin roof; cost, $3,800; owner, John Ifie-

flemann,
Clifton St. and Ave. C; architect, Adolph

feiffer, 891 North Tbird Ave.
Four-st'y brick engine and cooler room, flat tin

roof; cost, 818,000; owners, Beaclestone & Woerz,
West Tenth St., near Washington St.; architects A.
Pfund & Son, 232 West Thirty-sixth St.

West Fifty-seventh St., Xo. 420, two-and-a-half-st'y
brick mission-house, peak and flat slate and tin

roof; cost, $14,000; owner, Samuel Inslee, 169 West
Forty-seventh St.; architect, Samuel Warner, 132
Broadway.
One Hundred and Sixteenth St., n s, 90' w Eighth

Ave., 3 flve-st'y brick tenements, flat tin roofs; cost
$48,000; owner, Hiram Moore, 66 East One Hundred
and Tenth St.; architect, J. H. Valentine, 108 East
One Hundred and Twenty-fifth St.

Thirty-fourth St., s s, 105' w Tenth Ave., flve-st'y
brick tenement, flat tin and plastic slate roof; cost,
$16,000; owner, John Livingston, 130 East Seventy-

ations, etc.; cost, $3,000; owner, Peter Doelger, 405
East Fifty-fifth St.

; architect, Chas. Stoll, 134 Broad-
way.

fifth Ave.. cor. Nineteenth St., four-st'y brick
building, to be altered to art-gallery; cost, $9,00;
lessees, C. R. Yandell & Co.. 50 West Nineteenth
St.; architects, McKim, Mead & White, 67 Broad-
way.
Greenwich St., No. 334, and Washington St., No.

321. five-st'y brick storage and business 'building, in-
ternal alterations, etc ; cost, $15,000; owner, Sarah
Taylor. 436 West Twenty-third St.; architects, Bab-
cock & McAvoy, 64 College PI.
Messrs. J. C. Cady & Co. are the architects select-

ed for the building Nos. 34 and 36 Wall St.

Philadelphia.
BUILDING PEKMITS. Chestnut St., w of Thirty-
eighth St., 10 two-st'y dwells., 15' x 44'; Jno. G. Ruff,
contractor.

Woodstock St., s of Dickinson St., 13 two-st'y
dwells., 14' x 28'; L. Simpson, owner.

Cope St., B of Chestnut St., 2 two st'y dwells., 16'
6" x 2-:'; Jno. Develin, owner.
Oxford St., Xo. 2611, two-st'y dwell., 14' x 40'; Jno.

Spoeri, owner.
Witter St.. Germantown, three-st'y back building,

16' x 42'; J. D. Caldwell, owner.
Clearjiel'l St., w of Twentieth St., three -

st'y
dwell., 15' x 37'; Chas. Savage, contractor.

Twentieth St., cor. Columbia Ave
, alteration, 20' x

30'; Thos. McCarthy, contractor.
Oxford St., near Twenty-first St., one-st'y shop,

18' x 30'; Griffin & Lawrence, owners.
Hancock St., n of Huntingdon St , two-st'y stable,

90' x 200'; Samuel Hart, contractor.

Frankford lioad, Xo. 1123, three-st'y dwell., 18' x
54'; Jacob Baxter, owner.
Hancock St., cor. Herman St., three-st'y addition,

16' x 56'; O. P. Fisher.
Gowen Ave., e of Sprague St., two-st'y dwell., 34'

x 44'; Jno. Hartman, owner.
Moore St., e of Otsego St., three-sfy factory, 75' x

100'; A. M. Green & Co., contractors.
Fifth St., near Venango St., 2 two-st'y stores, 15' x

42'; J. Vanderslick, owner.
Arch St., s e cor. Twenty-third St., one-st'y black-

smith shop. 20' x 3"'; R. W. Strode, contractor.
S' conil St., s of Butler St., iie-st'y boiler-shop, 10'

x 50'; Kinwechler & Co., contractors.
South Thirteenth fit., Xo. 1216, ono-st'y store, 19' x

35'; U. D. Clark, contractor.
Heed St., Xo. 308, in rear, two-st'y stable, 35' x >.".';

J. W. Kuhn, contractor.
Itoyer St., near Gower Ave., three-st'y dwell., 31'

6" x 37' 6"; W. Flanagan, cont actor.
Jlroatl St.. C'T. Susquehanni Ave., two-st'y fac-

tory, 2*' x 39'; Jos. Warrington. owner.
Tyson St . s of Lehigh Ave., 9 two-st'y dwells., 13'

x 28'; Jno. Loughrin, owner.
Third St.. n of Lehigh Ave., two-st'y office, 22' x

44'; Jos. Parker, contractor.
Fifteenth St., near Tioga, two-st'y dwell., 17' x48';

B. Devine, contractor.
Ninetieth St., cor. First Ave., three-st'y dwell.,

25' x 42'; Geo. F. Herr, contractor.

St. Louis.
BUILDING PERMITS. Eight permits have been issued
since our last report, three of which are for unim-
portant frame houses. Of the rest those worth
2,500 and over are as follows:
J. S. McClellan, two st'y brick dwell.; cost, S4,.->00;

L. Cass Miller, architect; J. B. Asper. contractor.
John T. Scheneder, two-st'y brick tenements:

cost. $4,900: Ed. C. Henner, architect and contractor.
Mrs. L. M. Riley, two st'y brick sinre and dwell.;

cost, S2,700; architect, F. G. Polk; contractor, Jus.
Wesling.

General Notes.

ANDOVER, MASS. Arrangements for the erection of
the new church for the Episcopal parish. Rev. Lev-
erett Bradley, rector, have been completed. The
church itself will be built and furnished complete
by .Mr. John Byers, at an estimated cost of $35,000.
'1 he architects of the church are Messrs. Hartwell
& Richardson of Boston, and the whole work will be
executed under the supervision of the donor's
brother, Mr. Joseph Byers of Newtonville.

BATH, L. I. The Hamilton Club, of Brooklyn, have
purchased a tract of land at Bath, L. I., 390' on the
bay and 300' deep, of Carl Racknagel. for $55.000. A
new club-house will be built upon the grounds.CAPE MAY, N. J. The members of the Grand Army
of the Republic are to erect a monument costing
$14,000, to the memory of the soldiers from that
county who were killed iu the Civil War.
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A HOMILY FOR HOLIDAYS.
"And brinks, we know,

Area substantial world, both pure and good;
Round these, with tendrils stroii;; as tlush and blood,

Our pastime and our happiness will (TOW.

In these words, oh gentle architects and scholars of aesthetic

arts and students of the ancient craft of masonry, doth the wise

and learned Wordsworth address his little flock, in those days

a feeble folk of Westmoreland, but now latterly amplified to

reach from Florida and Canada to Australia and Natal. A

good book, therefore, according to the sage of Grasmere, is a

goodly world, perpetually prolific of joy and tranquil delight.

We say a good book, because, although there be bad books

enow, we wot not of them,being wise only as to the works brought

forth by the ancient house of Ticknorand Company, at the sign of

211 Tremont Street, in the town of Boston. And it is of these

that we would briefly speak unto you, oh builders of palaces and

temples, and eke of draw-bridges and freight-houses, for the days

of Christmas plaisance be

near at hand, wherein each

man doth wish joy to his

neighbor, and plotteth glad

gift- bearing enterprizes

against his friend, and the

daughter of her whom he

hopeth to i ii titule mother-in-

law. And of all gifts that

maybe desired, surely noth-

ing can surpass that of " a

pure and good world
"

which, as the saintly Words-

worth doth assure us, is

equaled and emblemized by
books. Therefore, we shall

presently set forth on this

manuscript some accompt
of the newest wares of Mes-

sires Ticknor, aforesaid,

to the laudable end, that

ye may choose from them

(if such be your pleasure)
wherewith to make glad the

heart of those who do not

fear the Greeks, and those who bring gifts. These, also, sliHll not

be as the confectionery that perisheth,or the Christmas card that

curleth up and fadeth, or the rich apparel that joyeth for a time

and then wasteth away. For books are well-nigh imperishable;
and in their resources for delight, inexhaustible ;

and he who

joineth himself unto them doth find consolation for daily cares,

refreshment that giveth more strength the more it is called upon,
and a precious familiarity that doth but enhance itself with every
hour of possession.

First, then, come we to the flower and paragon of gift-books
for the wintry festival season, the newly illustrated and cun-

ningly devised imprinting of the great Lord Byron's Romaunt
of Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, as arranged by Messires Tick-

nor, and decked with pictures by the deftest artists of the

American land. It is of this noble new edition that Richard

Henry Stoddard, poet at once and critic, in art wise and in lit-

erature profound, hath set forth his thoughts as follows, in the

crisp and ringing speech of the electric age :

" Messrs. Ticknorand Company start off finely in the line of

edition of any other favorite poet. What we will say, how-

ever, is that given our choice between this poem and any other

poem or poems that have been or are likely to be published

during the present season, we should give the others the go-by,

and select this, not merely as the most to our special taste, but

as one of the noblest and greatest poems in the whole range of

English poetry. It is not the fashion to admire Byron now,

and it is the fashion to pretend to admire Wordsworth. One

may admire both without instituting comparisons between

them ; and for Wordsworth's sake they never should be insti-

tuted, for the author of " Peter Bell
" was a poet of one order

and the author of Childe Harold was a poet of another and

a much higher order, as every reader of Byron feels, iu spite

of all that Mr. Swinburne and Mr. Arnold and the rest of the

Wopdsworthians may say to the contrary. He is the greatest

elemental force in English song since Marlowe, and not to

know this is to have read

all the poets that come
between the two in vain.

There is a wild, h'ery, pas-
sionate life in his work,
even when it is most care-

less, which no other Eng-
lish poet, except Shakes-

peare, ever attained, and
it is refreshing to turn

from the finicken, . elabo-

rate, rococo, make-believe

verse of the present pe-
riod to his manly and mag-
nificent poetry. He is at

his greatest, we think, in

the third and fourth can-

tos of Childe Harold, who,
as an ideal creation, was

fitly described by Shelley
as the Pilgrim of Eterni-

ty. How nobly he wrote,
let a couple of stanzas

show :

The Parthenon, at Atheni. From "Childe Harold."

From "
Childe Harold."

illustrated books, with a beautiful edition of L'hilde Harold's Pil-

grimage, upon which nine of our most accomplished draughtsmen
and seven of our most skilful wood-engravers have expended
the resources of their art. Comparisons are odious, as we all

know, and we shall not indulge in them by comparing this illus-

trated edition of a favorite poet with any other illustrated

OEome! ray country! city of the soul!

The orphans of the heart must turn to thee,
Lone mother of dead empires! and control

In their shut breasts their petty misery.
What are our woes and sufferings? Come and see

The cypress, hear the owl, and plod your way
O'er steps of broken thrones and temples, ye
Whose agonies are evils of a day

A world is at our feet as fragile as our clay.

The Niobe of nations, there she stands

Childless andcrownless, in her voiceless woe;
An empty urn within her withered hands,
Whose holy dust was scattered long ago;

The Scipios" tomb contains no ashes now:
The very sepulchres lie tenantless

Of their heroic dwellers; dost thou flow,
Old Tiber, through a marble wilderness?

Rise, with thy yellow waves, and mantle her distress!

The illustrations in this beautiful edition of Childe Harold
are not in the fantastic art manner of the period, but are con-

ceived and executed in the good, old-fashioned, manly style
that characterized the best days of drawing and engraving.

They are for the most part beautiful, and when they do not

reach that ideal excellence they are iu all cases picturesque and

intelligent. Theie are no crochets in them, for the artists who
made them were content to illustrate the text in the direct

method in which it was written. From the nature of the poem
they are largely landscapes, the special features of each verse

being happily caught, with artistic gradations of light and

shade. Taken as a whole, the effect they have upon the mind
is one of simple, serene loveliness. And they have a quality
which we miss in much of the black and white work of to-day

they will bear looking at more than once. They should be

studied, as Childe Harold should be read, over and over

again."
Uniform with this superb edition of Childe Harold, and sold

for the same price ($6; morocco, or tree-calf, $10; crushed

levant, $25) are similarly notable illustrated octavo editions

of " Marmion,"
" The Princess,"

" The Lady of the Lake" and

"Lucile," four of the most famous and picturesque poems in

the English language, and each of them illustrated by a group
of distinguished artists. The beautiful Scottish scenery of Sir

Walter Scott's rymthical romances, the Rhiueland and Cyrenean
scenes of "

Lucile," and the lovely girl graduates of Tenny-
son's greatest poem are here illustrated with great art and skill

and suggest new reading to the favorite poems.
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"JAPANESE HOMES AND THEIR SURROUNDINGS," (8vO ; with

er 300 Illustrations ; $5.00,) is a noble and unique book,

itten by Prof. E. S. Morse, who was born at Portland, Me.,

1838, and at an early age preferred the woods and streams

to the academy, finding special delight in the study of shells,

both laud and marine. He also prepared himself for close ob-

servation by prolonged studies in drawing, spending several

years in practice as a professional draughtsman. From 1859

to 1862 Morse studied biology under Agassiz, at Cambridge,

attending also the lectures of Wyman, Cook, and Lowell. In

1866 he settled at Salem, Mass., where he still resides, as Di-

rector of the Peabody Academy of Science. The chief sci-

entific societies have chosen him to their memberships and to

conspicuous offices in their organizations. In 1877 Professor

Morse decided to visit

Japan, in order to

dredge along the coast

and find, perchance,
new specimens in his

favorite lines of re-

search, especially of

brathiopods,
an an-

cient, interesting, and

wide-spread variety of

deep-water creatures.

The Japanese author-

ities secured his prom-
ise to return and ac-

cept the chair of zo-

ology at the Imperial

University at Tokio.

Accordingly, in 1878

he took his family to

Japan and established

a home there, where he dwelt for nearly two years, actively

engaged at the University, teaching, establishing a zoological
station on the Bay of Yeddo, studying the traces of primitive
man on the Japanese islands, and making voluminous notes and
sketches of ethnological interest. He subsequently made a

third visit to Japan, for the sole purpose of collecting and com-

pleting his illustrations to the present and other works.
" JAPANESE HOMES AND THEIR SURROUNDINGS "

is thus the

result of several explorations of that delightful country, from
Yeddo to Satsuma, and is gleaned from the author's illustrated

daily journal, and illustrated with 300 fac-simile reproductions
of his pen-and-ink drawings, drawings whose rare precision
and scientific accuracy are apparent at a glance. In these
illuminated pages are found the fullest details of the dwellings
and house-interiors of that interesting people, whose exquisite
art, gentleness of life, and refinement have within a few years
exercised so profound and startling an influence upon Europe
nd America. Not only have the present peculiarities of the

Japanese house been vividly described by Professor Morse, but
also careful studies have been made by him of certain interest-

ing features that are now passing away in the rapid changes of
that nation's life and administrations. In this way, and in
its references to the primitive days of Japan, the book has a

great and enduring value from a historical point of view.
There are very few books of value relating to the Island

Empire of the Pacific. Hundreds of books have been written
and published, all in very much the same vein, with illustrations

copied from proceeding works, or from Japanese sources, and
facts acquired in a similar way. The carefully analytic and
exhaustive chapters of Professor Morse's book show us a Japan
of a different nature from that sketched out by hasty tourists,

a country full of life and form
; of clearly defined personal]

social, and municipal laws ; of immemorable traditions ; of a
unique and vigorous civilization, in many respects superior to
and more comfortable than that of the Caucasian nations.
The various items of household management, rooms, furni-

ture, utensils, tools, gateways, fences, gardens, objects of art
etc., are described in detail, in skillfully grouped sections, each
ons of which is monographic in its completeness and concentra-
tion, and illustrated with pictures of articles of household use
in the class under consideration. In this way may be gaineda perfectly clear and

interesting idea of every phase of a Jap
anjse home of the middle class, while frequent allusions to the
corresponding things in houses of the peasantry and of the
wealthy people g,ve a broad aperyu of the life of the countryNo such book has ever before been published about Japan
if, indeed, such a work has ever been written about the dwell'

s of any nation in the world. The drawings are very num-
rous, and exhibit a rare precision, delicacy, and vitality. Brim

fi,,e y-tramed faculties to the portrayal of a series of homesthe most remarkable on the globe, Professor Morse has produceda work of permanent value.
" Ohoson : The Land of the Morning Calm "(8vo

copiously Ulustrated, 5.00) is a thorough and valuable
study"

From "Japanese Homes."

of Korea, by Percival Lowell, of Massachusetts, late Secretary
and Counsellor to the Korean Special Mission to the United

States of America, and Member of the .Asiatic Society of Ja-

pan, etc. The binding of the book is peculiarly appropriate,
and in a style of quaint beauty, which will attract the at-

tention and please the taste of all lovers of art and good
work.

Almost every one now knows that there is a peninsula of

Asia, shaped somewhat like Florida, and situated much the

same in relation to that continent as Florida is to North Amer-
ica. The Peninsular, which is called by the natives Ta-Cho-

sun, and by Europeans the Korea, was long believed by the

latter to be an island, and represented as such in their maps.
It has an area about equal to Italy, or the State of Minnesota,

and its physical fea-

tures are very much
like those of "Califor-

nia. The Koreans be-

ing conservative and

exclusive, like many
other Asiatic nations,

very little has been
learned about their

country till lately, ex-

cept from shipwrecked
sailors who have been

captives in it. The
Korean Kingdom in

1884 entered the com-

ity of nations, threw
aside its hermit pro-
clivities, and com-
menced making treat-

ies of commerce, re-

ceiving and returning ambassadorial courtesies.

This is the first book by one who has been to, and lived in

Korea. It is the first possible of such accounts, as owing to
his intimate connection with the government, Mr. Lowell was
enabled, not only to be among the first to enter the land, but
to do so under exceptionally favorable circumstances for seeing
and doing all that he desired. While before he actually set
foot on the soil, he had been for months intimate with the Ko-
reans themselves, under peculiarly intimate circumstances.
The style is a juste milieu between a book of narrative travel

and a poetic essay on the Korean people. The author has made
use of a narrative on which to thread his beads of manners and
customs. He begins with a striking expose" of " Far Eastern
Myths." He next draws a picture of the geography of the
peninsula, and colors it with its own atmosphere, which is so

important to the general effect, and which differs so from our
own. After this he sets forth an account of his journey, from
his landing in Korea till

he reached the capital,
Soul. He then gives us

episodes of his life there,

many of which would be

highly amusing, even if

they were not so quaint
as they are. And through
it all runs the careful ob-
server who is as much

poet
as scientist. In form

it avoids the pedantic,
while furnishing us with
accounts of the more sal-

ient Korean customs.

Though it is a scientific

production, its form and
manner of

telling is lit-

erary. The ars celare
artem is witnessed by a
note in the preface, where
the care given to Korean
spelling shows the careful

scientist, who yet is never
forced upon the reader's
attention. In short, it is

emphatically a book first - _
to be read, and Secondly

The Chinese General and the Unfortunate Imp.
to be referred to. From "Choson."

In addition, he has scattered through the book chapters which
: tound of a more exhaustive character, as on Architecture,

Costume, Government, Landscape Gardening, etc., and one on
the Superstitions of the Land. The book contains about 400
pages. Scattered through these are twenty-five albertypes from

. Lowell s original negatives. This clear and careful account
i remote and hitherto unvisited land will be of great value

to all readers.
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' He is equal as an artim to

the best French writers. His'

books are not only artistically

fine, but morally wholesome."

Muyazin /tir die Litemttir.

" This rich and picture:-. iu<-

volume." If. Y. Tribune.

" Wehave already eommrtit-

ed upon these sketches, and it

has been a pleasure to read them

once more, and to note the skil-

ful blending of beauty and hu-

mor, of romance and history and

contemporary progress, of the

uiedisovul and the modern

all of which give such propriety

to their designation as an Italian

'mosaic,' whether injKloretitine

stones or Siennese candy. Mr.

Howells is the prince ofj;maga-

/.i mi travellers In Italy." The

Nation.

' Vivid with the light and

of northern Italy." llotton

- , .

"All his wonted charm

graceful and finished In style."

Hurlford Courant.

'

Kxqnlilte Interpretation!

of life. He touches the measure

of fascination." ttoiton Trav-

eller.

" In nothing he baa written

.as William D. Howells shown

lore decidedly the artistic blai

its temperament than In this

Ightful Tolutne." Art-Amu-

_

Ponte Santi Trinita, Florne. From ' Tuscan <M(i."

Tuscan Cities. (8vo ; $0.00) is the latest and choicest

of the travel-books of William D. Howells, whose earlier works
on Italy have long been classic in every well-selected library.
The light and life of the Tuscan paradise are fairly reflected

in these glowing pages, where the usual plaititudes of the com-

monplace traveller are replaced by exquisite, historic, and

biographic cameos, flashes of kindly humor, vivid and original
characterizations. All these are illuminated from the graphic
and spirited drawings and etchings of Joseph Pennell, who was
sent to Italy for the purpose.
A recent number of The Churchman says that " to the cul-

tivated reader who is denied the privilege of foreign travel,

such a mentor as Mr. Howells is inestimably valuable. Few
writers travel with such highly trained perceptions and that in-

definable gift of selection and discrimination which makes sure

of the best results and never passes off chaff for wheat. He
is stereoscopic, philosophic, poetical, and learned, by turns, as

mood and occasion warrant. He travels, like Goethe, gather-

ing the cream of finest experiences by an unerring instinct. If

you have read Howells intelligently, you have gone more thor-

oughly and wisely through his journey than many perhaps who
bore him company."

Davy and the Goblin. (8vo ; fully illustrated ; $1.50)
is one of those examples of juvenile literature that make mid-

dle-aged people wish they had not been born until twenty
years later. As a

sequel to "Alice's

Adventures in

Wonderland," (and
where is the child

who has not grown
round-eyed over
that delightful
work?)Mr.Charles
E. Carryl has given
to his young admir-

ers a perfectly
charming story in

"Davy and the
Goblin." Wedded
to language suited

to the comprehen-
sion of young read-

ers is found subtle, ,<1>M A COCKALOBUMi
, HE 80FTLT MCRMURED .

bnghtest wit of an
Ffom Oavy and , he Qob|iri

..

order to be enjoyed

by children of a larger growth. There are bits of delicious

play upon words, such as " The Butterscotchmen," the " Giant

Badorful," etc. And the verses which are scattered through
this fascinating narrative are such as cast Mother Goose's

inane jingles far into the shade. Take for instance, Mother

Hubbard'ssong:
"I had an educated pug,

His name was Tommy Jones
;

He lived upon tlie parlor rug,

Exclusively on bones."

" And when I ventured out one day,
To order him a coat,

I found him, in his artless way,
Careering on a goat."

The book is full of the most engaging conceits, the most en-

tertaining episodes, the very refinement of spontaneous and

bubbling fun, and the most fascinating absurdities imaginable.
There are glimpses of the "Arabian Nights," of " Robinson

Crusoe,"of pirates, and of strange people and beasts, all treated

in such a fresh and bewitching way as to make "
Davy and

the Goblin" a mine of delight to every intelligent child fortu-

nate enough to open its pages. To say that the copious illus-

trations fully carry out the author's ideas is pretty high praise,
but not more than is merited. The book is most attractively

printed and bound.

In the New-York Mail, Richard Henry Stoddard commends
it as " a remarkable story, which in its way is the perfection
of what childish fantastic writing should be."

"Poets and Etchers," ($10), is a combination and mutual il-

lustration of a group of the best American poems as illuminated

by very choice full-page etchings, perhaps the finest and most
varied series of American etchings which has yet been made.
These delicate and sympathetic works of art are twenty in

number, carefully printed on fine plate-paper, and reproducing
the slightest phases of the artist's thought. There are also nu-
merous pretty vignettes scattered through the text. Among
the themes are Aldrich's poem,

"
Nocturne," illustrated by

Smillie's etching ; Bryant's
" The Path," with Bellows etch-

ing ; Longfellow's
" The Belfry of Bruges," with Column's

etching ; Whittier's "
Palestine," etched by Gifford ; and other

poems by Emerson and Lowell. Longfellow's poems of " Am-
alfi."

"
Castine,"

" The Flower," " The Light-house,"
" Woods

in Winter," and " The Wayside Inn," are reproduced and il-

luminated in the same manner ; and also Whittier's "
Telling

the Bees," and the "Lake-side." All the etchings were made
for this book, and the large and richly bound quarto volume
will be a favorite gift among the upper ten thousand, and in

artistic and aesthetic circles.

"The Knave of Hearts "
(12mo, $1.25) is the latest novel of

Robert Grant, the sharpest and most eutertaing critic of mod-
ern social life, whose " Confessions of a Frivolous Girl

"
is a

gem of purest ray serene. The new story is amusing, whole-
some, and original, and tinged with that peculiar aureale of
wit and sentiment that renders Grant's literary work so thor-

oughly delightful.

"The plot is as weird as one of Hawthorne's wildest, but the

picture is wonderfully painted. It is a picture of the old Rome
of the papal rule a Rome that has vanished, never more to

return, with this magical atmosphere about it, this strange
background of Italian life such as it was before the election of
Pio Nono." Thus speaks The Churchman of Barrett Wen-
dell's novel " The Duchess Emilia."

" Social Silhouettes," Edgar Fawcett's brilliant and piquant
record of Mr. Mark Manhattan's New York sights and experi-
ences, shows up all the follies and oddities of metropolitan society
with a pen of light. The New-York Tribune says:

" Never have
our social frivolities and shams been scourged with a more cut-

ting lash."
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Dosia's Daughter.
By HENRY GUEVILLE. Original copyright edition. Translated from

the French by Mrs. Clara Erskiue Clement. $1.25.

Messrs. Ticknor & Company have made arrangements with Henry Gre"-

ville, by which they become the authorized American publishers of that fa-

mous French novelist, than whom, for many years, Paris has had no more

popular author.

" Dosia's Daughter
"

is said to be the most charming and popular of all

Henry Greville's writings. It was especially written for this country, and

as it is not published in French, it cannot be reprinted, and can be obtained

only in Mrs. Clement's copyright translation, as revised by the author.

*' If * Dosia's Daughter
'
is half as clever as '

Dosui,' half as delightful as her

most charming mother, the American translation, which is promised us by Tick-

nor & Co., will have readers enough." Boston Transcript.

An acute critic recently wrote :

" ' Dosia' is like a Greuze head in literature,

a child-woman, with frank eyes, and dimples of witchery. All the world must
love her, and we welcome her daughter for her sake."

The Literary World thus characterizes her style :

" From the first, Henry
Gre'ville showed herself to be possessed of a keen perception of character and of

what we are accustomed to call local color, and to be actuated by high and noble

impulses ; moreover, she had the gift of style a style so lucid, and fresh, and

sparkling, as to be compared only to the crystal current of a mountain brook.

From these qualifications come admirable artistic results. The various person-

ages that figure in her stories are flesh and blood ; they live and move and have
their being not only In the imagination of the author, but in that larger sphere
of actuality which includes the infinite range of human possibilities. From the

first, Henry Gre'ville avoided the seamy side of existence, and so she is charged
with being too idyllic the inevitable charge against one who prefers to repre-
sent the purities of human life rather than its impurities, the aspirations of man
toward the great ideal rather than the debasing instincts that drag him down
Into the mire. Henry Gre'ville is idyllic, in the sense that most of her stories

may be read with pleasure by the innocent maiden and the sophisticated man of

the world ; how many writers of fiction in these days have been able to attract
so diverse an audience ? . . . She is on record as saying that she has never at-

tempted in any of her writings to describe a scene that she had not viewed with
her own eyes. We can well believe the assertion. The delightful realism of her
Inimitable pictures of Russian life, and of the lights and shadows of Paris, could
result only from a faithful and loving observation."

Henry Gre'ville was born at Paris in 1842, and went to St. Petersburg in
1857 with her father, M. Jean Fleury, a Professor in the Imperial University
of St. Petersburg. She was even then thoroughly familiar with the ancient
languages, as well as English and Italian. After her marriage to M. Du-
rand, he persuaded her to devote more attention to writing, and, as a result,"

Vera," "Sonio," and other famous stories soon appeared. Half a mil-
lion copies of

" Sonia "
have been sold in America alone. In 1872 the Du-

rands returned to Paris, where, after much discouragement, Henry Gre'ville
became a regular contributor to the Patrie, Rente des Deux Mondes, etc.,
and a friend of Edmond About, Gamier, Tourgue'neff, Sarcey, Feuillet,
Theuriet, and other famous Parisians. Her home is on the Quai Voltaire'
near the Louvre and the Champs Elyse'es. She is now receiving triumphal
honors in the chief cities of America.

THE L.ATEST AND BEST NOVELS.

The Knave of Hearts.

By ROBERT GRANT, author of
" The Confessions of a Frivolous Girl,"

"An Areraye Man," etc. 1vol. 12mo. $1.25.

Love ; or, a Name.

By JULIAN HAWTHORNE. $1.50. By the same author :
" Beatrix

Randolph."
' Mr. Hawthorne has a more powerful imagination than any contemporary

writer of fiction." Academy (London).

Social Silhouettes.

Bv EDGAR FAWCETT. $1.50. By the same author : "Adventures of a

Widow"; "Tinkling Cymbals."

"Admirable and piquant sketches and novelettes of New-York life and

society, rich in original types and original portrayals. Fawcett is one of the

best of our younger novelists." Beacon.

Aulnay Tower.

By BLANCHE WILLIS HOWARD. 1.50. By the same author :
" Guenn" ;

"Aunt Serena."

" Has all the vivacity and grace which made ' One Summer so popular. It

sparkles from beginning to end." New- York Commercial Advertiser.

The Haunted Adjutant; and Other Stories.

By EDMUND QUINCY. $1.50. By the same author :
"
Wensley."

" Hawthorne, if his equal, was not his superior." Boston Traveller.

For a Woman.
By NORA PERRY. $1.00. By the same author: "A Book ofLove-Stories."

" ' For a, Woman ' I have just read it at a single sitting, for I could not

leave it. It is a success, and I am sure the reading public will so regard it. It

is piquant as well as pathetic, and, what is best of all, wholesome." John G.

Whittier.

The Golden Spike.

By EDWARD KING. SI. 50. By the same author: " The Gentle Savage."
" Mr. King is a writer whom we shall look out for

; and now that Tourgue-

nelt is dead, it may fall to him to take up the mantle of the prophet." The

Literary World (London).

The Duchess Emilia.

By BARRETT WENDELL. 1 vol. 16mo. $1.00.

" There i* a rare delicacy in the telling of the story." The Beacon.

The Rise of Silas Lapham.
By W. D. HOWELLS. 12mo. $1.50.

" The dust of his writings is fine gold. Delightful in its perfection." Phil-

adelphia Record.

English Home Life.

By ROBERT LAIRD COLLIEB. 16mo. $1.00.

"House and Home," "Mistress and Maid," "Courtship and Mar-

riage," "Food and Cooking," "Manners and Customs," "Church and

Religion,"
" Parents and Children."

About People
By KATE GANNETT WELLS. 16mo. $1.25. A group of brilliant es-

says on modern society and life.

The Old Masters of Belgium and Holland.

Eugene Fromentin: Painter and Writer.

Jean-Francois Millet: Peasant and Painter.

Bacon's Parisian Art and Artists.

Each in 1 vol. 8vo. $3. With many choice illustrations.

Poets and Etchers.

Twenty fine etchings and thirty-two vignettes. Poems by LONGFELLOW,
WHITTIER, BRYANT, ct al. 4to. $10.

Raphael: His Madonnas and Holy Families.

By MRS. J. A. SHEDD. With twenty-two full-page heliotypes. 4to.

'$7.50.

Famous Sculptors and Sculpture.

Famous Painters and Paintings.

By Mrs. J. A. SHEDD. Each in 1 vol. Illustrated. $3 ;
half calf, $5 ;

tree calf, $7.

Short Sayings of Great Men.

j

The Course of Empire.
i Familiar Allusions.

Three valuable literary handbooks and library companions. Each in 1

;

vol. 8vo. S3 ;
half calf, $5.50.

Underwood's Illustrated Biographies of Long-
fellow, Whittier and Lowell.

Each in 1 vol. Fnllv illustrated. $1.50.

TICKNOR & COMPANY, Boston.
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'ITS we finish the last page of the tenth year's volume of the

f\ American Architect, we wish to say briefly a few words for
' our own account. First, we wish to call the attention of

those who are not subscribers to the Gelatine edition to the facts

that the view of the Gate-Lodge at North Eastoti, which forms

our " Christmas box," is a gelatine plate, and that it is the in-

clusion of similar plates with the ordinary illustrations that dis-

tinguishes the Gelatine from the Regular edition ; and that for

next year we have promised subscribers to the Gelatine edition

twice the number of gelatine plates that were promised for the

year just closing. It may be also of interest to state that this

view of the Gate-Lodge will form one of the supplementary

plates in the "
Monograph

"
in this case a misnomer, since

four buildings will be treated of the North Easton buildings
now iu course of preparation.

IE gelatine prints should not be confounded with thephoto-
caustic prints which have been issued almost every week

throughout the year, the imperfections of which have sub-

jected us to many objurgations. These imperfections are partly
inherent iu the process, but have been mainly caused by the

misfortunes of the Heliotype Printing Company, whose failure

and the consequent changes iu the personnel of its establish-

ment have brought it about, that during this year, it has been

necessary to entrust the manipulation of this process to four

different operators, and the result has been a succession of see-

saw vibrations ranging from fair to indifferent and bad. Still we
believe that the fault-tinders have overlooked the many excel-

lent plates printed by this process and which exhibited, however

imperfectly, things we could have shown in no other way. If

they will turn from the "Mater pia
"
of Luca Delia Kobbia in

the December Harpers' Monthly Magazine the result obtained

through a similar process, which had the added benefits of fine

paper, leisurely printing and skilled overlayings to the repro-
duction of a similar Delia Robbia in our issue for April 11, they
must if they can acknowledge that the art-director of Har-

pers' had justification admit that we have not been so very
wrong in holding to our belief that these views, inferior as

they sometimes have been, were of more value than the mate-

rial with which we could replace them. If we decide to aban-

don this process next year, it will be against our strong personal
conviction. Any one who will take the trouble to express an

opinion on this point will do us a service just at this juncture.

WE should value an expression of opinion upon another

point, too. We feel that our Gelatine edition has been a

success, and believe that subscribers will agree that they
have not spent the extra dollar in vain. Some subscribers have
asked why we do not again raise the price for the sake of being
able to make the journal correspondingly more valuable. As
there is nothing that would be more enjoyable than to be able
to bring our work up to the highest level of our possibilities,
we will ask how many subscribers there are who would be wil-

ling to pay, say, ten dollars for a journal which should be rela-

tively as much better, price for price, as the present Gelatine
edition is better than the Regular ? We can hardly do more

than is now done, for sheer lack of the wherewithal to do it

with.

fJND here is suggested a topic which is too important to neg-

/i loot. The subscription price has remained the same that

it was ten years ago when no one objected to its being

too large and yet the journal has been increased in size MM
consequent cost, till now it costs us more to place it in a sub-

scriber's hands than he pays for it. This is only possible by
reason of our advertising clientele. Hut it is not fair to say
that the journal is maintained by its advertisers any more than

by its subscribers j the support of either class is essential, not

only to the prosperity but to the very existence of the journal,
nnd the two interests act and react on one another very <l>-li-

cately. If advertisers drop off, we must diminish the quality
and quantity of the material served to the subscribers ; and if

the subscribers drop off, the advertisers do not get the circula-

tion they pay for, and so quickly follow suit. The point we
wish to make is that it is in the subscribers own interest to let

advertisers know that they appreciate and value their adver-

tisements. We have to contend against a fact that does not

affect other similar publications, namely, that the bulk of our

subscribers, the architects that is, are not consumers, and, con-

sequently, do not have to make personal application to the ad-

vertisers. So it happens that advertisers do not " hear from "

their advertisements as frequently as from advertisements in

journals whose subscribers are themselves purchasers pur-
chasers often under direct instructions from the controlling
architect. If our subscribers would, once or twice a year, when

drawing a specification, drop a postal card to an advertiser, say-

ing that they had called for his wares because of having become
familiar with his name in our columns, we think it should be

plain from what we have said above, that of the benefit accru-

ing to three parties by such a step, their own share would be at

least enough to pay for the trouble and the postal card.

TT CORRESPONDENT of the Builder gives some details in

rj regard to the customs of the modern Greeks in regard to the

burial of the dead, which have a certain value in arclueol-

ogical study. Although the modern Greeks are believed by
some to be mainly the descendants of the Tartars or Scythians,
whom the countrvmen of Pericles and Phidias knew only as

savage cannibals, their ancestors seem, after their conquest of

Greece, to have adopted the manners and customs, as well as

the language of the conquered country ; and the Athenians of

the present day pride themselves as much on their relationship
to Socrates and Themistocles as if they had been developed in

a direct line from the Attic grasshoppers. Whatever may be

their descent, however, their traditions are now purely Greek,

and, especially among the common people, a funeral ceremony
is probably very nearly the same as it would have been in the

time of the Persian Wars., According to the Builder's corre-

spondent, a law-student at Athens died suddenly at the hotel at

which he lived, and funeral ceremonies were held over his

corpse before it was embalmed for transportation to his home
at Corfu.

THE
first part of the ceremony was to wash the corpse with

vinegar and water, this being the Athenian version of a
custom which varies somewhat in different parts of Greece,

wine being used instead of vinegar in many places, and a decoc-

tion of rose-leaves, made from flowers brought by friends of the

deceased, in others. After washing, the corpse was wrapped
in white linen, and a new suit of clothes put on, and under the

head was placed a pillow filled with lemon leaves. A bunch of

violets was placed in the mouth, and a wreath of fragrant white
flowers around the temples. In the palm of one hand was put
a small coin, to pay St. Peter, as the attendants said, for admit-

ting the departed one to heaven, just as the ancient Greeks and
Romans furnished their dead with money to pay Charon for

ferrying them over the Styx. The corpse was then removed,
feet foremost, from the house, the neighbors breaking glasses of

water on the doorsteps as it passed out, and was taken to the

mortuary chapel at the cemetery, where it was laid carefully
with its head to the east, to await its final removal to Corfu. In

ordinary cases a light is kept constantly burning over the grave
for three years ; and ever^v Saturday the Athenian poor people

bring to the cemetery bread and- meat for their deceased
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TITHE Revue Industrielle gives an account of several new in-

J[ ventions, some of which are curious. Among the more
useful ones are devices for improving the Thomas-Gilchrist

basic process for dephosphorizing iron, and for refining the lu-

bricating oils made from petroleum. The first improvement in
the basic iron process consists in lining the furnace or converter
with bricks of very pure carbonate of magnesia, brought from
Syria. These bricks are said to have been used for

treating
ores containing three per cent of phosphorus, and to have lasted
six or seven months, in furnaces melting thirty tons of iron a
day. The second improvement, invented by a German chemist
named Blum, consists in adding carbonate of soda in place of
lime to the basic lining of the Thomas-Gilchrist converter. The
effect of the substitution is to produce phosphate of soda in the

slag, in place of phosphate of lime
; and the phosphate of soda,

being soluble in water, is dissolved out of the
slag, evaporated

to dryuess, and sold as a fertilizer. The process for purifyino-
mineral lubricating oils consists substantially in adding to the
raw oil a small quantity, varying from one to five per cent, of
permanganate of potash. The oil is then slowly distilled, and
then treated with sulphuric acid followed by caustic soda. More
permanganate of soda is then added, and the oil is ao-ain dis-
tflled, and treated with sulphuric acid and soda a secomUime It
is then nearly free from oxidizable substances. The third iuven

relatives. The idea of the modern Greeks seems to be that until

the body has decomposed in the earth it needs care and nour-

ishment, and delay in decomposition is regarded as evidence

that the deceased had sinned in some way, or had not had the

benelit of the prayers of his surviving friends.

SUBSCRIBER to La Semainedes Constructeurs describes

some singular notions iu regard to the effects of moonlight

upon various materials, particularly those employed in

building, which prevail in the French provinces. Several writ-

ers on "matters of construction, including Viollet-le-Uuc, have

adverted to the opinion common among masons, that moonlight

produces a sort of honeycombing of the surface of certain kinds

of stone,
"
owing," as one of the architects of the last century

says, "to the dampness and coldness of the moon's rays." Viol-

let-le-Duc prefers to lay the damage which incontestably oc-

curs on the south side of buildings constructed of porous stone

to the rays of the sun, rather than those of the moon, and ex-

plains it by pointing out that the sun's rays often, in winter,

cause violent changes in the temperature of dark stone placed

in its light, sometimes raising the surface in a few hours from

far below the freezing point to a degree of warmth quite per-

ceptible to the hand ; so that the south side of walls or columns

undergoes strains from sudden expansion and contraction which

are not felt on the shaded side. The French country people,

however, do not share this opinion. Among the women it is

regarded as a well-known fact that moonlight is not only more

injurious than sunlight to the complexion, but that silk and

woollen materials are faded more rapidly by the moon's rays

than by the brightest sunshine ;
while the men think it only

natural that an agent so powerful in its effects upon these sub-

stances should act unfavorably upon stone. Many of them, in-

deed, go much farther, and attribute to the moonlight an influ-

ence upon iron hardly less baneful than its effect on stone ; and

many poor farmers, who have no sheds under which to shelter

their wagons and iron tools, build rough screens facing the

south, behind which all their ironwork can be protected from

the moonlight. It is still supposed by thousands of French

farmers that the rays of the full moon in spring burn the leaves of

their growing vegetables ; but this notion has been satisfactorily

explained by the observation that in clear nights in spring the

radiation of heat from the leaves of plants near the ground is

often so rapid as to chill them below the freezing point, so that

they become curled and brown even when the temperature of

the air over them is considerably above freezing; and it is

probable that some of the injurious effects attributed to moon-

light upon other objects may be accounted for in the same way.
Every one knows that dew will rust iron and steel more rap-

idly than almost any other natural agent ; and as a screen of

any kind interposed between a wagon or plough and the sky
would, by intercepting the radiation from it, prevent the deposi-
tion of dew upon the metal, it can easily be seen that such a
screen might, during the clear nights in which dew is formed,
serve as a valuable protection to the farmer's tools without ref-

erence to the shade which it would afford from the moon's rays.

tion is rather amusing than useful, but it has the merit of being

original.
The subject of it is a clock, which has recently been

patented in France. In appearance the clock consists of a tam-

bourine, on the parchment head of which is painted a circle of

flowers, corresponding to the hour signs of ordinary dials. On

examination, two bees, one large and the other small, are dis-

covered crawling among the flowers. The small bee runs rap-

idly from one to the other, completing the circle in an hour,

while the large one takes twelve hours to fini*h the circuit. The

parchment membrane is unbroken, and the bees are simply laid

upon it, but two magnets, connected with the clock-work inside

the tambourine, move just under the membrane, and the insects,

which are of iron, follow them.

LIEUTENANT
ZALINSKI, who, as our readers will re-

member, endeavored to make a scientific test of Mr. Keely's
renowned motor, but was somewhat unceremoniously re-

pelled by the great inventor, seems to have revenged himself

by appropriating a suggestion derived from Mr. Keely's exhi-

bition of his etheric air-gun ; and has distinguished himself by

producing a cannon in which condensed air is employed for

throwing projectiles filled with dynamite or uitro-glycerine.

The great obstacle to the use of such projectiles in ordinary
cannon consists in the danger that the uitro-glycerine will be

exploded by the shock of firing the cannon, and will burst in the

gun. Although, with very light charges of powder, dynamite
shells have been successfully thrown in the ordinary way, the

usual charge has, we believe, never failed to explode the shell

in the gun, of course, destroying it. By using condensed air,

however, as Lieutenant Zalinski does, for propelling the shell,

the velocitv, and the consequent shock to the shell, are under

control, and the movement may be as gentle or as violent as

desired. By using a long gun, and admitting the condensed
air behind the shell by degrees, a great velocity, and with it a

considerable range, can be obtained without any dangerous
shock to the projectile. At a recent trial of Lieutenant Zalin-

ski's gun, described iu the Scientific American, three projectiles
loaded with dynamite were thrown to a distance of about two
miles. Two of the projectiles exploded on striking the water,

throwing up lofty columns of spray. One shell was charged
with fifty pounds, and the other with one hundred pounds, of

dynamite. The air for propulsion was admitted at a tension of

one thousand pounds to the square inch, which, if not equal to

the pressures of interatomic ether in Mr. Keely's machines,
seems to have been quite sufficient for the work required.

M
CHARLES GARNIER, who is very clever in many

. ways, recently sent to a rifle club, of which he is an hon-

orary member, a sketch of the catafalque constructed un-
der the Arc de Triomphe for the funeral of Victor Hugo, ac-

companying it with a few lines of poetry, which are well worth

quoting. Independent of the pretty turn of the verses, the
sentiment of them is so sincerely modest and patriotic that we
are proud to call attention to the fact that their author is one
of the most distinguished and able architects in France. We
should be glad, for the benefit of our readers who have forgot-
ten their French, to give a metrical translation which should
not do too much injustice to the original, but we confess that
we tried to compose one, with indifferent success, and couclnd-

ed, rather than inflict either that or a bald prose rendering upon
our readers, to leave the French lines unmolested. The poem
is as follows :

Aux MEMBRES DE L'ECOLE DE TIR DE BOURMONT.

Tel qu'un caillou rugueux en un chemin jete,
Mon nom s'est cgare' sur la route infinie

Qu'un poete gc'ant, un immense ge'tiie,
Suivit en s'envolant vers I'iimiiortalite';
Et je garde un reflet de la clarte sans tache,
Lumiere jaillissant du sillon radieux

;

Coinme au Couchant la nue, en flottant dans les cieux,
Garde encor le reflet du soleil qui se cache.
Eli bien! c'est ce reflet, un jour sur moi fixe",

Que j'apporte aujourd'lmi vers les confins des Vosges,
Jjans les pres verdoyants oil s'empourpreiit les saugegDu sang qui, sur le sol, a leurs pieds s'est verse',
Ce monument d'un jour pour cette ame e'ternelle,
Avec les grands he'ros venant fraterniser,
Vous dira quo celui qui vint y reposer
Fut toujours du pays vaillante sentinelle.
II aima sa patrie et crut a 1'avenir.
Ainsi done, a vous tons qui defendez la France,A vous tous qui vivtz encor dans 1'esperance,A vous, soldats fran^ais, j'oflre ce souvenir.
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A KKTROSl'KCT.

WE
have smiled ninny times

during tliis lentil year nf

llie career of the Amer-
ii-iin Architect, when we have

iliuughtof the first of the several

crises through which it has

passed : this one culminated at

the end of its first year, when
tin- matter for the first issue of

t i,e gecond year was ready to go
to press, and the question to be decided was, Shall it go? It was sus-

pected that when the books should be balanced a deficit would be

discovered, but had any one known the real magnitude of the year's

loss, number fifty-four and its successors would never have seen the

light
That the decease of the American Architect at that time would

have been a very serious disaster to the profession and to the archi-

tectural progress of the country at large, we believe no one will dis-

pute, and while we will not waste time in drawing imaginary pictures
of what the architectural work done in the country to-day would

have been had it not been for the assistance afforded by this, or a sim-

ilar, journal, it may be well to inquire what, if anything, h:is been ac-

complished by it, which but for it would have remained undone. First

let us disown all intention of

arrogating to ourselves any
unwarrantable claim to be
an all -important causative,

power in the advances in

architectual art in this coun-

try which the last decade has

witnessed.

In 1875 the condition of

things was this : there were

perhaps a thousand or two
architects established in va-

rious parts of this enormous

country, those in the sinalliT

cities working as best they
could without intercourse

with or encouragement from
their fellows in other places,
not knowing where to go or

to whom to turn in those

emergencies when one's own

powers fall short of what

they are expected to accom-

plish. Inter - communication
there was none, except
through the new chapter or-

organizations and the scant-

ily attended annual conven-
tions of the American In-

stitute of Architects, then

only a dozen years old, and
the columns of the American

Builder, a monthly publica-
tion more suited to the needs
of the master-builder, than
to those of the more liberally
educated architect. To this

must l>e added the " Sketch-

Books," of which our own

journal is in a manner the

heir and successor.

One thing, then, that has
been accomplished has been
the introduction of many <f
the architects of the country to their fellows in this country and in

other parts of the world, and this introduction has been more than
a making of names familiar as household words

;
it has, thanks to

our illustrations, associated names with works, and has helped to

build up reputations and fortunes for men who would possibly have
been less speedily successful without such help.

In spite of the business depression existing at that period, the
architectural interests and the general art culture of the country felt

the present need of the establishment of an architectural journal, and
this feeling which had existed for a number of years, shared the gen-
eral quickening impulse felt all over the country, where preparations
were making for the exhibits to be sent to the Centennial Exhibition.
At that time every one was trying to imbue his exhibits with as

much of art as his instinct or training made possible, and was conse-

quently in just the receptive frame of mind to appreciate the les-

sons taught by the exhibits of better-trained fellow-countrymen or

foreigners. This general stimulating of the public feeling for art

resulted, for one thing, in producing a more appreciative and amen-
able class of clients, who were willing to encourage their architects

with more than mere money in their endeavors after real architec-
tural achievements. The stimulus received at that time was enor-

mous; the result might possibly have been the same without the

help of the American Architect, but we cannot but feel that it was
of immeasurable advantage to the country, that just at this time

a weekly journal was established which afforded the profession a
means of instructing the public in matters of architecture and a
vehicle of mutual ititer-coumiunieation, education and encourage-
ment. The fact that the American Architect is a power with the

people seems a just inference to draw from the regard that is enter-

tained for it by those great teachers of the people, the leading daily

newspapers. \V'e have no hesitancy in speaking of the rank which
we feel the journal has achieved for itself, because we look on the-H

volumes standing before us, which grow more and more j>ortly year
hv year, not as on our own work, but as the work of the profession,
and our appreciation of the result is purely impersonal.

Besides its function as purveyor of information, the journal per-
forms the important function of part educator of the young men who
are to be the architects of the future. In truth, we are conscious of

making more effort to help the generation which follows after, than
that which precedes us, and we believe the lesson;) our pages have
contained are even now bearing fruit in the work of that voun<*er

generation of which the writers in the non-professional periodicals of
tin- day have so much to say.
How far anything we have said or done has had any direct effect

on the founding of the several schools of architecture which have
followed, during this decade, the example of that attached to the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, founded in 1867, cannot be

told
; but we believe that no

inconsiderable portion of
their support and growth is

indirectly caused by the ex-
istence of such a journal.
The growth and develop-
ment of these institutions
which indicate the spread of
interest in the constructive
arts and sciences, finds a par-
allel in the birth and growth
of many periodicals of vary-
ing interest and value which
during the period we are

considering have sprung into

being, and, as a rale, have
justified their right to exist-

ence, some of them with em-
inent success. We speak
here not only of architectu-
ral and building papers, but
of all classes of art journals.A glance at the list of such

journals established since the
centennial year would give
interesting evidence of the

strength and growth of the
new artistic impulse which
now possesses this country,
and the wide range of inter-
ests covered. Until we un-
derstood more of the real

strength of the art movement,
we confess that we felt more
or less trepidation every
time we heard that a new
periodical had been estab-
lished to foster the interests
of some special department
of art to which we had been
in t lie habit of giving its fair
share of our attention; but
we have invariably found
that any special loss was

soon made up through the general educational influences radiating
from a new centre, and awakening an inquiring interest in new
minds. This encroachment, as we at first thought it, on what we
considered rather our own preserves, and by journals nominally de-
voted to so widely differing specialties as sanitation and decoration

though why we should speak of these interests as widely separated
when there is an English journal styled The Plumber and Decorator,
is difficult to say show how broad is the field we undertook to culti-

vate, and of which we still hope we do not neglect entirely any por-
tion. We have tried to give the journal the broadest and most lib-

eral scope, and shall continue on the same plan.
Few know the dilliculties that beset the path of the amateur jour-

nalist as we were ten years ago, or the unceasing round of grinding
effort that makes the professional editor too often a creature of rou-

tine, and somewhat callous alike to praise or blame. The few who
do know and have helped, now feel that we have learned the ropes at

length, and have, to a certain extent, withdrawn ihat active coopera-
tion which we so much valued. The weekly appearance of the
American Architect long ago ceased to be a phenomenon and became
a matter of course, and the standard applied to matters of course is

rigidly applied to it: that is, people are less ready to condone slmrt-

comings than at the outset, and expect from us a perfectness of

A View In Bucharest.
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performance which is really only realizable where there is active and

constant ruoperalion with the editor on the part of the profession he

serves. This lias its bearing on the fact that our illustrated pages

oii:ht to form the record of the best work done in this country in the

last ten years; if they do not constitute such record and they cer-

tainly do not the responsibility for the imperfections rests not with

those who have contributed, nor with us, who have made constant ef-

fort to accomplish this very desirable result, but rather with those

who have refrained.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Contributors are requested to send with their drawings full and

adequate descriptions of the buildings, including a statement of coit.~\

GATE-LODGE TO THE ESTATE OF F. L. AMES, ESQ., NORTH EASTON,

MA88. MR. H. H. RICHARDSON, ARCHITECT, BROOKLINE, MASS.

[Christmas Gelatine Plate.]

JT<*Y-

N o A P

TITHE construction and material of this singular and amusing struc-

J 1 I ture are sufficiently indicated by the view itself. The chief fea-

ture, the great entrance archway, is not shown in this view, for

the reason that the "
Monograph," from which this plate is borrowed,

will contain an additional plate which does show it. The interest in

this view centres about the " bachelor's hall," with its large protect-

ing hood, its loggia, and the two-story well-house, to either tloor of

which an oaken bucket delivers water in the simple, old-fashioned

manner. The plant-house on the left is a one-story structure, for the

summer storage of winter-flowering plants.

A STREET IN SEVILLE, SHOWING THE GIRALDA TOWER. AFTEK

AN ETCHING BY A. H. HAIG.

THE etching from which our reproduction is made, measures

13f x 27J inches, and was first exhibited at the Royal Academy
in 1884. It may interest some of our readers to compare the

view of the Giralda tower, given in this plate, with Mr. Ipsen's

drawing of it which was issued (with description) in the American
Architect of December 21, 1878. The etching shows the famous
tower from a point of view other than that usually' chosen.

Haig pursued a course of studies in architecture, combined with
water-color painting, in London, for some eight or nine years a

period of training agreeably and profitably varied by occasional

journeys to France, Germany, Belgium and Italy. Although a stu-

dent and practitioner for so long a term, he did not begin to exhibit
on his own responsibility until he had passed his thirty-second year.
He describes himself as mainly self-taught,

" not so much from
choice as through force of circumstances; and this applies espe-
cially to my work as an etcher."

" As to my method," adds Mr. Haig,
" It is simply pure etching on

copper in the old manner, with such variations as are necessarily
peculiar to each artist. It is, in my case, nothing but honest draw-
ing and etching throughout, with very little

'

dry point.' Not that I

object to dry point ;
on the contrary, it is often very beautiful

; only
I do not need it much.

" My work is merely an expression of what I think and feel on
the subject of picturesque architecture in combination with figures,
and depends for its results purely on drawing with the needle, as
true as I can make it, and on a thoughtful use of the acid."

8. MARIA DELLA SALUTE, VENICE, ITALY. BALDASSARE LON-

GHENA, ARCHITECT.

THIS building, apart from its general attractiveness, which is well
interpreted by the drawing, should form one of the shrines of the
architectural pilgrim to Venice, for here now lies the dust of Sanso-
vmo, whose remains were removed here in 1820 from the church of S
Geminiano, where they had rested for two hundred and fifty yearsIhe church itself was erected in accordance with a decree of the
Senate in 1631, to express the gratitude of the surviving citizens that
they had escaped the fate that overtook 60,000 of their fellows The
building is octagonal in plan, with a large Lady Chapel of similar
form opening from one of the sides. The monolithic columns sun-
porting the vaulting of the choir are from a Roman temple at Polaa town at the extremity of the Istrian peninsula.

HOTEL DE BEAUGENCY, LOIRET, FRANCE. SKETCHED BY M.

FRANCOIS ROUX.

THE drawing here reproduced has this history : Five years ago it

was received, together with a letter from M. Ronx, who desired to

make further contributions. Unfortunately, the letter was lost be-

fore we had found time to make the proper acknowledgment and re-

sponse, and in this way all clue to the address of the artist was lost.

Believing that sooner or later some inquiry would be made as to the

receipt of so excellent a piece of workmanship, we have refrained

from making use of it; but nothing has rewarded our abstention.

We now make use of it in the hope that it may fall under the eye of

M. Roux, or some friend, who can supply the missing address.

MONUMENT TO THE MEMORY OF WILLIAM WASHINGTON GOR-

DON, SAVANNAH, GA. MESSRS. VAN BRUNT & HOWE, ARCHI-

TECTS, BOSTON, MASS.

THIS structure was erected by the Central Railroad & Banking
Company of Georgia now one of the leading organizations of that
State to commemorate the efforts of its first president, to whom its

present prosperity is so largely due.

A STREET IN BRUNSWICK, GERMANY.

[Gelatine Plate, issued only with the Gelatine Edition.]

NOTES FROM ENGLAND. 1 V.

MODERN PICTURES. III.

I
AM almost tired of dwell-

ing on the same point, but
I must say of still another

painter of Mr. Orchardson
that those who see only his

poorer works (among which I
cannot but include the much-
lauded " Salon of Madame Re-
camier

"
in this year's Acade-

my) can have no idea of the

quality of his best. In his
" Hard Hit," which is the

specimen Mr. Roberts fortu-

nately owns, the scale is some-
what smaller than the artist

often adopts, and the streak-
iness of touch which is his

greatest technical defect is

(perhaps for this reason) less

conspicuous. Here, as so fre-

quently elsewhere, Mr. Orch-
ardson has placed his scene
in the "

empire
"
period ; and

here at least he has wrought
an excellent harmony with the

light, bright colors it supplies
in costume and interior deco-
ration the litter of playing-
cards which strews the entire

Writing ie.sk in Cabin o/J-jr.A.B. a i

VvSOKeri .YAcht . $./* Rio Arch* flo r working effectively into

Lona3n.Enj* the general scheme. But the
chief interest of the picture is

not coloristic but dramatic. No picture could tell its tale more in-

stantly or more forcibly than does this, through the attitudes and
expressions of the three men who are seated at the card-table in the
back-ground, and especially through the action and expression of the
younger one, who is opening the door to leave his ruin behind him.
Yet it is all told in the simplest, most artistically reticent, way, with-
out the least atom of theatrical grimace or attitudinizin".
A small picture called " Success

"
a wounded duellist entering a

coach and leaving his antagonist stretched upon the field should
not be passed without a word, for it is an excellent piece of work
(rather French than English in feeling, however), beautifully drawn,and very strong in facial expression. A favorable example of Mr.
Luke Field's talent was a small portrait head of his wife, tenderly
yet very broadly handled in delicate pale tones. Mr. Bou^hton
was represented by his well-known " Sonwin Spring," the most en-
tirely satisfactory work of his I have chanced to see; and Mr.
Briton Riviere by two or three small pictures of do-s

, and the
large water-color of Circe and her swine, which is also thrice-famil-
iar through many reproductions.
But it was more interesting, perhaps, to discover, amid all these

famous names, a new artist with a new and striking personality, and
one which seemed to me to unite the best qualities of current French
and current English practice. I say a new artist, for while Mr.
regory has been known to the amateurs of London for a number of

years, his reputation is not yet what it deserves to be a reputation
familiar to all who care for contemporary art. He is one of the
many English painters who began with illustrative work. (Frederic
Walker, by the way, made his debut under Thackeray's wing.) Fur

1 Continued from page 293, No. 521.
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many years he was a prolific contributor to The Graphic, and thus

fostered what was doubtless a natural bent toward the representation
of contemporary life in its non-rural phases. 1 have seen only a few

of liis pictures most of them, 1 believe, are in a private collection

at Manchester; but the one owned by Mr. Roberts, and rightly
esteemed by him as :i treasure among treasures, would by itself suf-

fice to put him in the very front rank of English painters. It is

called '

Piccadilly on a Drawing-Boom Day," and shows the long,

sunny, misly, crowded thoroughfare in outstretched perspective, as

sicu from a second-story window on the corner of Bond Street. A

prosaic enough subject, you will say, and of a sort we arc; more apt
to find on a French than on an English canvas. French-looking, too,

I should add, is the singularly brilliant brush-work, marked by rapid

precision and nervous strength, bv facility combined with surenrss,

and vivacity uncombined with restlessness or over-emphasis quali-

ties we scarcely ever find in English technique, even when it is at its

best
;
almost never, perhaps, except in Mr. Millais's pictures, and

then so differently put to service that a comparison is quite out of

the question. Add to this brilliancy of technique a tone that is per-

fectly kept; color that is truthful yet delightful; accomplished

draughtsmanship; unusual power of composition, and great dramatic

expression in all the little crowding figures absolute life and indi-

viduality in gesture and in face, and I shall have said something to

explain'how this picture equals the best of its kind from any land.

But I shall have said nothing to explain why it seemed to me better

than the best I could remember even among those from France. It

had in addition to its material qualities a thoroughly English quality
of charm. One hardly knew how sentiment, feeling, had been put
into so "realistic

" a rendering of so unpoetic a theme. But it was

there possibly in the way the atmosphere was painted, with a mar-

vellous sense for that peculiar suffusion of light and palpability of

air which exists if a strong afternoon sun strikes through the London
mist when a wind has blown it thin but not blown it quite away. It

never is blown or evaporated quite away, let breeze and sunlight do

their best; and this fact makes London to a superficial eye so

much "uglier" than Paris more attractive to a painter's eye. For
this eye sees the air which common folk merely look beyond, and

knows what it means as an element in painting. Only, there are

very few painters who could render it as Mr. Gregory has, without

exaggeration, and there are very few, moreover, who could put the

strong scarlet of a single soldier s coat into the very foreground, so

as to vivify yet not disturb the quieter, subtiler tones about it.

Towards absolute " realism
"

of motive and of treatment, all con-

temporary art is surely trending. Our gratitude is due, indeed, to

those who can show us that it need not mean lack of pictorial feeling,
lack even of poetic sentiment and grace.
Some of Mr. Roberts's water-colors I have already noted, and now

I must pass over very many others (among them a number by North
and Sir John Gilbert) and merely speak of the two painters who in this

branch impressed me most strongly not only in this one collection,

but everywhere else where I chanced to see the aquarellists of the

moment represented. These two were Alfred Hunt and Albert

Goodwin. The former is surely among the most versatile of his fel-

lows, passing from theme to theme, from tone to tone, from sentiment

to sentiment, with a marvellously catholic spirit and a marvellously
flexible art to serve it. For example, his "

Lighthouse at Teign-
mouth" seen from the pier at night through a driving storm has

a force and wild intensity impossible to describe; while several

neighboring pictures prove that no one can paint a rainbow with

such exquisite stfccess as can Mr. Hunt, bringing its all-but-unman-

ageable tints into perfect keeping with the dull tones about them, yet
not sacrificing aught of their brilliance, and expressing its evanes-

cent quality with an almost evanescent grace of touch. These are

but two instances of Mr. Hunt's inexhaustible variety. Many others

hung near at hand, and I hope that many may hang among the

specimens of English water-color art which have recently been sent

to Boston. Only a long list would show the full reach of his talent,

though I imagine any example would show its quality ;
for so far as

I have witnessed, he is an exception to the rule of inequality in per-
formance so dominant in England.

I hope, too, that Mr. Goodwin is well represented in Boston ;
that

some of my readers, at all events, may understand what I mean when
I speak of the purity and strength and harmony of his color. Mr.
Goodwin lives at llfraconibe, on the North Devon coast, and very

frequently paints the picturesquely rugged shore and ragged vil-

lages and emerald or sapphire sea which he has there before him.

Many examples of this sort Mr. Roberts owns, but with them others

of quite other sorts, each delightful in its own way. Finest of all,

perhaps, is a large picture called, I think,
"
Going to Church, Abing-

don." A long, straight path, with homely figures traversing it, the

soft sunshine slanting through the thin-leaved trees and falling on a

scattered group of gravestones it is a peculiarly English subject
and is expressed with the peculiarly English sort of charm we have
so often found beneath other brushes.

Leaving now this one private collection, of which I have but half

told the riches, I may add that Mr. Goodwin's contributions to the

Royal Society of Painters in Water-Colors were extremely interest-

ing, showing his coloristic power very fullv. Especially delightful
was a large drawing of a heathery hillside, a most lovely harmony of

pink and grayish notes. The gold frames upon which this associa-

tion insists in its spring exhibition I believe with the curious idea

of marking the difference between the "
pictures

"
then shown and

the "studies" shown at another period of the year damaged con-

siderably the effect of this and of other water-colors which may pos-

sibly have gone to America. If they lun-e gone there I trust they
have been refrained so as to appear to fuller advantage.

I hav been so garrulous already t hat I hesitate to speak further

of the pictures which 1 chanced to see in London, and which 1 still

remember as of interest. 1 will but note two of exceptional attrac-

tion : Mr. Whistler's portrait of the violinist Sarasate, mysterious,

mystical, poetic up to (but certainly not over) the verge of fantasy,

yet strong, genuine, and vividly full of life, as well as of spirituality ;

anil Mr. Sargent's Academy portrait of Lady Lyon Play fair, bril-

liant, audacious, bold and yet high-bred, chiefly concerned with

things material, and yet by no means devoid of soul beneath its

splendidly painted exterior. The second of these portraits has

already gone to Boston, and I can imagine no more interesting study
than would be possible might the Sarasate hang beside it. In each
we should see the consumately-accomplished work of a man who is a

painter born, and in each a different in fact, an opposite artistic

mood pushed to the utmost extreme which can be held and the result

yet be artistically complete. On the one hand we should see techni-

cal brilliancy, on the other technical charm
;

on the one hand a

"realistic," on the other a "spiritual" intention. We could not

compare the two, for there is no common ground on which they
meet except the common ground of complete achievement, and this

does not suffice for comparisons where the ideals in view have
been so essentially diverse. But we could do better than coin-

pare we could contrast, and in the act could realize how wide
indeed are the limits of good portrait-art, how foolish it is to dog-
matize narrowly on its requirements, to limit our admiration to

workers along a single line and say, Thus and not otherwise must
the thing be done if it is to be perfectly satisfactory, both as

likeness-making and as pictorial art.

M. G. VAN RKNSSELAER.

TIRYNS.

mllE story of Dr.Schlie-
J| ma n 11 will always

remain a romantic

episode in the history of

archaeological research.

Certainly, antiquarianism
was never before so hap-
pily stimulated and eo

generally enlivened by
an enthusiasm which, not
in virtue of old expe-
rience, but of boyish day-
dreams, did in result at-

tain to something like pro-

phetic vein. The solitary

broodings of a boy who
rose at five o'clock to

sweep out a shop in

which he was to retail

herrings over a counter,

gave form to a desire

it may almost be called a
resolve to bring himself
into personal relations

images emerge magnified

among poetic mists along the horizon of history. So resolution was
nerved to achieve fortune first, and then to employ fortune with tri-

umphant success upon an
enterprise

which many among them Lord
Sherborue with his pert quotation

" etiam periere ruinte
"

thought a
craze.

The hill of Hissarlik was trenched from side to side, and uncovered

through successive strata to reveal the ruins of a strongly-fortified
citadel strongly for an early time on the banks of the Scaman-

der, and within sight of the traditional moorings of the fleet of Aga-
memnon and "the princes argulous," his confederates. From the de-
bris which bore witness to a catastrophe aggravated by conflagration
was recovered a treasure of utensils and ornaments in the precious
metals which testified that the city, at the height of its prosperity,

might well have contained wealth sufficient to be a bait for the pred-
atorv passions which are the instincts of military monarchies of all

ages". Such a discovery was no more than the explorer was quite

prepared to expect. What wonder if he accepted it as verification

of all the rest of his expectations. What wonder if the enthusiast

saw in the feminine head-dress the very ornament that Andromache
tore from her hair when she saw Hector barbarously trailed in the

dust behind the chariot of Achilles, and in the golden cup, the very
same out of which Hecuba poured the libation, when she, with heavy
heart, dismissed Priam on his mission to recover her son's body from
the ruthless Achilles.

The next enterprise seemed naturally complementary, as naturally
successful. On the very citadel of Mycenae, abounding in gold, tlie

enthusiast discovered, as if by instinct, sepulchres filled with sixteen

i" Tirt/ns;" the Prehistoric Palace of the King* of Tiryus. By Dr. lleury
Schlietuauu. Murray, London.
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or seventeen corpses, which, by the splendor ami the sumptuousness

^ompanimente, could only be royal. The s.gns were indisputa-

ble of Interment of all at one time. Here was testimony of a slaugh-

ter of princes on the very site, where Agamemnon, his para-

mour Cassandra, and a troop of his victorious comrades were* slaugh-

tered, treacheronslv, in his own house- slaughtered
" as cattle might

1,,. slaughtered for a feast at a royal gathering. .

Studv and afterthought have reduce.! these enthusiastic combina-

tions 'Homer's story has been recognized as too much imbued with

imWinative elements to be accepted as history ;
and the iroy of

Hi Jirlik may have been the object, or the centre of a conflict be-

tween Extern and Western populations ;
b;it it could only have been

under very different circumstances, certainly at a time when social

arts were far less developed than the poet cares to represent. But

wh it poetry has had to surrender, history has gained. I hese dis-

coveries have set before us testimony as clear as if written ot a

certain sta^e of the arts of war and peace and enabled us to look

behind and beyond the phantasmal curtain of Homer's poetry. VVe

now perceive that the poet, even in drawing for his contemporaries

a picture of life of an earlier phase, was dealing with traditions of

nvinners that still were modern compared with those which could

have been familiar to the occupants of these more remotely prehis-

toric sites. . .

Here we have been familiarized with epochs, when hand-made

pottery was only gradually receding before wheel-made, stone im-

plements and weapons before those of metal, though at present only

bronze ;
but in the signs how original forms of fictile vessels had be-

come modified, and imitative shapes conventionalized into ornaments

anil patterns, we have intimation what considerable periods were re-

quired for such transitions: fortifications in which laboriously-worked

stone could be but sparsely employed, were extended by a system of

construction of sun-dried bricks, bonded by longitudinally
- inserted

timbers, and faced by protecting

panels or planks.
It was in other

localities, and as a stage of ad-

vance, that Cyclopean walls of

stones, only sparingly dressed by
the pick-hammers,

are heaped
roughly together in reliance for

solidity upon mass and weight.

But only in the last excavations

at Tiryns have remains of dwell-

ings been discovered which are

sufficient to give complete notion

of plan, and to explain the slight

traces of houses or palaces which

were disturbed at Hissarlik only to

be partly demolished in the pro-

cess of uncovering what was not at

the time intelligible.

If Dr. Schliemann was disposed
to claim for his former discov-

eries the ownership of Priam

and Agamemnon, he might, with

something more of right, assert

for his discoveries at Tiryns the

title of the Palace of Hercules. A Hercules of Tiryns as the recog-
nized ancestor of the long line of historical Kings of Sparta is some-

thin" more substantial than arc the Atridas, who represent a dynasty
which only lived in heroic poetry. The return of the Heracleids

the princes of the house of Heracles as the representatives of

legitimacy, after long exile, to recover supremacy in Pelopennesus, is

an event which it is as futile to disallow as an expression of an im-

portant political revolution, as the significance of a traditional inva-

sion of England by Hengist and Horsa. Tradition placed this return

as a counter-revolution at a point of transition in the history of

Greece ;
there were ascribed to it political and social consequences

as important as ensued from the conquest of England by William of

Normandy, in assertion of a title derived from the Confessor.

That the early story of the eponymous hero became so marvellously
varied, confused, exaggerated, and generally transformed from mat-

ter of fact to matter of fancy, does not affect the main presumption
that chiefs who held their authority in virtue of hereditary claims

among tribes who long continued to assign the greatest importance to

descent, must have derived their importance from an ancestor who
had gained power and distinction by his wealth and achievements in

some early age. The history of the world is full of accounts of royal
houses that have held on for generations in virtue of such associa-

tions, long after all the virtues of the founder have been extinct :

after all pretentious to lead in the battle-field have become obsolete,
and sometimes, indeed, after every other virtue that could give the
shadow of a claim, is lost. A chance revival by a collateral is often
sufficient to refresh the tradition and give fresh hold to the spirit of

loyalty, or the mere habit of loyalty, which is eager for an excuse for
its indulgence.
Numerous traditions, and several even in Homer, represent Hercu-

les as
a^ king of the type of the Homeric confederates who war

against Troy. In this character he led a previous successful expedi-
tion in six ships against Troy, and in a war with Pylos he almost
exterminated the family of Nestor; and the story is quite in harmony
with the unscrupulous habits of such monarchs, which tells how, by a
base trea-'.hery, he killed his guest, Eurytion, for the sake of his

F3ut>t5ny')y'v/utpiae-

horses A Heracles so engaged presents a striking contrast to the

Heracles whose arrows wound Here herself and Hades, or to the

Heracles who is the submissive servant of Eurystheus in performance

of imposed labors. Here, if anywhere, the threads of legend become

curiously crossed and entangled with each other ;
the several legend-

ary forms of Heracles become fused with each other the symboli-

cal from more' than one source, and the pragmatical indifft-rently.

Hercules as the sun, travels through the twelve signs of the Zodiac
;

as another type, he clears the land of destructive animals and savage

tribes another, regulates water-courses or drains swamps, and is the

representative of epochs when these works of unrecorded labor and

perseverance were performed. In one form Hercules is fully equipped

when provided with club and lion's skin
;
then he is an archer

;
then

he has sword and spear, and the elaborate panoply such as Hep-

hsestus made for Achilles. He is now the son of Amphitryon, and

now of Zeus himself.

All this is granted,
and yet we come back to the point that the

popular tradition of Greece which was largely independent of em-

bellished poetry assigned the origin of the time-honored royal fam-

ilv of Sparta to a dynasty which, having once held sway at Tiryns,

succumbed to the power of the rulers of Mycenae, and afterwards re-

turned to revolutionize the entire peninsula and supersede the Achaian

by the Dorian type of civilization. And suck a persistent tradition

onlv springs up from a strong root.

Of such a dynasty, then, as ruling at Tiryns, we have now true

monumental evidence; we have now a plan and considerable details

of the citadel, and still more interesting, because unique, of the royal

dwelling. In one main point, especially, these confirm tradition;

they indicate that the power of this TirynthUn dynasty was brought

to an end at a time when Mycenae had still a long period of power
and prosperity and advance in the arts before it. It is impossible to

resist the inference that it was, as tradition affirms, to the superiority
of this powerful neighbor that the

catastrophe of Tiryns was due.

The ruins of Mycenae, its citadel

and immediate dependence in

technically and decoratively elab-

orate tombs, and so forth indi-

cate, unmistakably, a series of ad-

vances of which Tiryns shows no
trace.

Yet there are sufficient signs that

Tiryns must have been once and at

very early date the seat of very im-

portant political power. The walls

are formed of colossal masses of

rock, which have excited the won-

der of every age since they sug-

gested to Homer the epithet by
which he distinguishes Tiryns. In

their massiveness, their extraor-

dinary thickness, in the extent of

the galleries and casement-like

chambers with which they are per-

meated, we find no sign of a stint

of labor. They were assuredly
built in anticipation of the possibility of very serious attack, but

with a full sense of present security which allowed them to be laid

out and completely constructed upon a uniform and well-considered

plan, involving a continuance of vast and organized labor for its

completion.
The general circuit of walls follows the line of the summit of a low

hill, and encloses an area in form of a long, narrow shoe-sole. Under
influence of like requirements, similar schemes to meet them are sug-

gested. This area is distributed like that of Corfe Castle in Dorset-

shire and other numerous mediaeval castles : the highest ground at

one end is occupied by the dwelling of the lord and offices appurte-
nant, with a certain extent of open court thus the equivalents of a
first and second ward. These are separated by a cross wall from the

third ward, a smaller half of the area on lower ground, which would
afford accommodation for a general garrison, stores, cattle and so

forth. The main entrance to the fortress is on the east, from which
the road branches to right and left within the walls, to the lower and

upper wards. For these latter there is provided an exit by a small

postern on the west. The excavations have now supplied an explana-
tion of the galleries having a wall on one side and arched openings on
the other. These arches formed by the huge stones corbelled over
towards each other, admitted to chambers, vaulted by the same

scheme, within the thickness of the outer wall, and serviceable for

arsenals, prisons, or storage generally.
If the arrangement of the fortress corresponds with those of the

mediseval castle, the palace shows a like agreement with the plan
which was dictated to the Greek architect in historical times by the

demands of private life and public intercourse. It illustrates Homer
and Vitruvius equally. The palace is divided into a public or men's

department, and what might be called that of the women, except that
it was necessarily the special and secluded dwelling of the lord of

the fortress and of his family. These are arranged side by side, and
it is only remarkable that the communications between the two seem

needlessly circuitous. Both comprise similar primary elements,

though the men's side is upon a larger scale. The chief apartment
here, a hall fronting south, supported internally by four pillars, is
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entered from a spacious furecourt through a vestibule and tlirn an
ttllte-cllamlicr.

Tin: vestibule, of the plan known as dist\ le in antis, is omitted
before the smaller hall on the other side. The forecourt represents
the nil him of tin- later architecture, or the aule of the house of Ulys-
ses in Homer. Like that nule it contained an altar. That this altar

is the only evidence of reference to religion which appear* at Tiryns,
may be taken as confirmation of the statement of Herodotus', of the
extreme simplicity of the early religion as contrasted with the
crowded mythology of later times. The palace of t'lysses is a com-
bination of palace, manor-house and homestead ; the cattle are turned
loose in the aule, and the floor of the chief hall is only of beaten

clay, in which a trench may be dug, and the surface has to be
cleaned by scraping with hoes. At Tiryns both the aule and the
chief apartment are carefully floored with good lime concrete. The
traces and remains of wall paintings, and of an enriched elaborate
frieze found for the first time in these explorations, are full compen-
sation for the absence of such finds of gold and silver and enriched
ornaments and weapons as were yielded at Troy and Mycenas.
A very remarkable feature of the plan is a bath-room in close prox-

imity to the main hall. The floor was formed of an enormous single
stone weighing over nineteen tons; it had a raised margin, and pro-
vision was made for draininsi-off water. The walls were panelled
with wood, as proved by the remaining dowel holes.

As regards construction generally, the foundations and lower parts
of the house walls were of rubble masonry set in clay mortar, above
they were formed of sun-dried brick, and in some cases of the rather
unaccountable thickness of four-and-a-half feet. Of the roofing there
is nothing to be said, and any suggestion as to the mode of lighting
can be but guesswork as absolute as in the case of later Greek tem-

ples. The smaller rooms might be lighted from the doorways or

openings over the doors
;
but this will not serve for the chief halls

which extend far back, and that beyond the ante-chamber and vesti-

b lie. The circle for a hearth in the middle of the floor of the larger
hill, is proof that however smoke ultimately escaped, it had free

range in the meantime. Indeed, the roof beams of Homer's palace
are designated by a word (inelathra), which is supposed to allude to

blackening by smoke.
The state of the remains indicated that timber was very exten-

sively used in the construction, anil no doubt in the upper story,
which can as little have been absent here as at Ithaca. Indeed, the

place of the stairs seems recognizable.
Stone bases for pillars remain

;
but no stone drum of a pillar.

There can be no doubt, if only from the indication which the bases
afford of their slight girth, tiiat these were of timber.
A Doric capital was found near the surface, but manifestly quite

disconnected with the prehislorig strata; it corresponds in char-
acter with the earlier types of the Sicilian Doric. It is a most si"-
nificant circumstance indeed, that notwithstanding the analogies which
the plan presents in various respects to later Greek architecture
in the propyla>a, the porticos and the aule which might be copied
from the palajstra at Olympia, we obtain no hint from it of any ear-
lier phase of the characteristic details of the Doric order. This order
makes its appearance in the world with as little announcement, so far
as recovered remains are in question, as though it had been invented
at a stroke, and having been invented, had been accepted at once
with such entire satisfaction as to invite no further organic change, no
change at all indeed, except in respect of refinement of proportions.What date, then, shall be assigned to the foundation of Tiryns upon
this complete and well-thought-out design ? We may say with secur-

ity that it is not merely prehistoric, for Homer is that, but it is pre-
Homeric also. The return of the Heracleids can be dated with much
plausibility about one thousand years n.c., but this return must have
been comparatively modern history to the founding of the reputed
seat of their ancestor. It remains for the students of mythology to
elicit from mythical tradition, if they can, some hint of at least the
order of succession of the periods that witnessed the acme of pros-
perity of Troy, Tiryns, Mycente and Orchomenos.

W. WATKISS LLOYD.

THE UTILIZATION OF THE SEWAGE OF PARIS.

HE French
Go v ern-
m e n t in

June, 1885, re-

ceived a report
from a commis-
s i o n charged
with the exami-
nation of a proj-
ect for utilizing
the sewage of

Paris in agri-
culture. D r .

Bourneville, of

this commission,
made an inter-

esting and volu-
minous report, and of this Le Gnie Civil, of Octob r 17, gives the

following short resume:
The system of sewers of Paris is about 424, miles in length ; )his

system absorbs the rain water (about 80,000 to 100,000 cubic metres

gathered from the surface of the city), and the waste from the public
lavatories and domestic ami industrial establishments, and also a por-
tion of the material from cesspools. The author calculates that eaeh
man daily produces 2.64 pounds of waste matter, of which 2.57 jiounds
is liipiid. For the entire population of Paris this would amount to

2,860 tons, of which 2,655 tons are liquid, and 204 tons only are sol-

ids. The fermentable portion, that which at times produces infer-

tioii, and includes matter that is of productive value as manure, U
almost entirely confined to the liquid portions ;

as he figures 58,953

pounds of azote as the daily product of all Paris, and of this only
>'.< I 1 pounds is found in the solids.

At present four systems are actually in use for the reception of

this unclean matter: the fixed well; the movable well or tub
; the

filtering tub, and its direct discharge into the sewers. The disadvan-

tages of the first two methods are well known. The third is a new
system introduced within the last fifteen years into Paris, and there
are now 27,000 of these tinettei filtrcs in the city, utilized by 500,000
inhabitants. This appliance permits a liberal use of water, and has

advantages over the wells, but is unsatisfactory as compared with
direct water-carriage in the sewers.

Water-carriage means the immediate removal of all unclean matter
in a sufficient cube of water for its transportation, before any fermen-
tation has set in ; it is employed in all the great cities of Europe, but
is of very recent introduction into Paris, but now the sewers receive
a very considerable portion of this material.

The infection of the river Seine, which has resulted from this new
departure is already assuming serious proportions, and at the bridge
of Asnieres, where the great Clichy sewer empties on the right bank,
the Seine is a veritable open cesspool. The water is discolored and
covered with a greasy scum ; the azote reaches 25 grammes per cubic
metre ; the oxygen has almost completely disappeared (1 c. c. per
litre), being absorbed by the organic matter and rapid decomposition ;

and the numl>er of microbes is 200,000 per cubic centimetre.
The two great collectors of the right ami left banks uniting at

Clichy, furnish, according to the latest guaging in 1884, a daily cube
of about 11,152,441 cubic feet (315,936 cubic metres), or 115,617,738
cubic metres (1,080,659,151 cubic feet) per year.
As the mean of eighteen years' observation, the waters of the

Clichy collectors contain the following proportions of various ele-

ments per cubic metre :

Kilogr.

Azote 0.041
Other product* 0.774

Phosphoric Acid 0.017
Potash 0.031
Limo O.IK1
Insoluble residue in the acids 0.7(4
Various products .... O.G30

Volatile and Com-
bustible Matter

r

Mineral Matter

Kllogr.

0.815

1.733

Total 2,M8

Dr. Bourneville then briefly discusses the various systems of me-
chanical and chemical utilization of sewage, and concludes that its

absorption by the soil and agricultural application, as used at Genne-
villiers for the past fifteen years is the best

; and he proposes the
extension of this system to the provincial lands of Acheres, including
1,200 hectares of area. Taken in connection with land now under
cultivation at Gennevilliers this would give a total of 2,200 hectares;
with this area it would be necessary to purify and utilize about 59,-
000 cubic metres of fluid per hectare. But, neighboring plains offer

4,500 hectares of irrigable soil, and can be utilized. In answer to

objections advanced against the Gennevilliers system, he says, that

during the coldest season the waters in the sewers preserve a temper-
ature of 5 to 7 above zero, Centigrade ; that continuous irrigation
has been proven to be possible ; that the soil he proposes to add is

permeable, and that the present experiment is not an infectious mo-
rass as some claim. Sanitary World.

THE TENDER OF PLANS.
BUFFALO, N. Y., December 18, 1888.

To THE EDITORS OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Dear Sirs, I think the point of " tender
"
of plans in your issue

of December 12 was held by Illinois courts as unnecessary in a verv

interesting suit in Chicago in 1882-1883. C. T. Brentano, attorneV

there, will doubtless send you pamphlets of it on application. As
the case is identical, nearly, with Mr. Matthews's, 1 have referred
him to it, and trust it may have any space it deserves in Mr.
Clark's forthcoming work on architectural law. I was present, and
familiar with all circumstances of both the District of Columbia and
Chicago cases, and believe you will find the latter a case worthy of

even more frequent reference than the Tolman-Phelps, as affecting
more usual circumstances. I believe Mr. Matthews can easily col-

lect, and that, too, for any portion of the work done, though his con-
tract was not, perhaps, completed, as heirs colled in event of archi-
tect's death for work as far as done. Yours, LAWYER.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

AMERICA'S SHAM CASTLES. There is the trouble with the American.
If he lias S100.UOO to spend, he makes the building look like a $200,000
house. I don't suppose there i a building in Detroit that would make
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a decent ruin. \Ve build for show. We put on these abominable sheet

iron cornicc-8, and paint them to look like stone. If we have a shingle
roof we color it so as to look like slate or tiles. We put up brick build

ings anil thinly face them with stone. The only genuine thing, as well

as the only original thing about American architecture is the pioneer

log-house of the backwoods. There the logs were logs with the bark

on, and the roof was of clapboards split from the oak blocks, the chim-

ney was built of clay, and stood boldly and generously out as if it were
not a thing to be hidden, but the warmest and most inviting thing about
a house. The floor was uncovered boards, and the blackened beams
overhead stood boldly out in the grateful light of a hickory fire blazing
on the huge, ample hearth. The log-house was a product of the imme-
diate land around it. The clay dug from the well made the chimney,
the logs cut in the clearing made the house. Now we live or try to

in an age of furnaces, of hot and cold water, of shoddy and sewer-gas,
and die of malaria and diphtheria and all modern improvements. De-
troit Free Press. _
BUCKINGHAM PALACE. If Buckingham Palace is to be kept closed,

as it has been for the last twenty-four years, I think that since it is

maintained (like the other royal residences) by the taxpayers, it would
be well to admit the public (under proper restrictions, as at Windsor),
to view the State rooms and the picture-gallery. The collection of pic-
tures at this palace is one of the finest in the world, and not a soul ever

sees them from one year's end to another. In addition to the numerous

"gems" which are in the State-apartments there are enough pictures

(principally portraits), stowed away in corridors and back rooms to stock
half-a-dozen museums. There is also a splendid collection of miniatures,

representing celebrities of the reign of George III and his successor. All

these interesting and valuable objects belong to the Crown (i. e., to the

nation), and it is rather hard that they should be kept where nobody can
see them. The Prince Consort was a zealous advocate of admitting the

public to private galleries (and was, indeed, the principal pioneer of that

movement), and he did everything in his power to facilitate the throwing
open of the State apartments at Windsor Castle, in spite of the desper-
ate opposition of a few pedantic wooden-headed Court functionaries.
If he were yet alive, I have no doubt that Buckingham Palace and its

priceless contents would long ago have been thrown open, but now, un-

luckily, there is nobody to represent the matter properly to the Queen.
Truth, London. _
HOUSING OF THE BERLIN POPULACE. A flood of light is let in on

the singular spread of Socialism in the German capital by statistics

showing that in Berlin no less than 91,000 families, comprising nearly
400,000 individuals, have to live, sleep, and often work, in

"
suites

"
of

a single room. In 3,000 of these rooms there is neither stove nor fire-

place. One-fourth of their tenants are poor lodgers. Twenty-five
tiiousand families live in cellars under sanitary conditions that are
characterized as absolutely shocking. Such meagre accommodations
as our despised New York tenements afford, with their two or three
rooms to each family, are at a premium, and would be accounted a
great boon by thousands. Only of the poorest and the best classes of

dwellings those renting at 10,0;X) reichmark a year or over is there
abundance, for the Berlin builder is a speculator, not a philanthropist.
The poor have not even the chance of going to church of a Sunday, to
meditate on better things to come, were they so minded

; for all the
Protestant churches and chapels in Berlin have together hardly seats
for 50,000, while the servant

girls alone number over 60,000. New
York Tribune.

THE PRESERVATION OF ROPES. The preservation of scaffold ropes
is a matter of great practical importance when scaffolding remains
erected for any considerable time, especially in localities where the
atmosphere is destructive of hemp fiber. It has been suggested that in
these cases the ropes should be dipped, when drv, into a bath contain-
ing twenty grammes of sulphate of copper, per liter of water, and kept
in soak in this solution for four days, afterward being dried. The
ropes will thus have absorbed a certain quantity of sulphate of copperwhich will preserve them from the attacks of animal parasites and
from rot. The copper salt may be fixed in the fiber by a coating of
tar or by soapy water. For tarring the rope it is best to pass it

through a bath of boiled tar, hot, drawing it through a thimble to pressback the excess of tar, and suspending it afterward on a staging to dryand harden. In the second method, the rope is soaked in a solution of
one hundred grammes of soap, per liter of water. The copper soap

.3 formed in the fiber of the rope preserves it from rot even better
than the tar, which acts mechanically to imprison the sulphate of cop-
per, which is the real preservative. It is not stated whether the Conner
treatment is equally serviceable with dressed as with plain hemp ropes

Scientific American.

REMOVAL OF FALGCIERES'S MODEL FROM THE ARC DE TRIOMPHE
PARIS -Recent visitors to this Capital will hear without much regretthat the plaster group on the top of the Arc de Triomphe is about to betaken down It was only put up in order to enable the public to judgeof the effect that a permanent structure of the same description would
produce It was at once evident that M. Falguieres's group was queout of character with the simple and somewhlt severe grandeur of tiefamous arch and of the grand reliefs that adorn its sidef, besides wh eh
lie plaster was dazzlingly white by comparison with the weaker stainedhue of the marble. The plaster has now become of mue theTarncolor as the arch

; but alas ! it is already crumbling to pieces and thereis some danger of the allegorical figure of the law fa lin" down anda 8en8e> U 'e l)romenade" <>""<"" it--

THE BRONZE BACCHUS FROM THE TIBER. The chalkv incrustatimhich covered the bronze statue lately found in the bed of H- T

a capital state of preservation. The statue, about six feet high, is

doubtless that of the youthful Bacchus. In the left hand is the usual

staff, while the right probably held a drinking-eup, in the attitude so

often seen in pictures of the god at Pompeii. The soft and feminine

form, the ivy wreath on the head, the luxuriously-waving hair, which
is modelled in the manner of the hair of Apollo, are other proofs that
the statue was meant for Bacchus. It seems to belong to the first cen-

tury of the Roman Empire, when Rome was illuminated by the last

rays of Greek art. The lines and surfaces of the statue in all the un-

injured parts are as fresh and pure as if the work had just left the mas-
ter's hand. The figure was only half buried, head downward, in the
bed of the river, so that the action of the water has roughened the
lower parts. The eyes inserted are of ivory and give extraordinary
vitality to the expression. London Daily News.

RUMOUED SALE OF THE DUDLEY COLLECTIONS. If a widespread
rumor in art circles may be looked upon as an accepted fact, a very im-

portant collection of pictures and other treasures will come under the
hammer next season. It is no other than the contents of the treasure-
house filled by the late Earl of Dudley, who, it is well known, opened
his purse with a liberality quite regardless of expense wherever his

gallery was concerned. Few private collections could present such va-
ried interest both to connoisseurs and amateurs as this curious assem-
blage of works by ancient masters and painters of a later day. Fif-

teenth-century pictures of the Italian, German, and Dutch schools ap-
pealed most to the late Karl's taste, but this hobby did not stand in the
way of lavish expenditure in other directions. He acquired some of
the finest Turner drawings that eye has ever coveted, besides astonish-

ing Parisian and London society by paying the sum of 3,560 guineas for
a single example of Greuze, namely, "La Petite Fille au Chien," when
the San Donato collection was dispersed at the Hotel Drouot some fif-

teen years ago. But this was not the sole extravagance where the fas-
cinations of Greuze were concerned. His picture called " Le Matin "

cost the Earl 3,080 guineas,
" L'Enfant a la Pomme" 1,240 guineas, and

a less attractive picture, called " The Lover Discovered," 2,120 guineas.
These were shown at the winter exhibition at Burlington House in 1870,
when it may be remembered no less than 128 of the pictures exhibited
were from Lord Dudley's valuable store-house. London World.

JADE. Jade has been brought to China as an article of tribute from
[he earliest times of which even the Celestials have any record, and so
highly have they prized it that they have jealously striven to keep it

entirely in their own hands. It is, however, thought possible that, as
this mineral is not known to occur anywhere in Europe, the jade cells
which have been found in European lake-dwellings and other prehis-
toric remains, have probably travelled thither as barter in the course of
the great Aryan westward migration from the highlands of Central
Asia. Tradition affirms that the Aryan regard the wearing of a jade
ornament as the most effectual charm against lightning a faith which
would naturally account for their carrying with them many such treas-
ures. So in Hindostan, though specimens of carved jade inlaid with
rubies and diamonds were among the priceless treasures of the Mogul
Emperors, there is no reason to believe that this mineral has ever been
found in the Empire; and it is supposed that the raw material must
liave been brought from those same mines, of which there are consider-
ibly over a hundred, one great mountain side being riddled by dark
tunnels, which are the entrances to long, winding galleries, excavated
in every direction, and in some cases piercing right through the moun-
tain to its further side. The jade is found in veins which are sometimes
several feet in depth, but it is so full of fissures that it is rare to obtain
a perfect block more than a few inches thick. Hence the great value
of large pieces when found without a flaw. Such are reserved for the
mpenal tribute, and the Emperor himself awards such blocks to the
artist who is most certain to do it justice, the natural form of the block
deciding what shall be the character of the sculpture. Such an impe-
rial commission is equivalent to a life-work, for although when first
jroken from its rocky bed, the jade may be scratched with an ordinary
cmfe, it soon hardens so as to become the most difficult of minerals for
the sculptors art. Hence, such vases and other ornaments as became
so lamiliar to us after the looting of the Summer Palace, each repre-sented twenty or thirty years of ceaseless toil at the hands of a patientand most diligent worker. And yet I have seen some of these pricelessart treasures in British homes, where their value in this respect seems
undreamed of. The Chinese name of the stone is Yu-Shek, and that bywinch we call it is said to be a corruption of a Spanish word referring
:o a superstition of the Mexican Indians, who deemed that to wear a
bracelet of this stone was the surest protection against all diseases of
.lie loins, hence the Spaniards named the mineral Piedra de hijadaie ot the loins), by which name it became known in Europe! and
e long was contracted to its present form. Where the Mexicans ob-

tneir specimens is not known, mineralogists having failed to dis-
cover the mineral on the American Continent, New Zealand however"lnnl ""1 '"- own jade in the form of great pebbles, which witli in-a . i
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nite labor have been wrought into those large celts and grotesque am-
ets which formed the most priceless possessions of the high chiefs.As a matter of course, in this daily market of the modern work nro-
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